Epiphany
Zerrex Narrius
Prologue: Outside the Firmament
The universe is layered with darkness, and yet filled with light: stars shine brightly until
the day they die, many exploding with such force that they light up entire galaxies, their radiance
visible light years away and eons in the future. Others still collapse upon themselves, their fiery
passion and vain gravity clutching so desperately to the physical universe that they become deep
and dark, so powerful and intense they absorb even light in a crushing singularity, making a feast
of the glowing warmth in their bitter scorn until the day their hunger becomes so great they
consume even themselves and they simply vanish into the ether.
Not even the gods know if the universe is finite, or if you can finish at where you started
if you travel for long enough. Some believe the universe expands still, others believe that it has
begun to slowly collapse, still others whisper that at the edge of the universe the bleak whiteness
of the Nothingness or the harsh burning black fires of the Unworld. Some say that the physical
universe is nothing but a vast dark hell, others blissfully praise the universe as a glorious heaven,
and most only look at the universe as it is: a plane of existence, in which countless worlds spin,
in which gods and monsters, mortals and demons and angels both battle and work together, in
peace and at war with themselves and one-another.
Worlds turn, and their stories are told: to the heroes and the villains and the players in
their stages, their stories, their worlds, their homes are the center of attention, that which burns in
the spotlight… and yet in reality, none of them matter to the vast indifference of the universe. It
is light and dark, it is balance, it is discord and order all at once: worlds must live, worlds must
die, legends are told and reality becomes myth. To the universe, neither loser nor victor are of
any accord: it is the players that give their stories worth, it is to the people who live, breathe, and
understand the world around them, that the world matters to. Should the mightiest of the gods
fall tomorrow, the universe will not care: it will toil onwards. Even should reality shatter and
crumble, the universe will not care: all things must end, but even with all races wiped out, even
with the Nothingness and the Unworld consuming everything and then each other, it does not
matter to anyone, not even the consumed or destroyed once they are dead and gone. Their cares
washed away with their physical bodies, their souls dispersed into energies, their memories
always faintly reverberating, reverberating, though the unseen air. Even if all falls down, reality
abhors a vacuum: the moment there is but a single thought, a new reality will blossom.
The universe does not care that it is old, or that it is cracked, how vast or small it is: the
universe does not care that it exists, that it is full of darkness, that it is adorned with the countless
beautiful stars and worlds that shine throughout it, full of good and evil, love and hate. The
universe does not care; and that is why inside it, from lowliest insect to most-powerful of gods,
all things are equal. Why neither the heavens nor the hells, the paradises nor the pits, can ever
truly be places without corruption, without good, without evil, without emotion, without reason.
And it is both blessing and curse, for even if the universe does not care for meaning, it does not
mean meaning cannot be found within it.
And yet for all its carelessness, the universe has kept secrets: but from a great vibration
that rang through its heart eight long years ago, the universe itself has begun to whisper its
secrets to the players on their stages, changing forever the face of the uncaring universe, weaving
together the most tangled of webs as a new story begins to unfold.

First Sphere: Foundation
It was beautiful here, and the lizard tented his fingers together quietly as he stood silently
outside what appeared to be a shrine of some sort, breathing softly: a strange thing, considering
that only two feet away, with no apparent shield, no apparent protection, was the vast, dead
coldness of black space. Stars shone brightly all around him, some so large that they were visible
balls of red flame, others sparkling motes in the distance… and the reptile closed his eyes,
bowing his head silently forwards, the concrete-like walkway beneath his feet seeming to thrum
under his combat boots.
He was a Drakkaren, a breed of reptilian species from a world far, far away from this
place: and despite his looks, the simple black jeans and matching t-shirt he wore, he was no mere
mortal. His emerald eyes opened slowly as he looked up at the shrine with sorrow, a tremble
running through his muscular, powerful form as he slowly rubbed at the tattoo on his strong right
bicep: a bold swastika inside a circle, over a double-helix of ivy that encircled his upper arm.
Something from days long since passed, that reminded him of things hard to put into words, hard
to explain, harder still to understand… but a precious gift once it was.
His green scales clung tight to his chiseled, solid frame as he rubbed slowly at his
abdominals, pushing up his shirt a bit to reveal the navy blue scales that covered his chest, and
then he sighed softly as he reached out and touched one of the concentric pillars going around
the edge of the shrine, holding up the dome-shaped roof some thirty feet high above. There were
sixteen of them evenly spaced around the perimeter, pillars so enormous they made the eight feet
and some inches of the reptile look small, and he finally strode forwards over the stone floor of
this shrine in the literal middle of space, this deep, strange temple in the Center of the Universe.
His shoulder-length white hair fell around his face as he glanced back and forth with a
soft sigh, memories floating through his mind as he strode into the shrine, and he reached up to
brush this quietly back. His boots made little sound against the smooth floor as he strode towards
the center of the large, wide room that was dominated by eight statues surrounding a plainlooking pool: but the water of this pool was black, swirling slowly and constantly, darker than
the deepest of black holes. It was the true Center of the Universe, the singular tie between the
physical plane… and the deep darkness of the Unworld.
The lizard‟s eyes drew upwards, however, to the statues surrounding it, and he reached
out to silently touch one even as blue energy sparked in violent arcs at the contact and his entire
arm went numb, wincing a bit… but not drawing his hand away as he stroked down the smooth,
marble-like stone, before finally letting his finger slip off. The energy settled immediately, and
the reptile looked at the statue quietly: Creation, his features calm and somehow distant, large,
thick horns extending outwards from either side of his skull, imposing and yet welcoming. He
was familiar… and yet nonetheless the male‟s eyes found it hard to focus on the statue, to take in
the details of the nude but genderless form. Not that it was any surprise: these were no statues of
heroes, or alien species, or even beings of great power. These were statues of the First Gods, the
unknowable creatures that had created the universe, that had first formed it from the Nothingness
and put the first gears and laws of reality into motion.
Likewise, the other five statues were alien and difficult to comprehend: they were even
more exotic, even more strange in the lizard‟s vision, and all pulsed with power and their own
strange auras. Life, Order, Creation on one side of the pool… Death, Chaos and Destruction on
the other, mirroring their parallel, and yet despite their opposing natures, their opposing
stances… there was no hostility between the statues, only a sense of partnership, of mutual

beneficence. Six statues, towering almost to the ceiling above, encircling the pool and filled with
disharmonious energy… and then the lizard sighed quietly as he strode away from Creation to
the side of the pool, looking at one of the two smaller statues that stood between the immense
ones. It was of a male lion, only a little larger than the average mortal, his eyes closed and an
expression that could only be called „tragic‟ on his features, his mane detailed to look as if they
were flames, long robes flowing around him, and hands pressing tightly down against the pool…
and the tall lizard reached a hand up to squeeze the lion‟s shoulder, saying softly: “Hey, Camus.
How are you, old friend?”
There was no response from the statue… not that the lizard had expected one, and he
smiled a little even as the memories came back. Of this noble philosopher – no mortal, but
instead a Broken, a being of such will that it had survived the ravages of the Unworld and risen
up with powers so strange and terrible they struck fear into even the gods themselves – and the
hard, savage war against him. Of the way he and Mersault Camus had fought here, at the Center
of the Universe, because of what the reptile had become: of how they had been close friends, and
yet they had killed one-another.
Camus had been trying to discover the truth of the First Gods, relentlessly pursuing the
origins of the universe, longing, in his own way, to save it, or at least to adhere to the goals of the
First Gods. Not that Camus had worshipped them… but he had called himself a Theologian, and
felt a loyalty to them… and admiration, the lizard thought. Not for their power… but for their
ability to create, something that a Broken like Camus could not do. The Broken were beings of
the Unworld, anti-matter and anti-energy, rotting the ground beneath their feet, surviving by
absorbing the energy of the living world around them. As the lion had put it as he‟d lashed out in
anger, it was like he had spent billions of years in a state of constant death, and even after he‟d
learned to repress the terrible energies of the Unworld to appear and act almost as if mortal, it
only worked for so short a time: it was like taking a breath, before being forced back into his
coffin, in the words of the heartbroken philosopher.
The lizard‟s emerald eyes looked up and across the pool, where they settled on another
statue that also gazed down into the swirling, dark waters… a statue of himself, shirtless, every
detail of his form, every last scar upon his body – and there were many, many of them – done in
perfect definition. His features were cold, and just as sad as Camus‟s… and the reptile shook his
head slowly before he reached up and silently touched the black burn scar that surrounded his
left eye, circular but for a J-shaped twist that went down to his muzzle, almost like a dark trail of
tears. “We were fools…”
The male closed his eyes as he glanced at the statue of his lost friend, and then he leaned
down beside him, unconsciously mimicking the poses of the smaller statues as the energies of the
room reverberated around him. In the intensity of their battle, they had destroyed what they had
both been doing their best to cherish: once the Center of the Universe had been a planet, but the
clash of the Broken and a God that had become so desperate to win it had inverted itself had
resulted in the world being torn asunder… although how this temple had survived, the lizard
didn‟t even want to guess at. It had been at the epicenter of the explosion… but of course, it was
also the shrine, and in a way, the resting place of the First Gods. Who knew what power lay here,
dormant until it was disturbed, wakening only to protect itself?
The reptile shook his head slowly, closing his eyes as he dropped his head forwards.
Eight, almost nine years had passed since that great event… and the cruel part of the joke was
that it wasn‟t even him Camus had truly been interested in. The reptile was no First God, after
all… but burning inside of him was the energy of another god who may have once been a First

God himself, before all six had mysteriously vanished from the universe. It was strange: once
upon a time, he had only been a mortal, interested only in himself, and eventually protecting his
family… and then he had died, learned the afterlife was indeed real as he‟d been punished over
and over again in the darkness of Hell until he‟d become a demon, and faced angels and demons,
mortals and gods in worsening and worsening battles… and then, long after another death,
something had dragged him out of the Nothingness and pieced him back together, and instilled in
him the powers of Creation.
Camus had wanted these energies, and was willing to sacrifice everything in the universe
to get to them, had put the reptile through test after test, lured him into trap after trap, until he
had finally brought the reptile here. The lizard, a being made of highly-charged energy, was an
easy target for a Broken like Camus, no matter how powerful he was… and Camus had planned
to rip him apart until he was able to literally peel the energies of Creation out of him. Not for
power, never for power… but instead in a quest for knowledge and enlightenment that had
become twisted, a need to understand what the First Gods had planned for the universe, and
whether or not they had decided what they had built in it was a triumph or a failure.
The reptile, however, had fought back harder and fiercer than the Broken had expected…
and then done a stupid, stupid thing in a desperate attempt to overwhelm his friend. But now the
lizard clenched his eyes shut and pushed these thoughts away, not wanting to remember it… yet
even as they went, other worries surfaced.
The destruction of this place had not been without side-effects: it had sent a vibration, a
shockwave, a ripple through the entire universe, and released things the First Gods had sealed
away unknowable eons ago. Things like the Strange Beasts, vicious and alien creatures that
occasionally ripped their way through the fabric of reality, coming from gods knew where to do
gods knew what. Half-formed gods, abominations, primordials that had been sealed away… and
many other things that rose just as many questions in the lizard‟s mind.
He sighed softly… and then winced and staggered, looking up sharply as a female voice
said gently: “Your head is heavy with thoughts, Zerrex Narrius. Strange, how you come here
instead of sharing your burden with family and friends.”
The lizard felt dumb surprise as he looked at the creature that had addressed him: not
only had he never encountered anyone else at this shrine before, the being had snuck up on
him… and he gritted his teeth as he realized it wasn‟t any god or monster, demon or angel, but a
Strange Beast: not one of the more-animal Vipers, but instead it looked like the far-moreintelligent – and thus far more dangerous – Chanters, another breed of the monsters that they had
encountered so far. It held up its hands though, smiling at him softly, and the reptile didn‟t detect
any hostility in the air, making him hesitate even as he clenched his hands into fists and asked
darkly: “And how the hell did you get here? And… wait, how do you know my name?”
“I don‟t blame you for being suspicious. My kind haven‟t done much to warrant a warm
welcome.” She said softly, and her voice was strangely-soothing. Zerrex let his stance loosen
slightly as his eyes drew over her, and she smiled a bit, spreading her arms to the sides now.
“See? I mean you no harm.”
She was tall: maybe ten feet, and slender, with unguligrade legs that stood on thick but
rounded claws. Her tail was long and curled slowly back and forth, with a leaf-shaped fin
extending from the tip, and she had three slender fingers and a thumb on each hand, with small,
polished-looking black nails. Two sets of small breasts rested upon her chest, and above these,
strange, tube-like bulges stuck out of her collarbone and formed a natural collar around her throat
in which gills slowly pulsed open and closed with her quiet breaths, and her features were

somewhere between feline and draconic, her eyes intense but welcoming, blue with slit-like
black pupils. Black, long horns extended from either side of her skull, and Zerrex frowned a bit,
relaxing his pose a bit more as the female relaxed slowly as well, the long mane of hair that ran
straight down the middle of her skull pulled back into a ponytail that fell across one shoulder,
kept neat by several evenly-spaced ties. “You… look like a Naganatine.”
“Like Creation, you mean.” The features of the Strange Beast visibly softened, and she
rubbed a hand over her naked body, taking a hesitant step towards Zerrex… and then another
when he didn‟t do anything but frown a bit. She slowly approached… and then reached one of
her long-fingered hands slowly up, and Zerrex winced when she grasped his skull, but he felt
only a faint tingling before she smiled strangely and sadly as a tear rolled down her cheek. “Yes.
Like Naganis.”
Zerrex reached up and grasped her upper arm gently, pushing her carefully back a step,
and her hand fell away as she stood quietly in front of him. For a few moments, they only looked
at each other, and then the reptile broke the awkward silence by asking hesitantly: “Were you…
made by Creation?”
“Yes. Creation, Naganis, whichever you prefer to call him. I am the mother of the first
Strange Beasts, as you call us…” She turned away, walking towards the statue of Creation and
gazing silently up at his back, clasping her hands in front of her groin as she murmured: “Do not
worry. I don‟t hold it against you that you have killed many of my brood… I was created long,
long ago, and my purpose was to serve the whims of my creator. Creation had me birth the race
of Strange Beasts you call Vipers, and the Leviathans. But Creation sealed me away… to protect
me, you must understand, he loved me. He loved me, and I loved him… but I did not love my
children, and my children did not love me. I was not programmed for that, I was not told to love
them. I was merely their incubator, that‟s all.
“Your thoughts for me turn to pity; that‟s unnecessary, Zerrex Narrius.” She smiled a bit
as she turned around, looking at him quietly. “I know that I am fortunate: there were other
Mothers who never met Creation, and many who did not escape the wrath of the Strange Beasts
after we awoke from hibernation. I am fortunate in that I have eluded my children and my
siblings for so long… they do not know a mother‟s love, and all they did know has now been
forgotten by the rest of the universe. Imagine, waking up in what was once your home after
countless years of sleep in the deep and dark places of the world, to find strangers living in your
home, changing it to their whims, now dominant in what was once your domicile? That is why
they hate you, Zerrex Narrius. That is why they destroy. All they know is that their home has
been taken by others… and that the ones they were born to obey are all dead and gone.”
She stopped as the Drakkaren winced a bit, trying to understand all this… and then the
female stepped slowly towards him, and he couldn‟t help but step back a bit before she laughed
quietly, reaching out to take one of his hands. “No, I am harmless, Zerrex, do not fear me. Nor
would I harm you… your energies clearly resonate with the powers of Creation, after all, and I
have loved Creation all my life. I am sad that he has passed, but all things must… and I do not
hold it against your kind that you have spread throughout this universe, or against the other gods
who have seeded worlds. I think… I think the First Gods, as you think of them, would be happy
to see their work being continued, however crudely and sloppily. But perhaps it is all the better
for the fact it takes so much effort on the part of so many to make this universe grow now… to
make these worlds blossom.
“I have watched you for a few years now, watched you come and go from this place, felt
your thoughts.” She stopped, glancing away as Zerrex looked at her with surprise. “I am sorry I

never revealed myself earlier. But I was unsure; there are other energies in your body, and
another part of you that is deep and terrible… I needed to know your character fully before I
stepped forwards. Before I asked you to help me, give me refuge from the other Strange Beasts.
They hunt us, the Originals, the ones who were first created by the First Gods… they hate us,
they fear us, because we are a connection to the gods that once were, the times that have long
since passed. They want to destroy us, because then they think they will truly be free, that none
will have a hold over them, even though I hold no leash and bear no control as it is.”
“Slow down, I can barely understand what the hell‟s going on here. This… this is kind of
sudden.” Zerrex said finally, and the female nodded to him, looking down into his eyes and
studying his scarred features. It made the lizard blush a bit as he stepped back and turned towards
the dark pool… and then he glanced up in surprise when the female grasped his shoulders and
leaned down to silently kiss the back of his head.
“Don‟t suffer, Zerrex Narrius. You are not a bad person for what happened here.” she
whispered, and the lizard swallowed thickly as he glanced down in shock at how easily she was
reading into the very depths of his soul. He tried to block her out, but he could almost feel her
smile as she said quietly: “Do not be ashamed, either. I feel your emotions and see into the
depths of your soul, and every part of your tragic mind. Your emotions, your senses are different
than mine, Zerrex Narrius… and when you try and block me out, I only feel myself pulled
towards a different memory, instead of the here and now.”
She halted, then stepped back and away, and Zerrex turned around as he rubbed at his
face slowly before she bowed slowly to him, and then she straightened and held out a hand,
saying softly: “I see in your culture, however, I have been rude. I do not have a name as you do,
but when I refer to myself as a mother, a peculiar image of love and sorrow appears in your
mind. If I am not being cruel, may I suggest you call me Celeste, in memory of this figure you
hold such odd love and a deep bond to, despite her passing?”
Zerrex felt a knot in his heart, and the female frowned immediately, opening her mouth…
and then she closed it slowly when Zerrex simply gritted his teeth and projected his emotions
towards her, making her almost recoil in surprise: and finally, he felt her recede from his mind,
shaking off the shock of the sudden meeting as he met her eyes and said gently: “For one thing,
you need to stop reading my mind, it‟s… also kind of rude in my culture. For another, I know
you felt the… emotions that rose up when you mentioned my mother, but…” He stopped, then
smiled a little at her. “I know you mean to honor her. And that, in turn, makes me feel… much
better about you, Celeste.”
The female looked at him for a few moments, and then she looked down at herself before
wrapping her arms slowly around her stomach. At first, Zerrex thought he‟d offended her… and
then she glanced up and smiled faintly back at him, tears in her eyes, both sorrow and joy
radiating off her form. “I could not help myself, Zerrex… and I cannot help but ask… is this
what parents and their children feel, in this world? Your mind… your feelings towards your own
parents are mixed, but then I look at these other connected memories, of your family, of
daughters and sons… is this emotion called love? Is this what I never felt with my children, or
they towards me?”
Zerrex didn‟t know how to respond, so he only nodded… and after a moment, Celeste
nodded back, before she reached up and wiped at her face… and Zerrex was surprised to watch
as her tears quickly became crystalline, hardening over her fingers before she brushed them
away. She looked at her own hand for a moment, catching his thoughts before smiling at him
faintly… but instead of answering, she instead said quietly: “And perhaps I am merely failing to

understand your thoughts, far stranger than me… but why do you offer me sanctuary so quickly,
despite your misgivings, your fears that have been amplified by the encounters you have had
with the other races of Strange Beast over the years?”
“Get out of my head.” Zerrex winced a bit and reached up to rub at his skull, but the
female only looked at him curiously, and the Drakkaren sighed a bit before he said slowly:
“And… well. You haven‟t tried to kill me yet, and that in itself is very different from… from the
other Strange Beasts.”
Zerrex stopped, memories running through his mind as he closed his eyes, and he felt
Celeste‟s eyes not only on him, but the female also watching his memories of the last eight years.
Memories of the monstrous, two-headed Vipers as they began to appear in greater numbers and
as a worsening threat, of the terrible and mighty Leviathans that were savage alone and
sometimes led vicious raiding parties of Strange Beasts. Memories of their first encounters with
the Chanters, who looked smaller and less alien, but were a far more devastating threat than their
brawny counterparts with their strange brands of magic and preternatural power that they
unleashed over anything and anyone that got in their way.
“Creation did not make all of us alone… the First Gods for the most part shared their
powers, and that is why our natures are as they are.” Celeste said quietly, and she gently grasped
Zerrex‟s face as he opened his eyes, guiding his gaze up to meet hers. “I am purely made of
Creation, and it is why I have revealed myself to you… but the first Vipers were touched by
Chaos, making them savage and ferocious… as the Chanters were imbued with Order, making
them terrible in their coldness, unflinching and unemotional. There are other Strange Beasts as
well, ones you have not seen… and some, I hope, that you never encounter at all.”
She stopped, then drew back from him and studied him for a few moments before smiling
sadly, shaking her head slowly as he looked at her quietly, and she whispered: “No. I do not
know what happened to the First Gods, Zerrex. As I said, Creation sealed me away to protect
me… all I know is that something went wrong here, in the Center of the Universe. The First
Gods became anxious, and my last memories are of a grand meeting, where the First Gods held a
grand assembly with their sharpest students and most-loved disciples… other gods that had
sprung to life, children they had created, heroes of our time: for even in our time, there was a
need for heroes, Zerrex. There were Strange Beasts back then that rebelled against the First
Gods, and greedy beings of all shape and size, and mistakes made in their pursuit of knowledge
and life that had to be destroyed. We are very different forms of life… but all forms of life are
also very much the same in many ways, however we try to pretend otherwise.”
The reptile nodded slowly, and Celeste sighed and looked away, murmuring: “I will have
to adjust to your emotions, Zerrex, and the emotions your people, your kind feel. So strange… as
are the thoughts that run through your head. Be assured, I will tell you everything you wish to
know, and use my gifts to even show you my home, as it once was…” Celeste stopped and
smiled at him, half-bowing towards the reptile as she looked at him for a few moments with her
soft and deep eyes. “But I wish to first explore your home… and to meet these other beings you
think of with such fondness and love as you do, and see if they will accept me as readily as you
have. I fear, after all, that while your strange and exotic mind thinks of me so kindly… they will
require time to adjust to my presence. I am a Strange Beast, as you call my kind: and from what I
see of your friends and family, not all of them may be nearly as kind and forgiving towards me
as you have.” She stopped, then murmured softly: “I admire the way you think of me as a person
instead of merely as a monster. I hesitate to think of myself as a person instead of just another
Strange Beast, after all.”

“We‟re all people… I can‟t hold it against you what your kind has done to mine. Not
after everything I‟ve been through myself… not with what my whole philosophy is based
around, nor with what demons and gods once did to the world.” Zerrex smiled a bit at her,
glancing over her naked body awkwardly. “Do… you want some clothing?”
“No. I do not understand why you are clothed yourself. It serves little purpose to beings
like ourselves.” Celeste replied in her quiet, almost-distant voice, before she frowned slightly as
Zerrex smiled a little and images danced through his mind, memories of others, of laughing
children playing naked in the fountain long ago. “You… agree, yet you disagree. I do not
understand.”
“Call it modesty, then, I just don‟t like being without my pants.” Zerrex patted his own
hip quietly, and then he sighed a bit as looked at the pool of black water for a moment, before he
reached out and touched the shoulder of the lion statue, saying softly: “Keep watch for me, will
you?”
Celeste surveyed him for a moment as if measuring him when the Drakkaren turned
towards her again, and then she said softly: “I do not wish to interrupt your meditations, Zerrex
Narrius. If it is preferable, I will recede for the moment and allow you time alone. We are… safe
here, for now. The other Strange Beasts… they do not like this place, and it would be difficult
for them to enter. For, as I‟m sure you‟re well aware, it‟s very difficult to enter the Center of the
Universe… yet not very difficult at all to leave it.”
Zerrex looked at her for a moment, and then he smiled a bit, saying quietly: “Why don‟t
you wait out on the walkway for me, then? I‟ll join you in a moment, Celeste.” He stopped, then
said quietly: “Thank you for your considerations.”
She nodded, looking over him slowly, and then she turned and strode quietly away… and
Zerrex watched her as she left, the way her body swayed slightly from side to side with her walk,
the tautness of her form, the way her gills fluttered with each breath she took. Then he shook his
head slowly, turning back towards the pool as he reached down to dig in his pocket for a moment
before pulling out a silver coin, rolling it between his fingers as he murmured: “Wishing well, I
wish my friends well. I hope you‟re at peace, Camus… and you too, Celestial.”
He flipped the coin gently upwards, watching as it rose… then fell, spiraling slowly
before it plunged through the black water and vanished in a sparkle. Zerrex smiled for a moment,
and then he turned away and headed towards the outer walkway, before wincing a bit at
Celeste‟s deep stare. “Can… you tone it down, just a bit?”
“I apologize, Zerrex Narrius.” She bowed her head for a moment, then looked out at the
stars above, murmuring quietly: “The constellations are different… and the Great Belt is dying.
The ageless stars have aged much since I was last awake…”
The reptile looked at her quietly, wondering for a moment if he had enough juice to carry
both her and him to the nearest „waypoint‟ outside the Center of the Universe he could jump –
or, as certain members of his family referred to it „shoop‟ – to, but before he could even think too
deeply on the subject, the Strange Beast made an almost-dismissive gesture, and reality shattered
like glass in front of them, pieces of space-made-solid tinkling upwards and vanishing into motes
of energy as Zerrex stared in shock at a swirling tunnel that appeared: it looked like a vortex of
black and white, and yet it had a core of pulsing golden light, much different from the magical
portals used by demons and angels and gods to travel the great distances between worlds. “It is
no trouble, Zerrex Narrius. As you seem to have almost forgotten already… I am a Strange
Beast. We exist inside and outside of reality at the same time: exerting control over the fragile
fabric of time and space is no mean feat for me. But let us go, before the Gateway closes.”

Zerrex didn‟t even know how to respond, so he only nodded dumbly and strode forwards,
Celeste matching his pace as they walked into the golden light… and the reptile winced,
covering his eyes as the light grew more intense, almost stumbling forwards as heat and sound
surrounded him for a moment… and then suddenly, he was stepping out onto solid ground,
staggering once as Celeste reached out and steadied him and the golden light now at their back
sparked before fading out as the Gateway closed, the reptile looking stupidly back and forth as
he realized where he was standing.
They were in Elysium: a country upon the now-planet of Hell, which forever circled the
mortal world parallel to Heaven, the two planets moving in an immense oval around both the
blue planet and the burning bright star of the sun. Hell and Heaven had once been separate planes
of their own, but decades ago, the torn fabric of reality had begun to heal itself, forcibly pulling
both planes of the „afterlife‟ into physical existence, in part due to the rampant attacks of a group
of beings known as Old Gods. It sounded so ridiculous Zerrex wanted to laugh when he thought
about it… and yet the memories of those times, the people he had lost, the pains he felt to this
day about having to almost give up the mortal world he had worked so hard to protect when they
had been outmaneuvered and outflanked always stopped him from doing so. It sounded
impossible… but it was right here before his eyes, and it was a life he had spent many years
living now.
And, even though there were less souls coming to Heaven and Hell – in part because the
population of the mortal world was so low after the successive disasters that had befallen in, and
in part because of how hard it was for some mortals to believe that Heaven and Hell were
actually real, actually part of the afterlife, and not simply „alien worlds,‟ as some had come to
call them – they still did their jobs. Hell was a place not only of punishment, but of learning: they
taught the „sinners,‟ the criminals, the wicked people that ended up in the bowels of the pit to
understand their crimes as much as they were punished for it… and demons, Zerrex had learned,
had depths of emotion and compassion that often far surpassed their distant, cold angelic
counterparts.
Heaven, after all, was not total paradise: it was run by a council interested only in itself
and keeping tight control over its own world, aloof from the affairs of the rest of the physical
world. And God, compassionate Naganis, was long dead, killed by Zerrex‟s own father. Ifret
Narrius had been defeated and destroyed, but he had done irreversible damage and perhaps was
responsible, too, for the way Heaven was now: the only remnants of Naganis‟s time were the
Archangels, Lucifer and Lord, but they could not run Heaven alone and tend to their many duties
at the same time, which was why the council had been left in place.
Hell, on the other hand, was governed by the Compass Thrones: four High Thrones that
answered to the High Queen. Once upon a time, Zerrex had been High King of Hell, both a
terrible punishment and a cruel honor… but after the Drakkaren had vanished in his battle
against Athéos, self-declared creator of the universe, it had been passed down to Firenze, a tragic
child of Zerrex who had once been unable to control his own powers, and spent many years
sealed away in a medical facility deep beneath the ground. When Firenze had taken upon the
crown, however, he had done a better job than Zerrex ever could have dreamed… but he had
sacrificed his life to save his father‟s, and Hell still mourned his loss.
Now, the High Queen ruled: Vivien of Endless Nights, an original demoness descended
from the first demons of Hell and who had been the Abbess of the Convent of Burning Harmony,
one of Elysium‟s largest holy orders. She was a Celestial Devil, chosen because of both her
serious personality as well as her leadership experience, selected out of a pool of a hundred other

possible candidates. She worked well with the other High Thrones most of the time, and both
kept control of the council and allowed them to work freely upon their own projects, balancing
her duties well.
Zerrex glanced at Celeste, and she looked back at him for a moment as they stood in the
empty feel, a faint breeze blowing by and ruffling the grasses under their feet. They were at the
edge of a cliff, overlooking the Circles below: once Hell had possessed its Nine Circles, places of
punishment, judgment, and even great joy… but during the Great Merge, they had collapsed, and
even now they had not yet been cleared of debris. Only the top three layers were clean so far, and
undergoing vast reconstruction… and then Celeste gazed outwards before pointing at the greatest
landmark in all of Elysium – arguably, Zerrex thought, in all the worlds – the Central Spire.
“Look…”
The reptile did so, laughing a bit and gazing at the immense black tower with a small
smile. When Hell had been its own dimension, it had reached the spiraling skies above… and
even now, it towered almost to the edge of the atmosphere, countless miles tall and thick, made
of some powerful, resilient material that would never bend, never sway, not in the hardest of
winds or the most powerful of earthquakes, stoic and unbreakable. “Yes, that‟s where Hell‟s
rulers are… as well as the great library, and many other things. It was designed by Lucifer and
Naganis countless years ago now, when the planes were first separated.”
“It is an anchor.” Celeste said softly, and the reptile looked at her curiously. “A tethertotem. Others like it once existed in the Center of the Universe… it is what holds a world to its
course, it is a tie that binds. May we visit it one day?”
“Of course.” Zerrex said softly… and then he looked down at his feet before turning
around, gazing at a small village in the distance. Demons of all shape and size were in the street
today, and he smiled a little bit: it looked as if they were gearing up for a celebration. The reptile
had never been very good with holidays, however… and then he glanced over at Celeste when
she quietly touched his shoulder, looking at him silently.
He looked back… and this time, he could feel her searching his mind, as if desperate for
something… and then she slowly nodded, murmuring: “Yes. We should go to the Ravenlight
Estate, and meet your family and Disciples. And this High Queen… why does she worry you so
much?”
Zerrex looked at her mildly for a moment, but she only gazed back passively… and the
reptile sighed as he reached up and rubbed at his forehead, reminding himself that she was from
a different culture, a different time, and had different emotions than he did, telling himself to be
patient as he answered mildly after a moment: “It‟s not… worry-worry so much as it is… I don‟t
want to be scolded for the umpteenth time this week. Vivien has me appointed as an ambassador,
even though I really don‟t like or want the job, and she hates it when I pull stuff like… well,
this.” Zerrex gestured at her, smiling awkwardly. “No offense.”
“Do not worry. It is I who should apologize to you. It‟s difficult to remember what
actions are considered rude in this world and what are not.” Celeste replied quietly, and then she
frowned a bit and glanced up, saying softly: “Something approaches.”
Zerrex winced a bit, looking back and forth as he readied himself… but when a portal
opened, the Drakkaren cursed and tried to hide behind Celeste‟s tall but narrow form, the female
looking at him with curiosity before glancing up at the portal as a green-scaled female Drakkaren
stormed through it with her teeth grit, her eyes flashing beneath the scars that crisscrossed over
her features. More scars were laced down her body and along her forearms, some barely hidden
by the golden plate that went across her flat chest, secured against her body by silvery chains…

and her eyes widened as they settled with shock on the Strange Beast, immediately drawing a
silvery sword from behind her back.
She began to open her mouth… then her eyes locked on Zerrex as he peered out from
behind Celeste, and she instead gaped stupidly for a moment before looking at the Strange Beast
again as Celeste only examined her curiously, before she said curiously: “Iuratus. A curious
term; you are a loyal daughter, and from you I feel… love for Zerrex. Love… I envy you both.”
The female dropped her sword as the portal behind her closed, now simply looking
stupid, and Zerrex wheezed in relief as he carefully stepped out from behind the Strange Beast.
He smiled awkwardly at her, glancing over her: the ceremonial Iuratus armor gleamed as if
freshly polished, darker than the bright gold scales that covered her chest, pauldrons on her
shoulders, leaf-shaped plates covering her groin and hips and held on by silver chain, heavy steel
boots on her feet. The scarred female looked at the scarred male, and gemstone green eyes
looked into emerald irises before Zerrex said calmly: “Serenity, I‟d like you to meet Celeste.
She‟s a Strange Beast who came to me asking for protection. She‟s a little awkward… but she
means us no harm, okay?”
Serenity grimaced at him, shaking herself out of her stupor before she flicked her wrist,
and her sword – made of a single piece of silvery metal – flew up to her hand. For a moment she
held it indecisively, but then sighed when Zerrex looked at her pointedly again, and instead she
nodded curtly and said dryly: “I‟ll honor your wishes, Zerrex, but I would prefer her to be in a
secure location until we determine if she‟s a threat or not.”
“You wish to protect your father… ingrained in protocol, laws, rules, but all to try and
protect him.” Celeste said softly, and Serenity winced as Zerrex slapped his forehead. The
Strange Beast frowned at this gesture, and then she glanced down embarrassedly, murmuring: “I
apologize, Serenity Narrius. I did not mean to pry into your mind.”
“I… oh this is great. Like we need another Marina.” Serenity muttered and rubbed
absently at a tattoo on her right arm… and then she blushed when Zerrex smiled a bit and
reached up to touch this quietly: a band of ivy encircled her bicep, with a single black,
blossomed rose standing out from it, a short, ancient Hez‟Rannan prayer written in runes
surrounding this. “Sorry.”
“It‟s okay.” Zerrex said gently, and then he grasped her shoulders and kissed the female‟s
forehead: with how tall she was, it required little more than to lean forwards a bit. “Serenity,
you‟re the commander of my Iuratus, a Disciple, my daughter, and a psychic who can easily feel
my emotional resonance this close. I trust her: you can feel that, can‟t you?”
“Yes, Father, I do. And… I‟ll help her.” She looked grudgingly at Celeste for a moment,
but Zerrex smiled a bit: he could feel her emotions, and it wasn‟t distrust that was prevalent now,
but irritation with the disruption to the routine and the Drakkaren‟s lack of concern with rules
and regulations. “We should introduce her to the others as soon as possible, however. And
perhaps we should take her before the High Queen as well. Vivien will not take kindly to you
harboring a Strange Beast without her consent.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, crossing his arms moodily… but then he glanced to the side as
Celeste touched his shoulder gently to get his attention, before she said quietly: “Let us go before
Vivien. I do not wish to put you in ill fortune, Zerrex Narrius, so perhaps we should listen to
your daughter and acquire my sanctuary through proper channels.”
Serenity looked thoughtfully at Celeste, her features losing some of their tenseness before
she nodded slowly, and she slid her sword into the large links of the chain on her back, letting
them hold it in place as the athletic-bodied female crossed her arms and said dryly: “Then I‟ll go

to the Ravenlight Estate and the Cloister, and call a gathering in the main hall. With all due
respect, Strange Beast, I‟d prefer to have you stay in the Estate instead of our underground
temple for now. For our sakes as well as yours.”
Celeste only nodded, however, and she replied quietly: “I understand your concerns,
daughter of Zerrex, and do not hold them against you. Nor do I question your ways of life and
pleasure. Come though, Zerrex: soon others may be attracted to this place, and it is best we meet
them before they meet us.”
The Drakkaren made a face, but then he nodded before looking at Serenity, and the two
smiled a bit at each other before nodding. Then Zerrex grasped Celeste‟s arm quietly and closed
his eyes, and a moment later they simply vanished from the spot, only to reappear upon one of
the four enormous balconies that surrounded the top of the Central Spire of Elysium.
Immediately, the Amazon guards on either side of the massive doors leading into the
Throne Room both stepped forwards, snarling: enormous, masculine females, with flat, smooth
chests and draconic features, tall, J-shaped horns extending upwards from their heads and
muscular, powerful bodies covered by full plate. Then both winced when Zerrex stepped ahead
of Celeste and rose his hands, and they immediately dropped to kneels, bowing their heads
respectfully towards him as he said mildly: “She‟s not a hostile. I need to speak to Vivien.”
“The High Queen is in session right now…” one of the Amazons said uneasily, frowning
up at Zerrex… and the reptile looked at the two flatly for a few moments before they both
quickly stepped aside, mumbling awkwardly as Zerrex rolled his eyes and walked forwards.
Celeste, however, only stood passively… and the reptile sighed a bit before he headed back to
her, taking her hand quietly, and she looked strangely-shocked at the contact before her fingers
suddenly and tightly laced with his, and the lizard winced in surprise. “I… you okay?”
“It‟s… yes. It‟s simply strange, that‟s all.” Celeste murmured softly, but then she reached
her other hand forwards, smiling faintly as she clasped the reptile‟s hand with both of hers and
fell silent, and Zerrex looked at her oddly for a moment before nodding hesitantly and carefully
pulling her forwards. She walked beside him quietly, and the lizard approached the double doors,
taking a deep breath before shoving one of the enormous doors open and stepping into the
enormous, circular room beyond.
The dialogue at the immense round table that dominated the center of the room
immediately lapsed into silence as Zerrex entered, grinning awkwardly at the faces there that
looked at him with shock, frustration, and simple exasperation, the demons and other beings in
the plainer chairs surrounding the black stone table all turning before, at the so-called „head‟ of
the round table, the female in the large, golden throne with a red plush backing standing up and
asking sharply: “What is the meaning of this, Lord Zerrex?”
“Hi Vivien, nice to see you too.” Zerrex replied mildly, but the Celestial Devil only fixed
him with an icy glare. She was clad in flowing, regal robes of black, with silver plates over her
shoulders and a draconic, gleaming metal mask covered in runes that covered her face and
skull… but she reached up and tore this off, revealing the ivory, beautiful features of the horse as
her long blonde hair spilled out from beneath the mask, seeming almost to float around her as it
rolled slowly back and forth despite the absence of any wind, falling over her shoulders and
down to the middle of her back as she stood up and tossed the mask angrily onto the table. “Oh
great. You‟re in one of your moods.”
Vivien glared at him, her bright gold eyes glowing intensely, and the reptile winced
before the Strange Beast cocked her head and said softly: “You fear me… and yet your fear
compels you not to attack me, but to lash out in anger at Zerrex Narrius, despite your respect for

him. Why are your emotions so strange? All of you, so strange… so different from me. Yet I will
try to understand you all as best I can, and if you wish me gone, I shall stay silently in solitude. I
only wish for a safe place to hide. I do not wish to be slaughtered by my own children, or by
hearts filled with this emotion called „anger.‟”
Silence fell over the room as Vivien frowned deeply, and then she slowly looked back
and forth at the other High Thrones: each sat in a silver throne, all of them wearing the
traditional silver masks like the High Queen had, the only difference that the design of these
were more bird-like than draconic… but Zerrex recognized each and every one of them despite
this. He knew them all well after all… and then he smiled a bit as Vivien slowly stepped around
the table from behind the throne, voices murmuring as people Zerrex knew and ones he didn‟t
know so well talked amongst themselves awkwardly, other eyes fixated on the two as the tall,
ivory devil approached the Strange Beast.
Celeste looked at her with the same almost-detached curiosity she regarded much of
everything else, drawing her eyes up and down the female‟s robed body as if her gaze was able
to pierce to the devil‟s very soul… and for all Zerrex knew, it did. Vivien grimaced a bit, shaking
her head, her hair smoothing down against her skull by itself so tightly it revealed the mostlyhidden black ridge of short, conical spikes that went from the top of her skull down to the back
of her neck along the very center of her head for a moment… and then it bounced back up,
swaying around her as she said softly: “I am High Queen Vivien, Strange Beast. Why have you
sought sanctuary with us? Your kind has caused us much pain and trouble… as you well know
yourself, Lord Zerrex.”
She shot him a scathing look, but Zerrex only smiled dryly back as the long, whip-like
tail of the demoness flicked to the side: not horse-like, like much of the rest of her, but smooth
and furless and gold, ending in a spade. For a moment, their eyes locked… and then Vivien
snorted in derision and looked at Celeste, who frowned slightly before she murmured: “Yet you
two would die to protect each other… friendship, too. A concept I am more familiar with than
love… but so very rare, in the place I came from. I was friends with Creation, and I suppose… I
must have loved Creation too. But still…”
She looked down, and Vivien seemed taken aback, wincing away a bit before looking at
Zerrex sharply again, but he only shrugged, his hand still gripped tightly by both the Strange
Beast‟s. “Stop glaring at me. She‟s telepathic and empathic, there… doesn‟t seem to be a way to
stop her from digging into your mind. She doesn‟t mean any harm by it, though…”
“Yes, I apologize. Zerrex Narrius has told me many times it is not acceptable in this
society to read minds as I please… but it is a difficult habit to break. I look at a person… and I
see their thoughts.” Celeste said quietly, and Vivien looked disgruntled before she turned and
strode away, putting her hands behind her back and frowning at the ground in thought before the
Strange Beast‟s eyes roved over the council, and she murmured: “Curious. You all respect and
know that Zerrex will act in the interests of doing the right thing at the end of the day… and yet
most of you wish to argue with him.”
“Arguing is what we do best around here.” called a cheerful voice from the other side of
the table, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as Ashcroft Ixin hopped up to stand on his chair, striking a
pose and spreading his arms. A nine-foot tall, muscular Drakkaren with a chiseled build, he
looked almost as eccentric as he was with the thick triple-belt around his waist from which all
variety of pouches hung, his naked chest over which crossed a rawhide strap that attached into a
single pauldron over one shoulder, and the flute that was twirling back and forth between his
fingers. His scales were a bright green that faded over his chest, and his eyes sapphire: but

despite the grin on his face, they never quite reached these, his irises dark and measuring even as
he said teasingly: “What, you so needy you‟re trying to get in bed with a Strange Beast now?
You might get a nasty disease that way, Zerrex.”
“Sit down, Ixin.” Vivien snapped, and the male immediately winced and hopped off the
chair, his butt landing firmly in the seat as he cleared his throat awkwardly. Despite his build,
Ixin wasn‟t very tough: his body was the result of lucky genetics and magical enhancement, and
he was no demon, but instead an immortal. A rare, perhaps unduly harsh punishment on the one
hand… but then again, if Zerrex had been given the choice to forever retain his mortal self or
become what he was now, he knew he would have been sorely tempted to remain mortal.
The Strange Beast, however, was staring at Ixin… and he looked back, fluttering his eyes
and opening his mouth, before he froze as she said softly: “Such deep and terrible sorrow has
been etched onto your soul… yet the fall of the clans was not your fault, and your pervasive
sadness is unearned, as you yourself are well-aware. Do not regret or despair; yet do not force
smiles, either. None here will hold such against you.”
Slowly, the joyful exterior drained from Ixin‟s face, the expression of mixed, pale fear
and sorrow over his features making him look gaunt instead of handsome as he slowly stood up
from the chair. For a moment, he glanced back and forth, then down at the flute in his hand,
clenching the wooden, simple instrument tightly… and then he simply turned around and
stormed towards the nearest set of doors, shoving them open and vanishing out onto the balcony
as nervous murmurs rolled through the room, before Vivien said quietly: “You need to stop
doing that, Strange Beast.”
“My name is Celeste.” the being seemed unaware – or did not recognize – the intensity in
the air, as she looked back and forth… and then she tilted her head curiously as she looked at
Vivien, who was rubbing the underside of her muzzle slowly and nervously. “A control collar?”
“I said stop it.” Vivien barked, glaring at her as her eyes glowed bright gold for a
moment, and the Strange Beast recoiled slightly, reaching up to touch her skull with a quiet
frown before the High Queen said curtly to Zerrex: “Her psychic gifts make me uncomfortable,
Zerrex, she could easily find out anything and everything from any one of us. But…” She
stopped, looking hesitantly at the Strange Beast as Celeste looked back with her calm blue gaze.
“She doesn‟t… seem like the others we have encountered. Still, I want her in quarantine, and
with a control collar on at all times, restricting her psychic abilities. I don‟t want her reading
everyone‟s minds and emotions, do you understand me?”
There were murmurs of both dissent and hesitant agreement around the council table, but
then a wolverine in a dark navy suit stood up, her expression serious but also cultured. One side
of her body was covered in pale blue fur, and the other gold, her eyes glowing black sapphires in
her skull; two small, triangular horns also stood up from this, and large, leathery blue wings were
furled neatly on her back. “If I may add my opinion, High Queen Vivien, I do not believe she is a
threat. Not only because of my faith in Lord Zerrex, but because the Strange Beasts do not seem
interested in gaining information. They attack large settlements at random, usually in
disorganized groups, or accidentally enter our world through rips in reality and simply attack
anything around them. They do not seem to have any interest in gathering intelligence or even
putting together the most basic of tactics.”
Vivien sighed at this, but nodded hesitantly before she muttered: “Be that is it may,
Sabnock, I nonetheless want to be careful.” Slowly, she rubbed at her face, then glanced towards
the other High Thrones, saying disgustedly: “Shall we take a vote, despite full-well knowing
where you four stand with the ambassador?”

The other High Thrones looked at each other, and then the sole male pulled off his mask
and grinned awkwardly, his blue scales gleaming faintly as he rubbed slowly at his face. His
features were a boyish mix of feline and draconic, with a proud, stiff mane and two large horns
that stood up from his skull to either side of this. A Naganatine, a First Breed, one of the twenty
children of Naganis… and one of the far-fewer survivors, as he said awkwardly: “I… I side with
Zerrex. Not just because he‟s scarier than you, but… well. I dunno, look at her. These Strange
Beasts… we know they don‟t resemble the Naganatine for no reason.”
He stopped and quieted, crossing his arms as he rested back in his throne, and the female
beside him stood up, removing her mask to reveal the face of a green-scaled female whose
mouth was sewn shut by crisscrossing lines of black string, a tattoo of a black-blossomed rose
around one eye… and a black leather collar with a simple platinum clasp around her neck. Sewn
into the back of these, however, were the words “I Love You:” a reminder to her that her father
would always love her for who she was, and that she would never need a voice to converse with
him.
For the moment, however, she reached up and undid the clasp of the collar, letting it hang
loosely around her neck as she leaned forwards and spoke in a gentle, soft voice, stitches
stretching over her mouth: “I agree with Zerrex. Dad… often gives second chances. And it‟s true
that sometimes, these second chances are abused… but we do not judge people based upon the
actions of their race. We are demons ourselves, after all, and many who become demons do so
because of evil actions in life, but we give all of them a chance to redeem themselves here.”
She smiled a bit over at her father, then she reached up and quietly closed the clasp:
whenever the collar she wore was on, she could not speak. It seemed cruel… but the reality of it
was far different. The collar symbolized her bond to her father as a Disciple, a choice she had
willingly made herself… and likewise, the collar was something she willingly chose to wear. If
Zerrex had done the opposite, made it so she had to wear the collar in order to speak, it would
have been like attaching strings to a gift: bribing her with the gift of a voice so she would be
forced to wear the symbol of submission and loyalty.
Instead, she wore it in spite of what it did… and that fortified their bond, and made him
prouder of her every day she went through life, taking it off only during council meetings and
when someone was being particularly stupid about something. Mercy of the Ages Narrius,
daughter of Zerrex and Lilith, a demoness born with a disability and the frame of a mortal in a
world where power often decided your position in the grand hierarchy of things. But Mercy had
risen above that, and gone far beyond what was expected of her… and now, she served as a High
Princess, and was well on her way to becoming one of Hell‟s most-talented mages.
On the other side of the middle throne, another female stood up and pulled off her silvery
mask, smiling softly as her golden scales glimmered, her rainbow irises seeming to glow with
their own kaleidoscopic light. She looked like a simple mortal Drakkaren… but Lilith was an
ancient original demoness and a master shapeshifter, and the form she stayed in was not her true
body, but one she took on to feel closer to that of her husband. “I agree as well…” She paused,
awkwardly putting the mask down on the table in front of her before adjusting the ceremonial
silver armor she wore overtop her flowing white robes, and then she glanced up after a moment
with a bit of a blush, even as Vivien looked at her moodily. “No, no, I have… I have my own
reasons, High Queen, not just because of my relationship with Zerrex. She reminds me… of
myself, if you must know.”
“And I see myself in you as well, but different. Romance, emotion… things I do not
know.” Celeste said softly, squeezing Zerrex‟s hand slowly between his own… or maybe the

tightening of her grip was just his imagination, as he looked over at her, and her eyes slowly
drew their way to him as she smiled a bit. “Yes. Husband and wife. There is much similarity
between you both… and yet also, much that is different. It is admirable, the way you two have
come together through adversity. Much adversity, with others, and with yourselves. Lilith… but
you prefer to be called Lily. I like that.”
She fell quiet… and as Lily sat, the last throne stood, pulling her own mask carefully off
and rolling her shoulders as she grinned slightly, putting her hands on hips covered by what
looked like molten metal: and that indeed was what it was, black steel and rock made from
solidified slag that the female‟s powers let her control, covering her groin and hips and breasts,
but leaving chiseled abs with faint black trails of scar over it bare. Her horns were large and
proud, one broken off near the end, and her eyes were a beautiful obsidian, reflective and
passionate, her red scales clinging tight to a body covered in thick muscle. She was tall, her
breasts enormous, looking very little like she belonged as a High Throne… but Vivien had kept
her on for more reasons than just because she had once been an Inquisitor, or a demon in charge
of punishing particularly-nasty or special prisoners around Hell.
Around her neck was a black metal collar, with a clasp that seemed so deep and dark it
absorbed the light around it… and the Passion threw her head back and laughed before she
leaned forwards over the table, muscular, tall body flexing as she said amusedly: “I know I used
to be a bitch about this whole thing… but ever since we dragged Zerrex‟s sorry ass out of that
goddamn forest and Aluinnia moved down here to Hell, it really seems like not even him picking
up strays can ruin my fucking mood. Besides.” The female‟s eyes roved over the Strange Beast,
her stony, beautiful-in-their-roughness features tensing thoughtfully. “It might be good to have
her around. The enemy of my enemy is my friend or some shit, right?”
“Selena, I almost miss the days where you‟d beat me for even looking at other females.”
Zerrex said mildly, and Selena laughed again and sat back in the throne, grinning slightly even as
she rose her right hand to her lips and quietly kissed the silver ring she wore. She was also a wife
of Zerrex‟s: in Hell, polygamous relationships were the norm, although even now the Drakkaren
sometimes thought awkwardly that he‟d never really get used to having all these people
dedicated to them… although the second, simpler black ring on Selena‟s finger belonged to the
Passion‟s own wife. “We‟re a weird family.”
“You‟re telling me.” Selena said mildly, and then she glanced over at Lily and smiled a
little, then she finally looked at Vivien, who looked disgruntled and unconvinced. “Okay, maybe
it‟s because she almost made Ixin cry, too. I hate that fucking asshole. But… I‟ve learned to trust
the people Zerrex says to trust. I mean, none of us wanted to trust that bitch Anathema at first,
but now look at her.”
Vivien rolled her eyes as there were a few mumbles around the table, and then the horse
looked over at Zerrex, her gaze half-apologetic, half-challenging as she said quietly: “Yes, but
we also know the cost of trust as well… one particular instance comes to mind, someone whom I
believe you were just visiting. Mersault Magnus Camus.”
“And I trusted him even when he became my enemy, Vivien.” Zerrex said quietly,
grimacing a bit. It was a nasty subject to bring up, even after all these years, and he could feel the
way several people tensed up over it… but the reptile also knew that Vivien nonetheless had a
point, too. “But this isn‟t like Camus. He wasn‟t a Broken who came to me, telling me he wanted
peace and then turning on me at the last second. I didn‟t know he was a Broken until…”
Zerrex broke off, glancing away and grimacing as memories came back… and then he
looked down as he felt the Strange Beast squeeze his hand with both of hers, and she murmured:

“You call them Broken… it is a fitting name for such creatures. So sad, so sad… living souls,
trapped without living bodies, maddened by the very thing that keeps them alive. They existed
even when the universe was young, after all… they will exist long after it dies, too.”
“Enough.” Vivien shook her head slowly, looking out over the council… but she sighed
after a moment, saying dryly: “Does anyone have any serious objections to granting the Strange
Beast a period of observation at the Ravenlight Estate?”
There were mumbles, but no one present spoke up… and after a moment, Vivien nodded,
then sighed and rubbed at her face slowly, saying finally: “But as I said before. I want a control
collar fitted on her, and for her to be under observation. Preferably from your own Disciples,
Zerrex Narrius… I do not want Royal Guards playing nursemaid to her when we have the very
real threat of other Strange Beasts looming over us constantly.”
“Of course. I‟ll assign some of my Iuratus to the job.” Zerrex replied evenly, and the two
looked at each other for a moment before Vivien nodded curtly, and he withheld a sigh of relief
as he began to turn away.
“I am not finished with you yet, Zerrex.” Vivien said dangerously, and the reptile winced,
half-turned away and grimacing as he looked over his shoulder at her. She glared at him, then
glanced at the council, gesturing shortly at the table. “We are in recess for an hour. Lord Zerrex,
kindly follow me, if you will, along with your new… companion.”
Zerrex groaned loudly as people began to shuffle around, and then the reptile‟s shoulders
slumped as he moodily followed Vivien towards a set of double doors. Amazon guards halfhiding in the shadows stepped quickly forwards to pull these open for her as she approached, and
she grunted at the guards outside on the ledge, the Amazons wincing and hurrying inside as
Zerrex and the High Queen walked out, with Celeste in tow, frowning curiously. The doors
closed behind them, the male looking over his shoulder and grimacing to the other four High
Thrones, who were all watching curiously… and then he slowly turned around as Vivien stood
for a moment with her back to him, and then she turned around and glared at him.
“How many times do I have to tell you, you can‟t just go to the Center of the Universe
any time you wish?” she shouted furiously, and Zerrex yelped and covered his head as she
stormed forwards, gesturing violently and eyes blazing with light as Celeste let her hands hang
by her sides, only looking curious and not in the slightest perturbed the fury of the female. “This
is the tenth time this month! Zerrex Narrius, you idiot, you lunatic, you Lucifer-cursed…
jackass! You‟re going to kill yourself if you keep this up!”
“I‟m fine!” Zerrex retorted, and then he staggered backwards, pinwheeling his arms for
balance as he barely avoided a wild grab from the equine. “Okay, okay! I won‟t do it again this
month, I promise!”
The two glared at each other, breathing hard… and then Celeste said softly: “I see. You
do not require a Gateway to reach the Center of the Universe… but instead, you use up a massive
quantity of energy by travelling in and out of the dissociation. Her concern also has to do with
the welfare of Hell… but mostly, it is for you. As a friend.”
“Stop reading my mind.” Vivien said darkly, and then she looked at Zerrex before she
walked towards him, the two looking eye-to-eye as she crossed her arms. They were almost the
same exact height, with her only an inch or two taller… but Zerrex shrank nonetheless under her
gaze. “And you. You can‟t just bring Strange Beasts to Hell. You can‟t continue to run away
from your responsibilities to Elysium‟s Thrones. And for the love of Lucifer, please rein in your
Disciples and remind both Mercy and Selena they must serve their duties to Elysium first, and to
you second in the public eye. I don‟t care about privately, but I am tired of running council

sessions only for you to show up and Mercy to get up in the middle of things to give you a hug,
and the way Selena sits and talks with you while we‟re trying to do the budget.
“Speaking of which,” she said loudly, as Zerrex began to slowly step backwards, and the
reptile winced and grabbed at his scalp as she glared down at him. “You need to start attending
each and every council meeting. It is your duty, Ambassador… as it is your duty to go to the
space colonies that still exist, meet with their leaders, and work on negotiating fair trade
operations. Do not send your muscle-head son, do not send Naganen, and for the love of the
seven sins do not send Mercy, who I must again remind you, is your superior, as is Selena, when
we are in public meetings.”
“Yell at them, don‟t yell at me.” Zerrex mumbled, and then he squeaked when Vivien
growled at him, wincing backwards.
“You arrogant little snot-nosed runt of a lizard! They don‟t listen to me, because you are
their master, their god, their… everything!” Vivien threw her arms out angrily, and then she
glared at Celeste when she gently grasped her shoulder, asking sharply: “What do you want?”
“Your emotions confuse me. Why do you not simply tell him that you feel hurt and upset,
instead of trying to anger him? Why do you lash out… just as likewise, Zerrex Narrius, you act
cowed and wince away, yet know none of her physical blows could harm you. You dislike being
scolded, and yet both of you are aware you could easily kill her. Why act so afraid? Especially
when you know from the start what is wrong. When you feel like you should give her a hug,
instead of acting scared?” Celeste asked curiously, looking from one to the other, and both
Vivien and Zerrex blushed and turned their backs on one-another, before the Strange Beast
lowered her head embarrassedly. “I am sorry. I did not mean to upset you both.”
They both mumbled… and then Zerrex finally muttered: “Okay, maybe we do need a
silence collar on her or something. And… well…” She looked awkwardly over at Celeste, as if
to ask a question, and the Strange Beast glanced at him, then nodded seriously. And Zerrex
turned around, then stepped over to Vivien, reaching his arms up hesitantly, wincing as if he was
trying to touch a hot iron or poke a large, angry dragon… and slowly, he hugged the High
Queen, saying embarrassedly: “I‟m sorry for. You know.”
Vivien stiffened up… but then she only sighed and dropped her head forwards, letting
him hug her before shaking his hands firmly off and turning around, shoving him a foot away…
but she smiled a bit after a moment, saying dryly: “And I‟m sorry too, for… being a bitch, as I
believe Selena enjoys putting it. But I am a Pride devil, and I know that feeling as out-of-control
as I often do with the High Thrones leaves me… angry. Yet I also know that despite their
loyalties to you, despite how much they frustrate me, despite… everything about them, which is
somehow magnified a thousand times worse when you are around – who, by the way, is a million
times harder to deal with than any of them are on the nastiest of days – they are all also
confident, capable, and know their jobs well. It would be a lie to say I‟ve never considered other
candidates… but I‟m also aware that getting these other candidates to accept such a position
would be a grueling task.”
“Sabnock‟s still saying no?” Zerrex asked curiously, and Vivien nodded after a moment.
The reptile, however, only smiled a bit, saying quietly: “She was always like that, though. She
would never even accept the position of Grand Magistrate… says making laws and overseeing
others is not nearly as fulfilling a task as discussing laws and maintaining the smaller gears of the
legal system.”
Vivien only shook her head, and then she sighed as she walked to the edge of the
balcony, saying quietly: “But there is one other thing I want to talk to you about…”

“Are you going to actually talk to me or are you going to start hitting me again?” Zerrex
asked mildly, and then he winced and ducked backwards, raising his hands when she shot a flat
look at him. “Please don‟t explode me or something.”
“Zerrex…” Vivien glared at him… and then she sighed and shook her head slowly before
looking up towards the darkening sky above. The reptile frowned a bit now, becoming more
serious as he let his hands drop to his side and beside him, Celeste cocked her head for a
moment… and then Vivien said quietly: “I understand that it‟s been roughly a month since your
last transformation. You and I both know that you need to go down into the Deep Temple more
often than that these days, Lord Zerrex.”
The Drakkaren grimaced, features hardening slightly as he said in a voice that was
sharper than intended: “That‟s none of your goddamn business, Vivien. Besides, look at me, I‟m
fine… and if I keep myself exercised and occupied it… he… he doesn‟t bother me so much.
Talking about it is only going to stir him up.”
“Him is you.” Vivien said pointedly, turning around and looking at him coldly. Their
eyes met, intense wills clashing before she added darkly, pointing at him: “And don‟t speak to
me like that, Zerrex Narrius, because it became my business the last time you lost control of
Negative and he leveled a monument of Az‟Iriel in the Northern Province. The costs to rebuild it
were tremendous, and worse yet were the injuries… among them, your own Disciples, if I
remember properly.”
Now Zerrex flushed with embarrassment as well as anger, glancing away before Vivien
stepped forwards and touched his arm, and the reptile was surprised at the contact as her features
softened slightly and she said quietly: “Listen. I‟m saying this because I care. I care about you,
and I care about Hell. Yes, my concern for your welfare also has to do with the fact that you are
a God of Energy, making you a very, very powerful ally to have on my side… but in the short
time we‟ve known each other, you‟ve proven to be both loyal and courteous. At least when it
suits you, which I wish was more often.”
She glowered at him again, and then put her hands behind her back, turning around and
striding slowly to the edge of the balcony as she gazed out over the land far, far below, the vast
provinces and terrain of Elysium little more than splotches of color this high up as she said
softly: “I know that you are… uncomfortable with the subject of Negative, and treat him as a
different being from you. I recognize from the… few encounters I have had with him… that he
almost is. But we also both know how he came to be. You, a God of Fertility and Energy, killed
yourself in the battle against Camus with a weapon made by Anathema and the Reapers. As a
God of Life, essentially, this went against what you stood for, caused you to Invert: you became
a God of Destruction, you became Negative, and you and Camus destroyed each other.
“You tell us, whether we believe it or not, that when you and Camus were dying, your
very souls dissolving in the dissociation, Camus… shoved you back. Gave you the last of his
strength, died to give your soul the energy it needed to return to Hell.” Vivien paused at this,
rubbing a hand slowly along the banister as she looked at him, the Drakkaren silent. “And we
know for a fact that you were dragged out of the Forest of the Departed by your Disciples, where
your soul had been greedily snatched up by a Suicide Tree. We know it was destroyed and your
soul recovered, and we know there was a great sacrifice…”
And now it was Vivien who fell silent, looking down slowly, and Zerrex softened
immediately. The subject of Firenze was difficult for them both, and possibly the one thing they
both agreed on all the time: but while Zerrex mourned the loss of his son, Vivien mourned the
loss of a friend, and the loss of a mentor.

Firenze had been someone she had looked up to, had started to respect almost
immediately after her first invitation to the Grand Council years ago, when Firenze had been
working out the laws and regulations for the holy orders of Hell. As Abbess of the Burning
Harmony, she was forbidden to pursue relationships, but Zerrex knew now that she had been
attracted to his son… although the awkward, workaholic male had never really noticed, and she
had never gotten to spend nearly as much time with him as she had wanted. And she had never
told him how she felt: but it was also why, despite how much she yelled at him and how angry
Zerrex could get with her, Vivien and the Drakkaren could still sit down every now and then and
have a good, comfortable conversation.
The Drakkaren smiled a little, and Vivien frowned at him before Celeste said quietly
behind the male: “It is true. Death does not have to be joyless: mourning does not have to be
sadness. You two were brought together by a tragic loss… and yet, I sense that now it is more
than simply Firenze that bonds you both. And although I never met him… I sense he would be
honored by the love you both have for this Firenze.”
Vivien looked sharply at Celeste, and then she shook her head quickly, muttering as she
rubbed slowly at her skull: “Stop getting into my head, Celeste.”
“You used my name. You thought of me as a person, not merely a Strange Beast.” The
creature looked down at the ground, and both Zerrex and Vivien looked at her before she gazed
back up with a faint smile, her eyes shimmering. “This means much to me.”
“I…” Vivien broke off as Celeste only continued to stare at her, and then she winced a bit
before looking at Zerrex, speaking in a drier voice as she tried to act as if nothing had happened:
“Your energies somehow retained the essence of Negative, despite… your revival as yourself.
From the research that‟s been done, it has something to do with the fact you have the essences of
multiple gods inside of you… and whether or not they‟ve bonded fully with your own energies
or not and made you into this… this thing you are now… they‟re still strong enough to have left
imprints on your soul, like… like how sins imprint on the souls of demons, help shape them
towards what they eventually become. And Negative has stained these imprints and clung to
them somehow.”
“Why the history lesson, Vivien? Especially about my history? I was kind of there.”
Zerrex replied flatly, but his anger had abated now, as he crossed his arms moodily and looked
down at her… and he was surprised when she smiled faintly at him in return, shaking her head
slowly. “What?”
“Because you have a tendency to refuse to look back at your past. While I admire your
ability to leave things where they lay and not kick sleeping hydras, you nonetheless sometimes
have to awaken bad memories in order to build a better future.” Vivien said softly, and the
Drakkaren glanced down, rubbing the back of his head slowly before he winced when she asked
quietly: “Or would you prefer to reenact, again and again, the scenes that play out whenever you
resist Negative for too long?”
Zerrex looked down quietly, knowing she was speaking the truth, and that she was right:
what he was doing was dangerous. Slowly, he looked down at his right palm, examining the
scales there, the natural green, how normal – if large and rough – his hands looked… and yet
beneath his right arm was no natural flesh, but instead metal and stone and a terrible, ugly claw.
“Vivien… I… how can I explain what it‟s like, though? Letting the darkness of Negative take
over, trying to control myself when I can feel my very emotions slipping away and him…
running my body, me barely able to resist when he starts forcibly taking over… it… it reminds
me of what I almost did when Camus and I fought. What I would have done if Camus and I

hadn‟t destroyed each other… and maybe worst of all, how many people suffered way back
when I was still using my armlet on a regular basis to control my powers, and that goddamn
bastard Ultima wormed his way into my body through it and made me… kill my friends and
family. The fact that we only lost one person at the end of the day is still a goddamn miracle…”
“Negative is not an evil spirit, though… he‟s an Inversion. He‟s your sense of morals, of
right and wrong, your values turned upside-down.” Vivien looked at him for a few moments, and
then she said softly: “And he is also still you, and I know that despite how much you hate it…
you are learning to better control that side of you as well.”
“But he‟s not!” Zerrex shouted, throwing his arms out in frustration as he stormed back
and forth, and he gritted his teeth as he gestured violently, saying sharply: “I know, I know, no
one else can… can see him when he‟s there, but goddammit, sometimes he‟s here, in this very
same world! I know how insane it sounds… only I can ever see him, only I ever see the things he
does, but the son of a bitch taunts me, talks to me, and sometimes just wanders around, looking
at things. I know that not even Marina can see him, but… shouldn‟t that say something in itself?
If I was really delusional, if I was really so crazy I was trying to make him real in at least my
mind so I didn‟t have to feel guilty about the things he makes me do, then wouldn‟t she see him
in my mind? But he hides himself somehow, even from her!”
“Calm down.” Vivien said quietly, raising a hand to him, and Zerrex‟s teeth ground
together… but then he nodded after a moment, making a face and crossing his arms moodily as
he breathed hard in and out. “Whether he‟s real or not, you are still the physical presence. The
person Negative uses to express himself through, because again, whether real or not, he doesn‟t
seem able to hurt or even contact anyone outside of you during these… wandering sessions
outside of your mind. And he does not possess you: you become him, your body undergoes a
physical transformation and your mindset often changes with it. But there have also been times
where you have successfully transformed into Negative and kept yourself at bay. Where, in fact,
you utilized his form and powers to help others.”
“If you can call annihilating monsters and Strange Beasts helping others.” Zerrex
muttered moodily, crossing his arms… but he nodded hesitantly nonetheless, glancing away. It
was true, after all: although his emotions became… strange, and his thoughts felt distant and he
had to work hard to control himself… the Drakkaren could still keep himself under control, and
for increasing periods of time. “But gods know I don‟t want that, Vivien. I understand more and
more every day why Camus went so… so insane, why he was willing to sacrifice so much for a
chance to be able to create instead of destroy. All Negative does is destroy or corrupt… and it‟s
awful, Vivien, it‟s… it‟s awful to only be able to do that, even the pleasure in it feels… sick, and
often cowardly. I can‟t… I can‟t imagine how it must have felt for Camus, as a Broken.”
The Celestial Devil looked at him for a few moments, and then she nodded slowly with a
quiet sigh, rubbing at her face and murmuring: “Nonetheless, though, I thought we had an
agreement. You don‟t have to wear a monitoring mechanism or a control collar, but you‟re
supposed to undergo weekly transformations. The more often you allow your spirit to Invert, and
the more time you spend in that form, the more you seem to adjust to it, as if building up a
resistance to a poison. And the less it seems like Negative is able to control your actions… but
when you start spending long periods of time without Inverting…”
“Negative eventually swoops in and takes over, I know, I know. But… Vivien, I‟m
scared.” Zerrex said plaintively, and then he closed his eyes and lowered his head, a shudder
passing through his body as the female gazed at him sympathetically. “Negative thrives off…
pain, and hurting people. And he knows that my Disciples… because they‟re linked to me, they

become linked to him as well, when I‟m in that form. And Negative… enjoys hurting them.
Putting them at each other‟s throats… trying to corrupt them. You don‟t have to tell me how
nasty some of them get when I‟m in that shape, either. I‟ve seen the logs of what Cherry‟s done
to other people, of how she… loses some of that restraint she has.”
“It never fails to amaze me that Cherry actually does have restraint, however she acts.”
Vivien muttered as she crossed her arms, and Zerrex couldn‟t help but smile a little, even with
the dark mood he felt slowly settling in. “But you also have Disciples who are extremely
resistant to Negative‟s corruption. Who, as I recall, actually can help restrain him… and you also
have the Deep Temple, or Acheron to go to and hide away in until you feel your body reverting
to its normal form, and the control collar you can wear as well. You have options, Zerrex. You
should put them to better use, especially considering how goddamn long your Disciples spent
finding and building these things for you.”
Zerrex smiled awkwardly despite himself, and then he nodded a bit when Vivien sighed
and reached out to touch his chest, mumbling to herself before she grimaced. “But for now, just
go and get some rest. Your energy levels are fluctuating and too low to safely undergo Inversion
without risking your body‟s health right now, anyway. And take the Strange Beast with you.”
“Do not worry. I will not betray you, nor Zerrex… and nor do I hold your fears against
you.” Celeste said softly, and Vivien gritted her teeth, which made the Strange Beast blush a bit
as she glanced down. “My apologies. Shall we go, Zerrex Narrius? I would be glad to make a
Gateway for you.”
“No, it‟s fine. We can portal in Hell, I can do that much magic, at least.” Zerrex said
softly, as he began to hold up a hand… and then he glared at Vivien when she snapped her
fingers and a white portal appeared, saying flatly: “That really wasn‟t necessary.”
“Just get out of here.” Vivien replied sharply, and Zerrex grunted, the two glowering at
each other… before both hesitantly smiled, and then the lizard nodded to her before he carefully
took Celeste‟s arm and guided her towards the portal. They stepped through it, and it was like
stepping through a doorway, making Zerrex wince a bit at the strange vertigo it gave him to
suddenly be standing not on the balcony, but instead in front of the double doors leading into his
home: the Ravenlight Estate, an immense mansion with hundreds of rooms, many of which had
been occupied once upon a time… but now, it was a little lonelier here, since Zerrex had lost
many of his children, all of whom had once lived here.
Celeste looked at him, but didn‟t speak… and the reptile was glad for it, as he walked
towards the double doors and pushed them open, stepping through into the enormous entrance
hall. He glanced up towards the enormous chandeliers of gold that hung overhead, and Celeste
looked slowly back and forth, her features lighting up at the sight of the interior: the paintings
that hung on the walls, suits of armor that stood in regal display, the huge staircase that went up
to a central landing. From there, stairs on either side of it rose towards the doors at the side of the
hall… and Zerrex pulled Celeste gently into the room, walking towards the steps as he said
quietly: “Come on, we‟ll head over to my room. I have a few different power restrictors… one of
them should work on you.”
She only nodded silently as they headed up the stairs, then towards the right door… and
Zerrex pushed this open, smiling a bit as they stepped into a long hall, his boots quietly thudding
against the hardwood floor. These rooms were occupied mostly by his wives: Lily, Selena,
Anathema Sin… and the others were empty, or used for storage. The reptile looked over his
shoulder, but Celeste‟s eyes were rapt as she looked from door-to-door, as if not seeing merely
wood but looking through them, as if her eyes were picking up every detail inside every room…

and then, as they reached the Drakkaren‟s, she turned her full attention forwards as the reptile
pushed through the doorway and into his bedroom.
His large bed rested against the wall in the rough middle of the room, a table on one side
of this stacked with several wooden boxes, and shelves along the other wall… and his dresser
was near another corner, books haphazardly laying all over this. A rack that held a huge sword
was inset into one wall, and Zerrex smiled a bit at this as he gazed over the silvery, foot-thick
and six-foot-long blade and at the black metal handle, a ruby pommel glimmering on the hilt…
and the sword seemed to glow a faint blue as his eyes roved over it before Celeste said softly:
“Blackheart. An interesting choice in names…”
Zerrex looked at her mildly, and then he simply shook his head before approaching the
table, absently moving aside a cane that was leaning against it: it had a polished black steel body
and a handle that was shaped like the head of a dragon in mid-roar, intricately detailed and with
red gemstones inset for its eyes. When Zerrex touched it, white runes glowed into brief life down
the length of the metal, and he smiled a bit as he let his eyes linger on it before returning them to
the boxes, picking one up and opening it as he muttered: “Psychic repressors, now… where are
you…”
“She is beautiful.” Celeste said softly… and Zerrex‟s face lost all expression for a
moment as he looked quietly at the wall and slowly closed the wooden box, his hands gripping
tightly into the material. Then his gaze roved slowly to the side, settling on the painting above
his bed, of a softly-smiling female Drakkaren in simple black clothing, wearing gold armlets
inset with enormous, oval rubies and a matching choker around her neck. “Alisha.”
“Allie. I… always called her Allie.” Zerrex replied quietly, stroking slowly over the
wooden surface of the box, and then he cleared his throat before tossing it aside and picking up
another box, trying to hide the faint tremble of his hands as he felt Celeste‟s eyes settle on his
back. “I… here, this is a control collar. I think it used to belong to Firenze, but… it should
repress your psychic abilities because it‟ll keep your mind calm and lucid.”
He lifted the segmented black metal collar free of the box, blue, soporific runes pulsing
warmly over the outside of it at the lizard‟s touch as he turned around… and he winced and
reared back in surprise when he saw Celeste standing less than a foot away, looking at him
silently. He looked back, and then she slowly reached her arms up, and the reptile thought for a
moment she was going to choke him… but then instead, she awkwardly hugged him, and he
looked at her dumbly, his hands and the collar pressed against her breasts as she said softly: “We
never made such contact at home, but I had a sense that you were in need of this. It is a strange
way to express emotion, physically instead of verbally, but I sense that it may be helpful to you
creatures with your difficult minds.”
Zerrex smiled awkwardly at her, appreciating what she was trying to do… and then he
nodded slowly before gently slipping a hand out from between them and awkwardly patting her
on the back. She gazed up at him, then, wordlessly, rose her muzzle… and Zerrex thought
dumbly for a moment she wanted to kiss him… but she stayed still, almost frozen, and he
realized stupidly a moment later she was simply waiting for him to put the collar on.
He carefully slipped the segmented steel around her neck, maneuvering it gently to the
inside of the thick, tube-like protrusions that half-circled around her throat, then he slid the small
steel prongs at one end of the collar into the slots at the other, and pressed down on a large
button at the front, decorated with the symbol of the Compass Thrones of Hell… and the
moment it clicked shut around her neck, the runes pulsed firmly before the collar pulled itself
tighter against her neck. Celeste winced for a moment, her gills spasming… and then she closed

her eyes before grabbing the lizard and trembling a bit, looking up at him with fear as she
whispered: “My… my mind feels so empty, I can‟t hear anything, can‟t feel you as clearly… I…
is something wrong?”
“Celeste, it‟s okay.” Zerrex said quietly… and immediately, the female relaxed in his
grip, the reptile feeling dumb surprise at how quickly she calmed down before he asked slowly:
“Are… are you sure you‟re alright? I‟m sorry, I didn‟t even think of how much of a shock it
would be for you… you must be… so used to always sensing others and hearing their thoughts,
it… it must not be nice for you to feel you mind… empty.”
“It is… difficult, yes. But you told me nothing is wrong, and I believe you.” Celeste said
softly, and Zerrex looked at her with surprise before she tilted her head curiously. “Why would I
not believe you, Zerrex? You gain nothing from lying to me. And if you wanted to hurt me, you
would have done it long before now, and spared yourself the frustration of earlier when we met
the High Monarchs.”
She stopped, then added in her quiet, calm voice: “When we… make contact, I can
faintly hear your thoughts, feel your emotions as if touching an object covered by thick cloth…
and I see that I come across as… naïve. The emotion, the idea of this is a foreign one to me, and
I am not offended by it, do not worry. I understand why you feel this way about me. But I also
feel the gladness of trust… and I have faith that you will not mislead or injure me.”
Zerrex nodded slowly… and then he stepped carefully back from her, saying softly: “But
why? Why do you trust me so much? I can sense emotions too, Celeste, and even though yours
are strange and hard to read… and I mean, I‟m definitely nowhere near as good at it as you are…
I know that you were more… more distant with Vivien.”
Celeste nodded, and Zerrex couldn‟t help but admire the way she didn‟t hesitate at all.
“Because as I have said before… in you is the essence of Creation. I am drawn to this. As well, I
have observed you for a long period of time: years, during which I learned about you, your
motivations, your sense of right and wrong. I have seen you when you thought no one else was
watching, and I have witnessed your core, and I have come to understand why Creation… why
Naganis… chose to save you when he could have easily let you dissolve, or given his energies to
another. You are special, Zerrex Narrius. Not because of your power… because of your soul.”
Zerrex looked away awkwardly… and then he finally shook his head, saying lamely:
“We… we should get you into some clothes.”
“I do not wish to wear clothing.” Celeste replied calmly and seriously, and Zerrex
groaned and rubbed at his forehead. “Is it of great importance?”
“I… well… no.” Zerrex finally admitted grudgingly, rubbing at his face with a grimace.
“We are in Hell, and there‟s… no shortage of nudity even in the mortal world these days. I…
won‟t force you to put clothes on if it really bothers you that much, Celeste, although… well…
were you always naked when you lived with the First Gods?”
He stopped as he realized he had a thousand other questions he wanted to ask… but
Celeste only smiled at him in her strange way as she looked at him, likely not needing to be
psychic to know what he was thinking. “Except during special occasions, when I danced for him,
or sang songs. But I shall not sing for you, Zerrex Narrius, not yet: our songs are sacred, and
honor the listener as well as our heroes. Our songs were written for the tribute of the First Gods.
I would prefer to better know you before I sing for you.”
Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, and then he finally smiled a little, shaking his
head slowly. “Your culture is as strange to me, as mine is to you, Celeste. I… think I understand

though. But come on, then, we should find Serenity and introduce you to my family, and
whoever among my Disciples she‟s managed to dig up, too.”
Celeste nodded slowly to him, and Zerrex looked at her for a moment longer as she
reached up to touch her own skull quietly, before he asked softly: “Are you sure you‟re okay,
though? We can find another collar for you to wear, there‟s all kinds throughout Hell… or
something that just stops the voices and feelings from entering your mind without you
concentrating, you know, an interrupt.”
“No, I do not wish to inconvenience you further. I‟m sure given time I‟ll adjust… it
just… feels strange, without the voices speaking to me, without being able to feel others as
clearly as before.” she murmured softly, and then she held one of her hands out, looking almost
timid. “Will you… hold this, as you did before? I would like to at least feel… your thoughts,
your emotions, for the moment. It would soothe me.”
Zerrex smiled softly at this, nodding and taking her hand gently… and she immediately
laced her fingers with his, grasping his hand with both her own as she lowered her head forwards
slightly, breathing softly in and out. With every breath she took, her gills fluttered… and the
reptile watched this for a moment before he shook his head a bit and turned, saying softly:
“Alright then. Let‟s head out to the main hall.”
She nodded, following him quietly as Zerrex glanced up and concentrated, sending out a
mental signal to his Disciples… and he smiled slightly when he pushed open the door at the end
of the hall just in time to see a large portal closing near the front doors, Serenity standing at
attention near the foot of the stairs and the other members of what many referred to as his core
family gazing up at him with warmth.
Cherry Blossom Narrius, grinning a bit, her muscular arms crossed and thick body
leaning complacently against Cindy: her blue eyes burning out of her skull, her green scales tight
against her powerful frame, her enormous breasts barely restrained by the tight exercise top she
was wearing. Five large, golden fins stuck out of her skull, going from her forehead to the back
of her neck, the largest in the center and the smallest at the front and back. Dark trails of black
scar that looked almost like faded spraypaint crossed her abdominals, yet Zerrex found they
didn‟t mar her body, but only added to her beauty… just as the other scars on her form did, even
the enormous web-work of scar tissue that covered one entire breast and branched outwards
along her collarbone and over her body.
Scars weren‟t the only additions to her body, however: not only did she have a multitude
of piercings – the visible ones in her nostrils, above one eye, and the tip of her tail only the tip of
the iceberg – but she also had a multitude of tattoos: a wreathe of spiraling flames that went
around one breast and curled down the side of her body to wrap around her waist like a belt, a
„II‟ with a swirling border just above her collarbone, a thick black swastika in imitation of Zerrex
on one bicep… and her most recent addition, a blossomed black rose that surrounded her eye,
much like the one Mercy had. Cherry had, in fact, grudgingly admitted that was where she had
gotten the idea from… and she could think of no better way to honor the master she served than
by wearing a symbol of him upon her features.
Her clothing, too, spoke worlds about her: from the exercise top to the tight leather pants
that bulged almost ominously in the groin – Cherry was a shapeshifter who delighted in spending
most of her time as a hermaphrodite, and not just because of her testosterone-charged body – and
the heavy, spike-covered motorcycle boots she wore, she was unique from top to bottom. A
single silver ring gleamed on one finger, and a collar was tight around her throat, made of supple
black leather and with a clasp upon which was engraved the same stylized „II‟ as was tattooed on

her tailbone, clearly displaying her loyalties, and the position she cherished. As Zerrex‟s second,
as a slave to her master, as a Disciple and servant to her god… and yet, too, she was also a
beloved daughter to a male she looked up to as Father.
Cindy, beside her, had a softer expression on her face: features with the same emerald
and navy scales as Zerrex, and eyes of a gentler sapphire than those of the female beside her. Her
body was not quite as thick as Cherry‟s, but still looked chiseled and strong, a bit beyond the
athletic frame of Serenity, and from her head fell long, white hair, currently braided into two
long pigtails that fell along either shoulder. She smiled at Zerrex as their eyes met, rolling her
broad shoulders as she stood with her arm wrapped loosely around Cherry‟s waist, the two
females almost the same height: but Cherry‟s fins added six or so extra inches, making her a little
taller than either Cindy or Zerrex, which she enjoyed gloating about every now and then.
A spiked collar rested around her neck, from which the Hez‟Rannan rune for „Iuratus‟
dangled, and similar spiked bracelets encircled either wrist: combined with rugged jeans, heavy
black boots, and the ripped shirt she wore that clung to her bust and showed off her abdominals,
and was torn to leave her arms and most of her back bare, it gave her a distinctly punk-rocker
kind of look. And, only adding further to this, was the tattoo that went across her entire back: a
massive tattoo of a cherry tree in full, beautiful blossom, detailed to the last petal… and with
gnarled roots that transformed into vines covered in black roses in full bloom. A tattoo that
clearly showed her own loyalties… her deep love for Cherry, who she saw as not only a sister,
but a partner, and her endless love and appreciation for her father, Zerrex, to whom she had also
pledged herself as Disciple.
Once upon a time, Cindy had been small and meek, and after she died she had become an
angel… yet after the loss of her father, she had been unable to cope. She had turned to Cherry for
comfort and love… but even though they had helped each other, they had also hurt each other,
too, challenging one another‟s morals, forgetting themselves and their upbringing. When Zerrex
had returned, there had been chaos… but after Cherry had reminded herself of who she was,
Cindy had reminded herself that she had always loved Zerrex: Zerrex, her father, a male who had
raped her mother… but when they had met, the two had no way of knowing who the other was.
Years had passed where they had known each other, become friends, become closer… until
Cindy had figured out the truth of the matter. And even then, she had been unable stop loving
him… even then, she had given herself to him, but that was a story for another day, from a time
so distant it seemed almost like a dream.
Cindy had given herself to Zerrex: not only to be closer to him, but to be closer to Cherry
and more like those she admired, for their loyalty, their devotion… their fearlessness. She had
been changed physically, reshaped, remade, and now she was his Iuratus, his Disciple, a lover of
Cherry and a lover of her father. The two were almost inseparable, and yet Zerrex could never be
jealous of either of them, because either would die to see him smile… and if anything, that was
no exaggeration, but an understatement.
His eyes roved to the next in line, a softly-smiling female in only a loincloth and a simple
cloth wrap around her breasts, her scales a pretty beryl that faded to a tan-green over her chest
and her eyes vibrant emerald. A black, sectioned fin rose from her skull, going from her forehead
to the back of her neck, and her frame was slender and beautiful, almost mortal except for her
height… and the aura of pure power that radiated off her, as Zerrex felt mental fingers tickling
through his mind gently as their eyes met.
Marina Narrius, daughter of himself and Cindy when they had long ago been mortal…
and who had slain two of his other children to gain the powers she possessed, sacrificing them to

become something between demoness and goddess. Yet she had been unable to totally restrain
herself, always on the edge of insanity, obsessed with her father and devoted to him as a slave
first, daughter second… until finally, with no real choice, Zerrex had made her a Disciple. Yet
the process had not only given her greater power, it had also stabilized her mind… and the collar
she wore, black and imposing, with a heavy lock on the front of it that could only be undone by
her own mental powers or Zerrex‟s hands, restrained her abilities. Abilities that rivaled Zerrex‟s
own… but the use of which rapidly warped and distorted her own body.
Three Drakkaren daughters… and two lupine sons also stood nearby, one waving happily
and bouncing up and down as the other awkwardly rubbed the back of his head with a sheepish
grin. Mahihko and Lone, two wolves that were at the same time one singular entity that
nonetheless had possessed such a split in their personality they could manifest as two different
beings. One was the cute little wolf that was hopping excitedly from oversized paw to oversized
paw, wearing a pretty little black skirt and a pink blouse, his slender frame and large, black
diamond-shaped ruff making it hard to tell that he was a male. His black-tipped ears twitched
back and forth, and his grey eyes looked brightly up at Zerrex as the piercings in his body
glinted: while Cherry may have plenty, Mahihko had dozens, with the two lines of rings down
the underside of his muzzle, the rings and barbells in his ears, the rings in his nostrils.
He even put Cherry to shame when it came to tattoos: snowflake-like swastikas on either
shoulder, purple flames on his sides, beneath each armpit, and a massive, arcing „Property of
Zerrex‟ tattoo that covered his lower back… not to mention the enormous crossed sword and
revolver that went across his buttocks, and the lightning bolts that went down either leg. And,
several years back, the wolf had added another set of tattoos as well, across either forearm: „For‟
on one, and „Daddy‟ on the other. A cute thought, Zerrex had felt… and he smiled a bit as the
gemstones on the collar the lupine had tight around his neck glowed dazzlingly, the mood stone
studs lighting up with the wolf‟s happiness as his tail wagged back and forth violently, the pinkdyed tip snapping through the air and making the ribbon tied near the end flutter wildly.
Lone, meanwhile, was a foot and some inches taller than his five-foot-nothing
counterpart, a well-muscled white wolf wearing only a black, open vest and tight black jeans, his
own large, bare paws shuffling awkwardly against the floor. He had his own large black
swastikas on his shoulders – again, in imitation of Zerrex, and it both frustrated and amused him
that the other members of his family seemed to think that it would help him deal with people if
everyone thought they were Nazis instead of stopping to listen to the lizard‟s reason why he had
a swastika of all things on his arm – and across the two knuckles nearest his thumbs on either
hand, the letters L-O-N-E. The wolf had grinned exuberantly after he‟d gotten this tattoo and
showed them off to everyone he could find… that is, until he‟d shown them to Cherry and she
had cheerfully punched his hands, almost breaking his fingers.
He also wore his own collar... but instead of mood stones, this one had two long cloth
ribbons, which could be tied together to form a bow at the front over the black half-circle clasp.
Mahihko‟s collar, unsurprisingly, had a white half-circle: two halves of a whole, two parts of a
balance. The wolves were very different, and yet very much the same, as Lone waved after a
moment to Zerrex before bopping Mahihko on the head, making him pout and grab at his skull.
Like everyone here, they too had a story… but then he felt Celeste squeeze both his
hands, and she said softly: “And yet you don‟t dwell on their past. Such twisted and complex
relationships… a murderer who became a gentle servant, a meek waitress who fights now as a
warrior, a child who now is a fearsome goddess, and a greedy sloth who is now two eager,
dedicated children. The path here is a long one… but the journey is worthy.”

“Oh shit, she‟s psychic.” Cherry said plaintively, and Cindy sighed and rolled her eyes as
Marina glowered at her. Cherry, however, only looked back and forth, unperturbed, before she
asked loudly: “Boss, did you fuck her yet?”
Celeste looked curiously at Cherry, and the female grinned stupidly… and then it faltered
slightly as she instead peered back at the female before leaning over to Cindy and whispering
loudly behind a hand: “Dude, she‟s creeping me the hell out.”
“Cherry, don‟t be a bitch.” Zerrex said dryly, and the muscular female huffed before she
squeaked when Cindy drew her arm back from around her and elbowed her firmly in the kidney.
“Anyway, all of you… I‟d like you to meet Celeste. And you can stand at ease, Serenity, this
isn‟t a formal meeting.”
Serenity loosened her stance, relaxing slightly but still looking both serious and
somewhat suspicious as the male carefully led the Strange Beast down the stairs, Celeste
clinging tightly to her hand… and then Marina winced slightly, touching her head, and the
Strange Beast looked at her for a moment before murmuring softly: “I apologize, young girl. My
mind is very different from your mind, and the minds you are used to gazing into. When you see
into my thoughts, you must have seen a very strange world.”
“Your emotions are so… so heavy. Hard to budge, hard to… understand.” Marina
murmured, touching at her head, and then she glanced at her father as Zerrex looked at her
mildly, blushing slightly as she added quietly: “I‟m sorry, Daddy. But I really wasn‟t trying to
dig deep into her thoughts… I was only curious to see if her mind was… different.”
“It‟s very different.” Celeste said softly, and then she cocked her head slightly as Marina
looked at her… and Zerrex was admittedly surprised with the lack of hostility in the female‟s
gaze. Marina, after all, could become intensely jealous of anyone he looked at, much less spent
time with, much less held the hand of… and while she was more stable and more sane these
days, she nonetheless had never entirely shaken off her bad habits. “Perhaps you could teach me
how you resist the temptation of listening to the universe. How you keep your psychic powers in
check. I would feel safe with you, I think.”
Cherry gaped stupidly at this, Lone also looking dumb even as Mahihko only looked
inquisitive… but Marina seemed the most startled of all, as Zerrex looked curiously at Celeste.
Only Cindy didn‟t seem to think this was an entirely odd request, as Serenity gritted her teeth…
but the Marina slowly smiled and she half-bowed, saying quietly: “I think I would like that very
much, as long as you‟re okay with it too, Daddy.”
“Of course, Marina. I‟d… introduce you to the others, Celeste, but it seems you already
know who they are.” Zerrex smiled wryly at her, but she only nodded slowly, looking at him
with her strange, serious eyes before the reptile glanced over at the others, motioning to the
Strange Beast. “This is Celeste, though, to the rest of you. She‟s a Strange Beast, yes, but she
asked me for sanctuary when… when we met. She‟s got… a bad habit of reading people‟s minds
and emotions without asking, but she‟s already trying to adjust to our culture, so try to be
understanding and nice to her, okay?”
The others nodded, then Cherry put her hands behind her head, drawing her eyes along
the female‟s naked body before asking mildly: “So like. Do I get to run around without my
clothes on all day too?”
Mahihko looked excited at this prospect for a moment as well, the small wolf beaming
before Zerrex said dryly: “Sure, Cherry, you do that. And if you do, then later we can play a
game of kickball, if you get my drift.”

Cherry cleared her throat at this, reaching down and awkwardly rubbing at her crotch as
she muttered: “Point received, party-pooper-pants. Anyway, don‟t you worry, Boss, we‟ll spread
the word and tell the others not to rag on her. We ain‟t gonna let shit like what happened with
Anathema or Maria happen again, okay?”
For a moment, she looked a little embarrassed, and Zerrex softened as he nodded to her
before rolling his eyes when the female leered at the Strange Beast. Before she could say
anything to possibly try and offend Celeste, however, Zerrex quickly added dryly: “Also, Vivien
said that for the first while, she wants someone… watching out for her. It sounds like Marina‟s
already volunteered for that, but I‟d like someone else, too, just so the High Queen will stay off
my back.”
“You wish she was on your back. Well, actually, I wish she was on her back, if you get
my drift.” Cherry grinned lecherously, rubbing her hands together, and then she wheezed and
arched her back when Cindy glowered at her and slammed her elbow into her kidney again.
“Fucking fuck! Ouch, the hell, babe? You can‟t still be mad about that little fun session I went
and had without you?”
“Cherry, you were in bed with not one, not two, but five males. In our bed.” Cindy said
scathingly, and Cherry turned deep red as she began to gesture violently for her to shut up, as
Zerrex covered his mouth to repress his laughter as Mahihko and Lone both stared at the two.
“Look, I get that when Daddy isn‟t around, you go a little crazy sometimes. But I know for a
goddamn fact you asked him before you could „have a little fun‟ as you put it. And what do you
say when I open the door and find this… orgy in my goddamn bed?”
“Hey, I was just trying to share.” Cherry replied dumbly, holding up a finger… and then
she yelped and ran quickly over to Zerrex, ducking behind him and peering nervously over his
shoulder when Cindy glared at her angrily. “This is grounds for domestic abuse, you know!”
“You are a cunt.” Cindy said flatly, and then she sighed and rolled her eyes, crossing her
arms before saying in a milder voice: “But I‟d be happy to spend some time with Celeste too,
Daddy. Maybe I could even run a few tests on her… if you don‟t mind at all, of course, Celeste.”
The Strange Beast only shook her head, however, looking over at Cindy and saying
softly: “Your father thinks highly of you… and I am reassured by his feelings towards you.
Enough that I am willing to… undergo any testing you feel necessary, although your methods of
which are strange and complex. I do not understand your mortal mechanics… such designs and
devices seem so alien.”
Cindy only smiled a bit, however, replying quietly: “Well, don‟t worry, Celeste. I
promise to take good care of you, okay?” She stopped, then looked at her father, adding gently:
“And you look like you could do with some rest yourself, Daddy.”
“He is tired. He tries not to show it, but he is. And depressed, although his main concern
is not worrying any of you.” Celeste gently squeezed his hand with both of hers, and Zerrex gave
her a flat look, and she glanced away awkwardly. “I… forget myself. My apologies.”
Zerrex only sighed a bit, however, gently patting her hands with his free one as he said
softly: “It‟s okay, Celeste, you have plenty of time to learn our etiquette. Now why don‟t you
leave with Marina and Cindy? They‟ll watch out for you.”
The Strange Beast hesitated… but then she carefully unclasped her hands from the
Drakkaren‟s before stepping down the last risers, wincing a bit at the bottom as if she had just
stepped into an icy pool as she reached up to touch her forehead quietly. Marina, however,
stepped forwards and held her hand out… and Celeste reached out and took this… looked
sharply-surprised for a moment as her eyes locked with Marina‟s… and then she smiled softly

and nodded slowly, and Marina nodded back as their fingers laced together, Cindy cocking her
head slightly.
Marina, however, only looked over to her father, giving him a soft look before she rose
an arm and created a dark portal, and Cindy followed the two through this, giving one last glance
and shrug over her shoulder before vanishing through it behind them. The reptile felt a moment
of worry for Celeste, but then he sighed and shook this off before wincing when Cherry grabbed
his hips and pressed her front firmly against his back, asking teasingly: “Want me to help you
cheer that ass of yours up, Boss?”
“Go away.” Zerrex grumbled as he shook her off and walked forwards, instead looking at
the wolves as Cherry huffed and pouted, sitting down with a loud thud against the stairs. The two
lupines beamed up at him, and the reptile reached out a hand to squeeze the shoulder of Lone and
ruffle Mahihko‟s headfur, asking curiously: “And so what have you two been up to, huh? Not
getting in much trouble, I hope?”
“No Daddy!” Mahihko chirped immediately. His voice was bright and high and faintlyaccented as he gazed happily at the lizard and grasped at his forearm when his hand fell away,
rubbing his fingers along the smooth green scales. “We‟ve been helping Priest!”
“Yeah, we‟ve been working on that new generator system and shit with him, the one
they‟re going to install in the Circle of Minor Sins now that they‟re terraforming it and all that
crap.” Lone added helpfully, nodding a few times before he winked and reached out to shove
Mahihko playfully. “Don‟t worry, I‟ve kept the little fag from trying to get into his pants.”
“Lone!” the little wolf whined loudly, and then he paused and giggled a bit as he hugged
the larger wolf around the middle, making him flail his arms with a wince. “You‟re silly! You‟re
the one who was hitting on Daria earlier, anyway.”
Cherry looked up at this, raising a hand and calling: “I‟ll hit you both, and totally in a
good way, too!” She grinned, then glowered when everyone only glared at her, responding by
shoving her fists out and raising the middle fingers of both, waving them back and forth. “Eat
me, you bitches.”
Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes, then he petted Mahihko absently before looking over at
Serenity, saying mildly: “Could you take the wolves back to Priest, then, and if Daria‟s still
there, send her to the Deep Temple? I… I‟m probably going to have to give in and Invert sooner
or later, once I get a little more energy back.”
Serenity softened immediately, saluting him sharply as the wolves quieted a bit, but
before they could say anything, she quickly approached and ushered them away as she opened a
portal. She shoved the two through this ahead of her, Lone yelping and Mahihko waving a frantic
goodbye, before she hesitated and then glanced over her shoulder, saying quietly: “I‟d like to be
in attendance as well at your Inversion.”
“Serenity, I might hurt you. Or make you hurt others.” Zerrex said quietly, but Serenity
only smiled at him and reached up to touch her tattoo, and the reptile couldn‟t help but smile a
little as he nodded a little bit. “Okay, okay, I won‟t argue.”
The female nodded, then bowed slightly before stepping through the portal… and as it
closed, Zerrex turned around, Cherry much more serious and quiet now as she asked softly: “Is it
getting bad, Boss? Or is this „cause of something that stuck-up bitch Vivien said?” She smiled a
bit though, adding reflectively: “The one thing I do like about her, however, is that now we got
someone to undermine on a regular basis. I sure as hell missed that, after all… fuck knows it
ain‟t no fun to undermine you anymore, since you can like. Snap your fingers and poof, there I
appear next to you. Or you can choke me with your mind instead of your-”

Zerrex narrowed his eyes at her flatly, and the female‟s collar glowed faintly as it
tightened, making her wheeze and grab at it before it loosened a moment later. Then she
grumbled under her breath before hopping off the stairs, embracing him suddenly and tightly as
the reptile flailed his arms a bit in surprise, but then smiled despite himself as she murmured
softly: “Anyway, Boss. You know I‟m gonna be there for you, too. Hopefully this Inversion will
be smoother but… you gotta stop blaming yourself for what happens sometimes, even when
you‟re wearing a control collar. It ain‟t your fault, and ain‟t none of us blaming you for the crazy
shit that goes on… and fuck knows, if you‟re saying Negative is real, then I‟m gonna believe
you.”
Cherry smiled at him as she stepped backwards, grasping his shoulders, and the reptile
nodded hesitantly to her before he looked down… but before he could even open his mouth, she
shook him firmly, making him wince as she said flatly: “Hey, connection goes both ways,
asshole, and I can feel those negative namby-pamby thoughts of yours, you ass. But…
seriously.” She softened visibly, stroking under his muzzle and meeting his eyes as she said
softly: “I don‟t blame you. Cindy doesn‟t blame you. And we ain‟t got to forgive you because we
never held you responsible for the… the crazy shit that happened in the first place.”
Zerrex grimaced nonetheless though, remembering all too well what had happened…
how again and again when he Inverted, Negative always tried to pit Cindy and Cherry against
each other, or in a war for his affection, or worse… and he closed his eyes before the memories
could come on too strong before he felt Cherry gently kiss his forehead, opening them in surprise
before she hugged him tightly again and murmured: “Listen, Boss. I‟ll go get the Deep Temple
ready for you, okay? You want me to get Maria if she‟s around?”
The lizard nodded after a moment, meeting her eyes, and then he reached up and caught
her arm as she began to turn away, asking curiously: “Don‟t… you want to talk about Celeste or
anything?”
But Cherry only grinned over her shoulder at him, saying amusedly: “What, the fact she‟s
got two pairs of tits or the fact that she‟s walkin‟ around naked everywhere? „Cause that‟s all I
care about. Who gives a fuck if she‟s a Strange Beast or not…” She stopped, saying quietly:
“Almost nine years ago now, I went and took all my anger out on little Maria and Anathema, just
„cause one was a Broken and the other undead. And of all the people who fought hardest to save
you, it was them… and it was Firenze, that poor bastard, another someone that a lot of us thought
bad of for too many years just „cause he couldn‟t control his own powers. Sin and Anathema
royally messed themselves up for you, Firenze died, and Maria was the one who found that shard
of your essence in the first place. If not for them, if not for… even what Anathema had to do to
you, to let you beat Camus at his own game, you wouldn‟t be here right now. I ain‟t repeating the
mistake of hatin‟ some bitch just „cause she‟s different.”
She stopped for a moment, then smiled at him, saying softly: “And on that note, Boss… I
know the Inversion scares you a lot, and… it scares me, too. Because when you do get… dark
and scary, it thrills me. It awakens that nasty part of me, and… well. I ain‟t much for morals or
thinking in the first place. But even with my full, kinda-not-crazy facilities intact… I don‟t think
all this Inversion shit has to be bad.”
“Vivien was trying to make the same point.” Zerrex said dryly, and Cherry glared at him,
looking offended. “And I think you‟re both goddamn crazy.”
“You‟re my god so you‟re… damning me so you… suck.” Cherry retorted lamely, and
then she cleared her throat before rubbing at her collar absently, and then she muttered: “But…
even if it means agreeing with that cunt above all other cunts… I… still mean what I said. And

remember what Nutty McSchizophrenic said? Inversions ain‟t just opposite-parallels, they…
„mirror darkly.‟ Fuck she drives me up the wall, but I think that‟s what I‟ve come to love and
adore her almost as much as you do.”
“I wish you would leave Anathema Sin alone.” Zerrex said dryly, and then he rolled his
eyes, shaking his head with a grimace as Cherry shrugged amiably. “But I should probably go
and find her, too, for this… do you know where she is?”
“Probably where she always is. I can‟t believe you built her a fucking cottage out by the
Tower, you ain‟t never built me no damn cottage.” Cherry huffed and put her hands on her hips,
and Zerrex groaned and threw his arms into the air before she opened her mouth… and
immediately the Drakkaren glared at her, the female looking stupidly-surprised for a moment
before she simply vanished from sight, likely reappearing somewhere near Priest‟s current job
location, and the reptile looked smugly at the empty space where she had been before turning
and rubbing his hands together absently before he vanished as well.
The reptile reappeared a moment later in front of a prim black cottage on the plateau of a
tall mountain, the windows edged in silver but darkly-tinted as well, the door inscribed with a
circle of ivory runes that pulsed faintly in the smooth obsidian ironwood. In the distance behind
it stood a half-collapsed wall of brick and mortar, an ancient, broken gate laying near this… and
just beyond, down a dirt path, stood an immense tower. It was made of grey, heavy stones, the
base surrounded by black roses and vines crawling all up its length, windowless and imposing,
with a squat conical roof high above. Sin‟s Tower, which reached towards the sky… and below
this, going deep into the mountains, was a dark, deep dungeon and a place of sick, sadistic desire.
For now, however, the reptile stuck with approaching the door of the cottage that looked
like it had come right out of a nightmare fairy tale… but the door flew open before the reptile
could reach it, and a female smiled warmly up at him, her features covered by a mask of bone
from which two large, vaguely S-shaped purple horns extended upwards, her green eyes glowing
through the sockets of this as she said happily: “It‟s good to see you, Daddy!”
She threw herself forwards and hugged him, and Zerrex laughed as he hugged her back:
she was already some seven feet tall, her body slender and beautiful, covered in black scales
mixed with faint splotches of purple here and there. Her limbs were straight and supple and
toned, with natural cups of bone over either shoulder and small, ivory thorns that stuck out of her
forearms and shins in three lines that went down the sides of her limbs and the top as well. Her
vertebrae were also visible, the scales on her back smoothly separated on either side of the thick,
large column of bone down to the tip of her thick, long tail: at the base of this, there was a large,
spiked plate of bone, and then a narrow ridge of thorns that followed from the top of the
appendage all the way down to where it ended in a sharp, conical spike of ivory.
Her good-sized bust bounced gently on her chest as she gazed lovingly up at her father,
and the reptile let his eyes draw down her form: there was an almost-surgical cut straight down
the center of her body, black string between this seeming to hold her front together from the belt
made of vertebrae locked around her waist to the tight, simple black choker that was wrapped
tightly around her throat. Apart from this, her body looked smooth and natural, covered only by
two small skulls that barely covered her large breasts and were held on by almost-invisible black
cord, a silver, spade-shaped clasp between her swells keeping it locked against her body, and a
third, larger demon skull that hung from the belt of bone over her groin. The large, hook-like
talons on her feet clicked against the hardwood floor as she stepped backwards, posing for him
with her hands behind her head as she said softly: “Do you like it, Daddy?”

Zerrex smiled a bit, reaching up to stroke under her muzzle gently before he touched the
choker around her neck: the backing was leather, and it was inset with a large onyx crystal that
gave off an eerie dark glow. “You know I love anything you wear, Epiphany. Although most
eight year olds would never be able to pull it off the way you do.”
The female laughed and blushed a bit at this, looking up at him with deep affection in her
eyes: it was true, she was only eight years old… but physically, her body was that of a seventeen
year old. She aged twice as quickly as other people did, in part due to the way she was born…
and Zerrex reached up to stroke her face quietly, and her face was hot against his hand as she
closed her eyes with almost a purr and pushed her features against his palm.
“Well, let your Father come inside, Epiphany.” called a voice, and Zerrex smiled slightly
as the young girl blushed and stepped quickly out of the way, the Drakkaren walking through the
cottage‟s entrance hall and into the living room to find, unsurprisingly, Anathema Sin resting on
the couch and shoveling oriental food into her mouth, gazing at him with both amusement and
gentle love. “What, did you forget about us?”
Zerrex shook his head, gazing at her softly: once two sisters, Anathema and Sin had been
fused together in the act of saving him. Had they been acting as two separate entities, they
probably would have been killed, like Firenze… but instead, since Sin had been allowing
Anathema to puppet her body, they instead had been melded into one being from the force of the
energy passing through them, and it still wasn‟t known whether this was permanent or not.
She was a Naganatine, with purple scales that had strange, shifting black patterns over
them, tall and slender, with unguligrade legs and large claws on her feet. Her long, two-tined tail
swayed back and forth behind her as she sat up a bit, brushing absently at some crumbs as she
put the plate of food aside on the table to gaze at him softly through the mask of bone locked
over her features: features that were half flesh-and-blood, half steel covered in white patterns and
runes that subtly swayed and changed as Zerrex looked at them. The eye in the natural side of
her face was purple and gentle, while in the socket in the left, metallic side, there burned a
distinct golden flame. Two paralleling sets of horns curled forwards out of the side of her head
through holes in the skull mask, one standing out above her temples and the other back and
below an inch or so, made of black bone on the natural side of her face and the same dark-silver
material as the metal on the other side, and four more proud ebony horns stood up from the skull
itself, two at the front, two at the back.
More plates of bone rested over each section of her limbs, with three small, slightlyrounded thorns standing up from each of these. Cusps of ivory rested over her shoulders, and a
tightly-gripping corset of ribs covered her breasts and sides, black leather extending between
these to completely cover her slender upper body. Covering her lower was a belt of vertebrae,
from which hung a miniskirt of dark leather.
She smiled up at him as she shifted, and the skeletal wings that extended from the back
fluttered once before furling behind her: these, perhaps, were the strangest things of all about
her: instead of leathery webbing, bright blue flames burned strangely and harmlessly between the
long, thin bones. Then he smiled a bit, as she flexed her hands and held them up to him, and he
reached out to gently grasp them, murmuring softly: “I can‟t decide what‟s weirdest about you.
Your wings, or these.”
Anathema Sin laughed as she let him pull her gently to her feet, which clinked quietly
against the ground: they were made of solid but smooth-looking metal that was the same dark
color as the alloy half of her face, and the warm hands he currently held. Yet, despite how they
looked like segmented, beautifully-stylized gauntlets of metal… they felt like real flesh, felt firm

but soft, didn‟t catch or scratch against his scales as he massaged them slowly before the female
said in sultry but gentle voice: “Oh really? Because we think the strangest thing of all about us…
is us.”
Zerrex couldn‟t argue with this, as he smiled slightly at the female who had once been
two sisters, sibling Naganatine… and then she stepped forwards and hugged him fiercely, and he
wrapped his arms around her, hugging her tightly back and kissing her cheek gently as he
murmured: “It‟s good to see you.”
Anathema Sin smiled softly into his eyes when she drew back, then she slid an arm
around his waist as she gestured towards Epiphany, saying kindly: “And look at our daughter,
here, she‟s getting better with necromancy every day… even though we‟re jealous of the fact she
doesn‟t even need it.”
“But I want to be like you, Mom, and I want to be as good and strong as I can be, for
Daddy.” Epiphany replied with a soft smile, and Zerrex smiled in return, unable to deny the joy
she brought him as she looked at her parents with soft love. Then she stepped forwards and
hugged the two of them firmly, and Zerrex laughed quietly as he wrapped an arm around her and
Anathema Sin did as well, the young female murmuring: “I want to always be with my family.”
Epiphany Felicity of the Endless Skies Narrius… a daughter who was aging rapidly to
maturity, a side effect of how she had come into the world. Epiphany, after all, was not merely
the daughter of Zerrex and Anathema Sin: when she had been conceived, Zerrex had been in an
Inverted state… and when she had been given birth, her daughter had been stillborn.
Anathema Sin, possessing the maternal instincts of Sin and the passion of Anathema, had
utterly refused to let her daughter die before she even had a chance to live, however… and with
the help of Maria, who dredged the remnants of a soul from the Unworld, and Zerrex, who had
acted as the conduit for the energy, they raised the babe from death. The newborn had been in
terrible pain, however… and so Marina had been asked to help, quieting the child‟s mind,
removing fragments of memories from the sacrificed pieces of broken soul, and at the request of
the weakened Anathema Sin, gently pushing the smallest bit of knowledge into the child‟s mind.
Not of what had transpired… but the happiest memories Marina had.
Anathema Sin had also given up some of her own energy to the child… and as Marina
had looked after the baby, he had transferred some of his energies to her, reviving her a bit. It
had been the strangest, most terrible and most wonderful birth Zerrex had ever seen; and the
endless love that Anathema Sin had shown for the babe in going against her beloved „Cycle‟
spoke worlds about the devotion she already had to the child. But then again, Zerrex had known
from the beginning that the Naganatine would never, ever let harm come to a child of hers: the
way she treated her son Naganen, after all, was nothing short of wonderful.
Epiphany had begun to develop almost immediately, growing rapidly, neither demon nor
undead… but she was their little goddess, and despite the fact she distinctly looked like her birth
mother – even though she had taken to calling both Maria and Marina „mom‟ as well, which was
one of the few things in the world that could make Marina blush scarlet – she had a living,
pulsing heart in her chest, and she was very much alive, not undead. She was strange, true… but
then again, saying she was born of corruption was not very far from the truth. Dark seed, spilled
into the womb of a fused demoness and undead Naganatine, both of whom had once terrorized
Hell… and yet the end result was a loyal and devoted child whom Zerrex had never seen abuse
the powers she possessed.
And her abilities, despite how young she was, already rivaled Marina‟s in power: she was
no psychic, but instead, Epiphany was capable of absorbing a person‟s genes and replicating

them in herself, or even in others… or perhaps most terrifying of all, erasing genetic data from a
person‟s body. With only a touch of her fingers, she could rip the genetic markers out of a person
that gave it supernatural strength, or allowed it to control the elements… and in doing so, take
those powers for herself, or simply discard them and leave the person – angel, demon, or
anything else – enfeebled and broken, never to regain its former glory.
After all, even gods had genetic structures… and hidden inside their much-more-complex
helixes of deoxyribonucleic acid were the secrets to controlling the elements, to teleportation, to
so-called „magic‟ and psychic abilities and every other power under the sun. Magic, after all, was
simply a science that most mortals wouldn‟t consider real because it scared them to acknowledge
that much of science they didn‟t understand… but many powers – supernatural and otherwise –
stemmed from chemical reactions that began in the body, or the ability to emit a signal or pull
that excited or forced a response from molecules in the air. Much of it Zerrex didn‟t entirely
understand himself… but all he knew was that it was easy to call someone else an idiot because
some figure in authority said it must be so, therefore it must be so… and it was hard to actually
sit down and work out how a process could possibly be possible, especially when everyone
around you was calling you a moron for trying.
Then he smiled awkwardly when Epiphany kissed the underside of his jaw, saying
quietly: “You‟re thinking too much again now, aren‟t you, Daddy? You worry too much about
what others think, and you try too hard to make everything make sense. You should allow
yourself to just enjoy the mysteries of the world every now and then.”
“And here I was just thinking you weren‟t psychic.” Zerrex stroked her face gently, and
Anathema Sin laughed quietly before she shivered a bit, arching her back with a grunt of
pleasure when the reptile leaned down and quietly kissed the black leather collar around her
neck, the circular clasp of black metal with a purple crescent along one side glinting quietly. “We
have a wonderful daughter, don‟t we?”
“Yes, and a wise one too, so listen to her instead of arguing for once in your life, Zerrex.”
Anathema Sin replied softly, and then she smiled lovingly down at Epiphany as the female
looked up at her mother warmly, then hugged her tight. Then the two glanced over at him as
Epiphany rested against the larger female, Anathema Sin tickling her fingers along her exposed
spine and making her shiver in delight as she said softly: “And we are all your Disciples. Your
daughter, a Disciple since her birth with how we transferred energy into her… and yet we can‟t
say we are either surprised or saddened by it, with how happy she always seems around you.
How happy it makes us all.”
“Stop referring to yourself in plural form, it‟s creepy. Besides, it‟s rarely both of you near
the surface, one of you recede so you don‟t sound so crazy. It actually lends credence to Cherry‟s
arguments, and we can‟t have that.” He paused, glancing at the plate of food as Anathema Sin
glared at him and crossed her arms, an expression that told him clearly it wasn‟t Sin who was the
dominant personality right now. “Also, I wish you‟d stop eating constantly.”
She opened her mouth for a moment… then looked at him thoughtfully as she closed it,
rubbing the underside of her muzzle before she said softly: “Now we see. You‟re going to the
Deep Temple today, it‟s why your mood is going so up and down. Then Epiphany and
ourselves… oh fine, Epiphany and I will come too.”
Zerrex wanted to argue, but Epiphany only smiled lovingly, reaching up to gently touch
his lips as she said softly: “Now don‟t argue, Daddy. Besides, you know that around me,
Negative is calmer. He looks at me as his creation, his artistry, and he doesn‟t scare me. Let me
be there for you… let me pay back a little more of what I owe you and Mother.”

For a moment, the Drakkaren looked indecisive… but then Anathema Sin nudged him
quietly, her eyes seeming softer as she said gently: “We think it‟s a good idea, Lord Zerrex.
While we hesitate to put our daughter in any kind of danger… she is dedicated, and like your
Iuratus, it would be more painful to tell her to stay away than allow her to come with you. She
will be the safest of us all in the Deep Temple.”
Zerrex sighed after a moment, and he nodded finally… and Epiphany hugged him tightly,
saying softly: “Thank you then, Father. I will not disappoint you, I promise… would you like me
to open a portal for us?”
“No, it‟s okay. I‟ll just take us all right there.” Zerrex looked at the two with a hint of
entertainment, and a moment later they all vanished, only to reappear in front of a massive,
circular vault door countless feet deep beneath the ground, beneath both the dungeons and the
hidden Cloister where Zerrex‟s Disciples spent much of their time. The room they now stood in
was massive and square, runes glowing dangerously over the walls and the ceiling and the outer
edge of the floor surrounded by a glowing circle of ancient and dangerous symbols. This was
known as the Trap: anyone who wasn‟t one of the Drakkaren‟s Disciples, whose name wasn‟t
elegantly worked into the immense runic circle, or who wasn‟t wearing an amulet that filled with
Zerrex‟s own blood would be caught in the circle… and should they try to escape, it would
vaporize them.
Zerrex gently let go of Epiphany and Anathema Sin, and they both half-bowed and
respectfully slid to either side, giving the Drakkaren time to adjust as he looked down and felt a
nervous tremble go through him. So much, after all, could go wrong… but then he closed his
eyes and breathed softly. Part of him wanted to turn around, run to the two-foot thick sliding
steel door that led back to the Cloister, and hide in one of the rooms… but he knew that he had to
do this, whether he wanted to or not, so instead he faced the almost forty-foot tall vault door, the
steel covered in ripples of steel like water that had been frozen in mid-splash, strange and
maleficent shadows whispering over the ominous metal before the lizard spread his arms and
said clearly, not in demonic but instead Hez‟Rannan: “The Master returns to the Temple.”
Locks all around the edge of the immense door clanked loudly as the metal visibly
rippled, then solidified again… and slowly, it swung open on an immense hinge, Zerrex stepping
carefully back a few feet to avoid being struck by it. He looked through the space beyond the
door, into the immense cavern beyond… and then he breathed quietly as he stepped forwards,
gritting his teeth as he stepped carefully up into the curve of the vault doorway: a ten-foot wide
space lined with silver and iron, Anathema Sin wincing as her metallic feet steamed as she
passed over the material.
Then Zerrex stepped carefully down onto a path made of ancient stone, flanked on either
side by squat stone houses: abodes for the damned that made this place their home, places for
storage, places for the few Disciples who preferred this place to rest. The Drakkaren tested the
ground beneath his boots, as he always did, and then he gazed at the dome-shaped cavern roof
high above, the bleak-looking brown stone supported here and there by cables, netting, and
immense, intricately-carved pillars and joists detailed with pictographs that told stories of the
lizard‟s past. The roof was a hundred feet high, and the cavern was almost a thousand wide and
round, lit by eerie spheres of blue flames that floated slowly through the air and which burned
eternally in the wire cages of tall lampposts and large braziers.
It was a fearsome place… and in the very center was the Deep Temple itself, a wide step
pyramid topped with a square platform, towering some halfway towards the roof of the cavern
above and made of dark, sinister-looking stone. The reptile looked at this for a moment, then he

sighed softly as he began to walk slowly down the path, but he only looked moodily downwards
as Epiphany and Anathema Sin followed quietly behind him, none of them speaking.
To either side of the pyramid were two fountains: one was filled with sparkling water,
said to be the tears – although that was poetic exaggeration, as most of it was merely holy water
– and the other filled with the blood of his disciples. The fountain of tears sprayed arcs of water
into the air in all directions, often crisscrossing and curving in seemingly-impossible ways…
while the fountain of blood was more of a bubbling, deep pool surrounding the statue of a Dius
thrusting a bowl into the air above her head, slightly tilted and cracked so that the blood that
constantly filled this to the brim spilled downwards and past her face… and from her eyes spilled
two more streams of blood, red tears that flowed down her face, over her breasts, and spilled to
the boiling, bloody water below, which covered her ankles and the thin pillar she stood on in the
center of the fountain.
Both feats of architecture were surrounded by tall, metal fences topped with spikes and
laced with ivy that moved slowly, twisting and curling like snakes through the metal bars back
and forth, pulsating as if alive and eager. Large, ugly thorns stood up from these lengths of vine,
deadly and dripping with poison. They were toxic enough they could kill even higher-tier
demons with enough exposure… and the vines themselves were cruel enough they would wrap
savagely around any unknown presence that came too close to them, squeezing the life out of
them as they injected staggering quantities of poison into their victims. Disciples of Zerrex, at
least, they recognized… and furthermore, despite their ill temperament, their poisons didn‟t work
against anyone who had been bonded to the Drakkaren.
At the foot of the wide stairs leading to the top of the temple, he was greeted by two
softly-smiling females, both with dark scales, waiting for him with looks of deep affection. To
his right was Maria, the tall Drakkaren‟s scales such a deep hue of blue-purple they seemed
black, their color revealed only by the shimmer of light cast over her scales from behind by a
statue of a Dragokkaren whose hands cupped an eternally-burning sconce filled with blue fire.
Tall, dark antler-like horns stood up proudly from her skull, and her body was voluptuous: curvy
hips and a large bust and a taut, naked stomach, her dark eyes glowing with affection and
immeasurable love as she looked at Zerrex quietly. “Grandfather.”
She was clad in a two-piece bikini made of strips of silver chain, clutching tight to her
body… and around her neck was a collar with a backing of red leather, a thick, layered chain
choker overtop this, and all of it held together by a clasp in the shape of a raven feather. Zerrex
smiled to her quietly, and then he reached up and touched her face… and she sighed in rapture,
grasping his forearm with both of hers. Maria was one of his few Disciples completely immune
to the corruption of Negative… mostly because she herself was not a demoness, not a godling,
but a Broken. Yet if she had ever lost her mind… she had surely regained it now, with how
loving and devoted she was and how she had long since left behind her past, and with it,
everything that had once held her back.
Then his eyes roved over to Daria, who bowed her head to him with a look that was
almost bashful: strange of the face of the newt, considering she was a Wrath demoness known as
an Abhorrence, and her true form was terrifying. Yet her appearance now was anything but: she
was tall and shapely, with large breasts and slender, taut limbs, abdominals faintly visible
beneath a smooth stomach covered by charcoal scales; over the outside of her body, her hide was
a deep, dark black, and her single eye a brilliant mauve, the other covered by a black eyepatch
with the profile of a white butterfly emblazoned on it. From either side of her head, small,
draconic horns extended, and a ridge of short spikes ran from behind either one of these in a

double-line all the way to the end of her tail: this last appendage was also covered by beautiful
tattoos of ivy and roses done in a purple almost as neon and vibrant as her eye.
Her only clothing was a black loincloth almost as dark as her scales, white butterflies
stitched across the material… and a set of dark butterfly-shaped stickers over her breasts, just
enough to keep her nipples covered but leaving everything else clearly visible. The two looked at
each other softly, Wrath demoness and her Master, as she reached up and silently touched her
collar: it was made of segmented black steel plates, each plate with a single thorn standing out
from it, and with a rose-shaped clasped holding the design together. She looked at him, and he
looked back at her, her history even stranger than his with the others here… but then those
thoughts were brushed away when she reached out and took his wrist, saying softly: “Come,
Zerrex. Cherry has already prepared the Monolith.”
The Drakkaren nodded hesitantly… and like an honor guard, the four females fell into
place around him, Daria still quietly holding onto his wrist as they walked slowly up the long
flight of stairs. It seemed endless and eternal, and the reptile had a sense of eyes, dark eyes and
bright eyes, of beings both benign and malign, watching as he ascended the temple steps until he
reached the top, standing on the wide, square platform as Cherry smiled at him encouragingly
from where she stood beside a black stone throne.
Eldritch light cast from dark fires that burned in braziers upon the backs of statues of
kneeling Dragokkaren played over the obsidian seat, making the stone seem to pulse and writhe
as if alive, and as if things moved beneath its surface, shadows unnaturally whispering back and
forth through the rock. It looked as if it had been carved from one solid piece of black stone…
and Zerrex slowly rubbed his hands together as he looked over this, from the rounded arms and
up along the high backing, at the top of which was a single, elegantly-cut rose made of black
pearl that hung from the back of the chair, held on by long curls of ivy.
Cherry held a thin rosewood case in her hands… and she quietly opened this as Zerrex
finally turned around to sit slowly in the chair, Anathema Sin walking quietly forwards to gently
remove a single object from the plush red interior of the case. Zerrex grimaced as he always did
as he rested back in the throne: not because it was uncomfortable, but far from it, the stone warm
and soft and massaging along his body… and yet Zerrex was well aware that it wasn‟t rock
beneath him, but transmuted flesh, and beneath this were bones. Bones of both willing victims
and sacrificed monsters, made by the talents of both Negative as well as Anathema Sin.
He looked at her quietly, thinking of the way she also got along strangely with
Negative… as long as he wasn‟t in full-on evil mode, at least. But when Zerrex still retained
some control, even when he gave into his primal urges or darker desires, Anathema Sin gladly
played along, and obviously enjoyed herself to some extent or another… and he smiled
awkwardly at her when she quietly opened the collar between her hands, made from the petals of
black roses layered painstakingly together into they had formed into cloth, with a clasp of black
ironwood taken from Hez‟Ranna‟s jungles. “We begin.”
Zerrex nodded, then he tilted his head upwards and leaned forwards slightly, allowing
Anathema Sin to slide the collar around his neck, then lock it into place… and Zerrex felt his
energies not settle, but sharpen, wincing a bit. The collar would inhibit Negative… but when he
wasn‟t Inverted, it actually worked to increase his powers, the reptile breathing quietly before the
others all came forwards, gently beginning to remove his clothing. As Negative, he wouldn‟t
need it… and then the reptile‟s eyes widened as his vision became dark, before he was suddenly
no longer sitting in the throne… but instead standing upon the desolate surface of a long, red
desert, immense, crumbled ruins in the distance. The Center of the Universe that had once

been… and Zerrex grimaced as he looked back and forth before turning around when a cruel,
low voice said quietly: “You‟ll never accept the truth, will you?”
The Drakkaren gritted his teeth as he looked at a black-scaled being standing only a few
feet away, a shudder running through his body even as he forced his gaze up to lock eyes with
the crimson irises of Negative. He was ten feet tall, his body thicker and a thousand times more
imposing with the exoskeleton of bones that armored his frame. Ivory plates clung to his breast,
smooth and cut as if to imitate the muscle beneath them, heavy cusps of bone covering either
shoulder and a belt of notched vertebrae around his waist, from which hung long, leaf-shaped
white plates. Manacles of the same stuff were melted tight around his forearms and shins, small
spikes of bone standing up from both of these, and a terrible skull-mask was melded over the
black-scaled lizard‟s face, sockets sunken to let those wicked crimson eyes glare through all the
more balefully, tall, proud black horns sticking out of the sides of the mask, standing out almost
to either shoulder before the ends twisted slightly upwards, points glinting dangerously.
Negative pointed at him with his right arm: an arm that unlike the other, had no scale
whatsoever. Instead it was layered with a stacked overlay of bones on the exterior, the inside of
the arm longer, rounded white plates that locked smoothly together, the shoulder on this side
larger and the hand not a hand but a gauntlet of bone that ended in thick, flexible ivory talons. “I
am you, Zerrex. Trying to convince yourself I‟m not, that I‟m the remnants of someone,
something else, is ridiculous. I am you, your true nature, and you are going to have to accept this
sooner or later.”
“Liar!” Zerrex spat to the side, and Negative looked disgusted as the Drakkaren stepped
forwards and shouted: “You aren‟t me! I may be a monster, I may be as bad as you, but I know, I
know in my very goddamn soul that you are not me!”
“Childish.” Negative reached his scaled left hand forwards… but his hand was repelled,
the male cursing under his breath as his flesh-and-blood fingers steaming faintly as he looked
down at this in disgust, and Zerrex grinned coldly, but resisted the urge to taunt him, knowing
full well by now what the dark, undead god was capable of and not wanting to push him too far.
“So, you‟re wearing that goddamn collar again, aren‟t you? You‟re scared of me.”
“No, I‟m scared of what you could do to my Disciples.” Zerrex said quietly, and Negative
snorted in disgust as he crossed his arms, shaking his head and looking disgusted. The reptile,
however, refused to take the bait, instead stepping back and breathing slowly as he spread his
arms, forcing his emotions to settle before he looked at the male evenly, asking dryly: “Now
what the hell do you want from me? Usually you‟re sneakier than this when I Invert.”
Negative looked at him for a few moments… and then he slowly rubbed at the underside
of his muzzle, his eyes becoming moody as he said quietly: “You went to the Center of the
Universe again.”
Now, Zerrex groaned in exasperation instead of fear or even anger, grabbing his skull
with both hands and muttering: “Look, Negative, I just got scolded by Vivien about this. While I
think it‟s hilarious and all when you try in your clumsy way to look out for my well-being,
someone who thinks a good joke is „So I walked into the bar the other day and killed them all‟ is
not the same person who should be reminding me to take my vitamins before I do anything too
strenuous, okay?”
“The thing I hate most about you is how you deal with discomfort with your horrible
sense of humor.” Negative said disgustedly, and Zerrex grunted at him, keeping his hands on his
head as he looked flatly at the Inversion, who glared back for a moment before he shook his head
in slow disgust. “You should have absorbed some of the disharmonious energy.”

“And been driven insane, right.” Zerrex said moodily, and Negative looked at him darkly
before the Drakkaren glanced to the side, muttering: “This is what I hate most about the Deep
Temple. It‟s the one place in the entire universe you can drag me into this dream-state. It‟s the
one place where you can talk to me inside my own mind, twisting the physics of it to your
desires. It‟s the one place where you‟re most likely to wake up instead of staying quietly in
hibernation or whatever the hell happens to you when you‟re not tormenting me.”
Negative only looked at him with cold silence for a few moments, and then he said softly:
“I could make Cherry kill herself. Would you like me to do that?”
Zerrex gritted his teeth, snarling in fury as Negative flexed his claws slowly, his eyes
terrible red spotlights as he murmured softly: “Or I could make her kill Cindy, which would be
more entertaining… it would break her. It would destroy her… but not completely. I think, too…
it would make her stronger. Maybe even fit to serve as my true second in command… but of
course, then I would have to reshape her.”
“Shut up.” Zerrex whispered, but Negative only smiled at him, sending a shiver through
the lizard‟s body as his mouth went dry. “If you lay a finger on her…”
“You‟ll do nothing.” Negative said softly, and Zerrex snarled in fury, his eyes glowing
solid green for a moment before Negative held up a hand. “No. I can harm Cherry, and you‟ll be
angry with me, and you may even lash out at me, or manage to push me an inch or two into
receding deeper into you. But I will regain the ground, and regain my strength, and we‟ll shortly
be back where we started. I am more powerful than you… but I‟m not stupid enough to think
that means I will always have the upper hand.”
The two locked gazes, both knowing what Negative meant. Negative, after all, wasn‟t the
one with the physical body… he was the Inversion, the result of something, neither the beginning
nor the end. Negative had terrible powers, a cold will, and next to no weaknesses… but there
were still things he couldn‟t corrupt, flaws in his armor, weaknesses that he had… and people he
would even obey to some extent. And Negative knew very well that if he ever pushed too far…
Zerrex, already emotionally-unstable, already having demonstrated several times over that if it
came to it, he would destroy himself to destroy his enemies, would do whatever it took to stop
Negative, even if it meant sealing his own powers… or simply eradicating himself from the face
of the planet.
“I am tired.” Negative said suddenly, and Zerrex looked at him with dumb surprise as the
undead being waved a hand irritably at him, turning around and saying disgustedly: “Your body
calls for the transformation, but I have no desire to play with your toys right now. Besides, it‟s
more entertaining to watch you feel responsible for your own actions than allow you the excuse
that it was my fault when something goes wrong. Play with your toys, Zerrex Narrius. Leave me
alone.”
“You called me here!” Zerrex shouted at his back, even as Negative walked away and
vanished into motes of darkness… and then he winced and looked down as the world faded out
into blackness that greedily spread over his body, clenching his eyes shut… and when he opened
them, he grunted and gritted his teeth, looking at the semicircle of females looking at him
anxiously before he gazed down at his hands… and one was a white, flexible claw, while the
other was covered in dark scales.
He had Inverted during the dream state… and Zerrex grimaced a bit before he touched
his head. No white hair, only the skull mask… and he breathed slowly in and out before looking
up at them all. He felt hungry, and greedy, and like lashing out at them… but although his primal
urges and instincts felt so much more powerful, he also still clearly felt his own mind… and then

Cherry smiled a bit, saying quietly: “Your eyes are still emerald, Boss. Usually that‟s a good sign
that it‟s still you in there.”
“Yeah, it‟s still me.” Zerrex murmured, resting back in the throne and closing his eyes…
and he didn‟t want to admit how much better the throne felt now, how powerful his body was,
how energy and strength thrummed through his being. Even if all he could do was destroy and
corrupt… Negative‟s strength and allure was undeniable, and it was hard to resist beginning to
order his Disciples around immediately as he said quietly: “Only an hour or so. Then the
Inversion will hopefully wear off.”
He reached up and touched the collar, which fizzled quietly against his fingers, glowing a
faint sapphire: more than restricting his abilities, it kept Negative‟s toxic influence from his
mind, made him feel more in control of himself and more aware of his own actions. His eyes
roved upwards to the females that looked at him lovingly, and then he smiled a bit when Maria
reached out and touched him… and where she touched felt warm instead of cold, brought him
even further down to reality, to remembering who he was instead of giving into his urges and
lusts and feelings of power as the Broken said lovingly: “We are here for you, Zerrex. Never,
ever forget that, okay?”
“Of course not, Maria.” Zerrex said softly… and then he relaxed a bit back against the
throne as he laced his fingers together, gazing out into the cavern thoughtfully before he glanced
to the side as Cherry twitched visibly, rubbing lightly at her forehead. “Are you feeling it?”
“Yeah.” Cherry muttered, and she shook her head before growling quietly, wincing
slightly as her body thickened, muscles bulging more prominently. Her teeth became slightly
larger and sharper as well as she clenched her hands into fists, and she said moodily: “Fuck,
probably because I‟m so close to you… I hope your other Disciples aren‟t getting it as bad as
me.”
She paused, then simply grasped her exercise top and ripped the cloth apart, tossing the
remains of the shirt down to the ground to leave herself in only her bra, her eyes glowing blue as
she breathed harder for a moment… and then she shook her head firmly again and slowly knelt
down, murmuring quietly: “Then again… maybe it‟s just Negative‟s corruption, too. I can still
feel it in my body…” She stopped and flushed, whispering: “And I can‟t say I entirely mind it,
Boss, because it makes me feel… closer to you. I want… to always be closer to you.”
Zerrex smiled slightly at this, leaning towards her before he gestured gently at her as
Anathema Sin strode to one side of the throne, licking her lips slowly as Maria rested on the
other, and Daria and Epiphany both watched from near the steps with strange longing in both
their eyes as Cherry stumbled towards Zerrex… and then she slowly slipped forwards as the
Drakkaren reached a hand up, gripping gently into the back of her skull and pulling her into a
quiet kiss as she leaned over him, his right arm stretching out in the opposite direction… and
then, with a simple flick of his fingers, a long needle of bone tore out of his upper wrist. For a
moment, however, the lizard hesitated as he allowed the kiss to break, looking at Cherry… and
she only smiled and slipped into his lap, leaning back and arching her back slightly as she looked
up at the ceiling and whispered: “I am your second, and I am your daughter, and I am your slave.
I am the darkness… I shall always be darkness… and I don‟t want to be anything but that.”
Zerrex looked at her for a moment… and then he shoved the needle suddenly, savagely
forwards, spearing it into her solar plexus and angling it into her before dark energy shocked
over his arm, and Cherry gasped, clawing into his shoulders, gritting her teeth and clenching her
eyes shut as her body flexed and her hips bucked, before the reptile tore his arm back and pulled
the long needle of bone free… and there was no blood, not even any wound even as dark energy

pulsed through Cherry‟s body, her eyes clenching shut, then opening slowly as they glowed solid
blue, gasping quietly as a bit of drool dripped from her gaping maw… and then she rasped:
“Thank you…”
She shivered hard, and her body almost rippled, a strange, terrible outline of dark energy
forming around her for a moment… but then she simply slumped against him, and now Daria
strode forwards, rubbing lovingly along the female‟s back as she murmured quietly: “We all long
to serve you, Zerrex… and if anything, we‟re only jealous of the others when you share such
gifts with them… never disgusted, never angry…”
Cherry‟s eyes fluttered… and she smiled softly as she slowly arched her back, which
cracked loudly before she gazed over at Daria and beckoned to her… and Daria leaned down
over the female‟s shoulder as Cherry grasped the back of her head, meeting her in a hungry, slow
kiss as she ground herself slowly into Zerrex‟s lap, and the Inverted god half-lidded his eyes with
a growl of pleasure before Cherry nipped suddenly, and Daria moaned as a droplet of blood
spilled between their jaws to fall to the ground below… but she only flushed red with pleasure as
the kiss parted, and Cherry murmured quietly: “I always want to share more with you, Zerrex…
and I know you‟ll always control me and keep me in line, so that for you… I can become a
monster. I can become a savage beast. I can be free to bathe in darkness… because this collar
will always be around my neck, and you will always be there to guide me…”
She reached up and touched this quietly, breathing softly… and then she arched her back
slightly as Daria ground against her and kissed the side of her neck, a shudder rolling through her
as she whispered: “We are your Disciples… and not only is our duty to protect and serve you…
but to pleasure you, our lord, our master, our god… we are toys to you… we are nothing without
you…”
Zerrex closed his eyes, feeling a mix of emotions… and then hands gently stroked along
his body, over the bone plates of his skull-mask, his shoulders, his chest, his arm, and they
opened, still bright emerald, as faces and bodies surrounding him, soothing him without words as
Cherry curled herself against his body and smiled softly even as her body burned with heat and
strange energies. And it soothed him even as memories came back of what had happened when
things had gotten out of control… not just when Negative had taken over, but Zerrex‟s own
emotions had become too powerful, when his lusts had overwhelmed his mind, like when he had
ordered Cherry to rape Cindy for his pleasure.
And Cherry had done it without question. She had thrown Cindy down, in the size and
shape of a monster, making her scream, making her bleed, not simply content to thrust savagely
into her with a shaft of impossible proportions but beating on her hard enough to shatter bone, to
almost rip off her jaw, and leaving her nothing but a broken, abused mess… and yet it had only
been half of the horrors. Then, Zerrex, Inverted and still hungry for more, had healed and yet
warped Cindy at the same time… and turned her loose on Cherry, letting her beat her savagely,
crush her down, and then use her as nothing but a toy.
Was it true rape? Difficult to say: they were both Disciples, and even in their agony, there
was some degree of pleasure. That, however, did not negate the awfulness of what had happened.
Of what Zerrex had done, neither able to go against his orders, especially against the dominating,
wicked influence of his powers in this Inverted form. But somehow, Cindy and Cherry had not
only moved past it themselves with little fanfare… they had never held Zerrex responsible for it.
Negative perhaps… but both had told him again and again and again that they would do anything
for him, repeating it over and over as they soothed him as he had panicked afterwards until they

had stopped using their words and instead used their bodies to calm him and quench the
inexplicable lust that had burned between them all.
They had all suffered at some point because of his Inversions. Negative would order them
to do even more wicked things, but Negative‟s interests were usually in pain and suffering and
power, little else. When Zerrex‟s personality was dominant in his Inverted form, he was not only
interested in power… but in deep, unspeakable carnal lusts, warped reflections of his desires and
powers as a God of Fertility as well as of Energy. And that, far beyond Negative, far beyond all
the other reasons he made up, was why he was scared of taking on this shape and the mindset
that came with it. Negative was a monster… but Zerrex would and did far worse things without
his usual feelings of restraint and worry in place, filled with power as he was.
He opened his eyes to gaze at Cherry as she looked back at him, and she smiled a bit
nonetheless even as she likely picked up on his thoughts, stroking over his face as she
murmured: “Now stop it. Nothing matters but you, Boss, at the end of the day. You are our top
priority… and you are the one who brings us all together, who keeps us all safe, who stops us
from tearing one another apart. And you… know what‟s right for us. I know you‟re thinking
about either your power over us, or what you… sometimes do to us… but…” She stopped,
looking down and blushing a bit as she curled herself tighter, completely submissive to the male,
her huge frame flexing against him and yet oddly-small in comparison as she whispered: “I
think… you just bring out the true shape of ourselves, the primal darkness we repress. And even
when I… become a monster… you make me feel beautiful. And it feels good, because I can
better protect you, better be your second… I exist to serve you, Boss. Not only at your best… but
especially at your darkest.”
She looked down, laughing a bit as she stroked over the plates of bone covering his chest,
and she murmured: “Fuck, listen to me, going on and on… ain‟t it funny, how I sound so girly
now of all times?” She leaned back, half-lidding her eyes, body flexing as she said in a voice that
had a strange hunger to it: “Better tell me to do something nasty, otherwise these bitches will
think I‟ve gone soft.”
Zerrex grinned slightly at her, feeling his primal, dark urges rising as faint red cracks
spread through the lizard‟s emerald irises… and then all present looked up in surprise as a voice
said hesitantly: “Excuse me, can… I hate to interrupt, but… I need to talk to Dad for a moment.”
All eyes turned around to look at an embarrassed-seeming Naganatine standing at the
edge of the platform, rubbing slowly at the tall black mane standing up from his skull. His scales
were a mix of navy-blue and purple, and he had four tall, proud horns standing up from his skull,
each a deep ebony and slightly-spiraled. His eyes had a bright gold sclera, with white irises and
small black pupils, and he smiled awkwardly and innocently as his long white robes fluttered
around his slender body, long tail swaying back and forth indecisively.
Naganen, son of Anathema and Zerrex before she had fused with her sister… and as often
happened in the presence of the male, Zerrex felt his mind immediately clear, his eyes becoming
a softer green as the red cracks vanished and Cherry squawked and flailed her arms, falling out
of his lap. Anathema Sin grumbled and immediately hauled the muscular female to her feet as
she grinned lamely, and then she shoved the Drakkaren out of the way before smiling and
leaning towards her son, saying kindly: “It‟s good to see you, Naganen.”
“Hi, Mom, I‟m glad to see you and sister too… I‟m sorry I‟ve been so busy with the
scholars but… there‟s so much to learn.” Naganen smiled awkwardly again, rubbing absently at
one of his horns in a nervous gesture before he looked at Zerrex, who gazed at him softly.
“Negative, is… that you?”

“No, it‟s me, it‟s okay.” Zerrex said softly, and Naganen smiled again before he walked
carefully up onto the platform, blushing a bit as his eyes roved over Daria and Maria, the latter of
whom bowed her head respectfully as the former only winked and made him turn deeper scarlet.
“What is it, Naganen? You don‟t usually like coming down here.”
It was true, he didn‟t… and yet strangely, on the subject of Naganen, Negative was
always dead silent… and yet despite this, Zerrex had learned his feelings on the subject of his
youngest son by accident. Years ago the Drakkaren had been alone and moody, sitting here in the
Deep Temple and Inverted: literal days had passed, but as rarely happened, the Inversion simply
would not end. So he‟d sent his Disciples away in a fit of childishness and decided to see if he
could sleep it off – made a little difficult by the fact that he apparently could not sleep while
Inverted – before he‟d heard cries for help from his Disciples… and he‟d found a godling of
some sort locked in combat with his Iuratus Desire and Mist and Shine, as they fought hard to
protect Naganen. Likely a hired assassin from Eslovius, a watery country neighboring Hell that
was becoming more hostile with each passing year.
As often happened during particularly emotional moments, Negative tried to take the
controls, saying coldly they should be able to handle the problem themselves… and then the
assassin had knocked the twins backwards and taken the moment to throw his weapon at
Naganen. It had left a thin cut along his cheek but done little else… and yet in that moment,
Zerrex had felt himself overtaken by cold, furious hate. And yet it had not been his own, his own
emotions dumb shock as in a flash, Negative had seized the would-be assassin by the throat, then
simply vanished with him… and the Drakkaren could barely think of the things he‟d done to him
without wanting to vomit.
It was strange, how Negative actually cared about a few rare things in the world… and to
this day, the reptile still couldn‟t entirely figure out why it was Naganen, of all his children, that
Negative was so savagely-protective of. Why it was Naganen, not even Epiphany, who Negative
would actually politely listen to… even bowing his head to him when Naganen a request.
Naganen, after all, had been born before Negative had come into existence, before Zerrex had
even fully understood what an Inversion of a God was… and the little Naganatine boy was kind,
generous, sweet-tempered, easily-embarrassed, child-like, and deeply loved by Zerrex. All things
that Negative usually tried to take advantage of, all things that should have made him a target for
the monster‟s cruelties… but Zerrex could feel Negative almost… angry, in the dark place inside
him where the creature usually hid itself, at the Drakkaren for even daring to think that he‟d ever
lay a finger upon the child.
“Dad, listen, uh… Aunty Vivien… I mean, the High Queen wanted me to let you know
they detected Strange Beast activity down on the mortal planet. She said it was in an isolated
area for now, but she wanted you to stay on alert and not…” He turned brighter red as he looked
away from the group of females and Zerrex, clearing his throat loudly. “Not… get… involved…
too much… with anyone and… let the Inversion end as soon as possible.”
“Aunty Vivien. I still can‟t believe she lets you call her that.” Zerrex smiled a bit
nonetheless though. Naganen could be cuter than little Mahihko and could easily get away with
just as much, if not more, than the little lupine… and then he rolled his eyes as his son only
continued to blush, keeping his eyes fixed on the ceiling. “It‟s alright, I wasn‟t… getting very
involved anyway, and you can look at them if you want, I mean. None of them bite.”
“Unless you want me to.” Cherry grinned and leered at him, and then she yelped when
Anathema Sin booted her hard in the ass, sending her staggering towards the end of the platform
before Maria winced and reached out to catch her, the muscular female gritting her teeth as she

steadied herself and glared at the Naganatine. “I‟m going to kick your ass later. Asses. Whatever
the hell you two have.”
“Fuck you.” Anathema Sin retorted rudely, and then she glanced over at Zerrex when he
reached out and absently touched her hip with his right claw, making her bluish deep red. “Sorry,
Zerrex. Naganen, why don‟t you stay here with us for a while, instead of spending all your time
getting tutored?”
Naganen shook his head quickly as he looked embarrassedly at his mother, however,
mumbling awkwardly: “No, that… that‟s okay, Mom. Besides, if I‟m going to work with Dad, I
need to better understand mortal laws and culture. I should get back to studying… but… Dad, if
it‟s no problem, could… could you take me with you when you head down to the mortal planet
next?”
“As long as the next time I go there isn‟t to kill that Strange Beast, of course.” Zerrex
replied softly, smiling a bit, and Naganen smiled warmly at his father before his eyes were
slowly drawn towards Daria again… and then he flushed deeply when she half-lidded her eyes
and stroked her hands along her sides to grasp her large, sumptuous swells teasingly, and the
Drakkaren sighed and rubbed at his forehead. “Daria, don‟t tease him so much. Naganen, go on
ahead, go back to your studies. I‟ll call you when I‟m ready to go.”
“Thanks Dad!” Naganen squeaked and turned around, half-running, half-staggering down
the stairs in his flowing robes as Zerrex shot Daria a look… but she only smiled back, and the
reptile couldn‟t help but laugh before he finally patted his lap, and she strutted over to sit herself
comfortably down on one leg before Anathema Sin sat on the other, the lizard allowing his arms
to wrap tightly around the waists of both.
Either female kissed his cheek softly… and now the Drakkaren could feel Negative not
only once more receded deep into his mind – or wherever the hell else he went – he could feel
the Inversion starting to lose power, his mind becoming more stable as a faint tingling spread
through his form. Cherry felt it too, he knew, as she arched her back and yawned loudly,
grinning cheerfully and looking as if she‟d just awoken from a rejuvenating nap.
Then the two slid slightly apart so that Epiphany could slide into her father‟s lap as well,
and he laughed quietly as she kissed the underside of his throat before gently reaching up to
grasp his collar, popping it open and carefully removing it… and the reptile felt a rush, like a
spill of adrenaline, roll through his system before it receded just as suddenly, and Cherry winced,
but then smiled slightly instead, muttering: “Damn, babe, you always know just when to do
what, don‟t you? Thank fuck you got a nicer attitude than Marina. Nicer ass, too.”
Anathema Sin looked sourly at Cherry, but Epiphany only blushed over her shoulder at
the hermaphrodite, half-lidding her eyes and teasingly shaking her rear from side-to-side even as
Zerrex rolled his eyes… and then he gritted his teeth as his body shivered before the ivory plates
covering his form glowed a faint white, and then they pulsed once before slowly dissolving into
dust and energy, the reptile wheezing quietly as he dropped back against the throne. A moment
later, he was in his old scarred form, naked and grinning lamely as the three females gazed down
at him tenderly, before clearing his throat… but Maria kindly came forwards with his clothes,
reminding them softly: “Much as I‟d love to indulge myself as well… we have to be prepared.
The Strange Beasts can move fast… and it‟s unlikely they‟ll all be as even-tempered as the one
you apparently gave sanctuary to, Zerrex.”
The reptile grunted after a moment in agreement, as Maria passed the Drakkaren‟s
clothes to the other females around him… and then she sighed when Cherry gleefully snatched
the lizard‟s boxers and stuck them over two of her larger fins, looking proud of herself for a

moment before Daria reached up and tugged them free, and she huffed as the others began to
neatly dress the male: not at the fact the boxers had been taken back so quickly, but the lack of
any major reaction, more likely. “You people suck.”
“And it makes you jealous.” Anathema Sin replied flatly, and Cherry looked dumb in
response to this before the Naganatine held the rose-fabric collar out to her, and the Drakkaren
grumbled as she took this and carefully carried it back to where it was kept in its black box.
“How do you feel, Zerrex? Do you need us to come with you?”
“No, I think everyone can go back to doing what they normally do.” Zerrex said
awkwardly, admittedly enjoying the females so lovingly dressing him and paying such attention
over his body, and he smiled a bit as he felt Epiphany buttoning up the fly of his jeans before her
hands stroked lingeringly along his abdominals, ruffling the shirt that had just been put back on
him before she slid away, and the reptile carefully stood up from the throne, reaching up to rub at
his head absently. Now, however, he felt much less anxious, and much more at ease… and he
looked back and forth over the females before his eyes settled on Daria, as he asked quietly: “Did
you want to come, though? Spend a little more time with Naganen, and the wolves if they come
along too?”
“If Serenity‟s okay with it… I‟m supposed to be doing Iuratus training with her, after
all.” Daria blushed a bit though, smiling warmly up at him. “Ever since Desire graduated as a full
Iuratus, she‟s been piling the lessons and pressures on. I never realized how much of
Hez‟Rannan culture I‟d have to learn in order to be a proper Iuratus in her eyes.”
“Serenity knows what she‟s doing, hard as it is to believe sometimes. She shouldn‟t have
a problem with this then, though, since I was thinking I‟d head to Hez‟Ranna for a little while. I
want to check on Acheron as well as explore the mortal world a little bit.” Zerrex replied softly,
and Daria nodded after a moment before the Drakkaren glanced over at Epiphany, who was
standing with her mother‟s arm wrapped around her shoulders, almost shyly holding the
Naganatine‟s hand with both of her own. “And what about you, darling?”
She shook her head with an embarrassed blush, however, saying quietly: “Thank you,
Daddy, but Mom and I were going to be working some more on magic principles today. I want to
finish learning about Necromancy before my next birthday.”
“That‟s comin‟ up soon, huh? I‟d better make sure I get you a good present, in that case.”
Zerrex smiled at her softly, and she blushed deeper but laughed a bit before the Drakkaren
glanced over at Maria, and she nodded lovingly and immediately approached, wrapping an arm
around his waist and dropping her head against his shoulder. He gazed at her softly, and then he
smiled over his shoulder to Anathema Sin and Epiphany as the two looked at him tenderly as he
made his way towards the steps, Daria and Cherry following a few paces behind him. “I won‟t be
leaving for an hour or two yet, so come by the Ravenlight Estate if you need me.”
“We always need you.” Anathema Sin said softly, and Zerrex didn‟t know which side of
the female was speaking before he looked ahead as Maria squeezed him gently around the waist,
feeling touched and happy, enjoying the soft afterglow of the events and only glad the Inversion
had been so short and gone so well. Then he closed his eyes, concentrating… and a moment
later, he and the three females making their way down the steps vanished, reappearing in the
front hall of the Ravenlight Estate, and Cherry stumbled and wheezed as Daria winced and
staggered a bit, but Zerrex immediately half turned, spinning with Maria and making her laugh
as they both reached out and caught the female firmly.
Cherry grumbled at this as she caught herself and glared at them… and then Zerrex
slipped away from the two females to wrap his arms around her and heft her into the air, and she

snorted laughter and grabbed at the Drakkaren‟s shoulder-length white hair, grinning down at
him and wrapping her legs around his waist as he spun around with her. “Fuckin‟ asshole,
making it so goddamn hard to stay mad at you.”
“You‟re a bitch, Cherry.” Zerrex said plaintively… and then the two kissed for a soft
moment as the other females stepped up on either side of him, and he gazed back and forth as the
kiss broke, adding amusedly: “And this really, really makes me feel special, by the way. It‟s not
like my ego needs any more stroking.”
“I need some stroking right now.” Cherry leered down at him, grinding her crotch
forwards against the Drakkaren, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before he grasped her waist, prying
her free and dropping her firmly on her ass. She grunted and bounced against the floor, then
glowered up at him and crossed her arms with a huff. “You know, it‟s amazing that I don‟t kick
your ass for shit like this.”
“Cherry, if you keep this up, I‟m going to explode you with my mind.” Zerrex threatened,
but Cherry only pouted further before the lizard rolled his eyes, saying flatly: “Okay, then, why
don‟t you go get the wolves? You can bother Priest, too, if they‟re at one of his construction
sites.”
“Done!” Cherry leapt to her feet, then she screwed up her face in concentration… and
when nothing happened, she looked awkwardly at the reptile for a moment before Zerrex
muttered under his breath, then concentrated hard. A moment later, she vanished from the spot…
but this time the reptile winced a bit, feeling a faint twist of vertigo as both Daria and Maria
supported him gently, looking at him with soft concern.
After an Inversion, the reptile had to limit the use of his powers, since his energy levels
were minimal… and two „shoops‟ in a row, as Cherry called them, was more than enough to tax
what little energy reserves he had left, particularly when he was moving other people or objects
instead of just himself. He shook his head firmly with a mutter, and then he looked back and
forth before glancing over at Daria, saying softly: “Why don‟t you go find Serenity yourself,
then? Don‟t worry, I won‟t send away Maria too. She can keep an eye on me, we‟ll probably just
go and find some of my other Disciples or… maybe we‟ll just retire to my room, and I can rest
my head and hope the Strange Beast just wanders around for a while away from civilization
before leaving or whatever the hell they do.”
Daria nodded hesitantly, and then she smiled over at Maria as she stepped backwards,
holding out a hand to open a portal beside her as she said quietly: “Don‟t let him hurt himself
now, huh? And if a Strange Beast alert does come in, try and get him to sit on the sidelines for
once.”
“I‟ll do my best, Daria. But you know Zerrex.” The Broken gazed at Daria warmly
nonetheless, however, and the demoness nodded with a bit of a blush before she turned and
headed through the portal. It closed behind her, and Maria stood, looking at this for a moment
before she glanced quietly to Zerrex, saying softly: “I‟m… I‟m so very glad that I‟ve gotten to
know her, grandfather. She‟s so wonderfully kind… even if she thinks… such evil exists in
herself to this day.”
“You‟re talking funny again.” Zerrex muttered, and then he winced when Maria reached
down and slapped his ass firmly, making him jump and then clear his throat when she shot him a
half-challenging, half-playful look. “I swear, you‟re crazier than Anathema Sin.”
But Maria refused to take the bait this time, shrugging a bit before she gazed up at the
ceiling and smiling hesitantly as she laced her fingers together in front of herself, murmuring:
“And… honestly, I can say I‟m very glad I‟ve gotten to know Marina better, too. It‟s… strange

how we were such bitter rivals and hated enemies at first. Understandable of course, with… how
she killed my two mothers, as I know they were often called. Maya and Shelly… one of them
was my aunt and yet I can barely remember which was my birth parent… they…”
She broke off, and Zerrex softened as he gazed at her quietly, but then she smiled at him
and said softly: “But the past is the past, is it not? I… why don‟t we take a walk through the
Estate? See who else lingers here… unless you‟re anxious to lay down and rest, of course.”
The Drakkaren smiled a bit, however, saying quietly: “A short walk might do me good,
sure. And it‟s probably a good idea to see if… anyone else was affected during my Inversion.
Cherry was hit pretty hard, after all… and you know how sometimes, when I Invert, my other
Disciples can… change a little, too.”
“And yet never us… the truly „evil‟ Disciples…” Maria murmured thoughtfully, and
Zerrex rolled his eyes even as he reached out to gently take her hand, and she laced her fingers
with his as they headed towards a door. She was silent as they entered into a corridor, and for
such a long time Zerrex had thought she‟d lost herself in either memory or thought… but just as
he was about to speak up, she looked at him curiously and asked quietly: “Why do you think it
is, that a Broken like myself and a Wrath demoness like Daria… are so unaffected by your
Inversion‟s corruption? Whether it‟s you or Negative who is controlling your Inverted form…
why can neither of you exert the physical influence over us you do over the others?”
The Drakkaren shrugged slowly, looking down thoughtfully and murmuring: “It‟s a good
question. I mean… Cherry, as we all know, has been exposed to so much corruption from my
Inverted form that… it has changed her. Not much on the outside… but she has abilities very
directly linked to my own, and she‟s… she‟s more dependant on me than she used to be, which is
saying something.” He stopped, smiling a little at the ground as they pushed through a doorway
and into another long corridor. “Not that I think either of us mind the fact that she can‟t be apart
from me for too long, or… bad things happen.
“And yes. With my other Disciples, when… I‟m Inverted, I can pump them with dark
energy or corruption and reshape them to various extents… but you and Daria well…” He
stopped, looking at her softly. “It‟s easier to answer why I can‟t reshape you. You‟re a Broken,
sheer will… and look at you.” He reached up and stroked her face gently, making the female
blush as he said softly: “I already reshaped you a little bit back when we first… indulged in each
other‟s company, now didn‟t I?”
Maria nodded with a shy smile, and Zerrex gazed affectionately at her, his own smile
spreading wider for a moment at the expression before he glanced down consideringly. “Daria is
a tougher question, though. Maybe… it‟s because she‟s so afraid of this evil inside of her, that
she bottles up her darkness, that she‟s locked it away that even Negative is slightly-concerned
about what would happen if she unleashed it. Negative wants… control, and power, after all.” He
snorted in disgust, shaking his head and muttering: “It‟s horrifying that for all his lust for
destruction… he still goes about it in a very ordered, articulate fashion.”
The Broken nodded slowly, and then she halted in the middle of the corridor, blushing
quietly as she looked at him, and Zerrex tilted his head as she took both his hands and said in a
nervous but firm voice: “You… you shouldn‟t hate yourself, or even… him, though, Zerrex. I
know… he scares you. Negative scares all of us, whether… he‟s really a separate being, as you
and many of us are convinced, or he‟s… some expression of yourself. He‟s… I know he hurts us.
He plays with us. He‟s… sick… but don‟t hate him, Zerrex. I think… he‟s just lonely.”
“That doesn‟t give him the right to toy with all of you, though…” Zerrex said quietly,
squeezing her hands gently back and surprised by the fact she was sticking up for a creature the

Drakkaren despised… and likely all the more because it was inside of him. “Maria, you‟ve seen
what he‟s done to my Disciples, and-”
“And I know it scares you, but part of it is because you too, take twisted enjoyment in
some of those actions, isn‟t it?” Maria said quietly, and Zerrex flushed deeply… but before he
could look down, Maria reached suddenly up, letting go of his hands and grasping his muzzle to
force his gaze to meet hers, looking into his eyes as she said softly: “We love you… and we
knew from when we first made our pledges, our vows to you, about your darkest of lusts as well
as your brightest of virtues. I am not made of the sternest of stuff: even as a Broken, I am scared,
and I hesitate… but Zerrex, I would never hesitate to do anything for you, nor to suffer for you. I
would gladly suffer through anything I‟ve seen Negative do… or your own lusts drive you to ask
for in that state… just to see you smile for a moment. We are your Disciples, and we are
dedicated to you… and no one else has to understand but us why we do the things we do, why
we… would gladly allow you to rip us to shreds for your joy, and how that would fill us with
meaning ,with life…”
She stopped, glancing down for a moment before looking back up with a firmer smile,
nodding to him quietly as she stroked along his face to grasp his shoulders… and she lowered
her head, resting it against his chest as she closed her eyes and said softly: “Entertain me a favor,
grandfather… when the lust arises, and you feel an urge to ask for something you normally
wouldn‟t ask of any of your Disciples… do it anyway. Something solely for your pleasure… and
see how we react. Actually watch, with your own eyes, instead of fretting over it, and over the
consequences of it. Entertain me this, please, even though I have no right to ask it of you.”
Zerrex grasped her arms gently, looking at her softly… and then he nodded slowly as she
drew back, then reptile glancing awkwardly away as he muttered: “But some things… do need to
be resisted, Maria, at least most of the time-”
“And if you bottle things up forever, they often overflow at the most dangerous of times.”
Maria replied quietly, and the Drakkaren made a face at her before she reached out and touched
his chest silently. “I speak from experience, after all, Grandfather. I ran away from home, and I
ran away from Lady Mary, and I ran away from life to become a Broken. Maybe had I once
expressed the pain instead of trying to keep it all inside, I would never have ended up a monster,
a Serviteur, trying to kill your most-loved of daughter‟s as part of a lunatic‟s game.”
The reptile didn‟t know how to respond to that as he glanced up towards the ceiling,
rubbing at the back of his head awkwardly… and then he grunted when Maria hugged him
suddenly and impulsively, saying softly: “Thank you for listening to me, grandfather. I love
you.”
“Goddammit, stop calling me grandfather.” Zerrex grumbled, and the Broken laughed
and gazed up at him lovingly before the Drakkaren touched her face, saying quietly: “But I love
you too. And I will… consider your advice at least. At least your pretentious accent makes it
sound wiser.”
Maria sighed and looked at him irritably, and Zerrex shrugged amiably before the female
shook her head slowly and said dryly: “I‟d like to see you shake off millions of years of being
trained to be and follow the etiquette of a proper lady.”
“Well, you had no problem shaking off the proper lady part, it just seems to be the accent
that‟s flummoxing you.” Zerrex said blandly, and Maria stared at him for a moment, and Zerrex
grinned dumbly at her… and then she slapped at his chest with both hands and laughed when he
hugged her firmly against his body, spinning around in a circle with her before they both looked
up when a door opened near the end of the hall and a head peered out.

Then the female beamed brightly, a golden-scaled Drakkaren stepping out into the
hallway and running down it to leap forwards, and Zerrex laughed again as he reached out and
caught his daughter Desire in his arms, hugging her tight against his chest as she smiled brightly
up at him and embraced him firmly. “Daddy! I thought I heard voices, but I wasn‟t sure… and
Maria, it‟s so good to see you too!” She stopped, then looked up at him softly, her rainbowcolored eyes glowing faintly as she drew back and inspected his features, saying in a quieter
voice: “I felt the Inversion… did it go alright?”
Zerrex nodded, reaching up to gently touch the scarred side of his daughter‟s face: almost
one entire half of her features was covered in scar tissue, the glint of steel teeth visible in her
muzzle as she blushed a bit… but to him, she was always beautiful, and he was proud of her for
never concealing her pretty face from the world. “Very well, yes. It might have… gone worse
near the end, but Naganen showed up with a message from Vivien for me, so Negative calmed
down. Did you hear about the alert?”
Desire smiled warmly, stepping back and saluting proudly with an arm across her chest:
she was dressed only in a cloth wrap around her breasts and a short white skirt, showing off her
abdominals and the slender muscle over her frame, her golden collar cinched tight around her
neck and inset with a large, perfectly-round emerald: a gift from Zerrex when she had passed her
final Iuratus exam, and one she wore proudly. It looked beautiful on her, almost as good as the
tattoos of black roses all along her forearms. “I did, yes. It‟s strange to have Serenity treat me as
an equal after all these years, though… I still feel like I should be following her around, learning
about being an Iuratus from her.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, smiling despite himself before he reached out and patted
her cheek quietly, saying softly: “You‟re ready for this, Desire, and I admire and am infinitely
glad of your dedication towards me. Listen, I‟m going to be heading to the mortal world
shortly… interested in coming along, seeing some of Hez‟Ranna and visiting Acheron?”
Desire hesitated… and then she shook her head after a moment, looking embarrassed.
“I‟m sorry, Father, but Mom wants me and Vampire to head the platoon of Royal Guards
supposed to watch out for her when she goes to visit an Eslovius ambassador near the border.
And while I know my dedication is to you…”
“I would want you there with her, yeah.” Zerrex grimaced a bit, rubbing at his face before
he asked curiously: “Why didn‟t I hear about this? Our borders are in full lockdown at the
moment with them… hell, even the Lost Lord refuses to do business with Eslovius right now,
and his deserts are so inhospitable to the fish-heads even they‟re not stupid enough to try and
invade.”
“Well, mostly because you keep calling them fish-heads, I think.” Desire gave him an
amused look, and Zerrex grumbled even as Maria soothingly rubbed his back. “Daddy… Vivien
has torn loyalties on this one. She needs to do what‟s in the best interests of Elysium, even if she
hates them almost as much as you do for how they mocked Firenze‟s death. We can‟t enter into
full scale war with them while trying to stem the tide of the Strange Beasts…” She softened,
murmuring softly: “And Vivien knows that how she reacted last time they tried to attack us…
sent a very bad message to the mortal world and Heaven. Yes, they hit first… but she used you
like a weapon while you were Inverted and you killed… a lot of them.”
“Several thousand.” Zerrex murmured, glancing down as felt both nausea and anger in
his chest… but he also knew he couldn‟t blame Vivien. He had been so bloodthirsty he would
have attacked them with or without her permission… if anything, she had done him a favor by
taking some of the blame for his actions. “Okay, getting the point now, yes.”

“Eslovius is terrified of you. They think of you as a biological weapon now more than as
a person… and despite our… our differences, Vivien wants to negotiate with them, not threaten
them.” Desire continued quietly, reaching out to gently stroke along the male‟s chest as Maria
rubbed his arm slowly. “And we know that when… you get excited, or really angry these
days…”
“Negative rears his ugly head, yeah.” Zerrex grimaced a bit, rubbing the back of his head.
“I know, I know, I do understand, I really do. I remember what happened last time all too well…
the bodies in the water…”
He shook his head, rubbing at his face slowly: there had been little fanfare to the battle
against the aquatic demons, who had assembled in the marshlands in both the shallows and
hidden in the depths, where they thought they would be able to safely attack from and only have
to worry about concentrated electrical blasts… but even these, they had shielded themselves
from with their own brand of strange magic. Shark-faced giants with rubbery skin, squidfeatured sorcerers whose tentacles writhed eagerly, other beasts who lined the marshlands…
their raiding party long pushed back to here, but the water demons rallying to make another
surge up onto dry land, to try and forcibly expand their territory, and with immense, strange
tanker vehicles on ugly, rumbling treads…
Royal Guards had lined the area, and Gigataurs – for once on the Drakkaren‟s side, which
the reptile had been infinitely glad for – and Gorgons standing with merciless hammers at the
ready. And yet, at the end of the day, none of them had been needed when Negative had
completely taken over as Zerrex had landed at the front of the line, skeletal wings with no
webbing between them standing out of his back, blue flames boiling over them like Anathema
Sin‟s, and the reptile remembered his words that day all too well: “May you drown in the
lifeblood of your own people.”
Negative had not simply attacked the Eslovius army: instead, he had corrupted the
marshlands they had gathered in, pumping malignant energy into the earth… and the water had
gone from murky and dark to a sicker color, the color of soured blood. It had spread into many of
the Eslovians through their pores and gills, and as the army had readied itself, their eagerness had
turned to horror as the fish-people staggered into the shallows, covered in black lichen and
mosses that were growing out of their form, reeking of rot and gangrene. They had been an army
of the already-dead, their bodies burning with corruption, only a sad few of them reaching the
line of Royal Guards at the edge of the marshes… and those few screaming for death as they fell
on their knees, covered in sores and rotting flesh and festering, parasitic plants as the water that
had once given them such advantage now became their poison.
In Negative‟s eyes, it had been justice: and the toxic corruption had spread through the
entire marshland, warping the ecosystem forever, and spreading like a black pulse into streams,
rivers, and water tables nearby. Enough of the poisons were carried by it that nearby settlements
were infected, and there was little the healers and priests of Eslovius could do to combat the
corruption. Entire villages of the water demons had been forced to pack up and leave… and the
sick, dark stain the immense, corrupted marshland had become was one of the few tracts of land
neither Eslovius nor Elysium wanted.
The battle had been won, and no Royal Guards had died, no demons of Elysium… and
yet the cost had been horrific. Terrified, Eslovius had been all too eager to put forwards a peace
accord… and Zerrex had locked himself away in the Deep Temple for a week, not Inverted but
wandering through the cavern of the damned, every now and then passed by the lingering spirit
of an Eslovian with mournful eyes. Spirits of those Negative slew often attached themselves to

the Drakkaren these days, but thankfully, most of them were restricted to the Deep Temple and
the twisted village there… but even when he encountered the spirit – or more appropriately, the
echo, the faded soul, as they were even more insubstantial than ghosts and unable to do much
apart from stare blankly and whisper in broken voices – of someone he had hated and
slaughtered… it brought pain to his soul. Death made them even: the fact their souls became so
tarnished, so hooked by Negative‟s corruption that they couldn‟t move on was cruel, even in the
eyes of the Drakkaren that was very used by now to the idea of torture and punishment.
He shook his head out a bit as Desire hugged him, hugging her quietly back before he
gently pushed her back and smiled a bit down at her, saying quietly: “Just watch out for your
mother well, okay? Lily can take care of herself but Eslovius has been known to turn on us at the
drop of a hat.”
“Yes, Daddy. I promise.” Desire nodded firmly, and then she smiled softly when Zerrex
kissed the scarred side of her face gently. The two embraced tightly again, and then she slipped
away, looking at him longingly for a few moments before heading back into her room. Zerrex
gazed after her, and then he shook his head a bit as he glanced over his shoulder at Maria, who
smiled at him softly and nodded in understanding without the reptile ever having to speak.
She took his hand, and they headed silently back to the main hall of the Ravenlight
Estate, up the stairs, and down the corridor to his room. She paused outside of this, however,
looking over his features curiously as the reptile leaned against his door, not opening it yet,
before she reached up and stroked gently along his scarred face, making him smile a little. “Your
thoughts are heavy, Zerrex.”
“I must seem like a pimp at times.” Zerrex said mildly, deflecting the question, and Maria
sighed and rolled her eyes, looking at him flatly. “Well, it‟s true. I surround myself with chicks,
and even when I Invert, it‟s usually an all-female staff. Maybe I‟m overcompensating for
something. Maybe I‟m-”
Maria firmly shoved her hands against his chest, and the reptile grunted as his back struck
against the door firmly enough to jar it open, barely managing to catch the edges of the doorway
as the Broken said firmly: “Now Grandfather, I won‟t stand for any of that. After all, you‟re a
God of Fertility… and it‟s not like you don‟t have many male friends, either. Raze, a husband to
you. Vampire, Lone, Mahihko-”
“That last one is debatable.” Zerrex rose a finger, nodding seriously, and Maria sighed
before gently pushing him back into his room and towards his bed. He huffed a bit, but
grudgingly slid into it nonetheless… but then he smiled when the female slid in next to him and
curled herself against his chest, closing her eyes and kissing the underside of his muzzle quietly
as he wrapped his arms tightly around her, holding her close as he rested back and felt his
diminishing energies settling. He didn‟t think he needed to sleep… but laying here, with this
beautiful Disciple of his in his arms, was more than enough to not only let him relax, but start to
rebuild his spent strength, as he murmured quietly: “I do understand it, though, I think. Or at
least I‟m starting to… and I guess I always have gotten along better with females than males,
huh? Maybe it‟s because I‟m such a big macho stud.”
Zerrex flexed his right arm and kissed his bicep, winking at Maria… but she only rolled
her eyes and shook her head a bit, rubbing a hand along his chest as she replied gently: “Now
stop that. As much as you act like it, you‟re neither stupid nor muscle-obsessed. You‟re shy…
and often you find it difficult to reach out to people outside your own family or inner circle.
Combined with the magnetism you give off and… perhaps to a point, your build and body and
even your long and decorated past… it‟s why you‟ve ended up with more female friends than

male. Although I must say that… I am very glad few of them are of the selfish nature who seem
interested more in using you than they do in actually caring for you and being your friend.”
“Well, that‟s because of my safety net of Disciples.” Zerrex added mildly, looking at
Maria with a bit of a smile. “I mean, remember how furious Cherry got when that Guile chick
showed up out of nowhere, trying to get me to go on a date with her? Candy, yeah, that was her
name. Cute enough girl, but couldn‟t really see me for me. Just saw… my past and my… well.
You know.”
Zerrex fell quiet, looking up at the ceiling… and then he shook his head slowly,
murmuring softly: “I wish sometimes more people would… look past the exterior. Hell, okay,
not just sometimes… all the time. I mean, I don‟t want to be known… for the things I‟ve done. I
want to be known for who I am…” Zerrex flexed his arm slowly, making the ivy tattooed on his
bicep writhe, the swastika seeming to spin inside the circle before he relaxed, murmuring: “So
much value is placed on external looks and some petty idea of what „strength‟ and „power‟ are.”
He looked down after a moment, then shook his head out, smiling a little over at Maria as
she stroked soothingly along his chest. “Then again, I‟m not saying it should be totally
disregarded, either… but… that complicates it even further. I don‟t even know the point I‟m
trying to make anymore, I think I‟m just tired of people either… drooling over me or yelling at
me all the damn time before they even know me.”
“You‟re hard to get to know.” Maria said softly, touching his face quietly, and the reptile
blushed a bit as he glanced to the side before she carefully slipped up and out of the bed, and
Zerrex sat up, looking at her curiously as the Broken bowed to him with a soft smile. “If you
don‟t mind, Grandfather, I‟ll take my leave for the moment. I‟d like to head down to the
Unworld… I need to restore my own energies, and continue… moving some of Camus‟s texts
from the Unworld Manse to the libraries here.”
The Drakkaren nodded after a moment as both faint sorrow and embarrassment tinged
Maria‟s face and he said softly: “I‟d… really like that, Maria. I know you miss him… we both
do, but I know you… knew him much longer than I did.”
“And yet still. He was like your best friend, for the short time you did know him.” Maria
stepped forwards and stroked the male‟s face gently, and Zerrex leaned against her hand before
their eyes met and she nodded slowly, stepping backwards as a rift slowly opened behind her,
dark and foreboding and far more terrible than any portal as she murmured softly: “We‟ll always
remember the good he did together, then, grandfather.”
She vanished backwards through the rift… and Zerrex glanced down, laughing a bit as he
murmured quietly: “I told you not to call me grandfather.”
The reptile glanced down… realized he was still wearing his combat boots… and he
grimaced as he kicked them off before looking at his bed and holding a hand out, muttering a
cleansing spell. The bed almost glowed as dust and grime and other foreign substances vanished
from it, and the lizard glanced down at his palm, shaking his head slowly. Magic wouldn‟t work
properly for him anymore half the time… he put too much energy into his spells, or worse, the
spell malfunctioned and something ended up melted or on fire from the particles in the air
becoming too excited.
Still, it wasn‟t like he could complain. Simple portal spells worked, as did cleansing
spells, and that was usually all he needed… he could shoop long distances, and he could create
objects as he liked, and his ability to control energy let him perform almost limitless feats. Not to
mention the fact that the ground responded to little more than his thoughts, especially when he

was in Hez‟Ranna… and the lizard smiled a bit, murmuring: “Closed a window, opened a door.
Besides, I always hated magic.”
He fell back against the bed, looking up at the ceiling and sighing a bit as he reflected on
how far he‟d come through life… mortal, fighting in war after war… and then dying only to
become a demon, continuing to fight. And finally, a god… coming back from the Nothingness,
reassembled by something… someone… and then the reptile looked up sharply as he heard a
noise, before he winced and sat up when he saw Negative standing at the foot of the bed, his
outline indistinct, darkness roiling around him as he looked at Zerrex with his baleful crimson
eyes as if fixated.
The silence spiraled out between them… and then the reptile cleared his throat and asked
awkwardly: “Can I… help you?”
“You think you understand me, but you don‟t. It irritates me when you try and put me in
a box, call me „evil,‟ despite knowing there is no good or evil, say I represent what is „wrong‟
when I have done so much that even you cannot deny is right.” Negative said quietly, walking
slowly to the side… and he became translucent for a moment as he passed through the reptile‟s
dresser before the illusion of the creature became solid again when it stepped past the
furnishing… at least, Zerrex hoped like hell it was an illusion. “We‟ve spent eight years together,
Zerrex. Almost nine. I‟ve seen the other faucets of your personality, whom you call Ravenlight,
Good, and Cold, and I‟ve learned much about you-”
“Wait, how can you continue to say you‟re me, and yet act like you‟re an entirely
different person at the same time? Like we‟ve never met before?” Zerrex asked sharply,
frowning… but Negative only smiled at him patronizingly, and the reptile growled, but then
forced himself to calm down, breathing slowly through his mouth before putting forwards the
question for the thousandth time: “Who are you?”
“Inversion.” Negative looked at him coldly, and then he turned and simply walked
through the wall… but Zerrex heard his voice continue to speak, as if muffled, as if he really was
in the hallway now and not just a voice, a delusion in the Drakkaren‟s head: “I didn‟t exist before
you killed yourself for power, like a petty tyrant making a deal with a devil. And I think that you
fight so hard against me because you envy me. Because you want me to be part of you. Because
you know that I am you, and you want to exert this power over the entire universe…”
“Shut up.” Zerrex grabbed at his head, refusing to be baited, curling his knees up to his
chest as he held his skull tightly… and Negative‟s presence slowly faded, the lizard breathing
quietly before he looked over his shoulder at the picture of Allie… and a twist of shame filled his
soul as he gazed at her silently, rubbing at his own face and whispering: “I‟m so sorry… but I‟m
so… lost… without you…”
Sex, and romances, and nights of passion and pleasure… and the reptile knew that all of
it was just him trying to fill the hole in his heart, trying to stem the tide of pain. He had loved her
for such a short time in all the millions of years he had lived, the transformations he had gone
through from mortal to demon to godling to whatever the hell he was now… and still, he was a
god who could not raise the dead, who could not summon her spirit, who could not do anything
but stare at this picture of her. He had visited her grave only once in his entire life, and by now
the entire cemetery was long-gone, destroyed with so much else in the mortal world…
It wasn‟t that he didn‟t love Cherry. That he didn‟t love Cindy, who had been his wife
while mortal, who considered herself a wife even now, whom he considered to be one of his
most devoted and beloved. He loved Anathema Sin, and he loved Selena, and he loved Lily, he
did. He didn‟t want to imagine life without them… or without the children they had had, or

without the friends and family and so many others he was so fortunate to have in his life. But
Allie… had been something special, had been exactly what he needed in life, had been the one
person who he could hold in his arms and suddenly everything, no matter what, was okay. And
now, like him, in her death so much of that had been… Inverted. The good memories ached…
the bad memories felt bittersweet.
He knew he needed to move on. For millions of years, he‟d needed to move on… and yet
he simply could not, no matter how hard he tried, no matter what he did. The reptile rubbed
slowly at his face as he sighed quietly, looking back and forth before he carefully slid out of bed
and walked over to his dresser, opening the top drawer and digging through his socks and boxers
as ill feelings racked his body, somehow unable to process the good in every thought, the silver
lining to every dark cloud that passed through his mind.
He found what he was looking for just as began to get frustrated, pulling out a purple,
neatly-laced bag covered in imprints of black roses… and the reptile opened this carefully before
he pulled out a set of prayer beads, the cool black beads cold against his fingers but rapidly
warming to his touch as he tossed the purple cloth sack down and used his knee to shove the
dresser closed.
The mala was composed of a hundred and eight black beads that looked like onyx… but
in reality, they were beads made from bone, layered with black rose petals. The bones were taken
from his Disciples as well as those important to the Drakkaren… every bead from someone
different, and yet all of them pulsing with warmth and friendship and loyalty and love.
At the bottom of the mala, holding the two ends of the strand of beads together, was a
guru bead: about twice as large as the others, and with a ring of beautiful silver around the
middle of it covered with an intricate series of runes. This bead was made of the Drakkaren‟s
own bone… and he smiled a little as he gently grasped the mala and spun it lightly, making it
wrap around his hand before he kissed it softly, feeling the long, black strings that dangled from
the guru bead tickling quietly against his nose before he smiled a bit. Small runic charms quietly
clicked together at the end of each of these strands, Hez‟Rannan and hellish runes both… and
then the Drakkaren wrapped his other hand around the mala twined around his fist, closing his
eyes as he sat back on his bed and murmured: “Bone and rose, held together by string made from
Hez‟Rannan ivy…”
He breathed slowly in and out, feeling himself calming further and further… and then he
winced and looked up sharply as he felt a pulse in his mind, before Cherry kicked open the door
and shouted: “Boss! Vivien wants you, pronto!”
“Great.” Zerrex let the mala unwind from around his hand, and then he quickly slipped it
over his neck, where it hung like a loose necklace… but it felt comfortable, kept him calm and
focused even as Cherry grinned at him, and the reptile said sourly: “Don‟t make me put you in a
time out on the goddamn moon.”
“Hey, I think it‟s cute, in… in a non-offensive way.” Cherry replied dumbly, and then she
half-turned and opened a portal, muttering: “Anyway, we got no time for this. I think it might be
a Congregation.”
Zerrex gritted his teeth and nodded: while the Strange Beasts didn‟t seem overly
concerned with battle tactics, sometimes they seemed to gather together into large or small
groups, and then they would suddenly all vanish from one spot, only to attack an area that was
either highly-populated or emanated powerful electrical signals: the Strange Beasts seemed like
they were attracted to thermal signals and electricity. He passed into the portal, followed shortly

by Cherry, walking forwards without hesitating as they entered onto one of the surrounding
balconies and headed quickly into the Throne Room of the Central Spire.
Vivien looked over towards him as he entered: unsurprisingly, Priest was also here,
grinning slightly as he rubbed his hands together almost eagerly. The son of Zerrex and Cherry,
he was a massive red-scaled Dragokkaren, standing at fourteen feet tall and covered in rippling,
powerful musculature. The same kind of yellow fins as Cherry possessed stood out of his skull,
five large crescents that went from his forehead to the back of his neck, and his blue eyes burned
with battle-lust as he fidgeted on the spot, saying loudly: “Come on, come on, are you two ready
yet? You‟re such a girl, mom!”
Cherry glowered at him, and Priest winked to Zerrex as he adjusted his tight leather
jacket, which was open to show off his powerful chest and the large, black tattoo of an oriental
dragon that covered the left side of his body, stretching from the bottom of his abdominals all the
way to his breast. His black jeans were ripped and dusty, and the heavy boots on his feet scuffed
and marred… but the sheaths that each held a large, crescent-bladed knife with knuckle-duster
handles were immaculate, crossed above the base of his tail.
“You‟re a fucking butt sometimes, Priest. I‟m going to give all my shit to Markus when I
die instead of you if you keep this up.” Cherry threatened, and Priest huffed and crossed his
arms, opening his mouth… and then Vivien slammed a hand down on the table, and both mother
and son quickly snapped to attention with matching winces, looking very much like one another
as they both saluted the glaring Celestial Devil. “Sorry sir won‟t happen again sir!”
“I‟ve had enough idiotic antics for one day already, thank you.” Vivien said moodily, and
then she looked over at Zerrex, saying coldly: “There‟s an uninhabited region of tundra to the
north of the region you identified as Lailland. A Congregation of Strange Beasts is occurring,
and I suggest we preemptively strike before they start an attack. There should only be five or so,
Vipers from what we‟ve detected… they may be waiting for a Leviathan to appear and guide
them.”
“I wish I knew how these bastards thought…” Zerrex muttered, and then he glanced to
the side, saying clearly: “Sammy! I need you!”
For a moment, nothing happened… and then a small skeletal beast appeared on Zerrex‟s
shoulder with a loud chirp, sitting complacently and looking curiously back and forth. It was
skeleton of a tiny dragon, with a mace-like end to its tail and sockets filled with burning golden
flames… and Zerrex reached up and tickled him gently under the chin, saying softly: “We‟re
going to engage Strange Beasts. I need you to keep an eye out for us and let me know if anything
else is coming. You‟ll be able to sense a Gateway opening before any of us do.”
Sammy nodded and chirped: more friend than pet, he was highly-intelligent, and the two
had a deep bond and pact between them. The pseudodragon had given his life to try and save
Zerrex‟s, and the Drakkaren was more thankful than he could ever express that Anathema had
been able to revive him… and he knew that even if it was difficult some days for the poor
skeletal beast, Sammy had nonetheless adjusted and was happy to be as close to alive as he
was… and happier still that he could be of service.
The two smiled at each other for a moment, and then the Drakkaren glanced over to
Priest and Cherry, asking mildly: “Are you two prepared? Cherry, do you want to go and get
your whip or the Diviner?”
Cherry grinned a bit at the Drakkaren, saying easily: “What, and miss the fun of hand-tohand? Fuck that, Boss. Besides, the Strange Beasts ain‟t use weapons to fight, do they? Why
should we use „em ourselves?”

Zerrex rolled his eyes at this sentiment, smiling nonetheless though before he looked at
Vivien, saying calmly: “I think we‟re ready, in that case. Will you be sending anyone else with
us?”
Vivien shook her head, however, replying quietly: “No, I‟m afraid I can‟t afford it right
now. As you may notice, High Princess Lily and High Prince Amiglion are both absent…” She
gestured at the table behind her, which was surprisingly empty, only a few faces present. One of
these was Selena, who Zerrex thought might actually be asleep, her mask on but her head resting
on her crossed arms as if bored out of her mind. “They‟re meeting with Eslovius to discuss a
peace accord. But I trust them as well as you do. I also had Desire and Vampire assigned to
ensure their safety, as well as a platoon of Royal Guards and Gilgamesh.”
“I knew about most of that, I didn‟t know Gilgamesh was going too, though…” Zerrex
rubbed at the underside of his muzzle absently, and then he realized he was wasting time, as he
reached up and carefully tucked his mala beneath his shirt, saying mildly: “Priest, Cherry. Each
of you grab a shoulder, we‟ll try and do this without any shoop sickness.”
The two nodded and did so, and then Zerrex glanced up as Vivien rose a hand to him. She
smiled after a moment, her mask hanging from her other hand, and she said quietly: “Good luck,
Lord Zerrex. May Lucifer protect you.”
“Lucifer‟s got bigger problems than me to worry about.” Zerrex smiled in return to her
nonetheless, however, winking before he concentrated… and the three vanished from the Throne
Room, reappearing a moment later on the physical world as Zerrex winced a bit, grasping at his
skull… but when he looked over his shoulder at Cherry and Priest, they both nodded to him,
indicating they were fine. Just recoil from the goddamn length of the jump…
Zerrex breathed quietly… but the energy of the earth beneath his feet and the sight of the
dusky mortal sky above quickly renewed his vigor, and he straightened after a moment before
looking back and forth over the ashen-colored tundra, few landmarks visible where they had
appeared as he muttered: “I can‟t have been too far off… I wasn‟t trying to land right on top of
the sons of bitches, but I don‟t see anything.”
Priest grunted in agreement, the powerful male reaching back to draw both of his
daggers, squeezing the handles firmly as his fingers fit securely into the holes of the metal
knuckles. “I feel it too though, Dad. You don‟t think there‟s a Chanter, do you?”
“I hope not.” Zerrex muttered… and then Cherry shouted a warning from beside him, and
the reptile grimaced as he looked at her and she made a sharp gesture at him, the lizard leaping
backwards as Priest turned around and then simply leapt straight up as a massive hand ripped out
of the frozen ground, sending chunks of rock and a spray of black soil flying upwards as if the
earth itself had exploded. Goddamn do I ever feel lucky both of them are blessed with the power
of precognition…
Then the purple-scaled hand that had narrowly missed the Drakkaren clawed into the
ground, and the Strange Beast that had been hiding beneath the earth leapt upwards as if
propelled from a cannon, hissing in fury. It was enormous, perhaps twenty feet tall at the
shoulder and with two long, twisting necks that both ended in snake-like heads; one of these
heads lacked eyelids and instead had a gaping set of jaws with ragged, huge teeth, and the other
head had three eyes and jaws that possessed only a large pair of fangs and grinding molars. It
was covered in muscle, its shoulders unnaturally wide as both necks twisted back and forth, its
arms huge and covered in thick muscle, its legs slightly stunted as the sexless beast‟s thick,
enormous tail snapped back and forth behind it.

The blind head roared at them, saliva flying from its jaws as the air around its head
became visibly distorted, a faintly-tinged green gas floating up around its features but rapidly
dissipating. Vipers were not only enormous and so powerful they could rip a medium-sized
house off its foundation and throw it like a toy if the urge so took them, they possessed a potent
neurotoxin in their fangs that could induce paralysis and they exhaled poisonous mist.
Thankfully, the poison gas only worked at extreme close range, meaning they had to seize their
victim and howl directly into their faces… but if inhaled, it caused the insides of a person‟s body
to literally rot, killing the hardiest of demons in seconds.
Four more Vipers tore their way up out of the hole, very similar, but never exactly the
same. Every Strange Beast was a little different: one of them had a much longer neck on one side
than the other, and another eyes and fangs in both heads. But it was the last two that worried
Zerrex the most, as he gritted his teeth and focused his attention on them, as they stalked back
and forth near the back of the front line of fidgeting monsters.
These Vipers were wearing golden armor ornamented with beautiful, swirling designs,
intricately-detailed and wonderful to behold, yet also stained with blood and the scars of battle.
Almond-shaped helmets locked over both sets of heads, and thick armor covered their upper
chests and shoulders, and more plates their smooth groin and lower abdominals. And one of the
Vipers also had a manacle around one arm, upon which was attached a thick shield shaped like
the cap of a giant mushroom. It would likely be used more by accident than by skill, but Zerrex
knew from experience that the shields of the Strange Beasts could repel almost any attack.
Three Vipers, and two Viper Aegis: more-intelligent, harder-to-kill versions of the Viper,
marked by the armor they wore that they got from gods knew where… or perhaps they had
simply always had it. Zerrex snorted as he reminded himself to ask Celeste about this later… and
then he looked over at Cherry, saying quietly: “We‟ll take down the Aegis first. Priest, keep the
Vipers off our backs as best you can.”
“Got it, Dad.” Priest said firmly, and then he grinned and leaned forwards slightly as the
blades of both his daggers sparked with electricity, shouting sharply at the Strange Beasts:
“Come and get some!”
One of the Vipers howled back, then loped forwards, taking the bait… and Priest
immediately stepped towards it and reached out to seize it around the waist, half-turning with a
grunt as it clawed at him before slamming it hard down onto its side. It shrieked, and the other
two Vipers shot forwards as Priest‟s eyes flashed, grinning as he half-turned even as he
gracefully leapt over the stunned Viper on the ground, slamming a fist into one Viper‟s head and
making it howl even as the other head snapped towards him on its long neck, biting wildly, but a
moment later both it and the other attacking creature were knocked down when Priest booted the
stunned Strange Beast on the ground hard in the chest, its ribs cracking as it squealed and
skidded backwards, bowling both of its allies over.
Zerrex and Cherry shot immediately for the armored monsters as they looked up, and one
of them glanced at its partner, hissing a short command, and the other Strange Beast nodded
before they both loped towards the two Drakkaren, huge claws ripping into the ground as they
propelled themselves with their hands as much as their legs. Then Cherry leapt into the air,
grinning savagely as she brought both feet up and slammed them hard into the broad section
between the Viper‟s necks, and it was knocked hard onto its back with a shriek as metal
screamed in protest against the hard earth.
Zerrex ducked under the other Viper when it lunged at him, slamming his right fist hard
into the unprotected stomach of the monster, and it staggered backwards with a squeal, almost

falling on top of him. The lizard winced as he threw his other palm hard into its armored chest
with just enough force to knock it back upright before he brought a foot up and slammed it into
the creature‟s knee, and the joint snapped loudly as the monster hissed in agony before lashing
an arm out towards him, knocking the lizard staggering to the side with a wince of pain before a
huge fist slammed out and smashed him backwards, the reptile flying through the air to crash
onto his back some ten feet away and rolling several times before he managed to claw at the
ground and halt himself in a crouch with a grimace. Forgot how goddamn fast they were…
The Viper Aegis roared as it forced itself to its feet and dropped into a staggering run…
and Zerrex winced as he saw another Viper turn towards him, losing interest in Priest even as the
Dragokkaren booted one of the Strange Beasts backwards and sank his knife into the throat of
the other. It screamed, but then one of its heads lashed down and smashed into Priest‟s skull, and
he staggered backwards with a grunt of surprise more than pain before the other monster lunged
from the side to tackle him to the ground.
Zerrex gritted his teeth… and then he turned towards the Viper charging at his side,
slamming a hard kick into the side of its leg and making it shriek as it half-staggered backwards
before the lizard simply glared at it, lashing out with the full force of his powers… and the
Strange Beast was blasted backwards, slamming into the two Vipers on top of Priest, knocking
them all spilling backwards off the Dragokkaren with bestial squeals before the lizard turned
towards the Viper Aegis… but a moment too late, as it slammed both claws down into his
shoulders and knocked him backwards, making him curse in pain before it dragged him upwards
with a roar and tossed him lightly into the air, the lizard flailing his limbs for a moment before he
was caught by the monster and it crushed him against its chest in a deadly, powerful embrace.
Zerrex felt his bones grinding together, his arms trapped against its sides and his legs
kicking uselessly at the large plate covering its groin as he howled in agony, arching his back as
his eyes bulged and the Strange Beast‟s heads glared down at him furiously… and then the
lizard‟s right arm flexed before long, metallic spikes ripped out all along its length, tearing
through the hide of scales and into the beast‟s body and crushing limbs, making it squeal in pain
as it loosened its hold enough for Zerrex to slide his knees up between himself and the huge
chest of the creature, then kick savagely to knock it back on its ass and send him flying free of its
arms, crashing to the ground on his back and skidding back a foot or two as he snarled, blood
dripping from his mouth. “God, dammit!”
The reptile stood up, then rolled his right shoulder as the scales of his right limb peeled
away, falling like flakes to the ground below even as the spikes receded into the rocky, warped
purple-and-steel metal beneath, his hand becoming a warped, hideous claw before the lizard
clenched this into a fist… and a moment later, the corrupted limb smoothed out, instead
becoming layered in solid, gleaming silver-white plates, shoulder transforming into a tightlylocked cusp and hand a smooth, many-segmented metallic gauntlet, detailed fingers each ending
in a small claw. The Strange Beast snarled at him… and then its three eyes bulged when Zerrex
snapped his right arm out in front of him and a three-foot, elegant metal blade shot out of his
upper wrist, saying darkly: “Let‟s play.”
The Viper Aegis snarled, and the two both readied themselves to charge… but then each
staggered to a halt as the other Viper Aegis stumbled into their paths, howling in agony as
Cherry clung tenaciously to both its necks, riding it like a bull as it lurched and clawed at her, but
she easily grinned and swung herself out of the way, shouting cheerfully: “Why the fuck ain‟t
everyone else having such a goddamn good time as me?”

Then the Strange Beast tripped over its own feet, crashing to the ground with a loud hiss
of pain, and Cherry landed neatly on her own feet before she spun around, her eyes burning with
dark mischief as she wrapped an arm around either neck of the Viper Aegis and she twisted hard
on the spot, making it gargle and claw at the ground as its heavy body was dragged over the
ground in a circle… and then it lifted into the air as Cherry continued to spin, the creature
screaming in shock and fear as its limbs flailed wildly before the female jerked into a sudden
turn with a roar as she threw her arms out, and the Strange Beast sailed high into the air,
squealing and flailing its limbs as Cherry dropped to a crouch and slammed her hands into the
ground… and the moment the Strange Beast crashed into the ground, a pillar of flame exploded
beneath it, red flames consuming the beast with such intensity that its armor melted and fused
into its form, the creature shrieking in agony even as it managed to drag most of its body free
from the flames, blood boiling out between its scales and charred bone visible as part of its lower
leg tore entirely off, sparks of neon electricity bursting up from the creature‟s body.
Then the female straightened, grinning savagely as she flexed her hands and walked off
towards it… and Zerrex and the Viper Aegis looked numbly at each other before the Strange
Beast back stepped once, hesitating… but then it finally roared and charged forwards once more,
stumbling only slightly despite its cracked leg. The reptile almost felt pity for it as it charged
forwards, a look in its eyes that he almost recognized… these creatures, after all, had different
emotions than he did, were alien and monstrous… but yet, they felt. And they fought so hard
because they had woken up in a universe stolen from them, as Celeste said…
The reptile lowered his head… but then the Viper Aegis dived at him, and Zerrex snarled
as he lunged forwards, slamming a fist out to tear the blade into its stomach, and it screamed as
the reptile let his arm draw slightly back as his leap carried him close to the beast before
slamming his right fist out, and not only did the blade tear deeper, his fist smashed into its body
and sent it flying backwards. It crashed hard on its back, rolling a few times and leaving a smear
of blood that sparked with pink lightning behind it across the terrain as it shrieked in pain… and
the Drakkaren ran forwards, his eyes cold as he muttered: “Sorry, but I have to protect my
home.”
As it began to crawl up to its feet, the wound slowly but visibly regenerating in its
stomach, the Drakkaren slashed hard downwards just as it began to bring a head up, slicing
through the base of its neck and sending the spasming throat flying away to crash to the ground
and bounce once or twice. Immediately, it skittered backwards, howling as its other, blind head
snapped back and forth, biting madly at the air… and Zerrex winced as he ran around the
creature. By now, they had learned that these monsters didn‟t have the same anatomy or even the
same organs that they did, as he leapt up onto its lower spine and then immediately dropped to a
kneel and stabbed fiercely downwards just past the lip of the golden armor. The blade pierced
into the upper left side of its back, ripping through something solid to pierce into something soft
and wincing as blood and a thick ooze splattered up from the wound.
The Strange Beast howled mournfully as it clawed at the ground… and then Zerrex tore
the blade free and leapt off the creature, hitting the ground in a roll and wincing as the Strange
Beast exploded into neon fireworks mixed with a few solid chunks of gore and bone. Their blood
reacted violently to oxygen, creating neon electricity… and often when they were killed, they
had the nasty habit of self-destructing, dying in a festive blast of fireworks and gore.
Another explosion went up a moment later as Priest slammed both knives deep into the
chest of a Viper, and then he half-turned and lashed both knives firmly across the body of
another as it tried to dive on top of him, sending it squealing backwards before he stomped

forwards and slammed three hard punches into its chest, its ribs cracking loudly as it squealed
before he brought a foot up and kicked it hard backwards, sending it crashing to the ground. It
half-rolled onto one side before slowly attempting to force itself up to its feet, one head hanging
limp and useless, the other twitching weakly… and then Priest slammed his foot down into it,
crushing it into the ground and leaving it stunned and defeated as he grimaced and shouted:
“Where‟s the last Viper?”
Zerrex looked back and forth, cursing under his breath: Cherry was just jogging back
towards them after finishing off her own Viper Aegis, but the last Viper was nowhere in sight…
and the reptile closed his eyes before he forced himself to calm down, raising a hand in front of
his muzzle and clenching it into a fist as he concentrated on sensing out the creature‟s energies
before he muttered: “Wait, it‟s… yes. I got it.”
The Drakkaren vanished from the spot, then reappeared in front of the fleeing, wounded
Viper, his arms crossed. It skidded to a halt with a squeak, staggering to a halt and almost falling
over before the reptile reached his metallic hand up and snagged it by one long neck as it leaned
forwards, yanking it flat down to the ground with a grimace and stomping just behind the back of
its skull to pin its head against the ground.
The other head immediately lashed towards his leg, and Zerrex swung his hand out,
catching it by the short muzzle and squeezing into it as its eyes bulged in shock, and the reptile
slowly rose his metallic hand and waggled a finger back and forth, saying dryly: “I wouldn‟t do
that if I were you.”
“Wait.” said a soft voice, and Zerrex winced and looked over his shoulder in dumb shock,
his foot slipping off the back of the Viper‟s neck… and immediately it lurched backwards,
tearing itself free before it swung a hand out and smashed the Drakkaren to the ground. He
crashed to his back with a wheeze, wincing in agony… but then the Viper froze as Celeste
walked forwards around the lizard, the reptile watching dumbly as she reached up and touched
the wounded Viper, then spoke something to it, calmly and quietly, in the strange, hissing
language of the creatures. Slowly, it seemed to relax… and then it turned slowly around and
reached out as if seizing into reality itself, ripples floating around its hands before it tore to either
side and a swirling Gateway opened. The creature hesitated, but then Celeste smiled and nodded
slowly… and after a moment, it walked quietly into the Gateway, vanishing into the light beyond
before the swirling portal closed.
“What the hell was that?” Zerrex shouted irritably, as he kicked his legs and then wiggled
out of the slight indentation in the ground, climbing to his feet and glaring at Celeste. She only
looked back at him calmly, however, and a moment later the reptile grimaced as he said quietly:
“You‟re not wearing your collar. Celeste, what did you just do?”
“They are not monsters, Zerrex Narrius, much as they may seem like it. Nor are they
animals, nor are they pests to be exterminated at will.” Celeste said softly, and Zerrex winced,
rubbing the back of his head and looking away as she added quietly: “Yes. I feel your
misgivings. A few about me, a few about the creatures… but many about how you have been
forced to ruthlessly exterminate the Strange Beasts.”
The reptile sighed a bit, then he said dryly: “Yeah, but there‟s also the fact that when we
do let them live, they inevitably come back to try and destroy more mortal cities, or even parts of
Elysium or Heaven. Heaven I don‟t care about so much, but Elysium and the mortal world I do.”
He stopped, then reached up and touched his head with his metallic hand, murmuring softly:
“Even if I do feel sympathy for your plight, Celeste… this is our world now. Our universe; times
have changed and things have moved on. Your people were sealed away and accidentally

reawakened by… by a stupid, stupid fight between me and Camus, and while I feel responsible
for it in a sense, while if I could, I‟d like everyone to be able to get along… the Strange Beasts
just rip, and tear, and kill. You say they‟re not animals, but I‟ve never seen them try and
communicate with us, either. They just appear out of nowhere and start killing people.”
“I understand. They do not know love; they feel robbed, and distorted. They wish to
destroy now what the First Gods have built, and the loved ones who live across the worlds. Yet I
have been thinking, Zerrex Narrius. Many of the Strange Beasts would not even know of the
First Gods, or myself. I am among the First. I bred many of the Second. But only the First told
traditional tales amongst themselves, and only the First know the First Gods intimately. The
Viper you almost killed understood me, and thought I was a Chanter, and obeyed me when I told
him to take a message of peace back to his masters. Do you understand the implications of this
statement?”
Zerrex looked at her for a long time, then he looked down for a moment before looking
back up, saying quietly: “It implies that despite how disorganized they seem… they have a leader
somewhere. They do obey the Chanters, like we thought… and… what? Someone with a grudge
wants to destroy civilization and put the Strange Beasts back in charge?”
“The Strange Beasts are always servants, never in charge.” Celeste said quietly, and then
she looked at Zerrex for a few moments before reaching up to touch his face gently, adding
softly: “Perhaps when whatever is giving their orders is destroyed, they may be able to better
recognize the value of what has evolved since our time, our rulership, and embrace it as they
once did the First Gods‟ creations. Or perhaps we will all simply go back to sleep, in the spaces
between worlds, in the deep places beyond the dimensions.”
The Drakkaren looked at her quietly, and she looked back for a moment before nodding,
saying softly: “That would be wise. I shall return then. Your daughter Marina awaits me anyway,
I am sure. She is very kind.” She stopped and smiled at him. “She is helping me understand
these… powerful emotions possessed by your people. You should not be so surprised, though…
I know that you yourself understand what a generous heart lays beneath her outer edges, after
all.”
With that, Celeste turned and opened a Gateway, vanishing through this as the Drakkaren
grimaced a bit… and then he sighed, shaking his head slowly before glancing up as he saw Priest
and Cherry approaching in the distance, likely both bored of waiting for him. He rose a hand to
the two as he jogged lightly towards them, and a few minutes later the trio was back together,
standing on the cold tundra as Priest asked: “Did you get it?”
“Kinda-sorta… no.” Zerrex admitted after a moment, and Priest rolled his eyes before the
reptile glanced over at Cherry as he said softly: “Celeste showed up and sent it packing. She says
they‟re taking orders from someone… I mean, she spoke to it for all of four seconds but… I
guess she can see into their minds as easily she does into ours.”
Cherry grimaced at this, shaking her head as Priest frowned. “Shit, that ain‟t good,
Boss… I mean, that could mean this whole time they‟ve been playing with us, judging our
powers and shit by sending these Vipers ahead of „em as scouts. I mean, they even beat up my
poor little boy here.”
“They didn‟t beat me up, Mom.” Priest said pettishly, and then he sighed and shook his
head, returning his eyes to his father as he said quietly: “I sent the Strange Beast I kayoed back to
Hell for observation and shit. I know that in the past, Marina hasn‟t been able to get shit out of
their minds because they‟re so alien… but maybe this Celeste chick can talk to it then, get it to
spill its guts.”

Zerrex nodded after a moment, wondering how the Strange Beast would take seeing a
Viper locked up in a cage, waiting to be interrogated… but he also remembered how she had said
she bore no love for them, and they no love for her. “Maybe, then, I dunno. Why do I have the
feeling like something‟s starting, though? Something bad, too, by the feel of it.”
Cherry and Priest both grimaced at this thought, and then Cherry reached forwards and
squeezed the Drakkaren‟s shoulder, saying softly: “Why don‟t you head down to Hez‟Ranna,
Boss? Priest and me can debrief Vivien and we‟ll send some of your sweethearts your way. It
ain‟t like Vivien can complain anyway if you‟re going to Acheron.”
The Drakkaren grunted, and then Cherry winked and nudged him lightly. “Hey, don‟t
worry, I‟ll be comin‟ along too. I ain‟t gonna miss this crazy shit, I just gotta see if Cindy‟s up to
come as well. What about you Priest?”
The Dragokkaren only smiled a bit, however, twirling his daggers before he sheathed
them both and said softly: “Thanks, Mom, but I better get back to work. Reconstruction for the
Circles is going really well, and I wanna keep up that momentum. Not that I don‟t mind stopping
every now and then for a good cause like kicking some ass, though.” He winked, and Zerrex
laughed a bit before he traded a firm hug with his son. “Go on, Dad, go get some rest. You
deserve it.”
“I doubt that, but I will try to, anyway.” Zerrex smiled a bit despite himself at the two,
and he hesitated for a moment… but then Cherry made a shooing gesture and Priest imitated her,
and the reptile sighed before rolling his eyes and concentrating, vanishing from the spot to
reappear a moment later in a beautiful, immense jungle, feeling his energies diminish for a
moment… and then suddenly surge upwards, as if he had just connected himself to a battery. He
closed his eyes, breathing softly as he reached out and touched one of the immense trees that
surrounded him, smiling as he always did as he looked back and forth through the tall grasses,
hanging ivy, and huge ferns.
Hez‟Ranna: the Cradle of Life of the Drakkai. It was said to be where all Dragokkaren
and Drakkaren heralded from originally, and where immense temples stood, dedicated to a deep
and ancient religion… and yet few knew that the Goddess that had originally created the Drakkai
had been twisted and wicked. The reptile wandered slowly through the jungle as he lowered his
head, laughing a bit as he murmured: “But that makes this place no less special… and now that
after years of searching, Earth and I were able to find Acheron, the birthplace of the Drakkai… it
just makes this place all the more special.”
The Goddess had not seeded this place, after all: instead, she had created a pocket
dimension in the land now known as Hez‟Ranna, and there built a terrible, dark kingdom full of
the first Drakkai, what she called „Hellbreed.‟ She had ruled them with an iron fist, only
interested in expanding her kingdom and her own glory, until one day, she had been visited by
Naganis, drawn by the energy of the crack she had left in reality.
They had fought… and although the Goddess was powerful enough to drive him back, he
had drained her so severely of her powers she had become mortal. It had driven her out of
Acheron… and now Zerrex knew that with the last of her power, she had hidden the entrance to
her pocket dimension, likely intending to return one day but never getting that chance. The
Hellbreed had all escaped, freed by Naganis… but her dimension had survived even the Great
Merge, even though much of what was inside of it had worn away with the passage of time.
The Drakkaren carefully made his way through the trees, stepping over a large,
unevolved snake as it slithered by and glancing back and forth curiously as he heard the faint
sound of chirping birds in the tree, and the clicking of insect life. Wildlife was spreading back

through the world, and Zerrex knew he wasn‟t the only person glad to see it… and although no
one knew exactly where a lot of it came from, considering how much of the world had been
destroyed, the Drakkaren felt like it was a mystery better left unsolved, and instead things should
just be cherished for making a resurgence that had originally been thought impossible. But, as
the reptile learned more and more every day, impossible things often happened all the time.
The lizard smiled a little as he stepped past the edge of the trees and out onto a steep
embankment, roots and stones sticking out of the dusty soil here and there, and the lizard
carefully stepped onto this and slid his way down to the bottom with a grunt, stumbling a bit as
he pinwheeled his arms. He caught himself before he could fall, and walked carefully through
the long grasses until he reached the edge of a large, slowly-flowing river, the water rippling
quietly here and there, glassy and beautiful and reflective… and Zerrex looked down into this,
concentrating on the reflection before he carefully brought a foot forwards. The trick was to keep
his eyes on his own, hard as that was: he hated looking at his reflection, at the way his eyes
stared back up at him…
He grimaced as he brought his other foot forwards, the river deep enough he was already
in to the waist, and strangely-cold, making his body tingle… and then he breathed slowly before
diving suddenly forwards and forcing himself to swim straight down… and a moment later, he
breached the surface as vertigo rippled through his body, standing up with a splash of water and
a wince as he looked up at a crimson sky above, no longer in any river – much less Hez‟Ranna –
but instead the center of a small but deep pool of water that went up almost to his chest.
Zerrex carefully waded forwards, then pulled himself out of the liquid… and barely a
ripple travelled through it, the surface looking almost solid as Zerrex rubbed at himself, the cold
tingling vanishing… and his body perfectly dry. It was something he‟d never get used to,
grimacing a bit before he looked up as a voice called from the top of a long stone staircase:
“Lord Zerrex! It‟s good to see you!”
The reptile smiled up at a female Drakkaren wearing a long, black cape that floated
around her, strung with golden tassels. A matching black loincloth hung around her waist, but
her breasts were left bare as she strode down the steps towards him. Lapis lazuli gemstones
glimmered in golden armlets that surrounded either forearm, and a massive, terrifying-looking
cleaver with a blade made of purple steel and platinum glinted on her back, the handle some two
feet long and made of black steel wrapped in leather. The blade itself was as thick as the handle
was long, and perhaps six feet: a deadly, dangerous weapon that glinted with powerful energies.
Around her neck was a choker with a leather backing, inset with an emerald the same
color as her eyes… and resting upon her head was a circlet of black roses, and she smiled at him
lovingly as she strode down the ancient, cracked golden stone steps. Zerrex embraced her tightly,
and she pushed her head against his chest, murmuring softly: “I missed you awfully… I know
that I must watch over this place, but it gets very lonely…”
Zerrex stroked gently under her chin, and she gazed up at him lovingly as the reptile said
softly: “I know, Earth. But if there‟s anyone I can trust to rule this place in my stead… it‟s you.”
She nodded to him after a moment, looking bashful… and then he wrapped an arm
around her shoulders, leading her to the edge of the platform the pool stood upon. It was at the
top of a tall pyramid of stone, stairs on one side leading down the temple, and the bridge of stairs
that Earth had just walked down leading across to the top of a high tower. Wooden bridges
extended from this in three directions, leading across to other towers and huts supported by
complex systems of girders and cables, but for now the reptile motioned out to the wide, yellowstone square, through which Dragokkaren and Drakkaren and the occasional non-reptile walked

back and forth, many of them in the process of helping with the reconstruction efforts of the
golden stone city that made up most of Acheron.
At the edge of the city, stone merely gave way to darkness that seemed deep and vast and
infinite… and Zerrex knew from his explorations that there was literally nothing for miles
around, in any direction. They floated forever in a pit of darkness… but after some
experimentation, the Drakkaren had found that he could build in this space, using his powers to
create expansions to the city, or even small, floating platforms. Several of these he‟d made
permanent, calling them beacons: platforms that floated quietly at a short distance around the
city, eternal bonfires burning on each of them, keeping a dusky glow around the edges of the city
so no one would fall off.
Right now, their biggest project was in the heart of the square, which was at the center of
the city, and which drew the attention of all but the busiest people: a massive circle of silver
metal that thrummed faintly, two half-completed statues on either side of this that were covered
by scaffolding and tarpaulin as sculptors worked night and day on them, and the base of an
immense third statue just being started on behind the humongous ring. When completed, it would
create a portal between Hez‟Ranna and this dimension… although it would be guarded against
unwelcome intruders, of course.
Acheron, however, had become Zerrex‟s so-called „home dimension,‟ even if he would
always think of the mortal world first and foremost as the place he called home. He smiled a bit
as he stood with Earth, who clung to him lovingly, however: Acheron was a pocket dimension
actually on the mortal realm, so he figured that really, that made it part of his real home, too. But
it was nice to know he would always have this place to come back to… although it felt strange,
because here his powers – already terrifying to begin with – were even further amplified, and he
had to be extra careful not to make his idle wishes reality.
He gazed out over the people below… and then Earth kissed his cheek gently, and she
murmured softly: “I want to thank you again, though, Lord Zerrex, for letting me bring these
devoted here… and for agreeing to let them work, even though you could make anything you
wanted reality with but a thought in this place. You‟ve built for them a good home, however…
and they thank you and pay tribute to you with their labors.”
“I would rather build something with my own hands than simply think it and make it
reality anyway.” Zerrex said softly, then he smiled a bit at Earth. “Although I guess it‟s a little
ironic that all these building materials I just wished for, huh?”
Earth nodded, but smiled lovingly at him… and Zerrex gazed back out over the people of
Acheron, watching as they walked back and forth. Dragokkaren and Drakkaren for the most part,
which probably showed that he was the speciesist bastard everyone took him for… but there
were a few demons of other heritages, as well as the rare non-Drakkai reptile and mammal here
and there. They were all handpicked by Earth, however, and the reptile knew by now he could
easily trust her judgment, and he owed her more than he could express, anyway.
She seemed to pick up on this, however, looking up at him with her soft green eyes
before she said gently: “My Sisters sacrificed themselves for you willingly, Lord Zerrex. And
what little energy they couldn‟t give to you, was given to me. I am Earth… and yet I am more
than Earth now.” She halted, then held a hand out quietly, and electricity zapped over her
forearm towards her fingers and transformed into fire that danced in her palm, which became
water that swirled around in her hand, then dripped down between her digits to fall towards the
ground below even as it solidified in midair… and Earth‟s fingers nimbly caught this object by

the top of it, holding up a beautiful diamond the size of the reptile‟s fist as she murmured quietly:
“I am not only Earth, but the Earth that cradles all the elements.”
She looked for a few more moments at this gemstone… and then smiled lovingly as her
other hand slipped down Zerrex‟s arm to lace her fingers with his, crushing the gemstone in her
fist… and it became nothing but motes of blue energy that floated towards the sky as she
murmured softly: “I am your Disciple and I alone… now bear the burden and the glory of the
Judgment Cross. But I would have it no other way, I think… as long as I get to be with you.”
She smiled over at him quietly, then added quietly: “And it is nice… to be home, too. To
in a way, have taken my old position up… but your will is much sweeter to oversee than that of
the Goddess‟s. Yes, I very much like being your Overseer.” She stopped, then looked up towards
the red sky overhead, adding softly: “Even the Crimson Beyond is more beautiful, now that
you‟re here and ruling in the place of the Goddess.”
Zerrex looked at her softly, and Earth laughed quietly after a moment before she let go of
his hand and hugged herself, looking up at him warmly. “So. Will other guests be joining us? I
expect that the Fifth Sister will… or maybe I should only call her „sister‟ these days, do you
think? And anyone else?”
“Cindy, Cherry… maybe Marina, I know she likes it here, but she‟s also busy watching
out for a Strange Beast that came to me, seeking sanctuary.” Zerrex said softly, and Earth
frowned at this, tilting her head curiously, and the reptile smiled embarrassedly at her. “I‟m
sorry, I forgot you wouldn‟t know, being… here and all. Her name is Celeste… I… ran into her
at the Center of the Universe, and she…
“She‟s different.” the reptile said finally, after a long, awkward pause, but Earth only
continued to look at him with the same interest. “I… well for one thing, she didn‟t try to eat me
or anything, which is nice, of course. But she reads minds and emotions, seemed to do it… just
as second nature. You would probably like her, though… and she‟s been honest and up front so
far. She stopped me from killing a Viper, but she ordered it to go away and it did… said
something worrisome about how the Chanters might be ordering them around, though.”
Earth nodded slowly, and then she said softly: “Well, would you like to have her come
here, Lord Zerrex? I imagine High Queen Vivien must be displeased with having a Strange Beast
around while Eslovius threatens our country as well.”
“Our country… I‟ve always loved the way you can balance your love of Hell and of
Acheron, Earth.” Zerrex said softly, and Earth gazed at him happily before he nodded slowly.
“And I may bring her here later on, once I show Vivien she‟s no threat. Apparently some peace
talks are going forwards with Eslovius today, hopefully those will progress and Vivien will be
less stressed about things and less likely to bite my head off in the future.”
The female nodded, and then Zerrex shook his head a bit, continuing mildly: “Anyway,
Naganen might show up too. I‟m really hoping so, anyway, he deserves a bit of a break and I
could use having him around.”
“He‟s a good boy.” Earth agreed, and then she reached out and stroked his chest gently,
saying kindly: “Why don‟t you go to your chambers and get some sleep, Lord Zerrex? The
Dragon Warriors will be glad to see your presence in the palace, and you look like you could use
the rest. I‟ll entertain the others when they arrive, and then send them to wake you up before
things grow too late. We have time on our side here, after all.”
Zerrex hesitated, but he nodded after a moment: it was true. Time moved twice as slow in
Acheron as it did on the physical world: in other words, in two years spent here, only one year

passed on the physical plane. He hesitated a bit nonetheless… but then Earth only smiled softly
and reached out to touch his chest, and Zerrex winced and flailed as he faded slowly from sight.
A moment later, he reappeared in front of the immense, golden-stone palace, and the two
Dragon Warriors in the archway immediately saluted him with loud grunts. Zerrex rubbed the
back of his head awkwardly, but he waved back to them after a moment, smiling despite himself
as he looked at the behemoths: each easily twenty feet tall, covered in immense, rippling muscle
and wearing long loincloths, with red scales and tall, mighty black horns as well as half-masks
made of gold around their eyes and over their skulls. They each bore the tattoo of Iuratus upon
their breast: a handprint inside a wavy circle with three sharp lines through the top of it.
The Dragon Warriors had been half-captured, half-rescued decades ago by Zerrex from
two Old Gods who used them as expendable heavy infantry: once they had understood they were
freed from the control of the Old Gods, they had quickly become docile and glad to be of service
to their rescuer, and since Zerrex and his Disciples had looked after them, they had quickly
bonded with the lizard. Now they served as his elite guard as well as personal servants, glad to
do anything and everything he asked, loyal to a fault.
They pushed open the heavy steel doors for the reptile as he approached, and he nodded
to them with a smile as he walked past the two guards, both of them slamming the butts of their
spears against the ground in salute as he entered through the tall golden stone archway into a
high-ceilinged hall. Everything in this palace was built for someone of great height, as the
Goddess herself had been… and Zerrex always felt a little awkward, since he was all eight feet
and some inches of lizard in his usual mortal body… and he didn‟t exactly feel like sizing up just
so he could better fit into the rooms here, either.
The palace was being gradually reconstructed by work crews, however: much of the old
furnishings – many of them rotten and damaged, many others made of skin, cursed materials, or
just plain evil – had been removed and destroyed, replaced with more-sensible versions and
decorations that appealed more to Zerrex‟s personal tastes. But it would still be years yet before
they were done refurbishing the sections of the palace that were still intact… and years after that
before they were able to rebuild the parts of the palace that had long collapsed.
Originally, the building had likely been U-shaped at the front, immense and protected by
tall, imposing fencing, with a long, ramp-like staircase leading from the city and up the mountain
the building rested upon the top of. The rear of the palace had then been circular in nature, with
what seemed almost like a secondary castle built literally on top of the building: the Goddess‟s
seat of power, where her throne room had been located and her own personal chambers, likely
glorifying in how excessive and decadent the design was. The result, however, was that all the
weight had caused much of the rear side of the palace to collapse… especially since its back was
to sheer cliffs, which had themselves given away completely and thus caused half the palace to
be lost to the swirling darkness beyond.
Zerrex had used his powers to restore the mountainside that had collapsed, and to shore
up the edges of Acheron, so they wouldn‟t rebuild the castle just to have it all collapse. The
reptile both loved and hated how this was like being inside his own twisted imagination, and
being able to invite others to come and watch as he showed off, making everything and anything
he wanted real with nary a twitch… and it made him wonder quietly how powerful Naganis must
have been, to be able to defeat the Goddess in a place that likely would have fueled her powers in
the same way. As he walked down the halls, he finally turned off to a side bedroom with a
comfortable, wide bed and a quietly-flickering lantern filled with eternal blue flame. The reptile
gazed at the bed thoughtfully for a few moments, and then he flicked his wrist… and instantly,

there were three Dius, sitting and gazing at him hungrily, all beautiful, all clad in only two-piece
bikinis as they bowed their heads and murmured in unison: “Come to bed, Master.”
Zerrex rubbed at his muzzle thoughtfully… and then he sighed and flicked his wrist
again, and the Dius vanished into motes of energy, murmuring: “I wonder if when I create
them… knowing they‟re only simulacrum, not real, unable to possess actual emotions and only
puppets driven by one desire, one memory, one emotion, one… idea-made-tangible… I wonder
if that counts as masturbation or not when I have sex with them?”
The reptile glanced up, smiling a bit to himself… and then he kicked his boots off and
walked over to the bed, climbing into it and pulling the fluffy covers back before wrapping the
blankets around himself and curling up childishly as he dropped his head on his pillows. And
then he glanced up quietly, looking back and forth before he closed his eyes… and a moment
later, a hand stroked gently along his side, then brushed his hair back before a muzzle leaned
down and kissed his temple, a female voice whispering softly: “Go to sleep, Zerrex.”
And the Drakkaren curled up a bit tighter, knowing all too well now how gods of such
magnitude and power could go mad as the female shade vanished, a figure that had been
somewhere between his lost mother and lost love… but they were both dead and gone forever,
and neither could he ever bring back to life… or dishonor by trying to recreate them himself,
because he knew he could never capture what they had truly meant to him.
The male frowned curiously as he stood in the tall grasses of a courtyard: and yet this
courtyard, in front of a vast, beautiful temple, stood not on any planet, but instead was on the
deck of a ship of steel and metal, and surrounded on all sides by the vast darkness of space, stars
twinkling quietly in the distance as the male said quietly: “And you want me to… what?”
The male across from him smiled kindly, charismatically: he was difficult to look at as
reality seemed to bend around him, wearing beautiful, flowing robes as he spread his hands wide.
A beak protruded from features that were furred, not feathered, and his eyes were luminescent
gold: he had strangely-shaped ears that had no fur around them, from which hung earrings… and
upon his skull sat a crown of silver and gold and platinum and gemstones, as he said softly: “I
want nothing from you, Naganis. I only want you to be… one of us.”
Beside the strange, bird-faced god, a tall female nodded, but her expression was cold,
almost cruel, as she gently rested her hand on the shoulder of the male. He was tall, perhaps ten
feet or so, but she was at least seventeen, maybe eighteen, and terribly gaunt: her sleek black
dress hid her emaciated frame, but it could do nothing to hide her thin arms… and yet her face
was full, and vain, and beautiful, with emerald eyes that burned with terrible vitality and the
features of a lizard, her scales apple-red as she said softly: “The lord Athéos is generous and
kind… and you are of great power, and great vision. Even I recognize that you would go far in
our ranks.”
The Naganatine hesitated as he reached up to rub slowly at one of the large horns that
stood up from his skull, his bright blue eyes indecisive. He fidgeted, and although Athéos only
looked at him curiously, the female, the Goddess, lost some of her amusement, her features
tightening. Then Naganis looked up as he smoothed some wrinkles from his plain black shirt,
saying quietly: “I… well, I‟ve been looking for others like me my whole life… and if you really
are… the Old Gods, I imagine there‟s no better place for me to learn.”
Now Athéos smiled widely and nodded, and he clasped Naganis‟s arms as the Goddess‟s
smile returned to her features. “Excellent, then, my friend. Thegragon, tell the others a new
disciple joins our ranks, a new friend… and tonight, we shall celebrate this joyous occasion.”

Naganis smiled, looking relieved as he nodded and reached up to gently pat Athéos‟s
arm, his purple-blue scales almost gleaming with his energy as he stepped back a pace on his
unguligrade legs, flexing his toeclaws absently against the ground as he gazed up as a massive
spaceship passed overhead, murmuring quietly: “I must say, those are fascinating. How did you
come up with their design?”
“It was just in my mind.” Athéos explained calmly… but this was a lie. Athéos had seen
great ships before, not ones that travelled through space, ones that travelled over water, when he
had been a mortal child… but no one needed to know that but him. No one needed to know how
he had traded so many souls for these powers, then outwitted the Judge sent to drag him down to
Tuonela. No one needed to know that he had stolen ancient texts, from ancient gods. No one
needed to know that he had fortified his powers when he had found the Center of the Universe,
and tapped into the greatest of all power sources… and not even Athéos knew that he and Legion
were no longer the children, the people, they had once been, but only puppets to the very power
they had sought to control.
There was something… familiar to Naganis and Athéos about one another, but both
dismissed it as Thegragon strode away, her features becoming ugly with jealously the moment
her back was turned. And later, as Athéos and Naganis spent the night talking, philosophizing,
and getting to know one another better, Thegragon returned to her own mighty warship, the
Fellsfroth, and had grabbed one of her servants and ripped his heart out of his chest in a fit of
pique, snarling in fury before leaving his corpse for her other Hellbreed serfs to clean up,
terrified and whimpering.
Athéos was eager to show Naganis his own worlds, and had the fleet of the ships of the
Old Gods turn around so they could visit one nearby. He, Thegragon, and Naganis landed on the
surface, and Athéos basked in the praise and adulation of the mortals he had made, treating them
like pets and animals as Naganis had looked disturbed and quietly-disapproving while Thegragon
had been scornful.
It was their first disagreement: yet unlike with other Gods who dared cross Athéos, he
allowed it, to Thegragon‟s disgust and horror. He did not change his opinion, but he did not force
Naganis to change his own, nor did he either exile or destroy him, like he did with any other who
disagreed with him but for Legion and a few other rare cases. Even Thegragon herself never
dared disagree with Athéos… and it had only filled her with greater fury, as she spent much of
the week storming around her ship, killing servants, creating new ones to replace those lost, and
putting together the designs for her own world.
Other disagreements came and went, until countless years later, Athéos sat in his throne,
silently leaning his head against one hand, ghostly light cast by the stars that twinkled through
the enormous dome-shaped window wall behind him. Naganis stood in the middle of his throne
room on thin air, long used to the twisted mechanics of Athéos‟s mind, and he smiled sadly as he
said quietly: “We have to part ways, Athéos. I‟m not stupid enough to try and fight you,
especially when you have armies of gods and… things I don‟t want to think about, chained up in
some of those places. But I didn‟t want to run away… without at least talking to you.
“Athéos… the people you create you‟re responsible for, don‟t you understand that?”
Naganis gestured at him quietly, and then he motioned to the side, as the room became filled
with images: smiling faces, different races of mortal, supernatural entities of every shape and
size, worlds that spun slowly by. Athéos snorted and looked away, but his eyes were drawn back
inexorably as Naganis continued softly: “These people look up to you. And yet you and these
gods… when you come across something you don‟t like…”

Naganis clenched his hand into a fist, and the images shattered, illusions of worlds
exploding, voices turning from laughter to cries for mercy before they faded… and Athéos leapt
up from his throne, shouting angrily: “And it is our right! For centuries I‟ve entertained this,
Naganis, but no longer! All you ever do is question me… all you ever do is undermine my
efforts! Even when we spoke to Thanatos, you took his side of the argument… but the Center of
the Universe does not belong to him, it belongs to me!”
“It belongs to no one, Athéos.” Naganis replied quietly, and Athéos snarled before he
held a hand out, a golden sword appearing in it, the weapon bursting into unnatural flame… but
Naganis looked at him resolutely, shaking his head sadly as he murmured: “Don‟t turn on me
like this. Listen to me… and listen to yourself. Who are you really, Athéos? Who are you and
Legion? Perhaps no god knows where they come from or why they exist, but the story you both
tell changes every time you tell it. And no matter what, no matter if you‟re First God, Old God,
or just a god… Athéos, we don‟t have the right to treat even those we create the way-”
Athéos leapt forwards, lashing out furiously… but his sword collided with some
invisible, tremendous force, the Old God‟s eyes going wide for a moment before his sword was
blasted out of his hand and he was knocked sprawling on his back, staring blankly upwards as his
weapon flew across the room and clattered loudly onto the platform his throne sat on, the flames
whiffing out around it. For a moment, he only stared, trembling, then he snarled furiously at
Naganis… but the god only put his hands in the pockets of his pants, saying quietly: “Go ahead.
Call your friends to help you, Athéos… but all you‟ll accomplish is showing them that you‟re
not as infallible as you act like you are. I doubt that I could kill you, sure. You‟re powerful, and
you‟ll have a thousand gods on me in a moment if I actually attack you.”
“Get… get out.” Athéos whispered, and then he slowly got up to his feet as Naganis
gazed at him sadly, then turned and simply walked away. He faded from reality before he even
reached the doorway, and Athéos trembled, and then clenched his hands into fists, roaring:
“Naganis! I‟ll hunt you down and kill you, I swear it! Old Gods, all must know that the god
Naganis is a traitor, and if he is seen, he is to be destroyed on sight!”
Naganis sat quietly upon the moon that slowly circled a beautiful blue planet below,
rubbing at his face as tears fell down his cheeks. He had lost every friend he‟d ever made in one
fell swoop… and yet what was he supposed to have done? He had tried to change Athéos‟s mind,
at least, but the Old God was too set in his ways, too prideful, too consumed with his own power
to ever change, to ever acknowledge that he might be doing something wrong… and he sighed a
bit, only glad it hadn‟t come to blows even as he stared nervously down at his own hand. He
didn‟t know who he was, or where he‟d come from… only that one day, he had awoken with a
need to… discover, to find knowledge, and to create. Sometimes, things sounded familiar to him,
like the Center of the Universe… and some gods, too, looked at him strangely: the implacable
Thanatos, for example, whom Athéos had tried to wheedle, threaten, and bargain with, but who
had completely dismissed him, had spent much of his time just examining him. When Naganis
had asked about it, Thanatos had smiled, touched his shoulder, and said that he looked like an old
friend, that was all. And then he had sent them both away, and Athéos had been forced to leave.
Naganis got the idea that it wasn‟t because of the strength of Thanatos, either… but because
Thanatos knew something Athéos direly wanted to keep secret.
And now here he was, alone again, and the only knowledge he had gained was that other
gods thought their powers meant they had every right to destroy anything they wanted, and to
create, but then abandon their projects once they grew bored. They were like monsters… and
Naganis closed his eyes, covering his head as he murmured: “I don‟t want to be a monster…”

He sighed quietly as he let himself rest back on the moon, staring up at starlit space. He
and Athéos had never seen eye-to-eye on most things, but still, they had been friends… at least,
in the mind of Naganis. In the mind of Athéos, things may have been quite different, who knew?
But it was never like it had been with Thegragon, who had hated him from the beginning despite
her simpering smiles, her real feelings always visible in her cruel green eyes.
But friend or not, whether Naganis had been given special privilege by Athéos or not…
Naganis couldn‟t continue to sit by and simply allow Athéos to do whatever he pleased. Not
without saying something, at least… and the god sighed quietly as he rubbed at his forehead,
pushing his hand silently back through his dark, Mohawk-like mane as he whispered: “Maybe
now I‟ve only made things worse, though… Athéos will hunt me down, and I can‟t fight all
those gods at once… and some of them…”
He trailed off, not wanting to say it, but knowing it was true: in the few centuries he‟d
spent with Athéos, helping the Old Gods tend to their flowerpot worlds, investigating other
planets and helping with their so-called „duties,‟ Naganis had befriended more than one god. And
some of them had taught him some very interesting skills… like how worlds could be linked and
anchored together, how the planes could be separated, how things could be hidden even from the
all-seeing eyes of Athéos and his Dream Gods, who were far blinder than they realized.
Naganis looked down at his feet quietly… and then he brought his gaze up from the
moon to gaze at the world below. It was a natural planet, that was slowly beginning to develop
natural life… not to the point that it interested Athéos, thankfully. And Naganis smiled sadly as
he stepped forwards, vanishing from the spot to reappear on the surface of the nameless planet,
rubbing at the underside of his muzzle quietly.
The last straw had been a few weeks ago, when Athéos had destroyed a planet they had
come across supported by several small gods, who tended to its primitive people only just
enough to help them get by. Naganis had been fascinated by this when he and Athéos had
explored the surface of the planet, but Athéos had been disgusted and furious… and when they
had finally hunted down the gods, who dwelled upon their own planet in quiet, quaint little
homes that had immediately enchanted the Naganatine, Athéos had wanted to kill them out of
hand. Naganis had barely been able to argue him into giving them a chance to explain what they
were doing… but the so-called Eldest of the Old Gods had finally lost his temper with him and
called his warrior god disciples down to take Naganis forcefully back to the ship.
Athéos had used his vast powers not to aid, but to destroy the planet, rupturing its fault
lines, sending cracks down to its very core, making it rip itself apart… and Naganis had been
unable to do anything under Legion‟s watchful eye. He had argued nonetheless with the Old
God, and the two had almost come to blows to the horror of the assembled onlookers… but then
they had simply parted ways, and Naganis had spent his time in quiet contemplation until he‟d
finally made his decision to leave, to escape from the Old Gods after one last try at convincing
Athéos that what he was doing was wrong.
He shook his head slowly, closing his eyes as he put his hands against a large tree… and
then he leapt backwards in surprise, looking shocked at the vibrancy of life that emanated from
it. He looked down at his palms, then at the grasses that rustled around his feet before he
carefully dropped to the ground, brushing his fingers through the plants… and they whispered to
him, told him their secrets, told him about the planet as he smiled a little bit and nodded slowly.
He had explored other planets, yes, but mostly barren and lifeless ones, and ones that contained
hostile gods that would not bear his presence, and the flowerpot, impossible worlds built by Old
Gods… and never before had he felt such primal, curious life.

Naganis needed to know more: for weeks, he explored back and forth across the surface
of the planet, poking at trees, touching plants, rubbing along the backs of animals with his hands
and ignoring the way they often growled at him. They never hurt him, though: he could feel their
thought processes, and they were beautiful in their simplicity. Here, there was no pride, no
anguish, no shame: the animal killed when it was hungry, predator and prey pitted against each
other but bearing no malice towards one-another when the game ended with prey caught or
predator eluded… it fascinated him, how all of nature here worked together, chaotic and
wonderful, nothing like the forced, cold order of the Old Gods that was rife with betrayal,
heartbreak, and terrible, crushing loneliness.
The Naganatine, however, knew that he couldn‟t spend the rest of his life upon this world
alone. But likewise, he couldn‟t simply abandon it. In a few short weeks, he‟d already become
attached enough to the planet to start naming the species across it, to hesitantly experiment by
creating his own flora and fauna and watching how they integrated with the ecosystem. Finally,
after much deliberation, the god had created a shield around this world and the moon that circled
it incessantly. It would block psychic signals out and create the illusion of nothing but dead
space in this zone of the universe, and Naganis was confident it would stay in place until the
people of this world grew strong enough to stand up to even the Old Gods.
And Naganis smiled at this thought, as he lay in a forest of enormous oaks and pines and
birches, laying with his hands behind his head upon an immense, flat-topped boulder. Unlike
Athéos, he didn‟t fear the idea of the world evolving and growing to the point that it didn‟t need
him… hell, as it was, the planet didn‟t really need him much. He had come to it a stranger,
walked all over it, been to the bottom of the sea and the tops of the mountains… and it was all
functioning perfectly well with minimal interference from him.
Still, though, something tickled at his mind, some presence he couldn‟t quite put his
finger on… and finally, after another month of exploring and roaming, he found himself walking
through a lush jungle that was tinged with darkness, a presence he almost recognized
surrounding him as he frowned quietly. There were things here that did not feel as natural as the
rest of the world did, like immense spiders with terrible intelligence that had likely been mutated
by some kind of perverse energy, and plants that seemed more dead than alive, full of poison and
scorn and wickedness.
Naganis slipped his way into a field… and he touched the side of his muzzle quietly as he
found himself standing near the base of an immense temple of golden stone, stairs leading up to
the top, where an open archway gaped like a black socket. He could sense the dark, malignant
energy of the Old Gods here, and he gritted his teeth, fearful of what was to come… yet knowing
he couldn‟t back down nonetheless. In such a short time to him, this had become his new home,
and the animals and the plants and the very soil of the world itself he wanted to protect… and he
knew that sooner or later, whatever Old God had been given leave by Athéos to poison this
planet would report eagerly back to their master that they had found Naganis. And shield or no
shield, Athéos would find this planet and destroy it.
The Naganatine walked forwards, stepping carefully onto the bottom riser… and when
nothing happened, he forced himself to carefully ascend towards the top of the temple. Beneath
the golden stone, he could sense a terrible energy pulsating, boiling away, and he could almost
hear the whisper of lost souls praying for salvation, almost smell the tears and blood being shed
by slaves to the will of this evil presence… and he shook his head slowly as he reached the top of
the temple, grasping either side of the archway as he gazed into desolate blackness. He sensed
dark magic at work here… and thus he wasn‟t surprised when he forced himself to step forwards,

and he found himself entering not a temple, but instead passing through a terrible tunnel of
darkness to emerge out of an enormous portal.
Several tall reptiles gaped at him, dropping their loads of stone and wood, shackles
jangling around their arms and legs as another creature snarled – also reptilian, but larger, with a
frill of spikes on either side of his head and ugly claws, wearing blue armor over its red scales. It
began to draw a whip back… and then faltered as its eyes fell upon the Naganatine, who looked
at it for a moment before he shook his head slightly… and immediately, the slave-master called
an alarm, and bells began to ring around the square.
Naganis was unperturbed, however: the air here was thick with the presence of the Old
God, and by now, it would have known he was here. Instead, the Naganatine turned around and
shook his head slowly as he viewed the portal: he had stepped into this world through the open
jaws of a screaming Hellbreed, its arms shackled behind its back as two larger statues of slavemasters pinned it down, one with four immense horns and features that were more monster than
sentient beast, huge wings half-furled around it… and the other with the same frill of spikes as
the living slave-master he had just seen, a second ridge of spikes going down the back of the
statue, covered in immense muscle.
“Disgusting.” Naganis murmured softly, and then he glanced over his shoulder with a
wince as Hellbreed slaves stumbled and ran out of the square, slave-masters of all shape and size,
most of them in armor, many wielding spears and others with bow and arrow assembling over
the rooftops… and the god glanced back to the statues after a moment, disregarding them before
he rose a hand, then clenched it into a fist.
The statues trembled… then shattered, the wings of one of the two slave-master carvings
exploding into chunks of stone that spiraled towards the ground as cracks formed through its
thicker body before it began to simply fall apart. With shattering bangs, immense cracks ran
themselves through the surface of the other slave-master next, and the statue crumbled halfbackwards as its base gave out and its wrists snapped off hands crumbling to dust upon the back
of the third statue. This, the pinned prisoner, seemed to gape wider for a moment before its jaws
fell shut in front of Naganis… and as rubble spilled down from it, the god narrowed his eyes and
yanked downwards, and the ground around the statues immediately, violently shredded itself,
becoming a swirling maelstrom of dust and rock that greedily pulled down the debris from the
statues.
Slave-masters quailed before the show of power as the vortex of rock and dust exploded
upwards as Naganis turned around… but sand and stone reformed into a massive archway, blue
light shining quietly in this as the god said clearly: “This is the portal to the outer world. All who
wish to be free, who wish to seek redemption, can find both on the other side. But do not cross
me.”
In either panic or rage, a slave-master fired an arrow from a high rooftop… and
Naganis‟s hand shot up, lighting fast, catching the arrow: a feat made doubly impressive by the
fact the arrow was made of glowing energy. The slave-master that had fired it panicked
immediately, turning and bolting… and Naganis shook his head slowly and let him run as the
arrow dissolved slowly in his grip before he grimaced as a scintillating voice whispered: “So we
meet again…”
Naganis turned slowly as he faded from view before the shock of the slave-masters… and
with equal deliberation, his body faded back into sight on the roof of an immense fortress on top
of the mountains high above the golden city below. He looked over his shoulder at this for a
moment, grimacing as he stood on the wide, circular rooftops… and then he slowly strode ahead,

towards the immense, cruelly-welcoming doors of the second palace that stood like a crown
upon a crown, terrible in its perverse, decadent glory.
He passed into an enormous hall lined with pillars, each of them with a statue of a
Hellbreed chained to it in various states of torture… and then Naganis closed his eyes, shaking
his head in disgust as he realized they were alive, blood leaking from their wounds, their outer
bodies petrified or simply frozen inside concrete shells as they moaned weakly, eyes rolling
uselessly in sockets but unable to move. Naganis approached one… but a voice called him
mockingly even as he reached towards it: “I thought you were here to see me?”
“I am here, Thegragon, to try and talk some sense into you… but I fear you may be well
beyond that.” Naganis said calmly as he pressed his hand against the concrete shell… and a
moment later, the Hellbreed inside vanished, large, ugly black spikes and terrible javelins falling
free from bloody hollows. “You created these creatures yourself, you know the depth of
emotions they feel, and yet you put them through such awful suffering… why, Thegragon? Why
toy with your creations like this?”
“And who are you to judge me?” asked the goddess coldly, and Naganis looked to the
side with a grimace to watch as she slowly strode down the other end of the hall towards him,
towering and terrible and imposing, a crown of gold upon her skull and a necklace of interlaced
black pearls and black roses around her neck. A dress of gold slowly swayed back and forth
around her… and Naganis felt a little ill at the sight of it, as the metal string made soft by the
goddess‟s powers twinkled and shone with greed, not beauty. “I heard that you betrayed us…
and that means you‟re no longer Athéos‟s favorite, Naganis. Now I finally have an excuse to take
your head to the master of the Old Gods.”
“Don‟t do this, Thegragon. You‟re powerful and ancient, true… but your bitterness and
your scorn make you flawed.” The Naganatine shook his head slowly as Thegragon snarled at
her, her eyes flashing in her vain, beautiful features as her hands clenched into fists. “Even with
you stealing tricks from Athéos‟s books… you‟ve layered the air here with your energies,
haven‟t you? And likely you‟re using some of the living souls you yourself created as batteries to
further fuel your powers…”
“They are like toys to us, you imbecile!” Thegragon shouted furiously, and then she
slammed a hand out into one of the trapped Hellbreed, and Naganis winced back in both
revulsion and repressed anger as the stone shell shattered and the body of the male beneath it
exploded like an overripe fruit, blood splattering around Thegragon… but halted before it could
touch her, droplets of red floating eerily in the air for a moment as the crushed carcass of the
Hellbreed spilled out of the shell. Immediately, the concrete housing repaired itself… and then
Naganis cursed quietly when Thegragon rose her foot and cruelly crushed the skull of the dying
Hellbreed beneath one foot. “You are soft and pathetic. Your emotions, your pathetic feelings for
these… these inferior animals, it makes you weak and easy to hurt.”
Naganis looked up at Thegragon evenly, meeting her callous emerald eyes fearlessly as
he said softly: “I would rather be easy to hurt, and I would rather spend every day being hurt…
than spend a moment thinking like you do, Thegragon. Convincing yourself you have power,
simply because you can so easily hurt these very things you‟ve created… but I‟ve never seen a
greater display of cowardice and weakness in my entire life. It‟s easy to hurt, and to lash out. It‟s
hard to trust, and to leave your heart an open book.”
Thegragon looked at him furiously for a few moments… and then she spread her arms as
her eyes glowed, and Naganis winced covering his face and staggering backwards as the
Hellbreed corpses exploded inside the concrete shells, spikes and torture implements and javelins

flying back and forth in all directions as a wretched storm of gore and concrete flew through the
air, not a speck touching Thegragon… but Naganis splattered by blood, covering his face in
horror as chunks of bone and sharp torture tools tore against his scales, making him stagger…
and when he finally lowered his arms, his eyes widened in horror as he realized the golden
hallway around them had transformed into rusted metal and bone, the pillars supporting it no
longer made of concrete, but instead screaming, petrified Hellbreed, long, transparent cables
running through many of these and filled with black and red blood that bubbled as it flowed
through to floor and ceiling, as Thegragon said softly: “Then allow me to show you the error of
your ways… and by the end of the day, I shall have you worshipping my power, Naganis.”
She shoved a hand suddenly forwards, her eyes glowing with psychic wrath… but
Naganis only winced a bit in distaste, and Thegragon frowned before snarling when the
Naganatine said quietly: “Your telekinetic attacks are as crude as they ever were…”
Immediately, Thegragon swept a hand savagely sideways, and massive spikes of ivory
erupted from the pillar next to Naganis, the god wincing before he crossed his left arm over his
body as spikes of bone shot towards him… and the entire pillar was blasted apart by a
shockwave of force, chunks of shrapnel and bone flying in all directions as clear tubes tore and
petrified Hellbreed were blown to pieces, blood exploding backwards in a thick ripple even as
Thegragon laughed and clenched her hand into a fist, and the pillar immediately restored itself as
she shouted: “I can alter reality, Naganis, and my powers are tenfold in this dimension! What can
you hope to accomplish?”
She shoved a hand outwards again, and this time her telekinetic blast caught the
Naganatine full in the chest, knocking him flying backwards before he crashed onto his back.
Thegragon grinned… and then she screamed, grabbing at her head as blood exploded from one
of her eyes, the Naganatine‟s teeth grit as his hands seized into an invisible rope in front of
himself before he grunted and heaved, and Thegragon shot through the air as if propelled by an
explosion, flying past the Naganatine to crash back-first into the steel doors and crash through
them, rolling out onto the rooftop of her fortress beyond as she hissed in pain and grabbed at her
face.
Naganis strode out of the hall a moment later, and she staggered to her feet as he said
quietly: “Like I said. Crude as ever. Are you willing to listen to reason, Thegragon? Fighting
should be below gods like us… we should be settling our disputes with words, not by trying to
hurt one-another. It proves nothing.”
“It proves everything!” Thegragon screamed, and she lashed a hand outwards, firing a
blade of golden energy at Naganis, but the Naganatine winced and leapt out of the way, landing
on all fours before Thegragon created a sphere of radiant energy in her hand and leaned
forwards, throwing it hard at him. The male barely had enough time to throw himself forwards,
covering his head with a wince as the ball of energy collided with the rooftop and exploded in a
tremendous bang with enough force to send him flipping heels-over-head, crashing onto his back
with a grunt as the goddess began to chant in a terrible, guttural language.
Energy crackled through the air around the Naganatine, and he winced before he simply
vanished from the spot, and Thegragon stuttered dumbly to a halt in her chanting, the golden
energy sizzling where Naganis had been a moment before, then dissipating… and then she
frowned as a buzzing filled the air before looking over her shoulder in horror as a length of black
chains shot towards her, spinning through the air before colliding with her hard enough to make
her stagger as they violently wound themselves around her body and arms. Before she could fall,
green vines ripped up out of the golden stone behind her, catching her and gently lowering her to

the ground even as she screamed in fury and struggled against the chains, before hissing in
frustration as the green vines looped themselves around her and pinned her firmly to the rooftop.
“Are we going to talk now?” Naganis asked quietly, as he walked forwards and crossed
his arms, and the goddess screamed a barrage of curses and swears at him, making him wince
and rub at his face slowly. “Thegragon, stop it. Those chains will stop you cold, at least for a
little while.”
“What the fuck are you?” the goddess snarled at him furiously, but there was fear as well
as anger in her eyes now as she tried to pull herself free… but the chains barely rattled and the
ivy stretched, then tightened easily against her. Fury blazed in her eyes as she clenched her hands
into fists, and Naganis only watched her pityingly as she eventually tired herself out… and then
she settled and sulked visibly as she looked at him grouchily, muttering: “Fine, Naganis. Say
your pretty, meaningless words. None of it changes anything.”
“Thegragon… look at this place.” Naganis turned around, holding out both arms as he
gazed up at the red sky above, saying quietly: “Athéos gave you leave to build your own world,
but all you‟ve built is a prison. Even your fortress is just a gilded cage with the way you live
your life through fear… you spend so much time either terrified or hateful that your entire life is
consumed by the need to lock yourself away and feel like you‟re the only person in power in the
universe. All you‟ve done is built a testament to the mire of delusion and pain you live your life
in, but it doesn‟t have to be like that. You can change… you don‟t have to live by the rules of
Athéos forever, or be a slave to the hatred of your heart, less free than those poor servants you‟ve
created who are toiling under the thumb of those tormentors.”
He turned around… and Thegragon was silent as she looked away for a moment before
her emerald eyes slowly turned to meet his… and then she grinned savagely as they glowed
violently, and Naganis felt a moment of shock before he was blasted off his feet, flying through
the air with a curse and crashing painfully onto his back some thirty feet away as the vines over
the female‟s body burst into dark flames before withering away, and the goddess lunged up to
her feet before snarling and tearing her arms to either side, the chains shattering to tinkle to the
stony rooftop below as she thrusted a hand into the air… and like a living thing, the red sky
trembled before bending and curling itself downwards towards Naganis as the god slowly picked
himself up, shaking his head dumbly before he looked up in horror as the sky itself smashed into
him like a living thing, like a stone hammer hidden beneath a soft veil of cloth, a burst of dust
and golden stone erupting from where it struck.
Then it slowly lifted, seeming to dissipate more than shift back into place as reality
returned to normal… and Thegragon snarled as her eyes settled on a hole in the rooftop before
the golden stone beneath her feet erupted upwards in an explosion, knocking her into the air with
a hissing curse before she simply floated, glaring down at the hole in the rooftop as her hands
flicked out to either side, a bow of gold appearing in one and a long, slender arrow of energy in
the other. She nocked it as she looked back and forth, her eyes glowing spotlights as she shouted
angrily: “Show your face, coward!”
The air around her gleamed strangely, and the goddess readied herself with a hiss before
Naganis suddenly appeared on the rooftop below, waving at her mildly… and immediately she
grinned savagely and fired at him: the arrow, however, struck something crystalline and
reflective only a few feet away, and Thegragon screamed as the arrow ricocheted, flailing her
limbs violently back and forth as the energy bolt bounced wildly back and forth around her,
reflecting off the clear walls of a crystalline sphere she had been trapped inside. The arrow dug
shallow cuts over her shoulder, along her side, and then finally bounced off her crown, shattering

it as the energy finally dissipated… and Thegragon clutched at her bruised skull before she swept
her arms out with a howl, the crystalline prison around her shattering into glass that hailed down
before she pointed at him and shouted furiously: “Don‟t play games with me, Naganis! I am
older and more powerful than you!”
She clenched a hand into a fist, her eyes glowing with psychic wrath… but Naganis only
grimaced and tensed his body before he made a brisk snapping motion, and Thegragon was
yanked out of the air and hauled face-first down into the smooth stone, her features crunching
loudly against the rooftop before she topped onto her back with a groan as the Naganatine said
quietly: “We already discussed your psychic powers. Thegragon, your powers here may only be
limited by your imagination… but all you can imagine is pain, and torment, and envy, and
hatred. And even as powerful as you are, you can‟t simply whisk me away into a prison, into
torture, into destruction. You are your own worst enemy.”
The goddess snarled as she staggered up to her feet, lashing both arms upwards, and
Naganis leapt backwards with a wince as the rooftop where he had been standing a moment
before erupted into golden spikes of rock before Thegragon lashed both hands forwards with a
loud shriek of fury, and the Naganatine‟s eyes widened as he looked up in shock, meteors of
golden stone burning with terrible black flame shooting out of the red sky towards him.
He leapt backwards, cursing as the first crashed into the golden spikes and sent up a blast
of dark energy and golden flames that washed over him, singing his scales as rocky shrapnel beat
against his body before he rose his forearms with a snarl, and a second, third, fourth meteor
crashed directly into him, sparks of blue energy travelling over the god‟s frame even as his
forearms were ripped into and bloodied but the meteors shattered and the powerful eruptions of
energy washed around him… but as a fifth meteor hailed down towards him, he stepped
forwards and smashed his fist into the solid boulder of stone, and it cracked as it lazily arced
backwards towards Thegragon, her emerald eyes widening with shock before the meteor
slammed into her and exploded with enough force to send her crashing through the roof with a
scream into the grand hall below.
She tore through five feet of solid stone, only to fall another fifty and smash down into
the rock-hard floor of a large assembly chamber, an enormous throne of gold at the front of the
room upon a raised platform that was flanked by two statues of Hellbreed holding enormous
lanterns in their shackled arms… and the female coughed hard once before she slowly picked
herself up, snarling as the wounds covering her body regenerated slowly, followed by her torn
clothing. Her necklace fell from around her throat, however, the black pearls scratched, faded
and broken, the roses mottled and crushed… and she kicked this hard after a moment, sending it
flying into a statue of a slave-master at one side of the wide, immense hall before she staggered
around in a circle over the cracked floor and ripped red carpet as Naganis said quietly: “Are you
done yet?”
He was fully healed, standing with his arms crossed near one end of the hall, his eyes
colder now, his body speckled with bloodstains… and Thegragon snarled at him, but now she
looked desperate as well as furious as she breathed hard in and out through her mouth before
Naganis muttered: “Fine, fine then. I don‟t want to do this, but you‟re not leaving me much of a
choice in the matter.”
He readied himself… and the goddess snarled before she created a sphere of golden
energy in one hand, throwing it hard forwards towards the god, but Naganis winced and easily
swatted it aside, knocking it flying into a statue, where it exploded with a thunderous bang. Then
he cursed as the goddess made a wild sweeping gesture at one side of the hallway, and chunks of

stone ripped out of the wall as the statues were torn off their bases, flying towards him in a
whirling storm of destruction.
Immediately, Naganis flicked both wrists upwards, creating a solid half-dome of stone
that he dropped against with a wince, rocks and debris and slicing winds smashing into this,
tearing chunks of wall off but thankfully not shattering it… until Thegragon shoved a hand
forwards with a snarl, and the half-dome exploded backwards, Naganis howling in pain as he
was thrown free to crash down onto his back, rolling several times before he managed to claw his
way to a crouch… and then his eyes widened in shock as he saw the goddess raise her golden
bow, her emerald eyes alight with victory as she fired an arrow not of energy, but of black, evillooking wood that tore through the air and then ripped through the male‟s side, making him gasp
as he clutched at his stomach as blood burst between his fingers, his mind reeling with pain as he
half-collapsed to a kneel.
Thegragon laughed, throwing the bow aside as she brought her hands back, terrible, dark
energy crackling down her forearms as Naganis struggled to get to his feet… and then she
shoved both palms forwards, dark lightning launching from her fingertips to collide in front of
her and transform into a terrible white sphere that whistled through the air as it shot towards the
god. The goddess grinned, in terrible triumph, as Naganis gritted his teeth, unable to bring his
arms up as blood coursed from the wound in his side… and then his eyes flashed, and the sphere
halted in midair, rippling quietly as Thegragon‟s grin slowly faded into disbelief, before the
Naganatine suddenly lurched to his feet as he dug his fingers into the wound in his side, ripping
the dark energy that the arrow had been laced with free from his wound and flicking it with a
splatter of blood from his fingertips, the roiling sphere of darkness striking the white sphere
before Thegragon screamed as the orb fired towards her as if it were a meteor, an ivory star with
a tail of black darkness.
It smashed into her face and exploded, and she was slammed off her feet, crashing onto
her back and skidding the entire length of the hall to crash into her throne, most of the scales of
her face torn away and long, wicked lines left carved over the rest of her features, her emerald
eyes stuttering as her wounds started to heal… and then stopped, and simply bled. She shivered
hard as she slowly sat up, hauling herself backwards and banging roughly into the legs of the
statue behind her… and the lantern supported between its arms slipped out of place and fell just
as the goddess started to look up, smashing into her forehead and shattering, shards of crystalline
glass and the metallic frame of the heavy lantern catching against her features, ripping merciless
cuts and wounds over her face as blue flame greedily consumed her skull, and she screamed in
agony as she convulsed violently, grabbing madly at the lantern.
Naganis‟s eyes went wide as he staggered to his feet… and then fell over with a groan to
all fours, shivering hard as Thegragon continued to spasm and howl in misery, before she finally
tore the lantern off her face, hurling it across the room, and she flopped onto her stomach,
extinguishing the last of the guttering blue flames as she rubbed at her features… and then
snarled furiously, her emerald eyes baleful and insane, her face covered in terrible scars and cuts
and wounds that would never heal as she screamed: “Damn you, damn you, damn you!”
She threw herself up to her feet, then swayed unsteadily and fell over with a grunt,
shuddering hard and rasping for breath before she glared at him… but Naganis only looked
pityingly back even as he slowly sat back on his haunches, clutching the wound in his side as he
whispered: “I‟m sorry, Thegragon.”
“I don‟t want your pity!” she screamed in return, then clawed into the carpet, hauling
herself slowly forwards before she forced herself up to her knees, snarling at him furiously as

blood dripped from her face and she glared at him again… but nothing happened, and Thegragon
frowned before she looked to the side, visibly trying to exert her powers… and a single, small
stone lifted slowly into the air, trembled… and then fell to the ground. She moaned weakly,
clutching at the carpet, but Naganis already knew what had occurred… and he felt only
sympathy for her now as he forced himself up to his feet, and she howled miserably: “I‟ll destroy
you! I‟ll… d-destroy… y-y-you…”
The once-goddess‟s face dropped to the ground as she clutched into the carpet, sobbing
hard, and Naganis shook his head slowly as he said quietly: “All I did was reflect your own
powers, Thegragon. You destroyed yourself… and now, I‟m going to leave. This wound… hurts
pretty bad.” He smiled a little, even as the now-mortal snarled up at him, and she tried to claw
her way to her feet… but fell over again with a grunt, tears and blood dripping from her face as
the Naganatine said quietly: “If I were you, I‟d get out of here. You spent your entire lifetime
hurting these people, making them suffer for your own gain… how long before they figure out
what‟s happened to you and they decide to pay you back for everything you did to them?”
Thegragon paled, and then she began to shake her head wildly as Naganis turned away,
crawling after him and whispering: “Wait, no, please don‟t leave me here… please… oh please
don‟t leave me here, please help me… help me, Naganis, please…”
Naganis, however, only looked over his shoulder at her sadly as she begged and pleaded,
whimpering as she stared up at him with terrified emerald eyes. “But I did try and help you. I
told you to treat your creations better… to love them, and take care of them, to give them
strength. Had you treated them with honor, they would have treated you with the same… we are
gods, yes, but we are no better than anyone or anything we create, we are no better than anything
else in this entire universe. What we create… is not our property. We can‟t demand worship
from them… we can‟t even demand they love us, hard as that is. But we do owe love and respect
and kindness and compassion to them… and yes, they must sometimes be protected from
themselves… but most of all, they need to be protected from our whims.”
He stopped, looking at her as she shook her head silently, not understanding… and he
sighed before smiling at her faintly, saying quietly: “I won‟t help you, Thegragon. But I won‟t
hinder you, either. Perhaps killing you would be a mercy, but either way, I‟m not much of a
killer, not like you and Athéos. Good luck to you, Thegragon. Maybe we‟ll meet again. But I
have a feeling that we won‟t.”
And the now-mortal, once-goddess screamed when Naganis simply turned and vanished
from sight, before she forced herself up to her feet… and as self-preservation took over instead
of rage, she hurried outside. Slave masters looked at her with horror, and she grabbed the nearest,
then shouted at him to prepare the armies and cordon off the slaves… and as they had rushed
away, terrified, she had stormed to the front of the fortress and then down the massive steps.
She was tired by the time she‟d reached the bottom, hands scraped and knees bruised
from falling over as she wheezed for breath, hugging herself tightly. Unfamiliar pangs jarred her
senses, hunger, delirium, blood loss… and yet fear, and hate, and the need to survive drove her
onwards. In time, she would escape, leaving her city, her fabled Acheron, to eventually collapse
on itself as chaos descended, until Hellbreed slaves overwhelmed the slave masters that were
now powerless without their terrible goddess to fuel them.
Unable to do magic, barely able to defend herself with only weak telekinetic powers,
Thegragon hid herself away in the secret rooms inside the step pyramid. She eventually
destroyed the portal linking Acheron to the mortal realm, breaking apart the blood crystals that
fuelled the permanent link and instead scattering them in the deep tunnels beneath Hez‟Ranna,

sacrificing the few wild Hellbreed she was able to catch. Some of them became like feral
animals, forgetting what they had learned, becoming what were called the Cubba: others formed
into tribes, developing into both Drakkaren and Dragokkaren. It was the Cubbas that Thegragon
captured and manipulated to her will, bringing them up as savage hunting beasts used to grab the
more-intelligent Dragokkaren whenever she needed sacrifices with special potency: the more
evolved, less-wild beasts had deeper emotions, after all, and from this and faith were where
much of her power now lay.
And as Thegragon lost much of her mind as she withered as a mortal, only able to
perform the most evil and vulgar of magic done by sacrificing her own former creations to steal
the bit of magical essence that still pervaded their bloodstreams, and terrible alchemies, the
secrets of which she never forgot even as her mind began to weaken and her memories to fade…
Naganis sat quietly on the moon, tending to his wounds and wishing silently that he could have
friends and family of his own.
Zerrex‟s eyes opened, and he stared silently at the ceiling. Memories, not of his life… but
of the lives of the other souls that had mixed into his own. He reached up to rub at his face
slowly as he sat up in bed, grimacing a bit as he muttered quietly: “The only thing I know for
sure is that I sure as hell don‟t seem to fight like other gods. Not by waving my hands around and
making stuff blow up but by punching things really hard in the face.”
The Drakkaren sighed a bit, rolling his shoulders absently before he rubbed at the scarred
side of his face slowly, muttering: “Surprising the Goddess didn‟t Invert herself with how vain
she was… but then again, she was always a bitch, so maybe it was being nice that would have
made her change.”
He shook his head a bit, trying to throw off the strange tremble rolling through his body
as he rubbed his hands together, emotions and alien memories whispering through his mind for a
moment longer before finally receding back into darkness. They only surfaced on occasion, but
when he had the dreams, the remembrances of other people‟s lives… he felt both blessed and
terrified. After all, it made him wonder how much of these gods‟ powers he had really
inherited… and how much of these gods still resided inside of him somewhere.
Likewise, though, he had never experienced any of the memories of Mephistopheles,
despite the fact his powers were a large part of the reason why his arm was the way it was. He
thought it had something to do with the fact that he‟d gotten his powers through a Heartstone
instead of directly absorbing his soul or energies, but the reptile couldn‟t be sure, as he sighed
and rubbed at his face… and then, finally, he forced himself to dismiss these thoughts for now. It
was easier when he reminded himself how fortunate he was that at least it was the memories of
Naganis he was viewing… gods knew that any time he ended up witnessing more of the past of
either Athéos or the Goddess, he ended up feeling chilled to the core.
Other thoughts contended for top concern, now, as Zerrex closed his eyes and
concentrated, vanishing from the spot and reappearing instead on top of one of the towers around
the enormous golden-stone square. He sat quietly back, crossing his legs as he wondered quietly
what the hell Naganis, of all the beings in the universe, had ever seen in him: Naganis, after all,
had been everything Zerrex wanted to be. Not power-wise, no, he far from envied the gods‟
tremendous gifts… but he was noble, generous, kind-hearted and never put himself above others.
Despite how hard the Drakkaren tried, some days he still ended up preferring to spend his time
throwing food at Cherry instead of giving it to the needy. And let’s not even start on the Cloister
and the other twisted places beneath Sin’s Tower…

The lizard shook his head a bit, but he couldn‟t simply dismiss his thoughts: his mind was
starting to run away on him, and he grimaced a bit as he hammered the side of his head with one
fist before moodily heading for the door and tossing it open… and then wincing in surprise
before he grabbed his chest and wheezed as two males looked dumbly but happily up at him
from where they were seated on the floor, in the middle of a game of Hez‟Rannan dice. “I really
wish you two wouldn‟t do that.”
The Dragokkaren-demon smiled awkwardly, looking over at Zerrex with fawning eyes: a
sixteen foot behemoth covered in rippling, powerful musculature, even sitting down and hunched
forwards he was almost at eye level with the Drakkaren. His scales were a deep, dark blue that
lightened over his chest, and he had an almost-tiara of black bone spikes that followed the curve
of his brow, and another longer series of spines that went from the back of his neck all the way to
the tip of his tail. He was dressed only in a white loincloth and a simple black leather collar with
silver runes embossed around it. “Sorry, Lord Zerrex. But we couldn‟t resist coming to see you.”
The other creature nodded with a smile… but this was no Dragokkaren, but a crimsonscaled dragon, with long, angled ears and tall, elongated horns that pointed almost straight back
from his skull. A short mane of dark brown hair ran from forehead all the way to the back of his
skull, and a distinctly F-shaped scar went through one eye with a white iris that had once been
blind, but now no longer was as he added embarrassedly: “You know how dedicated we are, ever
since you revived me. We mean only the best for you, Lord Zerrex.”
The reptile couldn‟t help but smile a little bit at the latter creature: a chiseled and athletic
body about half the height of the massive Dragokkaren he was playing dice with and with muchless muscle on his frame, toned but covered in both burn marks and scars, one forearm and his
entire tail both replaced with engraved and elegantly-detailed steel instead of flesh and blood.
The former flexed and rippled, smooth with several large, stacked plates that covered the upper
side of the arm, and the latter was made of what looked like interlocked rings that very gradually
grew smaller, until they locked into a tail-tip that was a long, stylized cone. A black collar that
matched the Dragokkaren‟s rested around his neck, and golden rings glinted in one nostril and
above his unscarred eye, the iris of which was a deep, beautiful black instead of white.
Buluc-Chabtan had been a wicked, malignant god obsessed with two things: fire and
destruction. He had completely and utterly refused to change, to show compassion for his wicked
actions, dedicated only to tormenting anyone and anything around him: he had been the author of
the Dragon Warriors, and who had been guilty of constantly sending them into battles, using
them as toys and servants and weapons and never once treating them like actual, breathing
people. Zerrex had defeated and captured him, and Buluc-Chabtan had ended up in one of his
darkest playgrounds, being used a toy for the reptile‟s most depraved games… but if anything, it
had only made the dragon more insane and vengeful.
Anathema Sin, however, had come to Zerrex with a curious suggestion one day… and
with the help of Maria, they had strapped Buluc-Chabtan down, ignoring his screams, his
pleading, his begging… and ripped his tortured soul out of his body. This soul had been crushed
and reshaped into a Heartstone, the god‟s essence trapped for all eternity in a gem roughly the
size of the reptile‟s fist… and his empty body had been nothing but a mindless shell that they had
quickly put another soul into: a soul that had died valiantly fighting Jupiter, a soul whose twin
brother was confined to a mental institution because he had such a difficult time living without
the sibling whom he‟d spent his entire life beside.
Terrance and Dray Hezrow: the reptile gazed back and forth from one to the other,
laughing quietly as he shook his head a bit. He‟d known them for years, and if anything, they had

only become more dedicated to him, more childishly-believing in the legends about the mighty
Lord Zerrex. They were exiled princes of Hez‟Ranna, firm believers in the traditional stories and
religion of the Cradle of Life… and now Disciples of the Drakkaren, almost demanding they be
made such after Zerrex and his family were able to bring Dray back from the Unworld, which
they both considered to be a miracle… and frankly, Zerrex did too, only glad that Dray‟s soul
had held up well enough in the Unworld that he had only suffered minor amnesia… and
thankfully, most of that surrounded the battle with Jupiter, which the Drakkaren would gladly
forget himself if he could.
And while not normally a fan of stealing souls, the reptile thought this was the best
possible use for Buluc-Chabtan‟s body: left alive, he would have only stirred up more trouble
one way or another, and the reptile felt still like he owed the Hezrow brothers for all their
dedication, and for the pain they had suffered for him. The male smiled a little, able to clearly
feel how content and happy the two were here in Acheron, thought-mythical homeland of the
Drakkai… and he finally nodded after a moment before saying softly: “Well, I‟m glad to see you
both as well. Do you know if the others have arrived yet?”
“Yes, Boss. Cherry, Cindy, Maria, Lone, Mahihko, and Naganen.” Terrance recited after
a moment, nodding a few times, and then he tossed three small wooden dice from his hand
before smiling and pointing at them, saying easily: “King‟s Guard, Dray.”
“I know, I know.” Dray shook his head, looking with dry amusement at his brother before
he returned his eyes to Zerrex with a shy smile, and the reptile looked back with quiet
entertainment as the dragon said softly: “I believe Earth is having everyone focus more towards
building the portal today… do you think we should be helping her?”
“You two are helping her.” Zerrex replied with amusement after a moment, shaking his
head a bit. “Keeping things running around the palace and directing operations here is the best
thing you can both be doing right now, since it allows Earth to focus her attention elsewhere and
get Acheron back in shape all the faster. Building that portal will be pointless if our dimension
still looks like a mess once it‟s finished, after all.”
The two nodded and looked up at him warmly, and Zerrex reached out and grabbed the
foreheads of either, making them laugh before he touched Dray‟s shoulder and gazed down at the
dragon affectionately. “Anyway, I‟ll come back and spend some time with you two soon. For
now, I need to go make sure Cherry isn‟t chasing any of the Dragon Warriors around and Cindy
isn‟t chasing Cherry around.”
“Just call if you need us, Lord Zerrex.” Terrance and Dray both leapt up to their feet and
bowed, and Zerrex rolled his eyes, but waved and smiled, nodding to them both and letting his
eyes linger on the dragon. He could feel that Dray was honestly happy nonetheless, however…
and he had adjusted surprisingly-quickly to having the body of a god, complete with many of
Buluc-Chabtan‟s powers. Yet strangest – and nonetheless what Zerrex was likely gladdest of all
about – the Dragon Warriors had treated Dray with curiosity and kindness when they had first
seen him, instead of the fear and aggression he was worried they would show the being that
looked very much like their old master. Yet Zerrex was starting to think they saw things in
deeper, different ways than mortals did: they didn‟t see the outside shell that Dray was clad in,
but instead the soul inside the body, which was why they had so readily accepted him as part of
their ranks.
The Drakkaren lingered a moment longer, and then he turned and vanished from sight,
reappearing a moment later in the central square and crossing his arms absently as he stood
beside Cherry, who was peering curiously at the scaffolding as workers swarmed around the

slowly-being-completed statues, passing up large chunks of shaped stone, cutting tools, and
yellow mortar used by the traditional Dragokkaren. Cindy was helping too, grunting as she lifted
immense lengths of heavy golden stone easily in her arms, showing off an impressive strength
that made Cherry leer and rub her hands together slowly in front of herself… and then Zerrex
tapped her shoulder as he asked mildly: “How‟s it going?”
“Oh holy fucking shit!” Cherry squawked and flailed her arms wildly as she leapt
backwards and then staggered before falling on her ass, then she glared at him furiously as
Zerrex only looked at her mildly, only a few Dragokkaren looking at her sourly: by now, they
were well used to the female‟s antics. “Fuck you, you fucking cunt! Holy fuck you scared the
sweet corn out of me!”
Zerrex continued to look at her calmly, and finally Cherry wheezed and forced herself up
to her feet, mumbling under her breath before she walked towards him with a grimace. “Crap
sticks. But… glad to see you awake, Boss, and obviously with your sick fucking sense of fucking
humor in-fucking-tact.” She threw a punch at him, and then grinned when Zerrex caught it easily
in his left hand, a slight smile spreading over his muzzle as she half-lidded her eyes. “Much
better, ain‟t you, Boss?”
Then she laughed and the two embraced tightly for a moment before she smiled and
pulled back, rubbing her hands over his chest as she motioned with her head to the statue, saying
softly: “Cindy insisted on helping out… the wolves wanted to, too, but they got a different job
for now. Earth is having them charge up some power crystals or some shit… says she wants to
have „em ready by the time the statues are done, even if that won‟t be for months yet.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, and Cherry smiled a bit as she pointed to the side, where
Maria was standing with Naganen, her hand resting on his shoulder as the two watched the
construction process with fascination. “Ain‟t those two cute? They‟re like animals caught in the
headlights of an oncoming car or some shit, just not about to splatter and die all over the fucking
place. Kids grow up damn fast though, don‟t they?”
The Drakkaren nodded after a moment with a grunt, and Cherry looked at him with quiet
entertainment before she squeezed him around the waist, saying softly: “Go on, go spend some
time with him, Boss. Fucking hell, I still can‟t believe he‟s the product of you and Anathema. I
mean, our kids make more sense than that: Priest is still a gumball sometimes and Markus was
all evil and shit.”
The male slapped his forehead with a groan, but Cherry slipped out of his arm and
danced away with a cackle before she gargled loudly as her collar tightened and choked, Zerrex
extending a hand and the female wheezing as her body was dragged backwards by an invisible
force, her heels skidding slowly along the ground before the reptile‟s hand grasped the back of
her collar and he shook her firmly once, asking dryly: “Are you trying to screw up your
relationship with Markus again or something?”
“No, it ain‟t my fault it‟s the truth.” Cherry said blandly, and then she winced when
Zerrex looked at her moodily, half-ducking away before huffing and crossing her arms. “And
hey, this ain‟t about me and my shit, it‟s about you and yours. Go spend some time with your
damn kids.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, but then he shoved her before heading towards Maria and
Naganen. They both looked over at him as they approached, and then smiled and traded tight
hugs with him before the Naganatine boy leaned back and pointed at the sky, asking curiously:
“Is that really what the sky in Hell used to be like? Maria said it was very similar, back when
Hell was its own dimension.”

Zerrex nodded after a moment as he gazed up at the red firmament above, more ceiling
than anything else and faintly distorting with ripples now and then, much like water… and he
said softly: “It is… except Hell‟s was a swirl of black as well as red, always spinning slowly just
above the Central Spire. And in some points in the Beyond, when you looked up, there was only
darkness… just a solid roof of darkness.”
Naganen nodded after a moment, looking at him raptly as he asked curiously: “And you
explored the Beyond, isn‟t that right? All the way to the so-called „different hells?‟”
“That‟s right, I did. Although I wouldn‟t call it exploring… a lot of it was just walking in
a straight line for as far as I could, for as long as I could, and hoping the whole time I didn‟t run
into any Wyrms.” Zerrex smiled a bit, squeezing his son‟s shoulder gently. “The thought is that
they were… other Hells made by Naganis. Lucifer never talks about it, and Lord is always jovial
but works hard to avoid certain subjects… and of course, me getting information out of Heaven‟s
council is next to impossible, and Job and the other Naganatine were the only ones who really
knew him up there.”
“But you have the memories of Naganis… do you think you could ever find out for
sure?” Naganen titled his head, and Zerrex laughed a bit as he nodded slowly after a moment.
“Maybe, but the memories that come to me… it‟s hard to describe. It‟s like something
hits just the right switch inside my mind… and when my dreams come to me, I find myself…
experiencing, watching his memories play out. Otherwise, they‟re jumbled and confused, locked
down so deep even Marina has trouble finding them… let alone making them coherent.” Zerrex
replied softly, and Naganen smiled a little up at him. “What?”
“Maybe that‟s for the best, Dad. You‟re learning what you need to know, as you need to
know it… there‟s no need for you to confuse yourself overmuch just yet.” Naganen said quietly,
and Zerrex frowned a bit as he looked at him thoughtfully. “I know that if the memories of
Naganis were all in easy reach, after all, you may very well be tempted to… sit down and simply
try and watch them all play out. And the emotions evoked from all that could hurt you.”
Zerrex continued to look at his son for a few moments… and then he reached up and
gently ruffled his mane, making him laugh a bit as Maria smiled warmly and stroked a hand
slowly along the male‟s back, saying softly: “What a bright young male you are, Naganen.
You‟re young, but very wise, and it‟s a pleasure to have you as my uncle.”
“That‟s just awkward.” Naganen mumbled, blushing a bit as he glanced over at Maria,
and Zerrex laughed in agreement as Maria sighed and shook her head slowly, looking amused
despite herself before she smiled and softened when Zerrex kissed her cheek quietly. “Dad, I was
hoping that you could help me with some questions I had, though…”
“Of course, Naganen. Come on, let‟s go find a place to sit down.” Zerrex said softly, and
he rose a hand to Cherry as she waved at them with a grin before Zerrex wrapped an arm around
his son‟s shoulders, smiling as they walked through the yellow-stone square and deeper into
Acheron, cherishing this time with his family.
Zerrex rested quietly in bed, hands behind his head as he looked up at the ceiling, the
long day ended and feeling content. Curled up against him, in only his boxers, Naganen was
snoring away with his head on the reptile‟s bare chest, half-clinging to him with a small stuffed
toy in his other arm. The reptile looked down at him softly, smiling despite himself before he
leaned down and gently kissed his son‟s forehead, brushing his mane of hair quietly back as
Naganen shifted but smiled in his sleep, clinging a little tighter to the Drakkaren, the covers
pulled up over his shoulders and tight around his body.

Not that it was what it looked like, for a change. Naganen simply had trouble sleeping by
himself in bed, especially in a strange place. It was cute, really, how sometimes he still wanted to
curl up with Zerrex or Anathema Sin and sleep with them… and while yes, on the mortal world –
and most other places – it would probably be taken as a sign there was something wrong with the
Naganatine boy-child, Zerrex really couldn‟t care less. In every other field, Naganen excelled: he
was innocent, intelligent, honest, and already enormously-talented in the field of magic, however
he tried to hide his skills. Zerrex was more than glad to entertain his quirks, and even Cherry
kept her mouth shut about it… and for once, not just because Zerrex had threatened to punch her
face off, but because a softness came into her eyes when she looked at Naganen.
Everyone loved him: the Naganatine was pure and good and everything Zerrex wished he
could be, adorable and happy and destined for such greatness… and the Drakkaren closed his
eyes as he easily relaxed back in the bed. The only ones who ever teased him were Darren and
Daria… but Darren and Naganen had been raised as siblings and were best of friends as well as
brothers, and Daria just enjoyed the attention Naganen paid to her.
Then Zerrex tilted his head when the Naganatine stirred quietly, yawning for a moment
before he pushed himself up against the Drakkaren‟s chest, blinking sleepily. It would still be a
few years before Naganen matured fully… although he was definitely no demon, but very clearly
a godling. Not that it was any surprise… and Zerrex smiled softly as he patted the boy‟s cheek
gently as the male sat up blearily, still wrapped in the sheet. “Hey, kiddo.”
“Hi, Dad.” Naganen stretched and grunted quietly, then he shook his head out before
smiling awkwardly as Zerrex sat up, glancing over the chiseled, powerful chest of the male
before looking down at his own slender frame, mumbling: “I‟m always amazed, Dad. You‟re so
big and strong and I‟m, well… not.”
“Yeah, but you have a mind. And you‟re much more handsome than I am.” Zerrex smiled
a bit as he reached out and patted Naganen on the cheek, and the young male blushed deeply
before the Drakkaren slid out of bed and stretched slowly, cracking his back with a grunt.
“Anyway, as I‟ve learned, a big body doesn‟t count for much these days… not when people can
throw you around with their mind, or set you on fire from a distance, or even just shoot you.
Sure, I can punch someone really hard in the face, but I don‟t think I could ever survive for long
in a fight these days if I was still just a mortal, sad as that makes me.”
“I think you could, Dad.” Naganen said softly, and Zerrex looked over his shoulder at
him curiously as Naganen awkwardly stood up, smiling embarrassedly as he adjusted his loose
boxers for a moment before he reached up and touched the Drakkaren‟s chest, saying softly:
“Dad, these scars… you got most of them long before you were even a demon, let alone a god.
You fought beings with supernatural powers that would frighten even the hardiest of godlings…
and you never once gave up.”
The Drakkaren smiled a bit at this, reaching out to touch Naganen‟s shoulder as he said
quietly: “That is a matter of perception and opinion, Naganen. It might very well be more fair to
say that I spent much of the beginning of my life lost… and that I only tried to rekindle hope a
little too late, after I had already spent much of my life… hurting people, tearing people apart for
no good reason other than for my own pleasure and gain.”
The Naganatine nodded as he looked at his father quietly, and then he said softly: “The
point remains, though… you know you‟re stronger than you let on, but you‟re afraid to admit it
because you don‟t want to sound arrogant. But yet, you‟re also even stronger than you know, I
think.” Naganen stopped, then he hugged him firmly, Zerrex looking down at him with surprise
as the smaller male pressed his body against him. “Don‟t hide from who you are, Dad. We‟re all

proud of who you are, and even now, even with Negative inside of you, you do an excellent job
of protecting us all. Even from yourself.”
Zerrex looked down at his son, touched… and Naganen smiled awkwardly before he
stepped backwards, his long, dexterous tail swishing out to grab his robes off the back of the bed
and lift them over to his arms, and he carefully slipped into them as he said softly: “Today I was
hoping we could go over mortal cultures a bit more, though… maybe touch on their religions,
too, since I know some extremist factions still consider us to be „abominations‟ instead of actual
supernatural beings, and I‟d like to better understand that.”
The Drakkaren nodded after a moment, then he picked up his prayer beads from the
dresser, kissing the mala gently before slipping it around his neck, and Naganen watched him
curiously before he blushed a bit as the Drakkaren shot him an amused look as he climbed into
his pants. “Sorry, sorry.”
“It‟s alright.” Zerrex smiled, resisting the urge to give some crass, sexualized one-liner,
since that would probably just scare the shy little male. “Do you want to meet me in the palace
library, then? I want to check in on the others, see how things are progressing.”
Naganen nodded, smiling as he rubbed at his head awkwardly. “I‟ll head up there now
then, even though you‟ll probably beat me there. I get lost in this big place sometimes, after all.”
“Want me to have Maria or the Hezrow brothers go with you?” Zerrex asked gently, but
the Naganatine shook his head, gazing at his father warmly.
“No, no, it‟s fine. I just meant… you don‟t have to rush on my account.” Naganen said
softly, and then he rubbed at the back of his head before nodding awkwardly and heading
towards the door, pushing it open and leaning in it for a moment before he looked over his
shoulder with a smile. “Meet you up there, okay?”
Zerrex nodded to him and waved, and Naganen headed into the corridor with a bit of a
blush, the Drakkaren laughing a little and shaking his head slowly. He figured Naganen would be
fine, one way or the other, though… after all, Acheron was even safer than Elysium these days,
and meek as he was, Naganen could take care of himself, too. The reptile paused, then made a
face as he crossed his arms and vanished from sight, thinking of someone else who had a little bit
of a problem taking care of herself.
He reappeared beside Cherry, who only winced a bit but didn‟t look up, glaring furiously
across at Cindy as the two arm-wrestled, their hands locked together and muscles flexing with
power, Cherry‟s bulging enormously and with such force her scales looked like they were
starting to separate, a vein throbbing in her neck as her teeth clenched together.
Cindy, however, was only smiling indulgently, her hand firmly locked with Cherry‟s,
elbow resting lightly on the rosewood table in the dining room instead of grinding down into it
like the other female‟s was. She glanced at her father and nodded to him with a soft smile as
Cherry hissed a slew of curses through her teeth, and then she returned her gaze to the female‟s,
saying kindly: “Give up.”
Cherry immediately grabbed Cindy‟s hand with both her own and yelled vulgarities as
she tried to forcefully drag Cindy‟s hand down towards the table, and the female gritted her teeth
as her hand slowly began to move towards the wooden surface, shouting angrily: “Stop cheating,
you bitch!”
“I‟m gonna win this time goddammit!” Cherry shouted gleefully, a maniacal gleam in her
eyes as she stood up and yanked with all her visible might on Cindy‟s now-flexing arm, forcing
it almost halfway towards the table… and then Cindy leaned to the side, grabbing the tabletop
with her other hand before she heaved her arm forwards, and Cherry yelped as her arms were

jerked to the side with such tremendous force her side smashed down against the tabletop, almost
breaking it as she bounced comically off and knocked her chair over as she sprawled over the
ground. Cindy grimaced a bit as she shook her hand out, and Cherry sulked on the stone floor as
Zerrex rolled his eyes and sighed, the female mumbling: “Best fifty-one out of a hundred.”
“Cherry, you suck.” Cindy said plaintively, and the muscular female rumbled in halfirritation, half-agreement from the ground before the younger daughter of Zerrex adjusted her
pigtails, then smiled lovingly up at her father, saying quietly: “Anyway, Daddy, what brings you
here?”
“Just checking in. I know how things can get sometimes.” Zerrex replied softly, looking
quietly entertained as he glanced around the dining room… but Dragon Warriors and
Dragokkaren were both peaceably eating at the other tables and down the row, everyone here by
now familiar with the explosive personalities of the two females. Then he reached down and
gently lifted Cherry back to her feet by her collar, and she grumbled, swaying unsteadily but then
crossing her arms and glowering at her companion as Zerrex said mildly: “You should probably
let her win more often, Cindy. Cherry‟s always had a bad habit of taking things personally.”
“Cherry knows if she ever wants to have sex with me again she needs to accept the fact I
let her win too often as it is. For someone that‟s only half-female, she sure acts a lot like a little
girl.” Cindy replied mildly, picking up a book up from the chair beside her and setting it down on
the table, flipping it open as she began to read, and Zerrex snorted in amusement as the
hermaphrodite sulked visibly. “Anyway, Daddy, we‟re fine… we‟re going to spend a week or so
here, right? I think we could all use the vacation.”
Cherry crossed her arms at this, blowing a loud raspberry at Cindy. “You could use the
vacation? The fuck do you do all day, babe, you… work in a science lab. I kill shit and have to
be nice to Vivien the cunt and watch out for shit and shit.”
Zerrex slapped his forehead at this, but Cindy refused to take the bait, only raising her
book in front of her face: it was a large, frightening-looking text on genetic algorithms. For a
moment, Cherry looked moody… and then she sighed and leaned against Zerrex, saying
grumpily: “Okay, okay, point made. I won‟t cheat next time, babe. I‟m going off to sulk with
Zerrex now.”
“I‟m going to be teaching Naganen, actually…” Zerrex began, and then he winced at the
glare Cherry favored him with, as she slowly cracked her knuckles, the lizard clearing his throat
and raising his hands. “Actually, that sounds wonderful, Cherry, glad to have you along.”
“Bully.” Cindy muttered, and Cherry looked at her for a moment before she booted the
table hard, and it whacked into Cindy‟s chest and knocked her over, making her wheeze as she
grabbed at one of her breasts. Then she glowered angrily at Cherry, but the hermaphrodite leapt
immediately onto the male‟s body, and he cursed in frustration, flailing his arms before
vanishing from the spot just as he began to tip over, and he reappeared in mid-fall in midair,
crashing loudly into the library floor with Cherry still seated atop him.
The reptile slowly tapped his fingers against the stone floor, and the female grinned
lamely down at the back of the reptile‟s head, reaching a hand up and awkwardly combing her
fingers through his ivory hair as she said dumbly: “Everyone panics sometimes, you know.” She
stopped, then cleared her throat, mumbling: “She‟s going to kick my ass later, isn‟t she?”
“Why do you two have to act so much like… well… like you do?” Zerrex asked flatly, as
Cherry got off his back and then reached down to carefully haul the male to his feet, awkwardly
brushing him off. “I thought lesbians were supposed to be campy and peaceful.”

“Yeah, totally. And gay guys like Raze are just big squishy faggots.” Cherry said
ironically, and Zerrex grunted before he flailed at her when she continued trying to sweep dust
off him with her hands, and she flailed back childishly, the two slapping at each other‟s bodies
before Zerrex finally managed to shove her backwards, and she huffed and rubbed at her face.
“But seriously, I dunno. It‟s been kind of like… we‟ve been trying to piss each other off, because
it‟s scary how good we get along, you know? It‟s too goddamn weird to spend all this time
together happy and… being nice.”
Cherry shivered and hugged herself, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before he turned away,
surveying the rows of shelves that made up the enormous, simple library, before he glanced over
his shoulder as the female hugged him tightly from behind, her eyes closed and her head resting
against the side of his neck as she murmured: “You shouldn‟t worry about us so much though,
Boss… you gotta worry about yourself and take care of your own ass. You know me and Cindy
are happy together… and that even with as much as we love each other, you still come first.”
“Well, I shouldn‟t.” Zerrex said softly, even as he reached up and gently took her hand,
and Cherry laughed quietly as she ground herself slowly against his back, the reptile smiling a bit
despite himself: “What?”
“You brought us together in the first place. You did everything for us… and you helped
us grow to what we are now. We owe you everything, Boss. And we loved you long before we
loved each other.” Cherry murmured softly, gripping quietly into the Drakkaren… and Zerrex
couldn‟t help but smile a bit before he turned around, the two looking down at each other as
Cherry grasped his waist gently, saying quietly: “Don‟t blame yourself for the bad shit that‟s
gone on, Zerrex. Remember that you‟re the one responsible for all the good, instead.”
The reptile nodded slowly after a moment, and the two smiled hesitantly at each other
before they kissed softly, Zerrex squeezing her close as their muzzles worked together for a few
delicious moments… and then Cherry suddenly pushed herself back and away, Zerrex blinking
and then rolling his eyes when she rose her hands into fists and said cheerfully: “Now come on,
show off your omniscient powerfulness and shit!”
“Omniscient is all-knowing, Cherry. Omnipotence is all-powerful.” the Drakkaren
corrected, and immediately Cherry glowered at him, crossing her arms moodily before the lizard
sighed and muttered: “I can‟t believe I‟m doing this solely for your amusement.”
He flicked a hand out… and a moment later he and Cherry were standing on a large
floating platform outside of the city of Acheron, the circular stone beneath their feet solid and
warm as Cherry whistled a bit… then grinned as Zerrex turned around and gestured both hands
outwards as he closed his eyes, concentrating as platforms of yellow stone rose up from the
darkness, forming into an enormous, elongated island of different levels of heavy rock, the
Drakkaren mumbling: “Yes, that‟s a good start… but you want something more than that, don‟t
you?”
“You know me, I need a challenge to keep me entertained.” the female rubbed her hands
together eagerly with a wink, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before he flicked his wrist, black-steel
girders flying out of the darkness and quickly arranging themselves into all shape and size before
ghostly, semitransparent Dragokkaren rose up out of the stone as well, solidifying slightly as
they stood at attention, and Cherry leered at this for a moment before she grimaced as she
realized how indistinct they were. “Hey!”
“I‟m not giving you anything you can order to have sex with you. These are Sentient
Shells, half-spirit and half-construct. They‟ll obey you, and they can put themselves back
together after you break them, as long as you don‟t will them away.” Zerrex muttered, flicking

both hands upwards, and another set of girders appeared, rapidly slamming themselves into a
tall, towering structure before ivy exploded along the length of it, more of the same thick green
vines spreading along the floating stone platforms and long yellow-rock island. “They should let
you work off some energy, and that‟s what matters.”
“Yeah, but not in the way that matters.” Cherry retorted, raising a finger… and then she
winced when Zerrex glared at her, shrinking back and clearing her throat.” Actually no, this is
great and really generous and… have I mentioned lately it‟s really sexy how you hold ultimate
power over this dimension and shit?”
“Yes, Cherry, I can alter reality here. But whenever I go to sleep here I either wake up
and find I‟ve accidentally created or demolished something in my sleep or I have those
psychedelic memory-dreams.” Zerrex muttered under his breath, rubbing absently at his face
before he shook his head a bit. “Anyway. I need to get back to the library, Naganen‟s probably
shown up there by now. You have fun, and be nice to Cindy if she shows up.”
Cherry nodded, then she smiled a bit and stepped forwards to hug the Drakkaren firmly
again, making him grunt in surprise as she half-lifted him into the air before winking and setting
him down. “You have a good time, then, Boss. Don‟t push yourself too hard, hear? And for
fuck‟s sake, enjoy yourself for once.”
Zerrex glowered at her, and then Cherry cackled and booted him hard, the reptile cursing
as he was knocked off the floating platform… and then he concentrated and vanished from the
spot, falling once more to crash onto the library floor on his back with a grunt and a grimace as
he sat up and rubbed at his face, muttering under his breath: “Oh what joy. I swear to Gods I‟m
going to stab her one of these days for doing that to me.”
He carefully climbed up to his feet, rubbing at his side absently and feeling a tingle run
through his body: sure, he could alter reality here, but what Cherry and the others sometimes
forgot was that even in Acheron, his powers weren‟t unlimited. Bending reality too much inside
this dimension, doing it too frequently, caused a backlash that would distort his own body.
Unpleasant and painful, even if not debilitating… but it also seemed that the more he abused his
powers inside Acheron, the higher the chance of Negative rearing his ugly head as well.
Zerrex glanced back and forth, then he approached a large rosewood table at the front of
the wide, rectangular library, sitting down at it with a grunt and sighing a bit as he beat his hands
absently against the surface. He couldn‟t see or sense Naganen‟s presence here… so he grumbled
a bit as he reached up to absently play with his mala, twisting the coiling beads back and forth
between his fingers as he felt himself calming gradually and his body relaxing slowly,
murmuring: “I‟m thinking too much again.”
“As you often do.” said a soft voice, and Zerrex grimaced as Negative stepped through
the shelf opposite, translucent and ghostly before he solidified as he stood on the other side of the
table. He looked for a few long moments at Zerrex, then glanced over his shoulder, half turning
to lift a book off the shelf and open it… and the simple gesture sent a chill through the
Drakkaren. It seemed like so small a thing… but the book was actually being touched, held by
the hands of the creature, as he looked down and read quietly: “„The rose blossoms, the heart
swoons, the thorn cuts, the pliers prune.‟ Poetry is worthless. Literature as a whole is worthless.”
“Negative, you‟re worthless.” Zerrex muttered, even as he covered his eyes and
shuddered again: now the creature had just read something from the book… and if the creature
really did somehow… read something that Zerrex was unable to see, unable to know… then he
has to be really out there somehow. But no alarms are going off, no one is detecting him…
“What do you want?”

“Funny… you‟re the one begging to use my powers all the time.” Negative murmured
softly, and Zerrex looked up with a snarl before the Inversion smiled coldly at him. “I‟m just
here to pass on a warning, that‟s all. You‟ve become complacent… and the Strange Beasts are
agitated. Worse, there‟s something else in the air… something far more sinister than me at work.
Can‟t you sense it, Zerrex, even through the so-thin walls of the dimensions?”
The Drakkaren frowned at him, tilting his head quietly… but Negative only smiled
cryptically before he tossed the book onto the table and turned away… and then the lizard stood
up, asking coldly: “What are you talking about? Negative, if you put me in danger, you put
yourself in danger too!”
“My existence does not matter, and is never in danger. Do you really think you can
destroy destruction?” Negative looked over his shoulder at him with disgust. “Can you murder
death, can you throw chaos into discord, can you create creation, organize order, and can you
live life?”
“Aren‟t I living right now?” Zerrex asked sharply, and Negative looked over his shoulder
at him patronizingly, contempt burning in his crimson eyes.
“No, Zerrex. You‟re just dying very, very slowly.” Negative said softly, and then he
looked sharply to the side when the library door opened and Naganen stepped in.
The Naganatine looked confused for a moment, Zerrex wincing a bit as he and Negative
both looked at the boy… and then his eyes roved directly to the spot where the dark creature
was, Naganen frowning quietly as he looked hard and long at the Inversion, who stood as if
frozen, unable to move… and then he said softly: “Why do you hide, Negative? I can just about
see you… static-riddled, indistinct, and yet there. If you really don‟t care about any of us… why
do you always seem to show up just before something bad happens to Dad, as if trying to warn
him? Why do you try and defend us, if you hate us all so much?”
Negative trembled… and then he snarled and threw his arms out, and the bookshelves in
front of him exploded into black flames before the Inversion vanished, Naganen‟s eyes going
wide as he staggered backwards before Zerrex winced and stood up, concentrating and gritting
his teeth… and a moment later, the flames guttered out, the books steaming for a few moments
before the burns that had spread over them slowly faded from existence, and the lizard sighed
quietly in relief before he dropped his hands against his desk and his head forwards. Now,
however, a new question surfaced, as he looked over to Naganen… but the young boy only
smiled a bit, saying embarrassedly: “Maybe I just… had faith in the fact that if you thought
something was there… something must be there, Dad, that‟s all. Or maybe I can see him and no
one else can because… Negative‟s so weird around me anyway.”
Zerrex laughed a little, looking at his son quietly… but what he felt mostly was relief, as
he slowly sat down at the table and murmured: “Well, Naganen, I‟m just glad that… I‟m not
crazy after all. Although… what worries me now is that you‟re right. Negative was trying to…
warn me about something, almost, in that weird, hostile way of his… and he said there was…
something sinister. Something worse than him on the horizon… something I should be able to
sense.”
The Drakkaren looked down and rubbed at his face slowly, feeling a nervous chill run
through his system… but then Naganen walked over and gently touched his shoulder, saying
kindly: “Then we‟ll just let everyone know when we go back to be ready, and until we have to
deal with it, we‟ll stay alert… but also stay calm Dad, how about that? Panicking won‟t do
anyone any good, after all.”

“I… I know you‟re right.” Zerrex glanced up at his son with a bit of a smile, nodding
slowly before he rubbed at his head awkwardly and muttered: “How the hell did you ever get so
damn smart? Anathema might know everything but she knows everything in a really dumb way,
and I‟m… well… me.”
“You are you. And who you are is a much-wiser person than you let on.” Naganen said
softly, and Zerrex smiled a little wider as he glanced up at him before the young male sat down
beside him, pulling a chair up next to him. “Anyway, Dad. This doesn‟t really change anything,
does it? You knew Negative was something… something else from the very beginning. Now you
just get to tell everyone who doubted you „I-told-you-so.‟”
“Which you know I love doing.” Zerrex said thoughtfully, rubbing at his face absently.
“Alright, that‟s a good way to look at it. But… did you want to go over… mortal stuff, then?
Cultures, right?”
“And religion.” Naganen nodded and smiled… and Zerrex sat back thoughtfully before
he laced his fingers together, and as the young male looked at him inquisitively, the reptile felt
himself simply… beginning to speak.
He talked about his own experiences as a mortal, how he‟d never been „lured in‟ or
„converted‟ by any religions… and how it had a lot to do with the fact that the Unity religion,
one of the largest organized religions across the face of their planet, had refused to give his
mother a proper burial because she had been involved in the adult film industry. This had led to
an awkward tangent where Zerrex talked about his first sexual experiences until Naganen had
almost turned red from head-to-toe, and then he had quickly dragged himself back onto topic,
explaining how religion had been used by mortals as a means not of worship or tribute, but
simply control, and as an excuse to wage violence against others or claim that one‟s creed was
better than another‟s.
Naganen was fascinated by this, and even more so by atheism, which was still present
today: the thought that there was no god, no higher power, no nothing, only the universe. Again
and again, however, he interjected dumbly: “But then where did the universe come from?” which
left Zerrex to try and explain how instead of people imagining that one day the First Gods started
to put the world together, because nature abhorred a vacuum, nothingness became something.
Instead of that something being Gods, however, that something was particles and protons and
science stuff that Cindy could explain a lot better than he could.
Of course, then Naganen wanted to know how they explained away the fact that Heaven
and Hell had appeared as real planets… and Zerrex had shrugged, saying calmly that they saw
that not as any miracle, but again, some freak occurrence of science and particles, explaining
away what was before their very eyes. Both religious fanatics and stubborn scientists did the
same thing, over and over again, when they decided to believe in something: they saw only what
they wanted to believe, and disregarded any proof of otherwise. Zerrex was himself very tired of
being told that his powers were absolutely impossible, usually by a strangely-delighted Mengele
Tstegi: the mad scientist who had first placed the swastika tattoo on the Drakkaren‟s arm, and
who had been responsible for a lot of terrible evil in the world… and who had nonetheless
redeemed himself a little by helping fix some of what he‟d helped to first destroy.
Mengele, however, was an exception to the rule: he accepted new strains of thought as
long as there was logical evidence to back it up, or even a coherent theory that he could test out
himself and poke and prod at. He would be crass and rude about it, and he would show an utter
disdain and disregard for the feelings and even lives of others… but he nonetheless accepted and
understood that as the times changed, science itself often changed, even though scientists lied

through their teeth and said it absolutely didn‟t. Then Zerrex had just smiled a bit and added that
a hundred years ago, scientists had announced they had discovered every known particle in
existence… only for another scientist the very next day to flail his arms around and show a
proton analysis of a „brand new‟ particle his colleagues had scoffed at the idea of existing.
“To really get an understanding of science… first you have to look at the really old
textbooks.” Zerrex said mildly, and Naganen cocked his head at this. “Because it‟s really
amazing to read the things that these people, the so-called „greatest geniuses of our time,‟ are
dumb enough to put down. Things like „We can never achieve flight into space because of
gravity‟s force and the energy required to acquire enough lift,‟ and „every possible genetic
structure will have been mapped within the next twenty years‟ and „we are the only intelligent
life in the entire universe.‟ It‟s like when people get smart… they also lose the ability to
remember that just because some dude in a fancy hat tells you it‟s impossible… it don‟t mean
it‟s impossible.”
The conversation had gradually shifted from religious theory to scientific theory, because
Naganen was fascinated by how people were, to this very day, trying to disprove that the planets
of Heaven and Hell were really Heaven and Hell. He was amazed that there were still people
who couldn‟t accept that angels and demons existed, even lived among them… just as he was
amazed by the fact that many people still believed that Hell was ruled by an evil master being
known ambiguously as „The Devil‟ and that God lived in Heaven and ruled all things and judged
them all for their sins and threw them down into Hell the moment they pissed him off… when
Naganis was sadly long gone, and had been so kind-hearted and generous that he had been
willing to look past the most evil of actions to try and soothe the pain so many tormentors were
driven by.
The Drakkaren was also careful to explain to the naive Naganatine about how mortals
were less-than-understanding about many things… and despite how they had all worked together
on numerous occasions and how many changes mortal society had gone through, many cultures
still had a bad habit of looking at a person‟s outside and judging them for that instead of actually
getting to know them. It meant they were often wary of demons, however harmless or kind they
seemed, and more welcoming towards angels… but there were also a few rare places, such as the
four enormous, floating space stations that still orbited the mortal planet, where any kind of
supernatural being would be executed upon sight.
Prejudice and hatred were very difficult concepts for Naganen to understand, but he
nodded slowly, following as best he could, asking quiet questions every now and then for
clarification or about why this was bad or this was considered wrong. It was funny: the male‟s
sense of right and wrong were so acute and so well-developed that he knew instantly whether or
not an action was immoral or not… and yet he couldn‟t at all understand hate, or why anyone
would bother hating anyone else.
Eventually, they were joined by Cindy, who sat down with them with a smile to Naganen.
She relaxed across from her father, joining in on the conversation and helping out with her own
views every now and then… and despite how she had changed over the years, despite the female
she had become from the girl she had started as… she was still pure, in her own way. The
influence of Zerrex and Cherry had transformed her some, and in more ways than physically and
psychologically… but she still had a bit of that special innocence to her, as they moved slowly
from the concepts of Heaven and Hell to mortals… to the concepts of the mortal world and Hell
to Heaven.

The discussion lasted for several hours, and then Naganen finally began to tire a little
bit… and the reptile had smiled, then decided they should all go and have a picnic on the rooftop.
Zerrex had vanished to get Cherry – she was still running all over the platforms Zerrex had set up
for her, blasting apart the Sentient Shells and training hard until Zerrex simply made everything
disappear, and she had flailed her arms wildly as she had fallen towards the darkness before the
Drakkaren had caught her, making her smile awkwardly – and then to pick up the wolves and
Earth.
They gathered on the rooftop together, Terrance and Dray and Maria joining them as
well, and Dragokkaren servants had brought them a variety of Hez‟Rannan delicacies. Naganen
stuck mostly to the salad as he sat beside Mahihko, the two comfortably sitting back-to-back as
Lone bantered with Cherry and Cindy. Dray and Terrance sat with Earth and Maria, and Zerrex
sat a bit apart, watching the group with a soft smile on his face.
He still hadn‟t mentioned the fact that Naganen had been able to see Negative, and
Naganen didn‟t seem in any rush to blurt it out either as he passed the salad to the little wolf,
trading him for a burrito the lupine had tossed together out of the strips of meat, cheeses, shrimp,
and other foodstuffs available. They smiled at each other, comfortable with one-another: but
species, orientation, and everything else had never mattered much to the male. The reptile felt
comfortable and good, relaxed… and then he frowned a bit as he sensed a familiar energy
signature, tilting his head upwards slightly as Earth looked over at him with concern… but then
Zerrex only grinned at Cherry, who frowned at him before he said mildly: “Raze is coming.”
“Oh shit!” Cherry dropped herself into Cindy‟s lap, trying to crawl into it and hide as
Cindy winced and held her plate of food above her head, grimacing as bits of green leaf hailed
down off the plate. “Hide me in your vagina!”
“Hide in your own goddamn vagina.” Cindy muttered, and Cherry gave a muffled giggle
into the female‟s crotch, which made Cindy blush with embarrassment as all eyes looked at her
and Cherry. Zerrex only rolled his eyes as he got up and walked to the edge of the rooftop,
watching as a figure flew through the air towards them… on large, raven-black wings.
Once they had been white, angelic and beautiful… but now they were deep obsidian, an
effect of not only Negative‟s corruption, but of becoming an official Disciple to Zerrex. They
flapped hard, propelling the male upwards as he swung his body forwards, and Raze touched
gracefully down on the edge of the rooftop, his wings flapping again before furling slowly
behind himself, crossing arms covered in scales of the same deep shade as his amber eyes almost
glowed out of his skull, his slit-like pupils serious… and then Zerrex realized they were even
more serious and cold than normal, as he said quietly: “We need to talk. Now.”
“So talk.” Cherry was immediately at the Drakkaren‟s side, her own expression becoming
serious as she recognized the tone. Raze glared at her, however, and she winced, losing some of
her professionalism as she slid slowly behind Zerrex and added in a mumble: “You can beat me
up for burning down your garden later. Also, accidents happen, and um. I. Am sorry?”
Raze sighed a bit, then he looked around at the others and grimaced… and Zerrex smiled
a bit, glancing at the group before returning his eyes to the male. Tall, powerfully-muscled, and
almost the exact same height as Zerrex was, his frame covered in obsidian scales… except for
the bright gold that covered his chest, and went down in two skunk-like stripes from the tip of his
muzzle, over his skull, and all the way down to the tip of his tail. He was imposing, intimidating,
and fearless… except he was also shy around people, awkward, and had trouble with things that
even Zerrex had leaned to fake a little by now, and the reptile reached up and touched his
shoulder gently, saying softly: “We‟re family.”

“I hate family.” Raze muttered, but he nodded and smiled a little bit, his fingers slowly
digging into his plain black jeans. He wore no collar… but on his hip, he had a tattoo of three
roses, red, white and black in a triangle, with Zerrex‟s name written in an arc over and between
them. “Alright, alright. It‟s… serious, though.”
He glanced at Naganen, and the Naganatine blushed a bit but said quietly: “It‟s okay, Sir
Raze. I know that Dad often has to deal with… difficult and dangerous business, but he‟s…
someone I look up to. And I‟m not a young child anymore, but… a male being trained as an
ambassador between Hell and the mortal world. Please don‟t feel like you have to hold back on
my account.”
“I would love to feel you and would never hold back on your account.” Cherry said
plainly, and then she wheezed when Zerrex elbowed her in the stomach before he grabbed her by
the muzzle and shoved her over, which just made Cindy sigh and shake her head slowly as the
female groaned and grabbed at her skull. “Sorry, sorry, sorry! Fuck you‟re such an abuser.”
“Yeah, yeah.” Zerrex shook his head, then returned his gaze to the angel, tilting his head
and asking quietly: “So what is it? Serious enough that you can‟t join us for a meal?”
Raze hesitated… but then he nodded after a moment, heading over to join the circle, and
the Drakkaren sighed in relief as he rubbed a hand through his hair. So whatever else, it wasn‟t a
call to arms or anything… and he quickly sat down beside the male as Raze reached up and
absently squeezed his shoulder, saying quietly: “There were two murders in Heaven recently.
Jonathan Vance and Daniel Roper.”
The reptile tilted his head, shrugging a bit as he glanced over at Raze even as Cherry
frowned and looked up thoughtfully. “Why does that matter to me, Raze? I don‟t have a lot of
friends who are angels… and the ones who are, well. They hang out with you and Francis and
other scary people a lot.”
“Wait, don‟t give away the answer, I know it!” Cherry scrambled to her feet, and now the
reptile looked at her flatly before she said dumbly: “Danny I remember, that was the name of the
OPOS head in Baskin‟s Grove. Don‟t you remember, Boss? You helped him set up the OPOS
place, the crazy sex club.”
Now the Drakkaren looked at her stupidly, and Cherry looked pleased with herself before
she winced away from Raze when he looked at her. But he only nodded, saying quietly: “Maybe
a coincidence on its own. Both were brutal: dismemberment, ripping and gouging. But the
moment Little Arcy got wind of it, she said the only relation the two of them had was that they
had lived in Baskin‟s Grove and were people you had helped. Apparently Jonathan Vance was-”
“That kid in the park.” Zerrex murmured softly, reaching up and rubbing at his head
slowly. “Yeah. And eventually he became a cop, it‟s… coming back a little now, bit-by-bit. Still,
Raze, that could be coincidence and Little Arcy‟s obsession with me kicking into high gear-”
“And she located three murders in Hell fitting the same description by asking some
friends in high places who are tasked with keeping records of the worlds. You know how Heaven
likes to keep track of every little goddamn detail.” Raze made a disgusted face, but Zerrex was
looking at him seriously, and the black-scaled godling nodded after a moment before he said
quietly: “Kenneth Gates, Becca Hez‟Ostro, and Victor Hellabos.”
“Shit.” Cherry hissed through her teeth, and Cindy looked up sharply as Maria frowned a
bit and tilted his head, but both the Hezrow brothers immediately lowered their own and laced
their hands together, murmuring a quiet prayer at the same time. “That‟s… that‟s a fucking
Godkiller, our informant friend, and… the fucking fuck who brought back Narrius. Him I ain‟t as
sorry about, but shit… that ain‟t no fucking coincidence.”

“Little Arcy asked Francis to put your friends in Heaven under high guard… while the
victims in Heaven were Benevolent who weren‟t likely very capable of defending themselves,
Hellabos was a Hez‟Rannan demon and he had been as savaged as the others.” Raze said quietly,
and Zerrex cursed under his breath as he rubbed at his face slowly, a chill going down his spine.
“Heaven isn‟t as all-seeing as it used to be, but it‟s still recording certain events across the
worlds, keeping track of everything it can to be added to its halls of mostly-pointless
information. A lot of it is useless data… but Little Arcy has been looking through other
suspicious deaths and homicides in Heaven and Hell. The list is immense, but… when it comes
to you…”
“She spares no expense.” Zerrex smiled awkwardly, glancing down at the rooftop
below… but he still felt a little horrified to learn that someone was killing people that had been
associated with him, good and bad alike… and from the sounds of it, they’re closing in, as if…
building up confidence to start going after the people I care about. The people I’m close to.
Daniel I barely recognized… but Becca, we actually worked together. I didn’t know him well
enough to know that he had died, but… still… “So Elliot, Balthazar, and Tinny…”
“Safe.” Raze grunted and looked around the circle, which had gone silent as everyone
looked to the angelic godling. “Little Arcy is researching backwards now, though… it was only a
fluke that she caught these recent murders and put two and two together. She was working on a
timeline of your life, preparing to do interviews, and when she found out that two of her early-on
interviewers had become recently-deceased…”
The Drakkaren nodded, running his hands slowly through his white hair as he mumbled:
“Gods above… thank you, Raze, for coming here so quickly and letting me know.”
“Don‟t go rushing off though, Dad.” Naganen cautioned quietly, and Zerrex looked at his
son. Cherry frowned a bit at him as Raze looked distastefully at Naganen, both likely assuming
the boy was talking out of his element… but Zerrex held a finger up to both of them as the
Naganatine blushed, but then looked down and rubbed at the back of his head slowly. “If
Heaven‟s Grand Council finds out about this, they‟ll interfere with Little Arcy‟s research… and
if they see you investigating the murders of friends and enemies that have been involved with
you in the far past and killed, they might try to spin it and make you seem responsible for it,
especially… with your problems with Negative. Worse yet is that this may be someone baiting
you, someone who wants to lure you away from people they might not want to risk confronting.
They might know your weaknesses… and might also be well-aware that your Disciples don‟t
share these weaknesses, and going after anyone in your inner circle might draw unwanted
attention and put them at risk. Right now, they seem to be picking at the outer edges of your old
life… trying to find the right nerve to hit to try and lure you away, knowing you… won‟t put
your other Disciples at risk.”
Cherry gaped as Raze looked stonily at Naganen… and then he smiled thinly, glancing
over at Zerrex and saying quietly: “Keep him around.”
Naganen blushed deeply, seeming to understand what high praise this was coming from
Raze… and then Mahihko whimpered quietly as Lone looked up in concern, the smaller wolf
asking hesitantly: “Does… does that mean that people… our old friends… could be in danger,
too? My mom… more than her, my sister, she… she was in Heaven, I think. She never talks to
me but… I don‟t want to think she might be in danger.”
“I…” Zerrex stopped, then he glanced down and laughed a bit. “Oh hell. I did meet
Jeannine once, didn‟t I? I…” He stopped as both wolves looked more concerned now, and then
he sighed a bit, saying quietly: “Well, maybe it‟s time to try and talk to your sister again anyway.

Okay, wolf, okay. Raze, do you think you can get Lord and Lucifer to give me clearance to enter
Heaven with a few of my Disciples?”
“Oh hell no, I‟m sure she‟s fine!” Lone blurted immediately, waving his arms wildly as a
look of terror passed over his face, but Mahihko whimpered and tugged at the larger wolf‟s arm,
looking up at him with his large, emotional eyes… and the white-furred lupine groaned and
dropped his face in his hands, mumbling: “Okay, faggot, but… I‟m going to hide for that trip,
and you can deal with her yourself. She doesn‟t like you, and she downright hates me.”
“We hurt her a lot when we were Lone Wulfe.” Mahihko said softly… and then he
smiled a little as Naganen reached up and gently stroked the back of the wolf‟s skull. “Will you
come, too?”
Naganen shook his head though, glancing away… and Zerrex looked at him softly as
Cherry glowered darkly at the ground and Cindy‟s own features tensed slightly. Although
Naganen had made a wonderful impression on Lucifer and Lord when he had been introduced to
the Archangels, the Grand Council had treated him with hatred from the get-go… but that was
nothing compared to the disgust and rancor the arrogant Naganatine who still lived in Heaven
treated him with. Job, Epoch, and Warden: Naganatine who thought that because they had never
fallen from grace meant they were superior in every way to anyone else. The years had made
them arrogant… arrogant enough to assume that with Naganis gone, it was they who should rule
in his place. And Naganen was the child of Zerrex and Anathema, one of the fallen Naganatine:
to them, he was no different from the mindless Terrors produced by Sin.
Then Mahihko hugged him firmly around the middle, and Naganen blushed a bit as the
little wolf pressed against his back, saying softly: “Well, that‟s okay. Lone and I still like you
lots and lots, and we‟re best friends, right?” He smiled warmly, childishly up at the male, and
Naganen nodded firmly before he turned around and hugged the little wolf tightly back, and
Mahihko rested his head against the male‟s slender chest as he closed his eyes. “And since
Daddy is your Daddy too, I guess that makes us brothers, sort of.”
“Of course it does, and I wouldn‟t have it any other way.” Naganen said kindly, rubbing a
hand gently along Mahihko‟s back, and Lone softened visibly, knitting his fingers together
before he cleared his throat and shook his head a bit when the Naganatine looked at him, averting
his eyes and instead looking over at Zerrex and Raze.
“Can you send me and Mahihko back to Elysium then, Dad? We gotta… take care of a
few things before we go and see my… our… sister.” Lone said softly, and Zerrex nodded before
glancing over curiously as Maria rose a hand.
“Why don‟t I take them back, Zerrex? I can dimension-hop a little easier than you can,
even from Acheron. And afterwards, I can check the Unworld for any traces of these lost souls…
Little Arcy can search from above, and I‟ll search from below.” Maria said softly, and Zerrex
nodded after a moment, knowing it was probably the best idea they had: if Maria did manage to
come across even a sliver of someone who had once known him, she would be able to dredge
through its memories and energies for a sign of what had killed it, which would hopefully give
them a clue as to what they were looking for.
She smiled kindly at the wolves as she stood up, holding her hands out… and the wolves
hesitated, and Zerrex sighed a bit, smiling despite himself as he stood up and held his own arms
out, and the two hurried quickly over to him, Mahihko hugging his leg and Lone firmly hugging
him around the waist as the reptile embraced them both close, kissing the forehead of one wolf,
then the other as he murmured: “You two be good for Maria, then, and when you get back home,

let the other Disciples know what‟s going on. They‟ll pass the word along to Vivien or someone
else high in the food chain who can put our friends and family in Hell under protection.”
Zerrex felt a nervous bite in the back of his mind at this thought, however: if Eslovius
became hostile again, all the Royal Guards and other security forces of Elysium would likely be
put on high alert, and wouldn‟t be following their regular duties or assignments… and it wasn‟t
like the Drakkaren could – or wanted to – fit everyone he‟d ever known who‟d died and gone to
Hell into the Estate and the Cloister… but at the same time, a lot of them were also people he
had already caused the deaths of once, and he didn‟t want to see anyone else dying unless they
had to.
He shook his head out slowly, rubbing at his face quietly as he watched the wolves
hesitantly step away from him and then head over to Maria. Some of his friends could take care
of themselves, no matter what the situation or the opponent… but others were not even near that
category. And he had children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, descendants of every shape
and size he realized with something like terror he was responsible for. It would be his fault if any
of them were killed because some nut out there was trying to hurt him, whether or not he even
knew them… and then he winced when Raze hammered the back of his head lightly with a fist,
grabbing at this with a curse.
“Thanks, Raze. He just would have hit me had I done it.” Cherry said mildly, and then
she pointed at the wolves, who were both looking worriedly at Zerrex. “See that? You‟re scaring
those poor little wimps. Stop thinking so goddamn much and like. I dunno. Naganen, say
something smart and reassuring.”
“We‟ll deal with things as they come, Dad. Don‟t think about going rushing into things…
because if you do, and you get hurt, then all of us will hurt as well, everyone who cares about
you. We‟re here to protect you as much as you are to protect us.” Naganen said softly, and he
smiled encouragingly to his father, who smiled back after a moment with a hesitant nod.
“Remember that. Don‟t just pretend. Remember it for real.”
“I‟ll… do my best. You wolves remember the job I gave you too, though.” Zerrex added,
pointing at the lupines, and they both smiled and nodded as they each took one of Maria‟s hands.
She gazed at her grandfather lovingly, and he looked back before blowing her a kiss, and she
laughed a bit, blushing quietly before closing her eyes… and Mahihko and Lone both clung
closer to her as a dark rift opened beneath her feet, sinking slowly down into it as Mahihko rose a
hand and waved… and Lone, meanwhile, rose an arm above his head and gave a thumbs-up as
he sank slowly out of sight, his hand the last thing to disappear as Zerrex rolled his eyes and
sighed. Great movie reference to go to the Unworld with, really.
“Why don‟t I ever get to do that?” Cherry asked grouchily, and Zerrex simply looked at
her before he approached Earth, Dray, and Terrance, kneeling in front of them as they continued
their prayers for a moment before all three looked awkwardly up at the Drakkaren.
The reptile, however, only held a hand out… and three black candles appeared in it a
moment later, engraved with ivy-like patterns down their length. “I might not have liked the
guy… and I know both of you didn‟t, but you respect your traditions, and he was one of the Four
Kings of Hez‟Ranna. Earth will help you with saying a prayer for his family… and while you‟re
down in the chapel, say a prayer for Albatross as well. He‟s dead too…”
Zerrex glanced down nervously after a moment, shaking his head a bit as he thought of
the Dragokkaren who was now in Heaven, with both his eyes back… but possibly in danger. And
Huck, on the mortal realm, might be in trouble as well… but the reptile forced a smile as he
looked up at them, before saying quietly to Earth as the Hezrow brothers stood and she remained

in a kneel: “Would you mind if I brought some people to Acheron? This place I know is safe, at
least… and I can expand it to suit the needs of a large group. I‟m not sure if I can make a large
floating platform permanent, but…”
“Acheron is your place, Lord Zerrex… what you will, let that be done. I think that
answers both your questions.” Earth said softly, and Zerrex smiled embarrassedly at her before
she stood and bowed, adding after a moment with a hesitant glance at Cherry: “I‟d… like to say
a prayer for my sisters then as well… even poor Light.”
“Fuck Light.” Cherry rumbled moodily, crossing her arms as Earth blushed deeper… but
then she sighed when Zerrex nodded despite the grimace on his own face, and she added flatly:
“You might as well say one for my goddamn mother while you‟re at it.”
The Drakkaren rolled his eyes as Earth bowed a bit, and Cherry winced, raising her hands
and shouting: “No, no, don‟t say one for her, that‟s sarcasm babe, that‟s sarcasm!”
Earth, however, only shrugged innocently as she followed the Hezrow brothers to the
stairs leading down into the building, and Cherry sighed, rubbing at her forehead slowly before
she glanced over the group. For a moment, her eyes lingered on Naganen, but he only looked
quietly, calmly back… and he grunted before saying slowly: “Normally… I don‟t like letting the
younger dudes in the family listen to our serious strategy sessions and shit. So far, however,
you‟re the only person apart from tall, dark, and scary who‟s contributed anything worthy of
note. Even my sweet little honey-pot has been quiet this whole goddamn time.”
“I just don‟t know what to say.” Cindy shrugged a bit, smiling faintly as all eyes turned to
her, and she leaned back on her hands, murmuring: “Sorry? Or… we‟ll get through this? It just
seems so unfair that… every time we survive one catastrophe, there‟s just something worse
waiting around the corner. Daddy , you… you fought so much in your lifetime. You overcame
yourself… Requiem… the Hez‟Rannan War and Narrius… the Demon War and the Goddess and
that bastard Narrius again… an invasion of Old Gods, and finally… Camus, and his Theologians.
It all seems so unfair that now… we have to deal with these Strange Beasts, Negative, and on top
of it all… a murderer who must be able to go back and forth from Heaven and Hell at will,
hunting down people from Daddy‟s past.”
“Life ain‟t fair, babe.” Cherry smiled a bit, glancing down and rubbing at her biceps
slowly, and Zerrex laughed quietly as he looked at the roof, Naganen frowning and tilting his
head curiously. “Sorry, kid, guess that‟s kind of an inside joke. Boss would always get real mad
when someone said that to him, and not just „cause of all his crazy shit about how there‟s
supposed to be a balance in everything and what the fuck. Nah, „cause like he pointed out to me
once, usually the people who say life ain‟t fair are the ones doin‟ their best to make it unfair to
everyone else, you dig?”
Naganen nodded slowly, and then he glanced down, rubbing at his face slowly before he
said softly: “Too well, after my experiences in Heaven… but I think… maybe it really is all
about balance. I know how tough this is for all of you, I can see it and feel it… but we‟re all
blessed with one-another, too, with such a big family full of love and affection… so unlike the
family you talked about growing up with, Dad.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, rubbing at his head slowly as he said softly: “And I think
that‟s what keeps me from going crazy, Naganen. Remembering that despite how the bad can
get… so goddamn bad… the good can be even better than that, can leave the bad in its dust. I
love each and every one of you… yes, Cherry, even you.” The Drakkaren smiled amusedly over
at her, and Cherry pretended to swoon as she put the back of her hand against her forehead,
before the lizard rolled his eyes and sighed, muttering: “Well, sometimes I love you.

“But I‟ve never forgotten that, Naganen, don‟t worry. I‟m very glad I have a son like you,
though… who can so clearly remind me of how lucky I am.” The lizard gazed at him softly, and
the Naganatine blushed as he rubbed at his face before he yelped when Cindy suddenly and
impulsively hugged him, which made Cherry huff… then charge forwards and hug Naganen‟s
other side, the young male turning beet-red and wincing away as she covered the side of his face
in sloppy kisses. “And… well. Then there‟s Cherry.”
“I‟m good and bad. Like deep-fried ice cream.” Cherry said cheerfully, and then she
grinned and leered down at the Naganatine as Cindy glared at the female. “Wanna touch my ice
cream? I scream, you scream, we all scream for-”
Cindy grabbed Cherry‟s forehead and shoved her off the Naganatine, and the
hermaphrodite grunted as she landed on her back and splayed her arms out before the female
smiled embarrassedly as Naganen half-hid his face in his robes. “Don‟t you worry about her.
She‟s just… affectionate.”
“I‟ll show you affectionate.” Cherry muttered, and then she squeaked when Zerrex
approached and glared down at her, curling up into a ball. “Please don‟t hit me anymore. Haven‟t
you beaten me enough today?”
“Not really.” Zerrex kicked her lightly in the shin, and Cherry huffed and then sat up
before the Drakkaren shook his head slowly, saying dryly: “Since we really aren‟t getting
anywhere, though, maybe we should just go back to the food.”
Raze grunted from where he was helping himself to some of the Hez‟Rannan meats, not
using the utensils as he simply tore pieces of the roast off and shoved them into his muzzle, and
Zerrex looked at him pointedly for a moment… but Raze only looked back before picking up an
apple instead. He squeezed this lightly in his hand, however, hesitating before he said slowly:
“About getting Lord and Lucifer‟s permission to head up to Heaven…”
“I know, you don‟t like Lord.” Zerrex said mildly, and Raze shot him a dark look before
Zerrex tilted his head, concentrating… and the black-scaled Drakkaren grimaced a bit before the
white-haired reptile muttered: “No, that‟s not it… they want me to come see them, do they?”
Raze grunted, looking sourly at the reptile… but the reptile only shrugged awkwardly,
clearing his throat. Normally, even talented psychics had difficulty getting into Raze‟s mind,
which was the psychic equivalent of a bunker some ten miles beneath the surface of very rocky,
mountainous earth… but ever since he had become a Disciple, the Drakkaren could easily look
into the black-scaled reptile‟s mind… and it was how he knew that despite the dark looks the
male gave him, he secretly enjoyed their silent communications. “Why do they want to see me?”
The black-scaled Drakkaren only shrugged in response, but when all eyes continued to
look at him, he grumbled: “The hell should I know what goes on in Lord‟s head? Maybe he just
wants to make friends, I dunno.”
He muttered under his breath, but then added quietly: “Lucifer was interested in seeing
you too, though… so that means it‟s probably something that neither of them want the council to
know about.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, rubbing at his face with a wince. While Lord was cheery and
optimistic and tried way too hard to get on his son‟s good side, Lucifer was colder than Raze was
on a winter‟s day in the arctic. They had only met a few times before, and while the Drakkaren
didn‟t get the impression that Lucifer disliked him… he also knew that he was someone he very
much wanted to avoid ever pissing off. Both the Archangels were, really: for all his cheery
bluster, Lord was also a full-fledged god of tremendous powers.

“Well, at least you‟ll be able to check in on the wolves‟ sister, too… fuck, that‟s
awkward as hell to say. Even more awkward to think about how they… have a real family, you
know?” Cherry said musingly, and then she winced as Cindy and Zerrex glared at her and
Naganen looked shocked. “No, hey, I didn‟t mean it like that! I mean, hey! Hey! Fuck you guys,
I love the little bastards, I babysit them and everything!”
“Yeah, and the last time you did that, you gave Mahihko nightmares and Lone had that
horrible rug-burn on his you-know-what.” Cindy said flatly, and Cherry cleared her throat and
rubbed at the back of her head awkwardly. “But we know what you mean… and it is strange.
Does… Jeannine, that‟s her name, right? Does she still hate them after all these years?”
Zerrex nodded a bit, saying softly: “Ever since she died during the Demon War. Set
herself up nicely in Heaven, probably the only member of the Wulfe clan to make it to the pearly
gates instead of the sulfur-and-steel ones, but can she ever hold a grudge. Millions of years… it
doesn‟t matter that the wolves were the ones who took down Tobias, not once, but twice, or that
they‟ve changed completely from who they used to be. She hates Mahihko and she hates Lone
even more… every other time I‟ve ever tried to breach the subject, Mahihko would almost start
crying and Lone would just get miserable.”
“Fuck, that‟s millions of years ago to her, though…” Cherry grimaced, rubbing at her
face slowly. “Even I didn‟t hate Markus for that long. Bitch must be a real piece of work.”
“Well, between what Tobias and Lone Wulfe did to her, I can‟t entirely blame her…”
Cindy shook her head a bit, then murmured: “Even though I also remember… they tried to
reconcile when mortal once, right?”
“And Lone had a crying fit, yeah, because he accidentally charmed up Jeannine‟s
girlfriend and she thought he was mocking her or… trying to get in her friend‟s pants or
something.” Zerrex nodded and smiled a bit as the memories came back, rubbing at his face
slowly as he murmured: “Gods, that must have been… before they split, even, yeah. When he
was still Lone Wulfe.”
There was silence for a few moments… and then Raze shook his head slowly, muttering:
“Hatred is all that keeps some people alive. It‟s a pathetic way to live.”
“That‟s a surprising coming from you, Mr. Bitter Berries.” Cherry said dryly, and then
she snorted in amusement as Raze picked up an apple and threw it hard at her head, catching it
and grimacing as it squished slightly in her hand from the pure force it had been thrown at. “So
does that mean you really have emotions and shit? Zerrex doesn‟t just put batteries in you to
make your eyes glow and you walk around and stuff? „Cause seriously, you always got the same
damn expression on your face, like you just licked someone‟s butt after they forgot to clean it.”
Raze glared at her silently, and Cherry slowly slipped behind Cindy, as the female said
kindly: “She just hasn‟t been getting enough attention lately, that‟s all, Raze. I think you‟re a
very handsome male.”
“You really shouldn‟t worry so much about everyone judging you. It doesn‟t matter if
other people think you‟re soft because you‟re kind… we all know how strong and proud you are,
Raze.” Naganen added softly, and then he winced and slid backwards a bit when Raze turned his
baleful eyes on him next. “I. Forget I said anything.”
Zerrex sighed, rubbing at his forehead slowly, and then Raze stood up and rolled his
shoulders, muttering: “Lucifer and Lord won‟t want to be kept waiting long… and the longer I‟m
out of Heaven these days, the more suspicious the council gets of the devil-winged godling.”
“At least your wings look badass.” Cherry said helpfully, and then she winced when Raze
shot her an ugly look. “What? Fucking hell, you can‟t take a joke or a compliment. You suck.”

Raze continued to glare at her for a few moments, and then Zerrex reached out and gently
patted him on the back, saying quietly: “Listen, why don‟t you head up to Heaven, then? When
Maria comes back here, I‟ll have her take me to see the wolves. With the time difference in the
Unworld, it should be any second, really… but then again, time moves strangely down there.”
“Right.” Raze shook his head a bit, then he said quietly: “That‟s for the best though, yes.
I‟ll inform them that you‟ll be bringing visitors with you, see if they need any more messages
couriered.” He grimaced a bit at this, his wings extending from his back and flapping once in
disgruntlement. “I can‟t believe after all these fucking years I‟m still the delivery boy.”
“You make a handsome one, though.” Zerrex said softly, and Raze glowered at him for a
moment… but then he smiled a little, and he nodded with a grunt before turning and simply
leaping off the edge of the rooftop, wings flapping powerfully as he flew back towards the pool
that overlooked the portal. The Drakkaren shook his head a bit, then he turned around and tilted
his head when he saw Naganen looking at him funnily. “What?”
“It‟s just… funny. You and Cherry treat Raze the same a lot of the time, but he treats you
completely differently.” Naganen said after a moment, and Cherry nodded rapidly, looking
immediately pleased as the Naganatine winced a bit away from her, but continued: “And more
than that, he‟s… he‟s so short with words, but it seems like there‟s a thousand things he always
wants to say.”
“Raze is shy.” Zerrex said mildly, and Cherry and Cindy looked at each other, then the
two females laughed loudly as the reptile sighed and slapped his forehead. “Will you two shut
up? I know it‟s hard to fathom when you‟ve been around him for so long, but he is. He doesn‟t
trust people, he doesn‟t even like people, and he gets embarrassed easily. The difference between
me and Cherry isn‟t just our relationship, though, either… it‟s because Cherry has a little issue
with coming across as a bitch even when she‟s just asking for a glass of water.”
Cherry rolled her eyes with a grumble, and Naganen nodded, smiling a little bit as he said
softly: “We all have our problems, don‟t we? It‟s funny how mortals think of the other races as
either monsters or saviors, but we‟re really… all much the same.”
“It was a lesson that took me a long time to learn myself.” Zerrex said quietly, and then
he glanced up as a rift opened and Maria stepped through, rubbing at her face absently. She
smiled in relief at the sight of Zerrex, who gazed back as he asked curiously: “How long were
you gone for?”
“Three weeks in the Unworld. Long enough to get lonely, not long enough to find any
traces of anything as of yet. I‟ll probably have to spend a few years dredging through the black
sands and the burning crosses to find even a hint of any energies that have been affected by your
own.” Maria replied softly, and Zerrex shook his head slowly as the female asked curiously:
“How long was it up here?”
“Like. Ten minutes.” Cherry said dryly, sitting up and making a face. “Fucking shit, that
scares me these days, you know? The idea that like. You or me or anyone else could hop to one
other place, be gone for fucking years, and come back and like. Two seconds have passed in
what we call the real world, the physical dimension. How the shit does that happen?”
“Particle reactions, flow of energy, compression of what we refer to as time-andspace…” Cindy held up her hands, keeping them just slightly apart as she looked amusedly over
at Cherry, who glowered at her. “Time is a relative concept, Cherry, it doesn‟t actually exist.
Seconds and minutes and hours are all measurements we made up, same with days and weeks
and months and years. It‟s just a speed at which-”

“Shut up.” Cherry picked up a piece of meat and threw it at her, and Cindy winced and
ducked under it, the food going off the edge of the roof and splattering loudly against something.
Zerrex glared at her, but Cherry only looked resolutely back at him for a moment before she held
up a hand, asking dumbly: “Can I go with you?”
“No. You and Cindy stay here.” He hesitated, then glanced at Naganen, saying quietly:
“Would you mind… spending the next little while here as well, Naganen? I don‟t want to see
anything happen to you. I know you normally have an escort of Royal Guards who see you from
place-to-place, but…”
“It‟s alright Dad, I understand… I like it here, anyway, and I‟m sure Cindy and Cherry
will take good care of me.” Naganen smiled at the two, and they halted in their flailing at each
other to both look at him awkwardly, then smile a bit in return even as Cherry blushed and
rubbed the back of her head.
Then Zerrex glanced up to Maria, walking towards her and gently taking her hand, and
she smiled softly as he said quietly: “Then let‟s head to Elysium and pick up those damn wolves.
But first… can we stop at the Unworld Manse? I know Camus kept his own records on me
there… I‟d like to get my hands on some of his lists.”
Maria nodded to him, saying softly: “Of course, Zerrex.” She squeezed his fingers gently,
and then a rift slowly spread out beneath their feet, the reptile wincing as shocks of dark energy
travelled up his legs before they began to slowly sink downwards, and Zerrex rose a hand
awkwardly to the others as Cherry, Cindy, and Naganen waved to him.
“Bring me back a taco!” Cherry called just before Zerrex sank completely into the rift,
and the reptile rolled his eyes, then winced as darkness surrounded him for a moment, squeezing
tightly into Maria‟s hand before the shadows lifted… and instead, they were standing in a
beautiful, open marble room, their backs to a pair of heavy, beautiful and ornate doors, statues of
various gods lining the walls to either side of this and a wide staircase leading up to a set of
balconies guarded by flowing rails… but when the reptile glanced with a smile towards Maria,
his eyes stopped as they caught on a figure frozen in mid, exaggerated tip-toe, its eyes wide with
horror and surprise.
The horse was wearing a deep velvet-blue top hat on its head, with a matching, longtailed petticoat, a puffy red cravat at his neck just visible over his shoulder. His rubbery-looking
skin was deep black, and his irises were bright white, legs clad in purple pantaloons tied tight at
each ankle by bright red ribbons, and the hooves he had in place of feet had rubbery shoes stuck
to the bottom of them. His long tail flicked once, thick black hairs held together at the base by
another neat red ribbon, and a final bow was tied around the long black ponytail that hung just
below his top hat.
He slowly swiveled around on his foot, the Drakkaren able to see that the petticoat hung
open at the front to reveal the black silk shirt beneath, and he slowly rose a white gloved hand to
his muzzle, one finger raised as he shushed the two, then swiveled on the spot to once more face
the library archway. Zerrex gaped as Maria squeezed his fingers tightly, and the horse stared
over his shoulder at them with wide, comical eyes as he began to slowly bring his raised leg
down… and the moment his hoof touched the floor, he broke into a sprint, grabbing his top hat
with both hands to keep it firmly against his skull as he squealed in fear.
The reptile gave in to his first instinct, charging after the horse‟s back with grit teeth
despite the fact he well-recognized the equine could only be one thing: a Broken. Only Broken
could travel freely through the Unworld, only Broken could access the Unworld Manse… and
the reptile skidded around the corner as the horse shot into the shelves, the lizard charging

towards this… then looking up in shock as the horse emerged from between another row of
shelves some dozen feet away, then he winced and flailed his arms wildly as Zerrex ran down the
shelving units towards him, charging back between the rows.
Zerrex skidded to a halt and glared down the aisle the horse had disappeared into, but he
was gone… and then the Drakkaren stared in shock as the horse emerged from between the
furthest row of shelves, wheezing loudly. The lizard gritted his teeth, but the horse squeaked
when he saw the lizard, running quickly down the aisles before ducking into another row as the
Drakkaren started towards him… and then the reptile winced as he felt something behind him,
slowly looking over his shoulder to see the equine tiptoeing carefully out from between the rows
of books behind him, hands raised in front of himself, walking on the very tips of his hooves.
The lizard turned around and put his hands on his waist, and the horse shrunk his head
between his shoulders before his head creakily turned to stare, wide-eyed, at the reptile… and
Zerrex‟s hand snatched out, seizing the horse by the collar of his petticoat, and he wailed in
dismay as the reptile hauled the six foot tall equine backwards even as the hooves of the Broken
kicked at the floor and he stretched his arms out in front of himself, trying vainly to run away
and only scraping deep marks in the hardwood floor of the library.
Zerrex grimaced, feeling the coat beginning to tear and reaching up to grab the horse‟s
shoulder… but the equine suddenly turned and bit his wrist firmly, and the reptile cursed as he
let go to grab at his arm, snarling in shock more than pain. Immediately, the Broken seized his
top hat with both hands and barreled towards the archway leading into the entrance hall, but
Maria stepped into his way and the horse rammed into her before sprawling backwards over the
floor with a grunt, looking stupidly up at the female.
The Drakkaren glared at the equine as he stormed forwards, and then he stopped when
the horse blinked rapidly on the ground, before the Broken leapt to his feet as he leaned in close
towards Maria when she only raised her hands peacefully, beginning to prance around her as he
muttered: “I know you, I know I know you, I know you don‟t I? Yes, yes, yes, I know you, I
know you indeed, don‟t I know you? I know you…”
He paused, assumed a thinking pose, and then he snapped his fingers, his features
becoming cheerful as he said warmly: “Serviteur! The female who came by with that talkative
Mersault… yes, yes, how are you, how are you darling? I was so very sorry when I felt the poor
philosopher‟s energies give out… you have my deepest condolences, dearest.”
He took her hand gently in both his own, squeezing lightly, and Maria winced before she
said quietly: “Thank you, Theophilius, but I go by Maria now-”
“Then you are not Serviteur at all!” Immediately the horse leapt backwards, grabbing at
his top hat and looking at her with horror before he spun around and tried to run away, and this
time smacked into Zerrex and once more fell backwards, the reptile wincing a bit at the impact
and looking moodily but warily down at the Broken. But Maria only sighed, rubbing at her face
slowly as the horse flailed his limbs on the ground, then suddenly froze up as a loud ringing
filled the air.
He pulled his petticoat open, looking down at a cracked silver pocketwatch that hung on a
slender chain from the inside of the coat, and a moment later he was on his feet, Zerrex wincing
backwards as the horse threw an arm into the air and howled: “Tea time! It‟s time for tea!”
And, as if it was the most natural thing in the world, he immediately turned and walked
calmly past Maria as he reached into his pocket and pulled out a large square of cloth, stopping
in the empty space of the archway and humming absently as he unfolded it. It was a long,
rectangular tablecloth, slate-gray in color… and with an easy snap of the wrists, the Broken

waved it outwards, the wrinkles vanishing from it before he flicked it up as if putting it overtop
something… and when it settled, the cloth floated eerily in the air, the edges of it hanging down
as if it was covering a long, rectangular table. Zerrex gaped at this, then stared as the horse
danced around the cloth, straightening it neatly before he reached inside his coat and began to
toss items from nowhere out over it, saucers, teacups, a kettle and several baskets all landing
atop the cloth with loud clanks as if there was really wood beneath it, and Zerrex realized a
moment later they were also all landing in perfect positions around the table, before the Broken
halted at the head of the floating tablecloth, stroked beneath his muzzle thoughtfully, and then
snapped his fingers before he reached into his pocket… and pulled out a long, slender vase,
tossing this absently outwards.
It spun through the air, then landed neatly in the middle of the table before the Broken
rubbed his hands together with a smile, miming pulling a chair out… and Zerrex heard the sound
of wood scraping against wood before the horse stepped carefully around the invisible furnishing
and sat down in it. He wiggled his butt forwards as he dragged his feet carefully against the
ground, and the reptile winced at the scraping sounds as he walked slowly around the side of the
table, looking down at the horse… and then staring when the equine crossed one leg over his
knee and kicked the other foot lightly, yet still floating eerily in the air as if he really was resting
back in a chair as he smiled kindly up at Zerrex. “It‟s not often I have guests for tea. Do join me,
won‟t you?”
He gestured kindly towards two clearly-marked spots on either side of the middle of the
„table,‟ both with teacups in front of them sitting on porcelain saucers, a fork and spoon neatly
resting on either side of this… and the Drakkaren looked dumbly at Maria as she simply
shrugged and sighed a bit, miming pulling a chair out, and then sitting down in it… and looking
as surprised as Zerrex felt when she actually seemed to sit in something.
The Drakkaren reached dumbly down into blank space, and he felt his fingers touch
something… and he hesitated a moment longer before the Broken looked up at him curiously,
and Zerrex smiled awkwardly before he pulled the invisible chair out, wincing a bit as it scraped
against the floor before he hesitantly sat down. He could feel something like real wood beneath
him, as he reached a hand up to gently rest it on the cloth covering the „table…‟ and it was like
there was something solid beneath that as well, as the Broken nodded a few times before
grabbing at one of the kettles, saying cheerfully: “Help yourselves now, my guests! Why,
whatever you like, that‟s what you‟ll get!”
He laughed as he poured tea into his cup from the kettle, the amber-brown liquid filling
the cup rapidly, and strange, luminescent bubbles floated into the air from this, as the Broken put
the kettle back out onto the table and looked into the bubbles, saying seriously: “Bubbly tea is
the very best tea, you know, and a sign of good things to come. It‟s why I never drink my tea
while it‟s bubbling, because if you drink the very best of good things, it can only mean that
you‟ll be left with an empty cup, and that is very, very bad.”
Zerrex smiled awkwardly at him as Maria hesitantly picked up one of the kettles, slowly
filling her cup… and immediately the Broken looked over at her, saying curiously: “So Maria, if
your name is Maria and not Serviteur, and you are not Serviteur but Maria, did you know
Mersault at all? I expect you didn‟t know him at all, if you‟re Maria and not Serviteur… but
that‟s only an assumption, since I also assume Mersault had many friends other than Serviteur
and those nasty, nasty Broken he spent his time with.”
“I… knew him very well.” Maria said quietly, pouring tea into her cup… and she stared
in surprise as not tea, but coffee came out instead, filling the cup and already chestnut, as if it had

been mixed with sugar and cream already. And, before Maria could question this, the horse
leaned across the table and poked his finger into her cup, swirling it around once, then leaning
back and slurping at the digit, smacking his lips loudly as the female stared at him, horrified.
“It needs more sugar!” he exclaimed, slamming his fist against the tabletop, and then he
reached into the inside of his coat and tore something free, tossing two small white cubes into the
air that plopped loudly into Maria‟s teacup, and she stared down at the coffee as it rippled before
the horse smiled cheerfully, saying kindly: “Now it‟s far too sweet to be called coffee. Coffee is
very bitter, you know, and drinking something very bitter will leave you feeling that yourself.
You should only drink sweet things, and stay a sweet young girl. Assuming, of course, that you
are a sweet young girl and not a sly old bat, although sly young bats can also be sweet little girls,
assuming they are sweet and little and don‟t drink very much coffee, not very much coffee at
all.”
Zerrex reached carefully for the kettle as Maria simply looked at the Broken with a
stupefied look on her face, the Drakkaren wondering who the hell this male was and if he had
gone completely insane after all these years of Unworld exposure… and then those sharp ivory
eyes turned to him, watching intently as the Drakkaren carefully poured liquid into his cup… and
the reptile was surprised when peppermint tea poured out, the Broken frowning a bit as he
rubbed at the underside of his muzzle and muttered: “Now that‟s a tougher one.”
“What do you mean?” the lizard asked, knowing he was going to regret it even as he did
so. He put the kettle back as the Broken only looked at him querulously, however, and the lizard
grimaced a bit before he reached down to pick up his teacup… and as he lifted it towards his
muzzle, the Broken screeched and leaned over the table, slapping it firmly out of his hand.
It bounced against the tabletop, tea splattering everywhere before it fell to the floor and
shattered, and the reptile stared in shock before the horse sighed in relief and fell back into his
chair, saying kindly: “You should be much more careful, Zerrex, that could have been poisoned!
Even worse, it may not have been poisoned, but may have tasted very, very bad! These teacups
are disgusting, after all!”
He threw his arms out, then gasped as the bubbles ceased to float up from the cup in front
of him, grabbing at his skull and muttering: “I‟ve offended it, oh no, oh gosh.” And immediately,
he reached both hands down, snapping the cup up and guzzling its contents, tea splashing over
his face before one eye slowly peered at the Drakkaren, rivulets of amber liquid rolling down
either side of his muzzle as the reptile looked at him curiously.
“How did you know my name? Did Camus ever mention me?” Zerrex tilted his head, and
the Broken gasped, and the teacup half-cupped in his hands dropped into his large muzzle and
fell towards his throat. Immediately, the Broken began to cough and gag, clutching at his neck,
and the Drakkaren winced as Maria stood up… but then the horse hammered hard on his chest
and lurched his head forwards, and he spat out not a teacup, but several wet, white doves that
fluttered through the air.
Zerrex and Maria both stared in shock… and then the Broken reached up and rubbed at
his tongue, mumbling: “Well, that‟s a very rude question to ask when someone is choking on
birds, Zerrex Narrius. And ruder still when you consider the fact you do not know my name at
all.”
“Maria called you… Theophilius?” Zerrex ventured, and the Broken immediately leapt
up to stand on his invisible chair, bowing deeply back and forth to both of them, one arm crossed
over his chest and the other holding his top hat onto his skull.

“Theophilius Carter, at your service!” he thundered, his voice echoing through both the
library and entrance hall, continuing to bow to them both several more times before he leapt up
onto the table and sketched a curtsy, adding quickly: “And I guess it was most rude of me to
assume you didn‟t know my name, then, and why, that changes everything, doesn‟t it? I suppose
that means that yes, I should answer your questions. Assuming, of course, you allow me to ask a
few questions in return.”
“I… suppose?” Zerrex looked blankly over at Maria, and she shrugged after a moment,
smiling awkwardly at him. The lizard began to open his muzzle, but immediately the horse
leaned down and shushed him loudly, then grabbed his maw and held it firmly shut as the reptile
winced.
“Shush! Maria, who is not Serviteur, wants to tell you something about me! And from the
looks of it, something very gossipy and juicy, so I feel like I should listen in and hear for myself.
I love to hear gossip about Theophilius, after all, he‟s such a strange, strange creature.” the horse
nodded rapidly, then he looked back and forth furtively before he whispered eagerly: “Did you
know that he‟s supposed to be quite older than he looks? Which means, of course, he is very
much older than he acts, as he does not even act the way he looks, or look the way he acts!”
Then the equine suddenly straightened, letting go of Zerrex and shoving his hands
towards the ceiling as he shouted angrily: “Shut up, Theophilius! Your chatter is making it hard
for the poor young lady to speak, and no one wants to hear you gossip about me!”
He fell silent, then cocked his hand, standing calmly on the table as his arms fell to his
sides, looking at Maria as she stared and Zerrex slowly leaned backwards in his invisible chair…
and then he half-bowed to her, sweeping a hand out and saying gently: “Go ahead now, dear, say
what‟s on your mind.”
“I…” Maria swallowed a bit, and the horse leaned in eagerly, but she winced before
forcing herself to look across at her father, saying finally: “Theophilius is another Broken that
Camus tried to recruit for the Theologians… but he was never very interested in any of what
Camus had to say. I don‟t know why, but Camus was always interested in him… I think you‟ve
read about him better in his journals.”
“There‟s stories about me?” Theophilius clasped his hands together, looking absolutely
delighted. “Wonderful! I love stories, I do, I do. My friends and I used to tell each other stories
all the time, and we used to dance, and dance, and dance…”
The Broken leapt off the table, landing on his chair and bringing one foot up to rest
against the back of it before he mimed tipping it forwards as he fell to the ground with a laugh,
immediately breaking into a quickstep that carried him back and forth along the entrance hall.
Zerrex looked dumbly over at Maria, and she smiled awkwardly at him, saying finally: “I never
bothered telling you about him because… well… you see him. He‟s… a little off-kilter. I didn‟t
even expect him to still be around, to be honest, or that we‟d ever see him here… usually he
stays in his own little rift, like the few other Broken I‟ve met outside of the Theologians.”
The Drakkaren nodded back to her, frowning a bit over at him… and then he murmured
softly: “He seems harmless, though… and well, most Broken I‟ve met…”
“I know. I… never really noticed it before myself, though, because… I was so used to
Camus.” She glanced over at the reptile, smiling a little bit before she shook her head slowly as
Theophilius leapt into the air and neatly spun around, landing on his hooves and striking a
perfect pose… and then his ankles caught together and he spilled forwards, grunting as he landed
on his face with a grimace. “But… yeah. He‟s… a little strange, but he‟s never been hostile or

anything. Not like some of the other Broken… and this is… this is just the way he always acts.
It‟s not a good phase or a bad phase or anything like that.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment in return to her, rubbing at his skull absently before he
watched the horse get up and laugh, brushing himself off as the reptile said finally: “Well… then
what do you think he was doing here?”
“That‟s a good question. Camus… Camus always said that Theophilius was insane but
crafty… I haven‟t even gone through half his journals yet, and you know that I‟ve spent years
down here, reading and sorting his literature.” Maria laughed a bit, and then she tilted her head
when Zerrex smiled a little. “What?”
“Let‟s just ask him, then, and see what happens.” Zerrex said softly, and Maria looked
curious at this idea before the Drakkaren approached the horse as he hummed to himself and
swung his arms back and forth gently, as if conducting an orchestra. “Theophilius, why was
Camus so interested in you?”
“Because Mersault was a busy bee, and he had a thousand questions he always wanted
the answers for… funny, isn‟t it? You can always have a million questions and yet never have a
million answers. It‟s like answers are sand or dust, always blowing away before you ever fully
comprehend them.” Theophilius looked at Zerrex with a slight smile, and then he leapt to his feet
and clapped his hands together. “Now then, it‟s my turn to ask a question, although I don‟t
expect an answer, as we just had a discussion upon what a problem it is to get answers.”
The lizard grunted and then he nodded slowly, and Theophilius looked at him seriously
before he asked in a solemn voice: “Do you know, good sir, why a raven is like a writing desk?”
“Because-” Zerrex started, and then he winced when Theophilius suddenly rose a hand
sharply.
“Wrong!” he barked, and Zerrex winced before the horse leaned slowly forwards, only
six feet tall and yet strange and terribly imposing, enough to make the reptile grit his teeth as he
wondered if this Broken was going to end up being as crazed and dangerous as most of the others
he had met… before Theophilius grabbed his own face and yelled in vexation. “I asked you the
wrong riddle! So stupid and silly of me, I wasted a question!”
Zerrex looked blankly at him as he stomped his hooves childishly, and then he asked
dumbly: “So it‟s my turn?”
“Yes, it was, is the answer to your question, and a very sharp and good question it was,
with how you were able to get a quick and simple answer from me.” the horse said seriously,
dropping his hands away from his face before he clapped his hands gleefully. “But now it‟s my
turn again, since you‟ve had your question! Now, now, now, what was it…”
He looked down thoughtfully, then looked up, a gleam in his eye as he asked curiously:
“Why is a Ravenlight like a writer‟s grave?”
“Because that‟s when he gets published.” Zerrex replied flatly, and the horse giggled
gleefully as he covered his muzzle and nodded rapidly. “How do you know all this stuff about
me?”
The horse suddenly became very serious, his ivory eyes narrowing. “Well, who said I
knew anything at all about you? Maybe I‟m not talking about you at all, but instead about you, or
you, or you?” He poked Zerrex‟s chest three times, and then he frowned a bit and poked him
again, saying mildly: “Although I must definitely am not talking about you.”
The Broken shook his head firmly as he began to walk towards the tablecloth, and then
he glanced over his shoulder… before his eyes widened and he paled visibly, the tablecloth
shuddering before it collapsed to the ground, saucers and kettle and utensils clinking and

breaking, and Zerrex frowned a bit before he looked back and forth as Maria cocked her head…
and then Negative said softly: “Why not me?”
Theophilius screamed and staggered backwards as Negative walked slowly past the
Drakkaren, holding his hands out as he shook his head violently, howling miserably: “No, no, no,
you stay away! You‟re not welcome here anymore, not at all, not you at all!”
“You can see him?” Zerrex shouted sharply, and Negative looked disgustedly at the
Drakkaren as the horse fell backwards and then scrambled away on his ass, as Maria looked back
and forth wildly… and the reptile gritted his teeth as he looked at her, shocked by the fact that
the Broken he‟d never met before could see Negative and the other could not… and then his eyes
widened as he process the implication in the male‟s words, and he called desperately: “Wait,
what do you mean, do you know him?”
And as Zerrex only stared in shock, he saw the horse was crying now as he rolled over
onto his stomach, trying to crawl miserably away as Negative approached him slowly… and
Zerrex snarled before he ran forwards, grabbing wildly at the Inversion. His hands passed
uselessly through him as the creature became transparent, however, leaving dark ripples that
vanished a moment later as Negative ignored him entirely, and Theophilius reached a hand out, a
rift beginning to open… and then Negative reached down, and Zerrex‟s breath caught in his
throat as the horse was visibly, physically yanked to his feet as Negative brought his bone claw
back, saying coldly: “Did you really think such a pathetic, lousy shell could hide your spirit from
me?”
“Get off me!” The Broken tore himself free just as Negative swept his claws forwards,
and he squealed in pain when the creature‟s claws ripped through his arm, leaving very physical,
very-visible wounds as the sleeve of his petticoat was shredded. Immediately, Theophilius turned
and ran, and Zerrex clenched his eyes shut, trying to withdraw Negative, trying to interfere with
him somehow… and Maria snapped a hand upwards, a black chain forming in thin air beside her
and snapping forwards to sweep through the space Negative was in, but it passed uselessly
through him as she glanced back and forth, the chain snaking through the air in loose, searching
circles.
“I can‟t see it, what‟s going on?” Maria shouted, and Zerrex opened his eyes… but both
Theophilius and Negative were gone, and the reptile reached out and touched her shoulder
gently. She looked at him sharply, and then nodded after a moment at the expression on his face,
the black chain vanishing as a shiver passed through her. “What… what happened,
Grandfather?”
“Negative. Negative attacked Theophilius… they recognized each other.” Zerrex said
quietly, and Maria looked stunned at this information as the reptile smiled grimly. “Hey, I‟m as
surprised as you. The only other person who ever detected Negative before was Naganen… and
he said he only felt his presence, he couldn‟t quite… make him out.”
“That means Negative is real… is someone else. But Theophilius is a Broken, he could…
he could be from anywhere, too. Camus always said he was old, and implied he probably wasn‟t
a mortal in life, but… god…” Maria looked away, staring down at the abandoned tablecloth and
tea set… and then she shook her head slowly, murmuring: “I… I think we better sit down for a
minute. I know you have… other things to do, grandfather, but…”
“It‟s okay. I kind of feel like… I should sit down myself.” the Drakkaren said finally, and
then he shook his head slowly, reaching up to rub at his face with a grimace as a shiver rolled
down his spine. Eight years of living with this, and he had never once seen Negative actually
hurt someone like that… manifesting himself to try and hurt someone.

The reptile paused, then closed his eyes and concentrated… but his and Maria‟s were the
only energy signatures present any longer. That didn‟t surprise him… and he sighed a bit as he
walked with Maria through the archway and into the library, the two sitting down at one of the
long, polished wood tables.
Maria leaned against him quietly, scooting her chair close, and the reptile wrapped an
arm around her, closing his eyes and sighing softly as he let his head drop to the side to rest
against hers. They were quiet, and the reptile was glad that for once he didn‟t have to worry
about time, with the way things moved so differently in the Unworld, even if chaotically… and
finally, he shook his head slowly, muttering quietly: “Well, this is great. Strange Beasts, a
conspiracy, a murderer, and now Negative hunting Theophilius… do you think we could find
him?”
“I know where his rift is located, and he‟ll probably return to there after some time… but
maybe… maybe I should go alone.” She glanced at him quietly, touching his chest gently, and
Zerrex nodded in understanding: being exposed to the Unworld would rapidly drain the reptile‟s
energies, and seeing Theophilius might cause Negative to rear his ugly head again. And while he
was obviously a threat to the Broken even outside his body, Zerrex didn‟t want to think what
would happen if Negative took Zerrex over while they were chatting with the half-crazed horse
and trying to get a straight answer out of him.
Then she kissed his cheek quietly, and the reptile smiled faintly before she patted his
chest, saying quietly: “First, though, let‟s clean up around here… and then we can start looking
through these logbooks, maybe get a hint as to why… Negative would react so violently towards
him.” She stopped, shuddering a bit as she looked down. “Negative… is really someone else,
though, that‟s… I don‟t know why, but it chills me…”
Zerrex glanced down, shaking his head a bit and not wanting to admit how much it
bothered him as well… and then he rubbed at his face with a grimace before saying finally:
“Well, let‟s not get ahead of ourselves, anyway. Like Naganen said, it‟s… what I thought all
along, and it… just means I get to tell everyone I told you so. I‟m really looking forwards to
saying that to Vivien, even though she‟ll probably hit me.”
Maria shook her head a bit with a sigh, but she smiled a little as she glanced down
embarrassedly, replying quietly: “We all should have probably paid more attention to you when
you said that, grandfather…”
“Zerrex.” the reptile muttered pettishly, and the Broken shook her head before nudging
him firmly with her shoulder, and the reptile straightened… but Maria only hugged him firmly
around the middle, pressing a bit closer to him as he gazed down at her, feeling her emotions
deepening. “Now don‟t go blaming yourself for any of this…”
“I‟m blaming all of us a little bit. I mean… it was easier to think of Negative as just…
part of you. The idea that he‟s… got his own consciousness…” Maria looked down quietly,
shaking her head slowly as she murmured: “That‟s scary. To think of something, literally inside
of you, awake and… evil… you and yet not you…”
She shook her head slowly, and Zerrex smiled faintly down at her before he sighed a bit
and gazed towards the ceiling, and she squeezed him silently around the middle as the two rested
together before the reptile finally said: “It‟s not the first time, Maria… once, I had a creature
named Drake inside of me. A synthetic Nephilim of dark energies, a symbiotic life-form that
ended up betraying me…”
The reptile shook his head with a bit of a laugh. “So strange to think about. I came from a
world where… where people with supernatural powers existed, but they were so rare that most

people thought it was all make-believe, and places like Ire were quick to put them to use as
living weapons or as parts of a military or „private operations‟ taskforce. Then I got involved
with science run amok, playing with the rules of life and death and… creating supersoldiers, with
superpowers. And then… demons and Heaven and Hell. I always thought that would be the end
of it, though, you know? I never imagined I‟d… I‟d end up here.”
He looked down, rubbing at his face slowly as he murmured quietly: “Every time I think
I‟ve reached the end, I‟ve seen and experienced the most fantastic of things that could exist… I
find out that no, the story can never end. That there‟s always, always something waiting ahead, a
new corner, a new twist, and that no matter how powerful I become myself, no matter what I
become… there‟s something scarier, and stronger, and so much smarter than I‟ll ever be.”
Maria looked at him softly, and Zerrex met her eyes, gazing back with a bit of a smile.
“Narrius was… terrible, and cunning, and ruthless… but shortsighted. He only wanted to
destroy, to watch things burn… and Athéos was frightening in his strength, almost omnipotent…
but almost is the key word there. And Camus…” Zerrex quieted, looking down as he squeezed
slowly into the Broken‟s side with one hand. “Poor Camus. He wasn‟t deluded, or wicked, or
corrupt… he was just… sad, and confused, and struggling to do good, but he… got lost along the
way.”
The female smiled faintly as she nodded slowly, and then she stood up quietly. Zerrex
began to rise, but she gently pushed him back down into the chair, saying softly: “Sit for now,
Daddy. Just relax a bit. I‟m going to clean up that mess… we need to keep the manse looking
good, after all. Who knows what visits here when we‟re gone?”
Zerrex laughed a bit as he nodded slowly, gazing out at the library silently: shelf after
shelf of books, arranged neatly in rows, spaces here and there in which tables much like this one
rested for easy reading… and above, catwalks and platforms upon which more shelves of books
were. And the books here were incredible: they were of every size and genre imaginable, and yet
the reptile suspected very few of them were fantasy. Instead, they seemed to chronicle the stories
of worlds, of heroes, of villains throughout the universe… and here and there, were ancient texts
on biology, on the laws of the universe, even on philosophy: many of the last had almost been
worn down with how many times they had been read.
The reptile glanced towards Maria, who was carefully folding the tablecloth: she had
already cast a cleansing spell over it, and the Drakkaren absently flicked his fingers as he
concentrated slightly, making energy spark through the air above his hand. The entire Unworld
was inundated with energy: not the corruption of Hell or the purity of Heaven, but intense
enough nonetheless that magic could be performed. Then he stood up, but wandered past Maria
when she gave him a look, holding up his hands. “Fine, fine, I won‟t help.”
“Good.” Maria smiled a bit at him as Zerrex walked towards the statues of gods that lined
the front of the entrance hall, and his eyes roved slowly over them as he rubbed at his face
quietly, halting in front of one of a benevolent Naganatine with a smile on his features.
Naganis… and then the reptile winced and flailed his arms when Maria touched his shoulder, the
female blushing as she reared back a bit. “I… sorry, I didn‟t mean to startle you. I just wanted to
know if I should set up a room for you here, if… you wanted to stay for a little while.”
“I… that shouldn‟t be necessary. I always feel strange here, anyway… the Unworld
Manse might be protected from the hostile energies of the place but… that doesn‟t make the
atmosphere much more welcoming.” Zerrex said finally, as his eyes lingered on the statue… and
then he shook his head a bit, turning to Maria and reaching up to squeeze her shoulders gently.
“Let‟s just stay for a few days. If we need a break, we can just relax in one of the old bedrooms.”

“That sounds like a good idea then, Zerrex… and my bedroom should be set up and fine,
as always, and… I prefer staying in your company, anyway.” Maria murmured softly, resting her
head against his chest as she stepped closer to him and hugged him around the neck, and Zerrex
hugged her gently back, before he laughed quietly as she kissed the side of his throat. “Can we…
sleep together?”
“You mean have sex?” the Drakkaren asked dryly, and the female blushed but nodded
after a moment, looking up at him with eyes both hungry and innocent. Maria, after all, had spent
much of her life raised as a proper lady, despite being a succubus… it wasn‟t until long after
she‟d become a Broken she‟d finally started to explore her sexual heritage. “Yes, Maria. You
know I‟m not going to deny you that.”
“Good. Then I‟ll finish up here, and we‟ll wind down from the events of today in my
bedroom before we do anything strenuous.” Maria said quietly but firmly, and the reptile smiled
a little after a moment, nodding as she squeezed into his sides. “Do you need help finding your
way through the manse?”
The lizard shook his head at this, however, giving another quiet laugh. “No, we‟ve been
here often enough now that I‟ve got a pretty good idea of the layout. I guess that‟s your gentle
way of telling me to get to the bedroom and take my pants off though, huh?”
“It is.” Maria smiled a bit up at the male, and the Drakkaren shook his head a bit before
he grasped her shoulders and kissed her forehead, and then slipped past her. He paused for a
moment to glance down at the spilled tea and broken porcelain on the floor, beginning to raise a
hand… and then he winced when something snapped lightly against him, staggering towards the
steps and glaring over his shoulder to see a black chain floating eerily in the air for a moment
before it vanished, the Broken looking at him with quiet amusement. “I said I‟d take care of it,
grandfather. Go ahead, go upstairs.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, muttering under his breath as he headed to the steps, thinking
morbidly for a moment about how he was supposed to be a god of such incredible power… and
yet here he was, spending most of his time getting ordered around by his own Disciples, who
wouldn‟t even let him raise a hand to clean anything. And let’s not forget about the whole ‘take
off your pants’ part…
The Drakkaren lay in bed with Maria, the Broken naked and curled against his body as
she snored quietly: the female would only sleep for an hour or two, but it would be enough to
clear her mind and revive her, and Zerrex often envied that. He could sleep for ten hours and still
feel like he‟d been hit by his truck, with the worries chasing themselves around in his head only
growing worse over that whole time… and then he sighed a bit as he shook his head before
gazing up at the slightly-domed ceiling, murmuring: “Being a god is way overrated.”
He carefully slipped out from beneath her: Maria was a heavy sleeper, though, and he
knew from experience that even if he just let her flop to the mattress, she wouldn‟t wake up. He
lowered her with a little more gentleness than this, however, smiling faintly as he sat at the side
of the wide bed before shaking his head a little and standing up.
Maria‟s room was surprisingly minimalist: the large bed with its white sheets and large
pillows and a single heavy comforter, the walls plain, bare stone, a small table in one corner with
a single framed picture of Shelly and Maya: her mother and her aunt, but who had acted like they
were Maria‟s parents. She‟d never really known her father… and Zerrex picked up the framed
photo, looking quietly at his two deceased daughters, thinking about how they had always
loathed the way many of his own family members had been so open with their sex and

sexuality… and yet it was Shelly and Maya both who had trouble with relationships, getting in
long relationship after long relationship, only for each to end in disaster and for them, within
weeks, sometimes even only days, to move on to someone else.
They had been good daughters, though… very different from the rest of his family, yes…
but they‟d never done time in prison like some of his kids, or gotten involved with the wrong
crowd, or come begging for money and help at the lizard‟s doorstep one too many times. They
had been good kids… and then the reptile looked at Maria, and he smiled faintly, knowing he
was romanticizing them maybe a little too much. Not they hadn‟t been good; he was only too
well-aware they‟d had their flaws and made their mistakes, too.
The reptile put the picture down, then walked to the door, letting himself quietly out as he
rubbed absently at his bare chest. He grimaced a bit as he entered the corridor, hating the way
that when he was alone, this place seemed to whisper to him, seemed to want to draw him
towards the back of the Manse… where the nastier side of this place rested. The kennels, where a
monster called Rot had slept, and the war room that Jupiter had spent most of his time in, the
cement and stone and metal covered in scrapes and gouges, training dummies standing like silent
soldiers waiting to be executed.
For now, however, the lizard walked down the gently-curved hall, glancing at the
beautiful paintings of alien landscapes here and there before he pushed open a door that was
painted soft blue… and as always, the reptile leaned quietly against the frame, gazing into the
wide, rounded reading room beyond. Huge shelves towered up either side of the room to the high
ceiling, from which hung a chandelier made of diamond and crystal glass, and a single armchair
rested in front of a cozy fireplace, the mantle above this decorated with small statuettes of jade.
And as Zerrex‟s eyes lingered, he could almost see a lion with black fur walking back and forth
in his red cardinal‟s robes, books open in his hands as he made notes in a journal, always careful
to never scribble on any of the texts or leave any marks apart from the occasional invisible
fingerprint.
The Drakkaren smiled a little to himself, and then he sighed softly and walked into the
room, slowly making his way to the chair and sitting down as he gazed into the empty
fireplace… but as he looked at it, blue flames sprung to life. By now, the reptile knew most of
the little secrets of the manse, however, and it didn‟t bother him as he stretched his feet out as he
looked up at the ceiling, murmuring: “Camus… how many secrets did you discover in this
room?”
Although they had the Broken‟s journals and logbooks, Camus had written most of his
notes in a frustratingly-hard-to-decipher shorthand. Whenever he went into detail on a subject,
his handwriting was smooth and graceful and effeminate… but when he was making the rough
notes, many of which contained details his manuscripts and treatise on the Broken only skimmed
over, his writing was clunky, tiny, and difficult to make out even before the fact his shorthand
seemed like encrypted code instead of any known language.
Maria had dug up some old texts relating to the Unity religion during a visit to Hell,
however… and by researching Camus‟s time period, she had discovered that the religious
scholars of that time had been trained to use a particular form of notation for their research.
Apparently old habits died hard, because it was this same jargon Camus had used for his notes,
and so Zerrex, Cindy, and Maria had spent many long hours studying and learning the jargon and
notation, just so they could then use it to help decipher Camus‟s research.
The male smiled a little despite himself at this, rubbing at his face slowly. So many hours
spent basically learning a new alphabet, what almost amounted to a new language, and was

worse than any military code he‟d ever had to memorize when he‟d been mortal… and then he
shook his head a little bit as he murmured: “But Camus, of course, had his own custom
stylizations, too… both stuff he‟d probably learned at… wherever he did his priest-schooling, as
well as personal little tics…”
But after months of studying as well as trial-and-error, they had figured out most of the
lion‟s code… although it still left literally several billion years of journals for them to sort
through. Since Maria had spent years with Camus, it at least meant she knew some of his
research off the top of her head, and could recall certain names and dates – or rather, „periods,‟
as they called them in the Unworld, which had no standard „time‟ like in the mortal world, as
there was no passage of day or night – and since Camus had neatly organized every one of his
journals and labeled them all chronologically, it made finding the information a little easier. The
only problems arose when he started citing other journal entries and past information… then they
would often have to start going all through the shelves and storage rooms full of journals just to
find the one reference he was making and hope that it didn‟t just lead to another allusion.
Zerrex rubbed at his forehead slowly… and then he grimaced as Negative said quietly:
“You really think you can find what you‟re looking for amidst a dead Broken‟s memories?”
“Go to hell.” Zerrex muttered under his breath, glancing at Negative… but a little more
warily than before, as the Inversion looked back… and the reptile frowned a bit at the curiosity
in his crimson eyes instead of the usual hostility, asking slowly: “What?”
“I spend much of my time inside your spirit, Zerrex. Why don‟t you simply ask me these
questions, instead of trying so hard to go the long route around? You don‟t know for sure that I
will lie to you… you don‟t know for sure if I have ever lied to you.” Negative flexed his bone
claw slowly, looking down at the reptile as he leaned on the back of the chair. “After all, I feed
off pain and torment. If the truth hurts you, why wouldn‟t I be eager to share it with you?”
“You seem pretty goddamn eager right now.” Zerrex muttered grouchily, looking up at
the Inversion with a grimace. “Fine, Negative, why the hell did you go after Theophilius like
that? How did you hurt him? And why the hell could he see you when no one else can?”
“Theophilius Carter saw more than just me when he looked at you.” Negative said softly,
and Zerrex frowned a bit, and then he looked up as he remembered the equine poking at him as
the pieces fell into place in his mind.
“He was referring to me as me, as what my damaged mind calls the Conscious Walker…
not Cold, not Good, not Ravenlight.” Zerrex glanced away, then he looked back at Negative,
asking slowly: “So he‟s psychic? Like, really powerful psychic?”
“Lunatics like Theophilius cannot be psychic.” Negative replied disdainfully, shaking his
head slowly. “No, he did not look into your mind, but he saw inside of you. I do not hide in your
mind, after all… like I said, I spend my time inside your spirit. Warping you. Corrupting you.
Influencing you to be more like me.”
The creature smiled coldly down at the lizard, but he was undeterred as he retorted flatly:
“If that was true, Negative, then why the hell am I getting more-and-more used to your assholery
and you‟re less-and-less able to control me during Inversions?”
Negative looked disgusted at this, reaching down and grabbing Zerrex‟s hair, and the
reptile winced as he felt his white locks seized into before his head was yanked upwards, the
creature saying softly: “Don‟t be rude to me, or I‟ll show you just how deeply I can control you
when I make you cut the pretty whore sleeping in her bed into bloody ribbons.”
“Broken don‟t really bleed blood…” Zerrex began, and then he grunted when Negative
shoved him down into the chair before gritting his teeth when a long, sharp bone needle shot

from the Inversion‟s wrist, pressing against the scales of the lizard‟s throat. “You kill me, and we
both die.”
“Are you sure?” Negative said softly, and Zerrex felt a chill even as he forced himself to
meet the creature‟s red, hellish eyes. He felt the needle pressing forwards against the scales of his
neck as the dark creature leaned over him, murmuring quietly: “You‟re not even sure of what
you are. A god of some sort, suffering from Inversion sickness… but you don‟t understand, do
you? Life is a cycle, a circle; whatever something begins as, it must inevitably regress, and once
more end as.”
“Most of us begin life innocent, Negative… innocent, good, and honorable. As children,
who just want to be friends with other children, as little ones only interested in fun and play and
happiness and who get sad when they see other kids sad or hurt. Few of us start out sociopaths
and evil and monsters… it‟s the tormented who become the most effective tormentors, after all.”
Zerrex reached up and snagged the needle of bone, gritting his teeth as Negative snarled at him,
and the reptile didn‟t know if it was his arm that was trembling, or the Inversion‟s: only that
shivers were making the sharp needle tickle against his throat. “I think even you might have
started out that way. Then again, if you truly are an Inversion of Creation, maybe you should
take off that mask and show me who you really are. Gods help me, Negative, but I think I know
what you really are. Why you‟re so nasty all the goddamn time, and why you love Naganen,
even if you pretend you don‟t know what „love‟ is. And I know it‟s all my fucking fault, but I
think you‟re the spirit of Naganis, corrupted when I killed myself without thinking that not only
did it shatter my own godly status… but it Inverted his energies as well.”
“I am not Naganis, don‟t ever, ever compare me to him!” Negative shouted furiously, the
bone spike retracting suddenly as he shoved Zerrex backwards hard enough to make the chair
rock… but the Inversion staggered as well, looking at the reptile with both fear and horror as
Zerrex leapt up to his feet and advanced on him. “Stay away from me!”
“Why are you so scared?” Zerrex shouted, and Negative collided with the bookcase,
clawing into it… and the reptile‟s eyes widened as he realized the Inversion was unable to phase
through it in his panicked state, and he reached out… and grinned when he was able to seize
Negative‟s shoulders, as the dark-scaled creature snagged his wrists with a hiss of fury, claws
ripping into the scales but the reptile far from caring as he said darkly: “Maybe I should rip that
mask off your face and see for myself who you are…”
“I am you!” Negative clawed into the reptile‟s arms, ripping long, bloody swathes
through his scales, and Zerrex cursed as he drew his left arm back with a wince as the scales on
his right peeled away to reveal the corrupt matter beneath this. Then his eyes widened when
Negative snapped his arm upwards, the bone spike popping out of his wrist before he stabbed
this into the Drakkaren‟s right forearm, and there was a sizzle for a moment before dark energy
crackled though the air as it was injected directly from the bone spike into the lizard‟s rocky
limb, chunks of warped stone and metal flying in all directions as the reptile was knocked
backwards with a curse.
He skidded on his back against the floor, a golf-ball sized hole in the middle of his right
forearm as he clenched his eyes shut, a bit of blood and black ooze leaking from the wound as he
clutched at his limb… and when he looked up, Negative was gone. The lizard cursed under his
breath as he lay on his back, and then he grimaced a bit as he slowly rolled onto his side,
breathing hard as the corrupt material of his right arm slowly began to rebuild itself, but the
process was slow due to the wound being splattered with Negative‟s corruption. “Goddammit…”

Zerrex carefully hauled himself up to a kneel, looking silently at the ground, his fears
finally voiced after all these years. Negative‟s tendencies for destruction, his sheer, awful power,
his strange tics and eccentricities… all of them were explained by the guess that he was
Naganis‟s energies, manifested and Inverted as Destruction instead of Creation. And then the
reptile snorted in disgust as he realized that despite everything, Negative had also evaded
answering any of his questions… and he shook his head slowly as he sat back on his haunches,
flexing his right hand as scales crawled back over his fingers and slowly covered his arm,
muttering under his breath: “All the more reason to get more research into whether or not
Inverted gods can be restored…”
He shook his head slowly as he finally stood, wobbling a bit on the spot and rubbing at
his forehead with a grimace. His head ached, and he felt a bit weak… and the Drakkaren sighed a
little as he carefully slid his way over to the chair and dropped himself down in it, closing his
eyes and letting his hands rest in his lap as pain and tingles travelled through his right arm. He
felt… oddly tired, however, and he couldn‟t help but smile a little at this: after all, whether or not
Negative really was a part of him… he definitely was using the Drakkaren‟s body and metal
facilities and maybe even his strange abilities as his own resources, and thus fighting with the
Inversion always left the lizard feeling taxed.
He rubbed the underside of his muzzle slowly against his own shoulder, and then he
dropped his head back against the back of the chair, gazing silently up at the ceiling. The energy
crash would pass soon enough… but now, as adrenaline faded and sanity slowly returned, he was
worried about what Negative might do in retaliation. The Inversion had a wicked habit of
holding grudges, after all… and he rarely, if ever, let anything go. Worst of all, he knew there
were many, many ways he could hurt Zerrex, and how far he could push the lizard before the
Drakkaren retaliated in return… and he would threaten, bully, intimidate, and do whatever he
could to make the lizard miserable as revenge for daring to stand up to him.
Before the reptile‟s mind could wander too far, however, his head drooped… and a few
minutes later, he was asleep. Maria eventually came in to check on him, but she only gazed at
him softly and gently brushed the hair back from his eyes, able to feel the uncertain pulse of his
energies, knowing something had happened… and that rest right now was probably what was
best for the lizard.
She left him, and Zerrex spent the next eight hours asleep in the chair, undisturbed and
peaceful… and when he finally awoke, he climbed to his feet, unaware of how long he‟d slept
for. When he found Maria and she informed him how much time had passed, the reptile had been
disgruntled, grumbling and complaining… that is, until the Broken had silenced him by holding
up a logbook and smiling slightly. “But you‟ll want to hear this.”
Zerrex cocked his head curiously: in front of the female was a stack of black, leatherbound notebooks, a few of them with slivers of paper sticking out of them here and there, either
bookmarks or additional notations… and lining the walls of either side of the long, rectangular
storage room were simple wooden shelves, all full of more of the same kinds of books. Camus‟s
logs and research, all neatly organized, all neatly labeled on the spine and the front with the
„period‟ they were from. “You found something already?”
“I just had to think back a little.” Maria smiled a bit up at her grandfather, nodding and
looking embarrassed. “I mean… Camus talked to me a lot. And even if… a lot of the time, as
Serviteur, I… I so rarely listened to what he had to say… some of his words did linger with me.
And Theophilius, he talked about more than once.”

The reptile nodded slowly, and Maria cleared her throat before she opened the notebook,
paging through to a bookmark and reading quietly but clearly: “„Today, while out exploring the
Unworld, I came across a strange sight: a large dinner table, set with plates and saucers, in the
region near what I call the Black Archipelago. Even stranger was the fact that all around this
table were seated Unworld Beings, creatures that normally cannot bear to stay still and show no
signs of sentience apart from their unquenchable thirst for energy.
“„I could not help but watch as they handed biscuits to each other and drank tea as calmly
and cordially as if they were honored guests at a dinner hosted by the bishop of my former
church. What left me truly surprised, however, was when I finally decided to document this sight
and turned to head back to the Unworld Manse, I was confronted with a Broken in
gentleperson‟s attire. He acted indignant, but not hostile towards me, and I soon found myself all
but dragged to the tea party.
“„I sat between two Unworld Beings, who nodded at me politely. I barely knew how to
respond, and I had the sense that they were not simply being puppeted for his amusement. I also
came to shortly realize that despite how chaotic this Broken acted, and how crazed the tea party
seemed, there was an organization and etiquette hidden just beneath the surface so complex I
dare say it rivaled the most eccentric and political courts of the mortal world.
“„After much questioning, I finally came to know the being was known as Theophilius
Carter. I do not believe this to be his real identity: he dresses and behaves like a mortal, but
something about him tingles my senses, makes me think he‟s much more than this.‟” She
stopped, then added quietly: “And then Camus had come back and added notations here,
continuations of his encounters with him.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, and Maria put the notebook down, picking up another and
skimming through it until she halted at a bookmark, saying softly: “This is a longer entry… but
the short version is that he managed to find the rift where Theophilius lives. Not difficult, the
entrance to it was clearly marked, and he apparently doesn‟t like to move it around.
“Theophilius wasn‟t hostile at all: a lot of Broken are very territorial about their rifts… to
us, it‟s more than just a home, it‟s a sanctuary, a refuge.” Maria smiled a little, glancing at Zerrex
quietly. “Funny how I never had one, huh? But then again, neither did Camus. I guess we both
knew that… we couldn‟t escape our demons that way.”
She looked down, then shook her head quickly before continuing softly, as her chainmail
bikini tinkled quietly against her body: “Theophilius welcomed Camus in. Showed him around,
but by now Camus had started his research into the First Gods, and he noticed a lot of very
strange artifacts. Stuff that was half-disguised by the Broken, half left out in the open, probably
thinking he was either clever or no one would know what they were… but Camus knew. A lot of
it was very ancient, some of it gathered from the Unworld, maybe stolen from the Manse, maybe
even somehow taken from the Center of the Universe itself. But the moment Camus started
asking questions about that, the Broken got really suspicious… and as you probably noticed, his
defense mechanism is to act even crazier.
“Camus eventually gave up on getting any information out of him and left.” Maria held
the book out to Zerrex, and the Drakkaren took it, glancing down at the page and grimacing as he
let his eyes skim over the long passage, turning the page to note how long it was as his eye
caught on several words; „pottery,‟ „runes,‟ and „energy‟ among them. “There‟s more passages,
but a lot of it is the same… what Camus began to suspect, however, was that Theophilius is
probably the remains of a god who was around during the days of the First Gods. Maybe he even
worked for them, or was a servant or something… but whenever he breached the subject with

Theophilius, either directly or subtly, the Broken always got extremely agitated. I don‟t know
why he never mentioned this to me… or maybe he did. It explains, though, why he was always
interested in visiting Theophilius and always trying to recruit him into the Theologians… but I
don‟t see the connection as to why Negative hates him.”
“I kind of do.” Zerrex murmured, shaking his head a bit with a grimace: if Theophilius
had once been a god that had worked for the First Gods, and if Negative really was the energies
of Naganis, turned evil and mixed with Zerrex‟s darker side… then it could certainly be a good
enough reason for the Inversion to want to lash out at the creature. However, he remembered that
Negative had accused Theophilius of hiding something… and he sighed a bit, looking at Maria
and hesitating for a moment.
She noticed this however, her gaze immediately sharpening on him, and the reptile
winced before she asked quietly: “What do you want me to do, grandfather? And don‟t lie and
say nothing, you either had an idea or something else came to your mind. Don‟t keep it from
me… my job as Disciple is to protect you and aid you.” She stopped, then smiled a bit, adding
softly: “And as your friend, you as mine and I as yours… I want to help you, too.”
The Drakkaren looked at her for a few long moments… and then he laughed a little,
shaking his head slowly and murmuring: “Now that ain‟t playing fair. Now if I say no, I‟ll sound
like a real bastard…” He looked at her pointedly, but she only smiled amusedly in return and
winked at him, the Drakkaren mumbling under his breath before he nodded a few times with a
grumble. “Alright, alright, alright. I… look. Maybe you should go try and see Theophilius, then.
Or at least find out if you can track down his rift. Now that we have… actual information on the
First Gods, too, now that I‟ve seen the Center of the Universe and we‟ve learned this stuff from
Camus… I dunno. Maybe we can get Theophilius to spill whatever he‟s hiding. And while you
do that, I can stay here and dig through these notebooks some.”
“I‟ll be glad to at least check on him. Try and… find out a little about him, too.” Maria
said softly, nodding a bit as she gazed at the Drakkaren quietly. “You‟re in no hurry to head to
Heaven?”
“You have to ask?” Zerrex tilted his head towards her, looking dryly amused, and Maria
gave him a look of quiet entertainment. “Exactly. Besides, we could spend years here, and it
would only be a minute or two upstairs, unless the energy signals got all wonky down here… and
you can sense that, can‟t you?”
“Easily.” Maria nodded to him, and she stood up and hugged her grandfather tightly, the
Drakkaren returning the embrace firmly before she reached up and gently stroked his chest,
murmuring softly: “Where are your beads?”
“I probably left my mala in your room somewhere… it‟s okay, I‟ll grab them later.” He
paused awkwardly as she gave him a look, and then he motioned at the pile of logbooks, asking
curiously: “Are these the ones you‟ve been working on?”
Maria continued to look at him for a moment, and then she nodded finally, saying
quietly: “That‟s right, these are the books I‟ve tracked down so far. You know how Camus‟s
references are… one leads to five hundred others. They‟re all before my time but after he began
researching the First Gods, though, so they‟re likely the ones with the more crucial information
in them. You‟ll call me if you need anything or find anything important, though, right?”
Zerrex smiled a little at her, nodding as she touched his scarred chest almost hesitantly. “I
will, Maria, I promise, okay?” He reached up and stroked her face quietly. “I won‟t leave you out
of the loop with anything, especially when it comes to Camus.”

“I… I just wanted to be sure.” Maria said embarrassedly, and then she half-bowed to him
as she stepped backwards, saying quietly: “I‟ll head out now then. Remember, call me if you
need anything at all, Zerrex, anything.”
“Go away, I already said I would, now get.” Zerrex smiled and made a shooing gesture,
and she looked at him softly before nodding and turning to walk through the large, heavy stone
door leading out into the corridor beyond. The reptile watched her go, and then he shook his
head a bit before gathering up an armload of notebooks with a grumble, walking out into the
corridor himself after a moment.
Maria hated when he got everything all mixed up, but the reptile wasn‟t as comfortable in
most of the Estate as she was… so he trundled his way down to the library with the armload of
books and dropped them on the table. Then he headed all the way back upstairs and through the
maze of corridors before wincing when he found the Broken waiting for him at the storage room,
gazing at him with both irritation and amusement as she held out his mala and tapped her foot
slowly. “Grandfather…”
“I told you not to call me that.” Zerrex said pettishly, and then he cleared his throat and
snatched the prayer beads from her, putting them around his neck and feeling his energies
settling, his mind becoming a little more lucid as his worried thoughts were quelled somewhat.
“And also, I thought you were leaving.”
“Well, I might as well help you carry the rest of those notebooks down now.” Maria said
dryly, and she shook her head slowly as the reptile mumbled to himself and snatched up another
armload of the pile of black leather books, Maria picking the last few up the reptile couldn‟t fit
between his arms and sighing as she followed him, saying sourly: “And please at least carry the
books back to the storeroom when you‟re done, don‟t just… leave them sitting around. And
don‟t try and steal any, either.”
“He was my friend.” Zerrex glanced at her, and she softened, blushing a bit… before
glaring when he added blandly: “That‟s what you do when friends die. You steal their stuff.”
“Grandfather!” Maria sounded horrified, and the Drakkaren grinned at her and shrugged
amiably. “That is most entirely improper!”
“Your accent is slipping in.” the reptile remarked, and then he winced and ducked when
Maria grabbed a book from her arms and threw it at his head, hurrying quickly onwards as the
Broken glared at him. “Have a sense of humor!”
The female only sighed, however, stopping to pick up the notebook she‟d thrown, and the
male hurried onwards and down the steps, almost tripping over the last few before he grimaced a
bit as he headed into the library and dropped the books on the wooden tabletop. He rested his
hands against it, gazing down at them and rolling his head on his shoulders, smiling a little to
himself now. Maria always got mad at him when he took Camus‟s logbooks without telling her
first… but he knew that she knew he‟d also taken a few of Camus‟s other possessions, and she‟d
never complained. The logbooks were part of the Unworld Manse‟s vast library now, though,
and they did deserve to stay here, so that anyone who did find their way into this place by
miracle or design could learn what Camus had struggled almost his whole lifetime to chronicle…
while the things that the lion used to own were only things, but still something that the reptile
could keep and use to help remember the male by.
For instance, a simple locket… although this he‟d eventually hung in a shrine that rested
at the center of the Narrius Necropolis in Hell, a large, beautiful cemetery where the remains of
many of those who had died during the terrible battle with Athéos and the Old Gods were
entombed. The shrine at its core had been built after the end of the war, when Zerrex had been

thought to have been lost forever, pulled into the Nothingness as it was… and there, they had
housed his sword, Blackheart – the only thing that had remained – in an altar dedicated to him,
and hung the remains of his friends and family who had died during the battles from the rafters,
with beautiful mosaics that told stories of the lizard‟s life painted over the walls.
To this day, it was a place the reptile visited every now and then when he needed a
moment of calm reflection… and it only seemed fitting that the locket, and a small urn
containing a bit of Camus‟s clothing and dust from the Center of the Universe, joined the others
that hung there in the rafters. The reptile felt like, in a way, they had both been the victims of
tragic circumstance after all… and he sighed a bit as he sat down at the chair, glancing up as
Maria entered and put the books down next to the pile the reptile had made, resting her hand on
the cover of one and gazing softly at the lizard as she felt his mood.
“I feel worthless sometimes.” Zerrex said plainly, looking up at her, and Maria looked
surprised by the fact the reptile had just come outright and said something instead of dancing
around the subject like he usually did. Then the lizard smiled a little, reaching out and patting her
quietly on the hip. “Are we sure I‟m not a god of self-loathing? Because I seem to be really good
at that.”
“Now stop that, grandfather.” Maria said quietly, and she reached up and gently stroked a
hand through his hair. “Try and relax a little while you read, okay? I‟ll see if I can find
Theophilius and talk to him a little. Don‟t force yourself to read too much… stop and rest if you
have to, pray if you need to, and call me if you need anything.”
“A god praying. Funny, huh?” Zerrex murmured, and Maria only leaned down and kissed
his temple before she turned and left, and the reptile smiled a little as he watched her go. They all
knew that he didn‟t really pray, after all, at least not in some religious sense… but it was more
like meditation, and a gentle nudge to… whatever forces that be in the universe, whether they
were sentient and accommodating or not.
He shook his head after a moment, then reached up and ran the beads of his mala through
his fingers quietly, a thrumming energy seeming to pulse through the beads. Then he dropped
them back against his chest and straightened a bit, mumbling: “Alright, alright. Focus, Zerrex,
focus. Gotta get this done, gotta get up to Heaven. Stop wasting all your time thinking.”
He dug through the pile of notebooks until he found the oldest of the bunch, and flipped it
open to the first bookmark, glancing along the page until he caught the name he was looking for:
Theophilius. The reptile backed up to the beginning of the paragraph, and then sat back and read,
pausing only long enough to hold a hand out and snap his fingers, grinning a bit as a mug of
coffee appeared in front of him. Being able to create whatever he pleased came in very handy at
times… even if when he created food and drink, it always had a bit of a flat taste to it.
Still, it was more than enough to serve its purpose, the reptile lounging back in his seat as
he sipped at coffee and read through entry after entry… and reading, thankfully, was an act that
helped calm him down. Even Camus‟s shorthand was eloquent, if not in style than in diction, and
the reptile was surprised by what he was learning as he slowly turned pages and making mental
notes until he finally flicked his hand to the side, creating a small, blue-colored notebook out of
thin air, and then a matching fountain pen. The lizard quickly jotted down his notes, the trail of
ink left by the pen glowing a faint blue before it turned black, and the Drakkaren smiled wryly at
this use of his energies as they visibly transformed into ink on the page, amused as always by
how he had such incredible powers… and he only ever used them for the most mundane of tasks.
The reptile continued to make notes as he pushed through the logs, looking specifically
for something that Theophilius could be hiding and noting that Camus had made guesses and

assumptions towards which of the First Gods the Broken may have served, and more
importantly, what his tasks may have been. The best guesses he‟d made were entertainer,
administrator, or counselor: yet Camus had also noted that while Theophilius seemed like a
complete lunatic, he also seemed to have an uncanny ability to restore mind and focus to even
the Unworld Beings, which often wandered around with him, much like servants or an
entourage.
Camus also noted that Theophilius had shown up on more than one occasion inside the
Unworld Manse after the lion had set up his headquarters here. He never brought any of his
„servants‟ inside – Camus noted that he himself was the one who referred to them as servants,
while Theophilius referred to them with naïve genuineness as „friends‟ despite the fact they only
ever did what he ordered them to – and he had always seemed extremely familiar with the layout.
The lion also noted the horse‟s habit of vanishing from one location only to mysteriously emerge
from another, putting forwards the idea that the Broken could perhaps phase through reality as he
willed, and yet was strangely-shy about using his powers in the presence or under the gaze of
others.
As the Drakkaren continued to read and make notes, he found himself slowly but surely
putting together pieces of the puzzle about the strange, eccentric Broken. The last time
Theophilius had shown up at the Manse was after Camus had been putting together the
Theologians, and after he‟d dredged Jupiter up from the dark recesses of the Unworld. The horse
had fiercely hated Jupiter, and Jupiter had treated the Broken with „unnatural ferocity; even for
the monster he was.‟ It was like they had sensed in each other something they had despised…
and Camus had indicated a reference to another logbook with the notation: „First meeting‟ beside
it.
Curious, Zerrex dug through the books… but since Maria had been only picking up the
books that had been strictly about Theophilius, it wasn‟t here. So the Drakkaren sighed before he
took a short trip to the storage room, grumbling to himself as he eventually found his way
through the Manse and trying to ignore how loud the silence seemed and how eerie the
catacomb-like halls were with no one else around.
He let himself into the storage room, and dug through the shelves until he found the
logbook he was looking for. Then, he simply sat down on the floor, flipping through journal
entries until he came to one that detailed how Camus had come to find the monster that had been
Jupiter, a god that had been so obsessed with battle it had eventually trapped itself in the
Unworld and become a bloodthirsty Broken.
Following the information provided to me in the Unworld Manse, I made contact with
several ancient gods. Once I made it clear I meant them no harm, they were all too happy to tell
me the story of how the former King of Gods, Jupiter, had fallen from grace, and how when they
had tried to save him, they had discovered he had become a rampaging Broken.
It took me only three days to locate Jupiter: with his description and nature in mind, I
theorized he would spend most of his time in areas of denser energy, where Unworld Beings
gather and sometimes other Broken come to feed. I discovered him crushing Beings for cheap
entertainment: the moment he sensed my energy, however, he immediately turned his eyes to me
and attacked.
I immobilized him and restored his mind, hoping he would calm down. Instead, it made
him more eager for battle. I was forced to immobilize him again and threaten him, despite my
aversion to such acts. It was only with a show of force that he finally humbled himself before me:
I fear, however, that he is as stupid and animal as the gods had warned me.

I attempted nonetheless to get information out of him. According to ancient records,
Jupiter was born sometime before the First Gods were destroyed. He knew little about them
apart from a few stories of how they were all-powerful, however, and his information was
useless. Equally, reading the ‘deep memories’ stored inside his energy signature were also
useless. He comes from what I refer to as the Dark Age of gods, a chasm between when the gods
were ruled by the equal parts wisdom and honor of the First Gods and the alliances and
fellowships of current gods. Jupiter was King of Gods when gods feared and were ruled by one
thing, and one thing alone: power.
Nonetheless, I have taken him with me to the Unworld Manse, and given him refuge
there. My hope is that experiencing a lifestyle less barbaric than his own will calm him some,
even though I know this is likely futile. He is less than an animal, learning only through fear: he
shows no affection and no remorse and has no concept of the idea of friendship, or even loyalty.
He could not tell me anything about the possibly-mythical Center of the Universe, or the
Empyrean Hall where all Gods were once said to gather, the very hall he himself once ruled.
When I pressed him for information on the subject, he dismissed it as unimportant, and then
listed out how many gods and servants he killed over the course of his rulership, before his
foolhardy attempt to pursue ‘big game’ in the Unworld, wishing to be one of the few gods who
could claim they had slain a Broken.
When I look at Jupiter, I feel both disgust and fear: what if the gods I’ve been chasing my
entire life are the same way? What if the universe is as monstrous at its foundations as this
terrible beast, ancient and almost invulnerable, and yet so ruthless and foolish he feels joy and
pride can only be obtained by destroying everything weaker than he is?
Zerrex glanced down as he let the logbook close, dropping it into his lap for a moment
and rubbing slowly at his face: he remembered Jupiter all too well… and somehow, he wasn‟t
surprised to know that even when he‟d been a god, he‟d been the kind of person who tore the
wings off flies and then watched them crawl around. Actually, thinking of Jupiter… he probably
tore the limbs off people and watched them flop on the ground until they died.
The reptile shuddered a bit at this, grasping at the prayer beads hanging around his neck
before he looked to the side, muttering: “But he‟s dead and gone now, at least. Good riddance to
him, too… he‟s right up there with Narrius on my „I‟m glad he‟s dead‟ list.”
The Drakkaren fell quiet for a moment, and then he sighed and stood up, picking the
book up and sliding it back into place on the shelf. Jupiter, Lovecraft, Rot, and Serviteur,
Camus‟s „Theologians…‟ and of them all, the only one Camus had ever seemed to like was
Maria. Zerrex smiled a bit at this though, figuring that even as the revenge-obsessed Serviteur,
Maria had probably been ten times more sane than Lovecraft… and Lovecraft had actually
possessed a mind, unlike Rot and arguably, the blood-hungry Jupiter.
The reptile rested a hand against the bookshelf for a moment… and then he shook his
head and turned, heading back out the door and idling his way back towards the library. He
frowned, however, as something tickled at his senses, looking back and forth… and then he
closed his eyes and concentrated.
An energy signature was here… one he didn‟t recognize at all. Immediately, the
Drakkaren gritted his teeth and vanished from the spot, reappearing in the library… and then his
eyes widened in shock as he saw a Strange Beast standing calmly by the table, one of Camus‟s
logbooks open in his hand.
He was perhaps two feet taller than Zerrex, maybe more, and his body was covered by
flowing purple and black robes that were left open to reveal the silk black clothes beneath: the

arms of these, however, were made of silver, stacked metal plates instead of cloth that lay over
tightly-knit chain mesh, covering his arms completely: his hands were bare from wrist to finger,
but each of his long, slender digits was covered by a flexible sleeve of silver that ended in a short
claw, thumb excluded.
His shoulders were broad, but his body was thin, his legs long and straight and ending in
feet with two enormous, hoof-like claws. His tail was almost as thick as his waist, falling to the
floor like a thick worm and rapidly thinning near the end, covered by the same mix of mesh and
steel as did his arms: it made the strange and girthy appendage seem almost like it was clad in a
metallic carapace.
His features were masculine and predatory and cruel, his eyes bright yellow with vertical,
animal pupils: they reminded Zerrex of Raze‟s eyes, but while they gleamed with intelligence
and curiosity, they lacked everything else. Purple and red scales glinted in the light, covering his
features and the rest of his visible body, and two tall, thick horns stood up from the sides of his
skull, curved slightly, with large, golden rings in the tips of both, and he had a brush-like mane
that stood from his forehead and went to the back of his neck, as obsidian as the proud horns that
stood out of his skull.
He closed the book after a moment and put it down, smiling and holding up his hands
almost teasingly, but the reptile didn‟t relax as he snarled: the Strange Beast was a Chanter, far
more intelligent than the Vipers or the Leviathans, with their own terrible brand of magic and
supernatural powers that made them fearsome opponents. And then the Strange Beast‟s eyes
focused in on the prayer beads around the reptile‟s neck, and he said softly: “And here I thought
only females of your civilization wore such jewelry…”
“Can we skip the witty banter for today? Here‟s the deal: you get the hell out of here, and
I don‟t shove my foot so far up your ass my toeclaws will come out your goddamn nose.” the
reptile barked, and the Strange Beast looked innocently surprised at the lizard‟s hostility…
although the expression was very clearly a fake one. The reptile, however, was surprised himself
at his own savage aggressiveness… but for some reason, this Strange Beast in particular awoke
something inside him that could almost be described as pure… hatred.
“Now, is that any way to talk to a servant of the First Gods, Naganis?” the Strange Beast
stroked under his own chin, smiling knowingly, and now Zerrex gaped, feeling shocked. “Yes, I
know who you are… or rather, have an idea of what you are. A reincarnation of Naganis, in a
sense… a soul vampire that bit off more than he could chew in another.”
“Shut the hell up.” Zerrex snarled, feeling self-loathing burst in him this time as much as
anger. “I didn‟t… I didn‟t choose to become a god! I was just a goddamn demon doing my
goddamn duty… I didn‟t make Athéos blow himself and me to kingdom come, just so-”
“Settle down.” The Strange Beast‟s eyes glowed, and Zerrex felt energy spark over his
body before his jaw slack and a bit of drool fell from his muzzle, his mind grinding to a halt as if
he had physically crashed into a brick wall. His fingers twitched, and the Strange Beast snorted
as he began to reach forwards… then cursed when Zerrex‟s teeth clenched and he slapped a hand
out in a childish gesture, managing to knock the creature‟s hand away with enough force to make
his wrist bend backwards painfully. “Oh, what do we have here? Self-control after all?”
Zerrex shook his head firmly out, and then he glared at the Strange Beast, asking coldly:
“What the hell do you want with me? How do you know about… about my powers?”
“Oh please, as if you‟re such a secret.” The Strange Beast rolled his eyes in disgust, but
he nonetheless took a step back as he rubbed slowly at his wrist. “It was an easy matter once we

were freed from imprisonment to find out what had happened in the long years passed… the
pathetic mortals made by pathetic gods are so easy to break.”
He grinned darkly, raising his hand and clenching his fist tight, and this time the
Drakkaren refused to take the bait, instead responding dryly: “As easy to break as you? Because
I admittedly hit you with all the force of a little girl and your pretty wrist is pretty bruised.”
Now the Strange Beast glared at him angrily, Naganatine-like features warping with hate
before he shook his head and said darkly: “We‟ll see who‟s hurting at the end of the day,
Naganis. I think I understand why you placed your spirit into this tawdry, ugly container… you
thought you could hide from us, the children you created and then locked away, that you could
erase the past with a new body and a new name… but your energies are the same as ever,
Creation. Well-disguised, mixed into the energies of this repulsive lizard-thing, but still very
much the same, very much there.”
“Stop calling me Naganis. In fact, stop saying that name at all, you aren‟t worthy to, after
how much he did for this goddamned universe.” Zerrex couldn‟t help but gave a twisted smile at
the irony of his own words, but he didn‟t relent as he glared evenly across at the creature. “My
name is Zerrex, understood? And why the hell do you have such a beef with Creation?”
“Because he locked us away!” the Strange Beast shouted furiously, and Zerrex winced
back as energy arced through thin air around them , vibrations of terrible force emanating from
the Strange Beast with enough strength to make books spill off the table and fall from the nearby
shelves. “The First Gods, they were supposed to protect us! We were the first ones they made,
us! And they locked us away, they wouldn‟t even tell any but their long-dead, closest Disciples
why, and now we‟ve awakened countless eternities later to find… to find this!”
He gestured violently at the ground, trembling with rage before he clenched his hands
into fists and howled to the ceiling: “You stole our home! You desecrated our monuments! Every
memory of the First Gods, vanquished and obliterated, except for the broken pieces of their
psyche made physical that still exist here and there, hiding like cowards because they know, they
know we have every right to be angry!” His voice broke with his almost-inarticulate fury and
emotion, his eyes filled with scorn and hatred. “What do you expect us to do, Naganis? What did
you expect to happen to us in the Void? That we would simply peacefully stay there forever,
„safe‟ from what? Do you think we were too stupid to know that was just a euphemism for
quarantine, for the scrap yard, do you think we don‟t know you considered us failures?”
“Calm down.” Zerrex said clearly, holding his hands up, and the Strange Beast looked
absolutely infuriated before the Drakkaren glared at him, his eyes glowing solid green as he
lashed out with his mind and will, using an old talent he‟d had even as a demon: Dominate. For a
moment the Strange Beast glared back, his own eyes glowing… and then he slowly went slack,
panting quietly as he fell silent, trembling a little as the reptile realized why he‟d reacted with
such hate: he had been reflecting the creature‟s own emotions back at him. “First, I am not
Naganis. I am Zerrex… Naganis‟s energies are mixed with mine, but I‟m the one in control.” I
think. “Secondly, did you ever stop and think that maybe the First Gods were trying to save you
from something? I mean, they‟re all dead, yeah. But that‟s exactly it, they‟re all dead, and you‟re
not. Gods know as a Father, I… I would gladly hide my children away and die to save their
lives.”
He quieted, glancing down as the Strange Beast looked up wearily, and then the reptile
asked softly: “Do you have a name? You‟re an original one, aren‟t you, one… created directly by
the First Gods. But your emotions aren‟t… as alien as the other Strange Beasts I‟ve met. Why is
that?”

“I didn‟t come here to make conversation, Naganis… I came here to rip your soul out of
that body.” hissed the Strange Beast, and Zerrex grimaced a bit as he readied himself as the
creature reared up to its full height, glaring at him furiously. “What‟s wrong, you don‟t
remember me from your carefree days as Creation? Have you forgotten me already? How dare
you forget me, after all I did for you… I was the Librarian!”
“Funny, since you‟re standing in a library and all. You don‟t seem like the bookish type,
though.” Zerrex said before he could stop himself, and the Strange Beast looked at him stupidly
for a moment… then it snarled and stepped forwards into a hard swing of one fist, and Zerrex
winced as he brought up his right arm to block before he cursed in shock as the Strange Beast
struck him with enough force that his limb was almost torn out of its socket, snapping backwards
and almost punching himself in the face as he staggered and then fell hard on his ass with a
wince.
The Strange Beast, however, was wincing in pain, clenching at the now-dented metal
sleeves covering his fingers and knuckles before he shook his hand slowly out, saying darkly:
“And now you even dare to mock my position as caretaker of souls. You disgust me, I feel
nothing but contempt for you and I see now I‟m right to feel that way… I catalogued every soul,
every sequence of genetic and spiritual code, I was the one who developed the master list of
every member of our family… the family that you turned your back on!”
He brought his hand back, and a spear of solid ice crackled into existence in his grip, the
reptile‟s eyes widening before he threw himself backwards when the Strange Beast stabbed it
fiercely downwards, the spear ripping into the ground and then shattering into pieces as the
creature howled: “I created what these stupid idiots call science, I was the one who separated
fantasy and reality, I spent countless hours recording the very smallest details of every one of
your projects!”
He swung his other hand out, and a burst of red flames washed outwards, Zerrex leaping
to his feet and smoothly jumping out of the way before the Strange Beast lashed both claws at
him in a seemingly-wild attack, but Zerrex‟s back arched and he winced in agony as golden light
flashed in front of his eyes and he felt the claws of the creature ripping through his spine, his
eyes bulging as he staggered towards the Strange Beast as his hands glowed gold and he reached
outwards, hissing: “I was the one who discovered that all things have a distinct energy signature
and learned how to manipulate them… and now I‟ll be the one to kill you!”
Zerrex swung both his hands forwards and snarled as he released an unfocused blast of
blue energy, and the conical sapphire explosion slammed into the creature and knocked him flat
on his back as the pain rapidly faded from the Drakkaren‟s body, the lizard shouting: “Enough!
I‟m not who you think I am!”
The Strange Beast, however, only laughed quietly as he slowly stood up and wiped
slowly at his muzzle, his eyes narrowed coldly. “Oh please. I‟ve absorbed the memories of
enough souls to have a grasp of the strange emotions of you creatures… and I can tell panic in a
voice when I hear it.”
“Wait, you‟re the one murdering all those people, my… my old acquaintances?” Zerrex
asked sharply, but this time it was the Strange Beast who frowned back, tilting his head.
“What are you talking about? Or are these new creatures so important to you you‟ve gone
out and befriended every single one?” The Strange Beast looked disgusted at this thought, and
then he spat: “I wish I could find your new friends and Disciples, but sadly, I was told not to by a
mutual acquaintance of ours. One who I don‟t think will complain that I‟ve gone ahead of
schedule and decided to make you dead.”

“Oh great, the plot thickens.” Zerrex muttered, and then he glared at the Strange Beast,
adding coldly: “So does this partner of yours have a name? Do you even have a name? Or should
I just call you „The New Asshole In My Life?‟”
“You can call him God, because he‟s going to be a far better one than you ever were,
Naganis.” the Strange Beast said nastily, and Zerrex‟s teeth ground together in frustration before
the creature added imperiously as he straightened to his full height: “You may call me
Eratosthenes if you must call me a name, however.”
“Astronomical.” the reptile deadpanned, and then he clenched his right hand into a fist
before bringing his arm up in front of himself as the scales fell away from it, the warped material
shifting and his hand growing in size before it solidified into smooth silver, and now the Strange
Beast‟s eyes widened in shock. “Yeah, I told you, I‟m not Naganis.”
Eratosthenes only snarled at this, however, then rose a hand as it glowed with golden
energy… but Zerrex lunged forwards, smashing his fist into the creature‟s stomach and knocking
the wind from the Chanter as he wheezed loudly and bent forwards in a bow over the fist buried
into his gut, eyes full of pain and horror before the reptile swung his arm around and brought his
metallic elbow up, then slammed it hard down into the back of the creature‟s neck, sending him
crashing to the ground in a stunned heap.
The reptile readied himself… and the Strange Beast didn‟t move, only curling up a bit on
the ground as he breathed hard in and out through his mouth, and the reptile felt a moment of
pity for him as he looked down at the creature, saying dryly: “Not exactly used to being hit, are
you, Error?”
“Eratosthenes…” the Strange Beast wheezed, pushing his hands against the ground… and
Zerrex shook his head before he felt a tickle run down his spine, and he had enough time to
frown before the ground beneath his feet exploded upwards in a rocky pillar, and the lizard was
sent flying backwards, crashing and rolling painfully into the library archway. Immediately, he
leapt to his feet… and then the pillar of stone shot towards him, and the lizard winced before he
swung his metallic fist out with a snarl, and the immense battering ram of rock shattered into
fragments that flew in all directions before the lizard cursed in frustration as the Strange Beast
grinned at him victoriously, a swirling, glowing Gateway open behind him.
He rose a hand and waved even as he held his stomach with his other hand, saying
darkly: “This isn‟t over, Naga-”
“It‟s Zerrex!” the Drakkaren shouted furiously, his eyes glowing green as he lashed out
with his mind in sudden fury, and the Strange Beast was slammed backwards into the Gateway,
vanishing into it before the portal closed with a spark of energy. Then the reptile winced a bit as
he straightened and rubbed at his head slowly, feeling a tinge of embarrassment fill his cheeks as
he mumbled: “Probably. Should have used my mind powers to grab him and yank him over here
instead of… right.”
He paused for a few long moments as he looked down at his feet… and then he grimaced
a bit as he looked slowly back and forth along the entrance hall of the Unworld Manse before
raising his hands and breathing a sigh of relief as the debris vanished and the damage in the floor
repaired itself. He couldn‟t match the tile pattern and coloration exactly, and he felt drained now,
as he shook his head a bit… but even though Maria would still be mad as hell at him for not
calling her, she would have been a lot more pissed coming back and finding the hall in ruins.
“Even though I‟m probably still dead either way… goddammit. I‟ll have to ask Celeste about
him later… Error the Librarer. Kind of has a ring to it.”

The reptile glanced back and forth, and then he headed towards the library, beginning to
pick up fallen books and carefully piling them back on the table and shelves. For a librarian,
Eratosthenes hadn‟t exactly been respectful of books… and the reptile couldn‟t help but smile
dryly to himself as he picked up one of Camus‟s leather-bound notebooks, absently reaching
down to smooth out of one of the dog-eared pages before his eyes caught on the article, and he
frowned a bit before murmuring: “Wait, that‟s… my name.”
On the one hand, the Drakkaren knew he should probably try and resist… and on the
other, he was curious. As always, despite the consequences… curiosity won, and he began to
read. A very strange event occurred today: as I was charting information, I detected a massive,
abnormal energy spike in the Unworld. As such spikes most often occur only when a Broken is
being formed, I decided to investigate, admittedly with some eagerness.
What I discovered instead were two creatures engaged in combat, one of them a demon,
the other some kind of hybrid between Broken and monster. The hybrid, however, lacked the
tough outer shell that most Broken possess, and it was quickly being dissolved by the Unworld’s
toxic influence… however, the demon was flagging rapidly as well.
I’m sure neither of them recognized this, locked in combat as they were, but the ferocity
of their entrance and the battle caused an energy spike that distorted time in the Unworld and
was already beginning to draw a crowd. I kept the Unworld Beings at bay as long as I could
through force of will, but they never obey for long: they are mindless and composed of broken
pieces of souls. Neither the most indomitable will nor the most wicked of threats can stall their
unreasonable existence.
The demon killed the Broken: he used a holy artifact, and it was this and the fact that he
was exuding such a curious energy signature that drew my attention to him. I decided to make
him part of my research… and it was not difficult to figure out his name. Even though he seemed
to give in to death, something reached down from Hell and plucked him to safety, despite the fact
he was rife with Unworld essence. I followed shortly, staying at a distance, but the demons were
consumed with ceremony and respect, as demons often are. They crowned him High King, even
though I could feel the fear and agony radiating off him; his name was Zerrex Narrius.
This demon possesses a unique energy identifier. I must find out more about him: he
could very well be the missing link I’ve dreamed about all these years. References Period
1:04:25:23 J25 and 1:05:24:01 J6.
Zerrex grimaced a bit as he closed the logbook, shaking his head slowly before he
murmured: “Camus, goddammit. How much did you know about me? How much did you never
tell me?” He stopped, then shook his head a bit as he tossed the book down on the tabletop
before he sat down in a chair, rubbing his hands slowly through his ivory hair. “I wish you were
here… not just so I could punch you in the face, but because you would probably know exactly
what these Strange Beasts are…”
The reptile sighed… then he looked at the logbooks for a moment before picking one up
as he realized that if Camus ever had discovered the existence of these creatures – and the
Drakkaren knew he had, because Camus had mentioned them more than once, calling them
Guardians and Servants – his notes on them would all be here. The Drakkaren snorted as he
opened a book at random, then grimaced as he realized how long it would take to find the
answers just trying to read through each book-by-book… he only wished there was some kind of
master glossary somewhere.
The lizard paused for a moment, however, thinking of how most of the articles had
references, and how goddamn OCD Camus was about his organization, even with his messy

research and messier notation… and the reptile got quickly up to his feet before he headed into
the hall, knowing that he should probably call Maria but figuring that the task of her hunting
down Theophilius was a much better use of her time… and it also let him avoid the inevitable
scolding he was going to get from her, as well.
The reptile made his way through the Unworld Manse, heading not to the storerooms this
time, but instead towards the eastern wing of the second floor… and he shivered a bit as he
passed by several display cases containing artifacts from the Center of the Universe, as he always
did. For some reason, they filled him with unease, even if they were just runed bits of pottery and
a few broken pieces of stone tablet… but he kept himself moving nonetheless, not lingering as he
walked towards a large, redwood door.
As always, the reptile absently knocked once before he pushed the door open, as if he
was expecting to find Camus in here… and the reptile smiled faintly at this old habit as unease
turned to a pall of sadness. The room was messy, bed made but the covers smudged as if
someone often sat on top of it, a small table littered with broken pieces of stone tablet that would
never be put back together, the shelves opposite the bed stuffed with papers and a few booklets.
Zerrex walked towards the last, trying to push away the gloom as he reached carefully up and
drew his fingers through the pile of papers… and then he shook his head slowly, murmuring
quietly: “Well, let‟s try not to get too bogged down, right Zerrex? Here to do a job.”
Still, the reptile hesitated as he grasped the side of the shelf, glancing up to the top level
of the furnishing: here, almost hidden in secret, were several ancient books on the Unity religion
and philosophy. Among them was one of Camus‟s favorite stories, about a male who had to
endure the punishment of rolling a rock up a hill, only for it to fall back down and the process to
be repeated all over again… and yet still, he managed to find enjoyment in the journey. The
reptile smiled a little at this thought, shaking his head after a moment before he stepped away
from the shelves, muttering: “Now, on to serious matters… Maria knows you have master lists of
everything, so you must have also kept a glossary somewhere. All this time in the Unworld, after
all, you‟d need to spend it doing… well… something.”
The reptile shook his head out, but he knew the arrangement of the Broken‟s shelves:
maps, essays, document papers, and profile sheets of various creatures Camus had encountered
and studied over the years, many of them beings like Zerrex, who could manipulate energy to
one degree or another… and the reptile forced away the gloomy thoughts before they could
descend, instead turning around to the bedside table and feeling around beneath it until he
grasped a hidden handle, pulling out a long, secreted drawer.
Camus kept a small Unity bible here that was scrawled from top-to-bottom with notes:
funny, the one book Camus made notes in was the one of the religion he‟d been a cardinal of
while mortal… but then again, with how mass-produced and altered the bible was from its
original state and meaning, it was no disrespect for the Broken to have jotted all over it. Even
more so because the notes Camus did make were all sharp observations about form, structure,
and syntax, indicating when such-and-such revision was likely made to the bible and in places,
even guessing by which religious official… but every now and then, a passage was underlined
and a „?‟ left beside it. These, Zerrex had learned, were supposed to be passages from what
Camus vaguely referred to as the „True Religion‟ in his essays, something deeper than
philosophy or Unity or organizations, the so-called source of true faith.
The reptile moved this aside for now, and he picked up a thin white book: Camus‟s
personal journal. The reptile hesitated, looking at it as he always did, bound with a single strap
around the middle and tempted to read it… but he finally sighed and put it back as he always did,

muttering: “If Camus wants me to read it one day, I‟ll… I‟ll know, whether he‟s gone or not.
Until then I‟ll respect his privacy, just in case he comes back like I have so many goddamn
times.”
Zerrex gave a grumble of frustration at himself, and then he turned and booted the bed
irritably… and then he frowned a bit as he heard a scraping as well as the vibrations of the
mattress. The lizard reached down and carefully lifted the top mattress off the base spring… and
then he stared at a large, gold-colored binder, clearly marked „Appendix‟ across the front of it,
and the lizard grinned stupidly as he reached out and picked it up, muttering: “Camus, you
uncreative bastard.”
He knew why this of all things had been hidden, as he eagerly opened it and scanned the
table of contents, which had been neatly arranged in alphabetical order: with this in hand, anyone
could come in and dig out any piece of information they wanted from Camus‟s notebooks. It was
likely just a collection of references with minor strips of detail here and there for the moreimportant or more-elusive things, but that alone was enough was more than enough to guide a
person to what was necessary…
But without understanding what they were getting into, it was well possible someone
greedy would look up something like the location of the Center of the Universe, and how to build
a Nexus Portal to take them there, since it was far too immense a jump for even most gods to
make… and a power-hungry idiot could easily try to tap into the statues of the First Gods to try
and steal their energies. Disharmonious Energy, however, would kill, corrupt, or worst of all,
completely take over a person‟s mind… even Zerrex‟s body couldn‟t handle more than the tiniest
bit of it, and only when it came from the statue of Creation.
He wondered if even Camus had known that the energy resonating in each of the six
statues was different: they were like six distinct, ever-growing and ever-dying souls, longing to
be free but at the same time trapped in their confines as they folded in on themselves even as
they lunged and clawed outwards. Maybe they were the true remains of the First Gods… and yet
Zerrex doubted it. He thought that at the end of the day, the Statues were Constructs, and they
contained only a tiny, immeasurable fraction of the powers the First Gods had once had… but it
always made him shudder to wonder what had been so powerful, then, it had been capable of
destroying the mightiest beings in the universe?
He shook these thoughts off as he instead began to page his way through the glossary…
and once his eyes settled on „Guardians, First Gods‟ and the associated reference numbers, he
quickly headed out of Camus‟s room, his mala clinking quietly around his neck as he made his
way back to the storeroom. A quick scan of the books told him he was in the wrong one,
however, so the reptile went next door… to another storeroom where not only the wall shelves
had been filled, but additional metal shelf units had been stuffed to bursting with more of the
black, clearly-labeled booklets.
There were several more rooms like this, literally thousands of notebooks filled by
Camus over countless years… and Zerrex grimaced as he began to wade his way through the
shelves, mumbling under his breath as he tried to match up reference numbers. Eventually, he
found one of the research books, and the lizard pulled it out of the shelf and then sat cross-legged
on the floor with a grunt, putting the gold binder aside so he could start reading up on the
information Camus had dredged up on the Strange Beasts.
The reptile wasn‟t sure if it was a little or a lot; Camus had detailed out the lore he‟d
found regarding them, and some of the first written stories that talked about great heroes,
legendary crusaders, and honorable servants of the First Gods. Zerrex guessed in most of the

stories, these were references to Chanters, and maybe Leviathans, or maybe some different kind
of Strange Beast altogether: what was much clearer was when Camus talked about the legends
that mentioned the „loyal but bestial guardians of the old places;‟ Vipers.
While it gave a lot of insight to their intended purposes and where they had originally sat
in the grand scheme of things when the First Gods had been alive, it didn‟t detail a lot they didn‟t
already know. In fact, Zerrex thought the studies they had already done on the creatures had
provided them with more information than Camus had, at least physiologically-speaking: Strange
Beasts didn‟t have the same kind of nervous or organ systems that most of the creatures
throughout the universe had in common, after all.
One big for example was the fact that cutting their heads off blinded them to a degree, but
all it really did was piss them off. They could still sense where their prey was, and neither
movement nor any of their supernatural abilities were inhibited: this was due to the fact that the
monsters had a combined heart-and-brain organ that pulsed not in their breast, but towards the
left side of their back, thick and gelatinous, one side constantly inflating and thrumming, visibly
bloating with blood and air, the other side run through with veins that burned in white matter.
Worse yet, this super-organ was protected by large plates of bone in the backs of the creature,
and the almost-solid front: not only were their inner organs surrounded by stiff walls of flesh,
their ribs weren‟t separated, but instead huge, wavy lengths of ridged bone that went from
collarbone all the way down to their lower abdomen in a half-hourglass shape.
One thing Camus noted that Zerrex wasn‟t aware of, however, was that the Strange
Beasts rigidly followed a hierarchy unless a „heretic‟ was detected in their midst. Celeste, for
example, would be considered a heretic for abandoning her brethren… but had she not turned
away from her kin, she would have been considered nobility, and no Strange Beast would be able
to deny her… except, perhaps, for Error. The reptile muttered under his breath at the list Camus
had made of their jobs and positions, realizing that Error must be very high up the food chain…
and that meant he could likely order around any of the Strange Beasts he happened to encounter,
even other Chanters. Great… I really should have dusted him when I had the chance. He might
even be the head honcho right now… and gods above, if he was willing to risk all that just to get
a chance to take a swing at me… he must be insanely-angry about something.
Zerrex grimaced at this, rubbing at his face slowly and not liking the implications of this:
he had dealt with many different kinds of foes over the years, after all, but the worst were always
the ones who had plenty of power at their disposal… and yet were so hellbent on revenge or
destruction that they just kept wildly attacking, no matter what the cost. Eratosthenes likely
would never stop until he had either achieved his goal and killed him… or he was killed himself.
The reptile rubbed at his face slowly, and then he shook his head a bit as he forced
himself to focus on the task at hand, not letting himself get bogged down in nervous anxiety or
regrets about the past. Instead, he continued to work on researching the Strange Beasts for the
next few hours, following the shelves around and resisting the temptation to flip to the Z-column
in the contents and find if his own name was listed there as well.
When Maria eventually found him, almost ten hours later, the reptile was still sitting in
the storeroom, absently playing with his mala in one hand, leather notebooks piled all around
him and the golden binder opened to a back page, past several master lists and instead browsing
through theoretical profile sheets that Camus had put together on the First Gods, detailing their
position in the universe, what their vows may have been, why they were compelled to work
together… and what may have happened to them.

The Broken leaned in the doorway, gazing down at him softly, and the Drakkaren smiled
awkwardly up at her after a moment before he asked carefully: “So uh. Any luck?”
“Are you okay? It looked like there was some kind of struggle… was it Negative?” Maria
asked quietly, and the reptile smiled embarrassedly as he shook his head, the Broken tilting her
head with a frown. “Did Unworld Beings get inside, or… another Broken?”
“It was a Strange Beast, actually…” Zerrex winced back as Maria covered her muzzle in
surprise. “Please don‟t hit me.”
“Grandfather, are you okay? You should have called but… I‟m more worried about you.
I‟m not going to hit you, don‟t be silly.” The Broken leaned down and quietly touched the side of
his face, before her eyes roved downwards… and she stared at the sight of the gold binder,
murmuring: “The… the master index, where did you find it? I thought Camus had destroyed it,
to stop anyone from stealing the information inside of it…”
“He‟d just hidden it in a really bad hiding spot. It‟s no wonder none of us could ever find
it, we never looked in the most obvious place.” Zerrex said quietly, and the female smiled quietly
at him as she knelt in front of him, reaching down to touch the binder almost reverently. The
Drakkaren gazed at her softly for a few moments, and then he reached a hand up to stroke her
face gently, saying softly: “I think you should be the one to keep it and hold onto it, though. Me,
I can‟t be trusted with stuff like this and… it really would not be good if some wandering Old
God managed to sneak his way down here and figured out that Athéos‟s original madness
stemmed from the Center of the Universe.”
Maria nodded, blushing deep red as she whispered: “I‟d… I‟d be honored,
grandfather…” She stopped herself when Zerrex gave her a look, and then she smiled a little,
saying quietly: “Zerrex, I mean. I‟d be honored, Zerrex. My good, good friend Zerrex.”
She leaned forwards and hugged him fiercely, and he hugged her firmly back before they
drew apart, the two looking at each other softly for a few moments. He knew how important
Camus was to her, after all, and that she may very well have suffered even more than he did
when the Broken died… so he wanted to do all he could to help her cherish his memory. The two
gazed at each other warmly, and then she sat back and picked up the binder, hugging it against
her body and closing her eyes as the Drakkaren laughed a bit and stood with a grunt, carefully
slipping his prayer beads back around his neck. “Anyway. I did some research on the Strange
Beasts, but there wasn‟t a lot more than lore and legend. I‟m pretty sure the one that attacked me
is a big-shot, though… even if he wasn‟t nearly as able to take a beating as the other ones we‟ve
met so far were, he had… really, really weird powers, and… he was just so full of hate and
anger…”
Zerrex shook his head slowly, and Maria nodded before she reached out and touched his
forearm, saying softly: “Then at least we‟ve seen a bit of what‟s coming for you, Zerrex. We‟ll
prepare… and at least now you have something to share with Lucifer and Lord as well. I‟m sure
they‟ll be very interested to hear about this new opponent that was able to track you down even
here.”
“I don‟t want to go to Heaven.” Zerrex muttered grouchily, and Maria sighed before
gently taking his wrist and pulling herself up to her feet, before she smiled at him as he looked at
her curiously.
“Heaven is where the heart is, Lord Zerrex, much like home. Now come on, let me tell
you about Theophilius.” Maria said softly, and the Drakkaren nodded with a smile to her as she
pulled him out towards the hallway.

The lizard grumbled to himself as Maria finished brushing his hair gently, the reptile
fidgeting in his blue dress shirt and black jeans: she had insisted that he at least try to look nice,
since he was going to meet the leaders of Heaven, and she thought it was probably for the best
that he make a good impression if they were going to be questioning him about the murders that
had taken place up there.
Zerrex was much more interested in the topic of Theophilius: while over the last three
days Maria hadn‟t managed to catch more than a glimpse of the Broken, she had located the
position of his rift… and noted that there were indeed Unworld Beings around the area that acted
unnaturally calm and lucid, silent and never speaking, but a few of them even dressed-up in frock
coats and wigs, and one even carrying a walking stick. And inside the rift, it had been even
stranger: Theophilius had somehow attached pictures to the ceiling and furniture to the walls as
well as the tables and chair sets along the floor, and it was impossible to tell what was actually
up and down: gravity didn‟t seem to exist, but instead any surface Maria walked on seemed to
exert a natural pull that kept her feet stable and her head from ringing with vertigo.
His rift was almost entirely made of marble and grass, and Unworld Beings in coveralls
and large, helms decorated with hearts had been hastily painting a series of bushes of red roses
black. This had amused the Drakkaren enormously: the truly amazing part of the story, however,
had been the fact that Maria had found a humongous chessboard, the black and white squares
each at least two feet by two feet wide, and the pieces so tall they came up to her waist… and the
pawns on each side had been exquisitely-detailed Vipers in a variety of poses, the rooks
Leviathans, the knights Viper Aegis bearing their heavy shields, the bishops Chanters… and on
one side of the board, the King and Queen had been replaced by a statuette of Creation and one
of a female Strange Beast she thought was likely Celeste, and on the other, in gleaming black
stone, had been a statue of some kind of creature she simply could not describe, with a chaineddown beast in the queen‟s position.
The chessboard had been set up in a narrow doorway: she had tried to get past it, but the
moment she‟d attempted to step through the doorway, the black pawns had all moved forwards
and formed a knee-high wall. Maria had tried to rip a hole in the rift to pass through the wall, but
Theophilius had engineered his own little pocket dimension craftily, and she had only managed
to send herself back to the start of the dimension… and an Unworld Being wearing one of the
funny heart-dotted helms had approached her calmly and held out a note to her.
It had said simply that she had to play by the rules if she wanted to move forwards, and
signed by Theophilius himself… and the Broken had been frustrated, but had made her way back
to the chessboard. Peering beyond the doorway, there had only been a single room, with a single
table, with a single chair… but resting upon the table was an envelope with her name on it,
resting against a large glass bottle. It had been clear enough what the devious, crazy Theophilius
wanted her to do… and she had spent two hours playing a frustrating game of chess against the
black chess pieces themselves, which moved of their own volition, and often erratically, not
following any set rules she knew at all as they jumped all over the board.
So finally, not knowing what else to do, Maria had returned here. Zerrex had pondered
the riddle for a while, then said she should go back and try again: and for two days, Maria had
done this. Finally, yesterday, she had solved the chessboard puzzle, mostly due to a fit of
unladylike anger: when the black pieces had started hopping all over the place, she‟d swung a
foot out and kicked the head off one of the Viper statues, and it had crumbled away to dust.
Immediately, the other black pieces had looked at her with terror… and Maria had admitted she

had taken great delight in stomping onto the board and shredding the rest of the chess pieces with
the chains she was capable of conjuring from thin air.
The reptile had reflected on how despite her ladylike upbringing, she had still gotten
plenty of her family‟s spirit… and Maria had finally gotten her hands on the letter. It had simply
noted that Theophilius was „taking a vacation,‟ however, and that he would return to his rift at
some point after he had „recovered from his tragic ordeal involving two bees in one bonnet.‟ But
it had also invited her to leave her name and address, so Maria had thought for a little while, then
written down „Ravenlight Estate, Elysium, Hell‟ on the back of the letter and left it on the table.
Now, here they were: they had done and researched as much as they could over the last
four days between Maria‟s trips to Theophilius‟s rift and Zerrex knew by now he was only trying
to put off his trip to Heaven. So Maria was getting him ready and they would be leaving shortly
for Elysium, where they would probably waste an hour or two waiting for the wolves. Then they
could head up to the white planet reputed to be paradise… except that paradise, as Zerrex had
discovered, was far overrated.
Maria finished combing his hair back, and she began to braid it gently as she said softly:
“Now, Zerrex. Would you like me to return here after I bring you to Elysium? Or should I head
to the Cloister and await your command there?”
“Why don‟t you find a safe place to store Camus‟s binder and the few logbooks we‟re
taking with us, and then make yourself comfortable in the Estate? You never use your room there
anymore, Maria, it‟s getting all dusty.” Zerrex smiled a bit, and Maria laughed quietly as she
finished tightening his braid back, shaking her head with a soft smile at his back.
“Well, Lord Zerrex, that‟s because the Deep Temple and the Cloister are very
comfortable for me… they‟re both full of all kinds of radiant energy, and it‟s where I can be the
most useful to you. Besides… not everyone has forgotten or forgiven Camus for what occurred
almost a decade ago… just as people still blame many gods for the doings of Athéos and the Old
Gods.” Maria murmured softly. “Thor, Loki, and Gilgamesh… I… do you think they‟re doing
okay?”
Zerrex nodded a bit, replying quietly: “I know they are, Maria. Gilgamesh enjoys his new
post as one of Vivien‟s Hunter-Seekers, even if the job keeps him away from Elysium a lot on
business… and Thor and Loki have settled in nicely in Hez‟Ranna. Loki‟s even cooling off some
now from the bastard he used to be.”
Maria smiled a little at this, then she grasped his shoulders and kissed the side of his neck
gently before the Drakkaren turned around, and he took her hands quietly, their eyes meeting as
they smiled to one-another. “I hate the way people treat you sometimes, Maria, but it‟s only the
people who don‟t understand, who don‟t even know you, who are too quick to judge others for
their outward appearance and… who aren‟t important at all in the grand scheme of things,
okay?” He reached up, stroking under her chin quietly. “And you know I don‟t abide visitors
who disrespect my friends and family and Disciples in the Ravenlight Estate. It‟s not just my
home, after all… it‟s our home. It belongs to all of us, from the penthouse and galleria to the
subbasements.”
“I know, grandfather, I know.” she squeezed his hands quietly, looking both abashed and
happy at the same time. “And it means a lot to me that it does… to see you treat your whole
family with such love and respect, but… I feel like I take things too personally at times, and my
sensitive upbringing means… I mean…”
She blushed a bit as she realized her accent, her old way of talking was slipping in, and
she cleared her throat before looking at him quietly and saying clearly: “I think I need a thicker

skin sometimes. It‟s just… hard to remember at times that things some people say… they don‟t
mean seriously, or they treat it with disdain because they treat all with such lack of feeling. And I
am a Broken… how can I hold it against people to be wary of me?”
Zerrex smiled softly at this, gently pulling one of his hands free to stroke under her
muzzle as he said gently: “But you‟re also a person, Maria. And all people, from you to Celeste,
from the lowest demon to the highest angel, deserve to be treated as people, until they throw
away that right. You‟re a person, not a monster, not a beast.”
She smiled up at him lovingly, nodding slowly and blushing deeply… and then the two
hugged firmly before she murmured against his chest softly: “Thank you, grandfather.”
Zerrex smiled softly… and then he winced as a rift opened beneath their feet, squeezing
her tighter as she laughed quietly and they began to sink downwards, the reptile muttering:
“You‟re a bitch, too. I don‟t wanna go.”
“Oh stop it.” Maria chastised, and she reached out as they sank waist-deep into the rift to
snatch up a chain sack which contained the notebooks and the golden binder, pulling it close to
their sides before she looked lovingly into her grandfather‟s eyes, and the reptile couldn‟t help
but smile before they were surrounded by darkness. It burned around them, blinding and deep
and ominous… but a moment later, they emerged into the front hall of the Ravenlight Estate, and
the lizard wheezed quietly before he rubbed at his face slowly as she stepped away and nodded
to him. “If you need me at all…”
“I‟ll call. I know, I know, I said that last time, too, but… this time I really will if
something comes up.” Zerrex said softly, and Maria smiled a bit at him before the Drakkaren
added: “Oh, right, you know I‟ve been working on that too, right?”
She tilted her head curiously, and the Drakkaren reached a hand up to tug his prayer
beads out from under his shirt, feeling along them before squeezing into one bead and
concentrating… and a few moments later, a portal opened and Lone and Mahihko stumbled
through it, the wolves looking warmly up at Zerrex as the smaller lupine bounced on his paws.
“Hi Daddy! We‟re almost ready, okay?”
Zerrex smiled amusedly at the two: Lone was a little pale, but Mahihko seemed energetic,
his anxieties gone for the moment as he continued in a rush: “See, we just gotta find what to
wear and what to bring and think about what to say and what to do and we‟re so excited!”
“Did you wolves tell someone about what Raze found?” Zerrex asked curiously, and
Mahihko looked at him dumbly, but Lone sighed and rolled his eyes, nodding as he put the little
wolf in a headlock, making him squeal and flail his arms around uselessly.
“Yeah, Dad, we told Serenity, she said she‟d pass it on and that you should probably head
to the Throne Room yourself when you got back here.” Lone replied with a bit of a smile, and
the reptile nodded with a grunt. He hesitated, but the wolf only smiled a little wider, answering
before the lizard could ask: “You were gone for about half an hour. I guess you must have been
down there for quite a while, „less there was some time-skip.”
“Just a minor energy flux, then.” Maria said thoughtfully, and Zerrex nodded: he felt
relieved if anything, however: it wasn‟t so short Raze would have been unable to get up to
Heaven or information moved around, and it wasn‟t so long that he‟d have left Lord and Lucifer
waiting for an obnoxious amount of time. “Do you want me to come with you to the Throne
Room?”
“No, you can babysit the wolves.” Zerrex said mildly, and Lone sulked at the use of the
word „babysit‟ even as Mahihko giggled and clapped his hands gleefully. “Help „em get ready…

well… help Mahihko get ready… and then I‟ll come and pick them up here once I‟m done with
Vivien, okay?”
Maria nodded, and Zerrex reached out and cupped her cheek as he kissed her forehead,
making her smile warmly before he patted the two wolves on the head. They gazed up at him
affectionately, and the reptile smiled before turning as he concentrated, vanishing from the spot
and reappearing on top of one of the large balconies.
He found Serenity standing outside the doors, her arms crossed and looking unsurprised
to see him, the Amazons on either side of her at curt attention even as one of them kept looking
nervously towards the Pride demoness… and Zerrex rubbed at the back of his head before he
winced when she said dryly: “Being both your Iuratus Captain as well as a combat psychic, I felt
a very brief twinge a few minutes ago. Want to tell me what you picked a fight with?”
“Actually, something picked a fight with me, and… I‟m on a schedule, Serenity, so… get
out of my way.” Zerrex looked at her pointedly, but she only glared back, and the reptile cleared
his throat as he added lamely: “You know, if you beat me, it doesn‟t make you a very good
protector, now does it?”
“It does when I‟m protecting you against your own goddamned self.” Serenity muttered,
and then she sighed and turned around, shoving the double doors to the Throne Room open as
she added under her breath: “I am not letting you out of my sight.”
Zerrex grumbled to himself, mumbling in return as he passed her: “We‟ll see about that.”
Then he cleared his throat as he headed towards the large center table, frowning a bit in surprise
as he noted it was almost empty, the only faces present Vivien, Mercy, and Ixin. “Where the hell
is everyone?”
“I had them go into recess after Serenity arrived.” Vivien responded mildly, and the
reptile winced a bit at her tone: either she was about to yell at him or something serious had
happened. Then he frowned a bit when she looked down, before sighing and glancing over at
Ixin, gesturing to him. “Go ahead.”
Ixin nodded, the mage standing up and leaning on the table, his features serious as he said
quietly: “I hate to tell you this, Zerrex, but some crafty fuck has left some pretty big marks all
over any place you‟ve ever visited. See, Vivien stopped me from bouncing out of my merry way
„cause she was worried about you, and while I thought it was just her raging hormones acting up
at first, she… she was right.”
He grimaced a bit, rubbing at his face slowly and laughing flatly. “Fuck me, I can‟t even
get a good rise out of anyone and my comic timing‟s all gone. What I‟m saying is I isolated
Enochian runes all over your goddamn mansion, painted with the blood of pure, virgin angels.
Now that shit is hard as hell to get your hands on anywhere, and because it‟s so high in so-called
„purity,‟ it gives off a distinct resonance. Sure, it‟s got some fancy alchemical uses and mortal
loves to tell legends about the stuff, but in reality? It‟s just a really, really, really high-class,
hard-to-detect homing beacon.”
Ixin glanced at Vivien, and she motioned for him to go on, but the mage only shrugged,
muttering: “What the hell else can I say? I did my scrying thing on your mansion, and poof, there
it was. I looked at your Cloister and Sin‟s Tower and that pretty little nightmare cottage, poof,
there‟s some more. I could do a wide scan of Hell, and I‟m sure I‟d turn out all kinds of other
marks everywhere.”
“What are the runes?” Zerrex asked quietly, gritting his teeth, and Ixin smiled a little as
he looked over at him with faint entertainment.

“Just… your name in the old angel‟s language, that‟s all.” the mage murmured, shaking
his head slowly. “Ain‟t written the prettiest… hell, someone might have even just ordered some
lackeys, „put this shit on this shit for me,‟ and paid „em just enough coin to do a good job of it
and keep their mouths shut.”
“Wonderful. What about the murders, are they connected?” Zerrex rubbed at his face
slowly, and Ixin looked thoughtful for a moment before he pulled out a vial of red liquid from
his belt, and the Drakkaren walked towards the table to lean on it, watching with the others as the
mage carefully spilled this in a circle on the surface of the furnishing.
He looked down into it, mumbling under his breath as he put the vial aside and carefully
swirled the crimson, glowing fluid with a finger… and as the liquid spread in a circular puddle, it
slowly hardened, become red glass that reflected the mage‟s features before shimmering as Ixin
closed his eyes and reached down to touch his fingertips against the glass, saying clearly: “Victor
Hellabos. Home.”
The red glass glowed, and images played through it before it centered in on a large stone
house surrounded by heavy metal gates, stylized after Hez‟Rannan architecture and with a few
visible ornaments from the Cradle of Life resting in the windows… and then Ixin put a finger in
his muzzle and blew a short, undulating note… and a moment later, the same sound echoed up
from the glass, but deeper and darker, as a splattering of ugly, bleeding runes appeared over the
front door of the house.
Then the glass cracked apart and became liquid again as Ixin removed his fingers from
the side of it, and he grimaced in disgust, muttering: “Well, there you have it, Boss. Seems safe
to say that whoever put Hellabos on ice is probably following the guy splashing these runes over
shit, if he ain‟t the same one… the real question is whether or not he‟s going after people in a
specific order or just hunting according to the runes.”
Zerrex shook his head slowly as he looked over at Vivien, and she smiled wryly, saying
dryly: “You‟ve put me in a bit of a bind here, Zerrex. I don‟t know how I can safely put your
friends and family under protection without showing favoritism… just as I don‟t know how I can
ignore the fact your friends and family are being systematically targeted at the same time.
Especially now that Lord and Lucifer have requested an audience with you… by the way, why
are you here instead of there?”
“I‟m going, I‟m going. You think I got all nicely dressed-up just to talk to you?” Zerrex
motioned at his dress shirt, and the Celestial Devil sighed as she rubbed at her forehead slowly,
before looking up as the reptile said plainly: “Anyway, just put a request in to the courts for
large-scale citizenship protection under the Actual Threat Act.”
“I… what?” Everyone present stared at him, and the reptile blushed a bit even as he
cleared his throat and rubbed awkwardly at his skull, glowering back and forth at the others.
“You… did you just quote a legal precedent?”
“For the last goddamn time, Sabnock mentored me, so my specialty is in the justice
system.” Zerrex mumbled, and then he cleared his throat and nodded after a moment, continuing
in a drier voice: “Although Hell‟s military and the Royal Guards are usually used for… pretty
much any and all events, Hell‟s police officers can be called in to help protect citizens in the
event of real and actualized danger, especially when there‟s a severe threat to body or life
present. Someone‟s killing people for no good reason, and you can send a motion to Sabnock or
Thoth or even White, and they can approve to have a safe-zone set up – like say, the Ravenlight
Estate – and people moved there and in the surrounding area, and a taskforce of officers assigned
to watch the place. And of course, it‟s not like all the people I know are completely defenseless.

My Iuratus and Disciples already qualify as „private bodyguards‟ and Sabnock registered them
for me one year as a birthday present under the Protectors Act, meaning they can legally beat
people up and act as members of the courts when it‟s necessary for them to.”
Vivien was still staring at him, and Zerrex glowered at her, putting his hands on his hips
and saying flatly: “I was High King for ten million years, and whether I‟ve forgotten a lot of crap
or not, I still remember most of it. Not to mention the fact that I do take my job as ambassador
more seriously than you dunderheads might believe.”
“Lucifer‟s face, why can‟t you ever act intelligent when I actually need you to?” Vivien
groaned and grabbed at her head, dropping her elbows on the table before she reached up and
seized Zerrex‟s collar without looking when he started to open his mouth, yanking him down so
he was eye-level with her, and the reptile swallowed and winced a bit as she glared at him, her
other hand buried in her long blonde hair. “Can you promise me that this isn‟t going to tax
Elysium‟s resources right now? Between the Strange Beasts and the problems with Eslovius, I
can‟t afford to put your personal problems before that of the nation.”
Zerrex nodded and gently pried her hand free of his collar, straightening and brushing at
his dress shirt as he said carefully: “I can, but… it‟ll be much less of a strain, and probably put
fewer people in danger, too, if you let me move some of these people into Acheron, as well…”
“Do whatever you have to do, Zerrex. I‟ll authorize it under an emergency refuge excuse
or something.” Vivien rubbed slowly at her temples with a sigh, and then she looked at him
darkly. “So how often have I asked the council for ideas on how to take care of this idea or that
idea, and you‟ve stayed silent and twiddled your thumbs when you damn well knew the answer,
leaving me to spend hours digging through old law textbooks until I found some loophole?”
The Drakkaren cleared his throat and glanced awkwardly at Serenity, and Vivien shook
her head slowly, muttering: “If you weren‟t about to go to a meeting with Archangel Lucifer
himself, I would be skinning you alive right now, Zerrex. I understand it‟s my job to make the
decisions but I could use the advice of Hell‟s second High King every now and then, especially
as he‟s also the one who ruled for the longest.”
“Only if you consider delegating all my duties to the other High Thrones „ruling,‟
Vivien.” He stopped, then smiled a bit, hesitantly reaching out to squeeze her shoulder, but she
didn‟t even look up at him as she rubbed at her face slowly with both hands. “You‟re doing a
fine job, High Queen.”
Vivien glanced towards him, then she shook her head even as Mercy smiled supportively
at her, glancing over at the High Princess before her eyes returned to Zerrex, and she nodded
after a moment with a mutter: “Fine, then. Get out of here, go to your meeting in Heaven, Zerrex.
I‟ll call the council into session and announce the intent, then have the request brought to
whatever Judge is on active duty. The council and I will have to discuss who should receive this
protection, however… we can‟t offer it to every person you‟ve ever come across in your life.”
“Well, there‟s kind of a pattern.” Ixin said helpfully, and Zerrex looked at him curiously
as the mage grinned a bit. “Hey, I‟m smarter than the average bean-bag, you know, even if I
don‟t always act like it. But if you‟re gonna be good at magic, you gotta be good at catching how
things work.
“Now listen, these people are from Zerrex‟s past, right?” He tapped his fingers against
the table, glancing back and forth as his grin toned down to a slight smile. “But they aren‟t
people Zerrex would catch a direct whiff of if something happened to them… but at the same
time, they ain‟t people completely disconnected to you, isn‟t that right?” The Drakkaren nodded,
and the mage nodded back after a moment. “So the guy started at the outer edge of the circle:

distant acquaintances from the past. But a lot of people recognized the name Hellabos, not „cause
he was a monarch of Hez‟Ranna, mortal titles mean dick around here, but because the guy was
the guy who brought back the Red Beast, who is still an urban legend in Hell mommies tell to
their kiddies so they‟ll behave at night. You know, get in the corruption bath or the Red Beast
will come and gobble you up!”
Ixin curled his fingers into claws and gnashed his teeth a few times, and then he cleared
his throat at the sour look Zerrex gave him. “What I‟m saying is that it looks like the dude is
moving inwards. Most of Zerrex‟s closer friends and shit, they‟re here in Hell. But the murders
started in Heaven, right? So the murderer goes to a huge distance, kills some people in Heaven,
probably retreats here to Hell. He gets more confidence, he goes after people Zerrex probably
knew better.” Ixin put one hand on one side of the table, drawing his other finger slowly towards
this. “He kills a guy in Hell. Closer physically to where our good ugly friend here hangs out,
closer memory-wise too, I‟m willing to bet. Then the dude kills again as he gets more confident,
and then he kills a demon we know for a fact is connected to Zerrex, that Zerrex obviously
remembers dealing with in the past, and that is not low-ball on the power scale, either.
“In short, the guy‟s confidence is going up… and so is his bloodlust.” Ixin became
serious suddenly, his features cold as he brought his hands close together. “See that? Murdering
Hellabos, that‟s gonna give him enough of a self-esteem boost the fucker‟s going to go after
someone a lot closer to you now, Zerrex. And a lot stronger too, I‟d be willing to bet, or at least a
lot more important to you, important enough that if this shit hadn‟t been pointed out to you, it
would have probably drawn your attention. The real question, though, and the scary question, is
this: are you the big prize? Or is this guy some psycho-stalker who just wants your autograph,
preferably in your own blood?”
Zerrex grimaced a bit, feeling chilled by this sentiment… and then the mage smiled,
putting his hands behind his head and winking. “But hey, who knows? Maybe we‟ll all get lucky
and he‟ll go after Vivien next. She‟s still in the „acquaintance but not someone I‟ve banged‟
category, right?”
Vivien glared at the mage, her eyes glowing gold, and Ixin immediately squeaked and hid
behind the desk, peering over it as the reptile sighed and rubbed at his forehead. “And here I was,
starting to think that you‟d finally learned something about keeping your mouth shut after what
happened with Anathema.”
“That was years ago and Anathema Sin is a lot harder to piss off, thank fuck.” Ixin
retorted, and then he ducked again as Mercy shook her head and Vivien continued to glower at
him. “But she, however, is not.”
“Would you like me to go invite Celeste up here so we can have another glimpse into
your soul, Ixin?” Vivien asked nastily, and the Archmage winced and shook his head violently,
ducking lower behind the table. Then the High Queen sighed before looking at Zerrex and
nodding, asking moodily: “Anything else to add?”
“Serenity can stay behind and act as my voice in the council.” Zerrex said helpfully, and
the female winced before glaring at him even as Mercy smiled amusedly at the two, half-hiding
her expression behind one hand as Vivien looked thoughtful. Then the lizard glanced at his
daughter, saying in a softer voice: “Please?”
Serenity winced at his tone and the look in his eyes… and then she sighed, saying
moodily as she crossed her arms: “Fine, I‟ll stay back and help with the logistical information,
then, and deciding on the security setup. Any notes?”

Zerrex shook his head, however, smiling as he patted her gently on the cheek and said
quietly: “You‟ll do fine by yourself, Serenity, you always do. This is part of what you were
trained for after all.” Then he glanced over at Mercy, adding easily: “And you, don‟t worry about
being hard on her. Serenity‟s in no position to be a bitch… are you, Serenity?”
He glared at her, and she grumbled moodily but finally nodded, looking at him flatly. The
reptile winked at her, however, satisfied that he‟d reminded her of her job: she could get a little
pushy with his other Disciples sometimes, forgetting that she was the Captain of his official
Iuratus, but not the commander of all the others who had dedicated themselves to him as well. It
could make council meetings awkward when she attended, arguing loudly with Mercy in
particular, trying to push her own points forwards unbendingly: it didn‟t help that she sometimes
forgot to look at Mercy as a High Princess, instead of her little sister.
Finally, however, the Drakkaren realized he was only stalling for time, and he rubbed
lightly at his face before nodding to himself and mumbling: “Well… I guess I better go see if the
wolves are waiting for me yet and head up to Heaven with them. I‟m going to help them find
their sister, Jeannine, as well as talk to Lucifer and Lord.”
“And here I thought the wolves simply had no blood family.” Vivien said dryly, resting
her chin on her hand. “What about Vampire? He acts enough like them I could swear they were
related, whether their colors are different or not.”
“Yeah, but they‟re both pink if you shave them.” Zerrex said blandly, and Vivien sighed
and rolled her eyes as Mercy giggled silently and Ixin snorted in amusement. Even Serenity‟s
mouth twitched, and the reptile nudged his Iuratus Captain lightly with his elbow, adding
teasingly: “Of course, Serenity‟s probably thinking of a different part of Vampire that‟s-”
The female slammed an elbow into his kidney, and Zerrex gritted his teeth as his eyes
bulged in pain, hissing a bit through them before Serenity bowed her head respectfully to the
High Queen and grabbed her father‟s arm, dragging him towards the open doors leading out to
the southern balcony as the reptile stumbled backwards, half-twiddling his fingers towards
Mercy even as she stood up with a wince.
Then the golden-armored Drakkaren half-threw him forwards, and the reptile pinwheeled
his arms, stumbling around in a circle and just managing to catch his balance as Mahihko and
Lone both winced and reached out to help steady him, Serenity saying flatly: “Next time, I‟ll aim
a lot lower and hit you a lot harder, understood?”
“Yes ma‟am, won‟t happen again ma‟am.” Zerrex mumbled, and he glared at her over his
shoulder as she glared back, before he smiled wryly and winked at her, and Serenity threw up her
hands in frustration and stormed back into the Throne Room. Then he carefully straightened,
rubbing absently at his side before he looked down at the wolves… and he smiled a little as he
saw Lone was wearing much the same outfit as always, just black jeans and his vest, but
Mahihko had put on a pretty, shortened black dress that had at one point likely belonged to Sin.
A pink ribbon was tied around his tail, and a belt was cinched tight at his waist, keeping the dress
form-fitting to his upper body but loose and flowing down to his ankles… and the lizard couldn‟t
help but raise a hand and flick it, creating a single black rose that he gently tucked behind the
lupine‟s ear, making him blush with pleasure. “Are you two ready?”
They both nodded to him, looking up at him softly, and the golden bangles around the
slender wolf‟s arms jingled quietly as Lone put a hand in his pocket: a silver chain dangled from
this, hooked into the belt at his own waist, and the reptile smiled a little as he realized what the
lupine must be playing nervously with: a pocketwatch, something Zerrex had given him a long
time ago… then given anew when Lone had been whining one day about how Mahihko always

got flowers and he never got guns or anything like that. “Yeah, Dad, I… I think we are. And to
be honest… I think we‟re both kind of… excited and glad. I mean… even if she tells us to fuck
off… we tried, right?”
“At least we‟ll have tried… and at least we‟ll have warned her, just in case.” Mahihko
added softly, and Zerrex nodded a bit. He thought about Ixin‟s words, how it was likely the
murderer would be going after someone closer to him now rather than someone further away…
but a shiver ran down his spine nonetheless as he thought of how many times in the past they‟d
been convinced of something, only for something else awful to happen. How he thought that
they‟d go to Hez‟Ranna and rescue Marina, and they‟d ended up being dragged into torture and
death and war; about how they‟d simply kill all the demons, only to discover that the demons
were just being used, were as sentient and had emotions even stronger than mortals; how they‟d
stop the Old Gods, only to lose the mortal world to Athéos‟s Mechanauts; how they‟d gamble on
suicidal tactics against Camus and almost shattered the fabric of the universe.
The two wolves were looking at him nervously now however, so Zerrex forced a smile
before he held his hands out, saying softly: “Come on, wolves, time to go, then.”
They both nodded to him, each quietly grasping one of the lizard‟s larger hands, and his
fingers enfolded theirs as they clung to his arms before he lowered his head and took a slow
breath, concentrating… and a moment later, he vanished from the spot, only to reappear a few
moments later on a large concrete platform, a faint breeze sending a roll of dust and a few
strands of hay past their ankles as the two wolves winced a little, then breathed twin sighs of
relief when they weren‟t hit with recoil from the jump. Thankfully, Zerrex was getting better at
learning to control that… and he smiled a bit as he looked up at the one part of Heaven he
actually liked.
Their backs were to a large, rustic-looking barn filled with hay and where crates of apples
and other foods were stored, and several enormous, bony-looking trees sat along the wide dirt
road cutting through the center of the small village in front of them, the homes here looking
much like enlarged log cabins, a few of them resting on heavy brick foundations. There were
grassy fields surrounding this rustic place, trees standing haggard guard here and there, but at
every horizon, white mountains rose up… except Zerrex knew by now these were no mountains,
but instead enormous buildings, temples, and monuments, before he grimaced and glanced up as
a shadow rumbled slowly over them, covering the town in darkness for a moment.
An island floated slowly overhead, the bottom layered with huge grey and brown stones
and covered in black netting that stopped any large pieces of rubble from escaping, enormous
orbs of glowing green crystal covered in runes humming quietly here and there over its
underside. Atop this island was a massive city; a city now kept afloat by magic, and magical
crystals the size of boulders that the Heavenly Council wouldn‟t explain the origins of.
Unlike when Hell had become a planet, no unknown worlds had merged together:
instead, the immense mostly-city that was Paradise had been layered upon itself, buildings and
land crushing down on buildings and land. Thus, in order to try and salvage everything that could
be salvaged, the enormous, floating islands had been created that hovered like an ominous,
broken outer shell over the surface of Heaven, thousands that were so immense they often
eclipsed the sun above… and in some places, floating islands hovered miles in the air above
other floating islands, literally above the clouds and the solid land hidden in the banks of fluffy
white.
The two wolves let go of the Drakkaren‟s hands as they looked up and stared as the
enormous island rumbled slowly overhead, the air seeming to grow heavier as it levitated

steadily past, and the lizard grimaced a little in distaste before he reached down and grasped the
shoulders of both lupines; as often happened when neither was focusing on the other, they turned
at the same time and cocked their heads with the same expression, and Zerrex repressed a smile
as he said mildly: “Come on, let‟s go. I‟ll drop you two off near wherever Jeannine lives now,
and then I‟ll go and see the Council. Hopefully Raze has informed Lord and Lucifer that I‟m
going to be here, or we‟ll have some very pissy Paladins dropping in to say hello to the little
demons and the big bad god.”
“We‟re wolves, not demons.” Mahihko said brightly, and Lone groaned and slapped his
forehead before the little wolf winked over at the lupine, adding: “But I am a demon in bed!”
“We‟re Gemini, remember? I… you know what, shut up.” Lone said flatly, and Mahihko
pouted moodily before the larger wolf smiled awkwardly at Zerrex, saying hesitantly: “I think
she lives in Penitence, now… do they have to give such creepy names to all the cities here in
Heaven or what?”
“Well, this one‟s Mariposa, it‟s not so bad.” said an amused voice, and Zerrex glanced to
the side before he smiled warmly at the sight of an ivory-furred female feline walking towards
them, long hair of the same color cascading around her face and shoulders. She was dressed only
in simple blue jeans and a red blouse, a black leather collar that was edged in white cinched tight
around her neck and a simple silver bracelet dangling from one wrist.
Her eyes were black, but loving and compassionate as they gazed at him with reverence,
and Lone and Mahihko both blushed and shuffled behind the reptile as she walked forwards. The
Drakkaren leaned down, embracing the slender five-and-a-half foot tall angel, and then he gently
kissed her forehead, then her lips chastely in blessing, before murmuring softly: “It‟s good to see
you, Mary. Still holding on up here?”
“I hate being in Heaven more than I hate being in your Deep Temple, Zerrex.” Mary
replied blandly, and Zerrex groaned and slapped his forehead before he glanced down as she
hugged him firmly again around the waist, saying softly: “Besides, I think this is all just
nonsense and lies about angels becoming demons if they stay in Hell too long. And I don‟t think
I‟d mind, either.”
“And when I was mortal, I didn‟t think I‟d mind becoming a god, and look where we are
now, me bitching constantly about it and how much it sucks.” Zerrex grabbed her by the head
and pried her off, and she laughed quietly and smiled up at him kindly, and the Drakkaren smiled
softly back before he reached back behind him, grabbing Lone and Mahihko and yanking them
out to either side, the two wolves blushing and meek in her presence: when they had been the
mortal Lone Wulfe, they had been the authors of Mary‟s death. “Say hello, you two.”
“Hi Mary.” they echoed together, looking at her awkwardly, and Mary looked softly from
one to the other before her eyes moved up to Zerrex‟s… and Zerrex gazed back down at her
quietly. Her eyes had used to be brown, after all… but with both Negative‟s corruption and so
much time spent in the dark energies of Hell instead of Heaven‟s purity, Mary‟s irises had
become obsidian, and her wings had turned from ivory to the same deep color of night… just like
Raze‟s had. It made him wonder if all he did was damage people… and then he winced when
Mary poked his solar plexus firmly.
“So, what are you three doing here?” she asked gently, and the reptile smiled amusedly
down at her as he rubbed at his chest, knowing what she was really telling him; to stop thinking
all those nasty thoughts he often did. Mary, however, was a little more tactful than most of his
Disciples and friends and family. And more tactful than me, too. “I assume there‟s a reason it‟s
just the wolves along for today, and not an entourage, after all.”

“We‟re going to find Jeannine, the sister of the wolves.” Zerrex replied after a moment,
gently resting a hand on either lupine‟s shoulder, and they both smiled bashfully as Lone rubbed
at the back of his head and Mahihko shuffled his oversized paws. “Someone‟s been… going after
people from my past. The wolves are worried that because I met Jeannine once…”
“I understand, and that explains why you‟re up here, too.” Mary said softly, and then she
smiled from one wolf to the other, asking quietly: “Would you like me to come along? Maybe
help act as a buffer and… a bit of proof that you have changed from the Lone Wulfe I had met so
many years ago?”
The two looked surprised at this, and then Mahihko turned crimson as Lone looked down
and swallowed thickly, rubbing slowly at his eyes with one hand for a moment before he
mumbled: “That… that would… that would really mean a lot, Mary… I… I think even Jeannine
would listen to you if… if you…”
“It‟s not a problem at all.” Mary reached out and gently squeezed Lone‟s shoulder, and
he looked up at her with a warm smile before she half-bent, resting her hands on her knees as she
leaned down to be eye-level with Mahihko, who shyly clung to the lizard‟s hand as he gazed at
her quietly. “You two have changed, and earned forgiveness, after all… why don‟t I take them,
though, Zerrex, and you can go and meet Lucifer and Lord? I‟m sure you don‟t want to go to
Jeannine‟s just for an envoy to show up and drag you off to meet the Archangels of Heaven, after
all.”
The lizard looked at the lupines, but they both nodded and stepped ahead, Mahihko
silently taking Mary‟s hand almost bashfully, but when she smiled to him, he switched happily
from the lizard to her, clinging to her hand with both his own as he said quietly: “We‟ll be okay,
Daddy, we will. You go do your stuff, don‟t let us keep you.”
Lone nodded as he stepped awkwardly up beside Mary, turning around and still
awkwardly rubbing at his skull before he smiled to Zerrex with his gunmetal grey eyes. “Yeah,
you go ahead, Dad. Mary… she‟s… she‟ll be a big help, I think.” He looked at her thankfully for
a few moments, then returned his eyes to the Drakkaren, saying quietly: “Besides, this stuff is
important. No point in telling Jeannine to watch out if… you don‟t find out anything about who‟s
doing these killings.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, and then he smiled to the three before raising a hand and
stepping backwards, and the lizard vanished only to reappear a moment later on a wide concrete
pad in front of an immense white castle, guards in white armor immediately leveling spears at
him… but then relaxing when the Drakkaren rose his hands and said calmly: “I‟m here to meet
with the Archangels.”
“It‟s Lord Zerrex, it‟s safe.” one of the guards said after a moment, and the reptile looked
with surprise as the angel pushed up his dragon-faced silver mask, clicking as it slid up over the
white-alloy helm he was wearing, and the golden-furred canine beneath this smiled hesitantly at
him. “Archangel Lucifer told us you‟d be coming, sir. And may I say that it‟s an honor.”
He slammed his fist against the metallic breast of his white plate, and the other soldiers
stomped a foot at the corners of the platform and did the same gesture, the lizard laughing a bit
and rubbing at his face awkwardly as he felt a gentle sense of admiration wash over him from the
angels. “Well, that‟s a surprise. Usually I get booed when I‟m in Heaven.”
“Our interests aren‟t in politics, but in who can get the job done and help protect the three
intertwined worlds we live in, sir.” the canine replied with a wider smile, and Zerrex nodded and
smiled in return, then he turned his gaze towards the enormous castle, as the angel added:

“Lucifer and Lord themselves should be waiting for you already, just have the Trumpeter
announce you.”
“Thanks. I appreciate it.” Zerrex nodded again to the angel, and then he headed down the
large, white steps leading down from the high concrete platform, stepping onto a wide, immense
stone bridge that stood on supports ending in chunks of floating land and broken, jagged reaches
of wood, the reptile‟s fingers reaching out to trail over the stone railing as he craned his head a
bit to gaze down at the sea below.
The water, if that‟s what it was, gleamed like liquid gold, waves rippling through the
surface and splashing gently along half-submerged rock formations and ancient, immense statues
that had collapsed into the Sea of the Sun long ago, before Heaven had merged with the physical
plane. The largest – and only – ocean in Heaven, it was almost perfectly circular, with a few
inlets here and there snaking into the mostly-solid land of paradise: even at night, it shimmered
faintly, and it was said that at the very bottom of the ocean, you could find a great crack that
gazed in upon the core of radiant purity that powered all of the white planet, and that was what
made the sea shimmer so.
Zerrex‟s eyes roved upwards, to the enormous white castle he was approaching, the walls
surrounding it tall and magnificent, the outer sides of the white fortress low and stooped, but
designed so that towards the center, the castle grew higher and more magnificent, with a single
immense tower at the back and in the exact center that loomed imposingly; its base was
rectangular, but halfway up, it became cylindrical, sculpted, concrete ivy surrounding this latter
until it reached the top where an immense dome rested, surrounded by a heavy white stone
buttress. Heaven‟s Observatory, which contained God‟s Eye: a powerful artifact that could gaze
anywhere in the entire universe and home in on a location, ignoring anything and everything that
got in its way to give a person a perfect view of an object from each and every angle.
The reptile brought his eyes back down from this, shaking his head a bit as he glanced to
the side and grimaced a bit at an ominous, enormous statue that floated by, of a Metatron: a voice
of god, usually the ones who gave the orders to battalions of angels and acted as middle-ranking
commanders. Other statues, of things Zerrex recognized and didn‟t, hovered quietly around the
immense outer walls of the castle as well, and the Drakkaren rubbed at his face absently before
he looked up as he passed between the massive, magnificent outer gates of the floating fortress,
stepping from the bridge and onto solid land that nonetheless hovered thousands of feet above a
golden sea that shone with inner light.
Angels dressed in white robes sat peacefully in a courtyard of beautiful green grasses on
benches and the lip of a layered fountain, and a few soldiers slowly patrolled, dressed in the
same white armor as those outside and carrying long, spade-headed spears. The reptile glanced
curiously down, but kept quiet as he followed a curving stone path towards a pair of immense
golden doors guarded by two tall beings wearing golden armor, faces hidden by bird-like masks
and angelic wings extended, both of them carrying savage-looking battle axes made of the same
material as their gleaming breastplates with crescent-moon shaped blades. “I… Zerrex Narrius,
here to see the Archangels.”
The angelic warriors each silently grasped a handle and pulled the doors open, and the
Drakkaren stepped into a high-ceilinged stone hall, the reptile grimacing a bit as he walked
through the wide, rectangular entranceway and slowly made his way down the corridor, a plush
red carpet underfoot. Here, the hall branched in two directions, a set of tall stairs in one direction
and gently-curving in the other, but the reptile instead looked at the golden doors inset into the
corner wall directly in front of him, a priestess in white robes standing with her hands clasped

and smiling gently as he bowed to her courteously, then repeated: “Zerrex Narrius, here to see
the Archangels.”
“I shall announce you.” she said softly, then she turned and pushed the doors open,
stepping inside and turning around to politely nod and then close them. For a few moments, the
Drakkaren waited anxiously… and then the doors opened again and the priestess emerged, her
kind eyes gazing at him as she pressed her palms together and bowed aside. “Please go ahead,
Lord Zerrex. They have been expecting you.”
Zerrex nodded to her, and then he strode past the priestess, and she closed the doors
behind him as the reptile entered a wide viewing hall, pillars lining either side of the room all
decorated with prayers in ancient, spiraling Enochian script, and a single large silver throne at
the head of the room, large braziers on either side of this. The seat was rarely used, however:
Lucifer, instead, leaned calmly against a pillar on one side of the room, and Lord smiled
benevolently from where he sat on a wooden stool that was far too small for him, his knees
almost up at his chest as he waved. “Hello, Zerrex! Long time no see!”
Zerrex smiled awkwardly as he gazed at the jovial Archangel: at least twenty feet tall,
body thick with powerful muscle, his features boyish and almost child-like in their
handsomeness and the same amber eyes as Raze, just without all the bitterness in their dark, slitlike pupils. His scales were regal violet that lightened to a purple-gray over his chest, the only
thing covering this a thick, black-leather bandolier that went across his body in an X and was
secured at the center by a golden ring.
Thick black jeans clothed his lower body, tucked neatly into heavy black-alloy greaves
over his feet. These clanked against the ground as he leapt up and walked forwards, his long
strides allowing him to easily cover the distance of the hall before Zerrex could react, and then
his breath wheezed out of him when the Archangel picked him up in a fierce hug, the lizard‟s
eyes bulging and his teeth gritting as he was reminded horribly of an earlier battle with a Strange
Beast as Lord asked warmly: “How are you doing, apart from the rain?”
“Lord.” Lucifer said dryly, and Lord cleared his throat, gently setting Zerrex down, and
the reptile grasped at his ribs with a wince and a mumble as he staggered backwards. The
enormous, purple lizard godling winced a bit, but then he quickly backed off as Lucifer shook his
head, looking at this angle to be a Dragokkaren… but when he turned towards the reptile, his
duality became clear: one side of his body was that of a red-scaled Dragokkaren with a reptilian
amber eye like Lord‟s, and the other was that of a grizzled, grey-furred timberwolf, with a cold,
metallic iris.
He was only fourteen feet tall, the Dragokkaren side of his body thicker with muscle than
the lankier wolf side… and yet he was the dominant presence in the room despite Lord‟s size and
outgoing personality, his expression cold and collected. Simple but formal black clothes clung to
his solid frame, and a half-breastplate covered his upper chest, made of polished silver that sat
over his shoulders. A long, dark cape fell along his back, with slits cut into it so his wings could
stand free: both angelic, but one was purest white, and the other darkest black.
“I‟m sure you know why we called you here, Zerrex. What you don‟t know is that there
were more than two of your acquaintances murdered in Heaven.” Lucifer said in his quiet but
carrying voice, with no preamble… and the reptile grimaced a bit as he walked forwards,
automatically reaching up to play with the mala hanging around his neck. “Recently, there was
another death. Mika Hendrickson.”
“Oh gods, no…” Zerrex gritted his teeth and looked down, not wanting to admit how
much that hurt his heart to hear. Mika… Felicity‟s „brother‟, who had become a Benevolent in

Heaven after he‟d died, never trying to attain the wings of an angel but all the better a person for
it… and then he looked up, sensing the compassion so deeply-hidden in Lucifer‟s eyes and soul
as he asked quietly: “Same… same MO?”
“Yes.” Lucifer nodded, not taking his eyes from the Drakkaren‟s as he continued quietly:
“We detected a beacon: your name written in the virgin blood of an angel in Enochian. You are
not surprised.”
It was more a statement than a question, but the lizard nodded anyway, and then Lord
said quietly, his cheerfulness fading: “Murder‟s uncommon in Heaven. Very uncommon, enough
that these three cases are drawing a lot of attention already. Once someone other than Little Arcy
makes the connection, then the storm is really going to begin: we‟re only fortunate that so far, no
one else has. I can feel that it hurt to hear about Mika, Zerrex, but… you can‟t go out hunting for
this guy. We don‟t even know who it is, and if they‟re even still in Heaven.”
“When was the murder?” Zerrex asked quietly, and Lord hesitated, then looked over at
Lucifer, and the lizard turned his own gaze to the sterner Archangel as well.
Lucifer looked down for a moment… then he glanced up and said softly: “Five hours
ago. We would have sent word, but… Raze had already left to find you by the time word reached
our ears.”
Zerrex nodded, rubbing at his face slowly, trying to take this in and at the same time,
fighting down his emotions. Mika… inoffensive Mika, who yes, had been so furious with him
after Felicity had died… but who also had been one of the only friends of the vixen to forgive
him for what had happened, even if it was only because he knew that‟s what Felicity would have
wanted. Zerrex had even considered giving him the red lovebird that now fluttered quietly
around in the Cloister, that‟s how close the two had been… and he shook his head before
muttering: “Who the hell could be doing this… wait, how often do murders occur up here?”
Lord shrugged, but Lucifer said quietly: “Five hundred and eighty two last year, Heavenwide. Like I said, it‟s uncommon. Part of it has to do with the purification in the air: it makes
people more docile, more patient, while Hell‟s corruption influences emotions towards greater
extremes. And like Hell, it‟s simply… harder to die here.
“But it‟s also because of the fact that the Prophets and Watchers keep an eye on Heaven
as much as they keep an eye on the other worlds. Most people don‟t like it at first, but they grow
used to it.” Lucifer‟s voice was calm, his expression was stony… but yet, Zerrex got a sense of
disdain and disapproval nonetheless. “The Council is very interested in cataloguing all this
information and keeping the great record said to be started by God current.”
“Naganis.” Zerrex murmured softly, and the word reverberated through the chambers,
Lord covering his head with a wince as the faintest of smiles twitched at Lucifer‟s muzzle.
“Sorry, I… forgot the rules.”
“Heaven has no jurisdiction over gods from other planes and worlds. Especially gods
who have inherited the energy and gained the blessing of Heaven‟s former master.” Lucifer
glanced up towards the ceiling for a moment, and then he returned his eyes to Zerrex, saying
quietly, as if they had never had the interruption: “Your friends are in jeopardy. I imagine if this
killer is able to target victims in Heaven and defeat the usual methods of detection, to savagely
rip apart his prey without being seen, and more importantly, to pass unnoticed between Heaven
and Hell… your friends in the netherworld must be in true danger.”
Zerrex gritted his teeth a bit at this: it was true. Elysium did not exactly have a glamorous
crime rate to begin with… and while Heaven‟s justice system was so ordered and organized and
enormous it was able to speedily process and decide the punishment for the largest to smallest

offenders in a matter of days, Elysium was still ruled more by monarchy and might than it was
by Sabnock‟s beloved courts. Therefore, while officers were common enough… most people still
preferred just to punch the crap out of each other to settle most disputes, and it could often get
ugly. Homicide-ugly. “That‟s part of why I‟m meeting with you now. I‟ve already gotten
permission from High Queen Vivien to move a large number of these acquaintances – outer
circle and inwards – to Acheron. They‟re discussing right now who exactly I should be allowed
to bring… especially as the murderer is more and more targeting people who are closer and
closer to me.”
“Heaven‟s stance is very clear on immigration and emigration, Lord Zerrex. There‟s little
I can do about that, officially.” Lucifer crossed his arms and shook his head slowly. “And there
are few loopholes in place that could be of any help to you in this situation. Heaven has always
been shortsighted when it comes to itself: it was never envisioned that its inhabitants would be
anything less than „safe‟ in its embrace.”
Lord nodded, saying apologetically: “You‟d have to talk to the Council… which I know,
I know, for you, that‟s like saying you have to go talk to a tank full of piranhas and ask them not
to bite you while you go for a little swim.” He smiled a little, then glanced over at Lucifer,
saying quietly: “What about the peacekeeping forces?”
“The Council already dislikes the fact we allow „peacekeepers‟ to go beyond the bounds
of Heaven and keep trade and other relations established between other planets and dimensions.”
Lucifer replied quietly, shaking his head. “They would immediately see through the tactic if we
suggested to the peacekeeping organizations that they recruit these specific people. It won‟t be
long now before they figure out the connection of the latest murder string to Lord Zerrex as it is,
either, especially since we summoned him here.”
“Job has been real goddamn nosy lately.” Lord muttered, rubbing at his head, and Zerrex
grimaced at the name of the Naganatine who ran Heaven‟s High Council, before the purplescaled godling smiled awkwardly. “Not even the Heavenly Council can say no to us putting your
friends under protection, though… even though they‟ll probably also want to start sending out
Hunters and Hounds to try and track down whoever‟s been killing these people.”
“Which brings us to the next point. A bastardized version of your energy signature was
found on the remains of each body.” Lucifer said calmly, as if he was asking Zerrex to pass the
butter at dinner, and the reptile gaped stupidly as he felt his head reel with shock. “We are wellaware it is not you who has committed these murders. Your innocence is of no importance and
no question to me. But obviously the Council will try and use this against you to make you seem
suspicious and to turn others against you. They may even have had something to do with this
chain of events.”
“Now, hold on Lucifer, I hate them as much as you do but don‟t start saying stuff like
that.” Lord said reasonably, looking pointedly over at the Archangel, but he only looked coolly
back. “I mean, for one thing, they might hate Zerrex but they hate every god and demon and
even mortals, you know that. And two, what reason would they have to frame Zerrex for this? It
doesn‟t make any sense.”
“I do not believe it is their intention to frame him. Only to threaten, antagonize, or
distract.” Lucifer answered, and Lord made a face before he winced a bit as the other Archangel
continued seriously: “Zerrex was the second High King, succeeding where I failed. Zerrex killed
the False God ruling Heaven, who first empowered the Council. Zerrex discovered the
possibility of the worlds merging and tried to warn us, making the council look foolish. Zerrex
killed Athéos and helped rebuild the mortal plane, while the Council ordered Heaven to stand by

and do nothing, and many have taken note of this. And, the greatest threat and reason of all for
them to want him out of the way, Zerrex now has the distinct traces of the Creator inside of him.
And as even you know, Lord, despite how naïve you are, the Council does not want God in
Heaven.”
“But… I mean… well…” Lord winced and hesitated, rubbing at his face slowly as he
shuffled from foot-to-foot, and Lucifer shook his head slowly.
“You try and see the good in everyone, Lord. There is little good left in the council, now,
apart from the lonely voices like your son.” Lucifer said calmly, but there was a firmness to his
words that made the godling wince back a bit. “Our job is not to play politics. Our job is to keep
Heaven tasked and moving forwards. Paradise is a misconception: Heaven is where pure souls
ascend to, to be rewarded for the good they did in life, or to continue to purify themselves.
Precious few souls have done enough good in life to warrant eternity in bliss.”
Lord nodded after a moment, glancing down awkwardly before he cleared his throat and
looked up at Zerrex, saying finally: “I… I still don‟t think it‟s the Council, though, and hear me
out. I‟m not saying they‟re good people… I… I know by now they‟re not. But it just doesn‟t
make any sense politically or power-wise. They‟re like a swarm of hornets buzzing around their
nest, as long as you don‟t go too close they leave you alone. You rarely come to Heaven and you
piss them off but you never bother getting close to the hive, or in this case, the honeycomb of
power they thrive off of. If anything, they need you alive, because you make a really good
scapegoat for all the stupid stuff they pull.”
He smiled embarrassedly as he rubbed the back of his head, and Zerrex glanced at
Lucifer, who nodded after a moment at this assessment before he said quietly: “But after what
occurred with Camus, it‟s difficult to say what they want. The Naganatine especially are
discontent ever since the appearance of the Strange Beasts. It furthers the legend that God may
have been a piece of a First God, or at least had something to do with the creation of the universe
as we know it. It also strengthens the idea that the Naganatine themselves were not the First
Breed, or the most-loved, as some of them like to say.”
Zerrex nodded a bit, glancing down and thinking of Sin and Anathema… and then he
looked up and asked quietly: “So what‟s your suggestions on what I do, then?”
“Wait it out. The enemy will make a mistake eventually. People may suffer, but if you
pursue him you could be easily ambushed.” Lucifer said quietly. “I am not sure what is more
disturbing: his vast knowledge of you, his ability to get away with murder undetected even in
watch-guarded Heaven, or how he seems to be capable of moving freely back and forth from
Heaven and Hell. Heaven records all vortexes that open and close across the planet, and
everyone must register each and every time they use a portal to enter or leave Heaven. Those
who don‟t are very quickly singled out and captured for interrogation and imprisonment.”
“Nice.” Zerrex muttered, then he rubbed slowly at his face. “High level shapeshifter,
someone able to „cover up‟ their DNA or energy signature, then, so to speak? That would explain
being able to replicate my energy signature, leaving a trace of it on the body.”
“Bastardized.” Lucifer corrected, and Zerrex tilted his head a bit. “It was a bad imitation,
like a child‟s drawing of a masterwork painting.”
The lizard wanted to make a joke, but he felt too awkward in the presence of the
Archangel to, so instead he remained quiet. Lucifer seemed to realize he wanted to know more,
and the Archangel continued in a slower voice: “It requires a knowledge of magic or minimal
control of energy, but the process can be studied. It‟s an adaptation of alchemy and

transmutation, done on a spiritual level. Few components would be required, mostly only for the
purpose of attaining proper focus.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, saying quietly: “So… what, they mixed up a knockoff of
my energy in a vial and dumped it out on the body?”
“Energy is carried in blood, or other organic substances. In this case, they mixed a vial of
false blood together and likely poured it on the victim after killing them. It may have even been
used in the process of marking the victim, so to speak.” Lucifer replied calmly, and Zerrex
rubbed at his face with a wince. “I‟ve already sent Hounds out to see if they can detect this
signature anywhere else. I doubt we‟ll find anything, however.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, and then he looked at Lord as the godling smiled and
squeezed his shoulder, saying kindly: “You should just try not to worry, okay? We‟ll keep your
friends under close watch and assign Dragoons and Paladins to keep them safe and secure. The
way this guy operates, he seems to prefer going after the victims quietly and privately.” He
stopped, then reached his other hand up, resting them both on Zerrex‟s shoulders as he said
softly: “You have Hell and Acheron to worry about, anyway. And Gods know from what I‟ve
heard, you‟ve been spending a lot of time on the mortal world, too.”
“Whenever I get a chance. It‟s home to me, Lord.” Zerrex smiled a little, and Lord
laughed and smiled back after a moment.
“A long time ago, it was to me too. That‟s why I‟m very glad to see you protecting it.”
Lord glanced over at Lucifer, who only looked impassively back. “But I guess that about sums it
up, unless you have anything you feel you need to get off your chest.”
The Drakkaren began to shake his head, and then he halted as he remembered
Eratosthenes. “Kind of. I was in the Unworld Manse, doing research-”
“I‟ve always wanted to go there… it must be just damn amazing.” Lord interrupted with a
smile, then he looked up at the ceiling as he put his hands behind his head, nudging Lucifer
firmly and making him glower a bit. “I‟m sure even you‟d find something to appreciate there,
huh? The architecture or something… but it‟d be great, because then I could even do short
explorations into the Unworld itself, learn about the cycle of energy more and-”
“Continue, Zerrex.” Lucifer shot Lord an icy glance, and Lord blushed a bit, making a
zipping motion across his muzzle.
Zerrex rolled his eyes at this, waiting a moment to make sure the Archangel was done,
and then he said softly: “Anyway, I was attacked by a Strange Beast who called himself
Eratosthenes. Said he was a „Librarian.‟ I looked up the term from Camus‟s own books, and it
means he was a big-shot back home, at the Center of the Universe. He seems to have the same
problem with me the Heavenly Council‟s latest beef is about, that I‟ve got the essence of
Naganis inside me. In fact, he kept calling me that… he seems to think I‟m actually Naganis.”
Lord again covered his head, grimacing at the vibrations that shook through the air just
from the Drakkaren speaking the name, but Lucifer seemed to relax a bit as he looked
thoughtfully at the ground, then up at Zerrex, saying slowly: “You think he‟s commanding their
forces. That they are more strategized than we first imagined.”
“Yeah, something like that.” The Drakkaren nodded back, then he smiled a little bit as
Lord carefully uncovered his head . “Either way, he also mentioned working for someone… or
with someone, I dunno, I wasn‟t totally clear on what he meant. I did ask him about the murders,
though, but he had no clue, and I‟m pretty sure he was being honest about that, at least.
Lucifer nodded and glanced over at Lord. “Another piece to the puzzle; did you discover
anything in the ancient archives?”

“Not really.” Lord admitted after a moment, rubbing at his face slowly. “God‟s journals
and stuff… I mean, yes, they‟re really awkward to go through, but I honestly looked really hard
and I didn‟t find… anything at all mentioning much apart from the Naganatine and a few things
he apparently came across on his travels, but they didn‟t sound… remotely like any of the
Strange Beasts. If what Zerrex has been telling us is true, and God was once… an even-bigger
God, though, then he might not really be able to remember his past-past. Or maybe he just had…
another hidey-hole somewhere, you know, for when he used to vanish at times, then reappear
and he‟d just say „Sorry, I was in my thinking corner‟ and stuff.”
Zerrex frowned a bit, glancing down and remembering Naganis sitting on the moon…
and then the image faded, but it felt important somehow. Then he smiled a bit to the two
Archangels, asking mildly: “So is it going to set off any alarms if I teleport out of here for a
second?”
“Just don‟t reappear inside the Castle Grounds.” Lucifer replied calmly, and Lord only
tilted his head dumbly before the Drakkaren vanished from the spot, and the godling winced as
the shorter but more-imposing Archangel only crossed his arms and waited patiently.
Zerrex reappeared a moment later on the surface of the moon that orbited the mortal
world, wincing a bit as he felt pulled-at and ice-cold for a moment before a bubble of artificial
atmosphere surrounded him, and the reptile let himself drop to his knees, breathing quietly for a
moment. Then he cursed and leapt to his feet, staggering backwards as Negative appeared out of
nowhere, walking towards him and snarling: “What do you think you‟re even trying to
accomplish anymore?”
“I don‟t know, but I do know you should get out of my way.” Zerrex retorted… and then
he cursed in pain when Negative stepped forwards and backhanded him across the face with his
bone claw, wincing and staggering backwards, surprised more than hurt as he grabbed at his
face. “What the hell!”
“Leave the past alone, leave the past dead!” Negative hissed through his teeth, and Zerrex
frowned a bit as he steadied himself, studying the crimson-eyed Inversion, the way his body was
trembling slightly, the anger and… was that fear in his eyes? “Can‟t you be satisfied with the fact
that he‟s dead, that he gave his life and soul for you? Why do you have to keep digging, digging,
digging into memories, and things that should be allowed to sleep?”
The Drakkaren looked down, knowing he had all kinds of rationalizations… but the real
reason, like it always was, was so much simpler, as he answered quietly: “I‟m curious.”
And Negative smiled darkly at him, his crimson eyes flashing before he stepped forwards
suddenly and rammed his claws into the reptile‟s chest… and although they left no wound, no
mark, the reptile felt them, felt icy coldness spreading through his body as the Drakkaren‟s eyes
bulged in shock and he grabbed uselessly at the bony arm of the Inversion, as he whispered:
“More dangerous words were never spoken…”
And a moment later, the reptile felt himself yanked backwards through time and space,
visions, galaxies, worlds spinning past him, white lightning and black fire burning in front of his
eyes, and then glaring, awful red light… and a moment later, he staggered, clutching weakly at
his chest as he looked wildly back and forth, floating above the ground. He was trapped inside
memories… and then he looked up in shock, standing in a beautiful throne room with a balcony
high above and a glorious golden seat resting at the back of the marbled hall, a voice Zerrex
recognized all too well saying quietly: “I‟m curious.”
It was a cruel voice, pretending to be kind… and the red-scaled Dragokkaren had pasted a
smile on his face that was likely meant to be soft, but his terrible crimson eyes were predatory.

Yet he was awfully, awfully charismatic, in his white, flowing robes edged in gold, a heretic who
had snuck into God‟s house in the disguise of a saint, a monster who was about to commit a
horrendous, unspeakable act that Zerrex wished he could stop.
“Well… I suppose it can‟t hurt…” A figure in a beautiful silver mask said slowly, his
body the shape of Naganatine, dressed in similar robes of his own… and then he nodded after a
moment, saying finally: “Yes, yes, of course. Really, they‟re based off a being I‟ve seen in other
parts of the universe, but I wanted to add my own twist to them, redesign them to better
incorporate… well, I call it expression of self…”
God – Naganis – absently removed his mask as he spoke, his back turned to the pretendangel… and then, as if he were nothing but another meaningless victim, Narrius walked up
behind him and flicked his wrist, a hidden dagger of terrible green crystal dropping into his hand
as he smoothly wrapped one arm around the Naganatine‟s head to cover his muzzle and stabbed
savagely into his back, then twisted, and Naganis gasped silently into Narrius‟s palm as the
Dragokkaren said softly: “I have always found you insufferable and pathetic.”
Then he simply stepped backwards, the dagger standing out of Naganis‟s back as he
whimpered and fell to his knees, shocks of energy travelling over his body as blood leaked down
the blade… and he groaned in pain, reality vibrating around him as Narrius calmly pulled a small
box from his pocket, before the Naganatine clutched at his chest, feeling the tip of the dagger
through his robes as he whispered: “Why?”
“Because I want to.” Narrius kicked Naganis hard in the side, and the god collapsed with
a moan, shivering hard as blood began to leak out of his mouth and eyes, his fingertips weakly
dragging along the floor. “Thegragon told me what you were, and it‟s not difficult to find a
weapon imbued with the powers of destruction. Opposite your values, your vows as a god; more
than strong enough to keep you incapacitated for the moment.”
“You…” Naganis whispered, slowly looking up at him… and then Narrius put a small
box down in front of his face, smiling coldly as he pulled it open, and the god‟s eyes bulged as
he shook his head with a weak moan. “No, no… no…”
“Yes. Thegragon also shared the designs for this with me. She said her old master used to
use it to cage particularly troublesome gods… but I‟ve already filled enough Unworld energy
into this box to ensure your soul will be shredded to pieces while I transport it out of Heaven.”
Narrius replied in a soft, dangerous voice. “While in Heaven, I know you cannot be killed. But
the moment I leave, your soul will become vulnerable. Your soul will not survive the Unworld
essence, even if the box splits open.”
Then Narrius brought his foot up and stomped down on Naganis‟s skull, forcing his
muzzle forwards so it pressed against the open box, and he groaned in agony as Narrius spoke
dark magic in an ancient, terrible language, and energy crackled along Naganis‟s form as he
gasped and choked, blood bubbling out of his body as he spasmed against the ground and arcs of
energy shot over him, drawn into the crackling blackness inside the small box… and then the
Naganatine‟s scales lost their color, and he simply collapsed lifelessly to the ground, eyes dead
and sightless as Arodnap‟s Box snapped closed and locked itself.
The Dragokkaren bent down, tearing the dagger free of the corpse and scooping up the
box. He tucked this into his pocket as he picked up Naganis‟s corpse and tossed it over his body
like a sack, then he glanced up, his eyes glowing with energy as he concentrated… and a vortex
opened, crackling with power.

The monster left Heaven, to step out into not Hell, but the Unworld… and waiting for
him was Thegragon, her mask off, and her scarred, ugly features eager as she whispered: “Yes,
yes, yes! Give him to me, give me the corpse! And the box!”
“I‟m keeping the box, Goddess. Don‟t argue with me, or I‟ll kill you as well.” Narrius
glanced over her contemptibly, and Thegragon winced a bit but nodded after a moment, even as
she gritted her teeth. Then she reached out, taking the corpse before Narrius said sharply: “And?
What about his powers?”
“Do not rush me: I created you, did I not? A creation so powerful I still rue it to this day,
especially since you cost me my life.” Thegragon glared at him, but Narrius glared back, and for
a moment, his true, animal nature was revealed as he bared his huge teeth. But then he suddenly
smiled coldly, and she laughed quietly, reaching out and stroking over his face worshipfully as
she whispered: “Yes. In a way, it is fitting. From mistress to servant… you are almost perfect.
And now… to complete your power, and give you control of Heaven, so we can one day together
burn the entire universe down…”
She gently scooped up some of the blood of Naganis on her fingertips as she whispered a
short verse, and, hidden amongst it, a trail of tears… and then she held these out to Narrius, who
leaned forwards and licked the crimson fluid from her fingers without hesitating, for a moment
seeming in their old roles. And then Narrius staggered backwards, then snarled as burst into
black flames, form becoming more animal before he roared as drool dripped from his jaws and
his eyes burned like red spotlights… but then slowly grinned, looking at his hands as Thegragon
whispered: “Yes… Naganis‟s powers changed to powers of destruction, giving you control of
dark energy… and now, when you reenter Heaven, Heaven will think you are Naganis…”
“And I shall rule in his place.” Narrius grinned darkly, insanely… never realizing how
vulnerable he was outside of Heaven, never realizing how coating and bathing his body in dark
energy would weaken his form, never knowing how one day it would reduce him back to the
status of emaciated beast-monster… or that his caging and death would be a result not of his war
upon the world, but from scorning a mortal love.
The memories changed… and now Zerrex wasn‟t looking at Narrius, but instead at the
Goddess, her mask on her face and a silvery pole in her hand, Naganis‟s corpse laid out before
her, naked, dead. She smiled coldly at this as she held up the pole, and it transformed into a
knife… and the reptile winced, starting to look away, but a moment later Negative was beside
him, seizing his hand with the back of a claw, rasping: “You wanted to see. Now see.”
And Zerrex watched: he watched as Thegragon drained Naganis‟s blood, then skinned his
corpse, removing his hide and painting his scales with a mix of his own blood and some other
compound. He watched as she cut away his flesh with cold precision, and the reptile felt sick to
his stomach as he somehow knew she would feast upon it later. Organs were liquefied or drained
and put aside, brain was crushed and added to the mix of blood and other ingredients so she
could again paint his scales, turning them a darker maroon now as they hardened… but it was his
bones she was after.
She polished them almost lovingly, then treated them like exquisite, expensive metal as
she took them to an ancient, deep and dark forge. She added silver alloy and gemstones and
bones of fallen heroes, she used his hardened, treated hide of scales and his skull… until finally,
she had assembled a terrible and yet beautiful set of white, terrible armor, saying softly: “And
one day… my chosen warrior will wear this. Not you, Narrius, an easily-used beast… but
perhaps there is another I can set my eyes on… another, like the son you hate so violently, yes…
he would be perfect. A toy to distract you if he fails… and a servant to my will if he succeeds…”

She laughed, a wicked, evil sound in the darkness as the forge flared up behind her… and
then Zerrex was left panting roughly, grasping at his chest as his legs trembled, tears in his eyes
as he fought against a flurry of emotions ripping through his body. He looked creakily back and
forth, and then Negative‟s voice whispered inside his mind, even though the Inversion himself
was nowhere to be seen over the darkness of the moon‟s surface: “Are you still curious?”
“You don‟t scare me, Negative. You won‟t scare me away. You won‟t stop me…” he
murmured weakly, but as he felt the pain fading and his heart settling in his chest, he looked up
and asked quietly: “Are you Naganis?”
There was only silence in response… and the Drakkaren shook his head slowly before he
closed his eyes and concentrated, straightening… and then wincing when he sensed a very
distinct energy signature some forty feet ahead. He didn‟t know what was up here, or how well
Naganis had hidden it – astronauts, after all, had combed the surface of the moon for centuries
now – but he did know there was something… and perhaps, as had happened with so much else
when the Center of the Universe had been destroyed, something here that had perhaps been kept
in silent waiting for all these years had awakened.
The lizard strode onwards, doing his best to block out images and thoughts of
Thegragon… and of his father, Ifret Narrius. The reason Zerrex had been born different… and he
laughed shortly at this sentiment and how true it was in more ways than just being blessed with
exceptional strength and unnatural powers of regeneration and vitality.
Before his mind could wander too deep, however, the reptile came across a strange, rocky
mound, and the lizard tilted his head back and forth as he wandered around this. It was almost
like an enormous stalagmite that jutted crudely from the ground, with a wide, fat conical base
and a tip some dozen feet or so about the lizard‟s head, slowly narrowing as it went up… and
then the Drakkaren carefully reached forwards and placed a hand against it, and he smiled a bit.
“Smooth… like it‟s been rubbed by something.”
He looked down… and was unsurprised to see that there was a half-hidden stone tile
beneath this, sprinkled with lunar dust. The reptile carefully brought his other hand up, putting
both against the stalagmite and pushing firmly… and the cone of rock rumbled, refusing to give
in this direction, but the reptile‟s force causing it to grind quietly against something beneath it.
Zerrex frowned a bit at this, and then he carefully slid around the stone, testing it with his
hands… and was unsurprised when he found that pushing at the right angle made it easily slide
away, as if it was resting on a track.
It rumbled forwards when the reptile gave it a firm shove, grumbling against the ground
and revealing a distinct, hidden passage surrounded by rocky tile, a steep set of stairs leading
down to a pair of red and gold doors. Zerrex smiled a bit at this, carefully descending as he
looked nervously at the stalagmite, but it simply sat silent sentinel overtop the doorway… and
the Drakkaren shook his head slowly before he pushed the double doors open and carefully
ducked through them, entering into a narrow stone corridor.
Dust motes floated through the air, and Zerrex paused to look through the few small
doorways along the short hallway into rooms that whispered of abandonment and loss: an
unused, unmade bed here, a tiny reading room there. Then the Drakkaren glanced up as he
reached the doorway at the end of the hall, this one covered in carvings of ivy, and he felt that
tremble of energy again before he reached slowly, hesitantly outwards, grasping into the handle.
He clutched it for a moment, feeling fear weave through his body for some reason… and
then he gritted his teeth and forced himself to shove the door open, before wincing at the sight
beyond. The room had once been a small library, perhaps, but the shelves of books were covered

with cobwebs now, and sparkling, ugly cables, several of these broken and leaking a terrible,
coagulated substance. Large and small bugs skittered away at the reptile‟s approach, and broken
skeletons and shattered links of chain lay over the damaged, cracked floor… and at the very back
of the room, a bookshelf had been ripped out of place, and instead, standing silently by itself,
was the armor Zerrex had seen in his vision.
The boots possessed huge, Naganatine claws that had been sharpened and fortified, edged
in white like blades, and metal fed into a ribbed, bone-like structure that went up from the ankle
up to the shin. Heavy ivory plates covered each lower leg, leaving only the backs vulnerable, but
these were covered by the dark leather made from Naganis‟s scales. Shield-like cups fit over the
knees, and from around the waist hung several larger, leaf-shaped plates of bone to protect hips
and groin, locked tight in place by a belt of segmented vertebrae.
Even the tail was protected: running along the top of the appendage was the skeleton of
Naganis‟s own tail, countless small segmented bones, and breaching from either side of these
many links were thin, crescent-shaped pieces of ivory that could be steel, could be forged
skeleton. They locked into place over and around more of the scale-leather that completely
cupped the tail, ending in a single sharp needle… and the reptile shuddered a bit at how thorough
the Goddess Thegragon had been in the desecration and the reconstruction of Naganis‟s very
body. She must have truly hated him… and envied him…
The chest was covered by scale-leather that was snug to whatever was beneath it,
sculpted into the perfect shape of chiseled muscle despite the fact Naganis had been lithe: but
Thegragon would want the armor to be imposing, terrifying, and to emanate a physical power
Naganis had never needed. Thick plates of white bone covered the breast and protected the
obliques, and the pauldrons that protected the shoulders had been shaped out of Naganatine
skulls… and Zerrex shuddered to wonder if they were real or not. There had only ever existed
twenty Naganatine, after all… and yet he wouldn‟t put it past the Goddess to harvest or kill them
solely so she could make this exquisite armor that would never be used.
The biceps were covered only by scale-leather… and the forearms were protected by
heavy vambraces, heavy white plates on the outside of either arm. Zerrex couldn‟t help but walk
forwards as he stared at the hands, however: the gauntlets were articulated and detailed to the
very last bone, made of countless tiny white plates that all linked together to seem like solid,
flexible ivory, ending in small, simple claws… and he reached slowly forwards…
The armor shuddered and rasped, and Zerrex leapt back, cursing in shock as he looked up
at it. Above the white, ivory plated-collar around the creature‟s throat, the head bobbed… and
the Drakkaren realized the black scales here weren‟t leather, but the only parts of the armor that
weren‟t covered by it, as two red eyes opened beneath the skull of Naganis that had been forged
into a terrifying mask, his horns standing tall and proud still out of the ivory skull that glimmered
as if it had been reinforced by more than prayers, more than magic, with several large, sliding,
rounded plates that curled down around the back of the creature‟s head.
It hissed at him, and dust blew out of the nostrils in the skull as it shuddered, and then
Zerrex winced a bit as more sand blew up from the skeletal armor as it straightened slowly and a
cape unfurled behind it, rolling down a back covered by tight white plates and with oversized,
exaggerated vertebrae that was perpendicular to the wearer‟s spine. Zerrex didn‟t know how he
knew this, only that he knew, as its cape fluttered… and then the creature wearing the armor
coughed miserably again, even as the cape of scale leather suddenly snapped around the creature,
covering its arms and body like a long, armless coat now, seeming to transform of its own
volition. “Who stands before me?”

The reptile was silent as he regarded the creature, and it gazed coldly at him, red eyes
almost glowing out of the sockets of its skull before it barked: “Well? Who are…” It broke off,
and fell into another fit of savage, painful coughing.
It was malevolent… yet the lizard also had the sense that it had been here for too many
years now, sealed away gods knew how many thousands of years ago… and forced to wait all
that time in the physical plane, no matter what kind of supernatural being it was, could not have
done pretty things to the beast. “I… I am Zerrex Narrius. Who addresses me?”
“I am… guardian, I am… soldier. I do not know my name… I only know my rank. I am
servant to the Princess, the Goddess, a disciple brought back from eternal death to protect her
secrets…” the beast whispered, and then it coughed hard again before shaking its head slowly.
“Zerrex Narrius… your name… familiar…”
The reptile looked at this abomination quietly, and he suddenly understood why it felt so
strange. Why there was so much energy coming off the armor, and yet it was being muffled by
something… and he said quietly: “She dredged you up from the Unworld, didn‟t she?”
Thegragon‟s reality control had allowed her to do awful things… from creating a false
High Prince she had been able to puppet, its body securely hidden in the armor of Az‟Iriel, the
Warlord, to the fabled „Guard Dogs‟ of Acheron, horrible monstrosities like the statue-monster
Camus had acquired as one of his Theologians to deal with „nastier tasks.‟ She had been intimate
with the secrets of the Unworld, the reason perhaps that even Athéos himself had valued her so
highly and held her so close… but despite knowing the secrets of life and death, she had been
arrogant enough to assume she would live forever. “Un… world…”
Zerrex realized he had a choice here, as the monster coughed and rasped again; he could
engage this miserable creature and risk damaging the armor in the process – and it felt horribly,
horribly wrong to use his powers to rip apart this creature, and even more wrong to damage this
armor made from the remains of Naganis – or he could try and talk the beast out of it. The reptile
grimaced a bit at the latter choice, but as he looked at the red-eyed thing and it stared back at
him, he thought he knew how to persuade it out of the armor. “Why do you wear this?”
“The Goddess… entrusted it to me.” the creature whispered, and then it frowned and
looked down, shaking its head slowly before it coughed several times again. “She said it would
protect… protect… me… it does not, and the air… burns me… but until her messenger comes to
retrieve it I cannot part with it.”
Zerrex nodded, and the creature looked at him for a moment, asking slowly: “Zerrex…
Narrius. Your name is… Zerrex Narrius?”
“Yes.” the reptile said quietly, and he met the thing‟s red eyes for a few moments before
he spread his arms a bit. “Were you expecting me?”
“No. I expected another. The Warlord…” it murmured, then shuddered violently, and
Zerrex had the sense it wasn‟t talking about Az‟Iriel… but another creature that went by the title
of „Warlord.‟ “The red… red… r-red….”
It collapsed to a kneel, cape fluttering around it as it began to cough and gag miserably,
and Zerrex winced a bit backwards before the creature looked up at him tiredly, murmuring:
“Are you… are you here take the armor?”
“Yes.” Zerrex said softly, and he knelt in front of the creature… and it smiled faintly at
him before the reptile‟s eyes widened in shock as the red lights in its sockets began to gutter and
smoke boiled up out of the armor‟s hidden seams.
“Good.” it whispered, then the armor simply collapsed with quiet clanks to the ground as
there was a final sigh, steaming faintly as the last of the black smoke blew away. The Drakkaren

looked down at this with a grimace, shaking his head slowly… and then he sighed a bit as he
carefully sketched the sign of the Judgment Cross in the air and murmured an old Hez‟Rannan
prayer, figuring it would be fitting. Sleep now, poor servant. You’re free of your Mistress.
The reptile reached carefully towards the armor… and then he winced as it pulsed faintly
before energy crackled through the room, and the cobwebs burst into blue flame as the broken
debris along the floor and the vermin crawling along the walls exploded. The Drakkaren leapt to
his feet, looking back and forth in shock as a resonance pulsed through the room, growing louder
as Zerrex cursed and covered his head, the blue fire spreading through the room, licking at the
Drakkaren‟s ankles, feeling strong and yet warm as he clenched his eyes shut…
And a moment later, he hesitantly opened them as he stood in silence, before staring back
and forth stupidly at the small library. It had been completely restored, books sitting in the
shelves as if they had never been damaged, not a speck of dust – much less blood or skeletal
parts or anything else – anywhere in sight, the armor gone… but when the lizard glanced slowly
to the side, he saw it had simply changed positions, resting in an ornate wooden rack now, the
skull-helm hugged gently against its own plated chest by its own arms. In this pose and
environment, it was less intimidating, less evil… and as the reptile reached forwards, he
carefully touched it, noting the small spikes that stood up in double-rows over many of the large
sections of plate as he murmured: “Naganis…”
The armor glowed faintly in response… and the reptile laughed a bit as he grasped the
shoulders, then winced as he reached he was touching Naganatine skulls, bringing his hands back
as he felt distinct energies burning against his palms. Different enough from the rest of the armor
to let him know they were, in fact, real… and the reptile thought he almost recognized one of
them, as he muttered: “Goddamn the Goddess…”
Then he looked at the armor again, before hesitantly reaching out to touch its chest… and
then the lizard winced and staggered forwards as Negative snapped from behind him: “Well,
now what?”
“Holy hell!” Zerrex glared over his shoulder at the creature, one of the skull‟s horns
poking lightly into his stomach, and then he turned around and looked disgustedly at the
Inversion as he glowered back and forth. Then the lizard frowned instead, tilting his head before
glancing over his shoulder at the armor, and he said dryly: “Well. You know, you look really
similar.”
“Shut up.” Negative said darkly, his red eyes burning… but he seemed to be hesitant to
approach the armor stand at all, as Zerrex smiled wryly and reached up to absently play with his
mala. “So will you destroy it?”
“You sound eager for me to.” the Drakkaren said mildly, and Negative looked less-thanamused at the lizard‟s tone. “And you know, that just makes me want to not destroy it all the
more.”
“It‟s corrupted creation. It‟s evil, it‟s wrong, it goes against every system of belief you
have. It should be destroyed.” Negative retorted, and now Zerrex looked at him curiously, even
as Negative snarled in return. “What?”
“You, the same person who‟s been corrupting my Disciples, is whining about this being
evil and nasty?” Zerrex said mildly, and Negative looked furious before he started forwards, but
Zerrex only grinned widely as he reached back, pulling the skull helm out of the armor‟s arms
and tossing it lightly towards the Inversion. “Catch!”
Negative winced even as his hands automatically went out, and Zerrex was surprised
when he actually caught it… then the Inversion stared in horror down at the skull in his hands

before shocks of energy ripped through his body, the creature‟s back arching as it howled in
misery and Zerrex‟s eyes went wide with surprise, wincing himself as he felt the creature‟s pain
in muted bolts through his own form before Negative simply sparked out of reality… and Zerrex
winced and lashed a hand out as the skull helm fell, and it floated eerily above the ground instead
of hitting, the lizard wheezing in relief before he gently beckoned it, and it floated quietly over to
him, turning around slowly as Zerrex gently caught the helm.
At first, he was confused… but as he held the skull, he silently let himself lean backwards
against the bone armor, resting in its half-open arms… and he smiled faintly after a few moments
before he hugged the helm against his chest. Once he got past the exterior and the corruption it
had been bathed with… he realized that it gave off the same pulse of energy, the same murmur
of life, as his prayer beads did, but on a much-more-massive scale. Yes, the Goddess had warped
the physical exterior of Naganis, transforming his remains into a terrible-looking bone armor…
but try as she might, she had not been able to corrupt his spirit. She had not been able to
transform his energies in the slightest… and he felt his mind becoming peaceful, clear, calm as
he smiled a little, gazing up at the ceiling and feeling almost… almost uplifted, as tears again
threatened his eyes and he whispered: “That‟s why Negative was scared… why he wants it
destroyed. For all the powerful, unnatural wrongness that was inflicted on you, Naganis, despite
the desecration, the destruction, the warping… you cannot simply erase the spirit of something.
The faith of something. You can murder all the priests in a temple, you can rape and pillage and
burn it, you can splatter the walls with blood and your idols… but if true faith exists there, no
matter what you do to its appearance, no matter how you mar its outer shell… beauty will exist
inside of it. True meaning can‟t be stolen, not by destruction, not by death, not by corruption…”
He looked down at the skull in his hands, and blue energy sparked over it. Zerrex still
hesitated… but the armor was speaking to him. The armor was comforting him, as if some piece
of Naganis lived on inside of it… and more importantly, whatever it looked like, however scary
it seemed… the armor was what was left of Naganis. He would cherish it… and he also knew
that he could not simply let this be destroyed. Naganis was already dead: destroying this armor,
even made by evil hands as it was, would not bring Naganis back, would not give him any more
peace. The very fact Negative wanted it gone so badly, wanted this to remain a secret, spoke
worlds about it, Zerrex thought, even before he‟d seen how the Inversion couldn‟t bear to touch
it, even though he existed outside of reality, was unaffected by sword or shield or spell or
machination otherwise…
But the reptile knew he‟d lingered enough, turning around and quietly placing the helm
back on the rack, and he smiled a little at the armor as he said awkwardly: “Just… give me a
minute. I came here for a reason… and I mean, you went through all the trouble of restoring this
library for me, it looks like…”
Zerrex stopped, looking at the armor, then touching his own chest as he closed his eyes,
whispering: “Are you in there, Naganis? Inside me, or… inside Negative? I just… wanted to say
thank you, again. Not because you‟re God… because you… you did so much for me. Not just the
world, but you… keep reaching out to me, through the bounds of time and space and death and
destruction, and I don‟t know how or why, but… thank you. You know I‟m no zealot, though… I
ain‟t gonna start ordering others to praise your damn name no matter how many miracles you
perform for me, so let‟s… just get that clear, too, huh?”
He smiled a bit, and energy sparked over the armor, as if it appreciated his sense of
twisted humor… and Zerrex shook his head slowly before he headed towards the bookshelves.
He was unsurprised to find that like Camus, Naganis had logbooks, all of them neatly-ordered

and labeled… and the reptile let his instincts guide him, smiling a bit as he reached up to pick
one andZerrex felt a horrendous agony rip through his skull, his muzzle thudding into the shelf
and his hands clawing at the books, knocking several loose as he gargled… and his eyes bulged,
then he screamed as he realized Negative had torn his claws into the back of his skull, the
Inversion leaning forwards and whispering: “We need to have a little talk.”
The reptile screamed again as dark energy shot over his body, gritting his teeth in pain as
blood leaked from his eyes… and a moment later, the pain was gone, and the lizard was standing
numbly in red sands, crumbling towers in the distance but the area around him otherwise
deserted. He fell immediately to his knees, clutching at his face… and then a hand seized into his
hair, yanking him to his feet before tossing him backwards, the lizard grunting as he landed
painfully on a rock and skidded a foot or so through the crimson sands on his spine.
Negative looked down at him coldly, his red eyes burning with anger as he simply stood
and glared, and Zerrex gritted his teeth before he began to stand up… and then his eyes widened
when the Inversion stepped forwards and slammed his fist into his muzzle, knocking him
crashing and rolling backwards through the sand, a spray of fine red dust following him before
the reptile flopped onto his stomach and coughed hard. Everything felt so real, including the
pain… and he snarled as he began to get up, then stared in horror when he saw Negative was
only a foot or so away, the creature‟s claws lashing downwardsZerrex brought up his right arm, wincing as the bone claws ripped through the scales and
gouged the material below, but failed to leave any severe wounds, Negative snarling before the
Drakkaren threw himself backwards when the creature gestured violently upwards with his left
hand. Dark blades ripped out of the ground in the space Zerrex had occupied seconds before, and
then the spikes of dark energy tore themselves upwards, hovering eerily for a moment as they
aimed themselves at the lizard, but Zerrex only winced and created a barrier of blue energy in
front of himself, the dark spikes firing rapidly into this but only managing to crack the blue wall
even as they went up in tremendous, focused explosions.
The lizard let the shield of energy vanish as he and Negative glared at each other, and
then the reptile said quietly: “So it‟s finally come to this, has it?”
“I‟ve stood by one too many times, Zerrex, while you have abused my kindness and my
abilities. It‟s time for you to recognize who is in charge here… and that when you don‟t play by
the rules I make, things go wrong.” Negative said coldly, and then he snapped his fingers… and
Zerrex‟s eyes widened as the stars in the darkness above their heads rearranged themselves, faint
lines of light shooting between them here and there to form into an image of the Drakkaren
standing mindlessly before the constellation extended a hand… and a deadly dagger appeared in
it, the stars making this up glowing a malevolent purple. “Can you split your concentration
between stopping me from ramming this into your eye and killing you physically, while fighting
me here to stop me from killing you mentally? Either way, I take over your body. Beg for your
life, Zerrex. Beg for your life and I may let you exist as a tiny part of my consciousness.”
“You know the risks if you make me kill myself. I might not Invert again. I might just
die.” Zerrex said coldly, but Negative only smiled ruthlessly at him.
“Then I‟ll use your dwindling energies to jump to a new host. Cherry could be fun. Or
perhaps Marina… or one of the other sluts you care about so much. I‟ll turn them into everything
you hate… and warp the rest of your precious family inside-out.” Negative said softly, and
Zerrex snarled, the creature grinning cruelly: “What, are you angry?”

Zerrex vanished from the spot, and Negative looked stupefied for a moment before the
lizard reappeared directly in front of him, his right arm silver and glowing with blue energy
before he slammed it savagely into the creature‟s face, and Negative flew bonelessly backwards,
crashing and his body awkwardly flopping as his arms stayed almost locked against his sides
before he slammed face-first against the ground. He lay still for a moment… then snarled in fury
as he rapidly pushed himself to his feet, his bone mask covered in thick cracks as he hissed: “I‟ll
rip you apart!”
The Drakkaren‟s anger had been vented in the punch: now, instead of letting that take
over again, he felt a cold calmness descend as his eyes flicked upwards, realizing that the busier
he kept Negative here, the slower the constellation moved. Immediately, the reptile sprinted
forwards, even as the Inversion snarled and swung both arms out, black swords of energy
appearing in mid spin around him before they shot towards the lizard.
Zerrex winced and zigzagged back and forth, the swords hitting the ground next to him or
flying past, sending up enormous explosions that kicked red dust up in a haze before he simply
swung his fist forwards into the last dark energy sword, covering his face with his other arm and
roaring as he charged straight through the resulting blast, even as his scales were singed and
chunks of steel flew off his arm. Negative, however, cursed at the lizard‟s direct approach,
flicking his bony arm outwards as a long, deadly needle shot from his wrist before he lunged
forwards with a feral growl, but Zerrex skidded to a halt and then half-spun his body, elegantly
swinging one leg into a reverse thrust kick that smashed into Negative‟s stomach and made him
lurch backwards.
He clawed feebly at the air as Zerrex seized his metallic hand by the fist and then
backstepped towards the creature, half-spinning as he lashed his elbow outwards, and it smashed
directly into the very end of Negative‟s muzzle, chunks of bone mask flying in all directions as
his maw snapped loudly under the force of the blow, the Inversion howling in pain and fury as he
clutched at his nose as it erupted with black blood, leaning forwards… and the Drakkaren
grinned insanely as he created a sphere of blue energy that pulsed violently in his metallic hand
even as he slammed a knee up into Negative‟s chin, knocking him staggering backwards, his
hands still holding his wounded muzzle as his chest was exposed, his eyes widening… and
Zerrex simply flung the sphere of energy as hard as he could into the creature‟s chest, the sphere
striking and expanding in the blink of an eye to explode in a blue tinged blast that made the
lizard wince and stagger.
Negative flew backwards, striking against the sand and rolling several feet before he lay
stunned, even as his body regenerated the damage… and Zerrex winced as he looked up at the
constellation, seeing that the dagger was looming dangerously close to his face in the stars.
Immediately, then lizard reached both hands up, concentrating and focusing on it… and then,
feeling like he was pulling a tanker ashore by chains alone, he slowly yanked his hands
downwards, and the constellation shuddered violently before the dagger retracted all the way to
waist level.
Zerrex grinned… then screamed in agony when Negative appeared in front of him and
sank his claws into his stomach before he ripped savagely to the side, almost disemboweling the
reptile as he fell heavily to his side before the Inversion slammed a foot into his wounded
stomach, blood exploding from the deep rips as well as his muzzle as he was knocked rolling
backwards. He screamed in pain and at the feeling of sand in the wounds even as they began to
heal, laying on his back before his eyes bulged when Negative stabbed the long, bony needle
standing out from his wrist down towards his eye… but the lizard managed to catch this in his

metallic hand, gritting his teeth before he slammed his other hand against the ground, and
Negative was blasted into the air as sand beneath him erupted into a massive pillar.
The creature twisted his body with animal grace, however, landing on all fours with a
snarl some ten feet away even as Zerrex staggered to his feet… then he winced as Negative
charged forwards again, the needle blazing with dark energy before the lizard snarled and swung
hard at him with his right arm, trying only to ward him off. Negative, however, simply blocked
the metallic limb with his own ivory one, the two staggering backwards after their swings
connected before the lizard cursed and swung his fist forwards into a lunging punch, but the
Inversion smacked this almost irritably away before he lashed his claws against Zerrex‟s face,
digging thick rips through the scales of his features and knocking him sideways before he
stabbed savagely at his neck.
Zerrex managed tilt his head backwards and throw himself away, however, at the same
time swinging his left hand out… but it only collided with Negative‟s bony arm, and the
Inversion grinned as Zerrex cursed in pain, his fingers throbbing at how solid the material was
before his eyes widened when dark lightning sparked down the limb and Negative shoved his
hand towards him, blasting the reptile backwards with a cone of black flames. He howled in pain
as his scales were singed and burnt, stumbling before the creature pounced towards him, but this
time the reptile managed to bring a leg up and kick him hard in the chest, knocking Negative to
his knees as the reptile grabbed at his body, panting hard. The Inversion was only trying to stall
him now, it felt like… and the reptile cursed under his breath before he snarled and glanced up
towards the constellation, watching as the dagger ticked slowly, grimly upwards.
Then Negative lunged again, stabbing the needle fiercely forwards, and the only thing the
reptile could think of to do was to swing his own left palm out, meeting the blow. He screamed
in agony as he felt the needle rip through this, burying into his forearm as dark energy sparked
along Negative‟s body and he roared in triumph, eyes blazing… and then his grin faltered as
Zerrex‟s fingers clenched into his bony fist as he reached his metallic hand up to squeeze into his
other shoulder, the creature rasping: “What?”
“You‟re inside me, Negative… your corruption doesn‟t do anything to me…” Zerrex
gritted his teeth as he forced himself to concentrate, and blue energy shocked down his left limb,
the glow building as Negative screamed and tried to pull away, his eyes widening in horror
beneath the bone mask as the lizard rasped: “But my energy, on the other hand, can hurt you
plenty!”
Blue energy sparked around their bodies as Negative desperately tried to yank himself
free, but with the needle of bone buried all the way into the lizard‟s forearm and the death-grip
the Drakkaren had on the Inversion, he was unable to tear away, shaking his head in wild denial
as a blue glow steadily built higher and higher beneath the bone plates of Negative‟s ivory arm…
and then both howled in fury and pain and misery as Negative‟s bony arm simply exploded into
chunks of white matter and black blood, the Inversion finally ripping free and staggering
mindlessly backwards as he clutched at his missing limb, and Zerrex was blown off his feet, his
left arm a mangled, ruined mess, most of his hand gone and his limb covered in visible splotches
of rot as pain seared through the entire limb… and for once, he was thankful that it felt like most
of the nerves had been burnt out, even as he snarled in agony and his flesh and blood arm hung
loosely and brokenly at his side.
“So… so what… you‟ve only disabled an arm on both of us!” Negative shouted
furiously, still visibly unable to comprehend what had happened as he clutched at his shoulder,

blood leaking from his eye sockets as he screamed: “Do you think you‟ve really given yourself
any kind of advantage? Your arm is useless now as well!”
“But my other arm can do this.” Zerrex gritted his teeth in a grim grin as he held up his
right limb, and the metallic plates rippled before a three-foot long, elegant blade tore out of the
wrist, and Negative‟s red eyes widened in horror as he looked down at his flesh and blood arm
stupidly.
Then Zerrex lunged to his feet, left arm clutched to his side but right arm raised in front
of himself, and Negative lunged desperately backwards before he shoved a hand towards the
ground, a wall of dark spikes erupting from the earth in a wave towards the lizard… but the
Drakkaren leapt into the air as a platform of blue energy appeared overtop the valley of spikes,
landing on this and charging down it as it expanded in front of him and vanished into blue sparks
behind him, and Negative began to raise his arm too little, too lateZerrex pounced, slamming his feet into Negative‟s chest and crashing down on top of
him in a kneel, forcing him to the ground before he slammed his blade through the Inversion‟s
eye, and Negative screamed in agony before the lizard ripped the sword free, brain matter and
blood spurting from the terrible wound before the Drakkaren slammed his metallic elbow down
into Negative‟s skull-mask, cracking it. Negative bucked and shook beneath him, but even as
Zerrex was almost dislodged, he lashed his metallic arm outwards in a savage, wild swing that
tore off one of Negative‟s horns completely before dark energy exploded in the air above the
Inversion and sent the reptile crashing backwards onto the red sand behind him.
They both lay on their backs, panting hard, the constellation above frozen… and then
Zerrex forced himself to sit up and climb to his feet, and Negative‟s eyes burned with hatred and
fury as he trembled on the desert… but then only managed to roll over, clawing at the sand and
whispering: “I don‟t understand why… why you won‟t… die, why you won‟t succumb to my
corruption, why… you‟re so strong here in your mind when it is a place you fear…”
The reptile breathed hard… and then he looked up at the constellation above, and simply
reached a hand up, flicking his wrist… and the stars immediately tore apart, the terrible, purple
lights in the sky vanishing before he looked down at Negative as the Inversion clutched at his
lost limb. Then the lizard smiled dryly, saying quietly: “Because I‟ve never forgotten…”
“That failure is simply self-defeat.” said a soft voice, and Zerrex smiled faintly over at a
tall, powerful Dragokkaren dressed in a casual suit and with a trophy belt from a fighting
championship around his waist, his features calm and serious, his blue eyes burning with
intelligence and wisdom. “We are not defeated by others. We are defeated by ourselves. We give
up; that is failure.”
“Memories…” Negative grabbed at his cracked skull-mask, and Zerrex returned his eyes
to the creature as the vision of his uncle, Requiem Narrius, faded slowly from sight. “Useless.
You cling to them… and they do nothing for you.”
“They do everything for me, Negative. Maybe the reason you‟re such a goddamn cunt all
the time is because you don‟t remember what it‟s like to be nice.” Zerrex squatted beside the
creature, and then he glanced absently down at his left hand as he realized both his pain and his
wounds had vanished. “The truth of the matter is, though, that whether you like me or not, and
whether I like you or not, we seem to be stuck with each other. I have a feeling that I can‟t kill
you here… I also have a feeling that you trying to kill me is a desperate bid for something you
know that isn‟t going to quite work.”
“You have Archangels to return to.” Negative said shortly, and the reptile frowned before
a moment later, reality returned… and the reptile found himself standing dumbly in the library

once more, a few fallen books by his feet, his legs trembling a little… and then he shook his head
and rubbed at his face… then grimaced as he found blood on his fingers as a dull throb sounded
somewhere deep in his brain. Negative…
But the Drakkaren could barely feel the presence of the Inversion now: when Negative
did return, sooner or later, he‟d probably be pissed as hell… but the lizard had a feeling that
wouldn‟t be for a while, either. They often tussled and contested each other, but Negative had
never before tried to actually kill him… and Zerrex grimaced a bit as he looked back and forth,
but when he didn‟t see a knife anywhere, he hoped that the Inversion had only been making
threats again to distract him while he tried to go after the Drakkaren in his own mind.
“Goddammit…”
Zerrex sighed a bit, then he leaned down, picking up the fallen logbooks and hesitantly
attempting to put them back in order on the shelves… before a certain book caught his interest,
marked not like the others but instead with a large, strange symbol on the front: a circle, with a
multitude of different prisms inside of it. The reptile looked at this curiously for a few long
moments, feeling like it was important… and so he opened the book, and was unsurprised to
watch as the runes along the page silently reshaped themselves into letters and words in the
language he understood best, the Irenic common dialect.
The wording was clunky, however: endings were wrong here and there, syntax and
grammar errors, a few misspelled words. It was like someone had struggled arduously to
replicate the technique used by the First Gods to make the „infinite legibility,‟ as Camus had
called it in one journal: the way all the books in the Unworld Manse were able to shape the
words upon the page so that even someone who had a weak grasp of their own written language
could read them:
Memories are filtered in. They are not all good ones: I pondering over it, and have come
to conclusion that they are from a past life, awakened by something. I know that I have an urge
to create: and yet the other gods I have met tell me they have never seen powers like mine
commonly. I have even been learning to replicate other techniques used by other gods: one of
particular interesting is the ability to make a book legible and readable to anyone. I am
attempting to enchant my journals with these. Should something ever happen to me… I want
people to know why I did what I did. I want people to have the knowledge that god is not alien, is
not violent, is not wrathful. That I do not demand sacrifice, or tribute: I only wish that I did not
have to distance myself from my own creations to let them evolve. I wish that I could walk among
them… that I could be their friend.
I have a terrible, terrible feeling, which is why I am recording this. This is writing of all
my memories, my dreams, my concerns. From my fears of how I failed the Naganatine, to the
sensation of impending peril. I have too many years in life to tell of every important event, but I
have listed the most crucial. Awakening; Athéos and the Old Gods; Thegragon and Acheron;
seeding the planets; the Birth of the Naganatine; the Betrayal, and my cowardice; Lucifer and
Hell; the Flaw of Corruption; Lucifer’s Return to Heaven; the Second Archangel; the Decline;
my Penance. And lastly, of my Dreams… Dreams of strange, strange things, and strange,
strange life that I may once lived.
Every day I spend in personal hell for what I’ve done. I have failed so many times, so
very many times… instead of imprisoning the Betrayers in limbo, I should have only locked away
Mephistopheles, then worked harder to save my children instead of leaving them to his
corruption and torments. I weeping at the sight of what he did to my daughters. I should have
worked harder on the essence of Hell’s corruption, made it more akin to Heaven’s purity: I am

to blame for making demons more sinful, more cruel, more enslaved to their emotions. It is my
fault, and alone mine, that they become slaves to themselves, that they grim souls rioted and
writhed. I continue to lock myself away rather than look at the worlds I’ve created, I continue to
shut out the prayers because a million voices ask me every day for miracles: I am asked to
provide toys and lovers, to bring back the dead, to stop disasters, to kill and to save. I am spoken
to by faithful of all religions, by agnostics, and by atheists who revile my very existence and yet
nonetheless whisper to me in secret.
And I cannot save them all. Even if I tried, I cannot answer their prayers. It is not that I
have turned my back on them, that I do not feel terrible empathy for them. If I save one, though,
then I make another’s life worse. If one prayer is answered, a dozen others clamor for it. Once I
tried to make my presence known to a simple but kind male. He told others about his vision and
wrote my words down: then he grew to be revered by some as prophet, and jealous and hateful
by others. My name was yelled in scorn and in rage as well as in pleading prayer. I covered my
eyes for a moment to try and block it out. When I looked again down to the world, they had
murdered the ‘prophet’ and burned the words he had written for me and called him ‘heretic.’ He
hurt no one. But I hurt him. I cost him his life.
Zerrex looked down quietly, closing the book and shaking his head slowly before he
looked over at the armor with a faint smile, saying quietly: “You had no idea what would
happen, Naganis… now that I‟m suffering from this… godliness too… I know how hard it is.
How… how awful it is.”
The Drakkaren glanced down, rubbing at his face slowly: he heard learned to block them
out for the most part, but there were times still when people‟s prayers slipped through to him…
and while some were in honest need of help, others felt like they were entitled, had every right to
being granted gifts from god… and others prayed for terrible, awful things. Victims, murders,
suffering… and Zerrex closed his eyes before he opened them, quietly carrying the book over to
the armor as he said softly: “I don‟t know what I‟m going to do with you. But Lucifer and Lord
are probably still waiting for me… and hopefully this book will help them a little.”
The reptile wanted to sit down and read more… but he felt that the Archangels had more
entitlement to the journal than he did: after all, to this day he had no idea why Naganis had saved
him, of all people. He doubted more and more it was simply because he and Athéos had blown
each other into oblivion… and the reptile shook his head as energy sparked over the armor
before he gently lifted it free from the rack to cradle in his arms. It was heavy, and yet…
comfortable, the lizard carefully adjusting the skull helm and book so they rested on the armor‟s
bone-plate chest, and he looked down at it for a few soft moments. He could feel the pulse of
purity in it so clearly despite the look of it… and he only wished that he could be bringing home
Naganis himself.
Then he shook his head slowly before he concentrated, and a moment later, the reptile
vanished from the spot, only to reappear on a concrete platform in Heaven in front of the
enormous castle. The guards looked at him with surprise, and Zerrex smiled at the white armored
knights awkwardly before he said lamely: “Just… have to make a delivery.”
They didn‟t reply, only staring as Zerrex carried the heavy suit of armor down the steps
and towards the gates, knowing it looked awkwardly like he was carrying a white, skeletal
body… but no one questioned or stopped him as he made his way back to the castle, the guards
opening the door for him and letting the lizard into the wide hall. He walked down it, then smiled
awkwardly at the priestess standing in front of the doorway to the reception hall where Zerrex
had spoken with the Archangels earlier… but just as she bowed to him and began to turn towards

the doors, they were yanked open and Lord leapt out, staring down at the Drakkaren eagerly
before he winced and leapt backwards at the sight of the suit of armor. “Oh holy crap what the
hell is that!”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he smiled awkwardly at the dumbfounded priestess before he
carefully walked into the room… and Lord scuttled backwards with a wince, looking
suspiciously at the armor as the priestess closed the doors behind him… and as the reptile opened
his mouth, he caught movement in the corner of his eye, and his jaw hung open dumbly as he
slowly looked to the side to see Lucifer looming over him, looking sharply down at the armor
before he said quietly, a deep urgency in his eyes: “Talk.”
“It‟s… what you think it is.” Zerrex winced back, half-expecting Lucifer to punch him
across the room as he held the armor up, but the Archangel only looked silently to the side before
Lord covered his face, his body tensing up as his eyes widened in horror as he finally guessed at
what the armor was. “I… Thegragon hid it away. The Goddess, I mean. She hid it in Naganis‟s
old thinking spot, which is… on the mortal moon.”
“No wonder he was gone for such lengths of time… and the book, what is that?” Lucifer
asked calmly, but in an unusual gesture of nervousness, he rubbed slowly at the wolf side of his
face, shaking his head a bit as his eyes flicked over to Lord, who anxiously winced and gazed
back at the other Archangel.
“Naganis‟s journal. His last journal… he wanted it to be found, to be read if… in case
something happened.” Zerrex replied quietly, and Lucifer and Lord both looked silently at the
Drakkaren as he carefully knelt and set the armor gently down, before picking the journal up and
holding it out towards Lucifer.
He made no move to take it, and the reptile frowned a bit, then glanced towards Lord…
and Lord threw up his arms with a wince, leaping backwards and rambling: “No, no, no! Hey,
no! I… I can‟t. We can‟t, it‟s… it‟d be…”
“He wanted it to be found.” Zerrex said forcefully, then he looked at Lucifer, holding the
book towards the Archangel again, but the half-wolf, half-lizard only looked silently, cryptically
back. “This is… what you wanted me to find, isn‟t it? I mean, there are whole shelves of
journals, but this is… this is basically his biography, and he mentions talking about his dreams,
dreams of a past life, it could tells us everything we need to know about-”
Lucifer‟s eyes simply narrowed slightly, and Zerrex‟s muzzle snapped shut immediately
before the Archangel slowly reached up and stroked over the top edge of the book… and then he
pushed it towards Zerrex‟s chest, saying softly: “You found it. It‟s yours.”
Zerrex looked at him dumbly now, and Lucifer looked back before he turned around,
putting his hands behind his back and slowly walking towards the other end of the hall, head
bowed. Lord softened visibly as he gazed over at his fellow Archangel, arms crossing, and then
Lucifer said quietly, not looking at the Drakkaren but clearly addressing him: “We knew Naganis
for years, yes. I knew him longer than Lord, and he was my closest friend. I thought when I first
came to him that he would treat me as everyone else did. With fear and disdain, because I am a
rare half-breed, the very rare result of just enough genetic similarities existing between my
Dragokkaren mother and my wolf father to create… this.”
Lucifer gestured at himself with distaste, then he shook his head slowly. “But he did not.
Nor did he act as if he were superior to me, even though he was, and in every way. He was
smarter. He was kinder. He was more loyal.” The male‟s voice tinged with bitterness now, but
Zerrex recognized it all too well: not resentment towards Naganis, but pure self-loathing. “And
yet I was the one who let Narrius get close. I fell victim to Narrius‟s coaxing and the poisonous

words he slipped into my head and distanced myself. I failed God; more importantly, I failed my
friend, and the male I looked up to.”
He turned around, his expression cold, his eyes dark and masking his emotions. “I will
have someone retrieve God‟s other books from the moon. Vanguard Francis, or someone else I
can trust, such as Lord Raze. But as you say, that journal in your hands was meant to be found,
and meant to be read. It bears the symbol of Prismatic Unity on its cover… a symbol of deep
importance to God. A symbol from his past, that we etched on the top of the Central Spire and is
etched as well in the hidden places in Heaven, away from prying eyes.
“You found the journal for a reason, Zerrex. You found the armor for a reason.” Lucifer
turned around and walked over to the Drakkaren, and then he smiled, a rare, gentle expression as
he reached his hands forwards and gripped the lizard‟s shoulders, saying quietly: “I understand
you brought both things here, for us to do with what we would… but what I would do with these
things is give them back to you.”
Lord gaped at this, then he flailed his arms for a moment before shouting in a voice that
was tinged with both frustration and what sounded almost like betrayal: “Lucifer! I understand
giving him the journal, but… but that‟s the corpse of God! Of our God! Of your friend, does that
mean nothing to you!”
“Real gifts are the ones with the most meaning to them, and the hardest to give away.”
Lucifer replied quietly, and then, in a harder voice, he said: “A dead body is not my friend. The
materials were once God, but they are God no longer. A corpse is only an empty shell, a husk…
and that shell has been forged into armor. Armor is to be worn, not put on display, not buried in
the ground, not burned in ceremony.”
“Lucifer, this is wrong.” Lord said darkly, and the very air seemed to tingle around them
as the giant stepped towards the other Archangel, gaze suddenly ferocious. “If I died, would you
skin me alive and wear my bones?”
“Not even if you had any.” Lucifer retorted calmly, and Lord gritted his teeth before he
shook his head vehemently. Zerrex winced a bit as he stepped carefully backwards away from
the two, but then Lucifer said quietly: “It was not your fault God died. It was not Zerrex‟s fault
that God sacrificed what little of himself may have been left over, either. If anything, I see
Zerrex as God‟s last act, his last will, his last child, and I will do whatever I can to honor that.
The energies of God… of Naganis… burn inside Zerrex‟s soul. Giving him this armor, letting
him wear it… will be like putting the soul of Naganis back inside his shell, if but for the briefest
of flickers, the briefest of moments.”
Lucifer gestured silently to the armor, and Lord looked down slowly, slumping his
shoulders shamefully as he nodded a few times, not speaking. He rubbed at his eyes slowly with
his wrist, and Zerrex looked silently at Lucifer before he said quietly: “You might have the
wrong idea about me, Archangel. I… I‟m no one special. I‟m not the right person to have been
saved, I was never… chosen by God… I don‟t… I don‟t see Naganis as anything but a god, who
helped me out. As someone I would have liked to call my friend, as… a creator of us all, but not
in the same way you see him. I‟m not… I‟m no savior, no real hero. Everything I‟ve done, I‟ve
done because I had a hand in creating the situation… because of the darkness in me, compelling
me to fight… because of my selfish desire to protect my family and hurt the people who hurt me.
I‟m a god, but… Athéos was a god too. Athéos and I… were more similar in a lot of ways than
me and Naganis.”

Zerrex glanced away, rubbing at his skull slowly… but Lucifer only shook his head
before he leaned down, picking up the skull helm. He examined this for a few moments silently,
then looked up and said calmly: “Would you permit me to make a small modification?”
The Drakkaren glanced over at him and shrugged a bit, hugging the book in his hand
absently against his chest, and Lucifer nodded gravely before he easily turned the skull helm
over and reached inside of it. Purple and white light shone out of the underside of the helm as the
male‟s hands worked dexterously, tracing a delicate, complex pattern in a matter of only half a
minute of quick, efficient work.
He held the helm back out to Zerrex as light flickered around his hand before fading, and
the reptile reached down and took it… then stared at a perfect, beautiful carving of the symbol
that Lucifer had called the „Prismatic Unity‟ now inlaid inside the helm, surrounded by an
ancient prayer in not Enochian, but Hez‟Rannan… and Zerrex whispered: “How the hell did you
do that so fast?”
“Practice.” Lucifer replied simply, then, without any ceremony, he walked past the
Drakkaren and let himself out of the hall, closing the doors as he left, not even glancing at either
Archangel or lizard god. Zerrex looked stupidly over his shoulder at the doors, and Lord sighed
loudly before he awkwardly shuffled around the reptile and the armor, then hesitated at the
doors.
He turned around and smiled a little, saying finally: “Lucifer… has good instincts.
What… can I see inside the helm? I don‟t want to touch it, I just… what is it?”
He looked embarrassed at his own bad phrasing, and Zerrex shook his head a bit before
he held it up so the reptile could see the engraved symbol, as the reptile recited quietly: “„Doubt
not your worth; repent not your joy; fear not your heart‟s desire.‟ I swear you angels must keep
tabs on me or something.”
“We do.” Lord looked at him for a few moments awkwardly, then he looked down at the
armor laying upon the ground before glancing back up at Zerrex, saying softly: “Take care of
him, huh?”
Zerrex only nodded a bit, and Lord lingered for a few moments longer before he turned
and left, and the Drakkaren sighed softly as he shook his head, then quietly leaned down to scoop
the armor up and cradle it in his arms with the book and the skull-mask. He hesitated for a
moment… then finally shrugged a bit before gritting his teeth and concentrating, and the reptile
vanished from the spot to reappear a moment later in the Ravenlight Estate‟s main hall.
He staggered, then dropped to his knees, groaning as his head thudded with pain, recoil
from the long jump hitting him hard… and slowly, he sat back on his haunches, breathing
heavily through his mouth. Too many jumps in too short a time, coupled with abusing his powers
too frequently and the number Negative had done on his mind… but, just as he began to climb to
his feet, he winced as a portal open and Anathema Sin barreled through, an expression of
incredulity on her face as Epiphany followed her curiously, then stared at her father and the
armor. “Z-Zerrex!”
Anathema Sin gritted her teeth as she stood for a moment, grabbing at her skull as her
two personalities visibly fought for dominance… and then she firmly rapped her hand against her
own skull mask, and the flames boiling in her socket turned bright blue before she rushed
forwards, whispering: “Oh… is… I… that energy, that feeling, that armor is made from… it…
oh my…”
The Sin part of her rambled for a little while as Epiphany walked over to her father‟s
side, quietly grasping his arm and looking at him silently, and Zerrex smiled at her reassuringly

before she kissed his bicep quietly, and he felt her fingers tighten against his arm and her
energies spilling into him, restoring his strength somewhat even as he murmured embarrassedly:
“I‟m fine, Epiphany…”
“Stop that, Daddy.” she chided gently, and then she blushed a bit as Anathema Sin visibly
warred with herself again, hammering her hands against her skull. “Mom, please take turns.
Maybe you can both just listen, though, while Daddy… tells us what happened.”
“Can we please sit down somewhere quiet, though? I need to rest a little and I‟d like to
put this… armor… down before I go and pick up the wolves.” Zerrex said after a moment, and
Anathema Sin stopped, then grinned at him mischievously, the reptile wincing before she
reached out and grabbed his shirt, and a moment later, they vanished from the spot before
reappearing outside of her cabin, the reptile‟s mind reeling with vertigo as Epiphany squeezed
painfully into his arm. “Goddammit!”
“I couldn‟t resist.” Anathema‟s voice said clearly, the female grinning before wincing as
she hammered against her temple, then she turned and strode to the door, shoving it open and
inviting: “Come, come, let‟s go inside!”
Zerrex mumbled under his breath, feeling a little nauseated from the sudden rush, but he
carefully made his way into the cabin as Epiphany gazed up at him softly. Anathema Sin had
already cleaned off the couch, and she looked at the reptile questioningly… and Zerrex nodded,
smiling a little as he walked over and gently laid the armor down atop it, putting the skull-mask
carefully down on its chest and arranging the arms of the armor so they were half-crossed. For a
moment, the three only stood beside the furnishing, gazing down with reverence and
amazement… and then Anathema Sin looked at him, and both females inside the fused body of
the Naganatine asked at the same time, through their same muzzle, as their voices overlapped in
a bizarre but musical murmur: “How?”
“Thegragon.” Zerrex said quietly… and he, Epiphany, and Anathema Sin quietly headed
into the kitchen to sit at the small square table together, and the Drakkaren hesitated… then
simply let himself start to relay the story, starting from when he‟d left the Archangels on a hunch
to try and find Naganis‟s thinking place.
He didn‟t even realize he was still holding the book until he‟d reached that point in the
story, after telling about the vision of Naganis in tact gentility, even though Anathema Sin
favored him with an impatient glare as the reptile took his time with it. Epiphany stayed by her
father‟s side, rubbing slowly at his arm the whole while as she looked at him lovingly. The
journal, he finally put on the table… and Anathema Sin snatched this up, but then only stared at
it as the reptile faltered for a moment… before a strange, sad smile had spread over her face, and
she‟d closed her eyes and hugged it quietly against her body, rocking slowly on the spot as
Zerrex finished the story with the Archangel‟s reaction, and what Lucifer had said.
The reptile was unsurprised when he glanced up and saw Amiglion standing in the
doorway between small kitchen and living room, the Naganatine smiling faintly, his ceremonial
mask dangling from his fingers quietly. It didn‟t matter what duties he‟d been doing, if he‟d been
in council or in negotiations or anything else… the moment he‟d felt the presence, the energy of
the armor, he‟d probably rushed his way over to see them. “Hey.”
“Hey.” Zerrex replied quietly, and then he glanced over to Anathema Sin, who was
visibly consulting with herself, eyes closed, still hugging the book against her chest. Then,
finally, she smiled a bit at him, and the reptile asked quietly: “Well? What do you think I should
do with it?”

“You can‟t wear it.” Anathema Sin said softly, and Zerrex looked relieved for a moment
despite the faint disappointment he felt… before he winced as she added gently: “Or rather, you
can‟t wear it just yet.”
“What are you talking about?” the reptile asked flatly, and Anathema Sin only smiled at
him before she looked at Amiglion, who frowned at first… but then sighed and nodded slowly
after a moment, the reptile wincing a bit. “Oh great, when you two agree on something, it‟s never
any good for me.”
“Sister and brother and I…” Anathema Sin stopped, looked down, then gazed back up,
saying quietly: “You were meant to find this. Lucifer thinks so, we think so… but despite how
much it feels of… our beloved Naganis… there is also a taint from Thegragon there as well. No,
more like a stain, harmless to you, but foul. We wish… to honor Naganis. We will invite our
brother, Silven, from Heaven, too… and we will sanctify his body and…” Anathema Sin stopped
for a moment, reaching up to rub at her eyes slowly as she whispered: “We‟d like to say our
goodbyes, and our apologies that we never got to say. And after that… when we are done with
the ritual… you will wear the armor.”
Zerrex began to protest, and then Anathema Sin slammed her hands against the ground,
standing up and saying sharply: “It‟s not just about protecting you, or putting it to use! It‟s about
honoring the will of Naganis… do you really think it‟s just coincidence that led you there?”
“Yes.” Zerrex said blandly, and Anathema Sin glared at him furiously even as Amiglion
coughed and covered his muzzle to repress his giggles and Epiphany sighed and smiled a little at
her father. “So basically. I‟m going to wear your god like a suit. And you want me to do this.
Your friend, your father, your-”
“They are only materials now…” Anathema was clearly the one talking as she flicked her
wrist dismissively, and Zerrex wondered if she really felt that way or if she was just stealing an
argument from Lucifer. “And besides. You are our friend, our father, our god now.”
“I do love it when you call me Daddy.” Zerrex said mildly, smiling a little despite
himself, and now Anathema Sin relaxed visibly, smiling back at him as she held a hand out. He
reached across the table, taking it silently, and he nodded as he softly: “Look. I know that… if
Naganis‟s energies do live on inside me, then… I kind of… should stop freaking out about this.
Gods know that the very fact Negative hates the armor so much seems like… a good reason to
put it on alone.”
Anathema Sin nodded, saying softly: “Then we‟ll begin preparations for the ceremonies
immediately. Epiphany can help as well… she‟s old enough.” The female smiled softly at her
daughter, and the young girl blushed but smiled warmly in return. “And Naganen should also
have a part in this. The real question is whether we do this here, in Elysium, or in Acheron.
Either way, you must be present.”
Zerrex groaned and rubbed at his head slowly, but then he nodded after a moment and
said finally: “Fine. Acheron was Thegragon‟s domain, though…”
“Which is why it‟s fitting to be the place where we wash away whatever influence she‟s
tried to leave on this armor.” Anathema Sin replied calmly, and now it was more Sin‟s voice that
was speaking as she gazed lovingly at Zerrex and squeezed his hand slowly. “Her realm is your
realm now, where your power is near-absolute. More importantly, we will be safe from
interruptions there… safer even than in the Cloister or the Deep Temple.”
The reptile nodded after a moment, and he rubbed at the underside of his muzzle slowly
before he murmured: “Well, I guess it does have a kind of poetic justice about it, too. I

admittedly like that… and it would probably be easier to move everyone to Acheron than bring
Naganen back here, with how uncomfortable he is in your Tower, Sin.”
“Anathema Sin.” the female said pettishly, and Zerrex grinned a bit at the way her
personality could shift back and forth so quickly. It made her chaotic… and yet exotic, too, and
eternally interesting. “The choice is ultimately yours.”
“Then Acheron it is. When you get there, you can even ask Earth to set up one of the
temples… but I need to get back to Heaven. By now, Mary‟s probably consoling the wolves over
Jeannine or something…” Zerrex grimaced a little, rubbing at his face absently, and then he
leaned down and kissed Epiphany‟s forehead gently, saying softly: “But call together all the
Disciples, alright? They… they should all be there for this, then. Bring everyone you feel would
be important, show them the way to Acheron. I‟ll get there as soon as I can to help with
preparations.”
“Alright, Lord Zerrex. As you command.” Anathema Sin smiled a bit, bowing her head
towards him, and Zerrex nodded back as their hands squeezed tightly together before they let go.
The reptile stood… but then he looked down curiously as Epiphany gazed at him softly, and the
reptile smiled a little as he said softly: “I‟ll come back soon. Come on, Epiphany.”
Epiphany smiled and blushed a bit as she shyly held onto his arm, Amiglion stepping out
of the doorway so the two could make their way through the living room and outside, Zerrex
giving one last glance at the armor… and when he closed the cottage door behind him, the
female gazed up at him, saying softly: “You‟re being hard on yourself again, aren‟t you? I can
feel it…”
She hugged him tightly around the waist, and Zerrex hugged her back, mala clinking
quietly around his neck as he closed his eyes and said softly: “That‟s not for little girls to worry
about, Epiphany. Don‟t you worry about your Daddy, he just gets… thinking too much every
now and then.”
“I do worry about you, though.” she gazed up at him, reaching her hands up to cup his
face gently as she turned his head back and forth, and the reptile blushed a bit before she kissed
his lips chastely and then smiled a little, saying quietly: “Would you mind if I took some of the
genetic data from the armor, if any exists inside of it, and add it to Equinox?”
Zerrex looked down at her softly, hesitating… but then he nodded slowly, reaching up
and stroking her face gently as he said quietly: “But you know the rules. Data mapping, but no
taking actual powers from things like that.”
“I know, Daddy. I‟d never dream of doing that.” Epiphany smiled lovingly up at him, and
Zerrex smiled back before she gently slid her hands along his chest and grasped his shoulders,
and their muzzles met in another slow kiss for a few long moments before she pulled away,
reaching her hands up with a blush to stroke quietly over her own bone mask as her body
shivered a bit. “But you‟d better go, before I get too excited.”
“I better.” Zerrex smiled a little wider, then he stepped forwards and hugged her firmly,
and she clutched him tightly, pushing against his chest and breathing softly before slowly pulling
away and gazing at him lovingly. Then Zerrex winked before he concentrated… and a moment
later, vanished from the spot, only to reappear once more in Heaven, on another large, concrete
landing platform.
Angels in white armor barely paid any attention to him even as he grimaced and clutched
at his chest, a thud of pain running through his mind before one of them barked: “Off the
platform, this is a busy portal point!”

He felt a spear poke at him, and the reptile swatted at it grouchily as he walked to the
edge of the concrete platform and hopped off onto a crowded stone street, looking back and forth
through the milling group of people. He stood for a moment, getting his bearings as his mind
ached, knowing he‟d have to rest for a while before he made another big jump… and he
grimaced when a large ursine angel bumped into him before the reptile‟s hand shot out and
seized his wrist, the bear‟s eyes bulging in shock and fingers as the lizard said dryly: “Nothing in
my pockets, but that doesn‟t mean I like people trying to steal from me nonetheless.”
“S-Sorry…” the bear grinned weakly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as he let the ursine go,
watching the male vanish quickly into the crowd. Not an angel, but a Benevolent: a mortal who
had died and gone to Heaven, yet obviously hadn‟t gotten over all his mortal vices quite yet.
Funny who the Council decides to let in and who they send to Hell…
For the most part, the process of a soul going to Heaven, Hell, or the Unworld was
decided by a person‟s own soul: the mind could be sociopathic, the heart could be wicked, but a
soul tainted with darkness was naturally drawn towards Hell, just as one that was pure was
naturally pulled towards Heaven. It was a magnetism that had to do with the essences of
Corruption and Purity that pervaded the two now-planets… but sometimes, souls were fought
over in the dissociation or limbo by Reapers who served either Heaven or Hell, or by powerful
angels, demons, and even gods.
This process had been mostly banned ever since Zerrex had put an end to the war games,
however, countless years ago in Heaven and Hell time before the merge… but the Heavenly
Council still often acted like they were at war with demons, every now and then sending Hounds
or other retrieval units to steal souls out of limbo and drag them up to Heaven. They also had
adopted a sick kind of moral standard, every now and then tossing out a soul as „unworthy‟ and
forcefully someone down to Hell, or in rare cases, „accidentally‟ returning a lost soul to the
mortal plane… but Lucifer and Lord looked very nastily down on this, and it was one of the few
times where they could actively punish members of the Heavenly Council or threaten to revoke
their authority.
Zerrex sighed a bit as he began to walk down the street, letting his feet guide him as he
glanced at the tall whitewashed buildings that towered to the sky above, the rooftops of several
towering structures almost brushed by the bottom of a massive floating island when it rumbled
by overhead. Street vendors were at either side of the road, wooden carts and stands with all
manner of merchandise set up, and the reptile glanced absently at some as they passed, but by
now knew better than to buy much in Heaven. A lot of the stuff was just cheap knockoffs of
mortal goods, after all.
The reptile glanced ahead and winced a bit as he saw a patrol of Paladins walking
through the street, and the lizard hurried to the side of the road, not wanting to be caught in their
way. He watched as they passed with a group of angels, then carefully pushed onwards once
their backs were to him: more than once, he had run into a patrol that worked directly under the
Council of Heaven, and they would do anything and everything they could to make his life
miserable once they got wind of him being up here, a „heathen god‟ in the streets of paradise.
The Drakkaren walked onwards… and he was unsurprised when he came to a small,
beautiful park and found Mary sitting on a bench, her back to the street. He leaned on the back of
the bench, looking curiously at the small brook that cut through the park, the grass vibrant with
energy and tall trees dotting the rolling landscape… but what did come as a surprise was seeing
Lone and Mahihko standing on a curved stone bridge, and a female white wolf beside them, who

was looking resolutely down at the water even as they talked, voices inaudible at this distance.
“Are they actually getting along?”
“Kind of.” Mary shrugged a bit, then smiled at him softly as she glanced up, acting as if
he‟d always been here. The reptile smiled back at her, and then he hopped over the bench and sat
down beside her, the angel gently stroking over his forearm as she said softly: “You were gone
for quite a while. Did something happen?”
“You wouldn‟t believe it. But then again, I can barely believe they‟re still talking.”
Zerrex motioned at the wolves in the distance, and Mary laughed again and shook her head,
looking amused at the reptile‟s deflecting tactics, if anything.
She went along with it though, looking towards the lupines and saying slowly: “I think…
she‟s trying to forgive them. I mean, I can certainly understand why it would be hard for her, but
I think she‟s trying. But I also think she really… doesn‟t want to think about her past at all
anymore, or her mortal life. A lot of angels can be like that, you know, especially… the ones
who used to be mortal. They want to forget they were anything except for angels, and act like
their life only began after they were granted their wings… and now that, you know, mortals
aren‟t being granted wings as often as they were in the past… that it‟s once more a huge rarity
and a huge honor, the mortal-angels like myself, well. They can get a little… stupid. I was a little
stupid about it too, though, so I‟m not one to talk.”
“I can‟t imagine you ever being stupid, Mary.” Zerrex said softly, glancing over at her,
and she laughed quietly and shook her head slowly, black eyes glimmering with amusement.
“Oh yeah? Remember all my ex-boyfriends I told you about, how I always dated bad
boys and jocks? That was pretty stupid.” She smiled a bit at him, tickling her fingers up to his
bicep before she gazed over at the wolves, saying softly: “So what‟s got you so freaked out,
Boss?”
“God damn you all and your stupid connection to me.” Zerrex said grumpily, and Mary
laughed before she hugged his arm firmly, and the reptile smiled despite himself as he looked
down at her, saying dryly: “This is why I didn‟t want Disciples. Now you people can all see right
through me when I‟m in close proximity like this. And gods know none of us ever talk over the
phone.”
“Stop deflecting.” Mary chastised gently, and the reptile grumbled a bit and looked at her
moodily, and she gazed back at him for a few moments before smiling slightly. “Come on, spill
it, or I‟ll tell the wolves, too, and you know how they get.”
The reptile sighed and nodded after a moment, and then he said quietly: “Kind of a lot.
Mika… poor Mika was murdered.” He nodded again when Mary‟s expression became grave.
“As if that wasn‟t enough, I found out… the Goddess took Naganis‟s remains, and made a suit of
armor with them. I found it, but… Negative tried to rip my head off. Literally. I brought the
armor back, but Lucifer said he wanted me to have it, so… Anathema Sin and the other
Naganatine are going to cleanse it or something and… they want me to wear it.”
For a little while Mary was quiet as they sat together, and then she said softly: “I guess
that makes sense. It would be a shame to waste it… and whether I understand it or not, if
Anathema Sin knows about this and probably is heading this whole cleansing ritual just so you
can wear the armor… I can‟t say anything bad about it.”
“You can say anything that‟s on your mind.” Zerrex said softly, and Mary gazed over at
him with entertainment before she grabbed gently into his shirt.
“I can, but some things have a place and some things don‟t. The magnetism you exude,
especially because of… our past, makes me want to tell you to fuck me, like you‟d fuck one of

the females who have always practiced well with their bodies for you, instead of… little old shy
me, who can barely take all of you in.” Mary said softly, pulling him gently down a bit, and
Zerrex blushed a little despite himself as she continued in a murmur: “Part of me, maybe the part
that‟s been tinged by your darkness, wants you to drag me down to your Deep Temple. To tell
you to do to me what you did to Cherry. Part of me is nostalgic for the old days, and wants to
bring up Baskin‟s Grove and all the good times we had, even if there really… weren‟t a lot of
them, but knowing you and spending the time with you I did was more than enough.
“A lot of the things… that are on my mind, Boss, are things that don‟t have a place in our
normal conversations. Questions. Nostalgias. Fears. And most of all, these… things I barely
understand.” She gestured at herself quietly, smiling faintly. “I don‟t miss who I am, but part of
me wants to be that way again, you know? But I don‟t want to say that out loud, because it
sounds… bad. Bitter. Like I‟m mad at you, when I couldn‟t be happier with what you‟ve done to
me… I mean, with how you‟ve shaped me. That… that sounds much better, I‟m sorry.”
She laughed a little, then shook her head and gazed at the wolves, and Zerrex looked up
quietly as well, their eyes lingering on the talking lupines in the distance as Jeannine finally
turned towards Lone and Mahihko, and then they watched as she hesitantly traded hugs with the
two wolves before stepping back and looking at them… then nodding to them. As Jeannine
began to leave, Zerrex said softly: “We all want the past back, even when it‟s a bad one, I think.
We all want to… see different decisions, or be comfortable in the familiarity of our old selves, if
we end up somewhere new and strange, no matter how delightful or hostile it is. I wish I could
be mortal, all the time… but I know I can‟t be. I can‟t afford to be: yes. Gods, yes, I can‟t deny
I… I love what I can do with this power.”
He stopped, then looked down at his hands, whispering: “But it scares me so much. So
goddamn much, too. I‟m not Naganis. I have so many flaws, I‟ve done so many bad things… and
I‟m scared I‟ve enslaved you all to my will, literally or metaphorically. I don‟t want that… I
think… I think I just want to be loved. And I know that if I was mortal… I couldn‟t protect you
all. I couldn‟t help people. I‟d be happy and irresponsible and free… but who knows what the
cost would be to all the people around me?”
He laughed a little… and then glanced to the side when Mary stroked up over his
shoulder and said softly: “You don‟t have to save us, Zerrex. You don‟t have to always be there
to protect us… you need to let us protect ourselves now and then. But even more importantly… I
wish so goddamn fucking much you would just stop piling all this on yourself, and let us protect
you just once.”
She nestled herself against his arm, trembling a bit and closing her eyes… and even
though she looked only as if she was cuddling comfortably against him, the reptile felt her
sadness, her pain, her grief; Mary, who had died for his sins, Mary, who perhaps even more than
him, blamed herself for everything. Sweet, tender Mary… and he closed his eyes, but then forced
a smile when the two lupines approached, both thankfully too elated to notice the grim air around
the two. “Looks like it went well, wolves.”
“I said we could take her to Acheron, Dad, I hope that‟s okay!” Lone blurted, and Zerrex
gaped stupidly at him, the crushing sense of despair forgotten in the stupefaction that followed
these words as Mahihko nodded furiously. “We said it would be. You can do that, right?”
“I… I don‟t control Heaven!” Zerrex grimaced at the two, holding his hands out as he
replied flatly: “I… idiots! What the hell! I… why? Why did you even offer that?”
“I was worried about her!” Lone said defensively, and then Mahihko tugged at his wrist,
and the two shared a look before Lone added quickly: “But she totally has travel papers and

everything, yeah, that‟s right! She‟s not a peacekeeper but like… she works with the merchants
and shit, so she‟s used to travelling back and forth on trade errands and shit and… she can totally
leave any time she likes. She‟s going home to get her stuff and… then… she‟s gonna leave with
us. That‟s okay, right?”
He looked lamely at Zerrex, who grabbed at his face and rubbed at it slowly, and then he
dropped his hands and looked moodily at the wolves. They both had large-eyed expressions of
half-pleading, half-worrying on their features, however, and the lizard finally sighed a bit before
he muttered: “Fine. Fine, okay, you two win. Just… please. Next time, don‟t go and jump the
goddamn gun on me, alright? I… it‟s just her, right?”
He paused, then glared at the wolves as they shuffled awkwardly on their paws before
Mahihko added meekly: “And her girlfriend.”
“Oh, wonderful.” Zerrex muttered, and then he looked moodily from one wolf to the
other before rubbing at his forehead slowly. “Girlfriend… is she still with that female I met when
she was mortal? Well. Kind of met.”
“No, she broke up with her about two minutes after… Lone Wulfe accidentally charmed
her up.” Lone said dumbly, raising a finger, and he winced at the sourly-amused look Zerrex
gave him. “You know what, fuck you, because they were horrible for each other anyway. No, I
don‟t know who this new chick is, but… I dunno. I guess we‟ll find out all together, huh? We‟re
supposed to meet her in an hour, and… um. Faggot and I are hungry.”
“I want coffee.” Mahihko said brightly, and Zerrex sighed and looked at the sky for
patience as Mary smiled despite herself, standing up and looking amused when the little wolf
immediately clung to her hand. “Sorry we kept you waiting so long, Mary! We didn‟t think we‟d
talk so much or that… Daddy would be so long himself!”
“Yes, blame it on me.” Zerrex said moodily, but then he stood up and looked at Mary,
asking mildly: “You know this city at all?”
“Not really, but we did pass a café on the way here we can probably take a break at. It
wasn‟t near the street vendors or anything, so it should be quiet.” Mary said softly, and her eyes
met the lizard‟s, their gazes lingering, speaking to each other before they both smiled hesitantly
and nodded, and she said softly: “Thank you.”
Zerrex only smiled back when the wolves both cocked their heads quizzically at the same
time, and then he reached out and put Lone in a headlock, the larger wolf flailing his arms and
gagging as Mahihko giggled happily. The lupine managed to tear himself away from the lizard
after a moment, but he glared at him, disgruntled, before Zerrex returned his eyes to Mary and
said with a smile: “Lead on.”
The ivory feline gladly did so, gently taking the lizard‟s hand as they walked together
through the streets, Mahihko giggling as he held her other and Lone following awkwardly with
his hands in his pockets, moping a little until the Drakkaren finally rolled his eyes and grabbed
the wolf‟s wrist, making him blush but smile at the same time as he grasped quietly into Zerrex‟s
pocket and allowed himself to be pulled along. They looked like some kind of awkward blended
family: mother and father with adopted adult children, one of whom had a dumb grin on his
features and the other looking much more like a pretty young girl than just a male in a dress.
They made their way down the street, and Zerrex looked up in surprise as they entered
the rich district of Penitence, staring up at the tall buildings and letting his eyes rose back and
forth with interest as Mary said softly: “Apparently Jeannine has been doing very well for
herself… importing and exporting goods is very profitable, after all. I think she‟s even using
methods that she learned over the years of time spent with the Wulfe family.”

Lone winced a bit at this, glancing away abashedly as Mahihko hummed cheerfully to
himself, oblivious of the conversation as he skipped down the street with Mary‟s hand clutched
tightly in his own. Then, before Zerrex could ask about anything, the little wolf giggled and
pointed, saying eagerly: “Look, there‟s a place!”
Zerrex glanced up and smiled a little as the group paused, looking past the fewer people
dressed in much-nicer clothing wandering through these streets, and the few obvious sightseers
that had come to look at Heaven‟s gleaming towers and ivory palisades. The café across the
street didn‟t exactly fit in with all of that, made of a darker stone and surrounded by a thin, black
steel fence from which hung a variety of golden ornaments, the archway leading into the patio in
front of the café itself tall and with a sign above that was labeled something in Enochian. Zerrex
wasn‟t as good at the angelic runes, but he thought there was something familiar about the name
as they walked towards it… and then he grimaced a bit as he caught sight of the door leading
into the café itself past the plain patio and the large apple tree on it. “Oh balls.”
“What?” Mary looked at him inquisitively, but then the two wolves ran ahead, Mahihko
giggling as he sprinted past the few tables on the wooden deck and Lone chasing the little wolf
with a laugh. Zerrex rolled his eyes at this behavior, smiling despite himself, and then he winced
when Mary nudged him firmly with an elbow, repeating: “What?”
“They remodeled from the last time I was here.” Zerrex said blandly, as the two stepped
onto the deck and walked across to the doorway… and then he smiled when he opened the door,
the expression both nervous and amused as he looked around the magically-enlarged interior, a
huge, spacious crescent lined with all variety of tables. At the back of this was a large, slightlycurved counter, the kitchen area behind this filled with coffeemakers, mortal machinery, and
angels in neat white and black uniforms. They were neat and polished, and yet at the same time,
very casual, not like much of Heaven‟s over-exaggerated order.
The feline looked up at him with surprise, and the reptile smiled a bit as he approached
the counter, saying finally: “When Raze and I hang out… we often end up coming here. The
thing is, however, this isn‟t just Raze‟s favorite drop-in location…”
The reptile glanced back and forth, and the ivory-furred cat gently touched his arm,
asking curiously: “Does that mean we should go?”
“No, no. Well. No.” Zerrex hesitated, but then he sighed as he realized the wolves were
already at the counter, Mahihko bouncing up and down on his paws as Lone stared at the variety
of imported foods available. “We just shouldn‟t linger.”
He approached the two lupines, and Lone smiled over his shoulder at him before a
chipper-looking clerk approached. She smiled at the wolves, then looked at Zerrex before her
eyes widened in recognition, and she laughed a bit, asking kindly: “Not out with the handsome
prince today?”
“If by „handsome‟ you also mean „scary,‟ no.” Lone interjected helpfully, and Zerrex
rolled his eyes, shoving the back of the wolf‟s head down for a moment and making him yelp
before he rose a hand. “Black and large, just like Raze!”
“Six cream ten sugar, large!” Mahihko piped up cheerfully, and Zerrex stared at him with
horror as the little wolf beamed at the clerk. “I like sugar!”
“Medium double-double, and a blueberry muffin, please. And a half-dozen box of donuts,
assorted. Don‟t you worry, Zerrex, I‟ll pay.” Mary smiled over at the lizard, and he smiled in
return, deciding not to argue at the look she gave him.

“Alright, alright.” He stopped as he realized awkwardly the trio and the clerk were all
looking at him, and he rubbed the back of his head before muttering: “French vanilla cappuccino,
extra large, and a croissant.”
“Croissant!” Mahihko giggled delightedly, clapping his hands childishly, and then he and
Lone both hopped up to their paws, dancing childishly on the spot at the same time. Zerrex
sighed at their behavior, but he knew a lot of it had to do with the fact they were both so elated
and energetic after working things out with Jeannine… and of course, after not being yelled at
for inviting her along to Acheron. “Croissant!”
The clerk looked at Zerrex with an amused smile, and the reptile shrugged awkwardly
before Mary elbowed the lizard to the side and pulled out a small bag of coins to pay the bill.
Immediately, Zerrex turned to the wolves, turning them around and ushering them towards the
door as he said dryly: “We‟ll be out on the patio. Hopefully all in one piece.”
“Croissant!” Mahihko exclaimed again, then he covered his muzzle and giggled as Lone
rolled his eyes and tried to act mature for a moment before jumping onto Mahihko‟s back, and
the little wolf squeaked even as the larger lupine clung tenaciously to him, staggering forwards
on his oversized paws as he hurried towards the doors. “Pony, pony, pony!”
Zerrex rubbed at his head slowly, then he winced when Mahihko barreled into the door
and the two wolves fell backwards, both apparently having forgotten the doors pushed open from
the outside. People around the area stared at them, but Zerrex simply hefted both stupefied
wolves to their paws, then opened the door, and they stumbled dumbly outside and over to a
table as Mahihko sniffled a little and Lone rubbed at his head, the lizard saying dryly: “You
idiots are going to attract attention doing stuff like that around here.”
The two blushed a bit, then Mahihko slapped at Lone and Lone grabbed at the little wolf
even as they sat down around the circular, simple table, and Zerrex sighed as he rested back in
his own seat, looking out towards the road… then wincing when he saw a patrol of dragoons
were staring at them. Immediately, he kicked Lone in the shin, and both wolves flinched and
looked up sharply before following Zerrex‟s gaze… and the moment their eyes settled on the
white-armored warriors now scrutinizing them from outside the gates, they both tried to sit up
straight and looked down at the table with equal blushes, but this only made them look all the
more suspicious before one of the dragoons produced a logbook and began to flip through it
quickly.
Zerrex winced: here on business or not, they were demons and a god in a city of Heaven,
apparently taking a coffee break. In strictly-controlled Heaven – and worse, since Zerrex had
technically finished their business and the only reason they were still here was because the lizard
needed to rest before he could make another jump – this would be frowned upon. Worse still,
they could actually be arrested… and while the Drakkaren could probably mash the dragoon unit
into pulp just by glaring at them angrily enough, the Heavenly Council still saw him as a resident
and representative of Hell, and he couldn‟t exactly afford creating a political escalation. Of
course, the most annoying part about the whole process was the fact that he was an
ambassador… but in Heaven, there was no such thing as diplomatic immunity, even though in
Elysium angels expected to be able to parade around, snobbishly doing whatever they wanted.
Crap, crap, crap…
The dragoon closed his logbook after a moment and began to stomp forwards… and then,
almost out of nowhere, another armored figure appeared and shoved the dragoon roughly
backwards. The angel looked up with a snarl… then immediately wilted backwards, shrinking
almost literally before the figure that stood before him as the rest of the unit saluted sharply. And

now Zerrex groaned and grabbed at his forehead as things got both better and worse, just as
Mary exited the doors and tilted her head curiously as she approached, holding a plastic tray
between her hands upon which sat their coffee and boxes of food. “What‟s going on?”
“Pain.” Zerrex muttered under his breath, and then he winced and grinned dumbly as the
figure in front of the dragoons approached the archway, stepping through it and crossing her
arms beneath her breasts as she walked slowly towards their table. Both Lone and Mahihko
whimpered and shrank at the sight of her as Mary stared in shock, and Zerrex cleared his throat
as he rose a hand hesitantly. “Uh. Hi.”
The female was some ten feet tall, her long legs covered in heavy steel alloy boots and
chainmail that fed upwards into metal plates locked around her groin, a half-skirt of larger,
thinner steel blades hanging from a serrated belt. Her breasts were huge and cupped by her
shaped body armor, but her visible cleavage was marred with scars. Sitting almost in the center
of her chest, embossed in the corset-like metal armor, was a glowing gemstone, and the
breastplate was shaped so it clung tightly to her body, which was surprisingly thin at the waist,
giving her an exaggerated hourglass figure. Oversized cups covered each shoulder, and her upper
arms were bare, revealing purple scales that were much darker than the ones covering her breasts
and inner chest visible. Heavy, complex steel gloves covered her hands, going up her forearms in
stacked, layered plates, and protecting her elbows with half-cups that went over them tipped with
deadly-looking spikes: but far scarier than the spikes they were tipped with, or the smaller,
conical thorns sticking out of the knuckles of the gloves, were the enormous, spring-loaded
blades standing on each forearm like deadly, razor-like fins.
Most frightening of all, however, was the mask that covered her face entirely: the plates
that fit snugly over her muzzle were lineless, invisible seams connecting hidden section-tosection and smoothly locking into a thick collar that went around her neck, studded with a
diamond-shaped stone of lapis lazuli. The eyes of the mask were made of bulbous, black-tinted
glass that was impossible to see through from this side, and tall, golden fins stood out from her
forehead to the back of her skull: similar indeed to Cherry‟s, but these ones had more of a razorlike, synthetic look to them.
Thick, grey tubes and cables extended from the back of her mask, feeding down into her
back and, Zerrex knew, a large power unit that rested along her spine on the outside of the armor,
cylindrical and solid, and thick armored plates went down the top of the length of her tail. She
reached up, her featureless mask facing Zerrex as she grasped the elongated handle of an
immense sword resting across her back, and the reptile winced a little as she pulled the weapon
free and let it hang loosely at her side in obvious challenge: the blade was perhaps eight feet
long, and almost three wide, rectangular and terrifying, gleaming white and more than an inch
thick. The handle added another three feet, and ended in a simple round knob that Zerrex knew
from experience hurt like hell to get hit with.
The two looked at each other… and then the female reached her other hand up and
grasped the end of her mask, pressing her fingers into a hidden catch on the bottom. Air hissed
loudly as the plates unlocked and the seams became visible, and a moment later she pulled the
front portion of her facemask up, revealing sharply-beautiful features marred by the claw-scars
down the left side of her face; they travelled over a glass eye that burned with crimson light, her
other iris bright blue as she asked mockingly: “Well, aren‟t you gonna introduce me, Zerrex?”
“No.” Zerrex replied mildly, and the female let go of her mask to hold out her hand: in a
matter of moments, grey, pixel-like blocks assembled themselves in her grip and shaped rapidly
into the form of a large, simple dagger, which she stabbed firmly down into the table in front of

the reptile, and immediately the lizard winced and brought his legs up and his hands back,
leaning back in his chair as she glared at him. “Mahihko, Lone, Mary, this is Lady Sephire. She‟s
Raze‟s mother.”
“And don‟t you forget it.” Sephire let go of the knife and it vanished as she leaned back,
spinning the massive sword in her hand with smooth dexterity as if it weighed nothing more than
a pencil. “Now, Zerrex. You know Heaven‟s got a bug up its butt about gods and demons just
hangin‟ around, not following the rules, dirtying up our streets with their presence. You also
know that as a General of Heaven and being the so-called First Lady, I can easily give you guys
a reason to be here… or I can kick your asses out. And you know that I don‟t like doin‟ no favors
for no one, not even handsome males like yourself who make my son squeal like a little girl. Or.
Like that thing probably squeals.”
She pointed at Mahihko, who whimpered a bit as the female grinned at him hungrily, and
both he and Lone slowly shrank down behind the table before Zerrex said dryly: “So let me
guess. You want me to spar with you.”
“If you think you can keep up with me.” Sephire said amiably, and when Lone glared at
her, she simply flicked her wrist, and a second later a line of daggers shot out of midair, a dozen
or so slamming down into the wood of the table in front of the wolf and making him squeak and
fall backwards in his chair in shock, staring in horror before the metal daggers vanished. “Now,
now, pretty-boy. Don‟t go pushing my buttons.”
“I‟ll push your goddamn buttons.” Zerrex grinned at her a bit though, and Sephire only
licked her lips slowly as she half-lidded her eyes, reaching a hand forwards to stroke gently and
teasingly under his muzzle.
“Now careful, handsome, you know how mad Raze gets when you flirt with me.” she
replied playfully, then she laughed and headed towards the street before pulling her mask down,
and the separated plates along the underside of her muzzle and over her cheeks melded smoothly
back together. When she spoke again, her voice sounded deeper, the mask making both tone and
her very presence far more menacing: “By Order 513 of Imperial Law, passed in the name of the
Heavenly Council, I invoke a duel with a non-resident being! Clear the street!”
To accent this, Sephire flicked her wrist, and massive gates made from barbed and bladetipped spears ripped out of the ground some forty feet apart. Dragoons and civilians both
immediately fled off the road as Zerrex sighed a bit and rolled his eyes as the theatrics, getting to
his feet even as the wolves whimpered and Mary asked sharply: “Zerrex, wait, is this a good
idea?”
“No.” Zerrex said plainly, but then he smiled reassuringly as he reached up and gently
patted her cheek as Sephire impatiently shoved her sword down into the ground and crossed her
arms, tapping her booted foot. “I‟ll just be a few minutes, okay?”
He headed out to the road, people gathered on the „safe‟ sides of the tall steel fences, the
Drakkaren rolling his head on his shoulders as he stood a short distance away from the female.
He could sense her excited grin through the facemask as he absently cracked his knuckles before
he calmly began to unbutton his dress shirt, then he pulled it off as she waited for him, the
spectators silent as the Dragoons anxious paraded back and forth along the rooftops, eager to
watch: likely both in the hopes that Zerrex would be savagely beaten down and that he might
land a few hard blows to the vicious female.
Sephire, Lord‟s wife, mother of Raze, a General of Heaven‟s grand forces: a powerful
goddess in her own right, brash and courageous and fearless, she had also been the first volunteer
for when the Heavenly Council had decided to put forwards an augmentation program for the

military forces, when Hell and Heaven had been at war and during a period countless years ago
when angels had been at a marked disadvantage. She and ninety-nine other test subjects had been
subjected to amplification, modification, and enhancement by techniques stolen from mortals
and modified by the cruel scientists and calculating mages of Heaven to try and produce
„ultimate warriors;‟ a horribly-mortal, dangerously-flawed concept that should never have been
allowed in Heaven, would never have been permitted by Naganis, and was shut down violently
by Lord the moment he‟d discovered what they‟d actually done to his wife. Originally, the hope
had been that allowing Sephire to volunteer for the program would mean the Heavenly Councilbacked scientists and mages would be more eager to stay inside the rules of Heaven… but
instead, they had only been more cruel, more savage, more relentless in their pursuit of building
a super-soldier who would obey the every whim of the Council.
The Council, of course, had denied any knowledge of what had been going on and used
the excuse that they had been told a much-different program was going to be implemented… but
the damage had been done. Seventy-seven candidates were killed by the initial phase of testing.
Another dozen or so were killed by the second stage of enhancement process. And only Sephire
survived the brutal three months of „augmentation‟ through the darkest magic and the cruelest
sciences that the angels could get their hands on.
Nonetheless, Sephire had survived; it would not entirely be wrong to call her a „cyborg,‟
in mortal terms now, however, even if the machinery that amplified the goddess was more
magical in nature than scientific. Zerrex couldn‟t imagine how after they had done this to
Sephire, after the people the Council had put through such horrendous tortures, Lord could still
defend them after all these years… and then the reptile readied himself slowly as his right arm
flexed before becoming silvery-steel, clenching his hand into a fist as he said calmly: “I‟m ready
whenever you are.”
Sephire leaned forwards slightly, her body thrumming with energy… and then she tore
her sword out of the ground and lunged forwards, Zerrex wincing as he slammed his fist out and
barely repelled the first vicious slash of her sword before she swung her left hand out in a hard
punch, the razors on her snapping upwards to form deadly wristblades. Zerrex cursed as stepped
to the side, at the same time slapping the blade of the sword as Sephire began to bring it back,
and she grunted as she stumbled to the side before the Drakkaren stepped forwards and punched
her hard across the face, denting the steel of her mask.
Her head barely twitched to the side, however, and she let her arms fall limp as she
laughed loudly. “Oh, fuck you, Zerrex, you can do better than that! That‟s how you hit a lady…
and I ain‟t no fucking lady!”
With that, she stepped forwards and slammed her foot into Zerrex‟s stomach, knocking
him flying backwards to crash onto his back and skid almost all the way to the far fence,
clutching at his stomach with a curse before Sephire tossed her sword into the air, and he winced
as it disintegrated above her head before the female flicked her right hand, and the other set of
wristblades popped forwards before she charged towards him. A goddess with the power to
command the elements before her enhancements, after her „augmentation‟ she had gained the
ability to completely control and alter all metals around her to her will, even transmuting the
environment itself into steel. The only exception to her powers was the metal that made up the
lizard‟s arm, and Zerrex gritted his teeth as he snapped this out and an elegant blade tore out of
his wrist, leaping forwards and lashing this outwards.
Sephire caught the blade between the long razors extending out over her own hands,
swinging her head forwards… but the reptile leaned out of the way of the headbutt before his

body flexed as he snarled, shoving against her with his full might. She pushed back with both
hands, however, growling beneath the mask as her own body bulged with power, trembling hard
as their locked weapons shook violently, neither giving more than an inch of space before
pushing back… and then Sephire suddenly leapt backwards, Zerrex stumbling before he cursed
as daggers formed in midair around him, shooting violently downwards and ripping slashes and
welts along the lizard‟s scales before he gritted his teeth and rose his left forearm as several
volleys of knives launched directly at his body and face.
They only ricocheted off, however, as his scales became metallic, blue energy zapping
over his form and adding another layer of armor before Sephire leapt forwards as electricity
boiled down both her arms… but Zerrex swung his metal arm around in a wide windmill as if
about to throw an underhand fastball before he stabbed his blade up towards her stomachSephire‟s wristblades caught the blade between them just as the tip sank into her armor,
hissing as she caught herself in midair and a bit of her dark blood rolled down the blade,
electricity sizzling down over the lizard‟s metallic frame and along her own body as they both
winced… and then she shoved herself backwards as Zerrex leapt away, and the female retracted
both wristblades, panting hungrily beneath her mask as the Drakkaren grinned widely, his own
blade retracting before the two lunged at each other… and then both skidded to a halt as Lord
slammed down between them, the behemoth reptile shouting: “Hold it!”
Sephire skidded to a halt, flailing her arms, and Zerrex winced and almost staggered into
one of Lord‟s outstretched palms before he regained his balance, and then they both squeaked
when Lord seized his wife and the Drakkaren by the back of the neck, the two flailing their limbs
childishly as the Archangel said in a frustrated voice: “What‟s going on here? I just got a
message saying there was a huge disturbance involving a god and you, Sephire, and here I find
you once more at it! Why can‟t you two behave? What if Raze saw this?”
“He‟d probably enjoy it.” Zerrex rose a finger, and Lord looked at him moodily, the
lizard clearing his throat and then glaring over at Sephire, pointing a finger at her. “She started
it!”
“I was invoking my right as a high-standing member of Heaven, I get to beat the shit out
of whoever I want!” Sephire complained as she reached up and pulled her mask up, mostly so
she could favor her husband with a pout. “His business was done here and he wasn‟t in the
logbooks. I figured if he wanted to stay in Heaven so badly he could at least prove his worth
about being here. Him and those little demon wolves.”
“Zerrex was here on invitation from the Archangels. From me and Lucifer.” Lord
dropped them both, then he sighed and grabbed his forehead as Sephire and Zerrex both quickly
ran out of range of the long arms of the Archangel. They looked at him as he dropped his hands
and glared from one to the other, and then he said finally: “I don‟t want to have to come and
break up another fight, do you hear me? This isn‟t the proper place for that. I expect better from
both of you.”
Sephire crossed her arms and sulked as Zerrex rubbed at his head and glanced away with
a mumble, and Lord looked from one to the other before he turned away, holding up a hand and
creating a white portal. He paused for a moment, however, glancing over his shoulder at them
moodily, but then didn‟t say anything and instead simply left.
Zerrex and Sephire glared at each other, and then the female reached up and unlocked the
helm from her collar, fumbling at the plating that went beneath her muzzle as she muttered under
her breath. The Drakkaren, meanwhile, headed over to pick up his shirt as the fencing blocking

the street vanished, and then he winced when he turned around and Sephire slapped him lightly
across the face, saying moodily: “You deserved that.”
Zerrex glared at her as she clutched her helmet against her stomach, her face completely
uncovered now, cables and tubing dangling from the back of the helm… and then he grabbed her
and firmly kneed her in the crotch, and she grunted in pain before he retorted: “And you
deserved that.”
She grabbed at her injured groin, and then the two glared at each other… before laughing
and warmly embracing to the shock of the still-gawking onlookers, Sephire kissing either side of
his face firmly. “You must have been tired, I expected you to put up a better fight than you did.”
“Says you.” Zerrex smiled a bit as they walked towards the patio, and Sephire grabbed at
his hand childishly, the reptile pulling his fingers away, but she seized his arm and then
forcefully took his hand in one of her own, making him grumble as they walked towards the
table, where the wolves were gaping and Mary was looking shocked. “You‟re scaring everyone.
And you‟re going to start gossip again.”
“Like I care. I don‟t get it, Lord gets all mad at me when I beat the snot out of people but
he doesn‟t give a fuck that I‟m a whore. Fuck. He‟s such a tool sometimes.” Sephire muttered,
and when Zerrex sat down, she immediately flopped into his lap, the reptile grunting as the
armored female leaned against him, still holding his hand and smiling cheerfully over at the
wolves and Mary. “So I don‟t think we‟ve met. What the hell are some whiny little demons
doing in Heaven, anyway?”
“Ignore her, she‟s like another Cherry.” Zerrex mumbled from behind the goddess, and
then he wheezed when she elbowed him, the reptile only glad his scales were still steel as the
spike on the end of her elbow-cup sparked against his chest. “Bitch.”
“Freak.” Sephire grumbled a bit, and then she hopped out of his lap as she absently tossed
her helm away, and it broke apart into gray, square motes before vanishing entirely before it hit
the ground, the female leaning against the table and saying thoughtfully: “Wait, wait, I know
you, black-eyes. You‟re one of his Disciples… which means you two probably are too.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, flexing his body a bit as his scales returned to normal and slid
smoothly back into place over his metallic arm, and then he slipped his shirt back on as the
wolves merely continued to stare and Mary barely managed a smile, saying finally: “You‟re…
you‟re not what I expected, Lady Sephire.”
“I ain‟t no fucking lady.” Sephire replied moodily, looking up towards the sky, and then
she looked across at Zerrex, rubbing at the scarred side of her face as she muttered: “You should
make me a Disciple too, though, so I can get in and out of Heaven like black-eyes, there. I would
bend over for you all day long to be the hell out of here.”
“You‟d bend over for anyone all day long.” Zerrex replied flatly, and Sephire glared at
him grouchily before the reptile grinned and added, as leaned on the table: “Not that I can blame
you, since I hear you get very little from Lord.”
“Oh, don‟t even start!” Sephire flailed her arms a bit, and again, Zerrex was reminded of
Cherry before she sighed moodily, adding bleakly: “Dude, seriously, I‟ve been under quarantine
here for several millennia now while they wait to see if I‟m going to go completely insane after
all the screwing those nutjobs did with my mind. Lord ain‟t no help in convincing the council
I‟m not going to „go down and join the demons in Hell and wage another great and terrible war
upon the gates of Heaven high‟ and ever since I called Lucifer a stupid cunt he doesn‟t like me.
Actually, I don‟t think he ever liked me but. You know.”

Zerrex rolled his eyes, and then Mahihko asked hesitantly: “What happened to you? Did
they hurt you?”
Sephire glanced over at the little wolf for a moment, and then she smiled a little, reaching
up and touching her glass eye gently. “Let me put it this way, kid. When someone tells you
they‟re going to make you better, always make sure to read the fine print and that they actually
want to make you better. Oh, right. Zerrex?”
The Drakkaren glanced at her curiously, and Sephire flicked her wrist absently before the
lizard‟s eyes bulged and he gargled in pain, grasping at his chest as her massive sword formed
buried halfway through his chest, blood exploding from the horrible through-and-through wound
as both wolves squealed and clung to each other and Zerrex wheezed in pain, blood dripping
from the wound as his eyes bulged with pain and Sephire said mildly: “I win.”
“Bitch!” Zerrex rasped, and Sephire rolled her eyes before she grasped the handle of the
sword, the reptile holding his hands up with a wince. “No, wait-”
She tore the sword free from his body, Zerrex slumping back in the chair with a long
groan of agony as he threw his head back, blood bursting down his body… and then he gritted
his teeth and grasped at his chest as the wound slowly and visibly healed, Mary looking sick to
her stomach and Lone fainting dead off his chair as Mahihko whimpered loudly and covered his
muzzle. Then the lizard grimaced and simply shook his head, however, rubbing at his chest
slowly as Sephire grinned at him widely as she replaced the sword on her back… before the
lizard stood up and punched her hard in the face, knocking her flat on her back as he rubbed at
his torn shirt and snapped: “The fight was over!”
“Oh fuck you, you sore loser.” Sephire hopped easily back to her feet, glaring down at
him imposingly, but the reptile glared back before she laughed and reached up to grab his
shoulders, grinning widely. “Hey, what‟s a disembowelment between friends?”
Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes, smiling despite himself after a moment: in their case, it
was true, after all. They were gods, and while it hurt like all hell, having a very large piece of
metal stabbed through him was about as dangerous for him as a mortal getting a thin needle
shoved though some outer extremity of their body: while it hurt like hell, it was far, far from
lethal. “At least you had the courtesy to disenchant it.”
“Yeah, exactly. No blessing or hex on the blade, just a good old stabbing. I bet I could
still kill you if I cut you enough with it, though.” Sephire half-lidded her eyes, and the reptile
rolled his own even as she wrapped an arm around his shoulders, before she glanced over at
Mary as the angel sighed in relief. “Hey, black-eyes, you don‟t think I would have actually hurt
this bastard here, do you?”
“You hurt me a lot, Sephire. But yes, you don‟t have to worry about her maiming or
killing me.” Zerrex said dryly, and Sephire nodded a few times before she glanced up with a
grimace as a trumpet sounded, and the reptile looked at her curiously: “Military call or council
meeting?”
“Neither, fucking political assembly. I need to go stand by Lord and look as pretty as I
can.” Sephire mumbled, and then she sighed before leaning down and kissing the Drakkaren
quietly, and the reptile kissed her back for a few moments, their tongues twining, hers exploring
his jaws as his rolled along her steel teeth.
They drew apart after a moment, Mahihko now looking stupidly at the two as they
grasped each other‟s biceps and gazed at each other fondly, the female saying firmly: “Now
listen. You don‟t forget about me, got that? Yeah, yeah, I know, it‟s real awkward to hang out
with me when you‟re kissy-kissy with my son, and everyone‟s scared of doing shit with me

because Lord is an Archangel. But I need some relaxation every now and then, hear me? And me
and you, we get each other, especially these days.”
She smiled a little, and Zerrex smiled back a bit, nodding despite himself after a moment
before they hugged tightly again. Then the female winked as she stepped back and stroked the
scarred side of the reptile‟s face, saying softly: “Get your ass out of here, now, little godling, and
take those little demons and that black-eyes with you. You ain‟t wanted here by Heaven.” She
looked at him tenderly, reaching up to squeeze his shoulders silently. “And I hope that never
changes.”
Zerrex smiled at her warmly, and she smiled back before grinning a bit lightning sparked
along her body before she simply vanished from sight as reality trembled around her, and the two
wolves stared before Lone asked stupidly as he slowly crawled up from the ground: “What the
fuck was that?”
“That. Was Sephire.” Zerrex replied mildly, smiled a bit in return to the wolf, asking
teasingly: “Was she too much female for the macho stud wolf to handle?”
“Oh you can go fuck yourself in the eye.” Lone mumbled embarrassedly, turning scarlet
before he snatched up his coffee and guzzled it quickly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as he picked
up his own cappuccino, sipping at it and smiling a little at how it was still warm. Around them,
angels were milling quietly, a few still giving them curious looks… and the Drakkaren glanced
down at himself as he thought this was probably because his clothes were torn and he was
covered in blood, rather than anything else.
Before he could say anything, however, Mary held a hand towards him, murmuring a pair
of spells, and the blood vanished as his clothes knit themselves back together, the reptile looking
up at her with a bit of a smile as she said softly: “I have to admit, I‟ve heard legends about the
First Lady but I never suspected any of them were true… and you never talk about her, Zerrex,
but you two seem close.”
“It‟s… awkward. Raze… well…” Zerrex hesitated, then he shook his head a bit as the
wolves looked at him curiously and Mary smiled softly. “No, no, it‟s not like that; he gets along
with Sephire better than he does with Lord. But Sephire is… similar to Cherry in a lot of
respects. Not a total surprise… apparently Carmen and Sephire have some kind of distant
relation, but it‟s made complicated by the fact that Sephire is a goddess and Carmen‟s a
descendant of one of the first demons.
“Raze also gets… a little… jealous, I guess is the word for it, when I spend time with
Sephire. Especially… personal time. He finds the subject extremely awkward, too.” Zerrex
cleared his throat, adding after a moment: “I honestly kind of do too. Made double by the fact
she‟s married, made triple by the fact that her husband is an Archangel. I‟m always concerned
Lord‟s going to get jealous and going to mess me up.”
Mary shook her head with a smile, then she asked curiously: “So how did you meet, if
you don‟t mind talking about it?”
“She beat the living crap out of me.” Zerrex said blandly, and Lone snorted into his
coffee as Mahihko looked up attentively, his panic forgotten now as things around them settled
into a more normal atmosphere, the lizard relaxing a bit as he smiled at the memories. “It was
years ago now, not long after I came back. I was in Heaven doing diplomacy for…” He stopped
for a moment, then shook his head a bit. “I was helping Firenze. And I was supposed to meet
with Lord and Lucifer, but instead, there was…”
He grinned a bit, laughing as he leaned back in the chair, the trio looking at him
curiously. “There was this absolute bitch waiting for me in the meeting hall. Her sword on her

back, full armor, that goddamn mask on her face. I thought at first she was a Metatron or
something… or some other high-standing angel. She got me real frustrated, real fast, and she
kept trying to provoke me into a fight… so finally, I told her if she wanted a fight so bad, I‟d
give it to her.
“I had no idea she could manipulate metal so… she really laid into me. Pummeled me
with daggers imbued with holy energy, hammered me with that sword of hers, cut me up pretty
goddamn bad.” Yet Zerrex looked up with fondness, remembering the fight: bleeding heavily,
yet smashing back into her again and again with as much force as he could, ripping through her
armor, half of her mask a shattered wreck against her face and revealing that crimson glass eye
and her metal, grinning teeth, blood running down her features… “And then, all of a sudden, as
we‟re both panting and beaten up, she looks at me and asks if I want to have sex with her. I
thought she was joking, so I retorted I‟d be glad as soon as she ripped her armor off… so,
probably just to call my bluff, she drops her sword, grabs her damaged armor, and literally rips
the front of it off, leaving me gaping at her naked boobs before she tears her mask off and asks
me what the hell‟s taking so long.
“So uh. We have sex.” Zerrex cleared his throat awkwardly, and Mary rolled her eyes in
amusement as the wolves giggled stupidly. “And of course, Raze and Lord walk in on us. At first
I‟m freaking out because, you know. Here I am, we‟re both covered in blood, and I‟m banging
her on the meeting table. She‟s on her back, and she looks at them, and Raze is gaping and Lord
has his eyes covered, and she goes, like nothing is wrong: „Oh, hi guys, I‟ll be done in just a
second.‟ And I look at her, and she cheerfully informs me that‟s her husband and son. Which of
course makes me freak out and I pull back in a hurry and I‟m trying to cover myself, and she
tackles me and says we‟re not done yet and well. Raze and Lord ran away and left me to her
mercy.”
The reptile rubbed at his face slowly, smiling a bit. “She had been gunning for me, turns
out. Raze had talked about me and… she wanted to test me. Make sure that I was good enough
for her son… and well. I dunno.” He glanced down a bit, rubbing at the back of his head as he
murmured: “We clicked, because we‟re similar in a lot of ways. We both have… this darkness to
us, among other things. And as you may have noticed, she doesn‟t exactly like Heaven that
much. She‟s a little bit of a bloodthirsty bitch, and the Council… the Council is real hard on her,
despite the fact they‟re responsible for… the state she‟s in right now.”
The wolves nodded slowly at this as Mary smiled a bit, saying quietly: “She seems so
different from Lord…”
“And she is. But opposites attract sometimes.” Zerrex shrugged a bit, laughing quietly.
“The story is something like a legend around Heaven… Raze told me it one day, I don‟t even
know why he brought it up, but he can be a real mystery at times.”
The others were looking at him, but the Drakkaren only shook his head, replying mildly:
“That‟s something for another time.” He stood, drinking the last of his cappuccino before he
grabbed a donut from the as-yet-untouched box, and he took a bite of the pastry as he jerked his
head to the wolves. “Come on. I don‟t want to risk another patrol deciding to poke at us because
we set their purity senses off.”
“Okay Daddy. Jeannine should hopefully be ready by now, anyway.” Mahihko said
brightly, leaping to his feet and seeming to immediately forget about what just happened. He
walked up to Zerrex, holding his hands up, and the reptile laughed a bit before he gently picked
the wolf up and hefted him onto one shoulder, the lupine giggling brightly and beaming with

happiness as Lone shook his head, then smiled in surprise when Mary gently took the larger
wolf‟s hand.
“Come on, we won‟t leave you out.” Mary said kindly, and she put her uneaten muffin
into the box with the donuts before picking this up as well, and Lone blushed deeply as he
allowed her to pull him along, gazing at her warmly as the group of four walked out to the street
and Mary and Lone took the lead, Zerrex smiling softly at the backs of the two as Mahihko
quietly clung to the lizard‟s hair.
They walked on in mostly quiet, passing enormous ivory buildings and angels that looked
at them curiously as they walked by, the day darkening as the sun began to descend in the
distance. It was pleasant, though, and the reptile smiled a bit as he ate most of his donut before
giving the last of it to Mahihko, who greedily shoved it into his muzzle and chewed contentedly
as the reptile shook his head with entertainment, still balancing the tiny wolf on his shoulder as
he kicked his large paws and made his dress flutter around his legs.
Then Lone pointed at a fence up ahead, saying excitedly: “Look, there it is! Oh holy shit,
this is a nice place…” He whistled a bit, and Zerrex stared as he had to agree, especially
considering what it must have cost to build.
The wrought-iron, tall fencing extended out of the walls of the buildings on either side,
neatly enclosing a pretty, spacious green lawn that was decorated with a pretty fountain, statues
of female wolves clothed in modest togas standing in this emptying eternally-pouring jugs of
water over their shoulders, their heads bowed as if in prayer or supplication as they stood in the
center of the pool. A pair of enormous gates stood open, either side embossed with a crest that
Zerrex guessed was the symbol of Jeannine‟s successful trading business, and a curving whitestone path led from the gates to the ranch-style home: it looked like it was built on a single floor,
but it was wide and large, almost touching the walls of the towering ivory structures on either
side of it. Like most of the other buildings they had seen, it was made of white and golden
stone… and in front of the house, someone was humming away, working on some kind of
machinery.
Mahihko slipped off the lizard‟s shoulder and immediately bounced through the gates as
Lone took off as well, both running excitedly down the path like children as Zerrex sighed and
shook his head, exchanging looks with Mary and only hoping the two didn‟t come across too
overeager. Jeannine, at least, was nowhere in sight… but the two made a beeline for the other
figure instead, who stood up as they approached, wiping absently at her face.
Zerrex walked down the path, rubbing at the back of his head as he looked curiously at
the female figure as she regarded the wolves, then turned her head to gaze at the Drakkaren and
Mary, smiling slightly. He realized after a moment of regarding her red scales, strong build, and
tall twelve feet of height she was a rare former Clone Soldier: and it was rarer still to see a
Dragokkaren up in Heaven when many of their beliefs revolved around Hell being a place of
purification and true paradise.
She crossed her arms over her chest and bowed deeply to him as he approached, and the
reptile felt his surprise only grow deeper at this, as she said warmly: “Hello, Lord Zerrex
Narrius. Jeannine has told me a lot about you, and her brothers. My name‟s Breeze.”
He met her green eyes, and she smiled again even as his gaze traveled with interest along
her body; she was dressed in a gray jumpsuit that was splattered with paint and grease stains and
was missing its sleeves, revealing the black chains tattooed around one strong bicep. Her body
was toned and attractive, and fingerless gloves protected her palms as she tossed a wrench to the

side, looking at the wolves and pointing towards the house as she said kindly: “Jeannine‟s inside.
You boys can go wait in the main hall, I think she‟s almost ready.”
They both nodded to her, Lone gazing past her for a moment at the huge, square
generator on top of a rolling platform the female had been working on, nuts, bolts, and heavy
lengths of wire and oil laying in a messy pile with several heavy tools, and then Mahihko took
his larger counterpart‟s hand and pulled him towards the stairs as Breeze smiled at their backs,
then turned her attention to Mary and Zerrex, looking at the feline for a moment before she said
kindly: “I guess you must be the lady Jeannine was talkin‟ about. Mary, right?”
“That‟s right. It‟s nice to meet you.” Mary nodded to her with a bit of a smile, and
Jeannine‟s light beryl eyes twinkled as she drew her eyes along the cat‟s body, then reached up
and absently began to play with a silver chain hanging around her neck, from which hung a silver
shield embossed with the symbol of the Unity religion. “Are you Jeannine‟s…”
She broke off, hesitating as her eyes settled on the necklace, and Breeze smiled after a
moment. “Girlfriend? Yeah. I know, I know, it‟s weird… but I‟m also a Dragokkaren who found
paradise in Heaven and is a pretty firm believer in Neo-Unity, and that God will one day come
back to Heaven.” She smiled warmly, then glanced at Zerrex and winked. “No offense meant,
Lord Zerrex Narrius. I understand, after all, that we‟re gonna be visiting the so-called birthplace
of the Drakkai.”
“So you believe God created the Dragokkaren, not a Goddess in the Cradle of Life?”
Zerrex asked curiously, unable to help himself. Breeze only smiled wider, however, and Zerrex
cocked his head, asking mildly: “Something funny?”
“Well, I understand that you‟re a god yourself, Lord Zerrex, and you‟re revered as such
in several New Hez‟Rannan texts…” She bowed deeply to him again, even as the reptile only
blushed and rubbed at his face slowly. “And I understand that other gods across the universe
exist and… have existed for a long time. That this Heaven was once ruled by a God, too… but I
believe Unity is correct in saying that „all gods are false compared to the glory of Him.‟ Not that
I mean to disrespect you or your beliefs, only that while we call you gods… you are not God.”
Breeze‟s tone was civil enough, but the lizard had a sense she intensely wanted to defend
her faith and try and convert him to her belief structure… which he couldn‟t help but smile at the
irony of, as he said kindly: “That‟s a very interesting idea, Breeze. And no offense taken; I‟m the
last person to think I‟m worthy of proper-noun status as a god.”
She looked disappointed at this answer, continuing to play with her necklace for a few
moments before the reptile asked gently, before she could think of a way to draw him into a
religious argument: “How did you get into the Unity religion?”
“Oh! I was a Clone Soldier during the Great Hez‟Rannan War, as you probably guessed
already…” She smiled warmly, gesturing at herself and obviously delighted to talk more at
length about her beliefs. “And well, when the war ended, I was in deployment in Ire, so we all
ended up just… surrendering to local forces. I was lucky, though… I was taken in by a local
church, and Irenic soldiers never figured out I wasn‟t born local because female clone troopers
are rare, and I worked as a mechanic anyway.” She smiled wider again. “People always forget
you need mechanics to win a war, not just troops.
“Anyway. I put my skills to use in the local shop and did jobs for the church and the
congregation, earned my keep, made some good money. I became very involved with the
community and… the religion sort of drew me in. It made me feel comfortable, even though
something always felt… a little off.” She nodded slowly, rubbing at the underside of her muzzle.
“Of course, that was because in the old texts, homosexuality was a sin. Back then, I couldn‟t

even consider the idea of being a lesbian… it seemed blasphemous and traitorous to me, and to
be honest, even though I felt bad, I was also… I was scared of them, so I was really nasty
towards the gays and lesbians in the congregation. I didn‟t understand back then there wasn‟t
anything wrong with it.
“The pastor took me aside a few times, tried to explain to me that a lot of the stuff in the
Unity Bible is interpretation, and that a lot of it had been rewritten over the years. He urged me
to look at some of the other versions, but my bible was my bible.” She laughed a little. “But then
the Demon War came. And even though I know it was an awful, terrible time, that was also what
helped make the scales fall from my eyes.
“I was working in the military again, for Ire this time… you know, fixin‟ tanks, fixin‟
jeeps, fixin‟ planes. A motor‟s a motor to me, no matter how big or how small… I guess that
must have been what was programmed into me, either by God or the scientists.” Breeze shook
her head in entertainment. “But one day, angels visited our encampment, telling us they were
here to help fight back the demons. I always kept my Bible with me, and it was so incredible to
see them that I couldn‟t help but bring it out, to ask them questions and shit… but… they just
told me that all the Bible was were the words of blasphemers and idolaters. I was so crushed…
but one of the angels told me he would give me the true testament of God, if I was willing to
keep an open mind.
“Of course I was so eager that I said yes immediately… and he left, and came back a few
days later with a brand new Bible I have to this day. It was written by the angels, and it was one
of the first Neo-Unity Bibles to exist: I feel so blessed to this day to have been among the first
converted, who got to read the words of angels instead of the words of hateful mortals only
trying to compel people to follow their own creed and example. To this day, it‟s helped me live
my life peacefully and fully.”
She laughed as she finally dropped her hands away from the necklace, gazing warmly at
Zerrex. “It seems a silly question to ask, but have you ever had a truly spiritual moment in your
life, Lord Zerrex Narrius? Don‟t gods ever look up towards the One who created them, and long
to reach His embrace?”
“Gods long for a god more than you can ever know, Breeze.” Zerrex replied gently, and
then he glanced up towards the darkening sky, adding softly: “But maybe we spend too long
looking outwards when we should just be looking inside ourselves.”
Breeze smiled at this, however, replying easily: “Introversion leads to self-focus and
egoism, though… and it was the introverted desires of wicked mortals that made the Unity Bible
in the first place and filled the world with hate instead of love and worship of the One True God.
We should always look up and outwards to God above, and focus on Him above all else in our
lives.”
Zerrex glanced at Mary, who winced a little bit… but both were saved the trouble of
responding when Lone and Mahihko both emerged lugging suitcases, followed by a white,
female wolf in dress pants and a silk shirt, her arms crossed and a grimace on her face as she
hugged her jacket close to her body. A beret rested on her skull as she carefully walked down the
stairs as the two male wolves huffed and carried the large cases down the stairs, and then her
dark grey eyes settled on Zerrex, the slender, white-furred female approaching and thrusting a
hand towards him as she said in a businesslike voice: “Zerrex Narrius, my name is Jeannine
Teasdale. If I remember correctly we met very briefly in life, when I was Jeannine Wulfe. I‟d
like to thank you for the privilege of sanctuary in… Acheron, is it?”

“That‟s correct, Jeannine.” Zerrex took her hand gently, smiling awkwardly down at her
even as she continued to half-glare at him suspiciously. Then he looked over at the wolves, who
were both resting with the heavy suitcases, Mahihko looking a little winded. “Is everyone ready
to go?”
“Breeze? Oh, Breeze!” Jeannine gave the Dragokkaren an exasperated look, and the
female blushed a bit as she rubbed her hands compulsively against her jumpsuit. “Please go
change, honey, we‟re going on a long trip here. Lone, will you please go bring her stuff
downstairs?”
Lone mumbled disconsolately, but he nodded as Breeze headed sheepishly for the doors,
following the female Dragokkaren as Mahihko toddled behind the larger wolf. Jeannine watched
them go, and then she frowned deeply, looking over towards Mary and saying quietly: “I don‟t
like this. I don‟t like this at all. I don‟t need this kind of protection.”
“Then why did you agree, Jeannine?” Mary asked gently, and now Jeannine only looked
flustered as she glanced away, before Mary smiled a little bit. “See? We‟ll protect you,
though… or at least, Zerrex will, and your brothers-”
“Brother, I have one brother, I don‟t care if he can split himself into a baker‟s dozen.”
Jeannine interrupted rudely, but she rubbed her hands together compulsively as she looked back
and forth before cursing under her breath. “Where the hell are you, Breeze… come on, come on,
I don‟t want to be here…”
Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, frowning a bit, and she glared back at him
before she turned scarlet as the reptile said dryly: “She‟s your bodyguard, not your girlfriend.”
“I‟d rather not have my brothers know that!” Jeannine hissed, wincing towards the door,
and Zerrex grinned cheerfully down at her. Immediately, the female snarled at him, spitting: “If
you think for one second you can blackmail me-”
The Drakkaren, however, reached out and tapped her forehead, and she looked furiously
at him even as he said mildly: “I can read your emotions, Jeannine. You aren‟t worried about me
blackmailing you, you trust Breeze but don‟t love her as anything more than a friend, and you
aren‟t even worried about your brothers doing anything to you. But something is scaring you.”
“Brother, I… I meant, brother…” she mumbled, looking down and rubbing at her face
slowly, and then she sighed a bit, looking up and saying finally: “Okay, I… okay, listen, since
Breeze takes twenty fucking minutes to get fucking ready.”
“You have a dirtier mouth than Lone.” Zerrex remarked mildly, and Jeannine snarled
before punching him hard in the kidney, and the reptile‟s eyes bulged at the surprising show of
frustration as he grabbed at his side, Mary wincing away a bit. “You punch harder too.”
“Listen!” she snapped, and Zerrex looked at her moodily as he reflected how all the
females in his life either slept with him or beat him. “I… I forgave my brothers… brother… a
long time ago for what happened. I did, but… I never wanted to admit it, it felt… my pride
wouldn‟t let me.” She glanced away embarrassedly, then softened visibly as she continued in a
quieter voice: “My… I was able to keep track of him, though, from a distance. I always…
watched out for them, sort of. I have access to record keeping facilities and… was able to always
hire someone, somewhere to… look out for him. To dig up information on his treatment, on…
Mahihko… on his life. He‟s… my brother. He did awful things to me in the past, to a lot of
females, to a lot of people, but he‟s my brother. And I love him and I‟m proud of him, especially
now that he‟s… changed. Become a better person.
“But researching him… with the time he spent around you, it meant researching you.”
She looked at him evenly, and something clicked in the Drakkaren‟s mind as he nodded slowly,

understanding even before she said quietly: “When Lone and Mahihko told me what was going
on… I realized that it must look like I‟ve been… interested in you.”
“And you think this murderer, whoever the hell it is, might go after you, because it looks
like you‟re someone important to me… and if not, you‟re close to someone who is.” Zerrex said
quietly, gesturing at her, and she nodded quietly before the reptile tilted his head and narrowed
his eyes slightly. “You saw something.”
“I saw someone.” She glanced towards the mansion, shaking her head a bit before she
shivered and hugged herself, saying quietly: “About… two weeks back. I think it was because I
ran into this… Mr. Pettigrew at the library. He didn‟t know who I was at first, but after I told him
and said I wanted to know about how Lone was doing, he brightened a bit. He was a very kind
male and admittedly his words are part of the reason I agreed at all to meet Lone and Mahihko.
He was very… forwards about how he first came to know my brother but he had nothing but
good words for the current incarnation of my brothers. Brother, fuck.”
She shook her head vehemently, and Zerrex smiled a bit, saying quietly: “Tinman. He‟s
always been a generous person… but yeah, any time he‟s down in Hell, he makes time to hang
out with Vampire and with Lone and Mahihko.”
Jeannine nodded back, adjusting her beret with a sigh. “After I finished talking to him
and making some notes in a personal journal – and, of course made him promise to stay silent on
the subject – I went home. I felt… I felt watched the entire way back here. I remember almost
running through the gates, and I thought I felt… something touch me.”
She shivered hard, grasping the back of her skull, and the reptile felt her emotions clearly,
almost saw it in her memories as she said softly: “Breeze came running out, and when I looked
over my shoulder, I only saw…”
She broke off, looking down, and Zerrex reached out and gently touched her forehead,
the female not lashing out at him this time as the reptile concentrated… and a flicker of her
memories passed into his mind, the lizard gritting his teeth as the image lingered in his mind:
what looked almost like a terrible, ugly swarm, broken and distorted, vanishing down the
darkened streets. “What the hell…”
“It‟s no demon or angel… and it…” She shivered a bit, and Zerrex nodded slowly before
he strode past her and out towards the gates. Jeannine and Mary watched him from in front of the
mansion, and the Drakkaren looked back and forth before he turned around, closing his eyes and
focusing…
He opened them… and gritted his teeth, wincing in shock and immediately covering his
eyes. Mary and Jeannine both stared at him, the feline starting forwards but Jeannine whimpering
and clinging to her arm, and Zerrex rose a hand to them both after a moment as he slowly
uncovered his eyes. He could see Enochian runes written in blood, his name, splattered on the
ground in front of the gates… but more blood was splattered all over the bars and fencing, and a
horrible, jagged warning had been written along the sidewalk in front of the mansion, mostly
obscenities coupled with death threats.
The reptile shook his head slowly, then he reached forwards and absently touched the
fencing… and he realized it was blessed iron, holy runes humming over the length when his
fingers slid over it. “So whatever did do this… couldn‟t get past the fencing. Maybe that‟s even
why it stepped up its game…”
He shook his head slowly, walking back into manse grounds as Jeannine looked up at
him pleadingly, and he smiled reassuringly at her despite how disturbed he felt, reaching out to
squeeze her shoulder as he said quietly: “Don‟t worry. We‟re leaving for a safe place.”

“But why are you helping me? Nothing comes free in this universe… if there‟s one thing
being in Heaven taught me, it‟s that.” Jeannine frowned a bit at him, her emotions confused and
convoluted, and the reptile only laughed a bit and shook his head slowly in return. “What‟s so
funny?”
“I‟m helping you, Jeannine, because the wolves care about you. You‟re their sister… his
sister, if you want to continue to pretend there‟s only Lone, and that‟s it, despite the fact there‟s
very obviously two different males there now.” Zerrex glanced up towards the doors, and then he
added quietly: “And I‟m not going to lie to you. Acheron probably won‟t be the most
comfortable place in the universe for you… but I think it‟ll still be better than trying to live in a
mansion that‟s been marked as a hunting ground.”
The wolf shivered a bit at this, looking down before she nodded, and silence spun out
between the three before she looked up and said abruptly: “Lone isn‟t his real name. It‟s just a
nickname. Yeah, he had it changed on all the records, and my… father, Tobias, and Mom always
called him Lone, too, but…” She looked bitterly at the ground. “Even when he was only five, he
always got whatever the fuck he wanted. So they changed his birth certificates and his name and
everything, but I never forgot Lone was born Eugene Wallace Wulfe.”
Zerrex stared at her for a moment, then he covered his muzzle to suppress his giggles,
Mary trying her hardest not to join in but unable to resist as Jeannine gave a half-bitter, halfrueful grin. “Yeah, well, watch this.”
She nodded towards the doors as they opened, Breeze coming out in a simple sundress
and Lone puffing along as he followed her, dragging a heavy suitcase with Mahihko in tow, and
then Jeannine cupped her muzzle and shouted: “Hey, Ewwy-Wally!”
Lone looked up at her with a yelp of shock, dropping the suitcase as he reached up to
seize both ears as Mahihko whimpered and ducked his head, and then both wolves squeaked as
the suitcase slammed down on top of Lone‟s paw, the larger lupine flailing his arms before he
toppled head-over-heels down the short set of stairs leading up to the manse‟s doors, suitcase
flying open and clothes and books and other objects scattering in all directions as he rolled down
the steps with it and crashed on his face, before the suitcase landed heavily on him. Mahihko
immediately bolted down the steps after the larger wolf and Breeze turned scarlet and quickly
began to gather up her things, shouting angrily at the lupines in Hez‟Rannan the whole while.
Jeannine crossed her arms with distaste as Zerrex laughed loudly, then she looked over at
the lizard and said moodily: “Just like old times. Assholes made me miserable day in and day
out, but I always kept a few secrets, just to keep them from coming after me. Come on, dumb
shit, move your ass, we need to get to a portal and jump to the mortal world before night falls.”
Lone only mumbled from the ground even as Mahihko tried to help pick up Breeze‟s
things, but the female immediately tore her clothes out of the little wolf‟s arms and glowered at
him, making the little wolf sniffle as he lowered his ears and instead silently went over to help
Lone to his feet. The larger wolf brushed himself off slowly as Breeze stuffed her things back in
her suitcase and kicked it closed, still muttering away as her faded, ugly yellow dress ruffled
around her body, and then the larger wolf looked up at Jeannine and said in a surly voice: “It‟s
been Lone for millions of years now, Jeannine. Lone and Mahihko.”
“Shut up, Eugene, and get my things.” Jeannine ordered, pointing at her suitcase, and
Lone glowered at her but then walked over to do so, as Mahihko rubbed at his eyes, but then
grabbed her other suitcase as well. Zerrex looked over the group, feeling the distinct hostility and
tenseness, but also an undercurrent of… something like sadness, and he smiled a bit before the
female wolf glanced at him and said curtly: “We should go. Leaving Heaven is going to be

difficult, and if I don‟t leave by my pre-arranged route, they‟ll get suspicious. I‟m not putting my
merchant license at risk with a vortex.”
“Fine, fine.” Zerrex rolled his eyes, holding up his hands and not feeling like being
punched again as he glanced over at Mary. But when she only smiled at him encouragingly, he
knew she wasn‟t going to listen to anything he was going to say… so he only nodded with a
grunt to her. “Let‟s all go, then.”
It took them five hours to get to Acheron, most of that spent waiting in lines and in chairs
in Heaven as Breeze pretended to be a lesbian and Jeannine did a really bad, unconvincing job of
treating Breeze like her girlfriend. The male wolves, however, were moody and tired, doing their
best to ignore their sister as they sat side-by-side and Mahihko rubbed at his nose on occasion,
pouty and upset.
They took a vortex to the mortal planet, and angels checked them over at this
„checkpoint‟ before sending them on their way, and Zerrex had shooped them all to Hez‟Ranna
immediately. Jeannine had almost thrown up, but Breeze had been dumbstruck, looking around
at the beauty of the jungle and likely feeling that same vibration all Dragokkaren did when they
entered the Cradle of Life after so long being away from it, no matter what their belief system
was.
He had led them into Acheron through the nearest body of water, although Jeannine had
complained the entire time she didn‟t want her things getting wet, and the reptile had finally
simply grabbed her, thrown her over his shoulder, and then dived through the water. When he‟d
come out the other side and tossed her down on the ground, she had promptly stood and kicked
him hard in the crotch, making the lizard wince… then grin challengingly and put his hands on
his hips, glaring at her until she‟d finally mumbled an awkward apology.
From there on, things had evened out a little, though: Lone and Mahihko perked up and
bounced off to take Jeannine to find a vacant room in the residential quarters for her, and Mary
had taken off to find out if Anathema Sin and the others were here yet and preparing for the
ceremony. It left him alone with Breeze, the two standing side-by-side as they gazed out over the
huge central square together before the reptile said mildly: “Counter-espionage?”
She glanced at him, then smiled slightly as if unsurprised, returning her eyes to the statue
as she replied quietly: “I was a party-crasher, actually. You know, sabotaging enemy
installations, planting bombs, blowing things up. I don‟t like to think about those days anymore,
though…”
“Although really, you‟ve just taken the job a step further, haven‟t you? I‟m willing to bet
you‟ve got either a tattoo or a charm burned into your body somewhere that prevents me from
reading your mind or emotions. Highly-illegal.” Zerrex looked at her thoughtfully, but she only
looked back evenly, slowly cracking her knuckles. “You and Jeannine are going to have to be
honest with me, Breeze.”
“I‟m just doing my job, Zerrex Narrius, and protecting my employer. I‟m loyal; you
understand loyalty, don‟t you?” Breeze tilted her head towards him with a dry smile, and then
she glanced out towards the square again, adding quietly: “Besides, we have been honest about
everything you haven‟t figured out. I guessed you already milked Jeannine for information from
how distracted she was, she probably even told you about that… thing… she claims to have seen.
And you seemed anxious to get her away from Heaven, so I guess you believe her, too, or you
saw something yourself that matched up with her description and her feelings. So I might not be
into her, but I still care about her like a sister, and like I said, I‟m loyal to her, too. I‟m gonna do

the best goddamn job I can to protect her, whatever that takes. The only commander above her to
me is God Himself, and that means if I have to, I‟ll fight you tooth-and-claw, too.”
“So you really are a firm Neo-Unity believer, huh?” Zerrex looked at her with interest,
and the female nodded firmly: the conviction in her eyes was more than enough to tell the reptile
it was the truth. “Well, it‟ll be interesting to see what you think of this place, then. Make yourself
comfortable, Breeze. I‟ll check on you and Jeannine the moment I get the time. This place should
be safe, though… we keep a very close eye on the goings-on around here.”
“I‟ll trust what earns my trust. The only absolute is my faith in Him.” Breeze responded
firmly, and Zerrex looked at her ponderingly for a moment, and she frowned a bit as she looked
back. “What?”
“Yellow really isn‟t your color. You should probably change.” the reptile said mildly, and
Breeze favored him with a sour look even as she blushed a bit and rubbed at her sundress slowly,
the Drakkaren smiling slightly before he turned and vanished from the spot, concentrating not on
any particular location, but instead, a particular presence.
He reappeared a moment later on top of the palace, somehow unsurprised as he looked up
at the red sky overhead for a moment… then brought his gaze down to see that Earth had already
set up a tall platform of solid wood that rested on supports keeping it a meter or so off the
ground, perhaps fifty feet square and with a large stone sarcophagus in the center of it. The
Drakkaren approached the edge of the platform, grunting as he pulled himself up onto it before
he straightened… and smiled awkwardly as faces looked at him with compassion, kindness, and
reverence.
Anathema Sin stood at the head of the stone casket, with Earth to one side of her and
Epiphany the other. Amiglion and his living scythe, Grim War, stood to the right, the Naganatine
dressed in simple clothes with his black, long-handled polearm bobbing silently in the air beside
him, long, silvery blade gleaming. Beside him – or the two, depending on how you looked at it –
stood a Naganatine who nodded respectfully to Zerrex and bowed slightly, dressed in long,
flowing white robes, his features compassionate and gentle. Silven, the only Naganatine of
Heaven who still truly followed Naganis‟s teachings. Next to him, fitting in strangely well with
the two Naganatine, stood Celeste… but she had eyes only for the armor, speaking silent words
the reptile couldn‟t follow as the Strange Beast hugged herself around the middle.
On the other side of the casket, Naganen stood, with Daria and Maria on either side of
him, and his son smiled faintly over at his father before he returned his eyes with awe to the
center of the platform. Zerrex gazed at him for a moment longer, then drew his own eyes back to
the casket… and, sitting on top of it, supported by three long ropes that were ready at any point
to be released so it could be lowered into the sarcophagus, was the armor, was the remains of
Naganis.
And, standing near the foot of the casket, Marina, Cindy and Cherry all looked at him
expectantly, quietly, reverence and adoration on even the features of the last not-entirely-female
as they all half-bowed and reached their hands towards him, inviting him forwards… and Zerrex
breathed softly before he walked towards the foot of the stone casket. The hands of his daughters
gently brushed against his arms and his back as he passed, and then stood at the base of it as
Anathema Sin stood at the head, both of them leaning forwards at almost the same time to touch
the walls of the stone as a dark, black-red substance bubbled silently inside, and the lizard
reached a finger down, touching it and stroking through the liquid… and he smiled a bit as he
realized what it was. The blood of his Disciples, mixed with liquefied black roses and water

blessed with prayers for Naganis… and the lizard closed his eyes before he nodded silently to
Anathema Sin.
“Today, we put to rest the last remains of Naganis, Father of the Naganatine, our Creator,
our Maker.” she said softly, speaking in both the voices of Sin and Anathema, their tones mixing
harmoniously with melancholy melody. “He was God… but he only believed that to be God was
to be responsible; to be powerful meant to have a duty to protect the weak, not to dominate…
and now, as we purify his remains, we give rest to his spirit, and we thank him for what he has
done for us… and gently lay him down, for he has well-earned his sleep after all the long years
he has spent, working to protect and love us…”
She stopped and lowered her head… and then Celeste closed her eyes before she began to
sing… and Zerrex looked up sharply as he felt a lump form in his throat. She sang no words he
could recognize, and yet it was like she was voicing pure emotions, making powerful images rise
in his mind and soul… and as she sang, Naganen and Epiphany stepped forwards to one side,
and Amiglion and Silven the other, silently undoing the ropes… and then gently letting them go,
watching as the armor sank slowly into the red-and-black liquid.
Tears rolled down the Drakkaren‟s muzzle, dripping into the pool, making it ripple as the
reptile leaned over it with a tremble at the emotions rolling through his frame… and then,
without knowing how he knew to do it, he reached down and silently drew his fingers through
the shifting liquid. Bit-by-bit, he traced out the symbol of Prismatic Unity… and where his
fingers moved through the liquid, it rippled and did not fill in, the reptile engraving the symbol
into the liquid itself as rosy blood and water rippled silently… before the symbol pulsed faint
blue as he finished.
The liquid smoothed out, the symbol vanishing… and then the mixture filling the
sarcophagus glowed gold and white, radiant and beautiful and yet far from blinding as Celeste
continued to sing, and the mouths of the Naganatine moved in silent mimicking of her, as if she
had awakened some part of them long-forgotten… and then the glow faded, and the liquid
became crystal clear. For a moment, as Zerrex gazed down, he saw not armor, but instead
Naganis laying at the bottom of the glassy pool, his arms crossed, his expression peaceful… and
then the water rippled, and a moment later, was simply gone, vanishing into motes of blue and
white that floated upwards.
Voices murmured as Zerrex felt the energies roll past him, closing his eyes… and when
he opened them and gazed down silently at the armor, he saw that it had changed. The hide of
scales had become silver and purple instead of the ugly stained black-and-red, and the ivory
bones gleamed and resonated strangely as the reptile gazed down at it silently… and then a hand
touched his shoulder gently, and the Drakkaren gazed quietly at Marina before she nodded and
smiled in reassurance, channeling the emotions of the others towards him even as Celeste began
to sing, and Anathema Sin rose her hands and spoke in time with the melody of the Strange
Beast: “And as the body is purified, as our Creator passes… so shall he rise anew…”
Zerrex reached down towards the armor… and the lizard‟s eyes widened in surprise as
the armor reached up towards him, mirroring his actions. Yet he did not hesitate as his hand
touched the bone gauntlet… and then he gritted his teeth as energy sparked over his form, a
rumble filling the air around them before there was a flash, as the lizard felt ripples travelling
over his body, felt his mind blank…
And when he opened his eyes, he was standing at the base of the casket, but he could feel
the armor clinging to his body like a second skin. It fit perfectly, and when the lizard moved, it
moved with him as easily as they were his own scales, an indescribable warmth filling his being

as he breathed softly and slowly. Then he flexed his right arm on instinct as he held it up in front
of his face, and he watched in amazement as the bone plates automatically separated and peeled
away, the armor transforming itself as the scales fell away from his right limb and it took on its
beautiful, armored-steel likeness.
The lizard let his right arm return to normal… and without even needing to form a mental
request, the bone armor immediately spilled back down his arm, locking back into place as scales
covered the metallic limb before he grinned a bit, flexing his fingers slowly as he watched the
tiny, complex work of bones quickly reassemble themselves over his hand. It was incredible, it
was like an extension of his body, of his soul, even… and Anathema Sin gazed silently at the
Drakkaren as he smiled at her, then reached up and slowly removed the facemask, shaking his
head out as his white hair floated around his skull, and the reptile said quietly: “And it is with the
blessing of Naganis that we sanctify his remains, it is with the knowledge of his love for life and
his wish to continue to protect all, that we in worship, and not in lust, nor in longing for his
power, that we fortify this armor… granting his spirit rest, while we anchor his memory always
in our hearts and souls, blessing this that remains as the shield and the shrine, for him, our friend,
our father…”
“And let it always be so.” Anathema Sin murmured, and Celeste‟s voice rang out with
one last, long note before she quieted, and a tremble passed through those assembled before the
Naganatine closed their eyes and bowed their heads. There was silence for a few long moments,
and then Anathema Sin finally looked up, rubbing at her face slowly as Zerrex gazed down
silently at the skull helm in his hands, and she asked roughly: “Is it done?”
“Yeah.” Zerrex smiled a bit as he flexed his body, and he felt the armor moving with him,
glancing down over the full bone plate as he murmured: “It… responds to me. It responds to me
before I even know what I‟m thinking, in fact, like it‟s connected to my energies, my instincts…
and I know it looks goddamn scary but it feels so… pure, so powerful…”
“It is a container for a soul, that‟s all.” Celeste said softly, and Zerrex looked at her
curiously as the heavy facemask dangled from his hand. Then the Strange Beast stepped
forwards, reaching out and gently taking the helm, looking down at it silently for a few long
moments… and then she smiled faintly before stepping forwards and quietly fitting it back on
the Drakkaren‟s head, and he felt the mask melding to his features, protecting him completely as
she murmured: “Yes. This is the emotion you call love.”
Zerrex looked at her curiously, but she fell silent and instead stepped away, seeming to
fall into thought as she walked over to sit at the edge of the platform. Then Silven approached
and held a hand out, and the Drakkaren smiled a little, beginning to raise his hand… before
wincing when the Naganatine impulsively leapt forwards and hugged him instead, mumbling
embarrassedly: “Sorry.”
Then he cleared his throat and stepped back, the angelic Naganatine smiling warmly as
he grasped the reptile‟s still-extended hand in both his own, squeezing it firmly as he said
quietly: “To be honest, at first I was iffy on the subject… but I see now why Lucifer said you
should have it. It suits you, it suits you very well, Lord Zerrex… and I think Naganis himself
would have wanted this. He… he was always able to look past the physical and the material… he
was always able to put what was best for the world before everyone and everything else,
especially… especially himself.”
Silven fell quiet… and then he smiled at Amiglion when he gently reached up and
touched his brother‟s shoulder, and the two walked away, Grim floating quietly behind the latter
male as Naganen and Epiphany approached next. Naganen looked up at his father with a smile,

and Epiphany gazed lovingly over the armor before his son said quietly: “We remember the
person, we put the soul to rest, but we keep in mind that a body is only a shell. Isn‟t that right,
Dad? And we honor our friends in private… we never force everyone else to worship their loss.
We don‟t make a spectacle of either gods or monsters when they die.”
“That‟s right, son.” Zerrex reached up and squeezed Naganen‟s shoulder gently… and
Naganen visibly relaxed, closing his eyes at the contact. Then Zerrex stroked gently under
Epiphany‟s muzzle, and she smiled softly as he asked quietly: “What did you think, daughter?”
“Naganen is right. This feels… pure.” Epiphany murmured softly, looking down and
nodding slowly, and then she reached up and stroked wonderingly over the armor again,
whispering: “Love… that‟s what love feels like. Physically, I mean.”
Zerrex tilted his head curiously at this, but she only smiled before gently taking her
brother‟s hand and leading him onwards, and Naganen blushed but left with her willingly. Then
the Drakkaren gazed up silently as Anathema Sin approached, and he hugged her tightly against
his chest as she pushed herself against him, murmuring: “I think this only proves all the more
how it‟s not what‟s outside that matters, but what exists inside of something. Just like you taught
me… just as you taught us.”
She gazed up at him quietly, and Zerrex traded a gentle kiss with her for a few long
moments before they parted, and the reptile smiled a bit as he took her face lightly between his
hands… and as his finger settled on her features, the bone gauntlets quickly peeled themselves
away, letting his bare fingers graze quietly along her ivory mask. “You didn‟t include all the
Disciples this time.”
“Let them be jealous.” Anathema Sin scoffed, and the reptile laughed a bit, shaking his
head before she grinned and reached up, flicking the Drakkaren‟s bone helm firmly up, and the
reptile was surprised when the helmet snapped upwards to reveal his face but then locked itself
into position, half-raised off his head. “You should be able to control this armor much better than
that, Zerrex, if it responds so well to you. Try and take it off.”
The reptile automatically reached a hand towards himself, and Anathema Sin sighed and
hammered against his chest, making him wince a bit: more in surprise than anything else,
however, particularly at the fact he barely felt the impact of each blow through the solid armor.
“You know that‟s not what I meant. Concentrate. It seems to move the same way I was able to
whenever I connected myself to you… I miss those days…”
Anathema Sin glanced away, looking longing… but then, when she gazed back, her tone
and soft eyes told him that the Sin part of her personality had taken over, meaning the Anathema
half of the fused Naganatine had likely gotten herself lost in memories. “It shouldn‟t prove
overly difficult, Lord Zerrex… it may seem that way, certainly, but if anyone is capable of
making this armor move to the command of their mind, it is you yourself. Your energies and the
energies of Naganis coexist inside of you… simply will it to move, and it shall move, as easily as
you move a limb.”
Zerrex nodded a bit to her, wondering if he really could just order the armor to do
whatever he wanted… and then he took a slow breath before concentrating, not knowing what
the armor would do, if he should ask it politely or order it roughly to get off him… and a
moment later, the bones along his body sparked with energy as the reptile felt his arms raise
slightly at his sides, feeling the bone plates loosening, withdrawing as he closed his eyes, scaleleather quietly scraping almost lovingly along his own scales and clothes as it drew up towards
his neck… then flowed gently, steadily backwards over the silver-and-purple scale-leather cape
behind him, the reptile looking over his shoulder in surprise as bone plates lined along this and

even the helm all-but-melted downwards, flattening and folding itself until it became nothing
more than an embossed skull on the back of the scale cape.
Energy crackled over the long cape, secured around the reptile‟s throat by a simple
circular clasp… and Anathema Sin smiled faintly as she reached up, touching this quietly: it was
engraved with the symbol of Prismatic Unity, and she whispered: “I had almost forgotten about
this… the true symbol of Heaven, of Naganis‟s… belief that all things in the universe fit and
lock together, that everything exists for a reason, as part of a great balance that can never be
broken or undone. Six prisms, each augmenting, supporting, and protected inside each other…”
“Six… same as the number of First Gods.” Zerrex murmured softly as he reached down,
quietly stroking over the edge of the medallion-shaped clasp, and Anathema Sin laughed a bit in
pleased surprise, nodding slowly. The two looked at each other, and then the reptile smiled a bit,
saying quietly: “Maybe it‟s no coincidence.”
“There is coincidence. Everything happens for a reason… except when you put the
fucking cereal box back in the cupboard after it‟s finished, right after I‟ve put the empty cookie
box back in.” Anathema Sin shoved him rudely backwards, and Zerrex laughed as the cape
fluttered around him before the Drakkaren shook his head in amusement as he reached up to
undo this… but immediately, the fused Naganatine stepped forwards, touching his wrist as the
cape ruffled quietly in the breeze. “No. Leave it on… it looks good on you.”
Zerrex smiled softly at her, and she smiled back before the lizard nodded and let go of it,
rubbing absently at his forearm as he muttered: “Now I just need my armlet, and I‟ll be ready for
any goddamn situation that comes up, huh? Now if only I could get Sephire to teach me that trick
she does with Storm King Face, I could summon Blackheart at any time, too.”
“Sephire… you never mention her unless you‟ve recently spent some time with her.”
Anathema Sin tilted her head curiously. “We‟re curious. Did you have a sparring session with
her again?”
Zerrex smiled a little, nodding and saying quietly: “Yeah, kinda. Until Lord interrupted
anyway.” The reptile glanced down at the wooden platform beneath their feet, then he stomped
on it firmly, and it shattered into pieces that floated upwards around them, the sarcophagus
lifting into the air as well and hovering ominously before the broken timbers quickly and
suddenly spun towards the casket, and they piled themselves neatly inside of it before the casket
dropped to the ground below with a heavy thud, a neat pile of short, cut boards standing out of
this before the two descended slowly to the ground.
Anathema Sin rolled her eyes at this show of power even as she smiled despite herself,
and then she gently grasped either end of the cape around the lizard, marveling at the way the
bones had stacked themselves over it and the feeling of the supple scale-leather as she kissed his
lips for a chaste moment, and the Drakkaren gazed tenderly down at her. “You should invite her
to Acheron at some point. We‟re sure she‟d enjoy it here… and the Council has to allow her out
of Heaven sooner or later. We feel… awful about what she‟s gone through. We know it well
ourselves…” She looked down, face clouding over with a mixture of Sin‟s sorrows and
Anathema‟s anger. “All our brothers in Heaven have done is repeated Mephistopheles‟
experiments upon us, just with other unfortunate victims who lack the spirit and strength to resist
such… terrible manipulations.”
“And she wasn‟t even permitted to fight against Athéos. They keep her caged up inside
the Endless Ivory Tower most of the time.” Zerrex said softly, nodding slowly. “It‟s no wonder
she‟s as energetic as she is when she does manage to get out of there… and yet they mock her by
calling her a General of Heaven, too.”

“Giving her a rank but none of the associated powers.” Anathema Sin murmured softly,
looking curiously over the Drakkaren. “We‟re very surprised that Lord Raze didn‟t introduce you
two sooner.”
“Yes, but Raze is… awkward… around his family.” Zerrex replied carefully, and then he
shook his head a bit as he and Anathema Sin turned, before the lizard made a face when he saw
Cherry simply standing a few feet away and peering at him. “Have… have you been there the
entire time?”
“Yes.” Cherry said cheerfully, and then she reached up and poked her fins. “Sephire is
the babe with the fins like mine, right? The Mark of the Curse, they call it or some shit?”
“Yes, that.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry grinned cheerfully and nodded a few times
before she bounced towards him and stroked slowly over the cape around the reptile‟s shoulders,
licking her lips slowly at the feel of it and half-lidding her eyes. Immediately, however, the
Drakkaren glowered at her, and the cape snapped itself around the reptile before shortening and
tightening, showing a surprising ability to control itself as it flipped back over his shoulders to
get away from the female‟s pawing hands. “It doesn‟t like you.”
“Well I don‟t like it! Fuck it, then!” Cherry huffed and moodily crossed her arms, leaning
back a bit before she grumbled at the grin Anathema Sin favored her with. “You… stop that.
You‟re lucky I don‟t punch you, bitch, just „cause I don‟t wanna hurt Sin too.”
“You can hurt me any time you like, Cherry.” the fused Naganatine said kindly in Sin‟s
voice, then she covered her muzzle as a bit of a blush rose in her cheeks and Cherry gaped at her
stupidly as Zerrex snorted laughter. “Fuck, stop that!”
The male Drakkaren rolled his eyes and gently patted the Naganatine on the lower back
as she clenched her eyes shut and visibly began to argue with herself mentally, and the reptile
sighed a bit before he looked at Cherry, who was still looking for a respond even as a lecherous
leer appeared in her eyes. “Come on, let‟s go. She‟s going to be busy for a little while mentally
fighting with herself. I mean, imagine if you and Cindy were ever stuck in the same body.”
“Oh that would be so horribly kinky.” Cherry licked her muzzle as she winked at him,
rubbing her hands together eagerly. “I would totally masturbate in front of a mirror, for starters,
and-”
Zerrex slapped his forehead, then grabbed Cherry by the collar, yanking her towards the
palace steps as she giggled stupidly before shaking her head and pulling herself free, turning
around to slap the Drakkaren on the shoulder as the cape fluttered quietly behind him and
smiling at him softly. “So you doin‟ okay, Boss? You seem a little… uptight, if I can say so.”
The reptile grunted in response, then he sighed and shrugged a little when Cherry slipped
a hand beneath the cape to silently rub at his lower back, looking over at her with a bit of a smile.
“I guess… I‟m just stressed. A murderer, Strange Beasts, I‟ve been entrusted with armor made
literally from the body and bones of god, who I… don‟t even feel worthy enough to stand in the
shadow of. But here I am… wearing Naganis like a cape.”
Zerrex threw his arms out with distaste, and Cherry laughed a bit as she poked his side
gently. “Tell you what, Boss, how about when we all die, we leave instructions for people to
make shit out of us, too. Would that make you feel better?”
“A little.” the Drakkaren admitted, looking at the female with faint amusement before he
shook his head a bit. “So did you have something you wanted to talk to me about?”
Cherry grunted and shrugged a little, saying finally: “No, I just… I just wanted to see
how you were.” She looked at him lamely as the reptile looked back with surprise, and then she
huffed and punched him hard in the arm before squawking and shaking her fist out, the lizard

grinning a bit as he flexed his right limb. “Fucking metal-limbed loser. But seriously, I… I worry
about you, Boss, we all do. And the story goes that you had a nasty run-in while trying to get this
armor and shit on top of everything else, and… shit like that makes me extra-worried about you
and shit, you know?”
She looked down quietly as they passed by several Dragon Warriors, the male Drakkaren
holding up a hand to them as they bowed before he turned his attention back to the female… but
she only reached out and silently took his hand, tugging him quietly into what served as her
bedroom while she was here, the blankets on the mattress riddled with crumbs and the sheets
scuffed up, the rest of the bedroom covered in assorted junk. Cherry embarrassingly muttered a
cleansing spell, getting rid of the worst of the grime before she pulled Zerrex to the bed, and the
reptile softened a bit as they simply sat down side-by-side and she murmured: “I hope you don‟t
mind, but I had a message sent up to Tinny in Heaven. Told him to keep an eye on Albatross and
Balthazar and shit… you know, the few angels we know and care about. I‟d ask Raze too, but for
one thing he scares me and for another I‟m pretty fucking sure that whether or not he gives a
rat‟s ass about their lives, he also gets meaner than me when something threatens you.”
“Why is everyone so scared of him?” Zerrex looked amusedly at Cherry, and she only
gave him and entertained grin in return. “You worked with him before, Cherry, you know he‟s
not such a bad guy.”
“He is the definition of a bad guy, Zerrex.” Cherry nudged him with her shoulder, then
she leaned over and kissed his cheek quietly, murmuring: “But I know, I know, stop being such a
fucking Protective Pete or whatever.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes at this, but before he could chastise her again, she reached up and
pushed a finger to his lips, saying mildly: “Shut up, I ain‟t done talking here yet. Pretty lady
Maria also told me about this Theophilius dude you ran into in the Unworld… and about how
you encountered some fuck-nut Strange Beast. From everything I‟m gathering, a lot of shit is
hitting the fan all at once, and we‟ve barely begun to scratch the surface of what‟s going on…
and since I don‟t want to see things going down the way everything went down in the past, with
you being… with bad shit happening to you…” Cherry glanced away for a moment, then
returned her eyes to him, saying quietly: “I was thinking we should assemble some kind of…
emergency team or call list or something.”
“I can summon most of you guys just by concentrating hard enough.” Zerrex replied
mildly, tilting his head towards her, but she grunted and reached out to prod him firmly between
the eyes, making him grimace.
“Most of the time, yeah, but what if something fucks up your powers or your
concentration or some shit? I mean, hell, a lot of the old-school demons like Sabnock even have
special… summoning thingies. And that babe on earth, Mary Silverwind, she once summoned
you with a summoning circle, too!” Cherry added helpfully, and Zerrex looked at her
thoughtfully for a moment before she winked. “Come on, it‟s a good idea, and you damn well
know it. And while our collars can all… alarm us if shit is hitting the fan and shit, there‟s not
always gonna be someone around to send us a signal… and worse, you‟re not always gonna tell
us when everything is going to hell, you asshole.”
“Cherry, how the hell are you going to tell when I‟m in trouble or when I need help?”
Zerrex asked dubiously, and the female looked at him thoughtfully, then grumbled a bit as the
lizard added dryly: “Also, every goddamn time I die I end up coming back anyway. So why does
that even matter?”

“Don‟t be such a morbid bitch.” Cherry shoved at him firmly, and Zerrex snorted in
amusement as he rocked to the side before she grabbed him and shoved him down on the bed,
straddling him and rubbing her hands along his chest slowly. The Drakkaren smiled a bit up at
her, but she only gazed down softly, keeping him pinned as she murmured quietly: “I don‟t want
to lose you again, Boss. Fuck, every time you‟re away from us, things fall apart.”
“The center does not hold, all things collapse.” Zerrex murmured, and then he smiled a
bit when she cocked her head towards him curiously. “Sorry, Anathema‟s got me reading poetry
now. You know how she is.”
“Yeah. Crazy.” Cherry grunted, and then she smiled a little as she rubbed her hands
slowly along the male‟s chest. “Ain‟t a bad metaphor for us, though. When you ain‟t there,
things go to hell. I think it‟s „cause we‟re all such opposin‟ personalities and shit… but maybe
it‟s also „cause ain‟t none of us much of a leader. I mean, you aren‟t either, sure…” She grinned
teasingly, poking at his chest as the lizard rolled his eyes in dry amusement. “But at least you
damn well try. Ain‟t none of us can even do that. „Cept maybe for Anathema Sin… she was the
only one holding it together last time shit hit the fan, after all.”
She stopped, then smiled a little, saying quietly: “Rings, I‟m thinkin‟. Or maybe coins,
like way back when you had the rebels carry enchanted gold coins. Tell me, Boss, why did the
currency switch to silver, anyway?”
“Because most of the mineable metal in Hell is silver.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Cherry
looked at him curiously at this. “Silver ore is all over the place here. Here, there, beneath your
feet. Hell doesn‟t have nearly the same composition as the mortal world… and economics, too, I
guess. It‟s not like gold coins are extinct, they‟re just worth a lot more. Kind of like we gave
every demon back then who had some gold coins a big payday. Messed things up for a little
while but it smoothed out after only a century or so.”
Cherry smiled a bit, rubbing along his chest slowly before she said quietly: “Well,
anyway, you butt-nut. Rings or coins or tokens or something. And I‟d like „em to be
programmed so that any time you‟re in trouble, they ding or some shit. What I‟d really like is if
they could be programmed to different levels or some shit… you know, „oh poopy,‟ „oh crap,‟
„oh shit,‟ and „oh holy fuck‟ levels. „Cause gods know it would be embarrassing if some
dumbass was trying to mug you and all thirty something of us Disciples showed up.”
“I don‟t have that many Disciples anymore, I don‟t think.” Zerrex said quietly, and
Cherry softened a bit before she slid off him as he wiggled a bit, then the male stood up and the
muscular female reached out and rubbed a hand along his arm slowly. “Anyway. I‟ll hesitantly
approve of your idea, but have either Ixin or Mercy do the charms, you know, someone who
knows what they‟re doing. And for the trial basis, let‟s give them to only a few of my Disciples.
Maybe you and Cindy and Marina for starters.”
“It… it always means… you know. A lot… that you always give us first pick.” Cherry
looked up at him with a bit of a blush, and Zerrex grinned slightly at her before he wheezed
when she growled and kicked him hard in the ass, the cape fluttering as it absorbed some of the
blow. “Fucking hell, you can eat my ass, I‟m trying to be nice here!”
Zerrex grumbled, then turned around and kicked her childishly in the shin, and Cherry
squawked as she grabbed this and glared back at the reptile. Then the two smiled awkwardly at
one-another before Cherry cocked her head and asked: “So Boss, is it like. Epiphany‟s birthday
or some shit soon?”

Zerrex nodded after a moment, smiling a little as he said quietly: “Yeah. All things
considered, we might hold it here in Acheron… at least the first part of the festivities, the giftgiving and such. It sounds like most of the family and everyone will be here, after all…”
Cherry nodded back, then rubbed at her face slowly and smiled a little up at him, saying
quietly: “I think she‟d like that, Boss. And hey, I can totally go and get a cake or some shit from
the mortal world if you want. I think they got stores and bakeries and… ice cream shops running
there now.”
The Drakkaren laughed a bit at this, nodding slowly before he murmured as he gazed
towards the ceiling: “Yeah, I know. It‟s… good, isn‟t it?”
“It is… so I don‟t get why you seem so worried.” Cherry said softly, and Zerrex looked at
her quietly as she gazed back with a strange gentility in her eyes. “Ain‟t none of what happened
before your fault… and we‟re not gonna let some freaky-ass blasts from the past evict us out of
our own damn home. After Athéos, I think everyone learned a whole lot about working
together… except Heaven, of course, but that‟s only because the Council is a giant stick up its
collective ass.”
The reptile grunted at this, nodding after a moment before he headed for the doorway…
and then he wheezed when Cherry hugged him firmly around the waist and lifted him into the
air, saying cheerfully: “So stop all this worrying and shit! We‟re gonna be just fine, you hear
me?”
“I hate you.” Zerrex wheezed, and Cherry laughed before she dropped him and reached a
hand up to ruffle the reptile‟s ivory hair, making him glower before he glared over his shoulder
at her. She only looked back innocently for a moment, however, then booted him firmly in the
ass and knocked him staggering into the hall, the lizard pinwheeling his arms for balance.
“Now stay out, I need to glue some macaroni on a card or some shit so Epiphany knows I
care.” Cherry said pompously, and then she slammed the door shut. Zerrex rolled his eyes at this,
reaching up and smoothing down his hair grumpily, and then he winced when she yanked the
door open again and peered out, whispering loudly: “Do I… do I treat her like she‟s nine or like
she‟s eighteen?”
“Why don‟t you do both, Cherry?” Zerrex asked flatly, and the female grinned widely
before the reptile slapped his forehead, muttering: “Please don‟t ruin her party.”
“Oh fuck you.” Cherry grumbled, and then she slammed the door shut again before
Zerrex rolled his eyes before he concentrated and vanished from the spot, reappearing a moment
later in front of one of the large residences used by visitors. He grimaced a bit, putting his hands
in the center of his back and cracking it as vertigo swam in front of his eyes – likely from
overusing his ability to phase around this dimension instead of just walking – and then he shook
his head quickly as his mind finally cleared.
Cherry… he smiled a little thinking about her. So boisterous, obnoxious, downright
goddamn vulgar and rude… but loving, too, and loyal, and protective, and strong. She would die
to save him… and not only him, but the rest of his family, too. And even if she conflicted so
often with everyone around her, acted like a sex object, and refused to eat with anything other
than her hands, she was a better person at heart than he was.
He smiled a bit as he walked towards the residence hall, letting himself in and raising a
hand to the security officer behind the counter, who immediately leapt to attention and saluted.
He and Cherry had their differences, it was true; and even now they argued now and then, or
yelled at each other, or flailed childishly and complained about how annoying the other person
was. But they were good together, too: they got along well, and they protected each other. And

even though he knew Cherry wasn‟t entirely pleased with the fact Zerrex wasn‟t having sex with
her as often – in fact, he wasn‟t having sex with anyone quite as often these days, and despite
what his Disciples might think, it frustrated the hell out of him, too – he also knew she saw him
as more than some play-master. She saw him as her father, her Captain, her King, her God: she
worshipped him in a literal sense as much as a figurative, even when she was hiding it behind her
obnoxious grin and her awful one-liners.
Zerrex walked down the hall, grimacing a bit as he rubbed absently at his stomach: the
sex issue, of course, was a problem not just with her but with his other Disciples as well. But it
honestly made him nervous these days… one of his roots was in Fertility, after all, and it meant
he had an excessive magnetism, especially over those close to him… but the high emotions that
came out during sex often caused him to lose control a little. And the more primal he became, the
more he gave into his urges, the more likely it was that he would Invert. Much as he loved sex…
as lustful as he could become… it was better that he resisted the temptation as much as possible
and instead, when he felt he had to release, go to some quiet place.
“Of course, masturbating in space has a certain charm about it.” Zerrex muttered to
himself mildly, as he walked down the corridor, and then he paused at an open door and leaned
inside, glancing back and forth into the open, single room apartment to see a female with her
back to him, busily rooting through her suitcase. “Jeannine?”
The wolf glanced over her shoulder in surprise, and then she scowled at him a bit as she
crossed her arms and turned around to sit down on the bed, saying flatly: “I expected something
a little higher-class than this.”
Zerrex smiled amusedly despite himself, walking over the varnished wooden floor and
into the bachelor apartment: it was a wide square of space, built for Dragokkaren twice the size
of Jeannine to live comfortably inside, and had the large bed in one corner and a couch against
the side wall. A lantern hung from the ceiling, blue flames flickering quietly inside it and casting
a quiet, comfortable light over the room as the female said quietly: “So you and Breeze had a
little talk, did you?”
“I wasn‟t going to pretend I didn‟t know.” Zerrex walked over to the couch and sat down
in it with a grunt, the cape fluttering around him as the lizard absently adjusted it up behind his
back to avoid sitting on it. “Where is she? Out with your brothers?”
“Brother.” Jeannine said icily, and Zerrex simply looked at her for a few moments before
she sighed and looked away, putting her face in her hands. “Yes, she wanted to sightsee around
Acheron. I decided that it‟s probably safe enough here by myself for the moment… and of
course, it‟d be nice to know the layout. She has a knack for learning landscapes and escape
routes quickly, it‟s part of the reason I hired her in the first place.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, and then he closed his eyes and concentrated… but he
couldn‟t sense the energy signatures of the female Dragokkaren or the lupines nearby, meaning
they were probably on the far side of Acheron by now. “Do you want some company?”
“No, I‟ll be fine on my own, thank you.” Jeannine replied calmly, although she looked a
little surprised at the offer. Zerrex grunted as he stood up, and then the female wolf slowly drew
her eyes over him before saying quietly: “They worship you here.”
“A little.” Zerrex smiled a bit over at her, shrugging and rubbing at his chest slowly. “I‟m
a god, yeah. And a lot of Dragokkaren… especially the ones who were in Hell at the time of the
Princess‟s rule, who… learned the story from rumor or legends passed down through the various
Hez‟Rannan clans and sects of how she was the Goddess and I „freed them from oppression…‟
well… they think I‟m some kind of Hez‟Rannan deity or savior.” He stopped, glancing away and

murmuring: “I don‟t think that‟s true at all, though. I‟m no savior. And in some ways, their
worship… bothers me at times. But I can‟t go and squelch their beliefs, either. Tried that once or
twice, just made things a lot worse. Because yes, I did kill the Goddess. Yes, I am a god. Yes, I
did help restore the planet to life.”
“So much power.” Jeannine looked at him bitterly, and Zerrex frowned a bit before she
shook her head and said quietly: “Absolute power corrupts absolutely. Look at my father, Tobias
Wulfe. Arguably, he was more powerful than you‟ll ever be… when he was alive, he was rich,
calculating, had the seventh-highest tested IQ in Ire and it was long after most of the mortal
world stopped believing in Heaven and Hell and long before they would be proven to exist as
fact. He lived during an era where money and ruthlessness were power… and he had more cash
and more cruelty than anyone else I know.”
“And at the end of the day, he was destroyed by it.” Zerrex replied quietly, glancing
down at his right hand and flexing it slowly as the female frowned and tilted her head. “His
tower in Lunis was an architectural marvel. And yet he was never satisfied with it. He always
wanted more, I saw that in his eyes the moment I saw him for the first time. His sins warped him
long before he arrived in Hell… and he was killed by his own son. Lone and Mahihko… but I‟m
sure you‟ve seen that story, haven‟t you?”
“I watched it over, and over, and over again.” Jeannine said coldly, and she smiled
nastily, making Zerrex grimace a bit at the resemblance to her father he saw in that expression.
This is not a female I would want to be on the bad side of. “Yes, I liked seeing Ewwy Wally hurt.
And I liked to watch Tobias get hurt even more. I‟m not stupid, after all… I know that if Tobias
hadn‟t been such a fucking monster, Lone never would have been anything more than a
bumbling, arrogant jerk, not the bastard he was to me and to mom and to the rest of the world at
large, too. And I guess…
“I guess if I had to choose the ending, they die, he died, everyone died… I don‟t think I
would have asked for anything different.” Jeannine‟s expression softened a little as she gazed at
Zerrex for a moment, then a blush rose in her cheeks as she glanced away embarrassedly,
rubbing slowly at her face. “Maybe even then I had started to forgive him. He did awful things to
me but… but it was all because of Tobias. And he was trying to make up for it… they both were,
really.”
She sighed a bit, shaking her head slowly, then she smiled hesitantly at Zerrex. “I‟m not
going to treat him nice, and I‟m not going to sugarcoat my words or even be any less of a bitch.
But I guess I do have to thank him for this, and I do have to thank you. I just… am nervous
around authority figures. Especially male authority figures, with such power, like yourself.” She
looked at him evenly, and then shook her head slowly, murmuring quietly: “Even Tobias must
have once possessed a soul. It just seems that when people get too much power, they become just
like him.”
Zerrex was silent, then he stood up and rubbed at his chest slowly, saying quietly: “Well,
we both have daddy-issues, Jeannine. My father was a lot like yours, except he liked to kill
people instead of putting them out on the street. What helps keep me… sane… I find, is the fact
that despite what everyone thinks of me… whether they revile me or think I‟m some
invulnerable god or they worship me or… whatever… it‟s the fact that I have so many
weaknesses. So many flaws. And a mortal with the right tools could easily take me down if they
had balls enough to go through with it.”
He laughed a bit, shaking his head slowly, then he smiled a little over at Jeannine as she
looked up at him quietly. “Listen, if you need anything, just ask, okay? Anything at all.”

“What can kill you, Zerrex?” she asked quietly, and then smiled thinly when the reptile
looked at her with surprise. “You said if I needed anything, to ask. I need to know this. I‟ll feel
safer.”
For a few long moments the Drakkaren hesitated… and then he finally said quietly:
“Alcohol, for one. It‟s a fun poison to most people but to me it‟s more of an acidic poison.
Crushing black roses can hurt me and interrupt my concentration, and anything coated in black
rose petals or nectar from it will piece my scales.” He stopped, but Jeannine only continued to
look at him calmly, and the Drakkaren smiled wryly. “Pretty much anything from Hez‟Ranna
hurts me, Jeannine, it‟s not very hard. And obviously Mahihko and Lone are going to be around
you a lot. Hurt my Disciples, you hurt me.”
“Maybe that‟s what Tobias was missing then. People he actually cared about.” Jeannine
muttered, and she looked away for a moment before nodding and glancing at the Drakkaren. But
she was only silent, and the reptile looked back and finally nodded to her before he turned and
left, quietly pulling the door most of the way closed on his way out.
He stood for a few moments in the hall, then sighed a bit as the cape spilled around him,
covering his body like a cloak as he looked down silently. It seemed to pull itself closer, as if
trying to comfort him… but the reptile felt other, old worries surfacing as they often did, and he
only shook his head a bit before walking silently down the corridor and making his way back out
of the residential building, deciding to wander Acheron and see if he could at least get his mind
off things, one way or the other.

Second Sphere: Frustration
The next five days passed without much note: Zerrex spent much of the time sparring
with his various Disciples and getting more used to the armor, learning to transform it back and
forth from fluttering cape to full body protection at a moment‟s notice, and slowly but steadily
discovering the many different functions of the bone armor. They hadn‟t come up with a proper
name for it yet, and Zerrex was content enough calling it his „bone armor‟ for the moment, not
exactly eager to advertise the fact that it was made from the remains of Naganis. As it was, he‟d
had more than one aspiring thief attempt to break in and steal his stuff on a regular basis: he
could just imagine what would happen if he went and told everyone he had a suit of armor made
from the bones of one of the most powerful gods to ever exist.
Over the last few days, other Disciples, his wives, and even Raze had shown up, and
many of them had brought with them other guests who would be staying here in safety while the
murder issues were sorted out. However, Lily had also brought two points of bad news with her:
one was that Eslovius refused to sign a full formal peace treaty, and the second that while there
had been no murders, someone had set the shrine in the center of the Narrius Necropolis on fire.
It hadn‟t done much damage, but the point was clear nonetheless: someone was looking to hurt
Zerrex, and they were willing to go to any lengths to do it.
The good news, at least, was that Eslovius was also backing off a little bit, and Lily
predicted that even without a treaty between them, they might be able to establish neutrality at
the borders, at least. Vivien had also allowed the other thrones time off for the next week in light
of the fact there simply wasn‟t a lot to do: Elysium could govern most of itself fairly smoothly,
and more importantly, Eslovius and the Strange Beasts were both the top of the agenda. With
neither of these issues currently serious ones, it meant Vivien could take a few days off… and in
light of the fact that Lily, Mercy, and Selena kept bothering her about taking people to Acheron
and celebrating the birthday of the youngest of the clan, she had given into their wishes for once.
Acheron, therefore, was bustling with activity, and Zerrex had actually expanded the city:
whether temporarily or permanently, he wasn‟t sure. Either way, he had used his powers to add
another block of buildings where people could stay, even if it had left him a little tired and sore.
He always stressed to the others his powers weren‟t infinite, even in Acheron, but they never
seemed to listen to him when he actually wanted them to.
The Drakkaren smiled wryly at this thought as he sat down at the head of a long table
Earth had set up on the roof of the palace: it was immense enough to comfortably seat them all,
and Epiphany was blushing with joy as she sat beside him, looking warmly at her father. They
were celebrating her birthday, even if they were probably a few days off due to the time
difference between Acheron and the physical plane, but Zerrex didn‟t think it mattered as he
gazed at her affectionately: since Epiphany aged differently than they did on top of everything
else, he wasn‟t even sure if they should call this her ninth or eighteenth birthday, and he didn‟t
care, either. What mattered was that she was glowing with happiness as others sat down at the
table, chatting eagerly with one-another.
Disciples, family, friends, relations far and distant… but every one of them had wanted to
be at the party, and Epiphany had been delighted by all the guests. Zerrex thought it helped they
all brought her gifts – she was physically an adult, but emotionally she could be almost as
childish as Mahihko – but it was really seeing everyone in one place, he thought, and all here for
her, that really delighted her.

Sometimes, Epiphany could be strange: she would be smiling one moment, but when
Zerrex turned away, out of the corner of his eye he could see her expression simply vanish,
although she would smile again when he looked at her. She could be interested and attentive in
something one moment, and then a second later grow bored with it, sometimes even lashing out
or simply dropping it altogether: it was also true with her lessons, as Anathema Sin had told him.
One day, for example, they had been practicing magic… and although she‟d been engaged and
excited at first, after an hour she‟d simply… stopped. Anathema Sin had chided her about
needing to learn it, and, expressionless and silent, Epiphany had simply flicked her wrist and
blown apart the targets they had been practicing on with a barrage of spells silent-casted all at
once, spikes of earth erupting and blowing apart in deadly flames and shocks of electricity as
she‟d announced she was bored.
It didn‟t seem malefic, but more like… a child who was too good at everything, and had
trouble finding ways to express her frustration with how hard it was for her to find a challenge.
She was talented… almost too talented, especially with how her powers let her further absorb the
DNA of other things to modify her abilities and traits further, able to constantly evolve and
improve upon herself in physical ways, and with a sharp mind that let her grow mentally with
every passing day.
And Zerrex could also never allow himself to forget that Epiphany was… different from
the others. Not a demoness, not a goddess, not living dead, but something in between all three.
Like him, she defied proper definition… and Zerrex reached up and stroked her face gently,
feeling her emotions as she almost purred and pushed her cheek against his hand, her eyes
sliding closed with a soft sigh of pleasure before she gazed out down the table. He could feel that
right now, however, she was truly happy.
He smiled a bit, glad for it: he had been worried before, since often Epiphany didn‟t
spend time with larger groups of people. Both because of her vast powers and the… air of
strangeness about her, she spent most of her time with Anathema Sin the quiet little cottage
outside Sin‟s Tower. The most Epiphany saw of people was when she came to visit the
Ravenlight Estate – always with a guard of his Disciples – or when she followed her beloved
mother to the Central Spire whenever Vivien requested her presence for help dealing with the
Reapers or some magic-related problem Ixin couldn‟t figure out.
She was doing well, however, and the party had been going pleasantly… and he nodded
to a tall Dragokkaren as he and several others began to serve out food, Hez‟Rannan and Hellish
delicacies both decadently prepared. Across from him, Naganen smiled warmly as a chicken
salad was laid out in front of him, and he picked up his fork… then winced as beside him, Cherry
stabbed a knife down into a Hez‟Rannan meal known as a Vampire‟s Delight: a speciallyprepared heart filled with spiced blood and other juices, delicious but very-messy and a little
horrifying to watch being eaten, especially by someone as messy as Cherry.
She grinned embarrassedly as she noted the blood splattered over Naganen‟s salad and
shirt, and then she reached out and grabbed a handful of the Naganatine‟s food in front of the
male‟s disbelieving eyes, saying embarrassedly: “I‟ll just take that bloody stuff. There you go, all
better.”
Naganen looked at her dumbly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as Epiphany gazed down at the
stew that had been set out in front of her, then hesitantly picked up her spoon and looked at it
almost curiously. Zerrex couldn‟t help but watch out of the corner of his eye, smiling a little
despite himself and yet at the same time feeling… a bit sad, as he always did. Rapid

development was wonderful in some ways, perhaps, but in other ways, it took its toll; for all her
intelligence and power, Epiphany sometimes got stuck on the simplest of things.
She figured it out, however, scooping up some of the stew and then carefully tasting it…
before she sighed and let her eyes slide closed in delight. Zerrex smiled at this reaction, looking
over at her lovingly as a Dragokkaren laid a bottle of rose petal wine out on the table in front of
the Drakkaren, then served him a large, rare steak.
Zerrex began to eat, and Epiphany watched him curiously, the way he used his knife and
fork seeming to fascinate her as she savored her stew. The Drakkaren enjoyed his own meal, as
beside him, Anathema Sin poured herself a glass of rose petal wine, and then filled another and
passed it to Epiphany, who blushed with delight. Her mother smiled at her tenderly, then emptied
the rest of the bottle into Zerrex‟s glass before she went back to eating her own meal: a steak
even larger than Zerrex‟s, wrapped in what was called „wide rinds;‟ very wide and somewhat
thick pieces of bacon prepared from Hez‟Rannan wild hogs.
Down the table, people chatted, relaxed, and ate as the Dragokkaren servants fluttered
around them, pushing large carts laden with food and beverages, taking plates here and there,
refilling glasses and passing out more fare. The cooks in the kitchens had been working overtime
to prepare such a banquet, and Zerrex reminded himself to pass his compliments on to the chef as
he finished his steak… then grimaced when Anathema Sin grabbed the bone that had been left
behind and popped it into her mouth, biting down loudly to break it open before she sucked the
marrow from inside it, then spat the remains of the bone out onto her own empty plate. “You‟re
more disgusting than… well…”
Zerrex looked across at Cherry, who was greedily licking her blood-soaked hands as
Naganen leaned away from her, a bit pale and horrified by the fact the female‟s muzzle was
dripping blood and her black shirt was splattered with the red substance as well. On her other
side, Cindy only shook her head, absently wiping at Cherry‟s face a bit with her napkin as she
chewed the last of her own meal and grumbled chastisements that the hermaphrodite didn‟t even
seem to hear. “Well, you‟re worse than me, anyway.”
“If you can put up with Cherry, you can put up with my habits, too.” Anathema Sin said
pettishly, and then she glanced over to Epiphany as their daughter finished her stew, gazing
down into the empty bowl with a smile on her face. “Are you still hungry, daughter? We can get
you more food if you like.”
“No, mother, I‟m fine… excited. Happy.” She gazed up warmly over them all, hugging
herself around the middle as she took a long, deep breath that made the stitching that ran down
the center of her body stretch, then contract, and she turned her eyes to her father, saying
lovingly: “Thank you for this. It means a lot to have everyone here… your Disciples, your
children, your friends. I know they‟re here for you… but through you, they‟re also here for me.
And it‟s wonderful to be in a place like this, to not be looked at as a Terror.”
“No one here could ever see you that way, sis.” Naganen smiled over at her warmly,
picking lightly at his salad before he blushed a bit when Cherry snagged a bottle of rose petal
wine and refilled the Naganatine‟s glass with this for the third or fourth time. “No, no, leave
some for-”
“Oh fuck you, kid, we got like fifty bottles of this shit.” Cherry said flatly, and then she
patted Naganen firmly on the back, the Naganatine blushing a bit as he gazed over at her with an
awkward smile. “Come on, don‟t be shy! Look at this, your pretty little sister there is being more
louder and outgoing than you! You don‟t want her thinking you aren‟t enjoying yourself, do
you?”

“I‟d be very hurt, Naganen.” Epiphany teased, and Naganen smiled a little at her before
he finally picked up his glass and held it out to her, and Epiphany picked up her own, looking
lovingly at him as they knocked their glasses together gently before they both leaned forwards,
arms intertwining smoothly as they tipped their own glasses to each other‟s muzzles to sip at
them, then their arms linked together as they brought their glasses back for a second sip from
their own.
They both laughed and untangled their arms as they sat back, and then Cherry grinned
widely and picked up her own, looking at Zerrex… but he only looked back moodily and sipped
at his own glass, and she huffed before turning her eyes to Cindy. The female, however, didn‟t
even spare Cherry a look as she glanced to the other side and began to talk to Daria, and Cherry
glared jealously at them before huffing and crossing her arms moodily, grumbling: “No one ever
wants to do cool shit with me.”
“Cherry, you‟re covered in blood and food stains, and when‟s the last time you managed
to clink glasses with someone without either breaking it or spilling all over them?” Zerrex asked
mildly, and the female grumbled something that sounded like „not the point,‟ as she glared at
him. Then the lizard sighed and rolled his eyes before smiling a bit, holding up his glass and
saying dryly: “Please don‟t try and lace our arms together or drag me across the table. And gods
help you if you spill all over me.”
The female brightened at this, grinning widely as she picked up her glass, and they
reached out and gently knocked their cups together before Cherry leaned forwards aggressively,
the Drakkaren wincing as the glass almost smacked him in the muzzle and she said cheerfully:
“Drink up, drink up!”
A bit of liquid dribbled down the Drakkaren‟s chin as he drank from her cup, but then she
drew back and looked cheerfully at him, saying easily as her eyes roved towards Cindy: “See ,I
can totally… not…”
She stopped and stared as Cindy and Daria exchanged a slow, gentle kiss, one of Daria‟s
hand stroking gently along Cindy‟s leg as her other cupped lightly into the back of her head,
gripping into her white hair, and Cindy‟s own hands rested on the newt‟s naked shoulders,
rubbing them slowly. Cherry‟s eye twitched, and then she leapt to her feet and upended her glass
over Cindy‟s head, the kiss immediately breaking as the female winced before Cherry swung the
glass down and it shattered against the female‟s skull as she was knocked out of her chair,
Cherry snapping: “And I‟m the whore?”
Cindy sat up dazedly, looking far more embarrassed than angry as she grinned dumbly up
at Cherry, who was glaring daggers down at her, hands on her hips, as Daria turned scarlet and
leaned away: and although conversation was interrupted down much of the table, other people
continued to talk away easily, since outbursts were far from unusual among their twisted-up
family. Not that Zerrex enjoyed the chaos… and he sighed a bit as he swirled his rose petal wine
with a finger, Naganen and Epiphany both staring as Anathema Sin covered her muzzle and
giggled as Cherry began to curse and rant at the other female.
After a few minutes, she settled down, then forcefully traded places, looking balefully at
Daria until the female excused herself and hurried down the table to sit in an empty spot next to
Maria. People were now getting up, not leaving but instead sitting in the chairs and at the smaller
tables around the area, a few of them inspecting the enormous pile of gifts for Epiphany, one or
two lounging about curiously. There was always something going on to watch, after all… such
as Cindy and Cherry, as the former female wiped a few past pieces of broken glass out of her
hair and said awkwardly: “After our last talk, I… thought we had an agreement that-”

“You could make out behind my back at the dinner table with Stripper Tits?” Cherry
glared at her, and Cindy blushed but nodded resolutely nonetheless, and Cherry immediately and
childishly blew a raspberry in her face. Cindy winced back as spittle flecked over her features,
but even though she looked irritated, she also seemed a little too embarrassed – and maybe a
little too ashamed as well – to punch Cherry out, like she normally might have done. “Hell no!
When I go and have random sex with people it‟s one thing, but you and her, like…”
Then Cherry‟s lower jaw trembled a little, before she crossed her arms, huffed, and
glared down at her plate, mumbling: “I‟ll… yell at you later. When we‟re not in public. Don‟t
need to be making a scene in public here.”
Cindy leaned in and gently kissed Cherry‟s cheek, and the muscular female grumbled a
little, but then let her head rest on Cindy‟s shoulder when the female wrapped her arms around
her, hugging her gently against her side. Zerrex smiled a little despite himself at the two as they
calmed together, and instead he turned his eyes to Naganen and Epiphany, who were staring a
little still before he asked: “Do you want to open your presents before or after dessert, Epiphany?
And I got you a little something too, Naganen.”
Naganen blushed a bit but smiled warmly at his father nonetheless, and Epiphany laughed
and gazed at her father, saying quietly: “Let‟s have dessert first. Then we can open the
presents… but what I really look forwards to is the little trip you promised me, Daddy.”
“Yeah, just don‟t make out with other girls behind her back.” Cherry said loudly, but
Cindy only sighed and rolled her eyes when Cherry turned and buried her face against her
breasts, her arms still crossed firmly beneath her own bust as she mumbled: “These are mine.
Not hers.”
“I know. I know.” Cindy said soothingly, stroking gently along the back of Cherry‟s
collar, and she relaxed little-by-little before the female gazed over at Epiphany and smiled a
little, saying quietly: “I‟m sorry for putting a bit of a dent in the festivities.”
“With your loose lips.” Cherry mumbled, and then she grunted when Cindy rolled her
eyes and hit her upper back firmly with a fist, making her grumble disconsolately. But when
Cindy tried to pull away, Cherry immediately wrapped her arms around her, burying her face
deeper into her cleavage. “Mine.”
“It‟s alright, Cindy. But where‟s mom?” Epiphany asked curiously, and Anathema Sin
glanced up a bit automatically, and Epiphany blushed. “I mean. My other mother-figures.”
“Maria is down the table and… Marina is…” Cindy looked back and forth, and even
Cherry glanced up a bit from the comfort of the other female‟s breasts for a moment before they
both looked at Zerrex curiously. “Where is Marina?”
“I‟m sure she‟ll be along shortly, Epiphany… I saw her earlier, after all. She must have
just gone to get something.” Zerrex said softly, and Epiphany smiled a bit and nodded at her. The
Drakkaren nodded back, then he reached out and gently grasped her shoulder, asking curiously:
“Is there any place in particular you wanted to go?”
Epiphany nodded after a moment to the Drakkaren, smiling softly at him as she reached
up to gently take his hand and intertwine their fingers. “Yes, Father. I want to visit the mortal
world today. As my first day as a full adult, I want to explore the world you love so much and
I‟ve never really had the chance to see… I want to understand why you care so deeply for it, and
explore it with you. See in it… what you see.”
“It took me dying to really start to care about my world, Epiphany… I don‟t think I can
show you exactly how much and why I love the mortal planet as I do in only a single day.”
Zerrex said softly, but when Epiphany only continued to gaze deeply into his eyes, he laughed

softly and nodded, admittedly pleased by her request. “But of course. We‟ll explore some
historic sites, then, as well as… places that have a lot of meaning to me, to this day.”
“Wonderful, Father.” Epiphany said softly, and Zerrex gazed at her lovingly for a few
moments before she half-turned to Naganen, blushing a bit as she reached her other hand up and
stroked quietly along his arm. “And will you… come with us?”
Naganen blushed as well, and Zerrex smiled indulgently at how much they reminded him
of flirting children, of boys and girls who liked each other but hadn‟t yet learned how to express
that, as he rubbed at the back of his head and then mumbled: “Well, I would but… I have more
studying to do here, and Uncle Amiglion is supposed to teach me some more about the
Reapers…”
“Why would you go to Amiglion about the Reapers when you could ask me?” Anathema
Sin said indignantly, and Zerrex cleared his throat and glanced away when she glared at him,
before she turned her gaze sharply back to Naganen even as he winced and looked pleadingly at
his father for help. “Everyone knows Amiglion didn‟t even want the job, which is why he ended
up in Hell with all the dissenters… Naganis was forced to punish him just to make him pull his
weight! And I was the head of the Reapers until I gave the job over to Kavelis.”
“Yes, Mom, I know, but-” Naganen began, but Anathema Sin held up a hand, glowering
at him even as the Naganatine shrank back in his chair.
“I swear, you‟re going to end up just like your father if you keep this up, all work and no
play.” Anathema Sin said pettishly, and then she yelped when Zerrex reached over and put her in
a headlock, grabbing the top of her skull firmly with his other hand and holding her head in place
as she flailed her hands angrily. “Let go of me before I-”
Zerrex only applied a bit of pressure, making her gargle a bit as he looked over at
Naganen, saying kindly: “It‟s your choice, son. But Epiphany and I would be glad to have you
along, and I doubt Amiglion would mind waiting.”
“I know, Dad, but I made a promise to him, and… you have to honor your word, right?”
Naganen smiled at his father nonetheless, however, and then he gazed at Epiphany, adding
quietly: “But maybe you and I can… can go on a picnic sometime. Now that… we‟re both adults
and stuff, and I‟m training to be an ambassador and you‟re… well… you… we can always…
go… by ourselves sometime. Sightseeing.”
He turned red, but Epiphany looked at him lovingly before nodding, and Zerrex laughed
quietly before he finally let Anathema Sin go and firmly shoved her backwards, knocking her
sprawling out of her chair. She grumbled irritably, then sat up as her claws glowed purple before
swiping bad-naturedly at the legs of the lizard‟s chair… but Zerrex only grinned as his chair
remained standing, the broken chunks of wood floating eerily before they instantly repaired
themselves, and he looked down at her amusedly as she glowered up at him. “It‟s nice having
complete dimensional control sometimes.”
“We‟ll see how cocky you are when we sneak up on you while you‟re asleep.” Anathema
Sin muttered, and Zerrex winced a bit at this before she climbed to her feet and set her chair back
up and sat down in it, adding mildly: “We also don‟t understand why you won‟t learn from us
instead of brother.”
Naganen blushed a bit, mumbling to himself before Zerrex reached up and squeezed
Anathema Sin‟s shoulder gently. “Now, now, let the kid make his own decisions. Besides, aren‟t
you going to be busy with Earth, helping to design the power structure for the portal?”

“We suppose.” Anathema Sin finally sighed and relented, sitting back moodily in her
chair before she smiled a bit and leaned back as Dragokkaren servants returned with new carts,
these loaded with desserts instead of food. “Oh, here we are. This makes us feel better.”
“Wonderful.” Zerrex muttered, and then he stood up and clapped his hands together
twice, and conversation quieted as the reptile smiled down to his daughter, reaching out to touch
her shoulder as he said clearly to those gathered: “Everyone, dessert is being served… so let me
take this time to thank everyone for coming to Acheron to help celebrate my daughter‟s
birthday… it means a lot to her, and it means a lot to me, too.
“Happy birthday, Epiphany. From all of us here.” Zerrex leaned down and hugged his
daughter tightly, and she hugged him happily back, closing her eyes and smiling warmly before
the reptile leaned back and smiled as a Dragokkaren servant carefully laid an enormous, threelayered cake down on the table in front of the female, and she laughed in delight at the sight of it:
vanilla ice cream with fudge in the center of each layer, with images of Epiphany‟s favorite
animals on the top of the cake done in flavored icing.
The Drakkaren stood by his daughter as the Dragokkaren servant began to quickly cut up
the cake, and another served pieces onto plates and carried them down the table: there was just
enough for everyone present to have a single slice, but plenty of other desserts as well, so no one
went hungry. Other cakes were brought out, along with pieces of fudge and brownies, pastries
and chocolate and candy, and to drink, coffee and cola and all kinds of other beverages. It was
more relaxing than even dinner had been, as they lounged together and around the rooftop,
conversation rising and falling.
Epiphany visibly enjoyed herself: Zerrex was starting to think that she had inherited her
mother‟s hunger for mortal foods as much as everything else, and he picked up a napkin and
wiped at her muzzle gently. Despite being an adult, Epiphany smiled at him tenderly, letting him
wipe her down even as he felt almost embarrassed at treating her like a child… and then she
curled her knees up to her chest in her chair and hugged them quietly, gazing rapturously around
and murmuring: “It really feels so nice… I hope this day never has to end.” She stopped, then
looked at Zerrex, seeming to stare through his eyes to his very soul as she reached out and took
his face in both her hands gently. “I hope you and I never have to be apart or change, Father.”
Zerrex smiled at her awkwardly, feeling strangely like her gaze was piercing through him
as she looked dreamily at him before leaning back in her chair and hugging her legs again,
closing her eyes and sighing softly in relaxation as she let her head droop a bit. The reptile
looked at her for a few moments silently, wondering what was going through her mind… and
then he looked up as Marina and Maria both approached quietly, and Epiphany‟s eyes flickered
open before she smiled happily and stood up, running around the side of the table and hugging
them both tightly.
Marina hugged her gently back, looking at Epiphany with an awkward kind of smile as
Maria gazed at her tenderly and gently massaged a hand along the female‟s side, and then
Epiphany drew back, taking a hand of either female and murmuring happily: “My other
mothers… it‟s so wonderful that you‟re both here.”
“I… thank you.” Marina blushed a bit nonetheless, but then she glanced at Maria, who
nodded to her before all three turned their eyes to Zerrex. This only made everyone else present
look at the Drakkaren as well, and Zerrex threw up his hands as Epiphany laughed and Marina‟s
smile became firmer and wider. “Sorry, Daddy, but… you are the person we all look at as being
in charge here.”

“Oh, fine, fine.” Zerrex grumbled, and then he stood up and clapped his hands again, and
Cherry grumbled even as she peered up from the safety of Cindy‟s cleavage, where her head was
still mostly-buried. “Everyone, Epiphany is going to open her gifts now.”
Epiphany smiled delightedly as she bounced over to a table that was literally covered in
presents, and Zerrex shook his head amusedly before he carefully made his way past the
gathering crowd of Disciples, friends, and family members, slapping Priest gently on the arm as
he passed by and reaching out to ruffle Mahihko‟s hair, before he paused for a moment as he
stood side-by-side with a being made of dark energy. Several long, white tendrils sizzled around
his head as he crossed his arms, his dark eyes glancing awkwardly to the side as Zerrex looked at
him, and then the reptile reached up and squeezed his shoulder, saying softly: “Thanks for
coming, Driz.”
“I… I was worried about you and everyone else.” Driz replied after a moment, the two
standing inside the crowd and yet apart from it: Zerrex and one of his first sons, a male who the
Drakkaren hadn‟t done the best of jobs with raising… but now they both smiled a little at each
other, the semi-insubstantial body of the demon solidifying a bit as he turned towards his father
and said softly: “We can talk later. Let‟s let Epiphany have a good time. I‟m not gonna rush off,
don‟t worry.”
“Yeah, good shit.” Priest said firmly, and Driz glared over his shoulder at him, making
the Dragokkaren grin dumbly and raise his hands. “Hey. You‟re. Not still mad about me not…
telling you the whole-”
“Going off to save Dad and not telling me, yes, I‟m still mad about that.” Driz said
acerbically, and Zerrex winced a bit and carefully stepped away from the two as the being of
dark energy glared at Priest, wondering if this was what it looked like to everyone when his son
used to fight. “Me and Dad finally start patching things up, and then he seems to die, and you
don‟t even think it‟s a good idea to maybe tell me „hey Raven, we found out there‟s a slim
chance Dad might be alive, we‟re gonna go rescue him, okay?‟”
“Hey, if we all died, we needed someone to be High King.” Priest argued, raising a
finger… and then he yelped when Driz reached out and grabbed his arm, sending a surge of dark
electricity through him that made him flail. “Fuck! You are an asshole, you asshole! No wonder
I‟m the only person who was ever nice to you!”
He flailed childishly at the dark energy being, and Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes
before continuing on his way towards the present-crowded table. Epiphany was hopping a bit
from foot-to-foot, looking brightly from her father to the large pile of presents, smiling excitedly
as Zerrex laughed a bit before he reached out and picked up a random present from the pile,
holding this out and saying mildly: “Hopefully none of them will explode this year.”
Cherry cleared her throat from somewhere in the crowd, and the reptile rolled his eyes
before he turned with a smile to Epiphany, watching as she made her way happily through the
gifts. While presents weren‟t often given to a person every year in Hell, this birthday was
special: it marked Epiphany physically reaching the age where she became an adult. In some
ways, it was seen as the last chance they really had to baby her like this, and Zerrex knew that he
and many of the others in the family felt like they should take this day to spoil the talented,
beautiful young female, and make sure she knew she was loved as she grew into adulthood.
The gifts were of every sort, shape and, size, ranging from magical implements to books
to statuettes and shaped gemstones. Epiphany loved pretty, shiny things, especially small stones
and carvings… and Zerrex smiled a bit as the female giggled childishly and delightedly over
every little gift she got, and then stared as Marina and Maria carefully carried a large, veiled

painting forwards from behind the table, a little taller than Epiphany and three times as wide. For
a few moments, the female stood, staring at the veiled picture as Marina and Maria supported
either side awkwardly… and then the young female stepped suddenly forwards and snatched the
sheet covering it off, before blushing and covering her muzzle as she stared at the sight of
herself, standing in front of Anathema Sin and Zerrex, her arms crossed over her chest in the
painting and quietly grasping the hand of either figure behind herself.
She stared in awe at the painting, and murmurs rose up from the group behind her before
she gave a trembling smile, touching her muzzle quietly. Marina had done an exquisite job,
capturing her in such lifelike detail the painting seemed to breathe… and she shook her head in
amazement before her features slackened slightly even as she stepped forwards and grasped the
edges of the painting, murmuring: “You have a power that even I couldn‟t ever take from you,
Mom… and secrets, countless secrets and stories to tell…”
The Drakkaren felt a chill run down his spine at these words as Marina blushed a bit and
glanced over to Maria, who looked back at Marina curiously, but then Epiphany‟s expression
returned and she bounced up and down on the spot, brightening happily as she clung to the
painting‟s frame and looked over at Zerrex, asking excitedly: “Can we hang it in the gallery? Or
maybe in the front hall, I… I want everyone to see this. I want to put it somewhere where it‟ll be
safe, but people can look at it… I want to share it with the whole wide world, because Mom did
such a beautiful, fantastic job and… oh thank you, Marina!”
Epiphany almost dropped the painting as she dashed over to the female, Maria wincing
and catching it as the young girl hugged Marina, and Marina laughed a bit and hugged her back,
seeming oddly relieved as she rubbed a hand soothingly along Epiphany‟s back as she clung
against the psychic.
Zerrex looked at them, then let his eyes rove back to the painting, stepping forwards and
touching along the metal frame gently as he gazed at Maria, who smiled and blushed a bit as she
murmured softly: “All Marina‟s idea. I just made the backing and the frame, grandfather… do
you like it? Marina said it would be a good gift for… all three of you.”
“And it is.” Anathema Sin spoke up firmly from where she was standing, her hands
folded in her lap as she gazed over at Marina with a smile, watching as she finally pried
Epiphany off herself with a blush. “It‟s an exquisite craft, Lady Marina. We can see how our
daughter would be so delighted by it… and her idea is a very good one, we should place it in the
entrance hall of the Ravenlight Estate, don‟t you agree, Zerrex?”
“The empty space at the top of the stairs?” the Drakkaren asked curiously, glancing
towards her, and Anathema Sin nodded with a smile over to him. “Not a bad idea. It looks about
the right size to fit in there nicely, too…”
Marina smiled happily at this as Epiphany gazed warmly over at her father, and then she
walked quietly over to Maria and leaned up to kiss her gently on the cheek, making the Broken
smile softly. “Thank you too, Mom. I know you and Marina presented it together for a reason.
And I appreciate it, from the bottom of my heart.”
Maria only looked softly at Epiphany, and then the young female giggled a bit as she
headed back over to her pile of presents, digging into it before pulling out another box, and
Zerrex shook his head with a smile as he approached and gently touched the painting. Energy
sparked over it before it vanished, and Marina looked at him with quiet entertainment as the
Drakkaren flexed his fingers, a bit of steam rising from them as he said mildly: “What? I can at
least safely send objects across dimensions… although since I‟ve been busy these last few days,
maybe I‟d better slow down.”

The lizard glanced down at his hand, wincing a bit at the sight of the steam smoldering up
from his scales, and then Marina gently took his hand and squeezed his fingers, leaning down
and kissing them softly as she murmured: “Don‟t push yourself too hard for us, father. As it is,
you already hurt yourself every day working for us… when you should be concentrating on
yourself a little bit more.”
“Marina…” Zerrex looked at her softly, but she only smiled back up at him before
nudging him gently, continuing to hold his hand but turning him around so he could watch as
Epiphany opened another of her presents, then giggled a bit as she pulled a large, black spider
out of a box, the Drakkaren staring a bit as Epiphany cooed and gazed over it as it stared up at
her with its beady black eyes. “I… is that…”
“It‟s a Black Night Weaver… and it‟s a very good-looking one at that.” Epiphany replied
without looking up, and the spider slowly reached a leg up and patted at the female‟s muzzle,
which made her giggle a bit as she squeezed its bristly little body gently in her hands before
setting it on her shoulder, and the large, black spider scurried immediately up the side of her face
and settled itself down between her horns, its large, bulbous black eyes looking sharply back and
forth before as a large, two-pointed claw at the end of its tail trembled and tapped quietly against
her bone mask, before it suddenly lunged at one of her horns and began to rapidly weave a web
between them.
Epiphany giggled and hugged herself, the skulls covering her breasts bouncing a bit as
Zerrex gaped and Marina only squeezed his hand sympathetically, and then the young female
went back to opening her presents, giggling happily as she unwrapped another large box inside
which was an open-topped glass cage, already neatly set up with pegs, small blankets, and a few
tiny squeaky toys. Obviously a home for the fist-sized spider that was now contentedly resting in
a web it had rapidly woven between Epiphany‟s horns… and Zerrex shook his head dumbly, not
knowing if he was scared of the spider or if he wanted to poke it as Epiphany continued to work
her way through her presents delightedly.
Finally, she was done, and she turned and sketched a curtsey to the watching group as she
said warmly: “Thank you to everyone… I love all your gifts and especially Charlotte.”
“Charlotte‟s web is between your horns, you do realize this, right?” Zerrex said mildly,
and Epiphany looked up with a smile, then she nodded a few times, making the spider bounce a
bit as it clung to its webbing before scurrying down to the top of her skull and quickly beginning
to weave another web. The Drakkaren was surprised as it worked quickly and efficiently, making
itself a neat little cot out of silk strands before he glanced over as Cindy and Daria approached,
Cherry lurking in the background and looking distrustfully and jealously at the two: a look that
only made Zerrex grin slightly.
“Sorry we didn‟t tell you, but… Cindy mentioned that certain things make you cringe.”
Daria said gently, and then she winced a bit as her single eye glanced awkwardly over at Cindy,
who was smiling lovingly up at her father as Epiphany turned back to her array of presents and
she began to fumble through them, giggling quietly as Anathema Sin walked over to her
daughter and rubbed gently along her back with a loving smile. “Is… can you tell Cherry I‟m not
trying to steal Cindy from her or something, please?”
“Oh, she‟ll get over it.” Cindy said kindly, reaching a hand down and caressing one of
Daria‟s buttocks, and although the newt visibly enjoyed it, she also visibly paled a bit when
Cherry shot her a seething glare. “She needs to work on her sharing skills, anyway. It‟s not fair
that only she gets to go out and have fun with people, after all.”

“Cherry, don‟t be a bitch.” Zerrex called amiably, and Cherry spat a slew of vulgarities in
return before the reptile rolled his eyes. “Ignore her, she‟s just in a bad mood. Although Cindy,
you know that perhaps aggravating Cherry when she‟s being all grabby isn‟t exactly a mature
and reasonable thing to do.”
“Do I always have to be the mature and reasonable one?” Cindy asked mildly, and then
she made a face when Zerrex nodded and gave her a look. “You‟re as fun as she is.”
The Drakkaren snorted in amusement, but turned his eyes back to Daria after a moment,
cocking his head towards her, and she smiled a little, saying embarrassedly: “When I… was in
Wrath, I… I learned to tame bugs. I couldn‟t always lure victims to me, after all, and as you
know, an Abhorrence is always hungry…” She softened, then reached up and touched her collar
quietly, murmuring: “At least until they‟re tamed.”
Zerrex gazed at her lovingly, reaching out to stroke her face and kiss her forehead gently,
and she blushed deeply before the Drakkaren drew back and smiled amusedly. “And let me
guess. Someone told you about my youngest daughter‟s fondness for creepy things.”
“Oh, Charlotte isn‟t creepy, Daddy.” Epiphany said softly, walking towards the
Drakkaren as the little spider poked its head up from the webbing, and then it scampered quickly
to the end of the female‟s muzzle, reaching one of its forelegs up warily as Zerrex leaned in
close. They glared at each other, and then the little spider poked Zerrex firmly in the end of the
muzzle, and the reptile wrinkled his features before Epiphany picked the spider gently up off her
face as if it were an adorable puppy instead of an arachnid with a pair of poisonous stingers and a
set of mandibles the size of the Drakkaren‟s fingers, holding it towards the Drakkaren with a
bright look on her face. “See, she likes you!”
It clacked its mandibles together, and the reptile narrowed his eyes at it before it chirped
like a bird at him, and the reptile looked dumbly at the spider as it wriggled around in the
female‟s hands before scurrying quickly up one of her arms and back towards the webbing
between her horns. Zerrex looked at it moodily as Anathema Sin approached, reaching up to
squeeze her daughter in the shoulder as she said easily: “The Weaver is actually a very intelligent
species, Lord Zerrex… almost as intelligent as a pseudodragon. Probably more intelligent than
your pet Sammy, or the wolves… speaking of which, we saw all three of the lupines chasing him
around earlier. You should probably go and calm them down before they make a mess.”
“Obviously the Anathema part of you is dominant right now. Sin loves the little buggers.
Or well, at least Mahihko.” Zerrex said mildly, then he rolled his eyes when Anathema Sin blew
a loud raspberry at him. “Oh, let them play. Even if they do break something, I can put it back
together with a thought.”
“But at what cost, I often wonder?” Anathema Sin looked at him softly, the golden
flames burning in her metallic socket visibly toning down, and Zerrex smiled at her a bit before
she reached up and touched his face gently. “It won‟t be any kind of birthday gift to your
daughter if you hurt yourself today of all days.”
Epiphany smiled softly at this, and then she looked back and forth before heading
suddenly over to the glass aquarium, reaching up at the same time to gently pull Charlotte off its
web. The spider clacked and wiggled its forearms, but went willingly, looking up with strange,
insect affection at Epiphany before she leaned down and kissed its fuzzy head, and then she put it
in the aquarium, clicking at it quietly with her teeth; whether she was just mimicking it or
actually speaking to it, Zerrex wasn‟t sure, but either way, the spider immediately began to
weave itself a nest amidst the various pegs, the Drakkaren realizing they were placed that way on
purpose so the spider would have something to cast webbing between.

Then his youngest daughter turned and approached him, saying softly as she reached up
and touched his chest gently: “I would like to go to the mortal world now, Father. Only for a
little while, perhaps, but… for a little while nonetheless. Since Naganen isn‟t coming… I‟d like
it to be just you and me, too.”
She smiled at him, eyes only for him even as the others around her looked at her
curiously, and then Zerrex nodded after a moment, glancing around at the group before wincing
when Cherry stepped between Daria and Cindy, grinning dangerously as she squeezed them both
firmly around the neck and Zerrex winced. “You go then, Zerrex, and I‟ll take over here.”
“Uh. No.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry huffed and glowered at him before the
Drakkaren surveyed the crowd, winced when he saw everyone was either off conversing between
themselves or were getting ready to leave, and then he finally relaxed as he saw Earth was
standing peaceably with Carmen. “Earth, you‟re in charge while I‟m gone!”
Earth smiled at him kindly, and Carmen looked over as well, then grinned and rose a
hand to him. She was powerful, thickly-built golden-scaled demoness, with two large, ram-like
horns and a third long spike that jutted up from her forehead, curving slightly back. Her eyes
were shining blue, and her grin was wide and playful, yet respect emanated from her masculine,
powerful body: her chest was smooth and flat and covered in powerful muscle, making her look
masculine except for the feminine curve of her large hips and her features. If the demoness
wanted to, however, she could also walk around with a set of breasts that put Cherry‟s to
shame… but more often than not, she enjoyed going shirtless and masculine, especially since she
had a tendency to spar with Zerrex and Zerrex had a tendency to aim for her boobs if they were
in existence.
Her only clothing was a simple pair of mortal jeans, and a tightly-cinched, plated black
platinum collar around her throat: it let the tattoos over her body stay clearly visible, from the
red, spider-like webbing that went across her breast on an angle, from collarbone to her side and
abdominals, and the double-helix of snakes that went down either forearm. A blue teardrop tattoo
was under one eye, and lastly, Eternal Protector was written over the back of her neck in flowing
script and ending in a blossomed black rose… this hidden by the collar, yet Carmen perhaps
proudest of all of this tattoo, one Zerrex had given her himself and she‟d had Marina touch up
later with the rose: the symbol of his Iuratus and his Disciples, worn by almost every one of
those dedicated to him.
She looked at him curiously, and he gazed back warmly before winking, sending her a
mental order, and she nodded after a moment before grinning at Cherry instead. Cherry glared
back, but then grumbled and let go of Cindy and Daria to walk towards the demoness who had
once been the Queen of the Circle of Lust and who also happened to be Cherry‟s “great aunt,” as
they called her. They were related somehow, Cherry many generations younger, but Carmen‟s
bond to her „super niece‟ somehow made all the firmer for it.
Then Zerrex turned and glanced at Epiphany curiously, and she nodded after a moment
with a loving smile up to him, and he smiled back, reaching up to squeeze her shoulders gently
before he glanced towards Anathema Sin as she nodded to him respectfully. “We‟ll be back. You
and Earth should be able to handle anything that comes up.”
Anathema Sin nodded and then leaned forwards to quickly kiss his cheek, and Zerrex
smiled softly at her before he winked, then laughed when Epiphany leapt towards him and
hugged him firmly. A moment later, the two vanished from the spot to reappear in Hez‟Ranna,
and Zerrex sighed in relief, arching his back and gazing up at the twilit sky overhead as
Epiphany looked up at him lovingly, then stepped back and gazed curiously around at the jungle

that surrounded them, filled with chirping wildlife, massive vines and ferns, and enormous trees
of all shape and size. Years ago now, someone had also started planting flora from Heaven and
Hell on the mortal world… and, in the natural environment, the plants had grown and spread
surprisingly rapidly, mixing well with the rest of the natural ecosystem.
Epiphany slowly pulled away from him, walking towards the nearest tree and stroking
over the bark quietly, digging small gashes in it with her fingers as they glowed faintly blue.
“Oh… so strange…”
Zerrex smiled a bit, watching as Epiphany breathed softly, quietly running her fingers
through the grasses, over the flora, even pressing herself down to the soil as she clawed quietly
through the earth, digging up roots and small bugs that crawled over her and she paid no
attention to, smiling delightedly to herself. Zerrex knew she wasn‟t just entranced with the
feelings and the sensations that ran through Hez‟Ranna, the Cradle of Life… that she might not
even be able to feel the same strange electricity here running through her body that he did, being
the God of the place and so connected to this place in such a primal way… but then his daughter
gazed over her shoulder at him, saying lovingly: “And why wouldn‟t I be so connected, Daddy?
You are my God, after all… and here, just like in Acheron, just like in the Deep Temple, I can
hear the whispers of your thoughts in the pulse of the planet itself…”
The Drakkaren looked at her awkwardly, and then Epiphany laughed quietly as she
climbed to her feet, hugging herself as her body pulsed visibly, stretching the stitching that ran
down her chest before she smiled at him lovingly. “I‟m done, Daddy. I hope you don‟t mind
me… sampling… the genetic structures of this place. Some are alien, some are not… it‟s very
interesting, to say the least. Such a fascinating collection… and even a few genes I‟ve taken to
add to Equinox.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, rubbing the back of his head quietly as he looked at the
female, and she smiled at him as he gave her a questioning glance. “Yes, Father. I‟d love to visit
brother Equinox after this as well… it would mean a lot to me. And I‟m sure Equinox would like
it too… I suppose this is technically his birthday as well.”
“I suppose.” Zerrex said softly, and then Epiphany laughed quietly and gazed up at the
blue sky overhead, barely visible through the ceiling of treetops. Zerrex looked at her for a few
moments, but then he shook his head, forcing away the thoughts of Epiphany‟s so-called
„sibling,‟ and instead asking softly: “So would you like to… take a walk around?”
“Can we visit somewhere else, Father? I‟d like to visit the rest of this world… sample all
the different tastes, see more of just what it had to offer.” Epiphany looked at him warmly, and
Zerrex gave her a look and a bit of a smile, and she immediately pouted, lacing her fingers
together. “Please, Daddy? I want to make the most of this trip.”
“Alright, alright. I just didn‟t think we‟d be making this a research voyage.” Zerrex said
amusedly, reaching up and stroking her face quietly. “Do you have a place in mind, Epiphany?”
She reached up and took his hand in both her own as she nodded and smiled at him
lovingly. “Yes, Daddy, I do in fact. Ire, towards the northern border.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, and then he closed his eyes, concentrating as he squeezed
her hands back quietly. And, a moment later, they had both vanished from sight, reappearing on
a rolling hill outside a small, derelict town that had been abandoned, then used as a staging point
before being evacuated again. They stood near a memorial plaque, and Epiphany wandered
immediately over to this as Zerrex smiled a bit out at the town, visibly split into two parts by a
river that had long since stopped flowing, now only a trench filled with treasures and garbage

and skeletal remains. “„Baskin‟s Grove, the birthplace of the hero Zerrex Narrius, known as the
Boss.‟ But that‟s wrong, isn‟t it, Father? You were born on the mortal world, but in Valise City.”
The Drakkaren reached up and squeezed her shoulder gently, saying softly: “In a way it‟s
right. I only really started caring about the world once I came here… I only really started to… be
a person when I arrived here. I… once I was told that I had died when I was only a child, I was
just a soulless body walking around trying to suck the pleasure out of people and out of life. This
is where I started to live again.”
“But it‟s wrong.” Epiphany said again, frowning a bit before she looked at the plaque,
then she irritably swept her claws across it, ripping through the golden metal with easy and
disintegrating the words over it as Zerrex winced, feeling a pulse of pain in his chest as well as in
his head from the scream of metal. “You can‟t let something wrong just sit there, Father. It‟s not
proper.”
“Epiphany, it wasn‟t there for me, or you… it was… a memory.” Zerrex said quietly,
stepping forwards and brushing his hand over the clawed plaque, and Epiphany looked at him
curiously, with that strange look in her eyes she got sometimes when he tried to scold her about
something… but she just didn‟t understand. He sighed a bit, then reached up and squeezed gently
between her horns before he smiled a little as his fingers came back sticky, realizing the webbing
was still between her horns… and moreover, that there were bits and pieces of grass in it now
from her rolling around in Hez‟Ranna. “You know, that web is still up there.”
“I know.” Epiphany continued to look at him curiously, and then she asked inquisitively:
“Did I do a bad thing?”
Zerrex didn‟t know why it disturbed him so deeply when she became like this: like she
was sociopathic, like she couldn‟t tell the difference between right and wrong, like doing nasty
things only… made her curious. She understood rules when he laid them down, and she
understood what she was allowed and wasn‟t allowed to do… but it had to be explained to her in
detail at times. Even simple things, like „hitting people hurts them,‟ she wanted to know why it
was bad to hurt other people, with that same curious look on her face… almost contrite, almost
cold in her need for a logical answer. “Kind of. It was… set up so people would remember this
was an important place. Not so much remember me; but to instead remember the town. Now it‟s
just broken metal, Epiphany.”
“I‟m sorry, Father.” Epiphany smiled at him after a moment, and then she stepped
forwards and stroked down his arm gently, saying quietly: “I know you were trying to tell me
something, showing me this place. I‟ll try harder to learn, okay?”
“Okay.” Zerrex said after a moment, rubbing slowly at his own face, and she looked up at
him lovingly before drawing away, and Zerrex shook his head out. He winced a bit, but then
followed as Epiphany walked towards a small set of trees in the distance, leaning back and forth
curiously around them before she suddenly slammed her hand forwards and ripped a hole in the
body of the tall pine, sap exploding around her arm like blood as Zerrex winced, then grabbed at
his muzzle when she drew out a small, unevolved squirrel, which bit and clawed uselessly at her
armor-like hand as she tilted it back and forth in front of her face with fascination. “Epiphany!”
“I‟m not going to hurt it, father.” Epiphany said almost crossly, tossing him a flat look
before she reached her other finger up and tapped it gently on the nose, and the squirrel suddenly
went still, twitching once before visibly slumping and going into a deep sleep. Zerrex watched as
she gently began to move it around, examining its little body as she murmured: “Amazing how
we all came from these inferior beings… that God, Naganis, was able to tease the genetic
structures of these creatures into something superior, trying to build us all equally… and yet he

forgot about their minds, their thoughts, their desires. If I ever built a race of creatures, I would
build a singular race… and the first thing I would do, would be to modify this…”
She reached up and stroked a claw gently along the front of the squirrel‟s skull, and then
she put it quietly back into the hole in the tree, and the Drakkaren grimaced a bit, then shook his
head after a moment as he walked towards her as Epiphany‟s hands and forearms burned with
purple energy for a moment as she looked at him lovingly, bits of bark and strings of sap and
anything else that had dirtied her limbs vanishing into steam.
The terrible energy faded back out of existence, and she reached up to touch his chest,
saying softly: “It‟s alright, Father. See? I‟m getting better, I‟m working harder to respect rules
that I admittedly don‟t always understand. I know you have reasons for why you do things: I
know that we are two different people, but I‟m working hard to be in your image… all my
mothers revere you, after all, and so many others love you deeply. I wish… I wish often I could
be more like you. And more like your daughters.”
She laughed a bit, and then she looked at him lovingly before stroking the underside of
her chin, murmuring softly: “May we go to… I know, I know, let me take us there.”
She reached down and grasped his wrist, and Zerrex winced a bit in surprise before her
hand glowed faintly, and he felt her almost reaching inside of him, flicking switches in his mind
and taking control of his powers for a moment before they both vanished from the spot, and
when she let go, the reptile‟s head swam with vertigo and he reached up to grasp his skull… but
Epiphany, meanwhile, licked her lips slowly as her eyes almost glowed, letting go of the reptile‟s
arm as she murmured softly: “There, an excellent genetic sample…”
“What?” Zerrex frowned at her, but her eyes were locked on something ahead, although
all the lizard saw around them was barren tundra, speckled here and there with snow and a few
broken chunks of concrete, and he grimaced before he turned… and then stared in shock at the
sight of a massive, monstrous Strange Beast that was currently looking at them in shock, before
the reptile looked at Epiphany and said sharply: “Epiphany, did you bring us here on purpose?
Stay back, this is dangerous!”
“I‟m an adult now, Father. And I am your Disciple… and I‟m so eager to discover the
secrets of these creatures.” Epiphany licked her lips slowly as she rose her hands, her eyes
glowing faintly as Zerrex reached out and squeezed her shoulder, but she only shook her head
slightly, saying softly: “No Father. I will not back down. I am your daughter and an adult. You
don‟t have to do this alone anymore… let me prove to you that I can take care of myself. That…
I can take care of you.”
She gazed over at him softly, almost sadly, smiling faintly at him… and then the Strange
Beast roared at them, the very air seeming to tremble as Zerrex cursed and gazed at the creature,
gritting his teeth as he winced at the height of the creature as it rose up to full height from where
it had been kneeling, now long over its initial surprise. Couldn’t she have at least picked an
easier goddamn target?
The Strange Beast was no Viper or Chanter; it was a Leviathan, the monster at least thirty
feet tall and with a massive, muscled body with golden armor almost melded over its shoulders
and breast, heavy plates falling around its waist in a layered kilt that protected its lower body and
heavy manacles dotted with gemstones wrapped around its shin. Its feet had enormous claws and
it rested mostly back on its thick, huge tail, which trailed behind it like a long, dead snake, short
spikes standing up along its length.
The most terrifying part of it, however, was its immense head: it was almost the same
size as its chest, snarling and slightly slanted, muzzle short and ugly but its fang-filled snarl

stretching almost to the back of its skull. It roared again, and the heavy dewlap that extended
from its chin and hung down in front of its chest, connecting at the base of its throat, inflated
slightly as it leaned forwards aggressively. It huge, thick arms snapped out, long-fingered hands
seizing the handles of two immense weapons buried in the ground before it yanked them free:
half-axe, half-sword, they had short, stubby handles that the monster‟s fingers barely fit around
and ugly, nicked and damaged blades that were shaped like massive, broken mountains that had
been cut neatly in half by some tremendous force, perfectly straight at the back but the halfrounded single edge of each weapon jarred and broken and ugly… and all too capable of leaving
horrendous, ragged wounds.
Its eyes were small and beady, and along the top of its skull and down the back of its
neck, its scales spiked up, half-peeled away from its head and vibrating as it hissed at them
through its flared nostrils, a bit of drool falling from its enormous jaws as it slapped the flats of
its blades together and rose up on its short legs before it expertly spun both weapons – each
gruesome swords was perhaps sixteen feet long, perhaps longer – before it leapt suddenly
forwards and slashed its weapons savagely downwards towards the two without any further
hesitation.
Zerrex cursed as he stepped forwards, creating a wall of energy and catching both blades
against this, wincing as the sapphire wall cracked before shoving his hands upwards, and the
energy wall exploded upwards in a short, concussive blast, knocking the Leviathan staggering
back a step with a grunt. The Drakkaren gritted his teeth, and then Epiphany laughed beside him
as she clapped her hands, saying eagerly: “No, Daddy, let me, let me!”
“Epiphany, this isn‟t a game!” Zerrex shouted at her, and she looked shocked, trembling
a bit at this before the Drakkaren created a sphere of energy in his hand tinged with blackness,
snarling as he stepped forwards and flung this at the Leviathan‟s face… but it easily batted the
ball of blue energy away with one of its swords before it stabbed the blade into the ground, and a
blast of focused light erupted from the earth beneath the Drakkaren‟s feet in a concentrated laser,
sending him crashing backwards with a flurry of curses as his scales were singed, dazed and
blinded by the light even as he snarled at the sensation of vibrations through the ground and the
thundering stomps of the Strange Beast‟s rapid approach.
Epiphany, however, immediately stepped forwards, her features colder and more serious
now as she flicked her hands upwards, and the ground erupted into short, brutal spikes in front of
the creature, the Strange Beast hissing as it skidded to a halt before slamming both swords down
into the forest of spikes and attempting to vault towards the female, swinging both its legs up and
outwards in a hard kick towards her.
The female, however, only flicked her wrist as she glared at it, and a telekinetic blast
smashed into the creature with enough force to knock its weapons out of its hands, one of its
swords simply keeling over as the other flew high into the air, and the Leviathan crashed down
onto its back, skidding and then rolling more than a dozen feet before it landed heavily on its
stomach. One of its massive swords crashed down near it, and the beast snarled as its shook its
head, then quickly crawled up to its feet as Zerrex dazedly got to his own, rubbing at his eyes as
stars continued to dance in front of his vision.
The monster held its hands out, and both swords shuddered before flying to its hands, the
monster spinning the weapons as it caught them before it charged forwards again with a snarl.
Epiphany only glared challengingly at it, however, and then she laughed when it threw one of its
swords at her, hissing, before she cocked her head when Zerrex stepped in front of her, swinging
his right arm up and then staggering backwards with a grimace when the blade bounced off the

limb, ripping through his scales and impacting with enough force to send a spray of metallic
chunks up but thankfully not cutting deep as it ricocheted off back towards the monster.
“Daddy!”
“Epiphany, please, be serious at least!” Zerrex gritted his teeth, and then he shoved his
left hand forwards as the Strange Beast snatched its own sword out of the air, and a blast of
sapphire energy shot from the lizard‟s hand, the beam smashing into the creature‟s face as it
began to close and snapping its large head back as its feet tried to continue forwards, knocking it
backwards with a hiss… before it screamed as the ground beneath it erupted into long spikes of
bone that tore through its back, leaving it impaled and flailing weakly for a moment in a nest of
ivory spears before they snapped back into the earth, letting the Leviathan collapse heavily onto
its back as the Drakkaren gaped over his shoulder at Epiphany.
“I am serious.” she said softly, sounding almost hurt, and then she winced and grabbed
Zerrex‟s arm, shoving him hard out of the way as the Leviathan sprang back to its feet despite
the wounds dotting its back as it lashed one of its huge swords out in arc.
She leaned her head away, cursing and wincing as the tip of the sword just grazed her,
slicing a thin line across her cheek and then cutting through the strings down the center wound in
her body, and Epiphany staggered backwards with a shriek as she hugged at herself for a
moment before snarling, her eyes glowing with fury as Zerrex winced and rolled to the side.
“Fucking monster!”
Zerrex began to get up as the Strange Beast grinned at her… and then Epiphany glared at
it with disgust and snapped her fingers, and a massive geyser of toxic steam blasted upwards
beneath the creature, knocking it almost comically into the air as its swords were torn from its
hands and it screamed loudly, chunks of rotten and burned flesh falling from its form as it flailed
its limbs wildly, back horribly burned as Zerrex coughed and staggered away from the poisonous
steam. It reeked of Hell‟s corruption, and yet Zerrex didn‟t think this was any kind of magic, but
an extension of Epiphany‟s terrible supernatural abilities.
The female herself reached out, grasping the scales hanging loosely like a vest around her
body, and she bad-temperedly yanked at them, causing more hidden stitching along her neck and
waist to pop free as she shook back and forth, then pulled it free, revealing that it was indeed
exactly that: a fake vest. Although she did possess breasts, and the scales over those were real –
as were the scales over her collarbone, and the rest of her body, and around her waist – she had
no real scales on her stomach or inner body.
Instead, her strange white bones were revealed: thick and strangely solid along her upper
body, coated in some kind of strange, rubbery, flesh-like substance that ran along plates of bone
that were strange and thick and solid and ridged. The upper half of her torso was nothing but
solid ivory, and inside the rounded, almost-box were most of her strange organs; the largest
visible exception of which were her large breasts, which sat upon the top of the bone casing.
The lower half of her torso, however, was composed of a rib like structure and thick bone
plates that stuck out of her upper back, several long, fleshy tubes sticking out of the open bottom
of the ivory cage above and connecting to the large, pulsating organs entrapped here, inside the
claw-like grasp of her curved bones. Solid plates stuck out along her enlarged spine, making her
back solid and shielded, and fleshy tendrils and thin, pulsing veins were wrapped around some of
these lower „ribs.‟ Her anatomy was alien and strange and exotic… and usually covered by the
scale vests she liked to wear to hide how completely different from everyone else she was. She
was very sensitive about her internals, which was why she had gone to the length of actually
sewing the vest into place on her body… and Zerrex grimaced a bit as the Leviathan fell through

the air and crashed into the ground in front of her face-first, its legs kicking at the air before
Epiphany stepped forwards and kicked hard into its spine, sending it rolling violently a few feet
away before she clapped her hands together, and white spikes tore out of the ground on either
side of the creature, ripping through its arms and locking it in place as it howled miserably, neon
energy sparking along its limbs as its blood flowed from its wounds and reacted with the air.
Epiphany approached it coldly and fearlessly, lashing her claws out and ripping through
its stomach, making it moan and gag… and then it screamed when Epiphany shoved her hand
into its body, grinning ruthlessly before she looked sharply to the side when Zerrex said quietly:
“Don‟t torture it, Epiphany. Let‟s… just finish up and be done here.”
For a moment, she only looked at him emotionlessly… and then the Strange Beast
screamed, the Leviathan bucking several times before its body burst into crackling purple, red,
and blue flames, electricity sparking through this before Epiphany drew her arm back as only a
skeleton was left behind… but this quickly crumbled away, brittle bones snapping as they
collapsed in a pile at her feet before she bad-naturedly swung her hand out as the skull began to
fall past, turning it into nothing but bone powder as broken chunks of jawbone and muzzle and
smacked lightly against the ground. “Done.”
Zerrex looked at her disapprovingly even as he felt a chill of fear run through his body.
She hadn‟t even been trying… and when Epiphany looked back at him, at first the look in her
eyes was rebellious before it became ashamed, and she looked down and quietly put her hands
behind her back, murmuring: “I‟m sorry, Daddy. But I… wanted to impress you. And I get
confused sometimes… I hear battle talked about with excitement and anticipation. I thought I
was supposed to treat it like something fun.”
“It‟s not fun. We talk about it that way to try and… and cope with the things we have to
do sometimes. Yes, I enjoy a good fight, but I don‟t like… I don‟t like killing people, not even
the Strange Beasts.” Zerrex murmured quietly, walking over to pick up the remains of the
creature‟s skull as he lifted it and gazed down at the Leviathan‟s massive head, shaking his own
slowly. “I used to, sure. I used to love it. But only cowards kill those weaker than themselves and
take pleasure in it… people try and justify it as survival of the fittest, law of the wild, but where
does that put us? In the roles of beasts, as monsters and sniveling bugs, not people who are
supposed to be able to see better than that. Not thinking people, who protect and nurture the
weak so they too can become strong, not as creatures of honor and integrity. If I kill everyone
weaker than me… what‟s to stop someone else from killing all the people I care about who
aren‟t as strong as everyone else?”
Epiphany smiled a little, looking down as she murmured: “But that‟s still an eye-for-aneye psychology. You aren‟t doing something out of fear someone will hurt you.”
“No.” Zerrex smiled faintly across at her as he tossed the remains of the huge skull to the
ground, where it shattered quietly. He glanced down at this, then said softly: “It‟s not the fear of
them hurting my family or me that bothers me. I know it‟s not that, because I know that…
threatening people doesn‟t work. Deterrence policies just make people build bigger and bigger
weapons, until someone decides they‟re going to make a quick buck by selling said weapon to
some unscrupulous buyer… who then might just use it to kill everyone because he or she
honestly just wants to see the world burn, or doesn‟t care about either side but does care about
the profit a war would create.
“It‟s not… it‟s not fear of others that stops me from hurting them. It‟s… a respect for the
wishes of Naganis, maybe. And an understanding that all life… is equal.” Zerrex smiled a bit as

Epiphany only looked confused, saying softly: “It took me several million years to figure that
out, Epiphany. You have time. Don‟t grow up too fast.”
He reached out and nudged her chin gently with his fist, and she laughed a little and
gazed at him quietly, nodding after a moment with a bit of a blush. The Drakkaren smiled softly
at her, and then he became a bit more serious as he reached up and squeezed her shoulder
quietly. “But next time, don‟t surprise me like that, okay? I know you meant well and were
excited… and I was surprised you were able to find the energy signature of a lone Strange Beast
so quickly…”
“I know, and I am sorry for that, Father. I was just… I wanted to get a sample from it,
before it was detected by Heaven or Hell. And I wanted to show you that I am capable of
fighting, just like everyone else.” She stopped, looking at him quietly and studying his face as
she traced her hand silently along his scarred features, as the reptile gazed down at her quietly.
“You know I‟m powerful… yet you always keep me back. Why is that?”
“Because I want you safe, Epiphany… and it‟s hard for me to accept that my little
almost-nine year old baby-girl is really a full adult now.” He wrapped his arms around her waist,
gently picking her up in a hug, and she blushed a bit but wrapped her own arms around his neck,
smiling and settling her face against his chest when he set her gently back down. “I know that…
if it‟s what you want, I can‟t keep you off the battlefield forever. But there‟s… more than
physical maturity involved in the fight. I need you to be emotionally ready for it, too… and that
takes a lot of training.”
“Then at least let Serenity or someone train me, Father, I‟m ready.” she urged, looking up
at him softly, and Zerrex hesitated again before she quietly pushed herself against his body,
gazing away and murmuring: “Please. I can do so much more for you out there, engaging the
Strange Beasts. From this Leviathan alone, I‟ve managed to absorb all manner of genetic data…
the more of these creatures I make contact with, the more of their genetic information I can
assemble, the better we can understand them.”
Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, nodding hesitantly and grimacing inwardly. She
had taken the creature‟s DNA, copied it into her own seemingly-endless genetic structure… and
even though there were no physical changes through her body, the reptile knew she was also
capable of controlling whether her own genes were dormant or not… and when they were
activated, how much of an influence they would have on what she called her „main genetic
structure.‟ “I worry about you when you do that…”
“You don‟t have to, father. You know that I can layer as many strings of genetic data
over my own as I please… and I have thousands, perhaps millions of hollow genes to store the
genetic information of others inside.” Epiphany said tenderly, stroking her hands along his chest,
and the reptile couldn‟t help but feel chilled by her words before she frowned a bit and stepped
back, quietly touching her bone-plated chest as she murmured: “Wait, I feel something…
something strange. If Mom were here, she would sense it as well… any of my mothers, in fact.
Can‟t you feel that, in the sky?”
“In the sky?” Zerrex tilted his head towards her, then glanced slowly up… and he
frowned a bit at the deep grey of the sky overhead, murmuring quietly: “Not… wait. Kind of.
Like… a ghost. A dead shell out in space… oh hell, did Old Gods attack one of the space
stations?”
Zerrex looked at her sharply, as if she had the answer to his questions, but the female
only shrugged a bit in return, looking confusedly at the male before she winced as the Drakkaren

grabbed her shoulder before the two vanished from the spot, reappearing a moment later in
space.
She gasped quietly as they floated, and then hugged herself, staring raptly back and forth
as they rested inside a bubble of atmosphere, the lizard grimacing a bit as he looked in surprise at
what might be a space station… but it wasn‟t any of the five that still slowly orbited the planet,
their own little colonies with their own rules and laws and often nasty temperaments. Instead,
this… whatever it was… was shaped almost like a top or an upside-down pyramid, made of
immense, ring-shaped layers of metal that were stacked on top of one-another. The smallest ring
Zerrex thought was perhaps only the size of a house, while the largest ring could easily be an
entire city block, if not bigger… and yet this strange thing looked as if it had been torn off some
even larger machine, not just from the scratches and dents along its body, but because of the
cables and jagged chunks of metal standing out of the top of the strange structure and the broken
tubing that dangled from the bottom.
Zerrex frowned at this, then he took Epiphany‟s hand, gently pulling her with him as he
floated towards the top-shaped structure, and when he looked down at the roof of it he was
unsurprised to see steel flooring and broken chunks of metal standing jaggedly out of it that had
likely once been walls. Epiphany was only staring back and forth in amazement, and the reptile
smiled a little at her, saying finally: “I know it‟s incredible… but you need to focus for a
moment. I don‟t know what this is, but… it feels…”
“Familiar and yet malevolent.” Epiphany finished, and Zerrex looked at her with surprise
before she smiled faintly at him. “I feel it perfectly well myself, Father. The sensations are so
strange… but you worry too much, too. This is merely a husk, an abandoned shell. There are no
living things inside, and I don‟t even feel lingering spirits… what I do sense, though, are
powerful emotions… and strong, resounding energies.”
The Drakkaren nodded slowly as he settled slowly to the ground, murmuring:
“Nonetheless, Epiphany. Places like this make me nervous… because they don‟t need living
guards or undead sentinels to be filled with all kinds of nasty dangers.”
“Then why are we here?” Epiphany asked curiously, and she smiled at him as the
Drakkaren looked at her dumbly. “I would love to explore this place with you, Father… but after
just being scolded on… not taking things seriously enough, maybe… we should take this more
seriously, and go get help?”
“Not until we know what we‟re dealing with here. I don‟t like putting you in danger, but I
like even less the thought of telling everyone, and having to deal with an army of Royal Guards
and soldiers scouring this thing over before I get a chance to look at it, likely-as-not damaging
everything inside and getting themselves injured and killed. We can handle it.” He stopped and
smiled a little at her, squeezing her hand gently. “Just as long as we stay safe and work together,
okay?”
She nodded, following him silently down what had likely used to be an internal corridor
and was now just a path marked by the broken pieces of steel and concrete until Zerrex looked
thoughtfully at the ground, letting go of her hand as he stopped in front of a sealed square metal
door in the floor. “Looks like they were prepared, whatever else…”
He knelt by it, brushing pieces of debris and broken wiring off of this before glancing at
his right hand as scales peeled away to reveal the metal beneath. His fingers melded together
after a moment as they thinned out, and the reptile carefully worked this into the side of the
heavy armored hatch as Epiphany watched with curious interest.

The lizard gritted his teeth as he concentrated, dragging firmly the side… and although it
took a surprising amount of strength, the reptile manage to tear the hatch open, only to groan and
curse under his breath as he found a second security layer under this. “Great. They really wanted
to protect whatever the hell is in here… Epiphany, how strong are you?”
Epiphany only replied by holding a hand out, however, and two large ivory bones
appeared in the space between the hatch and the outer wall, holding the armored shutter open.
Zerrex blinked dumbly at this, then carefully let go… and he wheezed in relief when the shutter
made the bones grind loudly, but didn‟t snap them, Epiphany grimacing a little but immediately
snapping her fingers to turn the bones dark grey as they hardened even further. “Thanks,
daughter.”
“You‟re… you‟re welcome, Daddy.” Epiphany sounded both genuinely surprised as well
as touched, and Zerrex looked over his shoulder at her curiously for a moment before he
shrugged a bit, returning his attention to the task at hand instead and bringing his metal hand
back as it changed shape again, this time transforming into a large, square hammer-like end
before he simply punched the inner shutter as hard as he could.
It dented and crumpled like paper, and Zerrex slammed his hammer-fist into this again
and knocked it completely out of place, the metal clanking loudly as it fell into the long shaft
behind and Zerrex wincing a bit before he cleared his throat, looking over his shoulder with a
dumb grin to his daughter as the metal hammer at the end of his arm transformed back into a
metallic hand before scales crawled back into place along it. Epiphany, however, only gazed
back at him lovingly, and the reptile stood up after a moment, looking down at the withdrawn
shutter still locked into place by the heavy bones. It was obviously an elevator shaft, but that
didn‟t comfort him much, since it was also plenty narrow. “Okay, Epiphany. Come here, I‟ll…
carry you down.”
She smiled warmly at him and happily wrapped her arms around his neck as the reptile
lifted her quietly, keeping her close as he took a slow breath and stepped onto the thin air
between the bones holding the shutter in place, grimacing a bit… and then he slowly began to
float downwards, descending as he concentrated and murmured: “I need you to close the shutter
once we‟re in the shaft, okay? There may still be enough atmosphere in here I don‟t need to
make one for us, and I don‟t want everything to depressurize, anyway.”
“Okay, Daddy.” Epiphany nodded against his chest, curling herself a little closer before
she pointed upwards without looking as Zerrex‟s head cleared the gap, and the Drakkaren
winced as the bones lost their density and their color, trembling violently before they were
crushed as the shutter slammed back into place and they were surrounded by darkness. The
reptile blinked his eyes a few time as his unnatural night vision kicked in, showing everything in
muted colors… and then his eyes widened in surprise and Epiphany glanced up interestedly from
his chest as lights flickered on in the passage around them, and the reptile carefully let his bubble
of atmosphere drop as he felt artificial gravity grab at him, trying to drag him down faster even
as he concentrated on continuing to float to the ground, nice and slow.
Tingles ran up and down his legs and he gritted his teeth, wincing a bit in pain: levitation
sucked a lot of strength out of him, and the Drakkaren finally wheezed as he noted a door in the
wall and created a platform of energy at level with this, letting himself drop the rest of the way
and grunting as he landed on the glowing, solid blue surface. He gently set Epiphany down on it
as well, and she smiled at him tenderly as the Drakkaren reached forwards and worked his
fingers into the cracks between the closed doors, muttering: “Must be because I‟m linked to earth

as my element… every other goddamn god can whizz through the air but I hate flying even when
my wings are out…”
“Don‟t feel bad, Daddy. You can‟t be good at everything.” Epiphany touched his back
gently, and Zerrex smiled at her before he yanked the doors open, and the two gazed into the
hallway beyond as lights flickered on down its length.
It was empty, sterile and cold, the only sign that life had ever been here once an
abandoned food cart that had fallen on its side, congealed stew spilled over the floor… and the
reptile approached this with his daughter as behind them, the platform of energy dissolved into
nothingness before the lights in the elevator shaft clicked off. The Drakkaren knelt, touching the
stew and grimacing a bit as he examined it. Old enough to have started putrefying, not old
enough that all the liquid had evaporated from it, in that gross, slimy stage Cherry‟s leftovers all
too often took on in the fridge.
And that brought up the question of climate, which the Drakkaren was surprised to feel
was only a little uncomfortable: if anything, it felt humid, not cold at all. He paused, then
breathed deeply before looking at Epiphany, and she nodded, saying softly: “Yes. And there‟s a
faint… something in the air. I can almost taste it on my tongue, it sends shivers through my
body. It makes me feel… unwelcome. I‟ve never felt this kind of energy before.”
Zerrex frowned a bit at her… and then he looked up thoughtfully, realizing that there was
a tingling sensation along his scales, one that he‟d learned to block out a long time ago on his
visits to… “Heaven. That‟s Purification… and no, that‟s not just residue from someone abusing
one too many spells, that‟s being emitted from somewhere.”
Zerrex stood up, feeling disturbed by this as he looked down at the congealing stew, then
glanced over to Epiphany, saying quietly: “Come on, let‟s see if we can get to the bottom of
exactly what this place is. As far as I ever knew, Heaven never had any space stations of any
sort. And this thing has obviously been designed to support life in the big unknown.”
“Nothing is truly unknown. Only not-known to us.” Epiphany murmured, and Zerrex
looked at her for a few moments before he shook his head a bit as she almost seemed to lose
interest in everything before the Drakkaren started forwards. She quickly gathered her wits,
however, running after him with a blush and grabbing his hand as they walked down the passage
together, squeezing it silently… and the reptile gazed at her softly as she looked back and forth,
realizing she was nervous, and that could well be what was making her act strange.
They walked quietly onwards, stopping every now and then so they could check out a
side room: mostly what they came across were abandoned sleeping quarters in various states of
mess, but only one was in complete disarray, as if a struggle had occurred. After some probing,
they had found a bit of blood… and even though he was hesitant to do so, he allowed Epiphany
to touch it, probing it for genetic information… but it was too faded for her to tell him much
about whoever had shed it, only that it had likely been from an angel, likely a canine species.
Another room had contained empty glass capsules, some kind of greenish fluid bubbling
inside them… and Zerrex had grimaced when Epiphany had smashed one of the capsules open,
wanting to scold her again as she dipped her hands into the green fluid, but he‟d forgotten about
it the moment she‟d whispered that it was artificial DNA. Nothing specific, but she said they
were like blank genes, ready to be filled with information and strung into sequences… and the
lizard grimaced a bit, not liking what this sounded like and knowing that he was going to have to
have another little chat with Lucifer and Lord.
They had found a gently-curving set of stairs leading down, working deeper into the
strange and terrible place, and around them the atmosphere grew thicker, more malignant: not

only because they were denizens of Hell and the sensation of Purification grew more and more
forceful the deeper they went, but because the very energy of the place seemed aligned against
them, and it felt like so many other terrible places the Drakkaren had spent too many years in: a
prison, a cell, a cage.
They had finally reached what felt like the bottom of the inverted pyramid structure, and
the two walked quietly, hand-in-hand, along a curved hallway that ran around the outer edge of
the lower ring. Epiphany was rubbing slowly at her face, grimacing a bit, and Zerrex was only
doing his best to ignore the terrible feelings lurking in his gut as he breathed quietly through his
mouth before they both looked up at a sign in Enochian on the wall pointing towards a massive
armored door, the reptile familiar enough with the language to make a face as he muttered:
“„Laboratory: Genetics…‟ something-something. I think we should probably get out of here
now, Epiphany. It feels like the Purification is being emitted from beyond here…”
“Yes… but I can‟t turn back now, any more than you can.” Epiphany smiled a bit at him,
squeezing his hand slowly as she said softly: “This is my first big adventure with Daddy. I‟m not
going to leave it half-done.”
Zerrex laughed a bit at this despite himself, and then Epiphany reached up and touched
his lips, continuing quietly: “But I will be serious, as long as you‟re serious too. Okay?”
“Okay. Then get ready, it could be anything in there.” Zerrex said quietly, and Epiphany
nodded and stepped back a bit before the Drakkaren turned towards the armored door and
grasped the large valve at one side of it with a grimace, turning it slowly. Over the outside of the
door, gears moved and clanked and pulleys worked, air hissing quietly as a larger valve in the
middle of the door turned creakily… and then the reptile grunted as he turned the valve in his
hands again, and the door clanked loudly and jarred out of place.
The lizard leaned forwards against the heavy armored door, shouldering it roughly open
as he looked up… and then gritted his teeth at the immense, empty room behind, Epiphany
gasping quietly as she stepped over the threshold herself, and she wandered quietly into the room
as Zerrex winced and stepped away from the door… then cursed as it swung slowly back shut on
its own weight. It clanked shut, but thankfully didn‟t lock, and the reptile shook his head a bit
before he looked back over the room… and was very glad to see that it was indeed empty, but he
couldn‟t help but shudder nonetheless at the sight of what hung from the ceiling above in a cage
made of iron bars and thick glass.
It looked like a miniature white sun with a semisolid, pearl shell… but then Epiphany
covered her muzzle with a quiet gasp as she realized what it really was, her eyes widening
slightly. Inside the thin white membrane, there was a figure seated, a female who was almost
faceless in her beauty, hands quietly laced in prayer over her chest and albino-white… and
against the top of the membrane, laying as if there were no such thing as gravity, was a young
child, his own eyes closed, naked body sprawled out, angelic wings spread but turned to
something resembling stone.
There was a third figure, too, but Zerrex gently turned the female away as she shuddered
a bit, then chanced another look at the pearl-shaped object inside the iron cage, the ivory and
gold luminescence now seeming all the more terrible as she whispered: “What… what is that?”
“Just as corruption can be extracted from demons… purification can be extracted from
angels.” Zerrex muttered in disgust, looking up at the iron cage. Cables and girders of all shape
and size locked into the roof of this, holding it in place and likely extracting a constant supply of
energy to fuel the systems of this strange space station, and Epiphany shook her head, keeping
her back to the terrible prison. “I‟m sorry, Epiphany.”

“Don‟t be.” Epiphany shook her head a bit, then she laughed faintly and shivered,
whispering: “I don‟t know why it makes the Purification feel even… worse… than it did before,
but now it just feels like… those souls trapped in there, it feels like their energies are dragging
against my body, whispering to me to help them.”
The Drakkaren nodded a bit, and then he glanced down from the iron cage before
frowning quietly, stepping forwards and kneeling down as his daughter turned and glanced down
at him curiously. She watched as the male felt along the floor, muttering: “I can almost…”
Then his eyes flashed, a short spark of pain going through his mind before the reptile‟s
emerald eyes widened in shock as he saw Enochian runes glowing clearly in purple neon across
the floor, staggering backwards and reading his own name… and then he gritted his teeth as he
felt a pulse seem to travel through the room, felt an energy that wasn‟t his own… but was similar
in a way, too. Was terrible in how similar and yet alien it was, and the Drakkaren clenched his
eyes shut as Epiphany reached out and squeezed his bicep, asking worriedly: “What is it?”
“This place has been marked…” Zerrex grimaced, shaking his head and then cursing as
he felt another pulse of Purification run through his mind, interfering with his abilities as he
muttered: “The problem is that goddamn soul cage is screwing with everything. I can‟t pick up
energy distortions while there‟s such a powerful pulse going through the air… but if we destroy
it or get rid of it, it could damage or blank the technological components in the room.”
Zerrex stopped, then he slowly turned in a circle, looking at the walls as he realized that
was the answer: the room was lined with control panels and computer systems, and the reptile
began to walk towards one before a voice whispered in his mind: Save us.
A shiver ran through the Drakkaren, and he glanced over his shoulder to see the female
angel‟s face pressed up against the membrane, her eyes pure white, her features infinitely sad
and sorrowful and terrible… and the reptile clenched his eyes shut, then slowly opened them and
winced as he saw only the membrane again, the three angels inside once more back in their
original positions. “Epiphany, did you…”
But his daughter only shook her head a bit, glancing at the Drakkaren and saying softly:
“You‟re more receptive than I am, Father. What did you see?”
“They need help.” Zerrex said softly, and Epiphany nodded and looked up at the cage
above, her fear of the souls gone as that strange, almost emotionless look passed over her face.
The reptile looked at her for a few moments, hesitating nervously… and then he said quietly:
“Look. I‟m going to pull up the files I can from these computer systems, to get an idea of what
was going on here. Then we‟ll… help them. Until then, just… wait here, okay?”
“Of course, of course.” Epiphany didn‟t even glance at him as she cocked her head
towards the soul cage, examining it with growing interest instead of detachment now. Zerrex
only shook his head, however, turning around and heading quickly over to one of the large
computer systems along the outside wall, feeling disturbed by both his daughter‟s behavior as
well as the fact that he actually recognized some of these technologies.
It was the latter he forced himself to focus on for now, since it was more disturbing:
Epiphany, after all, he could sit down with and talk to. But these machines, on the other hand,
reminded him of the ones they had found in the genetics labs used to design and build Clone
Soldiers, and Zerrex gritted his teeth as he muttered: “And if the Heavenly Council was stupid
enough to subject Sephire to brutal augmentation and reprogramming… I wouldn‟t put anything
at this point past those politics-crazed bastards.”
Nonetheless, he didn‟t want to imagine that Heaven had been so idiotic as to dabble in
cloning to try and build back their military strength… and he shook his head in slow disgust as

he found the console was password locked, moving immediately to another computer. Epiphany,
meanwhile, was only staring at the iron cage, and Zerrex felt a chill run down his spine,
wondering if he should send her home.
Most of the consoles were locked down… but one was some eighty-two percent of the
way through compiling a genetics catalogue, with several hundred hours having elapsed… and
that at least gave a timeframe of how long since this strange space station had been occupied.
The reptile hesitated for a moment, and then he reached out and cancelled the compilation, and
the flatscreen monitor mounted on the wall beeped at him angrily and flashed several times
before the program closed, leaving the reptile staring at a plain desktop with only a few icons on
it… but one caught his attention, and the Drakkaren clicked on this, bringing open a program he
recognized from the nights he‟d spent lounging around, staring over Cindy‟s shoulder as she
tried to work.
It was a DNA profiler… and Zerrex shivered in distaste as he realized quickly that the
DNA pattern was his. He‟d seen it often enough, after all… and a few clicks to get to the name
of the same confirmed it for him, as he muttered: “But… the date at least shows it‟s pretty old.
Old enough that it might have been before I became… what I am now.” He flexed his hand
slowly, grimacing and muttering: “Goddammit. Not like I‟m surprised, though… I‟ve spilled
enough blood all over the place that-”
Then he winced as he heard a loud clanking, turning around and expecting to see
Epiphany clawing at the iron cage or something, but instead he was shocked as he saw the
female was standing in front of a computer console that she‟d somehow managed to make extend
from the ground. But more startling than this was the fact that in the center of the room, a hole
had opened in the floor and an empty genetics capsule was slowly rising up out of the ground
with a whirr, filled with that same greenish fluid they had found in several other rooms and the
round, cylindrical capsule spinning slowly before it clicked and spun upwards into the bottom of
the iron cage, the black metal roof locking perfectly into place.
The glow grew brighter from inside the membrane, the frozen angels seeming to shiver as
Zerrex covered his eyes with a wince from the blinding light, before he stared in shock as arcs of
golden electricity ripped through the primordial ooze, sparking back and forth through the green
as bubbles of oxygen rose up large vents at the bottom of the clear tank. Then, adding to the
strangeness of it all, a powder hissed out of the vents as more electricity sparked down from the
top of the cylinder. But Epiphany was only smiling as she tapped a button on the control panel,
even as Zerrex walked towards her and asked stupidly: “What… how… what…”
“Oh, it‟s simple.” Epiphany said softly, and she smiled a bit as if this was the perfect
explanation, even though it wasn‟t actually one at all. Then she shushed him quietly when the
Drakkaren opened his mouth and pointed towards the capsule, whispering: “Look. New life.”
Zerrex frowned a bit, then he looked dumbly over at the capsule… before staring in
shock as electricity hissed through the capsule again, and several of the pieces of „powder‟
visibly bonded together, energy sparking and glowing around these before these fused pieces
doubled, then trebled in size, becoming strange, mutant orbs that floated slowly through the
ooze, tiny feelers flicking out of them and letting them scoop their way around. Immediately,
Epiphany laughed, and Zerrex gaped at her before she blushed a bit and gestured at the control
panel, saying quietly: “It‟s all here, Daddy. I saw something on the ground and pressed it while
you were busy… and this machine… it‟s amazing. It seems to control and create organic life…”
“It‟s… not a good thing, Epiphany.” Zerrex said finally, then he stepped up beside her,
frowning a bit as he looked along the panel: it was wide and gently curved, the back of it smooth

and imitating the tiles of the floor except for the small button to one side of it. The front of the
panel, meanwhile, was lined with buttons, all of them short abbreviations, likely controlling the
amount of… something… being injected into the tank. “We‟ll have to get Cindy up here to take
a look at this… maybe Mengele, too…”
Epiphany shook her head a bit, then she tugged quietly at his arm, and the Drakkaren
glanced at her curiously as she asked softly: “Why is it so bad, Father? You look… very
distressed. Upset enough that I can feel it even over the irradiation of those souls above.”
“Because… once, clones were used in a war. Dragokkaren… and they lived, and they
breathed, and they were real people.” Zerrex said softly, tilting her head up as Epiphany gazed at
quietly. “But they were… brought up too fast, and brought up only to know war, and to think
they were soldiers. They were treated like the Damned, Epiphany, but they were never soulless
like the Damned… some of them became great, inspiring people, with talents that can‟t be
explained through genetics alone-”
“But genetics explain everything.” Epiphany argued, and then she blushed a bit and
nodded when Zerrex only looked at her mildly, murmuring: “Sorry Father, continue.”
He smiled a little at her, even if it was a sad expression as his eyes flicked towards the
haunting capsule and the… mutated things swirling around inside of it. “What I‟m getting at, is
that… a cloned life, as we discovered, is as real as any life that… that I create, or even Naganis
created. People called them „synthetic‟ because they were made by science, treated them like
they were monsters, like they were responsible for the war… but they were only a part of it, born
during war, and unable to do anything, be anything, but soldiers in a battle they didn‟t want to
fight. People forget that the entire reason we won that war was because those clones themselves
turned on the cruel hand of their master and fought for their freedom.”
“You‟re saying they have souls?” Epiphany frowned a bit at the capsule, murmuring
quietly: “But a soul cannot simply come into existence. Can‟t be given just by wishing it to
someone…”
“Our souls are inexplicable, Epiphany. It was very, very hard for me to accept that you
can‟t classify the soul as anything but a soul, that you can‟t… explain how it comes to be any
more than you can how it goes away.” Zerrex replied softly, and Epiphany looked at him for a
few moments, but then she nodded hesitantly, even though she seemed unsatisfied with the
answer, looking down quietly in thought. The reptile gave her a few moments, but then he patted
her back gently, and she looked up at him, tilting her head curiously. “Come on, we can discuss
the physics of the intangible later. For now I need your help in taking down this cage.”
“But I thought we were going to leave it up… you said you were worried about losing
information or something from the machines, right?” Epiphany frowned a bit, tilting her head
towards him curiously. “Shouldn‟t we just leave it for now?”
“Helping these people is more important than keeping every bit of data.” Zerrex said
softly, glancing up at the trapped souls inside the cage as another pulse of purification ran
through his scales, and then he grimaced and shuddered a bit. “Besides, with this ooze and
capsule revealed, I‟m pretty sure there‟s enough physical evidence for Cindy or Mengele to
figure out what the hell was going on here, data or no data. And once the pressure from the
Purification is gone, I‟ll be able to better focus and feel out energy signatures and use my own
powers.”
“I… I won‟t argue then, Father. What do you need me to do?” Epiphany glanced up at
the soul cage, then gazed over at him quietly before smiling a little when the Drakkaren reached
up and squeezed her shoulder gently.

Then he pointed at the cage, saying quietly: “We can‟t touch the inner membrane inside
the soul cage, but we can‟t let it shatter, either. Normally I‟d teleport it somewhere outside: when
caged like this, souls become little more than unstable energy that has a nasty habit of detonating
when it‟s tampered with. With you here, though, we should be able to deactivate it passively.”
Epiphany nodded, gazing up at him tenderly, and the Drakkaren looked back with a bit of
a smile at the trust he saw in those eyes, saying softly: “You‟ve absorbed genetic traits from
Marina, right?”
“Yes Father. But not telepathy, I can‟t stand voices in my head.” the female grimaced and
shook her head a bit, and Zerrex smiled softly at her, stroking her face gently.
“You and me both, kiddo. Alright, so first we‟ll detach the tubes and cables, and then I‟ll
pull open the cage. The moment that glass breaks or one of those iron bars bend, however, the
vacuum inside that casing will disappear and you‟ll have to hold the core of it up with your
mind. It can‟t touch the walls or glass… the membrane is very thin, so any contact with the
outside of the cage and the purity running through it will eat a hole in it, like how a balloon can
rip just by rolling it against a pebbly surface.”
The female nodded to him, and then Zerrex turned and took a breath, carefully stepping
down on thin air, and a platform of energy formed beneath his foot, becoming a solid blue set of
steps that curved around the capsule and led up to the edge of the soul cage.
Zerrex quickly jogged up these stairs, and Epiphany watched him lovingly for a moment
as the stairs vanished when the reptile reached the top, and instead became a narrow walkway
that encircled the bottom of the cage, the Drakkaren muttering under his breath as he accidentally
tangled himself in some of the cables before wiggling free, tubes and long wires hanging like
synthetic black pythons down from the ceiling.
Then Epiphany closed her eyes as the Drakkaren began to slowly unscrew the bottoms of
each cable from the cage, wincing a bit at the golden light that sparked up each time he did so.
He cursed a bit as purification shocked along his right arm, shaking it out firmly as the scales
half-withdrew from the warped material and his own energies pulsed around the limb in
frustrated response, before the reptile looked to the side and watched as Epiphany drew in a deep
breath, then opened her eyes after a moment, calling quietly: I‟m ready whenever you are,
Daddy.”
“Then help with the cables on the other side before I electrocute myself up here.” Zerrex
winced as he pulled another tube free, and golden electricity shocked down his right arm, the
lizard cursing again and flailing his limb as arcs of purity bolted up and down it, the scales
crumbling away as his warped limb bulged, blue light shining clearly out of the cracks in the
corrupt metal. “Goddammit! Stupid demon arm!”
“Oh Father.” Epiphany said kindly, and then she rose a hand and twisted it to the side,
and Zerrex half-covered his face, almost staggering over the platform as cables snapped
backwards, a lightshow of purification zapping back and forth along the sides of the cage and up
into the mess of rubberized cables and tubing above, sparking quickly in every direction before
they vanished from existence… and the Drakkaren gaped as he realized she had just popped
every cable on the other side he hadn‟t reached free, before he looked lamely at the large black
pipe that was built into the top of the soul cage, several more heavy wires built into this and
labeled with danger markings in Enochian. “Would you like me to get that, too?”
“No, no. We can leave this, I just need to shut it off.” the reptile muttered, feeling along
the piping… and then he simply grumbled and grabbed the cables in his warped hand, wincing
before he tore hard to the side, and sparked as they swung back and forth, arcs of electricity

bouncing between their ragged ends and the metal of the pipe… but thankfully only normal
electricity, as the reptile sighed in relief and leaned against the pipe for a moment, feeling the
energy flow inside dying down as around them, the lights lost much of their energy… but didn‟t
completely lose power. “They must have a backup battery that still works somewhere… okay,
I‟m going to remove a section of the cage now. Hold onto the core… and once I‟ve opened a
space, you can pull it out.”
Epiphany nodded, and then she stared at the cage, and for a moment, the reptile felt
absurdly creeped out. He knew nonetheless she was exerting psychic influence now, could
almost feel the waves of power emanating off her, and he only hoped she didn‟t break the
membrane by accident as he grimaced and worked his fingers over the cage, looking for hinges
and catches to pry off and open.
It took only five minutes for the Drakkaren to remove an entire wall section, tossing
plates and iron bars bad-temperedly to the ground behind him and not caring if either brittle
material shattered before he finally jumped down as Epiphany carefully pulled the membrane
free with just a tilt of her head, the core floating and pulsing quietly, trembling a bit in midair as
the Drakkaren jumped down from the cage, the platform of energy vanishing as the lizard flicked
his arms up and instead created a silver, egg-shaped cradle. Epiphany set the core into this,
looking curious as the lizard walked forwards hesitantly, his left hand glowing blue… and then
he gritted his teeth before shoving his arm forwards, the membrane rippling and yet not breaking
as the lizard‟s arm phased through it before he cursed in pain, gritting his teeth and looking away
as he absorbed the Purification into his own body.
He staggered backwards as the membrane ripped, but only a few faint sparks of golden
light shot out of it as the Drakkaren wheezed in pain, and Epiphany looked at her father with
concern before her eyes widened at the sight of the angels. They were all frozen in stone now,
drained to the point they had become inorganic rock… and then her eyes turned back to Zerrex
as he held his left hand out, palm up, before three different-sized doves appeared in his
outstretched hand. He smiled a bit at this, letting out a sigh of relief… and then the doves leapt to
the air and dissipated into motes of gold and white energy, and Epiphany looked at the
Drakkaren silently before he looked back, murmuring: “Unfortunately, the only way to free them
is to drain their energy completely… I needed to absorb their souls to yank them out of the core.
But… but I make a point these days to never keep energy I don‟t need, and I sent their souls on
their way.”
“You‟re sweet, Father.” Epiphany said quietly, gazing at him lovingly as she reached up
and touched his right arm, and Zerrex smiled back at her before he rolled his shoulder absently,
scale rolling down the warped material as the two looked at each other for a few moments before
she closed her eyes and hugged herself as the pressure of the Purification faded from the air,
murmuring: “Now I sense it clearly. Traces of energy signatures… familiar and foreign… and
the stains left by powerful emotions. Reality here is almost bruised…”
She frowned a bit, pacing towards the capsule… and then she smiled lovingly over her
shoulder at her father, and Zerrex tilted his head a bit before Epiphany approached him, quietly
rubbing her hands down his sides as she whispered: “This place is perfect, isn‟t it?”
“What are you talking about, Epiphany? This place is awful.” Zerrex frowned at her as he
looked up, feeling the distinct ruffle of energy in the air against his scales, and then he made a bit
of a face as she only looked at him lovingly, crossing her arms under her skull-covered breasts
and licking her lips slowly.

He shook his head a bit, walking past her as he glanced back and forth, eyes roving over
the ground as he forced himself to focus, to sense out energies, and feeling that strange, ominous
presence much clearer now with the Purification faded from the air… and then he winced when
Epiphany hugged him around the middle, her hands playing gently over his abdominals as she
ground against his back and kissed teasingly at the back of his neck, and the Drakkaren winced
as he reached down to carefully pull her hands free. “Epiphany…”
“This is our place now, our… Centrifuge.” Epiphany said softly and with strange
firmness, and the reptile frowned a bit as he turned around… before his eyes widened as he
looked back and forth over the walls as green ivy ripped out of the steel, growing slowly,
pulsating powerfully as Epiphany‟s eyes glowed, and he winced a bit even as the smell of black
roses filled the air, and Hez‟Rannan soil, and sweat and Drakkai and sex… “Come, Father. Give
me my birthday present. Mark me as a true adult.”
“Epiphany, this isn‟t the time or place.” Zerrex said firmly, then he winced and looked up
sharply as several cables fell from the ceiling, a few sparking quietly as thick, immense roots tore
out of the roof along with several larger vines of ivy that were almost as thick as trees
themselves, the reptile locking gazes with her.
Her eyes flashed, and the reptile felt a shiver run through his body before Epiphany
smiled lovingly at him, reaching out and stroking along his chest quietly, and the reptile grunted
as she pushed him back a step before she leaned up and whispered softly: “Give in to your primal
desires, Father… you know that I can see them, I can sense them, I can smell them on you…”
She reached up, slowly pulling the skull-shaped caps off her breasts and tossing them
aside, her black-fleshed nipples hard and sumptuous breasts begging to be touched even as the
Drakkaren tried to resist… and then she reached up, one finger glowing purple as she tugged at
his shirt and slowly drew it downwards, ripping the fabric slowly in half as she whispered again
teasingly: “I‟m young… I‟m a virgin… I‟m fertile… I‟m beautiful… I‟m corrupt… I worship
you… and I have no limits to what I‟ll do for you. I‟m everything you desire in one perfect
presentation, one perfect package…”
Zerrex tried to resist, and then their eyes locked, and the lizard grunted in shock as her
eyes glowed and she grinned wider, lust rampaging through his body as his muscles flexed and
he felt his body expand a few inches, cursing under his breath before Epiphany reached her
hands up, flicking the remains of his shirt off as the Drakkaren tried to move, but couldn‟t force
his body to… and then she smiled teasingly at him before sliding backwards, sliding her hands
down the exposed bone of her body before she tickled along the belt of vertebrae along her waist,
and it came undone, spilling down to the ground with the bone plates and revealing her darkscaled, smooth groin and the swollen black lips of her sex, her clitoris a hardened nub above this
as she arched her back and moaned softly, wetness already visibly dribbling down her thighs as
she whispered: “Give me my birthday gift, Father, and let me give you my body, and my
worship…”
Slowly, she turned around, spreading her legs slightly as she bent forwards, raising her
tail as her buttocks flexed and her labia visibly pulsed and spread slightly in eager anticipation,
her breaths quiet pants as she grasped the tops of her own knees and gazed over her shoulder at
him both lovingly and lustfully. “I am yours; your creation, and your servant, your daughter,
your toy. And I am the only one of your Disciples who can withstand your full strength. So give
me what you have to give, Zerrex… use me, as an animal, as a toy, as a slave to your lusts. Love
me, as a daughter, as a child, as a soulmate…”

Zerrex couldn‟t reply as he shivered with need, the ivy over the walls flexing and
crawling as the Drakkaren stumbled forwards, breathing hungrily… and then he dropped to his
knees as he grasped into her hips, and Epiphany smiled softly before moaning in delight as the
reptile leaned forwards and nuzzled slowly into her virginal sex, her juices spilling quietly over
his muzzle, her scent filling his nostrils, his mind, making his lusts grow even further as he
growled in hungry pleasure and his body bulged with power, muscles and height expanding
slightly as his strong frame pulsed, and he slowly dragged his tongue up her labia, wetness
trickling in a steady leak from her lips, her taste like meat and candy, juicy as a bloody steak or
an overripe fruit as the Drakkaren growled like a hungry beast.
His tongue slid again over the lips of her sex, not trying to please her, only wanting to
taste her again, his mind filled with lust and animal hunger as his claws gripped tighter into her
hips, sinking slowly into her scales as Epiphany moaned in delicious delight and rocked herself
eagerly back against his muzzle, a flush building in her features as she whispered: “Oh, Daddy…
you‟re so big and strong… does your little girl taste good?”
Zerrex only growled hungrily in response as he licked again along her labia, then
mouthed it slowly, roughly, letting his teeth scrape against the sensitive, swelled flesh of her sex,
making her moan loudly before she arched her back, eyes rolling in her head with pants of desire
as the lizard‟s thick tongue slid forwards into her passage, swirling slowly along the walls of her
vagina and gliding slowly over the female‟s intact hymen, making her shiver and buck her hips
again as she moaned in delight.
The Drakkaren‟s shaft throbbed painfully in his pants, his jeans visibly straining to hold
the solid length of his member in as he nuzzled against her sex, drawing his tongue slowly free
and licking slowly upwards along the entrance to her passage as he growled hungrily, his body
flexing powerfully before he teasingly nipped at one of her buttocks, and Epiphany moaned
again before she flushed deeply as the reptile nuzzled against her sex, her passage clenching and
her labia flexing against his muzzle as another spill of her liquids rolled down the reptile‟s
muzzle.
He growled hungrily, then reached down and clawed at the fly of his pants before
yanking them and his boxers down, his member springing free and slapping against his
abdominals, most of the way erect and already leaking pre, and Epiphany moaned over her
shoulder as she gazed lustfully at the sight of the male‟s immense length. Not simply huge, but
massive, the Drakkaren‟s shaft was no less than thirty-two inches in length and thicker around
than a bottle of wine, the girthy, heavy obsidian member pulsing slowly above two immense
navy-blue testicles larger than melons that dangled between the lizard‟s thighs. The reptile
grasped his solid flesh, stroking it slowly as it became fully erect, grinning hungrily down at the
female as he stepped forwards and ground it slowly between her buttocks, his hands rubbing
along the bone plates of her lower back before he growled like an animal as he grasped her hips,
shoving her forcefully downwards onto all fours.
Epiphany collapsed with a grunt of surprise, wincing a bit before she moaned, shivering
in delight as the reptile‟s huge shaft ground slowly, teasingly between her buttocks again, and
she gasped quietly as the male‟s huge length drew slowly back, until the girthy, rounded head
pushed slowly at the entrance to her sex, teasingly grinding, nudging against her labia as she
shivered in bliss.
Then Zerrex suddenly leaned over her, seizing into her hips hard enough for his claws to
rip through her scales and draw blood, Epiphany arching her back in surprise and then screaming
in both pain and pleasure as the reptile leaned forwards and rammed his huge shaft into her, her

virgin passage clenching immediately against the massive intruder as only the head of his cock
tore into her body, shoving rudely into her hymen, making her eyes water before she screamed
again when Zerrex roared and leaned forwards, pistoning his hips roughly as his muscular body
flexed, tearing his massive shaft almost a foot of the way into her passage, her organs visibly
bulging and bloating with the intrusion as she howled in agony and delight, euphoria and agony,
her body shivering hard as blood burst down her thighs, mixing with the nectar flooding down
her legs.
She clawed into the ground, and Zerrex snarled like a beast as he leaned over her, his
lusts flooding through his body, as he grasped the back of her neck and shoved her face hard
down against the ground, pinning her as he slammed his hips hard forwards again and sank more
than half of his immense shaft into her body, the female screaming again as she grinned over her
shoulder at him, panting hard as she rocked her hips eagerly back against him, and the look in
her eyes begged for more, for harder, as she shrieked wordlessly as the massive cock continued
to invade her tight, clenching sex, as the Drakkaren‟s enormous form leaning over her as his
fingers sank into the back of her neck, blood flowing from the wound and drool from her mouth
and tears from her excited, primal eyes.
The lizard slammed forwards and roared as he hilted into her, grinning savagely down at
her, eyes almost glowing with lust and power… and as they glared down into Epiphany‟s hungry
gaze, energy almost crackled between them as blood burst in a waterfall from her sex and leaked
in a hot red rain from her stretched and damaged organs, dripping off her bones as the cable-like
veins along her visible innards pulsed rapidly. And then Epiphany screamed as she arched her
back, eyes rolling delightedly in her head as Zerrex drew back slightly only to slam his hips
forwards again, blood-soaked, hard-as-steel shaft ripping into her again, making her organs
visibly bloat and stretch around his length as more blood dripped down, his testicles slapping
almost painfully against her thighs as her passage clenched with savage delight around his
massive member.
The reptile snarled in pleasure as he thrusted into her roughly again, baring down against
her hard enough to make the concrete crack under her shuddering body as she bucked her hips
back against him in an uneven beat, screaming her delight, her voice echoing around the room as
the ivy covering the walls writhed and her body burned with almost visible pleasure, writhing
and grinding against the ground with a flush of bliss as she experienced her first orgasm,
powerful waves of pleasure washing through her and sending her nectar almost exploding back
out of her passage, squirting out around the massive shaft thrusting with primal power into her
sex as Zerrex growled down at her fiercely, leaning over her both dominantly and territorially as
he slammed to the hilt into her body again and again, vicious as a beast as his eyes burned with
lust that only grew all the greater as her fluids burst out around his shaft and her sounds of
euphoric pleasure rose through the air.
The pain only added to the intensity of her orgasm; if anything, only made her release all
the better as she shrieked again in delight, her passage almost ripping itself apart with the
strength it was clutching the gigantic invader penetrating deep into her body, her organs visibly
pulsing as she stayed pinned and helpless, claws gouging into the cement floor as she rocked her
hips hard back against the lizard as fast as she could, the two moving out of rhythm as Zerrex
hungrily pumped into her. Her orgasm seemed to last for minutes, and Zerrex growled down at
her lustfully as he slammed to the hilt into her again and again, making long, savage thrusts as
Epiphany screamed his name over and over beneath his powerful body.

Zerrex leaned further over her, muscles flexing powerfully, putting more weight and
more strength into each thrust, not holding back: by now, her stretched vagina was bruised and
ripped as well as dripping blood almost steadily, and yet he was splattered not only with her
crimson fluids, but the nectar of her sex, the female screaming in delight more than agony even
as she rode the ends of her orgasm out and her body convulsed weakly against the ground,
breasts grinding into concrete and bone-plates of her form shrieking lightly as they rubbed
against cement.
His huge shaft pistoned violently in and out of her as he snarled in delight, the sensations,
the power he held over her only adding to his lust as he slid his hand up from her neck to grab
the back of her skull and crush her face against the ground, and Epiphany screamed as one of her
horns cracked, but her expression was delirious with lust and pleasure as her eye stared back at
him, a lunatic grin of ecstasy on her face as he begged to be hurt more, to be hurt worse, to be
given every ounce of the lizard‟s strength as he slammed roughly in and out of her gripping sex
as she continued to crudely but hungrily rock her hips back against him. Zerrex growled, all too
happy to oblige in his lust-riddled state as his fingers sank deeper into her hip for a moment
before he brought his hand up and sank his claws into the bone plates on her back, ripping
through hardened calcite as easily as he would through paper, and the female shrieked in delight
even as a bit of clear fluid bubbled up from inside the bones before Zerrex roared as he leaned
further over her, almost bending her spine as his hand seized into her arm and the other pushed
down against her skull, changing the angle of his powerful, heavy thrusts and making a splatter
of blood explode from her inner organs to splash over the ground below, the puddle of red
spreading wider as he thrusted savagely in and out of her stretched, ravaged sex as his enormous
member began to stiffen up fully.
“Fuck me, Daddy! Fuck me, Daddy!” Epiphany chanted in delirious screams, rocking her
hips back against him, eager and wanting more as her body burned with lust, her hips savagely
working back against the lizard as he pounded deep into her again and again, snarling in lust as
he leaned down over her and pinned her beneath his weight and his strong hands, his movements
rapid and violent as blood sprayed from her savaged passage with every thrust and Epiphany‟s
screamed echoed through the room.
And then Zerrex arched his back, roaring in pleasure as he slammed to the hilt into her,
grinding his member against the ravaged walls of her passage before he began to slam savagely
fast in and out of her torn-apart vagina, grinning hungrily down at her as he seized into her
shoulders with both hands and slammed her down against the ground, holding her in place as she
clawed at the cement and arched her back as best she could beneath his weight, legs trembling as
her eyes bulged and she screamed in delight and agony as the reptile‟s seed blasted into her, so
much of his white stuff erupting with the first volley alone it made her strange inner organs bulge
slightly and much of it wash back down and spray out the sides of her sex with cannon-like force
as the lizard‟s massive, monstrous shaft pounded deep into her again, her ribs stretching and
cracking as the lizard‟s huge member ground against them from inside and the second volley
inflated her organs further, making them push painfully against her body as she howled in delight
and need beneath him.
The lizard‟s orgasm continued, pumping her ruthlessly with his massive member as his
testicles beat savagely against her thighs, his body burning with pleasure as he roared overtop
her, muscles flexing and bulging with power as he bore down into her with his full, savage
strength, ravaging her body as he snarled hungrily and pistoned ruthlessly down into her as blast
after blast filled her up, making her inner organs tremble, thin rips tearing through them as they

pushed out against her ribs like overfilled balloons, and her lower ribs groaned with the force
they were grinding out against them with, one of them cracking loudly as the male snarled in
pleasure down at her.
Finally, however, he began to slow, panting and releasing a long groan as the last of his
seed pumped into her, a thick waterfall of seed spilling from her sex mixed with red streaks of
her blood as his fingers clutched into her shoulders, and then he growled hungrily as he slowly
straightened over her, staying buried to the hilt inside of her, eyes half-lidded as he breathed
softly. He grasped the base of her tail, tickling along the top of it as she remained sprawled and
trembling, moaning weakly and panting hard, and then the lizard slowly drew back, immense
shaft pulling free of her sex and the lizard growling in entertainment and lustful pleasure as a
river of seed spilled out of her sex before he shoved her onto his side, huge member throbbing
slowly in front of himself, dripping with blood and seed as the female half-curled up on her side,
leaking blood and a steady flow of seed dripping from the wrecked hole that had once been her
vagina, her body and bones bruised as blood dripped from her mouth… but her eyes were halflidded, and even as Zerrex frowned a bit, feeling his lusts beginning to calm, they glowed with
hunger, as she whispered: “Yes, Father… this is right. This is good.”
“Epiphany…” Zerrex reached up and grasped at his forehead, clenching his eyes shut,
trying to fight off these feelings… and then his eyes opened, and a shiver went through him as he
watched the female slowly crawl up to all fours, turning around on trembling limbs before she
lowered her head slowly to the puddle of seed and blood, dragging her tongue through it as the
reptile whispered: “What… daughter…”
“Shush.” Epiphany murmured softly, and her eyes glowed faintly as she looked up at
him, her gaze loving and servile as she lowered her mouth to the puddle, and her long tongue
dragged slowly through the mixture of blood and seed and other fluids. Zerrex couldn‟t deny the
arousal he felt, and at the same time, his shaft throbbed eagerly, wanting more, the dark, savage
part of him wanting to hurt her as well as fuck her until she was broken, and the father-part, the
loving part of him wanting to cuddle her and heal her and try to change everything that had
happened…
But all he could do was watch, frozen, trying to resist the lust building as she licked up
every speck of seed and blood on the floor as her body healed and her organs shrank slowly back
down to normal size… but then, before the reptile could resist, her hands slid up his legs and she
leaned up to nuzzle against his shaft, eyes half-lidded and glowing strangely as she whispered:
“And now that I‟ve cleaned up this mess… let me clean up you, Father…”
And Zerrex couldn‟t resist, didn‟t know how to, and Epiphany smiled at him with an
expression of love, of lust, and of terrible determination.
The Drakkaren stood silently in Acheron, hands behind his back, at the edge of the palace
roof… and then he winced a bit as a voice said softly behind him: “Rough thoughts, huh Boss?”
Zerrex glanced over his shoulder at Cherry, and he smiled hesitantly to her, nodding
slowly. She nodded back, however, approaching and gently grasping his shoulder with a kind
smile in return, saying softly: “It‟s been three days, let it go, Boss. It ain‟t like I never seduced
you for a hard fuck or two, either.”
“That… that was different, Cherry. And you know it‟s not the sex that bothers me.”
Zerrex glanced out over the city, the red skies darker and blue lanterns burning there and there
visibly, lighting the strangely-beautiful structures as he murmured quietly: “She was so… so
much like Marina. And yet even Marina… was…”

“Yeah, I know.” Cherry said quietly, leaning her head against him as they gazed out
silently, neither wanting to say it. But it was true, said or unsaid: even Marina had been startled
by what Epiphany had done, and almost disappointed in the female who called her „Mom;‟ in the
young girl she secretly loved in return like a daughter. “Maybe it was just… shit, I dunno,
teenage hormones or something flaring up. I mean, some of your other kids got pretty fucking
wild during their whole changing to adults phase.”
“True. And I hope that‟s what it was.” Zerrex murmured, glancing down even as he felt a
shiver spill through his body. “And I know it could have been worse, that‟s what really bothers
me. She… she manipulated me so easily though, abused my desires and passions and lusts and
weaknesses… and even though I… I wrecked her physically by the end of it, with how much she
kept dragging out my darker lusts, her… her eyes…”
He shook his head, shivering a bit, barely wanting to remember. Hours, hours and hours
of sex had passed, and their first session had been their most gentle: he had choked her, broken
her bones, clawed into her, savaged her body and used her like she had been a cheap,
sadomasochistic whore he had wanted to rape in the worst possible ways… and yet even as she‟d
laid in a bloody pile at the end of it, barely able to move… her eyes had been terribly alive.
Terribly… amused, even. As if she was gleeful at how much he had hurt her… and at the fact
that if he hadn‟t finally managed to tear himself away, she could have easily continued to control
him. Easily taken even more abuse.
Cherry only nodded a bit, however, murmuring softly: “Zerrex, she‟s the kid of you,
Annie-Sin, and from the start she was touched by both Maria and Marina as well. I honestly
can‟t think of a combination more powerful… fuck, even if Naganis himself had banged some
other goddess and had a kid, it probably still wouldn‟t be as powerful as she might be. Especially
with the fact with that DNA shit she does, her strength is… it might be limitless. She‟s made
contact with so many people over the years, Boss… and many of the people you hang out with
and she‟s spent time with…”
“They‟re strong, in a word.” Zerrex muttered, nodding and looking down as he rubbed at
his face slowly, before he shook his head and sighed a bit, saying quietly: “What bothers me
even more is that she still, despite how mad I am at her, despite how upset she made me, she still
managed to convince me to save the Centrifuge, as she calls it.”
But now the female beside him smiled a bit, saying quietly: “Well, I might only be a
humble demigoddess, Boss, not some great and wise god-capsule-thing like you are, but I think
it‟s a damn good idea too. And not just because you were smart enough to save the remains of
that fucking Purification extractor so we can rub in Heaven‟s face that they are messing with shit
that should not be messed with. Since only angels can build those things, the Council must be
scrambling around like dicks with their heads cut off looking for an excuse.”
“What a great image.” Zerrex muttered drolly, and then he rolled his eyes when she
huffed and elbowed him, wincing a bit before he shoved her lightly back. “I know, though,
that‟s… admittedly a lot of the reasoning that got through to me. The whole thing is one big
goddamn piece of evidence of Heaven‟s rawer dealings, and Lucifer and Lord have already sent
in teams of angels they can trust to sort through it, see what they can find and where it‟ll point to.
But what really bothers me…”
“Yeah, you don‟t even have to tell me. The fact that not-you energy signature is all over
the place in that room, right?” Cherry glanced over at him with a bit of a smile. “Even if there
was also distinctly your energy, and blood, and your gooey white-”

Zerrex glared at her, and Cherry‟s muzzle snapped shut, the female wincing and flailing
her arms as her collar glowed faintly before she looked at him sourly, and Zerrex looked back
flatly, saying dryly: “Your mouth is staying shut until I need you to talk. Which is rarely what I
need your mouth for.” He paused for effect as Cherry snorted through her nostrils, crossing her
arms and glaring at him, and then the reptile shook his head a bit as he gazed out at Acheron
again, saying quietly: “But yeah. That, hidden Enochian runes all over the place, and Cindy and
Mengele were picking through all that information… speaking of which, have you two made up
yet? After the wolves caught you fighting with each other you really scared the butt off them.”
Cherry looked at him moodily, and then the reptile nodded slightly towards her and her
jaws snapped open, the female rubbing absently at her mouth as she muttered: “Asshole. And
well, they take me too seriously even after all these years. Besides, I‟m allowed to get jealous;
it‟s one thing for me to be a whore but an entirely different thing when I catch Cindy and Daria
like. Fucking. Romancing each other. And I mean… look at me.”
She blushed a bit as she stepped away, awkwardly rubbing at her scar-covered breast, and
Zerrex softened a bit as the female mumbled: “My body‟s wrecked and looks like a dude‟s, I‟m
covered in tattoos and I admittedly need to work a little on my hygiene issues, and well…” She
looked over at the Drakkaren, smiling a bit as she patted his cheek gently. “I‟m dedicated to you,
too, and I know that even if Cindy is now, too… it‟s still kind of like a splinter she just can‟t get
out, „cause I know that she‟d… love it if we could be… like you did with Selena and Aluinnia,
but I couldn‟t… I couldn‟t handle that.
“And Daria, damn. Daria‟s got a fine ass and a beautiful body and she‟s fucking strong as
hell, and… she ain‟t like me. Everyone who looks at us…” Cherry smiled softer now as she
gently took Zerrex‟s hands, the reptile surprised by the female‟s sudden emotion as she looked
into his eyes silently. “Everyone who looks at us doesn‟t get how we work, but what they do get
is that you‟re number one, and I‟m number two. When you and Daria walk along, most people
just think you and her are just friends… they don‟t understand how fucking absolutely dedicated
she is to you, because she knows the way you like to be treated and how you like things with all
of us to be casual most of the time, and she loves you all the deeper for that, in a way… is all the
deeper dedicated for it. But goddamn, the thing is you don‟t see it, and I think Cindy kind of
likes that. She wishes maybe… I could be like that, I worry, and… shit…”
Cherry glanced away, letting go of one of the Drakkaren‟s hands to rub at her head
embarrassedly, and then she smiled at him again when the reptile reached up and touched her
face, saying softly: “You‟re beautiful to her, Cherry, and you‟re beautiful to me, too. Why don‟t
you just talk to Cindy about it, then, instead of being such a damn lesbian all the time and yelling
at her about it?”
“Because that‟s what lesbians do, we ain‟t like faggots like you and Raze, who just grunt
and fuck. We „dialogue‟ about everything and shit.” Cherry said disgustedly, bringing up her
hands to flail them back and forth on either side of her head. “Of course, every time I tell Cindy
she‟s being a goddamn lesbian she calls me a stereotypical cunt. But it ain‟t really a stereotype
when it‟s fucking true, right Boss?”
“I guess that makes it more of a cliché, yeah.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he reached up
and gently squeezed one of the female‟s large breasts, saying kindly: “I still love you though,
see?”
“You love my tits, obviously, but even Mahihko loves my tits and he‟s a gay little gay.”
Cherry smiled nonetheless, though, poking the Drakkaren‟s chest firmly. “I know, though, I get
the message. I‟ll try talking to Cindy or some shit. But… hey, what about other things? I mean, I

know that more than just Epiphany is bugging you… even if I know you must still be seriously
pissed, considering you sent her and Anathema Sin back to Elysium.”
The Drakkaren made a bit of a face, nodding after a moment as he remembered how
angry Anathema Sin had been… not with him, but with their daughter, who had looked ashamed
of herself the entire time Anathema Sin had yelled at her, Zerrex not knowing if he wanted to
calm the female down or join in and thus deciding to stay out of it for the most part. “Yeah. I
don‟t even want to imagine the chores she‟s going to give Epiphany. Just as long as she doesn‟t
take her to the bottom of the Tower or something.”
“Bah, Annie might have always had a little problem with being hands-on but Sin
wouldn‟t lay a finger on a kid.” Cherry said absently, then she grinned a bit and nudged him
lightly, adding cheerfully: “Besides, with the way you described her, Epiphany would probably
dig… okay, okay, shutting up on that subject. What about the Strange Beasts and shit, though?
Did Epiphany ever pass that genetic stuff on to Equinox?”
Zerrex shook his head after a moment, saying quietly: “After the stunt she pulled in the
Centrifuge we just came right back here, once I… got control of myself and blocked her out of
my mind.” He rubbed at his face slowly, muttering: “Ugh, she manipulated me like a succubus
teasing a testosterone-laden mortal teenager.”
“Oh, get off it.” Cherry shoved him lightly, and Zerrex flailed a bit before he glared at
her, and then she smiled and jerked a thumb over her shoulder, asking curiously: “You wanna go
see Equinox, Boss?”
The reptile hesitated for a moment at this, and then he glanced out over the city, asking
finally: “Where‟s the wolves? And how many people are here in Acheron still?”
“Oh, since the party? Well, a lot of „em stayed… obviously, some of the big names went
home, but a lot of them are staying here, for safety and shit as much as anything else. Balthazar
got here like, yesterday, I dunno if you knew that or not since you‟ve been sulking a lot, and
right now, I think the wolves are with him, since they kind of need a buffer between themselves
and Jeannine and that security bitch of hers.” Cherry paused, then grinned amusedly at the
Drakkaren. “Ewwy Wally‟s really pissed off at her. I think he might be regretting that he didn‟t
just leave her to die, even if Mahihko kind of still likes her.”
The Drakkaren smiled despite himself at this, and then he glanced over her curiously,
asking slowly: “So you… really want to go and see Equinox with me?”
“Might fucking calm your nerves. Hey, why don‟t we get Naganen too? I think the kid‟s
actually taking a day off, would be good for him. He likes the thing, I just still get the fucking
creeps from it.” Cherry hugged herself with a shiver, and then grimaced when Zerrex rapped her
on the skull firmly. “Oh fuck you, like you‟re any better than me.”
“The point is that I don‟t say it.” Zerrex replied flatly, and then he grabbed her forearm
and concentrated, the two vanishing and reappearing a moment later in the library to find
Naganen sitting with Mercy, and the Drakkaren looked at his daughter with surprise as Cherry
grumbled and yanked herself free of his hand. “I thought Vivien was working you too hard to get
any time off.”
Mercy smiled at him, however, quietly signing a short answer, and Zerrex nodded after a
moment as Naganen smiled over at his father, a book laid out in front of him as he added: “So
since she has the time off, Mercy‟s helping me study… she knows a lot about dealing with
mortal cultures and ambassadorship, but I guess since she served as an emissary of Hell for so
many years and did so much to help the relations between Elysium and the other nations and
planets, I really shouldn‟t be so surprised… but… I am impressed. I‟m always impressed.”

He blushed bashfully as he gazed at her affectionately, and Mercy smiled softly in return
to the Naganatine before she glanced curiously at her father, tossing a short wink his way as
Zerrex gazed affectionately from one to the other. Then Cherry suddenly leapt forwards, putting
him in a headlock and making him gag as she firmly ground her fist through his hair, saying
cheerfully: “Boss and I are gonna go see Equinox! You two nerds wanna come?”
She leered suggestively at Naganen, who turned beet red and leaned away from her
before Zerrex suddenly grabbed Cherry‟s arm and hauled her over his shoulders, throwing her
down on her back and slamming her against the library floor with enough force to rattle the
shelves around them, a book or two falling out of place as Mercy covered her muzzle to suppress
her giggles and Naganen looked dumbly at them as Zerrex glared flatly down at the female, who
wheezed and then glared back up at him, before the Naganatine asked Mercy hesitantly: “Is this
really what growing up is like?”
“Only if you‟re lucky, kid.” Cherry grunted from the ground, then she sat up and rubbed
at her head before whining: “That hurt!”
“Then next time land softer.” Zerrex retorted, and Cherry huffed at him, crossing her
arms and glowering as Zerrex glared back, before he rolled his eyes and grabbed one of her fins,
yanking her up to her feet and making her giggle stupidly before he smiled over at Naganen and
Mercy. “So do you two wanna come with us?”
Naganen hesitated, but then Mercy grabbed his forearm and smiled at him before she
looked at Zerrex and nodded firmly, and the Naganatine smiled after a moment as well,
mimicking the gesture as he said quietly: “Sounds good then, Dad.”
Zerrex gazed warmly at the male, and then he held a hand out, and Mercy and Naganen
both climbed to their feet and circled around the table to approach him as Cherry clung to his
side. The reptile rolled his eyes, but wrapped his arm around her as Naganen gently took his
hand and Mercy grasped his forearm, smiling softly as she slipped her side against his chest, and
the reptile smiled back before he said quietly: “Okay, get ready. First jump is to Hez‟Ranna.”
The reptile concentrated… and a moment later, faded from reality to reappear in the
jungle, Mercy gazing warmly around as Naganen closed his eyes and smiled, and Cherry winced,
then hesitantly looked back and forth before wheezing in relief, then wincing when Zerrex
announced clearly: “And next, to Baroque Prison.”
“Shit, shit, no wait-” Cherry babbled, and then Zerrex grinned as they vanished from the
spot, reappearing a moment later on a wide, circular platform. Immediately, Amazon guards
snapped to attention around him, ignoring Cherry as she staggered away from the lizard and
gagged loudly, falling onto all fours and clutching against the cement tiles as she wheezed:
“Going to fucking end you one of these days.”
Naganen smiled a little, looking dazed at most as gently dropped Zerrex‟s hand, and
Mercy leaned against the reptile, breathing a little hard for a moment as Zerrex felt a throb of
pain run through his head before he shook it firmly, clearing it as Cherry slowly clawed her way
to her feet. Then the reptile saluted the Amazons, who were dressed not in golden Royal Guard
gear but instead heavy, imposing black full plate mail with imposing, twisted spikes jutting
crudely up from the exaggerated dome plating, swords at their sides and shields over their backs.
Since Vivien was now High Queen, the handpicked unit Zerrex had assembled over his
years as High King and put to use mostly as spies and as an elite strike force had been passed to
her… and she had them now working under the orders of Griswold Anderson Lyson, also known
simply by his old rank as the General. He was from the times of Old Ire, and had been one of the

council in charge of putting together Project: Scarecrow, which had been the official name for
the Goth Legion on the papers, the military unit Zerrex had been part of while alive.
However, since Zerrex had spent a lot of time sulking when the Shadow of Hell unit had
been taken away from him, she had finally granted him permission to make up his own small
taskforce of troops, as long as he promised not to abuse his power and privilege. The Drakkaren
had cheerfully gone about the task of picking soldiers for this platoon with Cherry, and Earth had
forged special armor for them and helped induct each and every member as an official guardian
of the Drakkaren, taking a deep, religious pleasure in helping to „build their flock,‟ as she put it,
although the reptile saw it less as a religious thing and more as glad to once more have soldiers
he could trust to guard him if he ever needed it, instead of Royal Guards who might either really
like or really hate him.
Unsurprisingly, with the lack of creativity and the reptile‟s strange fixation, they were
known as the Black Rose Platoon: they were all warriors who had been baptized in the waters of
Acheron and had shared a bit of blood with the lizard, pledging their loyalty and allegiance to
him. It was a platoon consisting of only thirty troops: fourteen Amazons, four Gorgons, ten
Proud Ones, and two Abhorrence. A good variety of powerful demons, all of them veterans that
had further been put through their paces by obsessive Serenity, and whom at first had only
guarded and provided security for the Ravenlight Estate… but now, who had a much different
task, as Zerrex began to lead the others off the cement platform and across a wide stone bridge
towards an enormous fortress.
They were back in Elysium, in the Southern Reaches: a set of tall, snowy grim mountains
near the bottom of the Southern Province. The mountains and crags and cliffs jutted and stabbed
from the ground like broken bones, ugly and almost impassable even on foot, and it had taken
countless years of excavation and construction to build this back in the days when Zerrex had
been High King… and then years and years of repair work after the Merge to bring the Baroque
Prison back to full potential, although it had remained almost vacant for years.
Baroque Prison was where particularly high-value criminals were once been placed:
nobles, cultural leaders, and monarchs among them. People with talent who couldn‟t simply be
disposed of… and who in a normal prison would likely quickly be targeted and exterminated.
However, during the Merge, avalanches had almost caused it to collapse, and many prisoners had
tried to make an escape into the mountains… only for the guards to later find their bodies dead
and mangled, often by each other and not simply by the earthquakes and collapsing rocks.
It was composed of two sections: the tower rooftop they had come from, where the
cement platform rested. Inside the tower itself were guard quarters, kitchens, and weapons
rooms, and the base of the tower rested in the middle of a cleared courtyard that was used for
training and running exercises… and the second section was a much, much wider tower, heavy
girders and long chains attaching from the walls of this into the mountains and cliffs that
surrounded them on all sides. This tower contained the prisoner‟s cells, a medical station,
interrogation chambers and a room for Inquisitors to do their dirty work in… and on top of the
tower, there was a squat, ugly keep that was almost cubical in shape, buttressed walls and a
single high cabin standing at the very top of the fortress where the Warden‟s Quarters were.
When Vivien had started talking about shutting it down, Zerrex had offered to buy it for
his own use, and she had hesitantly agreed. He had then had much of it converted, and the reptile
smiled a little as the Gorgons on either side of the portcullis leading into the fortress interior both
saluted sharply, holding their spears at their sides, their rocky, ugly features smiling as both

enormous, twenty foot tall females gazed at him reverently. He‟d ended up having the perfect
use for this place…
He pushed the steel doors behind the portcullis both open wide, stepping into a wide,
circular room beyond: the fortress wasn‟t very large, so he‟d had most of it hollowed out into the
single large area, some fifty feet wide with ceilings almost thirty feet high. It was mostly empty,
spotlights above casting focused light on the sunken pit at the rear of the room, the floor forming
a crescent around this and guards in black armor saluting Zerrex sharply as he entered, but he
only gestured at them absently as his eyes focused on the shape half standing out of a pit, laying
back on a cross-shaped bed of metal that was tilted at a fifty degree angle.
Twenty feet tall, covered in black scales and white bone armor, was a tall, masculine
figure. It bore a striking resemblance to Epiphany, the only real difference in the fact that its
front was solid, a chiseled breastplate covering its breast and its powerful abdominals bare, and
in the fact that its features were a little more Naganatine, a little more savage, and much more
male, its eyes currently closed… but as Zerrex approached the edge of the pit it rested back in,
they flickered slowly open, pure ivory irises regarding Zerrex as it shifted quietly and rattled the
chains wrapped around its upper arms and waist.
Its wrists and ankles were manacled to the metallic, cross-shaped bed, and Equinox gazed
at Zerrex emotionlessly as the reptile gazed back, before the Drakkaren smiled a bit and touched
his own chest as he looked down at the black floor of the shallow pit, then back up to meet its
eyes, saying quietly: “Do you know who I am?”
“Father. Epiphany‟s Father. My Father.” the creature murmured quietly, its voice strange
and distant, and Zerrex nodded after a moment, softening at the way it used his title with such
deep respect. It didn‟t struggle against the chains or bindings securing it back against the bed as
it looked at him, and then it slowly closed its eyes again, even as it said softly: “Sleeping.”
Zerrex shook his head a bit, and Cherry whistled as she approached the rim of the pit
before trying to hop forwards, but then she winced as she bounced off a translucent shield of
energy, shaking her head briefly and then glowering a bit. Equinox slowly opened its eyes again
from where it rested in its bed against the rear wall, and then Zerrex winced as she waved and
called cheerfully: “Wanna see my tits?”
“Stop that, Cherry.” Zerrex said dryly, as Equinox only looked perturbed for a moment
before slowly closing his eyes. Then he sighed a bit, reaching up and rubbing at his face slowly
as he muttered: “Epiphany assures me every time I‟m up here that he doesn‟t have emotions,
but… I don‟t know if I believe her anymore.”
Mercy and Naganen both looked at Zerrex for a moment, the latter blushing a bit before
he gazed silently out at Equinox, and then he said softly: “The important thing, Dad, is that he…
doesn‟t seem to mind this very much.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, gazing at Equinox and feeling a little disturbed
nonetheless, however: Equinox, Epiphany‟s „twin brother,‟ assembled from genetic data she had
gathered over the years. He was Epiphany‟s version of a genetic library, of Cindy‟s Ark project,
and contained a sample of every gene, every cell, every string of DNA that Epiphany had ever
come across: tree and plant, floral and faunal, animal and mammal and reptile, Equinox
contained the genetic data of every thing of every shape and every size… and yet he was barely
sentient, almost emotionless, always calm and placid.
Epiphany had created him when she had only been a baby: one day, they‟d come to find
her in her crib snuggling a tiny, strange-looking thing she had refused to let go of, babbling and
clinging to it… and within a day, it had grown all the way into a baby that had looked

surprisingly similar to their daughter. Since neither he nor Anathema Sin knew what to make of
it, they had left the two tykes together… and watched the way Epiphany, even back then, had
been using her powers on instinct, touching organic things, then crawling over to Equinox and
quietly grasping him, smiling as her „brother‟ had changed slightly with everything she had
added to him. Yet he had always been silent, never needed or accepted nourishment, never made
waste or shown emotions.
Marina had been the one to figure it out, reading the minds of the two and letting them
know what Epiphany had done. Still, Anathema Sin and Zerrex had raised the two together…
and they had only been forced to part them half a decade ago now, because in a fit of anger,
Epiphany had sent Equinox after a child who had stolen one of her toys, and Equinox had
crushed him between his hands and almost killed him, the male already the size and far beyond
the strength of an adult at that point.
That was when they had realized Equinox was a slave to Epiphany‟s will, and that he had
to be contained… yet at the same time, Zerrex couldn‟t bring himself to have the child destroyed.
Instead, they had decided the best thing to do was to seal Equinox away, as uncomfortable as it
made Zerrex. But admittedly, Equinox‟s very existence made him uncomfortable: he didn‟t
know how to treat the being, what he was, if he even felt emotions… or even whether or not
Equinox should really exist.
Epiphany was fiercely-protective of her „brother,‟ however, and he was obviously more
than just a toy to her, or a storage bin for genetic data. Zerrex also couldn‟t deny that the huge
male would be useful: likely just as strong as Epiphany, with access to countless abilities and
silently accepting any order given to him from his „sister,‟ and sometimes even responding to his
so-called „Father.‟ And that was probably what disturbed Zerrex most of all: despite the fact that
Epiphany was his creator, that she said again and again he had no emotions – even going so far
as to say he had no soul, which Zerrex didn‟t think Epiphany understood was terribly cruel – he
had attached himself to Zerrex and Anathema Sin. Possibly through instinct at being raised by
them for several years next to his sister, possibly because he had heard Epiphany call him „dad‟
and Anathema Sin „mom‟ so often… but it didn‟t explain the strange loyalty to the male, or the
way he actually opened his eyes whenever Zerrex approached… while normally, Equinox was as
still and silent as a statue.
The only reason he was chained up was to prevent Epiphany from summoning him: for a
while, they had instead set this fortress up like a room for him, giving him a bed, some books,
and a few other odds and ends… but Equinox had only stood silently next to the bed unless
ordered to lay down, and had never seemed to notice the passage of time. Then, one day, he had
simply vanished before their very eyes… and on a hunch, Zerrex had gone to find Epiphany, and
was unsurprised – although deeply irritated – when he found her directing Equinox to wrestle
several Damned to the ground for her, so she could safely sample their genetic structures.
So they had been forced to chain him up and shackle him with anti-magic bindings,
inscribing shielding runes around the pit he rested in so he couldn‟t be summoned at will by
Epiphany… and the reptile shook his head a bit before he rested his hand quietly against the
transparent barrier, energy humming softly in the air as ripples travelled through the invisible
wall, and Naganen glanced at Zerrex before he said quietly: “He seems sad.”
“I…” Zerrex stopped, looking at his son for a few moments, and then he smiled a little
bit, realizing that described Equinox exactly. The silence, the seeming-emotionlessness, the…
everything about him, it all emanated an aura of not soullessness… but sadness. “Yes. He does…

but I don‟t know what to do, Naganen. Epiphany uses him like a toy, and he obeys her almost
mindlessly, and yet… I feel like…”
“Like the fucking Clone Soldiers problem, just from a different angle. That shit never
gets old, huh Boss?” Cherry muttered, glancing at him, and then she sighed and leaned against
the transparent barrier herself, saying quietly: “Maybe the dude just needs a hug or something.
Boss, let me go give him a hug. Seriously.”
“Cherry, while I‟m both pleased and surprised that you‟re showing such kindness for
him, I can‟t just magic away the barrier.” Zerrex said mildly, and Cherry glared at him, but the
reptile smiled back and reached up to tap the end of his own muzzle, which made her blush and
mumble as she looked awkwardly away. He wasn‟t half as surprised as he acted, with Cherry‟s
past in mind: she had been forced to serve as a Breeding Queen for the Clone Soldiers, after all,
and yet had nonetheless developed a powerful bond with many of them before her death… and
so if anyone understood what he felt when he looked at Equinox, it was her.
Mercy gently patted Zerrex‟s arm, however, and the reptile looked at her as she tilted her
head… and the Drakkaren hesitated, then shook his own slowly as he looked at Equinox, saying
softly: “I don‟t… honestly know what he is. I think… sometimes… he might be even more
powerful than Epiphany, but without her mind, her… cunning.” He grimaced a bit as he used this
word, hating the implications it brought up… but knowing many of those implications applied to
his daughter, as he had all the better learned since the events on the Centrifuge. “I do… think he
might have emotions. Simpler ones than we do, maybe, but… emotions nonetheless. And I do
think… he has a soul. But all I know for sure is that he and Epiphany… somehow, they‟re
linked.”
“Thank you, Father.” Equinox murmured, and Zerrex looked up in surprise… but the
male didn‟t move at all. Yet from the expressions on the faces of the others, Zerrex knew the
male had spoken… and after a few moments, he finally managed an awkward little smile,
nodding slowly across at the huge figure before he slowly sat back on his haunches, the others
looking down at the Drakkaren curiously as he rested his hands in his lap and fell silent, merely
staring across at the chained-back giant.
After a few moments, Cherry sat down as well beside him, and then Naganen joined him.
Mercy stood silently a few moments longer, lingering on her feet as she pushed her hands quietly
against the transparent barrier, and then she gazed softly at her father before slipping past him
and kneeling behind him, gently grasping his shoulders and massaging them slowly as she leaned
forwards and brushed the back of his neck quietly, soothingly, with her stitched-together muzzle,
slowly working the stress out of his joints as he smiled a bit and reached up to quietly brush
along her fingers with one hand, relaxing slowly under her quiet, affectionate touches as his
mind began to settle, even as he continued to wonderingly watch and muse on Equinox and the
mysteries and answers the giant may well hold inside of him.
Zerrex appreciated the silence of the others, Naganen to one side, Cherry to the other,
Mercy quietly hugging him around the neck and curling herself against him quietly. Around the
room, Black Rose guards switched out and watched them curiously, but they were professionals,
first, and Zerrex has glad they stayed at a respectful distance for now; right now, he just wanted
time to think, and to unwind a little here, trying to figure Equinox out for the thousandth time
and Epiphany‟s connections to him, trying to guess what they should do so the male could be
free from his cage, trying to understand whether or not Equinox could act as his own person
instead of simply as a servant to the whims of others.

For a little while, as they watched him, Equinox opened his eyes and watched them
back… then he simply closed them again, still expressionless and yet somehow sad. The reptile
sighed a bit as he looked at this, then he shook his head out: more than an hour had passed, by
his internal clock, and he smiled a bit over at Mercy as she leaned over his shoulder, squeezing
one of her hands slowly. “You ever notice my bad habit of wanting to save the world?”
“All the time, Boss.” Cherry spoke up amusedly, patting him gently on the leg as she
leaned her side against his, and Mercy smiled a little in agreement. Then his daughter suddenly
glanced down in surprise, leaning away from the Drakkaren as her collar faintly pulsed, and she
silently reached up and touched this with a bit of a blush before standing up and gesturing at her
father to follow as the muscular female looked stupidly up. “Something I said?”
“It‟s an alert.” Zerrex said flatly, and he nodded to Mercy as he stood before glancing
with surprise to Naganen as he stayed seated, almost mesmerized as he looked at Equinox.
“Son?”
“Oh, I… sorry Dad. Listen… do you mind if I stay here?” He looked embarrassed, and
Zerrex tilted his head curiously as Mercy touched her collar again, this time in surprise instead of
alarm. The two looked at each other hesitantly, but then Naganen blushed a bit as he rubbed at
his head, saying slowly: “I should be safe here in Baroque Prison, and…”
“And hell, I‟ll stay with him. I‟m sure it‟s nothing you guys can‟t handle yourselves.”
Cherry said comfortably, and she winked over at Naganen before smiling up at Zerrex as she
leaned back, saying quietly: “Kind of like it here, anyway. Guards around who‟ll listen to me and
shit, nice atmosphere, big dude over there, and this little tyke here.”
She reached out and grabbed Naganen‟s head, and the Naganatine blushed deeper but
smiled as Zerrex nodded, then grunted when Mercy grabbed his arm and half-dragged him
towards the doors, raising a hand awkwardly to Cherry as she and his son both waved to him.
The moment they were outside, however, Mercy‟s features turned serious, and Zerrex looked
down at her and nodded back as he grasped her forearm: there was only one reason either of
them could think of for Vivien to send out an alert while everyone was supposed to be off duty,
and through Mercy‟s collar, at that.
They vanished from the spot, reappearing a moment later on the balcony of the Central
Spire, and Royal Guards pushed the doors open and bowed them through as Zerrex and Mercy
strode ahead, Vivien‟s back to them and the female dressed in a long, flowing white gown as she
shouted at a quailing Ixin: “-and next time, report to me the moment you get the alarm!”
“If your powers didn‟t block magic I‟d put you in a world of hurt!” Ixin threatened
pointlessly, and then he squeaked when the Celestial Devil‟s eyes glowed gold, the mage
scampering away to hide behind Cindy… and, the Drakkaren was surprised to see, Sabnock, who
stood beside her dressed not in her usual suit, but a modified set of golden Royal Guard armor,
thin silver mesh covering her limbs and stomach between the heavy golden plate. “Look, hurt
him! He‟s the one who always makes you mad!”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, but then Vivien looked over her shoulder at him and Mercy,
saying in a deadly-serious voice: “A Chanter is attacking a city in Ire. I hope you don‟t mind, but
I took the liberty of having Maria and Marina take Celeste to a safe room. I don‟t want to risk her
interfering again, and I do not want this Chanter shown mercy.”
“Don‟t worry, I have no intent of taking my daughter with me on this fight.” Zerrex said
blandly, and then he winced when Vivien only scowled at him, holding up his hands. “Just.
Trying to loosen the tension. Is it that serious?”

“It‟s worse.” Vivien‟s long ballroom dress swirled around her as the equine grimaced a
bit, and then she nodded to Sabnock, who nodded curtly back as she fitted a golden helm over
her skull. “I‟m sending Sabnock and Cindy with you. If the need arises, I‟ll send others as they
become available.”
“Sabnock?” Zerrex looked at her with surprise, but the wolverine only nodded to him
before he grunted and rolled his shoulders, saying mildly: “Fine. Where‟s Selena and Lily?”
“I only alerted Mercy.” Vivien said quietly, looking evenly at the Drakkaren, and the
lizard smiled slightly at the implication of these words before the Celestial Devil grimaced and
snapped her fingers, a white-and-black, swirling vortex spinning slowly into being on one of the
balconies as she snapped: “There‟s no time to waste, go!”
Zerrex nodded and immediately ran towards the portal, Sabnock and Cindy flanking him,
and the latter female grinned a bit to her father as they charged into the tunnel, smashing her
gloved fists together. The Drakkaren couldn‟t help but grin a bit in return, but the expression
immediately faded into one of horror as they ran through the other end of the vortex and he
skidded to a halt on a broken cement street, his teeth gritting.
The Strange Beast had decimated the entire block: buildings on either side of the street
had crumbled, and dead bodies lay across the ground, mortal, demon and angel. White feathers
floated silently through the air as the Chanter dropped an angel‟s corpse as blood flowed steadily
down its cheeks from empty sockets in its face and ears, and then it smiled slowly at them as
Zerrex snarled.
The Strange Beast‟s back was to a now-empty square, and they stood in the middle of the
narrow street, the burning and crumbled buildings to either side of them, several looking as if
they had been warped almost inside out and girders standing out of others like porcupine quills…
and then the Drakkaren pointed towards the creature, saying coldly: “If I were you, I‟d run away
right goddamn now. I spent too long helping fix this world up to watch it be destroyed again.”
The Strange Beast only smiled at them, its features Naganatine-like but with a little more
serpent to them, feminine and with eight slender, branching horns sticking out of the sides of its
skull that curled every which-way, golden rings dangling from each of these as it half-lidded
large blue eyes… and then it slowly rose one arm, purple robes swirling around the violet-scaled
creature before it flicked its wrist almost absently, a fireball erupting from midair and flying
towards the Drakkaren.
He readied himself, but Cindy stepped in front of him, catching it and crushing it out in
her hand as she snarled, her long white braids blowing back over her shoulders from the resulting
gust of hot wind… but the Strange Beast only snorted in distaste, and then a wicked grin spread
over its features as its eyes almost glowed… before it straightened and suddenly spread its arms
to the sides, and it opened its muzzle as it began to sing.
Like Celeste, it was a sound that was impossible to describe, and Zerrex felt his knees
instantly go weak as emotion itself seemed to come from her muzzle, spilling through the air and
burying into his mind as he fell to a crouch. In front of him, Cindy staggered to the side, then
tried to stomp forwards, but instead she fell on her hands, gasping as the melody echoed through
the air, the song so powerful that the buildings themselves creaked, the very earth seemed to
bend beneath their feet as concrete cracked and glass shattered outwards in a tinkling rain.
Tears fell from the Drakkaren‟s eyes as emotions ripped through his body and paralyzed
him, as memories so powerful and vivid began to flash in front of his eyes they blinded him as
the Strange Beast walked slowly towards them, almost glowing with light as she sang and tilted
her head back and forth with the flow of her song, gesturing gently and gracefully, each

movement making the ground around her ripple and tear, chunks of roadway tearing up as she
walked towards them… before her song suddenly halted as an arrow tore into the ground at her
feet, and her beautiful features became ugly as she snarled and looked sharply at Sabnock, who
looked as calm and serious as ever, a golden bow shining in one hand before she lowered this.
Zerrex looked up, trembling violently, feeling so elated and miserable and joyous and
delighted that he felt sick to his stomach, unable to stand, tears falling from his eyes as Cindy lay
on her side, clutching herself and bleeding from one nostril as she panted for breath and
convulsed weakly… and then to the shock of the Drakkaren, Sabnock‟s eyes narrowed before
she opened her mouth and she began to sing as well in another language, the words flowing and
beautiful, her icy voice making every note sharp and flawless as she strode several feet ahead.
Immediately, a wind began to rise, and the Strange Beast staggered a step backwards,
raising its arms defensively as it snarled, the Chanter‟s eyes glowing with rage as its teeth grit
together and flakes of snow beat lightly against it, Sabnock‟s eyes cold and focused on the
creature as the beautiful words sprang from her muzzle in a harmonious, constant flow, not even
staggering even as the Strange Beast began to sing again, pushing forwards into the chilling wind
as she swayed her arms back and forth, the earth rumbling beneath their feet and chunks of stone
and metal flaking and crumbling off the buildings around them.
Voices rose together, passionate melodies that twisted and conflicted with each other as
the wind grew fiercer, the snow becoming heavier, the cold air seeming to snap itself in strange
shapes towards the Strange Beast as she fought back with her own melody, Zerrex sobbing as he
covered his head and felt his heart thudding in his chest, clenching his teeth together as Cindy
clawed at the ground, the asphalt of the street seeming to pulse warmly as the earth rippled and
quaked, before the Chanter went into a sudden sharp staccato, interrupting Sabnock‟s melody as
the earth beneath the wolverine‟s feet shattered and cracks spread through the lower half of the
street, the front of a building collapsing as blood exploded from Zerrex‟s muzzle and Sabnock
gritted her teeth as red fluid dripped from one of her own eyes, staggering backwards and
clutching at herself as if wounded as the Chanter grinned across at her, both arms snapping up to
her sides as she paused in her melody.
Sabnock panted quietly for a moment… and then she snorted and straightened before
coldly raising both arms to her sides… and the Strange Beast‟s eyes widened as the ground
around the wolverine cracked before ice rapidly gathered and built up behind her in a tall, solid
wall… and then Sabnock gestured forwards, and the wall warped and bent, becoming a halfdomed parabolic reflector as Sabnock slowly cracked her knuckles, then her neck, and the
Strange Beast‟s eyes widened as the wolverine took a deep breath.
Then Sabnock began to sing in a brazen, powerful voice, and the sharp wind became an
icy hurricane as her voice was further amplified by the icy dish behind her, the Strange Beast
staggering backwards as it was almost blown off its feet, pinwheeling its arms as an invisible
orchestra seemed to rise and follow Sabnock‟s melody, nature itself adding to her harmony as the
wind trumpeted and the earth rumbled beneath the triumph of the female‟s song.
Sabnock‟s arms rose, gesturing back and forth as a blizzard ripped through the air, the
wind tearing around the Strange Beast, harrying it as ice began to form along the buildings as the
street as the monster snarled, then stepped forwards, opening its mouth to sing… and Sabnock‟s
eyes flashed as her voice in sudden crescendo. A blue shape appeared, moving so fast it was
almost invisible in the mist, and it swung an ephemeral scythe outwards that tore through the
Strange Beast‟s arm, drawing no blood and leaving no mark but sending the creature staggering
backwards with a scream as its very spirit was torn at, its eyes widening before it opened its

mouth; and more dark-blue shades in the shape of Reapers appeared as Sabnock gestured back
and forth, her voice rising powerfully as she belted the melody out, the icy dish behind her
almost cracking with the force of her song as the heavy winds directed themselves into the
Strange Beast, battering her back and forth as snow tore against her scales like sand, invisible
bells tolling in time with the powerful melody all around her.
And yet still, the Chanter managed a response, suddenly stomping forwards as it roared
its own harmony in reply, and the winds around it burst around it as flakes of snow shot upwards
like a geyser, cracks tearing through the frozen cement beneath her feet down the length of the
street as the blue shades were repelled. Zerrex and Cindy both howled in agony on the ground,
the female curling up into the fetal position as she clenched her eyes shut and the male seizing
into his skull as blood leaked from his eyes, staring sightlessly at memories not his own of
dancing and a great banquet and shattered vows… and then Sabnock made a simple short gesture
forwards as she sang not against, but suddenly with the melody of the Strange Beast, and a single
blue shade appeared out of nowhere, lashing forwards and swinging its scythe through the
creature‟s mouth before vanishing, and the Strange Beast gave a strange gagging sound as its
head snapped backwards and it staggered… and then it clutched in shock at a cork of ice that had
filled its mouth completely, leaving it unable to move its jaws or force any sound out at all as it
clawed uselessly at the ice.
Sabnock‟s voice rose, strong and confident and emotional, beautiful and powerful and
countless other words that could never come close to truly describing the melody that rose from
her very soul as she gestured back and forth as if conducting a mighty orchestra at the same time,
and immense, transparent bells flashed in and out of existence down the length of the street as
they tolled powerfully enough to make the ice and cement beneath them shatter upwards like
geysers, Reaper-shapes lashing their scythes back and forth through the Strange Beast as the
Chanter convulsed and was knocked back and forth by the force of the spirit‟s weapons ripping
through her, her eyes glowing with shock and pain as her arms pinwheeled outwards and the
wind wrapped around her, each strike of every ghostly weapon now leaving a sheen of ice over
her scales.
Sabnock sang powerfully, voice rising and falling sharply, building towards a grand
climax as her hands snapped back and forth, and the Strange Beast staggered backwards before it
almost fell over as one of its feet and lower legs were completely encased in ice, the crystalline
blue frost rapidly growing up along her body, locking her to the spot as ghastly spirits danced
around her and spectral bells clanged loudly in beat with the melody of Sabnock‟s song as the
blizzard tore around the Strange Beast, almost hiding her from view as she arched her back and
threw her arms out as ice crawled and licked and snapped over her body.
Then Sabnock‟s voice finally began to slow and lighten as the blizzard calmed and the
spirits vanished and the bells slowed, the Chanter encased completely in a pillar of blue-tinted
ice, frozen with a look of horror and fury on its features before the wolverine coldly rose her
golden bow as an arrow of ice appeared in her other hand, nocking it and taking aim even as
Zerrex rose a hand and cried out a weak denial, still ensnared by the terrible melody of the
Strange Beast‟s song.
Sabnock fired, and the arrow struck the pillar of ice and shattered it, chunks of ice and
frozen Chanter flying in all directions as a powerful blast of pink and purple neon ripped through
the air, a furious scream rising from the shattered remains as Zerrex fell forwards, breathing hard
and grimacing as he felt his senses slowly returning… and Sabnock looked at him quietly as the

reptile rested his hands against the frozen cement, a faint snow lingering around them from the
skies above as he murmured: “I‟ll… I‟m fine. Sorry. Cindy?”
“Better.” Cindy said wearily, rubbing at her head slowly and wiping blood from her face
as she slowly got to a kneel, and she gritted her teeth in pain, hugging her stomach as Sabnock
looked at the two for a moment longer, then glanced upwards with a frown and a dark look in her
eyes.
“We‟re not done yet, Lord Zerrex. I recommend you take the lead this time. I feel
somewhat winded after that exertion.” Sabnock said quietly, and Zerrex smiled grimly as he
slowly forced himself to his feet, looking up as two terrible Gateways opened in the abandoned
square and a pair of Chanters emerged from these. Then the wolverine staggered a bit, grasping
at her side, and Zerrex stepped beside her and silently grasped her shoulder, the female looking
up at him wryly. “I fear I may not be as young as I once was.”
“Sometimes I think you were never young, Sabnock.” Zerrex said gently, and then he
squeezed her shoulder reassuringly as he walked forwards, saying coldly: “Cindy, how about
some one-on-one while Sabnock watches our backs?”
“Sounds good.” Cindy grinned as she punched her palm into her other hand, and then her
body flexed, muscles bulging slightly before her scales became metallic, glinting in the dusky
light as they strode to the end of the block and the two looked grimly across at the waiting
Chanters.
They were similar to the female that Sabnock had just dispatched, except both were more
masculine in design: one had six horns that all curled upwards out of his skull, and the other had
seven, four on one side of his skull, and three on the other, twisting in seemingly-random
directions. Both were dressed in heavy black and green robes, their scales matching purple, their
grins cold, and one of them carried a tall, gnarled wooden staff tipped with a skeletal hand that
clutched a massive golden stone, and the other carried a silver chain from which dangled a
variety of large, runic symbols made of some kind of gleaming metal that shone with its own
strange radiance.
“So, is this some kind of class reunion?” Zerrex asked dryly, spreading his arms and
glancing back and forth at the empty square he now stood in: there were no major landmarks
apart from a fountain that had once stood in the center of it, but was now nothing but a few
mangled pieces of concrete and a slightly-sunken, frozen steel base: no cover to hide behind, but
until the reptile knew what the two were capable of, he didn‟t know if that worked in his favor or
not. “If so, I think my friend just killed the prom queen.”
“You and your smart mouth.” said a disgusted voice, and Zerrex gritted his teeth as he
looked sharply to the side, his eyes narrowing as he saw Eratosthenes standing on top of a
building and glowering down at him with contempt and hatred. Something dangled from one of
the male‟s hands, but he stood too far away for the lizard to make it out properly, the Strange
Beast looking at the two Chanters and ordering coldly: “Force him to Invert. I‟ll deal with him
from there.”
Both Chanters nodded as Zerrex frowned a bit, but before he could respond, the Chanter
holding the chain of symbols flicked them to the side, catching one of the runes in his hand and
tearing it free to hold it high above his head, shouting an incantation in a strange language. A
moment later, energy sparked in the air in front of him, and then formed rapidly into several
snarling, quadrupedal monsters, raw muscle flexing over their four limbs as heavy talons clawed
against the ground, long double-tails snapping and wolf-like, furred heads drooling poison as
oversized eyes rolled in their skulls. Two of the monsters possessed four eyes in pairs on either

side of their skull, while the last had three, with one in the middle of its forehead… and the
creatures screamed before one of them lunged forwards, vanishing as neon pink energy tore over
its body before it reappeared in midair in mid-tackle above Zerrex‟s head, jaws open wide and
sharp, needle-like teeth glinting before it crashed down on top of the lizard and savagely snapped
at his face.
Zerrex cursed as he was thrown to the ground on his back, the creature‟s teeth grazing his
scales before he managed to slam a knee into the monster‟s stomach, and the Strange Beast was
thrown over his head before it twisted in midair as if it had no spine, rear legs slamming down
into the ground before it rotated its upper body and landed neatly on its forelegs as well,
screaming in fury at the Drakkaren as he stared in shock before it simply vanished from
existence and reappeared at his side, lunging forwards and biting savagely at him again: the
monsters were waist-high at the shoulder, with thick, long bodies and whip-like tails that
snapped savagely from side-to-side… and yet they were goddamn fast as well, and Zerrex cursed
as he slapped his right arm out as it became metallic, a corrupt blade shooting from it and
slashing the creature across the face, making it scream as electrically-charged blood burst from
the wound before it vanished and reappeared a safe distance away, snarling as neon-pink liquid
sparked and dripped over its black-furred, four-eyed face.
Cindy cursed as one of the Strange Beasts leapt at her, catching it by the throat and then
throwing it hard at one of the Chanters, who were simply standing and watching with cruel grins
on their features… but the creature vanished in midair, reappearing a moment later on the ground
within harrying distance and snapping at Cindy‟s tail as the other creature leapt up and raked at
her with its front claws: this one, however, Cindy managed to slam a hard kick into the stomach
of, knocking it flying backwards to crash to the ground with a yelp of pain before it snapped
itself back to its feet.
It threw its head back in a mournful howl, then broke into a charge, and Cindy readied
herself as Zerrex snarled… but the Strange Beast in front of him vanished as the one growling
beside Cindy did at the same time, and then one of the hounds appeared behind her as the other
appeared in mid-lunge at her face, Cindy gasping as it collided forcefully with her and kicked off
her, sending her staggering backwards as the creature behind her tackled her legs and knocked
her crashing down, and then the sprinting beast pounced on top of her, savagely biting and
clawing at her metal scales, denting and cracking them as she screamed in pain as the other two
beasts circled and leapt at her as well.
Zerrex snarled as he ran towards them, his corrupt arm becoming silvery and elegant as
the blade extending from it glimmered dangerously, and then a blast of dark electricity slammed
into his back before wrapping around him almost as if it were solid, the reptile howling in pain as
he fell to his knees and his arms were restrained at his sides before the Chanter holding the staff
beckoned backwards with one hand, and Zerrex was torn through the air to crash onto his back,
skidding several feet. He cursed under his breath as the Chanter slowly clenched his hand, and
the ropes of dark energy burned deeper into the lizard‟s scales, shocking his body and sending
agony through him as Eratosthenes taunted from his safe position: “You can‟t do anything,
Naganis! You‟re helpless!”
The reptile howled in pain and frustration… and then an arrow of ice slammed into the
chest of the Chanter before shattering, knocking it staggering backwards before a volley of
arrows pounded into one of the Strange Beasts harrying Cindy, knocking the creature onto its
side with a shriek as bloody gashes were ripped over its body. The other two looked up from a
moment, blood dripping from their muzzles… and then a massive, metallic hand lashed upwards

and seized the skull of one of the hounds before it simply crushed it, and the Strange Beast
exploded as the other hound screamed and skittered away in terror as Cindy snarled and forced
herself to her feet, her body rapidly expanding until she stood at twenty feet tall, covered in
muscle that was hidden by the blood-splattered metal scales of her body, a set of steely horns that
formed a halo over her skull standing up out of her head as her eyes glowed blue with rage,
roaring furiously as blue energy sparked over her enraged form.
Zerrex leapt to his own feet as the dark bands around him vanished, and then he looked
up in shock as the Chanter swept his staff down and the golden crystal on it glowed, a swathe of
red flames erupting from the weapon and sweeping out towards the Drakkaren. Immediately, the
lizard created a wall of blue energy in front of himself, wincing as the flames washed uselessly
against this before he slammed his left hand against the sapphire energy, and it shattered into
shards that flew forwards and battered the Chanter backwards, making it hiss in pain before the
Drakkaren charged towards it… but then one of the Strange Beast hounds vanished from beside
Cindy as the other leapt on her back and bit madly at her neck.
It reappeared in front of Zerrex, tackling him to the ground and then sinking its poisonous
fangs into his throat, and the Drakkaren gargled before the creature bit harder and lashed the
lizard back and forth, his body limp and paralyzed as he felt his throat rip and crimson blood
spray from the wound, his eyes rolling up in his skull before the beast tossed him away. His limp
body crashed to the ground, rolling once as Cindy staggered and then looked towards her father
with shock, the Strange Beast advancing slowly on this… and Sabnock loosed another arrow that
tore through the hound‟s stomach, the creature screaming as it staggered, then glared at her…
before its three eyes bulged as its body shivered, the wound putrefying as Sabnock held her hand
out towards it, her eyes cold and cruel as she twisted her hand slowly and rot rapidly spread from
the wound before the hound tore into two halves, whimpering weakly as its neon blood burst
through the air before its toppled body exploded in a haze of electrical fireworks.
Zerrex gargled weakly… and then he screamed when the staff-wielding Chanter
approached and stabbed the butt of his weapon down against the lizard‟s chest, dark energy
bursting like lightning along the reptile‟s body as Cindy roared in fury, bucking the Strange
Beast off her back before her bladed tail snapped into it before it could teleport, shattering its
skull and knocking it to the ground as she charged… but then crashed into an invisible wall,
transparent ripples travelling through the air all around her as she snarled towards the other
Chanter, who was holding up another symbol now.
She punched outwards as Zerrex convulsed on the ground, shattering the forcefield as
blue energy erupted from her metallic fist, and the Chanter cursed as the rune in its hand
exploded before it tore another free from the silver chain as the Strange Beast she had stunned
slowly crawled up to its feet, shaking its head briskly before it vanished… then reappeared in
front of Sabnock as she began to aim at the staff-wielding Chanter. The wolverine grimaced
slightly, her eyes flicking downwards as she adjusted her aim only slightly downwards as the
creature tried to leap onto her… and the arrow tore through its lower body in midair, knocking it
backwards with a yelp onto all fours as it skittered away before Sabnock stepped forwards and
neatly swung her golden bow out as it shone brightly, ripping its face almost completely in half
and sending it slumping backwards before it exploded in a burst of neon fireworks in front of
her.
Then Zerrex howled in agony again as the Chanter slammed the butt of the staff hard into
his breast, dark energy exploding over his form before his eyes glowed emerald as he snarled, his
metallic arm seizing the base of the staff: but no longer was it made of metal, but instead it was

the ivory of polished bones, steel blade falling uselessly to the ground and immediately
beginning to decay as flexible ivory talons clenched the wooden weapon, and he rasped: “If you
want it so bad, then fine!”
Dark lightning zapped over the reptile‟s form before the Chanter was thrown backwards
by a blast of black, toxic smog, the creature crashing onto its back with a grunt and rolling
several times as broken bits of staff hailed down around it, and Cindy skidded to a halt in front of
the dark cloud as the smoke slowly cleared, her father once more on his feet in a crater… but his
scales had turned black, and bone plates covered his body: he had Inverted. For a moment, they
looked at each other, the male‟s eyes glowing emerald… and then he flicked his hand out, black
swords of energy appearing in the air around him and shooting past Cindy to crash into the
Chanter holding the set of runes, pummeling it backwards as its eyes widened in horror before
the dark swords exploded and ripped most of its body away, neon lightning sparking up from the
creature before the rest of the Chanter self-destructed in a gory rain.
“I‟m still me.” Zerrex said quietly… and it was true. He felt… distant, detached now,
except for the dark, terrible pleasure… but he couldn‟t sense or feel Negative anywhere, and the
reptile turned slowly around to glare at Eratosthenes, spreading his arms and roaring as the
surviving Chanter slowly crawled up to his feet. “I‟m here, Error! Come and play!”
The Strange Beast, however, only laughed at this, holding up a rosary made from black
rose petals as he shouted: “Oh, I much prefer to-”
Zerrex only rolled his eyes in disgust, however, immediately holding up his bony claw as
it glowed purple before he made a savage yanking motion, and energy sparked around the
Librarian before he screamed as he was ripped savagely through the air by an invisible force,
flying off the building and then crashing to his face to skid some forty feet over the ground
towards the Drakkaren before flipping over onto his back, his features dirty, bloody and bruised.
The lizard grinned callously down at him, and then he only winced as the Chanter behind him
fired a bolt of dark energy into his back, saying irritably: “Cindy, do you mind?”
Cindy only snorted, however, then she turned and leapt towards the Chanter as it winced
and began to draw its hands back… but in a single, fluid motion, she hammered her fist down
into it as she half turned, crushing it down to a kneel as blood exploded from its skull before her
arm rotated around and she hammered her fist down into its arched back, snapping its spine
loudly and crunching bones before it exploded in a burst of neon pink electricity.
Zerrex snorted at this, then he looked over at the remaining Strange Beast as he climbed
to his feet, glowering in disgust as the Inverted Drakkaren slowly approached, bone plates
shimmering over his form as he said darkly: “My temper is very short like this, Error, and my
respect for life greatly diminished. I suggest you take this rare offer to flee or surrender before I
kill you out of hand for being such a nuisance in my life.”
Eratosthenes, however, only snarled and thrusted the black rose rosary towards the
Inversion, making Zerrex recoil slightly in distaste as his bone claw flexed and the Strange Beast
shouted: “Can you speak so confidently when I hold this in my hand? Submit to me, Naganis!
You‟re the one who should surrender, I know your material weaknesses and-”
Then Zerrex snarled in anger and lashed his bone claw out, shredding the rosary and
feeling a pang of not pain, but rage rise through him before his left hand shot out, seizing Error
by the throat and lifting him off the ground as the Strange Beast gargled and grabbed at his arm
with horror. “I am not the same weak Zerrex who cries when his pretty flowers are stepped on
and is stuck in the past, in worthless memories! Don‟t you compare me to him!”

Then the lizard winced and gritted his teeth, clenching his eyes shut as he reached up to
touch his forehead, forcing himself to regain control… and it gave the Strange Beast enough time
to slam his feet hard into the reptile‟s chest, dislodging himself as the Inversion staggered
backwards and then glared angrily towards the male before he gritted his teeth as the Strange
Beast leapt backwards as Gateways ripped open on either side of him, Eratosthenes saying
darkly: “Then it‟s a good thing I had a backup plan.”
Vipers snarled and hissed as they emerged… but what drew the Drakkaren‟s eyes was the
massive creature that lumbered out of the immense Gateway that opened beside the Librarian,
the monster grinning and savage. It was at least thirty feet tall, with gorilla-like arms that rippled
with enormous muscles and ended in thick, ugly fists. Its body was thick and powerful,
genderless and naked as a long, thick tail swayed back and forth behind it, squat legs stomping
against the ground as it straightened… but what was truly terrifying was the fact that while half
of it was covered in deep purple and black scales, the other half was made of uneven layers of
grey metal and quartz-like rock, jaggedly split down the middle as it surveyed them intently.
It grinned, revealing white-stone, ugly teeth that ground together as it straightened,
jaundice yellow eyes looking over them eagerly as the four Vipers in front of the two hissed and
snarled, before it licked its lips slowly with a thick, gluttonous tongue as its eyes locked on
Cindy, saying in an animal, cruel voice: “Let Iron kill the bitch. Steel against steel. Fitting.”
It shook its head from side to side, the thick black horns that jutted from either side of its
skull glinting malevolently, both made of steel and stained with what could only be blood… and
Eratosthenes smiled coldly after a moment as Zerrex and Cindy readied themselves. “Fine.” He
paused, then said softly: “Bring down the god alive, Guardians, but don‟t be afraid to break him
into pieces if you have to.”
Immediately, the four Vipers howled, their heads snapping back and forth eagerly as the
creatures threw themselves towards the Drakkaren, sprinting and loping on all fours as the
massive, half-metal Strange Beast charged towards Cindy, huge arms swinging: Cindy ran to
meet him as Zerrex snarled in fury and simply glared at one of the Vipers as it approached, and
one of its head was blown completely off, dark energy sizzling across its body balefully as it
staggered backwards, but it did nothing to slow or deter the other three as they pounced eagerly
onto the Inversion, slamming him onto his back and crushing him into the ground as their claws
and fists rose and fell.
Cindy snarled as she swung both hands up and caught the monster‟s fists as it lashed out
at her, and it laughed as their strength met, pushing against her as she grappled him, their bodies
flexing and metal plates rippling against both of them as he leaned his serpent-like features in
close, the monster‟s breath reeking of rot and poisoned earth as he rumbled: “Do you really think
you can match me, invader bitch?”
“It‟s our home, not yours!” Cindy shoved him suddenly, and the monster grunted as he
staggered backwards before she snarled as she slammed a fist across his face, but the monster
only stumbled back a single step as his head twisted slightly to the side, his grin not faltering as
Cindy snarled and flexed, her long tail snapping behind her as she hissed: “I stopped being
scared a long time ago of monsters.”
“Then Iron will make you afraid again.” the Strange Beast stepped forwards, slamming
one of its fists outwards, and Cindy howled in pain as she was knocked backwards, her metal
scales crumpling away from her body where the creature‟s fist had contacted and leaving only
raw flesh that bled copiously, clutching at the crater in her chest before blue energy sparked over
her form, insulating and armoring her further as she lunged forwards as the creature began to

draw its long arm back, seizing it by the face and slamming it muzzle-first down into the ground
before she stomped hard on its muzzle, but the Strange Beast only laughed even as blood burst
from its features, lunging away from her and back to its feet as it roared: “Yes, fight as hard as
you can, fight and die, little girl!”
Zerrex snarled, blocking the claw of a Viper as he lay on the ground, his bony armor
deflecting the worst of the damage they were doing before he seized the foot of one as it tried to
stomp down and yanked it off balance, throwing it into two of the other creatures and sending the
three crashing over like bowling pins before the Inversion leapt to his feet, seizing the last Viper
by one of its throats and yanking it down as the long needle of bone shot from his ivory wrist,
slamming this into the Strange Beast‟s chest and making it scream as dark energy shot down his
limb, the jaws of the other head snapping convulsively at the air as black lightning was
channeled directly into the monster, making its body bulge and warp before most of its upper
body simply exploded backwards in a torrent of gore, dark energy, and foul-smelling smog
tinged with neon electricity.
The reptile laughed as dark energy sizzled along his body, the needle withdrawing into
his arm before he turned and seized the Strange Beast he had already torn the head from by the
ankle, and it screamed and clawed against the ground before the reptile half-turned and slammed
it down onto its back before he snarled, claws digging into its leg as it burst into black flames. It
screamed, scales bubbling and neon electricity sparking over it as the other Vipers lunged at the
lizard‟s back, but the Inversion only grinned savagely as he half-spun around, smashing both of
the creatures backwards with the burning Strange Beast like it was a weapon and leaving dark
scarring over their fronts before he slammed the monster down into the ground again, and
something inside it cracked loudly as neon shocks burst along its form… then quickly settled as
the black flames greedily consumed its body, devouring the energized blood of the corpse before
it could explode.
The lizard turned his eyes to the two surviving Vipers as they looked uncertainly at each
other… and then a blade of light shot past, slicing the lizard‟s arm open and making him snarl
before he howled in agony as lasers of light hailed down around him through the sky, ripping
narrow cuts through his scales and ripping his bone armor as Error held his hands out with a
snarl, shouting angrily: “Get him, get him now!”
One of the Vipers began to lunge forwards… and an icy arrow slammed into its side
before frost rapidly spread along it, the creature squealing as it stumbled to a halt. Immediately,
Eratosthenes glared over at Sabnock, raising his hand to redirect his spell as needle-like lasers of
light began to form, but the wolverine simply took aim at him in return and fired a single arrow
that smashed into his skull, knocking him backwards with a scream of pain as neon blood
exploded from the wound and ice rapidly spread over his face, knocking him flat on his back as
he was blinded temporarily by frost and his spell whiffed out of existence.
Zerrex cursed as he was tackled to the ground before he shoved both hands up against the
Viper‟s chest, and large spikes of black energy appeared through its body, neon blood splashing
out of the wounds as the creature screamed… and then its howls were matched by the screams of
another, and the Inversion‟s eyes looked with shock to see Cindy‟s face slowly being crushed
under the metallic hoof of the massive, monstrous half-steel, half-flesh Strange Beast, the
creature bruised but Cindy‟s metallic scales all but melted, laying broken on her back as blood
ran from one of her eyes and her mouth, convulsing weakly…
The Inversion vanished from beneath the Viper as the spikes of dark energy in its body
exploded, sending it rocketing upwards before it burst into neon fireworks in midair, and a

moment later, Zerrex reappeared on the back of the immense Strange Beast, his needle extended
before he slammed this down into the creature‟s neck. The monster rasped in surprise, gritting
his teeth and stumbling back a step before it swung a fist upwards, clawing at the Inversion… but
Zerrex vanished again before he reappeared beside Cindy, grasping one of her metallic shoulders
and yanking her backwards, dark energy sparking over her frame as she rapidly shrank down at
the same time as she was pulled backwards, her eyes fluttering open as she looked up at the
bone-masked face of her father and whispered: “You… you saved me…”
“I‟m still me.” Zerrex said quietly; and although the rage, the savage pleasure, the
darkness inside him didn‟t vanish, it dulled down enough for him to clearly feel his emotions
again as he took one of Cindy‟s metallic hands, her naked, broken body bleeding slowly beneath
him as he looked up coldly at the Strange Beast as it gave a cold, disgusted laugh, clapping its
hands slowly as a bit of blood leaked from the hole in the side of its throat. The Viper prowled
hesitantly back and forth at the sidelines, simply watching, not daring to step into the
confrontation as Sabnock and Eratosthenes both turned their attention to the giant and the
Inversion that was protecting his daughter.
“How pathetic. Iron could crush you like a fly.” the monster said in a disgusted voice,
and then he slammed his metallic hand against his chest, grinning darkly as he asked coldly:
“Did you expect your puny little needle to hurt me, tiny creature?”
“No.” Zerrex replied coldly as he flicked his wrist, the needle sinking back into his bony
arm before he grinned savagely. “I just needed a sample of your energy signature.”
The reptile‟s eyes glowed, and dark energy flashed over the flesh-and-blood side of the
massive Strange Beast‟s body before it erupted into black flames, then simply went up in a huge
explosion of torrential dark energy, vaporizing flesh and scale as chunks of steel and rock
pattered down in all directions, the earth rumbling beneath their feet as the Viper was thrown to
the ground by the force of the blast and Error staggered in horror, his eyes wide as dark flames
and electricity crackled through the air. Yet, even before the black smog cleared, Zerrex knew
something was wrong as he stared at the slowly-dissipating cloud… and inside it, something was
clanking slowly.
The smoke lifted, revealing the grinning monstrosity, its eyes nothing but terrible,
glowing pits of light in its face, its flesh missing but a metallic skeleton beneath this revealed and
unharmed, the silver sparking as some kind of viscous, ugly sludge slowly rolled over its body
from the mostly-undamaged metallic side of its frame. Its ribs were an almost solid box, and it
simply had no visible lower organs, at least not in the fleshy side of its form… and even
Inverted, Zerrex could only stare in shocked horror as metal hand clapped against silver-bones,
making that slow clanking sound as it rasped: “What a pathetic display… all that power, and all
you can do is waste it with flashy displays of useless force… Iron will rip your scales from your
bones and show you how power should be used, traitor…”
Zerrex snarled… and then Cindy reached up and touched his arm, whispering quietly: “I
need you to… heal… me… we have to fight him together.”
The Drakkaren knew what she was really asking… and he grimaced, but then looked up
and snarled as he saw that strange, mud-like stuff spreading over the monster‟s bones was
transforming itself, filling his sockets and solidifying into ugly yellow eyes, hardening over his
bones as it became flesh and muscle and scale… and then he nodded, the bone spike tearing out
of his wrist before he slammed it home into Cindy‟s chest, and she screamed as the Strange
Beast laughed and pointed at them. “So scared of Iron you kill your own daughter? You are
either merciful or a coward!‟

Dark energy sparked over Cindy‟s form, the female convulsing on the ground as Zerrex
gritted his teeth, injecting corruption into her body… and then he withdrew the needle, a last
spark of terrible energy travelling over her form before she rolled onto all fours, moaning as
black veins visibly pulsed even through her half-melted scales. The Strange Beast laughed
again… and then it snorted as its body healed, the last of the sludge transforming into flesh and
scale as it rumbled: “Break is over. Iron will kill you now.”
It stomped forwards… and then halted, eyes widening as Cindy roared, her metallic
scales pulsing with dark energy as her body expanded again in size, snarling and bucking as her
long tail snapped back and forth. Her hands grew disproportionate, becoming rending, savage
claws as her teeth became too large for her muzzle, wings of white energy ripping out of her
back before they slowly turned black and ragged, like dark streamers that twisted and writhed
behind her as her eyes glowed terrible, unholy deep blue… and the monster snorted as dark
energy pulsed over the female‟s form as her wounds healed, saying disgustedly: “Please.”
It rose a hand… and Cindy screamed and staggered backwards as her metallic scales
began to melt visibly, the creature showing a terrible ability to control metal… before Cindy
grinned savagely, her features corrupted and warped, but her scales no longer flowing like wax
as dark lightning sparked over them, and the creature hissed before the female lunged suddenly
forwards, and Iron snarled as he swung a fist out, punching her backwards but cursing in pain as
dark lightning sparked down his arm at contact with her.
Cindy roared at him, spittle flying from her jaws as her white hair came undone, falling
around her body like a ghostly aura as Zerrex ran towards the creature… and then he snarled as it
swung a fist out, catching the huge hand against both his forearms before shoving it hard down
into the ground, and the Strange Beast cursed before he snarled when the Viper lunged eagerly
in, turning his attention away to smash the Viper angrily aside as he roared: “Iron does not need
your help, Guardian, they are-”
Then the monster roared in surprise as Cindy seized his leg and yanked it out from
beneath him, ripping deep claw marks through his body and sending up a spray of thick, strange
masking muck before she leapt onto his back, ripping a swathe through his spine as Zerrex
stepped forwards and slammed his ivory fist into the metallic side of Iron‟s skull, shattering the
metallic, layered plates and cracking the creature‟s horn before it reached up and seized Cindy,
yanking her off and throwing her hard into the Drakkaren. The two were sent bowling
backwards, and the Strange Beast snarled in fury as it loomed over them, raising both fists… and
then icy arrows smashed along its metal side, the creature hissing as frost spread over it before
Cindy lunged like an animal, roaring and ripping her claws against the suddenly-frozen metal to
shatter the brittle steel, black ooze and mud-like ichors splattering outwards as Iron staggered
backwards and screamed as he hugged himself, the Strange Beast looking horrified as Cindy
landed on all fours and grinned over her shoulder before Zerrex created a sword of dark energy
as his eyes locked onto the vulnerable break in the monster‟s armorIron vanished from the spot just as the black sword shot through the air, uselessly
smashing into the ground and sending up a dark explosion of energy that only made Cindy and
Zerrex wince… and then they both looked towards Eratothenes, Iron crouched beside him and
gasping, bleeding from the mouth and the broken chunk in his side, a Gateway already opened
beside the Librarian as he snarled: “This isn‟t over! I‟ll be back!”
Zerrex rose a hand towards him, his eyes flashing… but the Strange Beast fled too
quickly into the portal, and Iron loped in behind him, looking both furious and humiliated as he
too vanished into the Gateway. That left only the Viper behind… but it was simply laying on the

ground in a heap, and the lizard looked at this with disgust, not feeling like killing it even in his
Inverted state… before he grimaced when Cindy pounced on it like a beast and turned it over,
snarling down into its eyes as her own glowed darkly before the reptile said quietly: “Enough.”
Cindy looked up immediately, then it hissed at the Viper, and one of the Viper‟s heads
weakly snarled back… before the female slowly forced herself to rise to both feet, trudging
towards Zerrex and rasping quiet breaths in and out as it nuzzled against the Inversion‟s neck.
Zerrex looked at her silently, and then he grasped her side gently with his bone hand, sending
energy pulsing through her… and she arched her back, clenching her eyes shut before her eyes
lost their feverish, corrupt glow, and her body slowly shrank down and returned to normal,
metallic scales falling here and there away as she grasped at her face, shivering a bit, naked and
hugging herself before she sat down and mumbled: “Fuck.”
The Inversion smiled a bit down at her… and then Zerrex grasped at his forehead as his
body trembled, reality flickering around him… and a moment later, he was once more himself,
breathing hard in and out. He had used up a lot of strength while Inverted, and now all the
emotional load, all the stress he‟d put on his body came crushing onto him as he groaned and sat
down beside her, as naked as the female… and they leaned against each other as Sabnock walked
towards them, saying in her serious, quiet voice as her eyes glanced to the side: “That monster
didn‟t share the same qualities as other Strange Beasts.”
“No, really?” Zerrex said blandly, and Sabnock sighed and touched her forehead as if for
patience, the reptile blushing a bit as he looked embarrassedly up at her. “Sorry. Also, can you
turn around or something while I get some pants or something?”
“Nudity doesn‟t bother me. Nor does sex. It simply isn‟t one of my greater interests.”
Sabnock replied dryly, letting her eyes look measuringly along the Drakkaren before she
returned her gaze to his face, saying quietly: “The creature called itself Iron, did it not? It bore a
strong resemblance to a Primordial in power and in appearance.”
“Yeah, but it still creeps me out.” Zerrex muttered as he held a hand out, and he grimaced
as a stack of messy clothes appeared on the ground. Cindy reached out and picked up the top
shirt, and she frowned a bit at the holes and small tears in the material, Zerrex grimacing a bit
himself even as he said awkwardly: “Sorry. I‟m low power. Concentration‟s shot and… yeah.”
Cindy only grunted and nodded, slipping the shirt on without complaint and adjusting the
material lightly against her body as Zerrex grabbed a pair of pants. He began to wiggle into them
on his butt, not wanting to stand up and ignoring the problem posed by his thick tail as he sighed
a bit, then glanced up at the wolverine as she simply continued to regard him silently. “HalfStrange Beast, half-Primordial? Do you even think that‟s possible?”
“We saw it before our own eyes, did we not? Only fools disregard what their senses tell
them because it doesn‟t seem possible.” Sabnock replied quietly as Zerrex finally got to his feet
and wheezed as he carefully slipped his tail through the hole in the back of his jeans, grumbling
the entire time as Cindy did the same process with the same amount of complaining.
Then the male looked up, and he said flatly: “Stage magicians and illusionists perform
impossible feats all the time. It looks like magic but it really isn‟t.”
“They distract and we allow ourselves to be distracted. We perceive what they are doing;
we simply don‟t wish to see the entirety of the trick and lose the illusion that what they have
performed is true magic.” Sabnock replied calmly, and then she reached out and gently touched
the Drakkaren‟s bicep when he slowly got up to his feet. “Don‟t.”
The lizard looked at her embarrassedly as Cindy leaned against him with a wheeze, and
he knew she was telling him to relax before he held up a finger and opened his muzzle, and then

slowly closed it when Sabnock looked flatly at him. “Zerrex, I am not nearly as fatigued as either
of you after what you‟ve both gone through. I have more than enough strength to open a vortex
for the four of us, as I assume we‟ll be taking that incapacitated Strange Beast as well.”
Zerrex grimaced a bit: he‟d forgotten about the Viper in his tiredness, looking over at it…
and it seemed oddly crushed and humbled. Finally, he nodded hesitantly, and then he walked
over towards the Strange Beast, patting one of its head firmly… and it nipped at him, snarling a
bit but otherwise not moving, and the Drakkaren grimaced in distaste. “It‟s times like this I wish
I could just call Celeste and make her appear, or I had Marina‟s powers of telepathicallyknowing-everything.”
The Drakkaren booted the Viper bad-temperedly in the head, and it hissed at him
grouchily and then rolled over, slowly getting up to its feet as the Drakkaren winced and held his
hands up: the monster was wounded, blood smeared over its chest, one head hanging limp and
neon lightning sparking over its body… but Zerrex was drained as well, and all too well-aware
of how nasty and powerful the Strange Beasts could be, especially when pushed into a corner.
Before the creature could do anything, however, icy bands formed around its wrists and
waist, locking its arms against its sides as it hissed and struggled weakly for a moment before
squealing as Sabnock pointed at it and its wounds visibly pulsed, one reopening as neon blood
dribbled down its body, sparking weakly as the wolverine said quietly: “You may not fully
comprehend my words, but we do know you understand gesture and tone. Understand that I can
and will kill you if you fight.”
The Viper hissed and shuddered, but then it slouched visibly… and Zerrex wheezed a bit
in relief before he grabbed its forearm. It immediately glared down at him, the limp head
snapping its jaws weakly, but it otherwise didn‟t protest as Sabnock instead pointed forwards,
saying quietly as a vortex slowly opened: “Come then, Lord Zerrex. To debriefing in the Central
Spire.”
“This is why I hate working with you, you‟re over-professional.” Zerrex mumbled, but he
nodded, leading the Strange Beast towards the vortex as it stared into the swirling white tunnel.
Cindy followed next, and Sabnock came last, keeping them moving at a swift pace until they
stepped out onto the balcony… and Zerrex grimaced as Ixin and several Amazon guards
immediately stormed out onto the balcony, opening another portal.
“Come on, come on, come on, prisoner transfer!” the mage shouted cheerfully, and the
Strange Beast almost whined in its throat as the Amazons poked it forcefully towards a dark
portal with spears, making Zerrex wince a bit: he knew they looked and acted like animals, but
they had something going on upstairs in their strange minds… and Ixin paused as he caught the
lizard‟s look as the Amazons herded the creature through the portal, the mage looking curiously
at the reptile before he sighed and rolled his eyes, saying flatly: “Oh stop that. I‟m not going to
dissect the fucking thing, last time I tried that the Viper blew up on me and that really wasn‟t
fun… I. Okay. I see you‟re not in the mood for humor so. I‟m. Going to go and get Celeste
now.”
Ixin winced at the dark look Zerrex gave him, hurrying through the portal before it
closed… and then the Drakkaren grimaced as Sabnock walked past and headed into the Throne
Room, sighing and following after a moment with Cindy, the two wearily looking towards
Vivien as Sabnock half-bowed to the High Queen. “We were successful in driving back the
Strange Beast incursion, although we do have a report to make regarding the events. Was the
situation being monitored?”

“Yes, Sabnock.” Vivien glanced back and forth, and Zerrex was somewhat surprised to
see that Selena and Mercy were both present, although Lily and Amiglion were still gone.
Around the round table, a few other faces were here as well, but none the Drakkaren knew well
off the top of his head: Archmages and military advisors, he thought. “Ixin mentioned you
battled a creature that resembled a Primordial.”
Sabnock gave Zerrex a long look, and the Drakkaren sighed and slapped his forehead,
muttering: “Okay, okay. You win, happy?” Then he grimaced a bit, glancing towards Vivien as
he added awkwardly: “And the Strange Beast that seemed to be in charge of them was the one
that I ran into in the Unworld. Except his information on me was a little mixed-up this time… he
apparently thought I was more vulnerable to black roses after Inversion, instead of like I… am
now.”
The reptile awkwardly gestured at himself, and Vivien nodded slowly, saying quietly:
“Still, the fact he knows about your weaknesses at all is concerning… almost as daunting as this
Primordial he has working for him. Normally they‟re uncontrollable, as you are well-aware of
yourself.”
“No, it wasn‟t a pure Primordial.” Zerrex grimaced and shook his head quickly, and now
Vivien frowned a bit as Mercy tilted her own head curiously. “It was… it was half-Strange
Beast, half-Primordial. I already had an argument with Sabnock about how this was impossible,
which is why she just gave me that horrible „I-told-you-so‟ look, and I know how hard it is to
believe, but… I dunno if it was fused synthetically with a Primordial, or if it was… born that
way, however Strange Beasts are born… but it was definitely a mix of the two. I think that‟s why
it was listening to Error the Librarer.”
Vivien gave him a flat look, and the reptile cleared his throat, rubbing at his face
awkwardly before the female asked softly, as Selena winced: “Do you need a period of
relaxation in the Deep Temple from your Inversion?”
“No, no… I used up so much energy that I do need to lay down, but… I don‟t think I‟ll
have to Invert for at least another week or so.” Zerrex grimaced a bit, rubbing slowly at his face
before he tiredly approached the table, yanking a chair out and sitting down it in. Then he
grunted as Cindy flopped herself down in his lap, while Sabnock simply continued to calmly
stand, her bow vanishing from her hand. “Vivien, order Sabnock to sit down. She‟s worse than
Serenity.”
“I‟m fine, Lord Zerrex, please concern yourself with your own well-being.” Sabnock
replied mildly, and then she held out a hand, a silver pocketwatch appearing in this as she looked
down at it and said calmly: “But I would like to finish this debriefing quickly. I have a court case
to judge in two hours‟ time and much to prepare for it.”
The Drakkaren looked moodily over at Sabnock at this as Cindy quietly curled herself up
in her father‟s lap and began to snore almost immediately, and the reptile absently rubbed a hand
along her back as Vivien scowled a little. Before she could scold them, however, he leaned to the
side, asking half-teasingly, half-moodily: “So I never knew you could sing, Sabnock.”
At this, the wolverine almost dropped her watch, fumbling it for a moment before she
flicked her hand to the side, and it vanished before she crossed her arms and looked warily at
Zerrex. Immediately, Selena began to gesture violently at the Drakkaren, but the reptile ignored
her as he looked mildly at the Order Devil and she looked coolly back despite… is that a blush
in her cheeks? “That was not singing.”
“That was definitely singing.” Zerrex said mildly, and now Vivien winced, unconsciously
mimicking Selena as she gestured violently at the lizard for him to shut up as well. The lizard,

however, was too busy looking evenly at the wolverine as she gazed back, her teeth gritting
slightly as her eyes narrowed.
For a moment it looked as if Sabnock was ready to encase Zerrex and the unfortunate,
snoozing Cindy in a block of ice… and then a small smile quirked at her muzzle, and she said
softly: “You‟re incorrigible, aren‟t you?”
“And fearless. Stupid, yes, but fearless too.” Zerrex smiled at her, looking both relieved
and curious, and then he cocked his head towards her and Sabnock shook her own slightly,
gazing at him distastefully for a few moments as she hesitated.
Finally, however, she said in a calm and courteous voice: “As I‟m sure you‟ve picked up
with your nasty habit of gossiping and digging into people‟s pasts, my father was a Reaper.
Before his… before he… before… the Reapers took back their own… he taught me how to sing.
I used to sing often when my parents were… here. Now I only sing when it is required for
battle.”
Zerrex looked at the wolverine, surprised by how difficult it was for her to form the
words, to talk about death when she was a Judge who presided over living demons and lost souls
and controlled the fates of both… and then he softened as he realized how much she must have
loved them, as her eyes locked with his, the faint, uncomfortable tinge still at her collar before
Zerrex decided to simply be bold, saying quietly: “For a wise old devil you can be a little silly,
you know. If you want to honor them, you should use the gifts they gave you. You have a
beautiful voice.”
Sabnock looked at him quietly… and then she walked forwards and gently stroked her
hand through Zerrex‟s hair affectionately before simply turning and walking out, and Selena
gaped at him as Vivien looked uncomprehendingly at the lizard, then at Sabnock‟s retreating
back, before the Order Devil opened a portal and vanished through it without looking back.
Then Selena covered her mouth and began to giggle stupidly as Vivien glowered at the
Drakkaren, pointing at him and shouting loudly enough to make Cindy jerk awake: “Stop trying
to get in the pants of every fucking female you meet!”
“Vivien, what are you talking about? If Sabnock got laid on a regular basis she might
actually develop a personality.” Selena countered, and then she winced away when the Celestial
Devil glared at her angrily. “It‟s not my fault I don‟t get along all the time with her, you know.
I‟m a Passion, she‟s an Order Devil, we‟re opposites. Also, it‟s obvious her husband never gives
her any. He kind of can‟t.”
“I‟ve never even seen Sabnock‟s husband.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he winced when
Vivien scowled at him. “What? What?”
“That‟s because her husband is paralyzed from the neck down and stays in bed all the
time at Sabnock‟s estate.” Vivien said icily, and Zerrex stared at her in shock before the Celestial
Devil frowned at him. “Wait, you‟ve known her for how many years and never knew this?”
“She never talks about herself. Ever. She‟s… more private than I am.” Zerrex replied
quietly, and then he smiled a bit, adding quietly: “Look, I‟m not going to sleep with Sabnock,
okay? Are you satisfied?”
“Might do her some good. Besides, we all know her real husband is her work.” Selena
muttered, and then she winced when Vivien reached out and smacked her, rubbing awkwardly at
one of her horns. “Okay, okay, okay, I‟ll stop. We get along in council, isn‟t that enough for
you?”
“No.” Vivien said darkly, and then she glared over at Zerrex as Cindy yawned a bit and
straightened, stretching slowly in his lap. “Will you two be professional?”

Cindy only looked blearily at Vivien for a moment, and then she curled herself back
against her father‟s chest as she mumbled: “I‟m professional three-hundred and sixty days of the
years, Vivien. You can afford to let me spend one council meeting resting in my father‟s lap after
having my body literally melted.”
The Celestial Devil glowered but hesitated to respond to this, and Zerrex quickly stepped
in, changing the subject as he said dryly: “Listen, I‟m. Exhausted, and I want to get this over and
done with. Error is obviously head-honcho of the Strange Beasts, or at least a big group of them.
Celeste, maybe, can tell us more about… Iron, he called himself, if you talk to her. She seems to
know everything about the First Gods and what they were involved in, but Gods know when Iron
came about… and we did encounter a new kind of Strange Beast as well. Very animal, very
savage.”
“Phase Hounds.” Cindy yawned, and Zerrex looked down at her with surprise as she
nestled against him, mumbling: “Well, they acted a lot like Blink Dogs, except they were a lot
faster and deadlier. They also seemed to have perfect control over when and where they
teleported, which Blink Dogs can‟t always do.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, then glanced up at Vivien as she shook her head slowly.
“So even though you‟re the ones who embattled these creatures… you‟re basically telling me to
go and speak to Celeste, who still has a bad habit of reading the minds and emotions of other
creatures, is that right?”
“She should be with Ixin by now.” Zerrex said helpfully, and Vivien sighed and rubbed at
her temples slowly, before the Drakkaren asked dumbly: “Can I go sleep now?”
“Zerrex, you insolent…” Vivien gritted her teeth, glaring at him, but then Mercy gently
touched her arm and looked at her pointedly, and the Celestial Devil sighed and slumped,
pointing away from the table. The male wheezed with relief as he picked up Cindy in his arms as
she smiled tiredly, carrying her towards the door and limping a bit… and then he winced as
Vivien looked up from the table, resting her face in her hand and saying quietly towards his
back: “I‟d prefer you staying in Elysium for the next while. I‟ll need to talk to you again when
you feel better, about this and… other matters requiring attention.”
Zerrex grimaced at the sound of this, but then he looked down and nodded slowly before
saying quietly: “Alright, High Queen Vivien. I‟ll stick around then.” He paused and smiled over
his shoulder, then winced at the scowl on her face before deciding to hurry onwards, heading out
to the balcony and mumbling a thank-you to Cindy when she tiredly rose an arm and created a
black portal, the reptile passing through this to stumble into the main hall of the Ravenlight
Estate.
The reptile yawned quietly as he walked towards the main stairs, staggering his way up
them with a grumble as Cindy pushed her face against his chest, and the Drakkaren barely
managed to wobble his way up to the second floor before Cindy reached blindly out and fumbled
at the handle, shoving it open for him. He mumbled a thank-you, then strode down the hallway,
feeling exhausted before he finally reached his ajar door and shoved his way into his room,
kicking the door closed behind him and then stepping out of his boots as he half-tossed, halflowered Cindy to the bed, the female grumbling a bit and flopping weakly to the side as she
kicked off her boots and pulled off her ripped shirt.
Zerrex gladly slid into bed, pulling the blankets up and out from beneath Cindy and
tossing them over them both, wrestling with the female for a moment as they both tugged at the
blanket before she finally curled her back against him and he wrapped his arms around her waist,
their heads resting on the same pillow and muzzles resting overtop one-another‟s before the

female murmured softly: “Can I… will you spread a bit more corruption into me? I know you
can still do it like this, you just don‟t like to…”
“Cindy…” Zerrex grumbled tiredly, and she blushed a bit as she snuggled herself back
against him, the male muttering: “Look at you. I already reshaped you, years ago… into someone
completely different from who you had once been. It never fails to amaze me how Cherry gets so
goddamn jealous of you and Daria… when all you ever want is to emulate her.”
Cindy blushed and pushed herself back against his chest, murmuring quietly: “I know,
Daddy, but it‟s… complicated. And I… I‟ll never stop wanting to be more like her, and more
like you. The corruption… causes physiological changes. I know, I know; the stuff empowers us,
heals us, but it warps us, too, brings out primal instincts, accelerates genetic mutation and
stimulates certain functions, and… it‟s addictive, in a word. It takes over our minds. We start to
crave it, to need it… the entire design of the corruption becomes obvious. It enslaves us even
further to your will… and don‟t think I haven‟t noticed the changes on Cherry. I‟ve seen every
inch of her body, I know you give her regular doses.”
Zerrex blushed deeply, and Cindy smiled faintly, silently crossing her hands over her
chiseled frame to grasp his own hands quietly, murmuring: “I‟m sorry, Father, that‟s… that came
out much harsher than I intended. What I mean is… I want to share in that, too.”
“But Cherry is my darkness. You were always my shining, radiant light, Cindy.” Zerrex
said quietly, and then Cindy laughed quietly and squeezed his hands slowly, the reptile gazing
down at her silently.
“I tarnished that a long time ago, Father. I betrayed your memories, your trust… as it is, I
still don‟t feel worthy to call myself your daughter.” Cindy murmured softly, and then she shook
her head slowly. “And even at my best and brightest, Daddy… I could never be as innocent and
pure as Mercy, who despite the fact she takes after you in so many ways still… she‟s still so pure
and kind. Or Naganen… so good, so light, so wonderful, that even Negative would never raise a
hand to him. I feel like I may have been the prototype for your new children, Father… but I was
never as innocent or dedicated as some of them. I was a mortal. And as we all know, mortals are
bigger fools than demons and have harder heads than angels.”
“Cindy…” Zerrex quietly kissed the back of her skull, but Cindy only snuggled herself
closer, smiling awkwardly as she half-glanced over her shoulder at him embarrassedly.
“It‟s true, Daddy. Besides, as special as you always made me feel… I only started feeling
truly special, truly unique, truly in-place after you changed me.” Cindy said softly, looking down
and still smiling faintly. “And why is that such a surprise, honestly? You do everything for me.
You‟ve always protected me. I‟ve always been your little girl… in a way, Cherry‟s little girl, too.
She strives so hard to look after me, after all… she really does a good job of taking care of me.”
She glanced aside, then pressed her back slowly against Zerrex, murmuring softly: “And
besides. Who else do I have in the universe? Marina can be so distant, as much as I love her…
and my real mother, my blood mother… well, you know how difficult that is for me.”
Zerrex nodded a bit, holding Cindy quietly close: Cindy had been born of rape, although
it was only by chance that she and Zerrex had met countless years ago now. It had taken her a
long time, longer than most people would understand, for her to come to terms with who her
father was despite her smiling façade… but the Drakkaren was thankful every day that she had
forgiven him, she had accepted who she was… and they were able to love each other, as family,
and as more.
Cindy‟s mother, on the other hand, had been unhappy with her daughter seeming to „give
in‟ to the male who had raped her… even though Jessica Delacroix truly had loved her daughter

and wanted her only to be happy. The last straw, however, had really been when Cindy had given
herself to Zerrex as a Disciple: she hated what her daughter had become, and the simmering
disgust and anger that had burned for literally millions of years had all come to the surface
during Cindy‟s last visit to her mother in Heaven, five years ago. She had presented Cindy with a
choice: to be purified in Heaven, or to go back and stay in Hell with the rabble she had fallen in
with.
The Drakkaren understood Jessica‟s rage and dislike of him all too well: he had raped
her, after all, and hurt her awfully. Then after she had died, to her it likely looked like he had
seduced his daughter, deep as he had cared from her from the very beginning. She had been
forced to watch her daughter growing up in the arms of a male she hated, and then watch as they
made love, and eventually married. If anything, he thought she had even more right to hate him
than Jeannine did to hate Lone.
Still, she and Cindy had gotten along awkwardly but not unhappily when Cindy had gone
to Heaven and become an angel herself… and she had survived the corruption of the angels, the
Merge, and all the other events to befall their interlocked worlds. Jessica was stronger than she
looked, and had made a name for herself as a Priestess in Heaven who helped run a Female‟s
Shelter and several of the female-oriented charities. Zerrex and Jessica had met several times,
and she had been polite, if scathing in tone.
And as often happened after Jessica and Cindy got into a fight, she had sent a telegram a
few months back humbly asking for Cindy to come visit. Jessica loved her daughter dearly, even
if she didn‟t always understand her… but Cindy was tired of drama and of Heaven‟s politics and
maybe even a little tired of her own mother. Not that she didn‟t love her: only that she felt out of
place in Jessica‟s home now, found it hard to respect every one of her wishes, and disliked the
fact that every time they met these days, it ended in an argument.
The Drakkaren squeezed her close, and then he said softly: “Corruption won‟t fix that,
Cindy, won‟t help block that pain out… it‟ll just make it worse in some ways, I think. Why don‟t
we just sleep for now? Next time I Invert, you… you can come to the Deep Temple with me,
maybe.”
Cindy nodded a bit at this, satisfied with the compromise as she murmured softly:
“Alright. Maybe it‟s just the craving talking, anyway…” She closed her eyes and nestled herself
back against him a bit, and there was silence for a little while as they both breathed softly and
regularly, neither sleeping before she said finally: “Should I go see Mom again?”
“Cindy… that‟s not a question I can really answer for you.” Zerrex said quietly, kissing
the back of her neck softly, and Cindy smiled a bit as she glanced over her shoulder at him,
making the reptile sigh before he nodded hesitantly. “Yeah. I think… I think you should. I still
regret that… with my mother…”
He fell quiet, and Cindy nodded a bit before she squeezed one of his hands gently,
murmuring: “Alright Daddy. But I want you to come with me, too, when I do go. I want her to
accept that you‟ve changed, and that you‟re part of my family now. I want to get all this behind
us.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, but he remained silent as he held her close, closing his
eyes as he wondered silently if he ever really did change… or if he was just going to end up
repeating the mistakes of his past over and over again, if he was only going to become worse
instead of better as he thought silently of the looming evils of Negative.

The reptile yawned to himself as he sat back-to-back with Cherry, absently beating a
tattoo against his knees before he complained: “I‟m bored. Why are we here again?”
Cherry rumbled in agreement, then she muttered under her breath and lightly beat the
back of her head against the male‟s skull. They sat together in a small, plain-looking den room
on a leather-bound footrest that was barely big enough to support the two of them, a fire
crackling quietly away in the fireplace only a few feet away and the rest of the room dominated
by cozy furniture and several mounted trophies.
This was Vivien‟s home, and they had been brought up to this den room by a butler some
forty minutes ago while Vivien „finished preparing herself for her guests.‟ For the first half hour
Cherry and Zerrex had amused themselves by making lewd sexual puns based around this, but
now they were both quickly losing what little patience they had left as boredom dug its way
through their skulls and Zerrex fidgeted absently.
Cherry, of course, had been frustrated that Cindy and Sabnock and Zerrex had gotten into
a large brawl without her… but the reptile was glad she had stayed with Naganen. His son
needed protection, after all, and she had been able to bring him back to Acheron after he was
done spending time with Equinox… and she had also been kind enough to run back and forth,
letting everyone know that Zerrex would be in Elysium for the next few days while Cindy had
gone up to help the angels of Heaven continue to examine the Centrifuge.
Zerrex had mostly spent the last few days calming himself down and trying to relax a bit:
and he absently pulled his prayer beads out of his pocket, beginning to play with them slowly as
Cherry crossed her arms beneath her breasts and mumbled: “This is really fucking stupid, you
know that? The bitch is just power tripping now.”
“Oh she is not. You and I both know Vivien‟s as bad as Lily when it comes to care and
maintenance of the kingdom, doesn‟t get that everything won‟t fall apart if she‟s not there to tend
to it for five minutes.” Zerrex muttered, and then he sighed a bit, adding morbidly: “I haven‟t
gotten to see Lily or Selena much this last while, you know. Vivien‟s always keeping them busy,
and since I go back and forth all the time… ugh, I have travelling. I really do.”
“You hate not sleeping in your own damn bed, is what you hate.” Cherry elbowed him in
the back, and Zerrex grunted before throwing his own elbow backwards, hitting something solid
and making the female wheeze. “Oh fuck you. Anyway, it‟s your own damn fault for marrying
so many chicks. Or maybe its Selena‟s for marrying that clingy bitch Aluinnia or Lily‟s for being
such a workaholic.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes at this, and then he grimaced when Cherry shoved herself back
against him, pushing firmly back and grinding his feet against the ground before he sighed and
slumped a bit, mumbling under his breath. Then he finally glanced over his shoulder, asking: “So
did you ever know about Sabnock‟s husband?”
“Dude, why are you asking me? I don‟t know shit about anyone. I don‟t know Lily‟s
birthday, or why Selena‟s such a cunt sometimes, and I don‟t even remember when my
anniversary with Cindy is.” She paused, then said lamely: “Please don‟t tell her that. She‟ll kill
my face off if she finds out those last few anniversary gifts weren‟t actually for her, they were
just shit that I kinda sorta bought on a whim, stuffed in the closet, and then pretended were
surprises for her when anniversary time came around.”
Zerrex sighed and shook his head a bit at this, and then the female added quietly, as she
rubbed their backs slowly together: “But seriously, I‟m surprised Lily or Selena never told you. I
mean, it‟s pretty obvious they knew at least, after all… Selena trained under Sabnock or
something for a little while, right? That‟s part of why they hate each other, right?”

“They don‟t hate each other, at least… not anymore.” Zerrex said finally, and then he
grimaced. “And well, I can understand that it‟s not exactly a subject that‟s easy to breach. You
know, you can‟t just be sitting with someone and then say „oh by the way, that chick who wears
the suits is married to a dude who can‟t move.‟”
“Is this what you two are like when you‟re alone?” asked a sour voice, and Cherry and
Zerrex both squawked and looked over the doorway in shock to see Vivien standing in it, dressed
in a black dress with a golden necklace hanging around her throat. Her ivory features were tense
and irritable, her eyes glowing slightly as her long hair floated around her shoulders, and then
she sighed as she walked into the room, shaking her head slowly and leaning on the back of the
couch as she said dryly: “We were respecting her privacy, that‟s all. She never told you, so why
should we?”
“Because I have more than once made a handicap joke around her.” Zerrex said lamely,
holding up a hand, and Vivien rolled her eyes as Cherry grunted in agreement, then hopped to
her feet and moodily crossed her arms, peering at the Celestial Devil distrustfully. “Anyway,
what did you call us here for?”
“I bet it wasn‟t sex. Although that would be hot.” Cherry grinned and leered at the
female, and then she squeaked when Vivien snapped her fingers and her collar glowed violently
as it tightened, energy sparking around it as the hermaphrodite gagged and fell over.
Zerrex looked meditatively at Cherry as she writhed and gargled on the ground, flailing
wildly, and then he rolled his eyes and glowered at the Celestial Devil as her eyes glowed and
the collar slowly continued to tighten. “Please stop choking her, she enjoys that way too much.”
Vivien winced in distaste immediately, the glow fading as Cherry wheezed loudly and sat
up with a grumble, and then the reptile smiled slightly as he asked dryly: “So, going to answer
my question or not?”
The female hesitated… but then she finally sighed and nodded, squeezing the back of the
couch slowly as she said quietly: “Several things. For one, the Strange Beast incursions that are
growing worse and worse… for another, these murders… and of course, your daughter Epiphany
and the danger she could pose if she goes out of control.”
Zerrex looked less-than-pleased at this last subject, and Cherry snorted as she crossed her
arms, rubbing at her throat and becoming more serious as she said quietly: “Babe, a lot of times
in the past I made the mistake of doubting Zerrex‟s judgment and the other members of this
family. But so far, the only fuckers who have gone wrong are Aether and Crow… even my son,
my little baby boy Markus, he did some bad shit when he was a kid but he grew up spectacular.
Don‟t you ever say shit like that, „cause I won‟t stand for it.”
“I say what I have to say, Cherry, even when other people don‟t want to hear it.
Especially when other people don‟t want to hear it.” Vivien replied calmly, looking coldly at the
muscular female. “Believe it or not, I don‟t want to think about it either. Not just because
Epiphany is so powerful taming her would require an immense amount of force: but because,
Lucifer curse you, I do care about you all.”
Cherry shifted awkwardly at this, looking away and rubbing at her face as Zerrex looked
quietly up at Vivien, and then both females looked at him with surprise as he said softly: “If
Epiphany ever did… go bad, I‟ll deal with her myself. It will be my fault and my responsibility.
Otherwise, I don‟t want to talk about the subject, understood, Vivien?”
Vivien snarled a bit at him as their eyes met, energy almost seeming to spark between
them for a few moments… but then she gritted her teeth and nodded, muttering: “The way you

talk to me sometimes you‟d think that you were the High King of Hell, and I was just your
handmaiden.”
“The way you talk to me sometimes you‟d think you didn‟t know me half as well as you
do.” Zerrex retorted icily, and Vivien looked stung before they glared at each other again… and
then Cherry cleared her throat and headed for the door, holding her hands up and carefully
slipping out of the room as the two watched her silently leave. Then they returned to glaring at
each other before Zerrex sighed and rubbed at his face, asking tiredly: “Alright, what about this
other stuff?”
Vivien walked around the couch and stepped in front of Zerrex, then she slapped him
firmly, the reptile wincing before he snarled as he stood up and shoved her backwards, the two
glaring at each other angrily before he shouted, as he squeezed his prayer beads tight in his hand:
“Gods, what the hell do you want from me, an apology? What did I do to you?”
And the female stepped forwards, grabbing his shirt and glaring up at him as she shouted
back: “You arrogant lizard asshole, it pisses me off how little you respect me and my station but
it makes me so much more angry that you won‟t take care of yourself! For the last time, this is
not all your fault!”
“What do you know, Vivien?” Zerrex tore himself free, then he shrugged her hand off
when she grabbed his shoulder before he turned around, eyes turning almost solid green in his
rage as he reached out and seized the front of her dress, hauling her up to stand on the tips of her
toes. “I‟m the one this is all circling around, again! Again! Do you know how often I wish I had
never been born? That I was dead and gone? That I didn‟t exist?”
“And can you appreciate how much we need you?” Vivien snarled, stepping back as her
dress ripped a bit, half-revealing the strapless black bra beneath it before she grabbed his face
before he could turn away, the lizard wincing as one of her hands locked into his hair and she
yanked him down, saying in a hurt voice as her lower lip trembled. “You fucking asshole,
without you, Firenze never would have existed, neither would Naganen, Anathema would still be
in limbo and we‟d all probably be dead from Athéos.”
Zerrex was silent as a tear rolled down the Celestial Devil‟s cheek, and then he reached
up and quietly stroked her face, looking shamefully down as his beads dangled from his other
hand, reverberating quietly before he mumbled: “We could have really good angry sex.”
Vivien shoved him backwards with a curse of disgust, turning away and rubbing at her
face rapidly with her hands, and then she took a shuddering breath before the lizard reached up
and silently slipped his mala over her head, the High Queen blushing in surprise as he quietly
brushed her hair back so they could rest comfortably around her throat, Zerrex murmuring: “I do
have respect for you, Vivien. Actions speak louder than words, right? I know… I know I can be
rude to you and I‟m hard to put up with. I‟d apologize for that but I‟m not… particularly sorry,
really, it‟s who I am and part of my nature and it helps me get along fine with everyone apart
from you. Look, if this doesn‟t prove I respect you, nothing will.”
Vivien looked down silently as she played her fingers through the beads slowly, and
Zerrex gripped into her shoulders quietly, lowering his head to silently rest his forehead against
the back of her skull as he sighed quietly and murmured: “I‟m… I‟m stressed, okay? Someone‟s
killing people, people I care about, people whose only crimes a lot of the time were… knowing
me. People are suffering, and I can‟t stop it, and it drives me nuts. Security patrols are all over
Hell and can‟t find a single piece of evidence, and gods know that even Heaven‟s scrutiny hasn‟t
picked up shit and… and there‟s fucking Error harassing me, making me think he‟s connected to

these events, and Epiphany, gods, it still feels like betrayal. It was so good and yet it was so
wrong. I can‟t explain it, though, Vivien. It‟s like if Firenze had betrayed you, but worse.”
“I almost want to say Firenze did betray me. He died, Zerrex. He died a hero, but I never
got to say goodbye or tell him how I felt. I fucking hate you sometimes but you‟re all I have left
and… I can see how much of you was in him. In a different way, yes, but…” Vivien shook her
head mutely, then she turned around and hammered a fist against his chest once, then twice…
then she simply sighed and hung her head quietly. “You‟re a hero, Zerrex. I‟ve never met anyone
as worthy of that title as you are. I envy you for it.”
“You‟re a Celestial Devil, I thought you were beyond envy.” Zerrex smiled a little as he
reached up and touched her face, but she grumbled and shoved his hand away, glaring up at him
with a look of distaste.
“Don‟t think that means I‟m going to try and get in your pants.” she said irritably, but she
glanced away as a bit of a blush rose in her cheeks before she sighed a bit and murmured: “This
is pointless. Can we please return to the subject at hand?”
Zerrex grunted after a moment, sitting down on the bench… and Vivien hesitated, but
then she sat down beside him, their backs to the fire still quietly grumbling behind them as she
brushed her hair back and smoothed it out, then she silently began to toy along the mala, saying
quietly as she looked at the ground: “Epiphany aside… all the other events do seem like they
could be somehow connected, despite you mentioning the Strange Beast that called himself
Eratosthenes had nothing to do with the murders. I don‟t believe that it‟s coincidence, him
showing such a profound interest in you while someone else targets your friends for a malicious
purpose also centered somehow around you.
“What I believe we have to do is draw the murderer out somehow. And that while
normally catching a killer capable of moving between worlds at will and staying out of even
Heaven‟s searching gaze would be near impossible, I believe we already have the perfect piece
of bait for the job.” Vivien looked steadily at Zerrex. “Jeannine Wulfe.”
Zerrex looked horrified at this, holding up his hands, but Vivien immediately began to
speak again before he had a chance to. “I know, I know. A lot could go wrong, but she‟s also the
only person to have even caught a glimpse of this creature… and as both you and Heaven
reported, the markings outside her home were… grim. Furthermore, as you likely hadn‟t heard
yet, there was more vandalism detected and someone managed to break through her gates and
security systems and ravage much of her home. Whatever did this does not like the idea that their
„prey,‟ if you‟ll allow the term, got away.”
The Drakkaren shook his head in disgust, however, saying sharply: “Look, I might be
willing to bargain with my life, or even let Cherry or someone else step into harm‟s way for me.
But Cherry, Cindy, Marina… much as I love all of them, they can also take care of themselves,
and I know it would hurt them more to stand back and do nothing. Jeannine can‟t take care of
herself: she‟s a business executive, an aristocrat, and furthermore she owes me nothing. She has
no reason to put herself in harm‟s way and I don‟t think I could convince her to… and even if I
wanted to, even if I did, what if something goes wrong? The wolves would never forgive me for
getting their sister killed… and that thing, whatever it is, doesn‟t just kill them… it rips them
apart!”
“And that is why it has to be stopped. Would you rather wait until it decides to start doing
that to your sons and daughters? We can‟t keep everyone securely locked-down forever…”
Vivien said quietly, and then she poked his chest, adding darkly: “What if it goes after me? Not
that I expect you to care about my life… but if I die, guess who‟s going to have to be a

responsible High King again? And guess who is no longer going to be allowed to go outside,
fighting all his own battles, and instead will have to spend all day sitting in the Central Spire
organizing budget meetings and arguing with nobles while Strange Beasts rampage through the
world, fought by his children and-”
“Oh you‟re such a manipulative bitch. Give me my mala back.” Zerrex grabbed the
prayer beads and yanked them free from her head, clutching them close but immediately
beginning to worry them through his fingers, grimacing in disgust at how right he realized she
was, and how much she hated her for the fact she was cornering him. “So you‟re saying that if I
don‟t agree to this, I‟m going to look like as much a bastard as if I do agree to this. That either
way, I‟m damned.”
“This is Hell, we‟re all damned.” The Celestial Devil awkwardly reached out and patted
him on the back, however, and Zerrex sighed as he held the mala up against his forehead, the
cool beads rubbing gently against his skull as she said softly: “I‟d prefer to reason with you over
guilt-tripping you, Zerrex…”
“But I know, I know, I don‟t listen very well to reason.” Zerrex mumbled, and he shook
his head slowly before glancing at her and wincing a bit. “I‟ll… talk to Jeannine about it, but I
need to get her approval and the wolves‟ on this, do you understand me? And I need to talk to
her security guard, too, probably, or she‟ll send her one true god after me to kick my ass.”
Vivien sighed, rubbing slowly at her forehead before she looked at him moodily. “I have
developed a plan, Zerrex, that should work as long as Vivien is hunted by the creature. It will put
her in minimum danger, but it‟ll take some time to prepare, and I‟m going to need you to order
your Disciples to listen to me. Because gods know that they won‟t otherwise, especially not
Cherry.”
Zerrex snorted in amusement at this, saying dryly: “Cherry doesn‟t even listen to me half
the time, Vivien. But fine, I will… so what‟s your plan?”
Vivien looked at him hesitantly for a few moments, but when the reptile only glared at
her as he squeezed his mala nervously, she nodded and said quietly: “I need you and Jeannine to
at least… appear to be friends, or more. I want to make her as appealing a target as possible: not
only someone who got away, but suddenly someone who‟s on the inner circle, who will incite…
either anger or jealousy in this unknown killer. Who will make him feel all the more like he
failed… and we‟ll use that against him to lure him in.
“Jeannine will have to return to her home in Heaven, however: it‟s where she‟ll be the
most appealing target.” Vivien said softly, and Zerrex looked at her with a grimace even as the
Celestial Devil smiled slightly. “I‟m not a fool. I know you won‟t be able to stay there, nor
would any of your Disciples. This will come down to Jeannine herself, and to Maria. Because
Maria, as a Broken, can create a rift… and if she creates an anchored portal that Vivien can
escape through, disguising it as a doorway or something else inconspicuous… Jeannine can lure
the creature into a one-way rift leading into Acheron, where you have penultimate power. With a
single thought you‟ll be able to trap and cage the creature, without risking harm to anyone. The
most dangerous part of the plan is Jeannine luring the creature into the portal… but even those
dangers can be minimized through the use of detection and alarm runes.”
“It‟s…” Zerrex halted, frowning a bit and looking down. It wasn‟t actually all that bad of
a plan, when he thought about it, despite being hesitant about the risks it would put Jeannine in…
and he shook his head slowly, murmuring quietly: “It‟s better than anything I could think of, and
I hate admitting that. But it‟s going to take time… I need to talk to Jeannine about this, and the
wolves, and I need to get Maria to build a rift. She‟s never done that before.”

Vivien nodded, then she looked down at her feet for a moment before she mumbled
something under her breath, and the reptile frowned a bit at her before she cleared her throat…
and a moment later, Zerrex realized she was actually blushing as she looked at him and said in a
meek voice: “And… I have a request.”
“Oh Gods, please don‟t say you want to have my babies.” Zerrex said dumbly, and she
snarled at him, making him wince away before Vivien grabbed his collar and she took a slow,
calming breath, closing her eyes, then looking at him even as she continued to blush deeply.
“There‟s a gala being held at Sabnock‟s manor. Selena will be taking Aluinnia and Lily
has agreed to go with Amiglion. I, however, require a date. And tradition requires that my male
escort be… someone of high standing. And someone who does not benefit politically from this,
someone who is either not connected to the affairs of Elysium or who is not a formal member of
the Council. You, Lord Zerrex, are an appointed ambassador: you cannot rise any higher in
Elysium‟s standings, you are an informal advisor on the council, and you are affiliated more with
Acheron and the mortal world than you are with Elysium.” She stopped suddenly, then
whispered in a meek, schoolgirl-like voice: “Will you be my date?”
The Drakkaren grinned stupidly down at her, asking lamely: “Do we get to make out after
we dance?”
Immediately, Vivien shoved him off the seat, and Zerrex laughed as he fell on his back
before the female sighed and stood up, muttering a repair spell that made her ripped dress knit
neatly back together as she said sharply: “The gala is tonight, and I expect you to be properly
attired for it. Thoth, Anubis, White Phoenix, and other high standing members of the legal
system will be in attendance, as obviously will be Sabnock. Furthermore, other nobles and
dignitaries will be present, and as a gesture of friendship, I also asked Sabnock to invite several
high-standing angels, important mortal delegates, and even one of the friendlier ambassadors
from Eslovius.”
“Newton?” Zerrex asked dumbly as he sat up, and the female looked down at him in
surprise before the Drakkaren snorted laughter and slapped his leg. “I love that guy. He‟s the
only person from Eslovius I actually get along with, mostly because he‟s such a freaking asshole.
But he‟s an asshole like Cherry is, you can‟t help but want to squeeze him to death with hugs
instead of hanging him from the ceiling like a piñata and beating him until candy comes up.”
Vivien sighed, smoothing her dress out before she said in a ruffled voice: “Just please be
professional, and pick me up around eight. The gala officially starts at ten but I wish to arrive
early to discuss matters of importance with Sabnock. Understood?”
Zerrex grunted and held up his hands, and then he looked at her for a few moments as she
glared at him, saying slowly: “This. This was the real „matter of importance‟ you wanted to
discuss with me, isn‟t it? Not Epiphany, not the Strange Beasts, not even your plan to capture the
murderer before he kills anyone else, considering that now he‟s probably going to start targeting
more and more important people. You were stalling.”
“Stop reading my emotions, you‟re as bad as Celeste.” Vivien said disgustedly, even as
she rubbed furiously at her reddened face, and then she added moodily: “Speaking of which, I
want you to go and talk to her. She almost made Ixin cry again, so he refuses to have anything to
do with her right now. When I spoke to her myself at some length, she preferred reading my
mind to answering my questions, but I got enough out of her to know that she does have some
idea who Eratosthenes and Iron both are. You‟re the only person she seems to actually speak to.”

“That‟s because she‟s already spent years spying on me and dredging my brain of its
secrets.” Zerrex said dryly, tapping at his temple, and then he looked moodily at the female when
she only shook her head and gazed down at him scornfully. “What?”
“We both know the real reason she talks to you, Zerrex. It‟s the same reason that
Eratosthenes is so interested in you, the same reason Anathema Sin and Lucifer both saw fit for
you to wear that bone armor, the same reason so many others look to you in awe.” Vivien shook
her head a bit, and then she sighed and reached down, grabbing Zerrex‟s hair and making him
yelp and flail as she pulled him to his feet by his ivory locks. “But if it makes you feel better, I
can sometimes understand why God would entrust you of all creatures to use as a vessel to pass
his powers on to.”
Zerrex grumbled at this, shoving her hand free and then smoothing out his hair before he
asked sourly: “So eight it is, then. I‟m going to go spend some time with the exotic alien being
now, since she won‟t ruin my day like the bitchy High Queen with emotional issues does.”
Vivien only nodded at this, however, then she glanced over him and said dryly: “It‟s a
formal affair, Lord Zerrex. As in Hell formal, which means-”
“Fancy robes, I know, I know!” Zerrex flailed his arms a bit, glaring at her and making
her glower back. “I held more than one of these myself, you know. You might be older than me
but I‟m very familiar with Hell‟s culture and etiquette by now, thank you very much.”
“You never act like it.” Vivien retorted, and then she sighed and pushed her face into her
hands as the reptile blew a raspberry at her, muttering: “In the name of Lucifer… fine, I refuse to
argue with you any longer. I have to go, find a dress, and get ready for tonight, Zerrex. As is
tradition, please bring-”
“A corsage, I know, just like prom.” Zerrex grumbled under his breath, crossing his arms
and muttering: “I never went to prom. I never even finished high school.”
The High Queen looked at him for a few moments, then wordlessly turned and headed
out of the den, and Zerrex sighed before grimacing when Cherry bounced back inside, grinning
widely at him as he asked flatly: “How much did you hear and how many times am I going to
have to hit you so you‟ll pretend you didn‟t hear anything?”
Cherry snorted in amusement at this, leering at the lizard as she rubbed her hands
together. “Hey, you know, Carmen‟s probably going to be at this shindig too. I should totally see
if I can get on the guest list one way or another and shit, sounds like it‟ll be a fucking hoot if
only because you and Vivien are going to have to pretend you actually like each other. Weird
shit though, her asking you out instead of going with Amiglion and Lily with you. I‟ll bet you a
blowjob that Lily‟s the evil mastermind behind all this, she can‟t help but mess with people‟s
love lives. Addiction to romance, it‟s a fucking drug is what it is.”
“It‟s one you suffer from just as badly as I do.” Zerrex retorted, and Cherry glared at him,
then grumbled and nodded after a moment as the Drakkaren sighed and rubbed at his face
slowly. “Anyway, this means I now have a to-do list for today. Talk to Celeste, find my old
formal robes, come back here probably early so Vivien doesn‟t have a hissy-fit and we can go
over early and… ugh. What about talking to Jeannine and the wolves?”
“I can totally handle that.” Cherry held up a hand with a grin, and Zerrex looked at her
distrustfully, which made the female huff. “I can be diplomatic when I want to be. Hey, let me at
least talk to the little wolf buddies and let them know you got a plan in mind that involves
Jeannine and shit. Test the waters on the subject.”

“I really think I should be the one to talk to them, Cherry.” the lizard glanced over at her
meditatively, and the female snorted in amusement and rolled her eyes, which just made him
glare at her sourly.
She crossed her arms, cocking her head towards him. “Dude, I know they act like two
year olds sometimes, but they are adults and they need to be able to handle this sort of shit. More
importantly and stuff, the person who should really be talking to the little douches is Vivien, but
that big cunt ain‟t gonna talk to no one about nothing unless it involves the royal council or some
kind of noble endeavor or some shit with the monarchs. I can do this fine, Boss… trust me on
this shit, huh?”
Zerrex looked at her for a few moments… and then he sighed and reached up to rub at his
face slowly, asking hesitantly: “If that‟s the case… then will you also tell Earth about the plan,
too? And if the wolves want to go to Jeannine and see her reaction, for the love of Gods go with
them. I‟m afraid her scary-ass security guard will kill the wolves otherwise the moment using
Jeannine as bait is mentioned.”
Cherry grunted, nodding slowly at this and rubbing a hand absently through her fins.
“Okay, got it, Boss. Anything else you want me to keep in mind?”
“What, no sex jokes? No bad one-liners? Acting mature and taking orders?” Zerrex
cocked his head towards her, looking both amused and slightly concerned as Cherry glowered at
him. “Something wrong?”
“Oh fuck you, I‟m fine.” Cherry answered immediately, and then she grumbled a bit,
adding flatly: “I dunno. Just have a craving and shit, you know? And I really need me some
lovin‟. I wanna keep busy for now though so I don‟t go all freaky on your ass or some shit, I
know that‟s kind of the last thing anyone needs at the moment, after all.”
Zerrex smiled a bit over at her, and she smiled awkwardly in return, rubbing at her
scarred breast compulsively through the fabric of the tight exercise top she was wearing before
she grunted and nodded to him, saying finally: “Anyway, I‟m gonna go do that and shit. You go
deal with Celeste, and I‟ll meet you at the Ravenlight Estate before you leave for the ball tonight
to dance with the Queen.”
“I hate you.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry cackled before she put her hands on her hips
and grinned and she screwed up her face in concentration… and a moment later, vanished, the
reptile smiling despite himself as he shook his head slowly. Over the years, some of his powers
had seeped into Cherry… and although she couldn‟t use them as excessively as he did, she
nonetheless absolutely loved to show off whenever she could, even if a single shoop left her
winded and wheezing.
The reptile closed his eyes, and a moment later, vanished himself, reappearing in the
Ravenlight Estate‟s main hall as he clapped his hands together, eyes glancing curiously back and
forth. Celeste was somewhere around here in semi-quarantine, being watched over by Marina
and Maria… and the reptile looked back and forth before a portal opened in front of him, and a
voice called gently through it: “Come, Daddy. We‟re here.”
Zerrex looked awkwardly at the shimmering black oval… and then he walked carefully
into it, stepping through to emerge a moment later into a den room, where Marina was sitting and
smiling lovingly, a sketchpad in her lap and several colored pencils put aside. Celeste sat beside
her, collar on but still nude otherwise, looking curiously up at Zerrex, and Maria stood near the
bookshelves, smiling lovingly over her shoulder at him as her chain bikini jangled gently before
she turned around and held out an envelope, saying quietly: “This came for you. I meant to give

it to you earlier, but…well, I figured it wasn‟t important enough to disturb your day for,
grandfather.”
The Drakkaren took the envelope curiously, looking over it: simple, small, and white,
without a stamp on it… not that mail couriers worked the same in Hell as they did on the mortal
world. With magic and the ability to portal back and forth, letters simply weren‟t sent all that
often, meaning they were usually hand-delivered by special courier… and he frowned a bit as he
looked at the neat, tiny font on the front that said „Ravenlight Estate, Elysium, Hell‟ with his
name in larger letters below this.
He carefully tore the top of the letter open, then pulled out a simple piece of paper inside,
glancing over it… then feeling stupid surprise as the three females gazed at him curiously before
the Drakkaren read clearly and slowly: “„Greetings, Zerrex Narrius. I fear this will be a short
letter to you, as I only briefly have returned to my home before I head back out on vacation to
the not-so-sunny beaches. Please expect a small package to be delivered to your home within
several weeks: but as we all well know, the mail system can be unreliable and cross-dimensional
package delivery often takes much longer than letter delivery. I hope that you are well and wish
you and Not-Serviteur-But-Maria the fondest of regards. Signed, Theophilius Carter.”
“He… what?” Maria frowned as she reached out and took the envelope, and Zerrex
grimaced before passing the letter to Marina when she held her hand out curiously. “There‟s not
a speck of Unworld residue on the envelope, though… or on that paper, I‟d have to touch it to be
sure but I don‟t sense anything. Besides, how could he… mail a letter to you from the Unworld?
He must have used a rift to pass into this world and slip it to a courier or something, but even
then… no, they‟d know he was a Broken…”
Maria looked down musingly, and Zerrex shook his head a bit, muttering: “The dude is
nuts, Maria. Not… in a necessarily-bad way, but he‟s crazy nonetheless. And I have the feeling if
something makes sense to him he has the power to pull it off. But I mean… obviously I came
here for another reason that‟s a little more pressing and a lot more hostile.” He glanced towards
Celeste, and she nodded slowly before she stood up and looked into his eyes, as both Marina and
Maria immediately looked sharply at the female.
She reached up and silently undid the collar, pulling it off as Marina winced a bit, but
then hesitantly reached up and took it when the Strange Beast held it out: for a few moments, she
and Zerrex only continued to look at each other, and the reptile knew what she was going to do.
Her intent emanated off her in waves… and then she slowly reached both hands up, grasping his
skull with them as she whispered: “It will only sting for a moment.”
Before the reptile could respond, pain tore through his body, the lizard snarling and
cursing as his hands flexed and his body arched, his teeth snapping together before numbness
spread through his form… and a moment later, he was standing silently side-by-side with Celeste
in a world tinged with grey, standing in a tall stone hall ornamented with beautiful statues of
fantastic creatures and large, flowing tapestries, as Celeste gesture and murmured softly: “Look
at these memories, Zerrex Narrius. Memories from inside you that are not yours, mixed with my
own to form cohesive images.”
Zerrex stared ahead, watching in silent awe as a procession of Vipers in beautiful golden
ceremonial armor walked slowly out of a marble archway in the side of the hall, several of them
with immense, sword-like weapons on their backs covered in jutting spikes and deadly barbs.
Leading them was a Chanter, his robes flowing around him as he headed towards the front of the
room, his features calm and cold.

The double-line of Vipers broke apart, the Strange Beasts walking to either side of the
room as the Chanter stepped up onto a slightly-raised platform, turning around and putting his
hands behind his back as the end of the line marched through the huge archway… and Zerrex
stared at the sight of two massive Leviathans, their strange double-swords resting crossed across
their backs as they both hauled a tall, ugly creature along, made of sharp, layered plates of steel
and with glowing gems for eyes, its breath rasping loudly in and out. It had no tail, and its
features were crushed and ugly, with enormous horns that jutted from the sides of its skull,
spikes standing out unevenly down the length and width of its ugly, shell-like back.
The Leviathans threw the Primordial forwards, and it collapsed on its knees with a grunt,
glaring up at the Chanter as the Leviathans stepped out of the way and joined the Vipers along
either wall, as the Chanter said calmly: “You were found in one of our cities, creature. You stand
now before us… and remember that you are under the gaze of the First Gods.”
The Chanter gestured towards them, and Zerrex turned around… then stared with
surprise to see three of the First Gods, Creation among them, sitting quietly at the back of the
hall, watching the trial go underway. Not statues, not relics, not Strange Beasts… but the First
Gods themselves, Creation sitting silently at one side and the others almost too difficult to look
at, the shadows draping across their bodies half-hiding them from view, and yet strangely
helping most with defining them.
The creature in the middle had strange, tight skin and a large body, feather-like
protrusions cresting out along its skull and down the back of its neck… and yet they were
rubbery, and moved slowly with his breaths. His chest was broad and strong, and his hands
looked almost as if they were made of rock or bone, a golden ring gleaming on one finger as he
rested silently back, silent and watchful, red eyes gleaming above a large, strangely-shaped beak.
Zerrex looked at him for a few moments, and some deep part of himself whispered that what he
gazed upon was Chaos.
And to the left sat a green-tinted being, limbs long and agile, veins pulsing like living ivy
like cables through its body and ribcage visible against a thin chest, feminine and yet as female
as the others were male: they were genderless, after all, only slanted towards one gender in
physical proportion. It was curvy, though, with a small bust and smooth, vain features, long hair
streaming back from its head and falling around its shoulders, beautiful and black and seeming to
ripple like water. Life: her body almost as ever-changing as what she represented.
Then Zerrex slowly gazed forwards again as the Primordial gave a raw laugh,
whispering: “First Gods, you say… and you, their Guardians, their storm troopers, their
enforcers. We were their builders, we are closer to them than you or the other godlings will ever
be, spawned of raw creative and destructive forces of the elements… and yet the First Gods
betrayed us and turned on us…”
Zerrex silently rose an arm, unknowingly mimicking Creation‟s movements as Celeste
watched curiously… and then the Drakkaren closed his eyes as Creation‟s arm was pushed
silently down by Chaos, and the lizard let his own droop back to his side as the Chanter at the
front of the room said quietly: “The Primordials were dragged free from the Elemental Planes to
serve the First Gods. They were to build… and yet we have discovered what your brethren much
prefer is to destroy. They have refused orders again and again, and Lord Chaos himself has both
admired and been disgusted in the same breath by their level of discord. The Primordials were
given a choice: exile into the growing universe, or forceful return to the Elemental Planes. Why
were you here, earthen Primordial? Or did you return solely so you could be sent back to that
dimension of discord?”

“No, I did not.” the metallic creature sounded unsure now as he lowered his head quickly,
visibly shuddering… and Zerrex got the impression that even if Primordials thrived on chaotic
creation and destruction, the dimension they came from was not a pleasant place even for them.
“I was ordered to come here by a Guardian, I swear… the Songstress that plays for Destruction
and his cohorts!”
The Chanter looked thoughtfully at the Primordial, and then he said coldly: “Enough of
this. Destroy the Primordial.”
“Wait.” Creation said clearly, standing up as the two Leviathans stepped forwards… then
paused, glancing up at this as the metallic Primordial shivered and covered its head, losing its
attitude and looking terrified: and for good reason, Zerrex thought. Primordials were immensely
powerful… but the creature was outnumbered and outgunned. It obviously was intimate with the
powers of the Strange Beasts… and the Drakkaren wondered silently if he had severely
underestimated the creatures all these years with the name he‟d given them.
“Yes. They are not beasts, after all.” Celeste said quietly, and then Creation walked
directly through them, the memory seeming to flicker silently before it solidified again, and
Zerrex and Celeste both silently followed the tall First God as he approached the Primordial, then
reached down and gently touched his skull, the creature calming and looking hesitantly up,
almost childlike beneath the immense First God.
“If he was summoned here by a Songstress, he has broken no laws. Granted, no Guardian
has the authority to summon anyone to the Center… but all the same, no Guardian would have
the audacity to do such a thing by itself. The Songstress was likely a messenger… and
Destruction has always been quiet and secretive by nature. Judge, if my brethren agree with me,
we must return him to exile.”
“And we do agree.” Chaos rumbled immediately, and Zerrex looked over his shoulder in
surprise as the creature spoke in a courteous, kind voice: “I believe I speak for my colleague
Life, too, as she is even more generous than Creation in matters of mercy… but I understand the
compulsions of the Primordials well. They are creatures of discord and dissonance, but they are
not self-destructive or stupid. They prefer energy, and to see things move, than to sit still… but
this Primordial would not sneak into the Center of the Universe for no reason. Set him free,
Judge, and send him back to his home. My colleagues and I shall speak to Destruction about
this.”
“As you desire, it is my command.” the Judge said reverently, the Chanter bowing deeply
and respectfully towards them before he turned his eyes to the Primordial, who looked relieved.
“I will not go against the commands of the First Gods. I shall send you back to wherever you
have made your home in exile, Primordial. Will you entertain one last question, however, should
my Lords and Masters allow it?”
He glanced up, and Creation looked over his shoulder… and then he smiled a bit as the
other Gods nodded to him, turning and nodding to the Judge. The Primordial hesitated, but then
he nodded as well, keeping himself low and obviously-thankful he wasn‟t about to be
destroyed… and then he looked up as the Judge asked quietly: “What task did you perform
tonight then, at the request of this Songstress?”
“The Songstress only bade me to come… I met a Guardian I was unfamiliar with once I
arrived here.” the metal Primordial said quickly, likely eager to answer and escape. “All I had to
do was stay still while he checked me over, and then he gave me a gemstone and sent me on my
way. A beautiful Viridian, rare and treasured by the earth. I savored it.”

“He ate it?” Zerrex couldn‟t help but ask, and Celeste shushed him quietly as she reached
out and grasped his forearm gently.
The Judge looked at him for a few moments, then he nodded and snapped his fingers, and
a Gateway opened beside the Primordial as he looked to the side in surprise. “This goes to a
moon made of crystal and stone, tempered by gravity and volcanic heat. It is just outside the
territory of the First Gods. You are free to do anything you wish there.”
“Thank you, thank you…” The Primordial bowed to them several times, almost groveling
as he quickly backed into the Gateway, and then he spun around and vanished into the golden
light before it closed. As it did so, the memory flickered… and a moment later, they were
standing in a courtyard overgrown with immense vines, huge grey stone walls surrounding them
and dark flowers blossoming over the lengths of the tapering plants, Creation standing with
Celeste by his side as he glared across at a tall, canine-like male, his fur dark and shaggy over his
body, upper form muscular and powerful and legs horse-like and ending in blade-like hooves,
small spikes jutting from his body. Over his features, however, his skin was white and stretched
so tight it was like paper, his skull showing clearly through, his lipless mouth revealing massive,
ugly teeth and his eyes shone like solid golden lamps.
“Destruction, we do not interfere with the Primordials!” Creation shouted, and then he
sighed and rubbed at his face slowly before he glared as the canine snorted, his long, triangular
ears flicking disdainfully as his sweeper-like tail swished slowly back and forth. And Zerrex
realized with shock there were four small, skeletal arms standing out from his back as well,
insect-like but ending in tiny hands… and these were all crossed like the muscular arms over his
chest, as he shook his head slowly.
“I will „interfere‟ with whatever I like, brother Creation.” Destruction rasped, and then he
shook his head slowly before his eyes roved down to Celeste, adding darkly: “Besides. We have
all broken the rules at one time or another. Yet the rules are not solid rules or laws, as you well
know… they are guidelines. Guidelines we all strive to follow, even Chaos, but you and I both
know the only true laws we must follow are our own Vows. Vows we made when we joined
hands with one-another and shared our blood in the first ceremony, when we first realized our
potential and what we were. Vows that-”
Creation only sighed loudly, however, slumping his shoulders a bit as he held one hand
up and rubbed at his face slowly with the other. “I know, I know, I know. You don‟t have to
repeat the full story every time, Destruction, I was there. Maybe we should have named you
Storyteller instead.”
Destruction snarled a bit… but then Zerrex realized it wasn‟t a snarl, but an awkward
kind of smile: with the creature‟s features, it was simply hard to tell as he reached out and
slapped Creation on the arm. “And we should have named you Nanny, with how you treat us,
Creation. You don‟t have to look after us all the time, you know.”
“I‟m compelled to.” Creation smiled a little at Destruction, and then he sighed a bit,
saying finally: “I understand what you‟re trying to do, wedding the minds of our Guardians with
the abilities of the Primordials… but perhaps you should leave that job up to Life, or myself.
Your projects, Destruction, have a very bad habit of ending up a little…”
“Destructive?” The creature‟s mouth quirked in that strange, raw smile again. “This time
will be different, though, Creation, because I am trying to build a destroyer. Something capable
of breaking down matter and worlds, something capable of crushing matter back into raw
materials. If the project is successful, then we can create Builders. We will have Destroyers and
we will have Builders if this works, who can further exert our influence throughout the universe

without us needing to be present, without risking the lives of our Guardians, without having to
send Gods who may be attacked by ruthless Primordials or the Fallen Ones.”
Creation grimaced a little, but he nodded after a moment nonetheless before saying
quietly: “Fine. But don‟t keep secrets this time, Destruction, please let us know what‟s going on,
alright? We cannot risk suffering divisions between ourselves… I don‟t want to see everything
we‟ve worked for compromised for sake of secrets.”
“Stop worrying about everything.” Destruction replied dryly, and then he reached out and
gently touched one of the long tendrils of ivy, and Creation winced as the plant visibly began to
bubble, cracking slowly apart. “Falling apart is as natural a process as banding together, perhaps
even more so… but it is not necessarily bad…”
A flash of memory… and then Zerrex winced as he stared at a half-metal, half-Strange
Beast monster he recognized all too well, the creature breathing slowly as it loomed beside
another Strange Beast Zerrex recognized, but Eratosthenes‟s features were much different: not
more youthful, yet somehow younger, like he had far less cares upon his shoulders, obviously
long before he‟d become consumed with revenge. He stood beside Iron as Creation and Life
walked forwards, examining the half-and-half beast curiously as Destruction said calmly but
cheerfully: “See? A fusion. Imperfect as of yet, but it proves that the powers of the Guardians
and the powers of the Primordials can be fused into one creature.”
“Iron lives to serve.” the creature bowed its head respectfully, but there was a hungry,
violent look in its eyes even as Life touched its arm hesitantly, then winced back a little bit,
trading an uncertain look with Creation. “Iron looks forwards to battle.”
The two First Gods looked over at where Destruction was likely standing… and then the
tall, looming First God walked past Zerrex and Celeste as they watched, and the Drakkaren
realized dumbly at some point they had linked hands as he looked at her, but she was still
watching silently, so he turned his own attention ahead as well. “Now, no snap judgments. I told
you, first I‟d build a Destroyer to test my theories. The powers of the Primordials also are easier
to focus towards destructive purposes than creative, anyway, even if I was using the abilities of
an earth Primordial. Iron is an excellent prototype… and the Librarian has agreed to take him on
to teach him the history of the Guardians and his position in the hierarchy. He will be of great
benefit to us, I swear to you.”
Life looked unconvinced still, but Creation nodded with a sigh, rubbing at one of his
large horns slowly before he said quietly: “Very well. Iron, we accept you gladly as one of our
own. May you find yourself welcome here.”
Iron only grunted and nodded, which made even Destruction pause and frown… and then
memories shifted, and they were standing in a desert, the Celeste of the present closing her eyes
as the Celeste of the past stood several feet in front of them, watching silently as Iron laughed as
he fought a Leviathan in full armor, slapping the Strange Beast backwards before raising a hand
towards him, and the Leviathan screamed as his armor began to melt, becoming hot, viscous
sludge that burned into his body.
“Iron, stop!” Eratosthenes shouted as he strode up beside Celeste, and he shook his head
in disgust as Iron halted with a rumble, glancing moodily towards the two. “No, no, no! You
must not kill your own brethren, and you must stop destroying their armor and weapons… how
many times must I tell you this?”
“Iron exists to destroy.” Iron snarled at the Librarian, but he only gritted his teeth and
glared back angrily: obviously, some emotions had always been around and weren‟t quite as
foreign to the Strange Beasts as others. “Do not think Iron respects you because of your position.

Iron respects you only because of your power. The moment your power is gone… Iron will crush
you like a bug.”
The Librarian sighed a bit, and then he looked over at Celeste, saying quietly: “Mother,
can you not control him at all? You can influence the desires of Guardians.”
“He is no Guardian.” Celeste murmured quietly, and then she looked over at
Eratosthenes, measuring him slowly with her eyes. “And you… are too eager to impress the First
Gods. Are you not Life‟s favorite, Librarian? Does Creation not consult you for your wisdom on
a regular basis? Has not even Death asked of you your thoughts on his philosophies? You
already have their affections… why must you try to raise yourself up to the same level as they
are on? We exist to protect and serve them. Not to become them.”
At this, Eratosthenes snarled, then he said coolly: “And yet you, Mother, are the personal
toy of Creation. You have no right to speak to me that way, any more than you will ever be at the
sides of the First Gods yourself. You will never sit in a throne beside Creation. You will never
even reach his lap. You will always be only at his feet.”
“And you will always be below mine, Librarian. Do not overstep your bounds.” PastCeleste replied softly as Present-Celeste squeezed tightly into Zerrex‟s hand. Then the memories
faded out… and they were left surrounded in darkness as the Drakkaren closed his eyes, feeling
other bits of information filtering into his mind, awakening from somewhere deep inside him as
he turned towards Celeste and she faced him.
Their hands locked together, and Zerrex squeezed hers slowly as he opened his emerald
eyes, glowing points in the darkness around them as he asked quietly: “Where are we now?”
“The space between spaces. The recesses between memories. The emptiness I cannot fill
in your mind; or perhaps the dark blot inside your heart.” Celeste said softly, and Zerrex
grimaced a bit as he looked away, even as he heard a tinkling laugh that brought back
memories… memories that filled him with joy and sorrow, elation and terror. “You want to
know all the answers. But you are not ready for them all, not yet: you are not Creation, and you
are only half-Naganis, and you are not even entirely Zerrex. So much of you is consumed with
despair you can hide from the others, but I can feel it clearly as my hands touch you…”
She reached up, silently stroking over his chest before she murmured softly: “Besides. If I
tell you too much now… you may lose focus. And if I grant you better access to the hidden
secrets inside of you, then you may spend so much time gazing upon them you will forget about
your other duties. What I can tell you is that yes, the Librarian has the power to rally the
Guardians to his cause. And yes, Iron is a formidable adversary, and he has no respect for any
form of life. He is not a Strange Beast, and he is not a Primordial. He is only a monster. There is
no room for love or compassion or mercy in his callous heart.”
Zerrex glanced down, then he looked back up at the female, asking quietly: “And what
about in yours? Have you learned about those things Celeste? Have you learned to not read the
minds and emotions of others so freely, the value in that, and how it makes it all the more
meaningful when someone does open themselves up to you?”
“I am trying, but it is difficult.” Celeste replied quietly, then she squeezed his hands
before reaching one of her own up to stroke slowly over his face, adding softly: “Do you
understand the value of it yourself, though? After all, for all your preaching, I think sometimes
you still spend too much time worrying and thinking about what others speak to you or think of
you, that you hesitate and diminish the value of your true thoughts.”
“Stop… getting in my head.” Zerrex said flatly, and Celeste only tilted her own, looking
at him curiously and silently before she drew her fingers up through his white hair, making the

reptile fidget awkwardly. “You know, people usually only touch each other like that when
they‟re preparing to make out or assassinate. I‟d rather not do either right now.”
Celeste looked over his body slowly, and then she said softly: “You are not driven by
biological drives, yet still sex is important to you. Done more for pleasure, but… at the same
time, it is not the pleasure that most interests you. You wish for closeness, you wish to share
closeness, you wish to feel comforted: to you, sex is comforting. Sex helps you forget. Sex helps
block out unwanted, unneeded thoughts. And sex can give you the dominance and power you
crave while putting less than the world at risk. It is interesting, Zerrex Narrius. Your flaws truly
define you: yet you are not a victim of them. They have and will lead you to tragedy and loss:
but you nonetheless strive onwards. Yet you nonetheless continue to entertain them.”
“Yeah, because he‟s a fucking idiot and he can‟t make up his mind who or what to
believe in.” said a sour voice, and both Zerrex and Celeste looked to the side as another version
of the Drakkaren approached, this one younger and without the ugly marring of scars on his
body, dressed in form-fitting black armor and with a pair of enormous, purple-steel magnum
handguns resting low on his hips. His white hair was neatly cut, and his eyes glowed with malice
as he spat to the side, drawing one of the twin katanas sheathed behind the magnums and
spinning it easily between his fingers before he slowly began to polish the long blade, saying
moodily: “That fucker Negative hasn‟t been around much. I don‟t know about you two, but I‟d
like to keep it that way. We should destroy him, crack him like an egg and steal his powers.”
“Interesting…” Celeste said softly, and then she held a hand out towards Ravenlight, who
frowned at her… then hissed in pain, his body becoming static-riddled as he dropped his sword
and it vanished from sight, howling as he clutched at his head… and Zerrex grimaced a bit as he
felt a short, sharp pain in his own skull, but it was obviously nothing compared to the agony
ripping through Ravenlight as she said quietly: “Segmented personality… manifesting as a
separate and secondary life form. Perhaps due in part to your damaged emotions… perhaps due
in part to your strange ability to manipulate energy… he is almost as real as you. He is like a
parasitic spirit leeching off your emotions…”
Zerrex finally reached out, grasping the Strange Beast‟s arm and gently pulling it down,
and Ravenlight hissed at them as he became solid again before quickly vanishing, the reptile
saying quietly: “He‟s my past. He and the other parts of my personality, who I call simply…
Good and Cold, they don‟t show up as much anymore as they used to, but… I do on occasion
hear them whispering to me in my mind. They call me the Conscious Walker, like I‟m the driver
of this crazy train and they‟re passengers along for the ride… of course, some of those
passengers, like Ravenlight, direly want to get their hands on the controls of the train.”
“And Negative. He is outside of you, even when inside: he is not you.” Celeste said
softly, and Zerrex nodded hesitantly, the female looking over him before she reached a hand up
and touched his skull gently again… and a moment later, they were standing back in the physical
world, Zerrex wobbling a bit on his feet as Celeste murmured: “I have shown you what I could
for now. May I please have my collar back?”
Marina nodded, holding it out to her, and the Strange Beast took this, squeezing it slowly
in her hands as she gazed down at it and said softly: “So many secrets in this place, and no one
dares to show anyone but those they love their true face… and yet it is only on rare occasion
when even that is exposed. Everyone, striving always for perfection, even though so many
people know that perfection can never be achieved, and that the pursuit of it in and of itself is a
foolish quest, not meant for the wise or the brave. More and more I see that you‟ve taken our
home and painted everything reflective, so that it all appears to be only what you wish to see, not

what it truly is. The longer I spend in this culture, the more I see how different and alien it is
from the universe I grew up in… how much things have changed…”
Then she quietly slipped her collar on with a sigh, shaking her head slowly, and Zerrex
looked at her awkwardly for a few long moments before he glanced at Marina as she gazed at
him softly, saying quietly: “You need to be careful, Daddy. The Strange Beasts are hard enough
to fight as it is… but none of us want you fighting a monster like Iron alone.”
“He reminds me of Jupiter. His size, his strength, even the way he talks about people and
treats life…” Zerrex shook his head slowly, rubbing at his face quietly. “One Jupiter was enough
for me to deal with. For us to deal with… I don‟t want to have my family faced with another
monster of his proportions.”
“And we‟d rather not leave you to face a monster like that alone, no matter what
happens.” Maria said quietly, glancing up at him from the bookshelves as Celeste quietly sat
beside Marina. The psychic gently touched the Strange Beast‟s leg, and she smiled a little as the
Broken looked at the two on the couch, smiling faintly. “We‟re all in this together, see? A
Broken, a Strange Beast, a Goddess, all of us in the realm of demons, Hell, country of Elysium;
and you, Grandfather, our Patron, our Master, God in your own right and thought to be the vessel
that contains the last of the energies of Naganis. Unity is our strongest weapon against the
Strange Beasts. Not even you can fight these enemies alone… we need to rely upon each other as
much as be confident in our own strengths.”
Zerrex looked down at Celeste and Marina for a few moments… and then Marina
reached up and touched his hand quietly, and it was like he felt linked with her and Celeste for a
few moments again, like she formed a connection between them as he looked at the Strange
Beast and the Strange Beast looked back with a bit of a smile, and he realized that Marina was
keeping in contact so that Celeste would always feel that strange link she craved with another
being, so that she wasn‟t left with the loneliness of only her own thoughts… and slowly, the
lizard nodded a bit before he looked quietly over at Maria, saying softly: “Alright, I… I do
understand. Ugh, this is partly about the whole concept of an emergency team too, isn‟t it?”
“Partly.” Maria smiled slightly at him, and then she glanced over him slowly before
saying quietly: “If you don‟t mind, Zerrex, I‟d like to go track down Theophilius, though. See if I
can find where he is in the Unworld.”
“Wait, wait, I have a different task for you.” Zerrex said mildly, holding up a finger, and
Maria cocked her head towards him curiously. “Can you discreetly build a rift between Heaven
and Acheron? A one-way portal, more like… one that can‟t be detected easily, and can‟t be
escaped back through.”
Maria frowned at him, rubbing at her head slowly before she murmured quietly: “It
would require a lot of energy and months of work… but that‟s Unworld time, of course. Still,
getting the energies at the entrance and exit to balance accordingly-”
“It only has to be undetectable at the entrance, in Heaven.” Zerrex said quietly, and Maria
looked up curiously as the Drakkaren smiled slightly. “We‟re building a better mousetrap.”
Several hours later, Zerrex was grumbling as he stepped back into Vivien‟s home, the
butler immediately bowing to him and escorting him towards a waiting room as the Drakkaren‟s
long, sea-green robes flowed around him, edged in gold and feeling ridiculously like a dress as
he sighed a bit and rubbed at the thin material for the thousandth time. His hair had been neatly
pulled back and braided into a long ponytail as well, secured tightly with a blue hair tie strung

with pearls, and metallic gloves rested over both hands and fancy dress shoes were on his feet,
even though he was wearing his normal black jeans beneath the ridiculous robes.
The butler bowed him into the waiting room, and Zerrex nodded absently to the demon
before he looked up in surprise to see that the large, comfy couches surrounding a single table
were already taken up by faces he knew well. He smiled awkwardly at Lily, Selena, Amiglion,
and Aluinnia, all of them dressed in more-formal attire even as Selena kept cursing and brushing
at her long black dress, the female asking flatly: “How the fuck did you get roped into this?”
“Vivien asked me to be her date. Cherry proceeded to guess it had something to do with
Lily.” Zerrex glared at the golden-scaled female, who blushed a bit and cleared her throat as she
looked awkwardly away. “Anyway, I-”
“Hello, Lord Zerrex. It‟s a pleasure to see you as always.” Aluinnia interrupted warmly,
gazing across at him tenderly, and the Drakkaren winced and cleared his throat as he rubbed
slowly at the side of his face, leaning on the back of a couch as the female Dius gazed at him
raptly and Selena blushed in embarrassment: and not just because of the long black dress and
matching elbow-length gloves she was wearing.
Aluinnia was the wife of Selena, once her long-unrequited love. She was a pretty
Drakkaren, a Benevolent from Heaven who had done very well for herself, running her own
small abbey and running charity for „knights‟ and „warriors‟ she found worthy and honorable but
who had no home or no master. Her scales were green, her eyes radiant hazel, a wreath of white
lilies hanging around her neck that matched the backless dress she wore, and the ivory collar
cinched tight around her throat, inset with a red ruby.
When she and Selena had first been married, years and years ago, Zerrex had performed
the ceremony… and this, mixed with her love of knights, her deep desire to please Selena, and
the legends about Hell, Hell‟s masters, and the higher-tier demons, she had immediately locked
onto him. Maybe it was partly the fault of the strange magnetism he exerted without meaning to,
maybe it was partly because Selena was so visibly obsessed with him at times, maybe it was just
because Aluinnia was two-thirds crazy and one-third sly, but either way she had started
following the Drakkaren around, making awkward and overly-sexual requests, sleeping in his
bed, and generally being a nuisance.
For the first few years, Selena had all-but-encouraged this, finding it both „cute and
hilarious,‟ in her own words. With her obsessive personality, seeing Zerrex and Aluinnia
together – her husband and her wife – and getting along so well made her smile instead of
jealous, even if Zerrex acted clearly creeped out every now and then around the Benevolent.
However, after watching this for several years, some of the luster had worn off… and Selena
now was finding it more and more difficult to avoid acknowledging the fact that Aluinnia was a
little obsessed with the Heaven-version of Hell instead of real fact.
For example, she had been almost disappointed when Zerrex hadn‟t „punished her
savagely‟ for dropping a platter of food and coffee she had prepared on his bed one day when she
had been serving him and Selena breakfast. Selena had then offered to punish her viciously, but
Aluinnia had only looked at her with strange sadness, and the subject had been hastily dropped.
And she also didn‟t understand that Zerrex didn‟t simply make other people a part of his family
out of hand, nor was he eager to recruit more Disciples purely for sexual purposes: the collar
Aluinnia wore around her neck was a gift from Selena, an imitation of the collars worn by the
other Disciples. Aluinnia had apparently taken it with some reluctance and almost-scorn, but she
had been wearing it ever since, although she stared creepily at the lizard whenever it was on her
neck, as she was doing now.

But what bothered Zerrex most was that Aluinnia did obviously love Selena, even if their
relationship could be… slanted. Selena was the boss, telling Aluinnia what to do, and Aluinnia
often acted more like a servant than a wife, scrambling around, submissive and meek and happy
to serve, lathering praise on Selena. But she did it not out of fear, but adoration… even if she did
try and get into Zerrex‟s pants more often than either he or the Passion really liked. Aluinnia was
crazy, that was a given, and even Selena had admitted she was still a little stuck on the delusion
that Hell was a big sexual empire of nightmares and perversion and destruction… but she loved
Selena dearly, too, and that was what mattered, and why Zerrex put up with her creepy, tooforwards advances.
“Hello, Aluinnia.” Zerrex said tiredly, and the female immediately covered her muzzle
and smiled brightly at him, looking as shy as a schoolgirl. Then the Drakkaren looked away from
her towards Lily, who was half-clinging to Amiglion, her long white dress flowing around her
and several beautiful golden bracelets hanging from her bare arms, matching the golden tiara
inset with diamonds that rested upon her head. “You can‟t hide behind him, you know. He‟s too
much of a wimp. And too into guys to protect girls.”
“Truer words never spoken.” Amiglion agreed amiably, nodding a few times as he
crossed his arms over his black robes, and then he grimaced when Lily slapped his arm firmly.
“Hey, I‟m just being honest here!”
Lily grumbled, and then she winced when the Drakkaren merely continued to look at her
mildly, before she sighed and rubbed at her face awkwardly, mumbling: “Okay, you win. Yes,
I… may have suggested it to Vivien. But it was Sabnock who first told me she wanted you to be
there… and I figured the best way to make sure that happened was to get you a date you
wouldn‟t dare to ditch, the way you ditch all of us.”
She glared at him, but it was a lame expression as she crossed her arms awkwardly and
fidgeted a bit, and Selena snorted in amusement as Zerrex rolled his eyes and walked around the
couch. Immediately, Aluinnia leapt up and dashed around the table to sit down on the cushion,
smiling radiantly at him… and the Drakkaren winced a bit before he carefully slid over to the
middle couch instead and sat there… but Aluinnia quickly scrambled all the way around the
table as the three High Thrones stared and watched the Benevolent finally manage to sit herself
beside Zerrex, gazing at him tenderly as she reached out and touched his arm gently. “You look
very handsome in those robes, Zerrex. Will you be wedding Vivien?”
Selena immediately covered her muzzle to repress her laughter, making a snorting sound
as Lily cleared her throat and grinned at the ceiling and Amiglion began to giggle stupidly.
Immediately, Aluinnia frowned at them all, and Zerrex reached up to gently pat her on the head,
saying plainly: “Vivien and I aren‟t like that. We‟re just… friends.”
“Nonsense. You could have any female you wanted…” Aluinnia grasped into the front of
Zerrex‟s robes, licking her lips slowly as she leaned towards him… and then she suddenly
winced back as Vivien walked in, the reptile wheezing in relief as the High Queen pointed at
Aluinnia and glared at her.
“Hands off.” she ordered, and Aluinnia scurried quickly off the couch to hop into
Selena‟s lap, clinging to her and wincing as Selena awkwardly held the smaller female close,
glaring a bit at Vivien. Vivien, however, glared immediately back, and Selena dropped her gaze,
clearing her throat and mumbling to herself as the High Queen glanced down at Zerrex
imperiously as he stood up, the male absently brushing at his robes again. “Don‟t fidget.”
“Shut up.” Zerrex said moodily, looking over the female: she had changed, now wearing
a flowing, strapless red dress, cut along both thighs and open at the front, but with a long,

matching crimson loincloth that draped down to her knees. Long boots rested upon her feet, and
her golden hair streamed over her shoulders, almost floating as it quietly swayed behind her back
of its own accord. An amulet hung around her neck on a golden chain, inset with the symbol of
Hell, and a coronet of the same color, with the same symbol upon the front of it, sat firmly in
place around her head. “Are we going now?”
Vivien thrust an arm out towards him, glaring, and Zerrex sighed before he held his own
hand out, a beautiful band of black roses appearing in it before he gently laced this around her
forearm, muttering: “You never went to prom, did you?”
“I don‟t know what that means, but I think I hate you for saying it anyway.” Vivien
replied icily, and then she glanced down at the band of blossomed black roses that spiraled up
her forearm, nodding after a moment with a grunt. “Alright. This is acceptable. I‟m ready to go.
We have matters of importance to discuss.”
She snapped her fingers, and a wide white portal opened, Vivien glaring at the
Drakkaren… and the reptile grumbled as he walked towards it, before wincing when the female
stepped beside him and forcefully laced their arms together, the two striding through the portal
and emerging a moment later into a high mountainside, snow falling quietly around them as
Zerrex looked back and forth in surprise: they were at the top of what looked like a long, private
dirt road, secluded from anything even if the lights of a large city shone quietly in the distance in
the deep twilight… and then Vivien pulled him forwards – but a little gentler this time – and they
approached a set of tall, blue iron gates, tipped with icy spikes. To either side of this was a high
brick wall… but the top of this wall was lined with strangely-dancing crystalline-blue flames.
“Ice fire.” Zerrex murmured, and Vivien looked at him with surprise and a slight smile as
the Drakkaren looked back with entertainment. “Hey, like I always remind people. I mentored
under Sabnock. But I guess she values her privacy as much as I do.” After all, those flames don’t
burn people… they freeze whatever they touch. Painful as hell… but non-lethal as a bonus.
The Celestial Devil looked at him for a few moments, and then she nodded and turned
back towards the gates, saying clearly as the others finally emerged from the portal behind them
and approached: “High Queen Vivien and company, here at request of Magistrate Sabnock.”
There was silence… and then the gates clanked loudly before they swung slowly open of
their own accord, and Vivien immediately pulled Zerrex forwards as the rest of the group
followed. The Drakkaren whistled a bit to himself as they walked down a beautiful path of
heated stones that kept both snow and ice from forming, but the banks of snow on either side
were piled high as the lizard looked up towards the imposing but simple front of the manse: it
was large and rectangular, a few steps leading up to a small, covered deck that sat in front of the
wide white double doors, windows set at regular intervals, curtains drawn in only a few places
and light shimmering quietly from the rest.
As they reached the steps, the white doors were opened for them by two minotaurs
dressed in elegant white tuxedos, both respectfully bowing as they stepped to the sides of the
hall. Zerrex couldn‟t help but stare back and forth in fascination as they stepped into the
entranceway, beautiful paintings on the walls and a plush carpet underfoot that hummed silently,
resting overtop a redwood floor… and Zerrex tested his feet against the ground as they walked
down the L-shaped entranceway, the Drakkaren looking at a wide set of spiraling stairs at the
end of the hall and then at the two archways that bridged away into the first floor as he muttered:
“There‟s an energy current even in the carpet… wait, I get it, there‟s the runes for a cleansing
spell in it and it must be woven with demonic fibers, that‟s why it looks so spotless…”

“Shut up.” Vivien said dryly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as the minotaurs closed the doors
behind the group and then stood at attention as a Wentaku emerged, Zerrex staring in surprise. A
crocodilian demon with three deep black eyes and short, coarse hair covering its grey-skinned
features, gnarled horns standing from the sides of its skull. They usually served as mages and
librarians, adept at magic and notorious for their inflexibility… but this one was dressed in a
white tuxedo as the others were, although he also had a golden circle pinned to the lapel of his
suit jacket, likely denoting his rank in the servant hierarchy. “I am High Queen Vivien, and this
is Lord Zerrex Narrius. We are here to meet with Magistrate Sabnock.”
“I have been instructed to bring you to the meeting room. Lady Sabnock will be with you
as soon as possible: for now, she has kindly asked that you refrain from discussing legal politics
with the other guests until her arrival.” the Wentaku replied calmly, and Vivien nodded, the
butler giving a thin little smile. “Most excellent. Follow me, please.”
He led them back into the archway he had emerged from, and Zerrex was unsurprised to
find how neat and organized the household was, looking back and forth curiously at the pictures
on the walls here and there: mostly landscapes and a few portraits of famous Judges and the
devils who had been responsible for first organizing Hell‟s legal system. The reptile looked back
and forth musingly, enjoying the glimpse into Sabnock‟s life but knowing at the same time this
showed very little of her: after all, there wasn‟t a single picture of herself on the wall, the closest
object to anything that revealed her personal life being a painting of her mansion mounted on the
wall of one corridor.
Eventually, the butler pushed open a large wooden door and bowed them through, and the
group of six emerged into a wide meeting room, the walls plain and simple, several large
crystalline globes filled with blue fire hanging from the ceiling and casting a comfortable light
over the obsidian-stone table that was surrounded by comfy leather chairs: it was oval in shape,
with no real foot and no real head.
Several Judges were already present: White Phoenix, the judge resting back in his jeans
and pressed silk shirt with a silver bolo tie cinched around his throat, a red vest overtop this and a
wide cowboy hat over his skull, his hands clothed in simple black gloves he read quietly. A
small, thin badger with gold-ringed, dark eyes, he looked almost out of place with how normal
he seemed… and yet nonetheless he emanated a quiet strength and powerful charisma.
Beside him, already glaring at Zerrex, was a jackal dressed in a pristine white suit with a
black bow-tie around his neck, his fur short and black and ankhs of gold encircling each eye, as
well as edging his tall ears. He crossed his arms moodily, and Zerrex stuck his tongue out at him
childishly before Vivien elbowed him as she dragged him towards the table, the lizard glowering
at her even as she asked calmly: “I thought Judge Thoth was to be present as well.”
“He‟s always late.” White said calmly without glancing up from his book, slowly turning
another page as Amiglion and Lily sat down next to him, and Selena and Aluinnia took the chairs
beside Zerrex, the Benevolent immediately smiling lovingly up at the Drakkaren. Then White
closed his book and put it down before he sighed as Anubis continued to glare daggers at Zerrex.
“Shall we move on to business?”
“Yes, yes, yes, I suppose…” Anubis muttered, leaning sulkily back in his chair as he
glared icily at Zerrex, who gave him a smug look before the god sighed and looked miserably up
at the ceiling. “First you kill me, and then you make me a lackey, and then I have to work for
you, and now I have to work with you. Of all the gods in the universe, the Ancient Ones must
have decided to truly loathe me.”

“Okay, like. For one thing, you picked a fight with me. As you‟ll remember, I didn‟t want
to fight you, I just wanted to get the hell out of the Marquee Sur Noir.” Zerrex said flatly,
pointing across at him as Vivien grabbed at her face in frustration. “For another, you stabbed Sin
in the back, pissing her off, and then ripped her heart out. I also was the one who gave up your
Heartstone instead of destroying it so you could be revived, if you‟ll remember. So technically
you owe me your stupid little life.”
Anubis opened his mouth to argue, but White simply looked at him mildly, and the jackal
god immediately closed his muzzle and cleared his throat as he shrank a bit in his seat. After
having worked for White for so many years, and still under a period of probation as a Judge of
Death – the last time Anubis had been a Judge, he had tried to start a coup to overthrow Hell and
eventually been expelled to the Marquee Sur Noir – he knew by now not to push the badger‟s
buttons. “I… let‟s just forget about it for now.”
Zerrex grumbled in agreement as Vivien glared at him, and then he sighed a bit, reaching
up to absently toy with his mala through his robes: it was hanging around his neck, comforting
him some as he shook his head a bit and then looked mildly over at Vivien. “So what business
did you want to discuss? Or should we wait for Sabnock to arrive?”
“Well, the first order of business is a simple matter, any Judge can handle it, so let‟s not
waste our time or Sabnock‟s.” Vivien said calmly, and then she glanced towards the badger as he
closed his book and slipped it into his vest, looking back across at her with his same strange
expressionlessness: except with the Drakkaren‟s ability to read emotions and the years he had
spent observing and spending time with White, he had learned to pick up on a few of his ticks,
and he could tell the badger was a little less than happy with his reading time being interrupted.
“I recently received a communication from Heaven regarding changes being made to import and
export laws. I need a Judge willing to sign as witness for my counteroffer and approvals.”
“Anubis can do it.” White glanced at the jackal, who sighed a bit and dropped his face in
his hands, but nodded, looking bored already.
“I also have a prisoner who was recently captured by Royal Guards trying to sneak into
the Scholar‟s archives to steal records. An angel, so there‟s some political pressure from Heaven
to have him simply sent back, but he was captured in Elysium and I dislike the idea of giving up
a prisoner who committed a crime when we all know that if we return him to Heaven, they‟ll
simply let him go.” Vivien said mildly, and Zerrex crossed his arms over the desk, laying his
head down on them before he grimaced when the High Queen grabbed his shoulder and shook it
firmly. “Pay attention.”
“No.” Zerrex said sulkily, and Anubis snorted in amusement despite himself as Lily
sighed a bit. The Drakkaren sat up after another shake from Vivien, however, rubbing at his face
before he shoved himself away from the table, looking towards the ceiling as he flopped
backwards in his chair and muttered: “We have no real jurisdiction over Heaven, Vivien. The
council‟s just looking to start a fight with Hell, you know that as well as I do. If you want to
make a point to them, then tattoo a silence rune onto the asshole‟s tongue and then send him
back. Then we punish him, Heaven gets their angel back, and if they whine about it you can
challenge them or say he was in a secure area with secure information and you had no other
choice apart from executing him. Yes, we all know they could use psychics just as easily to
remove information from his head but that‟s not the point or the message.”
Vivien looked at him for a few moments, and then she finally grumbled under her breath
before glancing over at White, but the badger only shrugged and then nodded slowly in
agreement. The High Queen sighed a bit, then she looked up as Zerrex glanced to the side and

smiled slightly as the door opened and Sabnock stepped inside, wearing an elegant, ice-blue
dress that covered her body primly, with long sleeves down the arms and a necklace of sapphires
around her neck, white gloves on both hands but her feet clad as always in black leather loafers
that didn‟t go quite as well with the rest of her ensemble, and the Drakkaren couldn‟t help but
remark: “I never thought I‟d see you in a dress.”
Immediately, Vivien hit him and made him wince, but Sabnock only smiled thinly before
she took a seat at the end of the table, a calm-looking Salamander dressed in the white suit that
seemed to be the uniform for all of the female‟s servants entering with a large tray loaded with
mugs, an enormous coffeepot, and a bowl of sugar and tall pitcher of cream. The bulky, thickbodied reptile placed this down on the table, then quickly began to pass out mugs, features
passive and amiable as Sabnock said courteously: “It‟s a pleasure to see you all here, and ready
to discuss business before we indulge ourselves in the gala. I have a request, however: Lord
Zerrex, would you please step outside?”
Zerrex looked at her curiously as the wolverine gazed back calmly, and the Drakkaren
hesitated, but then looked down at the mug in front of him… and Sabnock sighed a bit, rubbing
at one temple. “Yes, of course. Burton, will you please prepare Lord Zerrex his coffee? Two
sugars, two cream.”
“Ma‟am.” The Salamander deftly slid the last mug across the table, where it came to a
halt just in front of Amiglion before he quickly poured the reptile‟s coffee, adding sugar and
cream with his other hand as the mug slowly filled, and stirring it once he put the heavy
coffeepot back. It was all prepared in a matter of moments, and the reptile gazed down at the
chestnut liquid before he stood and sipped at it, then smiled over at the Salamander with a grunt
of appreciation, the servant bowing his head kindly. “Sir.”
Then Zerrex turned and left, wondering if he was being kicked out already for some
reason… before the Wentaku butler closed the door behind him and said calmly: “Lady Sabnock
has asked me to bring you to see Lord Galleon. Please follow me.”
The Drakkaren looked dumbly after the Wentaku, then hurried after him as he sipped at
his coffee again, following quickly along behind the butler as they strode to the end of the hall,
and the Wentaku stopped to raise his hand, murmuring a short spell or password… and runes
glowed over the steel door before it opened silently, and they passed into a quieter, less-posh
hallway, the floor here simple and plain, only a few pictures on the walls… but several of these
were paintings of Sabnock and demons he didn‟t recognize, and he smiled to himself as they
approached a tall set of ironwood stairs, heading up to the second floor as the butler said calmly:
“I hope you do not think that I am speaking out of turn, Lord Zerrex, but this is a rare
occurrence. As I am entrusted with taking care of the family, I must ask that you be courteous of
his condition and do not excite the Lord of the Manor.”
“Of course.” Zerrex nodded a bit as he sipped at his coffee and they stepped out onto the
second floor, the Drakkaren grimacing a bit at how maze-like the manse was and wondering if it
was magically-enlarged or just confusing as hell, as they walked past a slightly-ajar door looking
in on a dusty office, the reptile half-wanting to sneak away to peer into this… but knowing that
the Wentaku would easily catch him and probably throw him out. He obviously took his job very
seriously, as they approached a large door with an eagle engraved over it… and the Wentaku
rose his hand and murmured another short incantation, and this door opened quietly into another
hallway, framed pieces of ancient scriptures hanging from the walls, the parchment faded and
weak, but Zerrex instantly recognizing them as being ancient pieces of codex from a law text,
likely drafted by Lucifer himself.

They turned a corner, and the butler halted at a pair of redwood double doors, knocking
twice before he gently grasped the black steel handles and pushed them open, stepping inside and
saying in a clear, carrying voice: “Lord Zerrex Narrius to see you, Lord Galleon.”
“Good, good.” whispered a tired voice, and Zerrex stepped slowly into the bedroom,
looking back and forth: bookshelves lined the walls, and tapestries emblazoned with the symbol
of Hell and of Elysium hung on either side of a wide window, and there was a small reading desk
with a picture of Sabnock in a gold frame resting in front of a heavy, black-steel wheelchair…
and in almost the middle of the room, the top of the frame pressed against the wall and embossed
with runes forming Sabnock‟s name on one side and „Galleon‟ on the other, was a heavy bed
upon which lay Sabnock‟s husband.
The sheets were pulled up over his chest, and his eyes were almost blind, his body visibly
thin and weak as he rested with his hands across his chest. Zerrex slowly walked forwards as the
male turned his head towards him and he smiled a little, head laying back on fluffed pillows,
propped slightly up as he blinked slowly, then whispered: “A little closer. I can‟t see you very
well, Lord Zerrex…”
“Just Zerrex, please.” the Drakkaren stepped forwards, glancing down at the male with an
awkward smile as he looked over him with surprise: Galleon was an otter, his fur a tarnished
brown that lightened faintly over his thin body from what he could see, and he had a thick mane
of white hair, his off-white eyes glancing up at the lizard as he stood beside the bed, then leaned
down a bit, putting his coffee carefully aside onto a night table. He paused, looking at this for a
moment as he saw it was piled with several dusty books, but also a picture of Galleon and
Sabnock, likely from years ago… and the otter of back then was very different, strong-built and
smiling, wearing only shorts and with tattoos of water symbols down his chest and around his
forearms, and Sabnock herself was actually smiling as well, still in only a suit… but somehow
more relaxed all the same. “It‟s nice to finally meet you after all these years.”
“Yes… and it is nice to meet you as well.” Galleon smiled tiredly up at him, then he
grimaced as he shifted a bit in bed. Immediately, the Wentaku butler walked forwards, slipping
around to the other side of the bed and pressing a button to elevate it, and Galleon grimaced a bit,
shaking his head quickly. “It‟s alright, Charles. Please, go attend to the other servants, ensure
they‟re preparing properly for the party.”
The Wentaku hesitated… but then he nodded, saying calmly: “Call if you need anything,
Lord Galleon. Lord Zerrex, excuse me.”
The butler walked to the open doors, turning around and quietly closing them behind
him… and then Galleon chuckled a bit before coughing once, saying quietly: “Sabnock has
always tried so hard to take care of me. Poor girl… she feels she has to bear so much alone. I
wanted to express… how grateful I am to you for being there for her though, Zerrex. She thinks
very highly of you, even if she doesn‟t act like it.”
He quieted as his breaths rasped in and out, leaning back a bit with a grimace… and the
Drakkaren smiled awkwardly as he rubbed at his own face slowly. “It‟s… it‟s nothing, really. I
have a lot of respect for Sabnock, for who she is and what she‟s done and… how she‟s always
tried to help others. I‟m just myself around her.”
“And so few are themselves, especially these days.” Galleon murmured, and then he
shook his head slowly as he looked up towards the ceiling, saying quietly: “You‟re curious,
aren‟t you, why doesn‟t talk about me?”
“Honestly… I can understand.” Zerrex smiled a little, glancing down at the male as he
tilted his head towards him. “Sabnock isn‟t… open about a lot. I don‟t know as much about her

as I‟d like to, and I‟ve known her for… well, you probably know how long I‟ve known her for.
Anyway, I knew she had a husband, but I know she never brought up your condition because…
she‟d never want to seem like she was looking for pity. She‟d never want to burden others. She
forgets sometimes that as she‟s there to help us, we‟re there to help her… it‟s… a problem I have
myself.”
Galleon chuckled quietly again, then he nodded slowly, murmuring in his soft, raspy
voice: “Yes. That‟s well-put, you do know her well, and it makes me glad. Then I take it you
have no idea why I‟m sick… or still alive?”
“Sabnock‟s put up with me for years. I can‟t imagine her abandoning someone she
loves.” Zerrex said softly, and Galleon smiled up at him with entertainment before the Drakkaren
added hesitantly: “And… I am a little intrigued, to be honest, yes. Demons don‟t usually end
up… uh…”
“Paralyzed from the neck down?” Galleon smiled wryly, his almost-blind eyes slowly
closing and opening, and the Drakkaren nodded with an awkward smile in return. “Obviously, I
wasn‟t always this way. But Sabnock and I are original demons, you know… very ancient.
You‟ve heard her song, and you know her heritage: as for my own, I am even older than
Sabnock. My parents claimed to be among the very first demons, but… that is a story for another
time.”
He paused meditatively, then said quietly: “It was… twenty million years ago now, I
think. I know that must sound so very long to you, but for demons… well. I know you
understand now how it is not. Time is relative… and even though I have lived so very long, it
seems… so very short. The days don‟t become boring to demons, and especially not to original
demons… we have a purpose, after all. We all have a purpose, and even when time begins to run
mushily together, it still… feels good, so long as we follow our purpose. Sabnock is a creature of
order, compelled to rules and laws, an Ice Devil of great prowess and greater heritage… I am a
River Dane, flowing forever along on my path, unable to stop, stubborn enough to wear down
the strongest of opposition. We went together well…”
“But you see, I became ill. Normally, sickness in demons is treated quickly: with our
supernatural affiliations, after all, and our powers of regeneration and resistance to natural
disease, such things as illness frighten most demons more than an angered Gigataur.” Galleon
smiled a little. “And so it was with us, and I was treated immediately at a Healing Cathedral. The
symptoms of nausea and pain vanished for a time, but then they came back stronger… and again,
I was treated, but further examined.
“It was too late when we finally realized that I had contracted a rare disease… likely
because of Gluttons passing through my favorite swimming hole. I used to swim daily, I love the
water, although Sabnock loved ice… and she used to laugh, you know. She used to laugh and
skate across the water, turning it to ice above my head, and we‟d play such games together…”
“They were wonderful games.” Sabnock said softly, and Zerrex looked over his shoulder
in surprise as the wolverine quietly approached, reaching a hand out and gently, almost hesitantly
touching Zerrex‟s back as she looked quietly down at her husband, who smiled lovingly up at
her, his eyes warming at the very sight of the female. “I miss them.”
“I do too.” Galleon said softly… and Sabnock sat quietly on the bed beside him as she
pushed the covers down to his waist, taking his hand and making the otter smile silently as their
fingers laced together, his hand weakly moving as he murmured: “The disease… attacked me.
Poisoned me, made me weak, destroyed my muscles and got into my spine. Magic did nothing,
nor did anything else… even when we hired healers from Heaven, they were unable to do

anything for me. Supernatural disease is like that, though: powerful, quick-moving, and yet slow
to kill.”
“Part of the reason you are here, Zerrex, is because my husband is reaching the end of his
life.” Sabnock said quietly, and Zerrex looked at her with surprise, then down at the male as
sadness spread across the female‟s face, whispering in a quiet voice: “It‟s very hard for me to
bear this. And I need a friend right now.”
“And you shouldn‟t be so sad.” Galleon murmured softly, despite the sorrow on his own
face as his fingers trembled… then squeezed as hard as they could against Sabnock‟s hand. She
smiled though, smiled radiantly down at him even as she leaned against Zerrex and her eyes
gazed down at her husband, and he laughed weakly. “We were a strange couple, weren‟t we?
Monogamous in a polygamous society… and even after I got sick, it took me badgering you
constantly for you to… go and find relief. And you never dated, despite me telling you to. You
were loyal to me… but you were more loyal than you ever, ever, ever needed to be. You were
silly, my wife…”
“Yes. I know.” Sabnock said gently, and she looked down at the male‟s chest as she
reached her other hand out, silently tracing over his tattoos before she cleared her throat and
looked at Zerrex, saying calmly: “I‟m sorry to put this on you, but… Galleon will likely die
within… within the week. Within a few days.” She halted, looking down and closing her eyes
tightly, and Galleon squeezed her hand slowly again as he breathed quietly, looking up at her.
“Now don‟t make this so much harsher than it has to be.” he chided gently, then he
smiled tiredly at Zerrex, who swallowed awkwardly as he looked down at the otter. “Sabnock
cannot handle my will or anything like that… but our good friend, White Phoenix, has taken care
of much of that for us. But we would like you to give the eulogy… and I am asking you to be
there for Sabnock after I pass on. She‟s spent more years with me than mortals would believe
have existed in all the universe. She will be upset… and had I not asked her to bring you here, I
know she would try to hide it, like nothing was wrong. Please look after her for me, and keep her
from working on anything. Please help her. Please be there to listen to her.”
Zerrex looked down at the otter quietly, and Sabnock shook her head slowly, saying in a
dry, serious voice: “No, that‟s not possible. Preparations are underway to catch a murderer as we
speak and there is the difficulty of the Strange Beasts to contend with as well. Zerrex cannot and
should not be coddling me for an entire month, it will take up too much time, and we‟ve been
readying ourselves for this moment for many years, Galleon.”
Zerrex was silent… and then he smiled across at Sabnock, saying quietly: “You‟re my
friend, Sabnock. And while I can‟t promise to be there for you twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week… I‟m not your only friend. I‟ll spend as much time as possible with you, Sabnock,
and you‟ll come stay with me at the Ravenlight Estate or I‟ll stay here, and so will your other
friends. Galleon, I promise to take care of her. For that month, and for longer… even though she
doesn‟t really need anyone to help her take care of herself.”
He wrapped an arm gently around her, and Galleon smiled again and nodded as Sabnock
actually blushed, looking down… and then she smiled faintly again, gazing respectfully at the
Drakkaren as she murmured: “You‟re crass, you have no respect for the rules of society, you act
sometimes as if you‟re above the law… but I would not ever change you. You frustrate me
sometimes and you embarrass me and you make me wonder if you think about anything but
physical contact and proving how strong you are, but… it only goes to show all the more how
noble you can be when the mood strikes you.”

Galleon laughed weakly at this, and then he smiled tiredly at Sabnock as she glanced
down at him, the otter saying in a tired but teasing voice: “Can you at least wait until after I‟m
dead to flirt with him? Because as I remember, you told me all those things, once upon a time…
except you were also hitting me, as I recall.”
“She hits me too.” Zerrex smiled a little, and Sabnock sighed, looking from one to the
other moodily… but thankfully, too, he thought, as if she appreciated the repartee.
“We had… good times.” Galleon murmured softly, and the two looked down to the otter
as he closed his eyes, smiling faintly. “We had such good times… and I came to truly love you,
Sabnock. We were a marriage of convenience, yes… but nonetheless, I came to love you.”
Zerrex cocked his head at this, surprised… and Sabnock smiled a bit over at the
Drakkaren, shaking her head as she said softly: “Arranged marriages are more uncommon these
days… but they used to be the rule, not the exception, Lord Zerrex. When I reached the age of
fifty and had not yet been married and my few suitors showed no signs of interest in marrying
me, I went through a selection process with my peers.
“My… my parents and other parents met, of equal and other classes. My parents were…
well respected in Hell, and known to be very strong. I was already being trained as an attorney
for the courts and I was… serious, confident, and eager. My main concern and the one boundary
I was permitted to give was that my husband to be would have to promise not to interfere with
my studies. Of course, Galleon lied in that regard.”
The otter smiled a bit at this as Sabnock looked at him softly, nodding and picking up the
story, his quavering voice gaining strength as he spoke: “Maybe a little, yes. I was from a family
of slightly-higher rank in the hierarchy than Sabnock, you see… but we had less money, and far
less focus. Our rank came from our prowess as warriors, but as the War Games were on
temporary hold at that time while the High Thrones held a Great Council, none of us were
fighting. I was still unmarried, and as it is rank that determines who pays the dowry in an
arranged marriage, we had nowhere near enough money to „buy a wife,‟ as the term went.”
“But Kethyrn Ballas Crane Yeit‟Zull, Sabnock‟s mother, was a family friend… and she
negotiated with us the rules of the marriage. I would spend the next few months getting to know
Sabnock and we would prepare for a simple, small wedding. We were chaperoned for the first
week, during which I visited her four times…” He laughed quietly, then coughed a few times,
and Sabnock smiled faintly as she reached down and touched his chest silently.
“After that, they left us to our own devices.” Sabnock gazed down at the otter, shaking
her head with a quiet laugh. “Galleon spent much of his time trying to impress me. I, however,
spent most of my time not being impressed. He often interfered with me studies and he was very
loud and boisterous. All he ever wanted to do was swim or spend time in the rivers. One day, I
finally lost my patience with him and simply froze over the pond he was in, and spent the rest of
my time studying until my Father came to check on us.”
She smiled a little at this. “He was both angry and amused. I don‟t know which he was
more of… but when Galleon finally managed to break out of the ice, he only laughed it off and
told my father there was no harm done. I was surprised; I had embarrassed him, yet he wasn‟t
demanding revenge or compensation. That was when I started to pay more attention to him, and
understood that I could… I could have a worse suitor.”
The otter smiled back at her, then he murmured softly: “We were married not long
afterwards. The wedding was a small one, attended only by close family and a few friends, but it
was all the more special for it, I think. The dowry was not large, but it was enough to help my

family live in comfort… and… I was glad. Not only for my new social status my marriage
brought with it, but also because even then, I was… I was fond of her.”
“My husband always was faster to warm up to people than myself.” Sabnock said mildly,
and the otter laughed weakly, smiling at her nonetheless as she gazed over at Zerrex.
“Personally, I was only glad that he gave me my space for the most part, and that my duties as
his wife were not difficult to perform. I was never fond of sex… but he was at least adequate in
bed and did not pressure me. At least, not very often.”
“Oh, ice princess.” Galleon said with a quiet smile, and Sabnock blushed as she glanced
down at the pet name, looking awkwardly away from the Drakkaren even as the lizard smiled a
little, and Galleon silently squeezed the fingers still intertwined with his own. “We never… had a
child. Devils and demons have trouble conceiving between them to begin with, with the asalways exception of… of Lust…” He stopped, coughing for a few moments, and the wolverine
looked down at him with concern, but he only shook his head, breathing a little hard for a
moment before murmuring: “No, I‟m fine. It‟s just… been a long time since I spoke so much.”
Sabnock nodded, then looked at Zerrex, saying in her calm voice, the only hint of pain
coming from her eyes: “I cannot bear children. A not-entirely uncommon defect among Ice and
Order Devils… I lack the biological drive for sex because I lack ovaries, and my womb lacks the
proper… environment… in which to bear a child. No umbilical cord will grow, no amniotic fluid
will be secreted.”
Zerrex was blushing a bit now himself, but moreover, he felt sad for the female, as he
touched her shoulder gently and said quietly: “You would have made an excellent mother,
Sabnock. Why didn‟t you two adopt?”
“It was not a common practice in Hell.” Sabnock glanced to the side, and then she
glanced down at the otter when he squeezed her fingers slowly, and she sighed a little, saying
quietly: “I have always been… very career-oriented. I was concerned that adopting a child would
interfere with that. And I suppose, to be completely honest, I was very bitter. I came to love my
husband, with the way he treated me and looked out for me. I felt it unfair after several thousand
years of getting used to each other to discover I could not have a child of my own. I… was afraid
that with an adopted child around, I‟d only be able to think of that. So I busied myself with work
and my continuing studies and childishly avoided the subject until finally… it was too late.”
Sabnock shook her head a bit, and then she glanced towards Galleon as he murmured
softly: “It was… both our faults, really. I wanted a child of my own blood… and well, Sabnock
would never have let me sleep with another female.” He smiled towards her, and she shook her
head, laughing quietly.
“Now that‟s not true at all.” She squeezed his hand silently, then touched his chest,
saying quietly: “I simply never understood the compulsion for sex. And perhaps… I was always
a little worried you‟d leave me. I am too well aware of my own flaws… and I always treasured
you. When we made our vows to be only with one another, until the Reapers parted us…
perhaps… perhaps I took the vow too seriously. One thing I must admit, after witnessing and to a
point studying the lifestyle of Lord Zerrex… is that he has shown me that it truly does only
matter that you return at the end of the day to those you love. And I always loved you, Galleon. I
always have, and I always will.”
The otter smiled again at her, the two gazing at each other silently for a few long
moments before the Drakkaren rubbed slowly at his face, murmuring: “Well, Sabnock, that‟s no
flaw on your part. My lifestyle isn‟t for everyone.” He hesitated, then asked quietly: “Do you
want me to spend the next few nights here? Just… in case?”

Sabnock glanced at him, then she shook her head, saying softly: “No, that is kind of you,
but I… I will be fine. As I‟ve said before, we‟ve been ready for this for a long time now… I only
wish to… ensure that I tend to my husband‟s last wishes before he dies. It is an ancient myth, but
they say that a demon who dies with regrets will never entirely be able to move on.”
“I have no regrets, my wife, not even about not being able to have a child with you, not
anymore… you made my life special and wonderful, and we were good friends as well as
lovers.” Galleon said quietly, and the wolverine smiled faintly down at him before the otter
gazed over at Zerrex thoughtfully even as he coughed weakly, then he said quietly: “Although…
perhaps one last outing. Wouldn‟t you agree, Lord Zerrex? My time is nearly up, and I am ready
to die, and look forwards to moving on and entering the eternal sleep until my spirit becomes one
with the rivers and the lakes. I may as well enjoy these last few days, instead of staring at this
ceiling, counting the minutes until I die.”
Sabnock hesitated, and then Zerrex reached up and squeezed her shoulder gently, saying
quietly to her: “I think everyone would enjoy being able to see Galleon and you together,
downstairs.”
The wolverine sighed a bit, but then she murmured quietly down to her husband: “Of
course. And it‟s not that I fear for my reputation, or am ashamed of you… it‟s only that…”
“I know, Sabnock, I know.” The male smiled up at her faintly, then he squeezed her hand
slowly before looking over to Zerrex, saying quietly: “My robes should be in the armoire. Would
you please fetch them for me?”
“Of course.” The Drakkaren nodded, circling around the bed and opening the doors of the
furnishing as Sabnock gently pulled the covers off her husband‟s emaciated body, the otter
coughing quietly before he looked up with a faint smile as the Drakkaren approached with a set
of sea-blue formal robes not all that different from his own. He looked awkwardly at the male,
but he only nodded weakly as Sabnock looked quietly across at him, and the reptile carefully
slipped the robes over Galleon‟s head as Sabnock helped, gently but efficiently moving his limbs
and body around.
Once the robes were on, Sabnock quietly slipped her hands beneath his frame and hefted
him quietly into the air, almost cradling the so-thin male as he breathed heavily, barely able to
support his own head on his shoulders as his fingers twitched a bit… and the wolverine gently
set him into the wheelchair, murmuring quietly to the otter: “I‟m sorry, husband, I know it
hurts.”
“Not anymore, my wife. There‟s no pain… not emotional, not physical. I am… almost
content.” Galleon smiled faintly up at her as his arms rested on the wide arms of the heavy metal
wheelchair, leaning back in it as his head rested quietly against a curved support bar, and he
smiled a little as Sabnock picked up his sheet, quickly folding it down until she was able to rest it
across her husband‟s lap, and Galleon laughed weakly. “You missed your calling, darling.”
“Be quiet.” Sabnock smiled faintly back now, though, then she slipped around to the back
of the wheelchair as Galleon leaned back slightly, breathing raggedly but calmly as the
wolverine gazed over at Zerrex. “Come now. I‟m sure that guests are arriving by this point. Let‟s
head to the ballroom.”
The Drakkaren nodded and stepped up beside her, squeezing her shoulder gently… and
when the wolverine only looked at him quietly, strangely, he slowly slipped his arm around her,
and she nodded to him respectfully and appreciatively as she began to push her husband
forwards. With a simple glance from Sabnock, runes glowed over doors and opened… and the
lizard realized that the runes weren‟t simply there to keep intruders out and secure the female‟s

privacy, but to allow Galleon to have moved freely around before he‟d lost the use of his arms as
well.
The wolverine led him down the hallway… and as they walked, she glanced from sideto-side at the pictures on the gold-tinted wall and the small trophies displayed here and there, and
then Galleon whispered softly: “I remember that painting of us… back when we were so young.
What, only a thousand years together?”
“We thought it was such a long time… but look at us now.” Sabnock smiled a little as she
glanced towards the painting, and Zerrex stared at it as they passed, of Sabnock and Galleon with
glasses raised, sitting at a table with several demons he didn‟t recognize and a small, sulking
child. “And Lady Carmen was such a difficult child.”
Zerrex halted in the corridor, and Sabnock looked over her shoulder at him as the reptile
approached the paining and stared stupidly at the sulking brat who was glaring angrily out of the
painting, a bow on her head and a skirt on her little hips, but her chest bare and flat… and then
he laughed, stepping backwards and muttering: “Oh holy crap, that is Carmen. But that means
this was even before…”
“Yes. It was during the days when the ten Naganatine were feared and terrible… it was
during the last days of Lucifer‟s reign, when he was still trying to run Hell.” Sabnock said softly,
and Zerrex looked at her dumbly as she smiled a little and Galleon chuckled weakly. “I told you
that I was old, Zerrex Narrius. Tell me, does it make me less attractive to you?”
“No, gods no, the things you must know…” Zerrex murmured quietly, and the wolverine
cocked her head before the Drakkaren grinned a little, glancing at the painting again before he
looked towards her. “Why the hell does Carmen have a bow on her head?”
Galleon laughed quietly, but it was a genuine laugh even if he broke into coughing
afterwards, and he rasped for breath as Sabnock gazed at him with concern, but the otter only
shook his head before he said in an amused murmur: “Carmen was supposed to be raised to be a
Lady of Hell: but as we all know, she never quite caught on to the etiquette. Her mother often
scolded her for it, but her father loved her and babied her and spoiled her… he always told her to
be her own person. And she loved him for it.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, and then he returned to walking beside Sabnock as they headed
down the hall, passing several large degrees from ancient universities as the reptile hesitated a
bit, then swallowed his questions for the moment as they passed through another doorway and
onto a flat platform. A gently-sloped ramp spiraled upwards to one side and downwards to the
other, and Sabnock quietly began to push her husband along this, moving down towards the first
floor as the Drakkaren followed.
They were silent as they reached the first floor, and with a glance from the wolverine, the
reptile nodded as he stepped forwards and pulled the door open… and husband and wife smiled
at him faintly as they passed through this and into another adjoining hall, the lizard following the
two and looking back and forth curiously before Sabnock said quietly: “Although I think by now
this should be obvious, understand that you can ask me anything, Lord Zerrex, and I will gladly
tell you. Although I was obviously wary of you when we first met, so many years ago… do not
forget that I also followed you against the Princess, and we fought side-by-side. I am your friend,
and you are mine… and although I have had many friends over the course of my lifetime, I find
that I have few today who have survived all those years beside me, and will have… fewer soon.”
She stopped, then shook her head a bit when Galleon smiled a little and managed to turn his head
to gaze up at her silently. “But you are my friend, and I trust you as more than that. You are an
advisor, and a counselor, and… perhaps I even admire you a little, little as I may show it. Never

think I don‟t. You insult me and you insult yourself thinking that I do not trust and… and care
for you. I merely… do not show it in the form that others do.”
“Sabnock…” Zerrex said softly, and he reached up to squeeze her shoulder gently before
he smiled a little at her as they halted in front of a pair of large double doors, muffled music
quietly drifting out from within the room beyond and voices faintly speaking, and the reptile
asked gently: “Then will you dance with me tonight? And will you honor us all with a song?”
“I will dance with you, Lord Zerrex, but I will not sing for you.” Sabnock gently reached
down, squeezing Galleon‟s shoulder as the otter gazed up at her tenderly, and she looked
lovingly back as she murmured softly: “Tonight, I will sing for my husband instead. Is this an
acceptable negotiation?”
“Don‟t talk in legal terms, Sabnock, you‟re going to ruin the whole romantic mood
you‟ve got going on here.” Zerrex replied mildly as he walked towards the double doors, and
Galleon chuckled as the wolverine shook her head a bit. Then the Drakkaren pulled the doors
open, gazing out into the wide ballroom beyond as the Wentaku in the white tuxedo glanced
towards them, and his eyes widened in shock at the sight of Sabnock quietly wheeling the otter
forwards.
He recovered quickly, however, calling to the ballroom as the band quieted themselves:
“Announcing Lord Zerrex, escorting Lady Sabnock and Lord Galleon.”
There were polite claps and a single loud, cheerful yell that Zerrex knew immediately
came from Carmen, and the reptile rolled his eyes a bit as he fell back in step with Sabnock as
she wheeled Galleon forwards over the grey stone floor. The band kicked up again, and the
reptile gazed over the crowd towards them: they were dressed in matching red suits, with small
black caps over their skulls, standing on a heart-shaped stage at the end of the ballroom that was
flanked by large, wing-shaped railings to either side and with a tall set of steps leading down to
the ballroom floor from the tip of the heart. They played calmly and easily, even as they glanced
towards them with equal surprise as the butler, and Zerrex had feeling this band was part of
Sabnock‟s vast set of servants, although he didn‟t know if they were simply talented or hired
because of their talent.
People were coming towards them, though, including Carmen – grinning and masculine,
dressed in formal robes that already were stained a little with punch from the large banquet table
sitting off to one side – Lily, and Selena. The Passion and the Ice Devil looked awkwardly at one
another for a moment, and then she cleared her throat before looking down at Galleon, saying
finally: “Well, at least you look better than the last time I saw you.”
“Selena… it‟s been years and years, hasn‟t it?” Galleon smiled a little up at her, and then
he laughed a bit as Carmen reached out and touched his shoulder, saying kindly: “And Lady
Carmen. We were just talking about you… and how you always used to have that pretty bow on
your head when you were a child.”
“Oh don‟t bring that up, geezer, or I‟m going to tip you right out of that fucking chair.”
Carmen said flatly, and Galleon laughed in delight…and this time, it didn‟t break into coughing
as he smiled warmly around at the others. Zerrex, meanwhile, smiled at the two, then slipped
away from the group, heading towards the banquet table… and surprised to see Serenity and
another of his Disciples standing nearly, the former looking surly and the latter grinning stupidly
and waving at him madly despite the huge, muscular black wolf being only a few feet away.
Drake Lazarus, better known as „Vampire,‟ was an enormous lupine covered in charcoal
fur, his eyes a deep black and his nickname stemming from the enormous canines in the lupine‟s
jaws, the fang teeth very visible with his current silly grin. He was dressed in heavy Royal Guard

armor that his muscles flexed and bulged against, golden breastplate and shoulder armors
gleaming over his body as the loin-plates clanked, and a black collar embossed with a pattern of
roses along its length almost pulsed around his neck, the small, J-shaped horns that curled
towards the back of his skull behind his ears were the only clearly-visible demonic characteristic
on the whole of the eight-foot demon, as he said cheerfully: “Hey Boss! Hi Boss! We‟re security
guards and shit!”
“For Sabnock, not for you, don‟t worry.” Serenity said dryly, crossing her arms as the
reptile glared at them, and then he relaxed a bit at this and grunted as he swirled the punch in the
bowl, sniffing at it before picking up a glass and scooping some up, tasting it hesitantly. “She
remembered my old Royal Guard days and well… since Vampire‟s a Captain now-”
“Just like you, Cap‟n!” Vampire clapped his hands together cheerfully, and then he
glanced towards the crowd around Sabnock, asking curiously: “Who the hell is that with the
scary lady, though? The dude looks like he got run over by a truck. But he was mortal so. It
actually almost killed him.”
Zerrex slapped his forehead, and Serenity immediately said icily: “That‟s Galleon.
Sabnock‟s husband. Don‟t you remember the briefing?”
“I was too busy cuddling with you.” Vampire batted his eyes at her, and Serenity
punched him hard in the chest, rattling his armor and making him wheeze before she seized his
collar and yanked him forwards as his ears went flat against his skull and his eyes went wide.
“Listen, we are not dating, it was one… two nights of sex!” Serenity said harshly, and
then she threw the black wolf backwards, Vampire landing on his ass and skidding back a bit as
the female flushed deeply, muttering irritably: “Besides, I‟m the head of Zerrex‟s Iuratus. It‟ll
take more than that to impress me if you really want to be known as Iuratus as well as Disciple.”
“I bought you chocolates!” the black wolf said brightly, and Serenity sighed and rubbed
at her face slowly as the wolf grinned cheerfully up at her. “Besides, babe, I‟m just having fun.
You know that my heart really belongs to Zerrex. He can make me squeal even more than I made
you squeal.”
The black wolf batted his eyes over at the Drakkaren, and Zerrex sipped meditatively at
his punch as Serenity‟s eyes blazed, almost glowing with anger… and Vampire quickly cleared
his throat before he hopped to his feet, saying hurriedly: “You know, I better go do a patrol.”
“Good idea.” Serenity said darkly, and Vampire hurried quickly towards the doors of the
ballroom before she sighed and shook her head with a mutter, then she glanced up at the lizard,
adding moodily: “Before you ask, Mist and Shine are here as well… and Desire arrived with
Lily, since she‟s been assigned to protecting her by both Vivien‟s order and my own. I‟ve
recalled most of your Iuratus from Acheron for tonight for this event. I… I hope that‟s okay.”
She became hesitant, looking at him quietly, and Zerrex smiled softly at her, reaching
forwards to stroke over her scarred face gently and making her visibly relax as the reptile felt her
furious and confused emotions smoothing out. She rested her face against his hand, smiling a
little more now, and then Zerrex said softly: “You should be a little nicer to Vampire if you like
him so much, Serenity. He‟s just a bumbler.”
“I know, I know. He‟s… he‟s a good friend. And he treats me… kindly. Kinder than a lot
of people.” Serenity shifted awkwardly, shaking her head a bit as she finally pushed her father‟s
hand away… but then silently grasped it, squeezing his fingers slowly. “I just don‟t want him
getting the wrong idea. About me or… you know.”

Zerrex nodded a bit, saying gently: “Then you should make sure you don‟t get the wrong
idea about him either, Serenity. He knows better than he lets on about boundaries and
relationships, but he‟s a little… Cherry.”
“Yeah, Vampire‟s a good guy, though.” added a baritone voice, and the Drakkaren
looked over his shoulder with surprise to see Priest approaching, the fourteen-foot Dragokkarendemon smiling awkwardly as he rubbed absently at the fins on his head, fidgeting a bit in the
heavy black robes he was wearing. “This shit sucks, by the way. Fuck you, sis, for being able to
wear your fucking armor. And fuck Carmen for making me her date.”
“Half-sister.” Serenity blushed a bit at the term nonetheless, looking awkwardly up at
Priest… and then she cursed when he stepped forwards suddenly and picked her up in a bonecrushing hug, making her wheeze and snarl. “Put me down!”
“You‟re a full sister to me, babe, and you always will be!” Priest said empathetically,
kissing her forehead loudly before he dropped her… and Zerrex sipped idly at his punch before
wincing when Serenity took a wide swing at the Dragokkaren, who only grinned and stood with
his hands on his hips… and then wheezed loudly in pain, clutching at his stomach when the
punch contacted with much more force than he likely expected, going a little pale as he stumbled
backwards and trembled a little.
“Holy fuck, she doesn‟t hit like a girl.” Priest wheezed, and then he fell to his knees and
slowly dropped onto his side as Zerrex rolled his eyes and walked away from the two as the other
people stared at them disapprovingly.
The Drakkaren wandered down the length of the table, then he almost bumped into
another robed figure, who glared at him with beady black eyes, his tentacles writhing beneath his
torpedo shaped head. His skin was rubbery and green, and beside him stood a massive shark
warrior made of flexing, powerful muscles and rubbery grey hide that was thick and resistant
enough to repel almost any attack… but the main vulnerability of these powerful warriors was
also very apparent, the huge, thick glass collars that rested around their necks filled with water
the one thing that kept them from suffocating on pure oxygen.
“Get out of my way, you asshat.” the Eslovian said rudely, and he poked at Zerrex‟s chest
a few times before he threatened: “Don‟t make me use large, angry words and empty
intimidations and say nasty things to you.”
“Oh Gods, anything but that!” Zerrex threw his hands up in mock-surrender, and then the
two laughed before Zerrex smiled warmly down at the shorter, squid-faced demon, reaching out
and shoving him playfully backwards. “So how are you, Newton, you squidgy little bastard?”
The creature smiled amusedly up at him… at least, as well as he could, with the tentacles
that dangled over his beak-like mouth, but the entertainment was clear in his expressive dark
eyes. “Oh, you know, same-old, same-old. Being ordered to go tell larger nations we‟ll attack
them with our full military might if they continue to tread on the backs of our people, all while
the Emperor continues to cook peasants in his cauldrons for laundry detergent. And Decant here
got shot out of a catapult and hasn‟t been quite right in the head since.”
“I like pie.” the shark demon said agreeably, and Zerrex cleared his throat a bit as he
nodded slowly, the large, burly male looking back and forth before he asked dumbly: “Where are
we, Boss Newton?”
“We‟re at a party, Decant, now please, go find some pie.” Newton gestured absently at
the shark, who grunted and turned away, shouldering the large spear he was carrying and peering
along the table as the Eslovian shook his head slowly, muttering: “Poor dumb bastard. Must have

crashed into a blue reef on the way down, addled his brain. Funny how he can remember your
version of demonic, but he can‟t process much.”
Zerrex grunted, rubbing absently at the scarred side of his face before he asked in a moreserious voice: “So, on the subject of attacks and invasions… what‟s going on with Eslovius right
now? I heard that the treaty thing didn‟t go very well, they wouldn‟t go past a truce.”
The ambassador glanced back and forth, and then he picked up an apple from the table,
peeling it slowly using his thick black nails as he muttered: “Well, of course, you didn‟t hear
anything from me… but Eslovius is a lot weaker at the moment than you‟d think. I‟m sure you
remember how our idiot boss decided to give some of the Old Gods refuge, right? Well, one of
said Old Gods finally went berserk and killed half the fucking city he was in before being
subdued. But to make matters worse, we had to use an electrical storm to put him down… and
what does electricity attract?”
“Strange Beasts.” Zerrex grimaced a bit, surprised they hadn‟t detected the monsters…
but at the same time… “Eslovius must be using some pretty heavy shielding for Elysium to have
not detected either the Old God‟s rampage or the Strange Beast attack. What was it?”
“Well, you know us.” Newton tapped his own skull gently. “Eslovius has a bad history
with psychics. Even though our current empire is pretty shitty, our first empire was even worse,
ruled by telepaths who could control and make anyone do their bidding. So we‟ve learned ways
to protect ourselves from any kind of intrusion, even from your Scholars, powerful as they are.
“I‟m getting off-point, though. It was two Vipers, as I believe you call them. The twoheaded ones.” Newton grimaced a bit, shaking his head in disgust. “We were not prepared for it.
Worse, when we did kill one in the water…”
“Energized blood.” Zerrex muttered, and the squid snorted in amusement and nodded as
he took a bite out of the apple, grinding it slowly in his beak. “It must have been a hell of a
bang.”
The Eslovian snorted at this. “You have no idea. Took out several buildings with it, and
worse, it broke an Aqua… what we use to filter our water, keep it from becoming poisonous or
marshy. We cannot survive for long if our water is not… clean, you understand? Like when your
kind is in stale air. You can only breathe for so long before it kills you.”
Zerrex grunted and nodded, and Newton continued with a grimace: “The other Strange
Beast rampaged through our ranks. The mages were disoriented from the explosive death of the
first creature, so it was able to quickly close in on them and tear them to shreds. Without the
mages‟ support, infantry was demolished quickly by the creature‟s raw strength. The Emperor
was forced to send in the Blackguard, our elite knights, to kill the Viper… but several of them
were killed. The Emperor now is hiding in his palace, terrified out of his mind. Soldiers and
people both are rioting in some of the cities, infuriated by the lack of response, and the
supporters of New Democracy are getting stronger every day. The Emperor meant to show his
strength during his last attempt to invade your land, trying to prove that he is a worthy heir and
the master of his domain… but after what happened with your little hissy-fit…”
“Thanks, Newton, that makes me feel better.” Zerrex said dryly, glancing down at his
right hand absently before he looked up and nodded slowly. “Alright. So Eslovius isn‟t going to
risk attacking us right now, I get it. I take it even your Emperor isn‟t stupid enough to make
some wild attack on us to try and win support, right?”
“Fuck no. The mighty Emperor is lord and ruler of Eslovius, the smartest and humblest
and blah-blah-blah. He‟s also the biggest coward on the face of the whole fucking planet, hiding
in his throne room with Blackguard all around him and clutching the Blood Scepter, the most

powerful artifact in Eslovius.” Newton paused, adding mildly: “You know… if someone from
Elysium ever got their hands on that… they could order Eslovius to do whatever they wanted.”
“And believe me, the offer is tempting, but I have other things to worry about right now.
Fun as invading a country is.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he smiled slightly and slapped
Newton on the shoulder as he looked up as he caught sight of someone else, saying mildly: “Stay
frosty, Newton. I‟ll come back and talk to you later after I go piss some more people off.”
“Have fun.” Newton called, and the Drakkaren walked away from the Eslovian, heading
across the ballroom towards where Anubis was grinning at a pretty goddess, despite the fact the
demigod accompanying her was glaring daggers at him. Then she glanced to the side, and her
eyes widened and her teeth gleamed in a predatory smile as she immediately forgot about Anubis
and looked at him, both jackal and the male otter standing nearby glaring daggers as the female
walked towards him with her arms spread.
“Lord Zerrex!” Aera Cura almost sang, her eyes glowing and eager, matching the color of
the tight red skin that covered the cow‟s slender, voluptuous body. Her features were vain and
beautiful yet almost skull-like, with large floppy ears and a pair of tall horns each adorned with a
ladder of silver ring piercings, a black dress flowing around her body and cut down one leg to
show off the shapeliness of her body, a pearl necklace dangling low around her large breasts as
she hugged him tightly as if he was an old friend, despite the fact that the Drakkaren barely knew
the goddess even after all these years. “So delightful to see you… here I was, just talking with
two of your other friends, Loki and Anubis!”
“He‟s not my friend.” Anubis muttered, and Loki grumbled and glowered as well, but
didn‟t say anything as Zerrex smiled amusedly over at the otter and shrugged a little. They had
their differences – especially in the past, when Loki and Zerrex had been enemies and spent most
of their meetings attempting to kill the crap out of each other – but now the two got along… and
got along well at that, at least when Loki wasn‟t trying to be cool and arrogant.
Loki was tall and athletic, his features both handsome and somewhat callous, his hair
long and white and falling to the middle of his back, done up in bangs over his face that were
streaked with gold and purple. The rest of his body was covered by black fur, and his eyes were
dark and moody and emotional. An X-shaped bandolier was the only thing that covered his bare
chest, with a triple-belt harnessed around his waist that went halfway up his abdominals, black
dragon-scale jeans on his legs and heavy motorcycle boots on his feet, a leather trenchcoat
swirling around him as he crossed his arms grouchily and said flatly: “Do you have to interrupt
every fucking time I‟m here with her?”
“It could be worse.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he winced as there was a loud crash, the
four looking up in dumb surprise to see that a large caracal had just accidentally knocked an
angel flat on his back, the ten-foot behemoth of muscle and brilliant gold fur grinning
embarrassedly as he rubbed at the back of his head slowly, his tall, tufted ears flicking. “Well, it
just got worse.”
The god looked up and spotted them, beaming benevolently as he stepped over the
stunned angel and strode towards them. A tight vest made of black dragon scales flexed with his
movements, a cape with the symbol of Valhalla in gold over the black cloth flapping behind him,
the red lining on the inside making it seem almost like he was being followed by a blaze of flame
as he grasped the thick leather belt around his waist. Dangling from this was a thick, steel-headed
mallet, the head rectangular and the handle wrapped in red leather, a gold chain with an
assortment of pretty charms hanging from this, and he smiled delightedly as his silvery greaves
clanked against the floor, Aera Cura half-hiding behind Zerrex and staring at the god with shock

as he rubbed at his dusty black jeans before picking the Drakkaren up in a firm hug, gloved
hands almost crushing the reptile‟s biceps as he said cheerfully: “Lord Zerrex! It has been too
many nights and days since last we met! Mine brother and I have so missed you dearly, many are
the nights we have spent talking about you together as we worked upon our different tasks!”
Loki groaned and slapped his forehead as Zerrex wheezed, and the male set him down
after another moment, gazing down at him warmly as the reptile rubbed at his aching ribs, then
said lamely: “It‟s… good to see you too, Thor. So uh. Who‟s your date?”
“Date?” Thor looked confused for a moment, and then he brightened and held a hand out
behind himself as another god approached, this one dressed in thick leather armor with a kilt of
the same material hanging from his waist, skulls dangling over this from an ugly, cinched
rawhide belt, a tattered red cape flowing behind the charcoal-furred bear and a white scarf
wrapped around his muzzle and face, leaving only his red eyes visible. “Oh! Fair Gilgamesh is
my companion for the night!”
Zerrex snorted laughter as Thor looked at him questioningly and naively, and Gilgamesh
sighed a bit, rubbing at his scarf-covered face slowly before he explained tiredly: “I am not his
date. But I was not able to… ask the person I wanted to…” Gilgamesh glanced down, twiddling
his fingers awkwardly together. “But I decided to come anyway. As Loki was taking a friend,
Thor wanted to bring one as well, so I made the mistake of agreeing to come with him. As a
friend. Not as a date.”
“Oh Gilgamesh, you are so humble.” Thor said warmly, and then he slapped the twentyfoot tall giant on the arm with enough strength to make the larger male wince and stumble a bit
to the side, before the caracal laughed and threw his head back, making one of the musicians
wince and jar his notes as he drowned out the sound of the band. “Shall we not make merry
tonight? Come, brother, dance with me!”
“Thor, look, food.” Loki said flatly, pointing towards the banquet table, and Thor
immediately glanced to the side before his eyes widened… and then he glared at the Eslovian
standing near it, the otter wincing as the caracal stomped towards him and cursing under his
breath. “No, you idiot, leave the ambassador alone!”
The Drakkaren sighed a bit, and then he looked over at Gilgamesh, ignoring Aera Cura as
she stroked down his back to try and get his attention back on her and Anubis, who was glaring
daggers at him. “So why didn‟t you ask Cindy?”
“I…” Gilgamesh hesitated… and then the god sighed, rubbing at his face slowly and
looking awkwardly down at the Drakkaren as his cape swirled around him, saying finally: “I
don‟t wish to impose upon her. And, to be entirely honest, I don‟t understand her relationship
with the Lady Cherry, who admittedly… scares even me a little. To be frank, I think she even
scares Thor a little.”
“That‟s understandable, she scares me too. But Cherry‟s usually more bark than bite
when it comes to people around her. She‟s only really scary if you make an enemy of her… and I
don‟t think she‟d mind you inviting Cindy to a dance. This is all very high-school, after all.”
Zerrex gestured around them, and then he snorted in amusement as Gilgamesh only cocked his
head quizzically. “Right, no one gets that reference down here. Just. Believe me when I say that
it wouldn‟t be a bad thing. And she wouldn‟t say no.”
Gilgamesh grunted and rubbed at his head, and then Zerrex winced as Aera Cura grasped
his arm as the band started to play slower and couples moved out towards the center of the
ballroom, beginning to dance as she asked lovingly: “Then you won‟t say no to sharing the first
dance with me, will you, Lord Zerrex?”

The Drakkaren glanced over at Anubis, but the jackal only threw up his hands in
disgust… and the reptile sighed a bit as wrapped an arm around the female and took one of her
hands, easily moving into a slow dance as she pushed herself forwards against his body with a
tender sigh, clinging against him as the lizard gazed towards the ceiling high above, his eyes
roving over heavy spheres of glass containing blue flames that lit the ballroom dangling from
silver chains. “Isn‟t this wonderful, Lord Zerrex? You really are so big and strong… such an
important figure in Elysium…”
Zerrex grunted a bit in response to her, knowing her well enough by now to be aware she
was only after his wallet and the prestige that would come with any relation to him… and of
course, that Aera Cura already had two husbands who were high-up in Elysium‟s monarchy.
Husbands she apparently never spent time with and apparently didn‟t know each other, as she
smiled up at him and half-lidded her crimson eyes. “Don‟t you want to give me a kiss?”
“No.” Zerrex said flatly, but Aera Cura only laughed even as the reptile looked down at
her grouchily, and then he looked up, eyes roving over the rest of the crowd before he smiled a
little at the sight of Sabnock and Galleon doing their own calm version of dancing, the otter
smiling and relaxed as the wolverine gently spun his chair and moved with him, surprisingly
graceful and elegant in her dress.
Aera Cura glanced towards them curiously, and for a moment she grimaced before
shaking her head a bit, returning her eyes quickly to the Drakkaren. “Come on… don‟t you find
me the slightest bit attractive?”
“I do, Aera Cura, I can easily admit that you‟re pretty outside…” Zerrex spun her gently,
then he pulled her suddenly and firmly back against his chest, making her blush and grin… then
glare when he whispered softly into her ear: “But you‟re ugly on the inside, aren‟t you?”
“No uglier than you, Zerrex.” she returned moodily, and the Drakkaren snorted in
amusement as they stepped back and forth, her back still pressed tightly against him as her grin
became nasty. “Yes, I admit it. I‟m just after you for a good fuck and some quick cash and the
bragging rights that come with it. I don‟t want to be a Disciple, and I don‟t want a relationship,
and I don‟t think I even want to be one of your friends. But I will be your whore, and I will do
anything you ask me to for the right amount of money… and most of all, I‟ll be discreet about it.
Your friends can offer you their bodies, sure… but I can offer silence as well as letting you do
anything you want to me. I just want some coin for it… and for you to let me tell a few right
people that you found me a sensational lay. And I promise you, that won‟t even be a lie. Just like
I promise if you continue to fight me so much, I can go from playing sugary-sweet girl to making
your life miserable.”
The reptile looked at her meditatively, and then he spun her easily around again before
dipping her low, leaning over her as his eyes glowed faintly, and she trembled a bit now,
grasping into his shoulders as he said softly: “I have friends. I have people who love me. I don‟t
need a call girl, exotic and attractive as you are… and you should never, ever forget that if I
really wanted you, Aera Cura, I could take you. Money or no money, connections or not. You
could hurt me, sure… but goddess or not, you are nowhere near as strong as I am, and I have a
feeling your connections and allies would hesitate to save your sorry ass.”
He suddenly let go of her, and Aera Cura landed heavily on her back, glaring up at him
angrily before the reptile pointed towards the door, saying quietly: “Why don‟t you stop playing
your pedantic games with the affections of others and go on home? Loki has enough issues to
deal with without a sociopath like you leading him on all the goddamn time, and even I don‟t
hate Anubis enough to send you crawling into his arms.”

“Fuck you.” Aera Cura spat, and then she snarled before standing up and brushing herself
off. Then she suddenly smiled, the look both sinister and calculating before she turned towards
Anubis, striding towards the jackal… but she faltered in mid-step when he grimaced a bit at her,
then silently reached up and pointed towards his large ears as they swiveled slightly back and
forth, making her curse under her breath before she stormed away.
Zerrex shook his head distastefully… and then he winced as Carmen slid out of
seemingly nowhere, snagging him and dragging him immediately into a dance as she grinned at
him and said amusedly: “You seemed a little lonely out here after you got rid of the whore, Boss.
What‟s your problem, I thought you liked whores, were all about „empowerment, empowerment‟
and shit.”
“You know, it‟s funny, on the mortal world a lot of societies considering prostitution an
awful thing.” Zerrex replied mildly, as he spun absently with Carmen, and she rolled her head
before headbutting him lightly, the lizard grunting and then answering sourly: “I do like whores.
I don‟t like users.”
“That makes sense.” Carmen grunted, and as the band picked up in tempo, they broke
into a quick-step, the two moving together with ease as she asked curiously: “So where the fuck
is Ann-Sin? I thought she was all about shit like this.”
“Sin is, Anathema hates this stuff, though.” Zerrex replied absently, keeping pace with
the female‟s quick movements easily as they stepped back and forth. “I think they‟re still looking
after Epiphany, though… after what happened with her, she‟s been taking a really long time to
calm down. They both are, I think… Sin is horrified, Anathema is angry. But they‟re both more
worried than anything else.”
Carmen grunted, and they spun together, moving sideways at the same time as the
dancers around the room revolved around the ballroom floor before the song finished in a
flourish, and the Drakkaren half-spun Carmen around as he leaned backwards, letting her fall
back against him and supporting her easily as she grinned up at him, then softened a bit as they
both gazed over at Sabnock and Galleon, the wolverine clapping as Galleon smiled brightly
despite the tiredness in his eyes and the heaviness of his breaths. Zerrex could feel his emotions
from here, a mix of pain but also great joy… and a refusal to give in to his illness or his body‟s
wants to return to bed, the pleasure of being here, being part of the celebration washing away the
bitterness of his struggle even as the Wentaku butler kept walking over and trying to tend to him.
“Poor fucking bastard. He ain‟t a demon who deserved this, he ain‟t at all. You don‟t get demons
much more noble than the River Danes, you know: knights and warriors and usually the best
guys to have at your back, stubborn as shit but easygoing at the same time, don‟t hold grudges
and don‟t waste time hating on people.”
Zerrex nodded a bit, then he and Carmen walked towards the banquet table, where Thor
was now cheerfully chatting away with Newton instead of trying to mash him with his hammer,
the Drakkaren rolling his eyes in amusement as he and the female stood beside Loki, who was
sipping discontentedly at a cup of punch. “So you scared off Aera Cura.”
“You know she‟s a cunt, right?” Carmen asked curiously, and Loki glared at her… then
he sighed miserably and nodded, looking moodily down into his cup of punch as the female
nodded amiably. “Just checking. You wanna dance, Sparkles? You look kinda down in the
dumps and shit.”
Loki looked up in dumb surprise at this offer, and Zerrex shrugged a bit at the otter when
he looked at them questioningly, as if trying to decide if this was a trick or not… and then
Carmen grumbled and reached out to snag his arm, yanking him towards the open floor as the

otter winced and dropped his cup of punch, before she firmly began to lead him into a slow
dance as the band started up again with an easy, gentle melody. The reptile shook his head in
amusement as Loki struggled against her until she let him take the lead, and then the lizard rested
back against the table as he picked up a small pastry, ignoring the white-suited minotaur that was
looking at him almost eagerly, the servant probably waiting for some order he wasn‟t about to
give.
Another servant rushed quickly over to begin cleaning up the dropped punch glass, and
Zerrex carefully slid away down the table before he smiled a bit as he found several angels. Two
of them looked at him distrustfully, dressed in regal white robes… but the last smiled at him, an
ivory-furred mouse wearing a simple suit jacket overtop a black silk shirt, plain dress pants on
that fed into silver greaves ending in large, metallic talons, his wings furled neatly behind his
back as he said mildly: “I see you‟re dressed for the occasion.”
“I could say the same thing. I don‟t think I‟ve ever seen you in anything but Kevlar.”
Zerrex said mildly, poking the mouse‟s chest firmly, then he smiled as he took the male‟s hand,
shaking it firmly as emerald eyes met ice blue. “How are you doing, Francis? And who did you
bring with you?”
The other two angels looked a little more unsure now, and Francis gestured absently at
them, saying mildly: “These are two ambassadors-in-training, Alexander and Lucas.
Ambassadors, this is Lord Zerrex. He currently serves as an ambassador from Elysium, but he
has a long and decorated history. Keep that in mind when you deal with him in the future, boys.”
The taller of the two, an orange tiger with lightning-like black stripes, grimaced a bit as
he rubbed at his white robes and adjusted the crown-like golden helm on his skull… while the
smaller, a nervous-looking bear, flapped his wings awkwardly before furling them tight, rubbing
his hands together and wearing the same uniform, brown-gold fur ruffled: he had been the one
Thor had apparently stepped on earlier. Understandable, considering he was only five feet tall
and made even shorter by the fact he kept shuffling back and forth and shrank under Zerrex‟s
eyes.
Finally, Zerrex sighed a bit, trying to lighten the awkward tension as he gestured around
and said mildly: “Quite a celebration, isn‟t it? Angels, demons, gods, all gathered here to enjoy
themselves and discuss matters of importance between both our planets. I hear there‟s even a few
mortal ambassadors here but I‟ve never been very good at picking people out of a crowd.”
“Yes, mortals are our lifeline.” spoke up the bear, Lucas, quickly, and then he blushed a
bit even as Zerrex smiled indulgently at him. “Sorry, sir. I‟m very excited to be here. It really is a
fascinating place and a fascinating spectacle.”
“Its okay.” grumbled the tiger, and Zerrex cocked his head towards him as he crossed his
arms and mumbled: “Elysium is still Hell to me, and will always be Hell. Hell and Heaven are
opposites. I don‟t even understand why a Captain of the Vanguard would be so glad to be in a
place like this.”
Francis looked at him with a frown, but Zerrex held up a hand, saying mildly: “Night and
day, light and dark, opposites exist for a reason, for balance. After all, without us around, wicked
souls would be flooding Heaven. Even if we only were a cesspool of evil, it has to exist
somewhere, otherwise evil would pile up everywhere… and as you can easily see yourself and
are probably most disturbed by, we‟re not a cesspool, and we‟re not a place of evil incarnate.
We‟re just what you see here. As all things are.”

“The senses can lie. Especially sight.” the tiger retorted, but despite his glowering outer
confidence, Zerrex could feel the hesitance inside of him… and he smiled at him, which only
made the male seem all the more infuriated as he asked sharply: “What? What?”
“Enough now, Alexander.” Francis said calmly, before the argument could escalate, and
the tiger immediately dropped his head, crossing his arms with a grumble but not daring to go
against the older and much higher-ranking Seraphim. “Lord Zerrex, why don‟t you tell the
ambassadors about some of Elysium‟s recent changes?”
Zerrex shrugged a bit, opening his mouth… but the band stopped playing and the reptile
instead heard someone clear their throat, saying quickly: “Afterwards, afterwards, I promise.”
He turned around as the tiger angel grumbled and the bear nodded quickly, and Francis
stepped up beside the lizard, the two looking towards the front of the room expectantly now as
they saw Sabnock standing on stage, dress flowing around her as she gazed over the room: by
now clustered with different people. At the foot of the stairs was her husband, Galleon, resting
back in his wheelchair and gazing up at her tenderly as he breathed quietly, and Sabnock looked
at him for a moment before she returned her gaze over the crowd, saying clearly: “Thank you all
for attending this, a gala held in honor of Hell‟s Justice System. I would like to commence
official business shortly, but first, if you‟ll permit it, I would like to honor this occasion with a
song.”
There were mumbles around the room as Sabnock looked back and forth, as the tiger
grumbled behind them… but then Sabnock closed her eyes for a moment, and when she opened
her mouth, she began to sing. And the ballroom fell silent as her voice carried the melody alone,
singing in the ancient, almost-forgotten language of the Reapers… and a moment later, the band
slowly picked up the tune, and following her voice, they found new strength in their instruments,
new skill in their hands, as they accompanied her.
There were no words to describe it: her song was powerful, the melody rising and falling,
the room swaying in tune with her as Zerrex smiled warmly and hugged himself and Galleon
stared lovingly up at his wife as the wolverine gazed back down at him, a smile spreading over
her face, loosening the years from her features as she sang… and when she finished, there was
no need for applause, no need for anything but silence as the wolverine closed her eyes and the
otter whispered, his voice carrying through the entire room: “Thank you.”
The rest of the gala passed fairly quickly, the reptile spending much of it arguing with the
ambassadors-in-training… well, with Alexander, anyway, since Lucas barely offered an opinion
on any subject. The Drakkaren only stopped when the servants brought in the listings for the
silent auction, immediately heading over to the table and getting into a bidding war over several
items of particular interest. Since it was all going towards charity, Zerrex felt less bad about
spending exorbitant amounts of money on things he would either never use or just planned to
give away… that, and the fact that outbidding Greed demons who threw temper tantrums was a
very amusing sight worth every silver, gold, and even platinum piece he spent.
The reptile also found the time to dance with Lily, Selena, and Aluinnia, although the last
he pulled away from as quickly as possible… and near the end of the night, he had danced with
Sabnock, who had gracefully kept up and danced for not one, but two songs with him. She had
broken away only to share a last dance with Galleon before he was wheeled out to return to bed,
and the wolverine had been more relaxed afterwards than Zerrex had ever seen her, even if
sorrow did tug quietly through her emotions, invisible to most of those present but clear in her
eyes to the Drakkaren and her closer friends.

When the guests finally began to filter out late into the night, Zerrex stayed behind,
sitting on the steps of the stage as the security and servants around the palace made sure the
guests were able to get outside and safely portal: they were some very important names, after all,
and several of them had very powerful enemies. But the night had gone fine, without a single
hitch… and now the Drakkaren had finally been able to take off his robes, resting in only his
pants. White sat at the top of the stage, quietly reading, and Zerrex‟s twin Iuratus, Mist and
Shine, sat on the bottom steps, smiling warmly up at him.
Crimson-scaled Dragokkaren, they were beautiful and slender, with curvy hips and large
breasts and elegant features. The only difference between them was their eyes: one had a left
green eye and a right blue eye, and the other female‟s were reversed, her left eye blue and right
eye green. Ram-like horns jutted from the sides of their skulls, and they were clothed only in
simple white loincloths and cloth wraps around their breasts, each with a massive cleaver sword
resting across their backs, with blades almost as long as the tall females, who both stood a bit
taller than the Drakkaren, the single-edged weapons some two feet wide.
Born as servants to the Hellabos Family in Hez‟Ranna, they had first been the Iuratus of
Victor Hellabos: they had been passed on to Zerrex, however, and had served the Drakkaren ever
since, never returning to their former master after discovering he had been disloyal to them.
Although servitude was bred into Iuratus, although they were essentially slaves… when given
the choice between masters, they would always serve an honorable and loyal leader instead of
one who sought only his own gain.
Although they looked like succubi, they were, in fact, a much-rarer breed of demon
known as Gemini: like Lone and Mahihko, the twins were intrinsically linked, feeling one
another‟s pain and pleasure. They gazed at him warmly, lovingly, and he reached down and
stroked Mist‟s face, and Shine sighed softly and closed her eyes at the same time as her sister
did, before the reptile glanced up as Sabnock approached him calmly.
She nodded to him quietly, and Zerrex stood, gently and silently rubbing along the skulls
of the Twins before he smiled to them, and they nodded and smiled lovingly back before the
Drakkaren walked towards Sabnock, falling into pace at her side as she turned around and they
headed for the main doors. The others were gone… and the wolverine said quietly: “Thank you
for staying afterwards, Lord Zerrex. I understand you must be anxious to return to your own
home and your own affairs… but my husband wanted one last word with you. I also… wanted to
thank you again as well.”
Sabnock glanced at him quietly, touching his wrist gently, and Zerrex smiled at her a bit,
reaching his hand up to squeeze her shoulder. “It‟s not a problem at all, Sabnock. I‟m glad to do
what I can for you. You‟ve helped me out a lot over the years and I‟ve always looked up to
you… and you‟re my friend. Friends help friends, right?”
“Yes.” Sabnock nodded in her all-too-serious way, and the lizard laughed a bit as the
wolverine shook her head, saying quietly: “I know, I know. I am trying, and it may surprise you
to know that I have loosened up over the years. I used to be much worse than even when we first
began to work together.”
“Somehow I‟m not entirely surprised.” Zerrex smiled at her again, though, and she only
nodded as they made their way up the ramp and towards the second floor, before the Drakkaren
asked softly: “Is there anything I can do for you, though? I know you want to… face the end of
this with Galleon alone, and I can understand and respect that… but I‟d even be willing to sit in
on a court case or two for you, or do some of your administrative duties…”

“That is a very kind offer, Zerrex, but I‟ve already asked much of you… and Thoth has
graciously agreed to handle my court cases, and White will be able to pick up my duties with the
council and other disciplinary demands.” Sabnock replied quietly, but she smiled a little now
herself as she glanced at him, opening the door to the second floor hall and leading the
Drakkaren down it as she added softly: “I am very glad you and Galleon convinced me to sing
tonight, Zerrex. It‟s been a long time since I have… and longer still, perhaps, since I enjoyed it.
But more than that, I could tell how much it meant to my husband… and I feel as if I have put
him at ease and helped him ready himself for what is about to happen. And in that, I feel myself
as if I am becoming… more ready for him to pass on. It will be hard; it will hurt… but I
understand it. And my own time will come eventually, the great sleep that even demons fall prey
to: none of us escape the grasp of the Reapers forever, after all. Even the oldest demons one day
lay down to sleep, and fade away, and their souls leave for the Unworld or… for who knows
where?”
Sabnock looked up at Zerrex as they stopped outside the doors to Galleon‟s room, and
she quietly touched his chest as the Drakkaren gazed down at her softly, feeling her emotions…
and for all the calmness of her face, they were tumultuous inside her, confused and sorrowful and
powerful and tinged with something else… and then she smiled a bit at him before nodding
slowly and reaching down to open the door.
The two entered… and Sabnock‟s eyes widened in horror as they both saw a cloaked
figure looming over Galleon, shadows covering its hands and features as it reached down
towards the otter, who could only wheeze and tremble as drool fell from the creature‟s open
mouth, the monster hissing and terrible and emanating waves of malice, the dead, torn-apart
bodies of two minotaur servants laying on the floor and their blood spread across the walls and
even the ceiling in crude, terrible runes that spelled the Drakkaren‟s name… and just as it began
to look up, Zerrex vanished from the spot and reappeared in midair above the otter on his side,
slamming both feet outwards and into the cloaked figure‟s face to send himself flipping neatly
backwards to land at the edge of the bed as the creature screamed in rage and pain as it flew out
the window, glass and metal shattering around it as an alarm went off before Zerrex snarled and
vanished again, reappearing in midair above the stunned creature and slamming his right fist into
its stomach.
It screamed as it was sent rocketing into the ground, sending up a burst of snow as
Serenity and Vampire both looked up in shock from where they were standing near the gates,
and Zerrex almost floated in midair as he shot a look over his shoulder to see Sabnock through
the shattered window, leaning over her husband, looking horrified as tears streamed down the
wolverine‟s usually so-calm features, Galleon pale and gasping… and the lizard felt inarticulate
rage burning inside him as he dived straight down into the cloaked creature, slamming it onto its
back in the snow before he smashed a fist across its face, jarring the hood back enough to cause
the shadows to pull back slightly from its body, revealing a scaled, ugly muzzle… and then the
reptile‟s eyes registered the electricity crackling over one of its fists too late before it slammed it
into him, Zerrex howling in agony as he was knocked backwards and cracks spread throughout
his form in a blinding flash of light, rolling through the white powder before he gagged and
vomited blood as the cloaked figure leapt to its feet and hurriedly yanked the hood back down.
Serenity‟s sword spun towards it, but then the silvery metal suddenly ricocheted
backwards as electricity exploded over the blade, Serenity cursing as she winced backwards,
then snarled and snapped one hand out to the side, a second silver sword appearing in her grip as
the first lashed back towards her and she caught it easily… and Vampire was already charging

with a snarl, his eyes blazing as he tore through the snow before the cloaked figure snapped a
hand upwards and fired a blast of electricity into the wolf, knocking him flat on his back with a
grunt of pain before he rolled backwards and shook his head, disoriented but otherwise
undamaged.
Zerrex coughed again, cursing under his breath as he realized that the creature, the
murderer, somehow was attuned to his energy wavelength, had almost succeeded not in simply
hurting him, but disassociating him… and then he snarled as he stood up and looked at the figure
as it released another shockwave of electricity, this time aimed at Serenity as she ran forwards…
but Vampire slid into her way, crossing his arms in front of him and skidding backwards as the
wave of electrical force crashed into his body and zapped over his Royal Guard armor, smoke
hissing up from his frame as it superheated against his form… but then the black wolf snapped
his hands to his sides with a savage grin, leaning forwards and forming a ramp as Serenity leapt
up and charged over his back, spinning her swords into reverse position as she fell towards the
murderer…
And the Drakkaren‟s eyes widened in horror as not electricity, but black flames burned
over its hands as it began to rise them, and Zerrex vanished from the spot, reappearing beside
Serenity and tackling her out of the air to the ground as the cloaked figure gave a muffled,
wicked laugh as it lashed its hands upwards, a massive eruption of terrible dark energy ripping
through the air in arcing streaks of black flame and jagged lightning, Zerrex feeling it tearing
along his back and charring his scales and flesh as Vampire yelped and leapt out of the way,
covering his head with a wince as the snow around them was vaporized instantly… and when the
three looked up, Serenity wincing beneath her father‟s body, the figure had vanished entirely.
“Dad, fuck, I…” Serenity stopped as Zerrex rasped for breath, and she trembled a little
before dropping her swords, hugging him around the neck and making him groan in pain as her
hands gripped into the raw, bleeding patches on his back, the female whispering fiercely: “Fuck,
why do you always protect me when I‟m the one supposed to protect you?”
“Because you‟re my daughter. Now let go of me, this hurts like goddamn hell.” Zerrex
mumbled, and Serenity blushed a bit as the Drakkaren dazedly climbed to his feet, Royal Guards
appearing around the perimeter and Mist and Shine slamming their way through the doors. The
reptile rubbed slowly at his face, groaning quietly before Serenity grimaced and touched the
cracks over his chest, as if the reptile‟s body was glass… but they were slowly healing even as
blood dripped down his form, and the lizard nodded silently when she gazed up at him with a
scared, questioning look. “Almost. He either didn‟t have the right wavelength or the right
amount of energy… but he knew I could be dissociated. I didn‟t… goddammit, I thought we
were just dealing with a nutjob here…”
The reptile shook his head slowly, and then he held up a finger to Serenity as he glanced
nervously towards the shattered window. A moment later, the reptile vanished from the spot,
then reappeared in Galleon‟s room… before he clutched at his chest and fell against a shelf,
gritting his teeth in pain as blood gushed from the cracks on his body and his nose, cursing as
Sabnock and White both looked at him with surprise. “Sorry… he messed up my organs worse
than I thought, it‟s… it‟s okay, I‟ll be… goddammit, Galleon, are you okay?”
“He passed out, he‟s… he‟s weak but…” Sabnock trembled a bit, sitting beside her
husband before she closed her eyes and cleared her throat, asking in a dry voice: “What
happened out there, Zerrex?”
“We can wait if you need to rest.” White said calmly, and Sabnock looked at him
sharply… but then she nodded slowly as the badger glanced at her, then back towards the

Drakkaren, drawing his eyes slowly over the reptile‟s bloody and battered body. “You seem to
have taken a few hard hits… and the lightshow outside was enough to let me know whatever that
was, it put up a nasty fight.”
“That‟s one way to put it.” Zerrex muttered and nodded, and then he shook his head a bit,
rubbing at his face slowly as he looked at Sabnock and said quietly: “I‟m sorry. This… this must
have been because I came here tonight, because this murderer is… hunting people close to me.
This is my fault.”
“This is the fault of the creature in the cloak, not yours.” Sabnock said dryly and
authoritatively, and Zerrex winced a bit as the wolverine stood up and walked towards him,
looking at him coldly… and then she trembled a bit before hugging him suddenly, and Zerrex
arched his back in surprise as she rested against him, closing her eyes, her small horns pushing
against his chest, unmindful of the blood getting on her as she murmured: “You saved my
husband. And in all likelihood, saved my life as well.”
The Drakkaren looked at her silently… and then he quietly hugged her back despite the
pain in his body, clenching his eyes shut before she slipped quietly backwards, rubbing at her
face slowly and wincing a bit at the dead bodies on the ground, saying quietly: “I may be… less
than myself at the moment, but I do remember from the files that this murderer was only going
after single targets. It‟s why Jeannine Wulfe survived in Heaven despite her mansion being
marked, and why Lady Vivien wanted to use her as bait… yes, Lord Zerrex, I know the plan.
Vivien discussed it with me at length.”
“I didn‟t see much of her at the gala. Thank Gods she didn‟t stick around.” Zerrex
muttered, rubbing at his face slowly and pretending it wasn‟t concern for the female, but rather
for his own well-being. Then he nodded a bit as he looked across at White, saying quietly: “It
was wearing one of those stealth cloaks. The kind you only get in Heaven.”
“I‟ll ask Silven to look into it.” White replied quietly, then he glanced measuringly over
the Drakkaren. “Was that dark energy it tried to hit you with?”
“Yeah. And it was using electricity on specific wavelengths. It knew my weaknesses, it
knew I could be rudely kicked out of the physical plane and sent back into the disassociation
with the right spark.” Zerrex grimaced a bit. “Dissociation, disassociation, two words for the
same thing, I need to settle on using one… sorry, sorry, my mind‟s… a little screwed-up right
now. Usually it‟s only energy control that I have problems with but… gods above, either the
murderer‟s as sharp as Priest is or he‟s got a team of scientists working with him to let him hit
me with just the right amount of excited particles to create a tachyon reaction…”
“So you‟re sure it was the murderer we‟ve been after?” White said quietly, and Zerrex
made a face at him, but the badger only gave a thin smile. “We‟ve encountered copycats before,
remember. And larger coincidences or more complicated plots than this. But your gut instincts
are usually right… and the blood runes and the method of death of these poor gents on the floor
is a good indicator towards evidence that this is the person we‟re looking for.”
“But if it is, he‟s evolving his routines.” Sabnock added quietly, even as she looked
silently down at Galleon and stroked his face slowly. Zerrex and White both looked over at her
as she looked from one to the other, then said softly: “He‟s not just confident now. He‟s angry.
And he tried to kill you without hesitation, Zerrex. There was no pleading, no questioning, no
attempt at conversation. He tried to kill you, meaning that the end goal of his agenda is not
simply the destruction of those you hold dear in an effort to get close to you. He‟s working his
way through the ranks of your friends and family one-by-one with the sole goal of hurting you,
and likely in attempts to turn us against each other or space ourselves from you. Had we found

my husband murdered, I cannot say that I would have been able to stop myself from lashing out
at you in anger despite my preference towards logic over emotions.
“It means, however, our opponent is sinister and dangerous, and for more reasons than
the fact he knows your weaknesses, and he knows who your family and friends are, and he is
obviously capable of both savagery as well as moving undetected.” Sabnock stood up, and
although her features were calm, her eyes burned with fury, making her terrifying to behold as
she flicked her fingers out, and the decaying bodies of both minotaurs were both sealed inside
icy coffins. “Whoever this is, they are not patient, but they are rapidly executing a plan that will
attempt to take away everything and everyone you love. Whoever this is, they must hate you
more than the Princess hated you, more than Athéos hated the existence of the mortal world. And
whoever this is has rapidly become more and more willing to take larger and larger risks, and I
fear the fact he was caught but succeeded in escaping after wounding you and fighting two of
your Disciples will not deter him, but instead make him even more confident. He may even begin
looking for open challenges now, instead of sneaking silently up on his targets.”
Sabnock flicked her wrist, and the icy coffins and the corpses inside both vanished from
sight, the wolverine closing her eyes as Zerrex gave an uneasy look to White, who was frowning
only slightly… but on the stoic badger‟s features, it was a truly-worrisome expression, as the
male asked quietly: “Should I report to Vivien or stay here with you?”
“The moment that window was broken, two platoons of Royal Guards went on high alert
and my own security staff will be locking down the mansion and surrounding area.” Sabnock
smiled grimly at White, then she looked down at Galleon, stroking his pale features silently. “It‟s
alright, White. Go ahead to Vivien. But keep an eye on yourself as well. I don‟t want to lose
another friend so soon.”
“I will, Lady Sabnock. Zerrex.” White reached up and tipped his hat to them, and then he
flicked his wrist and opened a portal, walking through this and vanishing. Then there was quiet,
the silence pervaded only by the harsh breathing of the otter and the yelling outside, before
Zerrex smiled awkwardly at the wolverine and approached the broken window, raising his hands
towards this… and glass and metal reappeared inside the pane, a little jagged and uneven but the
best the reptile could manage at the moment.
He turned around, heading towards the doors and closing his eyes as he grasped at one of
his aching sides… and then Sabnock said quietly: “Wait, Zerrex.”
The reptile glanced over his shoulder at her as the wolverine slid to her feet and walked
towards him, and they looked into each other‟s eyes before she said softly: “I will be fine here.
You do not have to fulfill your promise to Galleon if you do not want to. This murderer puts you
at great risk, and I will understand if you prefer to spend your time hunting it than coddling me.”
“Stop using that word.” Zerrex smiled a little at her, turning around and saying quietly:
“If you‟ll have me, Sabnock, despite… what just happened… I would prefer to spend that time
with you, as much as possible. Yes, I‟m going to have to spend some time this month trying to
catch this bastard and tending to my other duties, but… I‟m going to spend every moment I can
here with you.” He stopped, then asked with soft amusement. “Is that an acceptable
negotiation?”
Sabnock shook her head slowly, then she said softly: “Incorrigible. Very well.” She
looked up at him as Zerrex gazed down at her, and then she smiled a little and reached up to run
a hand affectionately through his hair before returning quietly to Galleon‟s side, and Zerrex
smiled faintly at her before he shook his head a bit and turned, heading to the double doors and
letting himself out.

He grimaced a bit as he glanced back and forth at the servants and Royal Guards on
either side of the door, and when the Wentaku looked at him as if awaiting a silent order, the
reptile shrugged a little and said finally: “Give… give her a few more minutes alone with
Galleon. And although I‟m sure one of them will tell you something along this line, tell me
immediately if something… happens.”
The Wentaku nodded to him courteously, saying quietly: “Of course, Lord Zerrex. We
were already informed that you will be aiding Lady Sabnock, as Lord Galleon wishes, once he
passes away. You shall be informed immediately.”
“Thanks.” Zerrex said awkwardly, and then he carefully slipped by the servants and
guards to make his way towards the stairs. It was difficult, but the reptile found his way back
through the catacomb-like mansion and out the front gates, where Serenity and Vampire were
talking rapidly with several nervous-looking Royal Guards… but then the two snapped to
attention as Zerrex approached, the reptile grimacing as he asked: “Situation?”
Serenity snapped off a salute, then said clearly: “No signs of tampering with any of the
security precautions, no signs of forced entry, no traces of the target left on the ground.
Unfortunately, no clear blood splatter, either, or any other traceable samples.”
Zerrex grunted, gritting his teeth. If they had managed even a single clear cut on the
enemy, had sent up one burst of blood… they could have used Epiphany‟s powers to uncover the
creature‟s DNA and known everything about it, or at the very least enough to build up an image
of it. Right now, the only thing Zerrex knew for sure was that it was taller than him, and possibly
reptilian. “Great. I assume Mist and Shine are double-checking the area?”
“Of course.” Serenity smiled slightly at this, then she glanced over at Vampire before he
nodded quickly, and she sighed and returned her eyes to him, saying slowly: “Listen, Zerrex.
Everyone is going to start moving in pairs to watch each other‟s backs… and we think that you
should start staying only on the mortal world and Acheron. It‟s the only safe zone we know of…
and neither of us want to see you in any greater danger than you already are. We also think that
you‟re going to need to start letting someone else handle issues like the Strange Beasts, at least
until this problem is sorted out.”
Zerrex grimaced at this last particularly, before he said mildly: “Serenity, Vampire… I
appreciate your concern, but now that we have a better idea of what we‟re up against, I‟m not
about to run away. We‟re going to hunt this bastard down, and we‟re going to trap him if we
can… but most importantly, I am not going to be chased out of my home by him. I also made a
promise to Sabnock, to stay with her as much as possible… and if everything goes according to
plan over the next few days, there should be much less concern about my safety in the near
future.”
Serenity looked at him with a grimace, frowning a bit… and then she said quietly: “But
what about the High Thrones? Two wives, a daughter, and a friend… and Vivien, who you do
care about more than you want to admit. They‟re going to be in danger as well… and how do we
protect you and them all at once? If you‟re in Acheron, at least I can be sure you‟re safe and can
concentrate the Iuratus and the Dragon Warriors towards protecting the others… but if you‟re out
here, running around all over the place-”
“Serenity, we have other resources at our disposal, never forget that.” Zerrex said quietly,
and the female grimaced a bit as the Drakkaren looked up at the sky and rolled his shoulders
slowly, muttering as his back felt like it was burning… but he knew it was really just the dark
energy finally beginning to work out of his system. “Can we talk about this later?”

“No, I want to talk about it now.” Serenity said stubbornly, and the reptile smiled faintly
at her as she looked, almost glared back at him. “I‟m trying to get you to agree to the course of
action that will put you in the safest place…”
“And no matter what we do, no matter what we agree on, someone is going to die in the
near future, in all likelihood.” Zerrex said gently, and Vampire glanced down and rubbed the
back of his head slowly as Serenity looked startled, made strangely vulnerable by this statement.
“Serenity… we could take all my friends and lock them up in a vault, and put that vault in
Acheron, and seal the portal to Acheron into a gemstone, and sink that gemstone to the bottom of
a volcano. I could be in there with them, even, and we could all be armored and armed to the
teeth. We could hide everyone away from this murderer. And do you know what he‟d do? He‟d
probably just start killing anyone associated with me, or even just people interested in the history
books or my poetry or some crap like that.
“It hurts me to say this, but I would rather this murderer be going after the people who
can take care of themselves… my family and friends… than after innocents with no quarrel, no
position in this battle.” Zerrex looked down quietly, rubbing at his face slowly. “Actually, I‟d
rather this murderer be dead but… until we stop him one way or the other, we can‟t just run
away. Worse yet, just because an attack hasn‟t happened in Acheron, doesn‟t mean that this
murderer can‟t get there. The bastard knew how to fry me, and was throwing dark energy around
with such force that it would have dissolved even Vampire if he‟d been hit directly by it. And he
took several very big hits to the face, and still was able to defend himself from me.”
“That‟s what scares me.” Serenity said softly, looking down and silently hugging herself,
and Zerrex looked at her quietly as she gazed down into the snow at the reptile‟s feet,
murmuring: “I… I know what you‟re saying. And I know why you withdrew plenty of people to
Acheron, but… not everyone. Why you don‟t hide there yourself. Because if you do, then
Vivien, Lily, Selena… they become even more appetizing targets to this piece of shit.”
Zerrex smiled faintly, reaching up to stroke her scarred face quietly and tilting it upwards
as he gazed from her to the embarrassed black wolf. “And don‟t forget about you and Vampire.
You‟re Disciples. And now you‟re also going to be remembered as the two people who stood up
to this bastard and got away alive.” He stopped, then said in a serious, quiet voice: “I want you
both to always have someone else with you from now until we catch this killer. Preferably two
people… Dragon Warriors, Black Rose soldiers, or other Disciples.”
“That‟s ridiculous!” Serenity argued, glaring at him, but when Zerrex only looked at her
sharply, she flushed deep red and looked down, swallowing thickly as she mumbled: “I… I‟m
sorry, Father. I didn‟t… I didn‟t realize you…”
“I‟m very serious.” Zerrex said softly, and his eyes flicked to Vampire, who looked up at
him with an awkward smile. “And no, you two can‟t travel together to watch each other‟s backs
without someone else along. That just makes you both an even more appealing target.”
Serenity began to argue, but Vampire clapped her on the shoulder before he stomped a
paw and saluted firmly, saying clearly: “Understood, Cap‟n. Right, Serenity?”
The female glowered at him, but then she grumbled and nodded after a moment, crossing
her arms sulkily before looking up in surprise as Zerrex added meditatively: “We‟re going to
have to recall the Black Rose Platoon from Baroque Prison, then. Station only two to four guards
there with Equinox… and the rest can stay at the Ravenlight Estate. Them, Dragon Warriors,
Iuratus, Disciples… we have a small army, so why not put them to use?”
“I still don‟t like this, though.” Serenity said finally, and Zerrex looked at her for a
moment before shaking his head a bit, and she smiled grimly. “I understand, I understand. I‟m

not going to make a big fuss, but… still. This gives me a bad goddamn feeling. Alright, though:
Vampire, you report to Baroque Prison now, then, issue the order to withdraw to the Ravenlight
Estate. Zerrex, we should leave here ourselves if there‟s no other business to attend to. You need
medical attention.”
The Drakkaren only grimaced at her, even though he knew the patches on his back were
still raw, and cracks were faintly-visible through his body. Instead, he glanced to Vampire as the
black wolf opened a portal, saying clearly: “Don‟t forget. No going it alone.”
“Like I‟m ever stupid, Cap‟n.” Vampire winked over at him, and Zerrex rolled his eyes
but smiled a bit nonetheless, watching the dark-furred lupine vanish though the portal, before he
grimaced as Serenity glowered at him. Thankfully, however, the twins reappeared in that
moment, circling towards them through the powdery snow as Zerrex began to step past the
female, and then he winced when his daughter and the leader of his Iuratus reached up and seized
firmly into his shoulder.
“Pride is a sin.” she said softly, and Zerrex winced as he looked at her, and she looked
steadily back, before she murmured quietly: “Don‟t overexert yourself, Dad. Go get checked out.
Go and get some rest. We‟ll handle preparations from here.”
Zerrex looked at her for a few moments… and then he sighed a bit and finally nodded,
looking at her before he glanced up as the Twins approached, saying quietly: “You two are to
accompany Serenity at all times, understood? I‟m going to head to the Cloister, which should be
safer than even the Ravenlight Estate. I‟ll call Anathema Sin once I‟m there.”
Serenity nodded, and then she flicked her wrist, creating a portal for him as the demoness
said softly: “Good. Rest, is that understood? I‟ll begin fortifying security around the Ravenlight
Estate.”
The male nodded again after a moment, and then he stepped into the portal and winced as
darkness swirled around him before he stepped out and in front of Anathema Sin‟s dark fairytale
cottage. He stood for a moment, rubbing at his aching chest… and then the door was thrown up
and Anathema Sin charged out, Epiphany at her heels and both of them staring at him with shock
as the former Naganatine began to worry over him immediately, the flames in her socket glowing
as she said hurriedly: “Oh Naganis, we felt something bad had happened… Zerrex, please, come
in, come inside… Epiphany, go and clear off the couch.”
“Yes mom!” Epiphany turned and ran back into the cottage as Anathema Sin wrapped an
arm around the Drakkaren and helped him to the door, the reptile grumbling under his breath but
not fighting too much against her as he grasped at his chest, gritting his teeth with a mumbled
curse of pain as they slipped through the doorway and into the small cottage.
Zerrex groaned as he began to sit on the couch as Epiphany hovered worriedly nearby…
but Anathema Sin immediately growled at him and turned him around, half-pushing him down
onto his stomach as the lizard muttered under his breath. “Annie, you‟re a bitch.”
“We‟re both worried… excuse us for manifesting it in different ways.” Anathema Sin
said rudely, and then she shoved her hands down against his back, making the lizard squawk in
pain and arch his back, eyes bulging before he felt a faint numbness travel along his spine,
wheezing loudly as his head flopped down against the armrest and he lay prone, body flexing a
bit as Anathema Sin began to check over his wounds as she muttered: “Naganis above, this is
awful damage… partial disassociation of your internal organs, causing ruptures and bleeding,
and acidic dark energy still bubbling in these wounds… this is almost as bad as Unworld residue.
What were you fighting?”

“A murderer.” Zerrex muttered, shaking his head slowly… and then he glanced up
awkwardly as Epiphany silently stroked through his hair, the female smiling nervously down at
him. Zerrex smiled a little back after a moment, leaving his worries and negative thoughts
behind, and he said awkwardly: “I… unfortunately, I wasn‟t really able to get a sample of it or
anything, though… and it…”
He shook his head a bit, murmuring quietly as he felt faint warmth spreading through his
back: “It was strong. Really, really strong, as well as smart… it almost disassociated me with
electricity, which we all know is goddamn difficult to do… but it knew if it hit me with the right
charge, it could do some major damage. Thankfully it was still off a little but… gods above it
was close, and it hurt like hell.”
“It fried your nerves, that‟s why you haven‟t been feeling the internal ruptures.”
Anathema Sin muttered, shaking her head after a moment, and Zerrex looked over her shoulder
at her dumbly as the female said quietly: “This is not good, Lord Zerrex. It bodes ill for you and
your family if-”
“Don‟t worry, Sabnock already went over why exactly this sucks.” Zerrex grumbled, and
then he winced as the numbness faded and he clearly felt Anathema Sin digging her claws into
his back. “Okay, okay, but your points are valid too!”
She snorted, then shook her head slowly as Epiphany looked at her mother almost
pleadingly, hesitating but relaxing after a moment as she went back to slowly healing the
Drakkaren, her hands glowing a faint pink as she rubbed along the lizard‟s back; where her
hands travelled, flesh solidified and scales knit back together, blue arcs of energy pulsing quietly
but visibly over the lizard‟s frame. “We assume you‟ve decided to increase security then, among
other things? We‟ll need to be well-prepared to deal with a threat capable of hurting you so
badly.”
But this only made Zerrex smile a bit, the Drakkaren glancing over his shoulder and
murmuring softly: “Because you aren‟t stronger than I am, Anathema Sin.”
The Naganatine softened, smiling quietly in return to him even as she shook her head
slowly, saying quietly in return: “Believe it or not, Lord Zerrex, we are not in some ways: yes,
combined together as I and my sister are, we can control life and death, and hold total dominance
over the Marquee Sur Noir… but we are also all the more vulnerable to certain things. Iron cuts
us, concentrated holy energy will damage us. Worse yet is when one of us hesitates, the other
sister does as well… we have twice the strength, but twice the hesitation, twice the confusion,
twice everything else.”
Zerrex shook his head a bit before he looked up at Epiphany, saying softly: “Yeah… but
with you and our little girl here side-by-side, Gods know that nothing would be stupid enough to
attack you two at once. Epiphany‟s never lost a fight either, after all.”
The female blushed, looking pleased as she fidgeted on the spot, and then she asked
curiously: “Does that mean I can have Equinox back then, Father? If you free him from Baroque
Prison, I can put him to use as a guard… you know yourself that he would be extremely useful.”
The Drakkaren only shook his head a bit, however, saying quietly: “No, Epiphany, it
wouldn‟t be right. I‟ve withdrawn a lot of my troops from the prison, but I‟m keeping Equinox
there.” He hesitated as the female‟s face fell, and then he sighed a bit, saying finally: “If
something… really goes awry… like if an army of Strange Beasts raid us or I end up disabled or
dead or… you know, something else in that range of „bad news‟ happens, then okay. Then we
can bring Equinox out. But until then, no Equinox… and no armies of the undead, either.”

Anathema Sin rolled her eyes at this, saying dryly: “Bones are only bones, Lord Zerrex,
they do no one any good buried in the ground. Let them walk around and have some air… sister
agrees with me, it‟s better to put corpses to use than leave them rotting and useless.
“Sister, please!” Anathema Sin‟s head jerked to the side, arguing with herself in Sin‟s
voice as her hands ground lightly against the lizard‟s back, but he only grunted and sighed in
relief as there was no pain, his major wounds thankfully healed. “Anathema, don‟t lie to Zerrex
to try and add weight and my voice to arguments when I‟m right here…”
Zerrex ignored the Naganatine as she argued with herself in both voices, wondering
absently if she would be labeled schizophrenic or a weird case of conjoined twins on the mortal
world as he rose his claws in front of his eyes, flicking them absently and making sparks of
energy dance between his fingers. Then Epiphany gently took his hand, leaning down and
kissing the knuckles softly as she squeezed it between both of hers, murmuring softly so only he
could hear: “I‟m sorry about what happened before, Daddy. I promise to never do that to you
ever again. I just wanted to be sexy for you… and I got too carried away by the moment and the
energy.”
Zerrex smiled a little after a moment, and then he finally nodded as the female stroked a
hand quietly over his knuckles, looking down at him affectionately before she nodded back…
and then the Drakkaren finally sat up with a grunt, Anathema Sin halting in her argument with
herself to look at the lizard as he rubbed at his head, resting only for a moment longer before
standing and saying quietly: “Thanks, you two. But I think I‟m ready to head down into the
Cloister now… would you and Epiphany like to accompany me?”
Anathema Sin smiled at him after a moment, straightening and bowing quietly, and
Epiphany blushed but nodded and quickly stepped up to her father‟s side, looking at him warmly
and affectionately. Zerrex gazed lovingly back down at her, then he headed towards the door,
taking the lead as mother and daughter followed with hesitant smiles to one-another as things
between them finally cooled and settled.
The Drakkaren walked around the cottage to approach the door leading into the tower,
and then he laughed when Anathema Sin hopped up onto his back, her dress billowing around
her as she wrapped her arms around his neck and her legs around his waist, sitting on the base of
his tail as he smiled amusedly over his shoulder at her and Epiphany giggled a bit. Then the
lizard pulled the door open, and they walked past the spiraling stairs leading up the empty, vast
innards of the tower to the single room above, instead walking into the middle of the room,
standing atop a golden, long-faded symbol of the sun.
The floor beneath their feet rumbled, then collapsed around them into a ramp leading
down into a hidden room below. Epiphany bounced excitedly from foot-to-foot, and Zerrex
looked at her with soft entertainment as Anathema Sin nuzzled the side of his neck lovingly, still
clutching herself against his back… and the Drakkaren finally walked forwards, quietly making
his way down into the spacious, dark „warehouse‟ filled with empty cages.
The Naganatine slid off his back, smiling in a sultry, seductive way as she slid past him
and approached a steel platform, gazing down at it with strange lust before she stepped onto it as
it rumbled. The moment Zerrex and Epiphany stepped onto it, it began to descend, clacking
quietly when it reached the bottom… and the reptile strode past mother and daughter and into a
long, deep and dark room, the walls the color of rusted metal, cells lining a ramp that spiraled
slowly down to the bottom of the deep and dank shaft. Epiphany breathed quietly as she looked
back and forth, the smell of drying blood in the air and the sounds of whimpers and screams and
crying and laughter echoing through the terrible prison.

They began to descend the ramp, Zerrex looking curiously in through the cages, as he
often did, as they passed: some were blocked only by heavy, runed bars, while others had fronts
made entirely of clear metal that pulsed with energy, healing whatever damage was done to them
by their occupants as they battered and bashed against them. Most of the occupants were
demons… and all of them were stained with their crimes, but many of them had also been
tortured, mutilated, raped, and violated. Some were near the point of breaking, some screamed in
terror as he passed, some only stared sightlessly and others still yelled, still fought, not realizing
how useless it all was. They were his toys, his dark playthings: they were both his joys and what
made Zerrex wonder silently if he was as wicked and monstrous as any of the many tyrants he
had fought over the years. Two wrongs could never make a right, after all… and his justifications
sometimes sounded flimsy even to him.
But these were also incurables: creatures who only sought to hurt others for their own
pleasure, their own gain. They were tormentors and destroyers who had no qualms about striking
out at other people, and Zerrex knew that given the chance, they would make more people suffer.
They were not innocent, never innocent, in any sense of the word… and Zerrex closed his eyes
nonetheless, worried that they were also still living lives that he was senselessly manipulating
and tormenting… before Anathema Sin gently stroked along his back as they reached the bottom
of the ramp and headed towards a steel door, the female whispering: “Calm down now, Lord
Zerrex. This is no place for ill thoughts.”
She pushed it gently open for them, and the three stepped into a long corridor, meathooks
dangling over gratings lining either side of the floor, dried blood painting the rusted steel walls.
Zerrex could almost feel the whispering presences of all those who had been tortured here, and
he wondered silently even as dark lust rolled through his body if he wasn‟t as bad as the
Princess, remembering her own terrible hall of tortured Dragokkaren… but as if reading his
thoughts, Anathema Sin kissed his cheek and squeezed him around the waist, murmuring: “The
soldier who kills in war and self-defense is no murderer: you chain up and torture these creatures
for a reason, Lord Zerrex. They are destroyers and tormentors… you are merely the instrument
of their punishment.”
“Am I? We‟re not at war with them… and I‟m the hunter, not the hunted.” the Drakkaren
said softly, glancing over at her, but he was smiling a little before he shook his head slowly,
rubbing his hands together silently as they reached the end of the corridor and stepped into a
large, octagonal room, gratings around the edge of this as well… but also in the center of the
floor, beneath where meathooks and sharp blades and claws dangled on heavy chains, the lizard
saying softly: “Not all of them are like you, you know. Some of them actually feel pain instead
of exquisite agony when I dangle them on those.”
“Then they are fools.” Anathema Sin walked forwards, stroking over the rusted metal
chains as she half-lidded her eye over her shoulder, the fires in her other socket burning brightly
before she motioned towards the large armored door, saying quietly: “But come. Epiphany and I
have been cleaning the cloister… the Dragon Warriors here miss you, you know, as do the
Sacrifices and the Beasts.”
Zerrex smiled wryly at this as Anathema Sin spun the valve on the door easily with one
hand, and it clanked open after a moment before bowing the lizard through, and the reptile
walked through and across a heavy steel bridge. Glass walls on either side gazed out over a vast
gorge, magma bubbling beneath them and gemstones glittering in the walls of the cavern… but
the reptile only looked out at this for a moment before approaching the steel double doors on the
other side, pushing them open… and smiling as Dragon Warriors akin to the ones in Acheron

both immediately bowed respectfully to him, the reptile nodding back as he motioned for them to
be at ease.
He strode into the long, wide corridor beyond, looking back and forth as he felt a
soothing energy rolling through his body, adding to the calmness his mala gave him… and the
reptile glanced to the side with a smile as a heavy door opened and several females emerged.
Dius, with antler-like horns… but they were also covered in scars and pockmarks and gouges,
one of them with her eye replaced by a glowing gemstone and another with several metallic
fingers. They were dressed only in loincloths, and they gazed at him both lovingly and hesitantly
before giggling when he beckoned gently to them, immediately running towards him and
pushing their naked, scarred breasts against his body as they cooed and stroked along his frame,
gazing at him respectfully, collars cinched tight around their necks.
Sacrifices: most of them were female, but a few were male, all of them Lust demons with
a penchant for pain. Masochists who had become his concubines and servants… and then the
lizard‟s eyes flicked to the side as another door opened and a head peered out, and then a
powerfully-built, larger female stepped out, the Dragokkaren covered in a tight hide of scales and
rippling muscles, her scars almost seeming to pulse, her hands massive talons and teeth huge and
ugly, two immense horns standing tall from her skull. Once, perhaps, she had been a succubus…
but her body had been warped and distorted, and now she was hulking and brutal and animal in
appearance, and her eyes burned with lust and servility in place of intelligence.
The Beasts were Sacrifices that had been willingly experimented upon or subjected to
concentrated corruption from an Inverted Zerrex… and they were both his shame and his pride.
They were almost a brand-new type of demon, capable of becoming gigantic and terrifying
monsters, regenerating fearsomely fast and no longer able to feel pain, only pleasure… and they
were intrinsically-linked to the Drakkaren, obeying even simple mental commands when he
thought hard enough. This one lumbered forwards, its collar tight around its neck but otherwise
naked as it grappled against his body, making the reptile grunt before he laughed when it licked
sloppily up the side of his face with its thick, large tongue, the reptile smiling amusedly at it as
he said quietly: “Now come on, I know you‟re not that much of an animal, despite your
namesake.”
She only smiled at him and growled quietly in her throat, however… and Zerrex stepped
back as Anathema Sin and Epiphany gazed at him lovingly, the Drakkaren making a gentle
shooing gesture, and the Sacrifices smiled as they clustered around the Beast and the four
quickly made their way into one of the living quarters. The reptile gazed after them
compassionately, smiling a little: the one reason he wasn‟t able to beat himself up nearly as
much as he wanted to over the advent of the Beasts was the fact that it was a position Sacrifices
chose to become. Many of the masochistic females were more-than-capable fighters, almost to
the point where Serenity was grudgingly-willing to call them Iuratus… but those who wanted to
truly be able to defend their Master from harm were all too glad to feed the Drakkaren‟s lust and
his darkest urges to manipulate life, and allow themselves to be transformed into the Beasts.
Zerrex walked slowly the long, wide corridor as Anathema Sin and Epiphany both
wrapped an arm around them, striding towards the end of the hall and another armored door, this
one held locked by a large steel bar that went across the front of it. Epiphany gestured at this as
they approached, and it clanked and immediately rose, the door swinging open as the young
female smiled radiantly at her father, who gazed back with quiet entertainment at her show of
power, and then the three entered together into a wide viewing room, outfitted with a
coffeemaker, a mini-fridge, and several rows of comfortable chairs. A large flatscreen monitor

rested at the top corner of one side of the room, and the massive glass walls gazed out onto the
floor of an arena below… an arena kept sparkling clean, but where blood was often shed in
training, play, and dark games.
The two females sat Zerrex down in one of the seats, and Epiphany slipped into the chair
next to him, stroking quietly along his leg and resting her head against his shoulder as Anathema
Sin headed over to the mini-fridge, opening it and digging out several bottles of Zerrex‟s
preferred brand of cola, Frost. The Drakkaren smiled across at the Naganatine as she handed one
to him, then tossed one to Epiphany, who blushed and rolled the cold plastic bottle between her
hands, looking at it curiously until Zerrex reached out and gently opened it for her, and she gazed
at him lovingly before sipping slowly at it.
The reptile rested back comfortably, and closed his eyes and sipped slowly at his own
bottle of cola, feeling himself relaxing slowly… and yet in the back of his mind, he nonetheless
couldn‟t help but worry for the future and for the present, wondering silently if this was all just a
prelude to some greater evil yet to come, and that these loving, sweet moments with his family
were just the calm before a terrible storm that was yet to try and steal everything away from him.
Galleon died two days after the attempt on his life.
Zerrex had been playing fetch with Sammy, tossing a Frisbee for the skeletal
pseudodragon, the two cheerfully spending time with each other in the sprawling fields behind
the Ravenlight Estate, when Cherry had come through a portal and quickly told him a servant
from Sabnock‟s had come with the news. Zerrex had glanced at Mist and Shine, and they had
nodded as Sammy had charged over and jumped onto Zerrex‟s shoulder, chirping nervously
before they had vanished and Cherry had run back through her portal with a grimace.
The Drakkaren had Mist and Shine wait in the main hall of Sabnock‟s manor and sent
Sammy out to patrol the grounds while he followed the butler up to the room… but he had gone
inside alone, and found Sabnock sitting silently next to Galleon‟s silent, unmoving body. Her
hands were in her own lap, and she had crossed the otter‟s arms over his chest… and when
Zerrex had gently touched her shoulder, she had started to cry quietly, and the reptile had knelt
beside her and hugged her quietly.
Sabnock handled herself well: after she cried for twenty minutes, she began to quickly go
about the arrangements for Galleon‟s funeral. The Drakkaren had let her go about the process for
a little while, since it seemed to calm her down, and then she had finally shushed her and gently
helped her to her feet. She wanted to stay at the mansion for the next little while… and the lizard
was perfectly okay with that, despite a few of the worries in his own mind.
For one thing, Jeannine Wulfe was not pleased with their plan, and would require a lot of
convincing. The wolves, too, were hesitant, saying they would trust Zerrex‟s judgment but
always begging him with their eyes to figure out something that would be even just a little safer,
obviously scared of the possible consequences. And her Dragokkaren security guard, Breeze,
was even less thrilled than that, to the point she and Cherry had gotten into a long, loud argument
until Mahihko had burst into tears.
Jeannine was no longer in Acheron, but staying at the Ravenlight Estate now, after much
bitching and complaining and wheedling. She wanted time to think the plan over and consider
her options, but Zerrex thought she‟d come around given enough time and patience. A bigger
concern than this, however, was the fact that Maria was still gone… and sending someone down
to the Unworld to look for her was not an option. Only a Broken could survive in the Unworld
for an extended period of time… and Zerrex knew that even he would quickly start to die in the

hostile environment of the Unworld. He had already been there too many times for his liking,
and wasn‟t about to take another trip down that dark rabbit hole unless absolutely necessary. For
now, he‟d have faith in Maria… and the fact that if something did happen to one of his Disciples,
he would know about it thanks to their link to him.
Zerrex took Sabnock to her room, promising to return once the last of the arrangements
were taken care of, and he‟d helped the wolverine out of her suit jacket, hanging this up on a
small hook and looking around the female‟s scarily-neat room. Shelves against one corner
section of the trapezoid-shaped room with books all in alphabetical order, hooks on the wall, a
large vanity with the mirror covered by a black curtain and a walk-in closet on the other side of
the room, with the wolverine‟s clothes arranged by color and size… and a massive, pristine
ceilinged bed, with a night table beside this covered in a neat arrangement of small objects. Two
books, a clock – a rare find in Hell – and a small, leather journal… but Sabnock had only sat on
the heavy comforter atop her neatly-made bed, and the reptile had almost had to push her gently
onto her back before taking her shoes quietly off and putting them down on the rug.
He had left her, worried for her as he‟d gone quickly back to the room. Sabnock had
mentioned that Galleon had left all his final instructions in a letter there… and it hadn‟t been
difficult to find the envelope containing this. What had surprised the reptile was the fact that the
letter was made out to him… and it started with the otter thanking him quietly.
Lord Zerrex Narrius,
By now, we have met, and if I have chosen to entrust you with this burden, then I know
you must also be an honorable and generous male: as kind and good-hearted as my wife
Sabnock has spoken of. I wish to thank you, first off, for caring for her: for doing this more for
her than for me, I hope, and for the time you have promised to spend with her… a promise I have
full confidence in that you will not break. Duty and obligation will no doubt necessitate absences
now and then, but that is full-well expected: I know by now that Sabnock would not have it any
other way, anyway.
I will keep this brief. Sabnock knows all my final wishes and can fine-tune the
ceremonies, but I wish for you to give my eulogy. Many of my other friends have long since died,
and White Phoenix and Lady Carmen will both give speeches of their own, I am sure, but it is
unfair to burden them further than they will already be. You have a natural gift for prose that
even Sabnock admires, even if she had never said this to you. She has read your poetry to me,
and I have appreciated the message in your writing. You understand honor: you would
understand me, I think, and I hope you understand why I am asking this of you as well.
My funeral is to take place at the ceremonial burial spot of the River Danes, Mermaid’s
Spire. My casket may be closed or open, I have no preference: should Sabnock wish that my face
be seen one last time, then I would never take that wish from her. The casket is to become a pyre:
I’m sorry that I could not come up with a nicer way to say that my coffin is to be set aflame. I
think you’ll understand, however. I have heard that the traditions of Hez’Ranna are not so
different, after all.
Please do not let Sabnock tend to every little detail: remind her that it is her period of
mourning, and she needs to rest herself and move on. Do not be surprised if she shows emotions
she has repressed all her life… and tend to her needs. This is most important: at the end of the
day, I would not mind if my corpse was dumped on the mountainside and left for the Damned to
feed on, so long as Sabnock is taken care of. Please take care of my wife, Lord Zerrex. Please
ensure that she remembers she is loved by others, and she is still needed, and still has many

years left ahead of her. Please remind her that I will always be with her, in her memories, and in
her heart.
Yours in eternal gratitude,
Galleon of the Endless Flowing Waters
At the end of the letter, there had been added notations: the name of a funeral home, the
name on the funerary account, the price Zerrex was to pay. Greed demons were notorious for
running funeral homes and trying to make last minute bargaining changes, despite how idiotic it
was to try and pull a stunt like that on a demon in mourning. The reptile had sent a servant to go
and contact the funeral director, and several attendants and a Priestess had shown up within
fifteen minutes, the reptile watching with his arms crossed as she checked over the body and
quietly confirmed the death.
They had gently wrapped the body in red silk while Zerrex had gone to get Sabnock…
and he had brought her out of her room to say one last goodbye and see the body off. It had hurt
her, but the reptile knew that it would have hurt her more to have been left silently in bed while
the body was taken away. Then Zerrex had allowed Charles, the Wentaku butler, to take Sabnock
back to her room while the reptile had finished the business arrangements with the attendants.
The account was to be paid on the date of the funeral, so all the reptile had to do was confirm
several details and sign his name over several pieces of paper.
Zerrex found Sabnock in Galleon‟s room, neatening it quietly, her shirt disheveled and
walking around in bare feet… and the Drakkaren had quietly taken her by the arm and sat her
down on the bed when she had begun to rearrange the books. She had just looked at him for a
little while, and the Drakkaren had closed his eyes and said softly: “It‟ll get better. I‟m not going
to lie to you and say the pain will go away completely… but it‟ll get easier. First it‟ll get a lot
worse, but… then it‟ll get easier.”
Sabnock only looked at him silently, and Zerrex smiled faintly over at her as he squeezed
her shoulder gently. “You and Galleon had something special between you. I could tell that the
moment I saw you two together. How happy you made each other. You also had countless years
together… and I‟m sure you wish you could have had countless more. But you gave him a good
ending to a happy life: you were the one who filled him with that happiness, and you can take
relief in that. And the memories, the good as well as the bad… you both survived all that, all
those years. I know it feels right now like all there is, is pain… that thinking of him cuts in a way
that‟s hard to understand. I know you may wish you could follow him down into darkness, but
think of what Galleon would have wanted. You to be happy.”
“How do you know?” Sabnock asked quietly, but it wasn‟t angry, or bitter: it was an
honest question, as she studied him silently. “It‟s not just your ability to read my emotions that‟s
speaking, is it?”
“No, it‟s not.” Zerrex smiled a little at her, saying quietly: “And it‟s not just the fact I‟ve
lost children, or others that I‟ve loved over the course of my lifetime. We both know what it‟s
like to watch friends and family die, for reasons fair and foul. But you know it‟s different when
you lose a soulmate now, how deep it rips, how dark that void you‟ve fallen into is… and yes.
Once, I had someone who to me was as meaningful as Galleon was to you. Her name was
Alisha… but I always called her Allie. My beautiful, sweet Allie.”
He was silent, and Sabnock looked at him for a few moments before she said quietly:
“Tell me about her.”

Zerrex looked at her silently: it wasn‟t a request he usually honored, as thoughts of the
female rolled through his mind… but then he nodded slowly, saying quietly: “Alright. For you,
Sabnock. And because it might help you understand that… even if it feels like it‟s the end of
world right now, like nothing else matters… there‟s always something else to fight for. To live
for. Hard as it is some days.”
He looked down, then gently took Sabnock‟s hand, interlacing their fingers… and the
wolverine looked down at this almost as if it were alien to her before she slowly squeezed the
Drakkaren‟s hand… and the reptile squeezed back as he said softly: “When I was mortal, and
stupid, I met a girl named Allie while working a job. At first… it was all about sex. We didn‟t
care about each other, we didn‟t even like each other that much, it was just… good sex. But
then… she started spending the night with me in hotels, and I started spending nights at her
apartment. Nights bridged into days: I would get up, and she would be making breakfast. I would
touch her in ways that made me feel funny, silly: instead of groping her or shoving her around, I
would grasp her shoulders gently. I would press myself against her, but not grind into her. She
would kiss me… and it would taste like roses and raspberries…”
He closed his eyes, laughing a bit as he squeezed Sabnock‟s hand, and she stared at him
curiously, tilting her head and seeming strangely enthralled with the side of the Drakkaren he so
rarely showed, as a faint smile crossed his features. “I remember… sharing champagne in bed
with her, and laughing… I remember being naked with her, and comfortable. I remember smiling
a lot, and dancing the night away in her apartment, until her neighbors yelled at us… but instead
of lashing out at them like I would at any other time of day, we‟d just… laugh and quiet down
and apologize, she made me… so good-natured.
“I remember telling her awkwardly about Cherry, and being slapped by her… but then
her muttering that she loved me too much to let me go over some silly shit with another female. I
remember how touched that made me…” He closed his eyes, bowing his head forwards. “I
remember seeing the most beautiful pair of engagement rings in a store window, and going in to
buy them… but then instead staring at something so much more captivating. Jewelry vambraces
and a matching choker… inset with rubies. I bought them all for her, and the clerk was giddy
because he was on commission and I had just spent so much money he could retire early… and I
remember proposing to her.”
He smiled faintly again, then looked quietly at Sabnock, murmuring softly: “And I
remember whining about not wanting to meet her parents, and she said she‟d go alone then, that
it would be a wonderful surprise for them… and the train derailed off an embankment and
crashed. I drove out there on my motorcycle… but I was too late to do anything. She was dead,
and they were piling the bodies up like old logs… and scavengers had already gone through the
luggage and stolen her bracelets. I… I didn‟t have the strength or the courage to attend her
funeral. All I could do was give in to my dark desires… and I hate myself every day for it,
Sabnock, every fucking day, for not being stronger. For not moving forwards with my life, the
way she would have wanted to. For the fact the first thing I did was go back to Cherry, and I hit
her and snarled at her, and she had mocked me about Allie and I beat the shit out of her and then
asked her if she was ready to go or not when she was broken and crying on the ground.
“I gave in to every desire, and I was the one who warped Cherry even worse than she had
already been. I hate myself for the fact that I didn‟t tell Cherry then and there to come with me
and escape. That I didn‟t change myself then and there, for Allie‟s sake… but I regressed into
my old darkness and desires. I made a mockery of the memory of the person I have loved more
than anyone and anything else in the world, and I continue to live out my mistakes again and

again, and I repeat the same old stupid things over and over.” He smiled faintly at Sabnock,
squeezing her hand slowly. “I don‟t want you to have the same regrets, Sabnock. I don‟t want to
see you making the mistakes I did, and I‟m going to be here for you. To make sure you mourn
Galleon, whether you want to or not, and to make sure that I honor his wishes… both for his
sake, and because Allie would want me to.”
“I remember her name now. You searched Heaven and Hell‟s records for years looking
for someone by that name.” Sabnock said softly, and Zerrex nodded silently to her, as the
wolverine tilted her head. “And you never found her?”
“Allie was a strong mix of atheist and agnostic. She believed more in rebirth than she did
in Heaven or Hell… and she didn‟t believe very much in that at all.” Zerrex smiled a little at
Sabnock, adding quietly: “But she always believed in spirits… and in lost souls. She used to
chide me a lot, saying that if I continued to be such a jerk, I‟d be forced to walk the earth by
myself as an invisible spirit and she wouldn‟t save my ass.” He laughed a bit, shaking his head
slowly and murmuring softly: “I don‟t think she ever knew how much that scared me…”
He fell quiet, and Sabnock looked down at the floor, saying softly: “So the pain is still
with you, even after all these years, even with all those people who care for you, Zerrex? Friends
and family… does that mean it‟s all going to be meaningless now?”
“Far from it.” Zerrex glanced at her with a bit of a smile, and she frowned at him quietly.
“If one good thing will come from this… it‟s that now you can truly appreciate how much those
people mean to you. And moreover, it will teach you why you should cherish people as much as
you can while they‟re there in your life… why you should never be ashamed to show your
appreciation and compassion for them.”
The wolverine nodded slowly after a moment, and then she looked back down at the
floor, murmuring softly: “I do not know if I believe strongly in the term „soulmate,‟ Lord Zerrex.
It implies a great lot and a great depth, and while I loved Galleon with all my heart… he was an
arranged marriage, and we came to love each other over a period of time. We were comfortable
with each other, true, and I would give the world to have him back… but I am not consumed
with grief, and I do feel that I will heal. And also, so many others in the universe go without ever
finding love… love itself is a concept I cannot entirely wrap my mind around. Yet I cannot say it
doesn‟t exist, that I have never experienced it. That I do not feel it even now.”
She closed her eyes, then squeezed the lizard‟s hand slowly, and the Drakkaren looked at
her curiously as she said softly: “I envy you, though, Lord Zerrex, despite how your experiences
prove that the sword cuts both ways: for all you loved her, losing her seems to have nearly
destroyed you. Did I love Galleon in the same way? I do not know. All I know is that for now,
losing the familiarity of his presence… aches almost as much as thinking of how I will never see
him, smell him, feel him again…”
She shook her head slowly, then cleared her throat and stood up… but she didn‟t let go of
the lizard‟s hand, tugging at him gently as she said softly: “I would like to go for a walk.”
Zerrex nodded… and the two ended up walking all around the manse, the reptile
becoming more familiar with the layout as Sabnock kept him walking until she finally became
tired, and he helped her back to her room. She laid down and told him quietly there was a room
set up across the hall for him… and then she had hesitated before asking him to keep his door
open, in case she wanted to see him.
The days passed quietly and slowly. Hesitantly, Sabnock began to talk about Galleon,
telling stories about their time together, about his life, about the otter she had known and loved
and cherished so deeply. Sometimes she would sit with Sammy in her lap, stroking the skeletal

pseudodragon quietly, other times she would relax beside Zerrex, and sometimes they would sit
across a table from each other… but always they were close. And always, she spoke with love
and affection, her features losing their sorrow for anywhere from moments to hours when she
talked about the River Dane she had loved.
For the funeral, she insisted quietly but firmly that Zerrex go in casual clothing, despite
her own neat black suit… and it had been held at a riverbank. Several other River Danes, all of
them otters, all with swirling tattoos over their chests and wearing only simple shorts or light
armor, had stood and sung of old battles and legends as the casket had been pushed into the river,
Carmen rubbing silently at her face as she stood in a dress next to Cherry with a cute bow
topping her head, looking almost like the little girl she had once been that was trapped in the
painting in Sabnock‟s home… and White had stood with his cowboy hat held to his chest,
watching silently as his friend was pushed off to sea, and other Judges had attended the funeral,
and for once Anubis and Zerrex had managed to stand quietly beside each other without making
any snide remarks to one-another, and Sabnock had appreciated this almost as much as she had
appreciated the kind condolences from the jackal Judge. Vivien, Lily, and Selena had also been
present, tossing offerings of white water lilies onto the casket as they stood on the riverbank… as
had many other faces, familiar and not, from Heaven and Hell both.
Zerrex gave the eulogy once everyone was gathered and looking at the coffin: he wasn't
the only one to make a speech, but when he walked up beside the half-landed, half-floating
coffin, he felt Sabnock‟s eyes on him, intense, almost measuring. The Drakkaren had stood
silently for a few moments, gathering his thoughts, taking his time… and when he had spoken,
he had let the words flow through him. Unknowingly, in their time spent together, Sabnock had
long provided him with more than enough for him to give a fair and honest speech about
Galleon, and the effect he had given on those in his life... and as he gazed at the many faces
gathered here, most friends of both, and honorable River Danes that had gathered to send off
their fallen companion. It wasn't a long speech, but it didn't feel short either: and when he walked
back beside Sabnock, she nodded slowly and squeezed his arm in silent approval.
The coffin rolled into the river and floated quietly down it, and Sabnock sang a slow, sad
song, the River Danes joining their voices to the melody as another otter had sat on a tall, bent
wooden arch down the river with a torch. As the coffin had passed through this, he had dropped
the torch onto it, the casket catching immediately aflame… and they had watched as the pyre had
burned brightly until it finally fell over the edge of a waterfall in the distance and into a deep,
dark tunnel leading into the northern wastes.
Sabnock handled herself well… and when they had returned back to the manor, she had
seemed… strange. Not good, not bad, but as if she had achieved some closure, and was finding it
difficult to understand how she should be feeling… but she had quietly gone to her rooms for a
nap after spending some time with the guests who had come back, and left Zerrex with Cherry,
Carmen, and White to discuss business.
Maria had finally returned from the Unworld, but she was exhausted and drained, slowly
recovering her strength in the cloister. She had run into Theophilius after finishing her work on
the rift, and while the other Broken obviously hadn‟t wanted to harm her, he had nonetheless
half-kidnapped her and subjected her to a long, seemingly-endless mad tea party as he had
questioned her… almost interrogated her. He was interested in Zerrex and the Strange Beasts,
and despite the fact he only asked one or two questions out of every ten on the subject, the fact
he kept returning to it had been enough to pique Maria‟s interest… and she had finally wormed

her way free after a literal century of putting up with Theophilius‟s badgering and fighting her
way through the labyrinthine rift he had trapped her inside of.
Jeannine, meanwhile, was still refusing to cooperate… although there at least so far,
Zerrex‟s friends and family were all accounted for and there hadn‟t yet been any disturbing
attacks or murders reported. The Drakkaren wondered quietly how long that would last,
however… but he was only glad that he was able to devote most of his time to continuing to help
Sabnock deal with the loss of her husband.
One week became two: Sabnock began to visibly loosen up some, talking more openly
about Galleon and doing more around the manse. She had wanted to go through his things… and
while she had almost cried a few times, she was in much better control of her emotions now, and
for as many times as sorrow cut into her, she also smiled at the memories some of his things
brought back. She had decided to redesign this room as her office… but she wanted to keep all
his things here, too, so she could comfortably remember him and always feel his presence in this
room, reminding her not to work so hard.
She laughed a little at this thought, and Zerrex had smiled at her, glad to help her with
this… and when Carmen and Lily had dropped in, the wolverine had been glad to stop and visit
for a little while. Guests came and went, and often Sabnock only saw them briefly… but as she
was moving slowly on, it felt like some of what Zerrex had talked to her about was sinking in,
and she was being more open with people than he had ever seen the stiff, quiet wolverine be.
Then, after three weeks had passed, Sabnock approached him while he was tidying up her
library and bowed her head to him, saying quietly: “My period of mourning is over, Lord Zerrex.
You have done more for me in these last twenty odd days than many others have in their whole
lives with me, and I thank you for that.”
Zerrex looked at her softly, reaching up to squeeze her shoulders gently, and Sabnock
smiled a bit at him as she reached up and gently brushed a hand through his hair affectionately.
“No, I am fine. I feel like myself again… and Galleon… Galleon is not forgotten. The Reapers
have taken him, yes, but he will always be with me as well, in my heart, perhaps even in my
soul, and most definitely in my memories.” Sabnock touched her own chest quietly, looking
down for a moment, and then she returned her eyes to Zerrex and said quietly: “Now. Come with
me. I have something I want to share with you.”
The Drakkaren tilted his head curiously as she pulled him out of the dusty library. They
headed to her room, and Sabnock quietly closed the door behind them before she headed over to
her vanity, touching carefully along the underside of it before she produced a small key.
She knelt and opened a drawer as the Drakkaren approached curiously, pulling out a
small box from inside this… and Zerrex watched as she pulled out a silver locket that was
shaped like a diamond, glimmering quietly in her hand, a long, pretty chain dangling quietly
from this. She smiled at it faintly… then looked over her shoulder towards Zerrex as she popped
it open, revealing a small portrait of the female inside, younger than she was now… and yet in a
way, more severe. “This is for you. It was one of Galleon‟s first gifts to me, and means much.
But it will mean even more if you will accept it as a token of my gratitude and my affection for
you.”
Zerrex smiled at her, knowing better than to argue as he nodded a bit… and Sabnock
quietly dropped it into his hand as they looked at each other. He squeezed it slowly, feeling how
strangely-warm it was in his grip despite having been locked away for who knew how long in the
small box… and then he gazed down at it for a few moments before Sabnock quietly picked it up

by the chain, putting it back in the little box and closing this as she said softly: “And one last
thing.”
She reached up and gently brushed her hand through Zerrex‟s hair… then tugged his head
down, and the reptile‟s eyes widened in shock as she kissed him quietly. He didn‟t know what to
do or how to even respond, shocked by it… and then, as she drew back and he opened his mouth,
she pushed a finger against his lips and said quietly: “Don‟t cheapen this, Lord Zerrex, and don‟t
take me for a childish Lust demon that can‟t tell the difference between love and sex, nor a
whore who does her thanking with her body. Admittedly, I am interested in seeing if the stories
about your abilities as a lover are true… but more important than that, I wish to share this with
you as a friend, and as someone who cares deeply for you. You have helped me. You have taught
me to value my friends and companions all the more. Now kiss me, and do not make me repeat
myself.”
Zerrex looked at her awkwardly… but then he leaned down and kissed her, and she
kissed him slowly back as his hands slid gently up along her body, hesitantly at first… but when
he began to peel off her suit jacket and she didn‟t resist, he gained confidence, letting this drop to
the floor. Her hands rubbed gently up along his chest as their mouths parted, and the two gazed
at each other, studying each other‟s features before he began to slowly undo the buttons of her
shirt, and she leaned back, smiling a little before closing her eyes when he kissed the side of her
neck, her own hands quietly beginning to push the Drakkaren‟s shirt up as she murmured:
“Good…”
He pushed her shirt open and stripped it from her, leaving her in only the simple white
bra beneath this, the reptile seeing for the first time the way the blue and gold fur that intersected
down her body swayed back and forth across her front… and then he gazed into her eyes and
ducked a bit to allow her to pull his shirt off completely and toss it aside. He reached up, taking
her face gently into his hands, and they kissed again as her hands rubbed slowly over his chest,
traced along his scars, felt almost delicately out the ridges of his powerful muscles as their
mouths worked slowly together and his tongue twisted gently with hers, before they parted and
gazed deeply into one another‟s eyes, black pearls looking into emerald irises as the lizard‟s mala
jingled quietly around his neck.
He smiled slightly as he reached down, opening the fly of her dress pants and letting
them drop… and she stepped backwards out of both her loafers and her pants, leaving her in only
her underwear as her hands played down his chest, sending chills of pleasure through the
reptile‟s scales before she gripped into the waistband of his jeans and tugged him slowly
backwards towards the bed. She sat back on this, spreading her legs around him as she easily
opened the fly of his pants and her hands rubbed back up along his muscular front, her fingers
sliding over his scalp and tangling gently into his ivory locks as she pulled him down into
another kiss, and Zerrex leaned down into this, tasting her cold, sweet saliva as her jaws hungrily
worked with his, his hands reaching out to tightly squeeze into the supports on either side of the
bed as she rocked her hips slowly against him as his pants fell and puddled down around his
ankles.
She let herself fall backwards after a moment with a soft sigh, gazing up at him longingly
as her legs clutched around his waist, and the Drakkaren leaned forwards over her, crawling onto
the bed, kicking his pants absently off as he grasped into the comforter on either side of her head
and ground his own hips forwards, boxers that were still on doing little to confine or hide the
growing bulge beneath them. Her white panties were a little wet as she rocked her hips back
against him, licking her lips slowly, and her dark eyes looked adoringly into his as she stroked

over his face, the feeling almost electric as she said softly: “Share yourself with me… as I share
myself with you.”
Zerrex smiled softly down at her, then he lowered his mouth to her, kissing her again as
his arms wrapped around her, pulling her up against his chest even as his hands deftly opened the
clasp on her bra and he tossed it aside. When their mouths parted, he lowered his head, gently
mouthing one small breast, swirling his tongue slowly around the hardened, pink fleshed nipple
before he kissed the golden swell quietly, then nuzzled slowly into her other breast, gently
scraping his teeth along the short blue fur covering it before he nudged her nipple with the tip of
his muzzle, then gazed up into her eyes as he sat back reaching down to slowly pull her panties
down to reveal the tender pink of her sex.
Her legs spread for him as he pushed down his own boxers, his thick, girthy length
flopping out, half-erect… and when he touched the lips of her sex, they were cold… but when
his fingers slid slowly into her, she closed her eyes with a soft breath out, and her insides felt
blazing, boiling hot. Her hands grasped quietly into the comforter as he leaned back slightly,
grasping his shaft, stroking it slowly as it bulged and grew up to its full size and he positioned
the head of his heavy, black-fleshed shaft at her entrance, which looked so small, so tight, so
almost virginal even as her lips blossomed for her, even as she gazed up at him without fear, with
only a kindness, deep affection and compassion, as he said softly: “If it hurts…”
“I am no untested filly, Zerrex.” Sabnock smiled slightly nonetheless, however, touched
by his nervousness as she stroked slowly through his hair. “Push into me. Your size is the last
thing that concerns me.”
Zerrex smiled amusedly down at her at this, but then he slowly leaned forwards, pushing
against her sex… and she half-closed her eyes and gritted her teeth, but only breathed a little
harder as the rounded, thick head of his shaft began to slowly force its way forwards, spreading
the lips of her labia slowly wider, wider as his member began to penetrate into her, before he
grunted softly at how tight she was, closing his eyes and leaning over her, muscular body flexing
as he lowered his head a bit… and her hands rubbed slowly up along his chest to grasp into her
shoulders as her legs trembled and flexed beside him, spread wide as his girthy cock forced its
way slowly into her, before he arched his back as he grasped her hips and thrusted forwards with
a groan and a quiet grunt.
Almost a quarter of his length buried into her tight, incredibly hot passage, and she let out
a short, almost silent moan beneath him as the reptile gazed down at her, but she only smiled a
little, nodding to him almost impatiently… and the Drakkaren thrusted slowly forwards again,
breathing harder as he felt more of his length burying into the wolverine‟s body. Firm thrusts
forced more of the thick black flesh into her, bit-by-bit, inch-after-inch… until finally, he hilted
inside of her, making her gasp quietly as her legs clutched around his waist and her fingers dug
into his shoulders, the wolverine trembling beneath him as she pushed her head up against his
chest and he lay against her, letting her feel the full weight of his body, the flex of his muscles,
the beat of his heart, one hand grasping the back of her head as the other forearm rested on the
comforter, before she whispered softly: “A good start… but I‟m not impressed yet.”
Zerrex smiled down at her at this, and then he began to thrust slowly and easily, drawing
almost half of his immense shaft back before thrusting deep, making his movements controlled
and powerful. At the end of every long push into her depths, he rocked his hips forwards, hilting
and grinding his shaft against the walls of her passage, plumbing her depths with his long,
immense member as his testicles ground lightly against her buttocks, the wolverine panting
softly beneath him and rocking her hips slowly, easily, at the end of each movement. Her

passage clenched around him, a single dribble of blood rolling out of her sex as she pushed
herself up against him, her body cold and yet her vagina blazing hot, her liquids rolling over,
bathing his length as they moved together in slow, loving motions.
His thrusts sped up slowly as he gyrated his hips gently, grinding against the walls of her
passage and making her murmur quietly against him when he did, her eyes closing in pleasure
that spilled over her features for only a moment before they smoothed out, but her expression
was serene, as if she was on a plateau higher than sexual, as if what they were doing was more
than simply indulging lust… and Zerrex knew full well it was. The sex was slow and
magnificent and pure, and the reptile drew it out as long as he could, only letting his thrusts
speed up on slow occasion as he breathed quietly and his muscles flexed with power overtop her,
and Sabnock‟s body ground up against him, rocking her hips and rubbing along his shoulders
and his chest, gripping against his sides as she occasionally nuzzled his neck and met his mouth
for slow, delicious, loving kisses.
Sweat rolled down his scales as he thrusted into her, panting quietly as his thrusts pushed
deep into her, making her body rock, breathing harder but only giving the smallest, quietest of
groans as she rocked her hips back against him… and despite her body being cold, she was
flushed with pleasure as she clung to him, her passage clenching around his shaft like a vice as
his member sank blissfully into her, pleasure coursing through the bodies of both male and
female as they worked together in harmony, in affection, in erotic delight. She had orgasmed
twice, her release like a river of fire even as her body only trembled and seemed to pulse with
cold up against him… but it made the experience all the more intense, all the more wonderful, as
she gasped quietly against his neck.
More than an hour passed, the two both sharply-aware of how much time it had been and
yet so lost in bliss and pleasure it was like only moments had flown by, until finally Zerrex felt
his own release coming on, his thrusts hard but not rough, staying in control, not giving in to
passion despite how much adoration and bliss and so many other emotions and sensations
swirled through his form… and he groaned hungrily overtop her as he thrusted down into her,
and she gasped against him again as her legs clutched around his waist before she closed her
eyes and buried her head against his neck at the feeling of his seed flooding into her, her passage
like a volcano around him despite the fact her body felt almost ice cold as they worked together
powerfully, in control even in the depths of their release, both of them giving vent to their
passions with strange control, the reptile groaning softly as his mala jangled around his neck and
Sabnock‟s face rubbed against the beads as she groaned softly.
And finally, it came to an end: Zerrex rested atop her, breathing hard, his eyes closed in
pleasure as she pushed herself up against his body… and then he leaned down as she leaned up,
still impaled on his throbbing, powerful shaft, and their mouths met slowly in a gentle, slow kiss
before they parted and he smiled a bit, gently stroking her face as he murmured softly: “So. Did I
live up to the reputation Cherry and others have given me?”
“Yes.” Sabnock said softly, and then she reached up and brushed a hand slowly through
his hair, saying quietly: “This was an appropriate way to end my mourning. Galleon always
wanted me to find someone else to share romantic intent with, or to at least pursue appropriate
sexual relief when my body called for it… but I was always too embarrassed, and it felt… too
strange. So when it was required, I used to only ever use discreet male escorts. I paid them, they
did what I requested, they left: but now I have you. A friend, a companion. And I do not intend
to pay you for your services when I request them.”

Zerrex snorted in amusement, then he slowly drew back, and Sabnock gritted her teeth as
his huge shaft pulled free of her stretched sex, a spurt of his seed washing out down her thighs
and onto the comforter as he lay beside her, then wrapped an arm around her and pulled her
against his chest. Sabnock blushed a bit now, however, pushing at him and muttering: “No, I do
not cuddle, Lord Zerrex…”
“That‟s how you‟re going to pay me, Sabnock, cuddle-time. I enjoy the cuddling more
than I do the sex sometimes.” He stopped, then softened as he gazed at her and she looked at him
embarrassedly. “Relax. It‟ll do you good.”
Sabnock looked disgruntled, but she sighed and nodded after a moment nonetheless,
muttering: “While I don‟t pretend to understand this, Lord Zerrex… alright. I‟ll give it a try.”
She stopped, then winced away when he leaned down to kiss her, saying mildly: “Sex is over
now.”
“Gods you‟re no fun.” Zerrex grabbed her and firmly hauled her upwards, and the Ice
Devil flushed as he firmly kissed her lips before putting her back down against his chest, and she
grumbled a bit against him even as she rested herself against his body, the Drakkaren snuggling
her close as he muttered: “I can‟t believe you only make out during sex.”
“I do not only „make out‟ during sex, but I do not easily give out kisses, either. They have
a very deep meaning… they are like an emotional contract with a person, or a promise.” Sabnock
said quietly, and she began to slowly trace the Drakkaren‟s scars out over his chest. As she did
this, however, he felt her relaxing more and more against his body, and a small smile spread
across her lips as she continued: “Promises and contracts should never be entered into willynilly… and every kiss should mean something, should be something special, should carry deeper
meanings than the one before it.
“Perhaps I complicate things too much. What does a kiss mean to you, Lord Zerrex?”
Sabnock glanced at him curiously, and the reptile smiled amusedly at her as he poked her
forehead, making her frown slightly. “What?”
“First of all, you and Sin need to stop referring to me as Lord Zerrex. I‟m just Zerrex,
you‟re my friends.” he said softly, and then he hugged her against his body, making her smile a
little even as she fidgeted. “And secondly… you make it sound complicated, but I do understand
very well what you mean. And I even agree… but my kisses do mean something, Sabnock.
They‟re promises that I‟ll always be there for you… affections that seal and show how much I
care about you.”
The wolverine glanced up at him with a slight smile, and Zerrex winked at her before she
leaned up and kissed him softly, their mouths working together slowly and deliciously for a few
long moments before she pulled away, quietly stroking one of her hands through his hair… and
then she slipped carefully out of bed, saying quietly: “Alright, enough of that. Come, Lord
Zerrex. We have other things to do today, after all… and while I have enjoyed myself, there are
other things I would enjoy doing as well of a less-erotic nature.”
“Hey, I said I‟d look after you for a month, and promised that I‟d keep you from working
for that month, too.” Zerrex said softly, even as he slipped off the other side of the bed, but
Sabnock only smiled quietly over her shoulder at him, making the reptile tilt his head curiously.
“What?”
“Don‟t worry, I have concerns in mind other than working… and things to plan apart
from work as well.” Sabnock said softly, and Zerrex frowned a bit as she murmured a cleansing
spell, getting rid of the mess between her legs before she picked up her panties, beginning to slip
into her clothes as she said mildly: “Hurry, Lord Zerrex. Let‟s be on our way.”

The Drakkaren grunted, then he slipped out of bed before glancing at the messy
comforter, holding up a hand and casting a cleansing spell over it to get rid of most of the mess
left there as well, but the wolverine only smiled slightly as she put her bra on, saying mildly:
“Don‟t worry about that. The servants will change the sheets for me anyway. I dislike sleeping in
a bed that has been soiled.”
The reptile rolled his eyes at this as he began to climb back into his pants, his mala
quietly clicking around his neck… and he was surprised as always as the wolverine‟s efficiency,
how she quickly and neatly got into her suit and smoothed all the wrinkles out of it while Zerrex
was just finishing pulling his shirt on. Then he tilted his head as she approached and grasped his
bicep, saying quietly: “To the Ravenlight Estate, Lord Zerrex.”
The Drakkaren looked at her curiously, but then he nodded with a grunt, and a moment
later they vanished from the spot. When they reappeared in the main hall, Sabnock only glanced
back and forth before she asked mildly: “Where is Jeannine Wulfe?”
“Oh Gods, you don‟t want to talk to that creature.” the lizard said immediately, and then
he grimaced and sighed when Sabnock only looked at him pointedly. “Fine, fine. She‟s probably
tormenting the wolves in her room… for all the time she spends bitching about getting no
privacy and stuff, she seems to spend as much time as possible picking on Lone and Mahihko as
she can.”
The reptile walked towards one of the side doors, and the wolverine followed him calmly,
the Drakkaren pushing into the hall… and grimacing at the sight of Breeze. The Dragokkaren
had long abandoned her pretend-position as the female‟s girlfriend in favor of being able to
freely loom about and inspire terror in the wolves as she pleased, now dressed in an old
Hez‟Rannan Military uniform… and when Mahihko had shown up one day in his own, beaming
and wanting to talk about the old days, she had ripped the wolf‟s shirt off and stepped on it,
saying flatly that pelts didn‟t deserve to wear Hez‟Rannan colors. That had made the wolf
explode into tears, and Zerrex had dragged Breeze aside and threatened to leave her alone in a
small room with Cherry for an hour after kicking her ass if she ever said or did anything like that
again.
If anything, however, it only made Breeze‟s temperament uglier. She was difficult to be
around: her mix of Hez‟Rannan dignity and the New Unity belief system meant she was
pompous, arrogant, and believed all creatures were equal in the eyes of God but didn‟t need to be
seen as equal in the eyes of each other, and that God favored those who were strong and firm in
their beliefs. It made Zerrex want to set her on fire, and he was honestly surprised Cherry had
only actually done so herself once, when Breeze had been trying to mock Zerrex into another
theological argument.
She was polishing a large, heavy handgun, standing guard outside Jeannine‟s door… and
she glowered at them as they approached, her eyes flicking to the demoness before she said
disgustedly: “Let me guess, now you want Jeannine to dress up in a princess costume to make
the bastard hunting her even more likely to go after her, right? The Miss isn‟t in right now.”
“I can hear the Miss yelling behind that door at Lone and Mahihko.” Zerrex said mildly,
crossing his arms and looking at her flatly as Sabnock studied the Dragokkaren thoughtfully.
Breeze glared at them as she holstered her handgun… but Zerrex couldn‟t help but notice the
way her other hand now rested on the butt of the large stun-rod on her other hip. “Need I remind
you that you two are staying here, in my mansion, out of the kindness of my heart after you both
found Acheron „inhospitable?‟”

“You can demand worship however you like, but Jeannine and I shouldn‟t be subjected to
your heresy or forced to participate in it.” Breeze said stiffly, and Zerrex once again got the
feeling that the only thing Jeannine hadn‟t liked about Acheron was the fact she wasn‟t able to
live in a manse… but that she probably could have coped just fine if Breeze hadn‟t made such a
big goddamn snit every day about how her religion was being oppressed. For a security chief, the
female didn‟t seem very interested in keeping Jeannine safe. “And no, you don‟t. You point it
out every day, trying to guilt trip us into something or other.”
“I haven‟t even seen either of you in a week! Gods above, you‟re worse than Loki. At
least he only ever tried to kill me, which I can forgive.” Zerrex said disgustedly, slapping his
forehead, and Breeze grinned at him challengingly as she drew her gun and pointed it at his head.
“So you‟re saying I should try to kill you?” she mocked… and a moment later, she froze
in place, her eyes bulging as the air around her shimmered before turning solid, leaving the
Dragokkaren immobilized in a thick block of crystalline frost. Zerrex gaped at her, then he
looked stupidly at Sabnock, and the wolverine looked thoughtfully down at her own fingers.
“I only meant to freeze her arm to make a point. It‟s been many years since I accidentally
put too much strength into a spell… perhaps, since you are a god of fertility and we engaged in
an activity that shared your essence in a form with me, my old body was strengthened with some
of your godlike vitality.” Sabnock mused, then she glanced at Zerrex as he continued to stare at
her. “Is something wrong, Lord Zerrex?”
“You. You froze her.” the reptile said dumbly, feeling absurdly touched for some reason
before he giggled stupidly and reached out to poke the frozen-solid Dragokkaren. “You froze her
from head to toe.”
“She threatened your health and had a very irritating tone. I have no patience for angels
who preach their superiority to their elders and betters.” Sabnock said calmly, and then she
sighed as Zerrex poked Breeze and made her wobble backwards slightly. “Please just move her.”
“Okay.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he patted Breeze on the cheek and winked at her,
and a moment later the Dragokkaren vanished. By Zerrex‟s estimate, she would reappear
somewhere in Hez‟Ranna… and when he grinned and looked pleased with himself, the
wolverine sighed and rubbed at her head slowly, pushing past him and knocking twice at the
door before opening it. “What? What?”
“Enough childishness, Lord Zerrex, we‟re here for a reason.” the wolverine said dryly
over her shoulder, and then she looked ahead to the inside of the plush room, a large bed in one
corner and a cot in the other, beneath which were stacked suitcases, weapons, and books on the
Unity religion. Mahihko was sniffling and clinging to Lone, who was also trembling, trying not
to cry, and Jeannine looked angrily at Zerrex when he entered, the lizard wincing and holding up
his hands before Sabnock said calmly: “Lone, Mahihko. Will you please excuse us?”
“Who‟s this, one of your…” Then Jeannine‟s eyes sharpened as she frowned and leaned
forwards, saying slowly: “No, no, wait. You‟re a Judge, a Magistrate… you were the one who
approved my trade routes with Hell.”
Mahihko and Lone both looked up in surprise as Zerrex looked at her dumbly, and
Sabnock only nodded before she said calmly: “And I have the power to easily take them away as
well, so I would recommend you curb your tongue for the moment, especially in taking your
temper out upon these two wolves. You have been chased from your home, terrified. I, however,
have lost my husband, likely all the faster in part on the accounts of this murderer that Zerrex is
attempting to catch.”

Jeannine opened and shut her mouth a few times, and when Zerrex looked pointedly at
the two wolves, they whimpered a bit, but then made their way quickly out, Mahihko rubbing
firmly at his eyes and trembling before they closed the door quietly. Then the Drakkaren returned
his gaze to the female wolf as she finally said carefully: “I… understand that a lot is at risk, and I
want this killer caught as much as anyone else. And… Maria, the Broken, came and told me
about the rift, how she had set it up so… the moment I was inside, I would be safe, even if the
murderer was right on my heels… but… what you‟re asking of me is too dangerous. I propose
we use a shapeshifter, a hired protector… like… wait, why did Breeze let you in?”
“Oh, she‟s visiting Hez‟Ranna right now. Probably near a large body of water.” Zerrex
said easily, holding up a hand, and Jeannine stared at him incredulously before the Drakkaren
simply shrugged… and then the female wolf‟s muzzle quirked before she threw her head back
and laughed.
“I hate to admit it, but that does actually make me feel better…” Jeannine shook her head
after a few moments, rubbing at her head slowly and muttering: “God, I guess part of the reason
I‟m so frustrated isn‟t just this shit with the killer, but how pissed off Breeze is at everything
these days. I was thinking about hiring a new security chief, as a matter of fact… outside of
Heaven, and when we have to share a room, Breeze is a monster to live with. Reciting a dozen
prayers before bed every night, constantly talking about God this and God that, luring everyone
she can find into theological arguments… I have to yell at Lone and Mahihko ten times a day
just to vent.”
“Why don‟t you try actually treating them like the brothers they are and just talking to
them?” Zerrex asked flatly, crossing his arms, and Jeannine looked at him moodily before the
reptile rolled his eyes. “Or why don‟t you fire Breeze, then?”
“Because the one good thing about her firm, unyielding beliefs is that she‟s not afraid of
anything. I can also trust her absolutely, but that is honestly less important to me than the fact she
won‟t flinch away from the biggest, baddest monsters to protect me.” The female paused, then
she shook her head slowly, saying quietly: “Zerrex, though… anger and everything else aside…
and Magistrate Sabnock, with all respect I owe you… I don‟t think I can help you with this. I‟m
sorry, but I‟m scared. I don‟t know if you understand what it‟s like for me, but I‟m only a trader
and a merchant. I‟m not strong like either of you are: I‟m merely a merchant.”
The reptile nodded a bit, rubbing at his face slowly, and Sabnock nodded as well before
she said quietly: “And is there anything that can overcome your fear?”
“You‟re asking if I can be bought?” Jeannine asked sharply, but despite her tone, her eyes
flickered with interest. “My dignity and pride and personal safety come before money…”
“And if I offered to sign off on a contract that could triple your import allowance into
Hell while minimizing your taxation costs?” Sabnock gazed across at the female evenly, and
Jeannine‟s eyes widened at this offer, losing her coyness as the wolverine held her hand out,
saying curtly: “Agree to this task, and within one week, I‟ll have the contract signed by two High
Thrones and approved by the High Queen herself. You‟ll have to deal with Heaven‟s export
tariffs but you‟ll be permitted to ship and sell three times as much product per fiscal period as
you currently do.”
Jeannine looked at the two, hesitating for a moment… but when Sabnock began to pull
her hand back, she immediately leapt forwards, seizing her wrist and shaking firmly with a grin.
“You have a deal, Magistrate, you have a deal! And Zerrex, give me several days to finish some
sightseeing around Hell, and I will gladly act as bait.”

“You realize you could die, right?” Zerrex asked flatly, and Jeanine winced as this visibly
killed some of her buzz.
She crossed her arms moodily over her chest, and then she sighed a bit as she looked
down at the floor, saying mildly: “Zerrex… I‟m not… as bad a person as I act as time. I can be
greedy, and I want the best for my company… and that is why I held out as long as I could. But
to be honest… my conscience was also killing me. Part of the reason I was always yelling at my
brothers…” She closed her eyes tightly. “Brother… was because it was easier to be angry at him
than to be… thinking about things. I heard the murderer had attacked again, and… I was worried
that they… I mean…”
She stopped, looking away and shaking her head a bit. “I keep thinking like Tobias would
have. Wanting to look out for my own skin, put my life before others‟. I want to keep blaming
everything on Eugene… but how can this all be his fault when he‟s not acting like Dad anymore
but I am? Still putting myself and the company first… but at least my trading company does
good for Heaven and for Hell.” Then she laughed a bit, saying bitterly: “Although Wulfe
Enterprises employed more than a hundred thousand people at one time…
“No, I knew that by coercion or by bribery, you‟d get me to play my part in this
eventually. I just hoped that it would be by bribing instead of threatening me… I figured you
were always a soft touch, Zerrex.” She looked at him with a triumphant little grin, but there was
self-loathing in her eyes even so. “And I was right. But… now that I‟ve been pushed into doing
this, I‟ll… I‟ll do it well, Zerrex.”
“Can we go?” the reptile asked Sabnock after a moment, feeling a little disgusted; both
with her, and with himself, for playing into her hands. Jeannine winced a little as Sabnock
nodded and turned, heading to the door, but the Drakkaren paused for a moment longer, saying
quietly as he glanced over at her: “I‟ll come back later for you. We‟re going to have to look like
we actually get along well to lure this monster out of hiding.”
Jeannine was smart enough to only nod in response, and the reptile shook his head a bit
before he followed the wolverine out into the hall. He glanced down to see Lone sitting on one
side of the door and Mahihko the other, and both lupines looked up silently, staring at the wall
opposite for a moment before they both looked towards the lizard at the same moment, but it was
Lone who spoke first as Mahihko simply rubbed at his eyes: “Dad, I… I know she‟s a bitch,
but… please don‟t let her get hurt, okay? She‟s… she‟s still our sister. It‟s not all her fault she is
the way she is.”
Zerrex looked from one to the other, and then he nodded a bit before he rubbed at his face
slowly… then glanced up curiously as Sabnock said quietly: “Come, Lord Zerrex. We still have
another stop to make.”
The reptile nodded after a moment as Sabnock held up a hand and created a portal, and
Zerrex followed her through this after smiling over his shoulder to the two wolves… and he was
surprised when they stepped out in front of a small, cozy-looking ranch house that sat alone by
itself, surrounded by dusty prairie. He looked back and forth dumbly, his eyes lingering for a
moment on a large corral that stood off in the distance next to a small, open-fronted stable
supported by heavy black logs, two large hydras curled up on a pile of hay inside of this halfenclosed area… and then the reptile looked to the side as the sound of a clanging caught his
attention, before he winced as he saw Sabnock was already walking past the patio at the front of
the ranch house, hurrying after her.
He stared in surprise as they found White Phoenix on the other side of the ranch house,
his gloves and vest off as he stood in front of a sweltering but small stove-like forge, and yet he

didn‟t seem to be sweating at all. His sleeves were rolled up, revealing his bare forearms, one
hand in a thick dragon-hide glove holding a heavy hammer and the other hand made of smooth
steel that nonetheless flexed and moved as if it were flesh, and the badger glanced over his
shoulder at them as he held a piece of metal firmly down against the anvil with the metal hand,
slamming the heavy hammer into it and making that dinging noise as he said calmly: “Zerrex,
Sabnock… nice to have you dropping in. I didn‟t expect you here so soon, though, Judge… but
you never were one to rest on your laurels when there was work to be done, now were you? No
matter how damn many times we tell you to take it easy. Now, I‟ll be with you both in just a
minute. I‟m almost done with this here trinket.”
Sabnock didn‟t respond, only glancing absently up towards the deep, almost-mauve sky
above, and Zerrex looked around again after a moment: rolling plains in every direction, a herd
of what looked like wild hydras out in the distance, quiet except for the hum of the wind… and
then he smiled a bit as he wandered back towards the front of the ranch-style home, drawing his
eyes slowly over the front. A large Gigataur skull was mounted on one of the posts holding the
roof up over the patio, and the shutters were open but the curtains were drawn behind the
filigreed windows, the black cloth woven with decorative runes in gold along the bottom. At first
glance, the runic symbols looked mystical… but they were only shapes.
Zerrex closed his eyes on a whim and concentrated… and when he opened them, he felt a
faint hum of pain through his skull before he saw the outlines of other runes clearly written over
the door in glowing purple electricity. An entire verse of poetry had been smoothly painted over
the door in invisible runes… and Zerrex smiled a little bit, crossing his arms as he murmured:
“„Eyes, eyes, look away, come again some other day, you have not been invited to play, behind
this closed door you‟ll stay.‟”
“Words have great power, Lord Zerrex. You shouldn‟t read everything you see out loud.”
White said softly, and Zerrex glanced over at the badger with surprise as he approached, a thin
piece of metal gleaming in his hand. He glanced with interest up at the Drakkaren then back over
at his house, asking: “What do you think of my home?”
“It‟s beautiful, White. And it‟s much nicer than mine, and that‟s just from looking at the
outside.” the Drakkaren gazed over at him with entertainment, nodding after a moment before he
looked down curiously as the badger held up the shaped sheet of metal. “What is that?”
“For you. Sabnock wanted me to make it.” White shrugged a bit, and he held it out
towards him. Zerrex hesitated for a moment, then finally held his right hand out… but when
White dropped the sheet into his hand, he realized it was actually quite cool: it was the male‟s
metal hand that was actually steaming, and the reptile looked at this before the badger shrugged a
little as he shook his fingers out. “Like it or not, my hand‟s demonic steel. It doesn‟t like the feel
of certain objects. Don‟t hurt none; just don‟t do so well with it either.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, then he looked down at the sheet of steel in his hand: it
was rhombus-shaped and a little larger than his palm, with rounded edges covered in a series of
complex, embossed gold runes and white lines. The Drakkaren frowned a bit at this as he looked
at it, feeling it awakening some memory in his mind… and then he slowly reached down and
hesitantly touched one of the runes.
He felt his energies automatically transferring into it, and when the Drakkaren pulled his
finger slowly to the side, the rune flowed over the metal, trading places with another line… and
Zerrex smiled a little bit at this, saying quietly: “It‟s a calling card. A cheat sheet for summoning
people, right?”

White nodded, then he held out his right forearm, turning it over to reveal the black tattoo
of a runic circle on the bare skin above where the metal gauntlet locked into his wrist, saying
quietly: “Exactly. Anyone who has either one of these tattoos or is carrying one of the hundred or
so „answer cards,‟ you can summon to your aid. The calling card will give off a distinct,
powerful reverberation… if, for example, you entered the same circle of runes in it as is on my
tattoo, I‟d feel a distinct burning and get an idea of where you are at the time. Enough I could
portal right to you, whether I‟ve ever been there or not afore.”
Zerrex whistled a bit at this, and then he looked at the male with surprise, asking dumbly:
“Wait, why would you…”
But White only smiled at this, shaking his head slowly as he reached up and tipped his
hat to him. “You must think of me as one ungrateful bastard if you have to ask that question,
Zerrex, or you got a damn fool‟s idea of paying back promises. You always looked out for my
son Corey, for one, and I don‟t need to tell you how much I appreciated that. And you just spent
a whole tangle of days looking after young Miss Sabnock here, when you could have been doing
other things with your time, and I appreciate that too. You take care of your friends, Zerrex
Narrius. In this universe, that‟s a rare thing.”
Zerrex smiled awkwardly, rubbing a hand through his hair slowly before Sabnock said
quietly: “And all older demons are also linked to specific runic emblems. I‟ll teach you the ones
used by myself, Carmen, and others… they may be more difficult to form from the runes
available on that card, but written in blood upon a solid surface will also suffice to call us, when
combined with our name spoken in demonic.”
“Pleasant. And here I was wondering by now if that was a myth or not.” Zerrex muttered,
but Sabnock only gave one of her small, thin smiles.
“If you ever come up with a more efficient method of sending out an emergency alarm or
warning to someone of high rank, by all means, I will listen. Phones are not something many of
us can carry with us, after all.”
“You‟d look downright fitting with a cell phone in one hand and a briefcase in the other.”
Zerrex remarked mildly, and Sabnock sighed and shook her head a bit before Zerrex glanced
down at the metal sheet, turning it slowly back and forth before he asked White in a more-serious
voice: “What‟s the material?”
“Silver and iron, of course, mixed with stabilized mercury to make the runes move and
angel‟s blood to make it sing.” White replied calmly, rubbing absently at his metallic hand.
“That‟s why I can barely handle the goddamn thing. A Revenant like me doesn‟t do so hot with
holy materials.”
The Drakkaren nodded after a moment, and then he slipped the rhombus into his pocket
and nodded to the badger, saying softly: “Thanks, White. This means a lot to me.”
“Thank Sabnock and Miss Cherry. They‟re the ones who insisted.” White shrugged after
a moment, glancing up towards the sky before he said softly: “It‟s gonna storm tonight. If you‟ll
excuse me, Lord Zerrex, I need to shut down the forge. Sabnock, good to see you back on your
feet.”
“Thank you, White.” The wolverine nodded courteously as the badger bowed slightly
before turning away, and then the Magistrate glanced over towards Zerrex, saying softly: “Come
now. We should head back to my manse. I wish to go over these symbols with you and their use,
and we should also distribute the calling cards.”
She held her other hand up, gently jingling a bag filled with them, and the Drakkaren
smiled a bit as he nodded to her. The wolverine nodded slowly back, her eyes meeting his for a

moment, and then she slowly smiled as she relaxed a little and flicked her wrist, opening a portal
as she said quietly: “I‟m glad I have at least your silent approval for this proposition, Zerrex.
Sometimes, after all… even the most prideful and the most powerful need to bow their heads and
ask for help.”
She turned and walked through the portal, and Zerrex gazed after her softly for a moment
before he followed her into the dark portal… and when they emerged back into the main hall of
her manor, he found her eyes on him again, before she asked quietly: “Tell me. Is this not the
longest you‟ve gone without the presence of Negative interfering with your daily life?”
Zerrex hesitated, grimacing a bit… but as she only looked at him calmly, he finally
nodded, saying quietly: “I wish people wouldn‟t keep tabs on my life. But yeah, it is. The longest
before was when I didn‟t Invert for a month, I just kept… my mala on, blocking out every nasty
urge that came to mind.” The lizard grimaced, reaching up to toy with the prayer beads quietly.
“It didn‟t turn out very good. Negative rushed back and took over my brain for a few days, had
to spend… I dunno how long Inverted and hiding.
“But this time it‟s… it‟s different. There‟s no… energy surges, there‟s no wild lusts or
rages, there‟s no mad scientist type desires to create new life and cackle insanely while
thunderstorms crackle around me…” Zerrex cleared his throat a bit at the flat look Sabnock gave
him at the last. “Shut up, the fact my sense of humor is still intact is a good thing, and you know
it. It goes to prove I‟m not twitchy.”
He stopped, looking down as he toyed quietly with his mala, and then he glanced up at
her, saying quietly: “If you want me to be totally honest, what worries me more is the fact that
he‟s been so… so absent. I mean, yeah. We beat the crap out of each other in my mind, and he
really did not like contact with that armor whatsoever. I don‟t know how a… whatever the hell
Negative is can use me as home, but I know he also can‟t pack up and leave, he‟s anchored to
me… but the fact he hasn‟t been around makes me wonder if he doesn‟t have a vacation spot
somewhere. The idea of him possessing someone else though…”
“It has terrifying implications.” Sabnock said softly, and she looked over him slowly
before she reached up and gently touched his chest, saying quietly: “Perhaps you should be the
one to try and reinitiate contact with him, in this instance. While I recognize it is not the most
pleasant course of action, it may be a better idea for you to contact him and extend the hand of
friendship, so to speak, so as to ensure Negative does not attempt to take you over entirely or at
least understands that you value what he has to offer, if not the methods by which he offers his
powers and abilities.”
“Since when did everyone start believing that I wasn‟t just a deluded nutjob and that
Negative was really someone other than me?” Zerrex asked mildly, and Sabnock gave a small,
thin smile.
“Ever since I came to value you so closely as a friend and was reminded of why I have
always respected your opinions and stances, even when they went against my own in whatever
ways large or small.” Sabnock said softly, and the lizard blushed and rubbed at his face
awkwardly, gazing at her with warmth before she nodded slightly, then held her hand out, the
small box from her vanity appearing in this as she thrust it out towards him. “Please don‟t forget
this, Lord Zerrex. It has great meaning to me. I hope one day it will carry such meaning to you.”
“It already does.” Zerrex took the box gently, squeezing it slowly in his hand, and then
Sabnock nodded to him in her calm, serious way, before the reptile asked curiously, rolling the
box slowly against his palm: “So those plates…”

“I asked White to make two hundred engravings.” Sabnock said calmly, and Zerrex
stared at her, then down at the bag, and she held it up and jangled it quietly. “Obviously this sack
has altered dimensions. But White is a master of both metal crafts as well as magical arts. I
believe his son Corey inherited this talent: you did not think that once White gave up his powers
he ceased to show a talent with the forge, did you?”
“Hey, I totally didn‟t. But how long ago could you have asked that, I‟ve been with you
ninety percent of the time this month.” Zerrex said flatly, and Sabnock gave a small, amused
smile. “What?”
She only shook her head slowly, however, then made the reptile feel truly touched as she
said softly: “You act as if I only realized your value after the loss my husband. You were my
pupil, and then you were my colleague and friend. You have been the last for many, many years,
Lord Zerrex. Your safety is of great concern to me… all the more now that I have realized that
you have been able to teach this old Ice Devil a little bit about things that I had long ago
forsaken.”
Then she paused before adding calmly: “And besides. These are only plates of metal,
treated with a matching angel blood residue so that they‟re resonate when you concentrate on the
runes on your own summoning plate. That would be where most of the real work occurred, and
what would have occupied most of White‟s time. These could have been made by anyone with a
working knowledge of metal craft. Now come, Lord Zerrex. There is much to prepare over these
next few days and much for you to learn. I remember all too well how slow you were at picking
up on certain aspects of things, so I only hope I can get you to memorize at least a few simple
runic circles.”
Zerrex grumbled, but then he nodded and followed as Sabnock walked away, rubbing at
the back of his head and wondering mildly if sleeping with her had only given the wolverine
another excuse to boss him around.
Two days later, Zerrex was standing in Acheron with his arms crossed, the reconstruction
operations called to a halt for today. Instead, Dragon Warriors stood all around the square, along
with Earth and many of the Drakkaren‟s Disciples, Dray and Terrance on either side of him as
the reptile looked up at the glowing orb of purple and black light that floated some twenty feet
above the square: the exit of Maria‟s rift, enterable from this end only by the Broken: anything
else that touched it was repelled by a violent burst of static and Unworld energies.
A moment later, Maria herself fell from the glowing orb as it rippled quietly, and she
landed neatly and easily on her feet, smiling encouragingly across at her grandfather as she
approached and nodded, saying quietly: “I spoke with Theophilius while in the Unworld, and the
moment I mentioned there was some danger, he finally agreed to leave my rift alone. He kept
decorating it with all his weird little toys but now it‟s just a simple tunnel again… he doesn‟t
want to get caught up in the crossfire, so we should be good to go.”
“You‟re not mad at him anymore?” Zerrex asked with a bit of a smile, and Maria tilted
her head back and forth with a sigh, shrugging finally. When the Drakkaren had first spoken to
her after being trapped for so long in the Unworld, she had been downright incensed… and that
very unladylike anger had again flared up the moment she had gone to check on the stability of
her rift and found Theophilius had attached furniture to the walls and floor and left, for some
unknowable reason, a family of wooden ducks that had been magically-animated and wandering
back and forth.

Although Maria was not at all eager to test herself against the Broken in combat – for all
his whacked-out behavior, Camus had respected the equine and the horse could very well hold
some of the answers to Zerrex‟s questions – she was also not about to hesitate to give him a
show of force if necessary… even if so far, threats and intimidation only made him act crazier or
run away. But he pushed Maria‟s buttons… and the fact that he had kept her away from Zerrex
for a hundred years just so she would answer a few seemingly-ludicrous questions for him had
earned some rather severe disapproval.
Zerrex made himself disregard this for moment, however, instead looking up at the rift,
and the Broken‟s own mood seemed to change even before he asked quietly: “So how ready are
we for what‟s coming up?”
“Ready as we can be.” Maria reached out and gently touched the reptile‟s arm as the
long, scale-leather cape swirled around his back, the skull embossed on the back of it almost
gleaming as his mala hung around his neck. Simple black jeans and a tight black shirt covered
his body, and his thick black boots were polished and pristine. Ready… it was a good word to
describe him, and the others around them, as Maria said softly: “The only factor we have to
worry about is when Jeannine arrives at her mansion. You think this thing is really going to lock
onto her fast?”
“It‟s why I had you check on the rift for the thousandth time today, yeah.” Zerrex nodded
a bit, rubbing slowly at his face. “We spent all yesterday and part of the night before walking
around in public, and I took her all over Hell while under heavy guard from the Black Rose
troops. Considering how the bastard was watching me closely enough to have seen me being nice
to Galleon, I‟m betting he saw Jeannine and I wandering around together… and since she‟s using
a public portal back to Heaven, he should at least be able to figure out what‟s going on. I need
you to get back into the rift though, Maria… you need to be there to keep watch and to be ready
to intervene in case he comes through right after her.”
Maria nodded, saying softly: “Alright, grandfather. But one last question… how will we
know when she‟s under attack?”
“She‟s wearing a bracelet attuned to the same frequency as your collars.” Zerrex reached
up and tapped the clasp of Maria‟s gently, making her smile a little across at him as he gazed
back at her softly. “The moment her emotions start to escalate, it‟ll make your collars reverberate
as well.”
“Alright. Then I‟ll be ready.” Maria said softly, and she leaned over and quietly kissed
his cheek. “We‟re going to nab him. Don‟t worry, okay?”
Zerrex only smiled a bit, and the Broken looked at him softly before she approached the
center of the open square again, holding a hand up towards the floating entrance to the rift, and a
moment later she was pulled up into it, vanishing through it as dark energy crackled slowly over
the surface of the sphere for a moment. The Drakkaren shook his head slowly at this, and then he
sighed a little, rubbing at his face with a grimace: he hoped she was right, but he was still feeling
nervous after the display of powers the murderer had shown last time, and he only hoped that this
simple plan would be enough to capture the complex killer.
He rubbed slowly at his forearm, then glanced slowly around the square: of course, once
they managed to actually lure the bastard in, it wouldn‟t matter whether Zerrex had total
dominance over this dimension or not. Cherry, Cindy, Marina, and dozens of other faces were all
standing at the ready, not merely willing to do their worst but eager for the fight. The only
Disciples not here were Anathema Sin, Epiphany, Serenity, Mercy and Desire: they were at the
Central Spire instead, keeping a close eye on the High Thrones. Even Selena was here, standing

near Cherry and Carmen, her black metal-and-rock armor gleaming over her body as Aluinnia
flitted nervously around the group, her eyes wide and half-terrified, half-enthralled.
All Jeannine had to do was make a dash towards her walk-in closet: once she ran through
it, she would instantly pass into the tunnel of the rift, and from there it was a straight shot to the
end of the portal. The moment she fell into Acheron, she would be yanked out of harm‟s way and
they would then simply swarm the murderer. Zerrex didn‟t want him killed, but taken alive if
possible, however: he wanted to find out the creature‟s motivations, and moreover whether or not
he was a lunatic or a hired killer. And admittedly, he wanted to make him suffer… but the reptile
knew he had to control that part of himself. That part was the dark part of him talking… the part
that didn‟t want justice for the fallen, but cruel, unyielding, callous revenge that wouldn‟t solve
anything.
The cape fluttered quietly behind him, and Zerrex closed his eyes, reaching back to touch
the material of this, feeling comfort radiating from the armor. It helped keep him in check,
although he knew he‟d have to Invert sooner or later… Negative‟s presence was starting to
appear hesitantly here and there in his mind, as if trying to lurk beneath the surface, as if more
interested in probing through his unconscious thoughts than anything else and remaining an
impartial observer for now. The reptile grimaced a little and rubbed at his forehead slowly, his
mala jangling quietly against his chest before he glanced to the side as Daria approached.
The female was dressed only in her simple loincloth and black butterfly stickers, bowing
her head respectfully towards them as she rested a long black spear across her shoulders, saying
softly: “We‟re ready, Zerrex. But I wanted to ask… are you ready? You seem really nervous…
and I understand why, but it‟s just…”
“I don‟t think it‟s a premonition, it‟s just…” Zerrex rubbed at his face slowly, wincing a
bit as he muttered: “A bad feeling. I know that all of us together should be enough to tackle
anything that comes at us, believe me, I do. I have faith in everyone here… I know by now how
strong we all apart, and how unstoppable we are together, that‟s not what worries me… I‟m more
worried that we‟re underestimating this crazy son of a bitch, and Jeannine is going to be the one
to pay the price for it. And moreover, I‟m worried that if I‟m afraid I‟m underestimating the
killer, that psychotic Unity-loving bitch Breeze is going to really underestimate what he‟s
capable of.”
“I don‟t think Jeannine will shed any tears if something bad happens to Breeze, and I
don‟t think the wolves will mind much either.” Daria grimaced a bit, crossing her arms as the
newt gave a surly look off to the side, and Zerrex couldn‟t help but smile a little at her.
“Personally, I think all of us were getting a little tired of being told again and again that we were
abominations in the eyes of her god, and her provoking us into theological arguments about the
glory of her religion.”
Zerrex grunted, and then he grinned a bit and reached out to poke her stomach gently.
“But it really was hilarious when she got you so frustrated your face melted off.”
“My face doesn‟t „melt off,‟ Zerrex, I just… lose my makeup when I get really angry.”
the newt replied coolly, but she was smiling nonetheless as she poked him back with her free
hand. “Besides, it‟s her own fault for taking all of us at face value… just because I look like a
high class stripper-”
“You are a high-class stripper.” Zerrex said helpfully, and then he grunted when she
bopped him on the head with the body of the spear.
“Okay, fine, just because I am that, doesn‟t mean I‟m not scary, too. I‟m a Abhorrence
second, stripper third.” She smiled a bit at him, softening. “And I‟m yours, first of all. Besides,

we both know she was just looking for a reaction when she started mocking you to my face and
behind your back. I was all too glad to give her that.”
“Daria, Daria, Daria. You‟re supposed to just ignore bullies.” Zerrex said mildly, flicking
her gently under the chin, and she winked at him before he wrapped a companionable arm
around her… then glanced down at her collar as it resonated quietly, glowing faintly. His
expression became more serious now as he slapped her lightly on the back and looked around at
the others, watching as their own collars pulsed slowly, a faint hum filling the air around them.
“Alright. Get into position, here we go.”
She nodded curtly, heading back to her space in the closed circle surrounding the bottom
of the eerily-floating rift overhead, and Zerrex looked up as the hum grew louder before it
suddenly cut out… and several long seconds passed, becoming a full minute as Zerrex looked
uncertainly back and forth and others gritted their teeth, Terrance raising his hands grimly and
his brother Dray flexing his metal arm slowly, raising it and baring his teeth as his eyes glowed
faintly. Dragon Warriors surrounded the circle of Iuratus and Disciples, all of them equipped
with heavy weapons: massive swords, biting cleavers, deadly executioner axes, and behind them,
Dragokkaren stood ready with traditional weapons like kwaibar swords and immense bows.
Then Jeannine Wulfe fell through the rift with a scream, and before she could even hit the
ground, Cherry shot out of the ranks, snatching her up and charging straight to a hole in the other
side of the circle, skidding to a halt behind the safety of two Dragon Warriors and shoving
Jeannine onwards before she turned around and shoved her way back to the front, grinning
savagely, a manacle sealed tightly around her forearm and attached by a chain that could
lengthen or shorten at her will to the hilt of a simple-looking, double-edged gladius. The Great
Diviner, an immensely-dangerous and powerful weapon in the hands of the demigoddess… and
she licked her muzzle slowly before snapping sharply: “Look alive, here comes our visitor!”
For a few seconds, there was nothing… and then a cloaked figure was violently ejected
from the sphere, crashing down onto its front on the pavement. It lay still for a moment as the
sphere above it imploded and then sparked out of existence, leaving Maria floating silently above
their heads, black chains dangling from the Broken‟s body and coiling and writhing like living
things… and then Zerrex stepped forwards and snapped his fingers as the cloaked figure slowly
got up to a kneel, and a cage made of silvery metal bars appeared out of thin air around the
unknown figure, the Drakkaren saying clearly: “It‟s over. You can‟t escape… and I wouldn‟t
suggest trying, either, because my friends here are very, very eager to be given an excuse to rip
you apart, and I‟m not about to stop them.”
The figure only stood silently, not moving, not speaking… and Zerrex felt a chill roll
down his spine as he looked at the cloaked shape, at how… still it stood. It was more than just
the twisting shadows that disguised its body that gave it a terrible emotionlessness… it stood as
if it didn‟t care that it was trapped… or it didn‟t think it was trapped at all. And then the
Drakkaren‟s eyes widened as electricity shocked over the cloaked figure and he felt
indescribable malice emanate from it a moment before Cherry opened her mouth to shout a
warning as her precognitive powers detected something just a little too lateThere was a tremendous bang and a flash of light as the steel cage exploded, metal bars
flying in all directions and slamming into Dragon Warriors and Disciples as the sound and flash
made the rest of them stumble and yell, and then the cloaked figure was moving before Zerrex
could regain his senses, watching in horror as it literally leapt through a Dragon Warrior as not
lightning, but black flames and terrible arcs of energy emanated off its body, the ground beneath
it warping and the Dragon Warrior simply exploding from the contact with the force the creature

smashed through it before Maria snarled and flicked a hand out, a blast of Unworld Essence
erupting through the air towards the murderer as Cindy stepped into the creature‟s path, unfazed
by the energy coming off it… and then, before Zerrex‟s shocked eyes, the physical body of the
monster, cloak and all, tore apart into six long arcs of blue energy that streamed around Cindy‟s
shocked body… and the torrent of dark energy that had covered the creature smashed into her
like a dark fireball that now sought a new source of food, and Cindy screamed before she was
blasted off her feet when Maria‟s blast of Unworld essence slammed into her front.
She crashed onto her back, choking loudly as cracks tore through her body, Zerrex
howling a denial as dark flames burned over her almost-skinned front and Maria immediately
shrieked in horror, dropping to the ground to run towards her and reverse the damage, horrified
Disciples losing focus on the murderer for a moment too long even as the bolts of energy burst
along the ground before they suddenly snapped towards Jeannine, and the female had enough
time to hold up a hand in denial before they shot around her and the murderer reformed. His
arms snapped like a vise around the female, hugging her in a deadly embrace as the cloak twisted
around its body… and then the murderer simply vanished from sight, and Zerrex stared in
disbelief as Lone and Mahihko both yelled incoherently, Disciples and Dragokkaren and
everyone else in chaos as Zerrex slowly held up a hand, not even able to believe what had just
happened.
They had been played… their plan had worked so well, too well… and they had met with
disaster. And Zerrex felt numb, barely even feeling it as Marina grabbed his forearm and
urgently led him over to Cindy, who was moaning and bleeding on the ground even as Maria
pulled the last of the toxic Unworld essence from her body… but with a flick of his wrist, Cindy
screamed before sitting up and breathing hard, grabbing at her head, her body healed before she
looked disbelievingly at Zerrex… and he only looked weakly, stupidly back, before his eyes rose
to the wolves.
Mahihko was crying hard, his face buried against Lone, who was hugging him, face pale,
shaking his head disbelievingly… and Zerrex looked at him mutely, as he stared back, not
accusing, but as if begging for an answer, as if trying to convince himself this was all a lie, a setup, a bad joke. Then Zerrex pushed his way through the crowd and walked towards the wolves
and he hugged them both tightly, and Lone broke down into tears, clinging to the lizard he called
father as Mahihko‟s sobs rose in pitch, and they both held tightly onto Zerrex as he only stared
blankly at the ground, horrified at how quickly and readily they had been defeated… cursing
himself for ever thinking this would work in the first place.
It wasn‟t long before Raze arrived from Heaven with grave news, as Mahihko and Lone
still cried and Earth took over as best she could, letting Zerrex sit silently with the two wolves at
the top of the palace. Raze looked at them with silent sympathy, and he gently reached down,
stroking kindly through Mahihko‟s head-fur before giving Lone a small squeeze to the shoulder,
and he had handed them a letter addressed to them in Jeanine‟s cursive script… and as the two
had calmed themselves enough to read this, Raze had pulled Zerrex aside and told him quietly it
had gone awry from the start.
Breeze had overestimated herself and underestimated the killer: instead of going along
with the plan, she had tried to launch her own trap, pulling a favor with several angels of high
rank to arrange for a Vanguard patrol to be stationed near the manse. The moment she had
detected unauthorized movement at the manse, she had sent up a flare… and Francis‟s 21st
Legion had descended… and within moments, almost the entire unit had been slaughtered in the
foyer of Jeanne‟s manse, along with Breeze herself. The Dragokkaren had been left hanging in

pieces from the chandelier, a gun still silently dangling from her hand, tears dripping down her
dead cheeks and a fanatical but broken grin on her face.
Ten angels had been blown into more than a hundred different pieces, and Francis
himself was in critical condition in a Healing Cathedral. The inside of the manse was covered in
scorch marks from bolts of electricity and blasts of energy, and one of the angels who had stayed
back just kept shaking his head and mumbling about „just one guy in a cloak… we saw him, and
then we were all dead.‟
The ferocity of the attack meant the Council was already getting involved, and the event
was already circulating throughout Heaven… and likely by now had reached Hell‟s ears. The
Archangels wanted another audience with Zerrex, and Raze said quietly he would gladly go in
the Drakkaren‟s place for now until they could sort out what had happened… but Zerrex had
only shaken his head a bit before looking up in surprise as Lone whispered: “We gotta go too.”
“Wolves…” Zerrex looked over at them quietly, but even though Mahihko was trembling
and Lone was breathing hard, neither of them were crying anymore despite how red their eyes
were and how pained they looked. The lizard wanted to argue with them nonetheless, but then
the larger wolf held the letter up as he gritted his teeth and shivered a bit.
“I… she left us her trading company, okay? Fuck she… she left us everything in her
will.” Lone rubbed silently at his eyes, trembling hard as he whispered: “It says right fucking
here… „I love you and your little brother, even if you‟ll always be Ewwy Wally to me… and just
in case something does happen to me, I‟m….‟ Oh fuck… I… I just need a second…”
Lone rubbed at his eyes slowly as tears silently rolled down his cheeks, and Zerrex
walked forwards and gently took the letter from him, looking down and reading silently: ‘…and
just in case something does happen to me, I’ve made the arrangements that all my possessions
will be passed on to you, through the help of a lawyer in Heaven and a Magistrate in Hell. The
costs to transfer my belongings to a demon instead of forfeiting them to an angel’s courts are
high, but easily paid for thanks to a lucrative business deal I had the foresight to make before I
passed away. Please apologize to Zerrex and Magistrate Sabnock for me… and please, Eugene,
forgive me for not forgiving you sooner. And for abusing you and your little brother. I love you
both, very dearly, even if my pride never allowed me to show it. The time we spent together
meant more to me than the time I spent alone in Heaven.’
“She loved us. She loved us…” Mahihko whispered, burying his face in his hands as he
shuddered hard, and then he looked up, trembling hard. “Daddy, this has to stop. We have to stop
this killer, we have to stop him. We have to hunt him down and stop him.”
“And we will. I promise you, we will.” Zerrex said quietly, handing the letter back to
Lone as he buried his face against his forearm, and the Drakkaren shook his head slowly before
he looked up towards the red skies of Acheron, his eyes hardening. I won’t rest until I track this
son of a bitch down and drag his guts out of his mouth.
He reached up, squeezing silently into the mala hanging around his neck… and then he
looked at Raze, saying quietly: “We‟ll all go to Heaven. Although once we get there… would
you mind looking after the wolves for me while I meet with Lord and Lucifer? I know you…
don‟t like to babysit… but they‟re going to need someone looking out for them, especially while
they go and deal with Heaven‟s court system.”
Raze sighed a bit, but then he rubbed at his skull and muttered: “Fine. I… alright.” He
looked awkwardly past Zerrex to the wolves, then added in a grumble: “I‟m not going to try and
be extra nice to them, though. I‟ll… I‟ll watch out for them.”

The Drakkaren smiled a bit at him, reaching up to squeeze the black-scaled lizard‟s
shoulder slowly, and then he nodded a bit before he looked over at the wolves as they visibly
tried to gather themselves, the reptile saying softly: “Then there‟s no time like the present. Let‟s
get going, in that case. We got a lot to deal with… and time is getting ever shorter.”
Zerrex glanced over at the wolves, but they both shakily straightened and looked up at
him silently, and the reptile nodded a bit before he held his hands out. They both quietly took
one, the letter clutched tight to Lone‟s chest with his other hand, and then Raze grasped the
reptile‟s shoulder as Zerrex took a slow, deep breath, concentrating… and a moment later they
faded from existence, reappearing back on the mortal plane. The lizard grunted, shaking his head
a bit at the exertion, but then Raze squeezed his shoulder slowly before he held up his other
hand, and his crystal belt-buckle glowed as the godling opened a shimmering black-and-white
vortex with a grunt to the lizard.
The reptile nodded after a moment, taking the lead through the swirling portal… and as
they stepped out in front of the massive, floating castle where Zerrex had met Lucifer and Lord
what felt like eons ago, the first thing the lizard saw was a Naganatine with a cold, silver-masked
Metatron on either side of it. The „Voices of God‟ were powerful angelic mages, and awfully,
awfully cold, their emotions almost stripped of them by the unknowable training they went
through and replaced with arrogance, their silver facemasks making them seem alien and
inhospitable… but then the lizard rubbed at his face, feeling relieved as he realized it was Silven,
the Naganatine saying quietly: “Zerrex, Lord and Lucifer are waiting for you in the meeting
room. Raze, Lord asked me to… well… to not let you in.”
The Naganatine blushed a bit, and Raze grimaced before he reached out and grabbed the
shoulders of the wolves when Zerrex gently released their hands. Immediately, both Lone and
Mahihko grabbed onto his forearms, and the black-scaled Drakkaren said moodily: “Fine. I have
to watch these lupines anyway.”
“Oh?” Silven cocked his head curiously, and the Naganatine softened visibly as he
looked at the black-scaled Drakkaren for a few long moments before he said quietly, at Raze‟s
almost-glare in return: “I see.”
The Naganatine hesitated, then he looked over at the other Drakkaren, saying quietly:
“Go ahead, Zerrex. I‟m going to go with Raze then, in that case, and help him and the wolves
with whatever tasks they‟re looking to perform.” He smiled a little at the trio, the wolves looking
up in surprise at this, tears still visibly rolling down Mahihko‟s cheeks. “It‟s the least I can do.
I‟m very glad to help out, and having a Naganatine along – even the odd one out, like me –
should help you out.”
Zerrex smiled a little at Silven, nodding to him as he squeezed his shoulder slowly, and
he glanced one last time over his shoulder at the wolves and Raze, but they only watched him
silently… and then the lizard forced himself to look ahead as he walked down the bridge, the
Metatrons following silently at a short distance, like vultures. It made the lizard uneasy, as he
passed through the half-closed portcullis and looked back and forth over the courtyard, which
was empty except for the huge Paladin guards standing at the double-doors leading into the
castle.
They opened the doors for him silently, and Zerrex passed into the corridor beyond,
grimacing immediately: Seraphim were on either side of the hall, warriors with their swords over
their backs and arms crossed over their breastplates as they stood silent sentinel. The lizard made
his way to the meeting room as the cape behind him sparked quietly with energy, almost clinging
to him, and the reptile wondered silently why it was in Heaven instead of Hell these days that the

armor made from the remains of Naganis felt so fearful… and he closed his eyes as he reached
the closed double doors, no Priestess here to greet or announce him as he took a slow breath and
gathered his strength.
Then he stepped forwards, pushing the doors open and stepping through… and
immediately a pair of strong hands seized his shoulders, lifting him into the air and holding him
dangling off the ground as Lord half-glared at him and shouted: “What were you thinking? God,
Zerrex, you all could have died!”
“Lord, sweetie, honey-buns, drop the lizard.” Sephire said mildly from across the room,
her facemask raised, and Lord immediately flushed and gently set Zerrex down as the Drakkaren
glared up at him moodily, rubbing slowly at his chest and feeling more irritated than anything
else as Lord smiled embarrassedly. He seemed honestly concerned, but at the same time,
angry… but right now, the reptile‟s attention was more drawn by the fact that his wife was here
as well as Lucifer, who stood patiently in the corner as Sephire asked quietly: “So how the fuck
did he escape from you? When you and me play around, don‟t think I don‟t notice you pulling
your fucking punches all the fucking time, which makes me feel real goddamn stupid when I‟m
going almost all-out against you. You‟re almost as strong as Lord is. So what happened?”
“I don‟t know.” Zerrex murmured, reaching up to touch his forehead slowly as Lord
crossed his arms and frowned but Lucifer only continued to wait calmly. The reptile gathered his
thoughts again, taking a slow breath… and then he looked around at them all, saying quietly: “It
almost went off without a hitch. We didn‟t know that… Breeze had pulled strings in Heaven
when Jeannine fell through, I dunno if that tipped him off or the bastard just… was able to adapt
to the situation as it changed. What I do know, however, is that he is far, far more powerful than
I expected. He can‟t be just some guy who decided one day, „hey, let‟s kill all Zerrex‟s friends,
that‟d be hilarious‟ or something. He‟s got energy control better than me… and he was fast. So
goddamn fast…
“We thought we had him locked down. He was caged, he was surrounded, he
shouldn‟t‟ve been able to escape… but he just… sent out a shockwave and a flash of light
without a movement, with just a thought… and then he was gone. Cindy tried to stop him, and he
split into these… lightning bolts of energy that travelled around her and dark energy smashed
into her and…” Zerrex shook his head, gritting his teeth as he rubbed a hand through his hair.
“It‟s so hard to describe. It sounds so ludicrous, even for what I‟m used to dealing with by now.
But he reformed right behind Jeannine… and then he just vanished with her. Poof. Like he was
never there in the first place.”
“Why didn‟t you tell us? We could have helped.” Lord gestured towards him with both
hands, saying quietly: “Now the Council‟s getting involved, now… we lost a lot of people.
Francis, he‟s your friend. Now he‟s in a Healing Cathedral. He might never fully recover.”
Zerrex snarled over at the tall Archangel, turning towards him and shouting: “You think I
don‟t know that? You think I don‟t feel responsible, because I damn well do, Lord! But what
could you have done?”
“Maybe we could have caught him.” Lord replied quietly, his features hardening as he
looked darkly down at Zerrex and clenched his hands into fists. “Don‟t get cocky, Zerrex. You‟re
a god, sure and a powerful god, but Lucifer and I are the Archangels of Heaven and the Council
has never gone against our wishes for a reason. More than Hell ever was, Heaven is ruled by
power. Heaven has stood against Hell‟s attacks for eons, because of our ability to repel
demons… demons are stronger than angels, but if a hundred Incarnations attacked Heaven‟s

gates tomorrow, Lucifer and I could drive them off. Maybe the fact you‟ve won some fights with
some people stronger than you has finally gone to your damn fool head.”
Zerrex‟s emerald eyes blazed, the two snarling at each other… and then Sephire walked
between them before she looked at Lord and said coldly: “Or maybe you‟re getting as fucking
arrogant as the fucking council.”
Now Lord winced backwards, flushing deeply as he touched his muzzle, and Sephire
shook her head slowly, saying quietly: “What the hell happened to you? This ain‟t the Lord I
knew, the Lord I married… you‟re being as pedantic and childish as the fuckers on the Council.
If you‟re so strong, Lord, why the hell didn‟t you and Lucy go and fight Athéos yourselves?
Why didn‟t you save Zerrex, why let him die, then?”
“I… well… it‟s complicated…” Lord mumbled, rubbing the back of his head now and
looking humiliated as he glanced towards the floor, and he said embarrassedly: “Sephire… come
on now, don‟t say things like that… you know me-”
“Not really.” Sephire muttered, shaking her head slowly, and now Lord turned almost
scarlet before Sephire turned around and reached up, squeezing the lizard‟s shoulders slowly as
she looked into his eyes, and her own glowed faintly as she whispered: “Calm down.”
Zerrex gazed back into her irises, stiffening a bit as he felt something wash through his
mind… but when Sephire squeezed his shoulders, he forced himself to relax and ceased resisting,
her eyes glowing as he felt soothing, soporific waves rolling through his body. His breathing
slowly evened out as he looked at her for a few moments, and then he nodded finally as the cape
swirled behind him, reaching a hand out to pat her side as he murmured: “I‟m calm, now, I‟m…
I‟m calm.”
Sephire nodded to him after a moment, and then she glanced over her shoulder at Lord,
her blue iris narrowing and her red, glass eye burning with baleful light. “And what about you,
you calm? „Cause I think Lucy‟s got something to say.”
Lucifer only sighed, however, rubbing at his head slowly before he looked at Zerrex,
explaining quietly: “The Council reacted immediately and violently to news of such a large and
unusual attack in Heaven. Although I suppose that‟s to be expected… such an event hasn‟t
occurred for years now, and the ferocity reminds me of the days where Ifret Narrius was ruling in
place of Naganis…” Lucifer closed his eyes, and both Sephire and Lord winced at the
reverberations that rang through the air as he spoke the name of Heaven‟s maker. “But Narrius is
dead. The Goddess is dead. Athéos is dead. Mersault Camus is dead. Somehow, I preferred the
old days to the days of now, dealing with lunatics and monsters like the Strange Beasts.”
Zerrex looked over at him with a faint smile, saying quietly: “Unpredictable, yeah. It‟s
not like before. They attack, we respond… but we always get there too late, or it proves too
little.”
“We need to work together.” Lord said emphatically, and Zerrex grimaced a bit over at
the tall lizard, who had his arms crossed, shaking his head slowly. “Look, I‟m sorry for your loss,
and I‟m sorry I overreacted. But we need to work together, no… planning things and doing this
all your way, Zerrex, no following only your own set of rules. We have to collaborate our efforts,
even with the Council.”
“Speaking of which, since you‟re at the epicenter of all these events, Zerrex, the council
wanted to put a fucking watchdog on you. You know, in case shit happens, then they can totally
say „we were there and we tried to put a stop to it at least, so stop blaming us because we were
supposed to do something other than sitting around with our thumbs up our asses when his head
got chopped off.‟” Sephire made an absent slicing gesture with her hand, and the Drakkaren

looked at her moodily, not exactly in the frame of mind for her jokes. She was grinning,
however, and the reptile wondered if she was even more brain-dead than Cherry before his eyes
widened as she said cheerfully: “And Lucy got them to nominate me!”
“What?” Zerrex looked sharply over at Lucifer, feeling shocked, incredulous… and
wincing back a bit as Lord looked at him sourly with what could very well be jealousy. Oh
wonderful. Now I’ve got a jealous husband Archangel to deal with on top of everything else.
“Sephire, that‟s… I mean…”
“It‟s great, ain‟t it?” she said enthusiastically, and the reptile mumbled something under
his breath before she clapped her hands together. “Fuck, dude, it‟s been millions of years,
literally, since I got to visit Hell, and the last time I went I was there to kill the shit out of shit,
when we were back at war. It‟s gonna be great to visit everyone, see Carmen and Cherry and all
my other great-great-great-great grandkids.”
“So you two are related. That makes sense.” Zerrex grumbled a bit, glancing up at the
razor-like fins on Sephire‟s head, and the female huffed a bit before he asked slowly: “So…
Carmen is…”
“Seven generations away.” Sephire recited, holding up a hand even as her smile faltered a
little. “My first son… he had a child before he passed away, many, many years ago. His child
had a daughter who was… well… raped by a Terror. She was going to be a „monster slayer,‟ but
went in young and reckless and well… I don‟t need to go into details.
“Anyway, the child of the Terror had another child, said kid had a kid, and finally
Carmen‟s beloved father, Baron Kandas Fy‟Rell Vanna, was born.” Sephire shrugged a bit,
crossing her arms as she gazed over at Lord softly, who looked back at her compassionately. “I
had a good few suitors before Lord, you know. People all over the place have blood relations to
me… but that‟s true of any god or goddess. Everyone‟s got royal blood in them, with a flexible
enough definition and a strong enough microscope.”
“We‟re getting off topic.” Lucifer said quietly, and all three looked towards them, as the
male said calmly: “Sephire will be acting as Heaven‟s hand. The Council relented to this only
because they know Sephire will report honestly to us, and they hope that her presence in Elysium
will further spread Heaven‟s influence… and in all honesty, I think in a sense they hope that
Sephire loses control of herself while in Hell. She can do a great amount of damage very quickly,
after all.”
“Thanks.” Sephire said sourly, and then she grumbled under her breath as Lucifer only
looked at her calmly before glancing towards Zerrex. “So yeah. I‟m going to need to move my
power unit and shit down there, too, since I‟ll be staying with you indefinitely. I only need to
recharge once a month or after a grueling fucking battle, but knowing you and the shit we‟re in
for, I‟d better keep myself on my toes.”
Lord smiled a bit at this, raising a hand and saying quietly: “Raze and I can handle
moving that down for you, I‟m sure he‟s waiting outside…”
Sephire, however, only looked amusedly and sympathetically at her husband, and then
she glanced over at Lucifer, who nodded to her. “Go ahead. High Queen Vivien will be
expecting you by now, in any event.”
The female grunted and saluted, then pulled her mask down over her face, slapping
Zerrex on the shoulder as she passed and headed to the door. She ignored Lord almost
completely, the large male standing dumbly, before she finally tossed an absent wave at him as
she glanced over her shoulder… and then she shut the door behind her, and Lord grimaced

before looking mildly at the Drakkaren. “Not that I‟m blaming you or holding you responsible,
Zerrex… but please spend your time with her investigating instead of in bed.”
Before the reptile could respond, Lucifer asked mildly: “Lord, will you please go and
inform the Heavenly Council we‟ll be arriving shortly?”
Lord nodded and smiled at this, looking relieved as he turned and headed to the doors
himself… and Zerrex glowered at the male‟s back before he returned his eyes to Lucifer, who
was standing quietly with his hands behind his back. The two looked at each other for a few long
moments, as the Drakkaren reached up and awkwardly began to play with his mala… and then
he asked softly: “How did you learn to manipulate the armor like that?”
“What?” Zerrex looked dumbfounded for a moment, and then he glanced down at the
cape, grasping the fabric gently before smiling awkwardly and rolling his shoulders… and
instantly, the cape became a long cloak that covered his body entirely, wrapping around him and
almost embracing him as the reptile said softly: “I dunno. It just… responds to me. It‟s not even
like I have to tell it what to do or anything, or I even think it… I just…”
He stopped, then shrugged again, and the cloak flicked backwards, becoming a flowing
cape again and no longer covering his arms or front, and Lucifer nodded slowly, saying quietly:
“Then I made the correct decision. Now, please come with me.”
Lucifer strode towards the doors, and Zerrex made a face as he followed, expecting to be
heading outside so they could portal to the Council… but instead, Lucifer turned down the hall
and went up the steps, golden-armored, hulking Paladins with war hammers and heavy shields
immediately stepping out of the way and dropping to kneels on either side of the hall, the
Drakkaren looking dumbly back and forth. Lucifer was silent, however, not even seeming to take
in the soldiers that trembled and ran out of his way, or the way angels kowtowed and bowed to
him… in fact, the only angel he acknowledged was a Priestess standing beside a black steel door,
the Trumpeter smiling kindly at him instead of with the subservience of the others, and the
Archangel grunted at her before he pushed the door open and said mildly: “Five minutes. If she
asks, you have my permission, and she can go.”
“What?” Zerrex looked dumbly up at the lion as he walked past him and into what looked
like almost a small interrogation room, decorated as it was only with a simple table… and then
his eyes widened as the door closed behind them and a figure awkwardly stood up, looking at
him nervously. “Jessica?”
“Yes.” Jessica Delacroix nodded, the female looking at him silently, her eyes filled with
both fear and revulsion… but beneath it, Zerrex thought there was worry, too. For a few long
moments, they only looked at each other: her, pretty and quiet, her features mature and smooth,
scales lustrous green that lightened over her chest… or rather, Zerrex knew they did, but right
now she was covered from head-to-toe in a white habit, even the Priestess‟s hands covered by a
pair of tight leather gloves, as she twiddled her fingers nervously. Several golden charms hung
from a silver loop attached to one side of her hood, all of them ancient Enochian symbols… and
Zerrex could hardly believe she was here. Cindy‟s mother, the female he had raped so many
years ago, who had raised his daughter for fourteen years before her grisly death.
They both began to speak at the same time, and Zerrex smiled awkwardly as he carefully
stepped forwards, holding his hands out to the side, and Jessica swallowed thickly even as she
stood beside the table, flinching a little but not trying to step back. Then Zerrex carefully pulled a
chair out from the other side of the table, sitting down in it… and she looked relieved as she sat
as well, the two studying each other before the male said finally: “You go first.”

Jessica nodded to him after a moment, and then she silently drew her sleeve back,
revealing a golden bracelet with Cindy‟s name on it… but it was cracked and rusted, and she said
quietly: “I heard… I heard about the murders. At first I wasn‟t worried at all, but then I started
thinking about my Cindy… my… our… daughter…”
She looked at him quietly, and Zerrex couldn‟t imagine the strength it took for her to say
those words with barely a tremble, before she said softly: “I… I had this made a long time ago. I
made it attuned to Cindy‟s energy… and something awful has happened to her, hasn‟t it? It
burned so hot a little while ago it scarred my scales… and then it just… stopped. Please Zerrex.
Please. What‟s happened to our daughter?”
“She was badly hurt, but she‟s okay now.” Zerrex said quietly, and he hesitantly reached
out and gently touched Jessica‟s hand… and she trembled a bit, but didn‟t take her fingers away
as the Drakkaren‟s emerald eyes looked quietly into her blue irises. “We were trying to catch the
murderer. She stepped into his path, and he… he hurt her. But we stabilized her, and healed her
as fast as we could… and by now, she‟s probably back in Hell getting the last of her wounds
checked out or in Acheron still, being treated by my Disciples, like Mary. You know Mary,
right?”
“Yes, I know her.” Jessica nodded to him, and then she drew her hand away, hugging
herself and turning away to look silently out towards the wall. “I want to see her, Zerrex. But I‟m
scared. She was… she says a lot of things about you that I find hard to believe. You raped me,
and at first… God, I hated her, I hated her as a baby, she was just a reminder of what you did to
me. But my parents made me keep her instead of abort her, even if they hoped I would give her
up for adoption at some point… and I… I was so glad I did. I remember when she drew a
picture for me for the first time, saying it was of me and her and how much she loved me… and
that was when I first started to love her.
“I hate you because you raped me. You hurt me in unimaginable ways. Yes, I remember
that night, but you were the one in the wrong. Fucking bastard, if you‟d taken it slow, you could
have gotten sex anyway from me, but you wanted to rape me, didn‟t you? You didn‟t want it
slow.” she said bitterly, looking down silently as she rubbed at her face, and Zerrex closed his
eyes as he bowed his head forwards. “And then I hated her… until I loved her. And when I loved
her, I had to turn all that hate back at you, but fuck, it was like… it was like now you had given
me a gift. I felt mocked by God. I heard people whispering behind my back „what‟s she upset for
now? She claims she got raped, but look at her. She has a daughter she loves who she says makes
her happier than anything else in the world. She‟s a liar, she‟s a slut, she‟s just trying to get
attention.‟”
“You have every right to hate me, Jessica, and I‟m not the person who‟s going to say
everything all worked out, okay? I get it. I raped you.” Zerrex said roughly, the words coming
out harsher than intended, and Jessica flinched a bit before the Drakkaren hugged himself
silently. “I can‟t make that up to you, and I can‟t give you anything that will. I can‟t make you
like me and I can‟t make you forget those events, no matter how much time passes, I get it. But
goddammit, I agree with you about those people, okay? I agree that I hurt you. I agree that I‟m a
pile of shit for what I did to you. I agree I should be punished, and I have been punished, and I
will continue to be punished until these… these spirits that haunt me, until even you are satisfied.
We‟re not here to talk about that though, we‟re here for Cindy‟s sake.”
Jessica looked at him silently, and Zerrex opened his eyes, glaring back at her,
challenging her to a fight… but she only shook her head a bit, and she looked down slowly,

whispering: “But she loves you, and I don‟t understand how she can love you, Zerrex. She loves
you more than she ever, ever loved me. She needs you. But she doesn‟t need her mother.”
Zerrex softened at this, shaking his head quietly. “No, Jessica, that‟s where you‟re wrong.
She loves you. She loves you deeply and dearly… the difference is that before she knew I was
her father, I was her protector, and then I became her lover. It took her years and years to adjust
to me being her father… years she spent crying and suffering in silence, never letting us see how
much it ripped her up inside. She loves you purely: her love for me… is different. She even felt
she had to change herself for me, as you‟ve seen, as I‟m sure hurts you more than it hurts me…
and I can tell you honestly that I am… sad for the way things have gone. She‟s… she tries too
hard to make up for honest mistakes. And she does want to come see you, she just… got tangled
up with other things.”
“And she‟s very dedicated.” Jessica looked at him quietly, rubbing silently at one of her
eyes before she said softly: “What does she want me to do? Pretend nothing ever happened, and
indulge in your sick lifestyle, throwing away everything I believe in myself? What does she want
me to do, Zerrex? Put a collar around my neck, let you leash me up like your pet?”
“She doesn‟t want you to forget. She doesn‟t even want you to forgive me… she just
doesn‟t want you… trying to change her. Treating her like a kid, even if she is your kid and gods
above, I still do it myself.” Zerrex smiled a little, and then he stood up, resting his palms on the
table quietly as he murmured: “I don‟t think I could ever put you in a collar, Jessica.”
“What, am I not good enough for you now?” she asked bitterly, looking up at him sharply
as she stood up herself, and then she angrily hammered her hands against the table, saying
darkly: “What, now that you‟ve got my daughter and all that young-looking meat around you,
you don‟t want to have anything to do with me?”
Zerrex looked at her quietly, knowing she was speaking from emotions that didn‟t
entirely make sense… and then he shook his head slowly, stepping around the table even as she
flinched back, the reptile towering over the slender female as she quaked a bit but looked
furiously up at him nonetheless, torn between fear and hate and rage… and then her eyes
widened in shock when the Drakkaren simply hugged her, closing his eyes as his cape fluttered
and then blew forwards, surrounding her as well, embracing her against his chest as she shivered
hard and he murmured: “I‟m sorry for what I did to you.”
He leaned back quietly, the scale-leather of his cape slowly sliding against her shoulders,
then falling away from her, carried by an invisible gust behind his back… and then she reached
up and grasped his wrists tightly, lowering her head and saying softly: “Take me to my daughter,
Zerrex. I‟ll do anything for her. I love her and I want to see her and spend time with her. I‟ve
always brought her up here to Heaven, forced her to live by my rules. I‟m going to stay with her
for a while and experience her life, and see if I can come to understand why she‟s so important to
you.”
The Drakkaren nodded a bit, looking at her quietly for a few moments before he said
softly: “Then go and get your things. Do you know where the Heavenly Council holds sessions?
I have to take part in a meeting there before we can go.”
“Fine.” Jessica glanced away from him even as he hesitantly reached up and brushed her
tears away, and she flinched and grimaced before pushing herself away from him, murmuring:
“I‟ll meet you there.”
She headed towards the door, and Zerrex watched her leave before Lucifer stepped into
the room, his arms crossed, looking at the wall quietly. The Drakkaren looked at him, and then

the half-wolf, half-Dragokkaren finally turned his eyes towards the reptile, saying quietly: “The
Council awaits.”
Zerrex grunted, approaching the tall Archangel, and the male turned and motioned for
him to follow, and the lizard slipped his hands in his pockets as the cape wrapped around him
like a cloak again, the Drakkaren following silently with his head lowered as they made their
way out of the castle and approached the platform across the bridge. Lucifer opened a white
portal, and the two made their way through it, stepping out in front of a set of stairs guarded by
armored knights in silver armor emblazoned with a circle cut into eight pieces, each piece with a
different Enochian rune inside of it: the symbol of the Heavenly Council.
They immediately struck a salute, hands banging against their winged helms as trembles
of fear ran through these Knights of Heaven, spears slamming into the ground as shields and
swords over their backs rattled. Lucifer looked at them darkly, and then he motioned calmly and
politely to Zerrex to go ahead, and the reptile took a deep breath as he walked up the stairs and
into the enormous marble amphitheater, a domed roof high overhead supported by immense
statues of angels that each stood some forty feet high, exquisitely detailed and all of them
wearing featureless masks.
The inside of the senate building was almost as imposing: only the speaking floor was
well-lit, leaving the person standing in front of rows and rows of benches at regular intervals,
getting higher the further back they went so all could look down upon whoever was talking. And
around the upper edge of the tall dome overhead were wide stone balconies veiled in shadow,
special viewing seats for particularly-important figures in Heaven.
As Zerrex stepped hesitantly forwards onto the speaking floor, the only standing figure
glanced towards him and smiled nastily: Job, Chancellor of the High Council, one of the four
surviving Naganatine of Heaven. He was dressed in flowing black and red robes, his features
aged and calm and intelligent… yet they were also without true wisdom, as he tilted his head
slightly upwards and said coolly: “Honored delegates of the Council of Heaven, Ambassador
Zerrex Narrius has finally arrived. Thank you for finding time in our busy schedule to attend this
council meeting.”
“He was with me. Is there a problem?” Lucifer asked coldly, not even sparing a glance at
the Chancellor as he walked across the meeting floor towards the stairs, and Job quailed
backwards immediately in fear. The rest of the council hall went silent: angels, Metatrons,
several lower-tier gods, and Lord himself all quieting as Lucifer strode silently up the stone stairs
to the back of the shadowy hall, turning around and nodding briefly. “Do not waste time,
Chancellor. We all have other tasks to do.”
Job grimaced but forced himself to smile weakly, and then he motioned towards a guard
standing at the edge of the senate building, near another set of stairs. Immediately, the knight
turned and gestured at someone… then he was shoved hard enough into the statue of the angel he
was beside for his armor to dent and crack, skidding slowly down it with a wheeze of pain as
Raze stormed into the speaking room, Mahihko clinging to his other hand and Lone beside him,
looking both fearful and furious as Silven followed behind them with a grimace of disgust. They
halted at the other side of the speaking floor, and Job looked over the council as he said clearly:
“These four were discovered trying to „cash in‟ on the death of one of our most notable
merchants, Jeannine Wulfe…”
“She was our sister!” Mahihko shouted in his high-pitched voice, and then he began to
cry as he dropped his face against Raze‟s hip, and Raze silently hugged him close, snarling with

such force and anger that his eyes were starting to glow with barely-repressed psychic power, the
air around him vibrating. “She-”
“Silence!” Job snapped, and Zerrex clenched his hand slowly into a fist before the
Naganatine said curtly: “Will or not, they were here within an hour of her death. Even with both
Sir Raze and Silven, our… brother… vouching for them, they attempting to seize control of
Jeannine‟s estates and privileges, which would give Hell a decided edge in trade, would it not?
Especially with the coincidence that she died after signing such a lucrative contract. I believe this
serves only as further evidence that the culprit behind these savage murders is Lord Zerrex
himself, or one of his so-called Disciples. His energy signature has been detected at every scene,
and across Heaven, and he can freely move back and forth, and has been known to be… erratic
and dangerous in his behavior.”
“Ludicrous.” Lucifer said darkly from the back of the room, as Lord only blushed and
looked silently down, leaning his arms across his knees, and Zerrex stared in shock: it was one
thing for Lord to be angry, but to left Lucifer do all the work defending him… and even Lucifer
seemed to pause for a moment, looking at his companion‟s back for a moment before he said
coldly: “This is not a subject that is up for debate. Besides, Lady Sephire has already agreed to
keep an eye on Lord Zerrex. If he has any involvement whatsoever in these recent events, we
will know immediately.”
“But nonetheless, the issue of these trade papers and Jeannine‟s inheritance stands.” Job
said calmly, and he turned to a small table that stood at the back, picking up Jeannine‟s letter and
holding it up. “Do we want to give even more power to Hell? Do we want to forfeit our rights to
determine import and export costs for materials that are necessary for our world to thrive? I think
not. Demons cannot inherit such large sums in any event, nor can they take over an angel‟s
business in Heaven. When the Naganatine vote, all must bow their heads, even the Archangels.
Naganatine word is law.”
Job looked up at Lucifer, whose features tensed only slightly… but it was enough to
make Job swallow thickly before a Naganatine wearing leather kilt and loincloth, a heavy sword
across his back, leapt to his feet and shouted: “The Laws of Heaven are the Laws of God, and we
are the Naganatine, the First Breed, the teachers and His Will! I agree, let us take back our power
and our pride from Hell, which seeks to usurp us!”
He snarled down at Zerrex, who glared furiously back up at him, before Silven stepped
forwards and said quietly: “Then I vote that we honor Jeannine, who died to try and stop a killer,
and we do as she has bidden us in her last letter.”
Job crushed the piece of paper in his hand as he lowered it, and Lone shouted weakly,
reaching for it... but then Raze grabbed his shoulder and shook his head, even as he trembled
with anger. Zerrex was snarling as well, but he knew Job was only trying to provoke them,
before he looked up at another Naganatine seated beside Warden, and Zerrex closed his eyes for
a moment… before Epoch looked up and he whispered: “No. No, this is wrong. This is wrong.”
They all looked in surprise at him, as the white-robed Naganatine looked back and forth,
purple scales gleaming quietly as tears rolled down his cheeks. “What have we become? Job,
Warden, look at us! Oh, by God‟s great name, yes, you are my brothers but what have we
become? I remember when Anathema was first released, I was with you all, I was gladly with
you, fearing… fear most for my own life, let‟s not bother lying, but… Sin, Anathema, my sisters
in Hell… they‟ve changed, and God, I hate to say it but so have we! Do you even remember
God‟s name anymore? No, no, I refuse to do this anymore…”

He stood shakily up, and Warden stared as he reached out, but Epoch threw his arm off,
looking almost terrified as he stumbled his way down the benches, almost knocking several
angels over as he staggered to the steps and ran down them, half-tripping over his own robes
before he looked over his shoulder towards Job, who was gaping in disbelief, and he whispered;
“I vote yes. Job, Job, you were so intelligent once… when did the mighty Naganatine stoop to
stealing from the dead and the innocent?”
He stumbled and fell, and Zerrex immediately stepped forwards, reaching out and
catching him, and Epoch looked hesitantly up at him before he smiled weakly and nodded
mutely, and Zerrex nodded slowly back before Epoch stumbled his way out. Job was left
dumbstruck… and then Warden snarled before he pointed at Zerrex and shouted angrily: “He
was scared of you! You influenced him somehow, traitor!”
“It doesn‟t matter, Warden, when a vote between the Naganatine is tied, the rest of the
council votes.” Job said quietly but calmly as he regained his composure, holding up a hand even
as he looked icily at Zerrex. “If our brother Abel were still alive-”
“You would have lost the vote, Job, Abel died fighting Strange Beasts on the mortal
plane.” Silven said quietly but firmly, standing protectively near the wolves as they continued to
cling to Raze and tremble, Mahihko still crying quietly. “Haven‟t we lost enough, brother? So
few of us remain… and still, you‟re insisting on putting cracks between us all. On making the
schisms between us greater and greater with every passing day.”
“We all know where your allegiance stands, Silven, you fucked the betrayer slut!”
Warden shouted angrily, and Zerrex‟s eyes blazed as he turned towards the benches, as a cold
smile twitched at Job‟s mouth… but before fury could take over, Zerrex felt something brush
against him silently, as the council laughed and Job almost teasingly scolded Warden‟s outburst,
obviously approving, and the Drakkaren tilted his head upwards as sound and noise erupted
around him…
He closed his eyes and vanished from the spot, reappearing on top of the marble dome in
front of a weathered, aged statue of a female Naganatine: Justice, a blindfold over her eyes and a
set of scales dangling from her extended hand. The blindfold and metal had been added long
after her demise, however: she had been petrified during the first Division between the
Naganatine, and the Heavenly Council had thought it fitting to put her here as a reminder of „all
they had lost,‟ something Naganis never would have approved of. She was no reminder: she was
a frozen body that was being dishonored by her placement here.
Zerrex reached forwards… and then he looked down in surprise as the scales of his right
hand automatically peeled away, warped, rocky metal showing through as his arm became
metallic and corrupt. It shifted and glinted, energy pulsing through the cracks… and then long,
scale fibers twisted slowly out of the side of the cape, wrapping around the steel, stroking it
almost soothingly and shaping it into beautiful, silvery alloy plates. His hand became a gauntlet,
the reptile smiling faintly as the leather wrapped around it, formed a glove over it… then his eyes
widened in surprise as the still-visible metal slowly turned beautiful ivory, and the leather locked
over it, turning into magnificent purple scales as the composition of his arm visibly changed,
becoming toned and thin instead of imitating muscle… and Zerrex flexed this slowly, black
claws at the end of each finger as a voice whispered in his mind, begged him without words to
help his poor, lost daughter.
Zerrex silently reached out, grasping Justice‟s skull with an arm that wasn‟t his own…
and then he arched his back, gritting his teeth in pain as energy burst down his limb and shocked
over the petrified statue. Cracks spread slowly though the rock as the statue vibrated violently,

dust hailing down as angelic knights immediately shot upwards, shouting angrily at him before
landing and covering their eyes in shock as the light built into an incandescent glow around the
two… and a moment later, Zerrex was silently kneeling with a female Naganatine laying across
his lap, not even understanding how it had happened, his right arm looking like his plain, scaled
right arm as the cape flapped quietly behind him, but a voice from deep inside him, a voice he
strangely-recognized, whispered: Thank you.
The Naganatine was slender and tall, perhaps nine feet, a bit of tone to her muscles and
completely naked, her features beautiful but also cold… and she grimaced a little before she sat
up, rubbing at her head and muttering: “I‟m… I‟m sorry, Naganis, I had the most awful dream…
wait, you‟re not Naganis…”
She frowned, turning her eyes to him… and Zerrex stared in surprise at the fact that just
like the saying… Justice was blind. Her dull-white irises studied him slowly, and she reached up
and touched his face gently, saying quietly: “I thought you were Mephistopheles, but you‟re not
him either. How did you get here, strange one? I can see… too many stories in your energy
signature, it‟s crowded and complex and… oh.”
She fell silent, then slowly curled her knees up to her chest before glancing at him again,
the reptile wondering quietly what she saw when she looked at him, both because of what she
said and because despite the dullness of her eyes, her gaze was still so intense, so searching…
and she finally stood up as Angelic Knights continued to stare in shock before she grimaced and
asked: “May I wear your shirt? I seem to be… underdressed.”
“I… here.” Zerrex held a hand out, and a moment later, a simple black set of clothing
appeared in them. She looked at him strangely, and Zerrex blushed a bit, pushing the clothes
towards her… but when she snatched up the shirt and seemed to „examine it‟ as it dangled in
front of her, he felt relief run through him. “So you can see?”
“If your tone wasn‟t so stupid and honest, I‟d ask if that was a sick joke.” Justice said
rudely, and Zerrex‟s mouth fell open a little in dumb surprise. “I… no, no, I‟m sorry. But to
realize that my brothers… left me up here as an ornament and abandoned me, with only Silven
ever coming to see me, and that my dreams… my feelings of being trapped, of sensing the
energies all around me, of… awful things… were real…”
She sighed a bit, shivering as she slipped the shirt quickly on, then she picked up the pair
of pants and hopped quickly into them as well, murmuring: “Odd clothing, but sufficient for
now. I hear something going on downstairs, Job is running his mouth again… I wish to go down
there, take me down, strange god.”
“How do you know what I am? Seriously, how are you… seeing?” Zerrex asked flatly,
and then he winced when she grabbed him before she pointed grouchily over at an angel,
seeming to glare at him with her blind eyes and making the knight freeze up in surprise.
“See that? I sense a puling, pathetic coward, only waiting for the others to run so he can
turn and run away too. I see his emotions, and I see his energies, and I see his sounds, like his
thudding, scared heart.” she snapped, and the angel winced and shrank immediately back before
she slowly rubbed at the underside of her jaw, a bit of dust falling from her muzzle as she
mumbled: “It hurts in a good way to talk and move after so many years of being rock. It saddens
me that Naganis is dead… but I am happy you inherited his powers and that of Mephistopheles.
Those two powers together were the only thing that could unfreeze me… you must have a sharp
mind to have figured it out.”
“Maybe Naganis guided my hand.” Zerrex murmured, and Justice looked at him, then
smiled radiantly, and the reptile stared at her with surprise.

“I like you. I will like you more if you take us downstairs now, though, they‟re getting
ready to send a search party of Hounds out to retrieve you. Idiot Job. Idiot angels for not running
off to their master.” Justice glared around them, and Zerrex sighed before he vanished from the
spot with her, reappearing back in the speaking floor and immediately striking even Job silent as
the Naganatine female grimaced, reaching up to rub at the two long horns that extended back
from her skull, gritting her teeth and walking away from the reptile as her baggy, loose clothes
floated around her slender frame. “Brothers, are you done yet?”
Warden gaped from where he stood on the steps, and Silven looked up dumbly from
where two angels were restraining him, a bit of blood dripping from his nose: the two
Naganatine had obviously been doing a little more than yelling at each other. Then a bright,
happy smile spread over the latter‟s face, and he threw off the angels to rush down the stairs and
towards her, picking her up in a hug and making her curse as her long tail snapped back and
forth, the male shouting joyously: “What a cause for celebration! Justice, sister Justice!”
“Impossible!” Job looked horrified, and then he pointed at Zerrex, snapping: “If this is
some trick or illusion-”
“Enough!” Justice shouted, and Silven winced and dropped her, covering his head as she
landed on her feet and stumbled, but glared nonetheless across at Job, stomping across the floor
towards him and saying angrily: “I have heard every pedantic word from your mouth, trapped up
there as I was, Job, and I have felt the emotions of this dead council and this awful, awful place
that is no longer Naganis‟s Heaven! And no, I will not stop myself from saying the name of God:
I say it with pride, because I am his daughter… and what are you, but the indignant usurper,
worse than Mephistopheles!”
Job slowly shrank down, turning crimson as he looked at her weakly, and she snarled at
him, saying furiously: “Of all of you, only Naganis himself and Silven ever tried to heal me…
but what horrifies me most of all is that so few of you ever tried to console our beloved Father
after he sealed himself away! You wonder why he gave the jobs of Archangels to a male who
was once mortal and a god who ascended from mortality… and I see why, I, the blind, petrified
one, see why every day.”
Then, to Zerrex‟s shock, she brought a fist back and punched Job hard across the face, the
Naganatine‟s head snapping to the side as blood and a tooth flew from his muzzle before his eyes
rolled up in his head and he fell backwards, and then she smiled sweetly, saying kindly as she
looked directly over at the two wolves. “Naganatine word is Law. I vote that we fulfill their
sister‟s wishes. I also will be leaving to wherever this god goes, as his consort. It seems that
things have changed greatly since the times of Naganis, and I wish to see the world.”
“Do you have to say „see‟ all the time, I know you‟re doing it on purpose.” Zerrex said
flatly, and Justice only smiled over at him as she approached, her white eyes looking at him with
amusement.
“The blind see more in a moment than you ever will in your entire lifetime, Zerrex
Narrius of Elysium.” she said softly, and the reptile‟s eyes widened in shock before Justice
reached up and slowly traced this over his chest in ancient runes, leaving a glowing blue trail
over his shirt before she shook her head and glanced over at Silven, who gazed at her longingly.
“Fear not, brother. I‟ll return. And it‟s not like we won‟t see each other before then.”
“Wait, you can‟t go… the Naganatine are Heaven‟s backbone!” Lord said incredulously,
standing up and looking down at her pleadingly. “Please stay, with your voice added to the
council-”

“It would only cause chaos, Archangel. Your intentions are pure, I see, but nonetheless I
fear that… nothing good will come of me being here. My name is Justice, but that is a word that
means different things to different people, and those being tried rarely think their punishment is
just and deserved.” the female said kindly, half-bowing towards him before she looked up at
Lucifer, who was looking back at her with silent curiosity… and she slowly smiled, gently
blowing him a kiss. “You‟re very handsome.”
Lucifer only cocked an eyebrow at her, and then Justice laughed and clapped her hands
before she looked around and grimaced a bit. “Too many people, too much energy, too much
noise. Come, Zerrex, before I‟m deafened by it.”
She held her hand out, reaching blindly for him – no pun intended… – as she continued to
stare at the startled, dumbstruck council… and then Zerrex shrugged a bit before reaching out
and gently grasping her wrist, tugging her carefully towards the steps until she finally faced
forwards again as he said awkwardly: “Stairs.”
“Thank you.” She felt around with her foot with a grimace until she found the step, then
made her way carefully down, unguligrade legs flexing and tail snapping back and forth for
balance as she muttered: “Once upon a time, Naganis ran energy through all the steps in Heaven,
so I could see them… the naked ground has enough of a pulse that I can see it, but to me, cut
stone and wood has so little essence it‟s just dark splotches…”
Zerrex looked at her awkwardly, not knowing how to respond, and then he halted,
glancing over his shoulder to see Raze and Silven speaking before the angel nodded a few times
as Lone and Mahihko bounced on either side of the black-scaled lizard. Then he looked
around… and sighed as he saw two angels in white uniforms harassing a female in a white habit
he recognized all too well, a third knight standing guard nearby and looking bored, if anything,
as they went through her things. “Will you excuse me?”
“Just come back as soon as you can. And please don‟t hurt them.” Justice looked up at
him seriously, and the reptile looked back down before she grinned. “I‟m kidding, I want to see
you hurt them a lot, they‟d probably try to molest her if they had the chance from what I‟m
seeing. Teach them why you shouldn‟t lay your hands upon a lady, let me see if you really are
half the male your energy signatures claims you are.”
“Now you‟re just doing that to frustrate me.” Zerrex said flatly, and she shrugged
agreeably as the reptile looked at her for a few moments, then he grumbled and turned away,
walking towards the small group. The angels that worked directly under the Heavenly Council
were almost all corrupt, and all too often when the reptile was around this area of Heaven did he
see them yanking wagons off the side of the road, rifling through the belongings of civilians, or
taking advantage of people in other, even worse ways. Now the Drakkaren felt even worse about
asking Jessica here… and he sighed as the armored angel looked up, then winced before Zerrex
simply shoved him over with one hand, and the angel thankfully did the smart thing and quickly
scuttled away on all fours even as the two uniformed angels looked up.
Jessica was almost crying, her suitcase opened and her clothes scattered over the ground,
a torn book laying beside this… and Zerrex put his hands on his hips as he cocked his head
towards the two uniforms, asking bluntly: “Are you retarded?”
“I… what?” one of the uniforms asked dumbly, and the other angel glowered before his
slower friend picked up on what the lizard was implying. “Hey! You can‟t talk to us like that!
We‟re… conducting a legal and authorized search of this bitch‟s belongings here!”

“Oh, you had to go and put name calling into it, didn‟t you?” Zerrex reached up and
rubbed at his forehead slowly, and then he glared at the other uniformed angel, his eyes glowing
solid green as he ordered: “Sit down.”
Immediately, the angel fell back on his ass, his eyes staring and vacant, and the other
angel winced before he covered his eyes, shouting in a strangled voice: “Demon! Demon! Oh
shit it‟s a demon!”
“I‟m not a demon, I‟m a god… I…” Zerrex sighed as the uniformed angel only continued
to yell and blubber, however, and then he winced as Jessica dashed past him and then hid behind
the lizard‟s back, trembling violently. Other angels looked up… and Zerrex immediately glared
in their direction, and an entire line of knights immediately backed up, likely recognizing who
the reptile was after other tangles with him. “You know what, I don‟t have time for this.”
Zerrex reached out and snagged the uniformed angel by the shirt, yanking him into the air
above his head, and the angel squealed as he flailed his limbs before the Drakkaren slowly
brought him in close, saying quietly: “Don‟t ever let me catch you doing stuff like this again.
Ever. Understood? At least have respect for your fellow angels.” He stopped meditatively, then
shook him firmly and added flatly: “And to make my point clear.”
The uniformed angel vanished from the spot, then reappeared some forty feet in the air,
following with a loud yell of horror, flipping several times before he crashed into the dirt road,
and his Dominated friend giggled stupidly as drool dripped from the end of his muzzle. Zerrex
shook his head slowly, then he looked down at the male, saying mildly: “You‟re never going to
hurt another female again, right?”
“Right.” the Dominated angel agreed, and then Zerrex snapped his fingers, and the
uniformed angel shook his head stupidly, before he looked fearfully up at the Drakkaren… and
when the lizard looked at him pointedly, he quickly began to pile Jessica‟s belongings back into
her suitcase as the other angel slowly peeled himself off the road, shivering and terrified. “Look,
look, I‟m being a good boy and putting it all back, okay? Don‟t hurt me, dude, don‟t hurt me!”
“Two wrongs might not make a right, but gods above, am I ever reminded of why it‟s
easier to beat people than teach them.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing slowly at his forehead, and then
he pointed sharply to the side as the angel paused dumbly as he picked up a set of panties. “Get,
before I teleport you both to the center of the planet!”
They both immediately scattered, and Zerrex grumbled under his breath as he bent down,
quickly picking up the rest of the female‟s clothes and other items and piling them into the
suitcase as Jessica continued to tremble a little, and then the Drakkaren cast a cleansing spell
over the case‟s interior, getting rid of most of the dirt and grime as he muttered: “I‟m sorry,
Jessica. Idiots like that I don‟t have the time or patience to teach right now, though, better just to
chase them off for now… and well, I‟m sorry for asking you to meet me here, too. I forgot what
it‟s like for people who aren‟t of esteemed high rank around the Council-owned areas… gods
know I would have preferred to meet you somewhere else if I had remembered at all.”
He closed the suitcase and zipped it shut, then stood up as Jessica looked up at him
silently… and then she simply nodded a little, half-reaching for her suitcase… but Zerrex smiled
a bit, saying awkwardly: “I got it. It‟s not a problem.”
“Cute. I saw that you wanted to blow them up, though, and I‟m both glad and
disappointed you didn‟t beat the indulgence out of them.” Justice said mildly as she approached
with Raze and the two wolves, who were both smiling a little now, at least seeming relieved, and
Zerrex took this as a good sign as he looked down at them softly. “The Gemini got its reward
from its sister, at least… brother will ensure that the contracts and money safely get to him in

Hell. Angry and stupid as my other brothers have sadly become… but I‟m very, very anxious to
get to Hell and meet my sisters, Anathema and Sin.”
“That‟s… complicated.” Zerrex said carefully, and Justice looked at him curiously,
frowning a bit before her face cleared slightly as he nodded slowly, and the reptile gazed back at
her, asking quietly: “What did you see?”
She was silent for a little while, long enough that Zerrex thought she wasn‟t going to
answer… and then she said simply, smiling suddenly up at him. “I saw a great amount of love,
enough to reassure me that whatever shape they‟re in now, they‟re both going to be more than
okay.”
Zerrex smiled back, nodding, and she glanced around at them all curiously, saying
nothing but examining them all in turn even as Raze half-turned and opened a vortex, and then
she grabbed Zerrex‟s arm and allowed him to lead her into the swirl of black and white, gazing
back and forth with awe as she whispered: “Magnificent… travelling between the dimensions
with such ease… and as if wars never happened that almost ripped both our planes apart, the
fault of not just savage demons but arrogant angels…”
She shook her head slowly as they emerged onto a balcony of the Central Spire… and
before Zerrex could say anything, Justice immediately tore free from his arm and ran forwards,
shoving the double doors open before the Amazons could stop her and bounding into the hall
beyond as she shouted cheerfully: “Sisters!”
Vivien looked up with a frown as Lily, Mercy, and Amiglion stared dumbly, and
Anathema Sin staggered to her feet with a look of dumb shock, her mouth falling open as Justice
cursed and rubbed at her eyes. Zerrex winced as the Amazon Guards looked at him confusedly,
and he motioned for them to resume their posts as he followed the Naganatine into the room,
even as Sephire peered up from the table at the female and then whistled slowly. “Well, I‟ll be…
is that who I think it is?”
“Justice!” Anathema Sin shouted, and she half-ran, half-staggered forwards as Justice
smiled benevolently at them, and the Naganatine traded firm, tight hugs as Anathema Sin
laughed in both female‟s voices, asking eagerly: “How were you freed? Did they find a cure?
Did the curse weaken enough for you to break loose? Are you okay? Tell us, tell us!”
“Sisters, please, speak in one voice.” Justice chided, grasping the female‟s shoulders and
pushing her back as she eyed her thoughtfully, her blind irises looking up and down her form as
her features smoothed out, happy, and yet now also taking in the fused Naganatine wonderingly.
“What strength radiates off you, though, and what purity… yes, I knew that my adventurous
sister and my shy sister would never be the slave of Mephistopheles for long. One is too proud,
and the other is too kind. You have both changed so much, and yet I can see you both clearly at
the same time… even if between you, there are a hundred strings of energy…”
“Oh holy shit, it‟s Justice?” Amiglion said stupidly, finally catching on, and he stumbled
up to his feet as he pulled his silver mask off his face, Justice looking over at him with surprise
as he laughed and walked around the table, saying happily: “Wow, oh wow! How-”
“You idiot, our sisters just asked all the questions you‟re about to.” Justice said flatly, but
then she reached up and patted him on the cheek, saying quietly: “I‟m glad you haven‟t changed
a bit from your old self.”
Amiglion smiled warmly, and then Justice glanced over her shoulder at Zerrex, adding
calmly: “The Gemini looks like it can use some rest, the angry godling wants to return to Heaven
to see his hurt mentor, and the mother wants to see her daughter. Don‟t dawdle, Zerrex. And take
the metal goddess with you.”

Sephire grunted at this, half-bowing awkwardly to the still-staring, still-disbelieving
Vivien, and then she ran around the table and headed over to Zerrex as Vivien started to raise a
hand dumbly, but Amiglion and Justice and Anathema Sin were all busy laughing and
conversing rapidly, and Zerrex took the moment to quickly slide backwards as he looked at Raze
first, saying mildly: “Go on back to Heaven. And wolves, you two can head to the Ravenlight
Estate. I‟m going to take Jessica to see her daughter before things get too out of hand.”
The others nodded, not arguing, and Raze traded a tight, firm hug with Zerrex for a
moment before kissing his cheek quietly, and the reptile smiled softly as the angel turned… then
hesitated as he looked down at the wolves, glancing over his shoulder and saying quietly: “I can
check on Francis later. I‟ll… make sure the wolves get home safe first. I‟ll watch out for them.
Mom, it‟s. It‟s good to see you.”
“That‟s my boy.” Sephire said softly beneath her facemask, and she reached out and
squeezed his shoulder as Jessica looked up in surprise before Raze simply nodded with a grunt
and then glanced up, a portal opening as Lone and Mahihko both quietly took his hands. They
smiled hesitantly over their shoulders as they walked towards it, both gazing back at Zerrex…
and he rose a hand to them as they vanished through it before Sephire asked cheerfully: “So, is
this one of your Disciple bitches?”
“Ex-nay, Sephire, ex-nay.” Zerrex grimaced and winced, and Sephire cleared her throat
and looked awkwardly away as Jessica looked moodily down. Then the Drakkaren rose a hand,
concentrating and opening another portal as he muttered: “Sorry, but I don‟t have enough energy
to shoop. Freeing Justice… took a lot out of me.”
He led the two into the portal, wheezing with relief when he emerged into a beautiful,
sprawling field outside a small village… and then the Drakkaren put the suitcase down and sat
with a groan as Sephire looked back and forth curiously, and Jessica simply grimaced, asking
flatly: “I thought we were going to see my daughter?”
“Keep your pants on.” Zerrex muttered, gently playing with his mala before he squeezed
a bead slowly, concentrating… and within a minute, a vortex opened, and Cindy came through
this with Daria, the two looking back and forth before the female gasped in surprise at the sight
of Jessica, standing awkwardly next to her suitcase, Zerrex tiredly sitting on the grass and the
imposing Sephire looming nearby. “Cindy, sorry to blindside you, but… well. She wanted to see
you.”
Jessica smiled a little at Cindy, who looked nervously at her as Daria tilted her head
curiously… and then Cindy cleared her throat before she said awkwardly: “Hi, Mom, I… wow. I
really didn‟t think…”
“Cindy, wait.” Jessica rose her hands, closing her eyes and taking a slow breath, and
when she opened them, she looked quietly across at her daughter, saying softly: “I don‟t want to
fight, and I don‟t want to treat you like a child. I… I‟m here to be a part of your life, if you‟ll
have me. I‟m here to do whatever it takes to show you that I love you, and care for you, and…
that I‟m not going to ever criticize you or hurt you if I can avoid it. You‟re my daughter… and
you mean the world to me, the absolute world.” She stopped, then looked over at Zerrex, saying
slowly: “You‟re our daughter. And if your father… means so much to you… I‟m not going to
make you choose between him and me.”
“Thanks Mom.” Cindy lowered her head quietly, and then Jessica walked across the field
and hugged her daughter silently, and Cindy hugged her back, eyes closed as she murmured: “It
does… really mean a lot to hear that. I just… do you mean it?”

“I do. I swear I do. And I‟m here to prove that.” Jessica said softly, and she stepped back,
brushing down her daughter‟s muscular biceps and laughing a bit as she looked up at her with
shining eyes. “I always forget how big my little girl‟s gotten…”
“Mom…” Cindy glanced awkwardly towards the sky, but Zerrex smiled a little, knowing
that it wasn‟t this kind of thing that really upset her, embarrassed as she acted. She fidgeted a
little, then she blushed a bit as she gestured over towards Daria, the newt smiling awkwardly as
Cindy said quietly: “This is… my friend, Daria, the one I told you about?”
“It‟s nice to meet you, Daria.” Jessica politely bowed her head to the female, looking
over her curiously even as she frowned a little, and the newt smiled awkwardly, rubbing selfconsciously at her naked, smooth stomach: covered by so little and facing a priestess in a full
habit, the awkwardness was understandable, as Jessica said quietly: “I hear you‟ve treated my
daughter very well down here and helped her think through some things. I‟m… glad she has
people like you in her life.”
“Thank you.” Daria smiled a bit, visibly relaxing some as she gazed at the priestess, and
Jessica nodded slowly to her as the newt shuffled her feet a bit, then she smiled a little over at
Cindy, suggesting quietly: “Why don‟t you and your mom go and check out the Ravenlight
Estate? And I‟m sure after Zerrex recovers we can all go to Acheron, or someplace like that.
Make this like… like a little vacation after… what just happened.”
“Yeah… yeah, that‟s a good idea.” Cindy said softly, and she and her mother looked at
each other for a few moments before she glanced quietly over at Zerrex, saying softly: “Can
you… join us for dinner at the Ravenlight Estate, maybe? And Daria, maybe you can… go get
Cherry. We‟ll have a nice big dinner together, all of us.”
Daria nodded with a smile, and Cindy nodded back before she opened a portal and
blushed a bit as she headed over and quickly picked up Jessica‟s luggage. Her mother smiled at
this, and then she glanced over them all measuringly as Cindy guided her towards the portal
before she stepped through… and Cindy blushed as she mouthed a „thank-you‟ to Zerrex before
following, the Drakkaren sighing a bit before glaring as Daria said mildly: “You raped me to
death and I didn‟t mind.”
“You thought you were pure evil and I was doing the world a service. You were a
screwed-up kid.” Zerrex replied flatly, and Daria only smiled in return before her eyes travelled
curiously to Sephire, who was awkwardly lurking in the background, leaning on her massive
sword. “Oh, sorry, I guess you two haven‟t been introduced. Sephire, this is Daria. Daria, this is
Sephire, First Lady of Heaven.”
“She doesn‟t look like she‟s from Heaven.” Daria remarked as she glanced curiously over
the female, and Sephire snorted beneath her facemask before she reached up and popped it up,
grinning amusedly at the newt.
“Well, tits, you don‟t look like a menacing super-demon, but you‟re an Abhorrence,
right?” Sephire asked teasingly, and Daria looked at her with surprise before the female tapped
her glowing red glass eye, saying mildly: “Sensor crystals or some shit that feed right into my
fucking brain. Analyzes and let‟s nosy ol‟ me see just what the hell everything really is.”
Zerrex snorted in amusement at this, and then he shook his head a bit before Sephire
absently tossed her huge sword into the air, and it rapidly dissolved. Then she grumbled,
beginning to fumble at her mask as the Drakkaren asked softly: “Is everyone in Acheron
recovering? Has… has the shock worn off, at least?”
“Not entirely.” Daria admitted, shaking her head a bit and smiling faintly down at the
reptile, and the lizard gazed up at her before she quietly sat beside him in the tall grasses,

pressing herself against his side and closing her eyes as she silently took his hand and squeezed it
tightly. “It just… it all happened so fast, Boss. And more than the fact people were hurt… all of
us were… scared by it. What could do something like that? How could it move so fast? Even
Cherry could barely detect what it was doing.”
The Drakkaren nodded slowly, and then he glanced up as Sephire finally removed her
helm and chucked it moodily aside, the helm dissolving rapidly into the air before she walked
over to Zerrex‟s other side and sighed as she sat down and rested back against him, crossing her
arms and closing her eyes as her head rested on his shoulder. Daria looked at him with surprise,
and the lizard simply shrugged a bit before Sephire muttered: “I‟ll admit I‟m both pissed off and
glad you didn‟t invite me along for the ride. Lord means well, and I ain‟t defending him… I‟m
tired of defending him.
“This fucker, though… I mean, you guys aren‟t the kind of guys who get beaten easy, I
know that by now.” Sephire grinned over at him, tapping her stomach gently. “Still got the scars
from that one time you put your fucking sword through me. Damn, I had you pissed off. But the
point of the matter is that I‟m angry you didn‟t fall for help… but I‟m glad that you didn‟t at the
same time because then it would have likely ended up with me and Lord and maybe even Lucy
all in casts and bandages and ugly shape. Me, I can just return to my capsule and recharge, and
boom, I‟m better. Lord and Lucy, on the other hand, need to heal the old-fashioned way… and
soft as Lord can be, he still is one of the reasons the Council hasn‟t entirely taken over Heaven
yet.”
She stopped, then shook her head a bit, asking softly: “But damn, Zerrex, on that note…
how the hell did you bring back Justice, of all people? She‟s been sitting pretty on top of the
dome for… for forever.”
Daria looked up at this, and Zerrex merely shrugged, glancing down at his right hand and
flexing it slowly as he murmured: “Someone else inside me asked me to… so I tried my best
and… I was just glad to see that it worked. She‟s a little strange, even for a Naganatine… but I
guess I kind of like her already.”
Then the reptile looked dumbly up as a portal opened, and Justice herself poked her head
through, saying flatly: “You‟re a little strange for a god, Zerrex Narrius. So don‟t be a jerk.”
With that, she withdrew, and the portal closed, and Zerrex gaped stupidly as Sephire
giggled like an idiot behind her hands and Daria only stared from the Drakkaren to the nowempty space. Zerrex looked back and forth stupidly, and then he covered his mouth as he
whispered: “Do… do you think she heard that?”
Both Sephire and Daria leaned in close on either side of him, obviously having barely
heard what he had just said… and then a larger portal opened, and Justice stepped through with
Anathema Sin, both Naganatine smiling amusedly before the latter said in her mixed voice:
“Sister has always had the strongest senses of all of us… we used to say she went blind because
she saw too much.”
“And I still see too damn much.” Justice grumbled, and then she looked musingly at
Zerrex for a few moments before slowly gazing up towards Hell‟s sky, murmuring: “But it‟s
beautiful here. Energy runs through everything in Hell, the corruption makes the very air
sparkle… it‟s too bad you can‟t see it. Gods above, it‟s so much nicer here than in cold, distant
Heaven…”
She hugged herself, twisting slowly back and forth with a smile as her blind eyes closed,
and then she tilted her head towards Anathema Sin, saying quietly: “And it‟s been so good to
spend time with my sisters again, learning their stories, learning more about you, Zerrex. And all

your friends and Disciples, and the workings of this world… and here you sit, with two people
who burn with such terrible darkness inside of them… and yet you have a habit of making
friends with the oddest of creatures…”
She laughed as Sephire blushed a bit and glanced awkwardly down, and then Anathema
Sin said softly: “It‟s very nice to see you getting along with Lord Zerrex so well, Lady Sephire…
perhaps you would enjoy exploring my Tower at some point?”
“Yes, Sin‟s told me all about her dark palace of delights, and the Cloister beneath it… she
and Anathema have already shared many secrets with me, and I appreciate it. Secrets they
haven‟t even told brother Silven, and Amiglion pretends he isn‟t privy to… I see that things are
different, and yet the same. I like that.” Justice smiled a little, then she looked down at Zerrex as
she slowly knelt in front of him, stroking the underside of his muzzle quietly as the Drakkaren
gazed up at her. “It is not my namesake what you do to those people in that place of wicked
pleasure. But it is retribution; it is fairness. It is not evil revenge, and it is not a pointless exercise
done only for your pleasure… I would like to believe that you are cleansing them, in a way,
before you kill them. Teaching them what pain is like, balancing out their evil acts, so their
energies and souls are not so stained, bleaching their very essence with pain so that when they go
to the Unworld… they vanish peacefully, and when their energies are made into new souls, these
new souls… are clean, instead of already tainted by sin. And not the Sin I know and love and see
loves you so very, very deeply.” Justice looked back at her fused sisters with a smile, and
Anathema Sin blushed a bit as she looked down slightly, rubbing at one of her tall horns.
Then Justice returned her gaze to Zerrex, patting him on the cheek as she added mildly:
“And by Naganis, don‟t be such a prude about sex. Yes, I can see you have quite a harem and
you‟ve slept with many a person. But we‟re consenting adults, for one thing, and for another, this
is Hell. You think too often with mortal notions, from a prudish culture: it will be your downfall
one day.”
Zerrex glared at her, and she snorted in amusement before standing up and crossing her
arms, adding meditatively: “Nonetheless. I do want to see this Tower. Your Disciple here seems
like she would be glad to visit it herself, and Sephire, well…”
She looked at the goddess for a few moments, a smile spreading over her face, and
Sephire grumbled before she threw her hands up, muttering: “You‟re a bitch. Get the hell out of
my head.”
“Oh, I can‟t read thoughts, I can only see what‟s apparent in your energy signature, your
emotions, your… rhythms.” Justice said mildly, and she looked thoughtfully over Sephire before
glancing over at Zerrex, asking dryly: “So are we going yet?”
“Apologies, Lord Zerrex, sister has always been impatient.” Anathema Sin said mildly,
and then she grunted when Justice elbowed her in the stomach, huffing a bit. “Well, we‟re sorry,
but it is true. You used to harass Naganis constantly about doing this or doing that, as well as our
brothers. And as we recall, it was your big mouth that also got your frozen in stone by
Mephistopheles.”
“It was worth it.” Justice said airily, waving a hand dismissively before she kicked lightly
at Zerrex, and the reptile finally grumbled as he nodded and stood up, pulling both Sephire and
Daria to their feet with him as the two smiled at him. Justice gazed at him warmly for a moment,
and then she stepped forwards and suddenly hugged him around the waist, the lizard looking
dumbly down at her. “Thank you.”
Anathema Sin only smiled, then she reached out and touched Justice‟s back as she looked
up at Zerrex… and when the Drakkaren nodded, Anathema Sin‟s eyes glowed faintly before they

vanished from sight, reappearing a moment later in front of the Tower. Sephire was the only one
who winced, looking back and forth dumbly, and then Zerrex smiled a bit as Anathema Sin
stepped back, brushing at herself embarrassedly as Justice leaned away from the Drakkaren and
turned around to study the Tower, murmuring: “Interesting… not half as interesting as the
Naganatine descendants I met, but interesting nonetheless.”
“Yes, sister met Naganen and Epiphany, and she was very fond of our children already…
and we‟re happy to say they both seemed to like her quite a bit, too.” Anathema Sin said warmly,
and then the Anathema side of the fused Naganatine visibly reared up as she added mildly:
“Even if she did act like a fucking schoolgirl at first and squealed all over them both.”
“Shut up.” Justice grumbled, and then she walked towards the Tower, letting herself
through the door, and Zerrex groaned before Sephire wrapped an arm around his waist, pressing
herself against his side with a grin.
“I like this babe.” the goddess commented, and then she winked as she half-pulled Zerrex
forwards, Daria and Anathema Sin following last with amusement on both their faces as the
Drakkaren grumbled, his cape swirling back behind him slowly. “So like. Is it true, by the way,
that this thingy you‟re wearing is made from God?”
Justice glanced over her shoulder curiously at this, and Zerrex glared at Sephire‟s timing
before the Naganatine turned around, brightening and clapping her hands together: a reaction
Zerrex had not exactly expected. “So that‟s why! Now I understand… Naganis‟s energy
signature radiates so powerfully and visibly from you because you‟re wearing something made
from his remains!”
“It… doesn‟t creep you out at all?” the Drakkaren asked slowly, rubbing awkwardly at
his face as he walked towards her, where she was standing on the middle of the sun symbol: with
her powers, he realized she had already likely figured out how it worked. “I mean, I‟m wearing
your Father, your God, like a set of clothes. Well. Right now he‟s a cape. Not. I mean. I should
just shut up, maybe.”
Justice only rolled her eyes, however, then she poked his chest firmly before tracing
several odd runes out over his body… and Anathema Sin immediately covered her muzzle to
repress her giggles as the others only looked at the female dumbly even as the floor collapsed
around them into a ramp, opening the way to the warehouse. “This sums up all my feelings on
that subject.”
“That. What? I don‟t get it, I can‟t see my own goddamn chest.” Zerrex craned his
muzzle downwards awkwardly, and Justice grinned a bit before she hopped easily off the
platform and landed halfway down the ramp, Zerrex glaring after her and wondering just how
blind she really was. “Stop showing off.”
“You stop showing off.” Justice retorted, and then she vanished into the warehouse, and
Zerrex sighed as he followed her down, Sephire still pressed to his side and poking at the runes
that were slowly fading from sight on the lizard‟s chest, as Anathema Sin continued to smile
warmly and Daria followed last, cocking her head curiously. They found Justice absently
opening and closing one of the cage doors, looking interestedly all around the area, and as the
reptile approached, she glanced over at him and asked: “How does this process work? And why
are these cages all empty, aren‟t there more people across Hell who should be playing the victim
part of your twisted little fantasies by choice or by consequence?”
“Are all the Naganatine twisted little freaks?” Zerrex asked in a grumble, and Justice only
glowered at him before kicking him in the shin, making the reptile wince and half-stumble before
he grabbed at her, but she ducked quickly backwards before almost running over to the elevator

platform, looking curiously over it before she seemed to recognize what it was as she stood
impatiently with her arms crossed, waiting for them as the lizard sighed a bit. “Why are you so
goddamn energetic?”
“Possibly because I was sealed in stone for all of recorded history, I dunno.” Justice
retorted, and then she rubbed at her loose clothes, grumbling a bit. “By the way, I want
something nicer to wear. Something comfy. Something sexy. Unlike what my sisters are
wearing.”
“Hey, I prefer to go naked, blame Sin.” Anathema retorted immediately, and then her
hands clapped over her muzzle for a moment as there was a visible struggle between the two
personalities inhabiting the fused Naganatine, before her hands pulled away as she added loudly:
“Uptight bitch won‟t even go out in public without covering most of her body despite how much
she likes to get laid and she wishes that-”
“Sister!” Sin‟s voice shouted as her head snapped the other way, and then she turned
scarlet as she quickly walked over to the platform, mumbling: “Please excuse her behavior.”
Justice, however, was only smiling warmly as the others approached, shaking her head
and saying quietly: “Just like old times… it brings back good memories.”
She paused as the platform began to descend, and then, as if it was the most natural thing
in the world, said amiably: “Isn‟t it funny though, Zerrex? You know, the way all three of these
females would love to be chained up and beaten to an inch of their life by you not before, not
after, but while you have sex with them so savage it could almost be defined as rape, no matter
how much they begged and pleaded for it?”
Sephire, Anathema Sin, and Daria all stiffened and blushed as they stared dead ahead,
and Zerrex grabbed at his head, covering his face with his palms with a grumble as Justice only
winked over at him, then she reached down and grabbed his buttocks, making the reptile wince
and arch his back slightly in surprise as she said mildly: “I think I know where they‟re coming
from, though, and why these kind of twisted, perverted females seek you… ooh, look! Look at
all these cells, this is a beautiful setup!”
Justice bounced out of the lift, and Zerrex stared through his fingers after her, face still
covered by his hands as the other females looked awkwardly at one another, then at Zerrex…
and then Sephire finally cleared her throat before following Justice quickly, and she gaped a bit
as she walked to the edge of the spiraling ramp and gazed down into the deep shaft, at the rowsupon-rows of caged creatures… before whistling slowly as she muttered: “Holy shit. Now we‟re
talking, here. Demons, monsters, even a few angels… you keep a goddamn good stock.”
“It really shouldn‟t surprise me you‟re into this kind of thing.” Zerrex said mildly, and
Sephire snorted in amusement before she grinned as she crossed her arms… and Zerrex and
Daria both stared in surprised as the armor covering the female‟s body rapidly began to
disassemble itself, parts of it dissolving as other pieces hissed and slid over her scales, locking
into her sides and back until she was left standing in only a cloth wrap and a tight g-string that
did little to hide the secrets of her loins. “I… uh. Wow.”
“You like?” Sephire spread her arms with a grin, even as she blushed a bit in
embarrassment: her scales melded into bare metal cusps over her shoulders, and her hands were a
mix of flesh and flexible metal, several fingers completely replaced by robotic parts. Scars
covered her front and, Zerrex knew, her naked back, and her abdominals had been replaced by
hardened metal that flexed and moved nonetheless like real muscle, and when she twirled on the
spot for them, it gave them a view of the fact the upper portion of her tail had been scraped away,
steel melded into scale along the top to her spine, which had been layered with serrated, stacked

plates of metal that looked almost as if they had been melted into her back, small cables and
wires looping in and out of this and locking into different portions of her upper back. Her
shoulderblades, too, were layered with polished steel plating, and cables from these as well as
her segmented spinal column connected into a circular diode just beneath the back of her neck as
she mumbled: “I mean, I know I‟m not… very pretty to look at, but…”
“You‟re beautiful.” Daria said kindly, and she gazed wonderingly over Sephire‟s tall,
powerful frame, watching the flex of her huge biceps and the roll of her muscles before roving
over her immense breasts, and the newt smiled at her as Sephire smiled back.
“Are we going or what?” Justice called irritably as Anathema Sin gazed curiously at the
two, and Zerrex sighed, grabbing at his forehead before he wrapped an arm around Sephire, and
she immediately pressed herself against his side with a warm look as Daria pressed to his other
side.
They made their way slowly all the way to the Cloister, Justice fascinated with
everything they passed: the blood, the bodies, the prisoners, nothing seemed to faze her, and she
listened intently to everything Zerrex had to say. She also argued eloquently with him between
simply laughing at him when he started to ramble a bit about his fears and worries, and from her,
it worked well to make him feel… more assured of himself, until they entered the main hall and
found themselves greeted by the Sacrifices and Dragon Warriors.
Justice was delighted with both of these: the Sacrifices because Zerrex was giving good
homes to creatures others would abuse and fail to understand, who even some of those in Hell
would try and convince their love of pain was a bad thing and wrong, who would be made to feel
like they were worthless, or whores, or mentally ill. They were different, and that was that: and
because of their high capacity for regeneration and the fact they were demons, not mortals, there
was no harm in… well… harming them physically. Zerrex took good care of them and provided
for their wants and needs… and Justice respected and adored that.
The Dragon Warriors, she admired for the way Zerrex had put an evil creature‟s servants
to good use, for the way Zerrex had intermingled their culture with his own to make them feel at
home while helping them adapt to the rules and world they were now a part of. She was very
interested in the way they had learned to communicate mostly through gesture, since they didn‟t
speak any recognizable language… in fact, the most the Drakkaren had ever heard out of them
was roars or grunts, never anything coherent, even if they seemed to be capable of
communicating with each other simply by look and gesture.
He let Justice flit around the Cloister, exploring the Sacrifice‟s rooms, the Beast‟s den –
they had much-larger beds instead of cots, made of scraps of mattresses, blankets, and pillows,
each bed almost a nest and often littered with personal items – Daria and Mercy and Maria‟s
rooms, the viewing room over the arena, and even the barracks for both his Iuratus as well as his
Dragon Warriors. The Throne Room, too, interested her, and she had approached his throne
without fear or hesitation, smiling and stroking slowly over one of the featureless Drakkai heads
at the end of one of the arms: it was made of obsidian and black platinum, with a circular, raised
base that sat upon a cubical platform… and then Zerrex winced as the female turned around and
sat back in it, crossing her legs primly and grinning widely… and Zerrex only gaped as energy
sparked over the throne, but nothing further happened. The design of the imposing, tall seat
meant that anyone who wasn‟t one of the Drakkaren‟s Disciples, or the reptile himself, would be
vaporized upon sitting themselves in it… and yet here she was, comfortably sitting on it as
Sephire flopped on her ass on the soft, matted floors that covered steel gratings beneath littered
with all manner of trap that could be activated at the Drakkaren‟s whims.

“Does it really surprise you?” Justice sprawled herself over the throne, putting her hands
behind her head as she smiled softly, eyes closed as she faced the ceiling… and then she said
quietly: “It shouldn‟t, Zerrex.”
“It shouldn‟t at all.” Anathema Sin said softly, walking up beside the throne and resting a
hand on it quietly as she turned around, gazing lovingly at the Drakkaren as Daria gently kissed
his cheek. Then Justice sat up with a grin, but her eyes were much softer than her expression as
she gazed warmly at the male Drakkaren. “Sister and ourselves had quite a discussion about you,
you know. And being as we are, we don‟t need to speak to share our thoughts… it‟s part of why
Justice was always able to get away with so much. And also why Mephistopheles was so quick
to petrify her first.”
“I could read him clearly, see his intent, even when he wanted to hide it… I suppose I
was just a little foolish, at the end of the day, when I failed to seriously think that he would
actually go to such lengths to hurt me. To hurt any of us.” Justice said softly, glancing down for a
moment… and then she slipped out of the throne and walked over to Zerrex, grasping his hand in
both of hers and gazing at him kindly. “Besides. I am a follower and daughter of Naganis. You
have inherited his energies… I have no other place to return to, no better home, than with you. I
will stay with you, Zerrex. I am not like Silven, who continues his work up in Heaven and with
White, his dedicated, best friend… and I am not like Epoch or Warden or Job, those who have
truly betrayed the memories of Naganis… although I am very glad, at least, to see that only
Warden and Job were at the council.
“But it saddens me… Astaroth, Azazel, Geryon, Argalox, and so many others up to
Mephistopheles himself… all dead, all gone.” Justice shook her head slowly, gazing quietly into
Zerrex‟s eyes with her own dull white irises, seeing him without seeing him, looking into his
very soul. “But it is not like we are without new blood, something that perhaps Naganis himself
never envisioned… Naganen and Epiphany and others, who carry in them a bit of the
Naganatine, more than enough to continue to allow our bloodline to persevere. Not to mention
the children of Sin and Anathema… in reality, we are fortunate. There are many of us… our
family is vast.”
She laughed quietly, nodding slowly to herself at this, and then she squeezed his hand
before leaning up and kissing him softly, and the reptile closed his eyes as he kissed her gently
back, feeling energy spark between them before she smiled warmly, drawing away and nodding
briefly. “Then our pact is sealed now. I will officially begin to refer to myself as your Disciple. I
will be your Justice, your sword, your warrior.”
Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, and she grinned widely as she poked his chest,
saying playfully: “Oh, what‟s this? You have your doubts? Then maybe we should have a little
spar. A little fun, to relax you after the ups and downs of the day. Or I would be glad to wrestle
one of these females, if you prefer… the mechanical goddess or the demoness, whichever you
like.”
“Babe, I would mess you up.” Sephire said mildly, half-teasing and half-threatening as
she grinned at the Naganatine wide enough to expose several metal teeth. “Besides, you‟re
probably pretty damn rusty after all those years locked in stone, ain‟t you?”
But Justice only grinned at this before she beckoned to the female, saying easily: “Then
you shouldn‟t have any problem fighting me, will you, goddess? We should set stakes if you‟re
so sure.”
Zerrex snorted amusedly as Sephire opened her mouth to reply… but before she could
say anything, Justice suddenly dragged Zerrex towards the throne, all but shoving him into it as

she said briskly: “Now you stay right there. Sisters, Daria, serve him, make him comfortable.
Our Master shall relax as he watches his two Disciples fight.”
“I am not one of his Disciples!” Sephire said in an outraged voice, leaping to her feet…
and then she grinned and leered over at the Drakkaren as he stared dumbly at the two. “Although
I‟d love to be. It would make Lord hellishly jealous, too, which is also awesome. As long as you
two don‟t actually beat the snot out of each other, you just take your boners out on me.”
Zerrex dropped his face into his hands with a groan even as Anathema Sin gently grasped
one of his shoulders, grinning over at Justice as Daria sat on the other side of the Throne and
reached a hand up to touch his other bicep, smiling lovingly at him. Then Justice headed over to
stand across from Sephire in the wide, comfortable room, her blind eyes turning to look at the
female as she licked slowly at her lips, saying kindly: “I‟ll take it easy on you, Lady Sephire,
since you won‟t be using your weapons or powers here.”
“I don‟t need „em, girlie.” Sephire grunted, and then she charged forwards as Zerrex
winced a bit as Justice only smiled… and then a moment later, the powerful female was flying
backwards with a look of dumb shock before she crashed into the wall with a squeak, slowly
sliding down it to land on her ass with a grunt, looking stupidly at Justice as the female stood
with an arm extended and a wide grin on her face.
“Want to try that again?” she mocked, and Sephire‟s red eye glowed brighter as her blue
iris sharpened, gritting her teeth as she shoved her way up to her feet and barreled forwards
before slamming a fist out, but Justice blocked this easily with her forearm as her eyes slid
closed, her smile calm but ruthless as she slammed her elbow down without looking as Sephire
swung up a knee, the female cursing and staggering backwards as the bone drove hard into her
leg, making her grunt before she looked up in shock as Justice drove both her hands forwards
and slammed them into her stomach, knocking her flying across the room again as Zerrex gaped.
She crashed off the wall and fell on her front, shaking her head stupidly and coughing
once before she grunted and forced herself up to her feet with a mumble, and Justice only
grinned widely as she beckoned, a faint ripple of energy travelling over her lithe body as she said
easily: “Don‟t be a sore loser now, dear, we haven‟t even placed any bets on this fight.”
“Then maybe we should.” Sephire grumbled, standing up and gritting her teeth before she
nodded and flexed her arms slowly. “What the hell do you want to bet, though? Money, sex,
shiny toys?”
Justice rubbed the underside of her muzzle thoughtfully as she glanced over at Zerrex,
who shrugged awkwardly, and Anathema Sin smiled and nodded as Daria watched with
fascination, and then Justice glanced back towards Sephire, saying mildly: “I‟ll be your servant
for a week, how about that?”
Sephire snorted at this, crossing her arms and saying grouchily: “That‟s childish.” She
paused, then grinned widely. “So I kind of like it. But that means I get to do anything, anything, I
want to you, and you gotta listen to all my orders, understood? Even if I say you gotta crawl
around in public and give yourself up to an army of males, you gotta listen.”
“And I‟ll even thank you for the privilege.” Justice replied easily, and Sephire clapped
her hands and grinned cheerfully as the Naganatine rubbed the underside of her muzzle
thoughtfully. “But I don‟t want anything from you. Nothing you can give me is of value to me…
but on the other hand, you want to serve my Master but you have no excuse to, you don‟t feel
worthy to offer yourself to him, and you know there will be severe repercussions on you both if
you do. If you lose with dignity after putting up a good, strong fight, though… what you can give

me is promising yourself to him as a Disciple. As an Iuratus. As a slave. And so no one can say
boo about it… let‟s make an oath in blood.”
She held her forearm out, and her blind eyes glowed for a moment before energy sparked
violently and a long slash appeared down her forearm, blood spurting from this and then ebbing
out of the wound as it glowed strangely… and Sephire hesitated only a moment, looking at
Zerrex as a strange expression came over her face before she flicked her hand out, a metal knife
forming in it in a moment before she slashed her own arm. And Zerrex watched, gaping, as the
two females approached, wanting to say something, yet Daria and Anathema Sin on either side
of him squeezing into his arms, telling him silently it was okay, they had made their own
decisions, and he could feel their emotions so clearly, so serious, so ready, so willing… and then
they grasped each other‟s arms, wounds pressed together, blood spilling into each other‟s bodies
as energy surged for a moment over their forearms and they both winced.
Then it died down, as Justice said calmly: “I hereby vow to serve Lady Sephire Atrox for
a week should I be defeated in combat by her, to do any and all things she wishes, and to thank
her generously for the experience.”
“And should I be defeated, I hereby vow to become Disciple to Zerrex Narrius, but only
if I put up a fair and eager fight, and take my defeat with pride and dignity.” Sephire replied
seriously, her blue eye almost glowing as the glass gleamed red in her other socket. “This do I
swear, this do I promise, with my heritage as a goddess on the line.”
Then the two parted as their wounds healed, energy sparking faintly over them both…
and Zerrex swallowed a bit: a blood vow made between supernatural beings was a serious,
serious thing, something never done lightly, as anything from the lowest demon to the highest
god would be compelled to follow through with their promise until it was done… and if the vow
was tampered with or broken, the suffering of the offending party would be immense.
They looked towards Zerrex… then both looked towards each other, tall Naganatine
female spreading her arms and Sephire readying herself again before Justice said kindly: “Try
harder next time.”
Sephire‟s eyes widened, and then Justice stepped forwards and slammed a hand into the
underside of her muzzle so fast Zerrex could barely register it, smashing the female‟s head back
and sending her flying upwards to crash into the ceiling with a cry of pain before she began to
fall, and Justice leaned to the side as she threw a kick almost straight up, showing a shocking
flexibility as her unguligrade legs became almost perfectly parallel to each other as her clawed
foot smashed into Sephire‟s stomach and sent her crashing against the ceiling again. She began
to fall, and Justice stomped her foot down and half turned, her body glinting with energy as her
other foot lashed up, lightning-fast, and slammed into Sephire with enough force to send her
flying across the room to crash upside-down into the wall, the female‟s limbs snapping out as the
heavy stone cracked from the force of her impact before she peeled off the surface and fell on her
face.
Justice stood with leg extended, her eyes closed and a smile on her face as energy
travelled over her body, and Zerrex could only gape in shock before Sephire laughed and slowly
got up with a wide grin on her face, the Naganatine looking curious and impressed as the
goddess turned around and slowly wiped blood from her mouth, coughing a few times as her
body twitched, visibly bruised and bloodied… but slowly, the damage healed itself as she said
mildly: “Now that is some fancy shit you got goin‟ on there, babe.”

“I can see your energy, I can read your emotions, I can hear the flex of your muscles and
the beat of your heart and the tenseness in your breathing…” Justice closed her blind eyes,
smiling wider. “Yes, you‟re a good challenge, aren‟t you? I might have to actually start trying.”
“Sister has always been a talented warrior… Justice always enjoyed playing with the
others, picking on Warden, sparring with Argalox…” Anathema Sin shook her head a bit,
looking quietly entertained, the Sin side of her personality visibly at the surface as the golden
flames in her metallic socket burned in fascination. “And she is similar to you, in more than one
respect… her ability to interact with energy allows her to accelerate her own particles, making
her move faster, strike harder… and enhance her own body by absorbing more energy from the
atmosphere when she wishes.”
“Thanks, give away all my abilities.” Justice said drolly, looking over at Zerrex… and
Sephire charged before leaping up to slam a kick towards her head, and without even looking,
Justice caught her foot, then twisted firmly, sending the female spinning violently through the air
before she crashed into the mats below with a thump, and Sephire looked stupidly up before
squawking in a very Cherry-like manner when Justice kicked her firmly in the base of the tail – a
particularly sensitive point for most Drakkaren, as Zerrex winced visibly. “Don‟t cheat.”
“How the balls is that cheating when you can see and predict all my goddamn attacks?”
Sephire asked flatly, hopping to her feet before she spun around and growled as she threw hard
punches at Justice, but the female deflected her fists easily with her palms, and Zerrex watched
curiously as the Naganatine visibly changed fighting styles, using a technique the reptile hadn‟t
seen before to guide the female‟s blows harmlessly away as Sephire cursed under her breath
before she suddenly spun and threw a back heel at the female‟s ankles, but Justice only stepped
easily backwards and avoided the blow, before she tilted her palm only slightly when Sephire
threw a straight jab… and her wrist bent awkwardly with a loud crack, the female cursing before
she snarled and stepped forwards despite the visible damage, slamming her elbow into the side of
Justice‟s face.
Justice barely flinched, only grinning widely… and Sephire stared stupidly in shock as
the Naganatine grasped her own hips, the goddess uselessly smacking her elbow several times
against the female‟s muzzle before she cleared her throat and carefully reached up as her wrist
healed, patting her cheek gently. “You‟re. You‟re very pretty?”
Justice replied by slamming her head forwards into Sephire‟s face, and the female cursed
in pain as she fell back on her ass before Justice slammed a foot into her throat and pinned her,
Sephire wheezing loudly as she stared in shock and rasped: “No fair! You‟re like… made of
metal or something!”
The Naganatine only shook her head, however, then sighed and gestured to Anathema
Sin as she rose a finger, brightening and then happily explaining: “Sister‟s body is composed of
extremely-condensed energy. It makes her very, very solid… but at the same time, particularlyvulnerable to magic. However, she makes up for this with her ability to see energy and interpret
what attacks are coming towards her ahead of time.”
Then her head snapped to the side, and Anathema‟s voice said dryly: “Fuck, Sin, you
make everything boring. What my sister is trying to say is that she‟s got a thick outer shell,
similar to Jupiter. Unlike Jupiter, however, blades and stuff will still cut her. They won‟t dig very
far unless they‟re backed by a lot of strength… but they can pierce her. Battering damage, on the
other hand…”

“Oh fuck that shit then.” Sephire muttered, and she slammed her fists together before
grinning as metallic gauntlets appeared over her hands, her knuckles tipped with short, conical
spikes. “How about this, then?”
“Fair enough.” Justice winked, and then she suddenly took the offensive, running
forwards as Sephire growled before shoving both hands out, but the female leapt to the side
before she ran past Sephire and jumped towards the wall, shoving her palms against it and using
it as an axis to swing her legs up, smashing them across Sephire‟s face and knocking her
staggering with a curse before Justice brought her legs back, then shoved herself firmly off the
wall as she kicked out at the same time, Sephire barely bringing her forearms up in time and
letting out a grunt of pain as she was sent crashing onto her back, her arms snapping out to her
sides, one broken and the other bruised almost black.
She glared up at Justice as she rolled backwards, then launched herself forwards, but
Justice only slapped the straight jab Sephire threw out of the way, making her stumble before the
Naganatine slammed her elbow down into the nape of her neck, the female gagging as she fell
forwards against the other female, and Justice almost smiled… then her eyes widened in alarm a
moment before Sephire drove both fists hard up into her stomach despite the agony it obviously
caused her with her pained forearms, tearing the shirt and digging into the female‟s scales with
the short, conical spikes, and it knocked the Naganatine away as Sephire staggered backwards
with a wheeze before Justice reached out and seized her by the fins, yanking her back towards
the wall and then slamming her face-first into the surface of it, Sephire groaning dazedly as she
stumbled backwards before the Naganatine slammed a knee into the female‟s stomach, and she
curled up slightly as she hugged herself, wheezing: “Bitch.”
Justice snorted at her, then smacked her under the muzzle almost gently, using just
enough force to knock Sephire crashing onto her back before Zerrex winced, and Justice looked
over at him sharply, then smiled awkwardly as she stepped on Sephire and pinned her, saying
quietly: “Don‟t worry, Zerrex. I‟m only using the force necessary.”
“This. This is humiliating.” Sephire mumbled, laying sprawled on the ground as she bled
from the nose and mouth, and then she shook her head weakly, groaning in pain. “Some superwarrior I‟m proving to be, shit.”
“I‟m only winning because we‟re only fighting in hand-to-hand. My body means I can‟t
use magic very well… Sin and Mephistopheles were always the best at magic.” Justice smiled
over to the fused Naganatine, who gazed back at her adoringly. “Besides, Lady Sephire. You
fight with a sword. I‟ve only ever trained in using my hands for physical combat… and I can see
your emotions, hear your movements, watch your energy fluctuate the moment you begin to do
anything. It‟s fascinating… and gives me that extra edge.”
She paused, then gently grasped the shirt and lifted it, looking down at several small
holes scoured in her stomach scales, only one deep enough for a bit of a dribble of blood to leak
from it, however. “Besides, you hurt me, see! And my body regenerates slowly, so that‟ll take at
least a few hours to heal.”
Sephire still only grumbled a bit on the ground, but then she nodded and wheezed, sitting
up a bit and smiling faintly up at her. “I guess I can‟t say I‟m exactly dissatisfied though. Fuck,
you hit me so hard I‟m only hoping my memories are intact and this isn‟t all some messed-up
dream.” She rubbed at her face, then gazed over at Zerrex as he stood and approached them,
Daria and Anathema Sin both watching warmly from beside the throne.

He looked at Justice, who stepped back with a smile and bowed to him, and then down to
Sephire, reaching down to take her hand quietly… and she blushed a bit as he said softly: “A
goddess doesn‟t usually become a Disciple, you know.”
“Well, fuck that. Everybody else seems to be into doing it… and besides, I never had
Disciples at all. I might as well be one if I can‟t get „em.” Sephire smiled a little, then she
allowed herself only to be pulled up to a kneel, before she took his wrists quietly and pulled his
hands forwards to cup her face, saying softly: “You understand me. Lord… once understood me,
but he stopped being able to after what I volunteered for… and what they did to me, the Council.
He can‟t understand the darkness… not the way you can. Not the way you do. And the darkness
inside me… it‟s always been there, it‟s always been hidden, and goddammit… I don‟t have to
hide it from you, and I love that. I spend time with you… and every moment I spend lets me
know why my son cares for you so much. Why you‟ve so quickly gathered the following you
have. And I admire you for being able to tame yourself, and what‟s been done to you…”
She silently grasped his waist, then leaned her head forwards, kissing his abdominals
before pressing her face against his chiseled stomach quietly, whispering: “I don‟t care about the
consequences anymore. I feel a kinship for you, and I know you‟ll never demand anything for
me that I couldn‟t handle giving away. Your other Disciples are blessed to have you… make me
one too. Please.”
She looked up at him silently, tears leaking from her sapphire eye… and Zerrex slowly
brushed these away before he knelt in front of her, kissing her forehead softly before he grasped
into her shoulders, looking into the blue and red of her eyes, seeing her pained soul… and then
he said softly: “Then be my Disciple, my guardian, my protector, Sephire. Nature Goddess
Sephire… seal your pact with me.”
They gazed at each other… and then Sephire seized him by the back of the head and
pulled him into a firm kiss, their mouths working together hungrily, tongues twisting before
Sephire bit her teeth down, and Zerrex grunted as he felt her drawing blood from both their
tongues, which swirled through their jaws… and then Sephire howled as she tore herself
backwards, falling on her back as steam rose up from her metallic parts and she clutched at
herself, dark bolts of electricity shocking over her body as Zerrex stared at her with shock… and
then metallic wings ripped out of her back, warping the plates that had been covering her
shoulderblades as black electricity ripped up and down over them before they solidified, metal
and made long, rectangular plates that took on the shape of serrated feathers around the edges of
the wide metal appendages, as they snapped and lashed back and forth.
The female howled again in pain, her scales darkening slightly before she gasped quietly
as the wings extended fully from her back, each at least seven feet long and almost as tall,
powerful and magnificent, radiant silver despite the dark lightning that travelled over them… and
her body increased slightly in height as her musculature bulged and expanded, scales growing
into place over the steel that made up her body, the texture of the metal becoming darker and
reflective… and then she growled and grabbed at her neck, head snapping back before black
energy exploded around her throat in a collar, then became solid. An eerie band of black metal
locked around her throat, with a circular clasp inset with a lapis lazuli stone… and then Sephire
groaned as she fell forwards, catching herself on her hands and then looking stupidly down at
herself, most of her scars faded, several gone entirely, even though the ones on her face were still
clear as day… and she looked up at him silently as he gazed back.
Her wings flapped once, making a strange clanking… and then they clicked loudly as
they began to collapse rapidly upon themselves, metal plates smoothly sliding upwards and

downwards until they shrank down into two large fins that extended from her back, Sephire
looking over her shoulder at these for a moment with a faint laugh before she looked back
towards Zerrex, and he smiled a bit as he touched her face silently, and she smiled up at him for
a moment before grunting as she stood up, flexing her powerful body: her waist was still narrow,
but her arms and legs were both powerful, and the musculature of her form stood out in all the
clearer definition as she murmured: “Holy shit.”
“I‟ll say.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing at his forehead a bit… and then Sephire snorted in
amusement and grinned widely as the Drakkaren carefully pushed up to his feet, asking quietly:
“How do you feel, Sephire?”
The goddess looked down at her hands for a few moments, then she rubbed over her
chiseled stomach, quietly drawing her fingers over scaled abdominals instead of metal… and
then she smiled a little bit as she gazed up at him, saying quietly: “I feel just fucking fantastic,
Zerrex. Look at me… I mean… shit, just look at me! But… wait…”
She looked down thoughtfully, then touched the scales over her stomach before grinning
slightly as they peeled back, her metal abdominals surfacing… and then clacking quietly as they
pulled apart to reveal her insides and complex circuitry, the eerie glow of supernatural energies
radiating out of the opening in her stomach as Zerrex stared down at her revealed gut, and she
snorted in amusement. “Good, fuck. My circuit-work can still be accessed… I was worried there
for a second. Fuck, Zerrex, you thought of just goddamn everything.”
“I only made you a Disciple, you did everything else yourself.” Zerrex said lamely, and
then he grunted when Justice punched his right shoulder, wincing and rubbing at it slowly,
surprised at the dull throb that went through it. “Ow. Hey. No one‟s supposed to be able to hit
that and actually hurt me.”
Justice only snorted in amusement, however, then she gestured to Anathema Sin, who
blushed at being called on again before she mumbled: “Actually, it‟s… a combination of both.
The desires of both Sephire and Zerrex, their primal, untapped wants… combined with the
knowledge of what Zerrex, as a fertility god, needs.” She stopped, visibly Sin as Anathema
silently withdrew, before looking up and saying thoughtfully: “Perhaps that is why Epiphany was
acting so strangely… because she was born of Negative, and was technically formed as a
Disciple to your Inverted state, not your natural self…”
Zerrex rubbed awkwardly at his face as Justice looked at him curiously, drawing her eyes
up and down his body… and then she snapped her fingers as Sephire poked curiously at herself
as her stomach sealed closed, apparently no longer interested in the conversation as Justice said
in an entertained voice: “Now the pieces begin to fall into place! I understand now… that is why
there‟s a strangeness about your energy, why there seems to be a dormant, darker soul inside of
you… you Inverted! And yet here you stand, miraculous!”
“Sister is very touchy about this subject, and Lord Zerrex isn‟t too fond of it himself…”
Anathema Sin began hesitantly, and then she winced when Justice glowered at her and put her
hands on her hips.
“And who is the Deacon here?” she asked sharply, and Zerrex was admittedly
dumbfounded with Anathema Sin lowered her head respectfully. He looked at Justice stupidly
for a moment, and she turned her attention to him, frowning a bit as her blind eyes roved up and
down his body before her face cleared. “Oh, you know the Naganatine were ranked, but you
don‟t know our ranks at all, I see. Or rather, the ranks we held before the Betrayal… well, to cut
it short, I was Senior Deacon. My charge was to protect Naganis and his Creations, and police
the Naganatine and settle disputes. I beat up Amiglion a lot.”

“Yes, because you were a bitch.” the Anathema side of Anathema Sin muttered, and then
her hands slapped over her muzzle, trying to hold it shut even as Justice sighed and spread her
arms, before her fingers pried themselves free and she added flatly: “You should have beat
Warden up more. He‟s turned into a real fucking asshole.”
Then her hands slapped back over her mouth as she turned scarlet, but Justice only
nodded moodily. “Pathetic, seeing him acting like Job‟s lapdog… he used to be the Storyteller.
Not a very exalted role, but being a Bard had its perks. He could sing wonderfully… but it seems
he‟s given that up to take up the sword and pretend he‟s a hero like in the fables.” She closed her
eyes, murmuring softly: “Poor, poor fool. The life of the sword is not a life you choose.”
She was quiet and meditative for a few moments, and then everyone looked at Sephire as
she giggled stupidly and reached over her shoulder to grab one of the fins sticking out of her
back as her metal wing partially unfolded, then retracted, unfolded, then retracted. “Hey, I think
I‟m getting the hang of this! Fucking kickass, I love flying!”
Zerrex slapped his forehead, and then he blinked stupidly as Justice walked over to
Sephire and grabbed her, firmly turning her towards Zerrex and making the goddess blink before
Justice ordered: “Say your vows to him. Seal yourself as not just a Disciple, but a servant. An…
Iuratus, is the term?”
“Sephire, you-” Zerrex began, and then Justice turned and punched him in the stomach,
and all the air wheezed out of the reptile‟s lungs as he fell slowly forwards, but the Naganatine
caught him and straightened him even as the reptile gasped for breath and clutched at his gut,
stars dancing in front of his vision.
Sephire and Daria both stared at Justice as Anathema Sin only sighed and touched her
forehead, and when the Naganatine shot Sephire a look, she winced a little and held her hands
up, saying flatly: “Point made babe. Point made. Okay, fuck, gimme a second, I haven‟t done
this since I married that butt-nut Lord.” She stopped, closed her eyes… and then she began to
speak again, except Zerrex looked up in dumb surprise as the goddess began to talk not in
demonic or Enochian… but instead in another language entirely that he knew no name for, that
he knew none of the words of… and yet the beauty of it, her tone, the way the words flowed, told
him exactly what she was saying nonetheless.
She spoke gently, looking suddenly soft and quiet as she laced her fingers in front of her
huge breasts, even the brightness of her eyes fading: not in a bad way, but as if the hidden anger,
the hidden sorrows, the overbearing glee, had all been removed, leaving only calm serenity in its
place… and a strange, deep, incomparable joy. She spoke, and his mind translated the
unknowable words without needing to think, not knowing how he knew but only knowing he
was right as she said: “I am Sephire of Endless Sunsets, I am a Goddess of Nature in all her
Glory, I am an agent of renewal and of rebirth, I am a protector and life-giver, and yet I am
tainted, my purpose redirected, my designs that of the sword instead of the shield.
“And yet I am loved. And yet I have been accepted into a new flock, made part of a new
family. I have sworn myself to this cause, to this service, I aspire only to be the guardian and
protector, ever-lasting and ever-loving servant to Zerrex Narrius, God of Energy, God of
Fertility, and to obey his whims and commands. May I feel what he feels; may my promises to
him never go unfulfilled; may his blood flow in my veins, so I may feel his pains and his
pleasures, his sorrows and his joys. I shall bow my head to him, and to his wishes. I shall live to
serve: I shall die to serve. I shall take my collar off, my symbol and my pride, only when my
honor is lost: I shall forever bear his name upon my soul, this I do pledge, in service, and in love.
This, Goddess Sephire, does vow.”

Energy sparked over both her body and Zerrex‟s, the Drakkaren gritting his teeth and
arching his back slightly… and then Sephire dropped to a kneel in front of him, eyes closed and
head bowed, as Justice said softly: “And thus, it is complete. She is a true Disciple: she is sworn
and linked to you, in body and mind.”
“I feel winded.” Sephire mumbled, and then she slowly climbed to her feet, glancing
quietly down at her right hand and murmuring: “Lord‟s gonna be a little upset about that. I made
a vow to you. Even when I had husbands before… Lord‟s the only other one I ever made a vow
to. But goddammit, I connect with you… and I connect with you better than I connect with him,
much as I hate to say it. The heart wants… what the heart wants though, right?”
She smiled a little at him, and Zerrex nodded hesitantly before he stared as Justice
grabbed Sephire and pulled her over towards the throne, the goddess wincing but letting herself
be pulled along before she was shoved towards Daria and Anathema Sin, who both looked
dumbly at the Naganatine before Justice ordered: “Now you three, get the hell out of here. I have
other work that has to be done and I‟m a little shy. So get lost.”
“You can‟t just kick us out!” Daria said in shock, and then she winced when Justice
raised a fist and growled, her white eyes making her glare all the more baleful. “Okay, okay, I…
Boss, you gonna be okay?”
“I‟ll be fine, as long as she doesn‟t hit me again.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing slowly at the
faint bruising over his stomach, and Daria, Sephire, and Anathema Sin all gazed at him fondly
before the reptile said mildly: “Go… go get Cherry, if no one has already, and remind her to be
nice for dinner. Daria, I… know you don‟t like to, but…”
“I‟ll change into something a little better than this.” Daria nodded and blushed a bit, then
she grasped Anathema Sin‟s arm gently. The fused Naganatine looked at her with a smile, then
she glanced over at Sephire before rolling her eyes and firmly seizing her arm, the goddess
looking dumb for a moment… and then the three of them simply vanished, leaving Zerrex alone
with Justice as the female turned around and regarded him for a few moments… then smiled
softly at him.
“Come, sit in your throne. I have a question for you.” Justice said softly, and Zerrex
looked at her for a few moments before nodding a bit as the female gestured quietly towards the
huge, heavy stone seat, the Drakkaren slowly heading over to it and sitting down. Justice
approached and stood in front of him for a few moments as the reptile sat, his cape flowing back
around him, curling itself up against his back so he wasn‟t sitting on it… and then she reached
her hands out and silently touched his knees, seeming to gaze into his eyes with her own blind
irises as she asked gently: “If you know you‟re so powerful… and you have such intense
desires… why is it that you contain them?”
Zerrex smiled a little at her, then he reached out and took her face gently into his hands,
saying softly: “I can‟t hide anything from you, can I?”
Justice shook her head with a smile that clearly told him „not a thing,‟ and he laughed a
bit before stroking silently over her face, sliding his hands up to her two proud, tall horns, and
then he said quietly: “Because I can‟t always give in to my primal urges. I can laugh, I can cry, I
can fight, I can tantrum, and I can make a complete jackass of myself… but I can‟t give in to all
my real urges, to all my deep urges. Some things have to be repressed, or saved for here.”
“Yet even here, you don‟t. But that‟s why I‟m here now. To help you with that.” Justice
reached up and stroked his face quietly, looking into his eyes with a soft, entertained smile as she
half-stood and slipped forwards. Her hand slipped downwards, stroking through his mala, and

she closed her eyes as she murmured softly: “Incredible. Blissful energy… calming tension. You
repress your Inversion, don‟t you?”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, and she stood up in front of him as she studied him
slowly, then she said softly: “You already like my company, and you wonder why I give myself
to you at the same time. Yet you saved me. You are the one who inherited Naganis‟s energies,
through obviously an act that He, God Himself, willed… and I can read your emotions and the
stories inside your energy signature, letting me see you, understand you, faster and better than
people will after spending decades with you. It is why I was the Deacon, the Rule-Maker. I can
see into people… and I can enforce my rulings.” She held up a hand, clenching it into a fist
before smiling slightly at him, her eyes roving over him slowly. “You think you love too easily.
You think you gather or force people into subservience, with manipulation or power. You think
too low of yourself, and in a way, too low of us, who do not love you because we are female and
you are a potent, powerful male, who do not care for you out of hand, who do not sit slavishly at
your feet because it is in our nature to serve and be slaves. For a male who believes very strongly
in female rights and strength, you also seem to believe in a lot of stereotypes.”
Zerrex mumbled awkwardly, looking away, before he stared as Justice leaned forwards
suddenly and seized his shoulders, her eyes roving over him as her smile became teasing, her
voice sultry as she murmured: “And you‟re very aware… that we females like sex, aren‟t you? I
have pledged myself as your Disciple… I can very easily take the heaviest pummeling you can
give me…” She stroked a finger under his muzzle slowly, her blind eyes looking into his. “And I
have been frozen in stone for longer than Sin spent in punishment. To touch and to be touched is
splendid: but now I lust for something a little different.”
She slowly stroked down his chest, and Zerrex opened his mouth to argue, before
wincing as she shoved a finger against his lips. “Yes, I know, you mentioned your dinner
engagement already, and I was there when you first made plans with Cindy‟s mother. But we
have a few hours before then, do we not? And all I want is something quick… something to
help… get to know you better…”
She winked as she leaned back, then easily pulled off her loose shirt and tossed it aside
before pushing her pants down and kicking them off as Zerrex stared at her, the female standing
naked before him as she grasped her own breasts and rolled the fair-sized swells teasingly in her
hands, her naked scales lustrous and smooth and features beautiful as the swallowed thickly and
looked at her dumbly… and then she half-lidded her eyes, saying quietly: “Lust is only a sin
when it rules your life, Zerrex Narrius. Refusing to give in to lust and pleasure will only leave
you all the more scarred. Now take off your pants before I do it myself.”
Zerrex snorted at this as Justice winked at him, and then he reached up and carefully
undid the clasp holding the cape around his neck, gently draping it over the back of the throne…
and then he reached down, pulling off his shirt and making his mala jingle quietly around his
neck as he gazed at her warmly, and she gazed back with deep, excited longing on her face as her
blind eyes blinked slowly. He rubbed at his bare chest self-consciously before he realized
stupidly that she couldn‟t see him, anyway… and then he smiled when she reached out and
stroked a hand down his broad chest, murmuring softly: “No. If you could see the way I do…
you‟d know that I can see every scar on your body, outlined against the flow of your energy…
and honestly, you‟re attractive in part because of them. Because of the stories they tell. Because I
know that you have suffered and lived through much… and it has made you a stronger person for
it.”

He glanced down awkwardly… then he finally grasped the fly of his pants and opened
this, pushing down his boxers and lower clothing as he wiggled his feet out of his combat boots,
tossing all this aside into a pile… and then he looked up in surprise as the female‟s hands
reached down and slid along his flaccid shaft, her blind eyes closing as an expression of surprise
spread over her face, muttering: “Now this… this is not what I expected…”
Slowly, she worked the heavy flesh of his huge member in her hands, breathing quietly as
she whispered: “God in Heaven… how do you attach this much meat to a person in the first
place? Oh believe me, I‟m far from complaining…” She half-lidded her eyes, stroking the shaft
slowly, blushing a bit as she lowered her head to the thick but still far-from erect tip and lapped
slowly at the head of his member, and Zerrex grunted in surprise and pleasure as her hands
worked gently along the meat of his penis, feeling it flexing in her grip as it began to steadily
grow erect. “Now… now I‟m only anxious to see it at full mast… and then to fit it inside me, oh
yes, to squeeze every inch of you into my body… you are a creature of pleasure and fertility,
after all. Your virility should be and rightly so is astounding… and while Naganis was always
shy… I‟m immensely enjoying the fact that you are far easier to bed…”
She grinned slightly as she stroked along his member, working it slowly in her grips, her
fingers squeezing and massaging along the obsidian length… and Zerrex grunted quietly as he
sat back in his throne, letting his eyes slide closed as he almost melted in her grip, breathing
quietly in pleasure at the strength and the skill her hands worked along his huge member with,
the male gripping lightly into the arms of his heavy stone throne as the female gazed up at him
hungrily, his shaft bulging, becoming larger, thicker, until it finally stood, a steely thirty-two
inches, several drops of his pre already leaking from the girthy, rounded head and sliding down
the long flesh of his shaft, and her hands gripped almost reverently against the shaft, stroking it
slowly as she said hungrily: “Enough foreplay. To me, looking at you is foreplay: feeling your
distinct, fertile energies is enough to get me aroused. Being in your presence, feeling your
strength, and now touching this immense shaft… yes. Enough games.”
She stood up, and when Zerrex half-sat forwards, she immediately shoved him back
against the throne, grinning widely and pinning him by the shoulders as she leaned forwards,
saying hungrily: “No, you sit right there, and enjoy… and just let me take care of the rest…”
Carefully, she stepped one foot up onto the wide seat of the throne, her toeclaws flexing
before she brought her other leg up, standing with her legs spread, the almost three feet of thick
black shaft between her legs as she squatted and slipped gradually down onto her knees, until the
head of the enormous shaft was pressing up against the lips of her sex… and then she slowly
revolved her hips, flushing quietly, and he could feel the heat emanating off her sex, pulsing
quietly as she ground downwards lightly, just enough for her labia to slowly rub against the thick
black head of his heavy shaft as she whispered: “Yes… oh… yes…”
She reached up, silently lacing her fingers through his white hair as she closed her blind
eyes, heat pulsing off her body as she lowered her trembling, surprisingly-hot lips… and slowly,
deliciously, she began to sink herself downwards against his throbbing, girthy cock. She let out a
short, almost-barking cry immediately, and Zerrex grasped into her hips tightly, gazing at her
with surprise as her lips spread slowly, only a few inches of his thick head pushing up into her,
but making him arch his back and grunt with how tightly she was already clenching against him,
as some of her fluids leaked slowly along his huge member… and then she gyrated her hips as
she forced down further, stretching slowly, gradually around him as she let out another soft cry,
panting softly, her breasts heaving with each breath already as she shivered in bliss. “G-God…”

He gazed up at her with hunger and delight and amazement as she forced herself down a
bit further, grunting quietly as she stroked through his scalp, her teeth gritting and face
contorting as she forced herself downwards, one of her feet lifting off the ground as she rocked
her hips hard, her body and gravity forcing her further down the enormous length of the male‟s
penis… and she shivered in delight, breathing hard, her passage slowly spreading around the
Drakkaren‟s shaft even as he felt almost as if he were thrusting into something solid and yet
stretchy, as Justice cried out again, eyes clenched shut as he gazed up at her and held tightly into
her sides, not knowing if he should support her or force her down further… and then she cried:
“Please! Please! Deeper!”
She threw her head back with a moan… and it turned into a delighted cry as Zerrex
thrusted upwards and pulled down gently, experimentally on her. Her blind eyes snapped open,
bulging in their sockets as she threw her head back and arched her back, not at all shy about
shrieking her delight to the ceiling as her hands clenched against his scalp, and she rocked her
hips hard as her sex squeezed tightly around the lizard‟s huge member, her juices leaking down
in a hot, burning waterfall around the obsidian girth buried inside of her.
The lizard groaned in pleasure himself, feeling ecstasy radiating off her, her body almost
sparking with her delight and only exciting his own lusts all the more as he gripped tighter into
her hips, feeling her bucking down against him as she clenched around him, moaning and
shivering… and then she screamed again in pleasure when Zerrex roared and yanked hard down
on her, gritting his teeth as his biceps bulged explosively, his chest flexing as she slowly but
steadily was dragged down the length of his shaft, her hips rocking madly as she convulsed and
hugged his head tightly forwards, howling in delight.
It took another hard yank, the Drakkaren growling and grunting, surprised at how hard it
was to sink into her as her body flexed and bulged with the size of the girth being buried up into
her as she screamed again in delight, voicing her pleasure to the world as her hips bucked hard,
hard, hard down against him… and then finally, she was hilted, and she cried out in bliss and
victory, arching her back… and Zerrex‟s eyes bulged as his claws sank into her scales, digging
thin gashes as he snapped back against the chair at the feeling of her stretched passage clenching
so tight around his member it was almost painful, before it began to rhythmically squeeze against
him as her juices exploded down in a torrent, washing over his thick black cock and jetting out
between the stretched lips of her sex as she curled herself forwards against him, the tall female
gasping as her hands slipped down to grip into his shoulders, her blind eyes clenched shut as she
gyrated her hips and ground herself eagerly down against him as she shivered in delight from the
power of her orgasm, moaning loudly and shuddering hard, her features scarlet as he felt both her
embarrassment at releasing so quickly as well as her delight.
He wrapped his arms around her waist, pulling her close and nuzzling into the side of her
neck, and she almost whimpered with need as she pushed herself tightly against him… then
slowly, as her orgasm began to die down, her fluids still rushing and dripping down his shaft,
forming a puddle between his legs as her sweet nectar spilled along their legs and over his
enormous testicles, the Drakkaren began to rock his hips slowly, thrusting gently up into her as
she moved herself back in time, panting weakly and moaning loudly as they moved hungrily
together. She was incredibly, painfully tight around his shaft, and it was hard to thrust into her…
but the challenge only made Zerrex grunt and work all the harder up into her, his eyes closed and
pleasure boiling through his body as his strong musculature flexed forwards against her lithe
frame, clutching her around the waist against his body as he breathed hard and pistoned up into
her body again, again, again.

She bounced up and down his length, his shaft retreating, then penetrating to the hilt
again, grinding against her clutching walls as she gasped and moaned and cried out in delight,
her body jittering lightly with every deep thrust as she rocked her hips back against him,
straddling him with ease, shivering in delight… and Zerrex breathed hard as he pumped upwards
into her. It wasn‟t just sex, and yet it wasn‟t quite lovemaking… but it was both, as they pleased
their primal desires and yet at the same time, she clung to him so tightly, grasping against him,
radiating a thousand emotions that were all focused on him as she voiced her pleasure and lust
with such powerful fervor, her sounds music to his hears.
He began to thrust faster into her, even as her passage clenched harder, but the pain of the
pleasure only made his lusts all the greater, the very challenge her immensely-tough body
presented only delighted him all the further as he pounded his girthy cock hard upwards into her,
making her body shudder and work fiercely back against him, every breath a moan, every cry a
scream. She matched him movement-for-movement, her blind eyes rolling in her head as she
brought a hand up and stroked over his face, then dropped her head forwards, pressing foreheadto-forehead, feeling each other‟s breath as their muzzles rested side-by-side and rubbed together
as the huge shaft buried inside of her ground wonderfully against the tight, clenching walls of her
burning-hot, slick passage.
He revolved his hips, grinding against the walls of her passage, making her shriek beside
him as she clutched against him and instinctively ground herself in the opposite direction, a flush
of deep ecstasy suffusing her features as her body flexed and she ground forwards against him,
breathing hotly and then nuzzling against his neck as she whispered: “Oh God, you‟re so
strong…”
Zerrex growled at this in pleasure, grinning slightly as he began to thrust harder upwards
into her gripping sex, making her moan in delight as she rocked her hips eagerly back against his
fierce upwards thrusts, the reptile saying hungrily through his own hard breaths: “You haven‟t
even felt my real strength yet…”
“Oh God, but I want to, I want to, I want to…” she groaned out, clutching against him
and rocking herself eagerly back against his throbbing shaft, clenching so tightly, so painfully, he
could barely feel himself stiffening up as she gasped and cried out, her eyes closing tightly as she
worked her body against him, and he thrusted hungrily upwards into her, passion consuming
them both as his powerful muscles flexed and her lithe frame eagerly bucked down against him,
her hands clutching into his biceps as his own strong fingers dug into her hips.
His shaft stiffened as he slammed upwards into her, making her body jounce with every
savage thrust, making her tilt her head back with cries of bliss as she bucked down against him
and bliss and passion radiated from her in every sense, her breathing hard and heavy as she
pushed her body hungrily forwards against him. The male groaned hungrily in pleasure as she
began to give short, sharp cries again with every movement of the reptile‟s body, not just every
thrust, and he growled hungrily as he clutched tightly into her hips, feeling her rocking firmly
down against him as he thrusted hard upwards into her over again and again and again, every
thrust becoming rougher and harder even as she pushed herself back and threw her head back
with a loud scream, her movements becoming erratic and fierce, bucking roughly down against
him over and over as heat ebbed off her and her passage clenched savagely around his shaft,
grinding against his penis even as his harder-than-steel shaft thrusted up into her, the slickness of
her passage doing little now to aid his thrusts with how fierce the grip of her sex was around him.
He roared in bliss as he felt her second orgasm, as her fluids exploded down his member,
her sweet nectar washing over his shaft, coating him all the more in her juices as they gushed out

the flexing labia of the female as it worked against the base of his cock and kissed wetly into his
groin at the end of every rough thrust up into her, and her blind eyes snapped open, almost
glowing as she screamed again, facing up towards the ceiling as her cries reverberated through
the room and she slammed herself downwards as he pistoned savagely up into her, another roar
of delight tearing free from his jaws as he arched his back as he felt his own orgasm exploding
upwards from deep within, his testicles pulsing and pleasure and erotic hunger bursting through
his system as he slammed viciously up into her again and again and again.
The first thick volley of his seed erupted into her as her juices burst in a waterfall down
his shaft, and her scream rose in pitch and volume as her straddling legs clutched against him as
best she could, grinding herself almost viciously down against him with cries of delight tearing
from her muzzle as her blind eyes rolled in her head, her hands reaching up and sliding over his
face and gripping into his scalp as she shrieked again and rocked her hips hard down against him,
her orgasm increasing in strength as the reptile thrusted rapidly and savagely into her clenching,
impossibly-tight, boiling-hot sex. Again, again, again he thrusted into her, leaning against her as
she ground herself against him, feeling her hips rocking as volley after volley of his seed erupted
into her in an endless torrent, the sheer power it took to thrust into her, the sheer strength of their
passion increasing the pleasure ten, a hundred, a thousand-fold for him as she screamed again to
the ceiling above.
Seed burst out between her lips as he thrusted into her, again, again, again, the reptile
growling hungrily, his muscles bulging, his body emanating power as hers sparked with passion,
the two grinding together hungrily, savagely, before she screamed, then yanked his head upwards
into a kiss that he greedily met, their jaws working together as her hips bucked and convulsed
and rocked fiercely, releasing her nectar as his seed exploded into her again, again, again, again,
flooding her with his hot load, their mouths working together in an endless kiss as their muzzles
almost bit at one another with the ferocity of their meeting, the male growling, the female
gasping, their breath travelling through one another‟s jaws as his arms wrapped around her body,
squeezing her against him, her breasts grinding into him as she bent over him… until finally,
their mouths parted after what seemed an eternity that was still too short, both panting roughly as
their orgasms finally slowed, the female shivering and riding out the last small bit as her passage
gripped tightly into his massive cock and she moaned low in her throat, staring down at him with
her blind eyes as she stroked a hand slowly over her face, and she whispered: “Z-Zerrex… oh…
so… so good… so loud…”
She closed her eyes, breathing slowly through her jaws before a dreamy smile spread
over her face, and she slowly leaned backwards, making the Drakkaren grunt as her passage
clenched around his shaft and bent slightly with how far she arched her back, her straddling legs
clutching against him… and then she leaned back forwards, her eyes half-lidded as she took his
face in her hands and her expression went from serene and delighted to lustful and devious, as
she murmured teasingly: “But we‟re not done yet…”
“Dinner?” Zerrex managed, then he groaned as she gyrated her hips, gritting his teeth as
his huge shaft flexed inside of her, his hands clutching against her sides before she neatly slid her
arms down and shoved his hands off her, then she grabbed his wrists and firmly guided them to
the arms of the throne, as he stared at her dumbly. “What are you doing?”
“Something most males dream of every day.” she purred playfully, despite how hard she
was breathing and how red she was… and then she slowly drew backwards, forcing herself to
stand and pulling herself free from being impaled upon his massive member as she moaned
loudly, her arms squeezing into either side of her breasts as her hands clenched into either side of

her labia… and when she finally pulled free, a waterfall of his seed spilled out of her as wet,
white load dripped off his saturated cock, the Drakkaren grunting and leaning back against the
throne with a half-grin, half-embarrassed look at the thick, ropey strings of seed dripping from
his massive, towering shaft and now flowing thickly from her sex, the Naganatine‟s hands
soaked in it as it spilled from her stretched passage even as her labia almost winked at him as her
blossoming lips closed… and then he gaped stupidly as the female slowly slid both hands up
over her body, smearing white streaks across her form before moaning softly and enticingly as
she rubbed over her own face, washing her features in his thick seed before she slowly suckled
on one of her fingers as the other grasped a breast, whispering teasingly: “If you‟re so worried
about dinner… then you better just make sure you orgasm fast.”
Then she dropped to her knees in front of him, and without reserve or embarrassment,
grasped into either side of his massive shaft, pulling it downwards and opening her jaws to force
the head of his huge member into her mouth, the Drakkaren clutching either arm of the throne
with a groan of surprised bliss as he stared down at her, her eyes closed as she steadily forced
forwards as she arched her tall body so her breasts could teasingly grind and almost cradle the
huge member as her hands stroked up and down the lower half of the thirty-two inches of
obsidian cock, making him groan with delight as he sat back in the throne and felt the pleasure
already building immensely at the sight of this hungry, adoring female.
Her body visibly pulsed with pleasure, her hips switching teasingly from side-to-side as
her long tail swayed, the tines at the end of it flexing eagerly as her hands stroked up and down
the hard length of flesh and her jaws descended along the huge cock buried in her mouth,
hungrily working her mouth up and down as her long tongue swirled back and forth over it. She
greedily lapped up all the seed she could, Zerrex grunting quietly… and then groaning when she
pulled back, letting the huge shaft pop free from her jaws only so she could moan loudly and
grind her face slowly along the underside of the massive member, moving her hands to stroke up
along the top half of the enormous cock as her muzzle ground along it until she was nuzzling into
his testicles, inhaling deeply and shuddering in visible bliss as her tongue slid out and dragged
along one as if testing its taste, before she whispered hungrily: “Yes… your sweat, your seed, my
own release… and a masculine, powerful taste, of your energy, your virility, your maleness. Oh
yes… it‟s truly delicious…”
She slowly nuzzled into his heavy balls, then took one of the large, navy-blue orbs gently
into her mouth, suckling slowly back on it, moaning softly around it as her tongue circled it
slowly and her hands continued to stroke firmly up and down his huge, obsidian length, her hot
breath washing out from her nostrils and making the lizard shudder in bliss as he clutched the
arms of the throne and thrusted despite himself into her hands, growling and gritting his teeth in
pleasure. She was working him so effectively, so efficiently, she wanted him to orgasm and he
didn‟t want to resist her… and the pleasure was building moment by moment, making it harder
and harder for him to do anything but go with the flow of it, groaning quietly in bliss as his
muscles bulged powerfully and he pushed himself back against the throne, toe-claws curling as
she moaned in soft need and nuzzled and lapped along his heavy blue orbs, gasping softly and
greedily licking up sweat, seed, and her own juices.
Then, slowly, she drew upwards and back, grinding her face lightly along the underside
of his enormous shaft, giving a quiet growl of pleasure as her hands continued to steadily, firmly
stroke the massive length as a bit of his pre dripped from the tip, thick, long beads of the clearer
fluid sliding down from the girthy head that already glimmered with her wet saliva. He couldn‟t
resist rocking his hips lightly, rubbing his shaft forwards against her features as she eagerly

rubbed her face against his black flesh, then she slid one hand down to grasp into the base of the
immense cock as her other stroked the upper end of it, her tongue dragging along it as she began
to clean the rest of his seed from the girthy flesh, whispering quietly: “It‟s been longer than you
can imagine since I was able to do this… longer still since I was so glad to do it… and never
have I tasted such virility… you truly are a God, and a God of Fertility at that, oh powerful,
mighty Lord Zerrex… oh, yes…”
She moaned loudly, and then nuzzled slowly along the length of his enormous shaft
before licking slowly up the underside of the huge cock, moving her hands downwards as Zerrex
felt his massive member flexing in her hands… before he grunted quietly as she arched her back
and leaned upwards, grinning as she stroked the base of it while positioning it between her
breasts, his shaft spreading them wide apart and flexing as either swell ground along either side
of his massive member and she closed her eyes, licking and suckling teasingly at the head of his
monstrous length as she enticed: “Don‟t resist… I want to bathe in this, in your load, feel what
it‟s like to be washed in your seed, rife with your vitality and energy… I want to be marked as
yours, I want to feel like what blessed demon Daria feels like, or my lovely sisters, Sin and
Anathema… I want to feel what even Sephire‟s felt, coated in your masculinity, dripping it, body
heaving and subservient… oh Lord Zerrex… oh…”
She moaned again, bucking her hips slowly, and Zerrex couldn‟t tell if it was for show or
in real ecstasy as her hips rocked with her hard movements, her talented mouth kissing slowly
over the girthy head of his shaft, making the pleasure rise all the higher as he gritted his teeth,
growling in bliss, barely able to resist as his member flexed… and she began to stroke harder,
faster, grinding her hot, passion-burning body against him with greater fervor as she urged with
panting moans: “Release on me… cover me… soak me… come on me, come all over me…
please… please… please! Please!”
Her voice rose to loud cries, begging, needful chants as she stroked him furiously,
grinding her body against him, her breast bouncing and squeezing and rubbing deliciously at his
shaft, her mouth somehow so skilled she was able to kiss and lick and tease at the head of his
massive cock even as she began to scream for him as her hips rocked fiercely, and Zerrex
groaned, thrusting weakly against her despite his best efforts not to, grunting hungrily as he felt
his member beginning to stiffen up… and then he stared in shock down at her as Justice howled
as she arched her back, and her juices burst out of her sex as an orgasm visibly wracked her
body, shoving herself up against him, grinding fiercely against his cock as her hands clutched
against his member, and the sight of it, the sound of her screams, the smell of the sex and the feel
of her body, blazing with such passion, drove him over the edge as the reptile felt himself
stiffening… and then he grinned as he managed to resist for a moment longer, bringing a foot up
and kicking her hard, knowing from her display it would require far more force to actually hurt
the female… but using more than enough to slam her down onto her back, Justice looking up
stupidly with her blind eyes before the reptile stood up over her as he grasped his massive black
cock, stroking it rapidly as he hardened beyond hard in his hand and growled down at her, even
as her hips bucked and her sex blossomed and pulsed as her juices spurted free from between her
lips: “If you want it so bad… then have it, bathe in it, and tell me how much you love it, bitch!”
“Yes, I am your bitch, I am your slut, I am, I… oh God!” she arched her back, supporting
herself on her elbows and screaming the last words of the sentence as Zerrex roared and his first
volley of seed exploded outwards, splattering over her, the massive rope of seed covering her
from waist all the way over her face and spurting out far beyond, almost across the length of the
room as the Drakkaren stroked his member rapidly and aimed down at her, shaft flexing hard

with every volley, with every release, as he coated her in a thick river of his seed. Blast after
blast issued out, soaking her completely, covering her body, her face, exploding over her breasts
as she shrieked in pleasure and bathed in it, tilting her head from side to side with a look of
delirious bliss on her face as the male stood over her and then reached down with a snarl, seizing
her by one of the horns and yanking her savagely upwards as he thrusted forwards, mashing the
head of his cock against her face as he released another blast that exploded in thick droplets that
splattered all over her and the ground around her before he managed to ram it into her throat, and
her blind eyes bulged as she choked and clutched at his shaft, but only eagerly stroked the sides
of his cock, Zerrex grinning in ecstasy as bliss and feelings of power radiated through his
muscular body as he flexed and seized her other horn as well, ramming his hips forwards,
stretching her throat as his shaft bent slightly and she gargled loudly as his member rammed
down her jaws, forcing it as deep as he could from this angle even as she coughed and gagged
and seed exploded out of her mouth around every hard thrust and up from her nostrils in thick
fountains, her blind eyes bulging as her hips convulsed nonetheless, dripping with his load and
eagerly stroking as much of his cock as she could reach in both her trembling hands.
Finally, Zerrex threw her backwards, panting hard as she collapsed onto her back in a
wide puddle of his load, gagging loudly before she swallowed thickly even as long droplets of
seed dangled from her muzzle, one or two of the thick string still connected between her maw
and his huge cock as it pulsed slowly in front of him, the Drakkaren‟s chest and legs and heavy
testicles splattered with his own load, as well as his hands, as he flexed them slowly and gazed
down at her… and then she gave a rasping laugh before clearing her throat, her blind eyes
opening slowly as she looked up at him and whispered: “Don‟t you dare take it so easy on me
next time.”
Zerrex couldn‟t help but grin at this as the female shook her head, licking her lips slowly
and rubbing at her body with one hand, the other snaking down between her legs to tease her wet
sex… but the Drakkaren only held up his hands, saying quietly: “Enough, Justice. I‟ve… had a
very emotional day, the last thing I need to do is bury myself in sex and miss Cindy‟s dinner on
top of all of that. As it is, I… this is almost inappropriate, considering what happened.”
“What happens, happens… you deal with it in your own way, and move on. You‟re not…
offending anyone here, Zerrex, I can easily and safely say that.” Justice grumbled, and then she
stood up shakily, breathing hard, her scales still tinged scarlet and her body pulsing visibly as she
smiled at him radiantly. “I love you, you do know that, right? And I mean every word I say.”
“I… Justice…” Zerrex looked at her awkwardly, and Justice laughed, holding her hand
up and gazing at him reverently.
“Don‟t start.” She reached up, wiping some of the seed slowly from her cheek, then she
licked it quietly from her fingers and smiled over at him, her eyes half-lidded. “And you don‟t
have to say it in return. No, I just… wanted to say that to you. And let you know that I will
gladly do anything you ask…” She paused, then dropped to her knees, quietly reaching out to
grasp the back of his ankle as she leaned forwards and softly kissed the top of his foot, and the
reptile gazed down at her with surprise as she smiled again, murmuring: “That‟s how we
expressed our submission to another between the Naganatine. A sign of great respect, or of great
apology… in this case, it‟s more the former than the latter, I hope you realize.”
The Drakkaren laughed a bit at this, and then he winced as she leapt up and hugged his
leg, smearing seed all along the limb as she laughed and said cheerfully: “Now, cleanse us, Lord
Zerrex. There‟s one last thing on my mind but I need to be clean first.”

“Ugh, I hate you.” Zerrex muttered, but Justice only gazed up at him warmly before the
reptile rose a hand and concentrated… and a moment later, they were both clean and the seed
was gone from the floor as a faint burning sensation ran over the lizard‟s scales and Justice
winced a bit, energy visibly sparking over her body as the reptile looked at her with surprise.
“You okay?”
“Yes, yes, yes. I‟m fine, it‟s only because of my energy composition.” she looked up at
him with her blind eyes, and when he continued to look at her with concern, she softened and
slowly stroked over his leg, resting her head against his thigh and whispering softly: “My Gods.
You barely know me… and already, you… you feel so deeply. Why do you give such emotion to
such people… why such tender care for the world, despite your hard outer shell, despite how
ruthless you can be… why love so deeply when you fear the consequences of it every day?”
“Because to not care about others would be wrong… to hide behind a mask of coldness
and make-believe other people don‟t matter would be the coward‟s way out. It‟s one thing if you
honestly can‟t care about someone, and even that isn‟t entirely right… but it‟s another to try and
bury those emotions by mocking others, making them suffer, and trying to convince yourself that
they‟re worthless.” Zerrex said quietly, leaning down and cupping her face gently as he smiled
into her eyes. “And besides. Anathema Sin seemed to adore you. That alone tells me… you‟re
well-worth caring for. Plus, you know, you punched out Job and basically made Sephire my
Disciple. How can I not respect that?”
She laughed warmly at this, then she stood up and slapped the side of his slightly-wilted
penis firmly, making the reptile grunt and twitch even as he blushed in embarrassment at how he
felt himself harden slightly, before she stepped backwards and stood, gazing at him with a smile.
“I am your Disciple, Zerrex Narrius, by my word, by my choice. Afford me one last bit of
ceremony… I want a pretty collar like all the others have, that radiates energy so powerfully…
and I want you to acknowledge me as your Disciple, to finish the process. Make… make me
yours. Please.”
She hugged herself quietly as she gazed at him… and Zerrex gazed back for a few long
moments before he nodded slowly, closing his eyes and knitting his fingers together silently as
he thought quietly about her… and then he held his hands apart, concentrating, and a moment
later a black, scale-leather collar appeared in his hands, with a circular, crystal clasp upon it, the
ancient Enochian symbol for „Sight‟ inscribed over it as he said softly: “Justice of the
Naganatine… tell me who you are.”
“I am no one but your servant, your slave, your Disciple, your warrior. I am everyone,
except someone of greater esteem or power than you… and yet I am more privileged, because I
will spend my life in honored service to you, a follower who can lead… but you are a leader who
can never follow. Your strength is immeasurable… but my strength will add to yours, and make
you all the stronger. I am Justice: but I am your Justice. I am the burning shield; I am the flaming
sword; I am the binding cage; I am the key that sets the innocent free. I am Justice.” She knelt
slowly in front of him as she closed her blind eyes, head proudly raised but respectful and
admiring. “I am Justice.”
Zerrex half-knelt to slide the collar around her neck, locking it into place… and then he
grasped her shoulders as she gasped softly, energy sparking over her body… and silently, he
kissed her forehead. She gritted her teeth, white eyes snapping open and glowing as she clutched
into the floor, gasping for breath as her body began to glow unnaturally, blue light shining out of
her scales before she reached up and grabbed onto him, shivering violently… and a moment
later, wings exploded from her back before she straightened, becoming almost like a star as she

threw her head back with a silent scream as she floated into the air, levitating for a moment as
her arms dangled at her sides and waves of energy so powerful they made Zerrex stagger
backwards rippled over her body… and then the lizard slowly lowered his arm to gaze at her in
awe as she slowly touched down, her eyes closed as she breathed slowly.
She was a little taller, a little more toned, athletic… and two more horns had pushed their
way out of her skull, curling, dangerous ram‟s horns as well as the two draconic ones that pushed
from the back of her skull. But most notable of all were the enormous wings pushing from her
back, an upper set of black, dangerously-glinting raven wings that were immense and
terrifying… and a smaller, lither set of wings that twisted out of her lower back, thin and narrow
like the wings of a hummingbird but segmented in the middle, these lower pair glowing white
with gold edges, faintly radiant with bright energy.
And then she spread her arms to either side… and gasped in surprise as her scales went
from purple to silver, becoming metallic and shimmering faintly with blue energy as they took
on a stacked, armadillo-like look, her fingers flexing powerfully as Zerrex gaped at the sight of
her now-steel body, from toe to head, the huge talons on her feet transforming into white steel as
her fingers became like flexible knives… and she looked at her hands stupidly before gazing
over her shoulder at her wings, and Zerrex shifted his incredulous eyes to these for a moment as
well, watching the way they moved so strangely, the black wings almost seeming to ripple as
they clinked with each movement… before the Drakkaren‟s jaw dropped further when the right
wing broke apart, revealing it wasn‟t made of scales or feathers, but instead half a dozen
segmented, flattish steel tentacles, each section made of a large, hexagon shaped portion of black
metal that waved slowly back and forth, the wings twisting completely apart as the tentacles
hovered around her body, each ending in flat, spade-like tip… and then she visibly concentrated
as her white eyes opened and narrowed, and sharp spikes snapped out of the end of each tentacle
and hooked slightly forwards as she grinned slowly.
Then she looked over at Zerrex before wincing and half-covering her eyes… and when
she lowered her hand, she only stared at him as Zerrex looked blankly back at her, before she
murmured softly, grasping either side of her muzzle: “Now… I see you through-and-through. I
see into your energies… and my Gods, I see every last detail. For the first time in my life, I‟m
really seeing color, not just the faded memories of color that are the best thing energies can
show… and although you only look like a distinct blue shape in my blind eyes… I know that
you‟re green… and dark blue… and white…”
She strode forwards, stroking a hand lovingly through his hair as the tentacles writhed
slowly behind her… and then she laughed as she stepped backwards and grinned at him as the
spikes thankfully retracted into the long tentacles, and they slowly snapped back together, taking
on the likeness of immense, dark metal wings again as they flapped once, the white, glowing
wings twitching a bit before she visibly flexed… and a moment later, her scales returned to their
normal purple luster, losing their stacked look and becoming solid once more as she rubbed at
one of her arms slowly, whistling a bit to herself. “Such abilities… you‟ve shared a large portion
of energy to me, made me even more resilient… and able to armor myself all the further now.
Are you tired?”
“Only a little.” Zerrex mumbled, as he sat slowly back in his throne, reaching up to rub at
his forehead and closing his eyes… and then he smiled a little, his eyes closed but somehow
almost able to see her still nonetheless, like a faintly-glowing figure as she walked towards him
and silently slid into his lap as her wings furled behind her… and when she kissed his cheek, it
sent a pulse of strength through him as he opened his eyes to gaze at her quietly. “You‟re…

wonderful, Justice. But I‟m starting to see a pattern here… Cindy, who also has energy
abilities… also gained the ability to become metallic. Not to mention tentacles, even if hers are.
More like mine and less like yours. And you, with your condensed energy…”
“Relatable, true. Perhaps there is a design here after all.” She smiled at him warmly, then
kissed him quietly… and he kissed her slowly back before stroking her face gently, as she
whispered: “Thank you for not giving me sight.”
The reptile looked at her with surprise, and she gazed back down amusedly at him with
her blind eyes before hopping out of his lap, saying easily: “I‟m no fool, Lord Zerrex… but I see
that as you did not force your daughter to speak… you will not force me to see as others do. You
understand that I am happy, seeing the world as clearly as I do… and to take away or limit my
ability to see energy in return for letting me see normally… you would diminish me. You would
offend my sensibilities and my honor and make me seem less worthy… and I love you dearly for
not changing me to be „better‟ in that way, for acknowledging silently… that I‟m fine the way I
am.”
“You‟re not fine the way you are, you‟re… you‟re special for it. You‟re wonderful.”
Zerrex said quietly, looking at her softly, and Justice gazed over her shoulder at him with a
touched smile. “You‟ve taken the absence of one thing… and replaced it with another that floors
me every time you talk about it. I wish that I could see as you do, Justice.”
“But you can.” she said softly, walking towards him and reaching up to silently push his
eyes closed, and she took his hand, squeezing it slowly as she murmured gently: “Now open the
eye in your mind… while keeping your beautiful emerald irises sealed.”
He smiled warmly at this, wondering quietly how much she could see now in
memories… before he tried to do as she asked, feeling as if a curtain was being drawn open in
his mind… and he took a slow breath as a faint glow built in his mind, before it was as if he was
seeing… and Justice, standing before him, was made of bright outlines of white filled with
glowing blue, her eyes bright motes in her skull, her wings burning black and effervescent white
as she whispered: “You see?”
Zerrex looked back and forth: the outlines of the room were faintly visible, and beyond
this, other shapes he couldn‟t quite understand… and the reptile nodded stupidly before Justice
laughed, then hit his chest hard, making the reptile wince and his eyes open. Immediately, his
sight returned to normal, and he winced and rubbed at his eyes as they pulsed with pain for a
moment before she grinned up at him, saying kindly: “You pass your strengths on to your
Disciples… but your Disciples also pass a bit of themselves on to you. Unlike your friends and
family, I can better control my energy flow… so I was able to, in a sense, choose what of my
powers I gave to you… and I made sure to give you talents you could actually put to good use.”
She paused meditatively, then winked and hopped backwards, letting go of the reptile
before she said mildly: “And I think I have this figured out.”
With that, she closed her eyes and spread her arms… and a moment later, the glow faded
from her lower wings as they curled around her waist, becoming almost cloth-like and
camouflaging themselves as a prim, knee-high half skirt that was open higher at the front than it
was at the back… and her much-larger black wings, meanwhile, snapped apart into the serrated,
metallic tentacles as they withdrew into her back… but one from either side wrapped around her
waist to form a “belt” above the skirt, while two others from each side of her body wrapped
around her sides even as they shortened, carefully covering the outside and front of her breasts
but leaving most of her good-sized bosom bare, the female glancing down primly before she
posed in front of the Drakkaren as the other metallic tentacles vanished completely into her.

“You like it? Otherwise, I think I‟m going to talk to Miss Daria… she had something stuck on
her breasts that I know you kept drooling over mentally.”
Zerrex grumbled at this, but the female only laughed warmly before she slapped lightly at
her bare stomach, then she glanced up at him curiously. “So you can produce tentacles as well,
though?”
“Yeah, well. Yeah. I don‟t do it as often anymore, fun as they are.” Zerrex paused, then
he suddenly flicked his left arm up towards her, and a long, black-fleshed tentacle tore out of his
forearm, snapping towards her with shocking speed… but Justice easily caught the end of it, the
appendage twisting and squirming in her grip as the Drakkaren grinned widely, the long snake of
flesh snapping back and forth before she let go of it. “Nice.”
“I‟m a fast learner.” Justice said warmly, then she watched curiously as Zerrex
concentrated, making the tentacle rear into the air… before thorns of bone jutted all down its
length, and a black spike pushed out of the tip of the long appendage, the female reaching up to
touch this and murmuring softly: “Mephistopheles‟ metal. It‟s very distinct, has a very powerful
energy to it, and only he could ever manipulate it… he never told anyone the secrets of that, not
even Naganis. Then again… he held a lot of secrets back from Naganis. From all of us.”
She shook her head, and Zerrex smiled awkwardly as the sharp points withdrew in the
tentacle‟s flesh, and then this too pulled slowly back into the lizard‟s arm, but Justice only gazed
at him benevolently. “No, no. Don‟t apologize, I was merely musing. Things happened a long
time ago… and well, we all wish it could have been different, but now what‟s done is done, and
I‟m glad you‟ve taken those secrets… and moreover, in a sense, finally brought Naganis and
Mephistopheles back together.”
Zerrex smiled at her, and Justice smiled softly back before she rested her hands on her
hips, adding mildly: “Now. Don‟t you have dinner to go to? You should go and get some clothes
on or something.”
“Gods I hate you.” Zerrex groaned, and Justice laughed before the reptile grumbled as he
picked up his boxers and pants. He slipped his way into them… then looked at her with surprise
as she hugged him tightly and kissed his cheek quietly before drawing back and touching his face
gently.
“I am yours.” she said softly, and the reptile blushed a bit as she studied him for a few
moments before nodding slowly, murmuring: “Excellent idea. I shall introduce myself to this…
Serenity, then, as well as get her or someone else to take me to Acheron. And I won‟t be
stupid… I‟ll follow the rules, same as everyone else. I am strong… but if this murderer you seem
to be having trouble with really is so skilled…”
She glanced down quietly, flexing her hand slowly. “Dark energy is my greatest
weakness. Magic hurts me enough as it is… my body is like an unfiltered vacuum, all it can do is
absorb, absorb, absorb, when it comes to any form of energy. So fire, electricity, even frost is
pulled into my body, past the armor of my outer shell… and yet my body cannot absorb it, so my
insides become charred and damaged. And as dark energy is tapped destruction…”
Zerrex grimaced a bit and nodded slowly, then he gently took her hand and held it against
his chest as he studied her, saying softly: “Can you pull in my energies?”
“And I have. Through our bonding, through becoming a Disciple, through every brush
against you… not enough for you to notice, enough for me to… taste you. Feel you. Be a little
more in tune with you, in some cases, too.” She gazed up at him quietly, nodding slowly before
she gently took his hand and pulled it against her stomach, murmuring softly: “Do you feel
that?”

Zerrex frowned a bit… and then he stared at her, and she grinned up at him as he looked
stupidly back. “That‟s impossible.”
“I wanted it… and I think you did too. You‟re a God of Fertility, Zerrex, what the hell
did you expect to happen when you emptied about ten gallons of your seed right into my
freaking womb?” she asked sharply, and Zerrex only continued to gape stupidly at her before she
shrugged amiably. “It will be a good child, and it will be our child. I‟m not about to let my
younger sisters get too far ahead of me in any regard, and I don‟t think you‟re half as pissed off
at me as you‟re about to act like you are. A little angry, and I can understand that, but at the same
time…”
“I… I hate you.” Zerrex said flatly, beginning to turn slowly red as he realized stupidly
she was right. He looked at her, and she looked back warmly before a tear slowly dripped from
one of her blind eyes… and before the reptile even realized he was doing it, he leaned down and
licked it slowly up before kissing her eyelid, hugging her tightly as he murmured: “I‟ve known
you for only a little while… and already I know you‟ll be a great mother.”
“Oh God, hey, you… I mean…” Justice trembled a bit against him, and then she rubbed
at her face and shoved him backwards, gritting her teeth and kicking him in the shins, making
him curse and grab his leg before she looked at him so warmly, so thankfully, he forgot his
frustrations with her as she murmured: “Thank you. Thank you, a thousand times… thank you.”
Zerrex and Justice looked at each other… and then she laughed, punching him in the arm
and making him wince and grab the offended area as she said warmly: “Now get out of here! I
won‟t tell anyone until you do, and yes, I‟ll know when you do with my super-hearing, as you
call it. Well… I‟ll have to tell my sisters, Sin will know even if Anathema obviously still doesn‟t
understand the whole motherhood concept.”
She laughed at this, then smiled brightly as Zerrex looked at her sourly. “Oh, no,
Naganen is a wonderful boy… but Anathema still just… hasn‟t gotten used to the idea of being a
mother yet. She wants another child with you, I think, she just doesn‟t know how to say it… but
now that I‟m almost-assuredly pregnant-”
“Wait, almost? You… you bitch!” Zerrex pointed at her accusingly, and Justice huffed
and grumbled. “You‟re trying to trick me into wanting a baby, aren‟t you? Goddammit, you‟re
evil!”
“You‟re evil!” Justice retorted lamely, and then she glowered at him even as Zerrex
grabbed the scale-leather cape, swirling it around his shoulders and then locking it into place
around his neck. “And I totally would have a kid and am ninety percent sure that I will! It‟s not
my fault there‟s a time difference between insemination and conception. Having a child is the
highest honor a Disciple can achieve for her God, and the greatest show of love and devotion I
can give you, so why, yes, you are welcome, by the way.”
“I‟m ninety percent sure you‟re lame.” Zerrex said flatly, as the cape became a cloak
around him, and Justice glared at him before the reptile looked dumbly over his shoulder as a
portal crackled open, and the Naganatine stomped forwards before she rose one leg and firmly
kicked him in the stomach, the reptile flying through this to crash onto his back in the Ravenlight
Estate with a wheeze, several people staring at him in shock as Justice poked her head through
the portal and Zerrex grabbed at his stomach, wheezing: “Bitch!”
“I love you too.” Justice said cheerfully, and then she blew him a kiss before pulling back
through it. A moment later, the portal closed, and Zerrex groaned before he felt a pair of strong
hands grab his arms and help him up to his feet.

“Dad, are you okay? What… what was that?” asked a concerned voice, and Zerrex
grabbed at his reeling head… then he looked dumbly over at Markus Narrius, his son.
A proud and tall blue-scaled Dragokkaren-demon, he was enormous at twelve feet tall
and yet so charismatic and impressive that he seemed to be double that, his body covered in
thick, powerful musculature. Black speckles covered his body here and there, and his eyes were
brilliant sapphire, just like his mother Cherry‟s… and another mark from Cherry was on his
muzzle, a large scar that had never faded, the teeth in his muzzle near this all metallic and fake.
Small, conical spikes formed fringes that went along either side of his skull, and more small
spikes followed the trail of his spike all the way to the base of his tail. He was dressed only in
simple mortal clothing, but he had a strength and regality about him that was only accented by
the plain jeans and buttoned-up dress shirt he wore: the sleeves of this were rolled up, and it left
clearly visible one of the more telling marks about him, a series of runes that zigzagged over one
forearm… runes that, Zerrex had found out one day after finally asking him about them, told his
life story.
Markus had once made a serious mistake: he had given in to a lust for power as a child,
despite already being the strongest and most skilled in his class, from the constant training he
did… and his calm demeanor had hidden a deep envy of others, and a longing for a strength
beyond the physical. He had begun using necromancy to steal the powers of other demons after
he killed them… and when caught, Cherry had punched him so hard she had left that telling scar
upon his muzzle. Markus had gone to jail… and it wasn‟t until roughly a decade ago that Cherry
had finally forgiven her son for his transgressions, despite the countless years that had passed
since then. Markus had grown into a fine example of demonic nobility.
Since that day, he had never again delved into the forbidden arts, recognizing they were
sealed and limited for a reason… and the only magic he had ever practiced were simple spells for
simple purposes. He knew only a few very basic offensive techniques… and despite his massive
size and the fact he was skilled enough to match his older brother Priest blow-for-blow, he
instead worked as a piano player for expensive restaurants around Elysium, and sometimes went
on stage with part of an orchestra, and once had even done a show by himself. Zerrex had been
so proud of him… and when he smiled, Markus only looked at him quizzically before the
Drakkaren patted him on the chest, saying softly: “I‟m just… glad to see you, son.”
Then he paused, gently pushing Markus out of the way before a grin spread over his
features at the sight of the male standing awkwardly in front of the stairs, rubbing slowly at the
black mane of hair that went from his forehead and down his spine to the base of his tail, a dumb
smile on his face as Zerrex said warmly: “Darren, I haven‟t seen you for months!”
Darren smiled brightly at his father, gazing at him with shining green eyes, a
multicolored flaw glinting in one iris as he walked forwards when Zerrex beckoned to him to
trade a tight hug with his father, Zerrex squeezing the seven foot tall ,athletic male against his
chest. His features were lion-like and covered in short golden fur, with a thick black ruff that fell
over his chest… but he had dark red scales over the rest of his body, including his long, thin tail,
which ended in a tuft of black fur. He was handsome and cheerful, and no demon but instead a
demigod: and as if that wasn‟t impressive enough, much like Raze, he was a combat psychic,
little more than a child and almost the exact same age as Naganen, and yet already capable of
massive feats of psychic strength.
The leonine male almost always wore a pair of cloth-looking bracelets around his wrists,
with golden runes sewn on them: he‟d had them since he was a child, and they suppressed his
psychokinetic abilities so he didn‟t accidentally use them when just trying to concentrate on

something or out of surprise. But for the last several years, Darren had been accepted into a
special academy for gifted psychics, and he didn‟t really need them anymore… in fact, his
powers had grown so strong that he could now easily use telekinesis to lift the heaviest of objects
even with them on, although it was obviously much more difficult. His control had grown
superb, however, as that was the first thing focused on in any training school in Elysium.
Darren could also perform magic well-above his grade level… and with all this in mind,
he was training to join the mysterious Mental Guild of Elysium, made up of the greatest psychics
across the country, from those who could prophesize future events to telepaths and telekinetics of
great esteem and strength. They were a newer guild in Elysium, as previously psychics had gone
with little recognition… but Vivien had gladly funded them and allowed them to begin
establishing their own committee, and in return she was able to call upon them as she could call
upon any other guild in times of crisis for their expertise or strength.
Of course, despite the fact that Darren had been labeled a combat psychic, the leonine
demigod didn‟t have much of a taste for battle: while he was glad to train with Marina, Serenity,
and even Raze, and while his abilities let him exert psychic force with such power he was able to
crush massive blocks of concrete like they were tin cans that had sunk to the deepest depths of
the ocean, Darren became a little ill at the sight of blood and admittedly was not the bravest of
Zerrex‟s children. Despite the fact he could probably reduce a Gigataur to paste with his mind if
he really wanted to, he was simply too nice and – and Zerrex meant this in the nicest of ways –
too wimpy. It was adorable, really… but it wasn‟t like he got bullied all that much, either. His
adorableness, even growing up as he was, meant he had many friends who were all very willing
to help watch out for him… and one or two accidental uses of his powers around the academy
before he‟d gotten better at controlling himself meant few bullies wanted to risk getting him mad
and having the same thing happen to them as had happened to one wall of the gymnasium during
an awkward game of dodgeball. As in, it had been broken. Period.
No, the only real downside of the Academy was that it was a boarding school, so Darren
spent most of his time away from home these days, and Zerrex and Lily both missed him sorely.
But as the Drakkaren smiled faintly, he knew why Darren was here, even if the bright innocence
in his son‟s eyes told him Darren didn‟t know the whole story of why Markus was currently
looking out for him instead of him being at school. “Yeah! They… I mean…” He hesitated, then
said quietly: “Dad, no one‟s really telling me anything, to be honest, but they said I was getting a
vacation from classes early because of my good work. Now I know that‟s a lie, because even if I
do work really hard, we‟ve been focusing on specific control and… well… you know how bad I
am at that.”
He rubbed a hand through his long, strange mane with an awkward but friendly smile,
and Zerrex laughed a bit as he patted him on the shoulder before holding up a hand, and a blue
orb of energy appeared in it after a moment, Darren gazing at this with fascination. “And it took
me years to learn how to do just this, Darren. You‟re too hard on yourself, you‟ll get it.”
Darren nodded a few times as Zerrex clenched his fist, the energy sphere vanishing from
existence as his hand glowed a faint blue, most of it absorbed back into his body. The reptile
looked down at his fingers as he flexed them absently, amused as always by how he could never
get it perfect, never absorb every last shred of energy back into himself… and then he shook his
head a bit before softening at Darren‟s concerned look, reaching up to squeeze his shoulder
gently. “Listen. All you need to know right now is that Markus is going to take you to a safe
place.” He looked up at the Dragokkaren pointedly, and Markus nodded quickly after a moment.
“Naganen can fill you in on the rest.”

“Aww, Naganen knows before me again?” Darren whined, and Zerrex rolled his eyes in
amusement more than anything else as the lion grumbled and crossed his arms childishly, but it
was only cute coming from the leonine male. “It‟s not fair. I think I‟m technically the older one,
but he always gets stuff first. He‟s even training to be an Ambassador already and I‟m still in
school! He should be in school, too!”
“I let you both choose. And don‟t go telling me you had to go to school because Lily was
pressuring you so much, you saw how much she was getting on Naganen‟s case even with me
around.” He paused meditatively. “And, you know, despite the fact that Naganen isn‟t even
actually her son.”
“Well, yeah, exactly.” Darren said reasonably, spreading his arms. “So Naganen could go
hide behind his mom when things got out of hand, see? I couldn‟t do that.” He paused, then
smiled a little. “Besides. I‟m not as smart as Naganen, either. I know that I couldn‟t learn all the
stuff as fast as he is… and just between you and me, Dad, I think he might be stronger than I am,
too.”
“Oh, don‟t start that now. Naganen‟s also even gentler than you are, and you‟re pretty
damn gentle when it comes right down to it.” Zerrex winked and reached out to nudge Darren
gently, and the leonine male smiled a little despite himself as he gazed with embarrassment at his
father. Then the lizard paused before softening a little as he glanced over at Markus, asking
quietly: “What about Pallas? Have you seen him at all lately?”
Markus smiled a little at this, and then the Dragokkaren reached out and gently ruffled
the leonine male‟s mane, making him laugh and shove at the much-larger male as he said softly:
“I was going to see him later tonight, actually, after I brought the kid here… to a good vacation
spot, like you suggested.” He glanced thoughtfully at Zerrex, then said softly: “Last time we
talked, though, Dad, he wasn‟t too keen about… moving out. He knows he‟s in prison for a
reason, and he‟s got a lot sorted out in his head, even if there‟s a lot of stuff for him to get used
to still. And strange as it may sound, prison is probably the safest place he can be right now.”
Zerrex smiled a little at this as Darren cocked his head curiously: not at the fact his older
brother was in prison, he and Naganen had visited their big half-brother more than once… but
instead at what Markus had just said. “But… I thought prisons were really dangerous?”
“Markus is in a minimum security installation, and he‟s been an inmate there for quite a
few years now… while I wouldn‟t say he‟s entirely comfortable, he‟s not… in a bad place,
either.” Zerrex said carefully, nodding to himself after a moment. “For one thing, he‟s a model
prisoner and he doesn‟t start crap with the guards. For another, a lot of the other offenders aren‟t
violent ones… so he‟s not exactly in a lot of danger to begin with. It might sound strange… but
White was very kind in the choice he made for Lily and I. Things could have been… a lot
worse.”
Darren nodded, gazing up at his father softly as he smiled a little. “Last time my bro and I
visited, Pallas told me I was finally grown-up enough to hear the story. He told me… most of it, I
think. And I think the part that upset him most was… how he treated you, and how he treated
Mom. He also talked… a lot about how your Dad is your Dad… but your Father is your Father. I
think I understood that part, but like I said, I‟m not as smart as Naganen. He seemed to really get
it, though…”
The male looked down thoughtfully, rubbing at his leonine features as Zerrex gazed at
him softly, and then he looked up and asked curiously: “So are you Pallas‟s Dad, or his Father?”
“I like to think that I‟m both.” Zerrex hugged his son impulsively, and Darren laughed
before he hugged him tightly back, and when the two parted, the Drakkaren smiled and reached

up to ruffle the male‟s mane, making him smile even as he flinched away. “Anyway. You go
ahead with Markus now. I just got reminded of one last bit of business I hope that I have time for
before I go to dinner with Cindy and… some friends.”
Darren nodded as Markus looked at him curiously, and Zerrex shrugged imperceptibly.
The Dragokkaren looked thoughtful for a moment at this, but then he nodded after another
moment, slapping Darren on the shoulder. “Alright. Come on, Darren, you‟ll at least enjoy where
we‟re headed. Lots of people there you know.”
The male smiled a bit at this, and Zerrex rose a hand to his sons as they walked past and
headed towards the exit of the Ravenlight Estate. Both of them glanced over their shoulders at
Zerrex as they passed through the double doors, and the reptile laughed a bit at this, calling: “I‟ll
catch up to you as soon as I can, alright? Both of you.”
They both smiled at this, and the Drakkaren shook his head a little with a quiet laugh
before he sighed a bit, rubbing slowly at his face and mumbling: “Right. I haven‟t done this for a
long while… so many sons and daughters to keep track of, so many friends and family… so
many highs and lows.”
The reptile looked down meditatively for a few moments, and then he shook his head a
bit before he closed his eyes and concentrated, vanishing from sight. He reappeared outside an
ominous, towering prison a few moments later… and the Drakkaren sighed a bit as he looked
slowly over this, at the massive, steel gates and the tall stone walls, huge spotlights positioned
along the edges of this roving slowly back and forth. A deep trench surrounded the prison, the
rocky walls of it slick and mossy, with an ankle-deep, sludgy mire at the bottom through which
long, ugly eels rasped and hissed, as bright, ominous lights floated slowly through the moat:
willowisps, nasty little spirits capable of painful electrical discharges.
A thick wooden bridge was lowered across the moat in front the Drakkaren, and the
reptile approached this, floodlights above the stone archway immediately snapping on as the
Drakkaren walked forwards… and guards in blue uniforms snapped immediately to attention as
the lizard headed towards them, one of them saying clearly: “Sir! Welcome to Rockfort Prison!”
Zerrex nodded to him politely as the enormous steel gates began to rise, glancing up at
the perpetual darkness above them: there were always clouds here, in the Vast Plains, near the
edge of territory they shared with the Lost Lord outside the deserts… and thunder ominously
rumbled above their heads before the lizard asked quietly: “Forecast?”
“Same as always, ambassador. Storms today, storms tomorrow, storms until next year.”
the guard smiled hesitantly, and Zerrex nodded and patted the tall Nightmare on the shoulder,
putting the black-skinned horse a little more at ease as his red eyes filled with relief, the creature
relaxing visibly before he asked nervously, as the interior gate began to slowly rise: “Does the
warden expect you?”
“No, this is a surprise visit.” Zerrex said softly, and then he smile a bit at the Nightmare
before returning his eyes ahead and walking forwards through the raised double-gate, heading
into a wide courtyard. Electricity crackled quietly some thirty feet above the reptile‟s head,
arcing back and forth between large conductors that stood at regular intervals from the stone
walls of the courtyard: they formed a ceiling, so to speak, that stopped prisoners from escaping
by scaling the stone walls or simply flying away if they had wings.
Several prisoners were out in the courtyard, on the other side of a chain-link fence that
acted as a separator… and one, a Wrath demon, snarled and threw himself forwards against this
as Zerrex walked by before he hissed and drew back: the fencing wasn‟t the most solid, but the

fact it was made of blessed silver deterred most demons from trying to rip through it, even as the
Wrath demon hissed: “Gonna kill you, asshole. Gonna kill you.”
Zerrex didn‟t bother responding as he headed towards the large double doors leading into
the fortress interior, guards standing with their arms crossed on either side of this in green
uniforms, stun batons at their sides. Rockfort was a high security prison, and the guards here
were professional, even if – as in any institution – a good few of them were corrupt as well,
doing favors for various forms of payment… and the Drakkaren yanked the doors open as he let
himself into the short stone corridor behind, a guard seated in a booth protected by clear metal
shielding glancing up and then grimacing. “Zerrex Narrius.”
“That‟s my name.” Zerrex said mildly, glancing to the heavy armored doors on either
side of the booth. “Gonna let me in?”
The guard sighed after a moment, scribbling something in a logbook… and then he slid
this through a narrow gap in the shielding and onto the countertop past it, saying flatly: “Sign in,
please, and I‟ll let you through. You‟re here to see Ambrosia?”
“Yep.” Zerrex picked up the simple pen chained to the scarred countertop, jotting his
name down in the book before closing it and sliding it back through the slot, then he glanced up
at the goatling behind the counter as the demon looked at him sourly, his chestnut-furred features
moody as he rubbed slowly at one horn that had been replaced by a metal prosthetic. “Get beaten
up by the prisoners again?”
“You have ten minutes from when Prisoner 52262 enters the room. Guard, please escort
Mr. Narrius to Visiting Room Six.” the goatling said stiffly, and Zerrex glowered at this as a
green uniform soldier seemed almost to appear from thin air beside him, the Drakkaren glancing
sourly towards the tall Pride Demon. “Nice as always to see you.”
“You too.” Zerrex said flatly, and then he sighed and allowed the guard to motion him
onwards towards a side door in the room, another guard swiping a keycard into the scanner
beside this to open the electronic lock. It buzzed loudly, and the guard pushed the door open,
Zerrex passing through this with the other green-uniformed demon in tow as he pointed towards
the large signs standing out from the walls, marking what room was what. “See, I don‟t really
need you following me, it‟s right there.”
“Please head to room six, sir.” the guard intoned dryly, and Zerrex muttered under his
breath as he walked down the corridor, crossing his arms before the uniformed demon stepped
ahead of him to knock twice on the metal door, then quickly push it open, saying calmly: “Please
take a seat.”
Zerrex grumbled as he walked into the room, leaning absently on the back of one of the
two chairs that sat across from each other on either side of a steel table that was bolted to the
ground. The room was narrow, the table going almost completely across it, and the room was
almost perfectly symmetrical, right down to the metal doors and the two large, rectangular
fluorescent lamps in the ceiling.
The Drakkaren waited five minutes alone, eventually sitting in the chair… and then there
was a double knock before the door opened, and a female was allowed to enter the room, an
awkward but sly smile on her face, eyes half-lidded and ankles in manacles bound together by a
short chain, wrists in handcuffs. She was a Drakkaren, and a Pride demoness, cross-shaped scars
etched into the sides of her skull where her horns had once been… and her eyes – one emerald,
one crimson – glimmered like gemstones as her white prison uniform clung tightly to her
seductive, sultry frame, saying tenderly: “Daddy, so good of you to visit…”

“Ambrosia.” Zerrex watched as she maneuvered the chair out from under the table, her
tail flicking slowly from side to side: long, black fins stuck out of it from the base all the way to
a large, black spade-shape that surrounded the tip like a rudder. Ambrosia had always been an
excellent swimmer, however… she had a natural affinity with water that she had made every use
of over her long career as a thief, as she continued to smile at him almost indulgently. “I wanted
to check in on you. See how you were.”
“You mean because of all these nasty rumors about a murderer going around, targeting
people related to you?” Ambrosia asked kindly, and Zerrex narrowed his eyes at her as her own
eyes half-lidded, a slight smile on her face. “I don‟t suppose you‟re here to offer me a get-out-ofjail-free card, are you? I‟d really like that, Daddy. It would be a wonderful birthday gift.”
“Ambrosia, be serious.” Zerrex said coldly, and the female winced back a bit before she
looked sullenly at the table, as the Drakkaren closed his eyes and rubbed slowly at his face. “If
you‟re just going to start acting like a child again, I can just leave.”
“Well, tell me how I‟m supposed to act, then!” she snapped, glaring up at him angrily,
and Zerrex grimaced a bit at her tone as she glared daggers at him. “I did everything right! I
loved you, and I fucked you, and I didn‟t kill anyone… and yet Pallas, fucking Pallas, got sent to
minimum security and you had me locked up here, with the murderers and the rapists and the
shithead Wrath demons who beat people up for fun! All I did was steal a few pretty artifacts!”
Zerrex shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “If you recall, Ambrosia, you went to
minimum security first. Just like Pallas did, even though you broke into the Garden of Salt and
stole some of Feldspar‟s research to sell on the black market. You‟re only lucky that I showed up
when I did, or Selena would have killed you. And even I wouldn‟t‟ve been able to stop her if
you‟d actually made it out of there with the research instead of triggering the protection runes
and getting caught in that electrical snare.
“You swore to me, and to your mother Lily, that you were only involved in that heist, and
I was willing to believe it, because it was sloppy. But you were only sloppy because you‟d gotten
arrogant… do you know how much it hurt to find out you were bragging around the minimum
security prison about how you were getting away scot-free from the worst of your crimes? Do
you know how much it hurt Firenze and your mother to have to order a psychic interrogation on
you? Do you know how much it hurt me to have to acknowledge the only course of action when
we found out that you, my little girl Ambrosia, was the thief who‟d been stealing magical crystal
and artifacts out of the Central Spire and temples around Elysium?”
“I was damn good at what I did.” Ambrosia emphasized, as if this was a suitable reason
for her actions. When Zerrex only shook his head sadly, however, she trembled a bit and then
snapped: “You‟ve always treated me like a child!”
“You are my child.” Zerrex said gently, smiling faintly at her, and she snarled at him
angrily as he shook his head slowly, murmuring quietly: “Ambrosia, what would you prefer?
That I look at you as my little girl, still, or I treat you as a stranger and just another demoness
who has gone and gotten herself way in over her head… but who I shouldn‟t care for? Who I
shouldn‟t think of with memories of eating ice cream with and who once called me Dada, who
came to me with her scraped knees and who trained side-by-side for years with Serenity at
athletics and gymnastics, and who I was so proud of on the day she won her gold medal at the
Southern Province‟s swim race?”
He stopped and looked up at her quietly, saying softly: “Just because I see you as my
little girl, doesn‟t mean I don‟t respect you and love you, Ambrosia. It‟s because you‟re my little
girl I come here and visit you and try to figure out where the hell I went wrong in raising you.”

Now, the female had curled her knees up to her chest, shrunk down in her seat and
looking ashamed of herself as she hugged her legs quietly… and Zerrex sighed a bit, shaking his
head and murmuring: “I hate it when I see people saying: „oh, yeah, my parents still treat me like
a kid, it‟s so awful.‟ Narrius never treated me like a kid: he just beat me until he got what he
wanted out of me.”
“Okay, Dad, I get your point, I… look. I‟m sorry I was a bitch, okay?” Ambrosia glanced
up at him awkwardly, and the reptile grunted and nodded after a moment before the female
looked down and shook her head a bit, muttering: “I don‟t understand it still after all these
years… no matter how I act, what I do, no matter what other people say to me or how they come
after me… the only thing that ever bothers me is when you scold me.”
“It‟s „cause I‟m your Dad.” Zerrex smiled a bit across at her, then he silently put his hand
down in the middle of the table… and Ambrosia sighed quietly before she lowered her legs and
reached her hands forwards to gently take the Drakkaren‟s, closing her eyes and bowing her
head. “Pallas is staying in prison, apparently. It… it would be harder to get you out than him, but
I could probably swing it on the safety issue if you want me to. This isn‟t a get-out-of-jail free,
offer, though, Ambrosia, you‟d still need to wear some kind of restraint but… I worry about you.
Especially right now. And you‟d have to go back in here the moment we caught the murderer…”
Ambrosia frowned a bit, looking up at him for a few moments and studying him with her
mismatched eyes… and then she said softly: “Holy shit, you‟re serious. You‟re… Dad… I
mean… how serious is this threat then? This is a high-security prison, I‟m… I‟m surrounded
every day by murderers and-”
“Not like this guy.” Zerrex shook his head slowly, and then he grimaced a bit as he
glanced down towards her hand before beginning to stand… and immediately she trembled and
seized into his fingers with both her hands, looking up at him almost desperately.
“Please don‟t go.” she whispered, losing her bravado… and Zerrex knew she wasn‟t
faking, or playing on his nerves, or just trying to get attention and a reaction. Ambrosia was a lot
of things… but she was also a Pride Demoness, just like her sister, and any humility from her
was genuine, as she closed her eyes tightly and murmured: “Dad… it‟s… I just want to be part of
the family again. I‟m tired of spending all my time in the crystal cells at the back of the prison,
because so many people would love to hurt you by hurting me… and I‟m tired of no one visiting
me except you. Serenity never let me be an Iuratus, the second week I was in prison a Wrath
demon was paid to rip the horns out of my head and the guards were paid to look away because
the people I stole from were still so pissed off at me, demons have long memories and… I don‟t
want to remembered as a thief. It was all about the thrill. It was all about the enjoyment of
proving I was so… so goddamn fucking good at what I did. I know I keep fucking up and I keep
hurting you and biting your hand when you‟re trying to feed me a treat, but please. Please. I can
change. Please don‟t go.”
“Our ten minutes are almost up, Ambrosia…” Zerrex sighed a bit, looking down at her
quietly before he shook his head a little as she trembled and gazed up at him. “And you know
why Serenity didn‟t let you become an Iuratus. Why I had to agree with her that it was for the
best you… didn‟t take on that job. You‟re so… competitive, and you have a bad habit of making
people angry who then clean the floor with you. And loyalty…”
“I know, I know, goddammit I know…” The female grimaced as she looked up at him
almost angrily, and then she winced and lowered her head a bit, saying quietly: “I‟m sorry. I…
can…” She squeezed his fingers slowly, whispering: “I‟ll be a good girl if you get me out of here
though. I won‟t cause trouble, you can have Serenity watch me and I‟ll behave nice and good for

her… I‟ll behave. I‟ll behave, just… give me a chance. Even if it‟s only for a few days,
please…”
Zerrex closed his eyes… and then there was a double knock on both doors, and guards
pushed them open, the one behind Ambrosia announcing calmly: “Time‟s up. Prisoner 52262,
please return with me to your cell.”
“Wait.” Zerrex said quietly, and the blue-uniformed guard behind Ambrosia hesitated,
looking across at the Drakkaren… but the reptile smiled a little after a moment in relief even as
the green-uniformed guard behind him walked forwards and grabbed the reptile‟s arm as if
preparing to pull him away, the lizard saying quietly: “I just wanna give my daughter something.
That‟s permitted, right, Lieutenant Aluc?”
Now the goatling beside Zerrex hesitated, and the blue-uniformed Wrath demon and
Zerrex looked at each other… before he nodded after a moment, saying quietly: “Of course,
Ambassador. Guard, no need to be anxious.”
Zerrex shrugged off the grip of the goatling, then he closed his hand, concentrating for a
moment as blue energy sparked along his fingers… and then he quietly turned one of the
female‟s hands over before gently pressing the item he‟d created down into her palm, Ambrosia
gazing down silently as her father pulled his hands back, smiling faintly at the sight of a small
red ring, made of glimmering ruby… and the Drakkaren smiled at his daughter, saying quietly:
“Remember, you‟ll always be my little girl. Just squeeze that if anything… if anything happens.”
He glanced up at the Lieutenant, sensing that the green uniformed prison guard beside
him was wary but confused… but the Wrath demon nodded slowly. The reptile wasn‟t surprised
that the higher-ups in the food chain likely had been briefed on the current goings-on and
problems in Hell… and Ambrosia murmured an almost silent „thank you‟ as she bowed her head
and clutched the ring tightly in both her hands. In all likelihood, it would be scanned and
examined before they let her keep it… but Zerrex was confident they would let her hold onto it.
It was an alarm ring, after all: even if it could be used to signal someone other than him, only the
Drakkaren or another being above the status of even higher-powered demons could teleport into
a facility like this, and even if he did, it would instantly trigger all kinds of alarms and lockdowns
and anti-magic systems to activated.
The Drakkaren allowed the green-uniformed guard to lead him back out into the hall and
back to the lobby, the lizard approaching the booth and absently knocked on the clear metal
front. The goatling inside this glanced up moodily, and then he said flatly: “You know, I almost
went and told the Warden you were here.”
“Thank you for sparing me that pain.” Zerrex muttered as the logbook was slid out
through the slot again, and he signed a second time before sliding the logbook back, asking
mildly: “You know, I‟ve always wondered… what happens when you don‟t sign out?”
“We hunt them down and kill them. Thank you, Mr. Narrius.” The goatling flicked a
wrist at him, and Zerrex looked moodily through the clear metal booth even as he scrambled
mentally to think up some retort. But the goatling had already turned away, and Zerrex glowered
before he turned and left.
The Drakkaren made his way back across the courtyard, the prisoners that had been in the
yard replaced by a tired-looking groundskeeper slowly mopping up a puddle of blood from the
cement, and the lizard grimaced a little bit. Ambrosia had been sentenced here by Judge Thoth…
which was good, because if White or Sabnock had done the sentencing, it would have been even
more awkward afterwards, since Lily had gone into a tirade and banned Thoth from ever setting
foot inside their homes, although thankfully she had eventually calmed down. Ambrosia,

however, had shown little remorse for her actions, had bragged about what an excellent thief she
was, and worst of all, had been revealed to be the person responsible for stealing the Eye of
Hez‟Ranna: a perfectly-spherical ruby that had been the size of a beach-ball and revered in a
temple dedicated to Hez‟Rannan religion as a „splendorous creation of the Goddess.‟
It was likely Hez‟Rannan demons that had paid to have Ambrosia‟s horns torn out of her
skull, despite the irony of the fact they were going after Zerrex‟s daughter… but the massive
ruby had been as revered by the followers of the temple as certain sects of the Unity religion
revered the Quicksilver Sword, a holy weapon thought to have been forged by angels. That had
long been disproven, but the symbolism of the weapon – passed down from the first kings who
had followed the teachings of the Unity religion, made of blessed silver steel – meant that there
were certain cults out there who had formed legends and „great truths‟ of their own surrounding
the sword, and worshipped it with much greater fervor than they worshipped any god.
The Drakkaren knew well by now that he was fortunate to only have to deal with a few
assassination attempts a year from various fanatical groups: if anything, the fact that he had
become a god had only further made people hate and fear him, after all, and others worshipped
him for reasons he couldn‟t quite fathom, since he was pretty sure he‟d never demanded tribute
or even done much of anything worthy of worship. Yes, he fought to help the world, and he had
helped bring the mortal planet back to its old glory… but those weren‟t things he had done for
any „chosen people,‟ or for any purpose greater than the fact that it had been the right thing to
do… and it was his goddamn home too, and the home of friends and family.
The lizard waited patiently as the security gates slowly rose, rubbing absently at his right
arm and mentally guessing at the time… but knowing Cindy, he was probably going to end up
early no matter what he did. First, after all, she‟d want to show her mother all over Elysium…
the Drakkaren only hoped she would stay safe, and they wouldn‟t run into any hostiles… or
worse, any troublemakers like Loki or Ixin, who could quickly ruin the entire night ahead by
saying the right thing at the wrong time.
Zerrex walked out as the gates raised completely, putting his hands into his pockets as he
passed onto the wooden bridge… and then he smiled slightly as he felt a distinct vibration before
Sammy appeared on his shoulder, the skeletal pseudodragon chirping at him before nibbling at
his hair. The Drakkaren immediately laughed a bit at this as he stepped off the wooden bridge
and onto the windy plains that surrounded the fortress-prison, and he held his right hand out so
the small beast could leap down onto it, then turn around and look up at him with his goldenflame eyes as he recited in Cindy‟s voice: “Cindy wants dinner held in the Ravenlight Estate‟s
medium dining room, the classy one. She wants Daria, Cherry, Mary, Marina, Maria, and Mercy
present. She says Sephire, Serenity, Selena, Aluinnia, and Anathema Sin are banned from
attending because they get you too riled up.”
“Notice that most of those names in the friends-slash-not-friends list all start with the
same letter, or pretty much… are the same.” Zerrex said musingly, and Sammy chirped and then
looked up at him curiously, and the reptile laughed before the skeletal pseudodragon scrambled
quickly up his arm and hopped onto his head even as the Drakkaren rose his other hand and
created a portal. “Oh stop that, you damn well know you‟re my little buddy. And I mean the
word buddy, as in someone I would totally sleep with if… you know, you were bigger and not
made of bones. Ha, bones.”
Sammy huffed at him and leaned down to nip the lizard‟s muzzle as he dug lightly with
his claws against the lizard‟s forehead, and the reptile grimaced as he walked through and into
the main hall of the Ravenlight Estate, absently slapping at his small friend. “Oh stop that, it‟s a

compliment. Anyway, it‟s not my fault you decided at some point you were too cool for me and
keep running off to explore Elysium and the mortal planet. Stick around then, at least for dinner.
I promise I won‟t let Cindy chase you off. Might actually help Jessica like me more if she sees I
hang around with a cute little bugger like you.”
Sammy chirped cheerfully at this, the skeletal little creature nodding before it hopped off
Zerrex‟s head to the ground below, and the reptile smiled down at him. Then he knelt, reaching
out and petting quietly along the creature‟s bony neck as he murmured: “We had quite some
adventures, didn‟t we Knight Dove?”
Sammy chirped again at this, then bounced backwards before hopping up on his hind legs
and dancing around in a circle, and Zerrex laughed, nodding a few times before he glanced up
with a smile as a voice called gently from the stairs: “He‟s a good boy, isn‟t he?”
Zerrex straightened as Lily strode down the steps towards him, walking across the wide
entrance hall and gazing at him lovingly with her rainbow-kaleidoscope eyes. Sammy
immediately ran in a circle around the lizard‟s feet, then sat primly down beside him as the
Drakkaren opened his arms… and the two hugged firmly, Lily pressing against him as she
murmured softly: “I‟m sorry we haven‟t been able to spend much time together over… well…
ever since Vivien took charge of everything.”
“It‟s okay. She‟s doing a lot of good work… I‟m just glad to see you‟re safe.” Zerrex said
softly, then he paused and glanced back and forth before looking down at her softly: “You
shouldn‟t travel alone, though. Even in the Ravenlight Estate, it makes me nervous now, after
I‟ve seen what this bastard is capable of.”
“Sephire related the story to us while she was demanding permission to accompany you
around Elysium.” Lily said softly, gazing up at him quietly before she gently took one of his
hand, and she guided it to her face, kissing it softly before closing her eyes and tilting her head
so his fingers cupped her cheek. “But I‟m not worried, Zerrex. What will happen… will happen.
And the only show of strength this thing has done so far is raw destruction… but you, you
brought Justice back, a Naganatine thought dead long, long ago. That is true strength, true power,
Zerrex… my husband… my beloved. Anyone can knock something down… few people can
rebuild and create.”
Zerrex smiled a little at her, gazing over her softly: at her golden scales, at her flowing,
pretty white dress… and then he hesitated for a few moments before he slowly pulled his hand
away to grip her shoulder gently, saying quietly: “I just got back from visiting Ambrosia, Lily.”
Lily stiffened slightly… but then she nodded a little, looking up at him quietly and
studying his emerald eyes before she said softly: “What did you offer her, Zerrex? I love her, I
do, just like I love Pallas… but Pallas, at least, had an excuse, however strong or weak it was.
Ambrosia… my little girl ended up being… kind of a bitch.”
Zerrex smiled a bit more at this as Lily looked moodily down, unknowingly reminding
the Drakkaren very strongly of the daughter he had just been visiting with… and he shook his
head before kissing her forehead, saying quietly: “Now stop that, Lily. Ambrosia showed… a
little more relent this time, a little more remorse. While I know you disagree with the fact she
was sent to a high-security prison-”
“Damn right I do, Thoth‟s lucky I didn‟t march over to him and shout at him.” Lily said
indignantly, and Zerrex looked at her with amusement as she added moodily: “Vivien was
getting on my case about that again, though. Said I wasn‟t being cooperative with everyone,
telling me to modify my speeches again for the hundredth time. I get scolded more than Selena
does, I don‟t understand it.”

“And at the same time, Vivien doesn‟t want to bring in a new administration, I know it‟s
frustrating.” the lizard said soothingly, squeezing gently into her shoulders, and the female only
grumbled now before the reptile smiled a little, saying quietly: “I have to have dinner with
Jessica Delacroix tonight, Cindy‟s mother, and a few other guests. I‟d like you to talk to Sabnock
or White about a temporary suspension of sentence for Ambrosia, though. Pallas might not want
to leave his prison… and he might actually be safe there, the last time I visited him I know he
looked… he looked different than when he‟d first been locked up… but Ambrosia keeps being
sent to solitary confinement in the crystal cells. And if this thing got into Sabnock‟s manor…”
“God, Ambrosia… and she was supposed to be your Iuratus until Serenity blacklisted
her…” Lily gritted her teeth a little at this, and Zerrex gazed at her softly. Lily loved and
supported all her daughters… and he thought Ambrosia would be surprised to know about the
time-they-would-never-speak-of-again, when Lily had yanked Serenity aside and shouted angrily
at her for twenty minutes for not allowing Ambrosia to at least take the Iuratus tests, and how
Serenity had almost broken down into tears, a defiant look in her eyes and her lower lip
trembling through most of the condescending, angry speech.
Zerrex only nodded in response, saying quietly: “Exactly. I also visit Ambrosia
regularly… I see her more often than I see some of my other children, who are all off with
families of their own or… you know.” He smiled a bit at her, and Lily gazed back up at him
quietly before the male gently grasped her upper arms and kissed her forehead softly: “Go on
now, Lily. I got people to gather up and I need to make sure other people don‟t show up. And
take Desire with you when you go. I don‟t want to see anything happen to you.”
Lily smiled softly, but she nodded after a moment, saying quietly: “Alright, Zerrex.
Alright. But only because you said so.” She hesitated, then leaned up and kissed his cheek,
saying quietly: “Thank you. It means a lot to me that you‟ve never forgotten about Ambrosia. I
love her too, I just… forget sometimes to show it. I forget sometimes she‟s… she should always
be my daughter first, and everything else second.”
The two looked at each other for a moment, then Lily stepped back before she gazed
down and smiled warmly at Sammy, waving at him before turning and heading towards the
stairs. Sammy chirped at her back, and Zerrex watched his wife as she ascended to one of the
side doors, the demoness pulling this open and gazing radiantly at him for a moment before she
vanished through it. Then Zerrex laughed a bit and shook his head slowly, reaching up and
fingering his mala as he muttered: “Okay… let‟s see if I can do this right.”
He squeezed several beads in a row, moving his fingers slowly through the mala, making
it jingle quietly… and a moment later, several portals opened. Cherry emerged through one with
Carmen, the latter female grumbling as she brushed wrinkles out of the nicer clothes the
embarrassed, muscular female was wearing, while Maria and Mercy came through another,
Justice, Sephire, and Daria emerged from the third, and Mary stepped out of the last. Zerrex
looked back and forth over the assortment of females, rubbing musingly at his face before he
said clearly: “Carmen, Sephire, and Justice, you all aren‟t invited. Go away.”
Sephire snorted in amusement at this, crossing her arms over her chest before she looked
over at Carmen and Cherry, who both looked dumbly at her. For a few moments, they only
stared at each other – Sephire back in her armor, Carmen with a set of massive breasts barely
restrained by a dragon-leather bra and her wide hips stretching the leather pants covering her
legs, Cherry wearing square-toed cowboy boots, deep blue dress jeans, a belt with a massive
silver buckle with the Central Spire and the runes for each of the Provinces embossed over it,
with a thick white shirt and a matching denim dress jacket overtop – and then the three all

grabbed their faces and screamed at each other, making Zerrex wince back: none of them were
very high in pitch, but the roughness of their voices made the sound vastly irritating nonetheless.
Daria flinched, then grimaced and brushed awkwardly at her clothes: she had changed
into a pretty black dress with white and red butterflies stitched across the front of it, simple straps
going over her shoulders and tied in a pretty bow behind her neck… and Mercy, meanwhile, only
sighed silently and shook her head slowly, dressed in simple dress pants and a white, longsleeved blouse that covered the ivy tattoos along her entire arms. She blushed a bit as she gazed
at her father, who let his eyes linger on her for a moment with a soft smile, feeling calmed by the
very sight of her even as Sephire, Cherry, and Carmen all began to run around in a circle
together, yelling randomly, and Sammy immediately squawked and began to bounce around
happily with them, imitating various Cherry sounds before Zerrex finally sighed, then walked out
and extended his arm in front of Carmen.
The female‟s throat collided with this, making her wheeze and gargle before Sephire
crashed into her back, and both females fell to the ground with groans of pain and dumb surprise
before Zerrex simply glared at the last female, and her yelling was cut off by a wheeze as her
collar tightened around her throat, flailing her arms wildly as Zerrex said clearly: “I swear I‟ll
send all three of you for a time-out on the moon if you don‟t stop this nonsense right now.”
“You‟re such a bastard.” Justice said admiringly, and the Drakkaren slapped his forehead
as he finally glanced away from Cherry, and her collar loosened as she gasped for her breath and
clawed wildly at the air, exaggerating her suffocation: all things considered, if anything the
female probably enjoyed when he throttled her with the collar. The Naganatine was clad as
before, her wings and the metal around her breasts her only clothing, but mimicking the look
remarkably well… and Zerrex looked at her meditatively as she gazed back with her blind eyes
before pointing at Carmen and Sephire as they sat up on the ground. “I‟ll babysit the goddess,
but not the Amazon.”
“Hey, I got tits!” Carmen said in an offended voice, grabbing at her enormous bosom
before she peered over at Sephire‟s musingly. “Damn, grandma, what big boobs you have,
though. Those cannot be natural.”
“Oh, eat me.” Sephire grumbled, and then she grunted as she stood up and cracked her
back loudly, adding: “And hey, they‟re awesome, but hell on me in combat. You ever get
smacked in the tits?”
“Lots.” Carmen glared at Zerrex, who cleared his throat before the female stood up and
grinned suddenly, saying cheerfully: “Anyway, hey, Zerrex. Why don‟t you bring Justice with
you to dinner, and Sephire and me will go out and get to know each other better? „Specially since
she‟s a Disciple now and shit, someone‟s gotta show her the ropes, teach her the rules, and the
babe sounds like she can use some looking around, being locked up for all the years she has.”
Sephire smiled over at Carmen, and then the two looked pleadingly at Zerrex as they
laced their fingers together… and the Drakkaren sighed as he slapped his forehead and Sammy
chirped as if in agreement, the reptile finally muttering: “Fine, fine. That sounds fine.”
The two females laughed and clapped, then they both waved to Cherry before turning and
bolting towards the Ravenlight Estate‟s doors, and Cherry grumbled… then flailed a bit when
Mary approached her and began to help smooth out her denim jacket. She finally gently-butfirmly pushed the feline backwards, glowering a little as she mumbled: “Thanks, but no thanks.
This is as good as I‟m gonna get.”
Zerrex looked over at Mary, who was smiling amusedly: she had a short green dress on
that went well with her ivory fur, her black eyes affectionate even as Cherry blushed and looked

awkwardly away, rubbing at her arms, Maria standing on her other side and smiling lovingly, a
beautiful strapless dress of silver chain hanging around her own body… and then Zerrex broke
the tension by asking mildly: “Cynthia, when did you become a cowboy?”
“It‟s Cherry!” the female stormed immediately, waving her arms vehemently and making
both the Broken and the angel wince away from her as Justice laughed and Zerrex grinned. Then
she flushed a bit as she dropped her arms at her sides, adding in a grumble: “And… this is my
nicest outfit, okay? Fuck you, I don‟t wear no fucking dresses and shit.”
Zerrex shook his head a bit, and then he glanced around at the gathered crowd, saying
finally: “Alright. Since apparently Justice is inviting herself as well… I‟m going over some
ground rules here, and making sure everyone‟s ready. Some of you already know Jessica… and
all of you know it‟s Cindy‟s mother. But there are several topics that are not good to bring up
around here, such as… well… anything to do with me, the murderer, politics of Hell and
Elysium, and especially do not ever bring up her mortal life. Show an interest in her topic, let her
control the conversation to a point. She‟ll probably ask a lot of questions and she might be
derisive, but please try and roll with it.”
Zerrex looked pointedly over at Justice, who snorted and cocked her head, saying flatly:
“You‟ve known me for all of two hours, Zerrex Narrius.”
“Yeah, and I already know that you‟re likely going to bait her.” Zerrex retorted, and then
he pointed over at Cherry, who was glowering moodily at the Naganatine. “See her? Normally
Cherry is queen bitch around here… well, next to Selena, who I hope like hell is still in Acheron.
But even she keeps her mouth shut around Jessica because she‟s terrified of what Cindy will do
to her face if she says the wrong thing.”
Justice glared at him with her blind eyes, and Zerrex narrowed his eyes in return… and
then Sammy chirped cheerfully between them, and the two looked dumbly down at the little
pseudodragon before he said clearly in Zerrex‟s voice: “You‟re a butt.”
Zerrex slapped his forehead and groaned, and then he said flatly: “No, what I am is
nervous. Personally, I‟d prefer to be in a battle to the death than making nice with Jessica at a
fancy dinner. And Cindy will mess me up too if something goes wrong.”
Justice shook her head a bit, and then she patted the Drakkaren‟s cheek, saying kindly:
“Well, for your safety, then, I‟ll be nice, and I can already see the others will be behaving
themselves well too… funny, though. Demons, Naganatine, angels, gods, and a Broken all in the
same room, having a meal they don‟t need together, pretending to like each other when I‟m sure
I‟ll see plenty of secret sparks flying.”
The lizard rubbed slowly at his face, looking moodily at Justice, and she grinned at him
before glancing around the group again, before glowering down at the ground as Sammy said in
Cherry‟s voice: “You‟re a cunt.”
Justice kicked at him, but the skeletal pseudodragon scampered easily away, chirping
cheerfully, and Zerrex rolled his eyes with a sigh before the female muttered: “Oh stop it, like I
would have been able to hit him anyway. I can‟t see the undead as well as I see the living… they
have a very different energy flow, among other things.”
“Still.” Zerrex grumbled, and then he glanced over at Cherry as she tried to shrug Mary
off when the angel began to help her neaten out her clothes again, looking embarrassed. “Oh,
stop that, Cherry, you need to look your best for this.”
“Don‟t you think I know that?” Cherry sounded almost desperate as well as frustrated
now, however, grimacing a bit before she pointed at Daria, the newt looking embarrassed as the
demigoddess spluttered: “How the hell am I going to compare to her, anyway? She‟s got

fucking… etiquette stripper lessons and shit too, like all them rich high-class whores get! And
me, I‟m… I dunno, this ain‟t like in the Legion, when I would be all hosh-posh debonair bitch.
Look at my biceps! Rich chicks don‟t have biceps like this!”
Cherry flexed her arm, and then she squawked as her denim jacket tore, her muscle
bulging through the fabric… and Zerrex slapped his forehead even as Mary sighed and carefully
dragged Cherry‟s arm back down, muttering a spell that caused the material to quickly repair
itself as the female looked embarrassed, then glanced over at Daria as the newt said gently:
“Why don‟t you sit beside me then, Cherry? I‟ll cover you if anything bad happens and… help
you out if any topics come up you‟re… not as comfortable with. Would that be okay?”
The demigoddess looked both surprised and suspicious, frowning a bit at the newt as she
gazed over her slowly before asking hesitantly: “The fuck would you help me for? I mean, babe,
we get along fine everywhere else, yeah, but when it comes to my beautiful baby girl Cindy, you
and I… bump heads a little and shit.”
“Cherry, you‟re the only one who thinks we „bump heads;‟ you‟re the one who keeps
charging at me with your horns lowered, figuratively and sometimes literally.” Daria pointed out
mildly, and the hermaphrodite cleared her throat as she glanced away, arms crossed and looking
embarrassed. “Cindy loves you, and I know she wants this dinner to go well, not just because of
Zerrex but because she wants Jessica to accept you, too.”
Cherry mumbled as she shuffled on her spot, and then she finally nodded a little and
glanced embarrassedly up at the female. “Okay, okay, fine and shit. I… yeah. I gotta go and
finish up my shit though, get the last of my stuff together… Boss, you okay with me trying to
woo Jessica and shit? Not like. Woo-woo, just. You know.”
Zerrex slapped his forehead as the female cleared her throat, then he nodded and said
mildly: “Yeah. I suppose everyone can go, really, since you all look like you‟re ready for
dinner… Mercy, can you stay for a second, though? Business talk.”
Mercy nodded with a soft smile, and the other females gazed at the Drakkaren before
they all went off their separate ways, some through portals, others heading to the stairs and
doorways… and then the reptile looked sourly at Justice, but she only shrugged, saying amiably:
“I have nowhere else to be. Besides, I want to hear more about this imprisoned daughter of
yours.”
Mercy looked sharply at Justice, then she glanced over at her father as Zerrex punched
Justice firmly in the shoulder, the Naganatine swaying on the spot but otherwise only grinning
before the reptile sighed and rolled his eyes, saying flatly: “Yes, I‟m having Lily ask Sabnock
and-slash-or White to suspend Ambrosia‟s punishment temporarily, until we can track down this
killer. Thanks, Justice, for letting me break that to my daughter so gently. You‟ve got a lot of
tact.”
Mercy reached up to fumble at her collar, and then she managed to pop it open before she
said in a surprisingly-harsh voice: “I don‟t like that, Dad, I don‟t like that idea at all. Ambrosia is
a manipulative bitch, and she‟s dangerous as hell when she doesn‟t get her way… I still
remember how hard she and Serenity fought when she was told she couldn‟t be your Iuratus.
They almost killed each other!”
“Yeah, both of them, Mercy. And when Serenity got the upper hand, I‟m sure you
remember that I had to literally kick her off Ambrosia to stop her from killing or maiming her.”
Zerrex said gently, and Mercy frowned a bit but nodded slowly nonetheless. “They‟re Pride
demons, and they were attacking each other personally as well as physically. They wanted to
hurt each other… and if Serenity had killed Ambrosia, she would be the one in prison right now,

with her right of Iuratus stripped from her. And likewise, if Serenity had allowed Ambrosia to
become an Iuratus, maybe she never would have felt like she had to turn to stealing to try and get
a thrill out of life. As maybe a desperate act for attention… Cherry and I taught her a lot of the
techniques she used, after all. Silent entry, moving quietly through an area, on-site procurement,
lock-picking, disarming traps, stealth… I taught her how to move quietly without getting caught,
and Cherry taught her how to break and enter.”
Mercy grimaced a bit, looking up at her father worriedly nonetheless as she said quietly:
“Look, I don‟t… I don‟t doubt my sister‟s love for you, Dad, but… Ambrosia might love herself
more than she loves you. I don‟t want… you doing something good for her, just for her to either
try and escape you, or turn on us. And I don‟t want to see her and Serenity fighting, either… they
really might kill each other given half a chance.”
The two looked at one-another… then Justice said softly: “And yet you‟re speaking from
logic and rules, when your heart speaks very differently, isn‟t that right, silent girl? Put your
collar back on and speak to your father clearly, don‟t confuse yourself trying to use all these
meaningless, fancy words.”
Mercy glowered a bit at Justice, but Zerrex only looked curiously at the Naganatine as
she smiled slightly at the female with her blind eyes, saying gently: “Look at me, daughter of
Zerrex, and tell me I don‟t know what I‟m talking about.”
Mercy grumbled a bit, and Zerrex smiled a little despite himself before she sighed and
carefully did her collar back up around her throat… and then she looked down thoughtfully for a
few moments before raising her hands… but she hesitated. She looked dumbly at her fingers, and
then frowned over at Justice, who simply shrugged and winked one of her blind irises… and the
demoness grumbled silently before she sighed silently and gestured embarrassedly at the
Drakkaren, who nodded before he caught one of her hands and pulled it to his lips, kissing her
fingers gently.
The female smiled at him quietly, and then she nodded a little firmer before she gently
stroked over the scarred side of the lizard‟s face, before they gazed into each other‟s eyes… and
then they bumped their noses together before kissing for a short, soft moment, the reptile‟s
mouth working against the stitched lips of his daughter before they pulled apart and gazed
lovingly at one-another.
Then Mercy nodded again before she flicked her wrist, silently creating a portal as she
looked tenderly at Zerrex before vanishing through it… and the reptile glanced over at Justice,
saying mildly: “Stop reading people‟s emotions or minds.”
“I can‟t, they‟re too loud.” the Naganatine retorted, and then she rubbed absently at the
underside of her muzzle. “So what did she say? I might be able to see her, but that doesn‟t mean
I understand what I‟m seeing. And apparently it‟s rude of me to interpret her energy flow.”
Zerrex slapped his forehead, and then he looked down at Sammy as the pseudodragon
scampered towards them, sitting up on his haunches and saying clearly in the Drakkaren‟s voice:
“Let‟s stab her. Let‟s stab her good.”
Justice looked down at the skeleton for a few moments… and then she narrowed her eyes
suddenly, and Sammy squeaked before he exploded into pieces in a sizzle of energy, the
Naganatine immediately looking shocked as she grabbed at her muzzle and said in a startled
voice: “I didn‟t hit him that hard, dear Naganis, I didn‟t meant to!”
Zerrex, however, only tapped his foot a few times before he looked down at the pile of
bones, the yellow flames still burning in the skull‟s sockets… and then a moment later, the
skeletal pseudodragon snapped suddenly back together, chirping cheerfully as Justice looked

surprised and the Drakkaren remarked: “I guess you really must have more trouble reading the
undead. That‟s a new trick I really, really wish Anathema Sin hadn‟t taught him, since now he
does it every time he gets a chance.”
Justice glowered at the pseudodragon, glaring at him again… and this time Sammy
squawked and was blasted backwards by a suddenly explosion of energy, arcs of blue lightning
sizzling through the air where Sammy had been as he rolled a few times and then ended up on
his back, flailing his limbs at the air as the Naganatine muttered irritably: “You‟re both
troublemakers, you know that?”
“Please stop flash-frying my little friend.” Zerrex said pettishly, and then he rolled his
eyes when Justice glared at him and he felt a shock of energy spark along his body. “Can you
save that party trick for later? Anyway, come with me. I‟m going to teach you how things work
around the Ravenlight Estate.”
As it turned out, getting Justice to behave was a task easier said than done: due to the fact
she had never experienced any mortal customs, and how Zerrex‟s life revolved around mixing
the current trends of Elysium with his old mortal culture, she was curious about every little thing
and insisted on explaining how life with Naganis had been so much simpler, maintaining that it
had been better and purer… but worse and more boring at the same time.
Cindy had the foresight to summon his kitchen staff for him, at least: although the
Ravenlight Estate was normally home only to a skeleton crew of servants, since Zerrex liked to
do everything himself, he also paid dues to an agency that provided various skilled workers so in
case of a situation like this one, he could have people on hand. He also had a list of preferred
chefs, butlers, waiters, and other staffers who had worked with the Drakkaren before and knew
his habits and preferences and eccentricities, as well as those of his family.
So when they had entered the kitchen, the cooks had already been busy preparing the
meal, and the head chef had informed him that the maids were already setting up a table in
Dining Room B as per instruction, and then asked him kindly to get the hell out. Zerrex, used to
the grumpy, touchy attitude of the cooking staff, had only been amused… but Justice had been a
little less than pleased by the entitled attitude of the chef and had stirred up a ruckus before the
lizard had finally dragged her out.
The Drakkaren had tried to explain to her how things tended to work with certain people
and that he was glad enough to let the chefs run the kitchen the way they wanted to… but Justice
only grumbled about entitlement and then she had started on a long ramble about how they all
had things they were best at, but all of them had always respected Naganis‟s wishes, etcetera,
etcetera, etcetera ad infinitum.
It almost made the reptile glad when Zerrex had felt a faint tingle in his mind… and
Justice had cocked her head as well before seizing the lizard‟s wrist and dragging him down the
halls, no longer wandering with him but obviously set on some goal. He had been unsurprised
when they had arrived in the medium sized dining room, the black oak table glinting quietly and
the chairs neatly arranged around it, large bottles of rose petal wine and glass pitchers containing
other substances sitting in a neat arrangement around a silver centerpiece in the shape of two tall
Drakkai holding up a massive pearl decorated with embossed black platinum shapes. Cindy had
looked dumbly surprised, dressed in a flowing black ballgown… and then she winced, looking
over her shoulder at the neatly-laid out china as Justice primly took a seat before she hissed:
“You‟re both underdressed and Mom will be here any minute!”

Zerrex grumbled at this, and then he glanced at Justice and concentrated… and a moment
later, clothing appeared over the Naganatine, the female cursing and wincing as she looked at the
blue dress that now clung to her body, grabbing at it and glaring angrily at Zerrex as the
Drakkaren shrugged before he looked moodily at Cindy. “I know, it‟s the same thing she‟s
wearing except for the color, but I don‟t have a lot of time to concentrate here.”
“Ugly. Ugly.” Justice muttered, crossing her arms and looking balefully towards one of
the tall candelabras sitting on the table: blue flames flickered at the end of each wax candle,
while above them, a much greater light was cast from a massive glass crystal filled with strange,
glowing blue gases, the orb hanging snared inside the cage of a golden chandelier hanging from
the ceiling by a silver chain.
Zerrex grumbled as he walked towards the foot of the table, saying dryly: “Jessica can sit
at the head, as the guest for tonight. Cherry and Daria are sitting side-by-side…” The reptile
paused as he glanced at the fireplace at the end of the dining room, looking into the blue flames
crackling cheerfully away inside the heavy stone before he clapped his hands twice, and almost
instantly, the cape swirling behind him wrapped around his body and transformed into a tight
dress shirt and suit jacket of dark-colored scale leather, the reptile looking meditatively over this.
“Nice. Almost as good as my armlet.”
“Don‟t be insulting.” Justice said dryly, and then she glanced towards Cindy, who was
still looking moodily from her father to the Naganatine. “And stop that. Your mother is nervous
about tonight, but nothing‟s going to change between you and her if you continue to try and
always show her the same façade over and over again. If you were really so eager to share your
life with her and show her that you‟re an adult, you wouldn‟t be asking everyone to be on their
best behavior and putting on such a goddamn fancy show for her. You‟d just have all of us get
together for a nice meal and prove to her we‟re not monsters when our masks are off.”
Sammy chirped in agreement and hopped up on the table, and Cindy winced before she
reached out and gently grabbed the pseudodragon, putting him down on the floor and muttering:
“It‟s complicated… Justice, right? Why are you even here?”
“To help.” Justice said easily, and she smiled at Cindy, glancing over her thoughtfully.
“You‟re angry at me, you‟re just trying not to show it. But your energy boils with it… and you‟re
scared. And yet beneath both those layers and the outer mask of politeness, you know I‟m right.”
“Is she another fucking psychic like goddamn Celeste?” asked Cindy suddenly and
sharply, and then she winced in embarrassment and covered his mouth, even as Marina curiously
poked her head in and Justice only grinned widely. “Oh shit, I… sorry, Daddy, and… Justice I
mean and… oh Marina, oh no! Daddy, didn‟t you tell Marina too?”
“Mom, it‟s fine.” Marina said gently, wearing only her loincloth and the wrap around her
breasts as she smiled and walked down the table to sit beside Zerrex, the two gazing at each
other warmly. “Daddy, would you mind clothing me? I‟m sorry I didn‟t come earlier, but I was
listening to you nonetheless… poor Celeste just needed a little reassurance. She‟s a lot like me in
some ways… uncomfortable around others, dependant on… having a little contact to keep
herself sane, only trusting a few special people. Not… entirely able to understand others.”
She looked quietly at her father for a few moments, and then she laughed delightedly
when Zerrex reached out and gently touched her shoulder, and a pretty, slender black dress
appeared over her, fluffing out and sparking quietly with the reptile‟s energies for a moment
before it settled, the female gazing at him affectionately as Zerrex said quietly: “I‟m glad you‟re
there for her, Marina.” He paused, then glanced towards Cindy, who was looking hesitantly from

Justice to Zerrex. “It‟s going to be fine, alright? We‟ll get through this, we‟ll introduce Jessica
slowly to things around here, and we‟ll… work things out.”
Cindy didn‟t look convinced, but she nodded slowly nonetheless, grimacing a little bit as
she rubbed at her face… and then she sighed and glanced morbidly over at Justice as the
Naganatine said mildly: “By the way, your mother already expects this to go badly. But
nonetheless, she‟s trying to see things your way… for your sake. And to be part of your life. I
doubt there‟s any way this dinner can go perfectly, but trying to put up a farce for her is just
going to make it go worse, so when push comes to shove, shove back.”
Cindy glared at Justice as Sammy chirped beside Zerrex and hopped up into his lap, and
the reptile rolled his eyes and sighed a bit as he absently petted the bony pseudodragon, feeling
instinctively that dinner was going to go badly even as he reached up and gently brushed his
fingers through his mala, concentrating at the same time.
Less than a minute later, the door Marina had just entered through swung open, and the
others who had been invited to dinner made their way inside as Zerrex reflected it might not look
the best that everyone here except for himself and little Sammy was a female. Well, Cherry’s sort
of both, but she doesn’t really count.
Cindy immediately fell into a fluster as she arranged people in a better order, putting
Cherry on the right side of the table with Daria beside her, and then her own spot to the left of
the head so she could sit across from Cherry and beside her mother… and she was prompt in
forcing Justice to move all the way down to the other end of the table, as Zerrex simply watched
the chaos unfold. Marina smiled indulgently on one side of him, and Justice grumbled and
crossed her arms as she sat on the other, watching moodily as Cindy ran back and forth,
adjusting things here and there even as servants entered with large carts of food, waiting calmly
near the front and back of the room.
Finally, she looked up as Jessica entered the room, smiling awkwardly to her mother and
gesturing eagerly towards the head of the table as uniformed servants stood silently and calmly,
and Zerrex stood as well: the rest of the table immediately rose, Cherry doing her best to grin
despite how anxious she looked as Jessica approached the head of the table, and finally sat
down… and when the male Drakkaren sat, the rest of the table took it as their cue to do the same,
Jessica looking nervously back and forth as a servant stepped forwards and announced calmly:
“Tonight‟s meal will consist of turkey prepared in modern Irenic fashion and several
Hez‟Rannan delicacies, such as cooked Draybeast tenders. Please enjoy.”
The servants began to remove their covered platters from the carts, placing them onto the
table and uncovering them to reveal the food beneath, delicious smells wafting through the air as
Cindy carefully poured her mother a glass of rose petal wine, Jessica looking critically back and
forth before she nodded a little bit as Cindy put the bottle aside, saying quickly: “Doesn‟t this
look good, Mom? And all friendly faces here, too… Mary, you know her, and Cherry, too, and
you just met Daria…”
“Yes, very nice.” Jessica murmured, and she looked back and forth before frowning a bit
as she glanced at Justice, who looked back at her with a smile on her face, her blind eyes deep
and knowing. “Pardon, but… didn‟t we meet briefly?”
“Yes, I am Justice, of the Naganatine. I was there when Zerrex saved you from the angels
harassing you.” Justice remarked airily, as if commenting on the weather, and Cindy glared at
her furiously as Zerrex winced a little bit and rubbed awkwardly at his face, but Jessica only
looked at her thoughtfully as Justice continued to gaze at her with her blind eyes. “We‟re going
to get along well, aren‟t we?”

Jessica smiled a little at this, surprisingly… and thankfully, although dinner was
awkward, there wasn‟t much in the terms of unpleasantness. Cherry was anxious the whole time,
and Cindy was overprotective and visibly stressing out over every little detail, but Jessica only
shot Zerrex a few nasty looks and otherwise asked only a few careful questions. Justice,
meanwhile, was greedily sampling everything she could get her hands on, showing the same
gluttony that Anathema possessed for food.
Dinner was replaced by dessert, and when dessert was finished, the plates were taken
away and the servants served out mugs of coffee and tea, everyone‟s preferences already
thoughtfully attended to. They were expensive rental servants, but they were good ones, and
even if the head chef was a tyrant he demonstrated clearly he knew what he was doing, as
everyone relaxed a bit and Justice sipped easily at her coffee. Jessica, thankfully, was occupied
with questioning Marina curiously about her art and other things, and Marina was treating
Jessica kindly as Zerrex fed Sammy small bits of food as he sat on his shoulder, the
pseudodragon taking great pleasure in chewing things up despite the fact that the crumbs for the
most part simply pattered their way out of his neck and his ribs.
Zerrex sipped at his mug of coffee, and the pseudodragon pawed at this, but the
Drakkaren only snorted and bumped his thick muzzle against the small, skeletal creature,
muttering: “Don‟t push your luck now, you little asshat.”
“Zerrex, what is that thing?” Jessica asked from the other side of the table, and the reptile
and Sammy both looked up dumbly, making the female frown a bit. “It‟s too small to be a toy
hydra but it‟s too large to be a wyrmlet.”
The reptile blinked in surprise, then he looked pleased at this, putting the mug of coffee
down and clicking his tongue at Sammy, and the little pseudodragon proudly hopped off his
shoulders and trotted across the table towards Jessica, preening himself despite Cindy‟s look of
horror even as Jessica only looked down at him with curiosity. “It‟s a pseudodragon. Well. It
was. He‟s kind of undead now.” Zerrex paused, then cleared his throat at the glare Sammy shot
over his shoulder at him. “Sorry, he‟s. He‟s sensitive about it.”
“Really now? I‟ve heard stories about pseudodragons.” Jessica leaned down a bit, and
Sammy turned his attention back to her, cocking his head before she asked curiously: “Are they
really as intelligent as they say?”
Immediately, Sammy chirped and hopped up on his back legs, dancing around in a circle
to the delight of several of those at the table – and a few of the servants still present – before the
pseudodragon said in Cindy‟s voice: “I‟m smarter than I look.”
“What an excellent impression.” Jessica smiled a bit more openly now, hesitantly
reaching a hand forwards… and when Sammy chirped and stepped forwards to push his horned
skull against the female‟s fingers, she warmed visibly and immediately stroked lightly along the
back of his neck, saying quietly: “Yes, yes. That‟s very good. I spent a lot of time around
animals when I first worked in the temples in Heaven… I looked after pack hydras and gryphon
mounts and helped out in the stables.”
Zerrex smiled a little bit, saying quietly: “One of my jobs in Hell was to train animals,
and I‟ve never forgotten how it works… I remember I helped out my old stable-master, Kent,
only a few years back, when I took Epiphany, Naganen, and Darren out to ride some older
hydras that were being retired from the military. While they enjoyed themselves with that, I was
training Infernal Dragons.”
Jessica looked over at him with interest at this, as Cindy only sat dumbly back, obviously
not able to believe what was going on as her mother asked quietly: “Dragons, really? Forgive me

for asking… but weren‟t you scared at all? Infernal Dragons, I hear, are the war-mounts of
gigantic demons, and many legends talk about the immeasurable chaos they would wreak during
their attacks on Heaven… but I suppose that it‟s a little different for me than it is for you.”
Zerrex smiled a little, rubbing at the back of his head as he said quietly: “You might be
surprised, but yeah. Of course they made me nervous… I mean, no matter who you are, when
you‟re dealing with something sixty feet tall and capable of eating you in a few bites, that‟s
going to make you a little nervous. But training them isn‟t that hard… you have to figure out
which is the alpha, and earn its respect and demonstrate that you‟re in charge. And besides, I‟ve
had dragons vomit on me before. That‟s a lot worse than when they try to ram you or bite you.”
Jessica smiled a little at this as she sipped slowly at her tea, Sammy chirping at her as the
pseudodragon laid down in front of her and clearly enjoyed the continued petting it was
receiving, before the female looked almost surprised at the fact she had just held a short, nonhostile conversation with the Drakkaren… and the two looked at each other for a few moments
before she smiled hesitantly wider.
Cindy looked relieved at this… and then she winced a bit when Jessica touched her arm,
saying kindly: “Thank you for putting this together for me, my daughter. It means a lot to me that
you did… but you didn‟t have to. You shouldn‟t have to feel you need to… go to great lengths
for me. Nice as it is to be in the presence of all these… friendly faces.”
She looked around at them all, her gaze lingering for a few moments on Cherry… and
then she shook her head a bit before Daria nudged the muscular female firmly with her elbow,
and the hermaphrodite blushed a bit before she managed to say: “Cindy‟s always been real
thoughtful and shit and she really totally wanted us all to come across good to you. Well. I mean
well, she wanted us to come across well. And shit.”
Jessica looked blankly over at Cherry for a moment as Mercy dropped her face in her
hands and Daria sighed, rubbing consolingly over Cherry‟s back as Justice snorted laughter.
Cindy, meanwhile, looked with horror at the muscular hermaphrodite, who slowly shrank back in
her chair before Jessica cleared her throat as she looked down at Sammy, then back up at Cherry,
finally saying: “Thank you… Cherry. Although you… please. Don‟t… try to be someone you
aren‟t just because I‟m here. I… did mean it when I said that I wanted to be involved in my
daughter‟s life, and I know you‟re all… trying hard to put on a good face for me. But I know
that… my Cindy wouldn‟t be so adamant about having you all in her life without good reason.”
“Oh fuck, finally, so I can-” Cherry began to take off her denim jacket, and then she
winced at the dark look Cindy shot her, grinning weakly as she mumbled: “Totally… just shut
my mouth and… never… talk again. Just like I always do.”
Jessica reached out and calmly touched Cindy‟s shoulder, however, and then Justice
suddenly looked up in stupid surprise as Marina frowned a bit, before looking sharply at
Jessica… and the mother of Cindy blushed for a moment before she said softly: “Didn‟t I ever
tell you that I used to be a party girl myself? That that… is why Zerrex and I met in the first
place?”
“I… well… I mean…” Now Cindy looked surprised and hesitant, looking at her mother
quietly as Jessica gazed at her softly, everyone from around the table watching the two. “I found
out that… you… that Daddy was my Father, because he… met you at a rave. But Mom, you
were always so… I dunno, in control, so cautious and quiet…”
“Yes, Cindy, but you saw me through a child‟s eyes back then, when I was still alive.”
Jessica said gently, then she shook her head slowly, saying softly: “I was a party girl, Cindy. I
was always on the road, going from place-to-place on one big, everlasting, world-wide party

from the age of sixteen until… well… until after what happened between me and your father. I
had sex with bad boys and punks in rock bands for cash and travel privileges. I got on private jets
by doing awful things for other people. I helped smuggle drugs past checkpoints because I was a
young pretty girl that the authorities wouldn‟t dare lay a hand on because I was from Ire, and that
was back in the days when the feminist movement was strong and let bad girls like me get away
with everything up to murder, because any „male-ocracy‟ that even said a girl was bad was
obviously oppressive, and Ire was enjoying playing off the chaos raised by that to attack
traditionalist nations, invading under the pretense of „helping females everywhere.‟
“What Zerrex did to me was awful.” She looked up at the Drakkaren, but there was no
venom in her voice this time, no spite in her eyes as she looked across at him quietly. “But it at
least set me straight. And it did give me the wonderful, beautiful gift of you.” Jessica reached up
and took her daughter‟s face gently in her hands, kissing her forehead softly. “And I‟m not
saying I‟m going to like your friends all the time, or I‟m going to even approve of everything
you do… but I will always support you. And I‟ll never stop loving you.”
Cindy smiled delightedly at her mother as Justice yawned visibly and stood up, picking
up her coffee and sipping at the mug before she looked over at Zerrex and said loudly, despite
Jessica and Cindy both shooting glares at her back: “Next time I‟ll listen to you, Zerrex, because
this was boring. Except for the food. I‟m going to go find sister, Anathema Sin is much more fun
than you all.”
With that, Justice turned around to walk away… but she did stop and squeeze Cindy‟s
shoulder gently, smiling encouragingly to Jessica at the same time before she headed for the
door. Cherry looked dumbly back and forth as Mary shook her head and Mercy smiled through
her stitches, and then the muscular female slowly peeled her denim jacket off before she
whispered loudly to Daria: “So… so what do I do now?”
Daria shrugged awkwardly, and then Jessica said gently: “Be yourself, Cherry. For
example, my daughter tells me that you enjoy a lot of physical activities and you‟ve really helped
to bring out a different side of her.”
Cherry covered her muzzle, giggling stupidly behind her hands, and Zerrex groaned as he
rubbed slowly at his forehead before Mary interrupted quickly: “Cherry‟s always been very loyal
to your daughter. She can be a little silly… but she‟s always fought hard to protect her, you
know, and you can see how much she cares about her when they‟re out in public together.”
“Yeah, Cherry, tell Mom about the last date we went on together.” Cindy said quickly,
smiling over at the female, and Cherry cocked her head curiously towards the female, which
made Zerrex instantly wince, knowing that nothing that could be following would be good.
“You mean when we fucked on the roof?” Cherry asked dumbly, and Cindy turned beet
red as Daria dropped her face in her hands and Zerrex sipped meditatively at his coffee, as
Marina only shook her head slowly. Cherry looked confusedly back and forth as Mercy winced
and Mary sighed, and then she only made the situation worse as she said flatly: “Well, that‟s
what we do on every date! We fuck, when she‟s not fucking Daria here!”
Cindy gritted her teeth, her face burning scarlet as Jessica winced a little, visibly biting
back a reprisal as Daria held up her hands and Maria looked desperately over at her father, the
Broken who had been silent through most of dinner begging Zerrex to step in before things got
any worse. Zerrex, however, only shrugged lamely as Daria finally argued: “Don‟t drag me into
this, Cherry, I said I was going to help you-”
“I‟m no good at this shit!” Cherry burst out, then she rose her hands above her head and
slammed them down into the tabletop in visible frustration, making it rattle and the mugs bounce

and Sammy hop to his feet with a squeak of surprise, immediately turning and bolting back
towards Zerrex. “I‟m a big, butch, bitchy bitch with a penis, goddammit, and I‟m made of
muscles and testosterone and… I like pie and sex and I love Zerrex and I love Cindy and
goddammit, I ain‟t gonna change my shit for anyone!”
Cherry breathed heavily, gritting her teeth and wincing even as she looked defiantly back
and forth around the table… and then Jessica sighed a bit and touched her forehead as Cindy
winced and reached out to touch her mother‟s shoulder, but the female only shook her head and
said quietly: “Well, Cindy, I think I‟m going to head back to my room. Dinner was nice, at least,
and…” She stopped, then stood up quietly before smiling a little down at Cherry, even as the
muscular female blushed deeply. “I may… not… be fond of you, but I do wish… perhaps… I
could be more like you.”
And with that, Jessica turned and headed to the door, and Cindy immediately leapt up to
her feet and ran after her mother, glaring over her shoulder at them and then beginning to babble
apologies as she followed Jessica down the hall, and all faces present turned to look at Zerrex as
Sammy peered up from where he was hiding in the lizard‟s lap, the Drakkaren sipping slowly at
his mug of coffee before he remarked: “Congratulations, Cherry. Another social event
destroyed.”
“Oh fuck you.” Cherry said moodily, and then she dropped face-first against the table
with a loud clunk and a deep sigh as she mumbled: “I definitely took a dump in bed this time,
didn‟t I?”
“It wasn‟t a complete loss.” Marina said kindly, and Cherry looked up flatly at her, but
the female only smiled as she gazed lovingly at her father. “I‟m sure you felt it too, Daddy, and I
know that anyone who was listening heard what she said… but Jessica at least doesn‟t hate you.
And Cindy will calm down… this was all going to be a fiasco from the start anyway, after all.”
“That makes me feel ever so much better.” Cherry said moodily, and then she flopped
back in the chair before grumbling under her breath, before wincing when Daria leaned over and
kissed her cheek gently. “Babe, you could be giving me the best oral sex in the world right now
and I totally would still be holding against you what just happened and shit.”
“Grammar, Cherry.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he looked around at the gathered
females thoughtfully as he reached up and absently began to play through his mala as the dress
suit and shirt over his chest rippled before puffing backwards into a long cloak. Then he smiled
when a servant walked forwards and refilled his coffee mug, nodding to the demon and saying
gently: “Will you please go bring the dessert cart back in here? Cherry needs to drown her
sorrows in sugar.”
“I want cake! And pie!” Cherry shouted as the servant bowed politely to the Drakkaren,
and as he retreated, the hermaphrodite moodily looked around at the others seated at the table,
asking lamely: “So what do you bitches think the damage was? I mean. You all get laid plenty,
right? Well, at least I know I do, and Daria‟s a whore… Marina, remember when we caught you
getting gangbanged that one time? That was hot.”
Zerrex slapped his forehead, but surprisingly, it was Maria who spoke up, the Broken
saying hesitantly: “Didn‟t it go pretty much how we expected it to go? No offense, of course,
Miss Cherry, but… didn‟t you think this would happen anyway? What‟s the big deal, to be
entirely honest?”
Cherry looked moodily at the female… but before she could answer, Zerrex held up a
finger, saying mildly: “Cherry, I know you‟re looking for someone to take out your frustrations
on. But can you at least wait until you‟ve calmed down a little? Or you know. It‟s okay to talk

about it. The girls here are… well. Cindy picked them for a reason. They‟re good girls. And
they‟re all very close to you as well as her, if you haven‟t realized that yet already.”
Cherry fidgeted awkwardly, looking embarrassed before she grumbled a little and crossed
her arms, saying moodily: “I don‟t have no goddamn emotions. Emotions are for chicks, I ain‟t
no freaking chick.” She cleared her throat at this as Daria patted her soothingly on the leg, and
then she fidgeted again before shoving at the newt with a grumble as the female only continued
to look at her kindly. “Oh fuck off.”
Daria rolled her eyes, and Zerrex sighed, shaking his head a bit before he decided to
change the subject, asking mildly: “So has everyone received their summoning plates, while
we‟re here?”
Immediately, the females all smiled, even Cherry perking up a bit as she dug in her
pocket for a moment before producing hers and waving it back and forth. “These are awesome,
and they were totally my idea, I want everyone to be clear on that and shit. My idea, not
Sabnock‟s, not White‟s, even if they got the ball rolling and shit.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes a bit at the female as she grinned back and forth, and then Maria
asked curiously: “But how will you remember all of these different combinations, grandfather?
There are quite a good few of them… and moreover, what if we need to call upon you?”
“Well, as Mary…” Zerrex cleared his throat as the feline looked up curiously. “Sorry, I
meant mortal Mary, Mary Silverwind… once showed, as a god, I can be summoned if you have
my material affinities on hand. Besides, when you concentrate hard enough, I can hear your
thoughts…” Zerrex paused, then glanced over the table, closing his eyes as he thought clearly:
And most of you can hear mine.
There were a few nods around the table as the rest of the females only smiled at him
warmly, and when the Drakkaren opened his eyes again, he leaned forwards on his elbows,
saying dryly: “So does anyone else think it probably wasn‟t the best of ideas for Cindy to only
invite people who were my Disciples, and only females?”
Cherry looked dumbly back and forth as Mercy smiled slightly and Daria cleared her
throat, looking a little embarrassed as she said awkwardly: “Sorry, Zerrex. That‟s partly my fault,
I think… I made the mistake of mentioning to Cindy that males like Raze and Priest might come
across as too intimidating-”
“Hey, don‟t you talk no crap about my bros or my boy.” Cherry said immediately,
glowering at Daria, but when Zerrex only looked at her pointedly, she slumped and crossed her
arms, saying moodily. “Okay, I guess that… okay. Priest can be a little obnoxious at times,
especially when he gets defensive of his Momma. And Raze is a big scary bag of hammers. Still,
dude deserves a lot more credit than that, you butt. I mean… hey, I guess I am technically related
to him somehow, huh?”
Zerrex sighed at this, rubbing at his face slowly before he glanced towards Daria, saying
mildly: “We probably should have asked Tinny or Amiglion to be here. Other non-threatening
male figures so it didn‟t seem like I just surround myself with collared females.”
Daria grimaced a little, rubbing at her face slowly as she blushed a bit. “Yeah… I didn‟t
even realize that all Cindy was listing out were other Disciples of yours. She just… really wanted
dinner to go well, and so I think she… she tried too hard and listened too well when I made
suggestions, you know?”
Cherry glowered over at Daria, but then she only sighed a bit and shook her head, looking
moodily at the tabletop as a servant returned with the push-cart. He began to lay platters loaded
with desserts that still looked as fresh as if they had just come out of the oven over the table, and

the hermaphrodite grumbled as she grabbed the tray holding a large chocolate cake before it
could even touch the surface of the table, dragging it quickly over to her and simply shoving her
face into it, chewing loudly and sending up crumbs and flecks of icing as Daria winced away
with a look of surprise and slight disgust.
Maria looked horrified as well, but Zerrex only rolled his eyes as another servant topped
off his cup of coffee before carefully circling around the table. “Ignore her, she‟s just looking for
attention. It‟ll pass… for now, does anyone else have anything to report? It‟s been… I know it‟s
been a confusing day for all of us.”
There was a bit of quiet at this as even Cherry glanced up from the chocolate cake,
becoming more solemn as she wiped slowly at her muzzle with the back of her hand and said
quietly: “Now hey, Boss. You better not be blaming yourself and shit for the shit that happened.
None of us could have predicted how things went…”
“We don‟t even know what he was still.” Maria added softly, and there were a few
awkward nods from around the table as the Broken crossed her arms, saying quietly: “Earth was
still trying to figure out how and why the creature was able to get around your total control of
Acheron when we left… and its manipulation of energy was very strange, very… complicated.
Breaking down even what it was wearing without dispelling the masking effect of the cloak…
that takes both talent and a lot of practice.”
Zerrex nodded at this, rubbing slowly at his arm as he muttered: “Yeah, believe me, I
noticed that too. I have trouble reducing myself to energy and retaining my normal clothing…
and even Blackheart I can only carry with me when I do that because it‟s so dense with my
energy. It worries me that this thing has demonstrated to ability to manipulate dark energy so
well, too… that‟s a very rare ability, especially since it was concentrating it so powerfully to
make it almost as acidic as Unworld residue.”
Maria nodded at this, looking across at the Drakkaren before she said softly: “As well as
electricity on a frequency that damaged your own energies, and it was able to carry Jeannine out
of Acheron. It can‟t be a demon or an angel… but neither myself nor anyone else could make
heads nor tails of its energy signature because of the cloak it was wearing. I doubt even Epiphany
could identify the creature through that cloak.”
“Then it‟s definitely custom-made.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing at his muzzle slowly: for a
masking cloak to be enhanced to the point where not even people who specialized in reading
energy signatures could identify a creature‟s alignment through it, it meant the cloak would have
to have special insulation and charms of all sorts woven into it. Then he shook his head and
sighed a bit before glancing towards Mary as the feline rose a hand.
“What about the other thing you and Epiphany found, though? If this thing is connected
to that, what was Heaven trying to build and why would they need the help of some deranged
god?” Mary asked softly, and Zerrex grimaced at these points, thinking silently of the
Centrifuge… and of how Epiphany had been so lustful, of the darkness that had come out of here
at that place. “More importantly… why does it leave traces of your energy signature where it
goes? I know that it caused a stir at the council, but…”
She broke off, glancing down and then back up with a faint smile as Zerrex rubbed
slowly at his face, and Mercy reached up to silently open her collar as she said quietly: “A lot of
questions. And a lot of worries… but Daddy, sad as it is to have lost Jeannine Wulfe, we do
know that it‟s after you, and it‟s closing in on you. With all of us being careful to watch each
other‟s backs now, however, it‟s going to have to start picking harder and harder targets,

meaning we‟re going to be able to close in on it faster and faster… and maybe most importantly,
the creature didn‟t stay to fight. It closed in on Jeannine and ran.”
“That means one of two things… one is that when it chooses a target, it never stops
hunting them, and its selecting them by their level of closeness towards Zerrex. The other
possibility is that it already has a list of targets it‟s supposed to kill… and if that‟s the case, it
means that it‟s doing this job for someone else.” the female continued quietly, and the Drakkaren
winced, not liking what this implied as Mercy looked up and down the table slowly. “And if
that‟s the case, it means anyone could be behind the murderer. It might even be a group of
people, with an interest in killing Father for revenge, for fame, for one of a thousand reasons.”
“That makes me feel loved.” Zerrex muttered, and Mercy smiled faintly at him as Cherry
scooped up a large chunk of chocolate cake and shoveled it into her muzzle, chewing
thoughtfully. Zerrex frowned a bit at her as the hermaphrodite looked back at him musingly, and
even Sammy rose his head and chirped curiously at the look on the female‟s face.
Finally, Cherry swallowed, and then she shook her head slowly, saying quietly: “Nah, I
don‟t think so. My instincts tell me different on this one, and I dunno why, Boss, but they do.
This thing might be working with someone, sure… but it sure as shit ain‟t killing people for just
that reason alone. Assassins don‟t usually like big messes… they like either clear intimidation, or
something neat and subtle. Not ripping a person into pieces and spreading their body parts all
over the goddamn floor, or plowing through a platoon of soldiers to get to one rich babe after she
shows up back at her mansion.”
Zerrex grimaced a little at this, and Cherry winced in embarrassment before saying
finally: “Look, all I‟m saying is that even if this guy is under orders from someone else… he
behaves like someone who‟s got a real personal stake in this whole mess, you dig? Plus the silly
vandalism shit that we‟ve been picking up over the last while, shit like your shrine being sent on
fire and nonsense like that… that ain‟t the mark of no self-respecting assassin. That‟s someone
who‟s pissed off at you and wants to rip your goddamn spleen out.”
The Drakkaren nodded after a moment as Mercy slowly did her collar back up, wincing a
little… and then Daria said softly: “We should talk to Missy Ella about this maybe, Zerrex… I
mean, she has a lot of people she can reach out to, after all, and I know that your own resources
are already being stretched thin, trying to keep us all safe. Missy Ella might know some of the
answers we‟re looking for, or at least know who knows them… and at worst, if the visit shows
nothing, I can warn her to watch out for anything out of the ordinary. You‟ve been going to
Toxic Beauty for a few years now…”
“Yeah, and Rose‟s club, too.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing at his face slowly with a grimace
over to Cherry, who frowned at this. “You think this thing would stoop to hitting places I
frequent? I never even thought about that…”
“I hate to say it, Boss, but you might want to put out a little warning, just in case.” Cherry
said quietly after a moment, nodding slowly, and the Drakkaren nodded back with a grimace
before the female sighed and reached down to scoop up another handful of chocolate cake,
shoving this into her muzzle and chewing slowly as she gazed up towards the ceiling. “I‟m
wishing for the old days again, Boss. You better come over here and kick me in the nads.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, and then Sammy scrambled carefully up onto the table and slunk
towards one of the dessert trays, looking curiously around at all the food even as Marina gazed
over at her father and said gently: “But the most important thing, Daddy, is that you have to be
okay… because without you, everything falls apart. I know you feel like this is your fault, that
this murderer is somehow your responsibility… but imagine what would happen if you died, or

were taken away, or maybe had never been alive and this day had come? This killer won‟t be
satisfied with you out of the way… even if you were taken out of the equation in one way or
another, it‟s very possible he‟d continue to target each and every one of us, until not a trace of
your heritage, your culture, your Disciples, your memory, was left. And even then… who knows
what his final goal is? All we know is that he doesn‟t seek to create, or to rule… so far, all he
seems to want to do is destroy.”
“And destroyers are the most dangerous opponents of all.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing at
his face slowly. “You can‟t appease them, intimidate them, or bargain with them… Narrius was a
destroyer. Even when he had all of Hez‟Ranna, and all of Heaven under his thumb, all he wanted
to do was burn them. Burn the jungles, burn the world, burn the entire universe to the ground.
Zerrex shook his head a bit, and then he forced himself to look up and smile awkwardly
around at the others as they gazed at him quietly, the Drakkaren standing as Sammy chirped
before skittering towards him and leaping up onto his arm, propelling himself quickly upwards to
sit on his shoulder. “Sorry. Why don‟t you all stay here tonight, then… tomorrow, Daria, you
and Cherry can come with me and… probably Sephire and Justice, since they‟re both clinging to
me… and we‟ll go around to the places I tend to hang out at, warn them and ask if there‟s been
anything suspicious going on. For now, though, I… should probably get some rest.”
The Drakkaren reached up and shook his head a bit with a grimace, and Marina stood up
beside him, touching his arm quietly… but the reptile only smiled at her, saying softly: “I‟m fine.
Go back to Celeste, she needs you right now, it sounds like. And I think you‟re learning a little
from her as she‟s learning from you.”
“A little.” Marina smiled a bit, and Zerrex gazed over the group for a few moments
before he turned and headed towards the door. He felt their eyes on them as he went through…
but it was Marina who first turned away as the Drakkaren left the room, the female reaching up
to touch her chest silently before she gazed out over the table and said quietly: “Please don‟t
disturb Daddy tonight. He needs to be alone right now.”
The others only looked at Marina quietly for a few moments… and then they nodded,
even as they glanced uneasily back and forth as the most-loved daughter of Zerrex looked
broodingly at the closed door.

Third Sphere: Conflict
Naganis sat quietly across from a tall, serpent-headed god wearing a heavy black robe,
the larger male looking moodily down at him before the smaller god of creation smiled as he
reached forwards, sliding a playing piece made of white stone across what looked like a strange,
rounded chess board, saying calmly: “Your move.”
Thanatos grimaced and crossed his arms as his strange, deep eyes surveyed the board,
rays of light streaming in through the enormous glass window beside him. They both rested in
thick black chairs made comfortable for their sizes, and the library was spacious enough to
accommodate them both without trouble, as the God of Death muttered: “This game is insipid
and childish. Besides, I should automatically win. Soldiers, heroes, villains, and tyrants all die.”
“Yes, but even you can‟t steal the immortality of their stories.” Naganis smiled warmly
up at Thanatos, and the snake-god gave him a look of sour distaste as he finally seized a heavy,
black-stone piece and rudely used it to bat one of Naganis‟s ivory pieces off the edge of the
board, sending it down to shatter against the ground as the Naganatine rolled his eyes. “Oh, very
mature.”
Thanatos only growled at him in response, looking up towards the arched, whitewashed
ceiling high above before he muttered: “And I can easily deal with their immortality by
destroying their worlds. Death of a person, death of a civilization, death of a planet: they‟re all
the same to me.”
“Oh, they are not. Can‟t you just lose gracefully for once?” Naganis paused as he
absently slid another white playing piece forwards through the hole left in the God of Death‟s
defenses from his last move, and Thanatos stared as Naganis gently set the piece down right in
the middle of six of his other offensive pieces, yet none of them properly angled for attack as
Naganis said kindly: “Your castle is under siege. Again.”
“Shut up.” Thanatos muttered, and the serpent growled in frustration, reaching up to
adjust the small, black cap on head, his mix of bird and cobra-like features twitching with
irritation before he finally grumbled and simply shoved the entire board off to the side, sending
the pieces spilling in every direction and the broad cracking in half, but Naganis only laughed, by
now used to the bad-tempered God of Death. “An exercise in redundancy. It would take more
than a single pawn of an army of mortals or monsters to kill me, as you very well know.”
“It‟s a game, Thanatos. A game of strategy and wits, not of raw power and destroying
things. That‟s why I enjoy it… because it goes to show how the smallest piece can take down the
largest and most powerful opponents, with the proper use of one‟s mind.” Naganis smiled as he
reached up and tapped his own temple gently, and then he absently held his hand out over the
strategy board, and it shuddered on the ground before snapping itself rapidly back together, the
statuettes quickly reassembling themselves and hopping onto their appointed positions around
the circular, strangely-marked board. “Anyway, I did ask you here for a reason apart from
wanting to see if you‟d gotten any worse at Conqueror‟s Field.”
“Yes, yes, yes.” Thanatos stood up, towering over the Naganatine at thirty feet tall and
glancing irritably out the wide, beautiful window and into the courtyard beyond, where several
Naganatine were laughing as they relaxed, one singing a song and playing a strange, guitar-like
instrument with a gnarled neck as the others clapped in easy time. “Something about my
Messengers not being as efficient as they should be?”
“Oh, stop taking everything personally.” Naganis stood up and walked towards the
window, then he smiled, pointing quietly down at one of the majestic, enormous trees that was

casting a deep patch of cool shade over the area, as he said softly: “Isn‟t that amazing? They
provide natural atmosphere and oxygen… a feat some gods replicate on other worlds by using
magic stones and constructs. Far less appealing, in a lot of ways… these, at least, don‟t need to
be powered, you don‟t have to worry about them breaking… they seed the ground before they
die, and more grow up in their place.”
Thanatos, however, only looked mildly at Naganis for a few moments, and when Naganis
looked back at him with a warm smile, the God of Death asked flatly: “You‟re fascinated by
trees, Naganis? Are you not a God of Creation, who has created twenty in his likeness, who has
plans to develop an entire race of sentient creatures?”
Naganis, however, only punched Thanatos gently in the hip, answering easily: “First of
all, I only plan to nudge mortals gently in the right direction now and then, towards equality and
hopefully towards being able to understand each other. Second of all, how can these mortal
creations hope to continue to exist without me watching over them all the time without things
like trees, and water, and grasses, and all the other beautiful little parts of the picture? The
details, Thanatos. The details are often as important as the great sweeping swoops of the sky
overhead, or the towering-”
“I get it.” Thanatos said sourly, and then he crossed his arms as he looked moodily out
over the Naganatine, asking quietly: “Have you informed your younglings yet? You should know
that children often do not handle the news that there will be a new baby in the household very
well. They may not be entirely pleased to discover your plans, my friend.”
Naganis, however, only smiled over to Thanatos, replying quietly: “I appreciate your
concern, but I think you‟re worrying too much about this. Not everyone has as hostile a
temperament as you… I mean, look at them out there. Warden, Justice, and Sin. They all look
delighted, do they not?”
“And Anathema. She‟s hiding behind the tree. Strange little girl, shy around her own
family.” Thanatos said musingly, and Naganis peered curiously at the tree, then laughed and
clapped his hands as he realized he could see an anxious face half-peering around the thick trunk.
“I think she‟s waiting for Sin to take her on another adventure. But that kind of attitude is part of
what worries me… your Naganatine are all different personalities, living together in a carefree
harmony here in Eternity, because you are their leader, the father they all look up to, and
furthermore, they have no reason for qualms or quarrels. No concept of territory, no need for
jealousy because your attention is devoted unto them… and now you‟re going to upset the
balance between them all, assign them jobs, build a new status quo. I fear for how this will go for
you, Naganis. That you may be putting too much faith in them… and too much faith in your own
ability to keep the peace.”
Now the Naganatine looked ruffled as he glanced up at the God of Death, but the
serpentine, ancient god only looked calmly back before Naganis sighed a little and rubbed
awkwardly at his face, muttering: “I have every bit of faith in them though, Thanatos. They‟re
my family… families always find a way to get along, right? And besides, I‟m not going to
abandon them… I just… want to help this world prosper a little. Find out more about myself,
where I came from, watch these mortals grow and evolve and see how they develop to try and
understand myself, how I developed… and maybe one day, walk among them, creatures that I
only needed to nudge and push gently now and then, not to be worshipped but only to be a part
of their great family that will span across the world in harmony with nature…”
“You‟re delusional, Naganis.” Thanatos said quietly, and the smaller male glanced up at
him sharply with a grimace. “It saddens me to say this, but I know from past experience no

family is without cracks, without enemies from within, without the lunatic and the traitorous.
Having faith in them is all well and good, but you must realize who is your close family… and
who is merely bound by blood, smiling false smiles to stay inside your trust, only interested in
using you for their own gain.
“And no world has ever developed like that… I watch over every world in the universe,
from those that belong to that overblown idiot Athéos to yours, to gods you have never known
the name of and never will, no matter how often you take your great sojourns into physical
space.” Thanatos held up a hand, and transparent planets flickered into being in a wide circle,
floating eerily and silently in the air as they revolved like dancers. “And every one of these
worlds is either in a state of passive, silent obedience, where there is no creativity, no
compassion, not even what you can call real life, only robotic, slavish sentience that can only
follow the will of a single deity… or it is stained with evil and corruption, in one place or
another. People, left to their own devices, left to evolve, are not inherently good, Naganis:
mortals, just like gods, seek only to fulfill their own passions and desires, slaves to their primal
drives, never rising above to overcome their natural urges.”
Naganis looked silently up at the God of Death, who closed his eyes and then his fist, the
ring of planets vanishing as the ancient god said quietly: “I am very sorry, Naganis. Believe me, I
am. But your high expectations will be met only with disaster… and I fear for you. For your
safety, for your sake. You are the strongest, most resilient god I have ever met, and are
compassionate and idiotic and wise…” Thanatos glanced over towards the Naganatine quietly,
then he reached out and gently touched his shoulder. “And you are my friend. It will do me no
benefit to see you suffer, so please. For your own sake, be careful.”
“Thank you, Thanatos… but… I think you‟re wrong.” Naganis said quietly, and then he
looked back towards the window, reaching up to stroke it silently as the Naganatine outside
laughed and began to dance in a circle, pulling the shy littlest sister of their group out from
behind the tree and making her dance with them, laughing even as she blushed furiously. Then
the panes of glass turned black and became smitten with twinkling stars and images of the
cosmos, Naganis saying softly: “Isn‟t the universe beautiful? And beauty can be dangerous,
true… I know that well. Thegragon was obsessed with her own beauty, after all… and with
creating a beautiful world on the backs of slaves.
“I don‟t expect my world to be without evil elements in it… elements I may not even
remove, because I understand that without any evil in the world, good has no meaning: if every
day is sunshine, we‟d soon become thirsty for rain.” Naganis smiled over at Thanatos, then he
gestured towards the shimmering image of space in the mirror. “But the universe isn‟t slanted,
Thanatos. The stars are great nuclear furnaces that burn all their lifetime, giving heat and light,
beautiful from a distance but ravishing up close, of vast power and dedication. But even if all the
stars in the universe burn only for themselves, their heat and light nonetheless warm the worlds
of countless gods. And they don‟t show favor, and they don‟t show hate.
“I believe the entire universe must be like that: impartial, but providing nonetheless for
everything around them. And I know that if there are other worlds that have existed for
millennia, full of wondrous cities and smiling faces… where people have prospered, with or
without gods. I know there will be trials… I know I will never be able to satisfy everyone… but I
have to try, nonetheless. And I have faith in my family…” Naganis smiled warmly over at
Thanatos, who looked unconvinced as he slowly crossed his arms. “After all, I leave Eternity on
my voyages quite often these days, gathering ideas and materials from other planets and

researching the efforts of other Gods to develop their own worlds. Absolutely fascinating, by the
way… worlds are so different and so strange…”
Thanatos only shook his head as Naganis looked dreamy, the illusion of space in the
window fading out before the God of Death asked brusquely: “But you had an idea for my
Messengers. Mass-implementation?”
“Sort of.” Naganis smiled… and as he and Thanatos returned to the table, the image
became blurry. Things faded slowly, as if the lights on a stage were going out, as if this were
only a play with no real consequences, that could do no harm to the world… but then, new
images filtered in, took shape, formed in reality, and Naganis was looking back and forth in
horror as trees burned with terrible black flames and a massive explosion went up in the distance,
most of a building going up in broken pieces.
Naganis immediately ran down the stone path between the burning trees, looking up in
shock to see that one of the statues of him next to a portcullis leading into the courtyard in front
of the comfortable, sprawled palace where they all lived together in harmony had been blown
into pieces, and the other was laying on its marble face, arms broken off it… and to one side of
this, Amiglion was sitting in his robes, trembling and crying a little, covering his face. Naganis
looked towards him, but then cursed in shock as he heard another blast go up before someone
screamed in pain, and instead the god ran through the warped-open gate and skidded to a halt,
staring back and forth with disbelief at the sight of ten Naganatine on one side of the courtyard,
eight on the other… and between them, the ground had been tattered and ripped apart, much of
the vast ivory and gold palace behind them burning with awful black flames, as the towering
Mephistopheles shouted furiously: “He betrayed us, and you side with him?”
“God! God, please, help!” Silven pleaded, his white robes singed and tattered, his large,
dome shaped shield over his arm dented and warped, before he cursed and half-hid behind this
when Sin snarled from the other side of the field and flicked her wrist, sending a bolt of
electricity shooting forwards that was barely deflected off the shield, the Naganatine staggering
backwards before he pointed towards a statue as tears rolled down his cheeks. “Justice, look
what he did to Justice!”
“I only regret I didn‟t kill the mouthy cunt!” Mephistopheles snarled, the huge, looming
male glaring over at Naganis as he looked at the statue and went pale, trembling and reaching a
hand up as he realized it was one of his own, petrified into solid stone. And his children… his
beloved disciples, were bloodied and bruised, all except Mephistopheles, who stood tall and
cold, towering over the others at twenty feet, the other nine Naganatine clustered around him…
but now they looked nervous as they looked towards Naganis, as Mephistopheles accused: “This
is your fault! You were going to replace us with your cute little mortals, mortals who do little
more than crawl around in the mud and mire and their own shit… what do you hope to learn
from these creatures, oh benevolent Father?”
“This is wrong.” Geryon added, but he looked nervously over his shoulder at
Mephistopheles, the much-smaller Naganatine breathing hard before he straightened a bit and
said emphatically: “Didn‟t you say we were the First Breed? Didn‟t you tell us we were the ones
who you‟d always take care of?”
Sin nodded, adding coldly: “You lied to us. And you‟ll allow us no part in your plans
now? You create… but do you really think other Gods will allow this to transpire? Are you
really so selfish that you shall not even give us a part in your great scheme?”

“Sin, listen to reason!” pleaded Warden, and Sin merely snarled at him before Warden
screamed as dark flames erupted over his body, falling to all fours before Epoch leapt to his side
and tore his own robes off, tackling him and extinguishing the black fire.
“Reason?” Sin laughed sharply at this, even as the shorter Anathema quailed against her
brash sister, hugging her arm from behind with her head down as Sin only grinned savagely and
challengingly. “Mephistopheles has promised me a place in the new order that will be built on
the bones of our falsely-loving father! You eight are the ones who should listen to reason…
Amiglion hiding and crying, Justice frozen in stone, there are nine of you and ten of us and we
are the stronger, you are merely the passive flunkies of a father who betrayed us!”
Sin‟s voice cracked with fury as she snarled at Naganis, looking both hurt as well as
enraged and hateful… and Naganis closed his eyes before Mephistopheles lunged suddenly
forwards with a savage grin, the ground on either side of him shattering and erupting into deadly
spikes as he charged forwards, huge metal blades appearing in mid-spin all around the
Naganatine as he rose his claws like an animal, pouncing towards Naganis as the blades whirred
downwards and the rocky earth erupted upwards in deadly spikes…
And then Mephistopheles and everything else simply froze, and Naganis turned silently
away, walking past the crowd of eight aghast Naganatine to sit under a gnarled tree with its
branches frozen in flames, cinders and embers twinkling silently from where they were trapped
in midair before the god sat down with a tremble, his back to his children, and he lowered his
face into his hands as he began to cry. Tears flowed down his cheeks as he gave long, shuddering
sobs, hugging himself as his eyes clenched shut, but unable to get rid of the images of hate and
revulsion and worst of all, disappointed pain, on the faces of his own disciples, his own
children… and he only cried harder, rocking back and forth silently, unable to bear the task of
looking over his shoulder at them, only sobbing as he rubbed at his face convulsively and tears
fell from his muzzle and cheeks.
More than an hour later, he finally stood, trembling and wiping the last of his tears away,
and he walked slowly forwards, back through the ensnaring trap of stones, and he hugged the
snarling Mephistopheles around the neck, pushing his face silently against the nape of the giant
Naganatine‟s neck as he whispered: “I‟m so sorry.”
Naganis walked next to Azazel and Astaroth, twin brother and sister who were watching
with hunger and greed… and he hugged first one, than the other, whispering apologies to them as
well. He apologized and embraced each of the ten betrayers in turn, tears dripping down his
cheeks silently as he heaved for breath… and finally, he turned silently around and walked up
the stairs as time resumed its normal flow.
Mephistopheles crashed through his own stone pillars, the enormous, crescent-shaped
blades of whirling steel uselessly crashing into the ground as the Naganatine looked up in dumb
surprise, the others staring and murmuring in shock… and then he snarled in fury, clawing his
way to his feet and looking down the path with fury as he shouted angrily: “Come back! Come
back coward! Fight me, Naganis, fight me!”
“No.” Naganis said quietly, and he closed his eyes, a look of intense sadness passing over
his face as he simply held a hand out behind himself, palm towards Mephistopheles… and reality
itself rippled before energy sparked violently through the air, the Naganatine looking up in shock
before Mephistopheles began to raise a hand… and then he snarled in horror as nothing
happened, only a few weak sparks buzzing down his limb before he was lifted into the air as
reality twisted violently above the heads of the crowd, then shattered apart into a deep, vast hole
filled with terrible white light.

The huge Naganatine immediately howled in terror and fury, spinning away and lunging
back towards the ground, managing to get his feet down before he dug his claws into the earth
and kicked forwards, clawing savagely at the soil even as Azazel and Astaroth both screamed as
they were yanked off their own feet and pulled towards the terrible hole, sucked into it and
vanishing in bursts of golden light as reality trembled and shook through the courtyard.
Mephistopheles managed to leap forwards, seizing Geryon‟s ankle, the smaller
Naganatine trying to stagger away before he looked down in shock… then squealed when
Mephistopheles and snarled and yanked him backwards, flinging him out of the way. The pull of
the powerful vortex caught Geryon in midair, yanking him towards the portal and absorbing him
next as Mephistopheles reached towards a tree… but his claws only scraped the bark before he
was yanked back into the air and pulled into the portal, howling for a moment before he vanished
into the terrible ivory light.
Sin and Anathema went next, clinging to each other and screaming, tears flying from
Anathema‟s eyes… and then one-by-one, the remaining Betrayers were yanked into the air and
absorbed into the portal, before terrible, powerful streaks of energy and lightning ripped through
the air around it and it slammed closed with a shockwave powerful enough to knock the rest of
the Naganatine off their feet and extinguish the black flames burning still on both the trees and
the palace. And the survivors only looked up in shock as Naganis slowly walked towards the
open doors of the palace, shoulders slumped and head down, dejected and despairing, before he
turned around and silently grasped the golden doors to pull them closed, sealing himself inside
the immense, broken ivory bastion.
Zerrex‟s eyes flickered open as he sat up in bed, rubbing slowly at his face with a
grimace. He was naked and tired, but at least the latter would fade soon enough, and hopefully
the ghostly memories would go with it. Memories of the Naganatine, of the Betrayal, which had
appeared more than once through his head… and this time, they were likely brought back yet
again by the figure curled up quietly beside him, still asleep: Justice.
She had barged into his room last night while he had been resting, and then simply seized
him by the shirt and kissed him hard… and the next thing he knew, here they were. He smiled
awkwardly at her, knowing she had the best intentions at heart, she just lacked tact… and the
inability to see that sometimes when the Drakkaren wanted to bury himself in physical affection
for a short escape from life, it just left him feeling worse when he next got up. Not that he
blamed her for stirring up the old thoughts on purpose… he knew that memories like these were
sometimes simply triggered by the right thing at the wrong time, by a random throw of the dice,
an unlucky draw of the cards.
He reached out and quietly stroked her face, and her blind eyes opened after a moment,
blinking blearily before she sat up as well, and then she leaned across and kissed his cheek,
murmuring: “Now I think I really must be pregnant.”
“Oh, lay off the pregnancy jokes.” Zerrex said tiredly, and then he slipped carefully out
of the side of his bed to head to his dresser, as Justice only smiled over at him before she
comfortably pulled his blankets up and around her body, cocooning herself on his bed with a
relaxed sigh as the reptile glanced over at her with a smile. “I‟m going to go out with Daria
today, and probably Sephire, since I know she‟ll want to do her job. She might seem
unprofessional, but she‟s far from it.”
“I got that feeling. I think the real reason she went with Carmen yesterday was so she
could probe her for information.” Justice replied as she closed her eyes and settled her head on

the pillows. “I forgot how nice it was to just lay down and sleep. I‟m going to spend my day
here, then… safe in your room, under the ten thousand layers of security you have to maintain
your privacy. Of course, they‟d all work better if you‟d actually close your goddamn door.”
Zerrex grumbled at this, shaking his head a bit before he said dryly: “Do me a favor and
die while I‟m out today, okay?”
“I‟ll try, but I don‟t promise anything. And if I do, you know I‟ll only come back like
Anathema did.” Justice replied with a yawn, and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes as he managed to
find a good pair of boxers and jump into them. Then she looked up curiously as the reptile
approached a large wooden box on the side table, opening it and carefully removing a sheet of
red velvet from overtop a beautiful silver armlet. “A magical device?”
“Technological. Close enough, though, all things considered.” Zerrex said absently as he
slipped it on over his left arm. It was a perfect fit, and the Drakkaren smiled as it locked itself
smoothly but comfortably against the limb, flexing his fingers slowly before he tapped a short
button to turn it on. It engulfed almost completely from wrist to elbow, with a large, disc-shaped
protrusion near the bottom end of the device, and a flexible, slightly arched keyboard over the
rest of it, the lizard muttering under his breath as he tapped a short command in and gazed down
at the tiny screen above the keypad, saying clearly: “Plain clothes. Black.”
A moment later, small dots seemed to stream across the Drakkaren‟s body before they
rapidly assimilated themselves into a black t-shirt and a black pair of jeans. The lizard absently
pulled against the fabric on his chest, and he nodded after a moment at the feeling of it: not
entirely like cloth, but the texture was close enough, the lizard smiling amusedly before glancing
up at Justice‟s gape. “What?”
“That‟s incredible! I‟ve never seen such a device… what else can it do?” Justice asked
curiously, worming her way up to a sitting position even with the blankets wrapped around her,
and Zerrex rolled his eyes in amusement before he picked up his mala from the side table and
absently spun it several times around his hand, beginning to toy with the beads idly. “I am not an
idiot, don‟t look at me like that. I see what you‟re thinking but it‟s not true.”
“You make me so uncomfortable I‟m comfortable again.” Zerrex said flatly, and then he
shook his head a bit as he held his left arm up, saying mildly: “And this, again, is technology, not
magic. It‟s fueled by demonic crystal, yes, but that‟s only so I don‟t have to recharge the
batteries every goddamn day with all the juice this thing sucks up. It powers and programs
nanomachines, which rapidly assimilate any kind of clothing I want and can also be used to get
into computers and… other things.”
Zerrex grimaced as a bad memory surfaced, and Justice looked up at him curiously for a
few moments before she nodded slowly to him, saying softly: “But it sounds as if you have little
to worry about from that regard any longer. Besides, Zerrex Narrius… monsters only gain more
power when you fear them, and memories can only hurt you if you give them the power to.”
“I… go back to sleep.” Zerrex said flatly, and Justice smiled at him amusedly before the
Drakkaren rolled his eyes, then he kissed his mala in a nervous gesture before he unstrung it
from around his hand and slipped it back over his neck, carefully tucking it away beneath his
shirt. “Anyway. I‟ll be back as soon as I can, alright?”
Justice nodded, and then she flopped back on the bed and curled up with a sigh of
contentment, and the reptile rolled his eyes in amusement before he shook his head slowly and
headed out the door, making sure to carefully close it before he looked up with a slight smile,
unsurprised to see Sephire standing just a few feet down the hall with her arms crossed over her

armored chest, her heavy mask over her face but popped open to reveal her grin as she asked
amusedly: “Have a good night?”
“I could ask you the same question. Knowing Carmen, you went to at least one strip club
and probably had all kinds of inappropriate grandma-sex.” Zerrex said mildly, and Sephire rolled
her eyes before she reached back and grabbed the handle of the enormous sword across her back,
growling threateningly. “Okay, okay, don‟t beat me with your goddamn stupid weapon.”
“Hey, Storm King Face is not a goddamn stupid weapon. You‟re a goddamn stupid
weapon.” Sephire retorted with a huff, but then she bowed courteously out of the way when the
lizard walked forwards, falling into step behind him and asking curiously: “So about Daria…
she‟s real dedicated to you, huh? But you killed her.”
“Oh please, can we not get into this? This is like trying to explain Little Arcy to people, it
never goes well.” Zerrex rubbed at his face slowly, grimacing a bit and realizing too late this was
probably only going to make the female more interested, and the goddess grinned widely now as
she slapped the male on the back before reaching quickly ahead to open the door for him, the
reptile smiling despite himself at this: for all the similarities between them, Cherry, Carmen and
Sephire each all had their own distinct ticks and quirks as well.
The female was grinning much like her descendants had a tendency to, however, and the
reptile looked at her sourly before she winked and nudged him teasingly as they headed down the
stairs. “I bet you had sex with her. You totally had sex with her, didn‟t you? Dude, she looks like
she‟s about five years old.”
“Okay, she‟s several million years old, for one thing, and for another, I don‟t have to
answer your question.” Zerrex said embarrassedly, and he cleared his throat before adding in a
mutter: “If it‟ll shut you up, though, yes. I killed Daria. I… well. I say that I raped her, but it
wasn‟t rape at all. It wasn‟t even just harsh sex… it was almost making dark love, in a way.”
Sephire snorted at this sentiment, but then she smiled and held her hands up in a gesture
of surrender when Zerrex glared at her, and the reptile shook his head before he muttered: “But
yeah. She‟s dedicated to me because she believes she‟s evil, that she‟s something… terrible and
wicked at the heart of the matter. She says that I… I‟m what stops her from turning on the
world.”
Sephire softened at this, looking up as Zerrex reached up and absently fumbled through
his beads once they reached the bottom of the stairs, and she said quietly: “I guess I get that
pretty good. For me, that was Lord and Raze at first, after… after this and shit.” She gestured at
herself awkwardly, looking down and murmuring softly: “After what happened to… to my other
kids especially, it got hard not to want to lash out at Heaven and burn the whole place down with
me, you know?
“Once Lord and I began to… grow apart, though, him „cause of work, me „cause of…
other reasons… well, it got harder to contain myself.” Sephire nodded slowly, reaching up and
rubbing slowly at the scarred side of her face as Zerrex gazed at her quietly. “Raze was always
there for me, he‟s a good boy. Awkward around me, yeah, but… he‟s a good boy and he
understands what it‟s like to have that anger bubbling inside me. Lord, he‟s got anger too, but his
is… different, you get me? He buries it under so many layers of nicey-niceness that… it‟s
something altogether different than the rage me and Raze are always looking to take out on the
world. Poor Raze… shit, all the mistakes I made with him, I feel so goddamn bad every fucking
day. Especially because I don‟t want to just be his mother. I always wanted to be Raze‟s friend
first, „cause I don‟t got no advice to give but I could at least give him my loyalty and my trust as

well as all the love I can muster… but Raze only ever looks at me as the female who gave birth
to him, and sometimes I think… he doesn‟t see anything else.”
Sephire shook her head a bit, looking down at the ground, but then she smiled and
glanced up, slapping Zerrex on the shoulder gently. “But you get me, and I like that. That‟s all I
ever wanted, all I ever need. And I might seem like a flake at times, I get it, but I‟m loyal to the
people who deserve loyalty, and I know you ain‟t gonna cross me. Even if I do already get
jealous that you‟re fucking other bitches before you fuck me.”
Zerrex slapped his forehead at this, and then he glanced up as a portal opened, and Daria
emerged through this with a soft smile, butterfly stickers over her generous bosom and her
loincloth swirling quietly around her knees, eyepatch resting perfectly in place. She approached
them and gently traded a tight hug with Zerrex first, before pulling back… only for Sephire to
immediately hug her as well, making her blush with surprise as she gently patted the armored
female‟s side, Sephire saying warmly: “So I hear you‟re as nasty on the inside as I am, babe.
Bitches like us gotta stick together, you hear me?”
Daria only smiled awkwardly, even as her eye shone with gratefulness, and then Zerrex
rolled his eyes before wrapping an arm around them both, the demoness snuggling against him as
the Goddess grinned and leered down at him, and the Drakkaren smiled slightly in return before
they simply vanished from the spot, reappearing a moment later in a mostly-empty street in front
of a massive, black-stone building that towered to the sky, smokestack-shaped and with a large
white-stone butterfly standing out as the only distinctive sign on the surface of the monolith, the
several sets of doors in the front closed tightly and a single minotaur relaxing against one wall, a
collar around his neck with a butterfly on it as he smoked a cigarette slowly, wearing nothing but
a pair of shorts and showing off his smooth, powerful chest.
He looked up dumbly as Zerrex, Daria, and Sephire approached, and immediately he
gaped before running over to the side door and pulling it open for them as he bowed his head
humbly a few times, saying rapidly: “Canny, Zerrex, wow, what an honor! Missy Ella is at the
front, I… wow, I really… wow!”
“Damn, you guys command some respect here.” Sephire looked up and down the street,
which had only a smattering of demons out, most of them seedy whores looking for business
among the shops and heavy stone buildings that all advertised catering towards different carnal
delights and physical pleasures. “Well. Respect at the only place it looks like it‟s worth getting
respected at here, anyway.”
Zerrex let Daria take the lead down the short, sterile white hallway and through an ajar,
barred door into the first section of the Toxic Beauty nightclub: the enormous rear area of the
building had the coat check, a wide bar, and a set of wide, round tables, several of them with
large bars currently being scrubbed busily down with disinfectant by cleaners in coveralls. The
lounge area, in other words: it was separated from a wide, sprawling dance floor by a trench with
several large, grated steel bridges across the top of the thirty foot wide, forty foot deep metal
valley: at the bottom of the trench, however, were all kinds of racks, chains, and torture
implements also being busily sterilized and cleaned, Zerrex peering down into this as Daria led
them over one of the wide bridges and Sephire whistled. “Like a semi-private room. Nice.”
The Drakkaren rolled his eyes as they crossed onto the dance floor, which was currently
dimly-lit instead of with the multicolored rave lights, the cages that hung from the ceiling and
shackles and chains on the wall that surrounded the sparkling-clean floor all perfectly clean. The
lizard smiled despite himself as he looked down, watching as their footprints left faint flashes of
light as they walked across the dance floor towards a private table in front of a wide, long stage,

where several succubi were practicing a dance number… and the single figure sitting at the table
glanced up as they approached, the elderly raccoon‟s face breaking into a smile of delight as she
stood carefully up and leaned on her cane, beckoning to them warmly. “Lord Zerrex, and my
lovely little girl Daria… it‟s good to see you!”
“Mistress Ella, I‟m glad to see you too.” Daria walked around the rope and traded a tight
hug with the graying, ancient demoness, kissing one of her short, conical horns in a sign of
respect before she looked over with amusement at a Wrath demon, the vaguely-ursine creature
wearing tight-fitting black combat armor embossed with a white butterfly over the breast and the
shoulder-pads, his features covered in natural, rocky armor on top of this, metallic plates instead
of fur glimmering on his body. “Saint, looking kind as ever.”
“Daria.” Missy Ella‟s security chief said sourly, holding a large silver platter as the
raccoon sat carefully back down. Saint glared at Zerrex as he passed, but the Drakkaren only
shrugged amiably as the raccoon carefully shuffled to the side, moving her tall walking stick out
of the way so Daria could sit beside her as Zerrex and Sephire sat in the other bench seat, and the
newt gazed tenderly at her old mentor before Saint asked disgustedly: “Is there anything I can get
you all?”
“Good boy, Saint. Get some coffee and some snacks while we chat, I have a feeling this
isn‟t entirely a social call.” Missy Ella said kindly, and Saint rumbled before he nodded and
turned, carrying the silver platter with him as he headed towards a set of swinging „Employees
Only‟ doors.
“How‟s the business going, Miss Ella?” Zerrex asked politely, as Sephire looked
curiously up towards the well-lit stage, watching the slow acrobatics of the succubi. “I hear
things have slowed down a little.”
“Only a little, though.” Missy Ella looked over at him with a slight smile, fur that was
still faintly blonde almost glimmering in the dim light as she grasped the top of her walking stick
gently, squeezing into the golf-ball sized diamond as her dark brown eyes surveyed him
curiously from the tan mask of fur around them. “But you aren‟t here to talk business now, are
you, Lord Zerrex? Nor are you here to share pleasantries with an old crotchety lady.”
“Ha, crotch.” Sephire grinned and leaned on her elbows, dropping her face in her hands,
but she looked strangely admiring as Zerrex glanced at her with curiosity. “Yeah, I know who
you are now. Ellen Geraldine… they tell legends about you in some places in Heaven, you know.
First real lady in the business world, how you ran all kinds of illegal operations on the mortal
plane, how you managed to find a loophole in your punishment in Hell and how you even rose
up down here to become one of the big leading tycoons… I gotta say, I admire you, babe.”
“And the only reason I don‟t tan your hide for not addressing me proper is because I
know that you‟re the First Lady of Heaven.” Missy Ella picked up her cane and poked Sephire‟s
nose with it firmly, but the raccoon looked entertained despite herself as she shook her head a
bit. “We‟re very formal around these parts, though, even when we hold it casual.”
Sephire slapped at the cane, grumbling a bit, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before he
elbowed her firmly as Daria smiled behind one of her hands. “Stop being a bitch, you remind me
way too much of Cherry sometimes. And well, I guess I can‟t say you‟re wrong, Missy Ella… I
suppose I should get right to the point and ask if you know anything about these murders that
have been cropping up, or if there‟s been anything strange here at Toxic Beauty lately.”
“We happen to specialize in „strange,‟ Lord Zerrex…” The raccoon hesitated for a
moment as Saint returned, but then she sighed a bit as he quickly handed out mugs and plates of

buttered scones. “Saint, tell our guests about the unfortunate little run-in you had just the other
day.”
Saint grimaced visibly, but then he nodded slowly as he slid a large pitcher of cream and
a jar of sugar onto the table, before he poured coffee for each of them in turn. “Alright, Mistress
Ella. There was a male prowling up on the catwalks above, snooping around. He was wearing a
cloak, which means he snuck in, because the rules are strict about what you can and can‟t wear
into the building. We don‟t like people wearing cloaks or heavy capes or shit that lets „em hide
who they are. We got enough problems with all the shapeshifters that come in here, we don‟t
need people further hiding their identities in a place like this.
“Anyway, so me and the security team go up there to find him, and he‟s gone… but
there‟s blood all over the fucking place. Turns out he killed some shapeshifter who used to be a
regular here… Kelly or Cindy or something… spread her all over the fucking place, all that was
really left in one piece was her fucking sweater and that was still pretty messed up…”
“Candy.” Zerrex said quietly, and Daria frowned a bit before her eyes widened, and
Zerrex nodded slowly to her, saying softly: “Exactly. The same shapeshifter that was stalking
you for a little while, Daria, trying to be your best friend… the same shapeshifter who was with
me that night when I first came to Toxic Beauty looking for you.”
Missy Ella nodded, saying softly: “I thought it was familiar, but this old mind of mine
can‟t remember everything in clear detail anymore… and to be frank, I was hoping against hope
that it didn‟t have anything to do with you or my little girl here. Not that a murder is bad for
business when you‟re in my line of business, considering the sick minds of the people who come
here… but nonetheless, it‟s disheartening to think of this kind of death happening under my roof,
especially to a poor, stupid girl who thought all we do here was play games. She probably didn‟t
even realize what was coming… just went off with him because she thought he wanted to play a
silly little game.”
Zerrex grimaced a bit, rubbing at his face slowly before he looked at Saint as the bear
gazed back at him meditatively. “When did this happen?”
“Five days ago, give or take a few hours. We removed the body and one of my security
boys filed a report down at the law office in town, but I doubt it‟ll ever reach the Hall of Justice.
This city is a shithole built around the one goddamn place with standards, this nightclub, right
here. Nothing but whores and crooks and con-artists all playing off the fame of our good,
respectful name, drives me fucking crazy.”
“Calm down now, Saint. Be a dear and go fetch me a glass of wine.” Missy Ella
instructed gently, and Saint rumbled before he nodded and headed back towards the door,
carrying the empty platter with him as Zerrex slowly added cream and sugar to his coffee,
stirring it and watching as the black became tan-brown, listening closely to the raccoon as she
said quietly: “You‟re in a dangerous position, son. I don‟t have to be old as the seas to know it.
And even with my little girl here watching your back, and you watching hers, I fear for you
both… whether or not you do got powerful allies here with you.
“I know you didn‟t strive to bring this on yourself, and I understand you‟re probably here
not just to get information, but to kindly warn me to watch my own back.” Missy Ella paused
meditatively. “Believe you me, that is advice I am going to heed, too. Saint and I are going to
take a little vacation with some of my trusted girls. We‟re going to shut Toxic Beauty down for a
week, maybe two, let the heat cool and see if anyone shows up while we‟re gone… if the
pressure stays on, I may be tempted to relocate my business somewhere a little more profitable
and a little less… dangerous.”

“Missy Ella, don‟t let this murderer drive you away…” Daria pleaded, squeezing the
raccoon‟s arm gently, but the thin, elderly raccoon only smiled wanly, glancing at the newt as
Daria bowed her head a bit with a blush. “I… sorry.”
“No girl, you have every right to be a little mad at me, and to be a little unhappy with my
decision.” Mistress Ella replied soothingly, gently reaching up and touching Daria‟s face as she
gazed kindly down into her eyes. “I was always your mentor, but you were the one who came up
with the idea for your club… and even now, the Toxic Beauty is far more your idea, your vision,
and your home than it is mine. Oh sure, I can be a lusty old thing every now and again, but what
I love most apart from you, Canny, is my endless piles of money. And now, out of fear, I freely
admit, I am taking all my money as if they were winnings out of a casino, after winning the
once-in-a-lifetime gamble against the house and cleaning its clock.
“No, I got no right to do this to you. But I‟m doing it anyway.” Missy Ella shook her
head a bit and smiled wryly as she pushed her mug of coffee away, sighing a little as her other
hand squeezed slowly at the head of her cane. “And I know, and know well, that in the time I‟m
gone, the minimum security I‟ll be able to leave here without you able to keep an eye on this
place twenty-four-seven and Saint at my side, it ain‟t gonna be enough to keep out anyone who
might take it into their mind to mess the place up for kicks. With me gone, your mysterious
assassin might even decide to wreck this place up. The only condolence I can give is that nothing
material is ever beyond being repaired or replace, especially for us demons, Daria. Especially
with a god like your beloved master behind the wheel.”
Daria was trembling a little, however, her single dark eye shining pleadingly as she
whispered: “But why? You and I went through so much, the Toxic Beauty was our whole
livelihood and provided homes for so many street-whores that would have otherwise just been…
hurt and abused and broken… Missy Ella, are you even planning to tell me what you‟re doing,
where you‟re going?”
“I‟m not, Canny.” the raccoon said gently, touching Daria‟s arm and looking at her with
both pain and shame. “Old ladies like me get scared easier than you might think. I know I always
put the fear of god in you, girl, but the truth is, I‟m old and weak now. I used to be able to whip
up a fearsome spell or two, but I don‟t got the strength to take up no quarrels with no monsters.
You, Daria, are strong and young and fierce, and you got a real master to devote yourself to,
someone who ain‟t driven by the lust for coin like I am. And who won‟t pull up the stakes just
because he‟s scared. I can‟t tell you where I‟m going with Saint. And if things still seem dire by
the end of my vacation, I don‟t think I‟ll ever return; I don‟t think after this visit, we‟ll ever see
each other‟s faces again.”
The newt looked betrayed and hurt, trembling as she hugged herself and slipped back
from Missy Ella, shaking her head numbly, and then the raccoon sighed before she carefully
stood up and tapped her cane impatiently against the ground as Saint approached… not with a
cup of wine, but with several large suitcases, security guards in matching armor behind him and
several Dius in butterfly collars and simple street clothes, all of them carrying bags of their own.
Daria looked weakly over the bench at them, and then the raccoon said in a dry voice: “Girls,
take off your collars. You don‟t need „em for where we‟re going.”
The Dius did so silently, removing their butterfly collars and tossing them silently onto
the table as the succubi on the stage ceased dancing to watch… and Missy Ella closed her eyes,
pain visible on her face before she looked sternly up and said quietly: “Saint, take the girls out
front and bring the carriage around. Daria, Crystal will have the keys for the nightclub. The girls
are paid up for two weeks, and if I don‟t return, some people will be by. The girls will be sent to

various brothels and guilds, and the Toxic Beauty‟s assets will be liquidated and the building
sold off.”
“You can‟t do this!” Daria stood up suddenly, shouting angrily at the raccoon as she
snarled in betrayal and desperation, and her body rippled as her features became more skull-like,
clenching her hands into fists as she visibly fought to maintain control even as Missy Ella looked
at her coldly. “You bought everything, but I provided the idea, found the clients, worked my ass
off for this place! You were my mentor, like my mother, but I protected you, served you, and-”
“Exactly. Don‟t you mouth off to me, Daria, I‟m still Mistress Ella to you. And like you
said yourself, I bought all this. It ain‟t fair to you, but it‟s well within my right to sell it off as I
please. This was our place… don‟t you forget that you left here with Lord Zerrex, either.” Missy
Ella replied sharply, and then she winced backwards when Daria snarled and her body bulged,
the demoness increasing by more than a foot in height as her scales tore as her muscles expanded
slightly, horns beginning to push out of her head as her single eye glowed solid, terrible obsidian.
“Daria, you… you get yourself in control now, hear?”
“Daria!” Zerrex said sharply, standing up… and the newt clenched her eye shut before
her body shuddered and slowly shrank back down, as the raccoon clutched her chest and
breathed a bit harder, and then Zerrex said quietly: “Ella. Be reasonable.”
“Missy Ella, did I not just have to tell your new consort that?” Ella said dryly, pointing
her cane at him… and then her eyes widened when Zerrex stepped forwards and seized the end
of the walking stick, yanking it out of her hand before he snapped it in half and tossed it to the
ground with a look of disgust, even as two Dius stepped up on either side of the raccoon,
snarling.
Zerrex was unfettered, however, as Sephire loomed up at his side, her mask snapping
down into place over her face as she slowly drew her sword off her back: a few Dius and an
ancient Greed immortal would be no match for Daria alone, let alone two gods. “You‟ll get the
respect you earn from me, Ella. I can understand running away, but I can‟t understand how you
could try and steal this nightclub from Daria , especially after the way you two always talked
about each other. Have you no shame?”
“Some things are worth suffering shame for.” Ella looked to the side with a grimace as
Saint approached, and then she rose her hands, saying quietly: “It ain‟t up for discussion, though,
no matter how much you want it to be. The sale‟s already pre-arranged, and as it stands, it looks
like either way I better stay away from you two. There‟s nothing more to talk about here.”
Ella turned away… and Daria stepped forwards with a snarl, her eye blazing as she
slammed an arm across the female‟s back and knocked the raccoon flying with a scream of pain,
the elderly female crashing to the ground some ten feet away on her front as Saint immediately
leapt in front of Ella and the Dius all flocked to the fallen female. Daria was breathing hard, the
newt radiating fury, her hand looking strangely swollen and her fingers no longer fingers, but
instead warped, hideous claws as she gritted her teeth and her scales slowly began to melt away
from her face, revealing the bare skull beneath as she rasped: “I gave everything to you… always
listened to you… and at the end of it all, you betray me?”
“Daria.” Zerrex said sharply, even as the security team surrounded her… and the newt
clenched her eye shut before she nodded slowly, breathing hard: this time, her features didn‟t
restore themselves, however, her anger obviously leaving her tottering on the edge of control
before Saint grimaced and motioned quickly to the security team, which withdrew around Ella as
she was helped slowly to her feet.

The raccoon moaned piteously in pain, her legs dragging beneath her as she trembled a
bit, and then she whispered: “Come on, Saint. We need to get out of here. What‟s done is done,
we need to leave before things get any worse.”
“I won‟t ever forget this.” Daria hissed, looking up with a snarl as her body shuddered
and pulsed, pointing towards the raccoon as a look of terror passed over Ella‟s features. “You‟re
not my mistress, not anymore. I should have known all along you were only using me… teaching
me to hide what I was just so I could fulfill your fucking need for money! I‟ll come for you, Ella.
I‟ll come for you, and when I do, I‟ll kill you. I‟ll kill you, I‟ll kill Saint, I‟ll kill all your friends
and family and I‟ll feast on your remains, I‟ll eat every bit of you up right down to your filthy
fucking soul!”
“Daria, enough.” Zerrex said quietly, walking around the table and silently hugging her…
and the demoness trembled as Ella was quickly half-carried away, and the newt‟s features slowly
restored themselves as she trembled hard and they watched as Ella left. Zerrex had far from
expected this… and he closed his eyes tightly as he held Daria against his chest, whispering
softly: “I‟m so sorry.”
“No… don‟t apologize. Don‟t apologize.” Daria murmured, hugging him tightly back and
digging her claws into his back as she trembled hard, pushing herself against him… and Sephire
sighed a bit as she sat at the table, idly picking up her mug of coffee and sipping at it slowly as
the newt began to cry quietly, and Zerrex only held her close, shushing her gently as he stroked
soothingly along the back of the skull of the demoness.
Finally, Zerrex gently pulled her over to the bench, sitting down with her as Daria wiped
at her eyes, looking miserably at the tabletop as she murmured: “I just… I guess I always knew
that to Ella, safety and money came first, but… I thought… I always thought she‟d at least
respect this place. We built it together, after all… but maybe after… I finally left with you…
fuck, I thought she really wanted me happy, but… fuck…”
She curled herself against his side, bringing her knees up against her chest as Sephire
murmured: “Real kick in the nuts, huh? I know exactly what you mean, Daria… how sometimes,
at the end of the day, people just aren‟t as interested in you for you as they like to pretend,
they‟re really interested in… something else. And that even the people who do care about you
sometimes… still care more about themselves.”
Sephire shook her head slowly, looking gloomy, and Zerrex glanced from one female to
the other before he sighed quietly as he simply hugged Daria against his chest, kissing her
forehead tenderly as the demoness shivered against him. They had caught a glimpse of the
vengeful, wrathful side of the female, true… but it made her despair and agony now no less real.
Daria thought she was a monster, and she had a part of her that was truly terrifying, no one could
deny that… but that didn‟t mean she was incapable of feeling, or that she was any less a person
because of it. If anything, Zerrex only admired that she could keep that side of her in check…
knowing all too well how hard it must be for her.
Time passed in silence, the Drakkaren only holding Daria quietly until he looked up in
surprise as succubi and Dius and other lust demons approached, silently surrounding their table
as Zerrex and Sephire both looked back and forth… and then Daria looked up, wiping at the
trails of tears down her cheeks as she asked bitterly: “Are you here to turn in your collars, too?”
“No, Daria, not at all.” said one of the females emphatically, a Dius who was covered in
terrible scars, the female‟s scales lustrous where they were run through with white and red
marks: Sweetheart, if Zerrex remembered right. “We don‟t want to leave… and we don‟t want to
see you so sad, after what Mistress Ella did. We… we‟d really rather stay with you. Continue to

be… what you were training us to be. Not call-girls and whores, but… entertainers, dancers, and
exotic but… only touching those who we want to touch. Not prostitutes who have to walk the
streets, or who get blindly set up with other people who just want to use us and leave us.”
“We want to come with you.” added a succubus, and there were other nods in agreement
from all around as they gazed at Daria tenderly. “You were the head, the manager, the person
who guided us all, who often took us all in and helped us. Toxic Beauty has been a beautiful
home for us, but you‟re the one who made it home. Our home is with you.”
Daria smiled warmly at this, rubbing at her eyes slowly… and then she gazed at the
Drakkaren, saying quietly: “The… a lot of them are masochists and the rest of them are all used
to intense stuff, I… Zerrex, can‟t we give them a home? They‟d fit right in with the Sacrifices…
they‟ll do labor when they‟re not entertaining, I‟ll vouch for all of them…”
She looked up at him pleadingly, and Zerrex looked silently into her eye, able to feel her
emotions, hearing whispering through his mind as she thought so loudly, so clearly: I don’t want
them back on the street. I don’t want to see all my work ruined. I don’t want them being sold like
cattle to the prostitution rings, whether they go to good places or bad ones. I don’t want to lose
my friends to greed.
The Drakkaren lowered his head, then he glanced up, asking quietly: “How many people
are we talking about here?”
Daria looked radiant, glancing eagerly over to Sweetheart, who blushed deeply and said
quietly: “Fifty two staff total, forty exotic dancers, eight servants, three bouncers, and the
administrator, Kiki. I think Missy Ella was just going to fire her… most of the rest of us were
given contracts with guilds and brothels across Hell, but only about a dozen of us signed on with
them and were bought and paid for. The deadline is just after Toxic Beauty was scheduled to be
liquidated and sold… I think that… I think Missy Ella was hoping that the shock of losing the
nightclub would force the rest of us to sign on so she could get the „seller‟s fee‟ from the various
guilds.”
“Let me see one of the contracts.” Daria held a hand out, becoming businesslike even as
she rubbed at her face to clear the last of her tears away, and there was a shuffling through the
crowd before a thick scroll was handed forwards, neatly secured by a black ribbon. Zerrex
simply sat back, watching curiously as Daria opened this and unrolled it, her eye flicking back
and forth over the words before she muttered: “There‟s… there‟s no protection fees, there‟s
nothing in here about health care or security precautions, and… a lot of these guilds are
unregistered but willing to pay exorbitant fees. It‟s legal slavery… selling you to non-official,
illegal guilds for a high amount of money, stripping you of your rights the moment you signed
the contract, paying a massive up-front fee to keep you silent about it and then probably
minimum returns from each client served afterwards, this… fuck, this is exactly why Toxic
Beauty was first built, to get you girls away from this bullshit…”
“Daria, why don‟t you gather these contracts up, then? I‟ll take them to Sabnock, and she
can see about closing the guilds down. I know a lot of the ringleaders will probably just cut and
run, but it‟s at least evidence about what Ella‟s been up to and… it‟ll hopefully save a few of
your girls from being sold back into slavery.” Zerrex said quietly, and Daria glanced up at him
nervously as a visible nervous twitch went through the crowd, before the reptile smiled a little. “I
know, I know. You and these others aren‟t… the most fond of Hell‟s legal system, but there are
laws in place to protect prostitutes, even if the official guilds aren‟t completely fair in terms of
pay. But they do at least protect people from pimps, from violence, and have healthcare set up
across most of Hell… and I won‟t go to the guilds. I‟ll go to Sabnock. You know Sabnock.”

Daria finally nodded, looking down quietly before she murmured softly: “I‟m… sorry,
for hesitating. I just… after what Ella did…” She clenched her eyes shut, muttering: “I‟ll never
forgive her. I feel… I feel so…”
“We all do. But that‟s why we‟re here to help… we‟re a family, Daria, and even if Missy
Ella has turned her back on us, we‟re still your family. You understood us better than anyone
else ever did.” Sweetheart murmured softly, and she leaned over the bench and silently hugged
the newt, who smiled faintly before the scarred Dius slowly stroked along the female‟s collar,
adding tenderly: “Besides. Whenever you visited, you told us so often of what life was like…
now that you had your place at your master‟s side…”
Sweetheart gazed at Zerrex, who gazed back with a bit of a smile before Sephire leaned
on her elbows across the table, adding helpfully: “And you know, we could always hunt that
bitch Ella down and kill the shit out of her, too.”
Daria snorted at this, then she said in a soft, cold voice: “There will be time for that
later.” She paused, Zerrex feeling a little chilled at how that sounded like a promise more than
anything else, as dark smiles spread over the faces of some of those in the crowd gathered behind
them, Sweetheart nodding in ruthless vindication. “But for now… we need to make sure that the
girls and boys stupid enough to have signed on with these guilds don‟t end up in worse trouble
than they‟re already in. Zerrex, I… I just worry that… Sabnock…”
“Sabnock will only care about those endangered by the illegal guilds… she won‟t care
about Toxic Beauty‟s… bending… of certain laws.” Zerrex said delicately, glancing over his
shoulder at the others as a few squirmed awkwardly: it wasn‟t like the Toxic Beauty nightclub
curtailed itself perfectly to each and every law in Elysium, after all, especially with the dark
delights it did its damnedest to cater to. “You have my word and my personal guarantee that this
won‟t come back on any of you. And I‟ll give all of you sanctuary in my Cloister for now…
while it‟ll be crowded with… so many people moving in, you can share bunks with the
Sacrifices and the Beasts for now. Anyone… too squeamish for that, though, can also stay at the
Ravenlight Estate.” Zerrex rubbed at his face slowly, saying quietly: “Besides, this is my fault…
the murderer is what put Toxic Beauty in danger and-”
“No, this is Ella‟s fault.” Daria said firmly, slamming a fist down against the table and
looking sternly at Zerrex, making the Drakkaren wince a bit as she poked his chest a few times,
saying quietly: “I love you, and adore you, and honor you, and look up to you, but I won‟t let
you ever, ever, ever blame yourself for this nonsense, Zerrex. If anything, it only insults me and
what we just went through when Ella showed her true colors. No, this is Ella‟s fault… she‟s the
one who has to pay for her sins. Not you.” Daria hugged him suddenly and impulsively, and the
reptile looked down at her silently for a few moments as she squeezed him fiercely and
whispered: “Never, ever, ever you. Don‟t ever blame yourself for this… if anything, all I can do
is thank you for being so wonderful and kind for taking in my… my old family.”
Zerrex hugged her tightly back after a moment, closing his eyes and rubbing silently
along her back as he laughed a little, saying finally: “It‟s… no trouble, Daria. I have the
resources and…” He paused, glancing over with a smile at Sweetheart as she gazed down at him
affectionately before she blushed in pleasure at the way his eyes drew over her scantily-clad,
horrendously-scarred body. “And I guess they kind of cater to my tastes, too.”
“Just the way I always hoped.” Daria leaned back, smiling faintly as she rubbed at her
eyes, murmuring quietly: “After all… I designed everything about this place with… with you in
mind. Just like everything else about me, Zerrex… it‟s all about you. My lover, my master, my
god…” She looked at him with a tremble, touching his shoulders and whispering: “Thank you so

much for this, though, still. It means… it means so fucking much to me. And it reaffirms why I
should have always put my faith in you, not… not in Ella. Why I should have run to you the first
chance I got instead of… wasting it with her…”
“Now hey. I know you‟re mad at her, and you have every right to be… but you helped a
lot of people. Look at them all… your family.” Zerrex stroked Daria‟s face gently as he gestured
towards the crowd around them, and Daria blushed a bit as Zerrex said softly: “Besides. Like it
or not, you did learn some things from Ella… and now you can use what she taught you to prove
that you‟re made of better stuff than she is. To continue to help these girls instead of… just
helping yourself and me. And I‟ll aid you every step of the way, and… I won‟t turn my back on
you. Not ever. Not like Ella has… I swear to you, Daria. I swear.”
“Thank you…” Daria hugged him tightly again, pushing her head against his chest… and
then Zerrex laughed a bit as Sweetheart hugged him as well, kissing his cheek quietly as the
Drakkaren smiled warmly before the newt looked up with a bit of a laugh, saying softly: “You‟re
going to end up with a very full bed tonight at this rate…”
Sephire snorted at this, slapping the table and saying firmly: “Well, count me in on some
of that, then! Everyone knows a good orgy puts the mind at ease, and you would not believe how
hard it‟s been for me to get laid up in Heaven and shit.” The female nodded a few times, crossing
her arms and then huffing at Zerrex when he gave her a flat look. “Shut the hell up, it‟s true. I‟m
Lord‟s wife and the giant scary mechanical goddess bitch. Look at my mask, this is not a face
that makes it easy to go up to someone in a bar and say „hey, handsome, want to have some
casual sex in the alley?‟”
Zerrex sighed and rubbed slowly at his face, then he glanced over at Daria as she shook
her head a bit and smiled faintly before saying quietly: “Either way… I‟m very glad you are the
way you are, Zerrex, and I know that… the girls and I will work hard to make sure you don‟t
regret this decision. We‟ll do everything in our power to help make you comfortable… I promise
that, from the bottom of my heart.”
The Drakkaren smiled back at her, and then she finally slipped away as Sweetheart
straightened, the newt shaking herself out a little before rubbing at her face and saying quietly:
“Tell you what, Zerrex… let me get their stuff in order, and move them over to the Cloister, and
then we can go to see Sabnock together this afternoon, how about that? I‟ll be fast… they won‟t
need much more than a few introductions and a look around, and it shouldn‟t take me long to
organize all their contracts and look through them in deeper detail. And you and Sephire should
be okay by yourself investigating Rose‟s… although it‟s not run by her anymore, is it?”
Zerrex shook his head, saying softly: “Just before she died, she passed it on to her…
adopted daughter she called her, although she was really more like… a student who she‟d
become especially fond of. Her and I get along well, though… and she still calls it Rose‟s Tavern
in honor of her dead… mother, so to speak.”
Daria nodded a little, rubbing at her face a bit before she stood up… then she stroked
Zerrex‟s face slowly, saying quietly: “Thank you for not letting me go berserk. I know it would
have… just led to more trouble right now, with everything else we‟re dealing with. I don‟t think
I ever really appreciated how… how interwoven everything is until you made me stop and think
about that, years ago now…” She smiled a little, then took his face gently in his hands, saying
softly: “I‟ll send a message for you when I‟m ready. Don‟t worry… I‟ll find you, no matter
where you are. I can always promise that.
She leaned down and kissed his forehead quietly, and Zerrex smiled softly up at her
before she kissed his lips, and their mouths worked together slowly before she drew back with a

bit of a blush, bowing her head to him before she looked over at her gathered family from the
nightclub, nodding to Sweetheart. The scarred Dius lingered for a moment, however, and Zerrex
smiled despite himself as he reached back to take her hand, gently kissing her knuckles before he
nipped at the back of it, and the Dius blushed quietly and gazed at him warmly as the Drakkaren
said kindly: “Don‟t forget that Daria is your leader… your real mistress, by all accounts. Don‟t
worry though, Sweetheart… you were always headlining my favorite shows whenever we
visited. I‟m not going to forget about you… and I‟m certainly going to invite you for some
pleasures when we have the time to relax.”
Sweetheart smiled at him, then she slipped backwards before turning away, and Daria
laughed quietly as she followed and tossed a shy wave over her shoulder to Zerrex. The
Drakkaren watched them as they headed towards a side door, and then he shook his head a bit
before glancing over at Sephire as she leaned forwards on her elbows, asking quietly: “So do you
think Ella‟s in on whatever the fuck is going on here? Greed demons… money can make „em
sneaky. But Ella… she looks like she was cursed with immortality.”
“To never become a demon, yeah. She was.” Zerrex murmured softly, rubbing his fingers
slowly over the varnished wooden table. “But I don‟t think she is… I think she honestly is just
terrified out of her mind. I think she might know something about what‟s been going on that she
isn‟t telling us… and I think she‟s willing to run the risk of Daria actually hunting her down, too,
rather than face whatever this is. But for a demon to be frightened away enough by something
like this…”
“Especially a Greed demon, from a cash cow like Toxic Beauty.” Sephire added with a
grimace, nodding and rubbing at her face absently. “I might not believe a lot of the bullshit
Heaven‟s pulled together in the stories about Hell, since I fought my share of battles against Hell
in the glory days and I met way more demons I‟d rather have as friends and a lot of angels I
prefer to know as enemies… but shit. I know my big names, and Ella, like I said, was a big name
in Heaven, not „cause of her skill as a mage of any shit, but „cause she‟s real old, and real
competent when it comes to business shit. Apparently has her fingers in a lot of pots… and while
I understand that Toxic Beauty and shit is probably worth so much money to sell that it makes
for an excellent fallback…”
“It‟s worth more to hold onto and maintain. Except apparently something scared Ella so
badly that she‟s willing to part with all those assets and even sell her own goddamn family.”
Zerrex picked up his coffee, grimacing at the fact it was cold… but he concentrated on it, and a
moment later the coffee bubbled as the liquid heated, the Drakkaren sipping carefully at it and
then wincing at how hot it had become. “Goddammit. Selena and Cherry can heat stuff up fine.”
“Yeah, but they use fire and temperature, I‟m betting, while you use your fucking mind
and just wish shit to happen. Here, let me, I can do it.” Sephire shook her head and then held her
hand over her own mug of coffee, and her fingers glowed faintly for a moment before she slid
the mug across to Zerrex, and the reptile took it, sipping hesitantly at the black coffee… and
relieved to find it was just the right temperature. “Anyway, yeah. The only thing Greed demons
value more than money is their own lives, I hear. „Cause it‟s hard to be greedy when you end up
dead and shit.”
“An eloquent way of putting it.” Zerrex said flatly, but he nodded nonetheless as he
sipped slowly at the coffee, grimacing not at the taste but instead at the thoughts that came to
mind. “But if she‟s a target of the murderer, and she knows she is… running away isn‟t going to
help her.”

“So maybe she‟s running before she becomes a target. Or maybe our murderous friend
threatened her.” Sephire said softly, and Zerrex didn‟t like the implications of the latter:
considering the fact that so far it had just been ripping apart and killing everyone it had come
across, the reptile thought that choosing to scare a target away because they had a lot of friends
meant a greater agenda… or that others were involved in the situation, before Sephire glanced up
to the catwalks overhead, pointing towards them and muttering: “Something tells me that maybe
a clue or two is up there, right around where Saint said he found the dead body of Daria‟s exstalker. You teleport us on up?”
Zerrex nodded, putting down the mug of coffee, and then he held a hand out to Sephire,
the female taking this before they both vanished from the spot. They reappeared a moment later
on a catwalk above, and Sephire coughed beneath her mask before she reached up and popped it
open, wheezing and grumbling: “Fucking hell, that stung.”
“Sorry, I must have… lost concentration for a second.” Zerrex rubbed at his face slowly,
looking back and forth across the array of long catwalks that went back and forth: at one end of
the room, a huge cabin sat silently: Missy Ella‟s room, but the Drakkaren was willing to be that
had long been cleared out. Instead, he looked back and forth over the spiderweb of catwalks, at
the back of huge spotlights and electronic circuit-boards in various states of being taken down,
the lizard muttering: “Looks like Ella was planning to bail and sell this stuff off no matter
what… probably just said „in case things don‟t cool off‟ so Daria wouldn‟t kill her flat out…”
“They really go back, huh?” Sephire asked quietly, and Zerrex nodded a bit as he closed
his eyes and concentrated before opening them… and then he cursed and covered them with his
arm when one of the catwalks lit up with violently-bright purple light, the female immediately
grasping his shoulder and asking sharply: “What is it?”
The Drakkaren winced a bit as he slowly lowered his arm, letting his eyes adjust as they
faintly pulsed with pain, and he pointed at the catwalk that was still glowing like a neon sign,
muttering: “Huge energy concentration… not just blood and invisible runic writing, but a big
splotch. A definite, definite threat. Come on.”
Zerrex led the way to one of the outer connecting walks, and they made their way
carefully around to the long metal path that the Drakkaren had pointed out. As they did so, the
lizard looked carefully back and forth, realizing he could see other splotches on the walls, as well
as hidden security runes… but many of these were shot through with cracks, meaning that
something had been disabling even the most intricate of magical traps by using pure brute force,
before the reptile stopped and looked down with a mutter of: “Gods above…”
His name was written all over the catwalk… and when the reptile looked up, he saw it on
the ceiling above, all in Enochian runes. But more than that, he could see that Ella and Daria‟s
names had also been scrawled all over the place… as well as all manner of death threats and a
strange motif the reptile didn‟t recognize. Sephire was looking at him oddly, and Zerrex
concentrated on this last before he held up his hand, and a moment later the strange shape – like
a triple-layered half of a horseshoe lined up one overtop the other, with several small dots and a
flurry of lines half-curled around it – formed out of blue energy, floating silently above the
lizard‟s hand as he asked quietly: “Do you recognize this rune?”
Sephire immediately grimaced and nodded, then she reached up and carefully undid the
clasps of her helm, Zerrex frowning at her before she removed the full helmet and mask… and
then she pulled the front of the mask open as she held it out towards Zerrex with a look of
disgust, the reptile staring in surprise at the same symbol as the one floating above his hand
vanished; the only difference was that the rune engraved in the female‟s helmet had a line

sharply cut through it. “You mean this one? It‟s an old Enochian tracking rune, used to spy on
people from a distance and keep track of certain „dangerous, special cases‟ like me, to make sure
we don‟t go running off… not that I didn‟t solve that problem nice and quick. Why, you see one
here?”
Zerrex grunted, and then he concentrated and made a short cutting gesture in the direction
of the rune glowing on the wall, and a moment later, a thick, ugly line ripped through the stone,
the rune sparkling violently before it took on a duller tone and texture as it faded into normal
sight, and Zerrex closed his eyes, letting them return to normal as Sephire said quietly: “Oh fuck,
and by the way that burned up… it was active, too, and transmitting information… probably to
someone up in Heaven. These runes aren‟t used by just anyone after all… first you gotta have a
working knowledge of Enochian runes, and second you gotta have the right tools and
implements to put „em in place… and third, you gotta key them to a specially-receptive item. It‟s
an angelic talent…”
“And the cloak is of specialized angelic make, too. So with all that in mind, our friend is
probably from Heaven.” Zerrex shook his head with a grimace, looking at Sephire as she
dropped her helmet with a mutter, and it disintegrated before it could hit the ground, the reptile
muttering: “Not that it really narrows it down… a lot of people in Heaven want me dead.”
“Yeah, except that all this shit has to be made by someone with know-how, deep-pockets,
and who either is unscrupulous enough to make very rare, hard-to-get shit for a scary-ass
stranger for the right price, or is working with the killer for personal reasons. That narrows it
down quite a bit.” Sephire said darkly, shaking her head slowly as she crossed her arms. “We
should tell the Archangels about this… Lord might dawdle and drag his feet and try to find the
good in everyone, but Lucifer will immediately start compiling a list of all the people with the
knowledge and tools to make this crazy shit.”
The Drakkaren hesitated, and Sephire looked at him for a moment before she softened
and reached up to grasp his shoulders, saying quietly: “Now hey. Don‟t go giving me that
worried look of yours, Zerrex. I know that… asking you to put faith in Heaven and the
Archangels is asking a lot. Raze tells me all the time how you never seem to trust anyone, never
seem to be able to let anyone else handle your problems… but we all gotta work together on this.
Didn‟t you agree to that yourself?”
“I… yeah. Yeah, I guess I did.” Zerrex muttered after a moment, rubbing awkwardly at
the back of his head as he grimaced to Sephire, who nodded firmly. “But is this stuff really that
rare?”
“Well, I figure the guy‟s gotta be getting his shit from the same supplier at least… and
while there‟s maybe a thousand crafters across Heaven who can actually make or supply a cloak
that can hide energy signature so neatly as well as everything else, there‟s probably only a
hundred or so that can get their hands on all the materials you need in order to put tracking runes
like that one together.” Sephire gestured over at the burnt-out rune, then she added quietly: “The
only thing that worries me is a lot of those angels are the same Research and Development
workers who had no qualms about doing shit like this to me. If it turns out to be one of those
guys, they work under the Council. And while the Council don‟t seem like it‟s got a motive…”
Zerrex grunted, rubbing at the back of his head slowly. “Wonderful. So Heaven might be
trying to assassinate me, Eslovius is on the verge of rioting and general chaos, and there‟s still
the Strange Beasts to contend with. This is only getting worse by the second, Sephire.”

“Yeah, it‟ll get worse… but it can only get so bad before it‟ll start to get better.” Sephire
grinned a bit at this, winking to him, and the reptile rolled his eyes with a sigh. “Hey, fuck you.
Be a little positive, squirt.”
She bopped him firmly on the head with a fist, and Zerrex grumbled under his breath
before he shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “So what now? Do we jump to Heaven or
something?”
“Oh, no, wait, I totally got this.” Sephire said cheerfully, and Zerrex rolled his eyes
before watching as the female fumbled awkwardly at one of the manacles around her arm, before
she managed to slide a hidden door open, revealing a green, dome-shaped gemstone inset into
the metal below. Zerrex tilted his head curiously as Sephire muttered and traced a rune slowly
over the surface of this, her claws leaving red marks that burned like concentrated fire… and
then a moment later, the gemstone glowed and the rune sparked before vanishing, and a moment
later, the symbol of Heaven was projected, floating eerily above the inset jewel as Sephire said
clearly: “Lord Atrox.”
The shape hummed, the image blurring slightly… and then a moment later it reformed
into Lord‟s head, Zerrex staring in shock as he stared back at them stupidly before Sephire said
cheerfully: “Hey hubby. Can you and Lucy put down whatever you‟re doing for a minute? We
have some kind of important information for you two.”
“Sephire…” Lord‟s voice was tinny and faint, and then he frowned a bit as he peered at
the image, saying slowly: “Something seems… different… about you…”
Sephire waved this off quickly, however, grumbling a bit and then saying dryly:
“Seriously, Lord, no time for small talk. You‟ll want to hear this.”
“Lucifer isn‟t here right now, why don‟t you just tell me? And what are you wearing
around your neck?” Lord frowned a bit, and Sephire glanced down dumbly before she looked
back up, frowning at him.
“I have no idea what you‟re talking about.” she lied clearly, and Zerrex looked at her with
dumb disbelief. Lord frowned deeper, obviously detecting the fact she wasn‟t telling the truth,
but then he grimaced when Sephire said in a more serious voice: “We found out about another
murder, and we‟ve got information about the killer, too, that might help us track him down.”
“Okay, what is it?” Lord asked quietly, thankfully letting the subject drop in favor of this
new bit of information. Zerrex felt relief course through his veins at this, leaning back against the
railing of the catwalk with a grimace as Sephire glanced over at him with a bit of a smile, then
returned her eyes to the floating projection of Lord‟s head to explain what they had found.
When she had finished, after going into acute detail and even trying to show Lord the
image on the wall, despite him continuously complaining that he couldn‟t see anything unless it
was about a foot away from the gemstone, the Archangel had finally said hesitantly: “Well, it
could be a good lead… but it‟s also possible someone‟s just gathering up all these materials from
different suppliers and-”
“Lord, focus on the fact that it might nonetheless help us find what we‟re looking for.”
Sephire said grouchily, and she rubbed at her forehead before saying flatly: “Look, we can worry
more about that shit after we round up the crafters capable of stuff like this… or rather, after you
and Lucy and whoever else in Heaven you‟re going to assign to this job does.”
The Archangel still looked unconvinced, however, saying slowly: “Sephire, I know it
seems like a great lead and all, but… getting all those people, that‟s going to require a lot of
hours of work. We‟ll have to send out Vanguards and Paladins, and we‟ll need to request

permission from the Council beforehand if we want to do that, and of course we‟ll need to get
warrants and summons from the Court Officers of Heaven, and-”
“Lord, you‟re breaking up!” Sephire shouted suddenly, and Lord winced before the
female bad-temperedly punched the gemstone on her arm, making the image fizzle out before
she slammed the covering back closed over it and muttered under her breath: “Ugh, he‟s such an
asshat at times. Sorry, Zerrex… I guess we‟ll just have to wait and see if he at least tells Lucifer
his suspicions, or if… well… you know.”
She stopped, looking lame as she rubbed at her face slowly, and then she sighed a bit,
finally managing a smile as she asked the Drakkaren quietly: “So like. Did you wanna go over to
Rose‟s Tavern, or whatever you called the place? Is it another place like this one? „Cause I could
really use a lap-dance to cheer myself up.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes when Sephire winked at him despite the fact she still seemed
clouded with apprehension… and he reached up and touched the scarred side of her face, making
her flinch embarrassedly before the reptile cupped her cheek and leaned forwards to kiss the
other side of her face softly, saying quietly: “What‟ll happen, will happen.”
“Fuck that.” Sephire grumbled, shoving him backwards, and Zerrex snorted in
amusement before she looked moodily skywards, adding flatly: “I swear though. If I turn out to
be right and Lord wasn‟t the one who ordered the angels into action, I‟m going to kick his ass.
And then I‟ll divorce him and get married to you. Awkward as that would be for Raze, now
fucking his Daddy as well as his Mommy.”
Zerrex grabbed at his forehead in frustration, and then he reached out and grabbed
Sephire as she grinned widely before they both vanished from the spot to reappear a moment
later in front of a massive wooden building. The female gave a loud wheeze as she wrapped her
arms around her stomach, grunting as she fell on her knees to the dusty street with a dazed look,
and the reptile said mildly: “My apologies, Sephire. I must not have been concentrating hard
enough. Looks like I left you with a little vertigo.”
“Fuck you. I could teleport too if I wanted.” Sephire muttered as she hugged her stomach
and glared up at him, and Zerrex smiled a bit before he extended a hand to her, the female
mumbling before she finally took this with a grunt and allowed him to haul her up to her feet.
She shook her head out a bit as she stood, then looked up over the wooden building, made of
thick logs and large, varnished boards, the goddess rubbing at her muzzle before she closed her
natural eye, the red orb in the other side of her face glowing faintly. “I might not be able to make
out stuff hidden by magic too well, but I see a lot of electrical-technological shit and some pretty
strong demonic residue. You sure this is the place?”
“Yep.” Zerrex said mildly, motioning to Sephire as he headed towards the stairs, and the
female rumbled a bit before she crossed her arms over her armored chest and followed hesitantly,
her one eye still closed as the red synthetic glass glowed in her skull. The reptile glanced over his
shoulder as he stepped up onto the wide deck in front of the building, and then he rolled his eyes,
saying flatly: “Funny, you being squeamish about technology and all.”
“I… fuck you.” Sephire said lamely, and her blue iris opened with a rapid blink before
she glared at him in frustration. “Besides, you asshole, maybe this shit worries me so much
because I know how dangerous this shit is, you ever think of that? Anyway, I don‟t get it. This is
a nightclub, right? Why all the technology and why the hell am I detecting big-level demons
instead of more middle-tier creepy Dius?”
Zerrex slapped his forehead at this with a sigh, and then he walked past wooden furniture
that had been pushed out to either side with the chairs stacked neatly over the tables. It was still

morning here, the sun half-risen in the sky… and the Drakkaren knocked twice on the door
before he looked towards the small eyehole and said clearly, as Sephire hovered behind him:
“I‟m an old customer, looking for an old friend.”
There was silence… and then the door clicked loudly before the reptile pushed it open,
glancing over his shoulder at Sephire and motioning irritably at her. Sephire grumbled as she
trundled behind him, the two stepping into a cozy entrance hall with a closet to their right, and
another doorway just ahead, with a camera above this clicking as it zoomed in on them and
scanned over the two, Sephire immediately pointing at this and asking loudly: “Dude, what the
hell is that?”
The Drakkaren slapped his forehead with a grumble, and then he shook his head a bit
before waving absently at the camera, saying clearly: “Sorry, she overreacts. It‟s me, Zerrex, and
she‟s Sephire Atrox, First Lady of Heaven. We‟re here to see Cecilia. She better damn well be
awake and have coffee on, too.”
“Oh yeah, you‟re real good with ladies. Why the hell is it that you have so many female
friends again, Lord Zerrex? Is it „cause you have so much machismo or is it „cause none of us
have any self-respect?” Sephire punched him lightly in the back, and Zerrex only rolled his eyes
before he held up a hand, and immediately the female gargled before she gave a wheezing giggle
even as she clutched at her collar before it loosened. “That was both sexy and horrible all at
once.”
The Drakkaren shook his head slowly with a grumble, and then he crossed his arms as
Sephire glanced at the closet before reaching for the doors… and without turning around, the
lizard said dryly: “It‟s empty, for one thing. For another, there is the large security camera
staring at us and the electrical emitters in the walls as a security precaution. Please don‟t get me
zapped, like Cherry has a tendency to.”
“Me and her really must be related. Crazy shit, though, when you can see a resemblance
between you and some descendant fifty people down the line.” Sephire muttered, shaking her
head a bit as she pulled the closet doors open and peered back and forth, inspecting the indeedempty space beyond. “What, do they not cater to overnight visitors?”
“Only guests who aren‟t on the trusted list yet have to stash their stuff. It‟s just a security
precaution to make sure no one brings in weapons or other undesired items. This is a meal club,
Sephire, it caters to a particularly-bizarre clientele.” Zerrex responded, and then he grinned
slightly as Sephire gagged and pointed a finger into her gaping jaws. “Oh, well now. Have we
found something you can‟t stand?”
“Oh fuck you. It ain‟t that I mind being cut into, as you goddamn well know from how
many times we‟ve stabbed the shit out of each other with big pointy swords and laughed about it
afterwards, it‟s the „getting eaten‟ part when it‟s not a euphemism for oral sex that bugs me.”
Sephire muttered, rubbing at her jagged head-fins. “Bugs me almost as damn much as these
things tend to on a regular basis. Fins, fucking fins. I wasn‟t born with no fucking fins.”
“„Woe unto the female, who shall wear the crown of sin upon her skull, for bowing her
head to the primal nature.‟” Zerrex recited, and Sephire glowered at him moodily, the Drakkaren
smiling slightly over his shoulder at her.
“Old wives‟ tale.” she scoffed finally, looking down and rubbing embarrassedly at her
fins again. “Besides, I was born a goddess, not a goddamn Drakkai like goddamn you and
goddamn Lord. I don‟t remember no Goddess above me, popping me out and shit.”

Zerrex rolled his eyes a bit, and then Sephire snorted, crossing her arms and adding in a
mutter: “But wouldn‟t that just be peachy-keen, huh? Imagine if on top of everything else, I was
related to the fucking Goddess Thegragon. You ever learn anything more about her?”
“Not a good talking subject right now.” Zerrex said finally, glancing towards the locked
door… and then he smiled a little when Sephire stepped up beside him and squeezed his shoulder
gently, letting her hand rest on it.
“I understand.” she said softly, and then smiled at him… and the Drakkaren couldn‟t help
but smile back before he nodded a little to her, and then they both glanced ahead as the door was
finally opened by a tall wolf dressed in simple country clothes, his shirt neat and pressed and his
suspenders clean and tight, tucked into a large pair of black leather cowboy boots. The grizzled
timberwolf stepped backwards, bowing his head courteously as he closed his red and black eyes:
the only thing about him that marked him as a demon.
Zerrex nodded to him as he led Sephire into a large, comfortable bar area, a single pole
on a small raised stage at the back of the room with a curtain behind this leading into a dressing
area, but at the moment, there was only another wolf demon behind the bar – the little brother of
the lupine that had just let them in, their fur and features the same, except for the fact this wolf
had a set of ram‟s horns as well as the strange black-and-scarlet eyes – dressed in simpler
clothes. He smiled at Zerrex as he dried out a glass, a succubus half-asleep at the other end of the
bar and wearing an untidy corset and tall high heels, the male barking at her after a moment:
“Honey, wake up, we got guests here, and good ones at that!”
The female only grumbled and rolled her head the other way, remarkably slothful for a
lust demoness, and the wolf sighed after a moment as Zerrex and Sephire approached the bar: the
female was looking around the inside of the brothel with marked interest, at the flat-screen
televisions on the walls and the cameras around the area, as well as the stairs that led up to the
private room and a locked security door that led back into the security center. The larger, silent
wolf headed towards this, sliding a clearance card through a key reader beside the door, and it
clicked loudly before the wolf opened the heavy armored door and walked through it, as Sephire
muttered: “Shit, this place is well-insulated and well-secure.”
“I‟d hope so. Rose was the first one to put in all these security precautions, but after she
passed, God rest her soul, Cecilia decided the best thing she could do was make sure the rest of
her girls and boys stayed safe inside this place. Too many times, even during Rose‟s leadership,
we had people sneak in here with the sole purpose of stirring shit up in their minds.” the wolf
explained amiably, putting the glass down and then sighing as he threw his towel at the
succubus‟s head when she only mumbled. “Ignore her. Everyone says Honey‟s daddy was from
Sloth and I‟m inclined to believe it.”
“I have a sleeping disorder.” the succubus mumbled in response to this, and then she
grumbled a bit as she buried her head deeper into her arms, beginning to snore quietly. Sephire
shook her head, and then she sat down at one of the stools outside the bar, looking curiously back
and forth.
Finally, the goddess said mildly, as Zerrex leaned absently back against the countertop
beside her: “This don‟t seem like no freaky eating club. The weirdest shit I see is that.”
She pointed at the large rack of spices and various jars that sat in a neat little shelf beside
the larger shelves of liquor bottles and other beverages, and the wolf laughed at this, smiling
benevolently towards the female. “Well, it ain‟t exactly top-hour yet. And besides, this is a meal
club, not someplace like that Toxic Beauty or a bondage bar. People come here to watch the

pretty people dance and enjoy a light snack while they do, they don‟t come here to cut and bleed
and hurt the hell out of each other, ain‟t that right, Lord Zerrex?”
“That‟s exactly right.” the Drakkaren agreed, looking over at Sephire with amusement
before he returned his eyes to the wolf, asking curiously: “So where‟s Cecilia at, Lionel? Don‟t
tell me she‟s still in bed with her boys?”
“You know Miss Cecilia, she‟s got a lot of energy.” the wolf replied in an amused voice,
and then he reached down and produced a pair of wine glasses from under the counter, pushing
them towards the two before he snagged a bottle without bothering to look, saying kindly: “On
the house. Rose petal wine, sweetened just a touch with apple sugar.”
He filled both glasses neatly, and the reptile smiled at him with a nod of appreciation
before he picked it up and sipped slowly at it as Sephire looked curiously around the brothel
again, saying mildly: “Dude, I should own a place like this then. I mean, not exactly like this.
But getting to stay in bed all day with a bunch of people, I like the sounds of that.”
“Oh no, no, Miss Cecilia might spend much of her free time with her boys, but that
doesn‟t mean she ain‟t never busy.” Lionel said easily, smiling over at Sephire as he slapped the
cork back into place in the bottle before sliding it back onto the shelf. “Her work might be a
brothel that caters to special tastes, but ever since she took the job on, she‟s been taking her
duties very seriously. She does a great job of looking out for all her workers, and she always
makes sure to go that extra mile for each and every one of them, always making sure they‟re as
comfortable as possible with what they do… whether it‟s me back here, tending bar and
preparing meals when the chefs aren‟t available, or the girls who do the pretty dances and then
act as the home-cooked meals we specialize in.”
Sephire stuck out her tongue and blew a raspberry at this, and then she sipped at the wine
again and muttered meditatively: “Just don‟t you go thinking you can make me into one of those
home-cooked meals. Besides, unless you‟re eating me out, I ain‟t good eating. Zerrex totally
knows and shit, I already fold automatically out and I‟m all stuffed full of metal parts.”
Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes, and then he sipped at his own glass of rose petal wine
before looking over his shoulder with a smile as he heard the creak of the stairs, watching as a
female descended with three enormous males in tow: both her bodyguards and her personal
servants, bound to her in body and mind and soul.
Cecilia walked towards them, the female half-lidding her eyes lovingly, dressed only in a
black bikini top and a long loincloth stitched with symbols of both Hez‟Ranna and Acheron upon
it. Surprisingly, however, she was not a Dragokkaren, but instead a tall leopardess with pale
golden fur and instead of spots, jet-black rings over her body, her claws short but hooked, her
smile revealing dangerous-looking fangs in a mouth full of sharp teeth. “Lord Zerrex…”
Long black hair fell around her head, cut to her shoulders at the sides but tied in a
ponytail that fell halfway down her back, much neater and trimmed than the Drakkaren‟s own
messy ivory hair… and as her red eyes gazed kindly up at him, he slid off the stool and they
gently kissed each other‟s cheeks, making her smile in delight as she spread her arms, the silver
bands wrapped around either forearm glinting as she said cheerfully: “Delicious to see you here,
darling! And with such an honored guest, too…”
Sephire, however, was staring at the female… and then she frowned a bit as she leaned
against the bar and said slowly: “You‟re…”
“Lustewilde.” The leopardess smiled slightly, then she turned around, flicking her fingers
absently at the males. The enormous Salamander, wolf-demon, and Wrath minotaur – his
denomination noted by his differently-shaped horns, larger build, and fang teeth – all

immediately bowed to her before heading away, covered in golden bands of their own, tribal
tattoos, and wearing only loincloths. Very obviously her Iuratus, in other words.
But what drew Sephire‟s attention was when the Lustewilde brushed her hair out of the
way, revealing a series of black runes tattooed down her back amidst the natural dark rings that
spotted her fur, the female saying kindly: “I volunteered a long time ago for a process Zerrex and
Sin were trying out. I was already Rose‟s student at the time, but I had… a bad habit of hurting
her, even though I just wanted to express my love for her. He gave me this wonderful gift…
tattoos of control runes that help me keep my temper and my hungers in check. He will never
admit it, but his dark experiments in his terrible dungeons with those nasty little people have
helped many, honey, who suffer from similar-like afflictions but have the soul enough to feel bad
for what they do.”
“Now stop that.” Zerrex reached down and patted her buttock gently, and the
Lustewilde‟s long tail flicked as she laughed delightedly before turning around and embracing
him firmly, and Zerrex hugged her back as he said softly: “Besides, you and I both know that it‟s
based around what you want. It‟s you who fixes you, not me.”
“Modest bastard.” Cecilia stepped back, then half-bowed to him before she looked kindly
over at Sephire, who was sipping slowly and moodily at her rose petal wine. “So try not to
worry, honey, I ain‟t about to dig my claws in…” She paused and grinned, holding a hand up as
her hook-like claws extended slowly, becoming large, threatening blades. “Unless you want me
to.”
Her eyes pulsed with faint orange light, and then Zerrex slapped her rump firmly again,
and the Lustewilde jumped with a squeak and then laughed as her long tail snapped teasingly
against the reptile‟s side, saying amusedly: “You trying to get me all riled up here?”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, and then he reached out for his glass… and as it passed, the female
quickly reached one still-extended claw out and ran it along the rim of the glass, two drops of the
orange-colored poisons that were the Lustewilde‟s greatest weapon dripped into it. The
Drakkaren looked at her flatly, but she only winked before turning and sitting primly at the bar,
crossing her legs and looking from one to the other as she asked curiously: “But why are you
honoring a poor ignoble pelt like myself with a visit?”
Zerrex sipped at his drink, swirling it slowly in his jaws: the added dash of lust toxin
from the Lustewilde added a certain spice to the rose petal wine, and since the Drakkaren had
both demonic origins and was a god of fertility, it wasn‟t nearly enough to get him aroused…
just enough to excite him a little, and make him relax slightly. Sephire, however, was giggling
stupidly, and the Drakkaren sighed before she blurted: “Pelt? What the fuck, are you a lizardwannabe or something?”
“Yes.” Cecilia said simply, and that shut Sephire up as she stared dumbly at her, the
female leaning on the bar and smiling teasingly as she reached a hand over and stroked slowly
over Sephire‟s armored forearm, making her wince a bit as her claws scratched tenderly against
the metal. “I was a slave in ancient Hez‟Ranna when I was mortal… and the only dream I ever
had was to be like the superior Dragokkaren. The Dragokkaren who I was weaker than and
inferior to in every way… the Dragokkaren who ruled our proud nation, and who enforced
slavery and control over the weaker pelts, but never dictatorship, never tyranny. I, for one,
enjoyed being a slave: they gave me a bed of hay, they fed me regularly, I was not allowed in the
Dragokkaren‟s home except for on special occasions, but they let me bathe after I became dirty
and they gave me lodgings in the servant‟s stables. The others may not have been… quite as
happy as I was, but I knew we were lucky. I see it even more so every day, with the difference

between Hez‟Rannan slaves… and Irenic slavery, where they beat you, whip you, rape you, kill
you, all for no reason except that they are weak and cruel and heartless. In Hez‟Ranna, we pelts
were expected to work and to serve… but few of the Dragokkaren ever treated us like the Irenic
slave-masters would have.
“One day, I was given the honor to become an Iuratus to one of the sons of the
household… he cared for me very deeply, and I for him. I was his favorite female, and he treated
me sweetly… during feasts, he even brought me into the household by having me act as a table
servant.” Cecilia reminisced, closing her eyes with a warm smile as she tilted her head back.
“My dedication eventually won the family over, their worries about the oddity of a pelt Iuratus
disposed when I showed them how much I cared for their son with my hard work and love for
him… and they let me stay in the servant quarters with their Drakkaren slaves, who were
awkward around me at first, but when they saw my Iuratus tattoos and my affection for the soonto-be master of the manse, they became much more welcoming, and began to treat me as one of
their own.
“But the pelts were unhappy with the fact that while I had become an Iuratus, they were
left in their stables, often punished because of their insolence and laziness… they set the stables
aflame one night to draw the Dragokkaren out, and when they tried to save their wicked pelt
slaves, they were ambushed and locked inside the burning stables. My master was burned
beyond recognition… I was forced to kill him, the one I loved more than anything else in all the
world.” Cecilia shook her head slowly, saying softly: “He was suffering too much, far too
much… and then I hunted down and killed the pelts who only proved at the end of the day they
were animals, and treated with better respect than they deserved, before I was tattooed by one of
the survivors as a leaderless Iuratus. They sold me to a new household, and I served the
Dragokkaren there faithfully. They were kind to me despite sadness making me slow… they
even made me the head of the pelt servants, letting me stay in the house, letting me tend to them
physically. But when the pelts discovered what I had done, they called me a traitor and a slut and
strung me up when the masters were away.”
Cecilia rubbed at the underside of her muzzle slowly, saying softly: “Funny, isn‟t it? Pelts
struggle for equality with Drakkai, and now demons and angels both struggle to be seen by
mortals as people, not as monsters and martyrs. People are never satisfied, though… and none of
them ever realize that sometimes a controlled lifestyle is the very best lifestyle you can hope to
achieve. Yes, I strive now to be like the Dragokkaren I admired, noble First Lady of Heaven…
they are handsome on the outside, and sweet on the inside, just like the delicious Heartfruit of
Hez‟Ranna. But I know better than most that the pelts were not subjugated because of their fur
and their smaller stature: they were subjugated because they believed they were superior, and
they had to be shown that they were no better and no worse than anyone else.”
Zerrex grunted as he sipped at his rose petal wine, and Sephire only looked confused
before she grumbled and crossed her arms, saying flatly: “Still goddamn weird that you like big
lizards so much. Some people would call that a fetish.”
“Honey, I have much more interesting fetishes than that.” Cecilia leaned forwards with a
wink, stroking her claws gently under Sephire‟s muzzle, and the female stared at her as the
leopardess‟s eyes glowed slightly. “Have you ever experienced a Lustewilde‟s affections?”
“Personal space!” Sephire shouted suddenly, and she shoved Cecilia backwards before
seizing a plate sitting on the bar and holding it between their bodies like a shield, wincing a little.
Cecilia laughed loudly at this, however, grinning amusedly as she swayed backwards before
looking dreamily towards Zerrex, as the reptile laughed and shook his head. “Oh fuck you both! I

spent millions of years killing demons for Heaven and being told all kinds of scary stories about
shit I never saw myself because Lord would never let me on the actual front lines, but I know
that at least half the shit about you Lusty-butts is true and that scares the boobs right off me!”
“Your boobs aren‟t even real.” Zerrex remarked, and then he winced when Sephire
glowered and flung the plate at his head, the reptile quickly ducking before he glanced over his
shoulder, and the plate vanished in midair before the Drakkaren held out his hand and it
reappeared on his palm… then promptly cracked into pieces and fell to the ground. “Oh
goddammit.”
“I love that it‟s porcelain and shit that gives you trouble.” Sephire remarked dryly, as one
of Cecilia‟s Iuratus quickly ran over with a broom and dustpan, sweeping the mess quickly up
before bowing to them and leaving, and Sephire glanced after the male and muttered: “By the
way, that is some freaky shit.”
“Anyway, games aside… Cecilia, has there been anything strange happening around
here?” Zerrex asked softly, and the Lustewilde gazed at him with gentle sympathy as she shook
her head slowly before standing up and reaching out to touch his face quietly.
“Poor, poor Lord Zerrex, God of Acheron, King of Hez‟Ranna…” the Lustewilde
murmured softly, tickling her claws silently along his features, and then she took his face in both
her hands and leaned her head forwards, their height perfectly matching, letting their foreheads
touch gently as she whispered: “The Prophecy of the Hunter comes to mind.”
Zerrex grunted, and Sephire frowned a bit as she looked up, before the Drakkaren
reached up and gently squeezed Cecilia‟s shoulders, saying quietly: “That‟s a Hez‟Rannan
legend, Cecilia. Nothing more.”
“So was the Goddess. So was the Red Beast.” the Lustewilde replied gently, touching
Zerrex‟s chest reverently and stroking her hands slowly along his frame as she looked down a
bit, murmuring softly: “And so was the Prophecy of the High King.”
Now the reptile seemed a bit more hesitant, leaning his head back and forth before he
glanced over at Sephire, who was looking at them both curiously… and the Drakkaren nodded a
little after a moment before he squeezed Cecilia‟s upper arms quietly, rubbing his fingers along
the golden bands decorating her body as he said quietly: “The Prophecy of the Hunter states that
if the Goddess was ever felled, and Hez‟Ranna was destroyed, a Revenant sealed away by her
would rise up and kill the usurper who sought to take her place, working his way first through
the tyrant‟s loved ones before stealing the soul of the false king and transforming him into a
terrible monster. That the Goddess would be brought back from death-beyond-death by his
energies and powers thanks to an ancient ritual and divine intervention.”
“I know that Hez‟Ranna worshipped the Goddess and all because of some crossed
wires… but did no one get that Thegragon was kind of fucking horribly evil?” Sephire asked
flatly, and Zerrex snorted before he glanced down at Cecilia as she turned around, but let herself
rest comfortably back against Zerrex, smiling quietly as she gently grasped his wrists.
“Religion is a difficult thing, honey. It‟s more about faith than it is about fact… so even
when the facts are proven to be different than your faith believes, your faith often still wins out.
No Dragokkaren wanted to believe that they were created for an evil purpose, by an evil being…
those slaves who escaped Acheron, who found themselves in a beautiful world, were entranced
by the harmony of it. Said to be so entranced and so thankful, that they began worship of the
earth instead of their evil goddess. The Goddess referred to in much of Hez‟Rannan lore is not
Thegragon… it is nature. It is harmony. It is the world itself.”

Sephire rumbled a bit, but didn‟t argue… and then she looked up for a moment before
asking moodily: “But shit. The Goddess is dead, not their… good Goddess, their bad Goddess…
and Hez‟Ranna was burned to the ground and destroyed. And I hate to say this, Zerrex, but you
are now the master of Acheron, the Goddess‟s real domain… and this thing, whatever the fuck it
is, has been going to great lengths to screw with the people who care about you first and
foremost.”
“And it hasn‟t dared to come here. Perhaps it‟s only coincidence, but many of the runes I
do use to protect this place are from Hez‟Ranna and that I learned from my studies under you
and Rose and in Acheron.” Cecilia added softly, gazing up at Zerrex before she turned around
and gently scratched her claws along his chest, smiling lovingly into his eyes. “But no matter
what you face, Lord Zerrex, I shall be there with you. I am not a Disciple, but I am your friend,
and a worshipper of Hez‟Ranna and a student of Acheron, my sweet.”
The Drakkaren hesitated, tilting his head back and forth with a grimace before he finally
sighed a bit and smiled faintly as he stroked her face slowly, before he looked amusedly up at
Sephire. “And would you believe I‟ve never had sex with her?”
Cecilia laughed as Sephire stared in shock at the two, and then she smiled over her
shoulder at the staring female. “It would be blasphemous on my part to dare to try and make a
move on Lord Zerrex… and Zerrex‟s previous experiences with Lustewilde make him hesitant,
as does the fact that… my boys get a little jealous.” She glanced over towards her own Iuratus,
who were all sitting at a far table but looking moodily towards the three. “Iuratus can be very
clingy, you know, especially when trained properly… and the fact that I bathe Zerrex in attention
whenever he‟s here makes them a little upset. All three of them may carry some immunization to
my poisons, but there‟s so much of my toxin coursing in their veins that they nonetheless feel a
powerful fixation and attraction towards me. Zerrex is mostly immune to my effects, which
makes him a more appetizing target… but he also gets twitchy around me, especially when I
show off the Lustewilde‟s signature talent.”
Cecilia winked as her fur suddenly became bristly and metallic, turning into blue steel
wire, and the male winced as he felt her grind playfully back against him, just hard enough to
scrape some of his scales off before his own body became metallic, and there was a quiet shriek
of metal against metal before Cecilia threw her head back and laughed, and Zerrex rolled his
eyes before he hugged her around the waist, steel wire and alloy scale grinding firmly together
with a screech as Sephire grabbed at the sides of her head. Lionel, behind the bar, only continued
to wash dishes, humming absently to himself as Honey groaned on the stool and the slothful
succubus finally looked blearily up, blinking slowly and looking over her shoulder before she
shouted angrily at the two: “Some of us are trying to rest here!”
“Oh Honey.” Cecilia only said kindly, and then the Lustewilde‟s fur returned to normal
before she stepped forwards as her claws extended and she sank them into the female‟s upper
back. Honey, however, only twitched once as she dropped her head back on her arms, and now
Cecilia looked a little less-than-thrilled, pulling her hooked claws free even as orange veins
visibly pulsed beneath the female‟s scales, before she said sharply: “Honey, wake up!”
Honey grumbled and waved an arm at her, and Cecilia looked down in distaste at her
own hand before her claws slid back into her fingers, muttering: “Guess I‟ve used that trick one
too many times now. I thought you were a succubus, not a deep sleeper.”
“I thought you… were a… not…” Honey yawned slowly, curling up tighter against the
countertop before she began to snore, and Zerrex shook his head in slow amazement as Sephire
turned around and poked the female‟s side a few times. It had no effect except to make the

succubus twitch, however, and the goddess snorted before she looked at Cecilia with dry
amusement.
The Lustewilde only rolled her red eyes, however, sighing a bit before she turned back
towards Zerrex as the Drakkaren rolled his shoulders and his metallic scales became smooth and
natural again, the female saying quietly: “Sweetie, though… you need to be careful. And I want
you to give me a call if something happens or you need any help at all, you hear me? We
Lustewilde have a powerful influence throughout Hell, and I‟m well-known throughout the
Hez‟Rannan community. I can be at least a little bit of help to you, I know I can, honey.”
“Don‟t need no help…” Honey mumbled at this, and the Lustewilde finally glared at the
succubus and shoved her hard off the stool. She crashed to the floor and flailed weakly, but then
only curled up and promptly went back to sleep, and the Lustewilde rubbed at her forehead
slowly as Sephire giggled stupidly and Lionel sighed in distaste.
Zerrex looked down at Honey, then he glanced up at the female, saying thoughtfully:
“Well, there is one thing you can do for me, at least… I‟m looking to have my daughter,
Ambrosia, released from prison, just until things cool down. I don‟t want this murderer sneaking
in there… but the problem is…”
“She made a lot of Hez‟Rannan folk angry, yes.” The Lustewilde only smiled
sympathetically however, nodding and saying kindly: “I‟ll be glad to offer her a place here,
where she‟ll be even safer than at your Ravenlight Estate. Would you like that, sweetie?”
“Actually, I was just going to ask you to talk to some of the Hez‟Rannan demons you
knew, maybe get them to either back off their vendettas a bit or at least acknowledge the feuds
can wait until we figure out what the hell‟s going on with this murderer… but if you‟re willing to
give her a room here, too, that she could stay at if she needs extra safety…” Zerrex said slowly,
and then he winced and rubbed at his face slowly, muttering: “The one thing is she‟ll need to be
watched. Ambrosia might honestly be scared, but…”
“It‟s very easy to slip back into old habits, yes.” the Lustewilde said quietly, glancing
down at her claws before she smiled at Zerrex, reaching out to stroke gently along the underside
of his muzzle. “Then allow me to watch her, Lord Zerrex. My Iuratus and I are more than
capable of handling a demoness… even a Proud One like your daughter.”
Zerrex softened as he looked at her, reaching up to touch her face gently. “Your business,
Cecilia, this place…”
“Lionel and Angus can look after it easily enough.” Cecilia said dismissively, shaking her
head and glancing over at the wolf, who smiled kindly and nodded confidently. “I can take a
break from things without it all going to hell, I‟m sure, and you come before business dealings,
in any case. Your family is my family… you were like Rose‟s family, and if I truly want to
honor her memory, then my first duty is to honor you.”
Cecilia gazed tenderly at the Drakkaren, who looked warmly back… and then he reached
up and squeezed her shoulders slowly, kissing her forehead and murmuring: “Thank you,
Cecilia. In that case, I‟ll let you know the moment Ambrosia is out of prison. And thank you for
sharing your thoughts on the murderer, too… I just… I just hope you‟re wrong.”
“I do too.” Cecilia said quietly, looking up at him silently. “Because as far as I‟m
concerned, you are the rightful heir of Hez‟Ranna, no interloper king: by blood as the son of the
Red Beast, by right as the destroyer of the wicked bitch herself. But if there is a creation of hers
stalking you… you must be prepared to face it down and deal with the worst of possibilities.”

Zerrex grimaced a bit at this thought, looking down and rubbing at his face slowly… and
then he shook his head and said quietly: “Then we‟ll deal with that when the time comes. For
now, we‟ll continue to prepare for the worst and do our best to stop whatever‟s coming.”
Cecilia nodded in return, and the two looked at each other for a few moments before she
kissed his cheek softly, then stepped back and said kindly: “Then go, Lord Zerrex, and First
Lady of Heaven. Go, my darlings, and remember that I‟m here to help your cause. That if you
ask it, all of Hez‟Ranna, all of Elysium, perhaps even all of Hell would rally behind your
cause… and never hesitate to ask us for help in saving your life.”
The Drakkaren looked at her for a few moments, and then the leopardess bowed quietly
to him, and the lizard nodded slowly back. They gazed at each other, and then she smiled and
turned, long tail flicking as she said primly: “Boys, come now. The Mistress wishes to relax.”
Immediately, her Iuratus all but leapt after her as she began to ascend the stairs, and
Zerrex shook his head a bit before he sipped the last of his rose petal wine meditatively from the
glass and put it down on the countertop, glancing over at Lionel. “Thanks for the drinks, at least.
Tell Honey when she wakes up that I said „hi,‟ okay?”
Lionel smiled wryly at this as Honey snored loudly on the floor, and Sephire looked
down at the succubus before grunting and waving to Lionel, and then she hurriedly followed the
reptile as she reached up to grasp the long handle of her enormous sword, saying moodily: “I
dunno about this shit, Lord Zerrex. Storm King Face says he‟s got a bad feeling about this.”
“Storm King Face is just a large hunk of metal, what does he know?” Zerrex asked
grumpily as he opened the security door and stepped into the entrance hall, and Sephire gasped
and covered her muzzle before the reptile smiled a little over his shoulder at her, adding finally:
“Although at this point… I guess I‟d be willing to take advice, even from an ugly-ass sword like
him.”
“Shut your mouth, my sword is great.” Sephire said grumpily, crossing her arms beneath
her enormous bosom as she followed him towards the exit door, the Drakkaren pressing a hidden
button in the center of it to make the electronics lock disable before he shoved it firmly open.
“Crazy technology, a goddamn Lustewilde, no wonder my sensors were going nuts. How the
fuck did you tame a fucking Lustewilde and why?”
“The process only ever worked on Cecilia… you heard her story, you can guess why she
became a Lustewilde.” Zerrex said softly, and Sephire nodded slowly after a moment: she had
killed someone she had truly loved. Unlike most Lustewilde, however, she hadn‟t done it for any
of the wrong reasons… it had been out of mercy, not because of madness or passion or sin.
“Most Lustewilde are cursed because they hurt or killed the people they cared about in life for
mostly their own gain. Cecilia ended up in Hell because she felt like she had sinned and failed.
Her combination of wishes for revenge and the fact she couldn‟t get over what she had done in
life led her to become… Lustewilde.”
“Oh, I get it, I think, yeah… most Lustewilde are combinations of sorrow and passion…
but she actually wanted to change, didn‟t she?” Sephire cocked her head curiously. “I mean,
most Lustewilde wish they could control themselves better, I know that‟s a fact, but… she
probably had to pay the piper in more ways than just by getting a huge-ass magical tattoo down
her back, right?”
Zerrex nodded as they walked across the patio and down the steps, replying quietly:
“Yeah. She can‟t „jack-in‟ to a person‟s nervous system anymore through touch, for one thing…
the most dangerous and powerful ability of the Lustewilde. She can‟t bio-synchronize with other
life forms anymore, either, unless she‟s already injected a copious amount of her toxin into them

and she‟s able to bite them as well as dig her claws in. She‟s still dangerous and powerful as hell,
but… part of the reason she doesn‟t kill by accident anymore is because a lot of the accidentaldeath-causing-powers have been locked down pretty heavily.”
Sephire nodded a bit, then she stepped forwards and hugged Zerrex firmly, the Drakkaren
grunting as she made herself as small as possible and muttered: “Okay, teleport us or some shit
now, I‟m totally ready.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, and then he concentrated before they vanished from the spot, and a
moment later, reappeared in the Ravenlight Estate‟s main hall. Immediately, Sephire peered back
and forth before she carefully straightened, then brushed her chest off and muttered: “Shit, at
least that didn‟t dissolve my stomach this time. Or punch me in the vagina.”
The Drakkaren sighed and rolled his eyes, and then he glanced up curiously as his mala
reverberated around his neck, Sephire peering at this suspiciously before a portal opened across
from them, and Sabnock emerged with Serenity, the latter female looking frustrated as she
crossed her arms but the wolverine as calm as ever as she held up a slip of paper. “Despite your
vocal daughter‟s protests, I went ahead and gave you the courtesy of ensuring a speedy release of
Miss Ambrosia. While in the past I would have questioned your judgment… I think that now…”
She stopped, looking across at Zerrex, and then smiled thinly. “I‟ve learned that sometimes,
friendship and respect means trusting others, especially when they take actions that seem… shall
we say… a little foolish.”
“A lot foolish is more like it.” Serenity muttered, arms crossed as she glared at Zerrex,
but the Drakkaren merely smiled amusedly at her before she snarled and snapped: “Ambrosia is
a manipulator! I have no idea how you convinced Mercy to go along with this, but I refuse to
participate in this… this lunacy or be suckered in by her, I am going to watch her like an Infernal
Dragon watches a Draybeast before it moves in for the kill!”
“Look at me, my name‟s Serenity, and I‟m a bitch.” Zerrex said loudly, as he took the
papers from Sabnock… and Serenity‟s eyes blazed with fury before she punched him in the chest
and knocked him flat on his back, the reptile wheezing and then holding up a finger even as
Sephire stared and the wolverine only sighed, before the Drakkaren wheezed: “I just proved my
point.”
“What point?” Serenity shouted angrily down at him… and then she narrowed her eyes
dangerously as Zerrex grinned dumbly and slowly sat up. “What the hell‟s so funny?”
“Anyone can be pushed into doing anything with the right circumstances. Even those
who are supposed to protect.” Zerrex replied, and then he winced a bit and rubbed slowly at his
chest, adding flatly: “That really goddamn hurt, by the way. And before you yell at me or think
about lashing out at me again, I‟ll take this chance to swiftly point out that no matter what a bitch
Ambrosia was, she‟s never attacked me physically. While you hit me on a regular basis.”
Serenity rose a hand, then only looked stupid before she slowly blushed, kicking at the
ground and then looking down as she muttered: “But Ambrosia was… she was just after… I
mean… she…”
She quieted as Zerrex opened the paper and looked down on it, Sabnock turning her
attention back to the Drakkaren before he frowned a bit, then glanced over it at the wolverine…
and the female simply shrugged, saying calmly: “It was the simplest way to go about the
endeavor. Besides, Thoth‟s ruling may have been a bit unfair on his part. He is a close personal
friend, true, but I have discussed with him before the fact that he may have not been entirely
impartial because several of the stolen artifacts were from his own collection.”

Zerrex looked up in surprise, and Sabnock shrugged a bit, saying quietly: “I never told
you because I did not wish to jeopardize either your trust or Thoth‟s. It was a bad decision,
perhaps… but yes. The gemstones and artifacts owned under the name Baron Kingsley are in
fact, Thoth‟s. The name is an inside joke between myself, Thoth, and White. Yes, White and I
are capable of telling jokes.”
“I remember last year‟s harvest party.” Zerrex replied drolly, and then he nodded a bit
and folded the sheet closed before tucking it into his pocket, saying quietly: “In that case, I‟ll go
right now to the prison and hand this over to the Warden.”
“I already had an additional copy of the documents sent over by courier from the Hall of
Justice, so there can be no confusion or any other problems.” Sabnock replied calmly. “I expect
they‟ll be dissatisfied with the prospect of releasing her but shouldn‟t provide you with any
additional problems. If they do, please, simply let me know and I will handle it.”
Zerrex smiled at the wolverine, nodding to her, and she looked at him for a few moments
before saying quietly: “Lord Zerrex, if you‟ll forgive me… I would like to spend some time with
you when you have a free hour or two. I have some things I‟d like you attend to for me.”
And with that, Sabnock rose a hand and created a portal, heading through it… and a
moment later, Sephire‟s eyes went wide before she covered her muzzle and giggled stupidly as
Serenity only frowned, and then the goddess cackled and pointed at the Drakkaren as he looked
at her sourly: “You‟re a call-girl!”
“Don‟t be stupid.” Serenity snapped irritably, and then she looked flatly at Zerrex,
disregarding the faint blush on her father‟s face – likely so she could continue to ignore the
mounting evidence that Zerrex had actually slept with Sabnock – and instead asked: “So what‟s
the papers say? Don‟t tell me, she gets to be an Iuratus by order of High Queen Vivien on top of
everything else, right?”
“You‟re silly.” Zerrex said mildly, reaching up to poke her nose, and Serenity glared at
him darkly before the Drakkaren shook his head a bit, saying mildly: “No, it‟s a discretionary
release order. It means that while she‟s out of prison, it‟ll still count as time served towards her
sentence… and that if she continues to behave properly, I‟m permitted to give her an early
release from prison.”
“What?” Serenity looked horrified at this, and Sephire tilted her head curiously as the
Iuratus spluttered and fought for some kind of response, looking stupefied before she snarled and
flailed her arms through the air childishly. “Ridiculous! Favoritism!”
“Not really. If I don‟t give her a spectacular review and send her back to prison, she‟ll
have to serve her full sentence, with only a minimal chance of time off for good behavior.”
Zerrex replied mildly, and then he reached up and tapped the green-scaled female‟s nose gently.
“And furthermore, if she‟s stupid enough to commit another crime while out on this release,
she‟ll be thrown in the Abyss. Same goes if she breaks the law within the next five hundred years
if she‟s released now, and fifty years if she‟s released at a future date.”
Serenity crossed her arms, but she looked a little vindicated now, nodding slowly and
muttering: “Alright, alright. I guess that‟s… I mean…” She hesitated, then looked almost
childlike for a moment as she asked quietly: “Am I allowed to feel a little sorry for her after how
I was just acting, without coming across as hypocrite? Because… I mean, jail, yeah, I think she
should be thrown in there, even a Pit of Torment, but… but the Abyss…”
“Preventative and escalation laws apply to everyone, not just civilians and soldiers.”
Zerrex said softly, looking down at Serenity, and the female grimaced a little as she rubbed
slowly at her face before nodding a few times. Then he glanced over at Sephire as she rose a

hand and waved it back and forth, sighing a little and asking dryly: “Yes, Sephire? Do you have
a question for the class?”
“How the shit does that work? Laws and shit in Hell? Up in Heaven we were taught that
all you guys did was bust each other‟s balls when something went wrong, no… jail or legal
system or shit. Well. Okay, maybe I knew a little about the legal system shit but still.” Sephire
said lamely, opening her arms a little bit, and Zerrex shook his head.
He looked at her for a few moments, and then he said mildly: “Well, for one thing,
demons who are born here are „original demons,‟ official residents of Hell. And souls that come
here only gain „residency,‟ so to speak, once their Punishments are complete. Until they see their
Punishments through, however long or short they are, they have restricted rights and privileges.
But when someone‟s born here… you can‟t fault them for that. So instead of being Punished and
re-filed as Prisoners instead of Residents, they end up being sent to jail, usually. Punishment is
reserved for serious sinners… or demons who spend a lifetime screwing up, and then they go
through their „second coming‟ to Hell and they have to suffer for their sins as well, and usually
to a much worse degree. The souls coming here from the mortal world think they have it bad…
but imagine what it‟s like for demons who lived in Hell their whole lives, taught to control and
confront sin and about balance and achieving self-control, and they end up getting thrown into a
system designed to completely mulch a person‟s pride and soul to pieces so they can be rebuilt
from the ground up?”
Sephire nodded a little after a moment, rubbing at her head slowly. “Heaven ain‟t like
that… they just chuck most of their criminals into „purification pools‟ and literally leave them
there for years, then fish them out… and by then, they‟re usually insane but don‟t do much else
but twitch for a few days, then become nice, subservient little angel-slaves. The Council passed
the laws that let them do that, as well as the laws that the „schools‟ that take them in and teach
them and shit how to be „put to use in society‟ also have to teach them to operate only during
specific times in specific places. So they‟re mostly rumor in Heaven… few people know that it‟s
sadly a sick fucking truth these things really exist. Ivory Serfs, they‟re called. Made from anyone
unlucky enough to not be of esteem in the community… if you want the truth, I think the
Council got the idea from when mortals first started making other mortals into slaves by
removing chunks of their brain. Everyone knew that long-term saturation in the Purification
does… does bad things to you.”
Sephire shook her head quickly, and Serenity looked disgusted as Zerrex gritted his teeth,
before the goddess looked over at him and said quietly: “It‟s why I wish Lord had a fucking
backbone, like he used to. Why I wish he and Lucy would stand up to the Council instead of
letting them get away with so much… even if it would mean a civil war. Maybe I ain‟t seeing the
big picture, I dunno, but I wouldn‟t mind even half the white planet dying now… if it didn‟t
mean Heaven would sacrifice even more lives later. It ain‟t that I‟m not scared of all those lives
being lost, especially since I know I‟d have friends and allies and past comrades on both sides in
such a conflict… it‟s that I‟m terrified of what the Heavenly Council is going to do one of these
days, and what they‟re willing to sacrifice in order to get their way.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, and then he glanced over at Serenity as she shook her head,
muttering: “Great. Before we get bogged down in another big-ass discussion, though, can we just
go to the prison and get Ambrosia? I‟m scared she‟s already pickpocketing the guards.”
“Ambrosia would never do that, Serenity, that would be like you beating up a child.”
Zerrex paused reflectively as he held his arms out, Sephire immediately leaping against his side

as Serenity looked at him sourly and grabbed him awkwardly by the wrist. “I… well. Beating up
a child for no reason apart from the fact that you can be a little… moody.”
Serenity only grumbled at him, and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes a bit before he vanished
from the spot, reappearing a moment later once more in front of the prison… and then looking
dumbly up in surprise as he saw Ambrosia was already waiting on the bridge for him, a wide
grin on her face and her arms crossed over a simple exercise top, tattered work jeans on and
sandals over her feet, her purse over her shoulder as she remarked to the large, burly prison
guards standing moodily behind her: “See, I told you he‟d show up sooner rather than later.
You‟re just mad because you had to watch me this whole time.”
“Keep mouthing off, bitch, I‟ll shove you into the moat.” one of the guards muttered, a
heavyset, armored demon with a clipboard in his hand, and then he sighed as Ambrosia only
blew a raspberry at him before the Wrath demon stomped past her and held the clipboard out
towards Zerrex, saying flatly: “Please sign here, indicating that you‟ve shown up to retrieve the
subject and will be doing everything within your power to look after her and prevent her from
engaging in any… negative lifestyle choices.”
Ambrosia huffed at this, and Zerrex took the clipboard as he read quickly through the
contract, before looking for a pen… and when the guard only looked at him moodily, Zerrex
sighed before using the tip of one claw to scrawl his signature where it was indicated, his name
glowing faint blue for a moment before it turned to solid ink. Then the lizard grinned and handed
this back to the guard, who looked down at it, unimpressed, before he grunted and shoved
Ambrosia towards him, the female stumbling and then glaring over her shoulder at the wrath
demon. He grunted at her, and when he turned, she rose a foot… but Zerrex glared at her
pointedly, and she sighed dejectedly, muttering: “Oh, and here we go. Back to being a decent
citizen, not even allowed to defend myself if something happens, or they‟ll throw me in the
Abyss. What a shitty deal.”
“Better than you deserve.” Serenity said icily, and the two demons immediately glowered
at each other before Zerrex sighed, rubbing slowly at his forehead as Ambrosia stomped
forwards and stood almost nose-to-nose with Serenity, their eyes locking and the air around them
seeming to ripple as the two snarled at each other, then the scarred female rose one hand poked
the other female‟s chest firmly. “I‟m going to be watching you, and watching you goddamn
close, do you understand me? If you even look at me wrong…”
“It‟s impossible for me to look at you right, Serenity, you‟re too much of a self-centered
cunt.” Ambrosia replied sourly, and Serenity gritted her teeth as one of her eyes twitched before
her sister leaned back and crossed her arms, the fellow Pride demoness asking haughtily: “So.
Cut anyone else‟s eyes out lately?”
“Shut the fuck up. At least I admit my mistakes.” Serenity said darkly, her eyes glowing
with psychic wrath… and then Zerrex stepped forwards and yanked the two apart, glowering
from one to the other and making them both wince a bit.
“Enough.” Zerrex said firmly, and he looked from one to the other as they both mumbled
disconsolately. “Serenity, not that I don‟t trust you to do your job… I trust you‟ll do too good a
job. Ambrosia is to be under our protection, and Cecilia has kindly offered her both lodgings and
to help look after her. I think even you can agree to that, right?”
Serenity snorted, then hesitated visibly as she looked up at her father… before finally
sighing and nodding, muttering: “I guess… I can‟t really complain about that, no. A Lustewilde
and myself should be more than sufficient to keep little miss thief under control.”

Ambrosia, on the other hand, looked suddenly nervous, glancing up at Zerrex and asking
hesitantly: “Isn‟t she a worshipper of Hez‟Ranna, though? I mean… I‟ve always gotten along
well with her but she was the person who told me about the Eye of Hez‟Ranna to begin with,
and… well… you know…”
The Pride demon looked suddenly humble, and Zerrex reached up and patted her cheek
gently, saying kindly: “She offered to protect you herself, Ambrosia. Having her as an ally and
friend will also help convince any Dragokkaren that are still mad at you about the little incident
with the Eye to keep their hands off you, too. She‟s as devout a follower as any of them, but very
well respected throughout Elysium… especially since she‟s the only Lustewilde we‟ve ever
known who can completely control herself.”
The female nodded slowly, and then Serenity crossed her arms, adding in a grumble:
“Don‟t think I‟m not going to be around still though, little sister, or that this means you get to go
wherever you like. I‟ll dictate where we go and what we do, and I think for the most part, just to
ensure your safety, we‟re going to spend our time in Acheron.”
“Wonderful, I could use a vacation.” Ambrosia retorted, and then she smiled over at
Zerrex, touching his chest gently as she asked kindly and Serenity‟s eyes blazed: “But you won‟t
mind us taking a short sojourn to the Ravenlight Estate, will you? I‟d really like to take a bath…
and of course, change out of these grubby clothes.”
“And I‟ll be right there watching you.” Serenity said darkly, and the two glared at each
other angrily again before Zerrex grumbled under his breath and snapped his fingers, and
Serenity squeaked as her collar glowed and tightened, stumbling and falling to her knees as
Sephire snorted laughter in the background and Ambrosia winced a little in shock. The Iuratus
made loud gagging noises for a few moments, and then she snarled as the chokehold loosened
and she leapt to her feet… but at the stern look Zerrex gave her, she immediately lowered her
head and mumbled quietly: “I‟m sorry.”
Zerrex grunted, and then he looked over at Ambrosia, who winced a little at the flat look
on her father‟s face. “Now listen. I want you two to at least pretend to get along, and no baiting
each other, understand? Yes, Serenity is emotional and has made mistakes. And yes, Ambrosia
screwed up big time and has also made mistakes. Do you see the theme here? You‟ve both made
mistakes. Hell, I‟ve made a lot of mistakes, and sometimes people do still hold it against me, but
goddammit, you two are just going at each other now for the sake of pissing each other off, and I
hate seeing my daughters at each other‟s throats. I‟ve seen that happen enough.”
The reptile put his hands on his hips, glaring back and forth before he said quietly: “Now
listen. I want you two to watch each other‟s backs, and to listen to Cecilia. She‟s much older than
either of you and probably a lot wiser too. Not to mention, she isn‟t blinded by pride all the damn
time. Let‟s all head back to the Ravenlight Estate so I can take care of some other business for
now, and Ambrosia can have her bath and get changed while I check up on the other people still
at the Estate and Cindy‟s mom and Celeste and then probably go get yelled at by Vivien. Please
don‟t add to my plate by causing a ruckus.”
His two daughters now only looked embarrassed, glancing shamefully at each other
before they both nodded with mumbles, and then Ambrosia stepped forwards and hugged him
silently, pressing her head against his chest and saying quietly as she closed her mismatched
eyes: “Of course, Father. Anything for you… I‟ve always meant that. Always.”
Zerrex nodded a little after a moment, and then he kissed her forehead quietly before
Serenity saluted sharply… and the reptile sighed and reached out to grab her by the head, but he
only squeezed slowly before letting go, gazing at her with both entertainment and exasperation.

“Let‟s just get out of here before we all get arrested or the warden comes out. I‟ve got a lot to
organize and… time‟s got that funny feeling to it again.”
By the end of the day, Zerrex was laying flat on his stomach in bed, face half-pressed into
the pillows as he mumbled disconsolately to himself. The positives had been that he had
indulged in another session with Sabnock, and she had allowed him afterwards to cuddle her for
exactly ten minutes before she had gotten up, gotten dressed, thanked him, and left with an
awkward little smile on her face, and – much more surprisingly – the Drakkaren had gone to see
Vivien after a summons had come in the late afternoon, and she had actually applauded his
attempt to bring Ambrosia out of prison and informed him quietly that Eslovius had broken into
chaos. It didn‟t seem like exactly the best of news… but then she had gone on to say that almost
all of the troops stationed along the borders had been pulled back, and the Emperor was being
besieged by very angry fish-demons who wanted a few very large policy changes and his head
on a platter. Chances were, if the rebellion was successful, the nation might start being friendlier
towards outsiders, even if still cutthroat… while either way, whether a new regime came into
play or not, Vivien had coldly and logically noted that their military strength was going to be
drastically reduced, and they would be left in no position to make any threats or incursions on
Elysium. Zerrex didn‟t like thinking in such cold terms… but he had to admit that she was very
right, all the same.
Less fun had been a short and cryptic visit with Celeste, who had told him gently that he
needed to look inside himself for answers, and then she had simply closed her eyes and gone
back to half-snuggling herself against Marina: a little awkward, since his daughter had blushed
the entire time and was in the middle of painting a beautiful picture of the Strange Beast standing
in a golden hall on an artist‟s easel. And even less fun had been trying to talk to Cindy, only to
find her yelling angrily at Cherry and throwing things at the muscular hermaphrodite as she had
leapt back and forth, dodging heavier objects and catching breakables as she babbled apologies
and excuses and accusations of her own until Zerrex had throttled them both with their collars
and scolded them like the children they would apparently never stop being, no matter how old
and wise they grew up to be. Then Cindy had broken down into tears, and Zerrex had felt awful
as he had hugged her and soothed her and reminded her that since Jessica was still here, it would
probably all work out okay. Probably. Maybe. Hopefully…
Most frustrating, however, was the fact that he had to keep yelling at Serenity as she
hounded Ambrosia, who was looking more and more frustrated… but apparently had spent a lot
of time in prison learning more self-control than Zerrex had guessed, as she refused to rise to the
female‟s bait… which just made Serenity angrier. Finally, Zerrex had been forced to call on
Cecilia, who had come marching in with her three Iuratus… and as Zerrex explained the
situation while Serenity glowered at a washed-and-neatly-dressed Ambrosia, the reptile had been
called away by Daria, who had completed the listing of contracts, and Zerrex had acted as a
messenger, hand-delivering it to Sabnock at the Hall of Justice and pointedly ignoring the fact
that Thoth glared at him the entire time from the office across the hall.
Now he was exhausted: running around, dealing with people, trying to get other people to
cooperate… it was tiring. And the reptile‟s eyes slowly opened, looking quietly up at the picture
of his long lost soulmate on the wall before a voice said kindly: “It‟s not all bad.”
Zerrex yelped and leapt up to his feet, spinning around and then wheezing as he saw
Justice standing calmly in the doorway, leaning against it with her wings wrapped around her
waist and her metallic appendages covering her breasts, naked in a way that nonetheless left her

neatly covered as she smiled at him. The Drakkaren smiled awkwardly back, and then Justice
held up a scroll, saying softly: “Documents, express-delivered from Heaven by my brother,
Silven. It seems that Epoch‟s change of heart wasn‟t just because of stress after all… he got these
out of Job‟s private library and felt he should send them along. I hope… that means there‟s still
hope for my idiot brothers upstairs.”
She looked down for a moment, then her blind eyes glanced up as she held the scroll out,
and Zerrex took it as the female said quietly: “And yes. I got the idea of what‟s written in here
from Silven, but… obviously I can‟t actually read. It‟s funny… I hear that mortals devised a
system that allows the blind to see words, but it never really occurred to even Naganis to create
such a thing… I… I think sometimes, that while Naganis was never entirely right about mortals,
from the awful things they‟ve done to what they call the supernatural races and to each other…
he wasn‟t entirely wrong, either.”
“People are people, Justice.” Zerrex said gently, taking the scroll from her and snapping
the ribbon holding it shut to roll it open, looking down at it and muttering quietly to himself…
and he frowned a bit as Justice tilted her head curiously. “These are work orders of some sort…
for a research and development division, I think. Yeah… yeah, I see now. This is proof that the
Heavenly Council ordered the construction of a super-massive laboratory, one in space that
would be capable of carrying on advanced genetic and military research, to „provide defenses
should Hell rise up against Heaven‟s gates, or if mortals ever attempt to force their way into
Paradise.‟”
“Reasons that make it sound like all they want to do is protect themselves… when their
real reasons for this are much nastier, aren‟t they?” Justice asked quietly, and Zerrex snorted at
this, closing the scroll and nodding grimly.
“The Council, as I‟ve learned, is made up of the kind of people who don‟t just say „build
me a nuclear bomb because everyone else has one,‟ they‟re the kind of people who say „build me
a bigger nuclear bomb, and then give me a target to „test‟ it on.‟” the Drakkaren replied quietly,
and he shook his head a bit before he looked up towards the ceiling, squeezing the scroll slowly
in his hand. “Did Silven say whether or not he was submitting this to Lord and Lucifer as well?”
Justice began to shake her head, but then she glanced over her shoulder as there was a
clanking in the hall, before Sephire stuck her head around the doorway. She looked at Zerrex for
a moment, and then grinned a bit, saying mildly: “Let me guess, you just found out that the big
thingy you found floating in space is only one chunk of some giant-ass secret lab they built,
right?”
Zerrex grunted, and then Sephire tapped at her arm, saying in a more serious voice:
“Listen, I know you‟ve been busy today, but Lucifer just dropped me a message saying that the
Council is now scurrying to cover its ass by ordering the Centrifuge be destroyed. While it‟s
technically Elysium‟s property, since you found it in space and shit… the fact it‟s still floating
around up there means-”
“Means Heaven can send extermination teams of angels or divine gods if they want, and
Elysium won‟t be able to stop them. But what the hell do you want me to do?” Zerrex asked
flatly, and Sephire looked at him meditatively before she brightened, and the reptile slapped his
forehead. “I‟m not going to like this, am I?”
“You can teleport big objects, right?” Sephire asked inquisitively, and immediately the
Drakkaren winced and shook his head vehemently.

“I‟ve never moved something that big before, Sephire! I‟m not even sure I could!” Zerrex
said immediately, and then Justice reached up and gently touched his right arm, gazing at him
with a sudden, strange tenderness.
He looked back at her, and a smile spread across her face as she said softly: “If you had
the right Disciples with you, Lord Zerrex… I think you could. If we share our energies with you,
add our strength to your own… it might give you enough strength to make a jump with it down
to the mortal planet. It‟s close to the planet‟s orbit, as I recall, is it not? You can bring the
Centrifuge to an abandoned area on the mortal coil… or maybe to the oceans outside Hez‟Ranna.
Heaven won‟t be able to send destroyers to the mortal planet, and Lord and Lucifer can easily
pull the authorization of the Council by reminding them that the Council‟s wishes are to stay
aloof from the mortal plane. Once it‟s inside the planet‟s atmosphere…”
Zerrex nodded slowly, looking at her awkwardly… and then he sighed softly as he
reached up and slowly began to play with his mala, mumbling: “Still. I… I dunno about this…”
The two glared at him, and the Drakkaren winced back from both the blind eyes of the
Naganatine and Sephire‟s mixed ruby and sapphire glare, and the male rubbed slowly at his face
before he muttered: “Fine. Fine. Gather the Disciples you can then, and… meet me in the front
hall in five minutes. I‟ll send out a callout, too, but… I want to grab a few things here, first.”
The two nodded, and Zerrex absently reached down and tapped a few buttons on his
armlet, his nanotech shirt dissolving and leaving his chest bare as Justice hesitated for a moment,
and then she looked at him quietly, saying softly: “I think this is important. I think this
Centrifuge might be the key to figuring out what we‟re looking for.”
Zerrex looked back at her for a few moments, and then Justice turned and left with
Sephire… and the Drakkaren shook his head a bit before he rubbed at his face slowly, then
looked up and called quietly: “Sammy, you around?”
A moment later, the skeletal pseudodragon popped into being on his shoulder with a
concerned chirp, and the reptile smiled a bit, saying softly: “I need to do a… pretty big feat.
Moving a huge object and a bunch of people inside of it any distance is going to be tough for me.
But honestly, what has me most worried is the fact that Negative still… seems to be missing in
action, so to speak. He‟s never been gone this long… and while it would be extremely hard for
him to force me to Invert after a massive energy drain, he might still try and use my weakened
state to get in my head or screw with me. I have a feeling he‟s not staying gone now because he‟s
hurt… but because he‟s mad as hell at me and is waiting for an opening, for… for a vulnerability
or something. If something starts to go wrong, I‟m trusting you to help Epiphany and Anathema
Sin bind me down, okay?”
Sammy nodded after a moment respectfully, then he quietly nibbled at the Drakkaren‟s
hair, making Zerrex smile a bit and close his eyes as he reached up to slowly stroke over the
bony pseudodragon‟s spine. Despite his small size and stature, Zerrex and Sammy had a pact, a
bond between them that ran even deeper than his pact with many of his Disciples: it meant that if
Zerrex started to lose his fragile grip on his own sanity, the small pseudodragon was one of the
few creatures that could temporarily immobilize him, usually just long enough for his Disciples
to move in and bind him down or restore his mind.
The trick was that Sammy had to be able to make contact with the Drakkaren… but he
was swift, and they had done it before when Negative had attacked Zerrex‟s mind. The
Drakkaren and Anathema Sin had worked together to teach Sammy the trick due to a terrible
battle in the past where something else had invaded the Drakkaren‟s body, and almost resulted in
the deaths of all those near to him… this way, they had a failsafe if anything went terribly wrong.

Zerrex wanted to take every precaution to make sure that he never hurt those close to him
again… and that if he ever did lose his mind, there would be measures in place to ensure he
could be bound, sealed, or even killed.
Power, as Zerrex had learned, did not come without responsibility… nor without a very
high cost. Everything he did now affected something else, and attracted troublemakers interested
in the fame that would come with battling the legendary Lord Zerrex Narrius, thinking there was
glory in wounding him… or white knights who had decided without ever meeting him, without
ever knowing him, that with all the power he held he must be a corrupt tyrant, especially because
he had warrior-slaves like the Iuratus at his beck-and-call and a group of dedicated Disciples.
Worse yet was the fact he hadn‟t yet learned to just keep his goddamn mouth shut sometimes,
and thus everyone knew about his intense dislike of the Heavenly Council… and as a former
demon turned god, it admittedly made it look like he was just one of the old original demons
who still loathed Heaven on principle instead of any good reason. It was easy for people to forget
that he had been mortal once… just as it was easy for people to overlook the fact he had spent
more than half of his mortal life trying to make up for his thirty years of being a selfish,
murderous asshole and only remember the rapes, the murders, and the other exceedingly-bad
things he had done.
The Drakkaren shook his head a bit, and then he held his hand out… and his dragonheaded cane lifted into the air from the corner of the room before floating over to him, the reptile
grasping this gently by the neck and looking quietly down into the ruby eyes of the beautiful,
ornate object, murmuring quietly: “Some days I still wonder if it‟s all worth it… if any of us can
ever truly change.”
Sammy nipped at his muzzle, and the reptile snorted in amusement, swaying to the side
before he swatted at the pseudodragon, but the little creature simply vanished from one shoulder
and reappeared on the other, leaning up and putting his little claws against his head as he nibbled
at his scalp. The lizard rolled his eyes in amusement at this, and then he shook his head a bit
before he headed for the door, carrying the cane by the neck still as holy runes pulsed quietly
over it before the Drakkaren entered the hallway, walking down it and murmuring: “I just hope
this goes well… the last time I tried to move something of any size was that goddamn huge-ass
ship, the Muan, for Priest. And we all know how that ended up going.”
Sammy chirped as he sat placidly beside the Drakkaren‟s head, the reptile exiting into the
main hall as he closed his eyes and gently brushed his fingers through his mala, halfconcentrating on sending out a gentle call to his Disciples in the vicinity: a trick that was harder
than it seemed, especially when his emotions were so ramped up and he felt so nervous about
everything. He also didn‟t want to accidentally call every Disciple from Acheron to come to him,
which would likely trigger a panic… or accidentally summon any of his Black Rose guards, who
had started patrolling the mansion earlier in the day.
Two of these were actually standing near the doors, and looked up curiously: not because
the Drakkaren was walking down the stairs of the main hall, but likely because at this distance
his mental signal had likely been picked up clearly by them. The reptile only smiled and gestured
for them to be at ease, however, and the two Amazons nodded to him respectfully before the
lizard crossed his arms and waited patiently.
It wasn‟t long before they began to appear, and the reptile was surprised to see among
their ranks Epiphany and Anathema Sin… but when Justice grinned at him, the Drakkaren
glowered as he realized she had likely contacted them somehow, saying flatly: “You know, here
I thought you said you were bad at magic.”

“I am, but I‟m still capable of contacting my Sisters without trouble… the Naganatine
have always had a bond, and as their Deacon, I‟ve always had little difficulty with sending them
messages, no matter how near or far they were.” Justice said comfortably, crossing her arms
before she glanced at Epiphany as the youngest daughter of Zerrex smiled shyly. “Besides, your
daughter‟s powers will be necessary to provide the extra energy you require.”
Marina gave a small sound of envy from where she was standing with a disgruntledlooking Cindy and Cherry, and then Zerrex looked up in surprise as Celeste detached herself
slowly from his youngest daughter and carefully made her way forwards, looking over them all
curiously: at tired-looking Daria and grumbling Serenity and Ambrosia, at smiling Cecilia and
calm Lily standing next to tender Mercy, at proud Sephire as she leaned against a banister and
grinned a bit… and then she turned her eyes to Zerrex, saying softly: “Please. Allow me to come
as well. My energies are different from yours… but they should nonetheless be compatible
enough for me to lend a little of my strength to your cause.”
Zerrex glanced awkwardly at Lily, who shrugged a bit and gave him a flat look in
response, and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes, grumbling: “Well, you‟re the biggest administrator
here. I figured you‟d have some input.”
“Yeah, but they‟re all your Disciples, Zerrex. Except for me, Cecilia, Ambrosia, and
Celeste, and Ambrosia might as well be Iuratus-” That earned a horrible look from Serenity,
enough that it made Lily wince back even as she continued in an awkward voice: “And… Cecilia
is… pretty close to a Disciple too.”
Serenity muttered under her breath in obvious distaste, and Zerrex smiled amusedly
despite himself before he finally nodded a bit to the Strange Beast, saying quietly: “I won‟t turn
away your help, then, Celeste. I know you mean well and… I know I‟ll need every bit of help
that I can get, too.”
He nodded a little bit, and Celeste smiled hesitantly at him before she said softly: “Your
daughter has been teaching me much of what you call mortal emotions. They‟re very
interesting… I think right now, what I could feel is… happiness. And companionship. Strange,
the things that you translate your emotions to… the terms that you apply towards them.
Strange… but not entirely bad.”
She glanced down quietly, then nodded slowly to herself before looking back up, saying
softly: “Yes. I have faith that you will be able to move this object. Strange as it sounds like it is.”
Zerrex smiled a bit at her, and then he glanced down at his cane, squeezing it slowly and
watching the holy runes glow over its steel body before he looked back up, saying firmly.
“Alright, then. I‟m going to take us to the Centrifuge… what I need from you all is you to lend
me your energies, and I‟m going to make a jump-”
“Shoop!” Cherry exclaimed, flailing her arms, and then she grinned in embarrassment
when a portal opened beside her and she almost knocked over Mary, who winced and ducked
under it as she came through. “Whoops, sorry babe. Hey, you seen Maria? Ain‟t like her to miss
a party.”
“Cherry, please don‟t interrupt.” Zerrex said tiredly, and Cherry blushed as she looked
forwards again, rubbing at her face awkwardly even as Mary smiled a little and quickly leaned
up to whisper something to the female, and the Drakkaren shook his head as he continued:
“Anyway. We‟ll travel to the Centrifuge by way of vortex. It‟s going to be bumpy when I
transport everything down to the mortal world, though… I‟m not sure everything will hold
together, and I can guarantee there‟s going to be a lot of vertigo and possibly even an injury or
two. This is your last chance to back out.”

There were a few mumbles, and then Cherry pumped a fist in the air, saying cheerfully:
“Bring on the brain damage!”
“Yeah, I don‟t think you have to worry about that, Cherry.” Zerrex retorted, and Cherry
looked stupefied as there were a few laughs, before she growled and crossed her arms sulkily.
Then the Drakkaren closed his eyes as he held his cane out to the side, concentrating… and a
moment later, the holy runes over it glowed again as the ruby eyes burned brightly, a swirling
portal of blacks and whites spiraling open as the reptile said clearly: “Quick, go through before
my concentration breaks, I‟ll follow last.”
The others quickly fell into a double line, heading towards the portal as Celeste hesitated
before Marina gently took her by the wrist, and the Strange Beast was instantly soothed, smiling
in her awkward fashion again as they joined the others. Zerrex slowly stepped towards the
vortex, still holding up his cane… and then he lowered it and headed quickly into the swirl,
grimacing a bit as he felt it shuddering around him and beginning to close as he followed the end
of the line, stepping out of the other side of the tunnel and into the bottom room of the Centrifuge
only a few moments before the vortex crackled, then closed.
Zerrex looked awkwardly back and forth, clearing his throat and rubbing at his muzzle
with a grimace as Epiphany blushed deeply… but by now, not only had the ivy been cleared out
of the area, every inch of the floor had been swabbed. The Drakkaren grimaced as he looked
over at the computer systems, knowing full-well they might be damaged in the transportation…
before he glanced awkwardly down at his armlet on his left hand, remembering when he had
worn a modified version of it that had restricted his powers, and how many years it had taken
him to control them. How it had been redesigned once upon a time to help him keep himself
under control instead of performing seeming miracles and feats of power… and then he smiled a
little as Cherry spoke up first, saying amusedly: “Remember when you grew so big you were
able to move the space colonies around? Why don‟t you just do that, Boss?”
“Because the bigger you are, the harder you fall.” Zerrex replied softly, glancing over at
her with a bit of a smile. “Do you really want to find out what would happen if I got really big,
hugged the Centrifuge against my body, and simply tried to drop down into the atmosphere? I‟d
burn up, accidentally cause a tsunami, or rupture the earth and create a brand new fault line and
likely cause a massive earthquake in the process. Not to mention what might happen to this
Centrifuge.”
Cherry grunted, and then Cindy looked across at him, saying softly: “I think you should
aim for the oceans around Hez‟Ranna, Daddy. They should be shallow enough the Centrifuge
won‟t be crushed by pressure, and even if the outer hull cracks, there‟s heavy security shutters all
over the place that can be closed to prevent flooding and damage. Besides, we‟ve got most of the
computer information already… but something… something about this place…”
She shook her head slowly, unable to put it into words, but Zerrex knew exactly what she
meant. There was a clue here, something hidden, something not in the obvious electronics, but
the very walls of the place… and they looked at each other for a moment before Zerrex silently
held out his hands, and Anathema Sin and Epiphany automatically stepped up on either side of
him, lacing their fingers with his as his daughter said quietly and lovingly: “I‟ll give you all the
energy I can, Father… and I‟ll make sure to act as a conductor for the others, too, it‟s not hard
for me. Mother and I can regulate their energies… ensuring they don‟t give too much, making
sure that what they do give, you can use to the best of your ability.”
Zerrex nodded a bit, closing his eyes as the others linked hands as well, forming a tight
circle as the Drakkaren let his mind begin to loosen and wander, knowing better than to force

himself to concentrate. His greatest feats of power always happened when he simply let himself
go, when he stopped trying hard to make something happen and instead just allowed it to happen,
like he was no more than the guide, the tool, the clay…
He took a slow breath, letting his head fall back as the mala around his neck jingled
quietly and seemed to twist itself slightly, energy rippling through the air around the group as a
faint humming began to build, and then the reptile murmured softly as he felt himself relax and
his mind loosen: “I am not the potter, but the potter‟s clay. Yes…”
And reality trembled for a moment around them before massive arcs of energy tore
around the Centrifuge as all present winced in various states of pain and concentration and
tensing in preparation for what was to come… and a moment later, the massive orbital structure
simply vanished before reappearing some ten feet above the oceans just off the coast of
Hez‟Ranna, floating for a moment before it crashed down into the water, several heavy chunks o
steel and wire ripping loose and falling around the enormous Centrifuge as several Dragokkaren
stared in shock from where they were on the beach as the immense, upside-down pyramid
structure listed heavily and crashed down on its side, a massive splash going up and knocking
over a small fishing boat and sending Dragokkaren flying with yells of shock.
Inside, Zerrex and company lay sprawled against several broken computer consoles and
over the walls of the tipped Centrifuge, before the reptile coughed and gagged hard, a splatter of
blood coming out of his muzzle as Sammy leapt back and forth nervously over his chest,
chirping sharply. Then the reptile managed to dazedly open his eyes, reaching a hand up and
rubbing slowly at the trails of blood dripping from his nostrils as he mumbled: “I‟m starting to
remember why I was never a fan of doing that.”
Slowly, the reptile shook his head as he sat dazedly up, then he winced at the sound of
cracking under his ass and he looked dumbly down to see that he was sitting on top of a shattered
flatscreen monitor, the reptile muttering under his breath. Slowly, he looked back and forth, and
saw most of the others were picking themselves up, and that Epiphany was already on her feet
and quietly shaking Anathema Sin awake, the golden flames in the female‟s socket burning low
and showing she was short on energy… but far from dead, at least. The Drakkaren sighed quietly
in relief at this, and then he grunted as he carefully dragged himself up to his feet and stumbled
woozily over to Daria‟s prone body, as Sammy ran quietly back and forth around him… and then
the lizard dropped to a kneel with a grunt and silently touched the back of the female‟s neck.
The newt‟s eyes flickered open at his touch… and she smiled faintly, a bloody tear
leaking down her face as she whispered: “You‟re… always there for me…”
“Let‟s get you sitting up. It‟ll hurt like hell at first but then you‟ll feel better.” Zerrex said
quietly, then he turned his head to the side as he gave a raspy cough, a bit of blood splattering out
of his jaws before he spat to the side, muttering: “Goddamn, feeling lightheaded… but I bet once
that passes it‟s just going to be a pain-train…”
“Here, allow me to help, Daddy.” Epiphany said quietly, and Zerrex winced and then
promptly fell on his side, groaning as his right leg kicked and gave an extra howl of pain for
good measure, his daughter covering her muzzle and turning scarlet. “Oh, oh Gods, I‟m so sorry
Daddy! I didn‟t mean to startle you!”
Zerrex only mumbled, letting the side of his face rest against the metal of the broken
computer he was now laying on and glancing dazedly up at Epiphany: she seemed to be right as
rain still, despite the fact that everyone else seemed to be in varying states of stupefaction and
outright pain. The only thing that was off was that one of the stitches across the scale vest she
was wearing over her body had popped open… but otherwise, she was as fine as she had been

before, smiling a little as she gently touched her father‟s skull, before looking down in concern
as Daria slowly sat up and coughed a few times, raising a hand with a grimace.
“I‟m… I‟m okay. My head‟s just spinning, but… I don‟t seem to be bleeding much.”
Daria reached up and brushed away the bloody tear before she gently probed at her eyepatch, and
when there wasn‟t any gush of blood, she smiled a little and then looked at Epiphany, saying
quietly: “I think your father would appreciate you checking on the others, though, since… he and
I and a lot of the others here don‟t seem to be in the best of shape to do that.”
“I can help as well.” added Celeste‟s kind voice, and Zerrex half-rolled onto his back
with a grunt to turn his head and see the Strange Beast was already standing. She had a small
gash in her arm that was sparking a bit with her energized blood, but when she glanced down at
this, it visibly flexed before healing… and Zerrex wondered dumbly what other surprises Celeste
had in store as she touched at her collar quietly, saying softly: “May I remove my collar, Zerrex?
I will better be able to feel the emotions of others… I understand their pain will be unpleasant on
my mind, but it is not the worst thing in the world to me. I would rather feel pain than feel
numbness, or nothing at all.”
Zerrex grunted after a moment, then he nodded and rubbed at his skull slowly, wincing a
bit: his own numbness was fading now into pain, and he felt like he had to disagree with Celeste
on that point. He would much rather be numb right now than dealing with the steadily-growing
throbbing in his skull. “Go ahead, Celeste. Just try not to pick up on the thoughts of people
outside the Centrifuge, I‟m sure we caught someone or something‟s attention when this thing
dropped down out of nowhere.”
Celeste nodded with strange solemnity, and then she reached up and carefully pulled her
collar off her neck, looking back and forth quietly before she headed over towards Marina… and
when the Strange Beast gently touched her back, Marina‟s eyes snapped open and she gasped,
her green eyes glowing solid in her skull for a moment before she half-rolled over in shock and
stared up at the female, who looked back down and said in her serious, quiet voice: “Hello
Marina. I am sorry to disturb your dreams, but we must tend to the others.”
“A thousand thoughts in a thousandth of a second.” Marina muttered, rubbing at her skull
slowly, but then she nodded a few times and carefully struggled her way up to her feet, asking
quietly: “Daddy, are you okay? My… my mind‟s a little jumbled from the jump.”
“Shoop.” Cherry croaked from where she had awkwardly been jammed between two
computer consoles, a large gash cut along one breast from a jagged chunk of metal that had torn
upwards… but she was much better off than the computers, one of which had been ripped into
pieces, while the other had the Drakkaren‟s cane buried through it like an arrow pierced into soft
flesh. “Oh holy shit. Forget Zerrex. Come massage me.”
Marina ignored her older sister, instead stumbling her way towards her father, then
grunting quietly as she dropped to her knees beside him and reached down to silently grasp his
skull, the reptile wincing with a groan as Daria squeezed his arm soothingly… and a moment
later, waves of calmness began to move slowly through his mind, gradually making the heavy
throbs of pain settle into something much more bearable as he breathed slowly in and out. He
automatically reached a hand up, brushing quietly at his mala… and he grimaced as he realized
the prayer beads were stuck to his scales, almost fused into them as he pried them slowly
upwards and free; thankfully, they were resilient, and his scales had taken more damage than the
beads had, likely because of the energy that had been travelling through the materials he was
especially sensitive to.

Finally, Zerrex sat up as the others slowly gathered around him, Cecilia wincing and
careful not to tread on the electronics as she looked at them nervously, Ambrosia grimacing and
looking disgusted by the fact Serenity was still looming after her, despite the gashes and bleeding
scars on the body of the Iuratus, and the others all in varying states of bruised lethargy. The
reptile looked lamely back and forth as Cindy brought his cane over to him, the female blushing
a bit as she handed it over, and Zerrex took it and squeezed it slowly, looking down at it as
Celeste quietly snapped her collar back on and he murmured softly: “I‟m glad that you‟re still
innocent enough you can touch this without it hurting you, Cindy. No matter what you‟ve gone
through. I‟m glad.”
Cindy smiled both embarrassedly and radiantly at this, and then Zerrex grunted as he
used the cane to help himself shakily stand, Sammy leaping up and scrambling onto his shoulder
as the reptile rubbed slowly at his face, and then he muttered: “Anyway. Come on, everyone,
let‟s… get back to Elysium so I can have a goddamn nap. It looks like we could all use some
rest, in fact…”
The others nodded in agreement, and then Cecilia hesitantly rose a hand, saying quietly:
“Lord Zerrex, honey… would you mind if… since we‟re here, if I took a look around…
Hez‟Ranna? I am more than capable of making a vortex back, but… I can feel the homeland
calling to me. I haven‟t been here, in so very many years, sweetie, it would mean so much to me
if… you could spare me even five minutes…”
“Serenity, go with Cecilia, treat her with more respect than you give me. I‟ll look after
Ambrosia.” Zerrex said quietly, and Ambrosia smiled in warm relief as Serenity cursed under her
breath, but she at least seemed a little too tired to argue. The Lustewilde, meanwhile, smiled
brilliantly at Zerrex, and the Drakkaren smiled faintly back at her, saying quietly: “Just do me a
favor. On the way up and out of here, make sure there isn‟t any major flooding. I know you can‟t
do much repair work without magic working, but… you and Serenity should be familiar enough
with mortal technology to figure out how to close the armored shutters. They‟re probably hooked
up to their own power supplies so… yeah.”
The two nodded, and Serenity saluted him crisply before Zerrex rolled his eyes, then held
a hand out towards her and muttered under his breath before grinning as the blood vanished off
the female‟s body, Serenity looking down at herself in surprise before the lizard glanced at his
own fingers, still grinning even as they steamed a little bit due to overuse of his powers. “It‟s
nice when the laws that apply to everyone else don‟t apply to you. Of course, the fact I expend
my own energies in order to do magic… not as good.”
“Please don‟t strain yourself, Zerrex.” Lily said quietly, reaching out and gently touching
his shoulder, and Mercy nodded in agreement as she looked pointedly at her father, the two
gazing quietly at him… and Zerrex softened before he nodded back to them. Then he looked up
to watch as Cecilia bowed deeply and Serenity grunted before the two turned and made their way
carefully towards the gaping vault door, which rested heavily against the wall like a broken jaw.
Then the lizard glanced back and forth tiredly, before Sephire looked up at the damaged
cage and the jungle of cabling overhead, several of the thick tubes and wires now hanging
loosely, damaged and broken… and then she shuddered as she kicked absently at the broken
flatscreen under her booted feet, muttering: “Shit, let‟s get the hell out of here. This place
reminds me way too fucking much of the goddamn labs where they did all the crazy-ass stuff to
me to turn me into… this. All I know is that Lord better stop wimping around with the Council if
they‟re still pulling shit like this.”

“We can discuss that later, Lady Sephire… for now, we should just head back.”
Anathema Sin said softly, and then she gently touched Epiphany‟s shoulder, asking quietly:
“Will you please lend me some of your strength so I can create a vortex? I can still use magic
without corruption or purification in the air, but it takes up a lot of my strength, and I‟m still very
disoriented, daughter.”
“You mean like this, mother?” Epiphany asked in a voice that was half-kind, halfhaughty, and she flicked her wrist… and all present stared as spiraling vortex slowly opened, the
female smiling up at the fused Naganatine with a strange kind of superiority as Zerrex gaped, no
longer feeling like his feat of using a simply cleaning spell on the planet was nearly as
impressive. “Shall we go?”
“A daughter should not disrespect her mother so unkindly.” Celeste said softly as she
passed by with Marina, half-pulling the daughter of Zerrex towards the portal… and Epiphany
looked surprisingly-stricken by the simple comment from the Strange Beast, flushing now with
humiliation instead of pride as the two passed into the vortex. Others carefully walked towards
the tunnel of swirling black-and-white themselves, and Anathema Sin and Zerrex followed
second to last as Sammy chirped nervously on the lizard‟s shoulder… but Epiphany finally came
when the two hesitated at the mouth of the tunnel, dragging her feet and looking like a child that
had just been reprimanded, upset and sad, seeming like she was sulking… but by now Zerrex had
enough experience with children to know that she was honestly just feeling very low, and unlike
a full adult… she hadn‟t yet learned how to hide that natural body language, or to
compartmentalize the pain to push it away for now and deal with it when things had settled down
a bit.
Epiphany was very much a physical adult… but she was very much a child, all the same.
Her emotions were untamed, her sense of self was not all there, her confidence went from skyhigh to scraping the bedrock in seconds. She was a talented child who required constant
stimulation and difficult challenges, trapped in the body of a fully-grown adult. She had all an
adult‟s biological drives and needs, but all of a child‟s mind and powerful, sometimes toocomplex emotions… and Zerrex smiled at her supportively before he gently wrapped an arm
around her as they passed into the vortex, Anathema Sin soothingly rubbing down her lower
back.
Epiphany smiled a little as they walked through the tunnel, then emerged back into the
Ravenlight Estate, Zerrex‟s right leg wobbling a bit as he leaned a little on his cane. He breathed
quietly as the vortex spiraled slowly closed behind them, seeing that most of the family had
already dispersed… and then Anathema Sin glanced towards Zerrex, the Anathema part now the
dominant personality instead of the Sin half as she said mildly: “There‟s some shit I should take
care of, and since Epiphany‟s still in such good shape, I think I‟ll have her help me out a little
around the cottage and the tower. You don‟t mind, right, my little girl?”
Epiphany glanced up with a quiet smile at the tone and the softness in her eye and the
flames that filled the metal socket. It wasn‟t a hidden order, but an actual question, despite
Anathema Sin‟s tone and phrasing. While she could be a harsh bitch to everyone else –
particularly the Anathema side of Anathema Sin – she treated her children with deeper love and
affection than even Lily did… which sometimes got on the nerves of the High Princess when it
was brought up, considering the fact that Lily had once upon a time spent literal years trying to
teach Anathema how to properly care for a baby.

The girl-adult nodded, shuffling one foot before she said softly: “Yes, Mom, I‟d really
like that… especially if we got to go through the Tower a little bit together, I think that‟d be real
good and… and stuff.”
Zerrex smiled softly… and then he nodded as Anathema Sin turned to him, hugging her
gently with one arm before they kissed softly, working their mouths slowly, gently together…
and when they drew apart, she gazed at him fondly, stroking a finger under his muzzle slowly as
Epiphany blushed a little. “Don‟t strain yourself, Zerrex. I realize we‟ll probably be heading
back to Acheron soon… but try and relax while you can while we‟re here, alright? And enjoy the
company of your friends who can‟t follow us back.”
The Drakkaren nodded a bit, and then Anathema Sin flicked her wrist, creating a portal
before she blew the reptile a kiss and winked, Epiphany shyly waving before the two turned and
left through it… and Zerrex laughed quietly and shook his head slowly before he glanced over
towards Ambrosia as she looked at him, the two alone now in the entrance hall: Zerrex had the
feeling that everyone had left so quickly in order to give the two this time together alone, in
fact… and he wondered quietly who was behind that as they regarded each other for a few quiet
moments before the Drakkaren said finally: “You could have disappeared at any time, you know.
But you didn‟t. I… appreciate you not running away, Ambrosia.”
“To where?” Ambrosia asked bitterly, walking towards her father… and then she sighed
and shook her head as she brushed her hands down his bare chest, muttering: “Look at you…
same as always, pants and those ugly boots on and no shirt.”
Zerrex smiled a bit at her, reaching up to tug quietly at her exercise top, which barely
covered the upper half of her smooth stomach and left her toned arms and plenty of cleavage
bare. “And you still wear the same outfit you always did, too… upper body that looks like you‟re
going to the sexy gym, lower body clad in those ass-hugging jeans of yours I always loved and
hated at the same time, and your stupid goddamn…”
“Cowboy boots.” Ambrosia finished softly, stamping the ivory boots against the ground
and looking down at them with a soft blush. They were lined with black velvet on the inside, and
the outside was made of thick white leather, engraved with all manner of designs… and then she
looked up at him before she slowly took his free hand, saying softly: “Let‟s go to bed.”
The Drakkaren looked back at her quietly, and then he smiled a little bit, nodding slowly
as he allowed her to pull him towards the stairs. The lizard grunted and stumbled a bit up the first
few risers, looking embarrassed, but Ambrosia only laughed quietly and shook her head slowly
as her father leaned on the cane, wrapping his arm around her shoulders and muttering: “You‟ve
always been so stubborn… even worse than me or Serenity. Not to mention I think we get our
bitchiness from you, too. Mom might have quite a temper sometimes, but it‟s nothing compared
to your constant moodiness.”
“Oh shut up.” Zerrex grumbled, and Ambrosia smiled a little as he leaned against her and
sighed a bit, mumbling under his breath and grimacing as they carefully made their way
upwards, step-by-step. When they reached the landing, the lizard wheezed, his right leg giving a
distinct throb of pain before he flexed his knee, clenching his eyes shut and muttering: “Let‟s just
keep going.”
Ambrosia helped him up the next set of stairs without complaint, and down the hall to the
Drakkaren‟s room, where she then gently took his cane from him – carrying it only by the golden
handle to avoid contact with the holy runes that burned over the body of it – and putting this
delicately aside as if it were a real thing as Sammy leapt off Zerrex‟s shoulder and chirped
quietly at him. The lizard sat down beside the pseudodragon, mumbling a bit as he awkwardly

tapped a short order into his armlet… and a moment later, his pants and boots both dissolved and
the armlet popped free, letting the Drakkaren remove it before Ambrosia snatched it up from him
and glanced it over, muttering: “Interesting piece of technology. More for the visible
technological applications than its current use and structure, I‟d say I could fence this for… five
hundred thousand? Maybe six?”
“Try adding a million to that figure, at least.” Zerrex grumbled a bit, grabbing at his
armlet… but Ambrosia only snorted before she turned and headed towards his night table,
opening the wooden box on it and slipping the armlet inside before she gestured irritably at
Sammy. The skeletal pseudodragon only chirped at her in response, however, running in quick
circles along the top of the bed, and the female sighed a little before she watched as Zerrex
slowly slid his way into bed, saying quietly: “Go ahead, Ambrosia.”
The female hesitated for a moment… but then she slowly took her cowboy boots off
before slipping her top off, and finally opening her jeans to wriggle them slowly down her hips
and off her lower body with her panties. She stood naked in front of her father, as Zerrex rested
back in his boxers… and then she quietly slipped forwards and slid overtop him, grasping his
shoulders and kissing his neck gently before she laid herself beside him, taking one of his hands
in both of hers as her lithe, beautiful body flexed a bit and she murmured softly: “Thank you
for… for everything, Dad. I know this can‟t be easy for you. I know it‟s not easy for Serenity,
either… and I‟m thankful you‟re… not treating me like a criminal, despite the fact…”
She looked away and laughed a little, then squeezed his hand slowly before bringing it up
to her chest, holding it tightly over her heart and closing her eyes as she said softly: “I want you
to know that I‟m… always going to be here for you in the way you are for me. That I know I can
be a bitch but… I do love you. That I know I need to be a better daughter, and I‟m starting by…
not getting into arguments with Serenity, at least not while you‟re around.” Ambrosia smiled a
bit, glancing awkwardly up at Zerrex, who half-turned his head to gaze at her quietly before she
reached up and slowly stroked a bit of dried blood from his face. “You‟re all dirty…”
“You‟re dirty.” Zerrex mumbled, and Ambrosia sighed before Sammy scampered up over
her hip, chirping at her and nipping at her side lightly. The female grimaced a bit at this and
shoved at him, but Sammy only pounced on her forearm and then scampered up the limb to nip
at her face, making her grumble as Zerrex snorted a bit. “He‟s either jealous or he likes you. He‟s
like Cherry that way, whether it‟s for better or worse everything comes down to her hitting you.”
Ambrosia grumbled as Sammy nipped at her again, then chirped before saying clearly in
Cherry‟s voice: “Stop trying to make babies.”
“I am not trying to make babies with my father.” Ambrosia said stiffly, and she pointed a
single finger at the pseudodragon when he tried to nip at her again, the bony creature squeaking
before he was suddenly ensnared in a circular prison of water, the liquid tightening and
becoming almost solid around the pseudodragon before she shoved the ball of made-solid liquid
firmly and it rolled down the bed and off the blankets to strike the floor with a loud splash, and
Sammy squawked in frustration as Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes. “Little ingrate.”
The Drakkaren only sighed and rolled his eyes at this, however, ignoring the grumbles of
both Sammy and Ambrosia as he rolled onto his side and curled up a bit, and yet nonetheless
smiling when his daughter wrapped her arms around him and pressed against his back, and the
wet pseudodragon managed to leap up and contentedly curl up against the lizard‟s broad chest
with a quiet chirp.

A few days later found the Drakkaren sitting in a semi-private council with Vivien,
rejuvenated but looking bored as he rested his head on his arms and she snapped at him: “Either
sit up straight or get out of here!”
“What would you do if I actually did leave?” Zerrex asked tiredly, glancing up at her
mildly, and Vivien looked stumped by this response before she glared at Amiglion when he
giggled behind a hand, and the Naganatine immediately swallowed thickly… before he started to
giggle again when Justice leaned over and whispered something to him. Vivien sighed, rubbing
at her face slowly, and then she looked over at Lily and Mercy meditatively as they both simply
shrugged.
On Zerrex‟s other side, Ambrosia was sitting with Serenity and Cecilia: the female was
looking raptly back and forth over the table, at the faces of Sabnock, Mary, and Raze. The last
had his arms crossed grouchily, but the Drakkaren knew by now that it was only Raze‟s way of
showing impatience, not that he was unhappy to be here… quite the contrary, the lizard thought.
In all likelihood, this was probably far more enjoyable for the angel than it was for him, since he
was acting as a diplomat today instead of a messenger boy between Heaven and Elysium.
The Drakkaren rubbed absently at his face, and then he sighed a bit as Vivien started to
talk on foreign policy and dealing with Heaven again, as Mary smiled at him supportively. With
everyone else either on lockdown or in Acheron – or in Maria‟s case, exploring the Unworld for
any signs of Theophilius – the Council was only doing minimal duties these days… in part
because now the focus on finding the murderer was such a huge task and so much of both
Elysium and Heaven were anxious to see justice done.
An attack had also occurred on one of the colonies that still floated ominously around the
mortal world, and it had been heavily damaged but was refusing all help except for those from
the other „pure‟ colonies, where neither supernatural entities nor „land dwellers‟ were permitted.
They were bitter, antisocial nations by now that hated the very world they had come from,
loathing their dependency upon the planet and lashing out occasionally against its peoples for no
real reason. Their own governments, after all, had been the ones to decide they should stay up in
space instead of landing. The colony that had been hit was now using the damage done by what
was probably a maddened Old God to denounce all supernatural beings as monsters… but what
concerned both Heaven and Hell was that since most of the Old Gods had been either
imprisoned, driven off, or killed, the time of the attack and the growing threat of this cross-planet
killer couldn‟t be ruled out, despite the fact there was no obvious connection between events.
Further investigation, however, had revealed trace amounts of not the murderer‟s callsign, but instead the energy of Strange Beasts, although Celeste had spoken up curiously at this
point that Strange Beasts had no need or use for mortal technologies, and to them – despite the
fact the colonies put off such massive electrical signals, which seemed to be part of what drew
Strange Beasts in – the „floating islands,‟ as she called them, would not be of any interest. They
attacked the planets because the planets were part of their ancient, long-lost home of the
universe… the synthetic colonies in space, meanwhile, were merely new additions to the
universe, homes not suited for Strange Beasts but instead where they probably thought these new
races of mortals properly belonged.
The only information the colony had released was that one of their armories had been the
key subject of attack by „supernatural entities of undisclosed origin.‟ Vivien had told them she
would handle the issue, brought it up briefly a little while ago, and then promptly closed it as
„not their problem.‟ Zerrex didn‟t entirely disagree with this course of action, but it nibbled at
him all the same, as he finally sat up… only to glance down at his knee and pat it twice, and a

moment later, Sammy popped into existence in his lap, the reptile absently beginning to stroke
along the little skeletal pseudodragon‟s spine as he glanced towards Ambrosia, who smiled over
at him awkwardly as she rubbed at her side a bit.
He could just imagine how strange this was for her: she had gone from being in jail, to all
of a sudden being part of the Council‟s meetings, in a literal matter of days. Serenity, meanwhile,
was still fuming, but had settled down at least a little… and Cecilia was smiling kindly, her
Iuratus all positioned outside and waiting patiently on one of the balconies for the meeting to
end. The reptile only wished absently that things would come to a halt quickly as he slouched
back in his chair, dressed today in plain black clothes, mala jangling quietly around his neck,
booted feet absently tapping against the ground.
Vivien slowly looked over at him as she came to the end of her speech, and Zerrex
looked innocently back even as Sammy scampered up onto his shoulder and nibbled at his hair,
the High Queen dressed in a flowing black dress and her facemask on the table in front of her as
both Lily and Amiglion winced at the glare in the Celestial Devil‟s eyes… and then she sighed
and said drolly: “You do realize I invite you to these meetings for a reason, correct? That you‟re
here to help Elysium. That despite how slow the process is, we are working to catch someone
who is causing you a great amount of pain and frustration.”
“You do realize that I don‟t care, right?” Zerrex asked mildly back, leaning forwards on
his elbow and resting his head on his muzzle as he grinned widely: this was the part of the game
where he and Vivien would see who could piss off the other person first, and it was a game
Zerrex won three out of four times with how hard he could be to frustrate and how easy it was to
hit Vivien‟s obnoxiously-oversized anger button. “Besides, you and I both know I‟d be doing a
better job of that if I was out there. Except every time I try to go out there, you reel me back in
here, making me do more work I‟m really awful at, which just results in me harassing you the
whole damn time and you eventually exploding like a volcano. A scary blonde volcano.”
The Celestial Devil gritted her teeth, and Zerrex could imagine steam coming out of her
ears like in the old cartoons before she visibly took a breath, replying sourly: “Ambassador
Zerrex Narrius. It is not your place alone to make such decisions. We have to work together to
stop this killer… since you‟ve failed so far to accomplish this feat by yourself.”
The Drakkaren was visibly stung by this comment, leaning back a bit and glaring slightly
as all heads turned to look at him now… but then he merely grinned a little, raising a hand and
waggling a finger as he said quietly: “If this were an organized sport, Vivien, I think the referee
would have taken a point away for that last little maneuver.”
“It‟s not a game!” Vivien shouted, leaping to her feet and slamming her hands against the
table, making it rattle violently before she pointed towards the balcony and yelled: “I‟ve got
everyone from Thieves‟ Guilds to gods like Gilgamesh working around the clock to try and find
this killer! Heaven has dispatched Hounds and even Reapers are working with us to try and stop
this murderer as a favor to both Anathema Sin and their new leader! What can you do that they
can‟t, apart from being a magnet for every fucking Strange Beast on the fucking planet?”
Zerrex looked at her mildly, and she glared back… and then she suddenly added flatly:
“Besides, you males are no good at finding anything. That‟s why you need several dozen females
to take care of your pathetic little ass.”
The Drakkaren twitched at this, Vivien looking smug for a moment at the fact she had hit
one of his nerves: she knew as well as he did that he utterly loathed gender arguments. He finally
crossed his arms and grumbled under his breath, however, but before he could think of any witty
retorts, Ixin appeared on one of the balconies and ran into the room, wincing at the council

before he half-staggered into Vivien‟s throne, making her snarl before he urgently hissed
something into her ear, and she cursed under her breath, immediately looking at Zerrex and
saying sharply: “Gather what Disciples you can and prepare for immediate move-out. Ixin has
detected a massive energy fluctuation on the planet below, of unknown quantity or effect.”
“All I know is that it‟s some kind of crazy breech.” Ixin replied with a grimace, looking
up over the council as the Drakkaren nodded and stood up with a grimace, glancing over at
Serenity and nodding curtly to her, and she immediately turned and ran out towards the balcony.
“But it‟s pumping out so much energy, it‟s so… alien that even the rest of the Archmages are
listening to me, and normally you know how they like to shun each and every opinion I make.
What‟s so weird about this though is that it doesn‟t seem to be emanating Strange Beast energies
alone, but it… it ain‟t like a vortex, either. It‟s almost like a fucking Crack… except any Cracks
that exist aren‟t going to lead between the mortal planet and Heaven or Hell anymore with us in
the same plane of existence.”
The Drakkaren grimaced at this, not liking what the mage was implying… and then he
shook his head quickly and glanced over towards Sabnock as the wolverine said calmly: “Then
Hell‟s forces should be mobilized as well, just in case the situation warrants a full intervention
on our part. With Eslovius in disarray and our borders secure with only a minimum guard
required at this point in time, the timing could not be better despite such an unwarranted and
hostile situation arising.”
Vivien frowned a bit, but then she nodded slowly, asking quietly: “Are you worried that
it‟s an invasion force from either remaining Old Gods or something else entirely?”
“My concern is that there are more players in this game than meets the eye, and that
while the murderer is the obvious cause for concern at this moment in time, the last time we were
lured to the mortal plane we dealt with a full assault force led by a Chanter of extreme power.”
Sabnock said quietly. “Alliances with other forces have been implied, by both the murderer‟s
equipment and Eratosthenes‟s behavior and his very own words. These allies on either side of
our enemy‟s fields may have decided to hazard stepping into the game in order to draw Zerrex or
his friends out… and work to remove them from whatever equation they happen to be building.”
“Thanks, Sabnock, that really helps to alleviate my worries.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing at
his face and grimacing slightly: he hadn‟t even though of those possibilities. He glanced
awkwardly over at the wolverine in her coarse suit, and he couldn‟t help but ask hesitantly:
“So… how exactly do you always manage to think three steps ahead anyway?”
“By always visualizing four moves in the future.” Sabnock replied calmly, and then she
stood up as well, looking squarely at Zerrex. “Please don‟t do anything too rash. I would not
enjoying seeing you die.”
Zerrex grunted as he began to head towards one of the balconies, and then Vivien
shouted: “Wait!” The Drakkaren winced at her tone, turning around… and he looked with dumb
surprise as the High Queen approached him quickly, the Celestial Devil‟s eyes glowing faintly
before she grabbed his wrists and locked gazes with him, saying softly: “Head to the Ravenlight
Estate first. Gear up. I‟ll have your Disciples meet you there.”
The lizard nodded hesitantly, and then Vivien released him, stepping backwards and
glancing over her shoulder as she shouted: “Everyone, emergency response orders as stand! Ixin,
get me a reading!”
She turned back around, and most of the faces left the council table as Zerrex closed his
eyes and concentrated, vanishing from the spot before reappearing in his room at the Ravenlight

Estate with a grimace… and on his shoulder, Sammy chirped nervously as the reptile grunted,
muttering: “I know, whatever this is has to be bad news… “
The reptile approached the heavy holders in the wall, reaching up and grasping the black
handle of his sword, Blackheart, and the blade sparked with blue energy as the reptile removed it
from the wall and slapped the flat of it against his back. Even without any visible binding, the
sword stayed: the weapon and the Drakkaren shared much of the same energy, however, and the
sword would obey his will… at least most of the time.
Zerrex grinned wryly at this as Blackheart sparked faintly again, and the reptile turned as
Sammy jumped off his shoulder and skittered nervously over the bed as the Drakkaren muttered:
“I know, old friend, I know, it‟s been a while since you‟ve been out… maybe I should get the
Armor of Naganis, too. But that would require an extra trip to Acheron, since I think Daria took
it with her when she headed there last…”
The reptile shook his head a bit: no, he had his sword, and that was more than he usually
prepared in most situation these days anyway, as his mala jangled quietly around his neck. Then
the Drakkaren paused for a moment before glancing over towards his dresser, and on impulse he
snatched up the small summoning card, rolling it between his fingers before he tucked it away in
his pocket and nodded with a grunt to Sammy, who chirped at him from the bed before leaping
up and scrabbling back onto the Drakkaren‟s shoulder.
Zerrex smiled a bit at this, and then he headed out into the hallway, breathing slowly and
feeling a strange sensation in the pit of his stomach. Anxiety, the fear of the unknown, the thrill
and excitement of a coming battle… and the Drakkaren‟s frame flexed a bit before he shoved the
door open and quickly descended the stairs to the landing. When he glanced out over the
entrance hall, he was surprised to see many faces already there, and then Carmen stepped
forwards and rose a hand with a wide grin, her chest flat and masculine today, dressed only in a
pair of shorts layered with overlapping steel plates: but her lower legs and arms had transformed
entirely into stacked, serrated steel that looked much like the elegant form of the Drakkaren‟s
metal arm, as she said cheerfully: “Serenity‟s going to have Cherry and the rest of your Disciples
from Acheron meet us at the battle site. We‟re gonna pincer the hell out of the fuckers.”
Zerrex gazed over the group: Carmen looking eager for the fight, Sephire with her full
armor and mask on, clutching the long handle of her sword, Lily wearing ceremonial armor
overtop flowing white robes, a crown upon her skull and all of it pulsing with runes. In one of
the High Princess‟s hands was a massive, deadly weapon known as a Smiting Rod: it had a three
foot long handle, and a six-foot long, four-flanged blade. The heavy, massive weapon was
additionally empowered by all manner of curses and blessings, a bastard child of a Greatsword
and Great Mace, with both cutting and crushing power making it a truly deadly weapon.
Mercy had heavy bracelets of shaped demonic crystal on both her forearms, her robes
discarded and dressed only in simple clothes, and Anathema Sin and Epiphany stood on either
side of her, the latter looking eager and the former smiling in her sultry, knowing way even as
the golden flames in her metallic socket blazed ravishingly.
Vampire, Mahihko, and Lone stood nearby as well, the huge black wolf leaning on a
heavy spear and grinning from ear-to-ear, dressed only in a golden loin-plate as his muscles
flexed, while the wolves were dressed in their simple clothing, Mahihko carrying a large,
weighted hoop in either hand and Lone with a collapsible pole folded across his back, a heavy
revolver hanging on one hip as he breathed slowly in and out. They both looked at Zerrex as his
gaze lingered on them for a moment, and then the two wolves nodded hesitantly… and the

Drakkaren nodded back in relief before he finally walked down the steps, shaking his head
slowly and murmuring: “So many people here… and yet, why am I worried…”
He stepped off the stairs, and a moment later, the doors to the Estate were thrown open as
Vivien marched in, looking back and forth coldly. She was dressed in heavy white and gold
gothic plate, spikes jutting out of her dome-shaped pauldrons that covered her shoulder and the
symbol of Elysium embossed over the stomach plates of the armor. A chain mesh skirt hung
around legs that were plated just as heavily as the rest of her, and yet she moved with surprising
grace and ease as she looked imperiously back and forth, Sabnock standing on one side of her in
her own armor and Ixin on the other, his flute spinning nervously between his fingers.
Zerrex looked at her with surprise as her crowned features turned towards him, her hair
tied back in a rough ponytail that hung out from beneath the ceremonial golden crown over her
skull… and she smiled grimly for a moment before she fitted her silvery, draconic facemask over
her features, locking it into place with one hand; from the other hung a massive axe, the
varnished wooden handle perhaps some ten feet long and ending in a nasty-looking spike, the
double-headed blade wide and brutal-looking. “I‟m glad to see you‟ve prepared fast for once.
Are you ready to get moving?”
The Drakkaren couldn‟t help but grin a bit at this before he nodded, and then he glanced
over towards Mercy, who smiled immediately to him as she ran ahead and shoved open the doors
of the Estate. As the Drakkaren walked forwards, Sephire and Carmen fell into step behind him,
the others around the hall quickly falling into line with the Drakkaren as Vivien turned and
walked side-by-side with him, saying coldly beneath her mask: “I‟ve asked your daughter
Marina to stay back. Not just to watch the Strange Beast Celeste, but because… I would prefer
her presence here. Mary, however, went immediately to Heaven… while Lord Raze, I believe, is
already scouting the battleground. His dedication to you is admirable. His bloodlust perhaps even
more so.”
“I like how you like that.” Zerrex said amiably, and Vivien snorted as they walked
outside to see Mercy concentrating before she spread her arms… and energy sparked violently
through the air before a massive, swirling vortex appeared, Mercy slumping slightly as she
panted quietly through her stitches but looked pleased nonetheless, especially as her father
reached out and touched her arm as they passed. “Good work.”
Then, without hesitating, he looked ahead into the swirling tunnel and stepped into it,
walking quickly through the vortex and resisting the urge to run as Vivien easily rested her the
long handle of her axe on her shoulder, saying quietly: “I haven‟t fought beside you for years,
Zer. Let‟s make it memorable, huh?”
“Believe me, Vivi, I have a feeling that no matter what this battle is going to be wellremembered.” Zerrex replied softly, and he smiled at her as he sensed her smiling back at him,
before they both looked ahead as they approached the end of the swirling tunnel and stepped out
onto solid ground… and immediately the Drakkaren looked up sharply as Raze shouted a
warning from some thirty feet away, pointing ahead towards a group of three Chanters… and
Eratosthenes, who stood beneath a massive, slowly growing sphere of radiant, blue-white energy.
“Took you long enough!” the Librarian shouted as he stepped forwards, grinning
savagely as he clenched his hand into a fist… and then he snarled as Zerrex and Vivien both ran
forwards, even as the others began to pour out of the vortex, automatically forming into battle
lines. “Naganis, you coward! How dare you try to raise an army against me!”
“Oh, you haven‟t seen my army just yet.” Zerrex said coldly as he reached up and
snapped his fingers, a small, visible flare of energy sparking around his hand for a moment…

and a moment later, two massive vortexes opened on either side of the enormous square
Eratosthenes had chosen as his battleground, more of the reptile‟s Disciples pouring out on either
side of the squat, wide building he and his Chanters were standing on.
The Librarian winced as he looked back and forth, even as the Chanters continued to
sway back and forth, arms raised above their heads as their jaws moved silently in unknowable
mantras. The area that he had chosen now likely no longer seemed appealing: a run-down, single
floor school, the building wide and squat, the roof like a stage for the egotistical Strange Beast
and probably why it had appealed to him so much… that, and the fact that all around it for at
least the length of a football field, there was empty space, and high buildings with narrow gaps
between them – except for the street – created a kind of fencing. One that would have made it a
pain in the ass for Zerrex to escape… but now would work against the Strange Beast‟s favor.
Further enhancing the odds, another vortex opened… and Zerrex looked up in surprise as
Francis flew out, leading a platoon of white-armored angels that perched themselves around the
buildings, the mouse covered in bandages but wearing his vest proudly, handgun in one hand and
a golden sword wreathed in holy flames in the other. His taloned feet slammed down against the
edge of the building as another figure – a lithe, athletic badger wearing simple mortal clothes,
with a heavy utility belt covered in pouches and pockets around his waist – immediately
appeared beside him, smiling grimly as his golden-ringed hazel eyes surveyed the area, silver
wire glinting in his hands. Corey Pettigrew, also known as the Tinman, the son of White
Phoenix.
And Mary, too, was there, appearing at Francis‟s other side, her hands glowing quietly
with holy energies as her black eyes burned… but then, suddenly, Eratosthenes laughed,
throwing his head back before the Strange Beast grinned savagely even as Vivien stepped
forwards and shouted: “Surrender and you will be shown mercy… but if you fight, no quarter or
leniency will be given!”
“Iron! Keep our guests busy!” Eratosthenes shouted suddenly, and there was a terrible
rumbling before the front wall of the school all-but-exploded as the massive half-Primordial,
half-Strange Beast ripped his way through it, Zerrex cursing in shock as Vipers flooded out of
the hole behind the creature as it roared and charged straight towards the Drakkaren… but in a
flash, Vivien stepped in front of him, holding her hand out, and a golden aura zapped over the
creature, making the Strange Beast hiss and stagger in mid-charge as its body began to melt
slightly before the High Queen half-revolved her body as she cocked her battle axe back, then
slammed it forwards with a snarl as the blade glowed with white energy, the huge weapon
smashing into Iron‟s side and sending the creature hurtling through the air as there was a
tremendous golden flash.
The half-primordial howled in shock as it was battered upside down, flipping violently
before it crashed halfway up one of the tall apartment buildings with enough force to rip through
the wall and shake the entire run-down structure, angels immediately leaping away in shock…
and Zerrex snorted in both disgust and entertainment as he slapped Vivien on the back, shouting
even as the line of Disciples and warriors ran forwards to engage the Vipers flooding through the
area: “Go kill your own Strange Beasts!”
Vivien slapped the pole of her axe against him without looking, making the lizard wheeze
before she ran towards a Viper as it snarled, and her eyes glowed out of the sockets of the mask
before a massive explosion of light and golden energy blasted into the creature, knocking it
flying backwards with a shriek of pain as neon energy ripped over its chest and body. Then
Zerrex looked towards the school with a wince as two more holes were ripped through the front

wall of the building, a pair of enormous, armored Leviathans storming out of these before one of
them hissed something in a guttural, terrible language and pointed one of its ugly cleaver-swords
forwards, and two Viper Aegis swarmed out of the school as well, golden armor glinting and
dome shaped-shields glowing with strange malevolence as Zerrex grimaced to Sammy and
ordered: “Get Cherry and Cindy to engage those things!”
Sammy chirped and vanished from his shoulder, before the Drakkaren ran forwards… but
a Viper that had been charging almost straight at him suddenly veered away, and the reptile
frowned a bit before he looked back and forth and realized with dumb surprise that he was being
given a wide berth: that if anything, the Strange Beasts had worked to separate him from the rest
of the group, luring his allies away as the reptile snarled up at Eratosthenes as the Librarian
grinned down at him before he pointed and shouted an order, and the reptile‟s eyes widened as
the Chanters levitated slightly off the ground as they spread their arms and arched their backs,
visible arcs of energy coursing over their bodies and up towards the enormous sapphire sphere.
The reptile could feel his own body tensing in reaction, his mind racing as time seemed to
slow, watching as the energy almost solidified even as it rippled visibly… and the Drakkaren
realized what was happening as his eyes widened before he desperately held his hands up and
created a blue shield of energy in front of himself, his hands bracing against the solid sapphire
wall as the massive, crackling orb of blue-and-white sparked before it unleashed a terrible,
pulsing white beam that shot towards the Drakkaren like a laser, hammering into his shield and
bearing down with tremendous force, massive bolts of energy arcing back and forth off the
concentrated beam as the lizard‟s sapphire wall warped visibly, cracks spreading through it as
Zerrex cursed and concentrated not only his own energies, but on the energies bursting down
towards him… before the sapphire wall shattered and the beam smashed into the Drakkaren,
sending him skidding backwards as it ripped over his arms and hammered against his chest,
smoking rising from his scales as the lizard barely managed to keep his footing with a snarl of
pain and concentration, wincing… and then howling as the energy coursed over his body in
terrible, powerful bolts.
The reptile‟s eyes snapped open, glowing solid green as he forced back against the
beam… and then he roared as Eratosthenes snarled in disbelief, watching as the Drakkaren
anchored himself against the beam even as steam and smoke continued to rise from his body,
several of his scales charring away as he pushed back against it, concentrating on the massive
rush of pure energy as he slowly drew one fist back… and then punched hard upwards as he
released a concentrated pulse in response. The beam of energy rippled, almost crystallizing as it
travelled back upwards to the orb, arcs of energy seeming to freeze in place… and then the pillar
of energy erupted into sudden life, transforming from pure energy into enormous vines that
clenched uselessly for a moment against the Drakkaren before falling away, racing upwards and
greedily eating away at the white-and-blue beam before it struck the sphere and became a
massive forest of vines and tendrils that shot greedily downwards, ivy seizing around the bodies
of the Chanters, ripping into their forms as they screamed and Eratosthenes looked stupidly over
his shoulder for a moment before the immense sphere of now-jungle instead of energy fell
through the air and crashed down on top of him.
“Selena!” Zerrex shouted immediately as he leapt backwards, ripping free of the vines
that had half-ensnared his own body as his scales continued to smolder: he had barely been able
to match his wavelength to the energy beam in time, and still so much had been striking him at
once that it had hurt like hell. Then he grinned as Selena looked quickly up from where she was
engaging one of the Leviathans side-by-side with Cherry, and the Passion grinned widely before

her eyes turned solid black as she simply rose her arm to block a hard strike of the Strange
Beast‟s cleaver with one metal-covered forearm.
The green vines and ivy trembled for a moment… then simply exploded in a blast of
flames that sent Zerrex staggering backwards with a wince, ash and chunks of blackened organic
flying in all directions as a thick puff of smoke burst upwards through the air. The spontaneous
combustion was short but immensely powerful, as neon explosions followed up from the corpses
of the annihilated Chanters on the rooftop… but Zerrex cursed as he saw Eratosthenes fly limply
into the air before he crashed back down onto the charred roof with a loud squawk of pain, and
the Drakkaren tore Blackheart off his back as he ran forwards, determined to end this
confrontation with the Strange Beast here and now.
Cherry, meanwhile, had the Great Diviner in one hand held in reverse position, leaping
upwards with a roar before she slammed the sword down into the throat of the Leviathan as it
ground its blades into Selena‟s black armor as she snarled and shoved back against it… and the
creature hissed in pain, but then simply slammed the side of its huge face into her, knocking
Cherry loose with a grunt to crash down onto her back and roll quickly backwards, her sword
still buried in its throat. It was gushing blood, neon lightning bursting from the wound but the
creature not seeming to mind or care, even when Cherry grabbed the chain and yanked the sword
free, and then Selena shoved the monster backwards before she punched hard down into the
ground, and a crack ripped open beneath the Strange Beast‟s feet, a vent of magma erupting
upwards and knocking the monster backwards with a scream of pain as its armor was melted
back against its body.
Cindy, Daria, and Sephire, meanwhile, were engaging the other Leviathan, Cindy‟s size
increased and her scales turned to steel as she slammed vicious punches against it, but to little
effect even as the creature‟s armor cracked and a bit of neon blood dripped down its front. As
she leaned forwards again to deliver another blow, it swung hard outwards, snapping a sword
into her stomach and knocking her backwards as she gagged and cursed, metal scales ripped
away by the ugly blade before a tentacle snapped around the Leviathan‟s neck, launched from
Daria‟s arm and wrapped several times around the limb before the surprisingly-strong demoness
snarled and hauled backwards as she cocked her spear back with her other hand, dragging it
down to a kneel even as it slammed a blade down. The newt hissed in pain as the sword ripped
through the flesh of the tentacle, a spray of black blood going up as the stumpy appendage lashed
uselessly to the side, but at the same time she leaned forwards, shoving her spear through the
creature‟s eye and making it howl in agony as it reared backwards, allowing Sephire to slip
around behind it as she snapped her hand out.
A slew of metal daggers appeared in midair, ripping into the creature‟s back and lodging
there like a staircase, and the female immediately ran forwards up this before she swung her
huge, heavy sword down into the junction of its shoulder and neck. The Strange Beast gagged,
arching its back as its arms spasmed, losing focus for a moment as it swung one weapon wildly
outwards… and in that moment of no defense, Cindy leapt forwards and smashed both her hands
into its chest, crushing in its ribs and front and making blood explode from its jaws and wounds
in shocks and arcs of neon lightning as Sephire winced and leapt forwards, doing an awkward
flip before she landed in a kneel as the Leviathan crashed on its back and skidded backwards
with a half-groan, half-growl of pain.
Across the battlefield, the half-Strange Beast, half-Primordial Iron laughed as Vivien
slammed her axe into the flesh-and-blood side of his body, dark ooze exploding upwards before
he easily slapped the weapon away, then he grunted in irritation as an arrow of ice shot into his

face, shattering and leaving motes of blue frost over his skull as he rasped: “Oh, Iron remembers
this game…”
He turned towards Sabnock, who was guarded on either side by Serenity and Desire as
the wolverine calmly created another arrow and loaded it into her golden bow… and Vivien
snarled at the creature, taking her axe into both hands and running forwards as she shouted
furiously: “Don‟t disrespect me, monster!”
Iron‟s eyes flicked back to her as he snarled in disgust, swinging a hand down to attempt
to crush her… but the Celestial Devil nimbly leapt backwards before she slammed the pole of
her axe into the ground and vaulted up onto his shoulders, tearing her weapon upwards with her
ascent as the tall monster snarled and shook itself back and forth, but Vivien allowed herself to
skid down the metallic back of the creature before she suddenly half-turned and slammed the
blade of the battle axe into the back of Iron‟s skull, the monster‟s head lashing forwards as it
cursed in pain before the High Queen‟s fist glowed with radiant energy, and she punched hard
into the flesh and blood side of his back, the monster‟s back arching with shock as golden streaks
of energy erupted over his form for a moment before his chest simply exploded outwards, Vivien
kicking off the creature as Iron slumped slowly forwards onto his front and landing neatly, axe
held out behind her in one hand as she almost posed for a moment… and then one of Iron‟s large
feet rose up and donkey-kicked her hard enough to send plates of metal flying in all directions,
the female crashing backwards into the wall of the apartment with a curse of shock as her mask
was rattled free from her face, bouncing across the asphalt as Iron slowly stood back up… and he
turned slowly around before glancing down with disgust at her facemask, stomping one huge
foot on it and crushing it to dust as the terrible wound in his body filled with that strange,
disgusting ooze and he rumbled: “Oh, Iron understands now… you do not wish to play, you
merely wish to die…”
Vivien cursed under her breath as she scrabbled for her axe even as the massive monster
took a lumbering step forwards… and then four enormous pillars of stone ripped out of the
ground around the creature, and it looked back and forth with a snarl as purple walls of energy
erupted into being around it as the sound of a flute cut through the air above the din of battle, the
violet walls glowing brightly before Ixin shouted: “That won‟t hold for long, so get the hell out
of there, Vivien!”
The High Queen winced as Iron pounded one fist into one of the violet walls before it
was violently repelled, steaming slightly as the half-primordial snarled in rage at being robbed of
its prize as the Celestial Devil snatched up her weapon and ran… and then it roared in fury and
slammed its hands against the ground, and all four pillars surrounding it shattered into pieces as
massive spikes of steel and earth ripped up around it, a Viper looking up too late from mid-battle
with Justice as the blind Naganatine cursed in shock before leaping upwards as her black
tentacles snapped backwards and formed into dark metal wings that propelled her skywards. She
flew into the air, just grazed by an eruption of metal from the ground as the Viper all-butexploded from the massive spikes of earth that tore through it, and even Zerrex staggered as he
felt the shockwaves pass through the ground, cursing in shock at the sight of the forest of rock
and metal spikes jutting out of the earth.
Then the lizard looked forwards again as he felt a different vibration… and he looked up
to see Eratosthenes half-kneeling at the lip of the school, snarling as he held up some kind of
glowing beacon… and a moment later, portals opened: not Gateways, not vortexes, but black
portals fuelled by magic, Zerrex skidding to a halt with shock before his eyes widened in horror
as an army of demons began to surge through, minotaurs and Craven and Salamanders and

creatures of every shape and size… and worse yet, many of them had robotic implants, and
others were in the cockpits of Combat Armors and metallic exoskeleton suits, others dressed in
the remains of ancient military uniforms as they carried mortal weaponry with them, both old
and new, as Eratosthenes shouted furiously: “Spread out! Keep the others busy while the attack
team deals with Naganis!”
Zerrex snarled in shock and dismay as demons – and even a few angels – swarmed
through the area, and Vipers ripped through the portals with them, running side-by-side with the
creatures as a Salamander wielding a massive, stone-headed maul charged towards Zerrex… and
the Drakkaren half-ducked before he lashed Blackheart out, slicing its legs out from under it and
sending it down with a howl of agony before the lizard vanished from the spot as several others
tried to converge on him. He reappeared a moment later beside the Strange Beast, but
Eratosthenes was already leaping backwards with a curse even as the Drakkaren swung his
sword down, the blade biting into the rooftop as he shouted angrily: “What are you doing? What
did you promise them?”
“These people, as you call them… they desire nothing but power, Naganis! You failed in
your creation of them… they aren‟t like us! None of us ever betrayed you, we were loyal,
honorable, until you betrayed us! They are all reflections of you… greedy for power!”
Eratosthenes shouted furiously, and then the Librarian snarled as he snapped a hand upwards,
and Zerrex cursed as he was blinded by a flash of light before a blast of dark energy smashed
into his chest and knocked him flying backwards to skid along the lip of the building, the reptile
wincing as several bullets shot by him as demons yelled and rioted beneath him, the battle
rapidly devolving into a wild brawl as Iron stormed through the ranks of friend and foe, crushing
both with his huge, swinging movements as he snarled and looked back and forth for his prey.
“This is not my fault… this is your own doing!”
“I am not Naganis!” Zerrex shouted as he kicked up to his feet, his attention locked on
the Strange Beast as he began to raise his sword… and then he howled in agony as a bolt of
electricity shocked into him from the side, feeling cracks spreading through his body as he
dropped Blackheart and fell to his knees, the sword clanging heavily against the ground as it
rippled with energy and he looked dumbly to the side, half-expecting to see the cloaked
murderer… but instead, his eyes stared stupidly at the sight of a Craven, the tall wolf demon
drooling slightly from his crooked jaws, one eye dead black and the other an insane ivory, a
single ram‟s horn twisting out one side of his skull. He was wearing heavy-duty fiberglass armor,
a black leather belt around his waist and a heavy harness over his chest and shoulder connecting
to an immense, strange-looking cannon with several tubes that fed into some kind of power unit
on his back… and Zerrex looked weakly at the half-demon as he adjusted a knob on the side of
the huge, rectangular weapon, the twisting coil that ran down the front of it sparking with
electricity.
Then he pulled the heavy trigger of the huge gun ahead, and a blast of lightning shot from
the cannon, smashing into Zerrex and making his eyes bulge in agony as he arched his back with
a howl, white light glowing out of the cracks spreading over his body as blood burst from his
jaws and he screamed in agony before the reptile simply shattered like glass, bursting apart into
shards and motes of blue energy with a flash of light. Immediately, all his Disciples present
reacted violently, some screaming, some staggering, and some few lashing out savagely even as
demons and Strange Beasts both tried to press the momentary advantage while angels, Vivien,
and those other few present not linked to the Drakkaren worked desperately to cover their
incapacitated allies.

A moment later, however, Zerrex reformed on the rooftop on all fours, his pants shredded
and mala dangling around his throat, looking groggy and stupefied as he coughed weakly: it had
been a long time since he had been disassociated by force, after all. He shook his head wearily…
and then he winced as he realized where he was, trying to wobble to his feet… but before he
could, there was the quiet tink of metal on cement, and the reptile cocked his head dumbly as a
small steel ball rolled slowly in front of him, staring at this before it exploded in a blast of
plasma and energy, and the reptile‟s features were charred and his hair set aflame as he was
knocked onto his back with a scream of agony, arcs of energy ripping back and forth across his
body as a second grenade went off beside him and knocked him back towards the lip of the
school, before Eratosthenes quickly stepped forwards and punted the reptile in the side, making
him vomit blood as he lay prone.
Then an arc of concentrated electricity tore into the Drakkaren, making him howl in pain
as he arched his back, bolts of energy surrounding his frame as the Strange Beast shouted, his
words barely making sense to the reptile: “Disassociate him a second time! Then we can cage
him!”
Zerrex tried to struggle… but then a second blast from another gun tore into him, a
cheetah Craven similar to the wolf laughing as electricity ripped along the Drakkaren‟s scales,
feeling the ionized particles fusing with his energy, transforming his molecular structure and
making cracks rip through his form even as he tried to concentrate enough to change his energy
signature… but the agony was too great before he arched his back and screamed as he shattered
into the disassociation a second time, leaving a thick splatter of blood on the concrete roof this
time as a third Craven stood ready with a mesh net in his hands, snarling to the Strange Beast as
he immediately knelt: “This better work.”
Out in the battlefield, Selena staggered backwards as she felt Zerrex‟s pain, before a
foolhardy Viper tried to leap at her… and then she screamed and grabbed her skull, leaning
forwards, and a massive column of magma erupted into the air around her. The Viper was almost
instantly disintegrated as lava hailed down in a terrible rain of fire, splattering demons, friends
and foe alike as they ran for cover away from the Passion as much of it washed back over her as
she gave hitching, sobbing breaths.
Mercy‟s eyes rolled up on her head as blood dripped out of her muzzle, and she fainted
dead away beside Mahihko and Lone, the latter wolf falling to his knees as the former screamed
and his body pulsed before exploding with muscle, ripping the simple military uniform he was in
as his eyes glowed and electricity burst over his form in wild arcs, and then he roared and easily
slapped a minotaur to the ground as it ran towards him before punching it again, again, again,
crushing it into a bloody corpse even as its body began to rot away.
Ambrosia looked up sharply, fighting beside Cecilia as she punished opponents with
vents of pressurized water and steam, easily able to tap into the still-functional sewer system
beneath the city. Serenity, beside Sabnock, was flagging visibly, her eyes staring sightlessly even
as two silvery swords spun violently around her, but a Salamander in a massive combat armor
was walking towards her, the huge vise-hands of the bipedal machine raised as its triangular
snout drew closer and its arms reached slowly forwards… and Ambrosia made a sound of
disgust before she flicked her wrist, and inside the machine, the coolant system ruptured with a
loud clank before liquid nitrogen and hot steam exploded at almost the same time into the
Salamander‟s face and body, the demon howling in an intense expression of agony and kicking
the control stick, making the armor awkwardly sidestep before it crashed onto its side as the
demon half-shattered in a gory mess over the seats.

Serenity looked up in dumb surprise at the sound of the crash, then she stared from the
combat armor towards Ambrosia even as the female turned her back on the Iuratus, gritting her
teeth and flicking her wrists upwards to create a wall of fog as several demons with machineguns tried to aim at her and the Lustewilde, as Cecilia dug her claws into the throat of another
demon and pumped poison into it, making it scream for a moment before a bit of drool dripped
from its gaping jaws and it collapsed limply backwards.
On the rooftop, Eratosthenes muttered a complex spell before he squeezed the strange
golden orb in his hand… and a moment later, Zerrex reformed in front of the Strange Beast,
dragged forcibly out of the disassociation. He was panting and bloody, cracks still spread
throughout his body, trembling weakly as he gargled… and then the Strange Beast snarled over
his shoulder and winced as a massive explosion went up in the ranks and Anathema Sin roared
over the sounds of battle: “I‟ll flay your skin from your bones for what you‟ve done to him!”
Another massive blast of psychic wrath tinged with the terrible undead energies of
Anathema ripped through the air as Anathema Sin snarled, blood leaking from her metallic
socket as Epiphany only stared in horror at her mother, before the fused Naganatine laughed
cruelly as she lashed both arms forwards and upwards, and a long wall of black flames exploded
forwards from her, racing through the ranks of demons and vaporizing those caught in it before
she flicked her hands to either side, and the remains of half-dissolved corpses snapped violently
upwards, transforming into gruesome arrows and spears that she launched towards the roof of the
school… but immediately, they clanged uselessly into an invisible barrier, ivory shattering as
ripples passed through a translucent wall, and the female‟s eyes burned with rage and hate as she
locked onto the sight of a Chanter standing with a metallic rune raised in one hand, looking calm
and cold even as more demons ran out from beneath the school and passed easily through the
transparent shield.
The team of Craven looked nervous… but the Librarian only snorted in disgust before he
motioned towards them, saying darkly: “Yes, yes, he‟s weak enough. Cover him with the net to
make sure he can‟t escape.”
The Craven grunted, then he tossed the net in an easy snapping motion, making it spread
out in midair as the weighted silver covered the Drakkaren before binding itself against him, the
reptile gargling, his head exposed as he looked weakly upwards… and the Strange Beast grinned
down at him savagely as the lizard twitched, barely conscious, mind reeling with agony and even
the noises of battle dull to his ears as he said coldly: “Yes. It‟s all over, Naganis…”
The Strange Beast knelt slowly reaching out as his clawed hands flexed, the metallic
coverings over his fingers seeming to glow for a moment before he gently slipped them between
the mesh as the Craven watched, and he dug these gently into the Drakkaren‟s chest as his other
hand reached up, touching his own forehead as he murmured a short, strange prayer… and
Zerrex looked weakly upwards for a moment before Eratosthenes looked coldly down at him, the
two in their own silent bubble for a moment as the Drakkaren whispered: “Why?”
“Because we loved you, Naganis. And you turned on us… for them. For the very
creatures that now fight you… that have betrayed you, as you betrayed us. I did not have to
promise them more than that I would not set the Strange Beasts upon them… they were eager to
hurt you. .They were eager to destroy you. They called you names and mocked your privilege…
they are disgusting.” Eratosthenes looked up silently, and Zerrex realized weakly that they were
not in reality any longer: they were, and yet as they spoke, they were outside of it, time frozen
around them, their minds connected somehow as the Strange Beast knelt over the bleeding,
broken Drakkaren. “I wish…”

And then he closed his eyes… before tearing his claws suddenly back and upwards, and
Zerrex screamed in agony, back arching, as a long, blue coil of energy was torn free from him,
swirling through the air before the Strange Beast arched his back and spread his arms as white
and black and blue energies swirled above the Drakkaren‟s form, twisting into a strange and
terrible shape above his body before it swirled towards the Strange Beast as he opened his jaws
and eyes wide, a mist of energy flooding over him as the impossible shape broke apart into
streams that spilled into his jaws, into his eyes, pulled into his body as the Strange Beast rasped
for breath and then staggered backwards.
He closed his eyes… and then gave a jagged laugh as he arched his back, a glow pulsing
around his body, sapphire energies rippling over his form… and then he spread his arms and
gestured violently upwards, and the very skies above their head seemed to ripple as Zerrex
vomited blood over himself and his head lolled backwards, eyes slowly sliding closed.
Across the battlefield, energy ripped over the bodies of Zerrex‟s Disciples, their bodies
jittering, screams of rage, of pain, of agony ripping through their jaws before Daria fell forwards
and vomited black blood, and then her eye snapped wide, turning pure black with a terrible red
pit for a pupil as her body rapidly expanded, her chest seeming to rip itself open as her intestines
spilled out and then tore themselves in half, growing terrible hooks as the scales melted from her
face, leaving her bare skull visible. Draconic horns lengthened their way upwards and out of her
head as bone plates ripped through her black scales over her body, spikes tearing free of them as
her tail became segmented, a massive, deadly stinger forming at the end of it as acid dripped
from her jaws before she looked sharply up and vomited a stream of black, terrible poison over
the nearest demon, and it screamed in agony as it fell backwards, flesh dissolving rapidly away
as the demoness grinned insanely and lumbered slowly to her feet.
Cherry gargled, dropping the Great Diviner as her eyes bulged, and terrible, black veins
spread through her scales before her height increased… and she gave a frenzied, twisted grin of
her own, head snapping to the side as she glared at a Viper that was trying to limp away from the
battle… and a massive psychokinetic blast ripped through the air, the Viper exploding into
pieces as Cherry laughed… and then grabbed at her skull, clenching her eyes shut and falling to
her knees as she screamed: “No! I won‟t give in again! I won‟t betray Zerrex again goddammit,
no, no matter what, no!”
Cindy, on the other hand, was roaring in fury, her body bulging with raw power as metal
scales flexed even as blood dripped from wounds scored through them by weapons and the pure
savagery of the Strange Beasts: yet now, terrible spikes and blades jutted from her arms, her
fingers deadly claws as she snapped her limbs back and forth with furious snarls, striking out at
everyone around her as she howled: “Give him back! Give him back!”
Anathema Sin staggered to a halt, the flames in her socket whiffing out as Epiphany ran
forwards with a scream of surprise and terror even as blood ran from her own eyes, and she
caught her mother in her arms as she began to slowly topple backwards before the youngest
daughter of Zerrex gritted her teeth and clenched her eyes shut, a dome of ivory stone ripping out
of the ground around them even as demons and angels charged towards them, battering uselessly
at it. She took a hitching breath as she stared down at her mother, who blinked her single violet
iris slowly before she whispered: “The link was broken… we are Disciples without a god…”
On the rooftop, Eratosthenes laughed, looking down in delight at his hands… and then he
glanced upwards with disgust over the battlefield. Despite their superior numbers, despite the
fact that many of Zerrex‟s Disciples were in varying states of shock and agony… some were still
fighting, and the dregs of demons he had recruited were being rapidly killed by the Disciples that

had broken down into inarticulate rage. He glanced over his shoulder to the Craven as one of
them pulled a handgun from his holster, pointing it at the Drakkaren‟s face… and the Strange
Beast held up a hand, saying coldly: “No. I will require further study of him to better learn how
to harness his powers. But he is harmless, nothing but a mortal now, I‟ve completely drained him
of his godly essence. Take him back to the Fortress. I will meet you there after I give our friends
something to keep them busy for the next little while.”
The Craven nodded, and the wolf reached down and easily picked the netted Drakkaren
up, Zerrex groaning weakly as blood and saliva dripped from his jaws, his eyes flickering as
numbness spread through him… and he stared mindlessly not at Eratosthenes, but instead at the
grinning, contemptible shape of Negative as he stood beside the Strange Beast, invisible to
everyone but the lizard even as he tried to croak something out… but then he only slumped and
fainted.
Eratosthenes, meanwhile, surveyed the chaos below before he held up the beacon over
his head, and it gave a single pulse… and immediately, the Strange Beasts still present in the
battle turned and ran towards the school building as the Chanter below created a Gateway inside
the burnt-out, wrecked hallway. At the far end of the battlefield, Iron snarled in disgust as he
loomed only a few feet from Vivien, the female rasping hard, her armor damaged and broken.
Blood dripped down one half of her face as Sabnock knelt beside her, her eyes shut and looking
strangely calm despite the thick spear of steel ripped halfway through her body, bent violently
almost up her back and lodged in her… and Ixin was grasping at a broken arm, his flute clutched
weakly in his other hand. “You get lucky today, bitch. But Iron will be back for you. Iron will be
back for all of you.”
With that, the half-Strange Beast, half-Primordial laughed roughly as a Gateway opened
behind him, the creature slowly vanishing through this with a cold grin before it snapped closed
the moment he vanished into the light… and Vivien cursed under her breath before she looked
up with a snarl at Eratosthenes as he rose a hand with a cold smile and then easily flicked his
wrist… and above their heads, reality trembled before it shattered violently, revealing a terrible
white hole in the sky… but it was only empty for a moment before something hideous and
unidentifiable began to rip its way through, with a long, mottled body covered in grey skin,
feelers sticking out of its skull almost at random as terrible, stalk-like limbs clawed at the air,
sunken soulless eyes glaring back and forth as huge teeth gnashed in its face. It was like a worm
with the head of a whale and the jaws of a shark, wriggling and twisting its way slowly into
reality as those still sane winced at the sight of it, while Daria only snagged the enemies nearest
to her, tearing them apart with her claws, as Cindy smashed a Combat Armor to the ground and
wildly pounded on it with screams of fury and despair.
Then Eratosthenes vanished from the spot with a laugh… and Vivien cursed as the hole
in reality shattered wider before the monstrosity dropped to the ground, some sixty feet long as it
crashed to the ground on its back, legs sticking out of its seemingly at random as the monster
screamed and roared, huge body tail snapping back and forth as it crushed the school beneath its
weight. It was layered, almost like a crayfish, and the end of its tail possessed a massive,
scissors-like pincer that clacked back and forth as Ixin shouted desperately: “Fuck this shit, I
wanna go back to being imprisoned for all of forever! We can‟t fight that thing!”
Then the monster managed to roll itself over in the cloud of dust as demons and creatures
both fled, and Daria took off after the fleeing demons, led away from the battleground as she
roared in primal, savage hunger… and Cindy, meanwhile, slapped Carmen aside when the

female tried to stumble over to her before she hissed as Cherry leapt in front of her, raising a fist
and then punching Cherry hard in the face, knocking the demoness on her ass.
Cherry immediately glared at her… but despite the black veins pulsing through her body,
the visible corruption, she only forced herself back to her feet before Cindy seized her by the
shoulders, drool dripping from her jaws as her eyes burned unnaturally and she leaned slowly
down, and tears fell from Cherry‟s eyes as she looked up at her sister, her lover, and whispered:
“If you really want Zerrex back… why the fuck are you acting like this?”
Cindy shuddered… and then the sanity returned to her eyes as the violent light faded
from them, and she staggered backwards before Cherry cursed under her breath as Raze flew
down and landed beside them, his black wings furling over his back as he said roughly: “We
need to go find Zerrex.”
“No, first we rip this monster to pieces, and then we find Zerrex and rip that fucking son
of a bitch Strange Beast out his own ass.” Cherry growled, and Raze snarled before she looked at
him darkly, eyes tracing over the wounds on his body left by Vipers. “If you think you‟re hurting
now, think of what it‟s going to be like explaining to Zerrex that you ran away from the giant
monster that looks like it could eat half the fucking city in one gulp.”
Raze gritted his teeth… and then Tinman landed beside Cherry as well, looking at her
worriedly before he motioned towards the monster as the wormed turned its way slowly around,
its dark eyes blinking as its jaws opened and closed rapidly before it seemed to lock onto them,
head snapping in their direction. Cherry cursed under her breath even as Carmen grimaced, and
then Sephire joined them, the female‟s mask half-torn from her face and her armor sparking
lightly, Storm King Face dangling from her hand. “Shit…”
“Serenity, Ambrosia, tend to Mercy and the wolves!” shouted Vivien as she walked
forwards, and all attention was brought to her for a moment as Sabnock limped beside her, Ixin
gone from sight. Serenity looked blankly up from where she was standing by herself, but
Ambrosia nodded, grabbing her sister‟s arm and half-dragging her towards where Lone was
crying and shaking Mercy uselessly, Vampire wincing as he tried to hold Mahihko down on his
stomach even as the wolf tantrumed and screamed and raged, electricity bursting off a body that
had literally trebled in size and become muscular and immense. “Cecilia, Lily, see if you can get
Anathema Sin and Epiphany out of that shell! Selena… where the hell is Selena?”
“H-Here…” Selena whispered as she walked slowly towards them, looking weakly
towards them as she gazed blankly back and forth. Then she looked up sharply as the terrible
worm began to writhe towards them hungrily, before it screeched when Francis dived down with
his flaming sword and a V-shaped squadron of angels following sharply behind him, lashing
their own weapons out in perfect rhythm to batter against the creature‟s ugly, mottled skin… but
to little effect, ripping only minor wounds in it as it snarled and lurched at the air, jaws biting
wildly and tail stabbing fiercely upwards.
“Selena, Cherry, burn it from below on my signal, yours will be the first attack to surprise
it and draw its attention.” She glanced to the side as Lily slammed her Smiting Rod into the
marble shell protruding from the ground, and then she grimaced when there was no real effect,
glancing over at Lily and shaking her head. “Fine. Lily, Carmen, we‟ll hit it with concentrated
energies and soften it up. Tinman, Sephire, combine your talents. Raze, add your power to their
attack.”
The others nodded quickly as Sabnock slowly knelt, the spear removed from her stomach
and ice sealed over her wounds, but her features were pale… and all around the battleground,
other Disciples lay in varying states of damage, pain, and simple, brutal defeat. Vivien cursed

under her breath, knowing they would have to do this themselves as Francis led his squadron
down on another attack, watching… and as the angels lashed their swords out and the creature‟s
attention was drawn upwards, she shouted: “Now! Don‟t think, only do!”
It was the right thing to say: immediately, without hesitation, Selena and Cherry both
shoved their hands forwards at the same moment, concentrating and shouting in fury as magma
and flames erupted from beneath the worm, spreading rapidly beneath its body as the creature
bucked and screamed, looking suddenly down instead of up at the angels as it tried to pull itself
forwards… and Lily and Carmen both shoved their hands out, sending beams of golden light
rocketing into the monster‟s face, dragging thick black burns over its features as it shrieked
before Vivien snarled as her eyes glowed, clenching her hand into a fist and sending up a
massive eruption of golden flames and arcs of golden electricity over the monster, making it
shriek, quailing automatically downwards into the magma beneath it, only to howl and attempt to
lunge forwards again… and with but a flick of her wrist, Sephire formed a single massive,
barbed spear above her head the size of a tree, and sharp razors tore out of it before Tinman
shoved forwards, sending it rocketing into the worm‟s ghastly features, its head snapping
backwards with a squeal before Raze roared as his eyes glowed with psychic rage and he shoved
his own hand forwards, hammering the spear jutting from its face with a powerful telekinetic
blast that rammed it deeper through the thing‟s ugly hide, skin tearing loudly and acidic, dark
blood splattering over the ground below as its lower carapace melted and sizzled in the magma
and flames.
It skidded backwards and fell still… and then lunged suddenly forwards with a scream,
and Vivien‟s eyes widened as it lurched into the air, flesh and stony underside and black blood
raining down as it defied gravity, flying upwards and then diving towards them… and then it
simply halted, and Cherry slowly glanced to the side in amazement to see Epiphany standing
with one hand raised, holding it in a tight psychic grip as her eyes burned, even the terrible black
blood of the monster levitating in basketball-sized droplets around the beast before she
whispered softly: “You tried to hurt my family. I think you need a time out.”
Massive, silver chains snapped violently around the monster, squeezing into its carapace
and making it howl and writhe as it was bound savagely… and then a moment later, it simply
vanished from sight as Epiphany closed her eyes, bloody tears leaking down her face as she hung
her head and whispered: “We failed Daddy.”
Cherry trembled weakly at this, falling to her knees as Cindy swallowed thickly, slowly
reducing in height… and Vivien closed her eyes, not wanting to admit the pain she felt as she
lowered her head and slowly turned her face away, flushed with shame and humiliation even as
she felt terror running through her veins at the thought of what had happened… and what would
now happen to them all, the Disciples without a god… and the nation without its defender.
Cherry silently stood in the Ravenlight Estate, waiting quietly in front of the stairs with
her arms crossed over her chest. Only a day had passed, but it was the longest day she had ever
experienced. Sure, there was a sliver of hope in the fact Zerrex wasn‟t dead, that there was still
the faintest hint of his energies in their collars, that even if they didn‟t know where he was, they
still knew all the same he was alive… but at the same time, knowing he was helpless and
ensnared in the hands of the enemy made it worse than when he had been dead, years ago. At
least then, she could tell herself he was at peace… now, she didn‟t know what kind of condition
he could be in.

The female sighed quietly as she reached up and rubbed slowly over her face. A lot of the
Disciples were in the Healing Cathedrals, and almost all of them were dealing with some kind of
backlash from whatever Eratosthenes had done to Zerrex. Cherry still had the dark veins of
corruption pulsing visibly through her body, as if Negative‟s power over her had somehow
grown… but despite the whispers of her dark instincts and primal lusts, she resisted his call. She
spent most of her time with Cindy, with Priest, or with Markus, with the people who could keep
her safe… who would help her if she tried to do anything stupid.
Cindy was spending a lot of time with her mother, crying occasionally: an immenselystrong female who was back in the mindset of the old Cindy, who had never been able to do
anything but be passive. It had gotten so bad Jessica had quietly approached Cherry and asked
her to try and bring that spark back to her daughter… but Cherry had only shaken her head and
finally said that only Zerrex could do that now… and she had no idea where Zerrex was.
Maria had been in the Unworld, talking to Theophilius… and the Broken had been
startled off by Maria‟s sudden convulsions of pain. She had come barreling to the surface, but
too late… but the one thing she had managed to do was help trap Daria. The Abhorrence had
given full vent to her darker side, raging and almost burning with malignant energy as she ripped
her way through homes and chased down any victim‟s path she crossed, gorging herself on blood
and flesh and ripping her way through the soldiers dispatched to try and bring her in… but Maria
had managed to snare her in her chains, binding her and draining her energies, hating that she
had to go to such length as to feed on the demoness to get her to calm down but knowing no
other recourse.
Now Daria was locked up in her room in the Cloister, a wall of powerful, transparent
holy energy forming the door to her luxurious, gilded cage… and although she was back in her
mortal body, her true form hidden from the world, her eye was still dead black, with that terrible,
unnatural light in it. She would push her face into the holy barrier every now and then as she
leaned against it, letting it burn away her scales so her skull was visible, and she‟d whisper for
them to come play with her… but so far, only Mercy had braved going in with her… and she‟d
come out badly-injured, covered in both acid burns and claw marks, and yet not seeming to care.
She was numb and no longer able to speak… just as Justice was found blindly stumbling
around on the rooftop of one of the buildings and gently guided back to Elysium by an angel.
Without Zerrex around, Mercy could not talk with her collar either on or off… and Justice could
no longer see energy, meaning she spent most of her time silently sitting beside Anathema Sin,
trembling and holding her sister‟s hand as Amiglion occasionally came by to offer the comfort
he could. She had once been the blind who had seen more than anyone else in all the world…
and now she was simply blind.
Selena spent most of her days in bed, being tended to by Aluinnia, who seemed just as
concerned as everyone else… and Raze was wandering the halls of the Ravenlight Estate,
occasionally snarling and smashing his sword into things, which someone would quietly repair
for him later. Cherry preferred to see Raze angry than sad, however… when she‟d confronted the
male with Sephire about what he was doing, he had actually started to tremble, and then broken
down into tears in his mother‟s arms, and Sephire had simply rocked him silently, looking every
inch the mother Cherry had always tried to be for her own children in that moment.
Lily was shellshocked, but it was nothing compared to Desire and Serenity. Serenity was
still creakily watching out for Ambrosia, but Ambrosia was more taking care of her than
anything else, as Serenity just kept shaking her head and muttering about how it was impossible,
all impossible. And despite the rivalry and even the stirrings of hate between them… it visibly

killed Ambrosia to see her sister like this, as she looked silently at the broken Pride demon and
tried her best to comfort her, as Cecilia stayed around not as a guard, but as a friend.
Epiphany was in Acheron: despite being visibly depressed, she was still strong… and
Marina and Celeste had gone with her. Marina needed some quiet time to herself as she kept
cursing Vivien for making her stay back, and uselessly looking for any sign of her father on the
mortal planet, until Celeste had kindly told her that part of being a good daughter was to have
faith in her father when there was nothing she could do… and instead, to make sure she took care
of herself, so she could better serve him when he finally returned.
She had been comforted by this, despite Cherry half-expecting her to explode… and then
she had quietly gone to Acheron. Earth had lost most of her powers and could no longer
influence the dimension, so Marina‟s psychic abilities were greatly needed in order to repair
some of the damages done and restore stability to the dimension, as were Epiphany‟s. Now there
was always a sense of slow-falling in Acheron… as if the loss of Zerrex meant that the entire
dimension had lost its reason to exist.
Dray, meanwhile was back in bed, his arm rusted and body visibly thinner, gasping
quietly in the dragon‟s body he had while his brother treated him with traditional remedies and
helped him keep faith in the idea that when Zerrex returned, he would heal too. He was sick, and
it was a sickness that burned in his very soul… it was like his body was trying to reject his very
spirit, and Earth was deeply worried for what that could mean and was unable to do much to help
except send Dragokkaren to and from Hez‟Ranna to get special herbs and other remedies she
knew of to delay the worsening of the sickness.
Mist and Shine were in Acheron as well… and so were a number of other Disciples, all of
them suffering from various states of pain and despair. Not to mention the state that Zerrex‟s
children were in… and even the Dragon Warriors seemed upset, listlessly patrolling the halls and
rumbling quietly to each other when they passed, occasionally trading short hugs with the
Sacrifices and the Beasts, as if they were all trying to comfort one another silently. And the cells
of the prison above the Cloister were filled with rumors and laughter.
Elysium was a madhouse. The worst of it was the spreading rumors and lies, like Zerrex
had abandoned them, or that Zerrex had been murdered by the killer, who would be going after
the High Queen next. Vivien herself was under attack from the Heavenly Council and several
„interested political factions‟ in Hell for „going into a dangerous situation without authorization,‟
and Lord was only adding fuel to the fire with his own waffling back and forth between halfagreeing with the Heavenly Council and half-defending Vivien‟s actions. Lucifer, meanwhile,
had made the rare, special trip down to Elysium to find out what had happened: he held no one at
fault, and seemed far more interested in finding a resolution than pinning the blame on anyone,
saying quietly that dissidence was the enemy‟s greatest weapon against them… especially since
there had been angels as well as demons in the ranks of the small army summoned by
Eratosthenes. Somehow, someone had been recruiting forces from Heaven and Hell… and
managed to go about it without anyone knowing, likely by choosing very specific people to
target and lure in to become part of their army or alliance.
Cherry finally glanced up as Gilgamesh, Thor, and Priest pushed in through the door, and
she said quietly: “You three are late. Any progress?”
“I dunno, Mom. What makes you so sure they‟re on the mortal planet?” Priest asked
quietly, and Cherry gritted her teeth, half-wanting to lash out at him just for the sake of it as Thor
and Gilgamesh both nervously looked at the tall Dragokkaren-demon. “It‟s not that I doubt you,
but… I recalibrated all my sensors for the thousandth time, and Driz swears up and down he‟s

been all over Ire now and even investigated the sub-sea colony Lunis has been building, and…
there‟s no sign of him.”
“Tell Driz to…” Cherry closed her eyes, reaching her hand up and rubbing at her
forehead slowly, remembering her promise to herself… and to Zerrex. Because he’s still alive.
He’s there… somewhere… “Tell Driz to come home and get some rest. Hell, I‟ll tell him
myself… assuming you three are still up for a little looking around, that is.”
“Of course, Lady Cherry. We shall find the lost Lord Zerrex, fear not for him.” Thor said
kindly, stepping forwards and reaching out to squeeze Cherry‟s shoulder gently, and she glanced
up at him for a moment before grunting quietly and nodding slowly to the caracal, managing a
faint little smile.
“I hope so. Maria should be dredging the Unworld right now, looking for that crazy
fucker Theophilius… and we‟ve got eyes in Heaven, eyes in Hell, eyes on the fucking mortal
world doing all they can. It just drives me nuts that… that we can‟t find even a speck of him…”
She looked away silently, crossing her arms before she glanced down quietly… and then she
sighed a little, returning her gaze to her son as Thor squeezed her shoulder again. “You see
Vivien lately? Or Sabnock even? Fuck, I said I‟d try and make it to the council meeting but… I
guess I just… couldn‟t.”
Priest nodded slowly, his eyes calm and sympathetic as he said softly: “She‟s still beaten
up pretty bad from that fucker Iron, but shit, I gotta say I‟m amazed she held her own. I guess I
never stopped to think about what she‟s capable of… and well, Sabnock‟s in a bad state. Real
grouchy, ain‟t just because her side still hurts, too. She got close to Dad, I think, or rather he got
real close to her… and… now it‟s like she‟s lost both the guys she cared about in the space of a
month.”
“I hate to rush us… but the trail may be growing cold. I suggest we head down to the
meeting place on the mortal world now and prepare for another hunt.” Gilgamesh said softly, and
Cherry looked at him, but then only nodded in agreement. The most they could do right now was
search for Strange Beasts… and for any clue that would lead them to her missing father.
The „Fortress‟ that Eratosthenes had referred to, Zerrex had realized, was a famous
landmark from his past days… and ironically a place where they had been once before, on an
assassination mission for the Goth Legion many years ago. It was unassailable by conventional
weapons and means… but they had always been far from conventional, even back in those days.
Empyreal Throne, a mighty bastion in the far northern Lailland region, so far up in the
mountains that Zerrex was gasping for breath in the cage that sat in the back of a massive trailer
being pulled along by an armored freight truck. Along with his cage, there were several crates of
steel likely containing supplies… not that Zerrex could have done anything about anything, weak
and broken as he felt, rasping air in and out of his lungs as he shivered in the biting cold of the
frost-speckled brown stone mountains.
They had come up from the ruins of a town that had never been rebuilt that seemed to act
as their staging ground, weaving their way through a complex labyrinth of roads, and now they
were so high up that snow fell and the wind bit around them, the fortress‟s walls looming
ominously in the distance. It was frosted over here and there, and light shone dully in the tinted,
reinforced and barred windows: patchwork had been done with cabling, chains and steel, but it
was an ugly job that did little to keep the exterior walls of the three-level fortress together.
Sitting almost completely off the cliffs was the first level, a large, square stone structure
supported by heavy steel rails and stone columns that extended down the steep cliff face of the

mountain. Chains were attached from the top of this cement box to the other side of the towering
rocks: while they dropped sharply away beneath the stone building and there was nothing but
gaping space and dark fog on one side of the structure, on the other the mountain continued to
tower upwards, its true peak still almost a mile above: it looked almost as if part of it had been
scooped away, just so that the fortress could be built in as awkward a position as possible.
The second level of the fortress was behind the first cube, a bit wider and raised higher,
looking almost like an entirely separate section. More supports and joists were in place, holding
this up, but Zerrex could make out less of it with his tired eyes… and he only knew from
memory that the much larger third section lay behind this, on a wide plateau in the mountain and
shaped almost like an immense, rectangular crown with its wide, buttressed walls and the tall,
square chamber that sat upon its back.
What truly made the fortress impressive, however, was the fact that the heavy, rusted
steel doors led not into the first section… but instead had been built into the mountain itself.
Tunnels and rooms both had been shaped in the hollowed-out, volcanic mountain, and layered
with marble and tile, and legends said that there was apparently a deep well that ran all the way
to hidden underground passages that may have surveyed even to this day, masterworks of crafted
stone and ancient architecture.
The creatures that had apparently taken residence at this place had also flattened out the
rocky plateau in front of the fortress into a parking lot of sorts, and they had managed to carve a
wide, square archway into the mountains, a raised shutter open here and a forklift driven by a
Craven – a half-demon, trapped in a state of half-transformation – busily moving in and out,
carrying crates being unloaded by large, burly Wrath demons and angels with tarnished wings.
Despite the condemned stickers still pasted over the doors and walls, the ugly damage,
the places where doors had been pried open and left gaping or even broken off… the Fortress
was obviously fully operational. As Zerrex was yanked out of his cage by one of the armored
Craven, he had seen strange sights, such as several Chanters inside a beautiful library, standing
around a floating, violently-sparking orb inside a circle of glowing runes, hovering overtop a tall
antennae-like structure, and spectral shapes that seemed to float back and forth, either unnoticed
or ignored by demons as they whispered quietly to the air now and then, and stared at the
Drakkaren when they realized he was looking at them before they quickly vanished into the
walls.
The Craven knew their job, knew their destination: they took the Drakkaren high up into
the mountain-side of the fortress, and into an ugly, moss-covered room. Cold water dripped from
the stone ceiling above, likely the result of melting ice… and one of the half-demons had kicked
him once, almost breaking his ribs and making him moan weakly in pain as he slumped on his
side, before they had laughed and left. He was weak and hurting, his lungs were burning, unused
to needing to breathe on top of the thin, stale air of this place… and he slowly let himself lay
against the cold stone, his body shivering and unable to deal with the severe temperatures as well
anymore, either.
Slowly, his emerald eyes flickered open, forcing himself to stay awake as he surveyed his
surroundings. Black and brown stone walls and rocky ceiling, but smooth cobblestone underfoot,
marred here and there by scrapes, specks of moss, and stains of blood and other substances. It
stank, too… and the Drakkaren grimaced as he forced himself to sit up before turning around, his
head spinning weakly.
The wall to his back wasn‟t natural rock, but white brick and mortar, aged and
crumbling… and the Drakkaren punched it lightly, wincing in pain and cursing under his

breath… but when he drew his fist back and looked at it, he saw it was covered with white dust.
Furthermore, the brick was cracked… meaning the walls were particularly weak. Considering
that Zerrex had been able to punch in concrete when he had been mortal…
He smiled wryly at this thought, leaning back and trying to ignore the sight of the chains
and manacles and shackles dangling from the weak stone surface. Mortal… hadn‟t this been
what he‟d always desired? To be mortal again… irresponsible, unimportant, weak. But now
someone had stolen his powers, the powers he had inherited and absorbed over the years… and
the Drakkaren closed his eyes before he pushed his hands against the wall and slowly started to
force himself up to a standing position.
It hurt, and his right leg gave a long groan of pain, the Drakkaren wheezing and gasping
as he felt like he was trying to lift an entire world on his shoulders before he managed to stand,
arching his back and cracking it loudly with a wince… and then he cursed quietly at the pain that
travelled through his right leg. It throbbed and moaned and complained, and the reptile was all
too aware of the fact that his mortal body was stuck with a much lower pain tolerance than his
godlike form had possessed… but then again, the fact he still felt like he had been turned insideout probably had something to do with that, too.
Slowly, the Drakkaren dragged himself towards the doorway… and he half-staggered
into it, rattling the metal loudly as he looked out into the hall beyond. He could see a small
window, broken glass covered by semitransparent plastic that wasn‟t doing much to keep the
powerful, biting wind out… and the lizard grimaced as he dropped his head against the cold bar
door of his prison before he rattled it firmly in frustration. But there was no one out in the dank
hallway, nothing paying attention to him… he wasn‟t even worthy of a guard.
The lizard didn‟t have long to wait, however: ten minutes later, as the Drakkaren silently
played with the mala still hanging around his neck, the cell door opened… and the lizard gritted
his teeth and slowly wobbled his way to his feet as Eratosthenes made his way into the room,
looking coldly at the lizard before a Gateway opened beside him… and Zerrex hissed through his
clenched jaws as Iron emerged from this, the huge, half-Primordial grinning down at him and
taking up more than half the dungeon, the enormous creature‟s head almost brushing the ceiling
as he whispered: “Iron is going to have fun with the little mortal…”
“I‟m going to talk to him first, Iron. And you cannot kill him. Not yet.” Eratosthenes said
coldly, and Iron grunted before the Strange Beast stepped forwards as Zerrex slowly clawed his
way up to his feet, leaning heavily on the wall and grimacing as he panted softly. “It must be
strange to be mortal, Naganis. Although I see somehow you‟ve locked down your memories…
but no matter. My talent was always with extracting information… it shouldn‟t take me long to
decode your abilities, your powers. And yet even now I see that you retain a bit of your old
self… a speck, enough to make you special amongst mortals, maybe… but even you will see
there is nothing but foolishness in the idea of trying to escape this fortress.”
Zerrex cursed under his breath, and then he glared at him, saying in a frustrated voice:
“Do you not get it? I‟m not Naganis!”
“Of course you‟re not. You‟re just a mortal shell. Now, I‟m the one with all the powers.”
Eratosthenes said coldly, and then he snapped his fingers, ordering: “Chain him up, Iron.”
Zerrex began to step forwards, and then Iron‟s palm slammed into him, crushing him into
the stone wall and shattering bricks like thin strips of wood, the reptile‟s ribs cracking into pieces
as his arms snapped out and his skull snapped back, blood vomiting from his mouth as
Eratosthenes shouted something in anger even as Iron only grinned savagely and laughed.

The reptile blacked out… and when he awoke, his body was bruised and throbbing, a bit
of blood trickling from one nostril and his mouth as he hung suspended more than a foot in air by
his arms, which were held far out to either side by the chains and shackles dangling from the
wall… and he cursed weakly as he struggled uselessly against them before his eyes flickered
open and focused, staring dumbly down at the Strange Beast… and a cloaked figure the
Drakkaren recognized all too well, a chill running through his system as he rasped: “No…”
“It seems we have a mutual acquaintance…” Eratosthenes said softly, glancing towards
the cloaked figure before he smiled coldly as he returned his eyes towards Zerrex… but the
Drakkaren couldn‟t help but notice, even in his pain and shock, the sense of… distance…
between the Strange Beast and the creature next to him, as if the Librarian was scared of the
cloaked murderer. “Allies of my friend here provided me with the means and information I
needed to defeat you, Naganis, and-”
“Zerrex…” rasped the murderer, and then he gave a bizarre, broken laugh, and
Eratosthenes winced a bit before the murderer held up a stained brown sack, Zerrex unable to do
anything but watch with horror as he reached into it… and then the Drakkaren moaned in horror,
shivering hard and pressing back against the wall as the murderer withdrew a decapitated head…
but plastered to it by blood, despite the fact more than half the screaming features had been
melted away, was a small, torn beret.
Little Arcy‟s head stared at him with the single eye left in the side of the face that hadn‟t
been torn apart… and Zerrex yelled in horror and fury, shaking the chains back and forth as he
snarled and braced himself against the wall, Error staggering back a bit with a look of disgust
even as the murderer only continued to stare from the depths of his dark cloak up towards the
Drakkaren as he screamed, almost frothing at his jaws: “I‟ll kill you! She was an innocent little
girl, how could you? How could you?”
“By the First Gods…” Eratosthenes muttered, as the murderer dropped the skull on the
ground and then slowly removed another object… and Zerrex shook his head in weak denial,
tears rolling down his face as he pushed back against the wall in horror at the sight of a tiny,
bloody dress, which the killer loudly sniffed at before there was a disgusting slurping sound from
beneath the hood, a tongue writhed in shadows slurping over it, teeth sinking into the fabric and
ripping it… and then the killer gave another cracked laugh before dropping this off to the side
and then grabbing the sack in both hands, turning it over and spilling out body parts, heads,
pieces of ripped clothing, the Drakkaren moaning at the stench of rot and the sight of limbs and
faces, trying his hardest not to play the sick guessing the game the murderer obviously wanted
him to play: what belonged to what, who belonged to who, before his breath caught in his throat
as he saw a vintage red vest among the remains.
His eyes stared mindlessly at this, knowing that it could only belong to one person… and
then he slowly looked up at the murderer as tears streamed down his face, whispering: “Why?
Why do this to me?”
But the murderer only tittered and hugged himself, swaying back and forth in his heavy
cloak… and then he snarled when Eratosthenes hesitantly touched his shoulder, immediately
flinging the Librarian‟s arm off before Error swallowed thickly and said slowly: “He is only
mortal now… don‟t… don‟t excite Naganis-”
“Zerrex!” the murderer screamed, leaning forwards, and Eratosthenes staggered
backwards in shock before the killer began to point both insistently and excitedly at the horrified
Drakkaren. “Zerrex! Zerrex! Zerrex! Zerrex! Zerrex!”

And then, without warning, he lashed his hand across Zerrex‟s chest, ripping a claw mark
over his scarred body and making the reptile convulse with a howl of pain before the killer‟s
hand slammed into his side, his fingers sinking into him like knives as he laughed insanely
before he simply ripped a thick chunk of the Drakkaren‟s flesh and scales from his body, a spray
of gore arcing through the air as the lizard howled in agony and his eyes rolled in his head and
the murderer greedily beginning to lick at his palm as Error gaped in horror, and then the Strange
Beast winced and turned towards Zerrex, snapping his fingers and making the reptile twitch as
energy sparked violently over his form before it healed, before the Librarian pointed at the killer
and shouted furiously: “Get out! Get out, our business is at an end, if your superiors wish to talk
to me they can do it themselves! Get out!”
And in a flash, the killer spun around, seizing the Strange Beast by the neck and choking
him as he leaned in slowly, slowly closer, the Librarian gargling weakly as he grabbed uselessly
at the shadowy cloak… and then the murderer spoke, his voice strangely-lucid and clear as
Zerrex looked up stupidly, wondering if the agony and disorientation was making all of this a
terrible dream as a voice he recognized, he goddamn recognized, whispered softly: “You don‟t
give me orders, understood? Everyone has a place in the world. Yours is below mine, as mine is
below Lord God‟s.”
Then the cloaked figure released Error with an absent, contemptible flick of his hands,
Eratosthenes staggering backwards and choking loudly as he clutched at visible burns around his
throat, before he looked up with a snarl… but then the cloaked figure was simply gone, and the
Librarian stared back and forth in horror before Zerrex gave a cracked laugh, the Strange Beast
snarling over at him with desperation and terror in his eyes. “You have no idea what you‟ve
gotten yourself into, do you? For all you act like you understand our emotions… you have no
idea why you don‟t make friends with the people who never show you their face… no wonder
you‟re named Error…”
“S-Shut up!” Eratosthenes shouted angrily, and then he pointed at the Drakkaren‟s
bruised body, snapping: “I have all your powers now, Naganis! I can heal you or have you
destroyed at my will, at my askance, understood? You‟re only alive because… because I will it!”
“Power is a cage.” Zerrex murmured quietly, hanging his head and looking silently down
at Little Arcy‟s skull… and a tremble ran through him as he whispered: “If I had no power, if I
was never a target… then Little Arcy and Elliot would both still be alive… you never would
have come after me… I could be dead and at peace, maybe in whatever lies beyond, nothing but
intermingling energies with the person I cared for more than all the universe. How many
sacrifices have you made to attain this power, Error? And how many people will this power steal
away from you, now that you have it?”
The Librarian trembled a bit at this, and then he shook his head in denial, whispering: “I
won‟t let you get in my head. I won‟t let you confuse me, Naganis. I‟m not like you, I‟m… I‟m
righteous!”
Zerrex only tilted his head slowly upwards as tears trickled down his cheeks, mixing with
the blood and grime, making his bruises and scars sparkle as he looked at him silently… and
Eratosthenes trembled a bit before he snarled and turned away, vanishing from the spot in a
surge of blue lightning. Then the Drakkaren slumped weakly, closing his eyes, feeling broken
and defeated and terrified of how many others would die while he was trapped here.
Again, however, he wasn‟t alone for long: within minutes, a Gateway opened and Iron
appeared for the first of several torture sessions, a Chanter standing silent, uncaring sentinel
nearby to heal Zerrex should any „accidents‟ occur. Iron took great glee in punching the

Drakkaren‟s easily-broken body, breaking bones, crushing organs, making him vomit blood and
scream in agony… and the Chanter seemed emotionless, going no further than restoring Zerrex
when he came too close to death. When Iron grew bored, they left, Zerrex dripping blood and
fainting… only to be awoken a few hours later by Iron shoving his head back into the wall and
crushing his skull slowly as he murmured about „soft little mortals.‟
Time passed in this rhythm: occasionally Eratosthenes would appear, to shout and rant, to
take a blood sample, to just stare at him sometimes: the last was always the most unsettling,
since it was often not with seething rage any longer, only with… confusion. And Zerrex
understood it all too well: Eratosthenes had conquered his obstacle, and yet he had centered
himself so much around revenge that he had nothing else left. And Iron would come, usually
once in the morning, once in the afternoon, once at night, and beat on the Drakkaren until he
grew bored or was called away.
The Drakkaren felt broken and beaten for the first two days, crying a little on occasion,
unable to repress his emotions, unable to see a point to going on… but as the third day came on
and he dangled by his aching arms from chains that were now loose in the broken wall, his
booted feet resting in the rotting gore on the floor, he felt more and more like he had to escape.
Like he had to figure out a way to take down Eratosthenes and get his powers back… if only
because he knew that with each day, each hour that passed, the murderer was looking for
someone else to kill. He wasn‟t satisfied after all with Zerrex being immobilized… and the
Drakkaren was terrified for his friends and family, after seeing the people the son of a bitch had
already so ruthlessly slaughtered.
Zerrex breathed hard in and out as he rested back against the wall, malnourished,
exhausted, tired: the wall was cracked and damaged, and he thought he could probably pry the
chains free if he wanted to, despite his stiff, sore muscles and how weak he was with going
without food or sleep… and he stank of sweat, blood, and urine. The reptile‟s body was back in
its old mortal ways… and he shook his head slowly before closing his eyes as a shiver rolled
through his frame. So far, they had searched him – and even though they‟d figured out the nature
of his summoning card, Eratosthenes had said distastefully it was of no more importance than the
mala around his neck, since now that he possessed the Drakkaren‟s energies he could sense any
if any of his Disciples were in the vicinity – and they had taken enough time to implant him with
a marble-sized purple gemstone covered in strange red runes, which burned silently beside the
lizard‟s collarbone. It prevented his energy signature from being tracked, so that even if this area
was scanned and somehow got past the defenses and shielding precautions already in place…
neither Heaven nor Hell would be able to pick up Zerrex‟s energy signature.
The reptile grimaced a bit at this: Eratosthenes‟s strange magic and artifacts made him
prepared as hell for any situation and let him protect himself and his allies in ways Zerrex
wouldn‟t normally believe… and it was only made all the more complicated by the fact that now
he had technology and an army of demons and angels working for him as well. Not to mention
the fact that even if anyone did get in here, they‟d have to deal with the Strange Beasts and other
creatures as well as the natural-and-not defenses of the fortress… and he glanced up as a
Gateway opened as if summoned by the lizard‟s dark thoughts, Iron emerging through this for
their second torture session of the day.
“Tell me, Iron, what‟s going on around base?” Zerrex asked ironically, and the halfPrimordial snorted at the Drakkaren, reaching a hand forwards and pushing teasingly against his
chest to make the reptile‟s bones groan. “You can tell me that, can‟t you?”

“If Iron wanted, Iron could. But Iron does not want to.” The Strange Beast drew one of
his enormous hands back, then he slammed a palm forwards into the Drakkaren, making him
gargle as he rocked hard and pushed back against the wall… and then the lizard‟s eyes widened
slightly as he felt the crumbling wall behind him give slightly, hearing several bricks toppling
out of place.
Iron didn‟t seem to notice or care, instead grinning widely at the lizard as he reared his
head upwards slightly, a look of entertainment on his half-scaled, half-steel features. “Well, what
is this? Little lizard seems to be doing better with Iron‟s blows… perhaps that means Iron should
hit harder…”
“Perhaps it means Iron forget to take his vitamins today.” Zerrex retorted, grimacing a bit
as the amusement fell away from the monster‟s features and knowing this was running a stupid
risk, but might at the same time be his own chance of escape. Yet he could also hear people
moving back and forth in the hall beyond: activity had been steadily growing through the base,
and the Drakkaren was all-too-well aware that he could easily die at any point and time in the
near future. “Zerrex thinks Iron should go back to lifting weights instead of kissing his boss‟s
ass.”
“Shut up.” Iron said coldly, snarling a little now as he leaned his huge face down, glaring
angrily into the Drakkaren‟s eyes even as the reptile forced himself to meet the monster‟s gaze,
gritting his teeth and bracing himself as best he could as he saw the creature‟s anger only
building. “Do not look at Iron like that. You are inferior, mortal. You are Iron‟s toy.”
“The real toy here Iron, is you.” Zerrex retorted clearly, and the half-Primordial growled
as he leaned backwards before the Drakkaren added disgustedly: “With the way you kowtow to
your precious handler though, maybe you‟re more like a lapdog-”
Iron‟s fist smashed into the lizard, snapping his ribs and making him howl in agony as he
was punched backwards through the brick wall, crashing into the wall of the hall opposite as the
chains binding his wrists snapped, the lizard crumpling against the brick before switches snapped
on in his mind as he realized what had happened. He snarled in pain, hugging himself as two
minotaurs stared in shock and one dropped his load of paperwork, and the reptile staggered up to
his feet even as Iron roared in frustration and lashed his hand though the wall blindly just as one
of the minotaurs began to run forwards.
The bull demon was snagged by Iron‟s hand, which clenched around him as he squealed
and immediately rolled over, clawing madly as he was dragged into the hole… and then Iron
yelled in rage: “Idiots, out of Iron‟s way!”
There was a sickening splatter and a burst of gore from the hole, which made the
remaining minotaur yell in terror and bolt in one direction as Zerrex winced and took it as his cue
to run in the other, staggering down the hallway in just his pants, mala bouncing around his neck
as he hugged himself around the waist and the chains dangling from the rusty shackles around
his wrists clinked and swung around him. He turned a corner as he heard the wall behind him all
but explode as Iron tried to force himself into the narrow hallway, the half-Strange Beast, halfPrimordial roaring with frustration as the Drakkaren looked over his shoulder with a wince…
and then crashed into a closed, barred door, grabbing uselessly at it and then snarling at the sight
of an electronic lock as a Craven guard on the other side of the door looked up in shock, then
snarled and threw a switch on the wall beside him, a klaxon blaring as Zerrex looked desperately
back and forth before his eyes settled on gaping window covered in plastic… and without
hesitating, knowing he didn‟t even have time to look, the reptile leapt forwards and tore through
this, the plastic half-wrapping around him and blinding him as the reptile fell through the air and

then struck hard against the frost-covered mountainside, cursing in agony as rocks ripped and
tore at him and he flopped awkwardly, bouncing again down the steep cliffs before he managed
to shove the plastic off his face as he half-rolled over onto his stomach to look up with a grin at
the sight of the vanishing fortress in the distance… before he looked stupidly over his shoulder a
moment too late, just in time to see the icy edge of the cliffs ahead before he went flying off and
into a deep ravine, claws grasping too little, too late at the rocks as the reptile howled in shock
and flailed wildly as he flipped through the air cold, chilling air down, down, down… and then
he smashed through the thin layer of ice below and plunged deep into a rushing river, gargling
once before his eyes rolled up in his head in shock as he was dragged along by the powerful
current.
Above, Iron stood at the edge of the ravine, looking away in frustration as Eratosthenes
stood beside him, saying quietly: “It‟s of no importance, at the end of the day. He is mortal: the
cold water will kill him, and if it does not, I‟m sure either the brigands or the World Carver will.”
“Iron will destroy him, Librarian. Iron will hunt him and all his friends down in time.”
the monster snarled, and Eratosthenes glanced towards the creature, then only shook his head
slowly before Iron turned away in disgust and slowly began to pull his way back up the cliffs,
muttering: “Iron does not need your supervision or your help, bookworm…”
Eratosthenes grimaced over his shoulder at this, and then he returned his eyes down to the
river below, rubbing his hands together slowly even as the snow melted beneath his feet and the
rock sprung into grassy life… and then he shook his head, saying quietly: “You can‟t run
forever, Naganis. Sooner or later… we‟ll meet again. And you may find that what I was doing
was best for us all: even I am not so cruel as to throw you to the hands of God‟s drooling
butcher.”
Then he closed his eyes and hugged himself in the cold wind, the Strange Beast lowering
his head and staying a moment longer on the edge of the cliffs before he simply blinked out of
existence, and the grasses he had left behind quickly died and blew away in the cold, terrible
winds.
Zerrex awoke with his back against a tree, on top of a hill, the mountains like great hands
that reached towards the sky in the distance. He blinked slowly, knowing that awakening here
was impossible… but yet here he was all the same.
The Drakkaren shook his head slowly, reaching up and touching his forehead as he
brushed his sopping hair back, shivering a bit in cold… but even though it was dusk and the stars
were beginning to sparkle in the firmament of the night sky above, it felt strangely warm to his
body. He shook his head weakly, then managed to sit up, cursing at how much his muscles ached
and looking down with a grimace at the cuts and bruises that covered his form before his eyes
slowly followed a visible path in the long grasses leading to a pretty, gravelly riverbank. He
could see rapids in the distance he had likely rolled all the way down… but here, the river went
from deep to much shallower as it passed over a wide sandbar and beneath what looked like an
ancient fairytale bridge.
The reptile rubbed at his eyes slowly, so unused to being unable to see in the dark as well
as in the light… and then he slowly forced himself to sit back against the large, dead tree again
as he took stock of what had happened. He remembered the icy waters, rushing him along,
unable to breathe… he remembered being thrown through a wall of ice on a frozen waterfall long
enough to take a breath before he had shattered through another layer of ice, and it had been back

to being dragged down the river… and he remembered a lot of being battered around down the
mountainside.
Apparently, he had washed out here at some point… likely hours later, from the sky
above… and crawled on instinct out of the shallow water and all the way up the hill to sit against
his tree. He didn‟t know why or how… and slowly, Zerrex tried to sit up before he only
succeeded in toppling himself and rolling down the hill, landing at the bottom of it with a moan
of pain and cursing under his breath before he shook his head weakly and forced himself up to all
fours. He rasped hard breaths in and out, closing his eyes and trembling a little before he
managed to bit-by-bit make his way up to his feet… and he swayed dizzily on the spot, then
wrapped his arms around his stomach, muttering: “Gods… gotta… find something to eat. And
somewhere to rest…”
The Drakkaren took a few staggering steps forwards through the grasses, and then he
looked towards the bridge in the distance, his instincts telling him that was the way to go… and
he sighed quietly before stumbling his way around the hill. His legs found a weak pace as his
muscles slowly limbered up a little, one manacle still clanking quietly around his wrist, chains
dangling from it and dragging through the green grasses and weeds as he made his way tiredly
forwards, until he looked down with dumb realization at the fact he was walking on a beaten path
of some kind.
It made him a bit more confident, and it was easier going… but still, the reptile panted
softly as his right leg mostly-dragged behind him, cursing under his breath at the pain rampant
through the limb as shudders tore up and down his body. Not that life was easy when he had
been a god, not that he‟d never felt agony then, too… but he had long forgotten what it was like
to be truly hungry, and to truly need sleep… and those feelings were playing absolute hell on his
system as his stomach continued to clench piteously and his feet dragged along the ground
slowly.
He closed his eyes as he managed to reach the bridge, reaching a hand up and quietly
grasping the railing as he started to cross, breathing roughly… and the reptile grimaced as he
halted halfway up the arched wooden structure, rubbing at his face slowly and muttering:
“God… damn… assholes…”
The Drakkaren groaned a bit, looking up and seeing an apple tree in the distance… and
for a moment, ghost images filled his mind, of pretty girls at harvest time, laughing… and then
the reptile reached up and touched his skull, cursing quietly and wondering if he was going
insane as his legs trembled beneath him before he forced himself to keep walking forwards down
the beaten path.
After ten minutes of walking as night began to settle in and the only light came from the
stars overhead in the brilliant sky, the reptile felt like giving up… except he realized that several
shapes in the dark were too regular, too familiar, to be landscape. He forced himself back to his
feet along the beaten path, his eyes blurry but focusing just enough in the darkness to let him
make out the shape of a rickety barn that groaned quietly as a breeze passed through the warm
air, looking as if it were on the verge of collapse… but far better shelter than the reptile could
have asked for. He approached this with a wheeze, letting himself through the ajar door with a
grimace and smelling fresh hay as he closed his eyes… and he wondered absently if he could eat
hay before his eyes settled on a basket of freshly-picked apples, illuminated through the ajar
door.
The Drakkaren almost fell over as he approached this, dropping down in front of it and
picking one up in either hand: it would more than suffice for now. He ate greedily, devouring

four of the large, juicy apples before deciding not to press his luck any further with his stomach,
instead carefully making his way towards a large pile of hay and carefully slipping around to the
rear end of it, flopping down with a grunt and curling up a bit as he half-pulled some of the thick
yellow straw over himself with a mumble. It was scratchy, but far from unpleasant compared to
what he had just been through… and within moments, the reptile felt his eyes closing before he
fell into a deep sleep.
Yet it was not entirely dreamless: thoughts of friends and family, of mortal days wasted,
and visions of the past haunted him, frustrating him and soothing him and everything in between
as the reptile groaned quietly. By the time morning came, however, his exhausted mind had
settled enough that he was able to sit up with a grunt, looking up at the sunlight streaming
through the rickety boards of the barn as the lizard blinked a few times and sat up, brushing the
straw off… and flexing slowly as he looked down at himself. Most of his bruises had healed, his
cuts were now minor scratches, and his mind felt… clearer, more-receptive as he shook his head
out a bit, then stood up and carefully walked a few steps before nodding slowly. He was in much
better shape, he was… he had healed just like he had back in his prime days as a Drakkaren who
hadn‟t even known there was a Heaven or Hell and that life had one hell of a punchline to its
grand joke.
The lizard shook his head a bit before he headed quietly towards the basket of apples,
picking another one up and biting into it to chew slowly… and he smiled a little even as he
absently rubbed at his right leg. Then he looked up sharply as he heard a truck door slam before a
voice said angrily: “-bastards from the city are going to run us out of house and home! This is
our farm, Rebecca!”
“I know, honey, I know.” said a soothing female voice, and then it faded as they walked
towards the homestead in the distance. The Drakkaren cocked his head curiously at this,
carefully approaching the ajar doors… and he looked out to see two figures walking up the steps
to a large home that rested on stilted supports, the lizard watching as the male – dressed in a
rumpled suit, some kind of canine – fumbled with the keys as the female in her flowery sundress
patted him soothingly on the back.
Then they managed to push into the house, and Zerrex wheezed before he turned
around… and stared dumbly at the sight of a female in denim suspenders holding a basket of
apples, the female staring back, her long blonde hair falling around her face and her brown eyes
wide with shock. She was a golden retriever of some sort… and the Drakkaren grinned weakly at
her as he slowly held up the apple, saying lamely: “I… good?”
“Oh my stars!” the young-looking female exclaimed, and Zerrex winced as he looked
back and forth, preparing to bolt as the canine dropped the basket and shouted: “Momma, Poppa,
there‟s a hurt mortal in here, you better come and look!”
Zerrex was halfway out the door when he halted dumbly at this, turning and looking over
his shoulder at her as the canine leapt the basket and rushed over to him without hesitating, the
lizard grimacing a bit as she began to poke along his body and saying embarrassedly: “Now, stop
that, I just… fell… hey, stop that!”
She tugged at his pants, and then she huffed when he managed to finally push her back,
surprised at the strength it took as she glared up at him with her brown eyes. “You stop it, I‟ve
been to more than one rodeo in my day, you know! What, you ain‟t never seen no angel before?”
“I don‟t see no wings on no angel.” Zerrex said flatly, and then she shoved him over and
he fell heavily on his back with a groan of pain, before wincing as he saw the suited canine from

before and his wife hurrying towards the barn. “Can you take off my pants after your parents
leave? I find that‟s always awkward for a girl to do with her parents around.”
But now the canine only laughed at this, slapping his leg and saying amusedly: “Don‟t
you be silly! They ain‟t my real Mom and Dad, I just call „em that „cause he‟s the Reverend of
the church down the ways and she‟s my real Momma‟s sister.”
“You‟re a Benevolent, not an angel.” Zerrex said finally, and the canine glared at him
before she slapped his abdominals, making him wheeze and his eyes roll in his head in pain.
“You‟re also a-”
“Hush you now.” the female said moodily, and then she looked up as the male and female
reached them, Zerrex mumbling disconsolately on the ground and blushing a bit, still clutching
the apple in his hands. “He looks like he‟s been through a nasty time, said something about
falling but I don‟t see how no falling could do this to no person, „lessen he fell from the top of
some mountain.”
“That sounds about right.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing at his head slowly with a grimace
and making the chains on the manacle attached to his wrist clink quietly. Then he winced a bit at
this before the jowly, dark-furred canine male knelt on one side of him, checking his pulse with a
grimace as his wife covered her muzzle with surprise, her eyes wide beneath her straw hat.
“Let‟s get him inside, Missy… I see you‟re hungry, too, sir, so maybe you could prepare
him a meal, Ma. Show this poor fellow a little kindness.” the reverend said softly, and Zerrex
smiled awkwardly… but before he could protest, Missy easily grabbed him and hefted him up by
the waist, the lizard wheezing as he was tossed over her shoulder and blinking in dumb surprise:
but then again, even a Benevolent wouldn‟t have much trouble lifting even his bulky body with
ease.
“I got him, Poppa, I‟ll bring him right on in to the guest room right away and check him
on over.” the Benevolent smiled at them, and then she walked quickly forwards, muttering under
her breath as they passed by the truck and Zerrex saw the two older mortals argue uncertainly for
a moment: “You ain‟t gonna do anything stupid, are you?”
Zerrex snorted at this, replying flatly: “Yes, I‟m here to kill everyone and steal all your
apples. Obviously I was just caught up in my awful scheming when you caught me.”
The Benevolent only rolled her eyes, however, saying irritably: “Oh, don‟t you take that
tone of voice with me, you might be a big tough male but you ain‟t nothing compared to the kind
of folk that journey „round these parts. You talk like I talk, though, like you‟re from Ire, and
don‟t think I didn‟t notice them there chains. You piss off the wrong folks and get yourself in a
bind, mister?”
“That‟s my life.” Zerrex admitted in a mumble as they ascended the stairs towards the
front door of the shack, and the Benevolent snorted in amusement at this before she shoved it
open and carried the Drakkaren down the hall as he added moodily: “I can also walk perfectly
well.”
“Well, bust my britches for trying to be nice and happening to not mind doin‟ you the
favor of carrying your fat ass.” replied the Benevolent mildly as she reached up and slapped the
Drakkaren‟s rear firmly, and he grunted in pain, making his mala jangle around his neck before
she kicked a door open and finally set the Drakkaren down in a plain blue-walled room with a
dresser, a few pictures on the walls of a church, and a neat little bed with sheets and comforter
draped across it.. “Now take those pants of yours off, hurry up now, I wanna check you over. I
used to be a healer in Heaven, you know.”

“You‟re a bad liar.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he winced when the female shoved him
backwards to sit him on the bed, feeling all the moodier at how even a Benevolent was tossing
him around with such ease. “You‟re lucky it‟s been a really awful last few days or I‟d be kicking
your ass right now.”
“Oh really?” the female grinned at this, then she reached out and grabbed the dresser,
pulling it between them before she firmly slammed her elbow down into one side of it and
grinned widely at him. “Let‟s arm wrestle then, we‟ll see who could kick whose ass.”
The reptile huffed at this, then he glared at her challenge before finally setting his own
elbow against the dresser, moodily figuring he needed a good judge of his strength anyway…
and while he wasn‟t yet healed to top condition as he could get this mortal body, it wasn‟t like
he‟d be able to go into whatever nasty situations were likely coming up in perfect shape anyway.
“I can‟t believe I‟m doing this…”
She took his hand, then grinned at him as she grasped the edge of the table… and Zerrex
grimaced as she licked her lips slowly before shouting suddenly: “Go!”
Zerrex gritted his teeth and immediately flexed his right bicep, before he looked dumbly
at it as he realized that it was all flesh-and-blood now, there was no longer metal beneath the
scale… and the Benevolent, meanwhile, cursed in surprise as she only managed to force the
reptile‟s arm a few inches to the side, grunting as her fingers dug into the side of the dresser and
she leaned her whole body into the movement.
The Drakkaren winced as his arm slowly began to tip downwards further… and then he
gritted his teeth and shoved back, his wrist bending slightly, then forcing her arm back in the
other direction as she gaped and Zerrex gritted his teeth with a grin, grunting quietly as he leaned
forwards a bit and muttered: “Come on… come on…”
His muscles bulged explosively as he forced her down a little bit… and then the female
winced before she reached her other hand up and seized his wrist, Zerrex squawking and yelling
obscenities at her as she shouted them back and pulled hard on his arm, trying to force it the
other way… but now Zerrex grabbed the dresser, leaning hard forwards and gritting his teeth
with a snarl of effort as he forced nonetheless against the cheating Benevolent and forced her
wrist down, down, down… and then he slammed the back of her hand against the dresser and
threw his hands in the air with a shout of victory as the female gaped in shock, looking down at
her hands and spluttering in stupid denial before she pointed at him and accused: “Cheating
bastard! I can lift a truck!”
“Well… I can lift two trucks.” Zerrex retorted, and then he grinned as he rose one arm
and flexed his bicep. “Bam.” A pause, and then he rose his other arm, flexing it as well as he
looked at her smugly. “And bam.”
The Benevolent shoved the dresser across the floor, glaring at him… and Zerrex quailed
back a bit, holding his hands up with a wince… but then she only smiled and extended a hand
suddenly, saying warmly: “My name‟s Madeline, I‟m the farmhand around here, doin‟ the work
of any five other people out in the orchard. You can just call me Missy, though, all everyone
does.”
“All everyone, huh?” Zerrex couldn‟t resist, and she sighed and slapped him across the
face with her extended hand, making him wince before she held it firmly towards him again, and
he took it after a moment, her grip firm and tight as he shook and said softly: “Zerrex Narrius.”
She looked at him oddly for a few moments at this, and then she laughed and slapped his
right arm lightly, saying in an entertained voice: “The tattoo is a nice touch, but nice try, big boy.
Fine, don‟t tell me your real name, I‟ll just call you Biggs.”

The reptile rolled his eyes but didn‟t bother to argue before she pointed sternly at the bed,
saying clearly: “Now lay back and take off your goddamn pants. Better I do it now when neither
Momma nor Poppa gotta see whatever‟s down there than later. I may not be no expert healer, but
I did take care of more injuries with my brothers and the idiot farmhands than I reckon most
doctors ever tend to in their entire lives.”
Zerrex grumbled under his breath, but when she grabbed at his pants again, he finally
shoved her away before removing them and his dirty boxers… and the Benevolent stared, then
giggled stupidly at the sight of his member as her eyes went wide before she grabbed his pants
when the Drakkaren reached for them, saying embarrassedly: “Now you stop that, you should
take it as a compliment. I never rode the bus at the rodeo before, after all, the most I ever got was
a bull that didn‟t have no horns to gore me good and proper with.”
“Oh will you shut up?” Zerrex covered his face with a groan, and then he grimaced when
she began to pilfer through his pockets, before she frowned a bit when she removed the
summoning plate, looking at it curiously. “And don‟t play with that. I‟ll need to use it to… call a
friend later.”
“Well now, I‟ll be. Here I was just making jokes about you and it turns out you might
have your butt burning in a deep-ass frying pan after all.” the female muttered, shaking her head
a bit before she put the plate aside, and then she glanced over at him, adding quietly: “Anyway,
Biggs. Let‟s have a look at you and maybe you can tell me what happened.”
The Drakkaren grunted, letting her check his body over… and she did seem to actually
know what she was doing, occasionally probing an area here or there a bit closer as the reptile
stayed mostly silent… but when she finally nudged him and looked at him flatly, the lizard
sighed and rolled his eyes, saying awkwardly: “Alright, alright. I made some enemies… who
locked me up in the fortress near here, Empyreal Throne. You know it?”
“Way up in the mountains, yeah, but I thought it was falling apart. I thought it was more
likely you got yourself jailed in Temptation, the town near the foot of the mountains. It‟s nothing
but a festering pit of jackasses by now, angels and demons and mortal all just sinnin‟ away and
rippin‟ good folks off.” She nodded a bit, grimacing a little as she touched along his face. “Shit,
and here I was hoping these weren‟t all scars on you, but I guess most of these are. You look like
you gone and fell outta the ugly tree and hit every damn branch on the way down „fore the damn
thing fell on you for good measure.”
“Well thanks, Missy, you‟re a real hoot.” Zerrex muttered, and the golden retriever
grinned at him as she brushed her long blonde locks back. “Can I have my pants back now?”
“Them grimy old things? I don‟t think so. You stay right there, I‟m gonna go get a
bucket, a sponge, and something for you to wear, you‟re filthy as a worm in the garden.” Missy
replied mildly, and she picked up the Drakkaren‟s jeans and boxers as the reptile huffed and
grabbed uselessly at her, but she easily made her way out of the room and shut the door primly
behind her, the reptile grumbling under his breath tiredly at this.
He glanced towards the summoning plate, wondering who he should contact… but he
already knew that making any contact with his Disciples would be dangerous, just like how the
node implanted above his collarbone ached faintly… but the reptile well-knew taking it out
would not only make him visible to allies, it would let his much-closer enemies lock on to his
location as well and put everyone around him into danger. At least this way, even the murderer
probably couldn‟t find him… and Zerrex closed his eyes as he sat slowly up on the bed, rubbing
at his grimy hair and thinking quietly about how he had been granted his selfish wishes, to be

mortal, to be powerless… and the cost of it was that everyone he had ever cared for was
suffering, if they weren‟t already dead.
The reptile shook his head a bit as he sighed softly, knowing he was in an impossible
position: on one hand, if he called for help, he‟d be endangering himself but more importantly,
his family… and on the other, he couldn‟t exactly go running up to Eratosthenes and just punch
the crap out of him. The Strange Beast had stolen his powers… and the reptile grimaced a little
before he glanced up as there was a quiet knock at the door, and he quickly half-wrapped the
comforter around him, hiding his nakedness as he called awkwardly: “Uh… come in?”
“Here, sweetie, I brought this for you.” the older female smiled softly as she pushed he
way in through the door, a large tray in her hands loaded with a simple sandwich, a salad, some
crackers, and a glass of some deep red liquid, two ice cubes floating in what the reptile suspected
was punch. It all smelled wonderful… and he smiled warmly at her as she set it down on the
dresser, not seeming to notice it was a little out of place. “I don‟t think we‟ve been introduced.
My name is Rebecca Hardy… and my husband is the Reverend Jason Hardy, who runs a church
outside Temptation that… hasn‟t been doing quite so well in recent times. Missy said we should
just call you Biggs.”
“That works.” Zerrex smiled a little, feeling awkward as he glanced up at the motherly
mortal female, noting the resemblances between her and Missy in the eyes, the shape of the
mouth, even the slenderness of their form. “She… well…”
“Oh, don‟t you mind Missy. It‟s just been an adjustment for her, working on our little
farm here instead of going back to Ire like she expected… but when the colonies landed where
they could, we took on the jobs we could too, you know?” She smiled at him again, kindly,
generously. “It‟s very different here than it is over in Ire, different climate, temperatures, fruit…
but we make the best we can of things. Having an angel around is a big help… she‟s always been
like a daughter to me, though. It‟s like our own little miracle, having her around again.”
Zerrex nodded a bit at this, and then he hesitantly slipped an arm free from the comforter
to pick up one of the sandwich halves and take a bite out of it… and then he chewed slowly,
relishing the taste of it and smiling at her in return. “This is good. Real good.”
“I‟m glad you like it, dear. I‟ll go put on some coffee, for later. Don‟t you worry if Missy
gets a little pushy, it‟s just her way… she‟s a lot like her poor mother, but she‟s sturdy and kind.
She‟ll treat you right, Mr. Biggs.” she said gently, patting him lightly on the knee before she
turned and left, and the reptile smiled amusedly at the new nickname he had picked up, shaking
his head slowly before he put the sandwich down to take a sip of the punch.
He relished the taste of it, strange, a little sharper, and… oh shit. His eyes widened, and
the reptile spat the liquid out of his muzzle convulsively just as Missy pushed into the door, the
Benevolent wincing at the splatter of red liquid before she scolded: “Well, howdy do to you,
Biggs, what in hell‟s name was that for?”
“Is this red wine?” Zerrex asked a little sharper than he intended, and the retriever looked
up in surprise before she shrugged a bit, now looking more curious than anything else as the
reptile put it aside, looking a little nauseated as he rubbed at his face. “Oh hell…”
“What, what is it? Yeah, watered down a little with cider and the ice… apple wine, we
call it, make it and bottle it right here, has kind of a strong aftertaste to it, don‟t it?” Missy said
absently as she used the sponge to quickly mop the liquid up before it could stain, and then she
dipped it in the soapy water in the bucket, wringing it out and adding flatly: “You better not spit
none of that sandwich stuff out, ain‟t like I ever get to eat that stuff.”

“You don‟t even need to eat, you‟re a Benevolent.” Zerrex muttered, and then he
grimaced a bit as he put the alcohol aside before scraping at his tongue moodily, even as his eyes
lingered on the glass. “I… I can‟t have alcohol, anyway. It‟s…. yeah.”
Why, one more sip won’t hurt… one glass, just to test how your system reacts to it…
innocent, harmless, you don’t have to have any more than that… Ravenlight whispered inside of
his mind, and the Drakkaren clenched his eyes shut as he tried to block him out… but instead, all
he saw was the image of the male grinning widely, a wine glass in one hand and raised, filled
with amber liquid as he said mockingly: Bottoms up, Zerrex. Anything to get rid of the pain.
“Whoa, hey there, sport, come back to the planet now.” Missy slapped his cheek lightly,
and the Drakkaren grunted, shaking his head out a bit as the female looked down at him
curiously. “If it‟s a problem well… I saw coffee‟s on. Can you have that at least, you big baby?”
“You‟re… a baby.” Zerrex muttered, and then he grumbled when the female pushed him
onto his back and pulled the covers away from him, adding grumpily: “Also, I am capable of
going to take a shower by myself-”
“Yeah, well, shower‟s all the way outside, by the latrine, and I highly doubt Momma and
Poppa want you using their private bathroom. Poppa‟s a little touchy about stuff like that.” Missy
said mildly, as she began to lightly sponge the Drakkaren. “Anyway, I used to volunteer at the
old folks‟ center so I know what I‟m doing with wrinkly old geezers like you. I‟m glad that even
if you ain‟t much in the looks department, you still got a good body, though.”
Zerrex grumbled, but let her go about her work, cleaning him off and doing a thorough
job, blushing only a bit as she wiped down his groin… and when she was satisfied, she had him
stand up and gathered up the dirty covers and her bucket and sponge, saying kindly: “Just sit
down, eat your lunch, I‟ll bring some coffee in to you and some new clothes.”
The Drakkaren nodded a bit, and then he said awkwardly, just as she was leaving:
“Thank you, Missy. Really.”
“That‟s just what decent folk do.” the retriever smiled benevolently over her shoulder at
him, then she winked and headed outside. Zerrex took her advice, but ate slowly, savoring the
food as he filled his body‟s hunger… and when she returned, Zerrex was surprised to see the
female had brought him not only a mug of coffee but also a pair of heavy cloth pants.
She tossed the pants in his lap and sat beside him, smiling at him as he smiled awkwardly
back at her, the two sipping in quiet for a few moments… and then she took a slow bite of her
apple before saying quietly: “You know, it‟s funny, Biggs. You don‟t strike me as the kind of
trash „round Temptation-parts. Y‟all also seem to know a little bit about Heaven and Hell… and
a lot of mortals these days ain‟t never even learned about the real facts of those matters, and
don‟t seem quite so interested in learning anything their religion ain‟t gonna teach „em. Even
with schools starting to be running more and more these days, you know that they‟ve been
having all kinds of fighting about what they should teach and shit. Lots of them concerned
parents peoples who just like to stir shit up and who protect their kiddies so much they drown
„em think that even though the planets of Heaven and Hell are right on up there, floating around
our heads, they still count as religion… and you know you can‟t have none of that religion stuff
in most schools these days, a lot of that thanks to Ire‟s influence.”
Zerrex grunted and nodded a bit, rubbing absently at his face. “Yeah, I remember that
back in the day. The Universal Accord for Separation, to avoid „influence and fanaticism that is
currently rampant in many school systems‟ and stuff. That was passed… when I was young.”
“You must‟ve been young a long time ago then, Biggs.” Missy smiled a little at him,
glancing over him curiously before she nudged the Drakkaren lightly. “So you know. I‟ve heard

legends of this Zerrex fella. They say he was the High King of Hell, and then he became a God
after mysteriously vanishing for ten years. How the hell does that happen? „Cause mister, if I
could vanish for ten years from the face of the planet and come back a goddess, I damn well
would. Then I could make the goddamn apples pick themselves off trees and the baskets walk
their lazy butts to the barn from the orchard, instead of me doing all the work while the other two
farmhands laze around like the idjits they are. I think Momma and Poppa keep „em on just out of
the kindness of their hearts… we only got the one orchard and the one berry crop, and I handle
most o‟ both of those myself good and easy, after all.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes at this, shaking his head a little and saying softly: “Yeah, except a
lot of gods only have direct dominion over one or two things. You could end up a goddess of the
apple orchards… and not able to do anything else at all. Not even able to beat me at arm
wrestling.” Zerrex paused, then punched her shoulder lightly as he sipped at his coffee, making
the female grunt and rock a bit. “Oh wait, you already can‟t.”
“Proud of picking on a girl, are you?” she asked flatly, but she looked miffed nonetheless
as she slowly rubbed at her shoulder. “Shit, and here I thought it was always a great joke to go
down to the bar on my nights off and wrassle some with the big jerks there. Even the Minotaurs I
used to be able to outdo now and then, so long as I was careful about it. Sure, you may be
stronger, but I bet I could kick your ass.”
“I would love to see you try.” Zerrex said amusedly, sipping slowly at his coffee, and as
the female glowered at him, he frowned a bit and then looked over at her curiously. “You know,
for a Benevolent who works on a farm, you‟re goddamn hot-blooded. What, were you some kind
of warrior princess in your former life or something?”
“I ain‟t no princess of nothing!” the female said in an offended voice, punching his right
arm firmly, and the Drakkaren winced and grunted as he swayed to the side, wincing at the way
the muscle flexed… and yet unable to stop himself from staring at this, slowly rolling his fingers
and marveling at how it was real flesh even as the canine rambled: “And anyway, who‟re you to
judge me? Damn, that‟s why I left Heaven in the first place, snuck on right out of there and got
myself through one of them fancy immigration portals. Then I had to run like heck for a little
while, but them angels ain‟t really interested in catching the people who‟re sneaking out… all
they care about are trying to catch the people who attempt to sneak on back in, that‟s the part you
really need one of them fancy ID thingies for.”
“You know, if they ever send a Hound out, it‟s going to lock on to you and eat you.”
Zerrex said flatly, and then he sipped slowly at his coffee, feeling like his mind was working a
little faster, his body was healing a little better, as he rubbed absently at his chest with his other
hand before glancing down at the manacle still locked over his arm. “Do you have the tools to
help me get this off?”
“What? Oh, that, sure, no problem at all. It‟ll be just like when Jake got his leg stuck in
that mailbox.” the female remarked easily, and she waved a hand airily. “I‟m pretty damn good
with the big saw out back… „course, with you, maybe I‟ll just use a hammer and chisel. Thing
looks rusted as fuck.”
She took a sip of her own coffee, looking curiously up and down the Drakkaren as he put
his mug aside and picked up his sandwich again to munch quietly, and he winced a bit as he
glanced awkwardly at her, but she only continued to half-stare at him. Then, as Zerrex finished
the sandwich, he stood up and carefully slipped his way into the cloth pants, and the female
immediately took the opportunity to start talking again, saying cheerfully: “Them there pants

belonged to an old client of Poppa‟s or something. One o‟ those big fellas, the Dragokkaren
types, so I hope they ain‟t too small for you. You gotta be… what, nine feet tall?”
Zerrex rolled his eyes as he slipped the pants on, glancing over at her and replying dryly:
“Eight foot two. But you were only off by ten inches, so don‟t feel too bad, Missy.”
The female rolled her eyes, biting out another large chunk of the apple as she said sourly:
“Well, la-di-da, Biggs, I‟m sorry I ain‟t exactly able to get things exactly right.”
The Drakkaren grumbled a bit in response to this as he glanced down at the pants: they
hung a little loose, revealing some of the smooth scales of his groin, but he thought they were
okay. He could always do something more about it later… and the lizard grabbed the summoning
plate from the dresser and tucked it into his pocket before he grimaced a bit when Missy said
firmly: “Now hold on, Biggs. Don‟t think all this is gonna be for free. I convinced Poppa to let
you stay the night, but only „cause I fell a little behind on the orchard-picking, so you‟re gonna
stay tonight and at least part of tomorrow. We‟ll get that thing off you, but then we‟re gonna do
some work. You look like you‟re in good enough shape for a little work, after all.”
Zerrex grumbled a bit, looking at her moodily… but then he sighed and nodded, realizing
he didn‟t exactly have much of a choice, anyway. Until he figured out what he was going to do,
he might as well stay here… and he did owe these kind people at least that for taking him in.
Despite all the big stuff looming over him… he couldn‟t start just ignoring the little stuff now,
either. Besides. Maybe it’ll be good for me. I just hope that… enough of those thoughts. “Alright,
I‟m not in any position to argue, but I can‟t stay more than today and tomorrow, maybe
tomorrow night.”
Missy looked a little surprised, but then she nodded slowly before saying quietly:
“Alright then, Biggs. Come on. Take that tray out and follow me, we‟ll talk to Poppa and
Momma a bit, I‟m sure they wanna know what‟s going on too.”
Zerrex grunted a bit, putting the mug of coffee on the tray and picking it up… and then
Missy snatched the apple wine off the tray and guzzled it quickly before she let out a sigh and
put the glass back down with a grin. “And you didn‟t eat your damn salad, either.”
“Well, you take it.” Zerrex said moodily, and Missy quickly snatched the bowl up as the
Drakkaren shook his head a bit, then allowed the country girl to take the lead, heading into the
hallway and following her, past the entrance door and into a small, slightly-rounded kitchen.
Rebecca took the tray from him with a smile, and Zerrex smiled awkwardly back as he
picked up a handful of crackers from it before sitting at the cluttered square table, as she asked
kindly: “Shall I refill your coffee, Mr. Biggs?”
“Please.” Zerrex nodded to her with another smile as Missy sat in a chair beside him.
They both sat across from the reverend, who now had a small pair of glasses on over his muzzle
and a pile of religious texts in front of him… but what interested the Drakkaren most was the
variety of scriptures. Unity Bible, Zionist Scrolls, Pre-Ire Testaments… guy knows his stuff.
The reverend glanced up at him, and the older canine looked thoughtfully over Zerrex‟s
scarred body as he rubbed anxiously at his tattoo, before the jowly dog nodded a bit and then
sighed at Missy when she dropped a bit of salad over some of his papers. “Missy, do you mind?”
“Not at all.” Missy said cheerfully, then she smiled when Rebecca approached, refilling
her cup and passing a new mug full of coffee to Zerrex, and as the elderly female turned back to
the counter, Missy sprung out of her seat and headed over the fridge, calling: “Biggs, you want
some cream and sugar?”
“Sure.” Zerrex glanced at her, feeling embarrassed at where his thoughts first went to…
and then she gave him a devilish grin behind her father‟s back as Rebecca looked with

exasperation at their semi-adopted Benevolent daughter, but the reverend barely seemed to
notice as he continued to look at Zerrex, frowning a little. The Drakkaren looked back
awkwardly, and then he cleared his throat, saying lamely: “Thank you for… being so generous. I
really appreciate the help.”
“We‟re just doing what good people do. Although if you could give us some assistance in
return, I‟d appreciate it…” The reverend pulled his glasses off, rubbing slowly at his face for a
moment before he replaced them and said quietly: “Normally my wife and I are around to
supervise and help out with chores… but because of some struggles in Temptation right now,
I‟ve been having to spend a lot of time at the church and Rebecca usually comes with me to help
clean things up and look after the bookkeeping. I‟m no damn good at the bookkeeping.”
Rebecca only smiled kindly as she approached the table with her own mug of coffee,
sitting on the far side as Missy returned with the cream and sugar, then shoved herself against his
side as she sat down, making him grumble and shove back against the Benevolent childishly.
They bickered for a moment, and then Rebecca commented softly: “Just like siblings already.
I‟m sure you and Missy will be able to look after things fine… that is, Mr. Biggs, if you‟re okay
with helping out some. You seem like you‟re… in a hurry.”
“Yeah, but I need… to do some thinking anyway. This will help with that, I‟m sure.”
Zerrex replied with a bit of a smile, and then he made a face at Missy when she began to dollop
sugar and cream into his coffee. “You know, I can do that myself.”
“Shut up.” Missy replied cheerfully, and then she stirred the Drakkaren‟s coffee a few
times before pulling the spoon out of the almond-colored liquid and putting it in her mouth,
sipping at it absently. “Just „bout right. Poppa, why don‟t you tell Biggs here what you want him
to do? He seems plenty eager to work, so we‟ll get right to that after we get that nasty manacle
off him.”
The reverend glanced back and forth, and the jowly canine sighed a bit before he closed
the bible in front of him over a note-covered sheet, saying mildly: “I‟m sure you can do that
yourself, Missy. Biggs, admittedly what interests me more is learning a little about the situation
you were in… Temptation is a foul place where anyone can get into trouble, and I‟d feel a little
more comfortable knowing a little more about you.”
The Drakkaren rubbed at his head a bit, the chain jangling beside his head as he tried to
think of how to phrase it… but then Missy said firmly, as she slapped the Drakkaren on the arm:
“Don‟t you worry, Poppa, Biggs here might be a little rough around the edges, but he‟s a smartenough fella from what I‟ve gathered. Besides, I‟ll be keeping an eye on him… for now, why
don‟t we best just let him get his thoughts in order?”
“You really are an angel, Missy.” Rebecca said kindly, and the reverend sighed a little
before he nodded slowly, even as he looked nervously around the table. Zerrex glanced
awkwardly back and forth before he picked up his mug of coffee, and he barely had time to take
a sip of it before Missy suddenly grabbed his arm and half-yanked him to his feet, the Drakkaren
wincing as he stumbled a bit before she firmly tugged him into the hallway, Rebecca calling: “Be
careful out there! And watch the skies, it might start raining!”
“Got it, Momma!” Missy called cheerfully back as she shoved the door open and yanked
the Drakkaren down the steps, a bit of coffee sloshing out of the mug he was still holding before
she pulled him towards the barn, saying easily: “Let‟s get on going then and… hey, you in your
damn bare feet? Well, no matter, there‟s some boots in the barn that ought to fit you.”
Zerrex grumbled under his breath, but he nodded a bit as she continued to tug him ahead,
sipping at his coffee as the female continued easily: “Anyway, job‟s simple, pick the apples, put

„em in the baskets, don‟t drop „em, all that stuff. I‟m gonna do most of the apple picking today,
though, „cause that‟s always been the way and I ain‟t gonna screw up my record for your damn
sake. But there‟s some dying trees that need to be cut down near the edge of the orchard… think
some nasty beetles got into the wood and ate „em all up, so we gotta cut the tree down and burn it
before the bugs spread.”
The Drakkaren nodded a little at this, taking another long drink of his coffee as Missy
shoved the barn door open, and then rushed over to a half-hidden storage cabinet, yanking the
rusty door open and digging through it with a grumble before she held up a chipped axe and a
pair of large rubber boots, saying mildly: “How‟s this look?”
The reptile grimaced at the sight of the boots: they were gunky, covered in cobwebs, and
gross, in a word. He automatically held a hand up and muttered a cleansing spell… but nothing
happened whatsoever, and the lizard only felt embarrassed after a moment as Missy looked at
him oddly, then held the boots out towards his outstretched hand. “What was that you was
mumbling about?”
“Just that I hope nothing bites me when I put these on.” Zerrex replied morbidly, only a
half-lie as he turned the boots upside down and shook them firmly… and a patter of black
something-or-other fell out, making the lizard wince before he wheezed as he realized it was just
dead leaves. “I hate bugs.”
“Big strong guy like you, and you‟re scared of some little buggy-wuggies?” jeered the
female with a wide grin, and the Drakkaren glared at her before he quickly stepped into the
footwear… and then looked down with surprise at how well they fit. “Yeah, one of the
farmhands is a bigger guy with big feet, „cept right now he‟s probably either snoozing above our
heads or snoozing in the bushes somewhere. All that time he spends in Temptation catches up to
his sorry ass.”
“So what exactly is Temptation? I was in a town briefly, but it was so rundown I thought
it was abandoned.” Zerrex said slowly, and Missy smiled a little at him as he took the axe next,
automatically rubbing his right thumb along the blade and grimacing in distaste: not at the slight
pain in his scales from pressing too hard, unused to that part of him being flesh-and-blood… but
instead at how ugly and ragged the blade was. “What the hell did you try and cut with this,
stone?”
“Hey, you gotta make do with what you can find!” the female said flatly, and then she
shook her head a bit, rubbing at the underside of her muzzle slowly. “And well… only
Temptation‟s main drag stays open all night long, you see. Main Street and Red Light Alley.
Gambling parlors, bars, strip-joints, whores and con-artists and thieves, it‟s a real den of
inequity. The rest of the town is just a ramshackle, ugly-ass place where too many good folks go
wrong and even the bad folk are scared of going out at night… apparently folks disappear on a
regular basis, day or night, so most people stick inside their houses when they ain‟t trying to
stick up some other poor slob and steal the clothes off his back.”
Zerrex grunted a bit, nodding and rubbing at his head slowly before Missy added, her
excitement of talking to someone new apparently overwhelming whatever little restraint she had:
“And well, not to mention that there‟s supposed to be some kind of cult up in the mountains, one
that worships those crazy-ass Strange Beasts or whatever they‟re called, that everyone‟s got a
bee in their bonnet about these days. You ever see one of them Strange Beasts?”
“Don‟t ask.” Zerrex grimaced a bit as Missy looked at him curiously, and then she
headed back into the storage closet before she emerged carrying an anvil, grunting a bit and
dropping this to the barn floor and wincing when the wood cracked a bit beneath the straw.

Zerrex looked dumbly at this, and Missy disappeared for another moment… only to return with a
chisel and mallet, the Drakkaren wincing and raising his hands hesitantly. “Now wait…”
“Don‟t be a baby.” the golden retriever grumbled, and Zerrex glowered at her before he
sighed and dropped to his knees on the other side of the anvil, wincing a bit as he held his arm
out and took one last guzzle from his mug for reassurance before tossing the cup aside in the
straw, and Missy quickly took his manacled forearm and turned it back and forth before she
settled on a large crack in the metal near the rusted hinge, saying quietly: “Just hold still for me,
alright?”
Zerrex gritted his teeth… then he winced when the female hammered firmly on the
chisel, and the hinge popped upwards with a clank as the brittle metal cracked. Zerrex wheezed a
bit at faint, pinching pain, glad the chisel hadn‟t sunken into his arm… and then the female
repositioned the chisel, and the Benevolent hammered it into a small space between the other
hinge and the shackle, making it bounce weakly once before she hammered again, a little harder,
and it popped open , the armlet snapping in half in a brittle hail of metal slivers and revealing the
Drakkaren‟s bruised, dirty forearm.
The reptile grumbled as he rubbed at this slowly, and then he smiled awkwardly at Missy
as she smiled back, saying kindly: “Wasn‟t so bad, was it? Now anyway, Biggs. I‟ll show you
around to work. Don‟t you go half-assing anything on me, though, I‟ll shove that axe right up
where the sun don‟t shine.”
Zerrex grumbled under his breath as he stood up, and then he automatically reached
down and picked up the anvil with a grunt, muscles flexing as the Benevolent said
embarrassedly: “No, hey I can get that!”
“Oh, shut up. You‟re not even a real angel. And I already beat you at arm wrestling.”
Zerrex said flatly, and Missy huffed and blushed deeply as the Drakkaren turned and carried it
into the storage closet. He put it down… then turned around with an awkward smile when he saw
her still standing out in the barn, looking away. “I‟m… sorry, I‟m just… it‟s been a rough few
days.”
“It‟s okay, no harm done now.” Missy walked towards him, holding out the chisel and
mallet, and Zerrex took these from her, turning to a large tool shelf and quickly locating where
the hammers were hung and the chisels were kept, the reptile admiring the organization despite
the messy state of everything else before he turned around… and saw the female was still
standing awkwardly close, wincing a bit down at her as she gazed up at him softly. “I could have
been an angel, you know. But it just… didn‟t feel right. Heaven didn‟t feel right. The only thing
that‟s felt right so far is bein‟ here on the mortal planet… and Poppa studies all kinds of lore and
Momma‟s always so nice, not like my real Momma, who is an angel up in Heaven…”
She shook her head a bit, and then the retriever smiled at him awkwardly. “Sorry, Biggs,
my mouth starts running and my mind takes too long to catch up sometimes. So where do you
think you‟ll end up when you die?”
“Hell.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Missy laughed and slapped his hip lightly before she
grabbed his forearm, yanking him along again and stopping only so she could pick up the
chipped axe as the Drakkaren only sighed this time. “You know, you can just ask me to follow
you if you want me to go somewhere…”
“And where‟s the fun in that?” the female asked cheerfully, and Zerrex grumbled under
his breath as they headed to the back of the barn before she shoved her way through a large back
door, and they almost plowed into a sleepy-looking bear with large, Y-shaped horns sticking out
of either side of his skull, his paunchy belly hanging low in front of him over his jeans and his

white t-shirt speckled with dirt and grass stains. The ursine had thick, powerful limbs, and dull,
dumb eyes, his fingers ending not in claws but large, simple nubs as the Benevolent scolded:
“God damn it, Jake. Where the hell have you been all morning?”
“In… back. I was helping.” the bear half-defended himself, and then he yawned a bit and
trudged past them, paying no attention whatsoever to either of them except to mutter: “I need
some coffee…”
“Prick!” Missy shouted after him, and then she sighed as Zerrex snorted in amusement
before glaring up at him. “You see the kinds of help I have around here? Claims he‟s a demon,
once helped lift the goddamn truck back on the road, and yet now he don‟t do jack-shit around
here!”
Zerrex, however, only shook his head in amusement, saying mildly: “Well, he is a
demon. He‟s a Sloth demon, an Everest, though… and you can‟t really motivate Sloth demons to
do much of anything.”
Missy looked stupefied at this, and then she frowned at him as Zerrex looked mildly
back, before she asked slowly: “Biggs, how the hell do you know so much about everything?
Half the mortals I run into think I‟m an angel just „cause I came from Heaven and assume I got
wings and all that nine yards. I reckon I don‟t do much to try and dissuade people from that
mighty fine assumption about me but still, you recognized me no problem and now y‟all know
what the hell kind of demon someone is just by looking at them? You some kind of fancy-pants
supernatural bounty hunter or something?”
“Yeah, that‟s me. A fancy-pants bounty hunter.” Zerrex said mildly, and Missy grumbled
before she began to pull him along once more, axe swinging easily at her side as the Drakkaren
added flatly: “And it‟s really not all that hard once you get the basics down, by the way…
besides, the reverend looked like he knows a thing or two about Heaven and Hell and all that,
with the way he had all those different texts out there…”
Missy snorted in amusement at this as she pulled him down a narrow path towards a wide
field filled with apple trees, the Drakkaren looking up in surprise at the size of the orchard as she
said mildly: “Oh yeah, but that‟s just a guessing game he plays, really, and demons and angels
both ain‟t worth shit to talk to themselves about their own… everything. But Poppa does know
enough to know that I‟m a Benevolent, and that getting your wings in Heaven is a real hard feat
these days unless you kiss ass to the Council… and he knows that demons ain‟t all bad, and
about Inquisitors and Punishment and all that stuff.”
The reptile nodded a bit, and then Missy became more businesslike, pointing towards the
edge of the field and two visibly-withered trees. “Now, see those? I need you to cut those down,
and drag „em a little ways down the path. Just ten, twenty feet or so, and then we‟ll burn them
when you get „em both moved.”
The Drakkaren nodded a bit, glancing towards her, and Missy smiled after a moment at
him, saying quietly: “As for me, I‟m gonna be working the last acre or so. Won‟t take me long…
in fact, normally I‟d expect to be done before you, but you already surprised me once so I ain‟t
gonna underestimate you again. Cut them trees down, drag „em off, wait for me. Can you handle
that?”
She thrusted the axe towards him, and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes as he took it, saying
flatly: “Don‟t tempt me to hack you with this thing. I know even as a Benevolent you‟d heal
faster and can survive a lot more damage than mortals can.”
“Speaking of surviving damage, you look like you‟ve survived more than any mortal I‟ve
met… and that‟s saying something.” Missy said softly, reaching a finger out and stroking over

his chest thoughtfully, and the reptile winced and flailed at her before the country girl laughed
and slapped his breast firmly, making the reptile hiss through his teeth in pain as his fractured
ribs groaned. “Oh, suck it up, peachy-pie. You behave yourself today and I‟ll let you take me on
a date tonight.”
“Maybe I‟m not interested in dating guys.” Zerrex muttered, and Missy looked at him
stupidly before she glared at him, but visibly failed to come up with a good retort, making the
Drakkaren snort in entertainment before he turned and headed towards the nearest withered tree,
calling easily: “I don‟t have any money, so you‟re paying, either way.”
Missy shouted a nonsense vulgarity at his back and then stormed off, and the Drakkaren
shook his head a bit before he touched the tree absently… and then he drew back in surprise,
looking at his fingers curiously. Slowly, he reached out and touched the bark again, closing his
eyes and concentrating a bit more… and he could feel the pulse of its energy, the way it
connected to the ground, to everything around it, its slow decay as creatures inside it tunneled
and writhed… and then he stumbled backwards and looked down at his hand again, murmuring
softly: “What the hell…”
He could still sense energies… and when Zerrex closed his eyes and took a slow breath…
he could vaguely sense where Missy was without having to look up, somehow… strangely sure
she was still stomping away, yet her energies were excited. He couldn‟t sense her emotions…
but nonetheless, he could tell she was in a raised state of alertness, and that she wasn‟t mortal.
Just like he was somehow sure there was someone at the edge of the field… and the Drakkaren
frowned a bit as he glanced towards the tall grasses before he hammered the head of the axe
against the rotting tree, and an ugly, small apple fell from the branches above, the lizard reaching
out and catching this with a slight smile at his own reflexes before he almost absently lobbed the
apple towards where he could still vaguely sense the energy signature… and the apple vanished
into the tall grasses before there was a loud clunk as it hit something, and a surly voice shouted:
“Okay, okay, I‟m up!”
A moment later, an exhausted-looking weasel slowly crawled his way out of the pushes,
wearing ragged work clothes, eyes sunken and two small, triangular horns standing out of his
skull. He looked moodily up, and then his eyes widened slowly as he stared at Zerrex before
quickly leaping to his feet, holding his hands above his head with a squeak. “Oh shit, dude, oh
shit! Listen, listen, tell Carbone I got the money, really, he doesn‟t have to do this!”
“Like most Greed demons, I see you‟re an idiot.” Zerrex muttered, and he took the axe in
both hands, the male immediately squealing as he covered his head with his arms… but the
Drakkaren only turned and slammed the chipped blade into the trunk of the tree, satisfied by the
loud crunch of bark and how deep he was able to dig the damaged axe-blade. The tree was
narrow and the rotten state of it meant it was easy work, as he yanked the blade back and
slammed it home again, chopping a wide triangular cut into the wood, already halfway through
as the Greed demon slowly uncovered his face.
The Drakkaren slammed the axe home into the cut again, and the tree trembled and listed
slightly… and Zerrex reached out to grab the body of the narrow trunk before he pulled it
towards himself as he stepped out of the way, grimacing a bit as his right leg grumbled angrily at
him and he held his arms over his head as several loose branches pattered down as the tree fell
forwards with a loud crunch. Zerrex glanced at the base of the tree, where a bit of rubbery wood
was still connecting trunk to stump, and the lizard slammed the axe into this to sever it
completely before he glanced up at the now-relieved Greed demon. “Can you gather up the fallen
branches and everything while I drag this away to be burned?”

“Sure, chief, no problem!” the weasel said eagerly, and Zerrex grunted before he
carefully grabbed two of the larger branches, hefting the fallen tree with a grunt as the weasel
dashed over and began to hurriedly pick up branches, saying quickly: “Sorry for the scare there,
I… I mean, I was the one who was scared but… you know what I mean. My name‟s Derek,
Derek Louis… are you a new farmhand? You replacing that oddball Jake? You from Temptation
too?”
Zerrex smiled a little at this, saying mildly: “I camped out in the barn last night and
Missy and her family helped me out a bit, so… I‟m going to stick around for a few days when I
sort things out. I‟m not from Temptation, but I think I‟m going to have to head through there and
up into the mountains-”
“Oh, dude, you don‟t want to do that.” the weasel said immediately, and Zerrex tilted his
head curiously as he dropped the tree a good distance away, on a dead patch of grass where it
looked things had been piled before. Derek hurried over to him, dropping his armload of
branches he had gathered up, and looked up at him seriously as he said: “See, you obviously…
can guess what I was doing in Temptation, if you know about the place at all. And then I took a
real dumb bet, too, to go up into the mountains myself, but I barely started going up that way
before I ran into what the folks around there call the Serpent Rex. It‟s… some kind of giant…
squiggly… thing!”
Zerrex looked at the Greed demon for a moment, and then he shook his head and headed
towards the axe, and Derek followed after him, the all of five-foot tall demon flailing and
gesticulating wildly as he continued excitedly: “See, we all knew there were weird-ass transports
and patrols and cults and shit, all kinds of crazy stuff in the mountains, but it‟s like that thing is
guarding them, and only certain people can pass at certain times, it‟s crazy! They say it‟s a
legend to stop people from going any further than Temptation but I swear to you I saw it myself,
and now Carbone wants me dead because I dropped the shit I was supposed to deliver to some…
castle in the mountains or something, I dunno.”
The Drakkaren looked at him sharply at this, and the weasel flushed, holding his hands
up and stammering: “D-Don‟t tell Missy, okay, I mean… it was a one-time deal, normally I
don‟t mule shit like that and I never bring my… my work home or my home to work or-”
“Carbone knows the people in the Empyreal Throne?” Zerrex overrode him clearly, and
now the weasel looked relieved, the Greed demon immediately brightening and nodding a bit.
“Yeah!” he exclaimed brightly, and then he grinned as he picked slowly at one of his
yellowed teeth, looking appraisingly up and down the Drakkaren. “You know… I might even be
able to cut you in. You know, you act as a kind of middle between me and Carbone until he cools
down enough that he doesn‟t want to kill me anymore, and I fence whatever he gives to sell and
shit… and you know, there‟s-”
“Just tell me about Carbone.” Zerrex said flatly, as he picked up the axe and then halfturned to slam it into the foot of the other tree, and the weasel‟s eyes widened as he winced and
stared at the sight of the axe buried more than halfway through the trunk, before the Drakkaren
simply leaned against the handle and twisted firmly upwards, sending cracks radiating through
both the stump and the body of the tree before the Drakkaren shoved his palm against it with a
grunt and it slowly slumped forwards, the weasel stumbling out of the way and staring stupidly
as Zerrex easily hammered one last axe blow into the bottom of the rotten tree, severing trunk
from stump completely.
Derek swallowed a bit as Zerrex dropped the axe and easily grabbed one of the larger
branches, and immediately the weasel started to gather other fallen branches, saying quickly:

“Carbone is one of the kingpins of Temptation, he… he runs drugs and smuggles shit all over the
place. There‟s him, Lester, and Stallone, those three run the different rackets between themselves
and every now and then take out one of the smaller players who are honing in too much on their
work. The reason they get along is „cause they all handle different shit… Lester works the
slavery and prostitution rings and Stallone controls the casinos and stuff.
“They… all work for one dude apparently, though, some guy who doesn‟t involve
himself in Temptation… they‟re supposed to be a team of recruiters or some shit who set
themselves up as underground kings when their boss wasn‟t looking. Every now and then people
disappear, but usually they end up dead or in Lester‟s slave trade, but sometimes… they‟re just
gone. Other people pop back up after months, claiming they were in the mountains working for
some crazies… I dunno, it‟s all rumor and hearsay, though.” Derek paused, looking over at the
Drakkaren as the reptile tossed the tree down, and then he grinned a bit as he dropped the
branches, saying slowly: “You know, I might remember more for the right price, though…”
Zerrex‟s response was to simply pick up one of the small, dead apple trees and then snap
it in half with his bare hands, the rotten trunk breaking like a twig as his biceps bulged
powerfully, and the weasel‟s eyes slowly widened before he pulled at his collar and mumbled:
“Oh… I… I might… remember one or two tidbits more after all, yeah. Dunno if this will help
you but… I tried to rush the job, it‟s why Carbone wants me dead. I didn‟t go when he told me
to, I tried to take the drugs up to meet his client a few hours early, and that‟s when I saw the
Serpent Rex. I dropped the drugs and ran like hell, but… thankfully the thing didn‟t follow me
very far. It must be trained or some shit… but the thing barely left a goddamn mark behind itself,
I shit you not.”
The Drakkaren nodded after a moment with a bit of a frown, and then he headed over
towards the rotten, narrow stumps, yanking the axe up from where it was buried halfway into one
before he glanced over his shoulder at the weasel as he hovered curiously around the Drakkaren.
“Why you so interested in that anyway? You got a beef with someone up at the top of the
mountain? Because if I were you, I‟d drop it. Ain‟t no way past the Serpent Rex.”
“Then I‟ll just kill it.” Zerrex said mildly, and Derek started to laugh… before he caught
the seriousness in Zerrex‟s eyes even as he smiled slightly, absently resting the axe against his
shoulder as he said softly: “Anything dies if you hit it enough times.”
“I… I think I‟m going to go now.” the Greed demon grinned weakly, stepping backwards
and raising his hands, and then he turned and bolted as Zerrex rolled his eyes. He was glad he
had the extra information… but all the same… now it just seemed like things were going to be
even harder, as he sighed a bit and let his eyes slowly close, brushing his ivory hair back and
shaking it out with a grimace. He could feel it tickling against the middle of his back… but he
couldn‟t remember how long it had been when he‟d gone into battle, so it was impossible to
guess how fast it was growing. He was healing ridiculously fast for a mortal, too, though… but
not nearly as fast as he had even back as a demon, the lizard shaking his head slowly and
knowing that maybe there was a second blessing in this delay he was suffering after all. He was
mortal again: he had to remember the limitations that came with.
He had to eat… to sleep… and he would take time to heal. His body would tire quickly
instead of showing endless reserves of stamina, his eyes could no longer see in the dark, magic
didn‟t work and he couldn‟t alter reality… and the Drakkaren held out a hand in front of himself,
then grimaced when he only achieved a few weak sparks of energy above his palm. His energy
powers had been stolen, too, and those he had actually possessed when mortal… but then he
paused and frowned a bit, glancing upwards thoughtfully. Wait, no. I could sense… can still

sense… energy signatures. I’m still receptive to them… to a point where I can even detect how
alert a person is, even if I can’t read their emotions. It doesn’t feel like I can create a sphere,
but…
Zerrex held his hand up, clenching it into a fist as he concentrated… and his muscles
flexed, pain whispering through the limb for a moment before they began to shimmer faintly
with faint blue radiance, and the Drakkaren smiled grimly before he slammed his aura-shrouded
fist down into the stump… and it shattered like glass, the Drakkaren grunting at this before he
rose his hand and flexed it slowly, his knuckles only faintly stinging. He was starting to
understand now: he had lost his major abilities, perhaps, but he could still concentrate his own
energies and sense others… and then he winced as he heard a crash, looking dumbly over to see
Missy gaping at him, a basket of apples overturned at her feet before the Drakkaren wildly shook
his glowing arm until the aura faded, grinning dumbly: “Spontaneous combustion?”
“What the fuck was that?” Missy blurted, and then she cursed and almost tripped on the
apple basket before glaring at it and flipping it back upright, rapidly gathering the apples back
into it as she muttered: “You‟re just full of surprises, ain‟t you? Strong as an ox and knowing so
much about the not-mortal and now showing off some weird kind of supernatural powers, what
the hell are you, Biggs?”
She looked up at him querulously, and the Drakkaren shrugged a bit before the female
stormed over, the Benevolent snatching the axe away from him and tossing it aside before she
prodded his chest firmly, saying flatly: “You got five seconds to give me a damn good answer or
I‟m gonna wrassle you to the ground and make you beg for your mommy, you hear me? One-”
“Okay, enough!” Zerrex said flatly, holding his hands up, and then he sighed a bit,
rubbing at his face awkwardly and muttering: “I wasn‟t… I mean, I was a mortal. Then I wasn‟t
and now… I‟m mortal again. They stole what makes me… me, up on top of that mountain.”
“The disappearances! Maybe that‟s what they‟re doing, that damn cult!” Missy
exclaimed, and she began to dance back and forth, grinning widely and throwing fists at the air
as Zerrex stared at her dumbly. “What a rush! We should high-tail it up there ourselves and slug
it out and get you your powers back… I bet you was a demon, wasn‟t you? What were you,
Wrath? Pride? Or maybe Lust?”
She grinned at him, leaning in close, and Zerrex reached up and grabbed her shoulders,
saying quietly: “I know you have good intentions, Missy, but these are not people you want to
tangle with. You‟re a Benevolent. It‟s not just demons and angels up there, it‟s Strange Beasts.
You can‟t get involved.”
“Dammit, I ain‟t no little girl!” Missy shouted and shoved him backwards, and then she
shook her head vehemently, saying sharply: “My whole damn life I‟ve wanted to be something
more… when I was growing up under the rich girl‟s roof, I dreamed of getting out of there… and
I did for all of six months after my mother died „fore that big storm of shit hit the world and
killed me dead. I went to Heaven and hated it, all I wanted was to leave, it was like being stuck
back in the fancy-pants house all over again, except this time my dumb greedy mother had
finally gotten out of debt with everything and everyone and had managed to find her way into
some strange rich angel‟s bed and gotten herself all the luxury she felt she deserved.
“I don‟t want luxury, though, I want adventure, and competition, but the Vanguard
wouldn‟t accept no newbie and Benevolent ain‟t allowed to join the ranks of the Angelic Army,
not „lessen they wanna clean slop or be a grunt. I don‟t wanna be a grunt, I wanna be an
adventurer!” Missy clenched her hands into fists, and Zerrex half-admired, half-pitied the
childishness that had seemingly never died out of this brave and brazen country girl. “I don‟t

care how hard it‟d be… and… goddammit, I love it here, I‟d wanna return here, but I wanna live,
too. Don‟t you get it? I wanna live.”
“If you want to live, Missy, then you should live here. And not die trying to climb that
mountain.” Zerrex said quietly, and the golden retriever looked up at him, trembling a bit as he
grasped her arms gently. “I lived a life full of adventure, you know. And while I wouldn‟t change
it… don‟t think that I don‟t strive for a boring life these days. Trouble… just keeps finding me.
And I‟ve lost… so many friends now.” He looked away, watching as a breeze ruffled through the
apple orchard, eyes closing. “It‟s not always worth it, Missy. Not when you realize that the more
successful you are… the more your friends will be put into danger.”
Missy looked at him silently for a few moments… and then she beat her hands against his
chest quietly before sighing and pushing at him, muttering: “You should still let me help, you
asshole.”
“And I will. But you aren‟t going to come with me.” Zerrex said emphatically, and the
female grumbled a bit before they glared at each other… but then the reptile shook his head a bit,
walking over and picking up the basket of apples. “Come on. Let‟s finish up work here. We got
that date tonight, don‟t we?”
That cheered the golden retriever up a little… and she perked up more as Zerrex helped
her in the orchards, harvesting apples and inspecting trees. While they worked, the Drakkaren
thought quietly about his own words, knowing more and more he was going to need help… and
he settled finally on the one person he knew he could contact safely with the summoning circle,
although it might still attract unwanted attention. He would do it tonight… and as they moved
from picking apples to the two standing side-by-side as they set the dead trees aflame and
watched them burn and smolder inside a safety ring of wetted grass and piled up-dirt, the reptile
knew that Missy has thoughts of her own in mind.
She surprised him by keeping quiet, however… at least until they were heading back to
the house, and then she turned around and stopped him at the bottom of the stairs, saying firmly:
“Stay right there. I‟m going to go and get my purse and the keys for the truck, and we‟ll go out
for ice cream and you‟re gonna tell me more about yourself, you hear?”
Zerrex grumbled a bit at her, but then he nodded, and she nodded firmly back before
turning and heading into the house… and the Drakkaren glanced off to the side, rubbing absently
at his head before he frowned a bit at the sight of the Sloth demon from earlier sitting against one
of the supports and snoring quietly away. The reptile inspected the Everest for a few moments…
and then he walked towards him and booted him lightly in the hip, but he only grunted and
shifted a little, snorting and then continuing to snore loudly in his sleep.
The reptile shook his head a bit, then he glanced up as Missy came out of the house,
running quickly down the stairs with a messenger bag thrown awkwardly over one shoulder and
a set of keys jangling in her hand as she motioned towards the pickup, saying easily: “Come on,
Biggs, let‟s get moving. Don‟t you go ordering too much shit, either, I only get paid so much you
know since I‟m kind of doing this as a favor for Momma and Poppa. I swear, I‟m in my forties
and I still feel like and get treated like a damn kid.”
“You still look like a damn kid, too, you know.” Zerrex remarked, but Missy smiled and
obviously took this as a compliment as she gazed over at him with entertainment, the Drakkaren
rubbing slowly at his face as he walked with her towards the truck. “How old do I look to you,
out of curiosity?”
“I dunno. Forties, maybe your fifties? You seem like you‟re in too decent shape for that,
but I guess if you ain‟t lying about this „stealing powers‟ shit up on top of the mountain, maybe

you got lucky. They say up in Heaven that after you die, you permanently „lock-in‟ to the age
you felt your best at, right? I dunno how true that goes in Hell too, though.”
“The physical soul takes on the appearance of the age it was best represented by, yeah.”
Zerrex said softly, smiling a little over at the female as he reached the passenger side door… and
then he grimaced at how small the interior of the pickup truck looked, and instead he grabbed the
side of the back of the truck and vaulted easily into the bed, wincing a little at the twinge his bad
leg gave as he sat back against the rear window as Missy sat comfortably in the driver‟s side and
popped the rear window open, looking amusedly out at him with a grin. “I‟m not going to fit in
there. I didn‟t even know they made trucks with fronts that small.”
“Welcome to Lailland. Believe me, this was the biggest one Poppa could find, too.”
Missy said amusedly, and then she shook her head a bit and started the engine, saying softly: “I
ain‟t gonna pretend I understand how the hell this all happens. How we can be souls… and yet
not, at the same time: how the hell we can even exist, all things considered.” She halted as she
glanced ahead, making sure all was clear up ahead before she drove along the tire prints in the
ground, rumbling forwards as Zerrex grunted at the lack of shocks as he was bounced up and
down. “So how long were you dead for? You an old-timer demon?”
“I ain‟t now, am I?” Zerrex grumbled, and he winced a bit as he bounced again before
shaking his head a little, saying quietly: “Been a lot of years since I died. Pre-Merge, too, so…
that‟s a lot more years right there, if you know about the old time differences between
everything.”
The female nodded a little, replying easily: “Yeah, I thought they were legend, too… just
like that Zerrex guy, wasn‟t he really just an allegory or something? I mean, when you mention
him to some demons, they say he‟s just some Ambassador working for the new High Monarch…
and a lot of people talk about how he was always supposed to be involved in this battle or that,
but the official records are really hard to get because some historian or another is always trying
to get his hands on them to examine the events.”
The Drakkaren grunted, and Missy continued curiously: “So why him? I mean, everyone
knows the legend, you can‟t fool anyone. They say he‟s a huge Dragokkaren, all covered in
muscle and handsome despite his scars, that he bears a tattoo from the evil things he did in life
before he changed. He‟s supposed to be a metaphor for redemption, I thought.”
The lizard snorted in amusement at this, tilting his head and asking with a bit of a grin:
“Tell me more about what you‟ve heard about him.”
“Well… uh… lessee. They said that he became High King because he was able to singlehandedly defeat Hell‟s previous ruler-to-be, and uh… he had about a thousand children, but his
bloodline was diluted through the years, and twenty wives and even a few loyal husbands and
stuff. That‟s kind of weird, ain‟t it, having all those wives and kids? I mean, what the fuck do
you do for your anniversary?” Missy glanced through the window as the Drakkaren laughed.
“Well, okay, I know the Hell culture is different, and that even here in Lailland you had mortals
who had multiple wives but shit. I think about it, and it don‟t make me sick or nothing… hell, I
wouldn‟t mind being in a kind of relationship where I could have an occasional fling with some
hot dude myself and be comfortable with it… but still, marriage, that‟s heavy, you know?”
She glanced back ahead as they passed onto a dirt road, but continued to speak loudly and
clearly as she drove forwards, Zerrex listening with interest. “Anyway, they say that… he was
the one who put a stop to the Old Gods who were attacking, but he vanished. A lot of people say
the rumor is the Old Gods took him in when they fled, because they were so impressed with him,
and bestowed great power on him. He was supposed to have come back after that big battle and

restored the planet mostly by himself with all that power… but they say that then he went into
seclusion, because he was betrayed by the world, and now he lives in Hell with countless
Disciples and soldiers, in his own little nation.”
The Drakkaren smiled a little, shaking his head a bit as he said softly: “People and their
stories. It‟s rarely the truth, you know.”
“I know, Biggs, but people like a good story. You seemed to get a kick out of it.” Missy
retorted, and then she smiled and nodded, saying easily: “Look up ahead, there‟s the place.”
The lizard glanced over the cab curiously, and he rested his arms on the roof of the truck,
the wind in his face blowing his hair pleasantly back as he saw they were approaching a large
wooden building, with a small, metallic food stand beside this that was still open. The sun was
starting to set, and the reptile thought their timing couldn‟t be better: there were only a few cars
and a handful of old motorcycles parked out front, and from the „For Sale‟ sign in front of the
latter, the Drakkaren guessed they didn‟t belong to any of the customers as he eyed them with
interest.
Missy pulled the truck to a halt in front of the small metal food stand, and when Zerrex
looked down in surprise as his stomach rumbled, she laughed and grinned at him from the
window. “Fine, guess you worked enough to earn a good meal too. Dinner and dessert, I could
use a meal myself, anyway.”
The Drakkaren looked at her with embarrassment as he jackknifed the side of the truck,
wincing expectantly as he landed on his right leg… but the throb was less this time, and the
reptile guessed he was getting used to the old quirks of his body as he walked forwards and said
lamely: “Look, you don‟t have to-”
“Oh stop that.” Missy grabbed his arm and entwined it with her own as she pulled him
forwards, saying amusedly: “You feel so badly about it, you can pay me back by-”
And then a scream went up from inside the wooden building before one of the windows
shattered as a chair flew through it, a minotaur half-falling, half-leaping out in the wake of this
with a curse and landing heavily on the broken glass. A ski-mask half-covered his face and was
awkwardly caught on one of his horns, and he was clutching a backpack in one hand as his
leather jacket flopped around him, bills streaming out of this as the Drakkaren gritted his teeth
and immediately shook Missy off, the female only able to stare as the reptile ran forwards even
as the minotaur looked stupidly upThe lizard leapt into the air and slammed both feet into the minotaur‟s face, and his head
snapped backwards as he was knocked sprawling with a howl of pain as Zerrex landed with a
grunt in a kneel, wincing a bit at the pain that went through his body… but the satisfaction of
watching the larger, burlier male skid painfully across the rickety patio more than made up for it
as his gun was knocked loose from his hand… and then the lizard‟s eyes widened as a
Salamander kicked the door open and then half-covered his head with a curse when a loud
shotgun blast went up behind him, a voice inside screaming: “Thieves! Thieves! Th-”
It was cut off as there was a smaller but somehow worse bang, followed by a crash… and
then another demon leapt through the window… and Zerrex‟s eyes widened as he recognized the
cheetah in the leather jacket as one of the Craven from the night before, a handgun dangling from
his grip and another pack that was leaking bills across his back as he stared in shock at the
Drakkaren… before Zerrex leapt forwards and tackled him, but the cheetah only staggered
backwards with a curse before he slammed a fist into Zerrex‟s stomach, shattering one of his
already-damaged lower ribs and making the lizard cough blood before he was shoved off and the
Craven rose his handgun with a curse.

Zerrex, however, leapt forwards and slammed his shoulder into the half-demon‟s breast,
making him stumble before the lizard slammed his right fist across the cheetah‟s face, and the
Craven staggered with a snarl of pain, blood bursting from his nose. The Salamander was
running forwards too now, however, and Zerrex‟s eyes widened before he seized the dazed
cheetah by his jacket and simply threw him into the larger, burlier demon, and the two became
tangled with each other even as the Salamander swung his crowbar stupidly as he fell.
Zerrex easily slid out of the way, but caught the crowbar as it went by, yanking it free
from the Salamander‟s grip before he crushed the Craven beneath him under his burly body, and
the cheetah howled as his handgun went flying. Without hesitating, Zerrex flipped the crowbar as
the Salamander began to look up, and he slammed the J-shaped business end of it hard down into
the demon‟s skull, shattering it like a ripe fruit and sending up a burst of blood as Missy
screamed in shock behind him.
The minotaur, meanwhile, looked up in shock, and instead of scrambling for his revolver,
he turned to bolt… but Zerrex only slammed a foot into the other side of the Salamander‟s head,
knocking him rolling onto the pavement with a gargle of agony as he clutched at his broken skull
before the Drakkaren threw the crowbar forwards into the minotaur‟s legs, and the demon was
tripped up by it, yelling wordlessly as he fell forwards and whacked his head off the hood of a
car, crumpling to the ground. Only the Craven still seemed ready to fight, the cheetah snarling as
he leapt to his feet and pulled a butterfly knife out of his jacket… but just as he began to flip it
open, the lizard stepped forwards and slammed a left hook hard into his kidney, making the halfdemon wheeze and his fingers stutter, catching on the hinge mechanism of the knife and only
pinching himself painfully as the blade clacked loudly.
Then the Drakkaren slammed his foot into the cheetah‟s knee, an d the half-demon‟s eyes
watered as this bent backwards, falling to a kneel and almost breaking his fingers in the butterfly
knife as it caught in his fur… and before he could do anything else, the Drakkaren seized the
ram‟s horn twisting out one side of his skull and yanked firmly on this, the feline howling in
misery and embarrassment when the Drakkaren twisted slightly, cracks forming near the base as
he snarled: “Don‟t make this any worse!”
“Okay, okay, I… I give!” the cheetah pleaded, beginning to raise his hands… and then he
snapped the butterfly knife suddenly upwards, this time managing to pop the blade into a locked
position before he stabbed forwards into Zerrex‟s stomach, and the reptile hissed in agony and
grabbed at the wound left by the thin steel blade, cursing as blood spilled through his fingers
before the cheetah leapt up and tackled him with a snarl, trying to force the knife down towards
the lizard‟s throat as he snarled: “Fucking asshole, I‟ll teach you to fuck with me!”
Then a foot smashed into the cheetah‟s face, crunching in his muzzle and half-flipping
him onto his back, his nose nothing but a bloody crater as he screamed in misery and seized at
his broken face, jerking back and forth as tears spilled from his eyes, and Missy shouted angrily:
“You stupid sons of bitches ain‟t got a lick of common decency! Biggs, damn, you okay?”
Zerrex only shook his head a bit as he sat up, rubbing slowly at the thin wound and
coughing a bit… but he thought he‟d gotten off lucky. The bleeding already felt like it was
stopping… and it didn‟t feel like any organs had been pierced by the narrow blade, as he shakily
managed to stand up. It throbbed painfully, but he was far from agonized before he looked up as
an elderly mortal emerged in the doorway, the female still clenching her shotgun but bleeding
heavily from a nasty shoulder wound, her arm hanging limply. “I‟m fine, Missy, get her to lay
down and tend to her, call the paramedics if you have any in the area…”

Missy hesitated, but then nodded as the shopkeeper looked up weakly, and the
Benevolent soothed her as she took the gun from her and then automatically tossed it to Zerrex.
The reptile caught the shotgun with a half-smile to her, glad that he hadn‟t even had to ask… and
then he pointed it towards the minotaur when he started to get slowly up, the male looking over
his shoulder with a tremble, ski-mask splattered with blood as the reptile said softly: “Take the
backpack off, and your jacket for good measure so I can see you don‟t have any other prizes
hidden on you. Then run. Don‟t go to Temptation, don‟t go to your bosses in Empyreal Throne.
If I see you again, I‟ll cut your horns off. Understood?”
“Y-Yeah, I… yeah, I‟m going look, see?” the minotaur babbled in terror, shrugging the
backpack off as he stared at the barrel of the shotgun, shivers wracking his body before he almost
tore his jacket off, tossing it aside on the patio before he stood up, and then he reached down to
his pockets, turning them inside out and spilling coins and a wallet and an old watch out as he
babbled: “Look, see! Everything take… take everything, just… dude, let me live… I‟m… I‟m
going, okay? See? I‟m going, you‟ll never see my face again!”
And then the minotaur turned and bolted, and Zerrex shook his head slowly before he
looked down at the cheetah, who was staring up at him with horror as the Salamander lay beside
him, twitching a little bit. The Drakkaren grimaced at the sight of the demon: he had broken the
creature‟s skull open like the shell of an egg, and he didn‟t think the Salamander was going to
live through the night… and if he did, he probably wasn‟t going to ever be in what you‟d call
„fit‟ condition ever again. “You‟re one of the Craven who helped kidnap me. Funny, seeing a
mercenary knocking over a ma-and-pa store like this.”
The cheetah frowned a bit through the blood covering his broken face… and then he
slowly paled, his eyes widening as he began to shake his head in disbelief, croaking: “No… no…
no fucking way… we… Iron, and the big boss… you… you‟re supposed to be mortal!”
“The scary thing is I am mortal.” Zerrex reached down and grasped the shotgun with both
hands now, raising it to his shoulder as he pumped a shell into the chamber, and the cheetah
began to hyperventilate as the Drakkaren asked softly: “Guess that means I start with a clean
slate, huh? Wanna help me earn my way back down to Hell? Killing in cold blood‟s a good way
to get there.”
“Wait, wait, oh fuck!” the Craven shoved himself backwards… and then his eyes
snapped to the side, and Zerrex frowned a bit before the half-demon lunged for his handgun…
and the Drakkaren only shook his head slowly, watching as the cheetah‟s body lunged through
the air, turning slightly as his arm reached almost slowly past the Salamander‟s fallen body…
and then a single shot rang out as the Drakkaren fired the shotgun almost point-blank into his
exposed back, and the mercenary screamed in horror as he fell overtop the Salamander, the
Craven bucking and gargling as blood ran out of his jaws and his eyes stared sightlessly before
he shivered, then slowly slumped forwards. Demons, even Craven, were much more durable than
mortals… but even a half-demon couldn‟t take having its spine being blown through its stomach
by buckshot at close range without inevitably dying from the experience.
The Drakkaren ejected the empty shell from the shotgun, then shook his head slowly and
muttered: “Not like I was going to get any information out of you anyway, was I?” He paused,
then knelt by the half-demon‟s corpse and rolled it off the Salamander, who was now splattered
with his ally‟s blood as well as his own. The reptile pulled the mercenary‟s jacket open, ignoring
both the look of horror and the blood and gore slowly soaking through his black shirt, as well as
the moans of shock and terror from the gawkers gawking… and then he pulled out a wallet out of
his jacket and flipped through his ID cards.

The Craven had exceptionally well-forged fake IDs… only instinct told him they were
fake, and the fact that Elysium would never hand out real ID badges to half-demons as violent as
this one. He also still had his mortal driver‟s license from only a few years back, and the
Drakkaren thought this pointed to accelerated demonic growth… which was likely why he had
become a Craven. Someone had tampered with the process, maybe even turned him into a halfdemon while he was still mortal… and the reptile shook his head slowly as he tucked the IDs
into his pocket, and he finally sighed a bit as he removed the money from the wallet as well,
tossing the wallet down and muttering: “Rest in peace. At least it looks like there‟s enough here
to repair the damage you did to this store… even if you can‟t give that poor mortal her safety
back.”
He shook his head slowly, then gathered up the money he could and the backpacks,
heading into the store and putting these and the bills on the counter… and the Drakkaren gazed
back and forth curiously before he followed the sound of Missy‟s soothing voice towards a back
room. She was treating the elderly female here… and Zerrex peeked his head in, then smiled a
bit when the shopkeeper gazed up at him thankfully and motioned to him quickly with her good
arm, looking much less pale already now that she was sitting down and had a glass of water and
some pills beside her, whispering: “Oh thank you. Thank you sir… and you too, Missy, oh… it‟s
so good you two showed up when you did! I called the sheriff‟s office, he‟s going to be here in
just a jiff, and so will the medical examiner, but… god knows they can‟t do anything with how
all of Temptation is run by crooks and vandals. I‟m just so glad that you saved my store… can I
ever repay you? I really insist that I must give you something, anything…”
The Drakkaren only smiled awkwardly at this, however, glancing back and forth before
he carefully put the shotgun in an empty rack hanging on the wall of the small bedroom, and he
said finally: “You really don‟t-”
“Now, don‟t be offending us gentle country folk by refusing to let us help a poor needy
fool like you out, Biggs.” Missy said firmly, and she looked thoughtfully at the Drakkaren,
adding mildly: “Besides, you could use some real clothes, for one thing, and something other
than those silly galoshes I got you wearing. Or heck, maybe one of them bikes you‟ve been
trying to sell for years, Mrs. Crawford, or is that askin‟ too much?”
“Those bikes are just rusting out there, no one else is interested… and you two saved my
store and my life, that‟s almost asking too little!” the elderly female replied empathetically, and
then she smiled up at Zerrex, her messy gray hair falling around her muzzle as she asked quietly:
“Would that be okay, dear? Take one, take any one you like… and you and Missy can help
yourselves to anything else in the store, too. They almost robbed me blind, took all the money in
the vault… it‟s the least I can offer you two.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment at this, realizing he might not get a better chance at
transportation… and Missy smiled warmly, slapping Zerrex on the hip. “Then go on and pick
one out, and wait out front for the sheriff. Just be nice and honest about what happened and don‟t
be a butt, I‟ll join you once I‟m done making sure Mrs. Crawford here is okay.”
The Drakkaren nodded after a moment, and then he rubbed absently at the wound in his
stomach before Missy frowned a bit, the retriever asking quietly as the reptile turned to leave:
“You sure you‟re okay? You should at least disinfect that…”
“I‟ve had a lot worse. I‟ll bandage it up, don‟t worry.” Zerrex smiled a little over his
shoulder at her, and then he nodded politely to the elderly shopkeeper before leaving, heading
back into the store and grimacing a little as he glanced through the aisles. They were in a
disarray… but as he wandered into the shelves, neatening things here and there, he was able to

locate the bandages and basic medical supplies pretty quickly, picking up a bottle of peroxide
and some cotton ball as well as some white cloth tape.
The Drakkaren made his way outside, and he sat down at the edge of the window with a
quiet grunt as he carefully poured some of the disinfectant onto the cotton, before leaning back
slightly and closing his eyes as he spilled it over the wound… and he cursed under his breath at
the unfamiliar pain and burning sensation. It had been a long, long time since he had to do this…
and yet he remembered the process like yesterday, as a bit of blood burbled out of the wound and
it seemed to fizz lightly, before the Drakkaren quickly but gently wiped around the edges of the
hole, cleaning blood off his scales. Once it was clean, it didn‟t look half as bad… and the reptile
wheezed a bit as he put several cotton balls against the wound and then applied the cloth tape to
hold them in place. The bleeding had mostly staunched already, thankfully: surprising, but the
reptile had to admit he was glad for it.
The lizard put the medical supplies down after a moment, carefully getting back to his
feet as the few gawkers looked at both him and the bodies on the ground warily… but the
Drakkaren ignored them as he headed over towards the bikes parked at the side of the building.
Only two of them were larger models, meant for larger people like him… and the Drakkaren was
drawn towards one of these, what looked like an old Lunis police model, streamlined and
advanced. He fumbled at it until he found a side panel, and popped it open to see it used an
energy cell as its power source… and was thankfully fully-charged, the reptile grunting and
nodding a little in approval.
There was a little bit of rust, but it otherwise seemed in fairly good condition… and the
Drakkaren glanced along it, wishing he had gotten Priest to teach him more about motorcycles.
He had always been okay at fixing the little things here and there and keeping it in good shape…
but he had never been able to handle the bigger problems, much as he‟d babied his armored bike
between using it horribly. The lizard smiled a little at these thoughts… and then he glanced up as
Missy approached and crossed her arms, looking at him and saying softly: “I guess I may have
misjudged you a little… maybe you aren‟t just all talk after all. Maybe you‟re even a better guy
than I was hoping.”
The Drakkaren snorted in amusement at this, and then he smiled a little and nudged her
lightly, asking with soft entertainment: “What was your first clue?”
The female only smiled slightly, however, shaking her head and replying flatly: “Now
don‟t go ruining all my conceptions of you all at once, you big jerk. Why did you do that,
though? Any other person… even me… would have just stood by and let it happen.”
“You didn‟t stand by and let me get knifed.” Zerrex replied softly, and Missy blushed a
little as she glanced down, but then she only looked up with visible relief as a police car rumbled
down the road and pulled into the parking lot, the lights flashing on top but no siren blazing,
followed closely by a large, deep-blue van.
The reptile watched curiously as the door of the police car opened and a tired-looking
snake emerged, sighing loudly as he rubbed slowly at his face before resting an old, well-worn
officer‟s cap on the slope of his skull that was obviously much older than the rest of the lithe
male. His long, thick tail trailed behind him as he walked forwards, feet quietly striding through
the gravel as he leaned on the hood of his car and looked at the broken corpse and dying
Salamander… and then his brown eyes glanced up and over towards Missy and Zerrex, and he
looked at them meditatively as the golden badge pinned to his uniform sparkled faintly in the
lowering light before he gestured at them, the mortal clearly exhausted.

The two approached, and the snake nodded to the corpses as a rabbit in a white, ugly
uniform carried several black body-bags towards the dead bodies, clearly unfettered with his
work as he tossed them down and then roughly rolled the Craven‟s corpse over. Zerrex was
surprised it hadn‟t deteriorated worse than it already had, considering the nasty habit of demon
bodies to rot quickly away… but at the same time, it only went to further prove that it was likely
a mortal who had become a demon without dying first, which made the rules a little different.
“You two. I heard you were both involved in this… Missy, you wanna explain this to me?”
Missy blushed, but then Zerrex stepped forwards, saying quietly: “No, it was me. All
Missy did was knock the Craven off me so he couldn‟t kill me… I did everything else.”
The snake looked at him for a moment, and then the sheriff sighed and closed his eyes
when there was an ugly crunch, and Zerrex looked up in shock to see that the medical examiner
had just stomped on the Salamander‟s head and whiffed out whatever life had been left in the
demon, the Drakkaren staring in shock as the Salamander‟s corpse began to rot immediately and
the rabbit only looked distastefully down at the putrefying body. “Rules around Temptation are
different, Mister… Biggs, is it?”
“Yeah…” Zerrex said slowly, watching as the rabbit brushed his hands off, then fumbled
at his uniform. He put a cigarette in his muzzle, rolling it between his lips before he lit it, and
then he went back to work, not seeming to care that he was dripping ash now and then on the
bodies as folded the corpse and the remains of the Salamander‟s rotted form into their respective
body-bags. “Not to preach-”
“Then don‟t.” the Sheriff cut him off curtly, and then he reached up and took his hat off,
rubbing a hand slowly over his smooth, emerald-scaled skull… except Zerrex saw it wasn‟t
entirely smooth, a deep scar running down one side of his head as he said dryly: “Listen, even
two years ago… things weren‟t like this. It was a peaceful little town, Temptation, Lailland, a
melting pot like all the colonies are, of all different people from across the goddamn world. Lots
from Ire, lots of natives from here, even people like me, who came from the far, far south. You
don‟t have to tell me what just happened back there was wrong. I come from a nation where
killing bugs is wrong, and I was raised in that system of religion and belief. But this place,
Temptation… everything‟s gone sour. Everything‟s gone topsy-turvy, and I can‟t even uphold
the law because everyone‟s a fucking criminal and when I arrest someone, some politician or
scumbag lawyer has them out five minutes later… sometimes literally. It‟s a cannibal town, and
you best stay out of there… because it‟s spreading. This just shows that the sickness is
spreading.”
He gestured with disgust, then sighed a bit and looked up at the darkening sky. “Anyway,
I don‟t care. Self-defense, and you saved the life of an old lady who lost her husband to
Temptation already. I can respect that. I ain‟t gonna hold that against either of you… Missy, I
know you‟re good stock, and if you hold company with this stranger, I guess he can‟t be all that
bad either. But I‟d like a word with you, Biggs, if you don‟t mind, little Missy.”
“Not at all. Listen, Biggs, I‟ll go get the keys for that motorcycle and put us together a
little take-home dinner, okay?” Missy looked at him, trying to smile, but she seemed worried
nonetheless… and the Drakkaren didn‟t have to ask her why, as his eyes travelled past the
solemn sheriff to watch as the rabbit dragged one of the body-bags through the stained blood on
the pavement towards the medical van, still with that same bored look on his face.
He nodded nonetheless, though, and patted her gently on the shoulder… and the
Benevolent nodded back after a moment before heading towards the store, giving both the
examiner and the corpses a wide berth as the snake looked at him squarely and said softly: “I‟m

giving you this warning to protect you, stranger. Stay away from Temptation… I warn everyone
in these parts about that, because the place is only getting stranger and stranger… sometimes, I
think it‟s even starting to get in my own head, no matter how much I fight it.” He stopped,
looking down quietly and brushing his cap off silently, and then he put it back on his skull,
sighing softly as Zerrex‟s eyes roved over it, seeing letters he didn‟t understand. “My father…
used to be a peacekeeper. I keep this on to remind me that whether or not he‟s watching me, I
gotta honor his memory. The only things I can do to keep the peace in this place is either let the
thieves kill each other and warn everyone else to steer clear.
“You got a dangerous look about you, Biggs. I don‟t mean because you‟re big and strong
enough to take on demons and win, even if they were obviously nothing but lousy cowards. I
mean that when I look into your eyes, I see something scary in there. You look like a mortal on
the outside, maybe you even are, but if I‟ve learned anything… it‟s that you can‟t judge a book
by its cover or even what section it‟s in, especially not these days.” The snake paused, looking
down before he muttered vindictively: “I used to think my religion was full of shit. That every
form of life was equal and important… but more and more these days, I‟m seeing flies killing
gods and demons getting knifed in the back by angels, literally and figuratively. I‟ve learned you
gotta peer into someone‟s soul to really judge what they can do… and you got this look in your
eyes that tells me killing you would take a whole lot of firepower… and that it might not be
enough to do more than stop you up for a day or two. You got a look in your eye that says you‟re
after someone‟s throat… and part of why I‟m warning you to stay out of Temptation is because
no matter how righteous your revenge seems, that town has a way all its own of twisting you on
your head and turning you into everything you hate.”
Zerrex looked for a few moments at the sheriff, and then the snake shook his head slowly
before he turned and opened the door of his police car, sliding into his seat and then slamming
the door… but he only sat silently behind the tinted window, and the Drakkaren looked for a few
moments at the serpent before he stepped backwards. He grimaced as his foot struck something,
and he looked down in surprise to see the revolver the minotaur had been wielding, the
Drakkaren bending and picking this up before he knocked on the window of the police car and
held the slightly-scratched gun up… but the serpent only glanced at him before he shook his
head and looked away, and the lizard sighed a bit before he popped the cylinder open, glancing
down at the five bullets in the chamber before snapping it closed and holding it loosely in his
fingers as he examined it slowly again. Metal grip, plain steel barrel, a bit ugly, probably a
.357… but maybe it’ll come in handy.
He shook his head a bit, then looked up as Missy emerged, tossing a set of keys towards
him… and the reptile caught them on reflex, the Benevolent jerking her head towards the truck
as she held up a large plastic bag in her other hand and called awkwardly: “I‟ll take the truck,
you take the bike… you gonna be okay driving?”
The reptile touched his side… but then he nodded a bit, smiling despite himself. He‟d
probably disturb the wound a little, but he‟d done worse… and right now, his ribs throbbed a
little more than his stomach did as he waved to her awkwardly and headed towards the row of
motorcycles, glancing down at the pair of keys jingling quietly in his palm.
He opened the storage compartment on the back of the motorcycle first, tossing the
revolver into this with a grimace before slamming the small door shut. It clicked locked, and then
the Drakkaren carefully wheeled the motorcycle forwards, surprised there wasn‟t even a tire lock
on it… but then again, they were on the back roads here, and few people would be interested in
trying to hotwire and steal a motorcycle when trucks were the much saner and cheaper choice on

these back roads. If anything, it sounded like Mrs. Crawford had been unable to even give the
bikes away… and so it surprised the lizard all the more when he started the ignition and the
motorcycle rumbled to life, the engine not laboring in the slightest: despite the rust on the outer
body, it sounded like the insides had been well-maintained over all the years that had passed.
The lizard twisted the throttle slightly, rumbling out onto the dusty road on the heavy,
studded tires, and he smiled a little at the sensation: he had missed this. Nice as it was to be able
to instantly go everywhere, he had missed his motorcycle, the feel of it, the sensations… and he
watched as Missy guided her truck out and then motioned irritably at him as she began to rumble
down the road, and the Drakkaren took off after her, the motorcycle growling beneath him as he
quickly caught up to the truck and pulled slowly alongside her despite the fair clip she was
driving at, the golden retriever looking surprised before Zerrex winked and let himself fall back
behind the truck, passing behind her and then driving up on the passenger side before cutting
sharply in front of her, seeming to appear out of nowhere and making the female curse and halfbrake before she growled at him.
He laughed as she accelerated threateningly on the tail of the motorcycle, but he easily
picked up speed, keeping a narrow gap between them and letting his worries fall away as the
open wind rushed around him, smiling and closing his eyes as he tilted his head back… and it
was like the motorcycle was guiding him instead of him guiding the vehicle as his eyes opened
and he easily swerved around a pothole that Missy ran over, the truck jouncing loudly and
making her curse again in frustration before Zerrex let the motorcycle draw back a bit, driving
side-by-side with her as she called irritably: “Are you done showing off?”
“Hey, I‟m relaxing for once, leave me alone!” Zerrex shouted back over the wind, and
then he smiled as she shook her head amusedly, letting her take the lead again. For the
Drakkaren, the ride back to the farmstead was too short… and he was almost loathe to leave the
motorcycle as Missy parked in front of the barn and the Drakkaren drove a little further onwards
to curve around the side of the ramshackle structure, halting in some weeds and carefully
dismounting before he pulled the keys from the ignition and stroked a hand slowly over the cloth
seat with a smile.
“Now, you as a biker, that‟s a little less surprising.” Missy said softly, and Zerrex turned
around to see the retriever standing by the barn, looking at him with strange softness before she
held up the plastic bag, saying quietly: “Let‟s sit and talk a little. Maybe you can get over shit
like just happened so fast but me… well… I ain‟t seen much stuff like that before.”
The Drakkaren nodded after a moment to her, softening a bit as the female opened the
tailgate of the truck, and she pulled herself up to sit on it before the lizard joined her, sitting
beside her as she pulled out several bags of chips and a pair of hamburgers that were neatly
wrapped in napkins, the retriever smiling awkwardly at him. “Hope you don‟t mind they‟re just
catsup. I wasn‟t sure what you liked otherwise.”
The reptile nodded, saying softly: “Nah, that‟s no problem at all.” He took a bite,
relishing the taste of it as he chewed slowly, and then he smiled a little as he closed his eyes.
“Microwave burgers, right? You just threw these in while I was talking with the Sheriff, huh?”
“Yeah. You‟re pretty observant.” Missy glanced at him curiously for a few moments
before she took a bite of her own burger, chewing slowly. She swallowed, then rummaged in the
plastic bag again before pulling out a bottle of cola, saying softly: “Here. Since… you know.
You don‟t drink and all.”

“Thanks for remembering.” Zerrex smiled a bit more at her, taking it and easily opening
the plastic top with his teeth, and for a few moments the two ate in silence before the Drakkaren
nudged her gently, saying softly: “You know you probably saved my life today, right?”
“It‟s what decent folk would do. You sure made me feel like a fool, though… all my big
talk about adventure, all your talk about being a silly little girl about it… and you‟re the one that
goes and kicks their asses.” Missy smiled faintly, glancing down and rubbing at her face slowly
as she looked embarrassed. “And maybe it‟s because being around Temptation and the way
people get crazier the closer you get to it is… getting to me, too… but… I heard you kill that
demon, and I didn‟t… even care. Is that wrong?”
“Yes and no.” Zerrex said softly, looking up at the darkening sky overhead, and Missy
looked at him curiously as the reptile took a bite of his burger and chewed meditatively, then he
answered finally: “When… you stop caring entirely, when you start forgetting that all life has
value… then it becomes bad, and wrong. But sometimes it‟s necessary to not care for… for even
just a little while when it‟s kill or be killed. It‟s important, though, to always remember… that
you‟re taking a life. Another real life, that lived, cried, laughed… and now died. That it had
value once, even when they‟re scum, because who knows what made them that way. That makes
it harder to kill… makes it hurt to kill. But at the same time, it‟s a lot better than becoming a
sociopath and losing sight of what‟s important in the long run. I‟d rather feel pain and know part
of me still has a living soul than… become numb to everyone and everything in the world.”
Missy nodded a little after a moment, looking at him before she reached out and touched
his wrist gently, saying quietly: “You knew them, didn‟t you? You said something about the
fortress way up in the mountains… they were the ones who did this to you, weren‟t they?”
“They took my powers. Much of everything else… I have only myself to blame for.”
Zerrex said softly, gesturing at himself before he finished the hamburger in two more large bites,
and he smiled at her, saying quietly: “Thanks for everything, Missy. For helping take care of me
when it‟s been so long I can barely remember how to properly watch out for my stupid mortal
self. It means a lot to me.”
Missy only smiled a little back at him, though, saying quietly: “I‟m just doing what good
folk do, Biggs, that‟s all. I ain‟t doin‟ nothing special at all, really… and besides, you‟ve helped
me quite a bit here at the farm already, whether you know it or not.” She stopped, then looked
down at the half of burger left in her hands before offering it to the Drakkaren, and the reptile
took it after a moment as she said softly: “Eat up, get your strength back. Something tells me…
you‟re going to need it.”
She stopped, then glanced up as Rebecca called for her, and the two looked over their
shoulder to see the elderly female waving towards them from the top of the steps. Missy smiled
and waved back, then she slipped off the truck and said softly: “I‟ll be right back, Biggs. Don‟t
you run off nowhere, okay?”
Zerrex nodded to her, and he ate the rest of the burger in silence except for the chirp of
the crickets and the quiet rustle of unevolved animals in the bushes. The reptile glanced down as
a tiny, unevolved chipmunk ran out of the barn, and the lizard smiled warmly at the sight of it as
it ran up to his boot… and then he laughed when the little animal leapt onto his leg and scrabbled
its way up to his lap, the Drakkaren reminded of Sammy… and that brought back both good
memories and pain as he looked down at the little animal, reaching a single broad finger down to
stroke its skull slowly as it looked up at him with its black eyes, not apprehensive in the slightest
of the huge lizard as he murmured softly: “Hey you.”

It tilted its head, and Zerrex carefully reached back for one of the bags of chips, wincing
a bit at how loud it was when he opened it… but the chipmunk only continued to sit quietly on
his knee, and the reptile smiled a bit as he pulled a chip out of the bag, snapping a small piece off
and holding it out. The chipmunk took it in its tiny front paws, nibbling rapidly at it… and then
the reptile looked up in dumb surprise as a majestic, unevolved buck slowly walked around the
barn, the deer enormous and looking curiously at the lizard, its crown of antlers tall and proud as
it slowly stepped towards him, bobbing its head before the Drakkaren held a hand out… and its
long tongue flickered out, licking up the salt from the lizard‟s palm as he gazed at the creature
with amazement.
Even mortal, he‟d had an affinity for animals… and once upon a time, a sweet little kitten
girl in Heaven had told him that he‟d been blessed by the beasts because of the way he lived. He
hadn‟t believed Little Arcy at the time… and Zerrex closed his eyes, leaning his head forwards
as he shuddered quietly at the thought of what the murderer had done. Had killed a harmless little
girl, a Prophetess who wouldn‟t lift a finger to hurt anyone or anything. The reptile gritted his
teeth at this thought, eyes clenching… and then the deer leaned forwards and licked his face
quietly, and the Drakkaren leaned back a bit before he reached up and stroked over the buck‟s
skull as the chipmunk peered up at him from his knee, the reptile mumbling: “You guys are great
and all… but did you bring another friend, maybe a dragon or something with you?”
The buck tilted his head… and then it looked up sharply at the sound of crunching grass
before snorting and then turning around, white tail flicking as it ran around the barn. The
chipmunk stayed only a moment longer before it too skittered away… and Zerrex half-turned to
see the Sloth demon slowly walking by, yawning and looking miserable, apparently not noticing
the Drakkaren or much of anything else as he dragged a shovel slowly behind him.
The Everest vanished down the path… and the reptile shook his head slowly. He ate
chips quietly as he looked up into the darkening twilight, and then he finally glanced over his
shoulder curiously as he sensed more than heard the Benevolent approaching, and Missy smiled
a little at him before she held up a flashlight and a simple knife, saying softly: “Come on, Zerrex,
one last job to do. You can finish that stuff later.”
The Drakkaren nodded a bit, taking a last handful of chips before he rolled the bag closed
and shoved it back into the plastic bag. The other, unopened bag of chips went in as well, and the
lizard took a moment to toss this into the passenger side of the truck before he grabbed his cola
and headed over to Missy, following her as she said softly: “Simple enough task. We gotta trim
some of the vines around the berry bushes. Best to do it at night, because the bugs don‟t bother
us… the ground around the bushes has some nasty critters living there. We don‟t get rid of „em,
though, because they keep the other predators away during the day.”
Zerrex nodded, sipping at his cola as she led him around the side of the house, and then
he said slowly: “You know, I saw Jake go by with a shovel…”
“What, worried he‟s gonna kill you in your sleep?” Missy grinned a bit, and Zerrex rolled
his eyes. “No, he‟s supposed to uproot the stumps. He was supposed to do it all damn day… I‟m
not surprised he‟s only getting to it now. Say, how well can you see in the dark?”
Zerrex started to answer, and then Missy flicked off the flashlight and the Drakkaren
immediately tripped over his own feet, cursing under his breath before the Benevolent laughed
and turned the light back on, grinning as she shone it over her own features. “Not too well, huh?”
“No, I can see alright, my eyes just take a little while to adjust… and more importantly,
it‟s goddamn weird to not be able to see everything clearly anymore.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing
at his head before he snatched the flashlight from the Benevolent when she began to wave it back

and forth over her face, shining it ahead and grumbling a bit under his breath. “All my senses
feel limited. It‟s not a fun sensation.”
Missy only snorted in amusement at this, however, shaking her head before they headed
onwards down a narrow path through the fields until they reached a large orchard of almostspherical berry bushes planted in neat rows. The reptile frowned a bit as he shone the flashlight
over these, and then he said slowly: “Wait, I know what these are. These are from Heaven,
Blessed Berries or something. Raze gobbles these down.”
“Raze, huh? He your boyfriend?” Missy teased, and Zerrex smacked her in the shoulder
with the flashlight, making her huff. “Anyway, Biggs, this‟ll only take a few minutes. It‟s a oneperson job, really… just let me know if you see any grass scorpions.”
Zerrex grimaced at this, and the Benevolent smiled wryly at him before she turned and
carefully began to cut at the creeping ivy that was starting to make its way up along the bush,
smothering the leaves. “Spiderweb ivy from Hell… or at least, most people think it‟s from Hell.
But it ain‟t, you know, it‟s always been here. It‟s just that it used to grow over trees instead of
bushes… but now it‟s evolved a little, and it eats up the nutrients from the bushes as well as
worming its way into trees. I… I love this stuff, you know. I love working here, on this little
farm… every day can be like an adventure, and I don‟t get how city folk are so bored coming out
here to this wide open space and think there ain‟t nothing to do just „cause you don‟t got sevenelevens at every corner and no grand theater or some expensive sushi bar. There‟s a million
things to do out here… sights you‟d never believe if you just look. But I guess lookin‟s too hard
a thing to do, even these days.”
“Amen.” Zerrex muttered in agreement, and Missy smiled radiantly at him before the
lizard glanced down and grimaced a bit at the sight of a large black scorpion slowly crawling its
way up from beneath the bush… except instead of pincers, it had serrated, blade-like arms, and
its curled, segmented tail was abnormally long. “Uh, Missy?”
“What?” Missy glanced down, then grimaced a little at the sight of the scorpion. “Shit,
them buggers are usually all curled up in their burrows by now. „Lessen that‟s a true scorpion…
is it green or black? I can‟t see it through the leaves here.”
Zerrex shone the flashlight on it, saying awkwardly: “It‟s… black, and it‟s got like… a
really long tail that‟s all curled up, and little claws like a praying mantis instead of pinchythings…”
Missy grimaced a bit at this, hurriedly cutting the last of the ivy from the bush and
tossing it away, and then she backstepped until she bumped into Zerrex‟s chest, the two looking
down at the creature as she hugged herself quietly. The reptile looked down at her in surprise,
and she smiled awkwardly and blushed a little as she glanced up at him… but she didn‟t move
away as she said softly: “That‟s a Murder Scorpion, not a Grass Scorpion… Grass Scorps aren‟t
even really scorps at all, though, they‟re some weird little bug from Hell. Murder Scorpions are
actually native to Lailland… a… a long time ago I got stung by one.” She glanced down, rubbing
at her face slowly. “I didn‟t pull through.”
Zerrex looked at her softly, and she smiled awkwardly at him. “A friend… had one. A
friend from when I was livin‟ with my real Momma, he came out to visit… and he brought his
weird little pet with him. You know how rich folk are, though… when stuff gets popular, they
just gotta have it and all that shit.
“Anyway, he…” She stopped, then shivered a bit as the Murder Scorpion seemed to look
up at them with its almost invisible black eyes, and she turned and pushed gently at Zerrex,
murmuring: “Let‟s go.”

The Drakkaren didn‟t argue, turning with her as they headed down the path in silence…
and then the Benevolent continued abruptly, as if she had never paused: “See, there was a fire at
the ranch house, when… the riots started. When people were pushing and shoving at each other
to try and… escape the Old Gods. My friend came out to visit only a week before that, and… I
guess he thought it would be okay to invite his other friends, thinking for some damn fool reason
the countryside would be safe when the whole world was cracking apart, rich but not rich enough
to buy his way onto the space colonies… and the damn fool‟s friends told their friends, and… it
was a riot at the barn. Momma and Poppa barely escaped, and me, well…”
She looked down and laughed a bit. “I tried to go back inside to grab some of my
things… and the house was on fire afore I knew what was going on, by some bitter bastard we
told couldn‟t stay on our property because there was just too many of „em trying to camp out in
our front yard and we were all leaving for the colonies anyway… and the roof caved in. I got
trapped… and that fucking aquarium broke.” She shuddered a bit, hugging herself quietly. “That
Murder Scorpion was in a rage, skittering all over the place… and then it crawled right onto my
face and stung me again and again while I was helpless, pinned under the roof, and… the
poisons, they just spilled through me and I lost all my strength and that and the smoke and the
fire… fuck, I hate those damn things. I‟m gonna set a bug bomb tomorrow whether Poppa likes
it or not, don‟t care if I kill the little grass buggers too as long as I get rid of whatever Murder
Scorpions have snuck their way onto our property.”
She closed her eyes, shivering again, and then she smiled a little when Zerrex wrapped an
arm around her and they halted in the middle of the path, looking up at him silently before she
reached up and stroked over his face slowly, asking quietly: “How… how did you die, Biggs?”
“Disembowelment after being tortured. Very painful.” Zerrex smiled a little, and the
female blushed a bit before the reptile held his hand out, and she looked at him curiously before
the reptile said softly: “I need your knife. I‟ll come back to the ranch in a minute but… I need to
make a call.”
Missy looked at him for a few moments… and then she shook her head and smiled
slightly, poking his chest lightly and saying firmly: “Now hey, I‟m in this deep already. Besides,
I ain‟t got angel blood, but my Benevolent blood will still work better than your mortal blood if
you‟re gonna be doing a little runic magic, right?” She grinned a bit at the surprised look on the
Drakkaren‟s face, putting her hands on her hips. “What, Biggs, you think I didn‟t pay any
attention in school up at Heaven? I ain‟t gonna say I ever got or was interested in the advanced
magic shit but hey, I know the basics. I even got a piece of crystal „round here to use for magic
when no one‟s looking, since Poppa gets real mad at me if I ever show my tricks off.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes and sighed a bit at this, even if the crystal piqued his interest… and
he hesitated for a few moments before finally grumbling and pulling the summoning plate out of
his pocket, and the reptile looked down at it for a few moments. He tried moving one of the
runes, then grimaced when the plate only hummed weakly and glowed for a moment, but the
rune refused to budge… and he figured it was because of his limited energy powers. He couldn‟t
transfer the necessary amount of energy anymore, as he‟d feared… but then he glanced over at
the female as she looked at him curiously, and the reptile looked back down at the runic circle,
smiling a little. It was already set to the one he wanted, at least, except for the one rune he‟d
poked at… and the Drakkaren said finally: “You know, cutting you is going to hurt. And I‟m
going to need a lot of blood and a flat place to do this, preferably away from the ranch.”
Missy looked at him for a few moments… and then she smiled and nodded, grabbing his
hand and pulling him quickly along, and the reptile laughed despite himself as he allowed her to

pull him down the path, guiding him around obstacles as the beam of the flashlight jittered back
and forth over the ground and stars shone weakly between thick clouds overhead. It was deep
darkness… and yet Missy led him safely across the bridge and towards the very spot the
Drakkaren had first awoken, and he heard faint laughter in his mind, the laughs of young
females… and he rubbed at his head awkwardly before Missy halted at the top of the hill and
patted the thick tree the Drakkaren had first awoken against.
The reptile smiled a little at this, surprised… and then he watched curiously as Missy
peeled bark off the trunk of the tree, making a smooth, bare spot of wood… and the reptile
couldn‟t help but grin a bit in pleasant surprise at the creativity of the female, before she took the
knife and hissed quietly as she cut into her own arm… and the reptile looked at her with surprise
as blood ebbed out of the wound, the Benevolent cursing and then saying flatly: “Hurry up and
do your thing, Biggs. I don‟t wanna cut myself up too much, I ain‟t into that.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, but he swept up some of the blood on his fingers, quickly
beginning to etch out the runes and knowing they didn‟t have to be perfect: they would resonate
clearly enough, especially with the angel‟s blood, that they should be able to alert the person he
was aiming to. He worked quickly, and Missy only had to make a few more cuts as her
supernatural healing kicked in, repairing all the damage to her body rapidly as she muttered in
irritation… and finally, the Drakkaren put the summoning card back in his pocket as he drew the
last rune into the circle: the only one he had to remember.
It looked complex, blurry, and had dribbled a bit down the side of the tree… but when the
Drakkaren touched the center of it quietly, he knew that it had worked somehow. He closed his
eyes, pressing his palm against it and waiting patiently as Missy looked nervously back and
forth, rubbing at her bruised arm as the last of her cuts slowly healed and she tried to wipe blood
away… and then they both looked over their shoulders in surprise at a soft crunch of grass before
a voice said quietly: “We‟ve been worried about you.”
Zerrex smiled in relief at the sight of White, the badger looking up at him quietly, a
massive revolver with a three-foot long rifle barrel hanging in a holster around his waist and a
long, thick duster coat quietly swaying around him in the breeze, cowboy hat covering his head
and shadowing his features in the night. Yet the lizard could still clearly see his eyes as he
walked down the hill, and White glanced over him before he said quietly: “Feels like they stole
your essence from you… being undead and all, that‟s real easy for me to tell. And that‟s real bad
news for us. I‟ll take you to council.”
“No.” Zerrex said softly, and White tilted his head slightly in silent question, the
Drakkaren smiling a bit as Missy watched quietly and curiously, hugging herself a bit. “I… I
need you to do two things for me. And one of those is to stay quiet about what‟s going on…
while the other is… I need some equipment. Something that‟ll give me an advantage against
demons and what I‟m going to be up against… I know that when you were… well…”
“Before this revenant ended up in Hell, I was a hunter, yes.” White said softly, and he
looked down at his black-gloved hand, flexing his metallic fingers slowly as the faintest hint of a
frown emerged over his face. “I don‟t understand your reasoning.”
“Eratosthenes stole my powers… almost all of them. He‟s got all those abilities inside of
him now… and he can sense the presence of my Disciples, of people… near and dear to me.
You‟re a good friend, White, but you aren‟t one of my Disciples… even Sabnock these days is…
well… I think he might be able to sense her presence. But you‟re… not a demon. You‟re under
the radar. You‟re someone I can trust… and who will understand when I say I have to do this

alone, and I can‟t afford to put anyone else in danger.” Zerrex said quietly, and the two looked at
each other for a few moments, the badger still visibly hesitant. “Please, White. As a favor to me.”
The badger sighed and reached up to adjust his hat, looking away… then, when Zerrex
reached up and squeezed his shoulder, he looked at him for a few moments before saying
quietly: “Demons are weaker on the mortal plane, and… I can prepare something for you if you
give me a little over twenty-four hours. The problem is I can only do so much for you: it ain‟t the
idea of you taking on demons that bothers me, it‟s the fact that Strange Beasts don‟t follow the
same rules. They ain‟t fueled by corruption or restricted by mortal physics. I don‟t see how you
plan to take down even a Viper with the state you‟re in, much less something like Eratosthenes…
or worse, Iron. For the sake of everyone who‟s worried about you, let me ask you one more time:
will you come back with me?”
“No. I can‟t. Not until I set things right.” Zerrex replied quietly, and their eyes locked for
a few moments… and for the first time Zerrex could remember, it was White who looked away
first, the Drakkaren smiling faintly as he squeezed the badger‟s shoulder slowly again. “Please,
White. I know I‟m asking a lot of you, but… you‟re the only one who can do this for me.”
“No, Zerrex, you‟re not asking a lot. You‟re askin‟ me to give a friend a little help, that‟s
all… and to have a little confidence in him.” White nodded after a moment, then he turned away
and held up a hand, a faint glow emanating from the crystal bolo tie he was wearing before a
vortex slowly opened, the badger looking into the spiraling black and white tunnel before he said
quietly: “I‟ll find you when it‟s ready. All I ask is that you stay in this vicinity so I don‟t have to
go lookin‟ too hard and I know that you ain‟t tangling with anything dangerous before your gear
is ready.”
“I‟ll be at the small farm over there.” Zerrex pointed vaguely in the direction of the ranch
house, and the badger nodded without looking at him. He stood for a moment longer, then finally
glanced over his shoulder and tipped his hat before walking into the vortex, and it slowly swirled
closed behind him as the Drakkaren shook his head slowly and rubbed at his face quietly.
“Thank Gods. That went well.”
He glanced over his shoulder to see that the angelic blood had already faded from the
tree… and Missy was only staring in shock before she looked dumbly at the Drakkaren, and she
whispered: “What was that? You must have friends in high places, because… I mean…”
Zerrex smiled a bit: White had a presence that was impossible to miss, and the reptile
shook his head a bit before he glanced at the female over his shoulder and said softly: “Don‟t
worry about it. I know he‟s a little scary, but White‟s a good guy. A Judge of Death in Hell…
very esteemed, very well-respected, and very talented. I feel bad asking for help from him but…
I know I‟m going to need all the help I can get.”
Missy looked at him for a few moments, and then she walked over to the Drakkaren and
quietly grasped his wrist, studying him silently in the darkness before she said softly: “You‟re
something real special, Biggs, aren‟t you? I… come on. Let‟s head back. You need your sleep,
anyway.”
“I think I also need to use the bathroom.” Zerrex held up a hand, and the female rolled
her eyes before grumbling under her breath as she pulled him along. The Drakkaren rubbed
embarrassedly at his head as they walked forwards, his stomach cramping a bit as he wondered
moodily if he was going to hate this process as much as he had when he had been mortal.
Twenty minutes later, Zerrex made his way back to the ranch house, grimacing a bit and
rubbing his hands together in distaste. The latrine had been dusty, gross, and there had been
several large bugs crawling on the wall while the reptile had done his business, staring in disgust

and hoping nothing from the smelly, deep hole in the ground tried to bite him in the ass. The
outhouse obviously wasn‟t used very often… and Zerrex had spent a lot of his time bitching
loudly about stupid mortal processes, only glad that Missy had gone inside before he‟d finally
hurried out and used the outdoor shower to wash his hands off.
The lizard walked up the steps… and he was surprised to find that the lights had already
been turned low. Missy was sitting in linen pajamas, a matching long-sleeve shirt and pants both
decorated with rainbows and prancing, unevolved ponies, and the reptile looked at her as she
sipped from a bottle of water before smiling up at him, saying softly: “Poppa and Momma like to
turn in early because they tend to get up around five in the morning, sometimes even earlier. I
usually nap a little myself at night, just because it‟s nice to… and there ain‟t really much else to
do, anyway, not when it gets real dark out. We‟re far from Temptation but… I don‟t like to press
my luck. Especially… after what happened today.”
She quieted, looking down and rubbing at her face before brushing her blonde locks back,
and Zerrex nodded a bit, saying softly: “I guess I‟ll turn in too, then. Been a long time since I
needed to sleep and I don‟t know… how much of it my body‟s going to need.” He stopped, then
reached up and slowly played with his mala, playing the prayer beads between his fingers as he
thought of how fortunate it was this hadn‟t broken on him… but then again, they seemed to
withstand the test of everything. He had been bludgeoned, blown up, shocked, thrown off cliffs,
and now turned mortal and rudely dragged down a river for miles… and they had withstood
every bit of it without a scratch. It was almost enough to make him believe there really was a
greater power at work…
Missy caught his musing, though, and she smiled a bit at him, saying softly: “Don‟t go
thinking too deep about things then, Biggs. If you do, you‟ll never get any sleep.”
Zerrex looked at her, then he smiled a bit and nodded. “Good advice.” A pause, and then
he awkwardly raised a hand to her and mumbled a „goodnight‟ out before starting to walk past…
and she grabbed his wrist, looking up at him quietly.
“Listen, I‟m a big strong girl, but… I‟m still… a little freaked out over today. It‟s been…
such a strange day and things have happened that I never wanted to think about so…” She
stopped, fumbling for a moment before she looked up at him quietly, asking softly: “Can I stay
with you for a while?”
Zerrex gazed at her softly and nodded, starting to turn to sit down at the table… but
Missy only smiled softly as she stood up and whispered: “Not like that.”
She gently pulled him down towards his guest room, and then pushed him towards the
bed as she closed the door with a quiet snick… and she pushed the Drakkaren in first, the reptile
blushing a bit as he glanced down at the pulled-back covers… but when Missy slipped in, she
only turned around and pressed herself back against him, grasping one of his wrists and pulling
his arm around her, resting back against him and murmuring: “Don‟t think you‟re getting no sex
from me that easy. Last boyfriend I had, I didn‟t even touch his dick „til he took me out to
dinner, bought me some flowers, and made me feel like a real sweet girl. You just mock me and
make me pay for everything.”
“Yeah, but you like that more than being treated like a helpless damsel, I think.” Zerrex
said softly, squeezing her back against him, and the female smiled a little as she closed her eyes,
not bothering to reply. They lay together… and after a few minutes, both fell into a deep, quiet
slumber. As they slept, she slowly rolled over… and curled herself comfortably up as the
Drakkaren hugged her instinctively close, the Benevolent almost glowing in his arms as the
reptile felt comforted even in the deepest of his dreamless sleep.

When Zerrex woke up, he rubbed blearily at his eyes before dumbly looking up to see
that Missy was already dressed… and that the golden retriever had set up a little table with a mug
of coffee… and a heaping stack of pancakes smothered in butter and syrup next to a handful of
thick strips of bacon, the female saying awkwardly: “Just… a little something for you. Since you
been so nice to me. I thought I‟d give you breakfast in bed, and… listen, Poppa and Momma
have already gone to town, the orchards are harvested, Derek‟s watering the berry crops today so
they can be picked in a few weeks… so this is the rare day off. I‟d like to do a few repairs around
the barn and stuff, but… I‟d really like to spend most of the day getting to know you better.”
Zerrex nodded as he sat slowly up, and Missy sat beside him, touching his arm as she
blushed a bit and said softly: “So talk to me, Biggs. Tell me… your story.”
The Drakkaren looked at her… and then he picked up his mug of coffee as the female
picked up her own, looking eager before the reptile said softly: “I will, but later. For now, let me
enjoy breakfast… and you can tell me more about yourself while you do. This was very sweet of
you, after all, Missy… not at all what I‟d expect from such a down-home country girl who seems
so intent on beating everyone around her up.”
Missy snorted at this and punched him in the shoulder, and the Drakkaren grunted and
swayed a bit as she said flatly: “Well, clearly you‟re forgetting all them years I spent learning
how to be a proper lady. I‟m sure you well know with how well you speak Irenic that to them,
„proper lady‟ means a servile little wench, so I got all kinds of training in how to prepare shit for
the „master of the house.‟ Yes, I make a mess in the kitchen, but I make a mean flapjack, too.”
Zerrex snorted in amusement as he used his fork to cut away part of the pancakes before
shoveling the food into his mouth… and he grunted in surprise and agreement, nodding a bit to
her as the dog grinned widely, looking pleased with the Drakkaren‟s assessment of her culinary
skills. And as he ate, she began to talk more, slowly and steadily opening up about her life… and
the Drakkaren smiled a bit as he realized part of the reason why he got along with her so well,
why she already felt like many of his other friends and family members: it was because like all of
them, she remembered her days as a mortal, thought of herself almost as a mortal person instead
of a Benevolent, a „greater-than-mortal…‟ and perhaps she even longed to have those old days of
mortality and her old mortal life, however troubled it had been at points, back.
The Drakkaren reflected again on the irony of his situation as he finished the pancakes:
they were indeed delicious, almost delicious enough to distract him from his current plight. He
smiled a little as Missy finished a long, rambling story about life at her mother‟s bourgeois
apartment, and then he said softly: “The food was excellent. Thank you for it.”
Missy blushed a bit in pleased surprise, and then she reached out and slapped him on the
back, saying softly: “And now you tell me „bout your life, Biggs. I ain‟t gonna judge you based
on your past, so don‟t you go leaving any details out, either.”
Zerrex smiled a little at this, glancing over at her for a few moments… and before he
knew it, he found himself speaking. He talked first, as he often always did when asked about his
mortal life, about how his unit had been disbanded from the military and he had been sent out on
his own… and about how he had come to a small town known as Baskin‟s Grove, split into two
unequal and distinct sections known as Comfort Town and Apple Villa.
He told her about how he‟d been a mercenary: he‟d taken his pay in cash and sex and
material items he would break or play with and then grow bored of. He told her about how a
sixteen year old kid had once hired him to beat up an eighteen year old bully… and how he had
only taken the job because he‟d heard that said bully was targeting a lot of other people with

much worse harassment. So he‟d kicked the crap out of him and the kid had paid him with a
video game system and a bunch of games… and the Drakkaren hadn‟t liked it all at first but soon
found himself killing time when bored by first watching movies… and then slowly picking up
games. He thought they were childish, he hated them… and yet he‟d still come back to them and
he‟d never thrown the system away.
He told her about the job that had led him to meeting Mary, who had changed his life…
he told her about Lone Wulfe, who had been another catalyst in his own way… he told her about
Cindy, how they had met, fallen in love… and found out that she was his daughter, born of rape.
He told her about how she had struggled with it in silence… and about Cherry, trying to kill him,
his ex-lover from the past coming back with her own twisted sense of honor, and how he had
only won the battle because her own ferocity turned against her when she had snagged him with
her terrible chain whip… and the Drakkaren had managed to force through the pain to simply
crush her down into the ground when she had been unable to break the grapple she had initiated
herself.
He told her about Mary‟s death. About the toddler in the park. About fighting his way
through a veritable army to Lone Wulfe when he had taken the town over, and blown out his
shins. How he had left him alive as the first true symbol of his change: how he had finally
decided to end the bloody feud between the two sides of the town, even if it was with pure,
unwavering force and dark determination.
She listened in rapt awe as he told her about the changes he had gone through, and about
how even greater changes had come when his uncle, his mentor, his true father-figure had come
looking for him to settle a pact of honor. About how the mighty Dragon of Comfort Town had
been beaten into a bloody pulp like he was a child trying to fight the world heavyweight
champion… and that had been much of what it had been like. He reflected on how cowardly he
had felt after that: all those years of fighting no one near his level in Baskin‟s Grove, and how he
had fought victorious battle after battle… but they had been honorless triumphs. He told her
about how Markus Requiem Narrius had kidnapped his daughter Cindy, and how she had come
to look up to him over the course of a single week as a true warrior and even a hero… and he
told her about Felicity, about the bastard Tank, about the Goth Legion imitators known as the
Godkillers gang, and about how they had all been duped into fighting one-another. About how he
and Requiem fought side-by-side with his family to stop Tank‟s ambition to take over the
town… about how he had killed the best friend of his greatest admirer by mistake… about
fighting Felicity in the wreckage of an ancient sawmill. He told her about how Tank had stolen
one of his best friends away from him, a friend who had stepped in front of them and saved
countless lives… he told her about how Tank had been broken but Requiem had stepped and left
him alive, because there was no honor in killing him… but he had ensured Tank would never
live a comfortable life.
He told her about the final battle in the fields where Mary lay at rest, about the chase
through the forest, about nearly dying on the cliffs… and about how Cherry, then his wife, had
rejected him because she couldn‟t stand at his side as equal. Because she did not feel worthy, did
not want to be husband-and-wife… she only wanted to serve. He told her about his reunion with
Cindy… and about how she had become pregnant with his daughter.
He had stopped because he had spoken for hours, feeling embarrassed… but Missy had
only asked him quietly if he wanted anything before he continued. They had gone out to the
kitchen table, and she had poured Zerrex another coffee and prepared him a simple sandwich to
munch on… and then the Drakkaren had continued his story. About how Marina, then just a little

girl, had been kidnapped: about how it had all been a trap to lead him to Hez‟Ranna, where his
father had been revived from death. He told her about Narrius… about how he‟d killed him in his
sleep, about the monstrous things he had done… he told her about being trapped in his own mind
for seven long years. He told her about the Great Hez‟Rannan War from his point of view, and
the rebels he had joined with, and the battles he had fought. He told her about watching his
family suffer and die, losing them all… and regaining them in a miracle.
He touched his tattoo quietly as he explained why he wore a swastika on his arm: about
what it meant to him, and that it reminded him every enemy he fought could have been a friend
in better days. That almost everything declared „evil‟ was good to someone else, that everyone
had feelings, emotions, their own sense of right and wrong and justice and righteousness. He
smiled a bit, feeling awkwardly like he was climbing onto a soapbox with what he was saying…
and he‟d moved quickly on, talking about Paradise, the terrible floating fortress armed with
nuclear rails… and worse, the Godsmite virus, which was programmed to destroy all life that
didn‟t have a specific genetic marker programmed into it.
He talked about fighting his father to the death… and a betrayal of a powerful ally at the
last moment. He talked about the destruction of the fortress as he was chased by a monster from
his worst nightmares until he‟d leapt skywards before the mighty bastion of destruction had
crashed and gone up in a nuclear inferno he thought would surely kill him… and about
discovering his own latent powers as he‟d fallen slowly from the sky, shielded by energy,
somehow absorbing the radiation as wings of white energy had allowed him to slowly descend
towards the ground. He talked about how even as a mortal, he‟d been blessed and cursed with
power… and how he had foolishly thought, in the wake of the defeat of the Patriarch and how
his armies worldwide laid down their weapons and surrendered at the news, that he would be
able to live a peaceful life back home in Ire, with his family – new and yet old, the same people
and yet all of them different and yet not, Cindy, Cherry, Marina, and Mahihko, the wolf that had
formerly been Lone Wulfe and was now acting as his adopted, childlike son – but how the peace
had never lasted. How the peace never did seem to last, no matter what the Drakkaren did to try
and sustain it.
Another few hours had passed in the telling of this story… and yet Missy still seemed
enthralled, and Zerrex couldn‟t help but smile awkwardly. The Benevolent, after all, longed for
adventure and thrills… and if there was one thing the Drakkaren‟s life had admittedly been full
of, it was wild journeys into the unknown.
He had stopped there, and they had sat quietly, just studying one another before she had
finally taken a slow breath, closing her eyes and composing herself, before asking hesitantly:
“You weren‟t lying before, were you? You really are Zerrex Narrius… oh my stars, I thought
you were just a myth, just… a kid‟s fairy tale!”
“Most fairy tales are based on real things… that‟s why a lot of the originals have such
bad endings.” Zerrex said softly, but Missy only stared at him with wonderment before the
reptile slowly flexed his right hand, grimacing a bit at it as he said quietly: “Besides, I was never
anything special. For every good thing I did, I did two bad things and two more selfish things.
For all my powers as a god, I couldn‟t save myself. I couldn‟t even save my friends… and now
someone out there is hunting down and killing my friends and family one-by-one. It‟s part of
why I can‟t involve you in this, Missy… why no one can know that you helped me here. It would
put you all in danger… and it‟s also why I can‟t risk summoning my friends and family to help. I
do that, the bastard that stole my powers will lock right in on us, and we‟re all dead.”

“Yet charging up that mountain alone is your solution, and you think that ain‟t gonna end
with you dead?” Missy asked vindictively, and she glared at him a bit as she slammed her fists
on the table, saying quietly: “You need my damn help, Biggs, like it or not: you‟re a mortal, and
even when that scary cowboy comes back, you‟re still gonna just be a mortal, just with some
fancy shit. Fancy shit that won‟t mean shit to some of the things you‟re hunting, I‟m willing to
bet.”
“It‟s the carpenter, not the tools. You saw me in the fight against those demons.” Zerrex
said mildly, shaking his head a bit before he glanced down at his hand, saying softly: “And I still
have some of my innate abilities. Some of the powers from when I was mortal… that, and the
knowledge I have of demons and even Strange Beasts, and most of all my own skills, that I‟ve
always been able to trust in… that should be more than enough to at least get me up that
mountain. How I‟ll fight Eratosthenes, I don‟t know… he‟s a god now as well as a Strange
Beast, with all my powers, probably the closest thing to omnipotent since the First Gods
themselves…”
Zerrex frowned a bit at this thought, rubbing musingly at the underside of his muzzle as
the female said softly: “You make it sound so goddamn hopeless… and when you talk like this,
when you… get this look in your eyes… it makes me think you‟re hoping you‟ll be dead by the
end of this whole confrontation.”
The Drakkaren smiled faintly over at her, saying softly: “I‟ve lived for more years that I
can count, Missy… ten, eleven million years, I don‟t even remember anymore. I‟ve lost friends
and family… and most of them have died because of me. Because of my actions or my inaction.
Because for all my power… I‟m weak, vulnerable, and foolish. Yet I can‟t seem… to stay dead.
Do you know how many times I‟ve died, and yet been dragged back from beyond? Sometimes I
question why… why Naganis chose me. Other times… I wonder if Naganis hated me, with all
I‟ve experienced now and been through.”
“Naganis… the forbidden name of God…” Missy closed her eyes and smiled faintly.
“Said to kill mortals if they try and speak it…”
“Only in Heaven. Heaven resonates with his name… I don‟t think it was Naganis‟s
intention nor his doing, either, I think the Heavenly Council put that in place to make their God
more faceless, to forget… who they truly owe fealty to.” Zerrex muttered, looking away and
picking up his mug to drink the last of the cold coffee from it, grimacing at the bitter taste. “Do
you want to get to work now, Missy? I‟ve talked all day and I… still have until tonight to wait.
I‟m sure White will show up when he‟s ready.”
“No, let‟s not work.” Missy stood up and walked over to him quietly, before she dropped
on her knees beside the Drakkaren, grasping his leg gently and looking up into his eyes as the
reptile looked back down at her with surprise, and she studied him for a few long moments
before saying quietly: “Listen to me, Zerrex. You gotta pull yourself outta this rut… and you
gotta stop worrying about what‟s going to happen to me, or to your friends, or your family, or
everyone else if they get involved in what‟s going on here. Goddamn, you gotta accept you can‟t
protect everyone and everything… and that it ain‟t your fault when we get involved with this to
try and help your stupid, selfish ass out of these big old messes it sounds like you keep getting in
the middle of. Yeah, we‟re gonna get hurt, and don‟t forget I know damn well how scary it is to
die. Yet… I‟m here. I‟m willing to help. I ain‟t gonna be much help maybe, but… let me try.
And if something happens… I want you to know it ain‟t your fault. It‟s my own damn fault for
being a stupid little fantasizing girl who thinks she can play hero with the big boys like you.”

She reached up and touched the scarred side of his face, looking at him silently as Zerrex
gazed back down at the Benevolent, and then closed his eyes and sighed softly, saying finally:
“Missy…”
“And how are you gonna stop me anyway? Look, it‟s better that you just accept the fact
I‟m coming with your dumb ass… then you take off from here and I sneak out in the truck after
you. I already know where you‟re going… and I got a feeling that once you get to Temptation, it
ain‟t gonna be hard to find your trail.” Missy smiled a little up at him, and Zerrex grimaced
awkwardly in return before she suddenly stood up, taking his face into both her hands and
kissing his mouth firmly, making the reptile‟s eyes widen… but she pulled quickly away, the
kiss more chaste and affectionate than passionate as she grinned at him. “You know what they
say. Steal a kiss from a boy, and he‟s gotta do a girl a favor.”
“What… who says that?” Zerrex spluttered, staring up at her, and the Benevolent put her
hands on her hips and huffed at him before the Drakkaren grabbed his face with a groan and a
mutter, saying darkly: “I don‟t like this. I don‟t like being pushed into things or having things
decided for me and especially not you putting yourself in danger, but-”
“But nothing. I‟m coming with you and that‟s that.” Missy clapped her hands together,
and then she turned to the fridge, pulling out a bottle of beer and a bottle of cola, tossing the
latter to the Drakkaren as he sighed and then grimaced when Missy grinned and popped her glass
bottle open with her teeth before spitting the cap out as she held the bottle up. “Cheers to our
new partnership, Biggs.”
Zerrex grimaced, but then he opened his own bottle… then sighed and leaned forwards,
bumping plastic against glass with a dull thunk before they both took a drink, and he shook his
head slowly as he muttered: “Great. I should have asked White to make you something too, in
that case… do you even know how to defend yourself?”
The Benevolent grinned widely, and Zerrex looked at her meditatively before she said
easily as she winked at him: “Just stay right there for a second. Got something to show you.”
The Drakkaren leaned moodily back in his chair, sighing a bit as he sipped at his cola and
muttered grumpily about the situation he‟d gotten himself into as he tapped a foot slowly against
the ground… and ten minutes later, Missy walked back into the room and spread her arms with a
grin, an ancient lever-action shotgun in one hand and a huge, bolt-action rifle across her back.
“Ta-da!”
Zerrex stared at her: she was dressed in a faux-leather trenchcoat now, with thick black
denim pants beneath this and a tight white shirt on with a camo-patterned harness overtop that
held several small packs over it, and when the trenchcoat fluttered open with her movement, he
could see that she had a knife holstered on one side of her waist and a handgun of some sort on
the other. Mirrored sunglasses were propped up on her forehead, and her hair was neatly tied
back as she said excitedly: “So what do you think?”
“Lose the jacket.” Zerrex said flatly, and he grimaced a little over her, asking grouchily:
“Why do I get the feeling this is a dress-up costume?”
Missy looked both insulted and embarrassed, but she shrugged the bolt action rifle off
and put it aside as she dropped the shotgun on the cluttered table… and Zerrex couldn‟t help but
reach forwards and pick this up. Walnut stock, black metal lever, comfortable, well-worn grip
and the silver barrel scratched but sparkling, the barrel sawed short: he had to admit, her
weaponry at least looked good. “I… I‟m taking this seriously, I am, but… I spent so many years
planning, thinking about going out and adventuring… and… I‟m sorry if I seem like an excited
little girl but I guess in a way, I am an excited little girl, you know? I ain‟t gonna say this is a

dream come true, „cause I… I can see how serious this is, I really can… but it‟s something I‟ve
been preparing for nonetheless.”
She had folded the jacket nervously down into a tight square of cloth, now looking much
more serious as she stood in the tight top and looked with much-greater nervousness at the
Drakkaren… and Zerrex couldn‟t help but smile a little as he looked over her slowly. The
harness was a nice touch, and he was willing to bet the pouches on it were filled with ammo…
and when he motioned for her to spin as he put the shotgun back down on the table, she did so
quietly and carefully, and the Drakkaren saw not only that she had a can of mace on her back,
next to her tail, but what looked like a set of lockpicks as well: just as he realized the handgun
wasn‟t a handgun at all, but a taser. “Can you use those picks?”
“Oh, yeah, for simple stuff. I‟m not very good at it yet but I practice a lot… I heard it was
a real useful skill to have.” she said softly, smiling awkwardly at him, and Zerrex grunted as he
nodded a bit. Then the lizard stood up, evaluating her before his eyes turned to the bolt-action
rifle, surveying it musingly before the Benevolent said hesitantly: “I‟m a good shot… and I… I
can make my own ammo. I learned how to when I was mortal, actually, when I was fifteen or
sixteen, since I went on a hunting trip with Poppa… he showed me the trick to doing it, and… I
caught on real fast. He said I had a knack for it.”
She rubbed at her face slowly, then smiled a bit as she picked up the bolt-action rifle: it
was long and sleek, with a full metal body, smelling of oil and obviously a newer model… and
exceedingly-well taken care of. The reptile took it when she offered, working the bolt to eject
one of the bullets from the internal magazine and catching it in his hand… and he looked at it
curiously as he realized it had a strange shimmer to it.
The jacket seemed like normal copper, but the head of the bullet was gleaming silver…
and the female mumbled embarrassedly: “I… there‟s an old mine a few miles away. I hike out
there sometimes, and every now and then I get lucky and find some silver in the ruins and
wreckage. I make the rounds for old times‟ sake and… because I wanted to get out of here one
day and adventure, I just figured… you know, it would be after Momma and Poppa didn‟t need
me anymore or something. So I was preparing and stuff, I wanted to prove myself so I could one
day maybe join the Angel Army or… you know, something like that. Every bullet‟s engraved
with a prayer or blessing… I heard that hurts a lot of things even more. I got bullets made of
silver, bullets made of iron, and every one of „em blessed and… I hope you don‟t think I‟m just
like the little girl who say she‟s gonna run away from home and never does and grows up to
marry some poor old poacher who treats her like garbage.”
She rubbed at her face, visibly embarrassed… but Zerrex only smiled at her before he
easily snapped the rifle open and slid the round back in, saying softly: “I‟m impressed. I didn‟t
expect you to… actually know this much about things.”
“I studied hard in Heaven to try and join the Angel Army and stuff… to… anything to get
away from Momma.” the female smiled awkwardly up at him, blushing a bit at the praise before
the Benevolent took the gun and glanced down the sights, saying quietly: “This one here, she‟s
my favorite. She‟s the one I made most of the bullets and stuff for… I didn‟t want to use up my
silver making ball-bearings for the shotgun so that one just uses shells loaded with iron buckshot.
Momma and Poppa don‟t exactly encourage it but… they don‟t say nothing bad about it either,
since I think they both know that in this kinda world we… we gotta be ready for whatever‟s
comin‟ our way, you know?”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, and then she put the gun aside and smiled a little, patting
the taser and saying embarrassedly: “This is what Poppa bought me one year when I was going

in to Temptation to help out with raising awareness for the church, before… before things got
really bad and they decided to never go closer than the church itself, which is out in the outskirts.
It‟s got a powerful wallop to it… I shot Jake with it once and it was enough juice to get that lazy
bastard running, so it must pack a serious wallop… and this knife was a gift from one of
Momma‟s friends in Heaven. The only one I liked…”
The Drakkaren glanced at it curiously as the female drew it from its leather scabbard…
and then he whistled after a moment at the sight of it: a long, black steel blade that was edged
with white and covered in glowing runes, with a rubberized handle that the golden retriever‟s
fingers fit perfectly. The shape of the blade was slightly-waved and solid… and when the
Drakkaren reached up and touched it, he murmured: “That‟s a demon-killing weapon. Not a „you
die and go back to Hell‟ kind of killing, a „killing-them-dead‟ kind of killing.”
“Yeah. He said I should only use it in emergencies.” Missy said softly, looking at it
quietly as the blade resonated with dangerous light, and then she spun it easily before slipping it
back into the sheath, smiling awkwardly up at the Drakkaren. “And my mace… something else
Poppa bought for me. Not just the hot pepper stuff, either, this has salt mixed into it too so it‟ll
really hurt even a supernatural entity.”
Zerrex smiled a bit at this, saying softly: “I guess I can‟t say you aren‟t well-outfitted,
then… and I… guess…” He hesitated, not wanting to build her up too much but unable to stop
himself from admitting quietly: “I guess that it could be a lot worse and… maybe you can help
me after all. But if things go bad…”
Missy hugged him tightly around the waist, and Zerrex winced a bit as she pushed herself
against him, muttering: “Now don‟t go ruining this sappy moment, Biggs, just shut up for once.
Because no, I will not abandon you to the goddamn hounds if something bad happens, I‟ll stay
and fight, like I should have helped you more when you fought off those demons back at the
store.”
“You saved my life!” Zerrex argued, and the female glared up at him, Zerrex grumbling
under his breath before he pushed the Benevolent back and said flatly: “Anyway, how much
combat training could you have? A real life situation is a lot different from any simulation, and
no offense, but you don‟t exactly seem like the practiced type.”
“Hey, I was a black belt!” the female argued, and when Zerrex grinned and crossed his
arms as he looked at her pointedly, she sulked a bit and muttered: “Okay, I was a first-degree
black belt, but I still could hold my own and I was a damn fourteen year old girl at the time.”
“So did you continue your training at all?” Zerrex asked curiously, and when she
fidgeted, he nodded a bit and asked quietly: “But with the „death effect,‟ the way memories of
mortal life become crystal-clear after you die… you remember all your skills and techniques,
right?”
“Oh, yeah!” Missy smiled up at him, then she grinned and held up her hands gamely.
“You wanna go outside and spar a little, Biggs? See for yourself what I can do?”
The reptile looked at her for a few moments, long enough for the female to become
nervous… and then Zerrex grinned a bit as he reached up and poked the five-foot canine‟s nose,
saying amusedly: “You know, I often dream of meeting pretty girls who say things like that to
me. Just don‟t be too embarrassed or angry when you end up flat on your back, okay?”
Missy snorted at this, then she quickly unhooked her harness and dropped it over the back
of her chair, saying easily: “Don‟t you go judging me just yet, Biggs, don‟t forget that I don‟t get
tired like you will, you old fart.” She slapped him on the arm as she strode towards the door,

looking eager as she motioned at him and laughed, pushing through and leaping down the steps.
“Come on, come on!”
Zerrex couldn‟t help but smile softly, despite the fact she obviously wasn‟t taking it quite
that seriously… yet he couldn‟t really blame her all the same, and moreover… he had to admit,
that it was a little cute. She also seemed honestly excited to spar and to learn… and the reptile
had to respect that, as he pushed through the door and headed down into the wide yard.
Derek was watching curiously from where he was sitting beside a sleepy Jake… and the
Drakkaren smiled slightly as he approached and then stood some ten feet away from Missy, the
two looking at each other before she grinned and put her hands on her hips, leaning forwards and
winking. “You ain‟t gonna go easy on me „cause I‟m a girl, are you?”
“I‟d make a comment about that but my obviously misogynistic mind is too busy thinking
about your boobs.” Zerrex said flatly, and Missy grumbled before the reptile rose a hand and
beckoned to her, smiling slightly. “Try and keep up with me, doll.”
“Oh I‟m gonna kick your ass.” Missy threatened, and then she ran forwards before
halting and throwing out a short, sharp kick at the lizard‟s shin, the Drakkaren grinning widely as
he danced backwards from the attack before bringing his leg up to block her next quick thrustkick, wincing at the painful impact against her shin but the female staggering backwards with a
grunt, knocked off balance by the unexpected stop.
She caught and anchored herself, and the reptile let his arms hang loosely at his sides as
he winked at her, leaning back a bit and taking on a relaxed pose as she looked at him with
surprise and the reptile said kindly: “Come on now, you can do better.”
She glared at him and leapt forwards, swinging a fist out… and Zerrex sidestepped before
he snagged her arm, lightning quick, and her eyes had just enough time to widen before the
Drakkaren swept one of his feet forwards, knocking her legs out from under her before he threw
her easily to the ground.
Missy crashed and skidded forwards dumbly on her face, blinking a few times before she
looked stupidly over her shoulder at him, and Zerrex shrugged a bit, saying mildly: “Deception is
one of the greatest weapons you have. Looking defenseless, provoking the enemy, inciting an
attack… it all can be used to great advantage in combat. See, when I purposefully drop my
guard… I let my body completely relax. I‟m not tensed up, which can make you twitch or freeze
entirely… I‟m ready to move with whatever the enemy might throw at me, and to defend myself
in an instant. My strongest attacks are overhead smashes… but my best attacks don‟t drop down,
they rise up.”
Missy nodded a bit, then she grinned and shoved herself to her feet, bouncing a bit from
foot-to-foot in her heavy boots as Zerrex grinned a bit, his bare feet roving through the grasses as
she said eagerly: “Okay, okay, I can remember that… but what do you mean, they „rise up?‟ Like
your arms rise?”
“Kind of. They come from below… it‟s unexpected, and more likely to hit a soft spot on
the enemy. A lot of people go for the face and head because that‟s kind of what sticks out… they
forget that the torso has a lot of soft spots, even if they‟re built like a tank.” The reptile gestured
at himself, and when he saw how closely Missy was paying attention, he turned slightly, making
a fist and doing an upwards, hooking punch from waist level as he rolled his body with the
movement, smiling awkwardly at her… but admittedly enjoying teaching her. “See that? It‟s a
hard movement to master, because it has to be done smoothly… but if you can do that, you can
learn to hook your fist right into the solar plexus or a kidney, just below the ribs. And when
you‟re practicing, don‟t sacrifice your technique or take shortcuts. It might go faster, but you can

get into bad habits that can make your form suffer… and if your form suffers, you can lose both
strength in your attacks as well as hurt yourself more when you hit someone or something.”
“Yeah, yeah, I got the same lecture from all my teachers, I know.” Missy said grumpily,
but nonetheless, she tried hard to replicate the Drakkaren‟s movements, concentrating visibly as
she muttered: “Like this?”
“No, no. Here.” Zerrex walked over, quietly stepping behind her and grasping her side
with one hand… and Missy blushed but smiled as the Drakkaren flexed his body against her and
showed her and let her feel the movement of his muscles and arm, cradling her body back against
his form as he said quietly: “Get it better?”
He did it again, and this time she moved with it… and she nodded after a moment, saying
softly: “I… I do. Can… can you teach me more?”
She gazed up at him, and Zerrex gazed back… and the two intermingled light sparring
with teaching, the Drakkaren surprised not only by how quickly she caught on… but also by her
sheer strength, when she mimicked one of his reverse thrust kicks and actually managed to knock
him stumbling backwards with a curse despite blocking her with both arms, wincing at the throb
of pain that went through them… and then grinning widely as she lowered her leg slowly with a
blush of pleasure and embarrassment and excitement.
They practiced until the reverend and Rebecca arrived back home… and Missy had
looked at them, and they had looked back at her as they‟d climbed out of the truck before
Rebecca had walked quickly over and hugged her fiercely, whispering that they were very proud
of her… and they wouldn‟t stand in her way. Zerrex was surprised and touched by how well they
knew the Benevolent they had taken in… and Missy had smiled radiantly as the reverend had
taken Zerrex aside and made him promise to take care of her as they stood in the kitchen
together, the old, jowly canine sighing quietly as he polished his glasses.
“But I can‟t say… I didn‟t expect this. She‟s been looking for adventure all her life… for
a way off this farm, much as she enjoys it here. It‟s… listen, I love her. Her mother was trash but
Madeline is the sweetest, most gracious little girl I‟ve ever had the pleasure of knowing.” the
reverend said quietly, looking slowly along Zerrex as the Drakkaren stood awkwardly, rubbing at
his forehead slowly. “I want you to take care of her… but I also already know that you will.
Missy has always been an excellent judge of character, and she knows what‟s right for her. She
thinks she‟s gotta help you… she‟s talked a lot about it, Biggs. Helping you… and well, Rebecca
and I can‟t hold on to her forever. I just wish… I just wish this was a world where little girls
never had to grow up, and people didn‟t have to go and fight secret wars, and demons and angels
and Strange Beasts were all back in their own rightful places and things were black and white,
instead of so god-awful mixed up… and of course, that us foolish mortals could agree about one
damn thing or open our eyes to the truth instead of hiding our heads in the sand.”
He sighed a little, then glanced at Zerrex for a few moments before he asked quietly: “Is
there anything I can do for you? Anything you need? And this isn‟t just out of the generosity of
my heart, Biggs, this is because I have a feeling that your success in this endeavor directly
affects my sweet little Missy‟s safety.”
The Drakkaren smiled a bit, saying quietly: “A male will be by later tonight to drop some
things off for me… don‟t worry, he‟s not from around here and he won‟t leave a trace of himself
behind. Missy… I‟m only going to take her with me as far as the mountains. I think she knows
that, too. A taste of adventure, I‟m hoping, will be enough to satisfy her for now… but if things
work out…” He looked down awkwardly, rubbing at his head slowly before he looked back up,
saying quietly: “If things work out, I know a place where she can get the training she desires, and

I have some friends who can help her find a better place than… being a grunt in the Angel Army.
She can do better than that. I know she can do better than that, and I‟ve only known her for…
well… a day or two, now.”
“Good. Then you have respect for her, at least… and that soothes me a little.” The
reverend sat down, shaking his head a bit and leaning back at the table before he glanced towards
the door with a quiet sigh. “So are the rumors true? Is there something up in the mountains, in
the old fortress up there, stealing the souls of demons and angels?”
“Close enough. What have you heard about it?” Zerrex tilted his head curiously as the
reverend looked towards him, and the jowly canine hesitated for a moment… but then he grunted
and quickly shuffled through the papers on the table before holding out a newspaper clipping.
Zerrex took it, and grimaced at the headline: „Husks found; who‟s to blame?‟
“Temptation‟s in even more of a foul state than it‟s ever been before… even the profiteers and
criminals are starting to pack up and cut town, leaving only the worst of the scum around. I hear
you and Missy actually killed one of the gang leaders who was trying to cut and run… Stallone, I
think his name was. Or rather, was the name he was going by among his followers. The Sheriff
figured out it was him earlier this morning when some angry politicians came looking for the
scumbag, thinking he‟d been arrested, not killed.”
The Drakkaren looked up in surprise as he remembered the cheetah… and the pieces fell
into place in his mind. Four mercenaries who had been working directly under Eratosthenes,
outfitted with the best-of-the-best by him: it made sense. They likely were the marshals of his
army, and since the Strange Beast obviously didn‟t yet understand how mortals worked, he had
empowered them and let them loose in town, thinking they would do his dirty work for him…
and instead, his army of demons and angels and scumbags was starting to slowly fall apart
because they were all now trying to pursue their own interests instead of their big boss‟s.
Goddammit… if only it had happened sooner, then maybe he never would have been able to
capture me in the first place.
He glanced towards the reverend as the canine sighed quietly, then shook his head and
muttered: “It‟s a sin to think some of the things I think about these foul people, but I‟ve started to
wonder if Heaven is really worth all this trouble. There‟s just as many angels in Temptation as
there are everything else… and as the sheriff likes to say, demons are honest, but angels smile
while they betray you. I just fear that what‟s happening there is connected somehow to what‟s
happening in that fortress you‟ve expressed an interest in.”
Zerrex nodded a bit… but any further conversation was cut off as Rebecca and Missy
came inside, and the two insisted on preparing a large meal together. The males sat in awkward
quiet while the females talked with each other cheerily and worked together… but dinner proved
a good experience overall, and Rebecca kept smiling at the lizard in a way that made him feel all
the more apprehensive about taking their daughter away.
When Missy went off to shower, Rebecca poured Zerrex a mug of coffee and handed it to
him, then exchanged a look with her husband before quietly taking the reverend‟s hand, saying
softly: “Mr. Biggs, don‟t think this is too forwards of me… but I‟m thankful that if Missy is
going to leave, it‟s with you. I know she‟s heading into danger… but I know that you‟ll do her
best to keep her safe, even in Temptation. And I know it must feel like a lot is being placed on
your shoulders… but I want you to know that… that if something does happen… please don‟t be
ashamed or afraid to come back here. Despite your… rough appearance, you have been very
kind and you‟ve brought Missy‟s dreams back to life. She‟s a wild spirit… and this is a world

that I‟m afraid… needs people like you and her in it. It‟s not the same world we grew up in…
even after the wars. This world… is getting wilder and wilder.”
Zerrex nodded a bit, saying quietly: “Like I told your husband, though… I‟m only going
to take her as far as the mountains. She won‟t come with me to the fortress, that would be…
asking too much, putting her in too much danger, and-”
Rebecca only smiled softly, holding up a hand and saying quietly: “Why don‟t you just
let her decide when the time comes, then? I know… she‟s not like you, Mr. Biggs. But she is
special, and I think you see that already in her. The best things are always tried in fire… and
while my sister wasn‟t… the best of people, Missy is. Missy is just like her long-lost father, God
rest his soul.”
The Drakkaren didn‟t know how to reply, so he only sipped at his coffee… and he
glanced up towards the sounds of the shower running before asking softly: “I hope it‟s not rude,
but… she hasn‟t… mentioned her father at all…”
“Her father was an Angel, and I mean that in a literal sense.” Rebecca said kindly, and
when the reverend made a grumbling sound, the female only smiled amusedly at him. “Now stop
it, honey, you know that Missy won‟t talk about it, and Zerrex should know. Her father was a
Holy Knight, one of the few sent down to the planet after the demons first made their appearance
throughout the world… and he was very quickly seduced into bed by my sister, who wanted…
well… wealth and power.
“Missy never got to really know her father because he was killed shortly after she was
born… but I spent time with him, and he was a good and virtuous male. Very strong-willed,
extremely generous, and willing to throw his life on the line to protect anyone. He was killed not
by demons… but by mortals. PMCs, I believe they were called… mercenaries, scum.” Rebecca
shook her head slowly, then she sipped quietly at her own glass of red wine and murmured:
“Poor Missy will never talk about her father because she‟s ashamed that he was led into bed by
her mother.”
“That explains her strength…” Zerrex murmured softly, rubbing slowly at his face. After
all, even though most Benevolent would be stronger than mortals… the fact that Missy could
throw punches and kicks hard enough to stagger even him had started to make him question how
she could be so strong. “It explains a lot about her, in fact.”
Rebecca nodded, and then she said softly: “I always knew in a way this day would come.
She‟s driven… and she doesn‟t even know that the warrior instinct, the need to protect, is in her
very blood. She knows her father was an angel, but not the full story… and if you don‟t mind,
Zerrex, I‟d like to have a little privacy to talk to her about that tonight.”
“Of course.” Zerrex smiled a bit, and then he stood up before glancing over the two
awkwardly, asking quietly: “Are there any tools in that case, that I could use? I‟ll go out and do
some tinkering with my motorcycle, and… that should be more than enough time to settle things.
I won‟t interrupt.”
“I appreciate it.” Rebecca smiled a bit, then she patted her husband on the shoulder as the
reverend grunted, but then nodded, looking a little embarrassed. The Drakkaren understood
though, and he only smiled a bit, which seemed to settle the two a little and displaced some of
the awkwardness in the air.
“There‟s tools and a floodlight in the barn, in the storage area. Help yourself to whatever
you need, and you can take some of them with you if you want, nowadays I have a mechanic
worry about my repairs instead of fixing anything myself.” the reverend finally answered, and
the Drakkaren smiled again at this, heading towards the door before the jowly canine stood and

cleared his throat, the reptile looking curiously over his shoulder as he asked quietly: “Can I
ask… why you wear those prayer beads?”
Zerrex looked down at his mala, drawing his hand through it quietly… and then he
smiled and said softly: “Because even I need something to believe in… and when I wear these
special beads… I feel safe. I feel like someone‟s watching over me. I feel like… things are going
to be okay, even in the worst of time. They represent my faith, not just in myself or… something
else, but… in the balance of things. In harmony.”
The Drakkaren blushed a bit… but the reverend slowly smiled, nodding a few times and
saying quietly: “I think you just soothed any last worries I may have had about you, Biggs. Don‟t
stay out too late… it‟s better to be in Temptation early than it is to be there late at night.”
Zerrex nodded with an awkward „thank you,‟ and then he headed outside and walked
over towards the barn. He easily wheeled his bike in front of the wide doors as he looked up at
the purple-red sky overhead, and then he shook his head slowly before frowning a bit at the sight
of Derek talking excitedly on a cellphone. When the Greed demon‟s eyes caught on Zerrex, he
winced a bit and rambled something else… and the Drakkaren frowned before he rested the bike
on the kickstand and walked towards the demon, who blushed a bit and then held up his hands as
the reptile crossed his arms and asked dryly when he drew within a few feet of him: “So. You
weren‟t ratting me out just now, were you?”
The Greed demon blinked a few times… and then he laughed in relief, shaking his head
quickly and wheezing loudly. “Oh holy shit, no, not at all, Biggs… I might be a Greed demon
but I ain‟t entirely stupid, if you get my drift. I like it here, you see… close to Temptation, not so
close as I have to worry about my head getting cut off in the middle of the night due to all the
people I piss off.” The weasel hesitated, and then he added in an embarrassed voice: “And…
they‟re nice people. Good people, you know? Aww, fuck, I think they‟re even starting to rub off
on me and shit. You know the last time I was in town I gave a fucking quarter to a beggar? A
whole fucking quarter, I could have used that quarter in the slot machines and won me a fucking
million dollars, but I gave it to a goddamn beggar. And I guess… I didn‟t feel half-bad about it,
either. Weird, huh?”
The weasel rubbed at his head… and Zerrex smiled a bit, saying quietly: “Well, begging
is seen as an act that brings good karma, you know. It gives people a chance to give away money
like you did, without expectation of anything in return… which is another act that builds good
karma.”
“You‟re so frigging weird for a big guy, you know that? You look all muscle but you talk
all this crazy shit.” The weasel gestured back and forth with his arms widely, and Zerrex rolled
his eyes before the small demon smiled up at him. “Anyway, no. To be honest, I was trying to
line up a deal with Carbone… see, I ain‟t about to go rat that you and Missy killed Stallone,
„cause I don‟t want to see that nice girl hurt and Carbone would kill me, Jake, and the nice old
mortal geezers in the house just by association with you two, but it puts him in kind of a bind.
Like you probably remember, Stallone ran the casinos and a lot of the bars and those places…
but now other people are quickly trying to take over Stallone‟s racket, and it‟s leading to a whole
mess of infighting in town.
“And where do you think most of Carbone‟s drugs were sold?” The weasel tapped his
nose. “Exactly, the casinos and the bars. Now with Stallone gone, and his enforcers in disarray
and often killing each other to try and become the „new Stallone‟ so to speak, a lot of people
have just taken Carbone‟s drugs and money from where they were stashed in the casinos and the
bars and the strip joints and bailed ship. Now Carbone is desperate to get some of his stock back

and to find decent drug-runners… I figured it was a way back into his good books. I could get
paid, and he wouldn‟t kill me afterwards because everyone and everything else is busy screwing
each other over. I‟d get my pat on my head and more importantly, my bag of gold and silver, and
I could skip on the hell out of Temptation and maybe make a decent living out here.”
Zerrex grunted, and then he said mildly: “Derek, since I find you likeable and you aren‟t
entirely a douche, I‟m going to give you some advice. Stay away from Temptation for a week or
so, because if you think things are topsy-turvy there now, I think they‟re about to get a whole lot
worse.”
Derek looked up at him querulously… and when the Drakkaren turned around and
headed back towards his motorcycle, the demon quickly ran after him, his eyes widening as he
clapped his hands together; the noise apparently loud enough to make Jake, who was sleeping
against the side of the barn, stir in his sleep with a grumble, the Sloth demon groaning moodily.
“What, whoa, wait-wait-wait! You‟re gonna go and mess some heads up, aren‟t you? Holy hell,
you‟re like some… dark avenger, ain‟t you? Like all that shit you were talking about killing the
Serpent Rex, that ain‟t just talk, is it?”
Zerrex grunted in response as he headed into the barn, but the weasel tagged excitedly
along, clapping his hands a few times and bouncing energetically from foot-to-foot. “Like when
you were fighting with Missy! I mean, that girl can hit but you were handling her like a
toddler… and geez, you were even nice about it too, showing her all that stuff, and not just
„cause I can tell you‟re sweet on her.”
The reptile grumbled from inside the storage closet before he found a large, circular lamp
hooked up to a large power cell… and when the reptile flicked the on button, he winced at how
bright the light was even though the lamp was turned away. Yep. That’s a floodlight. “What do
you want, Derek? Estimates about how many people I‟ll probably kill so you can make some
crazy bets with the wrong people? Or to come with Missy and me and help us clean up the town,
old west style?”
Derek‟s eyes widened in shock at this, and he babbled immediately: “You can‟t take her!
Hey, she‟s sweet-as-pie and… sure, she can throw a punch and all, but that little girl deserves
better, even I think that and I‟m a damn demon!”
“I know, I know.” Zerrex muttered as he emerged from the barn with the floodlight in
one hand and a toolkit in the other: it seemed to have most of the basic tools he‟d been looking
for to do simple tune-ups on the motorcycle, and he only hoped he remembered what Priest had
taught him between showing off his engineering skills when they‟d worked on repairing
motorcycles together. “But she‟s made up her mind and there isn‟t exactly a lot I can do about it
now, Derek. You want to argue with the scary country girl?”
Derek made a face at this as the reptile dropped the floodlight just past the doorway of
the barn and turned it on, half-turned away from the house so it covered both the truck and his
motorcycle in a bright-as-day luminescence… and Jake cursed as he was caught in the bright
light where he was laying at the side of the barn, fidgeting before the Sloth demon rolled over
and forced himself to his feet with a surly mutter, storming away from the light as Zerrex rolled
his eyes and dropped the toolkit.
The Greed demon didn‟t speak for a while, and Zerrex was surprised when he eventually
fidgeted and left, even as the Drakkaren made his way in and out of the barn. He started by
removing the rust and buildup on the exterior of the bike, using a cloth and various bottles of
liquid he‟d found in the barn… and once it was as clean as it was going to look without the body
being rebuilt and the deteriorated plating replaced, the Drakkaren popped open the panels that

hid the internals of the bike from view and went to work with a mumble, trying to remember
how this and that worked, but once again surprised by how spotless the insides of the
motorcycles were… by the look of it, someone had been regularly tuning up the motorcycles
while they were outside.
Not long after the reptile had managed to figure out how to get to the motor on the
motorcycle, and as he was cleaning a bit of excess grime off with a rag, Missy quietly came
down the steps and approached him, holding something in her hand. When the Drakkaren turned
towards her, she slowly unwrapped the object from the blanket, swallowing a bit… and Zerrex
stared as she removed a golden, beautiful broadsword from the cloth, holding it up by the ebony
handle, the blade three feet in length and with beautiful ruby patterning engraved through the
grooved blade, the female asking quietly as a single tear dripped down her cheek: “Can you
teach me how to use this?”
Zerrex looked at her for a moment… then he reached up and stroked her face slowly,
saying softly: “I will… but tomorrow.” He stopped, then his eyes roved to an ivory locket now
hanging around the female‟s neck… and she blushed a bit as she reached up and quietly stroked
over the surface with her thumb, along the embossed image of a dove. “I think you‟ll catch on
fast.”
Missy nodded a little… then she turned and swung the sword through the air, and it
sizzled before bursting into golden flames, making the Benevolent gasp and drop the weapon as
she staggered backwards in surprise… and Zerrex smiled despite himself before he wiped his
hands off on the rag and quickly began to pack up his tools, saying quietly: “Looks like I might
not have to teach you much after all.”
The golden retriever swallowed thickly and nodded… and then Zerrex walked around the
bike and hugged her tightly, and she turned around and hugged him fiercely back, burying her
face against his chest as she sobbed once, only once… but tears still flooded down her muzzle as
she whispered: “I wish every day that I had known my father. I think he would have been… a lot
like you, Biggs. I think he would have been a lot like you.”
Zerrex looked down at her softly, quietly stroking her face gently… and then he hugged
her tightly again, feeling her trembles slowly soothing, slowly calming, as he held her tightly in
his arms… and finally, she pulled back with a shuddering sigh, gazing up at him before she
looked embarrassedly at the sword on the ground and hesitantly picked it up: the golden flames
had whiffed out, and they hadn‟t left so much as a mark on the grasses behind them as she
surveyed the weapon slowly, the way it thickened slightly near the top and the beautiful scarlet
patterns grooved into it… before she slowly put it down in the dropped cloth and wrapped it
back up, saying in a firmer voice: “Okay. Come on, Biggs, let‟s head inside. I wanna spend time
with Poppa and Momma and… it‟ll be good for you to rest up, too.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment… and Missy stood quietly and watched as the reptile put
the tools back in the barn and turned off the floodlight before wheeling the motorcycle back
around to the side of the listing structure… and then Missy grabbed his wrist and pulled him
insistently forwards and back towards the ranch house.
It was awkward, but not entirely uncomfortable, as they sat quietly around at the kitchen
table, chatting softly for the next few hours. The reverend retired first, but he promised to drive
with them to his church outside of Temptation in the morning… and Missy had been touched by
the gesture. Zerrex had been glad of it himself, admittedly… and as he sat, mostly watching
Rebecca and Missy talk, there had finally been a quiet knocking at the door.

Missy leapt up and ran to answer it as Zerrex stood, Rebecca looking curiously up… and
then Missy called eagerly: “Your friend is here, Biggs! White, right? Please, please come inside
and sit down!”
“I‟m just here to drop this off…” White began, and then he grimaced a bit when Missy
grabbed him and pulled him along, a faint blush rising in his collar… and Zerrex grinned a bit as
he finally saw the resemblance between White Phoenix and the Tinman as he tried to shake her
off, looking a little ruffled as he held a large, cloth-wrapped package in his arms, rectangular but
with a very large bulge in the center. “Ma‟am, please let go of me.”
Missy finally did so awkwardly, blushing a bit but looking excited as a child on her
birthday as Rebecca stood up and asked kindly: “Would you like some coffee, sir?”
White only shook his head, however, approaching the table and carefully laying the
cloth-wrapped bundle over it before he reached up and quickly removed his hat, bowing his head
politely. “No miss, but thank you kindly. I can‟t stay long… I just wanted to give this to you,
Zerrex… would you mind trying it on before I leave? Just in case any alterations have to be
made.”
Zerrex tilted his head curiously, but then he nodded slowly as he reached out and
carefully opened the bundle… and the reptile‟s eyes slowly widened at what he saw inside,
White saying quietly: “I also took the liberty of bringing you a change of clothes and…
something I know that you can put to good use.”
The Drakkaren smiled slightly over at the badger as he reached out and touched the hilt
of his sword, Blackheart, and the Drakkaren muttered: “You know once they find out you took
this, they‟re going to kick your ass.”
“In for a penny, in for a pound. I won‟t tell a soul until I have to where you are… and I‟ll
keep that promise until you say so otherwise. But my job is to make you as well prepared as
possible for what‟s to come.” White replied softly, and the Drakkaren couldn‟t help but smile at
this sentiment before his eyes roved to what White had made for him… and he whistled slowly
as he picked up part of it, the badger saying quietly: “I based it off the design of your arm, made
it all to play off your natural talents.”
The Drakkaren nodded slowly… and then he looked awkwardly at Rebecca and Missy,
but they only stared, enraptured, at the beautiful silver and iron designs the badger had brought.
So the lizard grumbled a bit as he quickly slipped out of his loose pants and snatched the neatlytied change of clothes from beneath part of the gear, and he almost leapt into his boxers and
jeans and slipped the tight black shirt over his head with a bit of a smile, the thick-weaved fabric
clinging to him almost like a bodysuit, the fiber resistant and padding his body well, just as the
pants did.
Then the Drakkaren pulled down the next item that caught his attention: heavy, black and
silver steel boots with plated shin-guards that extended almost to the knee, emblazoned with
patterns of black roses and with thick, cleat-like spikes on either side of the ankle and foot, the
toes overlaid with solid, squarer metal plates… and after this, the Drakkaren donned a tight
double-belt of dragon-scale leather, which locked into thick metal plates that locked over his
groin and upper legs, protecting them as they snapped neatly together. A black, stylized
breastplate edged in silver fitted over his chest, designed so that it left his obliques bare but
covered his abdominals and upper chest with solid, embossed black steel shaped perfectly to fit
over the lizard‟s body and imitate his powerful musculature. Heavier plates layered the
Drakkaren‟s back in a slightly-stacked format, giving it a shell-like look that led down into a

simple set of plates that covered the upper base of his tail, giving him more than sufficient
protection: only his sides were left vulnerable, but it kept the armor lightweight and mobile.
Lastly, the reptile slid his arms into the sleeves of armlets that were already linked into
gloves… and both these beautiful silver, full-arm-protectors were shaped exactly like his
metallic arm had always been when in its elegant form: made of stacked plating that locked into
rounded pauldrons that fit over the shoulders, these half-domes connecting neatly into the heavy
breastplate. Chain mesh and supple fabric ran beneath the stacked armor, only the elbow joint
left slightly open to ensure maximum mobility, but each elbow tipped with a large spike… and
each gauntlet that covered the hand and wrist was made of countless tiny silver and iron plates,
each of these subtly edged and the fingertips ending in short claws: they were not just armor,
they were weapons, and Zerrex could feel both holy power and demonic energy thrumming
through them as he flexed his hands slowly, amazed by how it felt almost like he was wearing
nothing at all… before he realized that both forearms had an added layer on top of them, and
when he looked at White, the badger nodded.
On instinct, the Drakkaren flexed and clenched his hand into a fist as he snapped his wrist
down… and a hidden blade shot out of the thick forearm, just above the wrist, Missy‟s eyes
widening in surprise: the blade was simple and only a foot long, edged in white and almondshaped… and Zerrex grinned slightly before he loosened his fingers, and the blade immediately
receded, the reptile muttering: “White, you have truly, truly outdone yourself.”
“Just remember, I had to cut out the side plating to reduce the weight of the armor and
make sure that it can bend a little easier.” White said softly, and Zerrex nodded before he looked
down at the cloth with surprise to see that the badger had included a set of black leather pouches
as well, that all looked like they would fit on the belt… and the badger gave the slightest of
smiles as the reptile touched one of these, realizing it was full of something. “Just… trinkets
from the old days. Salt bombs, mercury rounds, a few other treats you‟ll put to better use than I
will. I don‟t half-ass things, Zerrex. Your sword and that armor will only take you so far… I‟m
hoping that these extra tools will give you the edge you need to take you the rest of the way.”
The Drakkaren grinned a bit over at White before he opened his belts and began to
quickly pick up the pouches, sliding them on as Missy slowly stepped forwards and touched
along one arm of the armor, and then she pulled her hand quickly back and looked down at her
fingertips with surprise as they glowed faintly. “Laden with energy… that‟s some powerful stuff
you‟re wearing, Biggs…”
Zerrex nodded with a grunt as he slipped the last sidepack onto his belt, then easily redid
the buckles before looking up as White glanced up sharply, the badger‟s eyes narrowing slightly
before he drew his massive revolver. It gleamed elegantly and dangerously, a humongous black
weapon with a rectangular barrel a meter long and a massive, engraved cylinder that held eight
rounds, the heavy handle perfectly fitting his grip as he held it hanging lightly at his side and said
quietly: “We‟ve got uninvited guests.”
With that, White walked calmly to the door and yanked it open, the badger stepping out
onto the landing in front of the steps… and his eyes flicked back and forth before he easily rose
the huge revolver and fired off one, two, three shots into the darkness of the night, and screams
of shock and pain went up as tall grasses rattled and chunks of barn flew in all directions, the last
round piercing through the corner of the wall… and then a minotaur slowly staggered into view
as Zerrex looked out the kitchen window with a snarl, watching as the lightly-armored creature
clutched at its chest with a gargle, a handgun dangling loosely from its fingers as blood and

silvery liquid spilled out of its chest and from its obliterated heart before it fell to its knees and
collapsed forwards on its face as it began to rapidly rot away.
Yells went up as Rebecca gasped and Missy snarled, then Zerrex shouted: “Get her to
safety and bring out whatever guns you got, now!”
Missy didn‟t have to be told twice, grabbing her aunt by the wrist and yanking her out of
the kitchen as outside, White‟s eyes surveyed the dark night as voices shouted, and then he
glanced slightly up as a truck on a massive set of eight-foot tall tires began to roar towards the
house, and calmly, White rose his revolver, aiming at the snarling demon behind the wheel
before he twitched the barrel of the gun to the side slightly and fired, and both the glass
windshield and Wrath demon‟s shoulder was blown away, his arm was almost torn off: the force
of the bullet caused the demon‟s body to twist as he howled in agony, his other hand still
gripping the steering wheel and yanking it into a too-tight turn.
The huge truck twisted and careened into the fields as the tires squealed against grass and
demons and angels in hiding dove out of the way, before an unlucky thug screamed as the truck
finally spilled over and crashed onto its side and on top of the angel trying too late to run, wheels
still ripping up dirt and grass in a thick spray for a few moments before the engine died. White
only shook his head in distaste, and then he grimaced as gunshots went up from the field near the
road and two rusted but armored vans approached before they half-turned and skidded to a halt,
forming a barricade and a protective wall as doors opened in the other side and mercenaries
poured out.
Zerrex, meanwhile, had the bolt-action rifle in his hands, watching out the window before
he turned and headed quickly towards the doorway, and White glanced at the Drakkaren, then
stepped onto the stairs to let him out as he asked calmly: “Can you see them?”
“Well enough.” Zerrex muttered as he rose the rifle to his shoulder, and the badger
nodded as he easily opened the cylinder of his revolver with a flick of his wrist, reaching beneath
his heavy coat and pulling four bullets free from his pocket, reloading them with an easy flick of
his wrist that slipped them all into place almost at once.
Despite both the ability of the badger and the awkward comfort of having White at his
back, however, the Drakkaren couldn‟t help but grimace: he could make out the vague shapes of
at least two dozen demons in the tall grasses and around the road, more sensing than seeing a lot
of them in the darkness… and then a voice shouted angrily as Missy came back with an old,
rusty-looking hunting rifle and a snarl on her face: “Give us the big lizard and the bitch who
killed Stallone, or we burn down this whole fucking place!”
Zerrex grimaced, and then he rose his rifle as White said quietly: “We may have a
problem here. It seems you‟ve already stirred up trouble.”
“Accidents happen.” Zerrex muttered, and then he rose his rifle as a tall Wrath demon
covered in thick metal plates growing out of his hide tried to sneak forwards… and the
Drakkaren fired twice, working the bolt quickly. The first round only grazed the enemy and
made it twitch, but the second round caught the demon full in the chest, armor plating sizzling
and frying as it flew backwards with a howl of pain… and it stayed down, the lizard grinning a
bit despite himself as he muttered: “Guess Missy knows her stuff after all.”
“Thanks, Biggs, now move out of the goddamn way.” the golden retriever muttered, then
she snarled when Zerrex glanced up at her with a shake of his head and a grunt. “What?
Goddammit, let me-”
“Go to the kitchen window, better angle.” Zerrex replied shortly, and the Benevolent
hesitated for a moment, then nodded as she looked nervously at the Drakkaren and White. She

turned to head down the hall… and then a roar went up from outside, and a hail of gunfire
erupted all at once towards them and the house, Zerrex cursing and dropping flat against the
landing as White continued to only calmly stand on the steps, raising his massive revolver and
returning fire slowly and leisurely: every shot he took sent down another opponent, though, his
bullets ripping through chests and skulls like paper, spraying blood and mercury into the air.
Then the badger grimaced as two rifle rounds smacked into him, knocking him back a
step… but otherwise barely fazing him as he shook his head quickly, the wounds nothing but
bloodless dark holes in the male‟s chest before a third bullet smacked into chest, but this time
White didn‟t even twitch as he rose his revolver and fired a short, fast strafe across the top of the
armored van, and three demons that had taken to the roof of the vehicle were all knocked flying
with gargles and howls of dismay.
White popped the revolver open, then he said quietly, without glancing up as he quickly
reloaded the cylinder from one of the inner pockets of his jacket: “Two o‟clock. Runners.”
Zerrex glanced with a curse towards the barn, where a gaggle of five demons were
charging forwards… and in front of them, Derek was running with his hands covering his head,
the Greed demon yelling in terror and staring back and forth with horror before he shot into the
barn. The lizard snarled at this sight, but he concentrated on taking his anger out on the demons
instead, firing rifle rounds into their ranks and downing two of them as a third‟s leg was blown
out, the lizard-like Swamp Spine hissing in pain, the large spikes that jutted out of his back here
and there like quills trembling as it quickly tried to drag itself behind the barn.
Zerrex cursed and covered his face as a rifle round tore into the landing, sending up a
thick spray of wood chips over his face as other rounds battered the walls and windows of the
house, keeping Missy at bay as she shrieked from inside… and then the retriever leapt to her feet
as there was a pause in the gunfire, raising her hunting rifle to her shoulder and firing two rounds
into the chest of a Craven that was making a dash towards the house, the half-demon staggering
when the first round hit him and blasted clear off his feet when the second pounded into his
chest, sent flying backwards to crash onto his back. Then she ejected the clip from the rifle,
seizing another and slamming it into place before taking aim through the window and firing a
round into the skull of a minotaur raising an assault rifle, the bull-like creature‟s head exploding
as it tumbled backwards and fired uselessly into the air, startling the demons and angels around
him and sending them all diving for cover.
Zerrex tossed the rifle aside as the two mercenaries that had managed to reach the
entrance to the barn peered around the edge of the door… and then one leapt out when White
turned to return fire towards the vans, raising his rifle as the Drakkaren gritted his teeth… before
a heavy wooden crate fell from above and crashed down on top of the angel, loaded with metal
and old lumber, and the mercenary was crushed to a pulp as the other Craven gaped in shock…
and without looking, White‟s revolver flicked to the side and fired a single bullet that tore
through his temple, making his head explode like an overripe tomato, the half-demon crumpling
to the side.
The lizard looked up in surprise to see Derek at the top of the barn, shouting angrily and
shaking his fist towards the mercenaries… before he squealed as bullets blasted towards him,
and another trio of enemies ran forwards as White gave a quiet curse and snapped the cylinder of
his revolver open, spilling the spent jackets out and beginning to reload before he said quietly:
“Wait for a break in the fire and make a run towards the barn. I‟ll cover you.”
Zerrex nodded… and then White‟s eyes widened at the sound of a growing rumbling, and
a moment later a stream of electricity erupted from between the vans, crashing into the wall of

the house and ripping a black char-mark along the wooden wall of the structure before White
ducked with a grimace, the concentrated stream of electricity ripping just over his head and
crashing into the wall on the other side of the doorway before it came to a halt, leaving the walls
charred and weak flames crackling along the wood as a wolf Craven in fiberglass armor began to
walk forwards with a snarl as his hands twisted the knobs on the side of the massive electrical
cannon he was wearing, shouting furiously: “You fucking son of a bitch, you think you can just-”
White calmly held his right, gloved hand above his chest and flicked his fingers, and the
three rifle round lodged in his chest floated eerily out of the wounds with a quiet squelch before
the bloodless holes in the male‟s chest simply sealed themselves, and then the badger‟s goldrimmed, cold eyes looked forwards as he flicked his wrist in the direction of the ranting
Craven… and the twisted metal rounds reshaped themselves into sharp cones before they seemed
to simply vanish from the spot with a sharp bang, but the Craven‟s eyes went wide as he flew
backwards, limbs flailing outwards and electrical cannon flying uselessly through the air,
fiberglass armor shattering and twinkling through the night air around him as blood exploded
from his chest before he crashed down and skidded some ten feet backwards through the grass
into the van, and there was dead silence for a moment before yells of shock went up and several
of the mercenaries simply turned tail and ran, even as the trio that had managed to reach the barn
during the distraction flooded inside it with curses and snarls of fury.
“Go.” White said quietly, and Zerrex didn‟t need to be told twice as he leapt to his feet
and past the badger, the male raising his revolver and firing off two rounds as a hulking
Salamander tried to make a dash for the electrical cannon, and he was blown backwards in a hail
of blood and gore, crashing to the ground and rolling several times.
The Drakkaren reached up and seized the hilt of his sword, energy bursting along
Blackheart‟s blade in almost-excited pulses as one of the mercenaries looked over his shoulder,
then turned around with a snarl… and Zerrex yanked the sword off his back, twisting it so the
flat shielded his face as the angel fired two shots at him, the shotgun booming and pellets
smacking against the blade and the armor over the lizard‟s body in a wide cone, making him
wince and flex, stumbling slightly before he leapt to the side so the third blast scraped by, sparks
flying from his armor before the lizard revolved his sword out to the side and leapt suddenly
forwards as the angel‟s eyes widened… before he slashed him neatly in half, and the mercenary
gargled and howled, his legs staggering backwards as his torso flew forwards and crashed to the
ground, staring mindlessly. The other two had made it to the back of the barn, however, and
Zerrex gritted his teeth: it was dark in here, putting him at a disadvantage as one of them began
to climb towards the second floor, and the other – merely a strange shape in the shadows to the
lizard, but his senses seeming to fill in the rest of the details for him – turned around, and the
Drakkaren leapt to the side on instinct as a short volley of gunfire blasted towards him.
The reptile hit the door of the storage closet, and then he flung this open and ducked
behind it, Blackheart scraping against the wooden doorway before the reptile‟s eyes settled on
the floodlight as it glimmered in the dark… and he dropped his sword for the moment, seizing
this instead before jumping out and turning it on as he pointed it towards the minotaur, and the
mercenary cursed angrily and covered his eyes, firing his submachine gun wildly into the ceiling
before Zerrex dropped the bright lamp and barreled forwards, the minotaur‟s eyes widening as he
adjusted too late to the brightness before the Drakkaren‟s armored fist sank into his stomach.
He lurched forwards, gagging as blood splattered out of his jaws, and then the lizard
slammed his elbow across the minotaur‟s muzzle, and his head slammed to the side and smacked
firmly into the wall before his eyes rolled up in his skull, even as Zerrex caught him by the

throat… and then he tossed the unconscious, stupefied mercenary to the ground before looking
up towards the hayloft at a yell… and the lizard leapt onto the ladder, climbing quickly up before
he winced and ducked his head back down the moment he‟d reached the top, a splatter of gunfire
shooting in his direction as a Benevolent shouted furiously, the cat‟s form almost glowing but the
aura around him tarnished instead of pure: “Stay away you son of a bitch! You killed Carbone
but goddammit, you ain‟t won yet!”
Zerrex grimaced, then he reached down and felt at the pouches on his waist, letting his
fingers touch along them… before he pulled out a large, capsule-shaped explosive from one. The
reptile looked at it for a few moments, at the markings on it… and then he grimaced before
pressing down on a white mark on the top of it, making it hiss quietly before the Drakkaren
lobbed it into the hayloft, and the Benevolent frowned a bit from where he was standing beside a
bloodied Derek before the small device exploded into a white cloud, and immediately the
Benevolent began to choke and gag as iodine-enriched smoke spilled through the hayloft,
smothering his senses as the cat fired his handgun wildly in the direction of the ladder. “Fuck!”
Then the feline‟s eyes widened, and he looked over his shoulder to see a tall, indistinct
figure in the fog, raising his handgun too little, too late… and Zerrex caught it by the slide before
he easily tore it out of the cat‟s hand, then he seized the Benevolent by the throat, the male
choking loudly, kicking weakly as he was hefted into the air until he was eye level with the
Drakkaren… and the lizard only grimaced with distaste before he half-turned and threw him
hard.
The cat puffed out of the already-dissipating cloud of smoke and flew through the open
doors of the front of the hayloft, limbs flailing wildly as he screamed before he crashed to the
ground far below with an ugly thud. Still, it was only enough to stun the Benevolent and bloody
his muzzle, the cat‟s eyes glimmering weakly as he slowly began to force himself up… and then
he stared weakly upwards at the sound of a gun cocking in front of him, shivering a bit as he
looked up at White‟s emotionless face and cold, cold eyes. “Pray.”
The cat began to open his muzzle… and White pulled the trigger, the round blowing apart
the Benevolent‟s skull and sending him crashing backwards with enough force to flip his body
completely before he smacked down onto his stomach, twitching weakly before his corpse
slowly began to disintegrate. A moment later, he was joined by Missy, who winced a bit as she
held the rifle easily between her hands, and the badger slowly reloaded his revolver, not looking
at her as he asked quietly: “Are you okay?”
Up in the hayloft, Derek coughed a few times, eyes watering from the smoke as the last
of it cleared, several bloody bullet holes in his chest… but the Greed demon only cursed and
rubbed at the wounds, wincing a bit as he rasped quietly for breath before smiling weakly when
Zerrex offered him his hand. “Thanks for saving my life… I… I know this must look bad…”
“I don‟t think they would have been shooting at you too if you‟d called them. Besides,
that Benevolent seemed pretty eager to kill you…” Zerrex paused for a moment as the Greed
demon took his hand, slowly hefting Derek to his feet before he muttered: “But then who-”
The Drakkaren‟s question was answered by a shovel to the back of his head, lights
flashing in front of the lizard‟s eyes as he staggered past the Greed demon, gargling, as his mind
went blank before he turned around… and he swayed on the spot, struggling to keep conscious
as Jake snarled at him before the Sloth demon stepped forwards and kicked him hard in the
stomach, knocking the lizard out of the hayloft to crash onto the bloody ground below with a
loud, painful thud that made his bones rattle. He lay spread eagled and stupefied as Missy
screamed and White looked up sharply, but then the Sloth demon seized Derek and yanked him

up as a shield, holding him tightly around the throat as he dropped the shovel and shouted
furiously: “Goddammit, why can‟t you just fucking die? You‟re a mortal, why the hell won‟t you
stay down?”
Zerrex blinked slowly, and then he grimaced a bit as he slowly shook his head, feeling
Missy‟s hands on him as White took aim with his revolver… but then lowered it with a grimace
when the Sloth demon quickly dragged Derek backwards, holding the five-foot demon in the air
with his chokehold against his body as he gargled weakly and his eyes bulged, the Sloth demon‟s
enraged voice continuing: “Now fucking Carbone is dead and this is just going to complicate shit
for me and all I want is to sleep, do you hear me? All I want is a little rest! And no, you gotta
keep making me miserable, shining light on me, talking around me, shoving me around… I don‟t
think so, not anymore! I‟ll kill you all myself!”
Then Derek screamed as he was thrown down the ladder, landing with a loud thud on the
barn floor… but the weasel only winced before he quickly skittered away, hugging one arm
around his body as the other three limbs yanked himself along the barn floor before a shovel
flew down and speared into the ground, the Everest screaming: “You want me? Come and get
me, Biggs!”
Zerrex groaned as he sat up, and Missy snarled as she muttered: “I can‟t fucking believe
it. I cannot believe this, that… that bastard, I-”
“There might be more mercenaries around the area. Miss, you should go and check on
your parents.” White said quietly, and the golden retriever winced as she looked over at him, but
the badger had already turned his eyes to Zerrex, saying quietly: “You handle him, then. I‟ll
make sure there‟s no one else around here, looking to try and settle the odds or get revenge.”
“Alright. Missy, you better head back to the house.” Zerrex said softly, and the
Benevolent frowned a bit before the Drakkaren rolled his shoulders with a grimace. “Believe me,
I‟m not going to get whacked in the back of the head again. My body aches like hell but this isn‟t
the first time I‟ve been chucked off a building.”
The female sighed a bit, then she reached up and patted his cheek, saying softly: “Then
hurry back.” She paused, then shook her head a bit instead of speaking again and instead turned
and headed towards the ranch house as White walked calmly towards the cars, huge revolver
held easily at his side.
Zerrex watched the two go… and then he turned and walked into the barn, pausing only
to pick up Blackheart where he‟d left it on the ground near the storage room, before heading past
where Derek was trembling and resting against a hay bale as he wheezed slowly for breath. The
Greed demon watched him silently for a few moments, then he said worriedly: “Biggs, that guy
up there, he‟s a big guy… he might be an Everest, sure, but look at the freaking size of him, and
dude, he seems pissed…”
“I‟ve dealt with worse, Derek. Go to Missy, I bet she‟s real worried about you despite
everything… she‟s just caught up and scared right now. She could use your company.” Zerrex
said softly as he approached the ladder, and Derek nodded after a moment before the Greed
demon stood up and limped quickly towards the house. Zerrex watched him for a moment, then
he patted his right leg, muttering softly: “Behave just a little longer, okay?”
His right leg seemed to give a grumble of pain in agreement… and the Drakkaren once
more climbed up the ladder, heavy sword across his back as he looked nervously back and
forth… but the Sloth demon was standing with his back to the open doors, snarling and shirtless
now, revealing his powerful chest and pectorals and thick gut. He held a heavy, ugly machete in

one hand, the black blade speckled with blood-colored rust as he grinned insanely, the huge
ursine‟s expression maddened as a bit of drool dripped from his jaws. “Come and get me!”
Zerrex hauled himself up into the hayloft, walking forwards and raising his metalcovered fists gamely, and the two glared at each other before Zerrex lunged forwards:
immediately, the bear began to raise the machete, but the Drakkaren caught his wrist before the
seized him by the throat with his other hand, and the ursine cursed as he grabbed uselessly at the
lizard‟s armor with his other hand before the Drakkaren half-turned and threw him hard down on
his back.
Jake cursed as he crashed down with enough force to crack the wood and bounce lightly,
and then he lashed out hard with the machete, Zerrex wincing at the surprising speed of the Sloth
demon as the weapon scraped loudly against one of his metallic shin-guards, sending up a flurry
of sparks. He leapt backwards when Jake kicked uselessly at him, then he readied himself,
dropping his body slightly as the ursine began to climb to his feet, before the lizard lunged
forwards as the Sloth demon raised his head and the reptile‟s fist lashed out in a jab thrown from
the shoulder as his entire body leapt into the hard punch that smashed the bear right between the
eyes.
The Sloth demon was sent tumbling backwards, rolling and flopping hard onto his
stomach with a gargle as he dropped the machete, deep cuts torn in his cracked skull as blood
spilled over one of his eyes… and the lizard grimaced, shaking his gauntlet-covered fist out
slowly. It was a little cheap, perhaps, but the lizard wasn‟t about to start pulling punches against
the Sloth demon after nearly getting all of them killed… apparently just to get a little sleep.
Then Jake slowly began to rise up, and the reptile‟s eyes widened in surprise as a bit of
drool dripped from the bear‟s muzzle before he laughed rustily, snarling: “Is that the best you
can do, you fucking son of a bitch?”
Zerrex winced, and then the demon ran forwards, extending his arms with a roar as he
bulled towards the Drakkaren like a charging zombie, and the reptile winced before he ducked
under the bear‟s arms when he grabbed at him before slamming a hard one-two combo into the
ursine‟s gut, and the demon staggered backwards with a grunt… but his stomach was like rubber,
repelling the worst of the damage even as the Drakkaren dug thin rips across his stomach due to
the silver and iron buildup of his gauntlets. He cursed under his breath, then sidestepped and
dropped low when Jake swung a heavy fist out at him in a haymaker, evading the attack before
he swept a leg hard forwards and knocked the demon‟s ankles out from beneath him, the bear‟s
arms flailing wildly before he crashed down onto his face with a snarl of pain and frustration.
Immediately, Zerrex leapt onto his back, slamming the Sloth demon‟s muzzle forwards
into the ground and making him shout in anger more than anything else before the Drakkaren
clenched his other hand into a fist and snapped his wrist downwards, and one of the short blades
shot out of his forearm before the lizard slammed this down into the demon‟s upper back… and
Jake howled in agony, writhing and bucking before he finally managed to roll over, attempting to
smother Zerrex beneath his heavier weight as the blade tore out of the smoldering wound and
demonic blood spilled over the iron and silver armor, which steamed violently at the contact, and
the Drakkaren cursed as Jake bore down against him, crushing him under his heavy body as he
ground his back down and the lizard clawed uselessly at his shoulders.
“I just want rest!” the Sloth demon screamed… and then Zerrex wrapped an arm around
Jake‟s throat, and then bear‟s eyes widened for a moment before the lizard roared as he yanked
hard on his neck and rolled at the same time, and he forced Jake to roll over, the lizard once more
on top of the bear as his stomach thudded into the ground, pressing face down into the hayloft

before the Drakkaren snarled as he wrapped his other arm around the bear‟s head and violently
twisted.
The demon‟s neck snapped loudly… and Jake shuddered and rasped, trembling for a
moment longer as his eyes fluttered… and then slowly closed, and beneath him, the Sloth demon
slowly began to turn to stone as Zerrex stood up and staggered away from the corpse with a
grimace, rubbing at his muzzle with a quiet curse as Jake let out one last, whispering moan
before he petrified completely in death. The lizard shook his head slowly at this sight, gazing at
Jake more with pity than anger now… and then he sighed a bit and kicked the stony remains, the
statue shattering into chunks of solid rock and falling quickly apart as the Drakkaren muttered:
“Ashes to ashes, dust to dust, sleep the sleep of eternity.”
With that, the lizard reached up to grasp the hilt of his sword for a moment, and
Blackheart sparked quietly over his back before the reptile looked down at the blade extending
from the forearm of his armor. He examined it for a few moments, and then he flicked his wrist
upwards… and the blade immediately vanished back into the armor, which was a little dirty
now… but there otherwise was only minimal scratching from even the shotgun pellets that had
bounced off it, and all traces of demonic blood had vanished entirely. The reptile smiled a little
after a moment at this, and then he quietly brushed his metal-covered hands over the plates that
protected his body, muttering: “White did a fantastic job.”
The lizard headed towards the ladder, climbing carefully down to the ground before he
grunted in pain as a bolt of sharp agony went through his right leg, and the reptile smiled a
moment as he patted his hip quietly, muttering: “You know what? I don‟t mind for once. You
held up your end of the bargain, after all… anyway, we can rest now, at least for a little while.
How does that sound?”
His leg twitched a bit, as if in agreement, and the Drakkaren nodded after a moment
before he headed through the barn and across the yard. White was waiting quietly outside,
standing just in front of the steps… and the two looked at each other for a moment before the
badger pointed at the electrical cannon, the weapon slightly-battered but obviously still in good
shape. “With your leave, Zerrex, I‟d like to take this back to Hell for someone to examine.
Someone like Priest, who can understand this much better than I can. I think it‟s very important
we find out how they built such technology… and even if this has the symbol of one of those
space colonies engraved on it, even I can tell someone tampered with its electronics.”
The Drakkaren nodded after a moment at this, saying quietly: “Go ahead then, White, by
all means. I agree…” He smiled a little after a moment. “Although you know it‟s probably going
to complicate things a little. They‟re going to ask you questions about where you got this… and
they‟re going to want you to answer them.”
White only nodded in return, however, saying quietly: “And I won‟t lie, but I won‟t tell
them more than they need to know at this point, either. I‟ve been thinking about what you‟ve
been doing here, Zerrex… and I guess it ain‟t all that ludicrous when you get down to it. It
sounds crazy, sure… but it don‟t seem so crazy after you spend a little time seeing what you‟re
capable of.”
For a few moments, the badger and the lizard studied each other… and then White said
softly: “You got a look in your eye that says not to fuck with you. You wear a smile on your
face, but sometimes when I see you, I think about how your smile is a better mask than my poker
face will ever be; but you can‟t hide that sensation even I get around you, despite being dead as I
am. You pass it off well… but a wise person knows to go with his instincts and judge a person
on their actions, not their talk.”

The Drakkaren grumbled a bit, glancing away, and then White glanced over the reptile
measuringly before nodding a bit. “The armor is holding up fine, anyway, and that‟s what‟s
important. If you need anything, don‟t hesitate to call me. I‟ll keep your secrets for now, because
I know you‟re just trying to keep your family safe… but if things start looking too dire for you,
and the enemy‟s found your location, you better send a signal out one way or the other,
understood?”
“Sir yes sir.” Zerrex smiled a little, and White grunted a bit before the badger turned
away and held up his hand. A vortex slowly spiraled open… but before the male could walk into
it, Zerrex called awkwardly: “Thank you, White. For… for everything. You‟re a good friend.”
“And you watched out for my son for two decades. This is a drop in the ocean compared
to what you did for me, without even knowing you were doing me a favor. Sure, you and the
others were assholes and rough on him at first…” White glanced over his shoulder, and he gave
the smallest of smiles. “But you also protected him. And near the end, you helped him find a
home, friends, and… was better family than I ever was to my own son. So don‟t thank me.
„Cause I still haven‟t thanked you near enough quite yet.”
Then the badger picked up the electrical cannon before he turned and walked into the
vortex, and Zerrex smiled faintly at this before he shook his head slowly as the tunnel of black
and white slowly closed… before the lizard glanced quietly up as Missy emerged in the doorway
and sighed a bit, looking down the steps at him silently and saying quietly: “I can‟t believe this is
happening. I can‟t believe it‟s gotten so bad in Temptation now that they‟re all crawling out of
the woodworks like this… Poppa and Momma are hiding out still in the little storage room and…
God, is this what it‟s like? Minutes that feel like hours passin‟ by, shooting wildly at one another
and hoping your bullets hit, killing without thought and… at the end of it all, being hit by what
just happened…”
She closed her eyes and punched the doorframe quietly, and Zerrex walked up the stairs
and reached out to touch her shoulder, saying softly: “It‟s hitting harder not just because this was
your first big fight… but because they attacked your home. But it sounds like we took down
Carbone, one of the other crime bosses… and from the looks of him and the armor he was
wearing, he was another of the mercenaries that helped take me down. When Temptation finds
out what‟s happened, the town‟s going to be in disarray… but it‟s going to make it even more
dangerous for us now. When we go into Temptation, there‟s going to be a lot of people there
who are going to be eager to get a piece of you and me now… and… your family…”
“Momma and Poppa will be fine.” Missy said softly, looking up at the Drakkaren quietly
before she reached out and touched his face, wiping a bit of blood away from the lizard‟s
muzzle. “Come on now. It looks like you need to clean up a little. Is the cowboy gone?”
“White‟s gone, yeah. He doesn‟t tend to stay around and chat.” Zerrex smiled awkwardly
at this, glancing out over the wreckage and the corpses before he sighed a little, saying quietly:
“And I‟ll be inside in just a minute, then. Let me take care of these dead bodies, first, and these
weapons.”
“I‟ll help… gotta… get used to this anyway. Derek, come on, give us a hand!” Missy
called, and the Greed demon walked towards them and nodded a little, even as he winced a bit.
But the Benevolent smiled reassuringly despite her own obvious anxieties, and then the three
headed down the steps together and the Drakkaren sighed a little, shaking his head with a
grimace.
The bright side was that many of the corpses had rotted away to nothing already, or
vanished… but Craven and a few other bodies and body parts still lay here and there, and there

were bloody clothes and other remains to be dealt with. To make it a little easier on her, Zerrex
told Missy to gather up the weapons first, and then he and Derek began to drag corpses and other
grisly remains off to the side to pile up, the Greed demon looking distasteful but also used to the
process as he sighed a little and shook his head, before looking at Zerrex as they hefted a
particularly-large Craven corpse between them, and he muttered awkwardly: “Thanks for… for
saving me. But even more than that, I mean… thanks for… for not judging me.”
“I did judge you, though. The moment I saw you running, I thought you were the one
who had made the call…” the lizard admitted with a bit of a smile, and Derek looked up at him
embarrassedly before the reptile continued softly: “But then you may have saved my life when
you pushed that crate out. That was kind of a big tell it probably wasn‟t you, especially when
they started shooting at you afterwards.”
“Yeah. But I gotta admit, I do look like the bigger suspect in this kind of situation… and
fuck, I can‟t believe it was Jake, you know?” Derek shook his head a bit, looking down as they
tossed the Craven‟s corpse onto the pile of rotten bodies, the two wincing a bit at the sickening
sound that went up when it landed on them. “I guess… no matter what your sin is, it can get to
you, can‟t it? I just never pictured a Sloth demon… like that. Jake wasn‟t exactly friendly but… I
thought he‟d at least be loyal.”
Zerrex nodded a little, looking up towards the dark night sky before he rubbed slowly at
the armor over his chest, and he said softly: “Violent sins are obvious ones. When you measure
them, Wrath, Lust, Pride, they seem a lot worse than Gluttony, or Sloth, or even Greed or Envy.
But yet… it‟s when the other ones, the ones that seem like they do the most harm only to the
sinner themselves, that really cause the most damage to the world around them. Because they‟re
laced with betrayal… and Sloth might not seem like much, but you saw how Jake became at the
end. He went into a frenzy all because I accidentally shone the floodlight on him while working
on my motorcycle. Because to him, sleep was the most important thing in the universe… and he
was trying to protect that. To drown himself in that.”
Derek nodded with a sigh, looking down and muttering: “I know exactly what you mean.
I had a friend who was a Wrath demon, big ass bully bastard, you know? Real jerk. But at least
he was always a jerk, and he tried sometimes to be nice. And then I had another friend, from
Gluttony. You know. We‟d make fun of him, he was a fat-ass, always stuffing his face… and
one day my Wrath demon friend knocks some of his food out of his hands because he was eating
too loudly and frankly, it was pretty disgusting. You know, that was just his way, he was a Wrath
demon and more importantly, he was a jerk and a bully, but at the end of the day of the day he
wasn‟t all that bad. Just… grumpy. But the gluttonous guy, he just goes psycho. He goes just
crazy, tackles him to the ground, and he beat on him and bit him and god damn was it horrible.
And my friend probably could have taken him like that…” Derek snapped his fingers. “Except…
it was just so shocking. So sudden. So unexpected and shit, that we finally had to drag him off
and pin him down.
“And sure, yeah. The guy from Wrath was mean every day to all of us, but we recognized
it was his sin. The gluttony guy though… it scared the shit out of all of us when he freaked out
like that, and then went back to stuffing his face. We should have known better, but none of us
did… we forgot that just „cause his sin didn‟t seem like a violent one… didn‟t make him no less
a demon and no less dangerous.” Derek finished, and he looked down for a moment before
glancing up with an embarrassed smile. “You‟re uh. You‟re not gonna make me come to town
with you two, are you? „Cause you may have noticed that I‟m a really big coward.”

The reptile rolled his eyes at this, then he looked over at the nervous weasel with a bit of
a smile. “Then we‟ll cut a deal, like you Greed demons like to do. You stay with the reverend
and Rebecca, help them out a little… I see, after all, that whether or not you‟re the toughest
demon on the block, you‟re still capable of handling plenty of damage your average mortal can‟t.
They‟re only mortals, after all… they might need a little help. And in the worst case, a little
protection: besides, I get the feeling that once you‟re away from the temptations of Temptation…
you might just be a pretty decent guy.”
Derek smiled at this a little, saying quietly: “Thanks, Biggs. Considering what I‟ve done
over the course of my life, that‟s a damn nice thing of you to say.” He halted, then looked at
Zerrex for a few moments before nodding slowly, murmuring: “Okay, I can do that. I know how
to use a gun, at least, and I think Missy will let me have a few of her silver bullets, or at least
some of the iron ones. Between that and my ability to talk my way out of every other situation I
think we‟ll be okay.”
Zerrex nodded back, and then he glanced up as Missy approached, motioning with a
grimace towards the pile of guns and other weaponry sitting near the house. “There. Obvious
ones, anyway… is… is it okay that I couldn‟t bring myself to look through their pockets?”
“It‟s fine. I doubt any of them were carrying much of importance.” Zerrex replied quietly,
and then he approached the last corpse as Derek and Missy followed nervously: the reptile had
purposefully left the armored Craven‟s body alone, wanting to inspect it a bit: especially since,
like the last mercenary Craven they had killed, it wasn‟t rotten at all. Someone else who became
a half-demon without dying… maybe Eratosthenes was offering power to mortals in the form of
infusing them with corruption but… somehow that doesn’t seem like his style. He talks about how
he understand mortal emotions, but I think he only understands the basics… like anger. And his
own anger has blinded him to how greedy and power-mad mortals can become.
Zerrex knelt beside the body, carefully stripping broken plates of fiberglass armor off it
and tossing them towards the pile of corpses before he reached up as he noticed a chain around
the wolf‟s neck, his features still frozen in a snarl of half-rage, half-shock… and he carefully
tugged this upwards, grimacing a bit at the sludgy blood that coated part of the small silver beads
before the reptile pulled a set of dog-tags at the end of the chain free from beneath the broken
armor over the half-demon‟s body.
He snapped the chain from around the wolf‟s neck and lifted the tags up to eye level,
gazing at them musingly for a few moments before he shook his head slowly, muttering: “These
are fakes. ID numbers are all wrong… they‟re made to look like they‟re from Ire but none of the
information is correct. A wannabe soldier… that makes me wonder…”
Zerrex carefully rolled one of the sleeves of the lupine to his bicep, examining it
slowly… and then he nodded slowly as both the Benevolent and the Greed demon leaned over
him curiously. “Cindy taught me this… when a mortal becomes a demon without going through
the whole death thing, usually by extreme amounts of concentrated corruption, they tend to be
tougher to kill… but it also leaves visible marks on their mortal body. Stretch marks where new
muscle grows in, scarring around other areas that have changed… and you can measure those
scars to tell what they probably looked like as a mortal… see, see how the fur is all patchy over
his arms? That‟s because they‟ve lengthened… and it looks like there‟s thick scarring around the
biceps because the skin has stretched so much… yeah, when this Craven was entirely mortal, he
was skinny and probably a lot shorter.”
The Drakkaren leaned back, then checked the wolf‟s pockets as the Benevolent frowned a
bit, saying slowly: “But if they‟re so tough, why the hell did he die so fast?”

“Take a look at the exit wounds.” Zerrex replied quietly as he pulled a wallet free from
the Craven‟s pants, and he stepped back and began to go through his ID as the Benevolent and
Greed demon glanced at each other… and then rolled the Craven‟s corpse over before they both
winced at the sight of half-healed, bulging craters in the wolf‟s back, huge rips in his armor and
gaping flesh and broken bones showing through, sick tendrils of what had once been organs
hanging here and there. “White knows his stuff. He probably aimed for vulnerable areas, too…
heart, lungs, and stomach, aiming to inflict massive trauma all at once. You can kill a demon
with a shock to their system, after all… if he suffered these wounds one after another, he might
have survived, but White basically hit everything at the same time.”
Missy shuddered a bit, and then Derek looked up with a grimace, muttering: “White
Phoenix, right? Judge of Death, only mortal to ever take on that position in all of Hell‟s history.
Reputed to have killed the legendary Mephistopheles… you got some friends in real high places,
Biggs. Real high places.”
Zerrex glanced over at the Greed demon with a bit of a smile, then he returned his eyes to
the wallet as he shuffled through it until he found an old ID badge. It was crude, made of
cardboard and likely kept as a memento from his days as a mortal, from some kind of game
club… but it was also dated and included the age he‟d been at the time, the Drakkaren muttering:
“Like I thought. He was probably twenty years old… probably only a Craven for a few months.
Just a punk… and much as I hate Eratosthenes and know he‟s capable of some goddamn low
blows, this is too low for even him. He‟s working for someone… or being supplied by someone
and doesn‟t yet realize he‟s just a puppet.”
Zerrex closed his eyes, not liking this thought at all as memories of the murderer came to
mind, of how the Strange Beast – even with all of Zerrex‟s powers – had been terrified of the
cloaked figure… and how the monster had mentioned „Lord God.‟ He shook his head slowly, but
then sighed and reached down, seizing the Craven‟s corpse by the ankles and quickly dragging it
towards the pile of dead bodies that rested near the vans on the dusty road, feeling tired as he
muttered: “Come on. Let‟s just burn these and… then I think I need to go to bed.”
Missy didn‟t argue, instead heading towards the barn to get fuel as Derek rubbed at his
arms slowly before he sighed and walked over to one of the vehicles. He started it, and Zerrex
watched with a bit of a smile as the Greed demon slowly drove the van off the road and down the
grassy drive, parking it carefully beside the truck: however awkwardly they‟d started, he was
glad at least Derek was turning out to be a good guy.
The weasel repeated the process with the other van, getting them out of the way… and
Missy came back with fuel and a box of matches, pouring this over the corpses and hesitating
only a moment after she had emptied the canister over them before lighting a match and tossing
it onto the pile… and she cursed in disgust at the smell that went up almost immediately as the
fuel and bodies caught fire, beginning to burn brightly. They were joined a few moments later by
the reverend, who looked pale and haggard in his nightgown, and a trembling Rebecca… and the
group stood silently around the pyre, watching as the corpses of demons, angels, and a few
misled mortals burned slowly and smoke rose up towards the cloudy night sky above.
Zerrex sipped coffee slowly in the ravaged, bullet-riddled kitchen, plastic sheeting
covering the windows as he rested calmly at the table, strangely fitting in with the surroundings
in his comfortable armor. He had gone for a short jog this morning – both to check the
surroundings and to test his endurance – and he found that White had done an astounding job:
maximum protection with minimum weight, all of it evenly distributed over his strong frame, the

reptile panting only a little after the thirty minute run around the property and his right leg giving
the barest of throbs.
Missy, the reverend, and Rebecca were outside, talking a bit: the lizard had decided to
give them the time together for now. Derek, meanwhile, had spent the night in the barn and was
still there, to the Drakkaren‟s knowledge… although he‟d noticed that the petrified remains of
Jake had all been tossed out onto the lawn.
The lizard grimaced a bit… and then he looked up as Missy entered and stood in the
hallway for a moment, sighing quietly and resting her head against the wall, golden sword across
the back of her waist, resting just above her tail and half-wrapped in the blanket. The hilt and the
tip of the blade stuck out from either end of the homemade sheath, but it worked well enough for
its intended purpose… and she finally glanced over at him with a faint smile, saying quietly:
“I‟m ready to go. Well… I‟m not really ready, but. I‟m as ready as I‟ll ever be. Poppa is gonna
take the truck with Momma, you can take your motorcycle, and I‟ll take one of the armored vans.
I already loaded her up with all the gear I think I‟ll need and… I…”
She looked down a bit, hugging herself around the stomach… and then she nodded
before turning to the door and pushing it slowly open, saying softly: “Come on, Biggs. Let‟s get
going before I get cold feet.”
Zerrex nodded and stood up, walking around the table as Blackheart gleamed quietly over
his back, and she smiled a little at him as she stepped outside and held the door long enough for
the Drakkaren to grasp it himself. She walked down the stairs, and Zerrex followed her as they
headed across the yard, the lizard saying quietly as he glanced towards the truck, surprised to see
Derek was already sitting in the back, looking grim but prepared… and then he reached out and
touched Missy‟s shoulder as she headed towards the van. “You don‟t have to do this if you don‟t
want to.”
“No, no, I… I do.” Missy smiled faintly over at the reptile, rubbing at her face slowly as
she muttered: “I‟m scared now, yeah, a lot more scared than excited… but I also… am scared of
what‟s going to happen in Temptation. It‟s a goddamn bad town and all but… I don‟t want to go
killing everything and everyone in it, you know?”
Zerrex laughed a bit at this, but the sound was a little less than cheerful as he shook his
head a bit. “I‟ve been thinking a lot about it, Missy… and I think there must be something in
Temptation that‟s partly responsible for this. We‟ll find out more once we get closer to town,
but… just remember to keep your wits about you, alright?”
Missy nodded, and then she opened the door of the van before halting and glancing over
at the Drakkaren, giving him a bit of a smile as she said softly: “Try and keep up now, you hear?
Don‟t want to be waiting all you all day.”
The lizard shook his head a bit with a laugh, and then he walked around to the edge of the
barn, jumping on the motorcycle and turning the keys still in the ignition. A bad habit… but he
smiled nonetheless, closing his eyes and leaning his head forwards as he muttered: “Not that it
matters much, considering the stuff that went on here last night.”
He glanced up as he heard the sound of vehicles rolling forwards… and a moment later,
the reptile drove out to the front of the barn, following easily behind the armored van. Despite
the worries gnawing at his mind, the drive soothed him… and the Drakkaren closed his eyes as
he leaned his head forwards, able to follow on instinct more than sight as a slight smile crested
his muzzle before he grimaced as he hit a bump, the motorcycle shaking slightly before he
accelerated a bit as he glanced up at the van ahead, watching the way Missy swerved easily

around a pothole and following her movements. She wasn‟t the best driver, but considering the
most Zerrex could do with cars was crash them, he couldn‟t exactly say she was the worst, either.
Twenty minutes passed in relative peace… and then Zerrex glanced up as the van
suddenly accelerated, realizing immediately something was wrong before he glanced to the
side… and his eyes widened at the sight of what had obviously once been a church, but was now
little more than a burnt-out grayed husk, a tall bell tower listing slightly to the front overtop a
pair of shattered doors, but the rest of the building nothing but a skeletal wreck. Broken,
blackened wooden timbers lay over the ashen remains of pews and a stone statue at the front had
been shattered and vandalized as well as heavily damaged from smoke, fire, and the collapse of
the ceiling, made to look now more like a featureless obelisk than the symbol of faith it had
likely once been… and then Zerrex‟s head snapped to the side with a snarl as he heard a distinct
whistling sound: the sound of an explosive, rocket-propelled projectile rushing sharply through
the air. “No!”
The rocket struck the rear side of the truck just as Derek began to leap free, eyes wide…
and then it exploded, sending up a powerful blast that sent the vehicle skidding off the road and
Derek flying backwards, smacking loudly against the windshield of the van even as Missy tried
to skid to a halt, the Greed demon flipping bonelessly up into the air and bouncing once against
the roof of the vehicle before he flailed his limbs and smacked to the road. The truck, meanwhile,
was shoved ruthlessly off the dirt highway, tires struggling to maintain traction before it slid into
a ditch and went into a violent roll, and Missy screamed as she threw her door open and
immediately ran around the halted van, charging towards the vehicle as Zerrex slid to a halt and
looked down at Derek… but the Greed demon coughed blood as he slowly forced himself up,
wheezing: “I‟m okay, g-go, help them!”
Zerrex gritted his teeth, and then he gunned the throttle, a rooster tail of dirt kicking up
behind him before he shot off the road and into the field, and one of the thugs in the tall grasses
looked up dumbly before the reptile yanked back on the handlebars and went into a wheelie, the
demon‟s eyes widening in horror before the front tire crashed onto his face just as Zerrex leaned
hard forwards and slammed the motorcycle down, crushing the demon under the heavy bike and
making it bounce and buck into the air, the lizard grunting as he shook up and down but clung
easily to the bike, swerving a bit through the grasses past the crushed demon as the two
Benevolent that had been tagging along looked in shock over their shoulders, before the one with
the rocket launcher screamed at his friend, who clawed desperately at his rifle as Zerrex skidded
around in a short arc.
He shot towards them, and this time the reptile leaned to the side as he swung an arm out
just as the Benevolent began to bring his gun up, clotheslining the angel and almost tearing his
head completely from his shoulders as his feet left the ground and he was dragged several feet
through the air, the reptile wincing at the impact on his arm before he twisted the bike around
again, and the last Benevolent simply threw the rocket launcher to the ground before he held up
his hands in surrender, trembling hard… and Zerrex snarled before the mercenary turned and ran.
Immediately, the reptile shot forwards on the motorcycle, running over the stomach of the
Benevolent he had already crushed and grimacing only slightly at the bump, the fox vomiting
blood over his own face before his eyes rolled up in his head as he fell still, and then the reptile
leaned hard to the side and twisted the handlebars hard as he came up behind the fleeing male,
the bike half-spinning and the rear tire slamming into the back of his legs as Zerrex skidded to a
halt and the Benevolent‟s lower limbs were torn out from under him, one snapping like a twig as
he screamed and flailed his arms before he crashed down on his back.

The Drakkaren dismounted the motorcycle, reaching down and seizing the crying equine
by the collar, yanking him into the air to head level, and the palomino uselessly clawed at his
wrist, eyes going wide with terror as he babbled: “God no, god no, god no, please, please, listen
to me! I didn‟t have a choice! Oh shit, don‟t do this!”
“Talk.” the Drakkaren ordered coldly, and the horse gasped for air before he nodded
rapidly, shivering hard as tears spilled down his cheeks, and the lizard gritted his teeth as he
looked towards the burnt-out church before asking darkly: “Who sent you? The last so-called
kingpin here?”
The Benevolent rasped for breath, and then he nodded weakly, and Zerrex dropped him
to his knees, the horse giving a howl of pain as he clutched at his broken leg, tears dripping off
his face before he whispered: “Y-Yeah… oh come on, please don‟t… I mean… you killed my
friends!”
“And you better hope you didn‟t just kill mine.” the Drakkaren said quietly, and the
palomino trembled a bit before the reptile looked towards the distance, down the flat stretch of
land and towards the strange shapes here and there in the distance, the much-more looming shape
of tall, craggy mountains and peaks beyond this. “What‟s going on in Temptation?”
“Guys… came back last night… now Lester‟s the only one left, he… he‟s freaking out,
and dragging everyone he can out of their homes, making them all work for him… he and some
friend of his are scrambling to run everything, but other players are making moves too, it‟s all in
fucking chaos… they… they told us to watch the roads, they‟re expecting you. They want you
dead. They‟re gonna kill my family… oh god, you can‟t let them kill my family…”
Zerrex shook his head slowly, and then he watched as the Benevolent shakily began to
claw his way to his feet as his broken leg visibly healed, the horse moaning weakly as this
nonetheless trembled beneath him before the reptile said quietly: “Stay out of my way and hope
that things go well for me today, then. Do you know anything about things beyond Temptation?”
“There‟s… a small settlement higher up in the mountains, apparently, and a fortress that
Lester goes to and from now and then with some other guy… that‟s… that‟s it, though, I swear!”
The horse held up his hands, and Zerrex grunted before he looked towards the ruins of the
church… and then he sighed a bit and headed back to his motorcycle, leaping onto it and driving
wordlessly through the fields, the horse watching for only a moment before turning and bolting,
away from the wreckage, away from the Drakkaren, away from the town behind him.
The lizard pulled up onto the road, then he carefully dismounted and approached… and
Missy was crying as the reverend knelt beside his wife, who was breathing shallowly in and out
before the Benevolent looked up with both fury and relief, whispering: “Thank God, thank…
thank God, Zerrex, they… Momma and Poppa are gonna be okay.”
“The rocket looked low-impact… they don‟t seem the best outfitted.” Zerrex said quietly,
kneeling beside Rebecca and looking down at her quietly, surveying the damage, her shallow
breathing… and he checked her pulse before grimacing a bit at how erratic it was. “I… we
shouldn‟t move her. I…”
“I know. It‟s bad.” the reverend said softly, not looking up as he stared down at his wife,
and Missy looked up with a tremble. “She may be dying, Madeline. We need… we‟re going to
need to call for help.”
“Oh God, the… the sheriff‟s office in town, or the clinic or… or something…” Missy
began, and Zerrex frowned a bit, looking down as she whispered: “What, what is it?”

“They‟re waiting for us, Missy… I have a feeling that the moment we get into town it‟s
going to be a fight.” Zerrex shook his head a bit, and then he stood up, looking down at her and
saying quietly: “Listen to me. Stay here-”
“No.” Missy said forcefully, and she stood up and shoved him, making the Drakkaren
wince as he staggered backwards. “This is my fight as much as yours, Biggs! I know that…
leaving Momma and Poppa alone out here, even with Derek to help protect „em, is dangerous.
But goddammit, what if they figure out I‟m out here with them and you‟re the only one in town?
If they really want us both, then they‟ll send a bunch of people out here and… and… I can‟t
protect Momma and Poppa all at once and… I don‟t… I need your help.”
She looked up at him silently, reaching out as if to push him again but instead resting her
hands against his chest, whispering: “Please. Please Zerrex, don‟t… just trust me, okay? Just
trust me, and don‟t think you gotta do this yourself. We… if we work together, I know we can
get help, and we‟ll draw everyone who wants to hurt us to us. Momma and Poppa won‟t be in
any danger if they think…”
She closed her eyes, lowering her head… and Zerrex nodded after a moment before he
said quietly: “Alright. Then… let‟s take the van into town.” The Drakkaren glanced over at
Derek, the Greed demon rubbing at his muzzle and grimacing a little, a shotgun across his lap.
“If something happens… use my bike to get to town, find help if you can or find us if… you
know. You might not be popular there but…”
“I think Carbone was just trying to get to me as a bonus last night… I think they‟ll be too
busy with you guys there to notice me.” Derek smiled awkwardly and nodded a little, rubbing at
his face slowly.
Zerrex nodded, and then he glanced down as the reverend finally looked up, reaching out
and touching the lizard‟s knee quietly as he whispered: “Please. Help my wife.”
The reptile looked at him for a few moments… and then he nodded again before glancing
over at Missy, saying quietly: “Time‟s wasting. Let‟s move.”
The golden retriever grunted, and the two quickly headed for the van, the Drakkaren
pulling Blackheart off his back and opening the rear door to throw this in the back atop the
littering of weapons, metal clanking lightly against metal. He slid the door closed and grasped
the handle of the passenger side… and then he clenched his eyes shut as a voice whispered in his
mind: You can’t do it. You can’t save anyone. All you can do is take lives.
“Shut up.” Zerrex muttered, punching the side of the van… and then he quickly opened
the door and slipped into the passenger seat, swallowing hard as he grunted to Missy, and she
looked at him for a moment before frowning a bit as she looked forwards and carefully drove
around the revered, his wife, and the Greed demon, accelerating rapidly as she drove past the
burnt-out church and down the dirt road.
Zerrex kept his eyes forwards, and then Missy laughed shortly, and the reptile glanced at
her with surprise before she muttered: “Just strikes me as weird and all. Fuck, I was so scared
before… and so upset… and you were so calm and cool-headed. But now that we‟re actually
moving… I feel a lot better. I almost feel… good, sick as that sounds, even though we‟re headin‟
right on into the den of inequity and poor Momma might be dyin‟ and Poppa looks at the end of
his rope. But you… got this awful look on your face. Y‟all look like I‟m supposed to feel and I
feel like you‟re supposed to look, how did that happen?”
The Drakkaren couldn‟t help but smile a little at this, glancing over at her… but instead
of responding, he only looked ahead and asked quietly: “How long until we hit the town? This is
on the outskirts, right?”

“Yeah, the outermost outskirts, though. Even driving like this, it‟ll still be ten, fifteen
minutes before we start passing into the city itself… and who knows how long from there until
we can find someone willing to help us? The sheriff is usually somewhere in town, but… the
poor bastard‟s been beaten down by what‟s happening so much he‟s gone a little crazy from it.
That medical examiner… he gives me the creeps. The clinic is the only place I can really think
of…” Missy closed her eyes for a moment, then opened them and nodded to herself with a
mutter: “I ain‟t been there for a year or so now, since the last time Momma had a sinus infection,
but back then at least it was still a good and proper place, you know?”
Zerrex nodded a bit, rubbing at his face slowly… and they sat mostly in silence for the
rest of the ride as the sun rose. It was a bright and cheery day, the skies above blow, a soft breeze
blowing through rolling fields, a few white, fluffy clouds rolling by overhead… and the reptile
shook his head slowly as he reflected how the world could be so beautiful… and yet full of so
much evil and spite despite it all.
Missy began to slow down as they neared the town, obviously wary of any lurking
ambushers… and the lizard grimaced a bit as looked nervously out the window as well, but his
eyes surveyed not just the sparser, dead-looking fields here, but also the rickety, ramshackle
buildings, the rusting hulks of cargo containers and old transport trucks, the broken rocks that lay
in shattered piles, as if some angry child had smashed them into pieces with a hammer.
The air here felt… different, and the buildings were grey and dead-looking, like
enormous, many-eyed skulls… and the lizard shook his head slowly as they began to roll through
town. The first sign of life on the rundown streets was a seedy whore standing and shivering
beside a broken building, a large bruise on the succubus‟s face as she looked silently down at her
feet, and the reptile reached out and touched Missy‟s arm, saying quietly: “Pull up beside her.”
She looked at him curiously, smiled a bit as if about to tell a joke… but then her eyes
lingered on the succubus, the bruise on her face and the emaciated look to the demoness‟s
almost-naked body, and instead she only said softly: “Okay.”
The van rolled to a halt, and the succubus looked up with a bright, surprised smile,
breathing a little harder as she immediately stepped up to the window as Zerrex rolled it down,
asking him eagerly: “Hey, stranger, I… you and your girl looking for a good time? Only five
bucks for each of you, I… good prices!”
Zerrex dug in his pocket, producing the wallet from the Craven he‟d held onto, and he
pulled out the three twenties stashed in the back of it, the female‟s eyes widening slightly as the
Drakkaren said quietly: “I want information. And you get all this.”
“I…” the succubus looked back and forth, then she trembled a bit and whispered: “Let
me in the back, then. I‟ll talk, tell you everything you know, and suck your cock while I do but…
these buildings. They got eyes…”
Zerrex nodded, leaning back to grasp the handle of the back door and shove it open…
and the succubus immediately leapt in and slammed the door behind her, the lizard-like female
demon sighing in relief and greedily snatching the money when the Drakkaren held it out to her,
shoving it into her miniscule bikini top before she swallowed thickly as her eyes travelled over
the arsenal in the back, then over Zerrex and Missy as she half-hid behind the seat, whispering:
“Y-You guys must be the ones who Lester was talking about… oh… oh shit, I can‟t be seen with
you two. I… what do you want to know?”
“First, who gave you that bruise?” Zerrex asked softly, and the female snarled a bit at him
despite the surprise in her eyes at the show of compassion.

“None of your fucking business.” she snapped rudely, and when Zerrex only looked at
her, she flushed and muttered: “My pimp, who else? He don‟t know the meaning of not
damaging the goods… this place ain‟t like Hell or the rest of the world, it ain‟t civilized and all
you can do is try and get your own… hey, listen, listen, I… I can‟t be seen with you two. Why
don‟t you drive to a little secluded alley I know? We can talk better there, and… no one will see
us. Just drive to the intersection, turn right, and keep going. Follow the curve of the road and
make another right into the niche between the two old apartment buildings”
Something about this struck Zerrex as off… but nonetheless he glanced over at Missy and
nodded slowly before facing ahead… but he kept his eyes on the rearview mirror. The succubus
had her eyes down, her hands fumbling at her skirt… and the reptile frowned a bit as the female
snuck a glance up towards him before she winced when he asked softly: “So are you going to tell
me what you know now or what?”
“I… sure, yeah. Yeah, okay.” the succubus said slowly, glancing back and forth before
she leaned up to look nervously out the window as they rounded a curve, and she pointed quickly
ahead, saying a little too anxiously: “Yeah, yeah, there it is, see?”
Zerrex glanced towards the dark alley… and then the succubus snarled and wrapped one
arm around his throat as the other brought a large, ugly knife up around the other side of the
sheet as Missy shouted in shock, hissing: “Gonna get me a nice fuckin‟ payday for this, you-”
The Drakkaren caught her wrist in his other hand, looking unperturbed before he simply
squeezed… and the succubus squealed, tears filling her eyes as her wrist was torn open and
blood spilled down the armored gauntlet, the reptile muttering under his breath about unoriginal
traps before he glanced over at Missy when two large, burly demons with crowbars ran out of the
alley, saying curtly: “Drive.”
Missy stomped on the accelerator as one of the demons rose his crowbar, only to stare in
shock as the van lurched forwards before running him down, Missy wincing at the sick crunch of
the large, bear-like demon under the wheels of the van as the other demon staggered rapidly
backwards into the alley. The succubus, meanwhile, screamed in pain and frustration before
Zerrex suddenly twisted, still holding her wrist… and bones snapped loudly as she finally
dropped the jagged knife, screaming before yanking her hand free and falling back into the pile
of weapons, trembling violently as they shot down the street and swerved onto another, past
shuttered windows and broken, derelict buildings, before the reptile glanced over at the golden
retriever… and she halted the van in front of a large, run-down apartment complex across from
an empty lot covered in garbage and rusting barrels.
Zerrex slipped out of the van and then opened the back door, and the succubus only
whimpered when he grabbed her by the arm and yanked her out, throwing her against the chainlink fencing surrounding the apartment building before he held up her knife in his other hand,
saying darkly: “Talk, or this is going through your face. And from the looks of you, you‟ve
already been pretty badly beaten up recently, so if your regeneration is slowed so much you can‟t
heal that bruise, and your arm is staying that mangled… I don‟t think you‟d survive a knife into
your brain.”
“Okay, okay!” the succubus whined, and she trembled a bit before she whispered: “Lester
put a bounty on your heads, okay? A big one, a big payday and… you gotta take what you can
get around here. I thought… it‟d be easy, that you‟d let your guard down, just… I mean…
please. Please, come on, let me go, okay? I‟ll do anything you want… anything a big, handsome
boy like you wants…”

She grinned up at him, trying to look enticing as she begged with her eyes, rubbing her
hands along his armored chest with a whimper even as steam faintly rose from her contact and
her broken wrist twitched, her fingers more flopping against him than anything else… and
Zerrex sighed, shaking his head slowly as he tossed the knife away before muttering: “It‟s not
even worth it to kill you. Go running back to your friends there. Or at least the one who‟s still
alive.”
“O-Okay, yeah, I… I‟m going!” the succubus looked at him with relief as she stumbled
away down the sidewalk, then turned and bolted, and the reptile shook his head as he slammed
the back door of the armored van before climbing back in, and he grimaced a little over at Missy,
who scowled out her window as she shook her head slowly.
“At least we know there‟s some folk here who really want us dead now.” She muttered,
and then she glanced over at the Drakkaren when he snorted in amusement and shook his head a
bit. “What, this funny to you or something, Biggs?”
“This is my life on a regular basis.” Zerrex said dryly, gesturing widely around himself as
he shook his head slowly, and then he smiled a little over at the female as she gazed at him with
soft entertainment. “Anyway. Let‟s keep moving… we still have to find some help and… at least
we‟re not being shot at, right?”
Missy smiled a little at this, and then she nodded slowly before looking ahead down the
street and continuing to drive quietly forwards, saying softly: “I gotta say though… this ain‟t at
all like what I envisioned. It‟s not the kind of thrills I‟d thought it‟d be… and the adrenaline feels
more like it‟s setting my insides on fire than it‟s doing any good for me, you know? I feel… a
little sick to my stomach, and I ain‟t at all excited to find these doctors… „cause now I ain‟t
thinking about who I‟m gonna save, I‟m only worrying that something else is gonna go wrong,
or I‟m gonna be too late. A large part of me wants to just run back to bed, curl up there forever,
and pretend I ain‟t never wanted to be no adventurer in the first place… that all I ever wanted
was to pick apples in the orchard.”
“And yet here you are.” Zerrex said quietly, and he grimaced a bit as he caught sight of
several people in cloaks, one of them a Wentaku who looked at them distrustfully before he
grabbed his hood and pulled it tighter over his face, turning away as the other black-cloaked
figures hugged themselves… and yet the reptile had the sense that they were far more scared of
him than he was of them. This is a bad place, alright… and more and more… “Do you feel that
in the air?”
“Yeah. Corruption. I ain‟t never felt corruption afore except from slices of demonic
crystal… but that…” Missy shook her head slowly. “It‟s undeniable. Makes all the more sense
why demons are drawn here, too…”
“And why angels and Benevolent seem tarnished and more violent.” Zerrex said softly,
looking out the window. “Corruption influences the emotions, the passions. It‟s why demons
seem so wild sometimes… but also why on the physical plane, they don‟t seem just weaker,
they‟re often either a little more sane… or a little more insane. It balances and yet it also
creates… a lean towards extremes.”
“Don‟t make no sense but nonsense, except… I get what you mean, I think. God above
knows that when you do nothing but think logically all day, you might run the risk of ending up
even crazier than a fox in the henhouse.” Missy mumbled, and then she grabbed the steering
wheel with both hands and winced as she stepped on the breaks as a small child ran into the road,
crying, wrapped only in an ugly little brown dress. “Oh, what now?”

“Ma‟am, help me, please, the bad males stole my ball!” the child whined outside the
door… and Missy shook her head before she began to open the door… and Zerrex reached out
and squeezed her arm, shaking his head curtly. Missy frowned a bit… and then she glanced
down to see the child was still sobbing, hands covering her face and ragged black hair hanging
over her features… and Zerrex looked out the other window nervously, towards the ragged, ugly
park the child had come from, before he winced a bit as he saw faint images of ghosts walking
silently back and forth as others simply stared and shook their heads, as if in slow warning.
“Missy, drive.” Zerrex said sharply, and Missy hesitated… and then she screamed when
the little girl uncovered her face and leapt up to shove her eyeless features against the window,
furless and shrunken and wrinkled, nothing but gaping holes in her skull for sockets and a mouth
as terrible red embers burned inside her skull.
“Why won‟t you help me, aren‟t I pretty?” rasped the little girl in an unearthly, horrible
voice, molars clacking together and a thick, putrid tongue slipping out from between its jaws,
and Missy screamed again as the creature ground and clawed against the glass, hissing: “Let me
in! Let me in! Let me inside, Benevolent, there‟s a bounty on your soul!”
Zerrex calmly extended his arm towards the creature as he saw a faint black essence
steaming off it, Missy screaming again and turning to bury her face against his arm… and the
reptile sketched the sign of the Judgment Cross in the air as he murmured a blessing in
Hez‟Rannan, and the puppeted corpse screamed as it fell backwards off the windshield and
writhed wildly on the ground before a terrible black shape tore out of the empty holes in the dead
body‟s face, the evil spirit violently swirling up towards the air before fleeing towards the tangle
of broken buildings in the distance.
“Oh God oh God oh God oh God…” Missy moaned, shivering against him, and then she
looked up, tears in her eyes as she whispered: “Oh my stars I ain‟t never seen anything… oh
god… is it gone, what did you do, is it gone?”
“Yeah, it‟s gone. It was an evil spirit… the Judgment Cross and some fancy words were
all it took to drive it off.” Zerrex said soothingly, hugging her close for a moment as the
Drakkaren nervously looked towards the pathway leading to the decrepit park… but the ghost
images had faded now, and the lizard shivered a bit before he returned his eyes to Missy as she
whimpered a bit and slowly leaned over to the window, breathing hard as she stared down at the
grimy corpse on the ground and shuddered at the look of it. “Evil spirits possess bodies… but the
older and more damaged the corpse, the easier it is for them to be driven out of it. Plus it was the
corpse of a dead child, so… listen, Missy, are you okay?”
“I… I just… shit.” Missy hissed through her teeth, looking back and forth nervously. “I
just ain‟t never seen anything like that. I‟ve seen the walking dead before, even ghosts… but… I
ain‟t never thought anything would be so low as to disrespect the poor body of a little girl like
that…”
Zerrex nodded slowly, and then he sighed a bit, rubbing at his face slowly as he replied
quietly: “Yeah. We can‟t put anything past our enemies, it seems… we better find that clinic fast.
The succubus will probably cut and run, but evil spirits… have a nasty tendency to head straight
back to their bosses to let them know what‟s going on, mostly so they can beg for a better host.”
The female nodded a bit, but before she could start the vehicle, a Craven in black
fiberglass armor stumbled out into the street ahead from a side alley, and Zerrex‟s eyes widened
in shock at the sight of the male: it was one of the Craven that had captured him, the other wolf
from before, and Missy snarled as she leaned forwards… but as he came towards them, Zerrex
reached out and grabbed her arm, then slipped out of the door as he realized both that the Craven

had his hands raised… and his armor was broken, black blood dripping down his side as he
rasped slowly for breath.
The Drakkaren stood up, looking towards him as he stumbled forwards with a groan, then
he fell forwards to his knees, catching himself against the van and panting hard as Zerrex stepped
forwards, before he snarled when the wolf grabbed at his right leg… but before the Drakkaren
could say anything, the Craven looked up and rasped: “Behind me… w-watch… out…”
Then the Craven slowly slumped down and fainted, and Zerrex stared with dumb shock
down at him, wondering if the mercenary had mistaken his identity or was really desperate
enough for help he had likely sought them out… before the lizard winced at the rumbles that
went through the street, looking back and forth as Missy got out of the armored van as well…
and then they both stared in shock as a Gigataur rounded the corner, the massive bull demon
looking down at them and then grinning slowly, revealing its sharp, massive teeth.
Gigataurs were ascended minotaurs: full-demons and not just creatures that happened to
come from Hell, they were massive and monstrous, towering above their brethren and serving as
Hell‟s heavy infantry. From its massive bull horns to its steel-hard, enormous and sharp hooves,
it was covered in muscle and protected by thick, rusted steel plates that layered its outer limbs
and had been crudely welded together into an ugly breastplate and metallic leaves that hung over
its groin and legs, leaving little of its thin chestnut fur visible. Its eyes were a terrible, glowing
red, and a single large ring hung from the bull-demon‟s nose… and, instead of the usual massive
two-handed weapons favored by most Gigataurs, the creature instead had thick sets of steel,
spiked knuckles on, its fingers flexing eagerly as it rumbled: “Well, well, here I am chasing
down the spy and I luck out and run into little itty-bitty mortal Lord Zerrex. Ain‟t this just my
lucky day?”
Zerrex growled as he leaned down and picked up the Craven, half-lifting him up to shove
him into the passenger seat before the Drakkaren stepped backwards and opened the rear door of
the van, yanking Blackheart out… and the sword sparked before the reptile looked coldly up at
the creature as he rested the heavy blade on his shoulder, saying darkly: “Maybe you‟ve
forgotten this, but I used to kill Gigataurs even when I was mortal, and an old geezer at that. If I
were you, I might think twice about starting a fight with me, especially since it‟s already been a
bad goddamn day and now I‟m just looking to pick a fight with someone, and all this corruption
in the air is only making me feel all the more riled-up.”
The Gigataur only grinned wider at this, however, smashing its huge fists together and
making the steel knuckles it was wearing spark. “You talk a big game, asshole… but I wouldn‟t
be surprised if that‟s all you are, big talk. You and the Benevolent are gonna be fun to play
with.”
The massive bull demon laughed… then it snarled and ran forwards, each step cracking
the street and making the world seem to shake around them, and the lizard grimaced before he
charged forwards and then leapt to the side when the bull demon slammed a fist down with a
roar, shattering the road where the reptile had been standing a moment before, and then it
dragged its fist hard to the side, trying to slap Zerrex into a building.
The lizard half-spun as he lashed Blackheart fiercely into the side of its armored hand,
and the Gigataur snarled in surprise as its fist was repelled, even if Zerrex staggered backwards
as well from the recoil. The huge demon, however, cursed and grabbed at the side of its gauntlet,
blood spilling out from a narrow gash ripped in the side of its hand before the Drakkaren ran
forwards and leapt upwards, kicking off one of its shins and slamming the flat of his heavy
sword as hard as he could into the creature‟s kneecap, making it howl in pain as it staggered back

a step now before lashing its other arm quickly outwards and this time managing to connecting
with its clawing fingers, sending the lizard flying backwards with a curse.
The scooping motion sent him crashing onto his back along the street, the reptile rolling
several times with a grunt until he crashed into a net of barely-standing chain-link fencing… and
then the Gigataur reached down and tore a fire hydrant out of the ground, snarling at him: “Little
prick!”
It threw the hydrant at him, and Zerrex winced as he scrambled out of the way, the
hydrant tearing through the steel fencing and crashing to the ground behind it to send up a thick
spray of dirt, the lizard cursing before he ran forwards, lunging past the huge demon when the
Gigataur leapt ahead and tried to stomp on him with both enormous hooves, the rattle it sent up
enough to make the armored van bounce and Missy yelp. The Drakkaren winced, knocked to all
fours by the shockwave but thankfully behind the massive bull demon as it rose one of its hooves
dumbly, and then the reptile‟s eyes caught on its slender, long tail, and the reptile broke into an
immediate spring before leaping up and snagging the end of the appendage, yanking on it and
using it like a rope as the Gigataur howled in vexation and half-spun around, Zerrex cursing as
he was whipped through the air by its tail before the momentum of the moment carried him
around to the bull demon‟s upper side.
He stabbed Blackheart savagely forwards with his other hand as he swung towards the
creature, and the massive sword ripped through the rusty armor over its body and tore between
its two lowermost ribs, the Gigataur squealing as it staggered backwards and grabbed at itself…
but Zerrex had already kicked hard off the handle of the huge sword, his gauntleted hands
clawing madly at the armor-layered chest of the enormous demon before he managed to seize a
hold between the plates, quickly beginning to scale the creature‟s chest even as the Gigataur
grabbed the hilt of his sword and then ripped it out, gasping as the blade was torn from its
stomach and tossed down to the ground, splattered with demonic blood. Then it snarled,
clenching its hands into fists as Zerrex reached the beast‟s breast, before he half-rolled when it
brought one of its fists crashing back, swinging both legs up and kicking hard out to halt the fist
from crushing him, cursing with a wince as he felt the muscles of his legs straining even as the
Gigataur shouted furiously: “Why won‟t you just die?”
Then several gunshots rang out, silver rounds smacking into the bull demon‟s face and
ripping through its jaws, cheek, and one of its eyes, the massive creature staggering backwards
with a howl as its arms flailed outwards and Zerrex winced, barely managing to cling to a crack
in its armor before it snarled in fury, eye socket filling rapidly with blood as part of its crushed
optical organ glared out at Missy, who winced as she rose her bolt-action rifle and took
trembling aim at it again before the Gigataur began to storm forwards… and then Zerrex
propelled himself upwards, clenching both hands into fists, the blades springing out of his
forearms before he slammed both savagely into the throat of the bull demon before he yanked
hard to either side, flaying its neck open and sending down a waterfall of blood even as the
Drakkaren kicked hard off its neck.
The Gigataur‟s eyes widened as it choked hard and staggered backwards, clutching at its
throat as blood spilled down its hands, and Zerrex flipped once before he crashed down on top of
the armored van, denting it as the thirty foot demon staggered drunkenly back and forth… and
then it groaned as it toppled slowly backwards, the reptile turning slowly around to watch the
giant fall and crash heavily down in the street. It lay still for a few moments… and then metal
plates began to loosely collapse as its body slowly started to rot away to nothingness, the lizard
giving a grim smile as he muttered: “I warned you, didn‟t I?”

The reptile shook his head a bit… and then he quickly hopped down off the van and
grimaced as he rubbed absently at his right leg, the blades retracting back between the plates
covering his forearms as he headed over to where Blackheart had fallen. He reached down and
picked the heavy sword up, examining it for a few moments as he held it above his head,
watching the blood drip off the spotless blade as it glowed faintly… and then he smiled a little as
he spun the blade once before snapping it against his back and turning around to nod to Missy,
who nodded hesitantly back as she rubbed slowly at the top of her bolt-action rifle, saying
shakily: “I ain‟t never seen nothing like that before… heard about „em, yeah, but I ain‟t never
actually seen anything like it. That was a Gigataur, wasn‟t it?”
“Yeah, it was.” Zerrex said softly, and he studied her for a moment as she blushed a bit
before he said softly: “Thanks for the help, Missy. If you hadn‟t distracted it, it might have
squashed me.” He glanced down at his arms, adding in a mutter: “It‟s a good thing this armor is
imbued with so much power. Blackheart can do nasty damage, even to demons, but it‟s not
designed for fighting supernatural opponents.”
He paused and smiled a bit as the sword sparked faintly over his body, arcs of blue
energy travelling along the blade as the lizard muttered: “Well, okay. You weren‟t originally…
and hey, whether or not you agree with me, demons heal after I hit them with you. Demons don‟t
heal when I lash them with these blessed blades.”
Then the reptile shook his head a bit before his eyes returned to the van as Missy looked
at him oddly, and he walked quickly towards the passenger side, opening the door… and
grimacing as he found the Craven sitting groggily, still clutching at his side as he wheezed softly.
The retriever opened the other side of the door, looking almost surprised to see the half-demon
was still there… and then she glared at him, asking shortly: “So what the hell do we do with this
bastard, huh? Is he one of those guys who was working up at that fortress yonder?”
Zerrex grunted and nodded, and then he grabbed the Craven and yanked him out of the
passenger seat, and the half-demon groaned in pain as he was forced out of the van and staggered
weakly before slumping against the side of the vehicle, sliding slowly down it with a whine of
metal on broken fiberglass armor until he was left sitting on the pavement. Missy circled around
the van, and the two looked down at him as he looked blearily back up, saying weakly: “Wait…
before you kill me, hear me out… aw, shit this hurts…”
He clutched at his side with a curse, and the Drakkaren frowned a bit as he knelt in front
of him, pushing the wolf‟s hands away and then carefully peeling a large, broken piece of armor
away from the wound, the wolf gasping quietly… before the lizard grimaced a little. Shrapnel
was lodged in a wound that smelled like cooked meat, and the Drakkaren muttered: “I‟m not
going to pretend this is going to hurt me more than it hurts you.”
The reptile reached forwards and dug his gauntleted fingers into the wound, raking firmly
across it, and the Craven screamed as he slammed his head back against the wall of the van
several times, even as chunks of small steel and black blood gushed from the wound. Zerrex
winced a bit, his gauntlet steaming as he continued to scrape his fingers firmly through the injury
in the wolf‟s side, the half-demon gargling as Missy shuddered a bit and stepped back, grabbing
at her muzzle and staring… but the Craven didn‟t fight, and Zerrex finally nodded a bit as he
stepped back, most of the shrapnel raked out of the wound… and more importantly, most of the
„infected‟ flesh and blood. You know. Demonic infection, that is… as in purification. As in salt
poisoning. Of course, since my gauntlets are iron and silver, that’s going to take a long, long
time to heal… “How does it feel?”

“Hurts like hell. So I guess it feels better.” the Craven muttered, and then he smiled
grimly, rubbing slowly at his forehead as he breathed shallowly. “So I guess that actually must
mean I‟m doing better. Shit…”
He coughed once, a bit of blood dribbling out of his mouth, and then he grimaced and
shook his head weakly, saying quietly: “Don‟t you recognize me, Captain Ravenlight?”
Zerrex looked down sharply at this as Missy only frowned a bit, and then the Drakkaren
knelt in front of the Craven, tilting the male‟s head up and examining the timberwolf‟s features
slowly, the details of his face, the ashen color of his patchy fur… and then he began to shake his
head before he suddenly grabbed at the lupine‟s shoulder, yanking at his pauldron and tearing the
already-loose rawhide straps to reveal a plain white tattoo of a wolf‟s skull, and the lizard leaned
back a bit as he looked down at him and said softly: “Yeah. I remember you now. Not your
name… but that you were part of Project: Scarecrow all those years ago…”
“And died horribly. Got beaten to death by that fucking lunatic slave-driver who was
running the tests.” the wolf muttered, rubbing at his face slowly before he looked tiredly up at
the Drakkaren. “It was nothing personal, this job. At least, it wasn‟t supposed to be. I was hired
by an outside source, some angel, told to do my job and bring down a god. I don‟t ask questions
about contracts… it‟s why I‟m cursed, a Craven, instead of a full demon. Not that I could ever
settle on one sin, either… but I guess Pride is probably the closest.”
He closed his eyes, and Missy snarled a bit… but Zerrex held a hand up to her, asking in
a surprisingly-kind voice: “Can you stand? Just long enough to get into the back of the van, I
mean… we need to get out of the street.”
The Craven nodded after a moment, even as the Benevolent frowned and grabbed Zerrex
by the arm, stepping close and hissing quietly up to him: “Right in the back sitting pretty in all
our weapons? What‟s to stop him from shooting us, ain‟t this stupid?”
“That‟s not how things worked.” Zerrex replied softly, and Missy glared at him as if he
was telling a joke or a riddle… before she cocked her head as the reptile reached down and took
the wolf‟s hand, helping haul him up to his feet as the Craven groaned in pain before the
Drakkaren opened the back door for him… and as naturally as if they had trained this way for
years, the wolf held his hands up and Zerrex pulled Blackheart off his back, the lupine taking the
sword and wincing at the faint glow of the weapon before he slipped it into the back of the van,
then crawled slowly in after it himself with a quiet wheeze.
The reptile got in the passenger side… and Missy grumbled to herself, not understanding
before she finally stormed around the front of the vehicle and slipped back in the driver‟s seat.
Zerrex looked over at her with a reassuring smile, and she sighed a bit as the Craven leaned back
against the other side of the passenger seat behind the lizard, clutching at his wounded side and
rasping quietly before he murmured: “I thought… the other guys were also freelance hires. A
few of them were… but the rest of them… well, you‟ve probably noticed, Lord Ravenlight, it‟s
not like I don‟t know who you are now, a little… a little too late.
“That Gigataur wasn‟t one of Eratosthenes‟s soldiers, and he and two others were the
ones who messed me up. I… I thought Eratosthenes was the head of this operation, was the one
doing all the fires-and-hires, but he ain‟t. More and more, I get the feeling he‟s just someone‟s
tool, that he‟s being made to feel like he‟s in charge and in control when he‟s far from it.” The
mercenary coughed a few times as Missy began to drive nervously, but Zerrex reached out and
patted her soothingly on the shoulder as he looked back at the Craven, who was only staring
listlessly at the ground. “The moment I found out things were… a lot more complicated than
they were supposed to be, I tried to bail. Whoever is actually in charge obviously didn‟t like that,

didn‟t like that I was going to talk to Eratosthenes about what was going on, and had that big
asshole ambush me. Reminded me of dying all over again.
“Those other Craven, for example, who I was working with… they were just fucking
kids. They looked like me, they fought like me… but they were just stupid adolescents, probably
seduced by the promise of being real demons…” The Craven coughed a few times, rubbing at his
muzzle slowly and cursing quietly under his breath. “Some sick bastard… some asshole who
thinks mortal lives are worthless is doing this.”
“You‟re a mercenary, what the hell do you know about the value of life… if that‟s all so
sweet and important to you, then why the hell would you kill people for a living?” asked Missy
sharply, and the Craven snorted and grinned at the floor bitterly as she looked over her shoulder
angrily, the van skidding to a halt. “What the hell‟s so funny?”
The male shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “Don‟t you judge me before you know
me, cutie. You‟re a Benevolent… so far, I bet you‟ve gotten lucky and done little of the work,
letting the Lord Ravenlight here handle everything. You don‟t have a look to you that says
you‟ve been tested yet… you have no idea what it‟s like out in that world, where the wild things
are, where monsters roam. You gotta pave your way somehow and I have always been nothing
but a soldier, and even that I ain‟t very good at. But I do have honor, and I keep my word. I‟m
not saying mortals shouldn‟t be killed now and then. I‟m just saying that to me, mortals, angels,
demons and gods are all the fucking same.”
“He‟s Irenic ex-military, you get a little bitter, trust me.” Zerrex said dourly, and then he
shook his head and looked over his shoulder at the Craven as Missy grumbled and accelerated
slowly, a few cloaked figures ahead running across the street and ducking into an abandonedlooking building, obviously scared of them. “The corruption in the air, what‟s generating it?”
The Craven shook his head hesitantly, and then he rubbed at his face and muttered: “I
don‟t know. One thing I can tell you is that this ground isn‟t… hallowed, so to speak. They
haven‟t just poured demon blood all over the place and allowed it to naturally start to corrupt the
environment, it‟s… it‟s worse than that. It gets stronger the closer you get to the main drag of
town, though, nearer towards the mountains than this… it ebbs and flows, though… like… like
someone adjusts it over the day to crank out more power the closer it gets to the busy hours of
the night.”
The reptile nodded slowly, rubbing at his face quietly, and then Missy sighed and
muttered: “Look, there. The clinic is only a block or so away, I think we might actually make
it…”
The Craven grimaced a bit at this, hugging himself and muttering: “Carbone did a lot of
business at the free clinic… you better let me go in and get the supplies you need.”
“Awful generous of you.” Missy said distrustfully, and even the Drakkaren grimaced a
little at this… but as they rounded a corner and drove past a metal sign pointing them in the
direction of the clinic, he couldn‟t help but wince at the sight of the building up ahead: very
clearly the medical center not only because of the flaking coat of white paint and the slowlypeeling sign, but the wounded and badly-bandaged people flocking around it, many of them
shivering in various states of withdrawal as they clustered around a pair of open windows.
As Zerrex looked at the irregular design, he realized that it had likely been converted
from a burger joint, and that those open windows had once been the drive-thru… and the lizard
shook his head slowly as he watched a Dius in a blue medical uniform walking around with a
clipboard, nervously looking from person-to-person as screams and sobbing came up from the

clustered, frustrated crowd, but Missy immediately pointed at her and said quietly: “That‟s
Momma‟s doctor, let me just go talk to her-”
“No, I‟ll go.” rasped the Craven, and he and Missy both glared at each other before the
half-demon gestured at the crowd again, saying harshly: “Most of those people are junkies
looking for a fix… one of them figures out who you are, he‟s going to scream that you‟re the one
who killed Carbone, and the whole crowd will descend on you in revenge and rip you to shreds.
Stay here… I‟ll just walk over there and send her over here, okay?”
Zerrex and Missy glanced at each other, and even the golden retriever began to hesitate as
she looked at the crowd again, watching as a single bottle of pills was handed out the window…
and half the crowd lunged for it, the victims of both themselves and others attacking each other
in plain sight as the Dius shouted angrily but uselessly at their backs. “I… Biggs, what do you
think?”
“Yeah. Yeah, I don‟t want to have to kill anyone here. Go ahead…” He stopped, then
glanced over his shoulder at him, saying softly: “Still don‟t have your name.”
“Spike Watanabe.” the wolf said finally, and then he grunted as he yanked the door open,
slipping out and holding his side with a grimace as he muttered: “It‟s a stupid fucking name.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, and then he leaned against the window, watching as the lupine
slowly limped down the sidewalk, one arm wrapped around himself and the other hand of the
Craven resting on the handle of his handgun, his black eyes focused. He took in the lean build of
the timberwolf, tall and thinner than he‟d expected now that he was seeing him out of the armor,
the white skull tattooed on his shoulder almost glowing starkly against his dark fur… and then he
smiled a bit even as Missy said flatly: “I don‟t trust him. I don‟t trust him one damn bit.”
“Because, like me, he was ex-military, from what was basically an organized crime unit
run by the government, and now here he is, trying to help us, grumbling and bitching about how
everyone sucks and he just wants to do his job?” Zerrex asked flatly, and Missy glowered at him
before she looked at Spike‟s back, shaking her head slowly.
She was quiet for a little while, though, until she finally muttered: “No, because… this
place screws with you. Why… what the hell did you mean before, anyway, that ain‟t how it‟s
done? There some right way and a wrong way to go about murdering people?”
Zerrex smiled amusedly at this, glancing over at her and then nodding, which only made
her look at him moodily for a few moments before she seemed to realize he was at least halfserious, and then the Drakkaren said softly: “He‟s a mercenary, a bounty hunter, but he doesn‟t
take the jobs seriously and I don‟t think that… ruthless as he is… he enjoys killing. I think he
just does what he has to… and he does all of it as up front as possible. The people who got pulled
into Project: Scarecrow were all screwed up people, after all, working for a nation that believe
me, was far crazier than even the nastiest history books write it… but we all had our own ideas
of right and wrong, and our own reasons for… why we were the way we were.”
Missy looked at him for a moment… then she grimaced and pointed out the windshield
as Spike approached the Dius, who glared at him… then frowned a bit as he motioned back
towards their van, the two exchanging heated words before the Dius finally grabbed the Craven
by the arm and pulled him towards the closed doors of the clinic. The Craven tried to shake her
off, and the Dius finally nodded grumpily when he said something else, the wolf turning and
yanking one of the badly-patched glass doors open to head inside as the Dius walked past the
crowd of junkies and towards their van, looking moody.
The golden retriever opened the side door, the Benevolent hesitantly stepping out onto
the road and straightening… and the Dius‟s eyes widened as she gasped before hissing and

making violent motions towards the van, and Missy winced and quickly ducked back into the
driver‟s seat behind the tinted window as the Dius rushed forwards, muttering: “Oh Lucifer, and
here I thought that Spike was just being full of shit as he always is… Madeline, what have you
gone and gotten yourself into here, do you have any idea how mad those people over there are?
With Carbone dead, the drug trade‟s slid to a halt and I‟m even having trouble getting nonnarcotics delivered here because people keep attacking the cargo trucks coming into town and
stealing pills… I lost a whole fucking boatload of freaking antacids this morning because the
crooks are too stupid or strung out to realize what they‟re stealing!”
Missy looked down, wincing a bit and trembling faintly at the chastisement… and then
Zerrex leaned across the female, saying curtly: “Rebecca is dying or lapsing into coma out on the
road outside of town. It‟s been maybe forty minutes since we saw her last and she wasn‟t doing
well. She needs help.”
The Dius grimaced at this, rubbing at her forehead and closing her eyes as she muttered:
“Aww, shit. Okay, okay, I… let me go get my things and see who‟s available to take over for me
while I‟m gone and… Madeline, I‟m sorry. I didn‟t…”
She stopped awkwardly, hugging her clipboard as Missy only looked at her lap silently,
and then the female shook her head slowly before turning and heading quickly back towards the
clinic. Zerrex reached out and quietly squeezed the golden retriever‟s shoulder soothingly, and
she whispered: “I… I thought I was helping, Biggs. Did… we just make things worse? Fuck, this
is so different than I expected… the bad guys are helping us and the good guys don‟t like us and
now I learn that even the guy who captured you might just be being toyed with by someone
bigger and meaner… how does that all even work?”
Zerrex smiled faintly at this, glancing at her awkwardly before he shook his head a little,
saying finally: “That‟s… sadly the way it often goes, Missy. Solving some problems often create
other problems, and… there‟s very few true bad guys in the world. Spike himself was hired to do
a job, and he figured out too late who he was after… and while later on, yes, I might just kick his
ass if I find out he‟s been hiding anything from me, for now we‟re going to leave him alone if he
leaves us alone. My beef is with Eratosthenes… and more importantly, I need to find Error and
get my powers back, if only so I can find out who the hell is behind all this and… get back
home.”
The Drakkaren halted, and Missy looked over at him before she touched his shoulder
quietly, murmuring: “I‟m really worried about Momma. Don‟t lie to me now, Biggs… do you
think she‟s going to pull through this okay?”
Zerrex glanced down at this, rubbing slowly at his forehead before he closed his eyes and
said softly: “In all likelihood… she‟s going to be in bad shape for a while. But with the Reverend
and Derek looking after her, they won‟t let her just die on the road… and if we can get to her
sooner rather than later, we stand a much better chance of her being healed. What we need to do
is make sure we run into as few distractions as possible, that‟s all.”
Missy nodded a little… and then the two glanced up as the clinic doors opened and Spike
limped out, dressed now only in his combat pants and boots, a dirty dress shirt hanging from his
hand and cloth bandaging wrapped around his stomach. His lithe arms swayed a bit as he walked
towards them, and then he slipped the shirt on and began to button it slowly up, looking at the
van moodily.
He grunted to them as he approached, yanking the door open and wheezing as he slid
carefully into the back, and Missy glared over her shoulder at him, snapping: “And exactly what
the hell do you think you‟re doing here, anyway?”

“I got nowhere else to go.” Spike muttered, and he dropped himself back against the
passenger seat again, Zerrex grunting as the Craven made it rock slightly before he pulled his
handgun out and began to look over it: an ancient Irenic model, black steel and silver grip, with a
built-in laser sight on the bottom of it and obviously customized heavily over the years.
“Anyway, you can use all the help you can get for now, can‟t you?”
“You‟re a mercenary!” Missy gritted her teeth… and then she cursed under her breath
when a large white car rolled out from behind the clinic, coughing exhaust and with a brightlyglowing red emergency light on the roof flashing bright red. “Great… fine, but I swear, you so
much as look at Momma or Poppa wrong…”
Spike only grunted in response, continuing to check over his handgun as Zerrex looked
forwards, the pepper-furred, lean timberwolf closing his eyes as he reached a hand up to rub at a
thin scar over his face and his single chipped ram‟s horn. The Drakkaren glanced into the
rearview mirror as Missy followed close behind the white car in the armored van, but all he
could see was the back of the wolf‟s skull, and the way his hands worked fluidly over the
handgun, disassembling it and juggling the parts between them as he checked for any signs of
damage. It was an awkward car ride, but it went smoothly until they reached the edge of town…
and then thick steel netting was yanked suddenly up between two ruined buildings, and the white
car skidded into this as Missy cursed and slammed on the breaks, Spike coughing and snarling in
pain as Zerrex was almost thrown into the dashboard.
The car in front of them was caught against the chain-link wire as a gang of six thugs
emerged from the shadows, surrounding the two cars with wide grins on their faces, dressed in
ripped clothing, ugly steel masks, and two of them armed with rusted assault rifles, the apparent
leader – his chest bare, the Pride demon swaggering forwards and swinging a revolver back and
forth, red symbols painted along the elk‟s athletic chest as his double-set of antlers gleamed
golden in the air – grinning widely as he shouted: “Boys, looks like we got ourselves a caravan,
and a nice catch at that! Now listen, fellows, what say-”
Spike muttered under his breath as he snapped the clip back into place in his reassembled
handgun, and then he simply yanked the door open and fired three shots into the elk‟s chest,
tracing a neat line of holes up the exact center of the Pride demon‟s body and sending him
staggering backwards before he reached slowly down and touched one of the bloody rips in his
body, and then his mask slowly toppled away from his stunned eyes as he dropped his revolver,
swallowing thickly and trembling violently from the heavy iron slugs… and then Spike rose his
handgun slightly and shot the elk between the eyes, blowing his head back and sending him
crumpling backwards with a weak yell. The other demons around the van seemed shocked… but
the moment the timberwolf slipped forwards to glare at a Swamp Spine clutching an assault rifle,
the lizard-like demon yelled and rose his assault rifle, firing a wild burst at the lupine and making
him curse as he grabbed the van door and yanked it quickly in front of himself, bullets bouncing
off this as the other demons broke their paralysis with yells of both fear and fury.
Zerrex winced as an angel charged towards the van, raising a glowing white knife… and
the reptile pulled the door-handle to pop it open before he kicked it hard when the angel drew
close, the armored metal door slamming into the jaguar and sending him crashing onto his back
with a squawk, his knife flying into the air as the Drakkaren leapt out of the van and then
snagged the cat by one of his ankles, the angel wincing before the lizard half-turned and snapped
him hard through the air to throw him into the Swamp Spine that was still shooting wildly at the
back of the van with his assault rifle.

The feline crashed hard into the demon, the two knocked sprawling before the reptile
cursed under his breath as he saw a goatling beating violently on the rear door of the white car,
trying to smash his way into it as the occupants inside yelled and screamed… and the lizard ran
forwards, hopping the hood of the van and skidding over it before he leapt towards the goatling
as he rose his steel pipe again, and the demon had enough time to glance dumbly towards him
before Zerrex slammed an uppercut under his muzzle, knocking the goat demon into the air with
a squeak before the Drakkaren seized him by the throat in mid-flight and yanked him savagely
downwards to throw him hard down into the ground.
It knocked most of the fight out of the Goatling as Missy cursed and leapt out the driver‟s
side door, yanking the taser out of her holster as a Nightmare began to aim his assault rifle
towards Zerrex, and she fired just as he began to squeeze on the trigger, a pair of needles
launching from the weapon and smacking into the Nightmare‟s bicep, making him wince before
he howled and arched his back, body shaking violently as electricity shot down the conductors
and into the demon‟s body, and then he toppled backwards with a groan of pain, hitting the
pavement and looking more dazed than hurt. The Benevolent grinned widely at this… and then
she looked up in shock as another Nightmare came charging towards her, his red eyes glowing,
his muscles larger and more impressive, and this one armed with a heavy war axe as steam
snorted out of his nostrils and his black mane floated behind him like smoke, rubbery skin
gleaming terribly in the light.
He rose his weapon as she dropped the taser and grabbed the hilt of her sword, yanking it
free from where it was half-sheathed in the blanket and swinging it upwards with both hands as
he brought the blade crashing down, and their weapons ground loudly together as Zerrex began
to run towards Missy, wincing at the sight of the Benevolent struggling to keep the heavier axe
from slicing into her, the Nightmare grinning savagely… and then the male looked dumbly to the
side as the other door of the van slid open before Spike pointed his handgun at the demon‟s knee
and fired a single shot that blew his kneecap off, the male howling and leaping backwards,
yanking his axe backwards and letting it hang loosely at his side as he clutched at his legMissy leapt forwards and gave a raw yell as she slammed the golden sword down into the
horse‟s skull, and it all-but exploded as the demon was sent crashing onto his back, the weapon
bursting into golden flames as blood splattered up over the female and she stood, shuddering,
splattered with the Nightmare‟s crimson life essence, the sword held out in front of her almost as
if she hadn‟t yet struck, breathing hard as the corpse of the horse twitched once before beginning
to slowly dissolve. Zerrex skidded to a halt behind her and Spike glanced up towards her as
Missy stared at what she had done, trembling a bit: to kill with a gun was one thing, there was
the distance, there was never having to see what you had done, the ability to reason or explain it
away… but to kill with a sword was an entirely different thing, both more and less elegant.
Missy slumped slowly, the flames dying out around the sword as she looked down at one
of her hands with disbelief… and then she looked at the dissolving corpse before shaking her
head weakly, and Spike muttered: “Him or you, girlie.”
“Missy… I know this is hard, but we need to keep moving.” Zerrex said softly, and the
golden retriever looked up at him blankly. “Get back in the van. I‟m going to help remove the
netting so we can get out of here.”
She nodded mutely after a moment at this, and Spike grunted before he slipped out as
well, holstering his handgun and following the lizard past the unconscious goat demon. Behind
them, the Nightmare that had been blasted by the taser was trying vainly to stand up, but he
could barely lift his hand as he gargled a little on the street… and on the other side of the street

and slightly behind the armored vehicle, the angel and Swamp Spine lay in a broken pile, riddled
with bullet holes.
The Drakkaren motioned towards the side of the building, where the netting was attached
to a winch… and Spike grunted as he approached this while the lizard quietly knocked on the
driver‟s window. The Dius lowered it slightly, looking up at him and trembling a bit as she asked
weakly: “Are… are they gone?”
“Yeah. That‟s a good way to put it.” Zerrex said softly, glancing down at the Dius before
he absently touched the back door of the car: it was mashed up and the thick, barred window was
cracked, but thankfully it was the worst of the damage. Then the lizard shook his head a bit,
heading around the car and towards the other side of the road, clenching his right hand into a fist
and flicking it downwards to make the blade spring free before the Drakkaren used this to
quickly cut through the ugly metal netting.
He carried this past the front of the car, untangling it from the bumper and where it had
caught a bit against the hood, and the moment the lizard stepped out of the way and tossed the
netting aside, the white car quickly drove forwards, not wasting any time. Not that Zerrex could
blame them… and he shook his head as Spike leaned against the side of the building beside the
winch, his eyes closed and breathing hard as he grabbed at his injured side. “You need to let
yourself heal.”
“You need to not worry about the people hired to kill you.” Spike muttered, and then he
shook his head a bit, grimacing a little as he straightened. “I‟ll be fine, it‟s just… hurting like a
son of a bitch. Besides, I figured you wouldn‟t mind seeing me in pain, Lord Ravenlight.”
“Will you just call me Zerrex or something?” the reptile asked flatly, and the Craven
grunted at him before heading back towards the van, the Drakkaren rolling his eyes a bit as he
followed the lithe, tall timberwolf. “And maybe it‟s a false sense of camaraderie talking, but it
sounds like you managed to figure out a little bit of what‟s important in life before it got too
late… and I know that for a Craven to have survived for this long in Hell, you‟d need to
convince a lot of people you weren‟t just a drooling psychopath.”
“Like most Craven are?” the half-demon asked dryly, and Zerrex smiled slightly at this,
nodding. Spike looked at him for a moment, and then he gave a bit of a smile in return, saying
dryly: “Who says I‟m not? I must be fucking nuts to help you out, after all.”
Zerrex shook his head at this with a bit of a laugh, and the two climbed back into the van
to find Missy had calmed down a little, the female with her sword once more sheathed behind
her waist in the sleeve made by the blanket, smiling awkwardly from the Drakkaren to the
Craven before she looked ahead and silently began to drive.
As the buildings began to fade into the distance behind them, Zerrex felt the field of
corruption lifting, the sense of pressure fading from his spirit as Missy seemed to throw off her
gloomy thoughts and Spike only closed his eyes and crossed his arms, resting back against the
passenger seat and rubbing slowly at his side. In the distance, the white car was continuing to
move forwards, little more than a speck, and Zerrex was glad at least they were hustling to get
out to Rebecca… even if at the same time, he figured it was probably also a fear of being too
close to the outskirts of the city, with everything that was going on.
When they finally pulled up to the side of the road near the burnt-out church, Missy
barely paused before leaping out and running towards where the Dius was slowly checking over
Rebecca, shaking her head slowly. The female was pale and trembling, but her minor wounds
had already been treated… and as Zerrex began to climb out of the van, Spike asked quietly from
the back of the vehicle: “Do you think mistakes can be remedied? That sins can be forgiven? Or

are you really so damn altruistic that you‟re wasting time helping this girl with no hope of your
own redemption, only because she obviously is in damn need of a little fine-tuning, however
talented she might be?”
“Missy offered to help me. I‟m giving her some of that help back… and like it or not,
she‟s made… a few good points to me that I can‟t seem to ignore, no matter how much I want to
rationalize otherwise.” Zerrex said softly, leaning in the doorway of the van… and then he
slammed the door before opening the back and offering a hand to the lithe wolf, who glanced up
at him with surprise. “Come on, get off your ass. You can at least help keep watch.”
The timberwolf looked at him for a few moments… then he nodded and grunted as he
grabbed his side and carefully slipped out of the van, and the Drakkaren grabbed him by the
shoulder and helped steady him as the male muttered: “You‟re kind of a jackass, you know
that?”
“Yeah, I get that a lot.” Zerrex said mildly, and the two walked together around the van
and towards where Missy was kneeling with the reverend, Derek standing nervously nearby with
a shotgun held tightly in his hands. The Dius was muttering to herself now as she fumbled
through her medical supplies, an apprehensive-looking squirrel standing nearby and nervously
rubbing her hands together, her own medical uniform dusty and the badge pinned to her rumbled
blouse smudged with various powders.
The Dius muttered something and held a hand out, and the squirrel fumbled quickly at
her pockets before she pulled out a small bottle wrapped in a baggy. The Dius took this as her
dexterous fingers picked up a needle, and Spike glanced over at Zerrex, saying meditatively:
“Always interested me how Lust demons make the best healers.”
“Shut the fuck up, Spike, I‟m busy.” the female muttered grouchily as she filled the
needle from the bottle as the nurse dropped down and quickly prepped one of her arms with a
swab. Then the Dius inserted the needle, and Rebecca moaned weakly even in her unconscious
state, Missy and the reverend both trembling a bit as the Dius grunted at the squirrel, who
nodded and checked the female‟s pulse, wincing for a moment… and then looking relieved and
nodding a few times, the Dius sighing softly. “Alright, I… okay. I‟m putting her into a deep
sleep… so deep, you could call it a controlled coma. If there had been damage to her heart, it
would have killed her, but it‟s all I can do for her to get her away from the pain for now.
Reverend, we need to get her back to your farm, and set her up in bed. She‟ll be unconscious for
days, and I‟m going to need to bring out some medical supplies to you… normally I‟d say bring
her to the hospital, but since Temptation doesn‟t have a hospital and the town is in a worse state
than it‟s ever been in before, I‟d feel safer with her at home than anywhere else right now.”
She stopped, then the Dius looked over at Missy, saying quietly: “I‟m sorry I yelled at
you earlier. I‟ve just had a lot to deal with, and I know that… you‟re doing your best. You can‟t
control what other people do, you can only react… and I should know that short term pain for
long term gain is better than letting Carbone and Lester and those other idiots rule Temptation
forever. No offense, Spike, I know you run with them.”
“Not after they sent the Gigataur after me.” Spike muttered, rubbing at his wounded side
slowly as the reverend looked up angrily for a moment, then only seemed confused by this
statement. “Sandy, not to doubt your medical expertise, but are you sure this is a good idea? Any
number of thugs hellbent on revenge or just thinking they can make some quick dough might try
and attack these folk. More importantly, how the hell are you going to get the medical supplies
out of Temptation when we were attacked trying to leave the goddamn place by a gang of
bandits looking to score cheap drugs? And it‟s only going to get worse… I have no doubt by now

someone‟s started talking all about Lord Ravenlight… I mean, Zerrex, here, and Missy. In the
best case scenario there‟ll be an ambush waiting for us when we try to head back into town. In
the worst case scenario Lester might lose whatever pride he has left and go running to beg
Eratosthenes for help.”
The Drakkaren grimaced at the latter, glancing over at the Craven and asking
distastefully: “What‟s the chances of that happening? Because between you and me, I‟d rather
fight that entire town than mess with Iron right about now. I still have no idea how I‟m going to
get past that very large, very angry stumbling block.”
“Why don‟t you sarcasm him to death?” the half-demon asked moodily, and Zerrex rolled
his eyes before the wolf winced a bit and rubbed at his side, then he cursed as the Dius stood up
and approached him with a frown, the squirrel nurse taking over bandaging up and treating
Rebecca‟s minor wounds. “Go away, Sandy, it isn‟t that bad.”
The Dius began to reach towards him, and he rose his hands threateningly… but she only
rose her own, the two looking more like they were about to grapple than anything else as she said
icily in demonic: “You may be some karate expert and good with that gun of yours, but all I have
to do is poke you in the side and I‟ll have you bawling in front of all these people.” She stopped
as the reverend and Missy looked at her in confusion and Derek snorted behind a hand, and the
Craven glowered at her before he finally mumbled and relented, holding his hands up as if in
surrender and letting her quickly unbutton his shirt as she said quietly: “Can‟t believe all you did
was bully your way into the clinic, grab some medical tape and dump your broken gear, and
bully your way back out.”
“What can I say, I guess I‟m a bully.” Spike muttered, and then he hissed quietly in pain
when her hand brushed his side, the cloth bandages already stained red and purple as Zerrex
looked at the Craven with concern. “Dammit, it‟s more her pawing at me than it is the wound…
it‟ll be fine, I just need some rest.”
“Scissors.” the Dius said clearly, holding out her hand, and the mortal nurse quickly
turned away from the last of the bandaging she was doing on Rebecca before the squirrel tossed
these towards Zerrex when he motioned at her, and he caught them and slapped them down into
the Dius‟s hand, Sandy not looking up as she quickly snipped away the bandaging from the
Craven‟s body, then shook her head in disgust as she pulled it away and a bit of dark blood
dribbled out of the thick rip in his side, the sides healed slightly but much of his flesh still with a
rotten, damaged look to it. “Salt?”
“Rock salt, yeah… I got hit by a frag grenade loaded with that and silver shrapnel. Guess
it must have been blessed.” Spike wobbled a bit on the spot, and then he shook his head briefly,
breathing a little roughly as Zerrex grimaced and rubbed his hands together slowly. “Asshole
there scraped most of it out of the wound though. Burned the whole time.”
“Iron and silver?” she glanced over at the Drakkaren, and the reptile nodded, making the
Dius frown a bit. “Even blessed it should‟ve only worked better to clean out his wounds, like
using fire to cauterize… shit, come on, let‟s sit you down. I‟m going to tend to him… sir, please
help my assistant get Rebecca into the back of the car.”
Zerrex nodded, walking over to kneel beside Rebecca as the squirrel ran over to the car,
yanking the back door open with a grunt and pulling out a stretcher… and the Drakkaren smiled
awkwardly over at Missy and the reverend as the jowly male lowered his head in quiet prayer
and Missy only hugged herself and clung to her father‟s hand, shivering a little.
The squirrel laid the stretcher down, and it was a short work to get Rebecca onto it: they
had ensured there wasn‟t any damage to her spine, and with her so deeply unconscious, they had

to be gentle but there was much less risk of causing her pain. Derek ran over to help with an
awkward smile to the squirrel, and she looked relieved as the Greed demon and the Drakkaren
easily lifted the stretcher between them and gently carried Rebecca over to the back of the car,
slipping her into the wide back seat… and the reptile was surprised to watch as the nurse folded
the back of the spacious seat down and locked it into place, and it became a flat bed that they
were able to lay Rebecca across with her head propped slightly up on a cradling support.
As the nurse and Derek fussed over Rebecca to make sure she was as comfortable as
possible, Zerrex glanced towards the reverend, who was talking quietly and reassuringly with
Missy… and then his eyes roved towards where Spike was sitting on the edge of the van,
grimacing a bit as the Dius inspected his wounds with a small scalpel in one hand and a pair of
tweezers in the other, her hands speckled with his blood. He headed towards the two, tilting his
head curiously as the Craven hissed through his teeth and Sandy muttered in demonic: “I said
stop fidgeting. You must still have a piece of two of shrapnel in here… and if I don‟t find it, the
wound isn‟t going to heal, it‟s as simple as that.”
Spike only leaned his head back as he grabbed the doorframe of the van, cursing quietly
to himself as Zerrex crossed his arms and leaned against the driver‟s side door, glancing towards
the male and asking mildly: “I‟m guessing you flunked out before the pain tolerance exams,
huh?”
“Long before.” Spike hissed in agreement, and then he cursed again and flinched as
Sandy finally gave a little grunt and seized on something inside the wound, slowly pulling a
long, bent hook of faintly-glowing metal free from the wolf‟s side. “Shit! Besides, you and I both
know this is different from… on the goddamn field…”
“Speaking of on the field… do you have any other useful information for me regarding
Eratosthenes and his whole setup? It looks like you‟re the only underling he had who took his
job seriously, after all… your buddies seem like they took their power, did that one job for him,
and then ran off to Temptation to make-believe they were kings.” Zerrex said mildly, and Spike
cursed as he slammed a fist against the doorframe.
“They weren‟t my damn friends… I don‟t think we were ever even allies, even if we did
work together.” the Craven muttered… and then he clenched his eyes shut when the Dius located
another piece of metal and slowly began to drag it free, this shard long and rhombus-shaped.
“Oh, god damn!”
“Oh stop it.” Sandy muttered, and then she carefully poked through the wound one last
time before nodding a bit, and the wolf leaned back, rasping quietly as he grasped at his bloody
side, but his features slowly cleared of pain as the wound slowly began to heal itself. “There. Big
baby. If you‟d left that any longer, though, you would have ended up with that hole permanently
being stuck in your side… and then what would you have done?”
The male only mumbled in response at this, and then Sandy shook her head slowly before
she glanced over at the Drakkaren, saying quietly: “Maybe this doesn‟t mean much coming from
a Dius you hardly know who spends her time cleaning up crooks, but while Spike here has
always been an asshole, he was never like the crime bosses. The other Craven spent most of their
time around town, causing trouble, worsening the situation even as they tried to control things,
keep Temptation under their order and their chaos… but at least you always knew what to expect
from the mercenary captain here. Never a thank you, but never a beating or a robbery, either. He
did his job for the wrong people, but he at least took pride in his work.”

“Exactly what I said. I don‟t need you to defend me, Sandy.” Spike muttered, and the
Dius slapped his side, making the timberwolf‟s eyes bulge as he cursed in pain and the scarring
over his face throbbed visibly. “Oh hell.”
“It‟s Missy that needs convincing, not me.” Zerrex said softly, and then he glanced over
the Dius as she looked at him thoughtfully, saying softly: “Born and raised in Hell?”
The demoness nodded, saying softly: “Mother‟s an original demon and a Dius like I am,
my father was a former mortal. I was a Priestess for about five hundred years and then I came up
here maybe a decade or so back and… somehow ended up in Temptation. I‟m young compared
to you or Spike but… this town has made me feel old.”
Zerrex laughed a bit at this, glancing over at Spike as the Craven shook his head a little,
and then he said softly: “So the town is that bad, huh? I‟m getting the feeling that Missy doesn‟t
know half the story about Temptation, much as she apparently loathes it.”
“Not nearly.” Spike closed his eyes, lowering his head a bit and lacing his fingers
together before he sighed and glanced up at Sandy as the Dius crossed her arms and looked down
quietly as well. “Well, go ahead. I spent most of my time running back and forth along the
mountains because no one else had the guts to do it or the smarts to stay on the right routes at the
right times. I know more about Devil‟s Maw, up in the mountains, than I do about Temptation.”
Sandy nodded a little at this, and then she sighed quietly and rubbed slowly at her face,
murmuring softly: “It must have been a week ago when things really started going downhill.
Temptation‟s always been a rough place, but… at least the bastards who were running the town
acted like there was something holding them back from ever doing anything too crazy. But now
it‟s like… like they‟re off the leash, to use a mortal turn of phrase. One that feels all too fitting
with how animal and pedantic these so-called „kingpins‟ are. Or were, rather.”
She stopped, glancing over towards Missy and the reverend as they continued to quietly
talk, and then she sighed a little and shook her head, muttering: “Missy‟s too young for this.
Brave, maybe, but too young, too untested, too unskilled. Brash. And I don‟t think she could
stand losing her family… she wants things both ways.”
“Right, Sandriel. And you‟re here on the mortal plane, still a child in demonic years,
sitting on your ass in a town full of shit because you‟re not an idealist yourself, you‟re just
unlucky.” Spike said mildly, and the Dius glared at him but blushed deeply. “The girl‟s young
and naïve, true… but she‟s been doing okay. I say we let her show us what she‟s made of.”
Sandy grumbled a little under her breath, and Zerrex couldn‟t help but smile amusedly
over at Spike, asking mildly: “And since when did you decide to make yourself part of the group,
anyway?”
The lanky timberwolf only shrugged, however, glancing over at the Drakkaren with a
wry smile. “You need all the help you can get, right? Anyway, what do you expect me to do?
Walk off into the sunset, or go back to my employers and have another Gigataur sent after me,
probably with other large angry demons this time as well instead of a pair of idiots with
handgun?”
The Drakkaren grumbled a bit under his breath, rubbing slowly at his face, and then
Sandy sighed a bit, saying quietly: “But how do you even plan to get into Temptation? Wouldn‟t
it be better just to go around, if your target is up on top of the mountains?”
“There‟s no way around Temptation, Sandy, that‟s why the town is where it is.” the
Craven said quietly, leaning back a bit in the van before he glanced over his shoulder at the
weaponry piled inside it with a grimace. “And to be honest, I don‟t know if you brought enough
gear.”

“My specialty is on-site prep.” Zerrex said dryly, and then he frowned a bit as he looked
towards the faint outline of the town, and the enormous mountain range beyond. “You mentioned
another town though, situated up in the mountains…”
Spike shook his head slowly at this, however, saying quietly: “Devil‟s Maw ain‟t a town.
I‟m not sure if it ever was any kind of settlement at all… it‟s more like a converted mine. They
reshaped it into a guard post, though… it‟s a little to the side of the main roads, but the moment
you start getting close to it, it sets off all kinds of alarms. Anyone who gets past the World
Carver one way or another gets stopped there.”
“World Carver… the Serpent Rex? Derek mentioned seeing that and running like hell
from it.” Zerrex said curiously, and Spike snorted and nodded, leaning back a bit and shaking his
head slowly. “So it‟s real?”
“Real as can be. I‟ve only seen glimpses of it, but it‟s enormous… Eratosthenes
apparently can communicate with it through telepathy, he claims it‟s a „tool‟ the First Gods used.
I didn‟t really care much for the history lesson, I think he‟s full of shit, but the way he was
talking about the thing it‟s apparently used to burrow holes through moons and planets, makes
tunnels for magma floes and shit normally. Very strong, very resistant, and I got no idea how
you‟re going to get past it or take it down… I can tell you the times it‟s supposed to be sleeping
in its burrow, and show you the safest route through the mountains, but only Eratosthenes can
actually soothe the creature into sleep and he‟s been locked up at the back of Empyreal Throne
for days now, and the handlers in both Temptation and Devil‟s Maw spend more time drinking
than doing their jobs, so the beast gets riled up now and then. We‟ve lost cargo shipments headed
to Empyreal Throne before because the World Carver was hungry and sensed food on the
surface… but I think the handlers like it this way. I was going to mention it to Eratosthenes but
well… here we are.”
The lanky wolf opened his arms, looking sourly amused, and the reptile looked at him for
a few moments before he said quietly: “You make it sound like Error wasn‟t exactly a bad
employer.”
The Craven shrugged a bit, replying quietly: “Well, I get that you‟re probably not exactly
happy with him right now…” He glanced down to his handgun, ejecting the clip and letting the
weapon lay across his lap as he counted the bullets left in it, then began to dig in one of his
pockets, presumably for loose ammo. “But he wasn‟t. Absentminded, yes… and he didn‟t
understand that the fact he removed his presence from a lot meant people were running around
all over the place on him. He claimed to understand us but I don‟t think… he ever really did. I
don‟t think he gets that we aren‟t like his Strange Beasts, we don‟t understand or accept our
place in society… and even when we do, there are others out there who are going to keep
pushing for more and screwing with everyone else, no matter what.”
Zerrex grunted, rubbing at his face slowly… and then he looked up towards the sky,
silently gazing into the beautiful blue of it before Spike asked curiously: “So as the good lady
kind of asked… how the hell are you going to shove your way through Temptation?”
The Drakkaren glanced over at the male for a few moments, and then he looked at the
Dius, asking quietly: “How much time do we have with Rebecca?”
“Well, I‟ll have to move her soon back to her home… but between the stuff the car is
currently loaded with and the things I should be able to make out on the ranch, not to mention
whatever extra healing I can manage from scrounging up some shards of demonic crystal…”
Sandy rubbed at her face thoughtfully, then she murmured: “One, maybe two days, if she stays
stable. But if we don‟t have her hooked up to an IV drip and a breathing apparatus as soon as

possible, her blood is going to start coagulating in her veins and she‟s going to get massive
infections until her lungs and heart stop pumping.”
“Then we should go as soon as possible.” Missy said firmly, and the others looked over at
the Benevolent in surprise as she approached with a nervous-looking Derek. The golden retriever
gritted her teeth, and then she looked at Zerrex when he shook his head a bit, beginning to
snarl… but then she simply sighed and reached up to touch her head, saying quietly: “Biggs,
please. I‟m scared. So unless you got some big plan to save Momma and the whole world, I say
we just bull-rush the place.”
“There‟s no need to rush just yet.” Sandy said firmly, but her eyes were gentle as she
reached out and touched Missy‟s shoulder, the female looking up at her with a bit of a tremble.
“Madeline, Rebecca‟s going to hang in there for a while like this. I know it‟s scary and
upsetting… but you‟ll feel better when we drive her back to the farmhouse, and I‟d like you to
take the time to come with me and help set her up. Then you can go and do whatever it is you
have to do. And I‟ll stay there with my assistant and the reverend: between the three of us, we‟ll
be able to handle anything that needs to be handled.”
The female looked worriedly up at the Dius… and then Zerrex said softly: “She‟s right.
You should go… and believe me, you‟ll regret it if we rush into this and you‟ll regret it more if
you don‟t see to Rebecca‟s health first. Spike and I will wait here for you… we‟re not going to
launch our attack until after nightfall.”
“What?” Spike looked up in surprise at this, frowning a bit. “All of Temptation will be
crawling with scum by that point, Zerrex, and the main drag of town is right by the main roads.
It‟ll be lit up like a neon sign for a few hours and there‟ll be crooks all over the place… if we‟re
going to wait, we should wait until early morning.”
But Zerrex only smiled slightly at him, shaking his head and saying quietly: “Oh no. We
attack when we know for sure things are going in full swing in Temptation. Something tells me
that Lester‟s going to have his hands full, being the last lonely crime lord of the town… and I
want all the crooks and thieves out on the streets.”
Spike tilted his head, but Sandy caught on first, saying softly: “Because then whoever
he‟s left to guard for you guys is going to be distracted, I get it. Although you realize it could go
both ways… the whole town could turn on you…”
“Except it won‟t, will it? Temptation‟s in chaos: and the moment we start simply
ramming through the city, I think most of them are going to go running to save themselves.”
Zerrex said dryly, and then he glanced towards the city, crossing his arms and muttering: “The
only thing I‟m really worried about is whether or not we end up running into any of
Eratosthenes‟s actual forces… but Spike and I should be able to come up with a plan by the time
you get back, Missy.”
“I‟m… gonna come too.” Derek said lamely, and the Drakkaren looked at him curiously
as the Greed demon held a hand up with an embarrassed grin. “There‟s… I‟m just doing it for
money? That‟s. That‟s totally why I‟m doing this. Really.”
“Thank you, Derek.” Missy hugged him fiercely around the neck, and the five foot tall
weasel flailed his arms in surprise before he turned scarlet and awkwardly patted her side, the
Benevolent smiling warmly at him, before she looked at Zerrex and nodded firmly. “Okay. Miss
Sandriel, I‟m ready when you are.”
The Dius nodded, and then she paused before glancing at Zerrex, reaching up and
grasping his shoulder and murmuring a gentle prayer in demonic, and the reptile smiled a bit at
the kind gesture before the female patted his armored chest and said softly: “It was an honor to

make your acquaintance. Come back and visit me after this ordeal is over, will you? I‟d like to
thank you in person if everything goes well.”
“I will.” Zerrex nodded to her and gazed at her softly, and the demoness smiled again
before heading towards the white car, where the assistant was quietly talking with the reverend.
Then Zerrex glanced over at Missy, who blushed a bit as she rubbed at her face before the
Drakkaren said quietly: “Go ahead, take the van back. Spike and I will wait for you to return.”
Missy nodded a bit, then she glanced over at the timberwolf as he snapped his clip back
into his handgun before spinning it once and holstering it, and as he turned and slammed the
back door, she said softly: “I‟m sorry I misjudged you, Mr. Watanabe.”
“It‟s just Spike, lady.” The lanky timberwolf smiled a bit over at her nonetheless,
however, and she smiled back before heading around to the driver‟s side of the van as he added:
“Bring us back some food, will ya?”
The Benevolent rolled her eyes at this, and the Craven shook his head a bit as she started
the engine and carefully drove up alongside the white car. The reverend glanced up at this, and
then he smiled a bit, waving to Zerrex, Spike, and Derek, and then he climbed quickly into the
van as the white car accelerated slowly, doors closed as tight as they could be from the damage it
had taken and a single loose roll of medical tape flapping out of one window like a streamer. The
vehicle drove slowly onto the road as the van accelerated behind it, moving carefully and quietly
out of sight… and then the Drakkaren shook his head slowly before Derek said quietly: “Tell me
honestly, guys. Do you think we‟re gonna live through the night?”
“You and Spike have a better chance than me. Missy has the best chance out of all of us.
And that‟s what matters most.” Zerrex said quietly, and Spike actually smiled at this, glancing
over at the Drakkaren and nodding in approval as Derek ran a hand nervously through the fur
between his ears, but then he swallowed thickly and nodded a few times in return, visibly
steeling himself.
“I… I think I can live with that.” he said, then laughed awkwardly at the unwitting pun he
had just made before he shook his head slowly, looking anxiously at the two. “Listen, I‟ve…
done my time in Hell, but it was for being sleazy, not violent. You guys are going to have to
walk me through some of this mercenary stuff.”
Zerrex nodded, glancing over at the timberwolf, and the lanky lupine grunted after a
moment before he simply dropped to a cross-legged position on the road, and for the next several
hours they went over both their plans and the most efficient way to deal with killing both demons
and angels. As most of their ammunition was composed of iron and silver rounds, it gave more
room for error… but all the same, even blessed silver would only do so much damage against the
more powerful demons that might be working as enforcers for Lester or trying to secure
footholds of their own in the self-destructing town.
The Drakkaren was reminded strongly of Baskin‟s Grove the more Spike talked about it:
of the town that had been mired in civil war, and that, before he had come along, had been
constantly victimized by gangs and ruled over by the posh and rich upper class. Spike had also
explained more about Devil‟s Maw to him, how it served as not only a guard post and rest stop,
but also a control hub of sorts: Empyreal Throne was filled with magical artifacts both weird and
wonderful, but Devil‟s Maw was where most of the technology was kept, and where
Eratosthenes apparently had them excavating through underground ruins.
This piqued the Drakkaren‟s curiosity: he knew that the rumors of escape tunnels from
Empyreal Throne were fact, not legend, since he and several other members of the Legion had
hidden in them for a time to avoid being found by soldiers after they had killed their targets in

the fortress. Spike thought that the Strange Beast wanted the tunnels cleaned out and shored up
so he could move supplies more efficiently through the tunnels… and also because apparently
they had enlarged the subbasements of Empyreal Throne into a massive power room meant to
provide the energy for something… although Spike wasn‟t quite sure what. His clearance was
high enough he could get audiences with Eratosthenes, and he was trusted with a lot of the
Strange Beast‟s ideas and ramblings… but the problem Spike had always had was that Iron or
other nasty, angry figures liked to intervene, getting between him and the Strange Beast and
threatening him or sending him away on make-work jobs. Someone obviously hadn‟t wanted
him to talk with Eratosthenes… as if they were scared he was going to spill some bit of
information that was going to make the Strange Beast have a change of heart about what he was
doing.
Zerrex didn‟t like this: it had been easier when he had only hated and pitied the poor, lost
Error… and now he was starting to sympathize a little with him, despite his main emotion still
being a deep desire to beat on the Strange Beast until his brain came out of his nose. Derek
looked unnerved himself, however, obviously not liking the implication that the bad guy might
not be entirely bad… and the reptile shook his head slowly, knowing it was almost always the
way, able to count on one hand the number of truly wicked beings he had fought over all his
years and knowing that even then, there was only one that stood out in his mind as completely
„evil…‟ and that had been his own father.
When Missy had returned, they had gone over the basics of the plan with her to see how
she would take it, and she had agreed hesitantly to it. They would attack at night, Zerrex on his
motorcycle and Missy, Spike, and Derek in the armored van: the Drakkaren knew that despite
wanting to just rush through the town, they had to take the time to lock down the source of the
corruption poisoning Temptation and further influencing both demons and angels towards their
wild actions.
The Drakkaren would draw out any and all Enforcers he could, while the others would
hunt down the source of the corruption: they would send up a signal if possible when they found
it, so Zerrex would know to join them… and when they were done, the Drakkaren would head
into the mountains alone. He hadn‟t spoken this part aloud, but he thought the others knew… and
Missy only held back from arguing with him right now because of the fear of what was to come
tonight, and a growing respect for him as she sat silently beside him, resting against the huge
male, unfettered by the feel of his heavy armor as she closed her eyes and bowed her head
forwards, knees hugged up against her chest.
The waiting was the hardest part: a few vehicles passed them but paid them no heed on
their way towards Temptation… and the ones coming from the small town shot past, likely
fearing they were bandits. They weren‟t attacked at all, even if Zerrex felt like they were being
watched as he spent most of his time in the ruins of the church, digging through the ashes and in
the back cloister, trying to stay out of sight and worried with his bad luck Eratosthenes would
somehow glimpse him down here all the way from Empyreal Throne… although it at least
sounded like the Strange Beast was being kept busy by something, anything that could range
from his own thoughts to the puppet-masters he was unaware of that were likely furious he had
allowed Zerrex to escape.
Missy came in and visited with him for a little while, finding Zerrex sitting on her
father‟s desk, the furnishing charred but useable as he read a yellowed, singed book… and then
she sat beside him quietly for a few minutes before gently taking one of his hands and simply
holding it, not looking at him. He had gazed at her for a while in silence, and she had said

nothing, only closing her eyes and pressing her side against his… and so he had finally gone
back to reading, respecting the quiet between them as he‟d held her hand gently, and she had
seemed to appreciate that.
She stayed beside him that way for an hour, until Zerrex finally put the book down… and
then she leaned up and kissed his cheek, whispering a soft „thank you‟ to him before leaving…
and the reptile had only shaken his head slowly. Males and females, angels and demons, they all
loved to make „distinctions‟ between themselves… and yet they were all the same, all people, at
the end of the day. With hopes and fears, joys and sorrows, compelled by emotions and by
logic… and the Drakkaren sighed a bit before he looked up and muttered: “Things are too
goddamn complicated. Especially now that I almost miss Negative.”
Well don’t worry, you still have my company. Ravenlight said sardonically in his head,
and the lizard grimaced in distaste at this, rubbing at his forehead slowly. Good and Cold are in
here somewhere, too, but I think they’re… a little tied-up right now. Personally, I wish I could
hogtie you, too: by now, I’d have left these idiots behind, been up to the top of the mountain
already, and I’d have my powers back.
“You‟d be dead, is what you‟d be.” Zerrex grumbled to himself, and then he glanced up
at the ceiling, clearly able to picture the nasty side of his mind giving him a sour look and a
disgusted grin. “Why don‟t you go off and die in a hole somewhere, Ravenlight?”
Ravenlight snorted at this, and the reptile glanced towards the bookshelves, wincing a bit
at the sight of a semitransparent shape leaning against the shelves, the ghostly lizard responding
distastefully: “Your mind is a hole, one that I can‟t seem to crawl out of… and sometimes I think
you mean to make it my grave, too, like if you ignore me long enough I‟ll just… fade away. But
I‟m as alive as Negative is, and don‟t you ever forget that…”
Ravenlight walked towards him, flickering a little in and out of existence as Zerrex
cursed and grabbed at his face, covering his eyes and clenching them shut… but he could almost
feel the breath of the younger version of himself as he leaned down and whispered beside his
head: “All things revert. Cycles are endless. Didn‟t someone tell you that once? I was the
beginning… and I will be your end, too. No matter how much you run from it… I am you and
you are me, and you will never escape that fate.”
“No!” Zerrex shouted, standing up and shoving Ravenlight backwards, and he became
completely solid for a moment as he staggered with a surprised grunt before he turned
translucent again, as the Drakkaren pointed at him and snarled: “I was not born as you,
Ravenlight, and I will not die as you! I became you because I was weak, and a coward, and
because of Narrius screwing with my head and beating me until I broke, and because I was too
stupid and too selfish to try and be a better person even after I killed him! I am not you!”
Ravenlight snarled… and then the lizard looked up as there was a sharp knocking at the
door before it was thrown open by Missy, who ran in with a concerned look on her face, Zerrex
wincing as he looked towards her awkwardly and Ravenlight already gone from his field of
vision as she asked worriedly: “What was it, Zerrex? We could hear you shoutin‟ all the way
from the road, I don‟t think I‟ve ever heard you so angry! You sounded like a hydra with its
heads stuck in the thornbush!”
The lizard smiled awkwardly at this, rubbing the back of his head as he said lamely: “I…
sorry, Missy. I got a little carried away… arguing with myself.” He couldn‟t help but glance up
towards the bookshelves, but Ravenlight was long gone, back hiding in his head… and truth be
told, that was probably for the best. “I didn‟t mean to worry you. Or get so loud.”

Missy looked at him for a few moments nervously… but then she finally sighed and
nodded slowly before motioning at him, saying quietly: “Well, come on out of there, anyway.
You‟re a mortal and you need to eat… and Spike won‟t stop shoving the food I brought for you
into his gluttonous face. Besides, you‟ve been in this stuffy room all day and… we should spend
a little time together. I need your help, after all, learnin‟ some of this crazy stuff and… I do like
your company, Biggs.”
Zerrex grunted after a moment, following her out of the cloister with an awkward smile
as they walked around the now featureless stone statue… and Missy shook her head a bit,
muttering quietly: “What kind of jerks burn down a damn church though, just to try and prove a
point? Ain‟t nothing sacred to those bastards in Temptation… and truth be told, makes me a little
less sorry when I kill them.” She stopped, glancing awkwardly over her shoulder at him. “That…
ain‟t too callous, is it? I worry that… Temptation‟s gonna get to me. Or the killing… I hear lots
of stories about how… people go nuts after killing so many other people. That they start to like it
and… that they turn into…”
“Monsters?” Spike glanced up from where he was sitting in the back of a van, a halfeaten apple in one hand and one that had a large bite out of it in the other, a half-empty bottle of
wine sitting by his feet. Zerrex rolled his eyes at this sight, and the lanky wolf shrugged a bit.
“Hey, I‟m keeping up my strength. Besides, my wound is finally healing and that takes up
energy. I‟m just getting that energy back. Food‟s good for demons too.”
Derek, meanwhile, was practicing with the rifle a few feet away: not firing, but instead
reloading, learning how the different guns worked and how to load and unload rounds, and what
to do in case of a jam. Although, Zerrex had been glad to see, Missy took such good care of the
guns that the chance of them locking up was minimal.
Missy opened the passenger door of the van to bring out a plastic bag with food she had
prepared… and Zerrex was glad for the good meal, which soothed his stomach and made him
feel a little better about things in general. He broke away from the group only for a moment
afterwards to take care of his body‟s natural functions out behind the church, then he came back
grumbling and rubbing his hands compulsively together, only glad it had been number one and
not number two.
As twilight descended, a seriousness fell over the group as well: Zerrex stretched and
limbered himself up as he went through the pouches White had given him, checking them over
and familiarizing himself with their contents and usefulness. The reptile had also dug through the
pile of weapons to find a holster and a heavy .45 revolver, and he had loaded an empty sidepack
now strapped to his leg with iron rounds from Missy, who was grumbling a bit as she finished
jacketing several silver bullets, sitting in the middle of the road with her set of tools and molds.
Derek was pacing back and forth anxiously, and Spike was only eating one last apple,
four long-eaten ones scattered on the ground at his feet before he sighed and threw the half-eaten
fruit into the bushes, standing up and grimacing as he cracked his back, his shirt stained a little
with blood but his wounds now healed, as he glanced over at Zerrex and nodded to him. The
Drakkaren nodded back, and then he called clearly, reaching up and squeezing the handle of the
heavy sword across his back: “Missy, Derek, time to get ready to move in.”
The two looked up… and Missy nodded silently before she quickly began to put her tools
away, breathing slowly through her mouth as the Greed demon winced and walked quickly over,
clutching his rifle so tightly in his hands that his knuckles were turning white as he said shakily:
“This… this is g-gonna be big, isn‟t it?”

“It‟ll be your finest hour.” Zerrex said quietly, reaching up and squeezing the weasel‟s
shoulder a bit, and the Greed demon laughed a little at this, shaking his head with an awkward
smile before the Drakkaren glanced over at the lanky timberwolf as he approached with a small
smile. “You ready?”
“As I‟ve always been. We‟ll keep the girl safe, I guess she‟s kind of growing on me
anyway.” Spike said quietly, the Craven glancing over towards the Benevolent as Missy finished
packing up her things, and she dumped the newly-finished bullets into a pouch at her side before
she glanced down at the modified metal tacklebox that contained her kit, before visibly steeling
herself as she picked this up and turned to approach them. “Want me to drive?”
“You wish.” Missy muttered, shaking her head and hitting Spike in the side with the
metal box, and the wolf winced a bit as he rubbed at the still-tender area before the Benevolent
glanced up at Zerrex, saying quietly: “You don‟t go dyin‟ now or nothin‟, you hear me? We all
got jobs to do but one of yours is keepin‟ alive.”
The Drakkaren nodded with a grunt, and then he looked over the trio before smiling and
extending a hand, saying quietly: “Then let‟s make it a promise.”
The three nodded, putting their hands in on top of the Drakkaren‟s… and he looked back
and forth: two demons and a Benevolent, Spike smiling, Missy determined, Derek anxious but
not shrinking away… and the Drakkaren said quietly: “We‟re going to survive this. And we‟re
going to come out on top. Now let‟s get going.”
The others nodded firmly, and Zerrex let his hand drop before heading towards his
motorcycle, as Derek and Spike headed for the van… and then the lizard looked over his
shoulder in surprise as Missy grabbed his wrist and yanked him around, leaning up and kissing
his cheek firmly before she said quietly: “For good luck. Don‟t you forget what you promised,
Biggs. If I gotta scrape the pieces of you off the ground and put you back together myself, I‟m
gonna be real mad at you.”
Zerrex smiled at her, reaching up and ruffling her tied-back hair, and she grumbled and
shoved at him before the lizard turned away… then said softly over his shoulder: “I‟ll hold you
to the same, Missy. You better survive this yourself… I don‟t want to have to dig you out of the
Unworld, after all.”
Missy smiled at his back as the lizard‟s back, and then she strode over to the van with
newfound confidence as Zerrex approached his motorcycle and mounted up, turning the keys in
the ignition and looking up towards the darkening sky as the sun‟s last rays faded and the stars
began to twinkle in the black firmament above. Faintly-visible lights twinkled here and there
from the direction of Temptation, and the reptile only hoped that things would go as smoothly as
possible… and that this day would go without any further losses on their side.
Twenty minutes later, and they were approaching the outer buildings of town, moving
slowly in the darkness: the single headlight of the motorcycle glared ahead, lighting up the road,
while the van following loosely behind the lizard had its headlights off, some thirty feet of space
between them for safety… and Zerrex nervously looked back and forth as he passed between the
first two crumbling buildings and onto cracked pavement from the dirt road.
Almost immediately, the same trap of steel netting snapped upwards behind him,
separating the Drakkaren from the armored van as he cursed over his shoulder and skidded to a
halt, glancing back and forth… but there was only the sound of fumbling in the shadows, and
when the reptile concentrated, the energies he felt were sporadic and terrified before he heard the
thud of a door opening and rapid, fleeing footsteps and yells. The lizard frowned at this, and then
he looked over his shoulder as Spike jumped out of the van, calling to the Drakkaren: “Looks

more like this is just to slow us down… someone might be going to pull an alarm and let the
others know you‟ve arrived, though.”
“Then I‟m gonna go ahead and draw them out. Stay prepared for any attacks and try and
find the source of the corruption.” Zerrex replied clearly, and then he turned around, Blackheart
gleaming over his back as he twisted the throttle and made the motorcycle roar before shooting
down the road, as Missy shouted something at him: either „good luck‟ or a creative vulgarity,
Zerrex wasn‟t entirely sure which as he twisted around a corner and glanced up with a grimace at
the faint sound of thudding music, watching lights flash over the rooftops in the distance: at least
it wouldn‟t be hard to locate where he was going.
The reptile turned down another street, and a succubus screamed in terror and fled into an
alley as the Drakkaren shot by, the lizard wincing at the sight of this before he looked ahead and
watched as a group of cloaked figured stared at him, then fled into the nearest building as well…
and the reptile gritted his teeth before he rounded another corner and twisted onto a cracked,
damaged road that looked like it went straight to main street. He began to accelerate down this…
and then his instincts screamed at him as he caught sight of a flash of metal in the road, and the
lizard yanked the bike into a hard turn, skidding sideways towards the deadly object in the road
and sending up a tail of dust and dirt and rocks that hailed down over it and dinged loudly off the
steel.
The object reacted by beeping rapidly before it exploded, ripping a hole in the street and
sending out a burst of fire and shrapnel that pattered off the Drakkaren‟s armor, rocks and dirt
pelting his face as he cursed as the motorcycle accelerated towards the edge of the road before
Zerrex yanked it hard to the side again, skidding to a halt less than an inch away from the broken
steps leading up the front door of a falling-apart house. Then the lizard‟s eyes widened as a
minotaur charged out of the alley right in front of him, a rifle in his hands as he looked confused
for a moment at the lack of gore or broken vehicle… before Zerrex simply revved the engine of
his motorcycle, and the minotaur dumbly looked towards him before the lizard accelerated and
yanked his bike‟s front tire off the ground, the male‟s eyes widening as he yelled inarticulately
before the motorcycle rammed into him and Zerrex crushed him under the wheels, bouncing
once before he shot down the sidewalk even as other demons began to flood onto the street,
several of them taking wild shots at the Drakkaren, barely taking the time to aim as someone
yelled furiously: “The bastard‟s here, he‟s here! Come on, let‟s get him!”
The Drakkaren weaved back and forth, flying off the curb of the sidewalk and bouncing
once with a curse under his breath before he zigzagged past two more mines, a lucky shot hitting
one of these and causing it to explode behind the lizard, sending up a cloud of dust and rock that
temporarily blinded the pursuers even as the reptile felt several other bullets striking the flat of
his huge sword and deflecting uselessly off the metal. The lizard grunted as he leaned forwards
slightly, and then he glanced sharply up at movement… and bathed in the starlight above, he saw
the glinting barrel of a rifle and a dark shape leaning out of a high window, and Zerrex jerked
hard on the handlebars to change his course, swerving violently as a single shot rang out and tore
a fist-sized hole out of the sidewalk, Zerrex feeling the bullet ripping through his long white
locks.
He shot down the last block as yells followed him… and then lizard burst out onto a busy
street, people in cloaks and haggard clothes and rumpled suits yelling and staggering, demons
and angels staring in shock as Zerrex skidded to a halt in the middle of the road, the thugs on the
road still chasing after him and firing randomly into the air. Gunshots seemed to go unnoticed,
most of those present not seeming to care as the gaped at the lizard sitting in the middle of the

well-lit street as he looked back and forth along the lines of casinos and bars and strip joints and
convenience stores, everything in glowing neon that hurt the reptile‟s eyes as he rubbed slowly at
his face before cursing when a rifle round slammed into his armored shoulder and almost
knocked him off the bike, leaving a dent in the silver armor that smoldered for a moment…
before it popped itself back out, and the reptile whistled in surprise at this before he rose a hand
and called cheerfully: “Hey, anyone looking for me? I hear there‟s a bounty on my head, and
well. It‟d be a shame if my friends back there got it.”
Then the Drakkaren revved the engine of the motorcycle before he launched forwards
down the street, demons and angels staggering out of the way as several more gunshots went up
before the band of pursuers began to shove their way through the crowd… and Zerrex grinned
slightly as an enormous Wrath demon shoved his way out of the group, grinning widely and
reaching up as if the muscle-bound Dragokkaren was going to catch the motorcycle in his bony
hands, his huge set of ram‟s horns glinting dangerously and his bare chest flexing… and the
smaller lizard yanked the front wheel of the motorcycle off the ground before he grabbed
Blackheart‟s handle, then he hopped up so he was standing on the seat before roaring as he
yanked savagely back on the handlebars, pulling it up so it stood at an almost ninety-degree
angle before Zerrex let go and kicked both feet forwards, sending the huge motorcycle flying
into the Dragokkaren and crushing the Wrath demon into the ground with a howl as the reptile
neatly flipped backwards and yanked his sword off his back, slashing it downwards and crashing
to the ground in a flexed crouch, the blade biting deep into the cement before he turned around
with a wide grin as the Wrath demon threw the bike off and snarled in fury.
The reptile opened his mouth… and then the building next to them seemed to explode as
a Viper smashed through it with a roar, Zerrex staggering backwards as rocks and boards and
broken chunks of metal flew through the air before the monster simply stomped on the ten foot
tall Wrath demon and crushed it down into the ground, then slammed one huge fist down and
smashed the Dragokkaren‟s upper body like it was nothing more than an egg, one of the two
long-necked snake heads snarling down at the Wrath demon as the other glared furiously towards
Zerrex. Immediately, the gang of demons that had been chasing the Drakkaren broke and ran,
and the crowd up and down the street rioted, falling into screams as they fled in all directions as
the Drakkaren readied himself with a curse of frustration as the twenty foot goliath stomped
towards him before slapping a hand out, lightning fast, and the lizard barely deflected the attack
with his sword before one of the Viper‟s heads lashed down as its jaws opened wide, but Zerrex
snarled as he slammed Blackheart forwards, cutting across its face and batting its head to the
side, making it squeal even as the other head roared in frustration.
It leapt forwards, pouncing towards him as the Drakkaren cursed and stabbed quickly
forwards, but the Strange Beast‟s hand leapt down, seizing Blackheart and hissing in frustration
more than pain as arcs of blue energy burst along the blade, even as blood splattered down from
its lacerated palm before it simply yanked the sword from the lizard‟s hand. The Drakkaren
staggered forwards with a wince as he felt the weapon torn from his hand and watched with
horror as it was tossed far down the road, before he howled in pain as its other hand seized him
around the waist and lifted him into the air as its heads snarled at him… and immediately, Zerrex
flicked his right hand downwards, the hidden blade shooting from his forearm before he speared
this down into the creature‟s wrist, and the Strange Beast shrieked and half-turned, throwing him
hard through the air across the street.
The lizard shattered through the glass window-wall of a bus station, sending down a hail
of broken, inch-thick glass and broken metal wire, crashing onto the cement floor on his back

and skidding painfully into a row of ugly metal chairs that had been bolted to the ground along
one long beam, and the lizard shook his head quickly as he leapt up before his eyes widened in
shock as the Strange Beast dropped to all fours and charged straight at the broken, high-glass
wall, and the Drakkaren gritted his teeth before he leapt over the row of chairs and ran towards
the brick wall at the back of the wide square room, looking sharply back and forth to take in his
surroundings: a counter at one side protected by thick glass shielding and with a set of armored
doors leading in and out, brick walls around the maybe forty foot square area, and a high ceiling
supported by heavy metallic beams and wooden rafters, before his eyes locked on a pair of
double doors in the side of the station leading out towards some kind of wide parking lot. Gotta
get out of here, this isThen the Strange Beast smashed through the glass at the front of the bus terminal with a
roar, shattering both the huge, arched window wall and smashing apart the steel edging on either
side of it, Zerrex leaping backwards with a wince and pressing back-first against the wall as it
leaned forwards on all fours and roared furiously at him, its heads only a few feet from the lizard
and breathing toxic breath over the Drakkaren as he held his breath and waved a hand in front of
his muzzle with a grimace of disgust, muttering: “Real charmer, aren‟t you?”
The Strange Beast snarled as it rose one hand and then slammed it forwards, and Zerrex
leapt sideways as he flicked his left hand, extending the hidden blade from his forearm before he
turned and slammed both of these into the Strange Beast‟s arm when its fingers tore through the
brick wall. It immediately squealed, electrically-charged blood sparking through the air as it
yanked its hand backwards before leaping up to a standing position as it rose its arms into the air,
and Zerrex turned with a curse and dived out of the way, barely avoiding its arms when it
slammed them down and smashed them into the floor, the cement shattering like brittle plastic
before it dug its claws into the ground and yanked itself forwards even as Zerrex rolled to his feet
and charged straight towards the corner of the room.
It was right on his tail, one head rearing back as the other snaked forwards and bit at the
lizard‟s back, fangs barely missing as it scrambled after him on all fours and then lunged with a
snarl, raking its claws forwards… but the lizard leapt upwards with a curse, and its fingers
clawed only brick as Zerrex‟s feet pounded into the hard surface of the wall before he ran several
more feet up it, then twisted his body suddenly around and shoved off with both boots, reaching
his arms out as one of its heads looked up in shock to see the Drakkaren flying towards its neck
before he seized it around the upper throat, hugging it with both arms with a wince as he halfspun around the scaly appendage before sliding down it, feet slamming into its back as he
yanked its neck backwards and it gargled with one hand as the other hissed in fury… and then
both heads screamed when Zerrex stabbed both blades into the front of its throat, then simply
jerked backwards, blood exploding from the massive wounds in either side of its neck as its other
head lashed back and forth and it quickly leapt up to its feet, but Zerrex roared as he managed to
catch the half-torn off neck, slamming both feet into its upper back and twisting as he pulled
before simply tearing the neck entirely off, leaving only a bloody, bleeding stump behind that
sparked with neon electricity.
The Strange Beast screamed and smashed its fists into the wall in agony as Zerrex
crashed heavily down on his back, grunting in pain as the scaled neck bounced against his body
before he shoved it hard off as the head at the end of the stalk of flesh lashed back and forth,
hissing and three eyes rolling… and then it fell still as the lizard staggered to his feet, neon
electricity zapping over his armor from the blood that had splattered on him, only making him
wince slightly as he fumbled at his belts as the Strange Beast turned around… and then the

Drakkaren brought out a handful of caltrops, tossing the small, triangular spikes out onto the
ground in front of him.
The Strange Beast snarled at him as it stepped forwards, heedless of the silvery thorns
that were crushed beneath its foot… and Zerrex immediately winced and leapt backwards, halfcovering his face before the small, charmed bits of metals exploded violently, tearing apart most
of the Strange Beast‟s foot and making it stumble and fall to one knee with a howl, hands
grabbing at the ground and long-necked head bobbing through the air stupidly, hanging just a
few feet away from the lizard. Zerrex pressed the advantage, stepping forwards with a snarl and
slamming punches back and forth across its skull, and its head snapped one way and then the
other as it screamed in surprise as the extended blades cut into its face and the lizard‟s fists
smashed with surprising power across its features, its eyes widening before the lizard seized it by
the muzzle, digging his claws into it before he snarled in fury as he slammed fierce upwards
stabs into the underside of its jaw again and again, sending out thick bursts of neon blood.
It howled in pain, then suddenly yanked its head upwards, carrying the lizard into the air
before it simply slammed its skull down, and the Drakkaren was crushed hard onto his back with
a curse of pain before the Strange Beast slammed a hand forwards, pinning him beneath it with a
snarl. It glared down at him furiously as Zerrex grabbed at the hand crushing him into the
concrete, his armor creaking as he felt his ribs bending, his eyes bulging in pain as blood
dribbled out of his mouth as he rasped for breath… and then the creature rose its hand slightly
and balled it into a fist with a snarl, and lightning fast, Zerrex managed to bring up his legs
before it could slam its fist down, cursing in pain as he kicked upwards and deflected its hand,
the Viper grunting as its fist crushed the lower half of the Drakkaren‟s tail instead and made his
entire body quake with agony, but then he quickly scrabbled backwards with a hiss, even with
the appendage broken in half and twitching oddly.
He staggered to his feet, balance a little off more from the pain than the damage to his
tail, and the Strange Beast clawed outwards at him with a snarl… but Zerrex leapt backwards
before he ran suddenly forwards, and the monster roared and slammed both hands down,
forearms crossing as it tried to catch and crush the lizard beneath its palms, but the reptile ducked
and barely scraped through, leaping upwards through its legs and seizing the thick base of its tail
before his booted feet pounded over its back even as its head snapped backwards over its
shoulders and bit at him savagely, and Zerrex half-fell on his side against the monster‟s upper
back to avoid this, before he simply roared and punched downwards as hard as he could next to
its upper spine, the creature shrieking in agony even as it tried to buck him backwards, halftwisting and flailing one arm into the air almost comically to make the lizard‟s body skid off its
back… but Zerrex only slammed his other first forwards with a raw yell, the second hidden blade
ripping through the monster‟s back and the bony shell beneath it to tear into the connected heartand-mind of the Strange Beast, the creature‟s screams rising in pitch before it stood up and then
half-spun violently, finally flinging the Drakkaren free and sending him flying across the room to
crash into the glass wall over the counter, sending cracks spiraling through the thick surface
before the lizard fell heavily on his side with a hard gagging sound.
The monster screamed as it staggered back and forth, blood gushing out of the wounds
and electricity exploding in thick arcs before it smashed into the brick wall, knocking a wide
hole in it and then sending cracks spilling upwards towards the ceiling, bolts popping out of
place in the roof before one of the huge rafters fell heavily and crashed down beside the Strange
Beast, the roof of the bus station starting to tremble as Zerrex slowly picked himself up and
stared in shock as the Strange Beast half-turned towards him with a snarl, drunkenly stumbling

forwards before it tripped over the rows of ugly seating and fell heavily forwards, arms
sprawling out… and Zerrex leapt sideways, crashing down and skidding on his stomach, barely
falling out of reach of the Viper before a rafter snapped in half and collapsed on top of several
ceiling beams, knocking one of the metal supports out of place and sending it crashing down
onto the Strange Beast‟s spine.
It howled in agony and fury, clawing forwards, trying to grab Zerrex with one of its
hands as its jaws foamed and it snapped wildly at him… and the Drakkaren cursed as he shoved
himself to his feet, then staggered sideways when a large chunk of metal fell past him, crashing
against the ground in front of him as the reptile ran to the broken window-wall of the bus station,
throwing himself outside and half-crawling on all fours back up to his feet as the building
continued to crumble behind him and the Strange Beast clawed forwards, ripping seats out for
the ground and tearing scales off its body as it dragged against them, screaming in fury… and
then the roof collapsed completely, and the Drakkaren cursed at the dust cloud that wafted up
past him before the Strange Beast self-destructed, sending chunks of gravel and metal pelting
against the lizard‟s back and knocking him sprawling forwards on his stomach into the road, his
armor shrieking against the ground as he groaned in pain and frustration.
He shook his head dumbly as the hidden blades retracted into his forearms… and then he
slowly began to pick himself up, his tail in burning agony and his body bruised and aching… but
then he grimaced as he cracked his back slowly, standing up and looking up and down the street,
which was mostly empty now. He grimaced a bit, rubbing at his face tiredly, and then he walked
slowly towards his motorcycle, breathing hard and muttering under his breath: “Well, if anything
will get their attention focused on me, that certainly will…”
The lizard swayed a bit on the spot as he stood over his motorcycle for a moment, and
then he sighed a bit as he reached down and carefully hauled it back up as his muscles flexed
beneath the armor, wincing a bit at the scratches and blood over the machine before brushing it
slowly off. Then he mounted the motorcycle and drove slowly down the street, looking back and
forth before his eyes settled on his sword, and the reptile climbed off the motorcycle long enough
to walk over to it and pick the heavy weapon up, grimacing a little as he rubbed a hand over the
blade… and then it sparked with sapphire energy, and the lizard smiled dryly. “Some help you
were, old friend.”
Blackheart sparked again, as if half in embarrassment, half in apology, and then the
reptile slid the sword onto his back as his right leg gave a dull throb… but the reptile only took a
slow breath, reaching up and pushing quietly against his breastplate to feel the comforting weight
of his mala rubbing against his scales beneath it… and then he nodded firmly to himself before
turning back to the motorcycle, muttering quietly: “Let‟s go.”
Missy grimaced a bit as the armored van accelerated past a crowd of people stampeding
in the opposite direction, not looking at Spike even as the Craven muttered: “That‟s a bad sign.
Usually even if there‟s trouble the kind of scum that make up this city like to stick around and
watch, so long as they don‟t have to get involved at all.”
“I ain‟t gonna disappoint Biggs, Spike. You wanna go find out what‟s going on, you can
damn well walk.” Missy said irritably as she turned down a side road in front of the main drag,
before wincing at the sound of a roar that carried through the night air even over the music
emanating from the various bars and clubs, mixing into a terrible, ugly melody. “Shit…”
“Eratosthenes sometimes had other patrols going through Temptation… Strange Beasts.”
Spike said quietly, and Missy grimaced at this, wincing over at the wolf. “Not usually many, he

knows that they can be tracked by Heaven and Hell, but one or two. He always has one or two
around, Vipers usually… what gets me is how the World Carver has never been detected, even
though it‟s supposed to be a giant Strange Beast too.” Spike muttered, shaking his head slowly,
and then he frowned a bit and looked up, saying quietly: “Corruption is getting stronger out this
way… turn onto the main road.”
Missy nodded, carefully twisting down a side street and driving between two buildings,
ignoring a small cluster of cloaked figures huddled around a barrel filled with flickering flames
as they exchanged objects between themselves… and then they pulled off the dark street and
onto the neon-lit main road, a few crowds of people gathered here and there and talking excitedly
in front of the large, alluring buildings covered in bright lights and false promises.
The Benevolent grimaced a little as she looked to the side, joining a line of cars slowly
rolling down the street as female dancers put on a small parade across the road, dancing towards
a bar and drawing in several rowdy-looking males, two angels yelling drunkenly as they swung
glasses filled with black liquid around, features flushed and wings stained with darkness, and
Missy winced in disgust: they were guzzling a mix of alcohol and corruption, everyone in town
apparently intent on partying in every stupid, self-destructive way possible, before she cursed in
surprise as a demoness knocked on the window with a wide grin, dressed only in a tube-top and a
short skirt. “You want a fuck? Ten bucks for the Craven but I‟ll do you for free, pretty girl!”
When Missy didn‟t respond, the lust demoness rolled her eyes and quickly moved ahead
to the next car in line, repeating her sales-pitch… and then she screamed when a gun was pointed
out the window at her, trembling a bit. No one moved to help the prostitute, though, as she was
forced to pull the little money she had made out of her shirt, handing it over with a tremble…
and then a gunshot went off, scraping her shoulder and making her yell in terror as she almost
fell over before the vixen ran across the street, but people only laughed and watched with
interest, making Missy shiver a bit as she saw divine beings, mortals, and demons all taking part
in the terrible, endless orgy of sin. “Shit…”
“Holy fuck, even I find that repulsive.” Derek muttered from the back, the weasel
grimacing a bit before he looked nervously at the Craven as Spike shook his head in disgust.
“There‟s something in the air other than corruption, ain‟t there? I mean, hell, I feel like cutting
and running, but I mean… I feel like going straight to the nearest gambling parlor, not back
home, or getting wasted until even you look as pretty as Missy.”
“Thanks, but you‟re not my type.” Spike replied flatly, and Derek looked dumb at this
response before the lanky timberwolf frowned a bit and pointed ahead, to a small rectangular
building next to an enormous, sprawling brothel, succubi and customers on the patio… and more
than a few engaged in rough sexual acts and other general debauchery, one demoness grinning as
she sat with her legs spread, pouring alcohol all over herself as males and females both licked it
sloppily up, another succubi bleeding from the nose and crying as she was taken hard over the
railings, but no one moving to help her even though she was clearly being raped by the large,
powerful wrath demon, who was snarling and grinning… and only being egged on by a
Benevolent standing beside him and masturbating with one hand, a camera in the other. “Look at
that building. Doesn‟t fit in with everything else. Let‟s start there.”
Missy forced herself to look away from the front of the brothel, and then she cursed
under her breath when someone else knocked on the window, looking out with a grimace… and
then staring down the barrel of a revolver as a minotaur behind a mask started coldly: “Get out of
the-”

Spike drew his handgun and fired twice from the hip, Missy shrieking and lunging back
in the seat as both bullets nipped by her and smashed through the window, plowing through the
minotaur‟s throat and skull and sending him crashing backwards lifelessly before the Craven
shook his head a bit and reached his other hand out to steady the wheel as the van lurched
forwards a bit, bumping into the car in front of them and making it skid a little… but thankfully,
the driver only leaned out and shouted at them angrily, waving a fist and cursing loudly. “You
okay?”
Missy nodded after a moment, breathing slowly before she glared at him, snapping: “You
could have killed me!”
“And he wanted to rape you and then kill you. And steal your money. I hope in that
order, because there‟s some really sick people around here, if you haven‟t noticed.” Spike said
dryly, motioning easily over the dashboard, and the Benevolent grunted, trying not to shudder as
she looked back ahead, then pulled quickly up in front of the squat, rectangular stone building,
driving alongside it to pass the others before turning sharply into a narrow alley.
The headlights of the van illuminated two cloaked figures, who looked stupidly up as one
of them froze in mid-handoff of an envelope… and then they both cursed and quickly ran into
the side door of the tall bar building next to them, and Missy shook her head slowly as Spike and
Derek climbed out of the van, the wolf muttering: “We better take everything we can.
Considering how things have been going so far, we‟ll probably come back to find the van
missing.”
Missy nodded with disgust as they began to load themselves up… and then she glanced
up with a sigh as a lust demoness sauntered out of the side door, licking her lips slowly and
saying devilishly: “Ooh, some big tough people come to clean up the town? Or are you bad
people, here to try and rob my little bar and use me as your toy?”
“Go away or I‟m going to shoot you in the face.” Spike said mildly, not looking up as he
slung a backpack on, and the succubus winced before quickly fleeing back into the bar, which
just made the lanky timberwolf sigh. “I hope things go back to whatever‟s considered normal for
these people after this. Because Derek is right, this is weird even for demons.”
Missy nodded, then she looked nervously at the windowless side of the cement
building… but Spike automatically took the lead as he slammed the door, his handgun at the
ready as Derek followed nervously with the rifle in his hands, and Missy gripped the lever action
shotgun in her own, a backpack and an assault rifle across her own back, as well as her other
equipment. Spike boldly walked across the face of the building and then grabbed the handle of
the door before he grumbled at the fact it was locked, and then he rose a foot and kicked it hard,
the wooden frame splintering as the tore was slammed open and a klaxon immediately went off
that was lost on most of the people around the street, as music began to flood loudly out of the
nightclub across the way as the doors were thrown open and flashing lights shone out of the
windows, demons and angels and mortals flooding out onto the road and halting the slowmoving traffic entirely as they danced, ground, and rubbed together.
Under the beat of the music, Spike walked into the room, seeing a long hallway
immediately ahead with a uniformed soldier at the end of it raising a massive machinegun, and
the wolf fired three, four, five shots into the demon‟s chest, each round splintering the armor
covering his chest and sending up a thin spray of blood as the machinegun tore holes out of the
white-plastered walls before he finally crashed backwards with a howl of pain, and the wolf
quickly but calmly strode across the room even as the security guards behind the counter to his
right fired at him. Then Missy ran into the room, dropping to a kneel and unload two quick blasts

into the larger Salamander, sending him crashing back into the wall as he vomited blood and the
iron bearings tore through the demon‟s armor and body like paper, sliding slowly down it before
Missy half-turned and fired another volley of slugs into the face of the dog-like, furless Wrath
demon still stupidly holding his handgun raised towards the edge of the hallway.
The wide cone of ball bearings ripped across his features, tearing into his skull but not
lodging deep enough to kill, bearings flying wide enough to miss crucial areas like the eyes…
but he collapsed to his knees, covering his face and screaming in agony, most of his features
blown away before he fell on his side and curled up in the fetal position, the maps tacked to the
walls behind him covered in blood and ichors, his skin scraped off to reveal bare bone here and
there over his face. Missy winced, but snarled and forced herself to follow Spike as the wolf ran
halfway down the hallway, the beat of the music pounding behind them even as Derek halfslammed the door before yelling in surprise as he saw another uniformed demon behind halfhiding it and obviously waiting for them to pass, the goatling wincing and then slamming the
butt of his rifle into the Greed demon‟s face, sending him crashing onto his back.
Missy turned around in shock, but Spike was faster, raising his handgun as he gritted his
teeth and fired off two shots that tore through the muzzle and skull of the goatling, sending his
head smacking into the side wall as one of his eyes exploded before he crumpled in front of the
door, and Derek cursed as he crawled to his feet, the Benevolent quickly approaching and seizing
the weasel‟s arm to help him up. He smiled awkwardly at her, and then they both ran down the
hall as Spike checked the rooms on either side of the corridor… but one was a storage closet and
the others were simply empty and unused, before he reached the last and shouted over the beat of
the music still reaching their ears from outside: “Can you feel it?”
The Benevolent nodded, grimacing a bit as she rubbed at her arm as she looked at Spike‟s
eyes: the Craven‟s features were impassive, but his black irises were almost glowing… and
Derek‟s own gaze was more intense than usual, the weasel seeming to bristle a bit as he breathed
hard. Missy herself was almost visibly glowing in reaction to whatever was waiting for them…
and when Spike threw the metal door open and revealed a staircase heading down into the
ground, she gritted her teeth, muttering: “Alright, you sons of bitches, here I come.”
Spike headed down the cement steps first, followed by Missy and last, Derek: there were
only two flights of stairs, and the Craven paused in front of the steel door at the other side of the
small stairwell when he stepped out onto the cement floor: he could feel the sick pulse of
corruption and malignant essence, trying to whisper into his mind and drive him mad, as he
grimaced over his shoulder and then winced a bit as he thought he saw the shadows under the
stairs move… but then his eyes adjusted in the darkness, and he realized there were only stacked
boxes and a few loose papers. The Craven breathed slowly, turning back around and facing the
steel door as he brought his handgun up, and Missy stepped sideways and rose her shotgun as
Derek hesitated nervously on the stairs, the Greed demon half-raising his rifle before Spike
yanked the handle of the door down and kicked it open, pointing out into the room beyond.
Immediately, strange demons turned towards them, some standing, some levitating, all of
them wearing either tight leather jumpsuits of various colors or long, flowing robes and adorned
with spiked crowns or arched tiaras: but the things they shared in common were the thick black
cloth masks that covered their faces, nothing but smooth dark material that made them seem
featureless and impassive… and the masks on chains that floated around them, attached to rings
that went around their arms, collars around their necks, or thick chain belts wrapped around their
waists, anywhere from one to four masks hovering silently, each shaped to fit the faceless skulls
of the strange creatures, each with a distinct emotion carved flawlessly into the exquisite ivory.

“Cabal, shit! Derek, get up here!” Spike shouted as he took aim at the nearest of the
group of five, and he fired a single round into the mask hovering at its side, shattering it and
making the creature shriek before two more iron rounds caught the feminine, faceless demon in
the chest and sent it crashing out of the air to the ground, the demon‟s eyes blazing even as they
took in the room beyond: wide and square, complex-looking tubes filled with neon electricity on
either side of the room, looking almost like a generator system… and in the center of it, a
terrible, black sphere that glowed darkly, shapes of trapped souls writhing inside it.
“Sloth.” one of the demons uttered softly, pointing towards them as a mask in the shape
of a yawning wolf‟s head rose up in front of its face, its eyes nothing but black crescents… and
even as Missy began to pull the trigger of the shotgun, she felt herself weakening, the gun barrel
lowering and then firing off uselessly into the ground almost knocking her over as weakness
spilled through her body. Her legs buckled, and then she dropped to her knees as beside her,
Spike cursed, the half-demon trying to aim at the Cabal that had just cast the effect over them
even as his vision went blurry… and then another of the strange demons pointed at him as they
glided silently forwards, and a bolt of electricity shot into the lanky timberwolf, searing his
shoulder and knocking him flat on his back as the rest of his strength was drained from his body.
Derek looked helplessly down at them in shock, and then back up at the demons: hightier, rare demons, far more powerful than he was, able to channel sin and corruption directly into
a person‟s very soul. Only full demons couldn‟t be affected by their powers… and the Greed
demon rose his weapon as one of them began to chant before he shot a round wildly into the
room, shouting: “Get away, get back!”
The first round went wild, only shattering a large tube at the side of the room, which sent
out a burst of electricity that made two of the Cabal flinch even as the chanting demon rose its
hands, a sphere of fire beginning to form… and then Derek yelled as he worked the bolt and took
desperate aim again, firing a round towards it, but missing entirely… but this time the bullet
struck into the terrible black sphere in the center of the room, the blessed silver round ripping
into the dark outer shell with a splatter of black ooze before golden veins spread rapidly
throughout the sphere as hands ripped through the weakened outer shell, sending up dark
splatters as Cabal turned in horror and the chanting one stopped, the flames whiffing out of
existence as masks writhed around the demons… and then the sphere exploded in a blast of dark
energy, a shockwave of pure corruption erupting from the broken dark orb and sending Cabal
flying in all directions as black flames burned over their bodies, slamming the demons into the
tubing around the room as the glass protectors shattered and powerful arcs of lightning ripped
back and forth, demons screaming in agony as they were electrified by the powerful surges of
energy that ripped through the cement room.
Derek was knocked crashing backwards onto the stairs by the shockwave, and the
timberwolf cursed and winced in pain, feeling like his body had been charred, while Missy
screamed as corruption flooded over her body, the golden aura around her growing for a moment
before her eyes snapped open as she clawed into the ground with a howl of pain… and then her
body rippled as her aura became tarnished, and her eyes clenched shut… then opened, glowing
red instead of hazel now, as she rasped hard and convulsed on the ground in pain.
The Craven beside her groaned a bit, reaching up and rubbing the other side of his
head… and he grimaced a little before he looked down at the female as she coughed black gunk
and then curled up into the fetal position. Immediately, the timberwolf cursed… but even as he
reached down towards her, a door on the other side of the room was thrown open as a female
voice shouted furiously: “What is going on here?”

The figure emerged into the room, six masks floating eerily around her, a long, tattered
cape floating behind her tall form as she looked back and forth in shock at the sight of the room:
the glass tubing had all shattered, and instead of a pedestal and enormous sphere in the center of
the room, there was only a broken crater in the cement, the explosion powerful enough to have
obliterated any traces of the strange, malignant device. Immediately, the female snarled loudly,
clenching her black-gloved hands into fists, her high-heeled boots stomping against the ground
as she set herself and glared across at the three as Derek slowly peeled himself off the stairs with
a wince and shivered as he stared through the doorway at the Great Cabal. “You… you insolent
little worms!”
Spike immediately rose his handgun, but the Great Cabal snapped her fingers, and a burst
of psychic energy ripped across the male‟s hand, knocking his arm wide and sending the weapon
flying backwards to hit Derek in the face, the Greed demon yelping and falling backwards to
slide painfully down the few steps to the ground, and the half-demon grimaced a bit as he looked
across at the furious female. A white leather bodysuit clothed her form, with a thick black leather
belt around her waist from which floated six chains, each slackly attached to a hovering mask
made from different demon skulls that had been warped into different expressions, a leering grin
here and a moaning, slack-jawed look of terror there. Her face was covered by tight black cloth,
and a white, thorn-covered circlet gleamed around the top of her skull, two proud, black horns
extending out of either side of her head towards the ceiling as psychic static tore through the air
before she slowly levitated, hissing: “I shall not give you the pleasures of sin or emotion… I
shall simply destroy you!”
She began to chant as she held hands in front of herself, electricity sparking between
them for a moment… and then it simply whiffed out of existence, and the female looked down in
surprise: immediately, Spike took the moment of confusion to leap forwards as he flicked his
hands out, snarling as his claws extended into sharp talons and he crossed the narrow room in
only a second, immediately thrusting one hand and then the other forwards in a spear into her
stomach.
She rasped and cursed, the wind knocked out of her by the quick movements before
Spike slammed his elbow across her face, the demoness falling to her feet and staggering
sideways before she tried to lash a fist forwards, and Spike hooked her hand between his wrist
and palm, his own claws lashing into the top of her wrist before he windmilled his arm outwards
as he twisted at the same time, and the female was yanked through the air and flipped upsidedown with a shriek before she crashed down onto the back of her neck and her shoulders, spine
cracking loudly and her feet kicking at the air before the Craven seized one of her ankles and
half-turned as he threw her hard into the side wall with a grunt.
She crashed through the shattered glass tubing and bounced off the cement wall, landing
on all fours with a groan of pain and humiliation before staggering up to her feet and shoving a
hand out towards the Craven, smashing him with a telekinetic blast that sent the half-demon
flying across the room to strike the wall opposite, broken cylinders ripping into his sides as the
wolf cursed in pain before he fell to a kneel, grimacing a bit as they looked across at each
other… and then, as Spike lunged forwards, the Cabal lashed both hands upwards and seized the
air as if to choke it, and the lanky timberwolf gargled as he was lifted off the ground as he
clawed at his throat as the fur around his neck visibly flattened and the skin constricted, his eyes
bulging as he kicked uselessly at the air. “Wretched fucking half-demon, you will learn your
place!”

She snarled… and then two shots rang out, the first ripping across the top of her scalp and
tearing the black cloth and the second smacking into her side, making her shriek in agony as she
staggered… and then she lashed her hands hard to the side, smashing Spike furiously into the
cement wall and sending him crumpling bonelessly to the ground before her head snapped to the
side as Derek fired a third shot off from the doorway, but this only nicked one of the masks
floating around her, the demoness cursing before she made a hard slashing gesture across her
body, and the metal door slammed violently on the Greed demon, knocking him flying
backwards into the room overtop Missy‟s prone body as it bounced back open and sending him
down, his muzzle broken and bloody as he howled in agony.
The Cabal shook her head in disgust, then held her hand towards one of the broken glass
tubes as Spike began to slowly crawl his way to his feet: it trembled violently, then a large blade
of glass tore free from the tubing before she flicked her wrist towards the half-demon, and the
timberwolf‟s eyes widened in shock before the large shard of glass shot towards him and tore
into his chest, knocking him backwards into the cement wall as blood burst from the wound and
he slid slowly down it with a wheeze of agony, the demoness snarling: “You may have destroyed
the corruption generator and robbed me of my ability to do magic, but telekinesis still works…
and I can simply tear holes in your body until you stop moving, half-demon!”
Spike cursed as he reached up and grasped the blade of glass sticking halfway out of his
chest, and the demoness‟s eyes blazed as she began to reach a hand back, other glass tubes
trembling… before her head looked dumbly to the side at the sound of feet pounding over the
cement, and she reacted a little too late at the sight of Missy charging towards her, dark veins
pulsing through the female‟s body and a snarl on the Benevolent‟s face as her aura glowed like a
shadowy gold light around her but the sword in her hands blazed with radiant energy, and the
Cabal barely had time to raise one of her hands before the golden retriever leapt forwards and
flipped the blade around to stab it savagely through the Cabal‟s chest, the demoness releasing a
keening wail as the sword ripped through her.
Then Missy yanked savagely downwards as she half-turned with a roar, almost ripping
the Cabal in half, her body flopping awkwardly as her masks fell limply and her arms flailed
weakly, and then the golden retriever grinned savagely, her eyes glowing red as she lashed the
sword across the Cabal‟s narrow waist and struck her with enough brute force to not simply tear
her in half, but to cause the massive diagonal wound that went from her breast out to her kidney
to tear wider and flop upwards, flesh and blood and gore flying in all directions as the demoness
was ripped almost into thirds.
She collapsed backwards, the pieces of her body hitting the ground with thick, meaty
thuds as they began to dissolve rapidly, black smoke rising into the air as the Benevolent panted
hard, golden sword dripping blood… and then Missy moaned and staggered backwards, the glow
fading from her eyes as her irises returned to their crimson-stained hue as she reached up and ran
a trembling hand through her hair, whispering: “Oh shit, what have I done…”
“You saved me, that‟s what.” Spike said quietly as he walked towards her with a grimace,
then he cursed under his breath as he tore the glass shard free from his chest before tossing the
bloody pane aside, touching the wound gingerly as his claws shrank back into his fingers.
“Where‟s Derek?”
“H-Here…” Derek muttered, stumbling forwards and clutching at his muzzle before he
half-turned and spat out a stream of blood and several broken white teeth, and a shudder ran
through his body before he held Spike‟s handgun out. The lanky timberwolf took it with a nod as

Missy shivered a little, and then the Greed demon looked at her silently, sizing her up and
trembling a bit, guilt and anxiety in his eyes. “Missy, shit, are… are you okay?”
The female shook her head a bit, dark veins pulsing through her body before Spike said
quietly: “Stay here, rest for a minute. I‟m going to go and see if there‟s anything else ahead.”
Missy nodded silently, and the lanky timberwolf ejected the clip from his handgun,
slipping it into his pocket before he produced another from the sidepack he was wearing and
slammed it into place. He pulled back the slide as he walked towards the open metal door the
Great Cabal had emerged through, stepping hesitantly into a hallway beyond with two doors
leading off it… but after a short search, he discovered only a study filled with arcane texts and
books on alchemy and the effects of corruption on different life-forms, and a combination locker
and relaxation room for soldiers… except from a notice left on the table, all the soldiers had been
called into duty by Lester, who had declared himself kingpin of Temptation.
The Craven made his way back out into the room, the sense of corruption still lingering
but far-weaker now… and he sighed in relief as he saw Zerrex had found them, the lizard saying
dryly: “You guys were supposed to signal when you found something.”
Spike smiled despite himself at this, replying dryly: “Well, you‟re here, aren‟t you? I
guess you must have caught our signal.”
“You know what I mean.” Zerrex rolled his eyes, but he smiled a little nonetheless as he
stood with one arm around Missy, the Benevolent trembling a bit against him but slowly calming
as the reptile gently rubbed her back, Derek silently reloading the bolt-action rifle as he kept
tossing nervous, ashamed looks towards her. “What was it?”
“A soul cage, like angels use… except it was being set up and monitored, and likely
influenced as well, by Cabal.” Spike replied calmly, and Zerrex gritted his teeth, nodding slowly:
that would definitely explain both the powerful pulses of corruption and why people‟s passions
had been so inflamed… and even why it would feel like the energies grow stronger at some
points and weaker at others. “We destroyed it, but we weren‟t far enough away. I‟m pretty sure
Derek and I weren‟t harmed too badly but Missy…”
“I‟m fine…” she whispered softly as Spike broke off, and she shook her head quickly
before leaning back a bit and looking awkwardly at Zerrex, smiling faintly. “It‟s just… it feels…
bad, in a word. I… killed the last female, I was so full of rage and hate and it…”
She shook her head, trembling a little as she closed her now-scarlet eyes, and the reptile
nodded slowly as he hugged her quietly close for a moment, murmuring softly: “Amplified
wrath. Alright, we‟ll… have to be careful, but I‟m glad you‟re all safe for now. Come on, we still
need to get me to the path leading into the mountains.”
“You‟re not going to let us come with you, are you?” Missy looked up at him quietly, and
Zerrex gently stroked under her chin, smiling a little down at her even as his emerald eyes gazed
at her sadly. “Why not?”
“Because Temptation isn‟t going to be magically cleaned up the course of a day.” he
replied gently, looking down into her eyes quietly. “Even with the corruption pulse gone, there‟s
a lot of crooks and assholes here who are all going to want to vie for the position of top dog of
the trash pile. You‟re going to have to help fix this town… and more importantly, the three of
you are going to need to take those medical supplies to Rebecca, and I don‟t doubt that Sandy‟s
going to need all the protection she can get transporting them there and back while things settle
down around the town.”
Missy looked up at him silently, then she sighed a bit and nodded, glancing down and
muttering: “You just promise me you come back here, Biggs, when what you gotta do is all done

and over with, you hear? I wanna see you back here… and I wanna see you alive. I wanna know
that you made it out of things okay… and I swear that if you don‟t I‟m gonna go up that
mountain myself, with or without Spike and Derek here.”
“I guess you don‟t have much of a choice now, Zerrex.” the lanky timberwolf said softly,
glancing up at the Drakkaren with amusement as the lizard smiled back despite himself. “I
couldn‟t let her chase after you alone, after all.”
“Yeah, come back when it‟s all done. We‟ll be waiting for you.” Derek added, the weasel
smiling a little up at him as he nodded, and the Drakkaren gazed over the trio before he laughed a
bit and finally nodded in return, hugging Missy one last time before he stepped back from them.
“Alright, I will. I promise.” he said softly, then he turned, adding mildly: “We aren‟t
saying goodbye just yet, though… I got a feeling we‟ve still got a bit of a mess to go through
before I can get out of here.”
The others nodded as they headed back up the steps… and Zerrex grimaced as he walked
down the corridor and saw several Greed demons looting the bodies of the dead soldiers,
drawing his revolver and pointing it at them as he shouted over the thrumming beat of the music
outside: “Hey! Get out of here!”
The demons looked up and then yelped, the vultures fleeing towards the open door as the
reptile grumbled under his breath as he stepped outside… and then glared at the sight of another
demon falling out of the open back door of the armored van, clutching a backpack against his
chest. Immediately, the Drakkaren shot a revolver round into the ground by his feet, and the
demon squealed as he dropped the gear… before Missy snarled as she stepped outside beside the
lizard, her eyes blazing as she rose the lever-action shotgun and walked forwards as she fired
once, then twice into the fleeing demon‟s back.
The first round stumbled him, but the second round sent the pinkish, hairless demon
flopping forwards on his face, skidding a few feet as he gargled weakly and slowly died. The
demons and angels still out on the street – fewer in number, many of them back inside the club
and others simply looking dazed – stared at this with interest and a strange apprehension in some
cases, as if trying to remember how they were supposed to react to this… and then Zerrex
touched Missy‟s shoulder, and the Benevolent looked up at him with a half-crazed grin as his
emerald eyes met her glowing scarlet, before she reached out and grabbed his crotch, whispering
hungrily: “I know you want me, and you know I want you, why don‟t you… I…”
She blinked a few times, shaking her head dumbly as the scarlet light faded, then her eyes
slowly roved down to her hand, staring dumbly at the sight of her fingers gripping the lizard‟s
armor-covered groin as Zerrex crossed his arms meditatively and Spike only looked at the two
with amusement as Derek gaped… and then Missy squeaked and leapt backwards, shaking her
hand violently as she babbled: “Oh my stars, Biggs, shit, oh shit! I am so sorry!”
“I‟m. Not really going to complain, but try and keep it under control for now.” Zerrex
said dryly, glancing over her slowly before he glanced towards Spike, saying quietly: “You‟ll
need to get Sandy to look at her later. See if… the corruption poisoning will recede.”
Spike nodded… but even Derek knew that the Drakkaren was only saying that for
Missy‟s benefit as she turned away with a blush of humiliation, from the way the Greed demon‟s
eyes dropped to the ground. The Benevolent had been bathed in too much concentrated demonic
essence, further tempered by the Cabal meddling with the soul cage… and now she was
changing. For the better or worse, Zerrex wasn‟t sure… but he knew that she‟d have to learn to
cope with these changes either way.

The lizard holstered his revolver as he approached his motorcycle, mounting up and
watching quietly as Missy got in the passenger seat, mumbling something to Spike, and the lanky
timberwolf nodded and patted her silently on the shoulder before he walked around to the
driver‟s side. Derek, meanwhile, quickly gathered up the gear the would-be thief had dropped,
tossing it into the back of the van before he climbed in himself and shut the door with a sigh…
and as the vehicle started, Zerrex carefully brought his motorcycle around in a short circle, the
engine rumbling quietly as the Drakkaren glanced over his shoulder before he nodded a little,
more to himself than anything else as the van began to back slowly up.
The reptile drove out onto the street, looking back and forth with a grimace as a few
Benevolent drunkenly staggered by, swinging their glasses of corruption and alcohol back and
forth: there was obviously supplies of the demonic essence all over the place, but thankfully he
could feel much of it rapidly ebbing down. The thing they had destroyed in the basement of the
small facility had definitely been the source of it… and in all likelihood, they had gotten lucky. It
looked like only a skeleton crew had been left to defend it… and Zerrex grimaced as he rolled
down the road and glanced up towards a vandalized sign he could barely make out, but there was
a shape of a mountain distinguishable beneath the graffiti, and the Drakkaren turned off main
street and onto a second brightly-lit road as the van followed him at a short distance.
He could make out a winding, wide road in the distance, cracked, unlit asphalt that led up
into the towering, grim peaks, as he passed ramshackle bars and liquor stores and X-rated
attractions… before the lizard began to slow as he looked ahead and saw something he‟d been
hoping to avoid, letting the motorcycle coast slowly to a halt some thirty feet away from what
looked like the final line of Temptation‟s defenses before the narrow highway leading up
towards Empyreal Throne.
Enormous wood and steel barricades had been set up across the road, and standing in
front of this were two enormous Gigataurs, one of them armed with a massive executioner‟s axe
and the other punching one fist into its other hand, glaring balefully down at him with a single
eye: the other was dead white, burns covering this side of its face and even its horn broken off
near the base. Minotaurs, Salamanders, Nightmares, and Swamp Spines all stood in an uneasy
line, holding machineguns, submachine guns, and revolvers.
More demons were on the buildings at either side of the road, snipers with rifles and even
a Dragokkaren-demon holding a massive rocket launcher ready on his shoulder, and in front of
the group, the Craven that was undoubtedly Lester stood, the deer snarling, his antlers black and
strangely-twisted, his scarred fiberglass armor tight against his tall body and a strap helping
support the enormous electrical cannon he was wearing.
He shouted something angrily at the figure standing at the police car beside him… and
the serpent sheriff slumped with a sigh, the snake shaking his head slowly before he walked
around the police car and towards Zerrex, the Drakkaren dismounting the motorcycle as the van
rumbled to a halt beside him, half-turning to offer the maximum amount of protection as the
snake halted a few feet away and said clearly: “Zerrex Narrius, I‟m afraid you‟re under arrest
for… breaking Temptation‟s laws. These good folk here are here to help… bring you in.
Surrender, or deadly force will be used.”
Zerrex looked for a moment at the snake, and then he leaned across the handlebars of his
motorcycle, saying softly: “So what‟s it going to be, Sheriff? Are you going to help us here or
are you going to die?”

“I think that‟s supposed to be my line.” the snake said dryly, as he reached down and
rested his hand on the grip of his handgun… and his eyes locked with Zerrex‟s before he
murmured: “I told you to stay out of Temptation.”
“I know. I‟m bad at listening, though.” Zerrex replied with a bit of a smile, and then he
glanced over towards the line of demons as Lester shouted something angrily at the serpent‟s
back. “They‟re getting antsy.”
“They want to string you up and kill you. I reckon that‟s not an entirely alien thing for
someone like yourself though, is it?” the sheriff asked softly, and the Drakkaren smiled a bit
before the snake sighed as he pulled out his handgun, pointing it towards the lizard as he said
quietly: “In life, we all gotta make choices. I hope I‟m making the right one.”
Then, without hesitating, the snake turned around and fired several shots up towards the
Dragokkaren with the rocket launcher, bullets slamming into the wrath demon and knocking him
backwards with a curse before he pulled the trigger of the weapon in surprise, the rocket firing
wildly high into the air and twisting madly back and forth before it exploded with a loud bang,
and Zerrex grimaced a bit as he drew his own revolver, stepping up beside the snake and firing
several rounds into the crowd, a minotaur crashing onto his back with a howl of agony and a
Swamp Spine throwing his hands up almost comically as part of his skull exploded.
Bullets hailed back towards them, and Zerrex grabbed the sheriff, shoving him towards
the armored van as the back door opened and Derek motioned wildly at them, before the
Drakkaren winced as the scarred Gigataur stepped forwards and picked up the police car with
one huge hand, roaring before it threw it towards the Drakkaren… and Zerrex gritted his teeth as
he pulled Blackheart off his back and slashed savagely forwards, slicing the police car in half:
one section of it flew off to the side, bouncing against a wrecked building and causing the front
of it to collapse, dust spilling out over the road as the other half flew into the armored van, Missy
shrieking in surprise as the windshield of the vehicle was cracked and the van rocked violently
on the spot as the sheriff leapt inside, much of the front end crunched in from the impact.
The Gigataurs stormed forwards, heedless of both friendly fire and the allies they crushed
as several bullets bounced off Zerrex‟s armor before he ran towards the nearest, the axe-wielding
monster… and when it roared and slashed savagely down towards him, the Drakkaren leapt
quickly to the side, the axe biting deep into the pavement before the lizard charged forwards and
stabbed savagely into the giant‟s shin.
It screamed in agony, yanking its leg away before kicking outwards, and the Drakkaren
swung Blackheart around in a quick, wide slash in response, viciously striking against the
Gigataur‟s hoof and cracking it as it knocked its leg back, the giant‟s arms flailing and making
the fellow bull demon stagger away with a grunt.
The Gigataur Zerrex had repelled fell to a kneel, and the Drakkaren immediately halfspun and threw his sword hard upwards, the blade launching from his hand like an oversized dart
and spearing through the creature‟s throat, making it gargle as it fell backwards and into the line
of demons, crushing several beneath its massive bulk before the scarred Gigataur leapt forwards
and slammed both fists towards the ground, but Zerrex cursed as he dived out of the way, the
giant‟s attack missing by mere inches as the Drakkaren hit the ground and rolled, wincing at the
agony that flared through his broken tail before he spun around and dug quickly in one of the
pouches on his belt. As the creature turned, the reptile threw a small sphere hard at its eye, and
the Gigataur flinched when this bounced off its optical organ… before it exploded in a thick
cloud of ionized smoke, and the giant howled in agony, grabbing at its face as it staggered
blindly backwards with a roar of pain.

Then the Drakkaren cursed as Blackheart bounced off the ground beside him, the blade
glowing with energy as it ricocheted and skidded down the street, the first Gigataur still
clutching his bloody throat with one hand as the other grasped the handle of the massive axe…
and then Zerrex winced as several bullets pounded against his armor before the bull rasped
something and slammed the flat of the axe against the building, startling the snipers taking aim at
the Drakkaren as it wheezed: “He‟s mine!”
The reptile ran forwards the moment the creature was distracted, and the Gigataur
glanced down with surprise to see the charging Drakkaren before it revolved its huge axe and
brought it down as if to swat a bug with the flat, Zerrex cursing as he dived forwards and rolled
out of the way, skidding up to a kneel as he flicked both hands downwards and extended the
silvery, hidden blades from his forearms. He leapt towards its shin, but the Gigataur almost
gracefully backstepped before swatting downwards with the huge axe again, and the Drakkaren
barely managed to leap backwards out of the way before the bull demon stabbed the weapon
fiercely forwards, butting the lizard with the smooth top of the weapon and denting his armor as
he was knocked on his back with a wheeze, before the monster rose its weapon over its head
with a roar of victory, grinning savagely before it chopped viciously downwards.
The Drakkaren half-rolled with a wince, and the blade bit just past him, tearing into the
street before the lizard seized the top of the axe with one hand, and when the Gigataur snarled
and yanked the weapon free, the Drakkaren was lifted up into the air with it, the demon staring in
surprise before Zerrex propelled himself hard forwards, kicking off the flat of the axe and using
both his strength and momentum to launch himself onto the Gigataur‟s broad, flat muzzle before
he stabbed both blades fiercely down between its eyes, ripping through its skull and the points of
the blade digging into its brain.
The massive bull demon howled in agony before Zerrex kicked hard off its head as he
yanked both hands towards himself at the same time, using the wristblades to rip a chunk of its
skull out of place, blood gushing from the almost-circular hole torn in its head as the reptile flew
backwards and the Gigataur grabbed at its face… and the lizard drew his revolver with a snarl,
firing off the last three round wildly towards its head as he seemed to float in the air for a
moment before falling, and one of the rounds bounced off its thick skull, but the other two tore
through the hole, brain matter exploding from its skull as the Gigataur groaned before keeling
slowly backwards, crushing another hole in the defenses of the demons as Zerrex fell towards the
street.
Spike, meanwhile, was chasing down the other Gigataur, blasting a short volley of rounds
into one of its ankles and making its hoof wobble beneath it before it toppled forwards, grunting
in pain as pus and blood leaked from its eye, and the Craven immediately ran towards it, leaping
onto its spine as he ejected the clip and slapped a fresh one into place. The Gigataur snarled over
its shoulder, reaching a hand backwards as it bucked, but the lanky timberwolf managed to keep
his footing, half-falling against its spine before he dove forwards, going into a short roll before
he landed on his stomach and skidded between its shoulderblades, shoving his handgun forwards
and grabbing a handful of its bristly fur as he fired round after round into the base of its skull,
bone flakes and blood and gore splattering in all directions as iron round after iron round
smashed through its lumbar vertebrae.
The Gigataur arched its back and groaned in agony before it simply collapsed forwards as
the last few rounds tore upwards beneath the lip of its skull and through its brainstem, blood
gushing from its eyes and ears as it collapsed forwards and began to rot as Spike leapt off its
back, and the Craven grimaced before he emptied the last of the clip towards a sniper in the

window, before cursing as a stray bullet managed to lodge itself in his arm, staggering
backwards and then ejecting the clip to fumble another out of his pocket and slap it into place.
Derek and the Sheriff leaned out the back of the van as Zerrex landed in a kneel, firing
into the crowd and half-hiding behind the armored door, the weasel wincing and a few bloody
splatters over his body from one or two bullets he‟d taken, fumbling with the bolt-action rifle as
the snake gritted his teeth and leaned past the smaller male, using a secondary rifle. Missy,
meanwhile, was laying on her stomach outside the van, beneath the open door: bullets pounded
against this, but it was kept propped open by a metal bar, offering her a shield from the snipers
above as her eyes glowed wrathful red, gripping a handgun she‟d taken from the back tightly as
she shouted furiously: “Die! All of you, die!”
The Drakkaren gritted his teeth as he snapped open the cylinder of his revolver, dumping
out the empty casings before fumbling at one of the pouches over his hip, pulling out several
large, blue-tinged bullets… and then a blast of electricity shot towards him, and the reptile‟s eyes
widened before he leapt out of the way, dropping several of the revolver rounds and only
managing to cling to one as Lester dragged the beam of electricity towards the Drakkaren before
the cannon shut down automatically, the elk cursing under his breath as Zerrex snarled and
slammed the mercury round home into the chamber and then snapped the revolver closed as the
Craven fumbled at his weapon, shouting angrily: “Focus on him, the others are worthless, but
focus on the-”
Two bullets smacked into his armored chest, knocking the elk backwards before a third
round hit the front of the cannon, and the weapon exploded in the Craven‟s hands, knocking him
flying backwards with a howl of agony as Spike ran up beside Zerrex, the timberwolf firing the
last of his rounds quickly into the crowd. As several more fell, the demons that hadn‟t yet been
killed in the confrontation looked at each other, and when one of them bolted, the others took it
as their cue to leave as well, retreating quickly towards the buildings as the last remaining sniper
withdrew with a curse.
Lester was left alone as he began to slowly crawl to his feet, breathing hard and cursing
as he fumbled for his handgun, bringing it up and snarling as he fired towards Zerrex… but the
bullet only grazed the lizard‟s shoulder, before the second shot bounced off his chest armor as
the lizard slowly took aim, his emerald eyes cold… and the elk gave a raw, primal yell before the
Drakkaren fired the single mercury round, and it smashed into the Craven‟s skull, almost
blowing the entire top of his head off in a burst of blood, silvery liquid, and brain matter, the elk
falling backwards with a gargle as his body twitched and his handgun uselessly fired a few times
into the air before his arms dropped and he fell still.
Zerrex breathed deeply, slowly standing up with a grimace as he holstered the empty
revolver, and silence fell over the street as he looked at the Craven, who smiled wryly to the
Drakkaren. He smiled back after a moment, and then Spike glanced towards the broken
barricades, a rotting Gigataur skeleton laying half-sprawled through the wood and metal and the
street littered with other demonic corpses… and then both demon and lizard mortal looked
quietly up towards the cracked highway in the distance.
They were joined by Derek, the Sheriff, and Missy, the five standing silently for a few
moments before the Drakkaren walked forwards and turned around, looking over them as the
snake removed his hat and slowly wiped at his forehead, the Greed demon smiling awkwardly
and Missy hugging herself as she gazed longingly at the lizard with her now-ruby eyes… and the
reptile shook his head slowly before he said softly: “I‟m leaving this place in your hands. I know

all of you are strong and capable… and together, you should be able to easily hold down the fort
here, or at least get the supplies necessary to Rebecca. Sheriff, I‟m glad you joined us.”
“I didn‟t have much of a choice, did I?” the snake said softly, and he gazed thoughtfully
over the Drakkaren before he smiled again, a little warmer this time. “You know, I feel like
something in the air‟s lifted. I feel like I‟m thinking clearer. And I feel like, for the first time in a
long time, things might be okay.”
Zerrex nodded… and then Derek swallowed, the weasel rubbing the back of his head as
he said with faint amusement: “I guess there‟s going to be no more drug-smuggling or gambling
here… but… I guess I‟m not entirely disappointed. I can always play poker at the ranch or
something… Missy‟s never been good at cards.”
Missy laughed a little, nudging the weasel with her elbow before she looked quietly up at
the lizard, but she hesitated and then glanced away… and so instead Spike stepped forwards,
saluting him quietly… and Zerrex sketched the same old Irenic salute in return, the two looking
at each other before the wolf said softly: “We‟re nothing without honor now, are we? We‟re all
already dead… but that doesn‟t mean we get to live our lives making others suffer.”
“Honor to the end.” Zerrex said softly, and then he glanced at the female as Missy
stepped forwards and took his wrist quietly, gazing up into his eyes as he looked down into hers.
“Come back now, you hear?” she half-demanded, half-pleaded quietly, and Zerrex smiled
at her before the Benevolent nodded slowly, taking a few slow breaths before she hugged him
fiercely, and Zerrex hugged her quietly in return, the female murmuring: “I just ain‟t no good at
goodbyes, but I ain‟t counting this as a goodbye. All this is, is a little break between now and
then, when I get to see you again. You come back, and come back in one piece.”
“I will.” the Drakkaren reached up and squeezed her shoulders gently, and then he smiled
a little over the group before closing his eyes as he carefully stepped past them, rolling his wrists
and feeling the hidden blades sliding smoothly back into place as the Drakkaren quietly walked
past the van, picking up his sword from where it had been thrown by the Gigataur before he
slapped it on his back, and the blade glowed sapphire as the reptile murmured quietly: “It‟s a
promise I do intend to keep this time around, old friend.”
He returned to the motorcycle, mounting up with a sigh as he leaned over the handlebars
for a moment, closing his eyes… and then he slowly accelerated forwards, driving past the van
and halting beside the others as they stood and looked at him, the reptile smiling a little at the
group before he said softly: “Good luck. And chin-up, Missy. I‟ll be seeing you all real soon.”
The golden retriever smiled faintly at him… and then Zerrex looked ahead as he
accelerated slowly forwards, the motorcycle bouncing lightly as the reptile weaved through a
break in the metal and wooden barricades, forcing himself to keep his eyes on the road as he
accelerated forwards. Blackheart gleamed over his back as the darkness settled in deeper, the
reptile leaving the neon glow of Temptation‟s frenzied nights behind as he drove up the asphalt
highway and into the mountains, the wind whipping past him as he finally snuck a look back, but
all he could see now were shadows and shapes and bright, unnatural lights that burned like the
wretched souls that filled the wrecked city.
Zerrex drove for roughly an hour before he passed from highway onto a dirt road, and the
reptile remembered from his discussions with Spike that now he‟d have to be careful, as he
looked nervously back and forth: the mountains were enormous and treacherous, filled with
looming, steep cliffs, sharp crags, and deep valleys and trenches here and there, the road marked

haphazardly by flickering reflectors that had been nailed here and there to rusting guardrails and
the rocky walls of the mountainside.
It was quickly growing colder and more uncomfortable, the further the reptile got up the
mountains… and although right now he at least didn‟t have to worry about falling off any sharp
cliffs, thanks to the gently-sloping, rocky hills on either side of him as he drove along an
enormous, wide plateau, the wind was nipping quietly at him and the Drakkaren could feel it
growing harder to breathe as the wind brushed through his hair. His gloved hands clenched the
throttle, and the lizard kept himself low, concentrating on the energies in his own body.
Heat rolled through his form, and the armor covering his body pulsed with energy of its
own as well as the energies of the Drakkaren, further insulating him… but his eyes were
protected only by the narrow, small glass shield extending up in front of the handlebars, and his
saliva felt like it was staring to freeze around his teeth as he grimaced a little. And to think,
normally he was fond of the cold… but it was easy to like something when it couldn‟t kill you or
hinder you at all.
The motorcycle skidded a bit as he passed over a patch of ice, the Drakkaren cursing as
he almost lost control and weaved back and forth before yanking on the handlebars as he leaned
to the side, letting his left foot drag against the ground as he halted and took a few slow breaths.
He looked behind himself, seeing how the hill was much steeper to his back, how Temptation
was now just a sparkling line of purple and pink in the distance from all the neon along the two
main drags of town… and instead, most of the light was coming from above, and the wide cone
cast from the single headlamp of the heavy, fiberglass-plated bike.
He slowly looked up at the stars above, watching them twinkling in the skies, and then he
closed his eyes for a moment. The pause allowed his body to adjust a little, the cold seeming to
bite less as he simply bathed in the radiance of the world, resting in the middle of a wide dirt
road that had long ago been paved highway before it had all worn away and left the path behind,
so smooth and natural-looking it was as if it had been carved by a glacier… and on either side of
the road, there was a narrow shoulder of grass speckled with frost and some chunks of gravel and
pieces of broken asphalt, and past this, a ragged but gently-sloped rocky embankment, forming
the world‟s widest, shallowest – and perhaps longest – rocky gorge that cradled the road in its
center.
The lizard sighed after a moment, looking towards the distance with a grimace: the long,
dusty gorge stretched for at least another two or three kilometers, listing gently upwards before it
finally reached the foot of the enormous mountain that Empyreal Throne sat at the top of. That
was roughly the halfway point, and Devil‟s Maw was apparently seated just past this, in a rocky
next of precipices and scraggy cliffs… and the Drakkaren shook his head slowly before he
frowned a bit as the earth beneath his feet gave a faint shiver, and he gritted his teeth as he
looked sharply up, watching as the ground in the distance trembled visibly.
The Drakkaren slowly dismounted his motorcycle, reaching out and turning off the
ignition, the headlight clicking off… but the trembles only worsened as the road humped up
several hundred feet away, dirt and rocks flying into the air as it pulsed as if it were a living
tumor before it exploded upwards as a massive, hideous thing tore through the surface with a
screeching howl that died down into a rattling hiss as its form flopped onto the ground, slithering
rapidly out of the earth as the lizard‟s eyes widened.
It had to be at least seventy feet long, most of it made up by the fat, segmented body that
was covered in rubbery, armor-like skin. Its many-sectioned form was heavy and bloated, large,
barbed spikes the color of ancient driftwood jutting here and there from its huge form, and its

body tapered rapidly and changed from blackish-green to mottled white at the tip of its tail,
which gave the bottom of the creature a pyramidal appearance. Its head, meanwhile, was slightly
larger than the rest of its form, a thick, ugly „collar‟ of flesh humped up around its neck and slitlike red eyes glowing on either side of its massive set of jaws, its huge mouth circular and
devastating, filled with thousands of grinding teeth and sawblade-like bones. It had no upper and
lower jaw, but instead its mouth blossomed open like a deadly flower, long strips of flesh
spreading wide out to either side, lined with sharp white ridges as it gave another howl that died
off to a hiss as acid spilled out of its drooling mouth, steaming rising from the ground as Zerrex
winced in disgust at the reek that assaulted him.
The World Carver lowered its head forwards as it closed its jaws, and at first the
Drakkaren thought he was going to get off lucky and it was going to simply go back into the
ground… but then a large, oval indent in the humped-up flesh around the back of its head
trembled, before the flesh slowly pulled back from it, revealing an immense, bulging dome. It
was a fierce, ugly red, pulsing and pushing upwards as goo dripped over it, the reptile leaning
back in disgust as a single black line thickened in the center of it… and the reptile realized with
horror a moment later it was the creature‟s eye, as this locked quickly onto him before the
monster snapped its head back with a roar that sent acid splattering in all directions, the center
eye snapping closed as the glowing red slits in either side of its head blazed and thick gills halfhidden beneath the creature‟s collar pulsed wide, more goo leaking out of these as light burned
from inside the monstrosity.
It dove forwards, lashing over the ground before ripping into the dirt road as if it was
water, the earth quaking as Zerrex cursed and staggered backwards, feeling the trembles growing
worse as the monster vanished beneath the road and yet still approached… and then the reptile
turned and ran, wincing before the ground behind him erupted as the creature leapt upwards
where he had been a moment before, rocks flying in all directions as the massive monstrosity
caught his motorcycle in its jaws: they were twenty feet in diameter, so large they could probably
swallow even a Gigataur whole if it wanted to, and the reptile cursed as the monster inhaled his
motorcycle before allowing itself to fall forwards, smashing down like an immense pillar behind
the reptile, crashing down inches away from the Drakkaren as he staggered backwards before it
howled at him, then hissed, acid spitting from its writhing jaws.
Zerrex leapt out of the way with a snarl, green, rotten-smelling toxin flying past him
before the lizard twisted around and ran towards the beast as it began to writhe forwards, body
snapping back and forth before the Drakkaren leapt towards it and slashed savagely outwards
with Blackheart… and the blade ripped only a thin cut into its hide, the lizard cursing in
frustration as the sword squealed against the monster‟s side and he half-slid along its huge body
before he brought a foot up and kicked hard off the giant worm as it snapped itself quickly in the
other direction with a hiss.
It dived towards the side of the road, ripping through the rocky embankment as easily as
it did through the dirt path… and Zerrex grimaced in disgust as the ground began to shake
violently again before he broke into a fast sprint, knowing if the beast managed to get him in its
jaws it was over. He cursed under his breath, wondering how he could even fight this thing…
and then it ripped out of the ground behind him on an angle, diving forwards towards him with a
furious roar, and the Drakkaren snarled as he leapt to the side, hitting the ground with a curse and
tumbling awkwardly through the dirt as the World Carver ripped into the road and tore deep into
the ground.

The lizard gritted his teeth as he forced himself up to his feet, shaking his head quickly
and grabbing at his skull as the last of the monster‟s immense body vanished… and a moment
later the ground beneath him erupted upwards violently, the reptile snarling as he felt himself
being inhaled downwards even as he quickly leapt up, swinging Blackheart outwards as the
World Carver‟s jaws began to close around him, slamming the blade into the side of its mouth
and using that to help haul himself forwards.
He half-flipped as the creature hissed and vomited acid upwards, and the Drakkaren
winced as he fell sideways past the creature just as its oval eye opened… and the reptile‟s eyes
widened at this before he crashed down onto the ground. A moment later, the rest of its body
began to tear out of the earth, and the reptile was flicked almost disdainfully into the air as its
pendulous form ripped free from the ground, the lizard snarling in frustration more than pain as
he flew up into the air before managing to awkwardly flip himself and crash down onto his feet,
stumbling backwards a few steps as the World Carver zigzagged along the ground and then
dived downwards, ripping through the earth as Zerrex turned and began to sprint.
He could feel the vibrations worsening as the monster approached from behind below the
ground… and them the lizard suddenly skidded to a halt and spun around, leaping high into the
air just as the beast began to surface and landing on the ground behind the monster, turning just
as its body began to rip upwards as well from the hole in a blast of sand and dirt and rock… and
the Drakkaren dropped to a kneel and stabbed Blackheart downwards through the explosion of
sand and dirt as the ground beneath his feet trembled, feeling the sword piercing into something
as the creature hissed in fury and Zerrex was yanked forwards as the rest of the monster‟s body
pulled up to the surface as the hole widened behind it into a trench from the monster‟s passage.
He was roughly halfway down the beast, and the reptile knew he had no time to lose as
the World Carver lashed its head around to hiss at him, vomiting acid towards the Drakkaren as
the lizard winced and ducked, raising his arms in front of his head and sprinting forwards down
the creature before he cursed in shock as sharp thorns began to tear their way up out of its
rubbery flesh, each spike almost the size of the Drakkaren and razor-sharp, blood and goo
splattering off them as the lizard leapt back and forth. The enormous worm snarled as its head
lashed back around, rearing up and preparing to dive as its huge body writhed over the ground,
and then the Drakkaren dived forwards as he snapped both hands down, blades shooting from the
wrist as he tackled the enormous dome-eye in the fleshy collar of the beast and stabbed both
blades savagely into this.
The monstrosity immediately screamed as the eye all-but-exploded in a blast of gore and
electricity, its head snapping backwards and sending Zerrex flying with a curse as its whole body
writhed and bucked, the reptile bouncing against one of the sharp thorns and feeling it screaming
against his armor, ripping long slashes against him before a second spike tore up next to it and
slashed a cut across the lizard‟s face, blood splattering down as Zerrex howled in pain before he
rolled forwards, then was thrown into the air as the monster bucked again, his eyes widening as
he flailed his limbs and then fell right into the still-sparking, bloody socket of its eye, ripping
through a thin membrane and crashing into an enormous, pulsing organ inside the beast. It pulsed
and writhed in a thick, rubbery casing, stalks and huge, cable-like veins standing out from it like
the vast roots of a tree as neon faintly sparked over the massive and sole organ of the creature,
the rubbery material surrounding it transparent enough that the lizard could blurrily make out the
shape of his motorcycle rapidly dissolving as it rolled down the monster‟s throat, rock and dirt
being broken down all the faster by the flowing river of greenish acid inside the terrible, mottled
monster.

The Drakkaren cursed as the World Carver lashed back and forth, feeling the fleshy
cavern around him quaking… and then the lizard snarled in fury before he stabbed both extended
blades down into the enormous organ, energized blood exploding upwards and sending out neon
sparks as the reptile shoved himself backwards and ripped two long, immense trenches through
the World Carver‟s terrible heart as he slid over the length of it, the monster‟s howls rising into
shrieks before the lizard crashed into rubbery dome wall, his blades tearing free from the beast‟s
huge organ. He turned and quickly stabbed one of the sharp blades into this, yanking downwards
and tearing a wide cut open in the shielding, black bile exploding out from either side of the
semitransparent wall as larger arcs of electricity began to build around the monster‟s heart as the
World Carver squealed and bucked, and the reptile seized the edge of the hole he had just made
before he swung himself down into the fleshy tunnel of the monster‟s insides, kicking his legs
hard outwards to propel himself towards its convulsing jaws as he launched himself up its throat,
and then his eyes widened when it snapped its head back, acid raining down towards him and
fleshy floor becoming a fleshy wall.
The Drakkaren covered his face with one forearm as he slammed the other into the flesh
of its throat, the blade stabbing easily into the pinkish, ugly substance and allowing him to hang
by one arm before the lizard cursed in agony as the droplets of acid that had splattered over him
steamed violently as they ate into his armor, before the monster lashed its head forwards with a
howl, and the lizard was violently ejected from between its jaws with a rush of toxic breath,
cursing as he crashed to the ground some ten feet away from the World Carver before his eyes
widened as he monster reared itself back… and the reptile scrambled quickly to feet, staggering
forwards and then leaping out of the way with a yell as the monster slammed its worm-like face
downwards and crashed headfirst into the ground, ripping a deep gouge in the earth and making
the ground rattle.
Zerrex skidded over his stomach away from the beast… and then he rolled over as the
monster reared back again, this time only to howl mournfully as neon electricity vomited up out
of its throat and acid splattered over it features… and then the throat of the enormous, monstrous
beast simply exploded, sending its ugly head and thick chunks of the humped-up collar of flesh
flying skywards like a rocket, leaving a stream of acid behind itself as its body lashed backwards,
sending out its own spray of energized blood, neon lightning, and boiling acid. Blackheart was
launched free from the creature‟s back, flying through the air towards the top of the road as
Zerrex scampered quickly away from the monster, acid rain falling all around the beast before its
head crashed down to the ground and bounced once, twice, then rolled a few feet like an
immense, hideous boulder before it fell into one of its own long trenches left by its huge body
emerging from the ground and vanished from sight.
The Drakkaren breathed hard, looking stupidly over at the massive corpse of the Strange
Beast before he shook his head dumbly, barely able to believe he had actually managed to take
the thing down… and then he looked slowly down at his armor, rubbing at it awkwardly as the
faintly-steaming wristblades retracted back into his forearms. It was covered in gouges and
scratches and burns, and he could feel the cut on his face bleeding and a few acid burns in his
hair, and he smelled like garbage… but the armor was slowly repairing itself, and Zerrex knew
he would heal in time too. Here he was though… mortal… and he had taken on such a terrible
monster and won, and the reptile couldn‟t help but laugh stupidly. Part of it had been dumb luck,
sure… but… it’s like I always said. The carpenter. Not the tools. Maybe… just maybe… I can
take down Error after all… assuming, of course, Iron doesn’t kill me first.

Zerrex grimaced a little at this, slowly pushing himself upwards as he breathed quietly
and grasped at his side lightly, his right leg giving a dull throb of pain at being overused… and
then the lizard shook his head out a bit, muttering under his breath: “Okay. For now, concentrate
on moving forwards… Devil‟s Maw is next on the list, and it should be just up ahead.”
The reptile reached up and rubbed at his face slowly, and then he breathed quietly as he
half-limped down the road, looking back and forth as he concentrated a bit… and finally, he
caught Blackheart‟s blue gleam in the distance. The sword had been lodged on several rocks in
the embankment… and the Drakkaren made his way carefully towards this, clambering over
stone and scrabbling through the dirt until he finally managed to reach the weapon with a
wheeze, reaching out and picking it up to carefully place it back on his back, and grimacing
when the blade sparked quietly. “It isn‟t my fault you couldn‟t cut through that thing‟s armor all
that well.”
The sword didn‟t respond, and Zerrex wondered meditatively if that was a good or bad
thing, all things considered, as he made his way slowly down the path. He took his time, his feet
crunching quietly along the dirt road as he rubbed at his face slowly, the wound only bleeding
sluggishly but aching awfully as he shook his head slowly and muttered: “Getting tired, too… I
might have to stop for a little while, take… just a minute or two to rest…”
The reptile shook his head a bit as he breathed quietly, rubbing at his face absently as a
faint wave of dizziness spilled over him, and the Drakkaren clenched his eyes shut before he
coughed hard a few times and grasped at his throat. It felt dry and stale… and he wondered if
maybe the World Carver breathed the same poisons the Vipers did, and he had just accidentally
killed himself. He smiled wryly at this thought despite himself, shaking his head and slapping the
cut side of his face… and the bolt of pain it sent through him was more than enough to wake the
Drakkaren up and restore his senses, grunting a bit.
He continued forwards, hugging himself silently as his breath rasped slowly in and out of
his lungs, shivers rolling through his system as he lowered his head a bit… and forty minutes
later, the Drakkaren looked silently up to see he was approaching the foot of the mountain. The
path here was steeper, and under the light of the stars, the crescent moon, and the faint light of
the red planet Hell high above in the night sky, it made it seem all the more terrible and
imposing, as dark rock glinted at him, the steep road still paved here and there in places, signs in
a strange language Zerrex couldn‟t comprehend standing ominous guard.
After only another ten minutes of walking, the Drakkaren glanced up tiredly to see
sentries standing out in the middle of the road: a smoking Benevolent who looked exhausted, and
a mortal in a mildewed PMC uniform, his gun hanging at his side and his head lowered a bit,
obviously trying to stay alert. Zerrex crouched a bit as he looked at the two, feeling energy
running through his body as he breathed slowly and then closed his eyes… but they were the
only two figures he could sense in the vicinity, although there was a much-larger energy
signature off to one side… and as his eyes opened, he realized that just behind the patrols, there
was a half-hidden fork in the road, disguised by the darkness more than anything else: the way
the shadows fell, it made the slightly-curved road that hugged the mountainside look like a thin
gouge in the mountains instead of a path.
The lizard grimaced a bit at this… and then he breathed slowly as he carefully began to
make his way forwards, keeping to the edge of the road as he drew close enough to hear their
conversation, the Benevolent saying tiredly: “-pointless. You and I both heard the sound of the
Serpent Rex going after something… and personally, if it stopped because it‟s dead instead of
eaten the poor bastard, I don‟t want to tangle with whatever the hell could do that, and I know

most of Devil‟s Maw agrees with me. Besides, people are still going missing… and a lot of the
messengers who go down to Temptation or up to Empyreal Throne don‟t ever make it back.
There‟s maybe a hundred and three of us left in this encampment, all together… and we started
with fifteen hundred, ten goddamn weeks ago. Ten weeks… that‟s not a long time for fourteen
hundred people to go missing or AWOL, and that‟s not counting the reinforcements who show
up now and then.”
“So you won‟t mind if I just walk on into Devil‟s Maw then?” Zerrex said clearly as he
stood up and approached, smacking his armored fists together… and the Benevolent‟s eyes
widened in horror as his jaw dropped, the cigarette falling from his muzzle as he stared in shock
at the sight of the bloodied Drakkaren. “If you want to further improve your odds of living, you
could also tell me a little bit about what the hell‟s going on in this place.”
The mortal winced a bit, the mouse hesitantly, slowly raising his gun… and Zerrex
sighed as he walked forwards, rolling his eyes and gently using one finger to slowly push the
barrel back down towards the ground, saying kindly: “Don‟t be a hero, okay? I just killed the
World Carver. If I can kill a seventy foot snake, I think I can probably kill you, too.”
The mortal stared at him stupidly… and then the Benevolent carefully tossed his rifle
down before he fumbled at his plaid shirt, trembling and pulling a pack of cigarettes out of his
pocket as he muttered weakly: “Oh God in Heaven… I… listen. We don‟t know much, we‟re
just grunts… Temptation was supposed to be the defense zone, the… safe zone. It was where
supplies were supposed to be shipped from, but we‟ve barely gotten supplies in the last few
weeks here… half the mortals are starving and the other half have just given up.”
“Yeah, I… yeah…” the mortal agreed weakly, and Zerrex frowned a bit before he
glanced slowly up and down the aardvark… and he realized that yes. The male was thin and
emaciated, shivering despite being dressed in a heavy, fur-lined jacket and thick cloth pants, his
boots patched but serviceable. He looked down dumbly, seemed to realize he was still holding
the gun, and quickly tossed it to the ground as if it had turned into a giant snake, holding his
hands up in a gesture of surrender as he trembled a bit. “So many people have already died
and… things are just getting worse. We send people to Empyreal Throne through the tunnels
but… no one ever comes back…”
Zerrex frowned at this as the Benevolent finally managed to shove a cigarette into his
muzzle, pulling out a lighter. The pale flame flickered as a breeze rolled by, but didn‟t go out…
and when he managed to light the cigarette and take a deep inhale, he calmed visibly, breathing
smoke through his nose as he said faintly: “Shit. Yeah, it‟s a nightmare here… been a nightmare
for a long time. There‟s only a handful of people in town who have any idea what‟s going on
and… I think only a few people who are trying to do their jobs anymore. We‟ve excavated the
tunnels, even got a basic trolley system going on the old rails through the mines that leads to
where the mining tunnels meet up with the ruins of the emergency tunnels going into the bowels
of Empyreal Throne. The cult up there that worships the Strange Beasts, they gave us weird
orders. The only one who ever made sense passing through here was a Craven, Commander
Watanabe… he at least told us what to do, he was honest. But these other bastards… I don‟t
think they‟re even from Empyreal Throne. I think they‟re just here to fuck with us.”
Zerrex frowned at this… and the Benevolent shook his head with a tremble, saying
quietly: “There‟s a guy in a Metatron mask who shows up now and then, but he‟s not a
Metatron… and there‟s this… cloaked psycho who‟s got everyone on edge. He came here a few
days ago, demanded we… we hand you over. We were warned you had escaped Eratosthenes,
who apparently heads the cult or whatever it is up there, and… shit. The cloaked guy just kept

accusing us of helping you, hiding you, and… he ripped a bunch of people apart. Twenty or so
people just ran away the night after that and… defenses are down and I think… I know… a lot of
people are almost hoping that the legends about you are true. You… you are Zerrex, aren‟t you?
You‟re the guy they captured, who the weird-looking fuck who runs the cults stole the powers
of… but here you are anyway, coming up the mountain. They want you dead. Them, the cloaked
guy, Iron, the big boss Eratosthenes. We‟re under orders to kill you if we see you.”
“Are you going to kill me or are you going to let me pass?” Zerrex asked quietly, and the
Benevolent laughed weakly, as if this was a joke. The Drakkaren studied them for a moment…
and then he nodded a bit, saying quietly: “Temptation should be safer now. Some demons went
rogue… if what you‟re telling me is true, they were probably brought on board in the first place
by either the cloaked figure or this Metatron impersonator. Can you tell me anything else about
him?”
But the Benevolent only shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “Not much. He was from
Heaven… he was in robes, really… really… nice robes. He was upper class… and he didn‟t give
a shit about anyone here. He talked about how he was allies with Eratosthenes… and he told us
his orders, and obviously expected us to listen to him. We didn‟t exactly have a choice,
anyway… he had Holy Dervishes with him. You know. Heaven‟s answer to Gigataurs.”
Zerrex grimaced at this: there were only about five hundred Holy Dervishes to the
lizard‟s knowledge in all of Heaven, and they were soulless, terrifying opponents who embodied
the two qualities the Heavenly Council seemed to admire most: aloofness and mercilessness.
They were hulking and terrible, one of the few angels that were truly more powerful than most
demons… and for someone to be able to control them, it meant they had to be very high in
Heaven‟s food chain. Bad news. That’s very bad news. “Alright. Am I going to get killed if I
walk into town?”
“Probably not.” the mortal murmured, glancing down awkwardly, and Zerrex looked over
towards the aardvark again as he shivered a bit and hugged himself silently. “Devil‟s Maw is in
bad shape… and I think most of us know that… even if we did kill you, Iron would probably
come down here and kill all of us. He keeps talking about how he wants to kill you himself…
he‟s probably waiting for you in Empyreal Throne, hoping you‟ll make it to him.”
“Then I‟d hate to disappoint him.” Zerrex replied grimly, and he walked past the mortal
and onto the side road as the Benevolent took another long drag on his cigarette, which had
become almost a single long cylinder of ash by now as he shivered a bit, and his mortal
companion only stared the lizard‟s back, still hugging himself.
The Drakkaren followed the side road around the curve of the mountains until he found
himself on a steep descent that led down into a wide bowl-shaped canyon, an enormous cave
shored up by rusting steel girders leading into the mountain and ancient, patched-up wood-andmetal buildings resting around the inside of the basin. Several cottage-like structures rested on
top of the edge of the rocky mountain range, lights shining in dirty windows… but the Drakkaren
only looked towards these for a moment before he descended down into the basin, grimacing a
bit as his eyes locked onto a large, rickety building that was clearly a tavern of some kind, faint,
sad music whispering out of the slightly-ajar, swinging doors and the broken, half-shuttered
windows.
The reptile walked towards this, and several people stared at him with shock as he boldly
strode towards the tavern and shoved the doors open, walking through it and looking back and
forth calmly through the inside of the room: three rickety wooden tables – one was actually a
giant spool, several lengths of chain still wrapped around this – in the center of the room, a lousy

speaker system sitting against one far wall, and the bar the most popular spot, demons, angels,
and a few mortals sitting on stools as a bartender silently worked behind the counter. A staircase
led up at one side of the wide tavern to what Zerrex guessed were bedrooms for clients to spend
the night in… and the saloon went quiet as the Drakkaren walked forwards and rested his hand
on the butt of his revolver, saying mildly: “I feel a little like I‟m in a movie about the old west.
So who do I ask „round yonder parts to get some information out of „bout that there fortress up
atop this here mountain?”
The Drakkaren continued to keep his gaze towards the bar, pretending not to see the two
Wrath demons and the black-cloaked angel get up from the far table, and he walked into the
room, purposefully making himself a better target as he heard the quiet scrape of a chair being
carefully lifted off the floor… and then the Drakkaren leapt suddenly forwards, making several
people jump in surprise as the angel cursed and missed his swing of the chair before Zerrex
grasped Blackheart‟s handle and spun around as he yanked the sword in a wide, savage swing
that slashed both the angel‟s arms off at the elbow, the divine being staggering backwards with a
scream of pain and horror as he stared in shock at the bloody stumps, and one of the Wrath
demons snarled as he seized the angel by the shoulder and threw him out of the way, raising the
knife clenched in one hand as the four tall horns standing out of his skull like a crown glinted,
reflecting almost as much light as the almost polished, rubbery-looking skin of the panther.
Zerrex immediately rose one leg and kicked the chair hard into the demon, who grunted
at the contact, unhurt but tripping over the chair and leaning forwards… and the Drakkaren
stepped forwards and then slammed the flat of his sword across the male‟s face, his head
snapping violently to the side as saliva and blood flew from his jaws and his eyes bulged, sailing
backwards and crashing into a bench before he flopped senselessly to the ground, and the last
Wrath demon winced but then licked his lips and snarled as he leaned forwards a bit, the metallic
scales covering the hulking, gator-like demon‟s body seeming to bristle for a moment before a
voice called sharply from the stairs: “Now, that‟s enough!”
The Drakkaren glanced over his shoulder in surprise as a navy blue-scaled Dius in a long,
flowing red walked down the stairs, the dress cut so it revealed a diamond of the scales over her
stomach and most of her breasts, cupping just enough to leave a little to the imagination. Her
scales over her inner body were white, and her eyes were a brilliant amber as she her high heels
clicked against the ground, sapphire bracelets around either wrist as well as her neck as she put
her hands on her hips and asked curtly: “Is that how we hold business around here?”
The gator stared at her, then he pointed at the Drakkaren, stammering: “T-That‟s the guy
the big boss wants us to kill, that‟s… it, it‟s, he‟s…”
“Watch your pronouns, sweetie.” the Dius reached up and patted the gator firmly on the
cheek, and then her eyes glowed solid blue as she whispered softly: “Go get some rest.”
“Rest…” the gator‟s eyes glowed weakly in response, a bit of drool dripping out of his
jaws as he was easily subjugated by a single Dominate from the Dius, and Zerrex looked at her
with surprise before the Wrath demon shook his head dumbly, then he yawned slowly and
muttered: “Yeah… we‟ll… finish this later… I‟m so tired…”
“Then go on home.” the Dius said kindly, and the gator turned and trudged slowly
towards the door, before the demoness glared down at the panther as he slowly began to crawl up
to his feet, as the angel sat crying quietly against the side wall of the bar. “And you, get the hell
out of here too before I let this big boy continue to put a whooping on your ass. We have worse
problems to worry about than Lord Zerrex passing through and hopefully putting an end to the
nonsense that‟s going on up in Empyreal Throne, you know that as well as I do.”

The panther snarled a bit before he reached down and picked up his knife, clutching it
tightly for a moment… but when both the Drakkaren and the Dius readied themselves, he shook
his head in disgust and sheathed the weapon, pointing at her and saying disgustedly: “You can‟t
have it both ways, Helena. Don‟t forget who dragged us out of Hell.”
“Don‟t forget we all went to Hell for good reason in the first place, Troy.” the Dius
responded sharply, and the panther muttered at this before he shook his head and turned,
grabbing the angel by his upper arm and yanking him to his feet before leaving the bar, the male
still gasping and trembling in pain, leaving a trail of blood behind himself as he left. The moment
the two were gone, the Dius turned with a smile towards Zerrex, slowly drawing her eyes over
him as she clapped her hands… and then she leaned past him, saying quickly: “Paul, serve
everyone a round of drinks on the house.”
That got a single cheer from a half-drunk mortal near the end of the row… but when
Zerrex secured Blackheart on his back, hesitant conversation started back up before he looked
down at Helena as she stroked a hand slowly over his armored breastplate… then winced a bit at
the steam that rose up from the contact, saying softly: “My oh my, blessed armor, huh? Coming
here, armed to the teeth… walking right into my little tavern, shucks, am I ever glad to see it,
though. I‟ve wanted to meet you for a long time…”
Zerrex looked at her awkwardly, and the Dius grinned up at him, half-lidding her eyes as
she poked his chest playfully. “Oh come now, who hasn‟t grown up with legends about the High
Kings of Hell and the stories about Lord Zerrex and his entourage? Then again, we are related,
you and I…I believe I‟m a great-great-great granddaughter of yours, but I‟m still a good few
million years old, don‟t you worry about that.”
The Drakkaren looked at her with surprise, and she laughed and waved a hand absently.
“Oh, I don‟t blame you at all for not being able to keep track… you know how demons are. A lot
of them marry or show interest in someone else just so they can be part of the legends, part of the
big old families… everyone wants a stake in the important people and a claim to fame.” She
paused thoughtfully, looking over him slowly. “Why don‟t you join me upstairs for a drink? I
was trained as a Priestess, just like my great-great-great grandmother, Selena.”
For a few moments, Zerrex only continued to look at her awkwardly… and she finally
rolled her eyes and grabbed his wrist, yanking him along as the Drakkaren grunted despite the
fact her fingers steamed from contact with the gauntlet, muttering: “Come on, come on, come on.
You act like I‟m going to assassinate you or something. That would be pointless, though,
because I really do want to get out of here… and more importantly, I‟m a Lust demon, not a
Wrath demon.”
“So you want to bear a child for me and be part of my obviously-vast harem?” Zerrex
asked dryly as he was pulled up the stairs by her, and he was surprised when she only grinned
over her shoulder at him and shrugged, letting go of his hand as they reached the top of the stairs
and Zerrex stood stupidly a few risers below her, looking at her flatly. “You know, this happened
before to me and I didn‟t like the repercussions of said event. I mean… my daughter, Cypress,
I…”
He stopped, and the female sighed a bit… but looked at him with kindness in her eyes
nonetheless, walking down the steps past him and gently shoving him the rest of the way up the
stairs, saying mildly: “For one thing, you‟re a mortal right now, so I‟m doubt you could actually
please me very well, being a Lust demoness and all. For another, I know you don‟t have a harem,
but you do have an obvious lack of concubines… and in Hell‟s royalty…”

“Yes, yes, concubines are not simply servants or sex-toys, they‟re positions of esteem
granted to certain people.” Zerrex grumbled as she continued to push him down the hall towards
a cracked wooden door with a large golden knocker on it, and then the female slipped past him
and tapped the handle with one finger, her sapphire bracelet glowing quietly, and there was a
loud click as the door unlocked. “Disguised crystal?”
“No, I‟m not that talented. Just a simple charm.” the Dius replied mildly, and then she
dragged him into the room… and Zerrex looked stupidly back and forth as he realized this
wasn‟t a „guest room,‟ but the Dius‟s own personal bedroom, an enormous white bed covered in
fluffy sheets and pillows and a few stuffed animals sitting against one wall, a dresser on one side
and a tall, foreboding wardrobe on the other… and Zerrex slowly approached the foot of this as
the Dius walked towards a side door and pushed it open to reveal the white walls of what was
likely a bathroom, saying mildly over her shoulder: “Go ahead, make yourself cozy. There‟s
some whisky and scotch in the little cold-box.”
“The…” Zerrex glanced around the room, and then he rolled his eyes as he spotted a
mini-fridge, realizing what she meant as he smiled a little despite himself. Then he walked
slowly around towards the side of the table, quietly picking up a framed picture… and he
softened as he brushed a hand over the glass. Helena was standing with a warm smile beside
another Dius and a tall male Envy demon, draconic, with a long white mane that fell down his
neck and spiraling horns, dressed in mortal over his lithe body, which had the same scale
coloration as Helena… and then he glanced over his shoulder at her as she entered back into the
room, smiling awkwardly at him as he put the framed photo down.
“That‟s Palothras of the Mystic Twilight, son of…” Zerrex reached up and rubbed slowly
at his forehead, thinking for a few long moments as Helena looked at him intently, and the he
smiled as he glanced over at her. “Son of Sleet, who in turn was the daughter of mine and
Selena‟s son-”
“Cantor, a Salamander who married a Pride demoness but died during the last battle
against the Old Gods.” she said softly, gazing up at him compassionately. “You know more of
your own family than I realized, Lord Zerrex… or shall I just call you Zerrex?”
“Zerrex is fine.” The Drakkaren smiled a little at her, and then he sat slowly down on the
bed, glancing awkwardly towards the ceiling as he murmured: “I tried to keep track of it all
but… it was always hard. So many names… and they would grow up, all so fast…”
“Hell is vast, and families move forwards… and with a great name like yours, I know that
either your descendents would cling to you closely or move away and try to separate themselves
from you.” Helena said softly, studying him with her amber eyes, and then she reached out and
gently stroked along the wound on Zerrex‟s face, making him grimace a bit. “How about that
drink?”
“I… I don‟t drink. I‟ll just have water or something.” Zerrex mumbled, glancing
awkwardly away… and the Dius studied him with a smile before she nodded slowly.
“Would it be rude for me to have a drink, then?” she asked curiously, as she walked over
to the mini-fridge and opened it, and the reptile smiled a little over at her.
“Only if you try to kiss me afterwards.” he said softly, and Helena laughed quietly at this
as she pulled two glasses out of the small fridge and set them on top of it, and then she smiled
slightly over at him as she grasped a plastic bottle of cola and poured this into either cup.
She closed it, and added ice from a small rack, the soda fizzing a bit before she threw the
bottle back in the mini fridge and shut the door, then she picked the glasses up and approached
the awkward-looking Drakkaren, holding one cup out to him as she said kindly: “Then if that‟s

the case, I won‟t. Drink up. And take off your holy armor, you look as though you need a bit of
rest, and… this is a safe place.”
She gestured upwards… and Zerrex glanced up towards the white ceiling overhead, then
whistled a bit to himself at the sight of an enormous runic circle that covered much of this,
recognizing both silence runes and other figures emblazoned over the roof in neat patterning that
locked them smoothly together. He glanced for a moment towards Helena as she sipped at her
cola and then she looked down at the dark liquid thoughtfully, murmuring: “And here I was
thinking that all you used this stuff for was to mix it with rum and other mortal alcohols.”
The Drakkaren rolled his eyes with dry amusement at this, and then he sipped at his own
cola, glancing at the Dius nervously for a moment before standing up and walking a few feet
towards a bookshelf, reaching up and tracing his fingers over the ivory ornaments and various
pictures in frames as Helena said gently: “I don‟t blame you for not trusting me, Zerrex. I‟m a
Lust demoness in the wrong side of town who is supposed to be working for your enemy, and
my relation to you may seem… tenuous. Ten million years is a long time, though… you have
generations of children, even though… I know many were lost during the war with the Old Gods,
among many other awful incidents.”
She halted, looking at Zerrex as the reptile sighed and turned around, and then he glanced
towards the silence runes on the ceiling before asking softly: “How did you come to work for
Eratosthenes, anyway? And if you wanted in my pants…”
“One does not simply walk up to the Ravenlight Estate, Zerrex.” the Dius said flatly, but
she sounded amused nonetheless. “Oh sure, it‟s easy for you and your friends, but you forget that
there doesn‟t need to be a visible guard for things to be guarded. I know you also allow
passersby to stay inside the grounds… but you order the guards to let them in, don‟t you? Do you
know how often Lust demons show up to your gates, too silly – like I was – to say anything
except: „I‟m here to meet and offer my services to the lord of the manor‟ only to end up turned
away? And your security personnel is well-trained. The moment a guest is turned away, they are
put on a not-invited list, and their name, species, and features are shown to every guard who you
have. You may act wishy-washy, but your family has hired the best-of-the-best to protect you…
Royal Guards and veterans so good at their job you don‟t even realize they‟re doing it.”
“Not like when Feldspar was trying to run my life at all.” Zerrex muttered to himself, and
he shook his head slowly before he glanced awkwardly over at the Dius, before he pressed
gently: “And you didn‟t answer my question.”
“It‟s… awkward.” The Dius glanced away with a grimace, and then Helena patted the
bed beside her… and Zerrex walked over and quietly sat down, the female reaching a hand up to
stroke gently through his white hair and smiling a little, flakes of dirt and blood floating down
from the ivory locks. “I like this part of you. But… well… in Elysium, I was a priestess. Middleranked, my duties included both healing and helping around the Cathedral I worked out of, more
administrative work and collecting dues from members of the temple than anything else.
“One day, Troy and his gang of lowlifes came by. I was a little… attracted to him at
first.” She glanced awkwardly away, rubbing at her face embarrassedly. “You know. Not every
day you get to meet a Wrath demon like that. So I helped him out in… a few… ways… and then
he invited me to come with him and serve as the healer on the mortal plane for what he called at
the time a „military encampment,‟ and well. Admittedly, I was… a little pleased at the thought of
getting out of Hell and going to see the mortal world. It should have… I should have…
remembered my own sin is Lust. But after we got here, Lust quickly fell through into

disappointment… especially when I found out Troy worked for that weird Strange Beast, and
learned who exactly they were trying to catch.”
She halted, then looked softly over at Zerrex, reaching out to gently touch his upper leg.
“I‟ve been here for a little longer than most everyone else, since I was here with Troy‟s team
first. Twelve weeks, give or take… and at first I just ran the medical center, but now I spend my
days at the center and my nights here, in this bar. It belonged to a friend of mine… but she was
murdered. They strung him up for it but it doesn‟t bring my friend back, you know? Anyway, I
moved in here five weeks ago, and people just keep… vanishing, running away, and dying.
We‟ve been forgotten out here and… one way or another, this nonsense has to end. That‟s why
no one wants to stop you… because we know if you don‟t get on up there to the top of that
mountain, if you don‟t stop this… no one will, and the rest of us are going to be killed, too, either
by a scary-as-sin Metatron or his friend in the cloak.”
Zerrex grimaced at this, looking down for a moment before he nodded a little with a quiet
sigh, and then he rubbed at his face before Helena gently patted his side, saying quietly: “Let‟s
get that armor off you and I‟ll heal your body up, and you can have a little rest.”
The Drakkaren looked at her for a few moments, and then he finally nodded a little,
saying softly: “Alright, Helena. I‟ll trust you.”
“Good. Because it‟s not like I could kill you anyway.” the Dius smiled a little as Zerrex
began to carefully feel along the armor to start stripping it off, the female resting her hands
quietly in her lap. “I‟m from the Sere sect in Hell. We‟re only allowed to defend ourselves with
our… special talents, not fists and magic.”
“You looked pretty ready downstairs to hurt Troy if he tried anything.” the Drakkaren
pointed out… and the Dius laughed at this, shaking her head a bit as the male tossed his
breastplate to the ground, followed by the pauldrons and long sleeves and gauntlets.
“Yes, but Troy‟s a special case. He deserves all the ass-kicking I can give him.” Helena
said softly, and then she shook her head a bit, her scales glimmering a little as she looked slowly
over the Drakkaren as he stepped out of his boots and managed to pull the last of his armor off,
before she reached a hand up and half-beckoned to him as her eyes glowed solid amber. “Kiss
me.”
Zerrex‟s eyes flicked up to hers before he could stop himself, and then he cursed under
his breath as he felt her Dominate wash over him, a shudder rolling though his body… before he
clenched his eyes shut and gritted his teeth… and a moment later, the Dius reached up and
quietly grasped his shoulders, murmuring softly: “Excuse my curiosity… I just wanted to see
what kind of stuff you were made of. Since those of my sect are only allowed to use a special
few abilities to defend ourselves… I‟m always eager to test my powers against stronger wills…”
Her hands slid slowly down his chest, and the Drakkaren hesitantly opened one eye,
breathing hard and feeling arousal and passiveness both sparking through his body, wondering if
now she was going to try and kill him… but instead the Dius was carefully rubbing along his
shirt-covered chest, muttering: “Well, this is no good. You heal very quickly for a mortal… but I
can tell you haven‟t been doing a good job of taking care of yourself. Bruises, contusions, and
other points of damage are all throughout your chest… and you‟re low on energy, very low.”
She began to turn away, and then Zerrex caught her wrist, and she looked back at him
with surprise as their eyes met… before a slow smile spread over her face as she murmured
quietly: “Now I know that look… but first you need to let me heal you.”
A hand reached up and stroked slowly over his scarred features, then grasped the back of
his scalp, trying to pull him down as she leaned her muzzle upwards, mouth parting slightly as if

to meet him in a kiss… and Zerrex swallowed thickly, resisting the urge before he managed to
ask in a roughened voice: “What do you want from me? Why are you doing this for me?”
“I‟m royal blood, but diluted: my heritage is proud, but my present is weak… I‟m only a
middle-ranked Priestess, and even then that‟s only if they allow me to return to the Order of Sere
when I return to Hell.” She stopped, then stroked her hands over his chest, lowering her head
forwards and gazing quietly at the lizard‟s breast as a faint blush tinged her cheeks. “But I am
your royal blood… and while I could never be a Countess or a Duchess unless I married a
powerful male aristocrat – and even then, I would likely only be a „wife,‟ and have no title of my
own – I could easily take on the role of your concubine. I would be quiet, in the background,
there to serve you and to run errands for you, and one day I would bear children for you… and
what would I get in return? What do Lust demons desire? Sex. Compassion. Fellowship. And
things that I could pretend were love and affection, whether you truly felt affect for me or not…”
She laughed quietly, digging her claws gently through his shirt, then she gazed up at him,
eyes half-lidded. “Am I self-serving? A little, a little. Am I greedy and selfish? Perhaps some.
But I‟m giving you a safe haven here in Devil‟s Maw to help you recover… and you have my
oath as a Priestess of Sere that I will do my duties diligently. Besides. For all your rumored
Disciples and toys, how many concubines have you ever had? And how many of them did you
willy-nilly give the position to… only for them to lose all interest in you when they realized you
weren‟t going to give them sex on a constant basis? At least I can be professional.”
The Drakkaren looked down at her awkwardly for a few moments as she gazed back,
only a few inches of difference in their height… and then she leaned up and kissed him firmly,
and the male‟s eyes fluttered before he wrapped his arms around her and kissed her hungrily
back, and a moment later, they were pulling each other‟s clothes off as they slipped side-by-side
into bed, his shaft throbbing powerfully between his legs as it began to rise towards erection as
her body heated up and sweet nectar leaked between her thighs as she panted hungrily and hard.
“Wait…” she whispered, reaching down to touch his shaft as it bulged towards full
erection… and when Zerrex looked up at her, grunting softly as she stroked along the thick
obsidian pillar of cock, a sly grin spread over her face before she met his eyes, and her own
glowed brilliantly, fervently, as she reached down and stroked slowly under his muzzle, and the
reptile felt his blood pumping faster through his veins, almost boiling inside of him as she
whispered: “Don‟t resist…”
The Drakkaren‟s eyes widened as he stared up into hers, gritting his teeth and grunting as
his muscles bulged and his body flexed, feeling energy spilling through his system and his
arousal suddenly increasing five, ten, a hundredfold as his jaws gaped open, his shaft throbbing
powerfully in her hand before stiffening slightly as she stroked it slowly and leisurely, and it
released thick spurt of his pre that splattered over the bed as the lizard‟s body trembled with
need and hunger and lust as he felt his desires being amplified by her… and then he reached up
and growled, slamming the Dius back against the headboard and making her laugh despite the
wince of pain before he seized her thighs and tore her head open, his muscles flexing as he dove
between her legs like a hungry animal that had spotted its prey, nuzzling greedily into her hot
folds before his tongue sloppily licked up between them as the Dius moaned and arched her
back, blue-fleshed nipples hardening as she grasped at her large breasts and her hips bucked,
grinding her navy-tinged labia up against the Drakkaren‟s muzzle as she began to breathe harder.
“Yes, yes, give in to it!”
Zerrex growled into her groin, hungrily lapping at her, guzzling down her juices and
drinking from her as if she were a fountain, making loud slurping noises as his muzzle ground

eagerly down against her sex, stretching it slightly as his shaft bulged and throbbed and her
hands reached back to grasp into the covers as she bucked her hips eagerly. She grinned widely
down at him, her eyes still glowing faintly before Zerrex began to nuzzle and kiss and lick along
her stomach as he crawled up over her, one of his hands reaching down and grasping his
throbbing thirty-two inch shaft as more pre dripped from the hot-and-hard cockhead, stroking
himself eagerly as he growled hungrily, slapping the head of his huge shaft lightly against her
labia and making her squirm in delight as she only spread her legs wider for him before the
Drakkaren managed to position the tip of his huge shaft against the entrance to her sex… and
then the Dius screamed in delight, arching her back when the male grabbed her hips and yanked
hard on them as he thrusted forwards, dragging her down a bit before his second thrust rammed
her backwards against the headboard, making it clack loudly against the wall, scarring the plaster
as he slammed his hips forwards again and again, burying himself into her tight, gripping
passage all the way to the hilt as she bucked back against him with a cry of delight.
He began to thrust, rough, fast and crude, slamming into her over and over with snarls of
bliss as her hands roved over his chest and up along his face, moaning and rocking her hips
eagerly back against his savage and fast movements. They moved together fiercely and savagely,
with no real technique, no real attempts to please each other, only rough and fast and crude as the
Drakkaren‟s huge shaft pulsed powerfully as it stiffened up further, further, further, slamming in
and out of her again and again until, some fifteen minutes later, he released with a roar, flooding
her with his seed, grinding down against her as he reached a hand up and gripped into the
headboard tightly enough to send cracks through the hardwood frame.
He slammed to the hilt into her with a snarl, eyes clenched shut as she moaned beneath
him, clutching his waist with her legs and breathing hard… before she grinned widely, letting her
head fall back as she murmured hungrily: “That was good for a mortal, and-”
“Not done.” Zerrex rumbled, and without waiting, he began to thrust firmly in and out of
her soaked sex, his seed gushing out with every thrust of his still-hard cock, and the Dius gasped
beneath him, her eyes bulging in surprise as Zerrex growled down at her and shoved her against
the bed, before a grin spread over her face as her eyes glowed brilliantly up at him.
“Oh, this time you‟re gonna have to fight for it, though!” Helena said hungrily, and she
gyrated her hips with her bucks, making the reptile growl and grunt as he flexed overtop her
before she suddenly lurched to the side, seizing his shoulders and rolling him over as she took
the top position, the lizard grunting in surprise as he was knocked onto his back before the Dius
began to bounce herself up and down along his length, moving her hips in an expert, smooth
rocking motion with every rise and fall of her hips, grinding the shaft inside of her clenching sex
as she shoved her hands down into his chest and pinned him back against the ground as she
gasped in delighted hunger. “Oh you‟re keeping up well!”
Her breasts bounced with every movement as seed continued to spurt out of her passage
with each rise and fall, leaking over the Drakkaren‟s pulsing testicles and solid abs as he
slammed upwards into her in response with growls of bliss, one of his hands grasping her hip and
the other seizing into a breast roughly, their eyes burning as they locked on one another‟s and
they continued to move savagely together, the Dius breathing harder before she moaned as her
head dropped forwards… and immediately, Zerrex threw himself to the side, rolling off the bed
with her and the two tumbling through the air before Helena crashed down on her back and
Zerrex landed on top of her, their heads almost whacking together as the male seized into her
shoulders and slammed her against the ground with a gasp that turned into a scream as her eyes

rolled in her head as the lizard slammed fiercely into her, hard enough to lift her hips off the
ground as her legs kicked out on either side of him.
She screamed again as the male kept her pinned, drool falling from her jaws in ecstasy as
the lizard snarled and thrusted savagely in and out of her, picking up the pace immediately: his
movements were fast and violent, not sparing her at all as he bit and licked at her like a feral
beast, his arousal driving him to new heights of violent passion as the Dius writhed beneath him
and rocked her entire body against every movement, giving delighted voice to her cries.
Finally, Zerrex grasped her by the hips, yanking her up to a sitting position in his lap, and
she gasped before he lurched to his feet, stumbling forwards and slamming her back into the
shelves, sending a rattle of photos and decorative ornaments falling around her as she screamed
and her back banged loudly against the shelves with every rough thrust of the lizard into her, her
claws ripping into his shoulders as she clung to him and fiercely rocked her hips back against his
thrusts as he spread his leg and threw both weight and strength into every savage thrust of his
almost-three-feet of throbbing, girthy cock as it pounded savagely between the lips of her sex
and deep into her passage.
She howled in delight… and then her eyes widened as the male roared, his shaft
stiffening inside her as his thrusts became rough enough to dislodge the shelves behind her, one
snapping almost in half as the others simply were knocked loose or fell out of place, and she was
slammed into the wall behind the shelves as his orgasm flooded up into her, every rapid thrust
sending a thick rope of his seed spilling upwards into her body as the reptile threw his head back
with hungry roars of primal ecstasy as his loaded flooded into her.
Helena‟s hips buck, riding the orgasm as her head flopped from side to side, clutching the
sides of the shelf as her own orgasm blurred through her body almost unnoticed thanks to the
sheer power of the male‟s release into her… and finally, as it began to die down, seed spilling
out in steady streams from her bruised and ravaged sex as she rasped for breath, the Drakkaren
grinned at her… and on an urge that could almost be called self-destructive, Helena grabbed
either side of his face as her eyes glowed vibrantly, the male‟s muscles flexing explosively
against his taut hide of scales as energy and lust burst through his body, and he snarled in ecstasy
as the Dius‟s superheated form ground against him, the female almost mewling: “Fuck me, fuck
me, please fuck me…”
Zerrex seized her by the throat with one hand, choking her… and the female‟s eyes only
glowed brighter as the male‟s body throbbed with power and desire, with need and arousal… and
then he drew his shaft slowly back before slamming up to the hilt inside of her, and the Dius
rasped for breath as her eyes bulged and he breathed hungrily: “Beg for it. Not with your words,
with every other part of your body…”
And Helena nodded rapidly as she moaned weakly, rocking her hips enticingly as seed
dripped down to the ground from her stretched and devastated sex even as it clenched slowly
against him, her hands stroking slowly along his face as her chest heaved and her breasts rocked
out towards him, and drool dripped from the lizard‟s jaws as his huge shaft flexed inside of her,
grinning at her lustfully… and only a moment later, the Dius was bent over the bed, screaming in
delight as she clawed into the mattress, her hips raised high in the air and her legs spread as seed
splattered down with every violent thrust of the male behind her, her ass already bruised from the
sheer force of the Drakkaren‟s thrusts as his testicles pounded against her inner thighs, his claws
buried through her scales as tears leaked from her eyes and blood dripped down her legs, mixed
with the thick white load spilling from her sex, even as bliss spilled through her system.

It went on for almost an hour more… until finally, Zerrex yanked free from her, sending
out a gushing water of his load from her sloppily-ravaged sex, the Dius‟ arching her back with a
shriek before she was yanked around and the lizard forcefully slammed his shaft against her face,
striking her with the thick obsidian pillar that was splattered with his load as well as her blood,
the male snarling in delight and pleasure and power as he stroked himself rapidly and she
moaned and begged and pleaded for his release, licking and suckling and nibbling at the huge
shaft every time part of the massive black cock ground against her muzzle.
And finally, the Drakkaren stepped back and brought a leg up to pin her by the shoulder
against the side of the bed with one foot before he grinned down at her, roaring in delight as his
seed exploded out over the female and he bathed her, soaked her, in his thick white load. Semen
covered her face and her breasts and her body, long streams of it jetting from the immense black
shaft as she bathed in it, shivering and moaning… until the male finally stepped backwards as he
felt the last of his arousal weakening almost all at once, his shaft sensitive and sore as he grunted
and shook his head dumbly, and he looked down in almost surprise to seed the Dius laying back
against the bed, her eyes dumbfounded as she panted hard… before she looked up at him dazedly
and mumbled: “Oh my Gods. What are you like at full strength?”
“I… usually hold back.” Zerrex said lamely, looking embarrassedly at her and then
around the room, which was splattered with seed, blood, and had damaged debris laying all over
it, the bed and shelves in particularly-messy shape. “You… I… oh Gods…”
He glanced down embarrassedly at his own throbbing black length… but then Helena
slowly wobbled up to her feet, walking forwards and gently stroking over the male‟s naked chest
as aches pulsed through his body… but he didn‟t mind them as she half-lidded her eyes, saying
kindly: “Give me five minutes. And I‟ll be right back.”
Zerrex watched her head to the bathroom, and then he wobbled a little before sitting
heavily on his ass on the floor, looking dumbly down at his throbbing penis as a bit more seed
spurted from the tip of the heavy cock… and he grimaced a little, poking at the obsidian length
before shaking his head and mumbling: “Well. Worse things could have happened, right?”
He began to sit back a bit… and then he looked up with shock as the door was kicked
open and the panther Wrath demon stormed in with two Craven and an angelic female… and
immediately the four gaped around the room before the panther‟s eyes turned bright red as he
glared at Zerrex, shouting furiously: “You fucking son of a bitch!”
Zerrex immediately leapt to his feet, cursing as his shaft slapped against his own abs and
feeling both humiliated as well as off guard, literally and figuratively caught with his pants down
– or rather, off – as his hands clenched into fists before he flicked one hand outwards as one of
the Craven began to lunge forwards with a knife… and fluids from his just-finished intercourse
splattered over the Craven‟s face, creating a very predictable reaction that would have been
comical in other circumstances as the rabbit immediately dropped the knife as he staggered to a
halt in front of the panther to wipe convulsively at his features with a scream of: “Oh fuck, that‟s
fucking gross!”
Zerrex stepped forwards and slammed a foot into the Craven‟s stomach, sending him
sprawling backwards into his comrades, but the black-armored Wrath demon only shoved the
rabbit hard aside: it gave Zerrex enough time to snatch the knife the Craven had dropped,
however, the reptile leaping backwards as he seized the cover of the bed and then threw this
forwards in a snapping motion into the panther as he pulled a stun rod out of his belt.
The thick covers landed over the panther with a wet splatter, and the male shouted in
disgust and fury that was now all the greater as he became tangled in the blankets even as the

angel ran towards the bathroom door, where Helena was staring in shock… but immediately, the
Dius only glared at the divine being as her eyes glowed brightly, and the female cursed as she
brought up her handgun and blindly fired a few rounds towards the Dius, who hissed and quickly
slammed the bathroom door.
The angel snarled, the equine blasting fist-sized holes through the door as the handgun
banged loudly… almost loud enough to block out the sound of the second Craven lunging at
Zerrex with its claws extended, the bear snarling before the Drakkaren caught it by the shoulders
and half-turned to throw the demon across the room, the ursine‟s limbs flailing as he yelled in
surprise before he crashed into the wall and bounced off it to crumple to the ground. Then Zerrex
turned around, lashing his knife outwards as the panther managed to finally rip free of the
blanket and swing his stun rod hard towards the Drakkaren, blade and weapon meeting with
violent sparks before the lizard leapt backwards onto the bed when the rabbit Craven tried to
tackle his feet out from under him.
It skidded over the floor and through the puddle of fluids that had formed with another
moan of disgust, and then Zerrex jumped off the bed and slammed both feet down into the
Craven‟s spine, the half-demon‟s‟ eyes bulging with a scream of agony as it bucked beneath him
before the panther cursed and leapt backwards, throwing his arms wide, when Zerrex cut swiftly
at him with the knife.
The Drakkaren winced as the angel kicked the broken bathroom door open, and the
reptile flipped the knife over in his hand, readying to throw it… but Troy immediately stepped
between him and his target as he yanked his own knife out of his belt, stun rod sparking in one
hand and the knife burning with black flames in the other as Zerrex heard the snarl of the ursine
at the other side of the bed, and then the panther shouted: “The bed!”
Zerrex‟s eyes widened before the bear Craven stepped forwards and roared as he shoved
the bed hard, and it slammed into Zerrex‟s legs, knocking him sprawling backwards on top of the
mattress as the panther lunged forwards with his knife raised, but the Drakkaren quickly rolled
out of the way as Troy stabbed downwards, the blade ripping through the mattress and sending
up a spray of cotton and wool before his other hand brought the stun rod swinging down. Zerrex
immediately rose his right arm on instinct, and he howled in agony as he felt the bone in his
forearm snap like a twig, snarling in pain as he dropped the knife before he forced himself to
continue to roll anyway, shoving himself off the bed as the bear Craven tried to scramble around
and the rabbit half-demon slowly crawled out from under the furnishing as his spine healed
slowly, groaning in visible agony.
The panther lunged forwards again, stabbing outwards as he brought his stun rod back…
and Zerrex ducked and then seized him around the waist, half-turning and throwing him into the
ursine to sending them both sprawling with yells of pain and frustration. Then the naked
Drakkaren spun around and slammed his foot into the face of the rabbit in a fierce punt, his head
snapping back as his muzzle visibly snapped like a twig, the Craven howling in agony as he
clutched at his face and curled weakly up on the floor.
The reptile grimaced, then quickly stepped past the half-demon to grab the dresser, lifting
it with a grunt as the shelves half-spilled out before he turned and threw it hard as the other two
demons quickly closed… and the panther winced and ducked, half-falling but dodging the flying
dresser before it smashed full-on into the face of the bear Craven and sent him crashing
backwards in a hail of broken wood. He crashed heavily to the ground, drooling and stunned, and
the Wrath demon cursed before he leapt towards Zerrex as the naked lizard grabbed at his right
arm as it gave a throb… and the Drakkaren leapt backwards, hitting the wall with a wince and

barely avoiding a sweep of both the panther‟s weapons before he slammed a kick into his
stomach, knocking Troy backwards with a grunt.
The male shook his head quickly as Zerrex snatched up a pillow and threw it at his face,
and the Wrath demon grunted in dumb surprise more than anything else as the soft fabric
bounced off him uselessly, head rearing back a bit… and then, as the pillow fell, his eyes
widened in dumb shock at the sight of the Drakkaren‟s left fist before the much-harder substance
walloped into his muzzle and sent him crashing backwards, blood exploding from his muzzle as
he gargled and skidded all the way to the opposite wall on his back. He lay stunned for a
moment, and Zerrex reached down and seized the rabbit Craven… but the male only screamed
and shook his head wildly, holding his clawed hands up as he babbled: “Shit, please, no more, no
more!”
Zerrex grumbled and threw him aside, and the half-demon immediately ran out the
doorway, flushed with both defeat and humiliation… and then there was a single loud bang, and
the reptile looked to the side in shock to see the Dius‟s eyes glowing and the equine angel
standing for a moment longer, the barrel of her gun smoking from where it was shoved up under
her own jaws as Helena lowered her hand, and then the angel‟s eyes rolled up in her head as
blood leaked from her jaws, ears, and eyes, and she collapsed to her knees, then onto the side,
dead, as more blood gushed from the burnt hole in the underside of her muzzle.
Troy silently picked himself up, the panther breathing hard as he stared stupidly over at
Helena… and then he snarled and drew his knife back before throwing it hard at her, and the
Dius screamed in pain as it sank into her shoulder and knocked her backwards into the bathroom
before the Wrath demon roared as he glared towards her, black flames exploding inside the
bathroom, the lights flickering violently as glass and porcelain both shattered into pieces from
the pure rage of the Wrath demon. Immediately, Zerrex snarled before the panther turned his
burning red eyes on him, glaring towards him, and Zerrex leapt out of the way a moment before
black fire and lightning exploded in the space he had been in before as the demon unleashed a
second blast of pure, undiluted Wrath.
The lizard rolled over the floor and reached out on instinct, tearing the handgun out of the
lifeless hands of the angel as the panther snarled towards him… and then Zerrex pulled the
trigger three times, sending two bullets crashing into the Wrath demon‟s chest and knocking him
backwards with a gargle, blood gushing from the wounds as a third blast of wrathful energy
struck the ceiling instead of the lizard, ripping through it and sending down a hail of dust and
plaster before Zerrex dropped the empty gun and staggered to his feet, then he winced when the
Wrath demon glared at him, his eyes bleeding black ooze and rivers of blood leaking from the
large wounds in his chest before the reptile shouted: “Wait!”
“Don‟t tell me what to do!” The Wrath demon screamed, too wrapped up in his own rage
to realize what would happen… and Zerrex only winced when he tried to channel another blast
of pure wrath towards the lizard… and instead, his own eyes simply exploded in his skull, dark
flames bursting out of the sockets as the panther staggered stupidly backwards, gargling as a bit
of drool leaked from his mouth… and then he slowly fell to his knees before he collapsed ,facefirst, onto the ground. Behind him, the Craven bear stared in horror, scrambling backwards as he
managed to sit up, splinters of wood sticking out of his body… before Zerrex simply shook his
head in disgust and then pointed at the door.
The Craven took the hint and leapt to his feet, jackknifing the bed and bolting to the door
with a yell of fear… and Zerrex sighed quietly as Troy twitched on the ground, gargling weakly.
No power came without cost… and excessive use of any ability led first to losing strength, and

then immense recoil. Not even Gorgons overused their power to turn victims to stone with their
gaze… and the Drakkaren turned towards the bathroom as Helena emerged with a curse, pulling
the knife from her shoulder with a wince and then holding it towards the naked lizard, muttering:
“I can‟t kill him, even if by this point it would only be a mercy.”
Zerrex nodded to her… and then he walked over to the Wrath demon, carefully rolling
him onto his back… and then the Drakkaren flipped the knife over before pulling the panther‟s
muzzle upwards, and then grimacing a bit as he slit the male‟s throat, the burning knife cutting
easily through the natural armor of the Wrath demon. Troy flexed and gargled as blood burbled
out of the wound, but he was long past feeling anything with the holes in his chest and his
missing eyes as his own wrathful energies likely charred him inside and out… and then he
shivered once before falling still, and the Drakkaren shook his head slowly before he turned
around and looked awkwardly at Helena as she knelt over the corpse of the angel.
He looked down at it, realizing she had traced several bloody runes over it that Zerrex
recognized as inertia runes: they were used to stop a dead corpse from dissolving, and some
demons even tattooed them on themselves, so their bodies would remain even after they died
instead of going through rapid decay or dissolution. That way they could either be examined…
or, as was the more common reason, they could be calmly put to rest with whatever ceremony or
funerary celebration they might want.
Helena felt along the dead body… and then she nodded to herself, vanishing into the
bathroom for a moment before reappearing with a small cup. She held a hand out, and the
Drakkaren looked dumbly down at the knife he was still holding before he handed it over to
her… and the Dius smiled at him before she stabbed fiercely down into the angel‟s chest, Zerrex
wincing a bit at the crack of bones and the thick spray of blood that went up as she worked
diligently and quickly, breaking its chest open as flesh hissed and steam rose up from the corpse
as the Drakkaren asked dumbly: “What the hell are you doing?”
“Go put on some pants and then wait for a moment.” the Dius replied mildly, and the
lizard grumbled under his breath but then decided this wasn‟t a bad idea, as he rubbed slowly at
his right leg. He glanced around the room, then wandered around it until he managed to find his
discarded pants and boxers, getting into these… and when he turned around, he grimaced at the
sight of Helena holding the angel‟s heart and crushing it over the cup, filling it halfway up with
blood.
She tossed the crushed organ aside, then sliced into her own arm with a soft hiss of pain,
blood spilling out of the wound and into the cup as well before she vanished into the bathroom
again, and Zerrex looked at the ravaged corpse of the angel awkwardly for a few moments before
the female returned with a large orb of demonic crystal, and Zerrex stared as the Dius held her
hand over the cup and murmured a rapid enchantment. A moment later, the mixed blood glowed
before blue smoke puffed upwards from the cup, and the female smiled, then picked this up and
approached Zerrex with it, the Drakkaren holding up his hands and rambling: “Oh hey now, I
like to get a little dirty and stuff but uh… I am not drinking that as mortal.”
Helena only glared at him, however, the still-naked, splattered with drying fluids of every
kind female thrusting it angrily at him as she snapped: “If I wanted to kill you I would have let
Troy rip you apart! Besides, I have what I wanted.” She smiled slightly, reaching down and
patting her stomach absently as Zerrex looked at her dumbly. “With how much seed you flooded
me, there‟s plenty in my womb, and at any time I like I could just go and do a fertility ritual to
ensure you father a child with me… even though it would be a strange child, born of a god-

made-mortal and a Dius. Who knows what it would be? And that would seal my position as your
concubine, if you know the laws of Hell at all.”
“Not really, I could claim you manipulated me.” Zerrex said tersely, but he knew all the
same that the fact she had also saved his life almost immediately afterwards would rule that
option out in the eyes of Elysium. And then he rubbed at his face tiredly, looking at her flatly as
she smiled cheerfully up at him, still holding the cup of now strange-smelling blood. “You really
want to be a concubine, don‟t you?”
“It‟s the highest position most Dius can aspire towards… and well, you‟re very cute.”
She reached up and pinched his cheek firmly, and Zerrex grimaced and flailed at her, making her
laugh. “But it‟s appealing for many reasons. Power, lust, prestige, and I could continue my duties
as a Sister of the Holy Order while being permitted by the Abbess to bear one or several
children… and that‟s the only regret I ever had about joining the Order. That I would not be
permitted to bear children unless I could receive the blessing of the Abbess… and to get that
blessing, I need to be a concubine or I need to get married. Concubine sounds much more
interesting, since I can still freely pursue other relationships… that, and I‟ve heard stories
about… how you treat your children well.”
She looked embarrassed now, and Zerrex sighed a bit as he took the cup from her with
his left hand, saying mildly as he bopped her nose with it: “Then here‟s the deal. I‟ll… let you
become my concubine, but you don‟t have a kid until I give the say so, okay? That could be
years of waiting, too, I‟m… a little touchy about who and when I have children these days.”
But the female only smiled warmly and sketched a curtsy, replying promptly: “Then in
that case, I‟ll only use it as time to get used to the position and all that it entails. I plan to take
this all very seriously, Zerrex… now drink up, your arm is starting to turn a nasty purple color.”
The Drakkaren glanced absently down at his right arm, which was mostly numb… and
then he stared stupidly at the sight of it, flexing his fingers creakily: they had swollen up
horribly, however, and refused to move very well as the lizard winced a bit at the sight of his
scales, which were slowly turning mauve and brownish in places. Immediately, he guzzled the
liquid, wincing at the foul taste… and then his head swam as the Drakkaren groaned a bit,
stumbling backwards towards the bed, dropping the cup and then sitting down and grabbing his
skull as nausea rolled through him and his vision went blurry. “W-What…”
“Shush now, it‟s okay…” Helena said gently as she held up the demonic crystal and
muttered a cleansing spell, and most of the damage vanished after a few moments from the room,
leaving them with the remains of the decaying panther and the still corpse of the angel even as
their bodies were cleaned quickly and effectively off as well. “The effects should pass
momentarily… your body just needs to adjust.”
Zerrex nodded mutely, and then his stomach clenched, making him groan… before a
moment later, he felt the pains and dizziness fading, his senses sharpening as energy pulsed
through his body even as his nerves sizzled and went numb, the lizard looking down at his hands
dumbly as the Dius quickly began to mumble a healing spell, and the reptile winced as the bones
in his right arm loudly cracked and then snapped themselves firmly back together as wounds
healed over his body and the bruises faded from his form, feeling suddenly, strangely calm.
“What…”
“Simple alchemy. Angel blood and demon blood, in the proper measurements, will not
cancel each other out but instead one will effectively augment the other. I enhanced the
Purification to numb your emotions and your nerves. You‟re mortal, after all, with no affiliation
for either side right now…” The Dius smiled slightly as the reptile looked at her blankly. “But

that should wear off shortly. I only needed you numb long enough for me to finish healing you,
otherwise your bones resetting would have left you in tremendous agony.”
And then, slowly, like an old car starting in winter, the reptile felt his body returning bitby-bit towards normalcy, breathing a little harder as he straightened up a bit and then grimaced,
shaking his head out and rubbing at his face slowly. Then he looked at his hand in surprise as he
realized his fingers weren‟t bloody and there was no cut on his face… and the Drakkaren quickly
patted over his form before looking up dumbly as the Dius smiled slightly. “I am a healer, Lord
Zerrex. Using magic to heal a mortal‟s body is a very simple trick when you‟re used to dealing
with healing candidates of far greater power and resilience.”
The Drakkaren snorted a bit at this… and then Helena straightened and nodded to him
slowly before she studied him quietly, and as Zerrex looked awkwardly back, she asked softly:
“Can you afford another few hours of resting here, though? I want to see if Troy‟s friends try and
bring more allies back, and make sure they can‟t ambush you when you head up to Empyreal
Throne… and you need to rest your body. Magic cannot erase your tiredness completely.”
“I…” Zerrex hesitated, and then he frowned a bit, rubbing at his face slowly. “I ran into
some sentries outside who mentioned something about the mines and a trolley system…”
The Dius looked curiously at the Drakkaren, tilting her head as she asked slowly: “You
plan to pass through the freight tunnels? It‟ll save you quite a walk but you‟ll end up in the
guarded tunnels in the base of Empyreal Throne… and who knows what Eratosthenes has
waiting down there? A lot of the messengers from Temptation and Devil‟s Maw take the trolley
and never return… although that could be because of any number of reasons at the fortress.”
She shook her head slowly, then reached out and gently patted Zerrex‟s face, saying
kindly: “Wait here, and I‟ll go downstairs and see if anyone knows anything. I‟ll get you some
food, too… and help yourself to whatever‟s in the cold-box.”
The Dius turned, still naked but at least clean, turned towards the door, and Zerrex
snorted in amusement, which made her look over her shoulder before he nodded to her, asking
mildly: “Like that?”
She glanced down at her naked body, then rubbed her hands down her sides as she turned
around, amber eyes gleaming. “You really were mortal once, weren‟t you? There‟s nothing to be
ashamed of in my body, now is there?”
Zerrex rolled his eyes in amusement at this, and the Dius smiled primly at him before she
headed out of the room, and the reptile watched her leave, wondering absently what he‟d gotten
himself into before he sighed and stood up. He grimaced a bit as his stomach cramped, and then
he looked awkwardly towards the bathroom before muttering and walking towards it, cursing
under his breath at the sight of the broken door.
He was glad there was at least a toilet, and he fidgeted a bit on the spot as he looked
around the broken bathroom before wincing: no toilet paper. There was a full bath behind
cracked and shattered glass walls, however, complete with swinging door, and a broken mirrordoor hung lopsidedly off a shelf built into the wall… and beneath a His-and-Her pair of sinks,
two cabinet doors. It was a beautiful little bathroom apart from the broken debris laying
everywhere… and finally, the Drakkaren hesitated before he checked the cabinets beneath the
sink and sighed in relief as he found several rolls of the stuff he was looking for.
He hurriedly did his business, cursing his mortal body as he sat with a towel over his lap,
looking nervously out into the room… but thankfully, Helena didn‟t return until after the
Drakkaren flushed the toilet, pulling his pants back up with a grumble as the Dius looked at him
curiously from the doorway of the bathroom. “Did you enjoy that?”

“What? Why would I enjoy that?” Zerrex asked indignantly, and then he made a face at
the Lust demoness as she shrugged, only continuing to look curious as she held a plate out
towards him loaded with a large steak and potato salad. The lizard looked down at this as his
eyes widened, and then he turned around and quickly washed his hands in the broken sink,
drying them off before hurriedly turning and grabbing this from her with a grin, fork clacking as
it almost fell off the plate.
She smiled amusedly at him, walking over to the bed to sit down and cross her legs as
Zerrex followed her in, sitting beside her and beginning to scoop potato salad into his muzzle as
he realized how hungry he was… and she laughed quietly, shaking her head slowly before
standing up and heading over to the refrigerator as she said softly: “Mortals are disgusted by
their bodies often, but maybe you‟ve forgotten how fascinating it can be for a demon or any
other supernatural being. A mortal‟s body can change so fast, after all… while the bodies of
demons are static. Not as static as angels… but to change anything about ourselves takes a vast
and monumental effort on our part. Years of exercise to build muscle… years more to lose
weight… and usually magical augmentation or rougher physical modifications to make any
differences at all in our outward appearances.
“I realize mortals, too, take the fast route sometimes… but how is it they can go without
realizing that they can change themselves in the course of months, weeks, even days? How can
they take that for granted?” She cocked her head curiously towards Zerrex as he munched on
potato salad, and she smiled a bit at him, adding softly: “In that same vein, how can they work so
hard to humiliate and hurt one another for the things they take pleasure and pain in? To some,
certain things might be disgusting, while others may find such acts enjoyable… the same way it
is for demons. I, personally, obviously enjoy sex and don‟t mind at all being knocked around. A
shyer demon might scream rape at the violence with which we engaged in. And some demons,
such as Gluttony or Sloth demons, would not enjoy sex at all because it doesn‟t cater to their
desires, their own different psyches.”
“People suck.” Zerrex said mildly, as if this explained everything, and then he picked up
his knife before starting to cut into the steak, eating a little slower… and when the Dius looked at
him curiously, the reptile smiled a bit and offered the bit of meat to her. She looked uncertain,
but then slowly leaned forwards and carefully pulled it off the fork, looking a little like a nervous
hydra and making Zerrex laugh a bit, and then she chewed slowly and thoughtfully as the reptile
said softly: “This is good. This is real good, though. How‟d you get it so fast?”
“There‟s a kitchen in back because the mortals who get off sentry duty or come back
from the mines around these hours like to come here for a meal and a drink before they head
home. We keep strange time here, especially now that there‟s only a hundred of us, instead of the
fifteen hundred that were originally keeping Devil‟s Maw running, so there‟s often food being
prepared and it was easy for me to talk a mortal into waiting a little longer for his dinner.”
Helena said softly, and then she licked her own muzzle slowly. “The tunnels aren‟t the most
stable, and are still being refitted and cleaned out in some places… the trolley only follows one
route to and from Empyreal Throne right now, even though the tunnel system through the
mountains is deep and vast.
“Speaking of which, I spoke to one of the mortals who works at the trolley… it‟s
currently recharging and being repaired from a partial collapse. It should be up-and-running
within a few hours… so you can spend that time here.” the Dius said softly, and then she gently
stroked a hand through Zerrex‟s hair as the reptile looked at her awkwardly. “You don‟t have to

stay if you don‟t like… but it will be more pleasant for you to wait here than anywhere else, and
you can sleep in safety after I repair the damage to the room.”
Zerrex nodded, and the Dius smiled at him before she stood up, picking the orb of
demonic crystal off the bed where she‟d left it at some point, and she raised the sphere of crystal,
closing her eyes and murmuring a spell as she pointed it towards the door that had been half-torn
off its hinges from the entry of the panther, and it shuddered before snapping closed, the cracks
in the wood healing and closing like wounds as the Drakkaren chewed thoughtfully on his steak.
The Dius repaired the room fairly quickly, and then she grimaced a bit down at the
guttering light in the faded green globe, saying quietly as Zerrex put the dish aside on the dresser
she had put back into place by the bed: “There‟s only enough magic left for one or two spells…
perhaps you should take this with you, Zerrex, it may come in useful.”
The lizard only shook his head with a bit of a smile, however, as he carefully stood up
and began to gather his armor: during the fight, the various pieces had been knocked all over the
room by flailing limbs and kicking feet, and the reptile smiled a little as he picked up the
damaged breastplate before glancing awkwardly over at her. “No, thanks… but is it too much to
ask if you can do a minor repair spell over this? Just to get the biggest dings and dents out.”
She glanced over at him… then she smiled a bit, saying quietly: “Not a problem, Zerrex.
I‟ll make sure you look presentable for your next fight, at least.”
She held the crystal up, and it glowed faintly… and the breastplate shivered a bit before
the scratches over it faded and the worst of the damage healed itself in the metal before the
crystal in the female‟s hand cracked, and the Dius tossed the useless orb of glass aside into a
wastebasket, where it shattered loudly with a small puff of black smoke. “There. Now come to
bed.”
Zerrex looked at her awkwardly, and the Dius half-lidded her amber eyes as the glowed
slightly, saying teasingly: “Well, if you want me to use Lust or Dominate on you, I‟m more than
glad to…”
The Drakkaren grumbled and covered his eyes at this, walking awkwardly forwards and
carefully sliding into the bed… and the female laughed before she smiled and reached down to
pick up Blackheart from where the sword lay beside the furnishing, the reptile looking up with
surprise as the weapon glowed faintly in her hands but otherwise didn‟t react… and by now,
Zerrex knew there was no better judge of character than his sword, as the Dius said quietly:
“Don‟t think it too rude… but I have wanted to touch this for a while. It‟s a legendary symbol in
Hell… perhaps more legendary than you, considering how wrong most of the myths about you
are.”
“Twenty feet tall and with about a billion wives, slaves, and servants, right?” Zerrex
asked mildly, and the Dius laughed and nodded before she easily grasped the sword by the
handle and raised the huge weapon in front of herself, slashing it effortlessly back and forth
through the air… and Zerrex cocked his head, intrigued, as Blackheart sparked with blue energy.
“Well, I guess that settles any of my worries about you… normally my sword doesn‟t like being
held by anyone but me. I guess you really must be family…”
“Family doesn‟t run in the blood, though, does it?” the Dius said softly, and she smiled at
Zerrex as the Drakkaren smiled awkwardly back, the two studying each other before she tossed
the sword easily to him… and the reptile caught the handle with one hand, the weapon seeming
as light to him as a feather despite how heavy he knew it truly was… but then again, to him, it
was like an extension of his body from the special bond he shared with the sword forged with his
very energies. “Can I ask you a personal question?”

Zerrex looked at her for a moment, then he gently set Blackheart down, letting it lean
against the dresser as he nodded to her and rested his hands on his knees, and she nodded back
before saying quietly: “Once, as a very small child, I was babysat by a shy and quiet female who
was very loving and nurturing. I did not know at the time that it was Sin of the Naganatine… and
she entertained us all with great stories about you, obviously very proud of you, her husband…
who she very obviously looked up to very much. She told us stories about you… and one such
was the story of how you became High King of Hell. I know she omitted some details, because
even for children in Hell, there are some things their ears do not need to hear… but I wanted to
know if the Terror, Crow… was really your son. And if he is why you are so… careful about
bearing children, despite how your deep love for your daughters especially is very well known.”
She smiled a little, trying to lighten the tension already in the air as she joked: “And I‟m not
referring to just the sex.”
The Drakkaren smiled awkwardly at her as she looked at him with a hesitant smile in
return, and then he nodded after a moment, saying finally: “It‟s part of it, yeah. Crow was… not
entirely my son. He was born of multiple parents… and at the end of the day, it was more a
monster than anything else, filled to the brim with power and yet… very, very flawed.
“What… really… makes it hard for me, is not just my insatiable lusts, or the way I feel
so… selfish, and so worried. I mean, like you said, it‟s a well-known fact that many of my
daughters end up as sexual partners for me or even Disciples or Iuratus.” Zerrex shrugged
awkwardly, rubbing at his head slowly. “I hate thinking that… I‟m only having children so I can
teach them to grow up and serve me.
“And then, of course, there‟s Raven, who I made too many mistakes with… and worst of
all, there‟s Aether, who haunts me to this day.” Zerrex said softly, and he quietly touched the
swastika tattooed on his arm, glancing at it with a bit of a grimace. “My second son… my first
real son… and he turned out to be a monster. Daughter of myself and Sin, almost a perfect
Naganatine… and at the end of it all, we couldn‟t save him. We sacrificed him to bring
Anathema back from the dead… and gods above, was it ever a mess. We had no choice but… I
still… regret doing it. I still regret not being able to save him, to change him. I still regret not
giving him another chance.”
The Dius nodded, and then she walked over and gently pushed Zerrex down on his back
before guiding him to laying down on the bed, and the reptile sighed a bit as she sat down beside
him and stroked a hand along his chest, saying soothingly: “No one can save everyone, Zerrex…
and no one should have to, either. You did what you could, did you not? And we all know the
stories of the Lich Queen Anathema and how you gave her back her soul.”
Zerrex smiled a bit, shaking his head slowly and murmuring: “Exaggeration and
metaphor and fairy-tales. All I did was show her kindness, and waited for her to come around. It
still took years… and she almost died. Did die, really… or came as close to death as the undead
can get.”
“„The point of a story is the metaphor, rarely the literal interpretation.‟” the Dius replied
gently, and Zerrex frowned a bit at this, looking at her sharply before she smiled a little. “I read a
lot of your daughter Annabelle‟s works. They were very interesting.”
“Blueberry…” Zerrex murmured, closing his eyes… and then he laughed a little when the
female glanced down at herself quizzically, noting her own scale patterns. “Not you, that was
what I called… Annabelle, when she was alive.”
The Dius nodded at him, then she patted his forehead gently and Zerrex scowled at her,
before he blushed when she leaned down and gave him a gentle peck on the lips. “Enough wild

thoughts for now, Zerrex. Sleep, and I‟ll wake you up in a few hours. I won‟t ask to accompany
you up to Empyreal Throne… a quasi-pacifist like myself would only get in your way… but I
will at least walk you safely over to the trolley. Now pardon me while I get rid of these corpses.”
Zerrex snorted in amusement as she walked over to the panther‟s deteriorated body,
snapping her fingers and concentrating on it, and it burst into flames as her eyes glowed
faintly… and the reptile muttered: “You made the angel shoot herself in the head. How‟s that
pacifistic?”
“Like I said, I‟m allowed to defend myself using my charms and powers… and for some
reason, my Dominate ability has always been particularly powerful. Much better than my
pyrokinesis… I think sometimes I was born a male Daius and my parents just tricked me into
looking like a Dius all my life.” the demoness said mildly over her shoulder, and Zerrex rolled
his eyes as he settled back a bit onto the bed, trying to ignore the smell of burning flesh as it
rapidly dwindled away to nothing under the controlled, intense flames of the Dius. “Honestly, a
Dius lacking true pyrokinetic passion, a trademark of most Lust creatures. Who would have
guessed?”
“Will you shut up and let me sleep?” Zerrex asked crankily, and the Dius grinned over
her shoulder at him as her eyes glowed brightly.
“I could easily put you to sleep with my powers, you know… Dominate you and knock
you out completely, as long as you don‟t resist too much.” she teased… and when Zerrex looked
at her for a moment and then nodded, she blinked in surprised… and immediately the flames
charring the corpse into nothingness crackled and spread over the carpet, and she snarled down at
this and waved her arms irritably at the fire, and a moment later the flames quickly withdrew
back along the corpse before puffing out of existence as she said a few choice words in demonic.
Then she returned her eyes towards Zerrex, hesitating for a moment before saying softly:
“You do realize what a level of trust that requires for it to work properly, yes? After all, once I
have you in the thrall of my Domination, I could just as easily order you to do anything I
wanted… even kill yourself. And even that angel was unable to resist my full gaze for long.”
“If you kill me, you don‟t get to make babies with me.” Zerrex replied seriously, and the
Dius sighed and slapped her forehead before the Drakkaren sat up and smiled awkwardly. “Look,
I‟ll never get to sleep otherwise, insomnia‟s… always been a problem of mine, when I was
mortal and… when I wasn‟t. Just go ahead and do it before I change my goddamn mind.”
Helena nodded finally, looking at him oddly for a few moments before she leaned
forwards slightly as her eyes glowed brightly, and Zerrex gritted his teeth even as he did his best
to force his body to relax and not fight, feeling her powers washing through his mind before she
said softly: “Sleep.”
Zerrex felt tiredness spill through his body… and a moment later, he slowly slumped
backwards, eyes fluttering as he breathed softly, and then a small, dumb smile spread over his
face as his eyes closed entirely before he curled up and fell into a deep slumber.
It only felt like a few minutes passed… and then Zerrex felt himself being gently shaken,
his eyes flickering before he yawned loudly as he sat up, looking stupidly back and forth to see
Helena standing over him with a soft smile, saying quietly: “Mortals are very cute when they
sleep. It‟s no wonder demons tell stories about whispering in the ears of mortals while they
slumber.”
The Drakkaren grumbled a bit at her, rubbing sleep from his eyes slowly before he
yawned again, his body pulsing once… and then the Dius reached up and touched his chest, her

simple dress flowing around her body as she said softly: “Make sure you come back in one piece,
okay? I don‟t want to have to feel responsible for getting you killed.”
Zerrex smiled a bit at this, patting her on the cheek as he stood up, and then he gently
grasped her shoulders, kissing her forehead, and then her lips chastely, murmuring softly: “A
promise and a blessing. Thank you, Helena. I‟m… honestly surprised to have met you… but very
glad for it, too.”
“The pleasure, Zerrex Narrius, has been all mine.” the female responded kindly, and the
Drakkaren smiled to her before he approached the pile of armor that had been set aside and
quickly began to pull it on.
When he was dressed, flexing his gauntlets to ensure that everything was working
properly, Helena approached with a smile and Blackheart in her hands, holding the sword out
towards him, and the reptile took it and rested it against his shoulder, looking at her softly. She
gazed back, then the larger male slid the weapon onto his back, where it hummed gently before
locking into place, and Helena hesitated awkwardly before she headed suddenly over to the
dresser, the reptile watching her with surprise before she opened the upper drawer and fumbled
through it for a few moments.
She let out a small sound of triumph as she extracted something, and then she turned
around and smiled slightly as she held out a large bone knife to the Drakkaren: it glimmered
dangerously, made of one single demon bone, the handle wrapped in leather and covered in
embossed runes and the blade large and round-looking at the sides, forming a fat, thick, yet
dangerous crescent.
The reptile took this from her hesitantly, and the Dius said softly: “You can use this more
than I can. It‟s a Sutsochki blade… made from the arm bone of a dead god, soaked and blessed
in demon‟s blood, forged by fallen angels. Almost indestructible and it despite the fact it looks
very smooth… it will cut through almost anything.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, taking the weapon from her and touching the blade… and the
moment he did, terrible voices whispered through his mind as the weapon gleamed terribly, and
the Drakkaren grimaced a little in surprise, drawing his fingers quickly back. Then he looked
down at the Dius, and she smiled slightly, saying quietly: “Think of it as my dowry to become
your concubine.”
The Drakkaren grunted, looking at her awkwardly… and then he hesitantly slipped the
knife into one of the empty pouches on his belt. It vanished completely into the larger-than-itlooked space, and the reptile reflected on the way White could apparently charm anything before
he shook his head a bit and looked at the Dius quietly, asking softly: “So, going to see me off?”
“I am.” the Dius smiled a little, and then she reached out and took his hand, and Zerrex
squeezed it slowly despite the bit of blood that dribbled down from her fingers as steam rose up
in contact with the holy metal… but she squeezed back nonetheless before stroking quietly along
the back of his wrist, gazing silently into his eyes.
Then she turned quickly, pulling him into the hall before letting go of his hand, and the
reptile followed behind her, rubbing his palms together slowly as they headed down the corridor
and descended the stairs, a bit of business still running in the tavern as demons, angels, and
mortals all tried to drink their sorrows away.
They exited without any trouble this time… and Zerrex looked up at the dark morning
sky, seeing the terrible, gloomy pall of clouds overhead blocking the ephemeral velvet beyond,
and he reflected for a moment on how deep morning could be far stranger and scarier than dark
night. They walked through the unlit, empty bowl-shaped gorge, past a few other rickety

buildings and a large, ramshackle living quarters, to enter through the wide archway of the
gaping cave… and Zerrex whistled a bit as he saw the tunnel was immense, stretching some fifty
feet towards the ceiling and perhaps thirty wide.
He looked back and forth as they walked slowly through the enormous passage, which
was lit from above by hanging orbs of glass filled with glowing, incandescent gold-and-blue
gases: a metal shack sat off to one side, probably the „office‟ for the mines, and beside it was
piled old equipment, gemstones, ore, and broken rail carts. Then the lizard tripped and stumbled,
looking dumbly down at ancient, worn rails as the Dius glanced over her shoulder, saying
quietly: “Careful now. A lot of this place hasn‟t been fixed up entirely quite yet.”
The lizard nodded a bit as he looked at her, then ahead down the wide passage… and then
he stared a bit at the sight of a large golden platform that rested against one of the walls, standing
on tall wooden supports… and beside it, was what had obviously once been an enormous subway
car, images in faded, peeling paint still visible here and there over the long, dented body of the
vehicle.
Workers were walking all around it, some with clipboards, others carrying bags of tools,
and massive pipes extended from an opened hatch on the machine, locking into some kind of
silent, enormous rectangular generator at the other end of the vehicle. It was only composed of
two cars, the rear passenger car and a half-sized engine car that nonetheless looked imposing as
hell, with massive blade-like shovels standing off its sides and the top layered in thick armor
plates, roughly half a dozen hooded headlights covered in clear metal to protect them glaring
blurry from the front of the machine.
One of the workers was currently disconnecting the pipes, a mortal covered from head-totoe in grime and dust, his coveralls patched and worn and his hard-hat cracked… and as the Dius
and Zerrex ascended the platform, he looked up before glancing to the side, shouting something
in a language Zerrex didn‟t understand that he guessed was the native tongue of Lailland.
There was a shuffling, and then a sliding door in the side of the vehicle opened and a
minotaur stumbled out with a loud cough, looking down at his clipboard before he glanced
towards the Drakkaren and the Dius. He grimaced a little, turning more to face them, and Zerrex
winced at the fact the black-furred minotaur had a robotic eye glaring out of the right side of his
face, which was covered in the patchwork of scars. He also realized that the minotaur was
wearing a long, black leather glove over his left hand that went all the way to the elbow… but
through the tears in the dusty, worn fabric, the reptile could make out the glint of metal.
“You don‟t give me no trouble, I won‟t give you no trouble.” the minotaur said plainly,
and Zerrex hesitated, but then nodded, and the minotaur nodded back with a grunt. “Good.
Because these prosthetics come in real useful in these mines. I ain‟t just got them to look cool.”
The Drakkaren grunted as he and the Dius walked forwards, hoping the minotaur wasn‟t
too much of a tech-head… but before he could either start an argument, Helena asked quietly:
“So is it prepped for transport?”
“Yeah.” The minotaur reached out and patted the side of the large vehicle lightly, saying
quietly as he looked towards the male lizard: “She‟ll take you to the end of the line, the process
is all smooth and automated, even if the ride will be a little bumpy. From Station B, you just
follow the tunnel straight ahead… but who knows what‟ll be waiting there for you?”
Zerrex nodded a bit, rubbing at his head slowly, and then he said awkwardly: “Thanks,
then. For. Not ratting me out or trying to kill me, and for… the help here.”
The minotaur only nodded, glancing down at his clipboard before he sighed a little.
“Truth be told, if you do manage to take down Empyreal Throne, it‟ll be better for all of us. A

chance to escape from the watch of that cult up top and those soldiers who come and check on us
randomly, to… start a new life somewhere else. That‟s all most of us wanted, thugs and losers…
we got offered a too-good-to-be-true deal… and it‟s ended up being a worse life than the one I
lived in Hell, robotic implants or not.”
He flexed his left hand slowly, and Zerrex smiled awkwardly as he patted the minotaur
on the shoulder, saying quietly: “Well, I‟ll be doing my best to end things, then.”
The minotaur only grunted, then he walked away, heading past them and off the platform
as he shouted something to the other workers, and the Drakkaren turned around to look down at
Helena for a moment… but she only smiled and patted him on the chest with both hands, saying
quietly: “Get out of here now. And remember to come back when it‟s all over.”
Zerrex nodded to her… and then he kissed her quietly, and she kissed him softly back,
gripping into his shoulders for a moment. The Drakkaren pulled back… and then he hesitated
before saying quietly: “Listen, before I go… Temptation was cleaned out pretty well, and you
can obviously take care of yourself. There‟s some good people down there, and staying out at a
farmhouse down highway… if you can get there…”
“I‟ll try my best. I have a feeling the World Carver won‟t be blockading things
anymore… and that you‟re going to be keeping whatever‟s in Empyreal Throne busy.” the Dius
said softly, and then she smiled and leaned up to kiss his cheek, saying quietly: “Good luck and
may Lucifer bless you, Lord Zerrex. I‟ll be waiting for you, here or there… but I know you‟ll
find me when the time is right.”
With that, the Dius turned and headed down the steps… and Zerrex watched her go
before he sighed and turned around, heading quietly into the sterile interior of the machine. The
car was little more than a wide open metal space, with a few passenger seats up front and a large,
empty cargo area covered in chains and straps that were bolted to the ground to be used to hold
onto freight, the reptile guessed… and then he turned around and pressed a large button beside
the door, watching as it slid smoothly closed and locked into place, before a second, thinner
sliding door clacked shut as well.
The Drakkaren pulled Blackheart free as he approached one of the ugly plastic chairs
bolted to the wall, wondering if he had to do something to start the machine… but a moment
later the vehicle hissed loudly, then rumbled as it slowly began to roll forwards, the Drakkaren
stumbling a bit at the sudden shift in momentum before he grabbed one of the metal supports on
one side of the row of chairs, wincing a bit as it bounced and rattled… but it soon smoothed out
as the speed picked up, and the reptile sighed a little in relief as they rumbled onwards, listening
to the sound of the engine growling ahead and the huge vehicle cutting through the air as the
Drakkaren glanced upwards, then finally sat down in one of the plastic seats, grimacing a bit as
his tail slid through the hole in the back of it and caught on a sharp edge, muttering: “It‟s the
little things that make me miserable some days.”
Blackheart sparked quietly, as if in agreement, and the reptile looked silently towards the
ceiling, wishing he had family with him… and yet knowing he had to do this by himself, as he
rubbed at the painful spot where the small diode had been implanted. The moment he called
anyone to help him, after all, Error would lock onto them… and he shivered a bit at the thought
of what the Strange Beast might be capable of doing to his Disciples. With his powers, his
energies, everything but his soul… Eratosthenes could probably even summon his Disciples and
bend them to his will… and he only hoped that he reached the Strange Beast before Error figured
that out, or learned to fully control Zerrex‟s powers.

He looked down at his metal-covered hands quietly, thinking on this for a few moments:
for all his power, after all, he had been taken down by plain old mercenaries, Craven, halfdemons with guns… and he hadn‟t been able to stop Eratosthenes. Not even Negative had
interfered, and the Drakkaren knew that if he had wanted to, Negative likely could have halted
the process… and yet he hadn‟t. The reptile still remembered the blurry image of the terrible
Inversion, standing beside Eratosthenes… and he closed his eyes, wondering silently if this was
Negative‟s way of moving to a new host.
What if the Strange Beast didn‟t realize that Negative was its own consciousness? What
if that had been Negative‟s game all along, stringing Zerrex forwards and then withdrawing deep
inside him when he failed to take him over, so that he could bide his time until a better, easier-tocontrol host appeared? And for all his intelligence, Error obviously wasn‟t the wisest or most incontrol of the Strange Beasts… and the only emotions he understood were passions that Negative
would easily be able to manipulate and control.
What if somehow, Negative had been responsible for feeding Eratosthenes information?
Zerrex didn‟t want to consider that as a possibility… but he knew more and more that his top
priority was to defeat Eratosthenes, not just to get his powers back… but to ensure that Negative
wasn‟t able to take over a different body, form a completely-different consciousness. Whether he
really was some extended part of Zerrex or the remnants of lost souls bound together and turned
into unflinching destruction, the Drakkaren knew he had to put a stop to him one way or the
other… or at least cage him, even if that meant forcefully dragging Negative back into the
confines of his own goddamn body and mind.
Dark thoughts ravaged the lizard‟s mind as he breathed quietly, looking down at the
floor… and finally, he felt the trolley rolling to a halt, and Zerrex was able to clear his mind as it
clanked and rumbled loudly, shuddering violently before it finally fell still, reminding Zerrex all
too well of a dying body. He climbed to his feet, carefully sliding Blackheart onto his back and
reaching down to his pouches, muttering: “Caltrops, needles, smoke bombs, mercury rounds…
all check.”
The reptile paused, pulling out his revolver and flicking it open to see the empty
cylinder… and he shook his head a bit, only glad he‟d remembered before he‟d tried to shoot
someone in the face with an empty gun. He reloaded smoothly from a pouch, feeling it starting to
get low… but the mercury rounds that White favored were even more dangerous than blessed
silver and seemed to take down anything Zerrex shot with only one or two bullets.
He opened the door and stepped out onto a damaged, rusting metal platform, wincing a
little at the fact some of the rock from the ceiling above had obviously collapsed, and the tunnel
here looked much more unstable… and the Drakkaren quickly ran down the steps and headed
forwards, past the intimidating engine of the trolley as he glanced nervously down the tunnel: the
tracks ended here, but the enormous tunnel itself turned up ahead and led into darkness… but
part of the wall up ahead had been blown out, forming a cracked pass into a stone corridor
beyond, ancient and rotting wooden supports resting like defiled bones against the walls of the
stone tunnel.
The Drakkaren carefully walked down the decaying stone hall, grimacing at the sight of
the green and grey stones before he reached a golden metal door, pressing against it silently…
and when there was no sound from the other side, he hesitantly gripped the handle of the door
before pushing it slowly open… and then his eyes widened in shock at the sight that lay beyond.
Dead corpses of angels, Craven, and other demons lay here and there in broken, bloodied
piles, some of them still weakly clutching their weapons, others crushed into walls and

unidentifiable piles of broken flesh. Zerrex hissed through his teeth in disgust as he stepped
slowly into the cement passage beyond, grimacing back and forth: the tunnel had long been
reinforced, but massive spikes of rock and metal stuck out of the walls and floor and even the
ceiling here and there… and from the brutal handiwork and the way parts of the wall and floor
had been crushed into craters, the reptile knew this had to be the handiwork of the monstrous
half-Strange Beast, half-Primordial, Iron.
As he walked slowly down the passage, the reptile couldn‟t help but shudder a bit in
disgust: the tunnel was long and curved back and forth in a gentle S-shape, and all throughout it
were signs of struggle and dead bodies and spires of evilly-glinting metal. Zerrex halted by one
corpse, a long-rotted demon, the skeleton the only thing left, and he checked the satchel he was
wearing… then shook his head slowly as he extracted a bloody set of documents, dated only a
day ago. His body was clad in broken, shattered armor, and he wasn‟t even armed… and as
Zerrex read quickly through the letter, he realized it was a messenger from Devil‟s Maw, trying
to get a letter through about the problems with the encampment and that there was no sign from
Temptation. It also mentioned that the World Carver had been acting strange and its handlers had
vanished… and the reptile shook his head slowly as he dropped the document and then stood up,
continuing down the path and muttering: “Iron… yet why would he do this? He‟s a monster, but
I thought he was on Error‟s leash… and Eratosthenes wouldn‟t… order this.”
He shuddered a bit, knowing it was true: Error probably wouldn‟t mind picking him apart
piece-by-piece, but he seemed more than a little hesitant about harming innocent lives… and that
was one of the few things Zerrex could actually respect about the Strange Beast. The reptile
looked up as his eyes locked on a pair of double doors ahead, enormous and made of heavy
steel… and then he frowned a bit as he heard a sizzling beyond, walking slowly forwards and
pushing the doors open… and then snarling and grabbing Blackheart‟s handle, yanking the huge
sword off his back as Iron grinned at him from where he stood across the room, hunched
forwards and resting on his knuckles as he rumbled: “Iron has been waiting for you, little
plaything…”
Zerrex stepped forwards into the room… and then Iron rose a hand, and the steel doors
slammed shut behind the lizard, almost catching the tip of his tail and making him wince before
he staggered away from them as they violently warped and melted as massive blades and spikes
jutted from them in the same instant, making it impassable. The only other doorway in the huge
room, the Drakkaren saw, was a steel door just behind the Primordial… and then the reptile
looked back and forth, taking in his surroundings as Iron threw his head back and laughed.
“Welcome to my playhouse, little lost lizard! Iron will be taking his time in killing you!”
The square floor was perhaps a hundred feet wide, give or take… enough to give Iron and
Zerrex both plenty of room to maneuver, and completely without cover. It was made entirely of
polished metal, adding another advantage to the massive half-Primordial with his obvious
affiliation for metal… and lining the stone walls on either side of the room were rectangular
metal panels, heavy vents that steam and hot wind whistled out of, and rectangular power
condensers. Thick black cables hung from the ceiling high above, large, dome-shaped power
nodes jutting here and there from the roof, and large fluorescent lights glowed quietly near the
fifty-foot mark of the walls, a few feet below where they connected with the roof, casting a
bright glow over all present.
Iron stood at the far side of the room; on either side of him, there were immense
rectangular power regulators in thick mesh cages, electricity zapping along cables and antennae
inside the steel casing, the devices wide and narrowly-spaced, each block of machines taking up

some ten feet of either corner of the room. It gave the open space an awkward bottleneck Zerrex
would have to be careful to avoid… but still left forty feet of free room, as Iron surveyed him
with a callous grin for a few moments before he clenched his raised hand into a fist, saying
mockingly: “Soft little snail, come out of your shell!”
Zerrex cursed as his armor clenched against his body before it began to sizzle, holy
energy and static bursting up from his form as he yelled in pain and shock. His sword fell from
his hands as he clawed quickly at his armor, tearing plates loose as thick droplets of liquid metal
began to form over the gear, cracks ripping through the steel and plates popping off as the
Drakkaren felt his scales beginning to burn from the contact with the superheating metal.
He tore the breastplate off and lashed one arm out to the side as Iron only laughed,
watching with dark delight as one gauntlet and sleeve came half off before the top section of the
long sleeve simply shattered into pieces, singeing Zerrex‟s scales and making him curse in
frustration as he waved one arm wildly out to the side before he ripped the other armlet off, and
then the reptile looked down in horror at the sight of his holstered revolver, yanking this quickly
out and throwing it hard at Iron even as he felt his boots beginning to melt completely away…
and then the gun exploded with a tremendous bang, mercury rounds knocking thin trenches
through the flesh-and-blood side of the massive beast as sparks blinked through the air as
shrapnel bounced off the monster‟s metallic half.
Zerrex cursed under his breath, ripping the last plates off his groin as he stumbled
backwards in the melted metal boots, and then he snarled and leapt forwards, picking Blackheart
up and glaring towards the creature, but Iron only shook his head, pointing at the sword… and
then frowning when the weapon only sparked with energy, glowing faintly before the giant
snarled: “It does not matter to Iron… Iron can take such toys from you the easy way!”
The giant lunged forwards with a roar, hands slamming against the ground as he
stampeded towards the lizard, and the reptile cursed before he leapt upwards at the last moment,
slamming Blackheart down into the flesh side of Iron‟s face… but the Strange Beast only
grinned and laughed, even as a deep cut was scored through his features, muddy ooze splattering
upwards as Zerrex landed on the monster‟s back before kicking off and turning around in
midair… but Iron quickly spun around as well, lunging forwards and slapping one hand out as
the Drakkaren cursed and brought the sword up defensively, and Blackheart was knocked from
the reptile‟s grip as his arms were almost yanked from their sockets, staggering to the side before
Iron backhanded him almost playfully and sent him flying backwards, crashing to the ground and
skidding over the steel on his back as he grabbed at his chest with a gargle, the monster saying
teasingly: “Silly little mortal… you are no match for me… Iron will crush you like the
meaningless insect you are!”
The half-Primordial slammed his metal fist down into the ground, and the floor erupted
upwards into steel spikes that raced violently towards the Drakkaren, Zerrex wincing and leaping
out of the way as the deadly wave of blades and conical spikes shot narrowly past, then settled
quickly downwards into the ground, only a few cracks and mars in the cement showing any sign
that they had been there at all.
The lizard reached down to his pouches, yanking a smoke bomb free, and he tossed it
quickly down to the ground as Iron began to lumber forwards before the explosive went off and
ionized smog filled the area, the Strange Beast snarling in frustration as he roared: “Filthy little
creature, do not hide from me!”
Zerrex concentrated as he reached for another pouch, pulling out a handful of caltrops as
the Strange Beast lumbered back and forth with a roar of fury, swinging his arms wildly into the

smog… and then the lizard broke into a sprint towards the source of the sound, clearly feeling
the creature‟s energies before he leapt forwards as the blurry figure of the monster came into
view, Iron looking at him with a snarl before the reptile dropped to a slide when Iron swung one
arm out in a deadly haymaker, skidding beneath the attack before he flung the caltrops upwards.
The small spiked triangles struck Iron squarely in the face, the giant clutching at them as
Zerrex slid beneath his legs… and then they glowed before exploding, knocking the monster‟s
head back as he gave a grunt of surprise more than pain, the flesh blown away from his
features… but strange mud quickly beginning to spread over his skull, transforming back into
flesh and scale as Zerrex spun around and leapt onto the creature‟s back.
He ran up the beast‟s spine as he pulled a single, circular device out of one of the far
pouches and pressed firmly down in the center of it, snarling as he dove over the creature‟s head
as Iron rose his hands and tried to crush the Drakkaren between them, opening his mouth to roar
as Zerrex flew past him… and upside down, the reptile flicked the black disc hard, and it sailed
between Iron‟s open jaws as it sparked with electricity for a moment before exploding in a
tremendous bang, Iron‟s entire head blowing away into chunks of metal and skull fragments and
a thick, gory stream of black blood and mud, the half-Primordial staggering backwards as he
flailed his limbs weakly as the Drakkaren was launched away by the last, cursing as shrapnel
pelted him and he crossed his arms in front of his face before crashing painfully down onto his
back with a howl, bouncing and rolling several times before he landed on his stomach.
Iron, meanwhile, staggered backwards, headless as mud gushed from the terrible
wound… and then he slowly leaned forwards, planting his hands against the metal ground, and
Zerrex looked up in horror as bone and steel both began to rebuild themselves, the metallic half
of Iron‟s head locking back into place as mud burst up from his throat twisted quickly back and
forth like paint, sweeping over rebuilding bone and filling the empty sockets to become eyes,
Iron‟s jaw locking back into place as the gigantic Strange Beast opened and closed his mouth a
few times before he snarled in rage and disgust, the last of his features filling in as he whispered:
“Iron is done playing games for that, little mortal. Now, Iron is going to kill you.”
Zerrex scrambled to his feet with a curse, the rectangular regulators behind the lizard‟s
back as he grabbed at his pouches, but the explosive disc was the strongest thing he had:
otherwise, he had caltrops, smoke bombs, mercury rounds, and a few odds and ends that would
be utterly useless in this situation… and then his eyes widened as Iron shot forwards, moving
terribly fast for such a massive creature before it lashed its metallic arm out, the reptile barely
managing to leap out of the way as the monster skidded over the metal floor and clawed
downwards, ripping through the power regulators and sending up a powerful explosion as
electricity, fire, and chunks of shrapnel that shot in all directions.
Zerrex staggered away, then leapt backwards, almost falling over as he pinwheeled his
arms for balance but managed to avoid being slapped by Iron‟s other arm, the monster looking
unfazed even as electricity ripped over his body and he tore his arm free, power cables halfclinging to the metallic side of his body as he snarled and rose his metallic hand as lightning
surged over the limb and the reptile‟s instincts screamed at him, and immediately, Zerrex cursed
and turned, sprinting away with a wince over his shoulder.
Then he ducked and covered his head with a shout as Iron lashed his metal claw towards
him, releasing a powerful blast of lightning that shot just past the Drakkaren and struck one of
the transformers in the wall, arcs of electricity surging off as sparks flew in all directions before
it exploded in a powerful blast that knocked the lizard staggering, and he cursed as he dug at his
pouch before throwing the last of his smoke bombs out as Iron began to run towards him. The

bombs exploded, the air once more filling with a thick fog, but the Strange Beast didn‟t halt,
roaring with fury… and Zerrex cursed as he turned and sprinted towards the wall before leaping
upwards, shoving his hands and feet against the stone and letting his body lean forwards against
it before he shoved off with all four limbs, launching himself in a powerful, arching backwards
flip as Iron‟s metal arm slashed blindly outwards and ripped not into the Drakkaren, but instead
tore through metal paneling and hardened cement, ripping a massive hole in the wall as
electricity blasted out of the wound and wires and thick red cables tore outwards, falling out over
the floor and sending up sizzling sparks as Zerrex landed awkwardly behind the half-Strange
Beast with a loud thunk, stumbling backwards and falling to a kneel as the smoke quickly began
to settle and clear.
The monster turned around with a snarl, ripping more wires and cables loose, several of
them falling against the floor and making Zerrex wince as he felt a sizzle run through his metal
boots: most of the power was coming from one extremely large, torn scarlet cable in particular,
the reptile saw… and then he cursed as Iron leaned down towards him, glaring furiously at him
as he rasped: “Why won‟t you just stay still and die, little mortal?”
“Because I gotta kill you before I die.” Zerrex retorted, fumbling at his pouches… and
then his hand seized on the handle of the bone knife, and his eyes widened before he pulled this
out with a snarl. It wouldn‟t be nearly enough to kill the monster in front of him… but he could
at least wound the bastard and hopefully buy himself some time, as his eyes flicked back and
forth as electricity surged here and there through the steel flooring and over the walls, the lights
guttering and flickering on one side of the massive room as unnatural fire burned slowly over the
smashed and ruined hulks of the rectangular power convertors. “Bring it on, you son of a bitch!”
Iron snarled in fury at this, lunging forwards and slamming his hands down, and Zerrex
leapt backwards before he cursed sharply as metal spikes erupted out of the ground around the
monster‟s hands, leaping backwards and wincing as several of them cut across his body, before
Iron charged heedlessly through the tall, narrow cones, smashing them down and ignoring the
cuts they inflicted to his flesh-and-blood side before he clawed savagely outwards, and Zerrex
dropped to a low crouch, then lunged forwards and slashed hard into the monster‟s metallic knee.
The bone knife cut through it as it glowed brightly, slicing into steel as effortlessly as it
would flesh and tearing through the armory outer shell of Iron to send up a burst of black blood
and ugly ooze, and Iron shrieked in surprise before Zerrex leapt upwards and seized the thick hip
of the monster as it slammed an elbow back, barely avoiding the attack as he half-spun himself
onto the giant‟s metal side before scrabbling upwards and kicking off the base of his tail when
the half-Strange Beast, half-Primordial snarled and shrugged, trying to buck Zerrex off as thick
thorns and bladed ridges tore out all along the metallic side of the monster‟s back.
Zerrex landed on the fleshy upper back of the creature, then he stabbed his knife forwards
with both hands when Iron tried to lunge backwards, and the creature roared in anger more than
pain this time as he reared back, standing tall as he tried to shrug the lizard off before reaching
behind his back vainly as the reptile dangled by the knife alone, and then the monster hissed and
bucked forwards, dropping suddenly to all fours, and the dagger tore free as Zerrex was sent
flying upwards… but the seized Iron by the back of the skull, twisting his body around in midair
before he stabbed viciously downwards into his forehead, then yanked hard downwards, and Iron
howled in agony, grabbing at his own skull before Zerrex swung his legs up and slammed both
feet into his throat, knocking the monster staggering back a step and launching himself free from
the creature as the knife ripped down the monster‟s face and muzzle, sending out another thick
gush of black blood.

Zerrex crashed onto his back with a curse of pain, bouncing and skidding backwards as
Iron roared obscenities as black ooze gushed along his face, and then the Drakkaren rolled onto
his stomach before scrambling to his feet and running towards where Blackheart had fallen. He
quickly picked the sword up in one hand, then spun sharply and threw the sword hard upwards,
sending it flying through the air to spear halfway through the nearby cement wall on a slight
angle above the rumbling vents and machinery, and then the lizard turned back towards the giant,
snarling a bit and preparing himself before he ran straight towards him as Iron growled and the
wound in his skull finally healed.
The monster looked surprised at the lizard‟s charge, and then he only grinned savagely
before throwing a fist out… and the reptile leapt upwards, landing on the thick arm of the
creature and running along it before he jumped completely past the male, Iron looking stupefied
as Zerrex flew towards the wall, catching himself against it in a kneel that defied gravity for a
moment as the lizard lashed the bone knife out and sliced one of the thick black cables feeding
down into one of the regulators free, before he seized this with his other hand as it snapped
upwards with a violent spark, swinging down on it like a vine towards Iron and slamming both
feet into his back as he looked over his shoulder with a snarl.
The giant was knocked forwards a step, but more importantly, his hands went
immediately out to catch himself against the ground, and Zerrex ran up his back before leaping
past him and yanking more of the cabling loose from the ceiling above, clamps popping out of
place before the Drakkaren finally skidded to a halt on the floor behind Blackheart… and Iron
snarled at him furiously, his back to the reptile as Zerrex cut some of the shielding away before
he shoved the knife back into a pouch as they looked at each other before Iron shouted furiously:
“This is not a game, lizard! Iron will crush you, no matter how much you swing around like little
monkey beast!”
“You don‟t mind electricity, right?” Zerrex held up the sparking cable, and Iron grinned
savagely… before his eyes widened slightly as the reptile said quietly: “Ever see what happens
to a piece of metal when it touches a ground plate?”
The lizard leapt upwards and kicked off the wall to seize Blackheart‟s handle as he tossed
the black cable to the steel ground, and Iron had enough time to snarl and start forwards before it
hit: and immediately, electricity ripped over the floor, and Iron screamed and arched his back, his
eyes exploding in his skull in a thick gush of lightning and gore as his body began to convulse
wildly. The positive red cable and the negative black cable both shuddered a bit as the circuit
panels around the room exploded with the power that suddenly surged through the completed
connection, Iron caught in the middle with so much electricity surging through his body that the
metal wasn‟t simply being charged: it was being destroyed, instantly charring and melting as he
jerked back and forth, chunks of blackened, brittle steel hailing off him as he screamed again and
smoke rose up from his body as the flesh-and-blood side of his form exploded into flames so hot
that in an instant, all that was left was a charred, smoking skeleton.
Then the rest of power panels blew out as the machinery completely overloaded, vents
exploding and the regulators to one side of the room exploding in massive blasts, and Zerrex
swung himself up onto Blackheart‟s blade, the sword glowing faint blue as it insulated itself as
arcs of lightning vomited along the ground for a few more moments before the room went pitchblack… and then the lights flickered weakly back on, low, golden emergency lamps glowing
silently from the corners of the room, casting a dim pall over everything as Zerrex looked down
at the floor below, acrid smoke filling the air as several cables overhead snapped back and forth,

sparking weakly as one of the power nodes slowly peeled off the ceiling and collapsed to the
ground with a monumental crash, glass and shards of metal tinkling down in a quiet rain after it.
The power room had been completely destroyed… and Zerrex grimaced a bit as he leapt
down and seized the sword, ripping it free from the wall and crashing to the now-brittle metal
floor with a wince: it had been slightly heated… while Iron was merely a frozen, smoldering
statue of blackened, twisted metal, a bit of dark ooze leaking from his warped-open jaws. It had
been luck more than anything else… if Iron hadn‟t torn through the positively-charged cables
hooked up to wherever the main power generators were, or if Zerrex had been wrong about the
black cables in the ceiling containing a negative charge…
The reptile shook his head a bit, shouldering Blackheart as he headed towards the steel
door… and then he heard a quiet crackle behind him before it became an ugly series of snapping
sounds, and the reptile snarled over his shoulder as he saw Iron slowly moving, chunks of
blackened metal hailing down from his body as he rasped: “Iron… not done… with you y-yet…
Zerrex Narrius… do not run from Iron, coward…”
The reptile slowly turned around, watching as Iron slowly lowered his arms, one half of
his body skeletal, his bones dark and as charred and ugly as the blackened metal that covered his
other side as he reached slowly down… but his legs had completely melted and fused to the
ground, and as he tried to drag himself free, the monster snapped apart at the waist. He barely
seemed to notice as he yanked himself forwards and fell on his face, crashing down with a rattle
that sent out a puff of dust and black ash from his body, and then he rasped slowly as he rose his
metallic arm: the claws had mostly warped and melted away, and the forearm had become bony
and thin, the bicep still enormous but plates of steel steadily cracking and falling away from it as
he dragged himself slowly upwards, one side of his chest large but broken, the other side skeletal
and corrupted and hideous, bones twisted out in all directions as dark ooze dripped slowly from
his waist, before he hissed as he dragged himself forwards, then reared back before throwing
himself bodily towards the Drakkaren.
Zerrex stepped forwards and swung savagely outwards with Blackheart in a wide batting
motion, and the flat of the sword smashed into Iron‟s already-melted face, his skull cracking as
he was sent flying backwards with a howl to crash through his own legs. The melted steel
exploded into smoke and smoldering debris as he skidded backwards with a shriek along the
brittle ground, and then the lizard snarled as he spun Blackheart at his side before stabbing it into
the ground, punching his fist into his palm before he walked boldly forwards as Iron slowly
picked himself up, then rasped a roar as he yanked himself forwards and swung his skeletal claw
out.
Zerrex brought his arms up and caught the monster by the wrist, stepping backwards with
his momentum and then turning it against him as he half-spun with a roar and threw the toodirect, too-weakened monster across the room, sending him crashing upside-down into one of the
broken metal control panels in the wall and sending up a blast of dust and brittle steel as he
howled in pain, then fell heavily onto his stomach, face towards the wall. He gargled, then
clawed up against the stone surface, turning around with blazing hatred burning in his almostempty sockets, terrible points of red light for eyes as he yanked himself around before tackling
forwards as if to try and simply crush the Drakkaren under his body… and Zerrex concentrated,
his arms glowing a faint blue before he slammed both palms upwards and sent the monster
rocketing towards the ceiling with a howl.
The lizard lowered himself to a kneel, taking a slow, deep breath as he clenched one hand
into a fist and rested the other palm flat against the ground… and then, as Iron fell towards him,

the monster‟s arms drawing back as if preparing to strike, Zerrex leapt suddenly upwards,
shooting like a missile towards the monster with his arms at his sides before he lashed both
hands suddenly up, seizing into his chest and twisting his body firmly to make Iron roll onto his
back in midair, the reptile suddenly on top of the beast‟s melted front with both feet planted
against the halved giant‟s smoldering torso as Iron‟s limbs went from readied to flailing, before
Zerrex shoved downwards as he kicked fiercely out, and Iron shot like a meteor down into the
brittle metal ground, crashing onto his back and sending up an explosion of metal shards and
black dust as the reptile gracefully half-flipped, arms out at either side before he let himself
freefall as Iron looked up with a roar of fury and denial… and then Zerrex shot downwards,
slamming a fist outwards as it glowed blue with his energies, and his hand smashed through
Iron‟s skull, obliterating his head entirely even as blood flew from his fist from ripping through
the broken, blackened steel.
The reptile‟s fist smashed into the metal floor, and he felt the bones of his wrist grind
together before he half-sprung, half-flopped forwards and crashed onto his back, skidding
through the remains and rolling onto his side with a grunt as he hugged his arm against his chest,
his other scrabbling at the ground as he glared towards Iron‟s remains… but one of his hands
only rose weakly, trembling… before the headless torso exhaled, blood and ooze dribbling from
the hole in his throat, and then it collapsed, dark steel plates shattering and crumbling inwards
into a hollow, broken shell, and Zerrex slowly straightened as he watched black smoke float
silently up from the remains of the once-mighty Iron.
He breathed hard, standing and shaking his head stupidly, barely able to believe he had
conquered the monster… and then he turned around and seized Blackheart by then handle,
feeling renewed energy despite the aches throughout his body. He shouldered the sword as it
glowed faintly, and then the lizard nodded slowly, muttering: “Time to go.”
The reptile approached the steel door, tossing one last, nervous glance over his
shoulder… but Iron was dead. His remains were broken, his malevolent presence gone… and the
Drakkaren breathed softly before he grasped the handle of the door and yanked it open, heading
into a narrow stairwell beyond. He took this up to another wide corridor, grimacing back and
forth as he saw several more broken corpses and scrapes along the narrow walls, as if something
too-large had tried to pass through here… before he shook his head and slowly approached the
end of the hall, ignoring the doors to either side as his eyes instead settled on a large elevator.
The reptile hit the call button… and a moment later, the large, rectangular doors slid
slowly open, and the lizard let out a sigh of relief at the open lift beyond: it was enormous
enough to accommodate a platoon of troops, but thankfully it was clean and empty, with no signs
that it had even been used recently.
He walked onto the platform and turned around to look at the control panel, tapping the
button for the highest floor… and it beeped quietly, a short klaxon blaring before the lift began to
rise slowly and steadily. Zerrex paced awkwardly as he waited, breathing softly in and out as he
looked up the long passage… and then he grimaced a bit as he rubbed slowly at his face,
muttering under his breath: “Come on, come on…”
Ten minutes later, the lift finally slowed to a halt, and a large set of doors opened in front
of the lizard with a rumble as he readied himself, looking out into a wide cargo bay… but the
only workers Zerrex could see were a good distance away, one of them wearing a heavy-duty
mobile armor and slowly carrying crates as the other workers dug through the freight.
The Drakkaren carefully slipped out of the lift, and he looked back and forth before his
eyes settled on a door ahead. Moving quickly, Zerrex ran through this and emerged into a long,

empty hallway. He grimaced a little bit in distaste, sneaking quietly down the corridor before he
paused by a room marked „Storage,‟ and the reptile tried the handle before he grinned a little as
he found it was unlocked.
He let himself quietly in, closing the door behind himself… and then he glanced
musingly back and forth through the shelves, a single bench in the center of the small,
rectangular room. The shelving was loaded with files, boxes of ammunition, containers of fuel,
cleaning supplies, and even bottles of whisky that had been shoved aside… and the reptile mused
a little to himself before his eyes locked on a backpack, and he quickly began to gather up
materials from the storage shelf as a plan formed in his mind.
When he was done, the bag clinked quietly as he put it quickly on his back, the
Drakkaren only hoping he could pull this off… and then he grimaced a little as he pulled the
door ajar before slipping quietly out into the hallway. He walked down it slowly, hating the way
his melted metal boots clanked against the floor before he halted at a corner and leaned carefully
around it… then breathed a sigh of relief as he saw an archway ahead he recognized. And then
the reptile frowned a bit, a bolt of pain going through his head before he looked up sharply as he
realized he could feel the presence of Eratosthenes… and he only hoped that Error wasn‟t able to
sense his energies as well.
The Drakkaren slipped out and ran quickly down the hallway towards the open archway,
staying low to try and avoid being seen through any of the windows in the doors… and then he
glanced up the steps before quickly running up them… and then wincing when he heard the
sound of someone approaching around the corner of the hall the steps connected to, pushing
himself against the wall and taking a slow breath as he concentrated, feeling the energies in the
air and cursing at how vibrant the area felt, only hoping that none of the presences were in the
hall… and as an angel began to walk by, dressed in plain clothes but carrying an assault rifle,
Zerrex slid smoothly to the side and slammed his elbow around the corner, smashing the hyena
in the temple and making his eyes bulge wide as a bit of blood and clear fluid dribbled from his
ear, before his irises rolled up in his head and he fell to the ground with a loud thunk.
Zerrex winced, looking back and forth… and then he stepped carefully past the
unconscious, drooling hyena as he made his way down the corridor, knowing he needed a
distraction and having just the perfect one in mind as he reached back to his pack, pulling out a
fragmentation grenade as he approached an ajar doorway, listening to the quiet sound of
humming and strange voices inside… and the reptile peered around the edge of the doorway and
into the beautiful library, Chanters standing around a floating, glowing orb that was covered in
runes, their arms raised in the air as energy zapped between them and over the sphere as it
hovered silently above the needle like antennae. Then Zerrex pulled the pin of the grenade,
muttering a short verse to himself before he lobbed it gently forwards, and one of the Chanters
looked down with a slight frown as the grenade rolled towards quietly in front of the antennae as
Zerrex winced and turned, running past the doorway and down the corridor to another set of
steps leading further upwards before the grenade exploded.
The blast by itself was powerful enough to stagger the Chanters… but then the purple,
runic orb went up in a massive blast of dark fire and neon electricity, and the Strange Beasts
were all but dissolved as the entire facility rumbled and part of the ceiling collapsed behind the
lizard. The reptile staggered forwards as he reached the top of the stairs, running around a corner
and gritting his teeth as he saw a Craven jaguar and a Benevolent both running towards him,
before the demon yelled a warning, the canine looking up in shock before Zerrex charged
forwards and tore Blackheart off his back, slicing through one strap of his backpack before he

lashed downwards across the dog, almost cutting the Benevolent in half and sending it flying
backwards in a burst of blood before the reptile quickly revolved the blade back upwards in a
firm slice against the Craven‟s body as he continued to push forwards.
The Craven howled in agony, stumbling away before Zerrex stabbed fiercely through his
chest as another demon stumbled around the corner ahead past where the Drakkaren had
originally been imprisoned, the fortress still shuddering from the aftershocks of the powerful
blast, and the reptile winced as the Wrath demon at the end of the hall yanked a pair of handguns
free from the holsters at his waist and opened fire, Zerrex ducking behind the Craven impaled on
his sword and using him as a living shield as the half-demon screamed in agony, eyes bulging as
bullets pounded into his back.
The reptile stepped forwards, growling as his sword buried to the hilt through the jaguar,
who vomited black blood as more of the substance burst from along his spine, the Wrath demon
ahead continuing to pepper them with gunshots as the Drakkaren charged towards them with a
snarl… and then he lashed Blackheart downwards as he drew close, flinging the long-dead
jaguar off the sword before he leapt towards the bulky rhinoceros, the male‟s eyes going wide as
the natural armor over his naked chest glimmered… but Blackheart sliced easily into one of his
wide shoulders nonetheless, snapping his collarbone and making the rhino roar in pain,
staggering backwards before Zerrex kicked him hard in the stomach and knocked him onto his
ass with a grunt, the reptile yanking Blackheart free.
The rhino snarled, his eyes turning dead black as his gray armored body flexed and grew
slightly in size, tossing his handguns aside as spikes tore out along his body and claws ripped
from his fingers, his horn lengthening at the end of his snout into a barbed blade as the ram‟s
horns on either side of his skull grew larger… and Zerrex winced a bit before the Wrath demon
barreled forwards him with a snarl, and the Drakkaren half-turned as he slashed Blackheart in a
vicious revolving cut that struck the rhino full-on in the front, then carried the male into the air
and over Zerrex‟s head before smashing him down into the ground behind him, the floor
cracking with the impact as the Wrath demon‟s eyes bulged and blood exploded from his chest
before Zerrex stabbed downwards through his heart, and the rhino gasped in pain as he was
pinned, wriggling weakly as his claws grabbed uselessly at the blade.
At the other end of the hall, a pair of mercenaries in fiberglass armor rounded the corner,
one of them carrying a rifle and the other a massive machinegun… and Zerrex winced before he
reached backwards, yanking at the pocket of his backpack to pull out another grenade, and he
jerked the pin free and dropped it by the rhino‟s head as he tore Blackheart out of his chest
before spinning around and running quickly around the corner as the machinegun fired wildly at
him, bullets spraying past the lizard and one or two managing to nick him and rip shallow cuts
through his scales. The Wrath demon, meanwhile, convulsed on the ground before he screamed
at the sight of the grenade, rolling over and grabbing at it before turning to throw it… and a
moment later it went off with a powerful bang in his hand, disintegrating much of the upper body
of the rhino and causing the roof of the corridor to shatter and cave inwards, part of the wall
collapsing as well as Zerrex staggered from the blast behind him before he crashed through a
barred door in the middle of the corridor, knocking it flying open and barreling headlong towards
another staircase at the end of the passage.
He ran up this towards an ajar armored door, leaping through this and half-spinning to
slam it behind him, the door reinforced and made of heavy black steel, and a latch snapped
closed the moment it slammed with a bang. The reptile breathed hard, staggering away from this

and then turning around… and he gaped stupidly, barely able to believe his eyes at what he saw
before him.
He was standing on the half-collapsed second floor that ran in a wide square shape
around an open, beautiful courtyard below, a broken and crumbling stone roof looking up in the
slowly-lightening morning sky above, snowy mountain peaks visible in the distance… but the
courtyard below was filled with beautiful greenery and lush bushes, a pond that several animals
were grazing beside still and mirror-like, a single tree offering shade with its wide branches and
boughs. Birds twittered quietly in this, unfettered, and several large black obelisk like rocks
stood around the beautiful, tranquil little meadow… and standing near one side of it, was
Eratosthenes, his arms spread, his eyes closed, deep in either thought or meditation.
He apparently hadn‟t noticed the lizard‟s presence… and the reptile slowly put
Blackheart on his back as he shrugged his dangling backpack down his arm, opening it and
pulling out one of the bottles of whisky with a quiet clink. He popped the cork off it as he walked
slowly, carefully forwards, following the wide walk of the second floor around the corner of the
courtyard and quietly approaching a set of steps leading down to the first floor as the reptile
produced a ripped rag from the pack as well a moment later, spilling whisky over this and letting
more than half the amber fluid drain from the bottle before he shoved the rag firmly into the neck
of the container.
He walked halfway down the steps, looking back and forth as he realized there were
black roses growing all through the field, as well as large vines… and as Eratosthenes continued
to stand in silent meditation, a smile lingering on his face, the Drakkaren pulled out a lighter,
setting the cloth sticking from the top of the bottle alight before he said clearly: “Hey, Error. Did
you miss me?”
Eratosthenes‟s eyes widened in shock as he spun around, staggering stupidly in his robes
and gaping in dumb amazement… and then Zerrex threw the flaming bottle towards the Strange
Beast, and the Librarian stared at this before it smashed into his face and shattered, erupting into
flames as whisky spilled over the male‟s form. He immediately stumbled backwards, screaming
in agony as he clawed at himself, the flames burning brilliant red and yellow as blue arcs of
energy shocked back and forth over his body, and the Drakkaren grimly threw the backpack
aside and reached up to carefully pull his mala off his neck as the grasses and flowers around the
Strange Beast burst into flame as well, fire spreading rapidly through the fields as the creature
screamed in agony before the flames whiffed out around him as he threw his arms upwards in a
gesture of almost-surrender and he fell to his knees with a gargle.
His eyes bulged in horror as a circle of flames burned around him, terrible burns covering
his body and his scales bubbling as if he had been doused with acid, and he fell to all fours,
screaming again in agony as several of the black roses around the area exploded into dark goo,
the male looking up with a tremble as he rasped weakly: “N-No… you‟re… you can‟t have… IIron… Temptation… h-h-how did y-you… h-hurt…”
“You stole my energy signature. My powers. Copied everything… but no power comes
without cost, Error.” Zerrex said coldly as he looked down at the Strange Beast, and then he spun
his mala rapidly, the prayer beads tightly wrapping around the reptile‟s fingers before he closed
them into a fist, and the mala glowed brilliantly as the Drakkaren looked darkly down at the
Librarian. “When you took my abilities, you took on my weaknesses, too, like my vulnerability
to alcohol… and my material connection to the vines and roses that are all now burning around
our feet. This close proximity, while soaked in whisky? That‟s gotta hurt. But not as much as
this.”

Zerrex stepped forwards and slammed his mala-covered fist upwards in a savage
uppercut, and his arm glowed with energy as it smashed into the underside of the Strange Beast‟s
muzzle, knocking him bonelessly through the air as blood exploded from his jaws before he
crashed onto his back at the edge of the pool, gargling weakly as the field around them burned
slowly, smoke rising up from the little bit of Paradise as Zerrex stood silently in the charring
grasses, unmindful of the heat or flames lapping at his melted boots and tail… and then he
looked down as Eratosthenes shivered on his back before tears leaked from his eyes, whispering:
“No… this can‟t happen, my… your powers, I… no…”
“I‟m not here for my powers.” Zerrex said quietly, and Eratosthenes looked up stupidly at
this, the Strange Beast coughing hard as he sat up, staring weakly across at Zerrex as blood
leaked from his muzzle, cracks spreading through his skull from the single strike of the malaclad fist of the lizard. They looked at each other for a few long moments, and then the Drakkaren
looked down at his hands, saying quietly: “I… I don‟t need my powers. If you want them, you
can have them, but you take them and you leave this planet, and don‟t you ever come back, or
I‟ll kill you, do you understand me? You go and start your own world, somewhere else. You take
those powers, and you rebuild your civilization if it means that much to you, but before you go…
there‟s someone I have to talk to. And one small nasty thing that I do have to take back with me,
Error. Something I don‟t want to deal with… but who I wouldn‟t wish on you or anyone else.”
The reptile closed his eyes, lowering his head forwards… and then he opened them,
saying coldly: “Negative, I know you‟re listening. Come out and talk to me.”
Eratosthenes frowned… and then he gargled violently, grabbing at his throat and then at
his head, screaming in agony as his eyes clenched shut… and then a moment later, his features
smoothed out and he slowly pushed himself to his feet, standing up and brushing at himself…
before his eyes opened, and they glowed a terrible crimson: they were the eyes of Negative, as
the male said softly: “If you wanted to talk to me, Zerrex, you could have just asked. All this
nastiness was… uncalled for. Unnecessary.”
“Why didn‟t you stop him before, Negative?” Zerrex asked coldly, and Error‟s muzzle
quirked in a dark smile as the puppeted Strange Beast crossed his arms, the Drakkaren snarling
as he pointed at him: “Look at you! Controlling him with… with ease!”
“Only because you hurt him so badly, so quickly… sneaking up from behind and dousing
him with fire and alcohol, not at all like you.” Negative mocked almost gently, and Zerrex
snarled before the Inversion shook his head slowly, saying in a patronizing voice: “And besides.
I help you out when you need it, Zerrex… that‟s all. I had faith you‟d survive… and now here
you are, crawling back, begging for me to come back. Why, I wonder? Because you long for the
powers I give you, greater by far than the abilities you possess by yourself as a god… or because
you truly think you‟re doing the world a service? Either way, you‟re an idiot… and
overconfident in your own abilities.”
“Does it matter? You have to come back with me, Negative… and if you refuse, I‟ll kill
Eratosthenes if I have to.” Zerrex said darkly, gritting his teeth… but knowing ruthlessness was
his only recourse. Negative frowned at this, and then the Drakkaren smiled coldly. “What‟s
wrong? You look a little concerned.”
“I could destroy you, easily.” Negative said quietly, snapping his fingers… and black
swords appeared in a circle around the Drakkaren, floating grimly in midair. And yet Negative
hesitated as their eyes locked… before he shook his head slowly, then he glanced to the side as
the dark blades sparked apart into black lightning and vanished. “But… Eratosthenes is not as
strong as you. Nor as willing or convenient a host. As I am you and yet not you, Zerrex, I cannot

assume a physical Inversion through the Strange Beast… but through you, I can gain more than a
body, I can bring my own body into the physical realm, however temporary that lasts. Yes. I will
return with you… but I want you to understand that this does not make us friends or allies. We
are partners of convenience, nothing more… and if you ever become inconvenient to me again,
I‟ll destroy you, from the inside-out.”
“So what, this was all just one big hissy-fit because I didn‟t let you get your way, because
I kicked your ass and found the Armor of Naganis?” Zerrex asked incredulously, and Negative
snorted in disgust before he walked forwards and seized the Drakkaren by the throat, lifting him
into the air as the Drakkaren gagged weakly and kicked his feet lightly, his emerald eyes bulging
as the Strange Beast‟s gloved hand squeezed tightly around his throat.
“You will learn to be humble, to learn your place, and to respect me one day, Zerrex…
because you need me more than I need you. Never forget that.” Negative said coldly… and
before the Drakkaren could respond, the Strange Beast‟s other hand reached up and seized the
lizard‟s skull, and agony ripped through his body as he screamed and arched his back, feeling
energy and power and a terrible, vicious presence flooding into him before he clenched his eyes
shut… and a moment later, he was standing silently in a vast, empty whiteness.
The reptile breathed hard, blinking rapidly down at his hands… and then he looked up
sharply as he heard a weak moan, and he saw Eratosthenes, the male‟s mouth dripping blood, his
eyes sightless and his scales pale… before he collapsed to his knees, then fell forwards on his
face and faded from existence. The reptile‟s eyes widened, running towards where the Strange
Beast had fallen and dropping to his knees as if he expected to find some trace of him… but then
a clawed hand seized his shoulder and yanked him around in a circle, and Zerrex found himself
looking up at Negative, the dark Inversion looming ominously over him as black energy roiled
off his body, his red eyes like terrible crimson stars.
Then everything became blurred by static, and a moment later Zerrex was back in reality,
breathing quietly and standing silently, his mala dangling from his hand… and he shivered a
little as he slipped this impulsively on over his neck, feeling a hiss in his mind but not caring
right now if he upset Negative: for all his threats and warnings, it seemed more and more like
Negative was just impulsive and childish, and like he needed Zerrex specifically more than he let
on… even if in rage and frustration, he was willing to go to such terrible lengths to exact
senseless revenge upon the Drakkaren for anything he did to upset the creature.
The reptile shook his head slowly… and then he looked down in surprise to see
Eratosthenes laying on the ground on his stomach. Zerrex breathed hard as he dropped to a kneel
in front of him, reaching hesitantly down to touch the side of his neck quietly… and Error only
moaned weakly, blood and drool falling from his gaping jaws as he pressed down into the ashen,
charred grasses, his body broken, his upturned eye rolling sightlessly in his head. The lizard
grimaced in horror at this… and then he grabbed at his collarbone as he felt a faint throb before
absently pointing a finger at it and flicking upwards.
The implanted node immediately tore out of his scales and flew across the field to plop
down into the pond, and Zerrex blinked before he looked down at his hands, flexing them
slowly… and then he gritted his teeth before clenching his right hand into a fist, and
immediately, the scales burst apart as beautiful, layered silver steel shot to the surface, his limb
transforming immediately into metal as the reptile stared in awe at the speed and the strange
beauty of the change. He was back to his old self, it felt like, like Negative had given him all his
old powers back when he‟d returned to his gilded cage inside the Drakkaren for one reason or
another… and the reptile grinned a bit before he hesitantly touched Eratosthenes again,

concentrating… and then he winced when he felt only static in place of his mind, cursing under
his breath. “Negative, what the hell did you do to him on the way out…”
“Why do you care?” asked a cold voice, and the Drakkaren turned around to see Negative
standing only a foot away… before Zerrex gargled, eyes bulging, when Negative slammed his
clawed hand into the lizard‟s stomach, purple energy pulsing down the limb as ruby eyes locked
with emerald, and the Inversion grinned callously as he leaned forwards, saying quietly: “We
aren‟t done yet, Zerrex. I have one last thing to show you. I have one last gift of revenge.”
And, in the field, Zerrex slowly slumped to his knees before he fell flat on his face with a
quiet gargle, his eyes slowly closing as he clutched at his stomach and fought to stay conscious
for a few moments… and then everything simply went black.

Fourth Sphere: Memories
Creation rubbed at his face slowly as he sat at the round council table, the six First Gods
gathered in a private session in a small meeting chamber that was barely big enough to
accommodate them all. There were no doors leading out, and a single massive pillar at each
corner of the room, each inscribed with runes of warding and warning to keep out prying eyes:
only the few who knew of this location could enter it, and it was where their most secure
councils took place.
Order sat back with a sigh, the powerfully-built male shaking his head slowly, a black
cape fluttering around his broad shoulders and secured by beautiful golden clasps that rested
across his shoulders. He was an immense, square-jawed equine, his eyes a deep, radiant obsidian,
a splotch of white down his abdominals and over his groin. Three rectangular, fin-like
protrusions stood up from either forearm and out of either knee, his long black locks were tied
back in a loose ponytail, and his thick, serpentine tail was almost twice as long as his body and
tipped with a tuft of the same smooth black hair.
Death sat beside Order, his hands clasped quietly in front of himself. A beak protruded
from his narrow features, and two large ear-frills fell from either side of his head, hanging past
his thin shoulders. His body was lithe, ending in four legs that connected to a rounded lower
body, the legs on each side of his form almost able to lock together from the way they were
subtly bent and shaped. Long, moth-like wings extended from his back, half-wrapped around
him as he rose one grey-skinned hand that possessed only two fingers and a thumb, saying
calmly: “It‟s not the worst idea, even if… some of us disagree.”
He glanced awkwardly towards Order, who grumbled under his breath before the huge
horse shook his head, saying quietly: “I have a bad feeling about this, Creation… Life, I thought
you‟d be against this as well.”
But the female only shook her head slowly, hesitating visibly as the others looked at her
before she said finally: “What Creation and Destruction have discovered by putting their
knowledge together is… fascinating. While yes, I still think that Iron was a tragic failure on our
part to combine Primordials with Guardians… these other applications Destruction has
discovered are very interesting.”
Destruction nodded, saying quietly: “Are you sure this isn‟t simply because it goes
against your namesake, Order? We all agree that it may be an interesting thing to further research
this new form of life we‟ve inadvertently created while tinkering with Primordials, Gods, and
Guardians. The others were against it at first too, remember, but I‟m being responsible, and I‟ve
shared every detail with you all, every step of the way.”
“I know, I know. It‟s not that, though, it just seems… wrong.” Order said plaintively,
looking around at them all… and then he sighed and put his hands flat on the table, saying
quietly: “Creation, please. What do you think?”
“I don‟t know…” Creation muttered, rubbing at his face slowly, and then he glanced
awkwardly up around at the table as all eyes turned to him. “I… yes. It‟s beautiful. It‟s creation,
given form, given life… but yet… it scares me. It‟s so similar to a parasite… and yet it‟s more
like a symbiote, combining and modifying other forms of life. It‟s both destruction and creation
given form, it creates a true transformation, a metamorphosis in any subject, makes it better,
stronger, more resilient… it evolves and yet in a way, it destroys, too…”
“Life on a genetic level. Ever-changing, omnipresent.” the sole goddess said softly, and
they looked back and forth at each other nervously, nodding slowly before she glanced down and

added quietly: “I would not say yet that it is bad or good… I would only say that it is what it is.
But in truth, I would not mind releasing it onto a test world, to watch what would happen. With
minimal forms of life, you understand… flora more than fauna, simple things. I would not want
to test it on a Guardian, not yet.”
They all nodded again, and Order swallowed thickly before he nodded as well, saying
quietly: “Alright. Alright, then… I‟ll approve of this. But you two must be careful, Creation and
Destruction…”
Creation closed his eyes as the meeting continued, subjects changing as a shiver ran
along his spine… and he found himself unable to focus until he was in Destruction‟s vast and
magnificent laboratory, bottles of chemicals, beakers of various substances, and massive tables
lined with all manner of devices and tools and focal objects sitting throughout the vast, open hall.
At one end of it sat an immense glass tub… and inside this sealed container a strange fluid
bubbled silently, dark specks flickering back and for through this, a small metal platform beside
it and a hatch in the container currently pried open as a Guardian that worked for Destruction
carefully lowered a steel cage inside by a heavy chain, dressed in rubbery, protective gear, small,
fluffy little ball-shaped animals with tiny wings fluttering uselessly around with squeaks of fear.
The cage vanished into the substance for a few moments, remaining submerged… and
then Destruction rose a hand from where he stood behind a yellow line across the laboratory as
Creation leaned nervously against a table nearby. The Guardian nodded, retracting the chain…
and then the creature‟s head snapped back in surprise as he almost dropped the chain, the cage
swinging and a bit of the goo from the container splattering back and forth as they looked down
with surprise at the creatures.
The two caged, puffball-like animals had sprouted enormous black legs, their eyes had
grown to double their normal size, bulging in their sockets, and they were both hissing as they
skittered rapidly back and forth, long, leathery wings flapping as snapping tails whipped around
the interior. They had grown to such a size they were straining the occupancy of the cage, biting
at each other and rasping… and Creation shook his head in disgust as he looked at Destruction,
saying quietly: “Brother, look, is that the kind of thing we want to make?”
“You and I both know the changes differ from subject-to-subject, even day-to-day… this
stuff, whatever it is, restructures genetic codes and sequences… changes even the energy of
things. It makes it better… and I know, I know, you don‟t like the way it‟s done it so far, because
it focuses on physical power, it‟s made all the soft little fluffy things into predators… but think
of it this way, Creation.” Destruction glanced over at him with a bit of a smile. “When we do test
this on a subject that doesn‟t think only through instincts… what if it does only affect the
physical, and not the mental capacity? What if it makes our Honor Guard all the stronger,
empowers them further than they already are, so they can better defend us against Primordials
and Heretics… what if we can give everyone what they want? And of course, imagine if we can
modify this so they also calm the energies of what they contact… we could bring peace between
ourselves and the Primordials, even the Great Primordials, because we could soothe their savage
instincts!”
“And I thought Order was against this and you were Destruction.” Creation said flatly,
and Destruction sighed a bit as one of his bony arms reached off his back and punched Creation
lightly in the snout, making him grumble a bit as he flailed his arms before he shoved him back
with one hand moodily. “I know, I do know that there‟s a lot of good that could come from
this… but this stuff, it‟s…”

“I know.” Destruction said softly, looking quietly at the massive tub of ooze as the
Guardian quickly walked down the steps with the cage, grimacing as the little creatures flailed at
each other… and then it yelled in surprise as the cage door popped open, and Destruction winced
as he shouted: “Stop them, they‟ll contaminate the lab!”
Destruction pointed at one, and with a sizzle of dark energy, the creature exploded, but
the other creature vanished beneath the table as the Guardian scrambled forwards and Creation
ducked down, grabbing the edge of the table as Destruction ran around it… and neither of them
noticed as the sly beast silently crawled up on top of the table, skittering silently over it before
the Guardian glanced up and yelled a warning too late, and Creation rose up with a wince before
the small monster leapt forwards and bit the First God in the hand, making him curse before he
snatched the creature up by the body and held it in the air as its legs skittered and kicked wildly,
hissing and flailing. Destruction snarled… but then Creation‟s eyes glowed, and energy glowed
over the fuzzy monster before solidifying into thick rope that hogtied it, and Creation dropped
the beast on the tabletop, where it bounced uselessly upside down as it writhed and hissed.
The Guardian hurriedly stepped past, picking up and carrying it back to the cage as
Destruction frowned and stepped forwards, taking Creation‟s hand as he held his own over it…
and Creation cursed and winced, yanking his hand away as his wounds burned for a moment
with a crackle of black flame. “What did you do that for?”
“Better safe than sorry, Creation, who knows what could have been in that thing‟s jaws? I
never would have expected it to be able to actually hurt one of us, though… maybe the ooze
works too well.” Destruction muttered, glancing over towards the tub nervously, and Creation
snorted laughter at this as he shook his hand a few times before looking down at the slowly
closing holes as his hand throbbed quietly.
“Oh please, Destruction… we hurt ourselves all the time, or haven‟t you noticed? We‟re
not perfect… far from it.” Creation said kindly, and he poked at his swollen hand a bit, saying
quietly: “Although that is a little odd. Perhaps your fire is to blame for that, though…”
“We should get Life to examine you. The others will have to know about this anyway.”
Destruction said worriedly, stepping forwards and squeezing the fellow First God‟s shoulder. “I
am so terribly sorry, my brother. I never expected nor wanted this to happen…”
“No, no, we can just put this down as an accident, the others don‟t have to know. I‟d
rather not have Order find out about this and scold us again.” Creation said mildly, rubbing at his
hand absently before he sighed a bit as he looked at the tub of ooze, muttering: “But you really
will have to fine-tune this, nonetheless… perhaps we should move back to using simple organics,
such as flowers and plants, see what happens when those are placed in the ooze.”
“Yes… although of course it‟s not the ooze itself, it‟s the microbes in it. What are we
going to call them, anyway?” Destruction glanced over at Creation, who smiled a little in
surprise at the question. “Well, you and I worked together on this process… and more
importantly, they are more yours than they are mine, as much as I‟d love to take credit. I only
discovered the basics, after all, the beginning of their formation when we began the process of
trying to create a more successful and less-abrasive being than Iron… you were the one who
masterminded the design of these symbiotic life-forms at the end of the day, with your idea to
create a binding agent that would help marry the genes of both creatures into one being, instead
of willy-nilly „squishing‟ them together, as you phrased it.”
“Well, it does look like you took half a Guardian and stitched half a Primordial to it.”
Creation replied reasonably, and Destruction sighed and shook his head before the First God
thoughtfully frowned towards the tub of ooze, saying softly: “Then give me a little bit to think

about that, will you? Perhaps a good name will come to me after I observe the effects of it a little
further.”
Destruction nodded thoughtfully back, and then he patted Creation on the shoulder,
saying gently: “Fair enough. Are you sure you‟re okay, though?”
Creation looked down at his hand, rubbing at it for a moment before the First God
laughed a little. “Honestly? Just surprised, and perhaps a little rattled. I believe I may be the only
creature to ever have been bitten by a Powder Dog, for one thing. And for another… I did not
think it would have transformed so much. I‟m just… hesitant. What if this goes the opposite way
we intend, after all? What if we‟ve made something that creates monsters, and that destroys
everything without control? You are Destruction, but…”
“I am Destruction within a context of meaning, yes. Otherwise I would have long
destroyed you for all your yammering and worrying.” Destruction nudged him gently, and
Creation smiled a little at him despite himself before he gently took his hand, rubbing a slow
circle over it and making Creation wince as his scales rippled and steam rose up from it.
“Apologies, but boiling disinfects best. Still, perhaps we should talk to Life or Order, or even
Death… we‟ve never faced illness or infection before, and I‟m concerned that-”
“No, no, it‟s not that, it barely even stings anymore… well, it wasn‟t hurting at all until
you made my blood literally boil in my veins.” Creation shook his hand firmly, looking at him
accusingly, and Destruction rolled his eyes with a grumble. “I just… feel concerned.”
The fellow First God looked at him for a few moments… and then he nodded a bit, and
Creation nodded back with a bit of a smile before he said softly: “Upon my Vows, if it starts to
bother me again, I‟ll tell the others. I just don‟t want them worrying over me and accusing you of
not taking all the necessary precautions. It‟s alright, Destruction. I‟ll be fine.”
Destruction still didn‟t look entirely convinced, but then he sighed a bit and prodded
Creation‟s chest, saying dryly: “Fine, fine. I‟ll hold you to your word though, Creation… and if
the pain comes back, you tell me or one of the others immediately. Don‟t worry for my sake:
your health is worth a little more than an „I-told-you-so‟ from Order.”
Creation nodded, looking at his hand thoughtfully… and several hours later, he was once
more examining his palm slowly, flexing his still-swollen fingers curiously at the faint, dull throb
that went through it as he sat quietly in his library study, surrounded by enormous bookshelves
filled with all manner of tome and text. Strangely, the shelves bent near the ceiling, and several
even ran over the rooftop, the books hanging upside down and yet never falling of their own
accord, as if gravity had no place here… and Creation glanced up towards one of these ceiling
shelves before he pointed at one, and a book slowly pulled free and hovered silently down to
him.
The First God picked up a fountain pen from an inkwell and began to jot notes for a little
while, relaxing bit-by-bit… but some ten minutes later, he grimaced and looked down at his
hand, before frowning slightly and holding it up in front of the bright lantern filled with what
looked like miniature stars sitting on the desk. It cast a glow like sunlight over the male‟s hand…
and Creation poked slowly at the dark veins that were now throbbing around the room,
muttering: “What is this?”
“Ha!” Destruction threw the door open, slamming it loudly and making several
Guardians look up from where they were situated around the library, and then the First God
stormed into the room as Creation hurriedly hid his hand behind his back, but the other First God
only shook his head, saying firmly: “Now stop that, Creation, you can hide from the naked eye
but I‟m no Guardian, I‟m a First God like you. Let me see your hand, what‟s wrong with it?”

Creation grumbled and held it out… and the fellow First God took it, examining it and
muttering: “Strange… it looks like an infection. Come on, Creation, come with me. We‟ll
consult the others over this.”
The First God began to argue… and yet nonetheless, ten minutes later, he was sitting in a
high-backed chair with his hand out on a pillow, four of the First Gods clustered around him as
Order said dryly: “I told you all this was a bad idea. Why can‟t anyone ever listen to me?”
“There‟s such a thing as too smart, Order.” Chaos muttered, and the horse looked baleful
at this before the First God sighed and glanced over at Life, becoming more serious. “Can you
identify what‟s going on? Is this what the lower races refer to as „infection?‟”
„I wish you wouldn‟t refer to them as that. All life is sacred and good.” Life murmured,
but then she nodded hesitantly. “Perhaps, but it‟s very hard to say: after all, we are First Gods,
and this presents much differently… and there are small life-forms in Creation‟s blood, a foreign
presence that I do not recognize as part of Creation himself.”
Creation grimaced up at this, and Life traced a finger slowly along one black, pulsing
vein, murmuring: “They‟re moving slowly, but the more they spread, the faster they go. Creation
must rest…”
“Shall I destroy them?” Destruction asked, tilting his head before he glanced over at
Death. “Or perhaps you should kill them, and then I will destroy the remains.”
Death began to nod, but Life shook her head quickly, saying quietly: “No: this may sound
strange, but let‟s wait for a little while. Should the infection worsen and spread further, we‟ll
have no choice but to erase it… but Creation, with your leave, I‟d like to study this strangeness
and how it affects you. For now, the infection is very minor, and will not spread quickly. The
bacterium or whatever they are move slowly and are being quickly fought off by Creation‟s
immune system and his very energies. It will do us a world of good if we can work to understand
this process before we destroy it; should the same events occur in the future, we will then know
how to treat it, and treat it quickly… and in the future, it may not be a hand that becomes
infected, but a heart, or worse. Something irreplaceable.”
Creation nodded awkwardly, sighing a little… and Order shook his head from behind the
group, saying quietly: “While I see and appreciate your logic, Life, I still don‟t think this is the
best of ideas… we‟ve been tampering too much with order. We created this imbalance
ourselves… and we should correct it before it grows too late. Everything we do follows a
specific balance… everything we are is based upon certain values, as well as maintaining
humility and understanding. We‟ve all seen what happens to the Gods that don‟t: we‟ve all
watched the insanity of lawless Primordials that disgust even Chaos. We all know why our
Guardians are taught loyalty and honor from birth, and how they are trained and were designed
with specific emotions in mind. From our Librarian to the lowest-ranked Serf… they are born
into service, they were made to serve… and they will likely die serving us as well, yet at least
their lives will prove happy ones, with the way they feel and understand. They do not know love,
or hate, or passion… they know only enough to do what they must.”
“And in a way we have been so cruel to them, Order. In a way, you can still be so cruel,
even though I know you only seek to inspire good and lawfulness.” Creation murmured, leaning
on his other hand in the throne, and the horse glanced away awkwardly. “Stop being aloof and
join the others in prodding and poking me. You‟ll probably feel better.”
Order only shook his head a bit, and the Death looked up, saying softly: “If the six of us
work together, we should incur no further problems with controlling these experiments. And we
have a duty, Order, to pursue even things that make us uncomfortable, for the good of this

expanding universe… what good will it do the developing worlds if we expand ever outwards,
and yet only encourage the same static settings? We have created things to help and things to
hinder the races that will come after us, set down laws… and even bent our own very natures so
they must adhere to certain rules and physics. We gave up formless infinity… we gave up
distance and invulnerability… so that we could be a part of this universe. We now are physical
beings bound to physical energy… instead of being timeless in the ether. We went from endless
life to day-by-day, hour-by-hour, moment-by-moment dying, and we will continue to die until
our bodies cease to exist: but that is the way of things, is it not? Now, we understand the
motivations of the soul better… now, we are Souls ourselves. We created a playground in our
vision, and expanded that…but we are responsible for every life in this immense universe. They
do not owe anything to us. But we owe our best to do what we can for them, after we dragged
energy and matter together to form these creatures, places, planets, laws, all from nothingness.”
“And yet in some ways, have we not failed?” Life asked quietly, and all eyes looked at
her silently as she slowly rubbed along Creation‟s arm, gazing at him silently. “We are neither
perfect nor absolute any longer: we are powerful, and yet flawed now. And each of us is one half
of a whole… I, after all, see us now as truly living after we had spent those countless years in the
ether in a state of never-being-born… and I worry that it is because we have spent so long
interfering with the strange natural processes that we ourselves put in motion long ago, to keep
the physical universe functioning, that we are failing ourselves and failing these people as a
whole. The fact that only the Great Mothers of our Guardians can breed, and the fact that their
lives are static and unchanging…”
The others lapsed into moody silence as Creation looked up towards the ceiling… and the
next day, he stood with his arm wrapped in bandages, a Mother standing silently beside him as
they stood on an immense balcony near the top of a beautiful temple, gazing up towards the sky
and the semi-translucent glass shield overhead, that sparked quietly with energy here and there,
absorbing and transmitting much of the heat it soaked up back outwards to avoid their shielded
planet from becoming too hot. He reached out and silently grasped her shoulder, and she nodded
after a moment, saying quietly: “Your wish is my command, Maker. You know this.”
“I do, Guardian Mother, but nonetheless I wished to discuss it with you. Last night
myself and the other First Gods held a discussion about what we were doing here… and whether
or not we had been successful so far, or if we were only letting ourselves and those we have
created down. I wished to hear your opinion on my thoughts, that is all… you are my creation,
Great Mother, but nonetheless… you are also very much your own person.”
The mother smiled to him kindly and nodded, and then she touched his side gently, and
Creation smiled down at her as she smiled back. Then he looked over his shoulder as he rubbed
absently at his arm as Order appeared, asking softly: “May I have a word?”
Creation nodded, reaching down and gently patting the Great Mother on the shoulder,
and she bowed before opening a Gateway that she vanished quickly through. Then the injured
First God turned around, leaning back against the railing of the balcony, looking at Order as he
gazed over him with soft concern. “Are you sure you‟re okay with this?”
“Yes, I am… the treatment is working and the infection is receding, but I have to admit
that having these other microbes inside me hurts more than a little.” Creation said mildly,
holding up his arm and flexing his fingers with a slow grimace: his hand was visibly swollen
beneath the bandaging, and Order nodded a bit before the male said quietly: “It was good of you
to help, though. You and Destruction were able to create those… what did you call them?”

“Erasers. Programmed to destroy the Chimera cells in your body, and then self-destruct.
Destruction did most of the work, though, he‟s the more intelligent one between us… I
sometimes think he acts aloof from the rest of the group because he worries about coming across
badly. But then again, you and he have always gotten along well, have you not?” Order asked
softly, and Creation smiled a little and nodded before the massive equine walked slowly
forwards, grasping the railing and looking silently up towards the shielded sky above. “How big
is this universe again, Creation?”
“Countless worlds, with countless gods strewn across it.” Creation said softly, turning
around and leaning against the railing as he smiled a little over at Order. “Why do you ask?”
“Because even between the six of us, there‟s no way we can watch every corner of the
universe at once… I‟ve wondered sometimes if we‟ve gone too far with this experiment. It
started off as a fun game, don‟t you remember? We, beings of another time and place, took bits
and pieces of the Astral and Ethereal planes and mixed them in with elements we stole from the
Elemental Chaos and the Great Primordials… and on that note, perhaps we earned their wrath
when we bastardized their creations to make our own.” Order remarked, but Creation only
laughed, earning a curious look from the First God. “What?”
“Oh stop it, Order. You‟re such a worrywart.” Creation smiled over to him, and Order
shook his head with a grumble before the First God hesitated, then looked up towards the sky as
well, saying softly: “And well, there were… what, ten or twelve of us that existed, flittering back
and forth as we pleased through the dimensions and every now and then poking at the
Nothingness? The Primordials thrive on chaos and more importantly, on passion… when they
express hatred for us, they‟re only expressing passion. I think, in a way, their hate for us shows
that they need us. They need adversaries, and they need creatures that challenge them… and
even control them. The Great Primordials are tyrannical, after all, destroying entire sections of
their own dimension only to spend a millennia rebuilding it on a whim… and then simply
eradicating it again for the joy of it. With the speed with which they destroy and create, what
angers them isn‟t that we took some of their materials… it‟s that we managed to do it with such
ease, without giving them the joy of battle, without treating them as worthy opposition.”
Order nodded a little, looking quietly out into the sky… and then he rubbed at his chest
slowly as his cape fluttered around him, murmuring softly: “And yet I never expected… that
other Gods, in our image, would begin to be born. Some fluttering down from other planes,
others… simply coming into existence.”
“Yes, and remember how we had to layer reality, because of the monsters from the
Nothingness trying to force through?” Creation smiled over at Order, who nodded with a soft
laugh. “It‟s incredible we never saw anything like them before, in all our journeys… but they
must have been attracted by the energies of us beginning to build and expand this physical
universe, which is… even now, after millions of years, just a drop in the ocean…”
Creation fell silent, and he looked to the sky above as Order reached out and squeezed his
shoulder gently, saying softly: “We have many more years ahead of us, before these bodies give
out… and as we were once beings from the beyond, when we die, perhaps we will return there. I
know you fear the Unworld, Creation… even Destruction fears the Unworld. But we did not
create it, it has always been: find peace in the fact that if we are destined to fall there as the other
forms of life do, it will be because it was a natural process that set itself into place when we first
began to design this universe. That it is the reflection of this physical world… the mirror that
allows our plane to stay stable. Before we allowed the tether to be made, after all, energy quickly
grew stagnant in our little bubble… but the moment we solidified the tether between physical

plane and Unworld, energy was allowed to cycle freely downwards and upwards, and the
universe blossomed.”
“Became radiant with energy, yes…” Creation murmured, and he rubbed at his face for a
few moments before glancing awkwardly over at Order. “So what did you want to talk about?”
“I…” Order hesitated, and then he smiled a bit. “I think we already spoke of it and you
alleviated my worries. Perhaps now it‟s just enjoyable to spend time with you outside of council,
my friend. The six of us all are so busy so often… especially you, with how you like to look after
us. Come though. Why don‟t we find the others and see if we can get them to relax from their
own duties? Even I don‟t think every day needs to be spent at work.”
Creation smiled… yet it was not an expression that would be on his face for long. Only
an hour later, he was alone, clutching his arm with a quiet curse as it throbbed dully, Life
examining him worriedly before he snapped suddenly: “Why can‟t you all just leave it?”
The other First Gods looked surprised, then traded nervous glances as Creation‟s eyes
flickered and he blushed deeply… and then Life gently patted his chest, saying softly: “It‟s
alright, Creation. It‟s only a side-effect of the pain and the process your body is going through…
but the infection is worsening. We didn‟t use enough of the Eraser cells and they seem to have
been overwhelmed by the Chimera bacterium…”
“Impossible, they should have been able to wipe out the cells without difficulty, I
measured the effects myself!” Order argued immediately, frowning a bit, and Life looked over
her shoulder at him as Chaos rubbed at his head slowly, looking unnerved. “There must have
been something we overlooked…”
The others argued as Creation sat back in a chair in the large room, Guardians hurriedly
rushing back and forth with laboratory supplies and magical devices as Life examined the
infected First God quietly… and after twenty minutes of debate, they finally settled on another
course of Eraser cells.
At first, the swelling went down, the black veins fading from where they had started to
grow along the First God‟s arm… but then, three days later, Creation lay in bed in a room filled
with enormous plants and living wood that had shaped itself into furniture of all sort and size,
panting roughly, sweating and shivering as dark veins pulsed visibly all the way up his limb. Life
examined him quickly as the other First Gods nervously stood around the bed, and then she
shook her head before whispering: “Oh no… I… Destruction and Death, you‟ll have to destroy
the infection physically. The Eraser cells are gone, but… this time I better understand what‟s
happened. The Chimera cells… took them over. Mutated them, they‟re changing him from the
inside out…”
Destruction and Death stepped forwards, both of them reaching a hand down to touch
Creation‟s arm… and then the First God howled in pain as his scales rippled and visibly cracked
here and there, blood and black ooze spilling out of the wounds that formed even as neither First
God pulled back, Death calm and silent and Destruction wincing and cursing in frustration and
self-loathing as he said disgustedly: “That goo, it looks… by our Vows, it‟s just like the
symbiotic stuff in the labs! Creation, hold on…”
Creation‟s eyes rolled up in his head as he fainted from the pain… and ten hours later, he
awoke to find Guardians standing silently around him, gazing down at him with concern. They
had prepared food and mixed healing salves for him, and bandaged his arm… which hadn‟t yet
healed from the sheer amount of damage it had taken in order to burn the infection out of the
limb. He felt weak and exhausted, letting the Guardians tend to him for the next several hours, as
he was visited on and off by other First Gods as well.

He healed quickly: three days later, he found Destruction storming back and forth
through his labs, jotting notes, shouting orders to assistants, working tirelessly to try and find a
way to destroy the tub of the very stuff he had taken a hand in making. He was surprised when
Creation approached, rambling apologies and curses, and Creation had only smiled a little and
then shook his head slowly as he flexed his fingers, his arm still faintly pulsing but at least
normal-looking now.
“Much of the fault lies with me… I created these things, after all. What Life ended up
naming Chimera cells, if we‟re going to stick with that since… she did find them inside me and
all.” Creation said awkwardly, and then he glanced at the tub of stuff as a Guardian in protective
gear poured a bucket of some kind of acid into an open hatch in the tub… and yet even though a
strange, inky greenness spread through the substance for a moment, it then rapidly deteriorated,
leaving the goo looking much the same. “Maybe we can work together if you‟re having trouble
getting rid of it.”
“It… adapts, evolves, so rapidly… it adjusts itself to anything and everything, and has
both the essence of your creation and my destruction inside of it…” Destruction muttered,
shuffling through a pile of clipboards on a table with a frown, and then he punched both hands
down into the table and leaned over it, lowering his head and saying quietly: “I… I can‟t help but
keep wondering what would have happened if it had managed to flood through you entirely.
What it would have done to you… and I can‟t help but blame myself, brother. I am
Destruction… I can only destroy. I am the negative to your positive… I envy you, and your
ability to take care of us and build. I think sometimes that Chaos and I are more like the
Primordials than we are Gods…”
“Now don‟t say that.” Creation patted Destruction quietly on the back, smiling a little. “If
not for you and Death, that stuff really would have destroyed me completely… why don‟t we
just send that tub of ooze to another dimension, seal it away or use our powers to vaporize it? Or
better yet, throw it into the Nothingness or the Unworld?”
Destruction looked at Creation for a few moments, and then he sighed a bit, rubbing at
his face slowly. “If… I can‟t figure this puzzle out, we will. We‟ll drag it to the tether itself, and
pour it into the swirling vortex leading into the Unworld, that will surely kill it… but I‟m afraid
of even a trace amount of this stuff being outside now. Do you remember how Life once
accidentally allowed a Guardian to dump a single bucket of one of her failed projects onto one of
the worlds being excavated by a World Carver, and within only a few years that entire planet
ended up covered in mutations and permutations of serpent vines and tallow weed? This is the
most resilient symbiote I‟ve ever seen… if even a drop of it escaped the hatch, it could rapidly
grow into something… something awful. I wish to find a way to destroy it… so that if it ever
does come back somehow, somewhere, we‟re able to cancel it out without resorting to the
methods we had to with your arm.”
Creation nodded… but for a week, the two worked, often with the help of Death,
sometimes with the help of Life, and rarely even with the help of Chaos and Order, and yet they
found no answer. Worse yet, even as they prepared to move the tub out of the lab, a sick
Guardian was brought into the labs by Life, its body undergoing a terrible transformation as
muscle bulged out through its tight hide and foam dripped from its jaws, maddened eyes glowing
faintly.
It had been infected with the bacteria… and worse, the infection seemed to slowly be
spreading through the Center of the Universe. After two days and twenty cases of disease and
infection reported, the First Gods held a council: not only had several more Guardians been

infected, an entire nearby world had been poisoned, the plants and wildlife mutating out of
control as they grew hostile to all sentient life, the entire planet becoming spectacularly selfdestructive.
Death and Destruction had destroyed the planet, much as it hurt Life and Creation: but
they were left with no choice but to rob it of its atmosphere, then shatter the planet apart and
send the pieces hurtling into the nearest star to ensure eradication. The other Guardians were
nervous and apprehensive, but were being kept in the dark: all they knew was that several of
their brethren were now missing, and the First Gods were well aware that while they were
programmed to serve and protect… they were not immune to panic, fear, or pain.
The course of action they decided on was a grim one: they would be forced to quarantine
the Center of the Universe… and in order to ensure the success of this plan, they would have to
both solidify the shield around their planet to make sure no wandering Gods or Primordials could
slip into what would essentially become their prison… and they would have to seal away their
own children, to protect them from the disease, which seemed to have the nasty habit of targeting
their Guardians first. Many of them were all across the universe, on various duties… and yet it
was better this way, that they were scattered, far and wide. Only a handful would remain on the
physical plane, and even fewer would remain in the Center of the Universe: if the worst case
scenario should happen, then at least their Guardians would survive… they owed their loyal
servants and protectors that much.
The Guardians were sent out throughout the universe, carrying messages to gods, to
allied Primordials, to other Guardians, and told to wait for further instructions: thousands upon
thousands flocked outwards throughout reality, visiting different worlds, looking confused, lost,
and tired: some, like the Librarian, sensed something deeper at work… and a rare few, like the
Great Mother most favored by Creation, were permitted to stay and say their last goodbyes, were
permitted to know a little of what was happening.
Creation stroked her face, and a tear fell from her eyes before she sang one last song for
him: for all the First Gods, as they gathered in the sanctuary of a massive citadel upon an
immense, flat-topped mountain. They stood in the wide worship hall, surrounded by statues of
themselves that held up the enormous, domed roof, orbs filled with flickering light glowing
quietly as they hovered high above their heads… and then, as the Great Mother‟s song ended,
she silently turned and opened a Gateway, tossing one last, loving look over her shoulder before
hesitantly stepping through it… and then it closed, the female gone, sealed deep in the recesses
of time and space.
The six First Gods linked hands as they lowered their heads, sending out a silent but
powerful mental order as they stood in the sanctuary hall… and reality around them seemed to
tremble before Guardians across the universe looked up at almost the same time across worlds
and endless distance… and silently, Gateways opened around them, the beings become docile
and sorrowful as they stepped into the white and gold light… and even the Librarian looked up,
whispering a silent question to the sky above but unable to fight against the direct order before
he lowered his head in shame and stepped through the rift.
Holes in reality sealed closed across the universe: it only took an hour, maybe less, before
the Guardians had all vanished from existence, not a trace of them left except in the most hidden,
most-cherished places of the First Gods… and even there existed only a few beings. The First
Gods themselves looked at one another silently as their eyes opened for only a moment… and
then they closed again as they leaned their heads forwards, focusing once more… and the shield
that surrounded their world pulsed with power as runes spread rapidly over it, sealing them

inside the Center of the Universe, and the rest of the universe outside their world as young and
beautiful stars burned silently around them.
A week passed… and half of the Center of the Universe roiled with the infection, organic
life mutating and transforming as Destruction‟s lab became overrun, the First Gods forced to
retreat to fortified temples, working furiously to find a way to combat the disease. Yet it was
adapting further and further, as several of their Guardians became sick… and in order to preserve
these last protectors, Creation ordered the last of the Guardians to head to the temple where the
Tether existed, where they would hibernate and await their return… knowing full well that these
last Guardians would likely never see their masters again.
Worse, the symbiotic life had adapted further: it not only turned the Guardians it infected
on them after the disease grew terrible, it was now able to bring their corpses back from the dead,
reviving them as horrific abominations that sent Life into a crying fit and Creation couldn‟t stand
to face, that enraged Death and Destruction and Order quickly blasted apart whenever they
reared their heads. Chaos was the only one unaffected by events, shouting orders, fighting
discord with discord, battling the evolving disease with unpredictability.
Yet they were suffering: they were the most powerful things on the planet, but they
couldn‟t simply wish away this disease. Every time they annihilated the symbiotic life with their
powers, it simply grew back from wherever it was hiding, sometimes in a matter of hours… and
their abilities were not infinite. They were First Gods, they could create and destroy entire
planets upon a whim, true, what they willed became reality… but this terrible disease more and
more resisted their abilities and effects. It was designed by both Creation and Destruction… and
it augmented itself more and more with every passing moment. It was the grandest work of the
First Gods, emphasizing all their greatest powers… and it would likely be their undoing, as well.
And more and more, Creation was finding it… enticing. Beautiful, even, as he rubbed at
his arm slowly: while Destruction and Death took the front lines, Life stayed back and tried to
create forms of existence that would be resistant to the bacteria and offer them protection, Order
aiding her by designing structured, powerful inorganic defenses to back up her organics, and
Chaos would develop their strategy. And Creation would sit apart from them, pale and sweating,
helping dazedly whenever they asked him to do something but otherwise playing with gravel and
wandering away every now and then from the group. He was sick: they knew he was sick, and he
knew it, and yet they didn‟t know why: Life, after all, couldn‟t find traces of the Chimera cells in
his veins.
Yet all Creation could think about was that this was his fault. He had destroyed his own
home… he had created the Chimera cells, he had helped add Destruction‟s power and influence
to them. Of course they had ended up being monstrous… and Creation looked dumbly up as he
found himself no longer outside the steps of their fortified sanctuary, protected by magic and
armor and enormous vines and trees and stone walls and metal spikes… but instead, he was
standing in Destruction‟s lab.
Mutant life pulsed along the walls, thick black veins of terrible stuff that was half-flesh,
half-vine, and the tub had shattered… and Creation staggered numbly towards this, tears falling
down his cheeks as he pressed against the clear sides of the tub and looked at it, whispering:
“Why did you turn out so badly? I just wanted to help… I really, honestly did. We created
disease, and we created cures for every disease… we built everything in balance, so that life
could always prosper without ever spreading so much it choked itself. I know how cruel we must
seem to the universe, but we never created anything without a reason for it… without an aim,

without a point. Until you… you, you were us reaching too far, too fast. Working, striving too
hard for perfection…”
Creation slumped, and then he grasped at his chest… and then he coughed hard, and
black ooze splattered out of his mouth and dripped slowly from his eyes as he staggered towards
the rusting metal stairs beside the tub, whimpering a little as he hugged himself. He could feel
the pulse of the tub of ooze in his mind, and he slowly staggered up the steps as he whispered:
“But it‟s all useless, isn‟t it? We can‟t defeat you… I can‟t defeat you. You‟re inside me…
because I made you. Because I was a First God, the mightiest being in the universe, I am
Creation… and I have broken my vows and made something evil. Something wicked. It was an
accident but I can never forgive myself, never take back the fact that I am responsible for
destroying my own home…”
Creation stumbled to the top of the steps, crossing his arms over his chest as he gazed
down into the bubbling tub, which boiled with eagerness, seemed to pulse like it was alive as the
vines and terrible substances over the walls and floor writhed… and then he closed his eyes and
bowed his head forwards, saying quietly: “I can‟t win. I‟m so sorry. I‟m so sorry that I was so
weak, and a failure… I can‟t fight the corruption anymore.”
And with that, Creation fell forwards and into the ooze, which splattered upwards in a
great geyser before immediately swarming down on itself around the body of the First God…
and the five other First Gods winced in shock at the static that ripped through their minds before
they vanished from the spot and all reappeared at once in the sanctuary, before Destruction
grabbed his head and howled to the ceiling, the orbs floating above them shattering as tears fell
from his eyes and he screamed: “No, no, no, no, no! This is all my fault! What have I done, my
brother, my friend, what have I done?”
“Enough!” Order shouted, and he backhanded Destruction hard across the face, sending
him staggering backwards, and Destruction‟s eyes blinked rapidly in his skull before Order said
curtly: “Then as we all felt it, and all realize what this means, it means we must also act quickly
and we cannot give in to hysterics. We need to go about this a different way, because destroying
it or blinking it out of existence won‟t work. We need to erase it from the world!”
“It… it absorbs, evolves… mutates…” Destruction murmured, grabbing at his own face
and gritting his teeth, and then he looked over at Death with a curse. “What if we aren‟t able to
kill it because if even a speck of it is left alive… it can reanimate using its own tissue? Like how
when it transforms our Guardians into abominations, after they die, they come back as even
stronger monstrosities that need to be completely eradicated. We need to dissolve it somehow…
we need to vaporize it, or will every last speck of it away!”
“The problem is we cannot see it, that‟s part of why we cannot simply wish it away… the
larger materials are no problem to simply blink out of existence, but I cannot simply look at my
arm and say: „All microbes, I demand you leave,‟ and teleport them to the Nothingness.” Chaos
said coldly, and then Death rose a hand, and all eyes turned to him.
“I would not normally suggest this course of action… but with Creation‟s demise, I fear
we have no other option.” Death said quietly, and he lowered his head before he said softly: “We
must either vaporize the Center of the Universe, which will still not guarantee victory… or we
open rifts directly leading to the Unworld and bathe the entire planet in Unworld energies. All
organic life will be eradicated, but we will be secure inside the Tether Dome. Our Anchor
Statues, filled as they are with Disharmonious Energy, will be more than sufficient to create a
powerful shielding over the doors. But the Center of the Universe will be irradiated with

Unworld essence for years to come… it will be a long time before we can rebuild. Yet in the
same vein, it is also the only thing that guarantees complete annihilation of the Chimera cells.”
The others began to mumble… and then the doors at the far end of the sanctuary were
thrown open, and a shape staggered forwards, rasping. Immediately, everyone looked up… and
the Life broke away from the group, running towards the figure of Creation, saying in a relieved
voice: “Brother, you‟re-”
“Life, stop!” Destruction shouted, but it was too little, too late, as the goddess ran
towards the male… and then the creature‟s eyes opened, glowing red and terrible, and Life‟s
eyes widened before it lunged forwards and ripped into her sides as enormous claws ripped from
its fingers, making her scream as black ooze flooded through her veins, the warped First God‟s
body dripping more of the dark stuff, its scales now as black as night, its eyes glowing as lips
drew back from terrible fang teeth before it leaned down and bit savagely into Life‟s throat.
The goddess screamed again, twitching and shivering… and then the former Creation
simply ripped Life in half at the waist, sending out red and green splatters of blood, gore, and
plant life as her body sparked violently with energy, her legs kicking and shivering as she hung
from warped-Creation‟s muzzle by his jaws… and then he shook his head back and forth before
biting down harder, and her neck was torn apart, crunching and ripping loudly as Life‟s head
flew in one direction and her body in the other, a chunk of her spinal cord dangling from the
monster‟s jaws before it sucked this greedily up and swallowed. Then it gargled, shivering, and
its body pulsed before expanding slightly in size, muscles bulging and growing as awful red
veins of flesh ripped through its scales, its horns lengthening and becoming ugly white as its eyes
shone like scarlet lights, and four enormous tentacles ripped from its back, thick and covered in
awful, short thorns and ending in long, terrible blades, its tail burned away to nothing but thin
bone that ended in a deadly, long needle as its clawed hands flexed, before it grinned insanely
and rasped: “Destruction… you never told me this was so enjoyable!”
“What has happened to you?” Destruction shouted, looking horrified… and then Death
and Chaos stepped forwards, Chaos snarling and Death looking grim and cold: “What are you
two doing?”
“You and Order, head to the Tether. We shall hold off our lost brother…” Death said
softly, and then he closed his eyes as Destruction began to argue before Chaos snapped his
fingers, and Order and Destruction vanished from sight as Death whispered: “This is a burden
upon all our heads… but perhaps you two can still save us, before we lose everything we held
dear.”
“No… you shall join me. You shall give in, like I did… and feel the joy of it! We were
wrong, Death! It‟s not worth striving so hard to protect the universe when such pleasure can be
found in this… I have transformed, given in, given up! Corruption… it is bliss…” Creation
rasped, his tongue lolling out as black ooze dripped form his jaws, and then he grinned as he
slowly began to start forwards, his body flexing as it grew another foot in size, more of the dark
ooze leaking off his scales and spreading rapidly over the ground, leaving that terrible, fleshy
substance growing in his wake. It greedily began to spread over Life‟s corpse, rapidly infecting
it, turning it dark colors as he whispered: “You will join me… or you will die and join me. You
cannot fight my disease, my infection… one touch, and you will understand that I give you a
gift…”
Chaos lashed a hand forwards, and spikes of rock and metal exploded out of the ground
around corrupted Creation, but the warped First God only threw his arms out with a roar, and
black energy erupted around his body, shattering the spikes and blades into pieces before Death

snapped his fingers… and the dark energies immediately were sucked out of existence, the
monster snarling before it dropped to all fours and lunged forwards. Chaos and Death leapt to
either side, and the monstrous being grinned as it leapt towards Chaos, who vanished from the
spot and reappeared standing on the high domed ceiling as the former Creation crashed to the
ground and skidded violently over his face, before he half-turned and vomited a stream of black
bile upwards.
Chaos‟s eyes widened before this crashed into him, knocking him staggering
backwards… and then he howled in pain as it immediately began to spread over him,
transforming into solid vines and fleshy tendrils as terrible red eyes opened in the ooze, but
Death held a hand up and the monstrous life simply withered and died… before the First God
looked sharply to the side as Creation lunged at him and then dropped almost to his stomach as
the massive tentacles on his back whipped out, lashing across Death and slamming him
backwards into one of the statues, the First God crushing in the visage of Order before he fell
forwards… and Creation crawled quickly forwards as his tentacles lashed around the enormous
statue and yanked it downwards, crushing Death beneath it as he began to laugh wildly as his
tentacles flailed the stone apart and brought heavy chunks of the statue high into the air before
smashing them down again and again into Death‟s body, the First God howling in pain.
Chaos winced, then he held his hands up… and cones of energy of every color formed
around corrupted Creation before shooting back and forth through his body, sending up blasts of
ooze as he screamed and staggered… and then he roared in fury, the tentacles snapping upwards
and hurling the broken pieces of statue towards Chaos, but the First God snarled as he flickered
in and out of existence, going back and forth along the ceiling and then reappearing on the floor
near the entrance… and then something seized him, and Chaos‟s eyes widened as he looked to
either side in horror: Life‟s upper body had sprouted multiple sets of legs and terrible, thick
tentacles, her neck now filled with monstrous fangs and her arms thick and powerful, ending in
claws… and her lower body was standing on legs that were covered in spikes and had sprouted
large tentacles at her raggedly-torn waist, eyes burning in the black flesh of the monstrous
tentacles as both bodies leaked ooze and continued to mutate and warp.
Then he looked up in shock as Life‟s head whispered, her eyes closed but bleeding jaw
moving slowly: “I understand now… the chimera cells evolve, enhance, replicate faster and
better inside more complex life forms… adapt and grow and change… and when a body is left
defenseless… they can transform all the faster. Make us even better…”
She rasped slowly… and her eyes opened, glowing red as her vine-like hair thickened
and became clawed, lifting her bloody throat off the ground as thicker, larger tentacles ripped out
of this…and then her tongue slid out of her jaws as her teeth grew into larger fangs, then head
sliding slowly over the ground towards Chaos as he shook his head mutely and she whispered:
“We‟ll make you one of us, too…”
Life grinned up at him insanely… then the head snarled before lunging at him, but Chaos
vanished from the spot and reappeared at the other side of the temple, gasping hard and clutching
at his clawed arms, seeing corruption already spreading through his veins from the wounds
inflicted by the tight grasp of the two other symbiote forms of Life as the goddess laughed
wildly, her torso picking her head up and placing it back on her shoulders, tentacles locking into
her shoulders and sliding down the gaping gullet of her throat.
Death was howling as Creation ripped into his chest like an animal, biting and clawing at
his insides, roaring and hissing… and then Chaos‟s eyes blazed before he snarled: “I won‟t bend
to your wishes! I am Chaos! I am not a puppet of corruption!”

Creation and Life both snarled as Death gargled, the dark corruption beginning to pulse
visibly through his desiccated body… and then Chaos grinned insanely as terrible energy burst
over his body, lightning zapping back and forth around him before he simply snapped his
fingers… and the First God self-destructed in an energized blast of neon electricity and terrible
dark energy, the entire sanctuary vaporizing with the force of a nuclear inferno, Creation and
Life both screaming as Death gave a last sigh of relief before his body was carried away and
obliterated as well.
In the distance, Order and Destruction both cursed as they stood inside the Tether Dome,
the six massive statues around them rumbling with powerful energies as they concentrated on the
black pool of water… and outside, the air shimmered as a rift slowly began to spiral open, and
terrible essence pulsed slowly out of the wound in reality. Water bubbled up over the sides of the
pool as Order and Destruction further empowered the connection, further pushed this piece of
reality deeper towards the Unworld to make it easier for them to rip the rift wider… and as the
rift began to expand, dark essence streamed down over the dome, steaming against the strange,
shifting material that made it up as it spilled like liquid along the sides, growing into a rising
flood of terrible essence and energy.
Order and Destruction smiled at each other nervously… and then Destruction asked
hesitantly: “Should I recall the Guardians from where we sent them? They can add energy to
this, help keep things stable as we widen the rift.”
Order began to nod… and then there was a terrible thud at the double doors of the Tether
Dome, the two looking sharply over their shoulders before the doors were ripped open… and
Creation staggered in with a hiss, his tentacles ripped off his back and one arm missing, instead
terrible, thick black strings of flesh in its place… but as the two watched, the streamers rapidly
began to reassemble themselves, the monster roaring as the corruption that was now in place of
its blood splattered from the wound even as Unworld essence streamed over its body, seemingly
unstoppable and invincible before it lunged forwards… and Order immediately leapt towards it,
before a white bone claw lashed out across the horse‟s chest, making him curse before the red
eyes of the monster blazed and Order was sent backwards with a howl of agony, dark lightning
shocking over his body before he fell into the black pool and was dragged rapidly downwards
into the Unworld.
Black water burst upwards, and Destruction staggered to the side as energy exploded
upwards and between the statues, even the corrupted Creation staggering backwards with a hiss
of shock as dark electricity shot over the rift outside before the river of dark essence became a
massive, unstoppable waterfall, Unworld energies spilling out overtop the dome… and as
Creation began to straighten, Destruction‟s eyes blazed before he charged forwards and seized
him around the waist, and then he vanished from spot with the creature to reappear outside,
throwing him hard down towards the black essence boiling over the ground and rapidly erasing
the dark corruption.
Creation crashed into it with a scream… and Destruction yelled furiously and senselessly
down at him as he floated in the air high above, dark lightning roiling down both his limbs
before he swept both hands downwards when the corrupted Creation tried to lunge up, and dark
energy battered into him and exploded, sending him crashing back into the Unworld essence as
the dark corruption over his body began to rapidly boil away. “How could you? You broke your
vows! You became a monster!”
“And now the chimera cells, the corruption, burn in my very blood! It can no longer
control me… but I control it! I am evolving, growing, becoming more powerful with every

passing second…” Creation laughed as he stood up, his eyes burning as he grinned savagely
despite the steam and smoke rising from his body. “Or are you jealous, Destruction? Jealous that
now I embody your name more than you?”
Destruction roared in fury, diving down towards him… and Creation threw his head back
and laughed as a mask of bone ripped out of his face in a burst of black ooze before locking in
over his face, and he grinned savagely up at him with his brilliant scarlet eyes… and then
Destruction simply crashed headlong into him as energy tore over his body, tearing them both
backwards into the lake of black ooze, and there was a tremendous blast as the two powers of
destruction, pure and tainted, met with an awful clash.
As the explosion died down, reality quaked and trembled as the black seas of Unworld
essence rippled as if something struggled briefly beneath their surface before falling still… and
nothing was left as Unworld essence continued to spill out of the rift until it had spread
throughout the entire world, weakening the thought-impenetrable structures, washing away signs
of blood and battle, dissolving rotting and broken and dead corpses. The entire world became
nothing but a black inferno for countless years, until the rift finally died out on its own… and
slowly, Unworld essence vanished from the face of the planet.
As the essence died down, strange dome shapes were left here and there: in a massive,
broken crater that had once been a mountaintop, runes pulsed over a white blister in the earth
before it cracked open, and vines spilled out of it… then with a sigh, green energy exuded and
breathed up towards the sky. Beside the broken mountain, another white shape lay on the ground,
cracks spilling through it before white steam vented upwards… and in a square, two more white
domes sat side-by-side… and next to one lay the broken remains of a bone mask.
This strange seed – for it could be nothing else – cracked open first… and black
corruption leaked down the sides of it before blue energy suddenly shocked over the ominous
gunk, and it turned grey and stony, neutralized immediately. Then the rest of the top of the shell
collapsed as the other seed cracked open as well, and black fires burst over it before dark energy
whispered up out of the wound, tinged with almost tangible sorrow and regret as it floated away
like smoke.
And a moment later, a body, a naked Naganatine form silently floated up from the first
seed, his eyes closed but tears leaking down his face, one arm held out as if desperately reaching
for the hand of a friend… but when the other shell collapsed away into nothingness, there was
nothing there, nothing left behind. As when the other shells collapsed, they too, were empty:
their souls and essence had left, but only one had been reborn, while the others were to pass
throughout the universe on unknowable journeys for either new bodies… or to simply see the
worlds they had created one last time before their energies joined with others, or sank deep into
the darkness of the Unworld.
The body vanished in a burst of gold and white light, as if the last wishes of this being
had been to never know his own terrible origin, as if whatever forces ruled the universe had
decreed that he was to be spared the cruelties of being born into an unforgiving past… and
instead, he reappeared halfway across the universe, flumping quietly down to the barren surface
of a moon and grunting in surprise as he sat up, naked, looking back and forth as he grabbed at
his head. He frowned a bit, looking curiously around… and then he blushed down at himself
before he simply flicked his wrist, and clothing appeared over him before he smiled a little,
saying quietly: “Odd… I wonder… where am I? Who… am I?”
He shook his head a bit… but then he nodded to himself and rubbed at his forehead,
murmuring: “Strange… I feel… like I‟ve forgotten much. And yet also like I never knew

anything to begin with… and I feel like I have a lot to make up for, but also… like I have a
second chance now.”
He smiled a little at this, nodding a bit more firmly… and slowly, the male picked
himself up and gazed into the depths of space, breathing softly and whispering: “How beautiful
this is… I feel like… I should know this place. Like I have to protect it…”
The male closed his eyes and hugged himself, then he nodded slowly and murmured:
“Yes. I feel it inside me, inside my heart… inside my soul. I‟ll learn who and what I am so I can
better protect this place… no matter what happens. I‟ll make sure this great and vast and
beautiful universe always has someone to watch out for it…”
And he smiled, looking up at the starlit sky, adoring its beauty…
And Zerrex reached up and rubbed at his face slowly, smiling faintly, tears in his eyes
from the beauty of it as he watched the memories unfold, as he felt his questions answered… and
despite the pain and sorrow and fear and anger that welled up on his heart, there was joy, too,
and Negative grabbed his shoulder, yanking him around as the images faded from Zerrex‟s eyes
so that they looked at each other in darkness, and he snarled in frustration as he asked sharply:
“What? Why are you happy? Don‟t you see, even Creation gave in… even Creation became
nothing but a foul monster when the stakes were too high, and he was born pure, born to build…
and you, you were born of a monster and your purpose has always been to destroy… you cannot
resist the corruption that has survived since time immemorial and now runs through your veins!
You‟re better off giving into me now, than trying to fight until you lose all sense of self to me,
and Invert permanently as Creation did!”
“But don‟t you see? Naganis came after Creation, reborn because of Creation‟s crimes…
and Naganis was so pure, so good, so kind, that even his corpse could not be warped by
Thegragon‟s wickedness.” Zerrex said quietly, and Negative snarled and shoved at him… but the
Drakkaren barely staggered, smiling and catching himself as he looked down and said quietly:
“Even Destruction had a purpose in the First Gods… and they were friends until the end, just like
me and Camus. And even with his sins… even if you‟re saying that you are some… nth
generation of the corruption that infected Creation… there is hope even for me if Naganis eluded
you. You are not just my Inversion, I know… you‟re corruption that‟s festered for who knows
how long, perhaps inside Naganis, perhaps inside me, perhaps… inside the universe, never
entirely destroyed. But all you‟ve proven, Negative, is that you can claim the body and the
mind… but you can never take over a person‟s very soul.”
Negative snarled… and then he shook his head as he slowly stepped backwards,
whispering: “You‟re a fool, Zerrex. A compassionate, naïve fool. You still do not understand that
I am you, and you are me… I have changed and grown and become stronger for countless years.
I am Inversion and Corruption and Darkness…”
“And yet for as scary as everything is… Creation‟s powers, even Inverted, focused
around creating. Dark and terrible creations, yes… but even when I invert, my powers are still
dark creation, manipulation, and corrupting, rebuilding things… not just devastation.” Zerrex
said quietly, and Negative snarled at him before Zerrex held his arms out, asking quietly: “Why
can‟t you just tell me what it is you‟re really after?”
But Negative only hissed before he faded into darkness… and then Zerrex‟s eyes
flickered open in reality as he felt someone gently shake his shoulder, looking dumbly up… and
staring in stupid surprise at the sight of Celeste, who was leaning over him and studying him
quietly, her collar missing from neck.

The Drakkaren groaned a bit as he sat up… and she looked over him for a few moments
before she said softly: “The saddest stories… are often the happiest as well. You understand this,
do you not?”
“I think I‟m starting to.” Zerrex muttered, straightening a bit and rubbing slowly at his
face, and then he shook his head quickly before he grimaced towards the female as her eyes
roved over him slowly. He glanced down at his hands… and then he looked awkwardly over at
Eratosthenes, who had curled up a bit on his side, eyes still unfocused and a bit of drool dripping
from his jaws. “What should… I mean…”
“If you do not wish to kill him, you do not have to ask me my opinion on the matter. He
has made a foolish choice in what he did… but perhaps you are right. He may still be important.”
Celeste said softly, and she looked down at him quietly before she murmured: “His mind has
been wounded. It will take time to heal, but I am capable of doing it. Do you object to leaving
him in my care?”
“Not at all. Can you… stop with the mind reading?” Zerrex asked mildly, and Celeste
looked over at him… then she smiled faintly as she reached out and touched his shoulder, and
the reptile felt a flurry of thoughts and emotions before he smiled a little in return even as he
swayed a bit on the spot. “I… wow.”
“I apologize. It is… difficult.” Celeste said softly, and then she drew her fingers
hesitantly back… but when Zerrex nodded a bit, she grasped his shoulder, squeezing into it
slowly as she closed her eyes and murmured: “Thank you. I am learning to become more
comfortable with physical links and contact. So far, only your daughter Marina has been so kind
with me and my needs for… connection. She is not at all what many others think of her.”
“I know. I know that without needing to read minds.” Zerrex said softly, and then he
looked down at Eratosthenes for a few moments before he snapped his fingers as he
concentrated, and a steel wheelchair appeared out of nowhere… then the lizard grimaced and
shook his head a bit, looking down at his left hand slowly. “This is going to take getting used to
again… and moreover, I think I‟m stronger than I was before, at least a little. Or maybe my focus
is sharper…”
“Negative, as you call him, took some of the Librarian‟s energies and gave them to you…
I would not be surprised if they had increased your strengths.” the female said softly, and then
Celeste leaned hesitantly down before she shook her head, almost hugging herself quietly. “I
should not make contact with him in this state. His mind is… hurt.”
Zerrex nodded a bit, figuring the ultra-receptive psychic probably was having a hard
enough time just being near Eratosthenes as it was… and he couldn‟t help but feel all the more
glad for her generosity, but she only looked at him strangely at this, saying softly: “But I do not
aid him out of generosity. I aid him because he was once a Guardian, as I was, and I have a duty
to try and help him restore some of his former, lost glory… and because by aiding him, I may aid
and help you, who houses Naganis… who houses Creation. Who was chosen for a reason by the
master I loved and served gladly… and who I understand a little more with every passing day
why he was chosen.”
She touched his chest quietly… and then she nodded after a moment as Zerrex
awkwardly leaned down and picked the Librarian up, carefully sliding Error into the slightly-toosmall wheelchair and inwardly glad he hadn‟t managed to make the dimensions of it perfect,
meaning his powers might be impressive but they were far from absolute… and then he looked
up in surprise as Celeste held up a hand and opened a Gateway, staring into the golden light
shining out of the white tunnel before she said quietly: “I understand that you have a promise to

keep, and you value your word highly. Let us go now, then, and ensure that you keep your
word.”
Zerrex smiled awkwardly to Celeste… and then he nodded a bit as she walked behind the
wheelchair, and as she only studied him with her strange eyes, he finally nodded before turning
towards the rift. He hesitated just long enough to look around the area, then scoop up Blackheart
from where it had fallen nearby, squeezing his mala lightly in his other hand as he slipped the
prayer beads over his neck and the sword onto his back, muttering under his breath: “Well, here
goes nothing.”
He walked towards the Gateway, passing through it… and then he blinked stupidly as he
stepped out into the yard in front of Missy‟s ranch, looking lamely back and forth before the
tunnel closed behind him… and he gaped stupidly, wondering where the hell Celeste had gone
and whether it was for the better or worse she had decided to let Zerrex face this alone… and
then there was a loud yell before Missy barreled out of the door, the golden retriever leaping
down the stairs and charging forwards to crash into the Drakkaren, knocking him back a step as
she hugged him fiercely and said in a rush: “Oh God, Biggs, I was so fucking scared that… God
damn I didn‟t think you‟d make it and when that Dius showed up I thought, I… I thought…”
She trembled a little, staring up at him incredulously as Zerrex grinned awkwardly down
at her, rubbing the back of his head before she extracted herself and cleared her throat, slapping
her hands against his chest… but then grinning up at him in bright relief as she whispered: “It
does me a world o‟ good to see you here though, Biggs, I gotta say. Thank you… thank you for
keeping your promise to me. Thank you.”
Zerrex only laughed a bit at this, however, glancing down at her and smiling a little as he
reached up and stroked her face softly, pushing her bangs away from her bright red eyes and
saying softly: “Hey, it‟s not like keeping my promise hurt me, either… quite the opposite, really,
when you think about it. I‟m just… glad I was able to. And that you‟re looking okay, Missy…
but hey, does that mean…”
He glanced up… then smiled a little at the sight of Helena leaning in the doorway,
shaking her head a bit before the Dius walked quickly down the steps, and the Benevolent
glanced over her shoulder with a grin. “What, the bitch? Yeah, Derek almost shot her in the face,
but she calmed him right on down with those scary eyes of hers… for a little while, though, I
thought she and Sandy were gonna end up tusslin‟ out here on the lawn.”
“What can I say? Dius can be territorial, and it‟s not my fault Sandriel is such a mouthy
little girl.” Helena said pompously, and then she glanced down at the Benevolent before looking
up at Zerrex, softening a bit as she examined him. “I‟m very glad to see you‟re alive, Zerrex. Did
you manage to secure your powers?”
“Let‟s go inside and find out for sure.” Zerrex said softly, and Missy gazed at him
curiously before she nodded a bit, and the Drakkaren smiled from one to the other before he
headed past them, the two falling into step behind him. The Drakkaren walked up the stairs,
smiling a little at how easily his once-more-godlike senses picked up on things… and he headed
down the corridor and through the kitchen, raising a hand to Spike, who looked up with surprise
and a smile as the lizard raised a hand to him and winked, then walked down the offshoot past
the fridge and to another doorway, knocking politely twice before letting himself in.
The revered looked up with surprise, and Sandy and Derek both stared in surprise as the
Drakkaren carefully stepped into the room, smiling a little around at them all… and he held up
his hands before anyone could ask any questions, quietly approaching the bedside. He looked

down at Rebecca for a few moments, who looked weak and tired… and then Zerrex held his
hands over her, taking a slow breath before he murmured: “Thank you.”
His hands glowed faintly… and Rebecca convulsed for a moment on the bed before her
eyes snapped open with a cough, the readings on the machinery beside her going wild for a
moment before they quickly evened out… and the older female looked back and forth with
disbelief before she sat up in bed as the bruises and cuts over her faded, the IV and other needles
inserted into her body popping out of place as she gasped and grasped at her chest… and the
reverend stumbled forwards in shock, grasping his wife‟s arm as he gaped at her, and Sandy
shook her head in stunned amazement as Derek and the others gaped, Zerrex smiling a little bit
as he glanced down at his own hands. “Guess I still got it.”
“You… you healed her, oh… Mr. Biggs, thank you, thank you!” the reverend hugged
Rebecca tightly, the canine looking surprised before she smiled and hugged her husband back,
the two clutching each other for a moment before he drew back, asking softly as he stroked her
face: “Rebecca, how are you feeling? I‟m so glad you‟re okay…”
“I feel… fine. A little fuzzy, and I can‟t remember very well what happened or how I‟m
here… but I feel perfectly fine otherwise.” the canine said softly, looking for a moment at her
husband… and then her eyes roved to Zerrex, and she smiled softly at him as the Drakkaren
stepped back and Sandy quickly leaned in, beginning to examine her with both professionalism
and fascination. “I… Mr. Biggs, I take it you were able to… find what you were looking for?”
“I was, Rebecca, thank you.” Zerrex said softly, and then Missy bounded past him,
almost knocking Sandy over, the Dius stumbling backwards with a growl of frustration before
she rolled her eyes but smiled a little as Missy hugged her aunt fiercely, laughing warmly.
“Oh, Momma, I‟m so damn glad… Biggs, you… damn, oh thank you!” Missy cried in
jubilation, as she squeezed Rebecca fiercely, and Zerrex only smiled awkwardly to the group
before he carefully slipped his way backwards as they began to chatter eagerly amongst
themselves, and the reptile turned and carefully made his way out of the room, heading back
towards the kitchen.
He sat down at the table with Spike, who was still calmly sitting, eating a sandwich and
munching slowly as he looked up at Zerrex thoughtfully, and the reptile leaned backwards
against the chair with a relaxed sigh before he smiled a little, saying quietly: “So I ended up not
killing Error after all… but I did get my powers back, and I did put Iron on ice. There shouldn‟t
be as many problems up there now.”
Spike nodded, looking across at the Drakkaren thoughtfully as the reptile glanced
absently around the cleaned-up and repaired kitchen… and then he smiled over at Derek as the
weasel approached from down the hall, joining them at the table and looking dumbly at the
Drakkaren, accompanied by Helena. The Dius stepped up behind the lizard, resting her hands on
his shoulders with a slight smile… and the Drakkaren gazed over them before Derek shook his
head slowly and mumbled: “Wow… I didn‟t think you‟d really be able to do it, you know? I
thought you were crazy… or that if you did manage to make it up there, I mean… did you really
kill the Serpent Rex? She said you really did, did you really?”
“I really did.” Zerrex said with soft amusement, and then he glanced over his shoulder,
looking up at the Dius as she smiled kindly down at him. “Care to try Dominate on me? I wanna
see if my resistances are back up and running.”
“Oh, like this?” The Dius‟s eyes glowed brightly, and both Spike and Derek winced away
immediately… but Zerrex only grinned at her and poked her stomach, and the Dius laughed a bit

and nodded in entertainment. “Congratulations, Lord Zerrex. It looks like you‟re back to your
old self… at least in that regard. It‟s good news for me, anyway.”
The Drakkaren rolled his eyes before she hugged him lightly around the neck, letting her
ample breasts rest on the top of his head, and Zerrex made a face as Derek stared and Spike
rolled his eyes, then the mercenary took another bite of his sandwich as the Drakkaren asked
mildly: “So what are you going to be doing with yourself now, Spike? Being a mercenary
Craven and all, I can‟t expect there‟s a lot of jobs to be had around here… and you know, I could
always use another pair of hands at the Ravenlight Estate.”
Spike glanced up at this thoughtfully, and then he nodded a little as he finished off his
sandwich, licking his fingers and looking curiously over at the reptile. “The fact I once
disintegrated you doesn‟t raise any red flags?”
“What‟s a disintegration or two between friends?” Zerrex waved a hand airily, and Spike
rolled his eyes before the Drakkaren softened a bit as he glanced down the hall as Sandy
approached, half-speaking to her, half to the others as the second Dius stepped into the kitchen.
“I think I‟d like to bring Missy back with me, too. She looks…”
“She‟s going to be undergoing some changes in the near future, difficult ones. And she‟s
going to need training and understanding.” Sandy said quietly, giving a slight nod in agreement
before she made a face at Helena when the female smiled at her almost mockingly. “Oh, what do
you want, she-bitch?”
“You sound so old and wise and yet you‟re such a cute little toddler.” Helena said
tenderly, resting her elbows on Zerrex‟s muzzle and her chin on her hands… and then the
Drakkaren cleared his throat loudly as he tapped a finger against the table, and the Dius winced
before straightening quickly, seeming to realize she was going a little too far before she glanced
over at Sandy, adding mildly: “While I don‟t completely disagree with you, Sandriel, the choice
at the end of the day is hers and hers alone. I also do not doubt that she will wish to ensure her
parents are properly protected, especially as Temptation begins to collapse back upon itself.”
The other Dius looked less-than-thrilled with this… but a moment later, Missy herself
walked out down the hallway, still dressed in her combat clothes and with her sword resting in
the homemade sheath behind her waist, the end of the blade glimmering before the Benevolent
looked over at Zerrex with her crimson eyes and asked quietly: “When do we leave?”
Zerrex looked at her with surprise, and she smiled a little, glancing down and reaching
out to squeeze the weasel‟s shoulder gently, saying softly: “Derek can take care of Momma and
Poppa, and Miss Sandy will help some, too, right?” She glanced nervously at the Dius, but when
the female nodded slowly, she smiled a little wider. “Then okay then. It‟s settled. So when do we
leave, Biggs? I got all these… weird feelings welling up inside of me that I don‟t know what to
do with, and Momma and Poppa know that… I can‟t be around here no more, least not until I get
whatever this is under control. It looks like… I‟m gonna be adventuring with you for a little
while after all.”
The Drakkaren looked at her for a few moments, tempted to argue… but as he opened his
mouth, he thought about how this was what he had wanted anyway. Why would he argue with
that? And slowly, he closed his jaws before he nodded finally, saying quietly: “You, Spike, and
Helena… it‟s going to be quite a trip back.”
Helena began to open her mouth… and then she glanced up sharply as there was a
crackle outside, but Zerrex only grimaced even as Spike leapt to his feet, drawing his handgun
and heading to the window with a wince. “That doesn‟t look like just demons outside… are they
gods?”

“No need to panic, they‟re probably here for me.” Zerrex said mildly, and he motioned to
them as he stood up, the demons and Benevolent watching with surprise as the Drakkaren
walked calmly towards the door leading out, and then he lightly nudged it open, heading down
the steps and into the yard as a muscular female stared at him, black veins throbbing visibly
through her body before she laughed and charged forwards.
Cherry tackled him back against the ground, hugging his head fiercely into her huge
breasts, and the reptile flailed his arms a bit with a gargle before she leaned back with a bright
grin… and as her blue eyes almost glowed with happiness, the black veins beneath her scales
rapidly began to recede back to normal, the muscular female looking over her shoulder and
shouting gleefully: “See, I told you fucks so! Boss, oh shit… oh goddammit, why the hell didn‟t
you fucking ask for help?”
She smacked him back and forth across the face, and Zerrex yelped in pain before she
seized him firmly by the shoulders and pinned him against the ground, Blackheart sparking
beneath him as Cherry glared down at him angrily and the reptile wheezed a little under her,
straddled by the massive female… before she finally grumbled a bit and climbed to her feet,
hauling him up… and then exchanging another tight, fierce hug with him as she whispered: “I
was so fucking scared… but… but I didn‟t give in this time, Zerrex. I didn‟t give in and I‟m so
fucking elated to see you, Boss…”
“Me too Cherry. Me too.” The Drakkaren hugged her tightly back, closing his eyes and
leaning his head forwards against her shoulder as she trembled a bit, and then he smiled as they
finally drew back, reaching up to stroke her face softly as he murmured: “I really missed your
ugly mug, you know that?‟
“Hey, that‟s my line.” Cherry punched him gently in the shoulder, and then she grinned
widely and put her hands on her hips, drawing her eyes up and down his body. “Fuck, I feel a
hundred times better and more in control and shit. So what the fuck happened, Boss? Dude, the
beating White took from Cindy, it was un-freaking-believable. She even threatened to get Marina
or Anathema Sin but the dude just did not crack.”
“Oh, great.” Zerrex muttered… and then Cherry squawked as she was shoved out of the
way by a huge feline before Thor seized the lizard and picked him up in a fierce hug, making the
Drakkaren wheeze and flail his arms as the caracal squeezed him tightly enough to make his ribs
groan. “Holy balls!”
“Lord Zerrex! Oh, mighty Lord Zerrex, let me shower you anon with a thousand praises
for your bravery and proud skills, how you had fallen so low and yet now risen so high!” Thor
shouted jovially, and Zerrex wheezed as the feline squeezed him firmly again against his chest,
his eyes bulging as behind him Gilgamesh sighed and rubbed at his forehead slowly. Before
anyone could react or the Drakkaren could wiggle free, however, Missy ran down the steps and
past Cindy, then booted Thor firmly in the shin.
The feline immediately dropped Zerrex and grabbed at his leg, leaping backwards with a
yelp, and Cherry covered her muzzle for a moment as her cheeks puffed out before she fell on
her back with loud, long donkey-laughs, the lizard swaying dazedly on the spot before he looked
lamely from Missy to Thor as the two glared at each other, and then the caracal pointed past her
and exclaimed: “By the Gods, a convergence of demons that I wither cannot fare tell is most fair
or foul! Lord Zerrex-”
“Stop shouting!” Missy yelled up at the feline, and Thor‟s head immediately shrunk back
into his armored vest as he gave enormous eyes down to the Benevolent, his muzzle snapping
shut before she stormed forwards and reached up to poke him a few times in the stomach. “Now

what kind of manners is this? You show up unannounced, which I can plainly understand and
sympathize with since y‟all seem to be looking for Biggs and all, but then you make a dang
ruckus and wake up the entire square mile, and when y‟all finally do find Biggs you damn near
squeeze him into oblivion! And now you‟re shoutin‟ at my friends and family, some nonsense I
don‟t even understand, when it don‟t take a genius to see that we‟re the ones who took Biggs in
here while he was a little under the weather. What are you, stupid?”
“No.” Thor said in a surly voice, and he peered down at her as the Benevolent glared
back up before he grumbled a bit as he rubbed slowly at his leg. “Yon smallish beast-child
should watch what her toes may begrudge in the future. Mighty Thor seeks no quarrel, but-”
“You challenging me to a fight?” Missy grinned widely as her eyes glowed red, putting
her hands on her hips… and Thor immediately scuttled backwards and hid behind Gilgamesh,
looking furtively out from behind him as the ursine sighed and dropped his face in his hands,
Missy nodding firmly to herself. “I thought so. Biggs, ain‟t you gonna introduce me?”
She turned towards him, and Cherry immediately stepped forwards and grabbed the
Benevolent, planting a sloppy kiss on her muzzle. Immediately, Missy‟s eyes widened in shock
and her mouth fell open in a gape, and Zerrex rubbed at his forehead slowly as he said mildly:
“Cherry, Missy. Missy, this is Cherry. Over there is Gilgamesh and Thor… and Cherry, that‟s
Spike, Helena, Sandy, and Derek… and there‟s two more mortals inside, Missy‟s aunt and uncle
who she kind of treats as her adopted parents, Rebecca and the reverend… Jason, right?”
Missy was still staring dumbly at Cherry, who leered at her mischievously before she
clapped her hands and quickly bounced over to the steps, and Zerrex rolled his eyes but decided
to let her have her fun for now: at least with Rebecca healed, the most she could do was
traumatize them. He glanced over at Missy, and then he reached out and poked her lightly, and
she shook her head quickly before glancing up as Gilgamesh approached, smiling awkwardly at
the bear as the god extended one enormous hand. “I… you‟re pretty big, mister.”
She took his hand as best she could, and they shook as Thor continued to glare balefully
from behind the ursine, before he looked over at Zerrex and said distrustfully: “Methinks this
small creature is of a troublesome sort, Lord Zerrex. Mine distrust runs high for it, for it seems in
regard most similar to the foul witch-spawn of the giant clans that gave mine beloved brother
Loki and my noble hammer such fierce difficulties years anon ago.”
“Make sense.” Missy said flatly, and Thor looked at her moodily before she rose a fist
and shook it at him, and the god winced and hid back behind Gilgamesh, the bear looking lessthan-thrilled at his companion‟s behavior before she smiled up at the god. “Now, mister, I don‟t
think I can offer you a proper seat or nothing inside with how tall you are, but would you like
something to eat or drink?”
“We‟re only here to pick up Lord Zerrex and bring him back home, but thank you.”
Gilgamesh responded quietly, and then the bear glanced towards the reptile, looking over him
measuringly before he nodded slowly. “You truly are a noble and wise warrior, Lord Zerrex.
Perhaps when I first understood that you did not mean to be found, I thought you overconfident,
even knowing what you were capable of… but as you have rightly proven, it is the carpenter and
not the tools that creates the finest masterwork.”
Zerrex smiled awkwardly, and then Missy slapped him on the arm, saying warmly: “I can
agree with that myself. Biggs might seem like a bit of a nut but he always has some idea about
just what he‟s doing, no matter how crazy it seems. I‟m looking forwards to coming back with
him and learning more about him.”

Gilgamesh tilted his head curiously at this, glancing towards the Drakkaren, and the
reptile nodded to him with a bit of a smile. “Missy, Spike, and Helena will all be coming back
with us. And as I‟m sure some people back home have already found out, Eratosthenes has been
defeated and captured, not killed. When I… when my powers were taken back from him, it did
something to his mind, but Celeste has promised to watch out for him and try to fix the damage
to his mind. I don‟t think he‟s going to be much of a threat in the future.”
The warrior god looked at him for a few moments as Thor stuck his head curiously out
from behind the ursine, and then he nodded, saying quietly: “I shall not doubt your instincts then,
Lord Zerrex, especially on that subject. After all, you saw clearly enough to help free many of
the Old Gods from Athéos‟s grip… and it would be hypocritical of me to speak out against
others receiving the same second chance you gave me.”
Missy looked curiously over the huge bear… and then she winced and turned around
when there was a loud smacking sound, and Cherry leapt down the stairs with a wince as Helena
glared after her balefully, storming down the steps after the female as the muscular
hermaphrodite quickly skidded behind Zerrex, unconsciously mimicking Thor as both she and
the god peered around their separate shields. “I said I was sorry!”
“Grabby whore.” Helena grumbled, rubbing slowly at her rump before she looked
moodily over at Zerrex. “Your Disciple needs to learn to keep her hands to herself.”
“She needs to learn a lot of things.” Zerrex grumbled, and then he reached out and gently
squeezed Missy‟s shoulder, the female glancing over at him before he said gently: “Go say your
goodbyes and get your things, Missy. We‟re going to be heading back shortly.”
She nodded after a moment, smiling to him, the expression both soft and sad as her red
eyes glimmered… and then she headed quickly past Helena and up the stairs as Spike walked
down them, looking thoughtfully at Cherry as the female wheezed loudly and relaxed a bit,
leaning against the Drakkaren before he asked curiously: “You got into the Goth Legion too,
right? You look different, but I think I still remember you pretty well from Project: Scarecrow.
You hit on me once or twice.”
“Dude, in those days, I hit on everyone once or twice, even ugly fat chicks. It‟s only
memorable if they gave me really good sex or they turned me down.” Cherry replied with a grin,
and she straightened after a moment, sliding out from behind Zerrex… but childishly grasping
his wrist, making the reptile smile a little bit as she examined Spike thoughtfully. “Except I bet
you were one of the latter, weren‟t you? Yeah, I remember kicking a good few asses „cause there
were some crazy fucks like you only interested in killing shit. What was your superpower
again?”
Zerrex rolled his eyes at this phrasing, but Spike only smiled slightly, replying quietly: “I
was a little left behind in that regard. I had eighty-twenty vision and was good with a handgun,
but that isn‟t so special now that I‟m a demon. All things considered, it wasn‟t all that special
back then, either.”
“I‟ll say.” Cherry said cheerfully, and then she slapped Zerrex on the back, making him
grunt. “Then again, the only thing special about Boss was the fact he could punch holes in shit
and his dick was really big. And I guess there was the whole fact he never stayed down no matter
how many times you broke his face, too.”
The Drakkaren grumbled under his breath, then he elbowed her in the stomach, making
her wheeze a bit. “So what are things like back home, Cherry? I…” He stopped, glancing down
and murmuring quietly: “I got bad news.”

Cherry looked at him for a moment, and then she reached up and squeezed his shoulder
gently, her demeanor changing as she said softly: “We… I‟m sorry Boss. After the deaths
reported in Heaven that I‟m guessing you know about… we really tightened security and shit in
Hell. Vivien was freaking right the hell out, almost ripped down the peace treaty with Heaven,
which probably would have left us all in a rut… but thankfully Lucifer stepped in and Sephire
yelled at Lord and made him do shit too, so they put a gag on the Council for the next little while
and shit, to stop them from exacerbating the situation any worse. Guys just don‟t know when to
shut up…
“Anyway, what… what I‟m getting at and shit is that there were some other deaths
reported. They found Missy Ella and Saint… Ella was ripped into pieces, and the old coot was…
charred-up and shit. We tried to tell Daria but she‟s gone… she‟s gone a little nuts since you
been gone, Boss. And Saint, well, he barely survived, still in critical care.” Cherry halted,
looking down and nodding a little as she rubbed at the back of her head slowly. “It was real
fuckin‟ bad. He ain‟t my favorite person in the world but dude was almost skinned and… no one
deserves that and shit, you dig?”
Zerrex nodded a bit, reaching up to squeeze her shoulder quietly, and Cherry smiled
awkwardly up at him, saying softly: “Lots of people are real scared, Boss, and we… really need
you back right about now. I‟m damn glad you got your powers back and shit, even gladder we
don‟t have to worry about the Strange Beasts as much anymore, but… everyone‟s going crazy
without you around. I mean, just being near you was enough to cure me for now, but your other
Disciples… they‟re all suffering pretty damn hardcore too, and I… some of them…”
She looked down quietly, and Zerrex only nodded slowly, rubbing at his face slowly
before Cherry glanced up at him, studying him quietly for a few moments. Before either of them
could speak, however, Missy returned, a packed duffel bag thrown over one shoulder and
Rebecca and the revered following carefully out, Derek shuffling along last embarrassedly… and
Zerrex turned his attention to them as Thor finally came out from behind Gilgamesh to smile
benevolently as the two mortals approached the lizard.
Rebecca smiled softly at him, and the jowly male canine looked slowly over Zerrex, then
nodded to him, saying quietly: “Biggs… Zerrex… I know that my little girl is going to have
some trouble coping and adjusting to these changes coming over her. I know you‟ll take good
care of her… but promise me you‟ll watch out for her, too. She might be a grown-up, whatever
she looks like… but she‟ll always be my little niece.”
He reached out and ruffled her hair, and the golden retriever laughed a bit as she smiled
awkwardly, her red eyes shimmering faintly… and then Rebecca added quietly: “Maybe one day
you can all come back and visit us, too. I‟d like that very much, Zerrex… you‟ve done many
good things for us. Even the sheriff was very impressed, before he went back into town… I… I
remember it, dreamlike, hearing him speak while I was still deep under sleep. It seems you‟ve
had a good influence on all of us… and you did help save our farm.”
“Your farm might never have been in trouble if I hadn‟t shown up.” Zerrex rubbed at the
back of his head awkwardly, and then he grunted when Missy punched him lightly in the
stomach before he simply nodded a bit, saying dryly: “Alright, alright. I‟ll… thank you,
Rebecca, I was just glad to help out.” He paused, then smiled a little more, saying softly: “And
you do have my promise that I‟ll take care of Missy, even if she‟s proven very capable so far of
taking care of herself. We‟ll make her part of the family, won‟t we, Cherry?”
“Hell yeah.” Cherry nodded empathetically, and then she started to open her mouth,
likely to say something that would make everyone present uncomfortable, and the reptile simply

glared at her, the muscular female clearing her throat instead and mumbling: “Fine, fine. We‟ll…
be nice and… shit. Yes.”
The mortals nodded, and Sandy said softly: “If I can make a suggestion, can you let
Madeline come back and visit every now and then? I think it would do both her and her family
good.”
“The kind of suggestion I‟d expect from such a young Dius, personally.” Helena said
haughtily, and Sandy glared at her, but then the female smiled slightly and reached out to pat
Missy on the arm. “A fair idea though. The young one will do better if she can have a break
every now and then from corruption exposure.”
“I don‟t understand why you have to argue with her every time you agree with her.”
Zerrex said flatly, and Helena shrugged before he glanced down at Missy, who was blushing a
little as she looked up at him questioningly. “Yeah. I agree, though. We‟ll let her come back and
visit now and then.”
The reverend smiled at this, and Rebecca gazed at him affectionately before Gilgamesh
half-turned and held up a hand, a vortex slowly spiraling open as the god said softly: “Then let us
return to Elysium. We have new friends to help settle in and old allies to bring sanity back to.
Not to mention the High Queen is anxious for an audience, Lord Zerrex.”
The Drakkaren nodded… and then he turned towards the portal, tossing one last smile
and wave over his shoulder at Sandy, Derek, and the mortal couple as they rose their hands, the
Drakkaren accompanied by Cherry on one side, Missy on the other, and the two gods that
followed behind with Spike and Helena into the wide, swirling tunnel of black and white.
The day that followed was a busy one: from the moment Zerrex stepped out onto the
balcony of the Central Spire, he was almost immediately surrounded by Iuratus: Desire, Serenity,
Mist and Shine all sprung out of seemingly nowhere to grab him, and in a fit of emotional
behavior very unlike her usual self, Serenity had hugged him compulsive and bawled against his
chest like a little girl for a few minutes before she had gotten back in control, making his other
Disciples stare. But Zerrex knew that despite everything, Serenity did love him deeply… and
even Ambrosia had awkwardly patted her on the back before trading tight hugs her with her
father as Serenity had finally backed away, mumbling embarrassedly.
Then he had been dragged inside the Central Spire, and Mercy and Lily had both run to
hug him fiercely, and even Sabnock had smiled as White looked up from his book, nodding
slowly in approval at the sight of the Drakkaren and with a large bandage over one side of his
muzzle. Zerrex had smiled awkwardly at him, but White had only waved dismissively… and
then Vivien had stormed up and slapped Zerrex hard across the face, then yelled at him for ten
minutes loudly and angrily enough to make his other Disciples scatter before she had finally
hugged him fiercely and muttered for him to never, ever, ever make her worry like that again.
They had sat down at the table, and Zerrex had introduced Helena – who had proudly
called herself his new concubine, and then a moment later had slowly shrunk down in her chair
until she was almost hiding under the table at the horrible glares both Serenity and Ambrosia
favored her with – Missy, and Spike, and then, with a little prompting from the others who began
to gather around the table – including Priest, Markus, Driz, and others who came in from the
balconies, word of his return apparently spreading quickly – the reptile quietly began to relate his
story of what had happened, starting from being imprisoned inside Empyreal Throne, all the way
to his return to the fortress and the defeat of Eratosthenes.

Spike, Missy, and Helena all helped out at points: Zerrex was honestly surprised when
the Craven picked up part of the story near the beginning, telling about how Eratosthenes had
outfitted them with special equipment stolen from one of the space colonies. How the Strange
Beast had discovered the existence of this gear was up for debate, but he thought that it had
something to do with the Metatron and the cloaked figure that seemed to be pulling
Eratosthenes‟s strings.
Missy was nervous at first, talking in front of such a large crowd, especially since more
people were making their way into the Central Spire, many of them silently trading hugs with
Zerrex before joining the table, but with a little encouragement and the reptile helping out she
began to pick up pace and confidence, helping detail how they had found Zerrex and treated him,
and helped him through Temptation. Zerrex had then told of his travel up the mountain, and
battling the World Carver… and then Helena had helped, unabashedly telling the story of how
she‟d aided the Drakkaren and proudly stating her heritage, despite the fact Selena was in
Acheron at the moment and not Elysium.
Zerrex had then finished the story… and Vivien had nodded a bit, explaining that Celeste
had returned to the Ravenlight Estate with the broken Strange Beast and requested to be left
alone with Eratosthenes until they were ready to bring her back to Acheron. The Drakkaren knew
himself that it would be best for everyone to move to the pocket dimension as soon as possible…
but for now he was also aware he had other tasks to take care of, as he gazed through his group
of family and Disciples and rested at the council table, Vivien looking at him curiously.
The Drakkaren had finally assigned Spike to go with Cherry and double-check all
defenses while outfitting him at the armory; the Craven could join the Black Rose Platoon in
helping protect the Ravenlight Estate and make himself at home there. Missy he would help train
himself… but for now, he entrusted her to Serenity‟s care and training after making the Captain
of his Iuratus promise grouchily that she play nice. And lastly, Helena would follow him around
for the moment, acting as his secretary, in a sense, to start getting used to the complex setup of
his network across Elysium and the mortal planet.
They had all taken to their duties, Missy giving Zerrex one last hug, and Ambrosia had
promised to help look out for her and keep Serenity off her back. Zerrex had left with Mercy,
Cherry, and Helena: their first stop was Sin‟s Tower, and the Cloister at the bottom of its depths.
Helena hadn‟t been bothered at all by the prison… although the Beasts had weirded her
out a little, but the Sacrifices, of course, she had well understood, watching the way they flocked
to Zerrex happily. Mercy and Cherry had both pointed quietly towards Daria‟s room-madeprison… and the reptile had silently approached the glowing field of holy energy, then reached
out and hesitantly touched it with his right hand.
The scales had immediately burned away from his metallic limb, but the warped metal
beneath had quickly reshaped itself into the beautiful, silvery arm… and Zerrex had motioned to
the others to stay back as he had passed through. Daria had torn her room apart, and blood
splattered the walls from the prisoners they had shoved inside to both feed her and keep her
occupied: she had almost ripped a hole completely through the walls into the next room, after all,
and Zerrex had shaken his head slowly at how damaged the place was: the newt had torn the
television from the walls, ripped her futon and couch apart, and shredded pillows and blankets to
make herself an ugly little nest that was fortified with body parts and broken limbs..
The demoness herself stirred in this, and then she slowly stood up, fresh wounds pulsing
over her body as she turned slowly around, eyepatch missing and bloody tears and red light
shining out of the socket as her other eye burned obsidian… and she licked her lips slowly at the

sight of Zerrex, drawing her hands over her bare breasts and down to a groin covered only by a
bloodsoaked loincloth, whispering hungrily: “Yes, I‟ve had this dream a thousand times before…
you will play the hero and I will play the monster, and you will break me to your will, and snare
me in chains and torture me and torment me. I am violence and wrath incarnate, yet you are even
darker, even stronger… you will bend me, and I will break completely beneath the weight of
your gaze, and I will kill for you and bleed for you and one day, I will die for you…”
Zerrex rose his hand and snapped his fingers, and energy pulsed through the air as the
butterfly collar around Daria‟s neck pulsed with white light, and the female staggered backwards
with a gasp before she blinked rapidly… and the terrible evil faded from her bare socket and her
other eye returned to normal, the vile wickedness fading from it as her bloody wounds slowly
healed… and then she trembled violently before she fell to her knees and hugged herself,
breaking down into harsh sobs as Zerrex quickly walked forwards and scooped her up… and a
moment later, the barrier by the door was lowered and Mercy was in the room, hugging Daria
tightly around the neck as well and shushing her silently with her stitched lips as the newt
begged for forgiveness as tears streamed down her face.
The reptile simply shushed her quietly, keeping her close… and not long after, they were
joined by both Maria and Cindy, as Cherry awkwardly hovered around the edge of the room,
neatening things a little bit and looking lame and embarrassed. Eventually, Daria settled… but
she looked terribly ashamed of herself, and Zerrex decided to give her a few minutes alone with
Mercy as Cindy and Cherry and the Drakkaren went out into the hall, where Helena was
inspecting one of the Dragon Warriors curiously, her eyes glowing faintly as she tried to
Dominate his mind, but the massive male only looked down at her with mild interest, apparently
not affected in the slightest by the slightly-overused abilities of the Dius.
Cindy took Zerrex‟s hands, and kissed either cheek before she studied his face and then
smiled embarrassedly… and as they stood there in awkward silence except for the sniffling
coming from Daria‟s room as Mercy quietly consoled her, the reptile finally asked: “So did you
really beat the crap out of White?”
“I… I wasn‟t thinking straight. I mean, the reasons he gave made perfect sense and… and
now that you‟re back and safe and sound, like Cherry always said you would be, I‟m not even
mad at you anymore.” Cindy said softly, meeting his eyes with a faint hint of shame. “He said…
to have faith in you. And he said that he… that you didn‟t want us finding you because it would
put us in danger. I thought it was stupid at the time, that you absolutely needed our help, that
you… couldn‟t do it… but…” She halted, then gazed into his eyes and squeezed his hands
slowly: “The only reason we fail…”
“Is because we do not allow ourselves to succeed.” Zerrex finished, and then he laughed
a bit and gazed at her with an awkward smile. “Although admittedly when I killed Iron it was a
whole lot of luck.”
“Holy hell you took down Iron?” Cindy stared at him with shock, and then she shook her
head with a slow, amazed laugh. “Daddy… I… wow. You… you really did learn well from
Requiem. You really were a better student than I was.”
That only made Zerrex blush a bit as he glanced away, clearing his throat before he
returned his curious gaze to her, and she looked embarrassedly down. “Well. I started… getting
aggressive, and White didn‟t like that, and when he fought back it was for real, which just…
made me angrier. I‟m so used to Cherry just giving in or running away that when someone stood
up to me, and I was already so… frustrated with everything, it just set me off, and… I do still
have a bit of my angelic aura, and he is undead and all. I hurt him pretty badly before Cherry and

Priest and Mom stopped me and dragged me off him and… I think… I may have really knocked
things backwards between you and Mom, too. I‟m sorry, Zerrex. One fit of rage and I threw
away a lot of what we had worked for and tarnished both our names and hurt a friend and… most
of all, showed what… a lack of faith I had in you, even after… I went through this, became this
for you… but I love you so damn much and I can‟t… I couldn‟t stand the thought of losing you
again…”
She sighed a bit, squeezing his hands fiercely as she lowered her head… and then she
looked up as Daria slowly emerged from the room, the newt with her butterflies over her breasts
and a pair of plain jeans on, saying quietly: “We all did some pretty stupid things, Cindy. I
think… for once… Cherry was the best behaved out of all of us.”
Cherry laughed a little at this, rubbing at her face and turning red as Zerrex looked at her
with surprise, and she smiled a little at the Drakkaren. “Well… hey, I had a lot to make up for
and shit, and I… I damn well learned my lesson after what a fucking hissy-bitch I was the last
time… shit happened to you. Not once, but twice, with how I treated poor Anathema…” She
reached up and touched her collar silently, murmuring quietly: “I really wanted to prove that I
deserved this, that‟s all. That I had rightfully earned this… that I had a place by your side.”
“And you did, Cherry.” Daria said quietly, and Cindy smiled and nodded in agreement,
which made the female blush all the brighter before she flailed her limbs wildly, almost hitting
Helena and making the Dius glare at her.
“Enough, enough bullshit! Anyway, have you babes met this bitch yet? Her name is Hell
or something, real fitting for a Dius and all.” Cherry babbled, pointing at the female, and Zerrex
rolled his eyes as the demoness gave her a flat look. “What?”
“Helena. My name is Helena.” The Dius glanced over them all, then she smiled slightly,
reaching up to touch her throat as she noted the collars that hung around their necks. “I am to be
Zerrex‟s newest concubine… and on that subject, just when do I get one of those fancy collars?”
The Drakkaren gave her an amused look at this, and then he shook his head a bit as
Cherry touched her own collar self-consciously again, glaring a bit at her. “When you earn it,
Helly. These ain‟t just cool bondages accessories and how we show we‟re part of Zerrex‟s
clique, they‟re signs of loyalty, respect, and status. You don‟t get one of these until you prove
you‟re more than just a baby-maker, baby-maker.”
Helena took Cherry‟s bristling with surprising good-nature, however, holding her hands
up with an amused smile as if in a gesture of surrender. “Alright, then I‟ll wait my turn…
Cherry, correct? I suppose it‟s you and not Serenity who I really have to strive to impress,
right?”
“Damn straight.” Cherry grinned widely, susceptible as always to easy flattery as she put
her hands on her hips and looked proud of herself, and Zerrex rolled his eyes in entertainment
before he looked over to Daria… but the female was still looking down awkwardly, even with
both Cindy and Mercy‟s arms wrapped around her and supporting her compassionately. Then
Cherry softened a bit, glancing over at the male and saying quietly: “You still got a few stops to
make though, Boss. We need to get Anathema Sin back on her feet… and Justice, well, she ain‟t
doin‟ so hot either. At first, I thought… you know, she was just a crazy bitch. But… I guess it
really was love at first sight. No. No pun intended, of course.”
Cherry looked lame at this, rubbing at her head… but Zerrex only nodded, glancing over
at the Dius, and Helena nodded in return as Cindy said softly: “Then I‟ll stay here and help get
Daria back on her feet… we‟ll meet you at the Ravenlight Estate as soon as possible, okay?”

“Sounds good.” Zerrex nodded to her, letting his eyes linger for a moment on the newt,
and then he held his hands out… and Helena took one curiously as Cherry winced and clung to
his other arm, before the Drakkaren vanished from the spot, reappearing a moment later inside
the Ravenlight Estate.
Helena stumbled a bit, grasping at her head and looking more shocked than winded, as
Cherry wheezed and stared back and forth furtively, then gave a rumble of relief as the Dius
shook herself out with a wince. “Don‟t you worry about it, babe, the first shoop freaks everyone
out a little. You get used to it after the third or fourth time, „cept when Zerrex is a cunt and
doesn‟t stabilize gravity or some shit.”
Zerrex snapped his fingers absently, and Cherry flickered in and out of reality, vertigo
tearing at the female‟s senses before she squeaked and grabbed her stomach, falling on her back
as Helena stared and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes as the muscular hermaphrodite bounced on
her back and kicked her legs with loud gargles. Then the reptile‟s eyes roved upwards, and he
glanced at the Dius, saying mildly: “Do me a favor and keep her here while I go upstairs.”
Helena nodded awkwardly, and Cherry grumbled under her breath as she sat up, making
faces at Zerrex‟s back as he approached the stairs and headed up them, following the silent call
of energies in the air. He emerged into the long corridor leading to his room, but approached one
of the first doors, quietly putting his hands against the wood… and from behind it, a voice said
softly: “You‟re late.”
The Drakkaren smiled a bit at this, and then Justice slowly opened the door, stumbling
back a bit and her eyes dull and faded as Anathema Sit sat up in bed, breathing hard and looking
towards him with a tremble… and then Zerrex stepped into the room, and the fused Naganatine
quaked as she slid out of bed, stumbling towards the reptile, then slapping him hard before
hugging him firmly and then biting into his shoulder childishly, shouting in mixed voices: “Lord
Zerrex! I‟m going to kick your ass… I love you, I missed you, I hate your stupid proud self, oh…
Zerrex, it‟s good to see you!”
“Calm down, Annie, or at least one of you recede!” Zerrex grumbled, flailing his arms a
bit before he managed to shove the female backwards, and she glared at him with both
frustration and tenderness in the same instant before she relaxed slowly and visibly, breathing
quietly and looking moody as she crossed her arms… then simply smiling softly as the bones
over her body rattled quietly. The reptile looked at her for a moment, then he glanced towards
Justice before reaching up to touch her shoulder… and her eyes glowed a faint blue before they
flickered as if lights were turning on inside her head, and she gasped quietly, then smiled softly
at him, reaching up to stroke along his arm gently. “One blind and the other bedridden. Why is it
that you First Breed are so easily beaten up when I‟m gone?”
“Just like with Naganis… we have no purpose without you.” Anathema Sin said softly,
both voices speaking at once from the Naganatine‟s jaws as her gaze became loving, and then
she grinned a bit and stepped forwards, punching his right shoulder firmly and then shaking her
fist a bit as she felt the solid metal beneath the plates. “You‟re back to your old self, I see. Sister,
what about you?”
“Contact was enough, I can see energy again… like your other Disciples, I‟m linked to
you, Zerrex. And just like your other Disciples, when you suffered… I suffered.” Justice glanced
over him slowly, rubbing at the underside of her muzzle, metallic tentacles that cupped her
breasts shivering a bit as her wings around her legs fluttered lightly, and then she said softly:
“My, what an adventure you have had, what secrets you have discovered… sister, he brought

back Eratosthenes… because our Strange Beast friend appears to have been no more than a toy
to higher workings.”
“Unsurprising.” Anathema Sin muttered, shaking her head slowly, and then she glanced
up as Zerrex looked around Sin‟s old room, covered in neatly-organized bookshelves and
furnishings, and yet now with a bit of Anathema‟s untidiness here and there, stacks of parchment
and paper and pens, ink wells and small, cute little china figures… and he smiled a bit before
returning his eyes to the fused Naganatine when she crossed her arms and cleared her throat. “So
what is our next course of action? As I‟m sure you‟ve no doubt heard… there have been deaths.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, and Justice frowned a bit before she touched his chest… then she
silently stepped forwards and hugged him firmly, and the reptile blinked in surprise before he
closed his eyes and lowered his head against his shoulder as she murmured: “You have our
deepest sympathies and condolences, Zerrex Narrius.”
Anathema Sin nodded in grim agreement with this, and then the Naganatine females
glanced up as there was a hesitant, quiet knocking… and the reptile turned around with a soft
smile to see Maria standing in the doorway, the Broken breathing a little hard, dressed only in
her chain bikini… and then she leapt forwards and hugged him fiercely, and Zerrex caught her in
his arms as she planted kisses along his neck and shoulders, clinging against him and whispering:
“Oh thank Gods…”
Zerrex smiled down at her warmly… and then he looked up in surprise to see Jessica
standing out in the hallway as well, surveying him thoughtfully. Zerrex blushed a bit at this,
rubbing at his forehead as he murmured a gentle „thank-you‟ to Maria and carefully pushed her
aside, and she flushed deeply but then rambled, gesturing towards Jessica: “Cindy wanted to
make sure her mother was protected and… and as Marina and Epiphany are in Acheron, as are
the wolves and many other Disciples and Iuratus, she felt it best that… I watch over… I mean…
stay with her mother, and… we talked very much so on things and I mean… it was…”
The Drakkaren gently reached up and pushed a finger to Maria‟s lips, and the Broken
both blushed and smiled awkwardly at him, looking embarrassed as Zerrex looked to Jessica…
and after a few moments, the female said softly: “I‟m glad you aren‟t dead, Zerrex. Things that
happened while you were gone… the way I saw people acting, because you were missing…
forced me to take stock of things a little bit. People mourned you, and worried for you… and my
little girl was in quite a fit. I don‟t hold it entirely against her, even if I admittedly am a little
surprised that Cindy threw such a temper tantrum… but it seems like you are a large part of what
keeps this family of yours running. I‟m not sure if it‟s good or not you‟re the center cog of all
this fanfare, but I do know that when you were gone, things slowed down… and now that you‟re
back, even I feel… safer.”
She laughed a bit at this, glancing away almost bitterly… but the look in her eyes was
more curious than anything else as she murmured: “Fate has a strange way of illustrating
events… or maybe there is a Greater God, as some of the sects of Heaven believe, and He really
does have a plan for all of us. Maybe you went through everything you did, only so you could
truly realize and understand the price of being so malicious and evil… and maybe now you
suffer through what you do only so you can learn that at the end of the day, it‟s all worth it. I
wish I had your strength, Zerrex… I wish I could defend my friends and family, like you can.”
She shook her head a bit… then rubbed at her face slowly, asking quietly: “Is Cindy
around? I‟d like to go talk to her.”

“She should be arriving here shortly, she‟s just… helping Daria feel a little less ashamed
of herself right now, after what happened to her.” Zerrex said quietly, and Jessica smiled a bit at
this, nodding slowly.
“Good. It makes me feel a little bit better about everything when I think of my little girl
out helping people. Daria seems like such a sweet thing…” She looked down, then nodded a
little before turning and heading down the hall, adding over her shoulder: “Thank you, Maria.
Let‟s talk some more later.”
Maria blushed a bit… and then she returned her eyes to Zerrex, as the Drakkaren glanced
down at her curiously, and the Broken mumbled embarrassedly before hugging him tightly.
Zerrex smiled despite himself, hugging her firmly back against his chest… and then he sighed a
bit as he looked over his shoulder at the Naganatine, saying quietly: “Should we all prepare to
head for Elysium, then?”
“Time is of the essence, Lord Zerrex. You need to continue to reestablish your
connections with your Disciples… and more importantly, we‟re going to need to gather everyone
together and plan out how to catch this murderer.” Anathema Sin replied, speaking in Sin‟s
dulcet tones as the Anathema side of her withdrew for the moment. “If I may make a further
recommendation… perhaps you should visit Hez‟Ranna as well. There have been no reports of
attacks on the mortal plane… and I cannot help but wonder why a creature capable of travelling
so easily between worlds would not appear on the mortal planet.”
“But he has…” Zerrex muttered, rubbing at the underside of his muzzle slowly, and then
he glanced at Justice as the Naganatine studied him with her faintly-glowing white eyes before
she nodded with a frown, immediately glancing at Anathema Sin… and the fused Naganatine
cocked her head as if she was listening in on a conversation before she leaned back slightly in
surprise. “Why can‟t we ever just talk normally around here?”
“Because it‟s too slow.” Justice replied flatly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before the
Naganatine added quietly: “The fact there is now another figure added into the mix is bad
news… and moreover, the presence of Dervishes means the problems could be greater than you
understand. Zerrex, you may be a God, outside the jurisdiction of Hell‟s laws and punishment
system… but nonetheless you are aligned and allied with Elysium. Any move you make against
someone in Heaven of enough importance or rank could be taken as Elysium itself threatening an
attack against Heaven… and you understand that Job will gladly turn a blind eye to the threat of
the murderer for any chance or excuse of attacking Hell, either literally or politically.”
The Drakkaren grimaced at this, rubbing at his face slowly, and then he asked sourly: “So
why is it that people are willing to sacrifice entire worlds just so they can claim to have been
right or feed their egos?”
“Because even angels feel drives and compulsions, hard as they try to deny it.” Justice
replied softly, and then she strode past Zerrex, grabbing his wrist and yanking him along as the
reptile grunted in surprise, and both Maria and Anathema Sin traded looks before shrugging and
following as Justice pulled the male along, saying clearly: “Come now, let‟s go find Celeste and
Eratosthenes and then head to Acheron. I‟m anxious to be done with the meat of the tasks so that
we can begin planning and procedure. Actions, not words, Zerrex. It‟s time for action.”
“Gods, you and Missy are going to get along just great.” Zerrex muttered under his
breath, as they emerged into the entrance hall… and Zerrex was surprised to see Jessica standing
curiously next to Eratosthenes, who was sitting in the wheelchair and looking befuddled as
Celeste stood silently behind him, her collar tightly locked around her neck… and on the other

side of the Strange Beasts, Loki was frowning a bit, both his and the angel‟s hands glowing
faintly.
They both looked up, and although Loki immediately gave Zerrex a sour look, there was
a faint glimmer of relief in his eyes as well as he said mildly: “Took you long enough to get back
here. What, you decide it was okay to stop and smell your fucking roses as a mortal?”
“He‟s your best friend, isn‟t he? Why do you act so callous?” Celeste asked curiously,
and Loki turned beet-red, the glow around his hands stuttering out as Zerrex covered his muzzle
to suppress his laughter when the otter creakily turned towards the Strange Beast, who only
continued to look interested. “Oh. I see. You have my apologies.”
Loki clenched his eyes shut and gritted his teeth, and Zerrex giggled stupidly as he
walked down the stairs, Justice, Anathema Sin, and Maria all in tow around him before the
Drakkaren held up a hand, saying mildly: “You know-”
“Shut it.” Loki growled at him, his black eyes sparking, and then he shook his head
quickly before he looked down at Eratosthenes, muttering: “Anyway. You really did a number
on this guy, Zerrex… his mind has been shattered into about a thousand little pieces. I‟ve broken
a few minds myself back in the old days… I am a trickster spirit, after all… but this is far beyond
„teaching someone a lesson.‟ I say we just let him stay a vegetable…”
“We shouldn‟t give up so easily.” Jessica replied quietly, and the angel looked fearlessly
across at the demigod even as the otter frowned darkly. “I‟ve dealt with similar events in
Heaven. It usually occurs when a Possession violently tears free from a host‟s mind… it‟s an
event that used to happen sadly all too often. An angel would kill a higher-level demon‟s
physical body, and the demon‟s spirit would rapidly possess the angel‟s body, made easier by
exhaustion or trauma… and then it would simply rip free, dredging up all the victim‟s memories
at once. The more memories there are, and the more emotional ties to them, the worse the mind
is shattered. Did something similar happen here?”
“It was not Lord Zerrex. It was the monster, Negative. The Corrupter, when it tore free
from the mind of Eratosthenes.” Celeste said softly, and Zerrex glanced at her as she smiled
faintly, touching her collar. “I remember from when we discussed it before, do not worry. I am…
working harder to stay out of people‟s minds.”
“Yeah. Sure you are.” Loki muttered, but then he nodded a bit with a grumble. “Okay,
so… admittedly, sometimes the wrong mind would get broken in one of my traps, or worse, Thor
would decide what I was doing was wrong and would scold me and threaten to tell Dad on me,
like the big stupid baby he is. I had an old process for fixing shattered minds, and while it won‟t
completely restore this guy‟s brain, it‟ll restore some of the basic processes. But as the angel
bitch here should know perfectly well, no matter how good our magic or medicine is, we can‟t
entirely fix his mind. Even if we put it all back together he could remain a vegetable, hiding in
there, too scared to come out or too traumatized to think straight.”
“So are you willing or not to help, then? Because if not, get lost, and I‟ll do this myself.”
Jessica said forcefully, looking up at the demigod firmly, and Loki looked taken aback… and
admittedly, even Zerrex was surprised by the female‟s sudden fierceness, before he smiled a
little. Maybe Cindy is more like her mother than she thinks. “My duty is to help others.
Obviously Zerrex wouldn‟t keep him around if he did not intend to help him. To offer him… a
second chance.”
Jessica looked thoughtful at her own words, glancing at the Drakkaren… and when the
reptile nodded, she smiled a little before Loki sighed and crossed his arms, muttering: “Fine. I‟ll
need time to gather the materials necessary, though… and Zerrex, I‟d prefer to do this in

Acheron or on the mortal world. Elysium‟s corruption might interfere somewhat with my
abilities.”
Zerrex nodded at this, saying softly: “That‟s fine, Loki, take the time you need. We‟re
going to head to Acheron shortly, after I call my Disciples. Meet me there when you‟re ready.”
Loki nodded to him, and the otter turned and snapped his fingers, vanishing in a puff of
black smoke, and Zerrex rolled his eyes with a smile as Celeste studied Jessica curiously as the
angel continued to move around Eratosthenes, examining him as her hands continued to pulse
with soft light. Zerrex smiled a bit, reaching up to slowly squeeze the handle of Blackheart, the
heavy sword still across his back but strangely-comforting right now as the mala jangled around
his neck… and then he let his hand reach down to play with his latter, closing his eyes and
concentrating quietly.
Portals opened, Disciples stepping into the Ravenlight Estate, and Cindy blushed
awkwardly at the sight of her mother… but Jessica only motioned to her quickly and said softly:
“Honey, come here and help me out a little, alright?”
The female nodded and approached, glowering a bit at Eratosthenes before her
expression changed, softening as her eyes settled on the drooling features of the vegetative
Strange Beast… and she reached out and silently touched the male‟s forehead, her old
compassion surfacing as she murmured: “No one deserves this… his energy signature… he‟s in
so much pain. But more than that, so much fear and desperation… and sadness…”
Cherry grimaced a bit from the side of the room, then she walked towards Zerrex, halfsaluting him as Helena studied the two Strange Beasts, Celeste‟s eyes roving back and forth
through the crowd with her odd, distant curiosity. “Boss, like… I know it‟s pretty out of
character and shit for me to be responsible, but do you think you should make one last stop at the
Central Spire or something before we go running off? I mean, Vivien‟s apparently been going
pretty crazy, not that I‟ve been able to keep track, and… she seemed kinda happy to see you,
which was weird as shit but… not. And all.”
Zerrex looked at her as she cleared her throat, then she grinned cheerfully, adding
brightly: “And if you do fuck her, that means I can do whatever I want, because I‟ll be able to
send the super-jealous-bitch High Queen after people to do my bidding and shit.”
“Cherry, that line of logic makes absolutely no sense whatsoever.” Zerrex said flatly, and
Cherry huffed and grumbled at him as she crossed her arms, but then the Drakkaren nodded a bit
as other portals opened and Missy smiled awkwardly, raising a hand to him from where she was
standing with Serenity and Ambrosia, who were half-glaring at each other and keeping her
between them. He rose a hand in return, then glanced at Cherry, saying mildly: “But okay. You
go and help Missy out of there, and I‟ll make a quick jump to Vivien and see how she‟s doing. If
everyone shows up and starts getting antsy, go ahead and take them to Acheron.”
The muscular female nodded, and then she and Zerrex threw a fist out, easily bumping
them together before then slapped their hands together, grasping each other‟s hands and grinning
a bit as their muscles flexed… and then Cherry laughed and stepped backwards as Zerrex held up
his hands with a slight smile, then vanished from the spot. He reappeared a moment later on the
balcony of the Central Spire in front of an open set of doors, and the Amazon guards both knelt
to him respectfully as the reptile walked through and into the surprisingly-quiet council
chambers, Sabnock, White, Ixin, Amiglion and Vivien all clustered around the table, but not
saying much.

The reptile frowned a bit as Vivien looked tiredly up, her robes fluttering around her as
she stood with a sigh… and then she smiled faintly at him, saying quietly: “I was just about to
send for you. Ixin has some bad news.”
“Well, not the worst, but bad enough.” Ixin said dryly, the mage grimacing and rubbing
at his face slowly as the lizard approached the table. “Aera Cura‟s dead. Unlike the others,
however, her body was drained of blood… and even if she was weak and a complete golddigger, she was still a goddess, and there‟s a lot of very powerful things you can do with a
goddess‟s blood with the right tools… and obviously whoever this guy is, he‟s got friends in
high places.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, and Vivien shook her head slowly, grasping at her skull. “This is a
nightmare. Not only that, there‟s rioting around Elysium… the only good news is coming out
Eslovius, that the Emperor was defeated in the coup and they‟ll be selecting a new head for their
nation. I just hope it doesn‟t end up a dictatorship all over again… we have enough problems as
it is right now, especially with these murders becoming more and more frequent.”
The Drakkaren nodded, muttering: “I can‟t say I‟m entirely upset about Aera Cura dying,
considering how many people I actually liked have been mutilated this last while… but the fact
he got to her is bad news indeed. Any other suspicious deaths?”
“There‟s always suspicious deaths in Hell, but none reported that would be of concern.
The Historians are working overtime to keep things in order and even the Scholars are trying to
put feelers out for this creature, but it moves silently and stealthily. I‟m not sure what to do
anymore.” Vivien replied quietly, as Zerrex pulled a chair back and sat down at the council table.
She looked at him for a few moments, tapping her fingers silently, and then she smiled a little,
saying softly: “I just hope that with you back… things calm down a little around here.”
“I think they‟ve already begun to.” Sabnock said softly, and Zerrex looked over at the
wolverine with a bit of a smile as she gazed at him consideringly. “It‟s strange. I think, in a form,
this cloaked monster has been demonstrating an aversion to you. It had every opportunity to kill
you while you were imprisoned, and yet it did not… I cannot help but wonder why. Furthermore,
the deaths obviously picked up only after you were taken out of commission. It has already
displayed increased confidence, true, and yet it was not until you were removed from the
equation that it began to go after closer members of your kin and family.
“The matter of the Metatron is also of some concern, especially with Holy Dervishes
involved. Not merely because of the significant status the figure must have, as you have likely
already figured out, but because such Dervishes do not ever go rogue and simply decide to serve
a new master. They are entities designed with a singular purpose in mind, to serve the whims of a
singular master: in a sense, they are very much soulless, very much mechanical.” Sabnock said
softly, looking down at the table for a moment before the wolverine‟s eyes looked grimly up to
meet Zerrex‟s. “All these considerations in mind, I believe our opponent must be someone in the
Heavenly Council. It must be someone who hates you and is of esteemed, high rank. I do not
believe the Council itself works against you, despite the fact that they ordered the construction of
a highly-illegal space station in an attempt to begin production of super-soldiers akin to those
much like Lady Sephire, because Heaven does not profit from this as a whole. It must be an
angel who is aloof from the Council. Who only cares about his own power, not about the ideals
of God or Heaven.”
“That…” Zerrex rubbed at the underside of his muzzle thoughtfully, glancing at White,
and the badger looked mildly back at him. “Does Silven know of any angels like that? I know
you and he are close…”

“I‟ll talk to him about it when I see him next, Lord Zerrex, but it‟s a conundrum. A lot of
the Council is made of sycophants who follow Job‟s every word… and Warden, at least, follows
Job around like a servant.” He paused meditatively. “There are a few faces at the Council who
have nothing to do with Heaven, though… Reapers who have been exiled from World Without
End for not aiding in the battle against Camus, and holier-than-thou Divine Gods who think of
Heaven as their playground and even Job has trouble keeping in line. I‟d say talk to Sephire
about it, too… but no one „round here‟s seen her for a while now.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, realizing he hadn‟t seen Raze either… and the Drakkaren reached
up to toy absently with his mala before he smiled awkwardly. “Sorry about the armor, by the
way… Iron… just kind of pointed at me and melted it, though. Do you want the boots back, at
least? They‟re not much but… maybe you can melt the metal down and re-use it.”
White only smiled a little at this, however, shaking his head and saying softly: “No
thanks, Lord Zerrex. The armor was made for you… and you put it to better use than I thought
you would, truth be told. You made it last that whole campaign against Eratosthenes you fought
as a mortal and it served its purpose fine in making sure you got back here in one piece. That‟s
all that matters at the end of the day.”
“Thanks… and thanks for… keeping your promise, too. I hope Cindy didn‟t hurt you too
much.” Zerrex said lamely, rubbing at the scarred side of his own face, and White only laughed a
little at this, shaking his head slowly.
“She‟s got spirit, I‟ll say that.” He reached up and touched the bandage over his face
gingerly. “She fought me harder than most anything I fought while I was alive, and I made the
mistake of not taking her too seriously at first. Guess I just made her even more mad at the end
of the day.”
He paused, then nodded a bit, exchanging a glance with Sabnock… and the wolverine
looked musing before she asked: “Perhaps this is a strange thought… but what do you think of
the idea of granting Mengele Tstegi a temporary reprieve from prison in order to aid in the
design of several traps and security systems? Whenever we have used him in the past he has
proved exceptionally helpful… volatile, and he must be kept on a short leash, but he seems to
have a deep respect for you and moreover, has developed an odd loyalty to both myself and
White.”
“It‟s because you‟re such ordered figures.” Zerrex said mildly, smiling slightly as he
glanced over the two with entertainment, and Sabnock tilted her head with interest at this as
White simply pulled a book out of his duster, leaning back and reading a bit even as his goldringed eyes flicked up towards Zerrex to show he was still listening, at least a bit. “For as nutty
and chaotic as Mengele seems, he likes things to be neat and in perfect order. You and White
are… a little… OCD about that.”
White shrugged a bit, and Sabnock shook her head and sighed quietly as Zerrex grinned
lamely, and then he looked towards Vivien, who was frowning slightly as she leaned on her
arms. “Well, what do you think? You‟re the High Queen here.”
“Allowing Ambrosia out of prison made me nervous enough as it was… but Mengele is a
psychopath and a murderer, and well-deserves being thrown in a Pit of Torment. If anything, I
think White was too lenient with him.” Vivien awkwardly glanced towards the badger, but he
only shrugged again, and the Celestial Devil sighed a little as she rubbed at her face. “Then
again, he has done good in the past… and Sabnock has mentioned more than once that with the
proper motivation, he is more than capable of preserving life as well as destroying it. He was
also already permitted out to aid in the evidence gathering in the Centrifuge and admittedly

helped us make several large steps forwards with the analysis there… but I don‟t want him free
to walk around Hell. He has to either be under strict guard and watch or in Acheron, and
whenever he‟s on the mortal planet or somewhere else, I want him under the eye of trusted
Disciples of yours at all times, understood? And Cindy and Priest both have to look over and
approve any plans he makes… the last thing we need is more problems in the form of toxic gas
or some kind of genetic virus.”
Zerrex grunted, nodding after a moment towards her before Ixin waved a hand, and all
eyes turned to him as he said mildly: “You know, with enough materials, the mage council and I
could construct a puppet army, too. A few hundred golems would help a lot keeping everything
around here safe and secure, right? And hell, you could even key them to following the orders of
someone other than me.”
“You just can‟t stand it when people are better than you and your magic, can you?”
Zerrex asked mildly, and Ixin bristled and huffed before he leapt up on top of his chair, pulling
his flute out of the holster at his side and spinning it rapidly before he thrusted it into the air
above his head.
“No one is better than me! Not even you!” He pointed at Vivien, glaring down at her
sternly, and Vivien glared at him as her eyes glowed slightly, the mage immediately wincing and
dropping down onto his ass in the chair… which promptly snapped beneath him, sending the
mage crashing to the ground with a squeak as his eyes watered, grabbing the sides of it and
whimpering a little. “I think I just cracked my ass in half. Someone kiss it better?”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he looked around at the table before glancing over at
Amiglion, who had remained quiet the entire time. He tilted his head towards the High Prince,
who had his mask locked over his features, either deep asleep or blanking out… and then Vivien
glanced absently to the side before she shook her head a bit, looking away and saying mildly:
“He‟s been running ragged, trying to do the jobs of Lily, Selena, and Mercy while you‟ve been
gone. Lily‟s off in Acheron with Selena now and Mercy, well… was very distracted. There
wasn‟t… overmuch to do, but it was enough to keep him busy all the time… and for a
Naganatine, he‟s a little easy to tire out.”
“In bed!” Ixin exclaimed, and then he winced when Vivien only looked at him sourly.
“You have no sense of cultural humor, do you?”
Zerrex shook his head a bit, and then he stood up from the table and reached behind
himself to absently squeeze the handle of his sword, saying mildly: “Well, I‟m going to head to
Acheron, anyway. I think at this point… we have to use everything we have at our disposal, to
ensure that we all stay safe. Mengele, golems, even things I‟d normally balk at…” The
Drakkaren looked down for a moment, then he shook his head quickly. “Anyway. Thanks, all of
you. After I get everyone settled and figure out some plans for the future, I‟ll send Lily, Selena,
and Mercy back here.”
The others nodded, and then Vivien stood up, but she only smiled awkwardly at him…
and Zerrex smiled a little back before he headed towards the open doors leading out onto one of
the four balconies around the Spire. Once there, however, he hesitated for a moment… and
instead quietly approached the railing, gazing down into the vast distance, looking silently over
the world of Hell and towards the dreamy purple horizon.
Footsteps approached quietly, and then Sabnock stepped up beside him and leaned on the
railing as well, the two looking over Elysium before she said softly: “Something else is bothering
you, Lord Zerrex. Tell me… what is it?”

Zerrex glanced towards her… and then he sighed a bit as he rubbed at the back of his
head for a moment, Blackheart quietly sparking along his back before he gazed towards the
horizon and murmured softly: “A lot of things are, Sabnock. A lot of things are. For example…
Negative is back inside me, but he‟s been… angry and vengeful. He let my powers get taken
away despite the fact Eratosthenes was almost treated like a toy… despite the fact he was able to
turn his mind inside-out. And this murderer… we have so many theories, but nothing solid to
work off of, and nothing really… good… to go on. Once I get everyone settled in Acheron, I‟m
going to explore the Centrifuge myself, and look through the mortal planet a little as well… I
feel like we‟re still missing something, and like this murderer‟s intentions… they‟re not what we
think they are. Or at least, his boss has bigger plans than it seems like… but why me? Why is it
always me, Sabnock? Why do I attract trouble and why is it that I…”
He fell into brooding silence, dropping his head in his arms, and the wolverine reached
out and rested a hand on his back, the reptile glancing over at her with surprise as she smiled
faintly. “The greatest struggles are given to those with the brightest destinies. It‟s a saying the
Reapers are very fond of… apparently Thanatos himself felt that to be true, after all.
“I understand that it is hard. Just as I understand you feel undeserving of what surrounds
you, and as if in some way, you are taking advantage of the situation when you truly are not. Just
as I also have come to understand that you fear Negative, not because he is inside you, but
because of what he can influence you to do: yet do not forget many of us still look up to you for
a reason, still band with you… for a reason. We have chosen to be here for you, Zerrex. Do not
ever forget that.” She stopped, then looked quietly ahead again as she rubbed slowly along his
spine. “We have faced great difficulty, and suffered worse in some ways than we did under the
reign of the false Princess, the Goddess. We have lost friends and family. But none of us are
willing to turn away from you and none of us will give up until we put these problems we face to
an end.
“And yes. Even after this destroyer is jailed or killed, there is still a great chance that in
the future, we shall face further difficulties. Especially being by your side… you are hated by
Heaven, there are groups in Hell who still wish for your demise, and you have been a powerful
god for long enough now to begin attracting the attention of other gods, who fear or hate or envy
you for foolish reasons… just as the mortals in their space stations do, thinking of themselves as
better, superior, living in more-righteous ways and entitled to glories they have not nearly
earned.” Sabnock gestured towards the sky quietly, and the beautiful blue planet in the far
distance, as Zerrex smiled faintly up towards the darkening ceiling of the world above. “This
does not bring me anxiety, however, or concern. All that concerns me at this point and time is the
welfare of my friends and family, and to me, you have become both. We cannot control what
will happen, Lord Zerrex, nor can we simply ignore or evade or forever stay on the defensive, as
you well know yourself, simply because of the pain that interacting with the world often brings.
Just as I know you would not trade that pain away if you could, because you know that it has
taught you much, and will continue to both instruct you and even help you to persevere, to grow
stronger, to learn more about life and to harden your resolve. You have earned what you have
around you. Never forget that for all your happiness and your blessings, you have earned it
through the labors of pain and strife and dedicated work.”
Sabnock stopped, then she looked towards him again and said softly: “I see myself as
your friend, and as a concubine, Lord Zerrex, one of very few who remain loyal to you. A
servant, in the terms of Elysium, who will perform a variety of functions for the person she or he
owes a debt to, a position of honor not entirely unlike Iuratus culture in Hez‟Ranna, which you

favor so highly. I understand that Helena is a concubine as well, but of a different sort, a more
primal nature: my services to you are more in the form of counselor and administrator, and
advisor and friend. I am here for you. Please do not ever forget that.”
The wolverine looked at him, hesitating visibly… and then she awkwardly gave him a
small, almost businesslike hug before stepping back and half-bowing to him. Then she simply
looked at him silently, and Zerrex gazed back at her before he took her face in his hands, kissing
her forehead, then her lips in blessing, and his fingers slid down to squeeze into her shoulders as
he said quietly: “I couldn‟t ask for a better friend and advisor, Sabnock. Thank you. For
reminding my high-maintenance self that it‟s all worth it… and that it‟s not all gloom and
doom.”
“Unlike many, I do not ignore the responsibilities and obligations of my position even as
your friend.” Sabnock said quietly, nodding towards him seriously, and Zerrex couldn‟t help but
smile amusedly as he reached up to flick one of her suit buttons open, and she gave a little
grimace as her hands went up and dexterously closed it without sparing even a glance
downwards. “Please refrain from that.”
“You… refrain.” Zerrex said lamely, and then he cleared his throat awkwardly and
rubbed at his face before he smiled down at her, extending a hand towards her. “Want to come
with me to Acheron?”
“I have court duties to attend to, Lord Zerrex. Although I do appreciate the offer.”
Sabnock responded softly, and then she surveyed the lizard for a few moments before reaching
into her pocket and pulling out a small charm made of woven silver threads overtop a miniature
rune carved from ivory, tiny, perfectly-round gemstones hanging from the bottom of the runic
symbol for Zerrex‟s name. “Here. I had this made for you. Please accept this token of my
affection, and remember that I‟m always here for you.”
Zerrex smiled warmly at this, deeply touched as he took it… and then he hesitated for a
moment as he gazed down at it, the wolverine looking at him curiously before he held a hand
out. “Can I see your watch for a moment?”
Sabnock nodded, pulling out her silver pocketwatch and holding it out towards the
Drakkaren… and Zerrex popped it open, gazing over it with a smile before he carefully grasped
the lid with both hands, and the wolverine cocked her head as the Drakkaren‟s palms glowed
blue… and when he held it back to her, he smiled embarrassedly, mumbling: “I hope I‟m not
overstepping my bounds…”
Sabnock took it, looking silently down at the inside cover: it pulsed faintly with the
Drakkaren‟s energies, and an image of himself and the wolverine was now perfectly embossed
over it, of him standing with his arm around the Devil‟s shoulders, illustrated down to the last
detail and faintly tinged with color. Sabnock only stared at this for the longest time, and Zerrex
winced a little… and then a single tear rolled down the wolverine‟s cheek before she said softly:
“It is wonderful. Thank you.”
The tear froze over her cheek, then she smiled faintly up at him, and the ice broke and fell
away as if it had never been there as Zerrex gazed at her softly… and she reached a hand up
hesitantly before touching his chest, closing the pocketwatch but clutching it tightly as she
studied him for a few moments… and then she nodded a bit, saying softly: “I will join you in
Acheron when I am finished with court.”
With that, she glanced to the side, a portal opening… and Zerrex smiled softly at the
wolverine‟s back as she vanished through this before the Drakkaren shook his head with a quiet
laugh… and a moment later, he vanished from the spot, reappearing in the jungles of Hez‟Ranna

as a Draybeast glanced sharply up, the enormous, quadrupedal creature growling a bit, its shaggy
fur bristling before the huge beast padded slowly away into the underbrush, the Drakkaren
watching this with entertainment before his instincts screamed at him.
Zerrex half-spun around just before an angel collided with him, knocking the lizard
crashing onto his back before he half-rolled with a curse to a kneel, snarling as he reached up and
grasped Blackheart‟s handle, and his eyes widened in shock as the angel shouted furiously into
his headset: “Alpha team, engage! We‟ve been made! Repeat, we‟ve been made!”
“What the hell are angels doing sneaking around the jungle?” Zerrex snarled, and then he
grinned a bit when he stood up as the angel snapped a knife off his belt, and the black blade
gleamed before golden flames leapt up from it, the plain-looking dagger transforming into a
sword of glowing energy as the angel‟s white wings flapped once behind him before furling
tightly. “Oh, I don‟t think so, this is my home turf.”
Zerrex glanced down at the ground, and the angel cursed in frustration as vines erupted
from the earth and wrapped around his legs, thorns ripping out of them and making him arch his
back before purple veins pulsed their way rapidly through his body even as he began to raise his
knife, and he began to choke loudly, foaming at the jaws even as Zerrex sensed other angels in
the trees and underbrush around him, and his eyes flicked back and forth as he shouted coldly:
“Give up! Anywhere else you might stand half a chance but I can summon plant life loaded to
the brim with neurotoxins strong enough to paralyze even pissed-off gods here.”
The reptile sensed them hesitating as he returned his eyes to the angel in front of him, a
white-furred rodent of some kind who now had turned mostly purple, his eyes rolling in his head
and his entirely body swollen like a balloon with too much air in it. Painful and humiliating, but
far from lethal, as his arm wobbled above his head, fingers like sausages clutching his knife even
as the flames spluttered out of being from the weapon… and Zerrex gritted his teeth: headsets,
black berets and tight black clothes – now stretched thin from how swollen his body was – and
small packs strapped tightly to the belt around his waist and the bandolier over his chest… they
were dressed like special forces members, not angels from Heaven, and the reptile knew that was
a bad sign. “What the hell are you doing here?”
“Grenade out!” shouted one of the angels suddenly, and Zerrex‟s eyes widened before he
leapt backwards and created a shield of energy in front of himself as an explosive was lobbed
from a nearby tree, and the grenade exploded a moment later with a powerful bang, flame
erupting upwards and covering the paralyzed angel, making him scream weakly and twitch
violently as white phosphorous covered the trees and ground. Zerrex winced in pain, clearly
hearing the howls of the plant life and the very soil beneath his feet as the flames greedily began
to spread, and the reptile snarled before he pointed at an angel that began to run towards him.
One of the massive trees bent slightly, sweeping a branch upwards, and the angel was
batted backwards like a toy by it with a squeal of surprise as several other angels charged
through the trees around him, gunfire erupting towards him but most of the bullets only plowing
into trees and underbrush as Zerrex cursed and staggered backwards, then slammed an elbow
behind himself without looking as he heard heavy breathing. It slammed into the muzzle of a tall
fox, who gargled as his head snapped to the side before Zerrex yanked his sword off his back,
rolling his shoulders without turning around and fanning the blade out behind him to rip a deep
swathe through the vulpine‟s chest to send him crashing to the ground with a gurgle of pain.
The Drakkaren turned around and stomped on his chest to finish him, shattering his ribs
and not killing him, but leaving him on a very thin line between life and death before the reptile
ran past him and deeper into the forest, sensing at least four hostile angels still following behind

him and smelling smoke from the greedily spreading flames… and cursing at the pain that filled
his head, the Drakkaren threw a hand suddenly upwards, and the sky above rumbled before
clouds began to rapidly draw together, water from nearly streams and rivers spilling into the air
and vanishing into gas as the cloud deepened and darkened and crackled overhead. That’s one
problem dealt with… now…
The Drakkaren suddenly leapt upwards, landing in the bough of an old tree before he
dropped to one knee and spun around, and the dead branches around him sprung into vibrant life
with a burst of green and yellow, rustling faintly before they fell still, surrounding him
comfortably… and the lizard grinned a bit before the angels passed below him. Two of them
held heavy machine guns, and one of them a handgun, while the last was wearing some kind of
special goggles over his face and had large, metallic gloves on that sparked with electricity that
even from this distance, made Zerrex‟s body twitch… and the reptile took a slow breath before
he leapt silently down from the trees and followed behind them, moving through the jungle
without making a sound as the trees and bushes and grass silently parted for him while seeming
to subtly become thicker in front of the angels, slowing their movements and keeping their
attention focused ahead before the Drakkaren managed to sneak up behind one and he slammed
the hilt of his sword into the back of his head with a thick crack.
The angel gargled, blood leaking out from under his goggles before he fell to his knees,
then slumped forwards on his face as the other angels turned around… and as their eyes
widened, Zerrex winked before he stomped a foot into the ground, and cages of rock and vine
ripped out of the earth as branches slammed down around them, smacking into them from all
sides and caging them tightly as they yelped, their guns torn from their hands and limbs instantly
constricted as the Drakkaren slipped Blackheart onto his back and crossed his arms, saying
disgustedly: “Taking on a God in his own jungle. You guys must be really, really stupid.”
“Fucking… this is all your fucking fault!” shouted one of the angels angrily, glaring at a
tall dolphin, who only glowered back in irritation. “Stupid fucking sea-cow!”
“I‟m not a goddamn manatee!” the dolphin shouted angrily, and the cetacean glared back
at the tall boar, the reptile smiling in amusement before his eyes glanced towards the third caught
in his trap, watching as the rabbit flicked his wrist and produced a hidden blade, quickly starting
to cut himself free from the vines wrapped around him… and with a simple raise of his hand,
Zerrex made the earth rise higher and squeeze tighter around the three prisoners, all of them
wincing and gargling as a branch ground against the boar‟s face and knocked his headset off, the
rabbit hissing as he fumbled the short razor and one of his wings was slowly bent painfully
backwards.
“Nice try, guys, but you can‟t distract me that easily. Now, here‟s the deal. Start talking
and tell me what the hell you‟re doing here, or I‟m going to fill you with ten times the amount of
poison I shoved into your barbecued friend back there.” Zerrex said mildly… and thunder
crackled over his head before rain began to fall, and the reptile felt the jungle around him sigh
with quiet relief as water spilled over the spreading flames: it wouldn‟t be quite as effective on
the chemical fire, but it would at least stop it from progressing into a full-blown wildfire through
the jungle, and the reptile smiled a little as he gazed up silently, not a drop of rain touching his
body, water instead seeming to bend through the air around him.
The rabbit, with his back turned, only grumbled as the other two angels stared in shock at
this sight, and Zerrex crossed his arms moodily as he returned his eyes to them. “Like I was
bragging before, this is my turf. Now hurry the hell up and spill the beans before I turn you three
into circus balloons.”

The two angels looked uneasily at each other, and then the angel on the ground stirred
with a groan, his gauntlets sparking quietly in the rainfall… and Zerrex glanced absently down at
him before he concentrated, and vines ripped out of the ground, lashing around him and holding
him firmly in place as rock and dirt burst upwards and spilled over the gauntlets, making them
spark violently before they were muffled beneath the non-conductive soil and stone. The angel
cursed weakly, shuffling a bit before he moaned, and then he mumbled tiredly: “Shit, shit, shit…
where… where are we?”
“Where you‟re going to be is hell if someone doesn‟t tell me something soon.” Zerrex
said irritably, and then he glanced up as the rabbit began to recite something… before the
Drakkaren groaned and rolled his eyes as he realized it was an ancient verse of Enochian poetry.
“Okay, fine, you can be my first example.”
He snapped his fingers, and thorns tore out of the vines around the rabbit, the boar and
dolphin both wincing as the rabbit gargled, foam spilling out of his jaws as purple veins slowly
spilled through his body… and then his form rapidly began to swell up, bloating horribly and
bulging enough to strain the vines around him, digging the thorns all the deeper and making the
rock and stone tremble, dust hissing down quietly as the rain continued to patter over them,
before he whimpered weakly… and Zerrex couldn‟t help but grin slightly before he turned his
eyes to the other two.
The dolphin clenched his eyes shut, saying firmly: “No, no, do your worst you son of a
bitch! We ain‟t gonna confess to anything or give you any information… we‟re loyal, right?
Right?”
The boar looked unnerved… and Zerrex snapped his fingers again, and the dolphin
gargled as thorns tore into his body before he convulsed weakly, purple veins spilling through his
rubbery skin before it began to stretch and crack in places as foam dribbled from his jaws and the
wheezing blowhole in the top of his skull, his beret toppling from his head as he shivered… and
Zerrex looked meditatively at the boar before he said slowly: “You do realize that even if you
don‟t talk, I‟m just going to have my angry psychic daughter rip your brains apart for
information afterwards. Did I… not mention that before? I guess I should have mentioned that
before, it might have… inspired you to talk instead of resisting.”
The reptile rubbed at his face meditatively… and then the boar glanced down with a
wince, mumbling: “No way. I… I ain‟t talking. There‟s nothing you can do to make me talk.”
The Drakkaren looked at him thoughtfully for a few moments… and then he held up his
hand, and the boar winced back fearfully… and then Zerrex simply lowered it, saying mildly:
“Fine. I guess we‟ll just do this the hard way.”
He began to reach up for his mala… and then a vortex opened beside the lizard, Zerrex
looking up in surprise before Marina walked through with a warm smile, approaching him and
hugging him fiercely as she murmured softly: “It‟s wonderful to see you, Daddy. I knew you‟d
come back… I knew you‟d be safe. I was a patient girl, and a good girl for you while you were
gone… I knew that you would call on me when the time was right, and I‟m so very glad you did,
even if it‟s just to help with… such pathetic little creatures…”
A frown spread across her face as she glanced towards the angels, and as Zerrex glanced
at her, he realized that like him, no rain ever touched her… and she smiled lovingly at him as if
to answer his question before her eyes glowed faintly, and the boar screamed in agony, Zerrex
wincing before Marina said quietly: “Sorry, Daddy. They‟re better than anticipated… an antitelepathy rune I just removed, as well as mental shielding…”

Zerrex grimaced a bit as the boar sobbed once weakly, then gasped as his eyes rolled and
a patch of flesh and fur and skull lifted slowly from the back of his head, floating to the side and
dropping to the ground as he clenched his eyes shut as tears of pain rolled down his cheeks…
and then Marina smiled slightly, saying quietly: “They were sent by the Heavenly Council. They
call themselves Insurers, they‟re part of a military group that uses mostly-illegal mortal
technology as well as divine implements. Middle-class spies and stealth operatives… they were
supposed to erase any evidence of the Council in the Centrifuge. They were keeping on the move
through the jungle to avoid being detected by Hez‟Rannan forces or any demons from Elysium:
they met a contact earlier who gave them information on what evidence remained, a scientist
who quickly fled somewhere into the country, but should not be entirely difficult to find,
Daddy…”
She paused meditatively, looking at the boar as he rasped weakly for breath, and Zerrex
grimaced a bit before he said moodily: “I should leave these four for the Great Spiders. Not that
the Great Spider Mothers actually kill, mind you… they just paralyze their prey, and then let
their babies feed. Do you know how fast a swarm of Great Spider babies can consume a
Draybeast, one of those giant shaggy animals that wanders around here? Ten minutes. They
could probably eat one of you in five if they were hungry enough.”
The boar whimpered as the other angels struggled weakly, against both the bonds and
their own bloated paralysis… and then Zerrex rolled his eyes before he simply held a hand up,
concentrating, and then he grimaced when the four angels vanished, the prisons of tree and rock
and vine collapsing as dust and grass blew quietly up from the ground. Marina only smiled,
however, even as Zerrex stumbled a bit and felt an ache tear through his mind, saying quietly: “It
was good of you to send them home… and hopefully it will serve as a strong reminder to Heaven
as well.”
The Drakkaren only grunted a bit, then he glanced awkwardly over his shoulder… but
Marina shook her head slowly, saying quietly: “They have been burned and the jungle has
already claimed them as its victims. Come, Father… you have already done more than you
needed to for them. Let us head to Acheron now… at least you know that the Council is feeling
pressured by whatever secrets lay inside the Centrifuge, but there will be time later to further
explore it.”
Zerrex nodded hesitantly, and then he let Marina pull him gently through the trees,
feeling the jungle whispering around him as water beat a gentle rhythm against the leaves and
thunder rumbled overhead: not ominously, but in a strange and protective growl that made the
jungle whisper softly and tenderly in return as massive trees swayed and bushes shivered. Sky
and earth, opposed and yet forever intertwined… and Zerrex closed his eyes with a bit of a smile
at these thoughts as Marina approached a stream, wading into it, the water ripping around them
as the rain continued to fall and Zerrex reached up to squeeze the hilt of his sword slowly,
standing side-by-side in a patch of water that was still and calm as all around them, the stream
rippled, burbled, and bounced with raindrops and an ever-chaotic flow.
Then the two dove forwards, and emerged a moment later into Acheron, pushing through
the surface of the deep bowl with a grunt before the reptile shook his head quickly… and the
moment he stepped into the dimension, he could feel the energy in the air building and
reverberating, cracks in buildings snapping together and the ground rumbling as slumping stone
around the island snapped upwards and leveled out.
A moment after the Drakkaren stepped out of the pool, Earth appeared beside him and
hugged him fiercely… and then Epiphany appeared as well, almost tackling him back into the

water and laughing warmly as she cried: “Daddy! Oh Daddy, I‟m so glad you‟re okay! I was so
scared, but I stayed here with the others and helped… just like you would have wanted,
Daddy…”
She hugged him tightly again, and Zerrex hugged her and Earth back as the latter female
only clung to him, breathing hard, not needing any words… and then they finally pulled back,
and the Drakkaren smiled faintly from one to the other as in the enormous square below, Drakkai
and others pointed towards him, some cheering and shouting, others holding up their arms, some
even praying and murmuring blessings as the god of the pocket dimension returned.
Zerrex sat quietly in the Palace: he had cheated a little and rebuilt a bit more of it with his
powers while neatening up the damages that had happened during his absence when his powers
had been lost, but even Earth hadn‟t complained. Zerrex had also been forced to once again
expand the island, adding another block of massive stone buildings and streets: they were
stretching their capacity after all, and the Drakkaren had figured that if he had his powers back,
he might as well go ahead and put them to use in making everyone as comfortable as he could.
Sephire and Raze had been hiding out here, surprisingly enough: the reptile had been glad
to find them both, however, and doing okay. They had left Elysium mostly to get away from
angelic messengers and Lord‟s insistence they should both come back to Heaven while such
problems were going on… and it was pretty obvious the main reason neither grouchy goddess
nor godling had wanted to return was mostly because Lord had asked them to. They were
stubborn and strong-willed and the kind of people who dug their feet in when told to do
something, just for the sake of it… and Zerrex thought that Lord still didn‟t exactly get that even
after all these years.
Sammy had also rejoined the Drakkaren, popping into existence on his shoulder and
savagely attacking the reptile‟s head until he‟d finally torn him off and punted him halfway
across the dimension, but being an undead little beast, Sammy had just teleported back to him
and growled at him in Cherry‟s voice until Zerrex had finally apologized. Now the pseudodragon
was curled contentedly around his neck, and Mahihko and Lone sat on either side of Zerrex‟s
chair, the two wolves sleeping soundly on the extra-large pillow-beds that had been set up for
them as the reptile sat quietly back in his armchair, Mahihko with a large Zerrex plush snuggled
to his chest and Lone with his head on a stuffed Vampire toy.
Whatever misgivings they‟d had and he‟d had, they were now all forgotten. The two
obviously missed and longed for their sister… but Jeannine was gone, and most of all, he knew
the two wanted to see her memory avenged and the monster that had taken her away from them
caged. Zerrex didn‟t know if they knew about Elliot and Little Arcy being dead, and didn‟t know
if he had the heart to tell either of them… and he closed his eyes as he bowed his head forwards,
the room in front of him empty except for a long table that sat near the far wall, with a chair on
either side of this and books stacked over it, all of them written in ancient Hez‟Rannan runes.
The reptile carefully slipped to his feet: he only had his pants and mala on now, and the
Drakkaren turned around, gazing affectionately from one lupine to the other before he shook his
head a bit, reaching up to pull the skeletal, sleeping pseudodragon gently loose and setting him
down on the chair. He chirped quietly, but then only snuggled up closer into the cushioning, the
reptile laughed a little before he turned around, walking quietly towards the doorway and
knowing that as much as he wanted to just nap quietly here with the wolves, he had a lot to do,
and every second that passed was another second the murderer could take to his advantage.
Several hours ago, he had already sent Cindy, Cherry, Marina, and Mist and Shine out to the

Centrifuge, to check it for damage… and then he had healed the ailing Dray, who had been
suffering spiritual rejection from the dragon god‟s body until Zerrex had restored some of his
energies and his link as Disciple.
It seemed almost all his Disciples had been ill or suffering from mania brought on by the
corruption they‟d been exposed to over the years… and Zerrex slowly examined his right hand
as he walked down the corridor, wondering silently if Negative really was the same stuff that he
had seen in Creation‟s memories… and if he was infecting others now with the same Chimera
cells that had turned Creation and Life into such monsters, that had destroyed the First Gods and
forced them to quarantine and ravage their own home.
He shook his head a bit as he knocked on a door on instinct, and it opened a moment
later, revealing Maria, Daria, and Mercy all inside, gazing up at him affectionately. They sat
around a small den room, and there was a large, square bundle on the table… and even though
Daria was still blushing a bit, she seemed to have visibly regained some of her old glow and
confidence, and Zerrex smiled a bit at this before he said softly: “So there was something you
wanted to talk to me about, you said?”
“I should have brought it up earlier, grandfather, but I was just so glad to see you… and
while I know it‟s important, I‟m not yet sure how important it is.” the Broken said softly,
walking over to the table and sitting down in one of the chairs, and Zerrex followed her
curiously, pulling out the last chair and then frowning as Maria pointed at the package, saying
quietly: “Look at this.”
Zerrex reached out and grabbed it… and immediately, his energies reacted, making him
flail a bit and half-shove it away, but Mercy caught it as Maria blushed a bit and Daria smiled
awkwardly, Zerrex looking at his hands with a grimace of surprise. “It feels like it‟s been in
contact with Unworld essence… not enough to leave any residue behind, but enough to have
altered it slightly…”
Maria nodded as Mercy gently pushed it back towards him, and the reptile took it with a
grimace the way his scales crawled at the touch of the package, leaning over it and frowning a bit
as he saw a large shipping tag taped to the top of the box… and his eyes widened in surprise as
he muttered: “„Care of Theophilius Carter, The Unworld…‟ he… he actually sent us a package
after all?”
“And again, somehow it ended up sitting on the front step of the Ravenlight Estate, and
no one detected it until Mercy almost tripped over it.” Maria said softly, and Mercy smiled
awkwardly as she rubbed at the side of her head embarrassedly. Zerrex looked around at the
three incredulously, and Maria smiled a little. “Now, I understand that we all may have been…
preoccupied… but this is the second time he‟s managed to pass in and out of the Unworld to
Elysium, avoiding every security precaution and defense, and leave us something. Something
larger than a letter, this time, as well… although none of us have quite had the courage to open it,
grandfather. I‟m glad that… we did not have to, at the end of the day. That you returned to…
have the honor of opening it yourself, as it is addressed to you.”
Zerrex looked at the top of the package again and realized she was right… and he
grimaced a bit before he hesitantly grasped the ugly grey string that was tied in a neat bow
around the top, breathing a little harder… and then he grimaced a bit before tugging slowly on
the bow, loosening it before he pulled the string carefully away from the cloth-wrapped box.
The fabric half-fell away, and when Zerrex touched the simple cardboard beneath, he was
surprised to feel not a trace of Unworld residue on it… and the Drakkaren frowned a bit as he

pulled the fabric away and slid it to Maria, asking her curiously: “Is there anything weird about
that?”
She tilted her head curiously as she picked the fabric up, testing it in her hands… and
then she frowned a bit as her hands boiled with black, unnatural energies, and the fabric only
shook a bit before she muttered: “Strange… it seems to have some kind of powerful energy
running through it, so it absorbs and negates Unworld essence. I‟ve never seen this before…
even the special armor kept at the Unworld Manse only repels Unworld essence and is made of
very solid, very rare materials… but this would be able to survive for a very long time even in
the atmosphere of the Unworld. It‟s not very strong, Unworld Beings would likely shred it apart
to feast off the energy it emits, but… it would withstand and negate residue quite well.”
“Quite.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing at his face thoughtfully, and then he carefully reached
out and opened the top of the cardboard box… before he frowned a bit as leaned forwards and
looked down into it, then dumbly pulled out a large, elongated teapot. It stood very tall, almost
giving it a strange oval shape, with a dome-shaped top that snugly fit over it and a wide, long
spout that looked like a snobbishly-upturned nose. The handle was black and thick and made of a
substance Zerrex couldn‟t identify with a smooth and comfortable grip, and it was otherwise
very plain and unornamented.
He put it down on the table, the other females looking as flummoxed as he was before the
Drakkaren dug in the cardboard box… and a moment later pulled out a simple, small teacup on a
saucer, a silver teaspoon clinking inside it quietly as the reptile put this aside… and then he
turned the cardboard box upside down and looked up into it, surprised there wasn‟t anything
else. He dropped the box off to the side after a moment, then stared at this, before saying slowly:
“He sent me a teapot.”
“He sent you a teapot.” Daria echoed, and she blushed a bit when Zerrex glanced at him
before Maria leaned forwards and touched it lightly with a frown as she put the resilient fabric
aside on the table. “Maybe there‟s something inside?”
Zerrex nodded thoughtfully, reaching out and pulling the lid of the pot open before he
tilted it towards himself… and he frowned a bit as he saw a piece of paper that was just waiting
to be plucked out. The reptile reached in and dumbly removed this, flipping it open and looking
curiously down at it before reading clearly: “„Dear Zerrex. I hope this finds you in good health
and I apologize for taking so long to get this to you. I believe it holds all the answers you
requested, and you must treat it with great care and solemnity, for all joyous occasions must be
taken extremely seriously. Simply think of what you want and pour, and you shall be rewarded. I
look forwards to seeing you and Miss Maria-Not-Serviteur at the party I shall be hosting
whenever you finally arrive: do not worry about being late or early, as it does not start until you
get here, which is precisely when my tea-time ends. Your good friend, but not your friend good,
Theophilius Carter. P.S. Please bring scones if you wish to eat them. Thank you.”
“So he‟s insane.” Daria said flatly, and Mercy gave a nod of agreement as her stitched
muzzle wrinkled, and Maria shook her head slowly as Zerrex put the letter aside and instead
turned the teapot upside down, shaking it firmly.
Nothing more came out… and the reptile sighed a bit before he turned it right-side up and
put the domed top back on. He frowned a little, picking it up and tilting it experimentally… and
nothing happened, even when the reptile tilted it almost upside down over the table, before Maria
suggested: “Perhaps you should try over the cup, grandfather?”
“Perhaps you should not call me that. But maybe… remember how his other teapot
worked?” Zerrex frowned a bit as he poured over the cup… and nothing came out. The

Drakkaren grimaced, putting it back down before he looked at it, and then he said clearly:
“Coffee.”
This time when the Drakkaren poured, coffee spilled out: and not simply black coffee,
but the tawny almond of what was clearly two cream, two sugars in perfect amount, Zerrex
staring in surprise as this filled the cup to the brim before it simply halted completely… and the
reptile dumbly stirred it once with the spoon as he put the kettle aside before carefully raising the
small silver utensil to his muzzle and sipping at it absently… and then he muttered: “Wow. It‟s
exactly the way I like it… a little sweet with an under-taste, just like in my favorite place back in
Valise City…”
“So the answer to all life‟s problems is coffee?” Daria asked dubiously, and Zerrex
shrugged a bit as he picked the teacup up and sipped from it slowly, and the demoness frowned a
bit as she rubbed at her head slowly. “Are you sure that… Theophilius is… I dunno…”
“I know what it seems like, but I think he‟s a very important piece of this puzzle.” Maria
said softly, rubbing at her face slowly as she murmured: “Remember, he could see Negative, and
Negative tried to hurt him… and more importantly… he seems to know things, things about the
First Gods. Answers to questions that I know must still be in your mind, grand… I mean,
Zerrex.”
She smiled awkwardly at him, and he shook his head a bit, sipping at the coffee slowly
again and murmuring: “Never got out of that old habit, did you? But… yeah. I mean, I know
what happened to the First Gods now, but… there‟s still blanks. Large gaps in the telling, and all
of it from… what seems like Negative‟s point of view, in a sense, so it‟s biased and who knows
what‟s true or not? And like it or not… it didn‟t tell me much about the Strange Beasts, except
that there‟s a lot more of them than I thought at first. Sure, we got rid of Eratosthenes… and
maybe if we get his brain functional again, we can convince him to order the Strange Beasts he‟s
gathered up to go away, and him to leave with them for one of the countless worlds out there that
have yet to develop intelligent life. But I don‟t think somehow that this is magically going to be
the end of our problems with the creatures… after all, remember Celeste? She was talking about
how the Strange Beasts had turned on the higher-ups… saw them as traitors, were born
„godless,‟ I think she phrased it. That worries me a lot.”
The others nodded, and Zerrex finished down his coffee before he looked into the empty
cup… and then reared his head back when it steamed lightly before becoming completely
spotless, and the lizard whistled a bit as he brought the cup up to his muzzle and sniffed at it, but
there wasn‟t a single trace of coffee left over as he muttered: “Damn. Auto-cleansing. At the very
least Theophilius has some explaining to do about how he acts so nuts all the time but obviously
has one hell of a grasp on all kinds of magic.”
Mercy nodded at this, then signed a few gestures towards Zerrex, the reptile looking up at
her curiously… and he grunted, raising a hand and seesawing it back and forth. “I‟m on the fence
about what he is right now. There‟s a few possibilities and I‟m not yet willing to rule any of them
out.”
Daria and Maria looked at each other for a moment, then they both nodded before Zerrex
sighed a bit, looking at the teapot and swirling it absently, making something inside clink quietly
before he muttered: “I dunno… Frost Cola?”
Then he tilted the teapot over the cup, and cola spilled out and into it, the Drakkaren
smiling slightly as he said dryly: “Well, even if it‟s not giving us anything else… I gotta admit
that I am liking this little gift of Theo‟s.”

Maria sighed a bit as Daria smiled a little and Mercy gazed at him quietly… and then the
Drakkaren put the teapot aside before picking up the cup… and then he cursed as his mala
suddenly burned around his neck, dropping the metal cup. It bounced loudly against the saucer
and overturned, but the liquid simply vanished from sight as the reptile reached up and grasped
his mala with shock… and then he snarled a bit, saying immediately to the others: “That‟s
Cherry and Cindy… alarm from the Centrifuge!”
The three females immediately joined hands around the table as Zerrex held out his own
as he stood up, seizing Daria and Maria‟s wrist, and a moment later, he simply vanished,
reappearing on the beaches of Hez‟Ranna amidst a crowd of gawking Dragokkaren. There was
no sight or sound, but yet Zerrex could feel the wickedness in the air, and he thought the
Hez‟Rannan folk were being affected by it too as they gasped and pointed at the reptile where he
had appeared, muttering and calling out to him… but Zerrex only ignored them for the moment,
holding his hand out and creating a long, beautiful spear of bamboo with a crystal tip, tossing
this to Daria, and she blushed, fumbling it a bit as she caught it as Maria floated in the air and
arched her back, black chains forming around her with a crackle of dark energy, and Mercy
tugged at his hand, giving him an insistent look… and he nodded quickly after a moment, saying
sharply: “But hurry.”
Mercy nodded, turning and bolting towards the dirt path to try and find help inside
Hez‟Ranna, where there were regularly other demons and angels who might be able to lend them
assistance: strong or not, numbers usually beat strength, after all. Then Zerrex reached out and
grasped both Daria and Maria‟s shoulders, and they vanished again before reappearing inside the
Centrifuge near the source of the commotion, and Zerrex winced as he immediately shoved both
females to either side of him before a fireball caught him in the chest and exploded in a terrible
whooshing explosion, sending the lizard flying backwards to crash into a metal-plated wall as a
terrible laugh ripped through the room.
The cloaked figure, the murderer, was snarling in the center of the room, his cloak burnt
and charred from repeated attacks and a long chunk of metal ripped through one shoulder, black
blood dripping steadily off this as he staggered back and forth, grabbing at his head and
screaming for a moment before he arched his back and laughed wildly as red, brilliant flame
burst over his body with arcs of neon electricity, before it suddenly dissipated… and Zerrex
groaned a bit as he grabbed at his head, once more in the wrecked center room of the Centrifuge:
since it had been balanced out by chains and supports that held the pyramidal structure up
outside, they at least no longer had to deal with horrible axis tilt… but Cindy, Cherry, Marina,
and the Twins had apparently been in the middle of pulling up some of the paneling, and chunks
of metal and microchip now littered the area as Cherry ran over to him and grabbed his shoulder,
the reptile asking lamely: “What‟d I miss?”
“Fuck, he showed up outta nowhere… we can‟t pin him down and… goddammit!”
Cherry snarled as she pointed towards Marina, who was laying unconscious as blood spilled
from her gaping muzzle, Mist and Shine standing over her but both of them bleeding heavily and
covered in awful, orange-black sears and burns. “He fucking knew to take Marina down without
giving her a chance… he teleported in right on top of her fucking head, crushed her and fried
her…”
Cindy, meanwhile, was snarling, half-naked and her upper body covered in steel, sized up
slightly as her eyes burned with rage and blue energy shocked over her scales… and Cherry was
bleeding slightly from small-scale shrapnel wounds over her body, her own clothes ripped and
burned as Zerrex snarled before he glanced towards Maria, who nodded curtly before a rift

opened beneath her and she vanished through this. A moment later, rifts ripped open on all sides
of the cloaked murderer, chains shooting through these and snapping towards him, but the
creature almost fell forwards and scrambled quickly away as he continued to laugh as fire burned
over him and electricity zapped along his body, and Zerrex snarled before he blinked out of
existence and then reappeared directly in front of the killer, slamming his foot forwards in a hard
punt into its muzzle and sending it flying backwards as a larger rift opened directly behind it and
Maria leaned halfway out, seizing it with a savage grin that was very unlike her usual demeanor
before she vanished back into the rift and pulled the creature halfway through… and then the rift
snapped closed, and Zerrex winced at the splatter of blood and gore as the cloaked figure‟s waist
and lower legs fell to the floor, ripped cloak flapping around it as Cherry and Cindy both gaped,
and Mist and Shine sighed with relief.
Then a rift opened… and Maria was slammed through it, screaming and crashing down
on her back with horror and surprise as the upper half of the monster fell through after her… but
it was still laughing insanely, even as its spine twitched and dragged against the ground, guts
dangling out after it before it vomited blood and shivered weakly… and then it rasped: “Not
yet… not yet…”
It held a hand out towards its legs… and they slowly, slowly rose up to the horror of all
watching, Maria‟s eyes widening in shock as the pair of legs got to their feet, the cloak falling
away from the lower limbs that were covered in black-and-white, shaggy fur, and yet had
patches of green scale here and there, one foot an oversized paw and the other a thick, ugly
talon… and the legs staggered weakly before they flopped forwards as the murderer twisted its
body around and slammed its waist down, then it screamed as flames exploded up around its
own body, the upper, remaining portion of cloak almost melting as the shadows still hiding its
hands and face shivered violently… and then a moment later, it laughed wildly as it shoved itself
backwards, pinkish tail from which dangled random tufts of burnt fur twitching madly back and
forth as it climbed to its feet and swayed on the spot, then screamed as it arched its back, flames
bursting over its form as smoke poured up from its melted-together waist and it howled: “You
can‟t stop me! You can‟t stop me!”
Daria ran forwards with a yell, and the creature half-turned towards her before she
pounced, stabbing her spear savagely forwards… and it tore through the creature‟s chest, making
it scream as it staggered backwards before it shoved a hand towards her and flames erupted
through the air, knocking her flying backwards with a shriek… but Maria‟s black chains
immediately lashed outwards, catching her safely as the monster clutched at the spear buried
through its heart.
Then Cindy and Cherry ran in from either side, and Cindy leapt upwards and half-spun to
plant a solid thrust-kick into the butt of the spear sticking up through its chest, and the monster
gave a scream as its arms lashed upwards, blood splattering out of its jaws… and behind it,
Cherry slid in on her knees and caught the spear as it shot straight through the monster like an
arrow, the muscular female rapidly spinning the weapon around and swatting its legs out from
beneath it as she dived past, and Cindy leapt forwards with a roar, both hands raised as metallic
spikes burst out of her arms before she snarled as she swung them down, muscles bulging
powerfully enough through the metal to make loose steel scales pop out of place before she
slammed both forearms with crushing force into the monster‟s chest as she dropped to a kneel to
throw her full weight into the attack, and it was sent rocketing down into the ground with enough
force to send cracks through the tiled floor, chunks of thin stone flying in all directions.

It howled in agony, yet still flames exploded off its form as it began to get up… and
Cherry spun around and ran up Cindy‟s back with the spear before she leaned backwards,
holding it straight down with a snarl as Cindy reached up and half-caught the weapon… and both
powerful females slammed the spear downwards at the same time, hand-over-hand on the pole as
they tore it through the monster‟s chest and heart, blue energy and bright fire burning along the
weapon as cracks spilled through the bamboo with the power it was thrusted at and the crystal tip
shattered as it pieced the floor beyond the monster, and the cloaked beast gave a long, keening
wail before it finally fell still.
The two knelt on either side of it as smoke poured up from the corpse of the beast… and
then they grinned slowly at each other, laughing as Zerrex smiled weakly… before the black
smoke began to clear, and Zerrex stared in horror at the sight of a second cloaked figure, yelling
a warning too late. Electricity sparked down its arms, and then it stepped forwards with a snarl
and slapped Cindy aside, sending her flying before it blasted her with a powerful arc of lightning
that made her scream as cracks ripped across her form and energy boiled over her body… and as
Cherry turned with a roar of fury, the monster swung its extended arm forwards in a haymaker
that ripped across the female‟s face, sending her backwards with a howl of agony as one of her
eyes almost exploded in its socket before the creature laughed crazily as a ball of dark energy
rippled into life in its handIn a moment, Zerrex was between it and Cherry, slamming his own fist into the dark
sphere, and the black energy exploded in a blast that skinned most of the reptile‟s left arm and
chest, sending him staggering backwards with a curse… but the cloaked figure was thrown
backwards into the sharp corner of the hallway leading to the doorway with a gargle of pain,
bouncing off it and falling to all fours with a visible shudder before it hissed… and then Maria
leaned forwards and threw a sphere of Unworld energy at it, and the orb of terrible energies
crashed into it and knocked the monster sprawling, the creature screaming in agony as it clawed
wildly at its blackly-burning robes before it exploded apart into energy that streamed quickly
past the ajar vault door and into the hallway, screaming in fury even as it vanished.
Zerrex breathed hard as his scales slowly grew back into place, grimacing a bit as Cherry
cursed and choked back a sob as she clutched at her face, blood streaming between her fingers…
and Mist and Shine both collapsed over one-another in dead faints, dropping their weapons as
Marina shivered weakly on the ground. Daria stood back, breathing hard before she rushed over
towards Cindy as the metallic giant stirred… and then Zerrex grunted as he fell to his knees,
closing his eyes and looking down at the cloaked figure they had just killed as Cherry uncovered
her face and whispered: “So it‟s more than one guy… shit…”
Zerrex reached down and carefully pushed the hood back… and the shadows concealing
the monster faded, and the Drakkaren shivered in disgust at what he saw. A grinning mishmash
of wolf and lizard… its muzzle was twisted and covered in fur and surgical scars, with ugly
black and yellow teeth that stuck out of its bloody gums in a wild pattern. Its eyes were frozen
open, as insane in death as they had likely been in life… one was ivory, with cracked flecks of
emerald, and the other was a golden color that still burned unnaturally out of its skull.
The reptile swallowed a bit, looking at this terrible creation for a few moments before he
shook his head slowly… and then he tore the cloak covering it open to reveal its chest, covered
in surgical scars, random patches of scale, and more mismatched fur as Cherry muttered: “Oh
shit, oh shit… oh… shit… Cindy, I… oh shit…”
Zerrex grunted… and then he shook his head quickly before he stood shakily up and
headed quickly towards Cindy, who was slowly shrinking down as her scales became flesh-and-

blood again. She breathed hard in and out, then smiled awkwardly at him, embarrassedly
covering her breasts… and the Drakkaren smiled tiredly to her before he created a plain white
blouse in one hand, holding it out and saying quietly: “You‟re not going to like the looks of that
thing over there. Do you need me to heal you?”
“No, just… stunned. He tried to disassociate me, it feels like… fuck, hurts like hell.”
Cindy muttered, rubbing at her stomach slowly, and she grimaced a little at the visible cracks
through her body. “I don‟t know if I could deal with disassociation as well as you do… as it is, it
feels like my body shouldn‟t come apart.”
“Well, neither should mine, but it happens sometimes.” Zerrex said softly, and then he
smiled a little before he walked towards the Twins and Marina, carefully kneeling in front of his
Iuratus and reaching a hand out to grasp the backs of their heads… and a moment later, energy
glowed faintly over the two, and then they both shivered before their mismatched eyes fluttered
open, and they smiled weakly up at Zerrex as he looked from one to the other, asking quietly:
“Are you alright?”
They nodded, looking embarrassed, and Zerrex smiled faintly as they slipped carefully
up, hugging them both and murmuring: “Thank you for taking care of Marina. And for doing
your duty as my Iuratus.”
They both smiled radiantly at this, and then carefully picked up their cleavers, resting the
weapons across their backs and climbing to their feet as Zerrex slipped forwards a bit to gently
reach down and shake Marina gently… and she stirred a bit before the reptile pushed some of his
energies into her, breathing a bit harder and grimacing a little at the shock of pain that went
through his head: it was replaced by relief when Marina stirred, however, and like he‟d thought,
she had only been knocked unconscious, as she murmured: “Oh… Daddy…”
“Marina.” Zerrex said softly, and she blushed a bit before leaping up and hugging him,
despite the groan of pain she let out immediately afterwards, and she wobbled a bit as he laughed
quietly, muttering: “Careful now, this close I get hit pretty good with your vertigo as well. Still
need to work on my own emotional reading.”
“Sorry Daddy.” Marina smiled awkwardly at him, and then they both carefully stood and
joined the others, who were clustered around the devastated body of the warped mostly-wolf.
Cindy was examining it, her eyes cold and focused as Cherry rubbed at the slowly healing
wound on her face, her eye healed but clenched shut as she grimaced a little, and as they
approached, Cindy muttered: “Fuck… Daria, my bag of stuff should still be intact. I need my
sample kit and the genetic scanner.”
Daria nodded quickly, looking glad to be of service as she glanced around and then
headed quickly over to a bag of tools and equipment, and Cherry grumbled moodily to herself
even as Zerrex gave her a flat look. The newt returned a few moments later with a large black kit
and a small, rectangular device as Cindy knelt over the body, and she took it with a nod of thanks
before she powered the machine on, setting it aside as she opened the kit and produced several
strange tools as well as a syringe with a crystal tip.
They watched as she worked, and Cindy‟s hands moved with practiced skill, not the
slightest bit distracted by the others watching her: she extracted cooling blood first, then inserted
the needle into the side of the genetic device and allowed it to begin running a scan as she picked
up her other tools: one was used to shave fur off, and another to lift patches of scale, and the last
was a saw she used to cut through the skin and flesh. Every now and then she would ask for
something, and Daria would pass her the tool, Cherry hovering around them and looking moody,

and Zerrex rolled his eyes, exasperated as always by how childish she could be even in the most
serious of situations.
Then Cindy finally sat back as the device dinged, and she shook her head slowly: Mist
and Shine glanced up from where they were cleaning their cleavers, and Maria looked up as well
from where she was sitting quietly beside Zerrex, holding his hand silently. Cindy examined her
machine for a few moments, Cherry and Daria both looking tense now as they glanced down at
her, Cherry‟s imagined rivalry forgotten… and then Cindy cursed quietly and muttered: “Just
like I thought. Daddy, this creature was synthetically-made… and some of the genes making it
up look very similar to some of our own genetic data.”
Zerrex cursed under his breath, gritting his teeth before his eyes roved over the room, and
he leaned down, touching the creature… and some of its energy signature still lingered in its
body. He could feel it, closing his eyes and breathing slowly and locking onto it, memorizing it
with his body more than his mind… and he reached a hand up, then grimaced as pain went
through his eyes before its energies became strangely visible, like floating purple essence… and
he looked back and forth, seeing not only speckles it had left behind here and there on the floor
from shed blood… but the same kind of energy was concentrated around the center of the room,
where the now-empty capsule rested silently. “It was produced here, wasn‟t it…”
Cindy looked towards the center of the room as well, seeing the capsule… and she shook
her head slowly, saying quietly: “The Heavenly Council… Daddy, you mentioned running into
angels, too…”
“Sent by the council to destroy evidence. Could they be at the head of this whole mess
after all?” Zerrex asked quietly, and Cherry gritted her teeth as Cindy frowned a bit, looking
down and then looking sharply up, and the reptile could see his own thoughts reflected clearly in
his eyes. “No, but… someone could be using the council as a shield. As a decoy…”
“That‟s why they‟ve been setting you up… more and more, because they know Job will
jump at any chance to attack you or Hell, so they‟ve been planting a bad version of your energy
signature around the area… and because they know we hate the council and would love to lay
this at Job‟s feet, someone, probably involved in the council, likely recently involved in it who
has no attachment for it… they‟ve been executing the orders.” Cindy said sharply, her voice
almost excited as she nodded quickly, and then she looked down at the dead body as Zerrex‟s
vision returned to normal and the reptile reached up to rub at his eyes with a grimace as they
throbbed dully. “We need to get this corpse somewhere safe so I can examine its genetic makeup
in detail… and we‟re going to need to start assembling theories and evidence, as well as start
getting information on the council members in detail. Sephire, Raze and Silven can all help with
that, right?”
“Among others.” the Drakkaren nodded, rubbing at his head slowly before he muttered:
“Goddammit… and whoever it was really must have wanted something in here to be destroyed,
if they were willing to send not one, but two of those cloaks in… two of them, gods above, how
many of these bastards are there?”
“We can think about that later.” Cherry said suddenly, and Zerrex looked over at her with
surprise as she took over for him, saying clearly: “Cindy should take the body to the old
Sunshine Building labs, where Huck still works his gay ass at. Mist and Shine and Daria can
go… and me, Maria, Marina, and you can stay here, Boss. I got a feeling Mercy is getting
reinforcements so hopefully they‟ll be able to haul this thing without us having to worry about…
sample damage and shit.”

“Oh, I can take care of that.” Zerrex said mildly, and he snapped his fingers, and a metal
locker rapidly formed, sizzling blue with the lizard‟s energy and rectangular and large enough to
easily accommodate the body, with an armored, hinged lid resting open. The Drakkaren grinned
a bit, and then Cherry nodded with an approving grunt before she and Cindy quickly grasped
either side of the body, smiling at each other embarrassedly as the reptile glanced over at Daria,
who was blushing softly: “Go gather up Cindy‟s gear.”
He paused, then looked at her intently, concentrating on her as he thought clearly: You
have nothing to be ashamed of, Daria. I love you, for who you are. We all do. “Now quick,
before Cindy leaves without you.”
Daria blushed deeply, and then she bowed her head respectfully, almost hugging herself
as she visibly cheered up… and Zerrex smiled faintly at the demoness before his eyes turned to
Maria and Marina, who were quietly sitting side-by-side now, resting against each other with
faint smiles. It was strange, considering how they had once tried to destroy each other… but the
reptile knew now that it was often the things that were the most similar that caused each other the
most pain. “Can you two do me a favor and accompany them out? My fear is much more that the
cloaked bastard is lurking around, than that he‟ll attack again.” And something tells me that he’s
the main monster… the one who’s caused us the most damage. Gods know what this other guy is
but… there were differences in their abilities, weren’t there? And that wasn’t the same muzzle I
saw… or the same voice, now that I’m out of the battle and have time to think…
He shook his head thoughtfully at this, and Marina gazed at him lovingly as she took
Maria‟s hand, the Broken smiling and blushing a little but gladly squeezing the female‟s fingers
as they locked together, and Zerrex glanced up at them and allowed the sight to fill him with
better thoughts, hopeful thoughts. After all, if they could learn to get along so well… perhaps
nothing really was impossible, and Marina smiled lovingly at this as she nodded as if in answer
before they turned and headed towards the ajar door.
Zerrex looked towards Cindy as she did a last quick inspection before she glanced at her
father, saying awkwardly: “I know you don‟t like to abuse your powers, Daddy… but after I
close the lid, can you seal this in plastic? I just want to make sure the corpse doesn‟t deteriorate
all of a sudden… preventing too much air from getting in might help with that.”
The lizard only smiled a bit, however, nodding, and Cindy looked relieved as she closed
the lid of the locker before the Drakkaren rose his hand and took a slow breath… and a moment
later, the heavy steel casing was locked in a thick, semitransparent lining, and Cindy motioned to
Mist and Shine as Daria quickly approached with the female‟s repacked bag, letting Cindy slip
her smaller kit into this as she pocketed the scanner device. Then she hesitated for a moment…
before walking quickly around the locker and hurrying to her father, hugging him fiercely and
saying quietly: “If something happens… you and Cherry call out for us, don‟t try and take this on
alone.”
“It‟s a promise.” Zerrex said softly, meaning every word as he looked down at her,
stroking her hair back gently from her face, smiling a little at her messy, unkempt pigtails… and
she looked quietly back up at him, studying him for a few moments before he pattered her gently
on the cheek. “Now go on, before Mercy gets here with reinforcements or something and you
have to explain to her that we don‟t need them anymore.”
“Alright, alright. I‟m going… I just hope she does get here with some extra people, I… I
feel scared transporting this.” She glanced over her shoulder, and Zerrex tilted his head as Cindy
turned around, following the locker as Mist and Shine carried it out of the room before the
female leaned in front of the vault door, saying softly as she looked at the ground: “After all, it

didn‟t show up until the moment we had terminated the other cloak… and if they really wanted
to destroy evidence, the first thing on my list to take care of would be to destroy that.”
“Then I can‟t believe I‟m saying this, but tell Mercy to let Vivien know what‟s
happened.” Zerrex paused, shared an amused look with Cherry, and then he became serious
again as he looked towards Cindy‟s half-turned back. “She can have the Black Rose Platoon sent
down from the Ravenlight Estate, and by now probably wants this guy as bad as we do, so I‟d
expect some Royal Guards, too, and maybe even some standard infantry soldiers.”
Cindy nodded a bit, hesitating as she dragged her fingers down the side of the wall… and
then she finally nodded again before heading quickly out into the hall. Zerrex watched her vanish
through the ajar door, and then he sighed a bit as he glanced towards Cherry, who looked
nervously back as she muttered: “Shit, I didn‟t even think of that… Boss, maybe… maybe we
should go after all.”
“I… no. Cindy can handle herself, and you saw the way that thing reacted to Maria‟s
Unworld energies… plus even if it‟s getting bolder, we haven‟t dealt with a full-on public attack
yet. I think they‟ll be okay once they‟re outside, especially if Mercy‟s gotten reinforcements…
and more importantly, I think we must be getting close to whatever the key inside this Centrifuge
is.” Zerrex paused, then looked back and forth around the room, grimacing slightly as he rubbed
at his face. “Except it looks like you two have basically torn this place apart… and if Priest‟s
been running the salvaged data through his computers and still hasn‟t found anything overlyincriminating…”
“Hey, Boss. This might be a little off-topic, but when there‟s fifty-bazillion cables in the
ceiling, where do they all feed to? Is there like, a super generator up there or some shit?” Cherry
asked lamely, looking up at the roof… and Zerrex glared at her before he glanced up to the roof
as well… and then frowned thoughtfully, rubbing at his face slowly. “What? Did I uncover the
mystery of the rainbow?”
“Cherry, please vent your stress about Cindy‟s crush on Daria in a more-useful fashion.”
Zerrex muttered, and Cherry huffed before the reptile beckoned to her, adding quietly: “But
seriously, maybe there is something up there. The Soul Cage wasn‟t just feeing downwards, after
all… it was feeding upwards, too. Did you guys spot-check the entire facility?”
“Head-to-toe, of course. I think whatever the hell‟s in the ceiling, it‟s between this floor
and the floor above… we didn‟t come across any generator or power room or shit, after all, or
nothing that looks like it connects to here.” Cherry replied quietly, nodding towards the
Drakkaren, and they exchanged nervous looks before she held up her hands. “Bosses first, Boss.”
“I hate you so freaking much right now.” Zerrex muttered, and Cherry only grinned
cheerfully at him before the Drakkaren sighed and rolled his eyes, raising a foot as a platform of
energy appeared beneath it and stepping carefully up onto this as he said flatly: “Then at least let
me know if you see a hatch or anything.”
“Near the center of the room, I think, it looks like all the cables go into a hole there.”
Cherry answered, pointing straight up, and Zerrex glanced at the loosely dangling cables past the
gaping iron cage at the piping feeding into the ceiling, which widened near the top. “Bet if you
unscrew that you can get on top no problem.”
“No problem for someone who can float, maybe.” Zerrex grumbled, and then he created a
series of platforms of energy, running up them like stairs as they vanished rapidly from existence
behind him in a spiraling upwards pattern, shoving through dangling tubes and huge, loose
cables before he finally came to a halt near the roof, inspecting the base of it… and nodding
slowly as he called down: “Watch out, I‟m going to have to break this, it‟s sealed!”

Cherry nodded from below, her gaze sharpening as she stood beside the large capsule,
and Zerrex carefully reached his right hand up as the scales peeled away from the metallic arm
beneath, his hand rippling before it transformed into a vise-like grip… and the reptile grinned
despite himself at this pincer, opening and closing it before he grasped the very top of the metal
piping and then clenched the claw shut around it, making it screech and groan as the lizard bit
the inside of his cheek and leaned forwards with a grunt, crushing down harder… and then
finally feeling something snap beneath the rubber sleeve that covered the piping, and the reptile
yanked hard to the side, tearing most of the piping away and sending a long steel cylinder falling
towards the floor.
It crashed to the ground next to Cherry as she simply stood there, a few broken cables
falling past with her and she continued to look cheerfully up at him, and Zerrex glowered over
his shoulder at her as the platform of energy flickered a bit beneath his feet. “Why am I doing
this again, when you‟re the one with precog?”
“Uh. Because shit isn‟t any less scary to me just „cause I can see shit coming before it
happens?” Cherry said lamely, holding up a single finger, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before he
turned to look at the hole now present in the roof, grimacing a bit at the chunks of broken wire
and rubber capping standing out from the plate-sized hole as he flicked his right arm a few times
and it transformed back into a silvery gauntlet-hand. “Hey, that‟s a trapdoor, ain‟t it?”
“I…” Zerrex frowned a bit as he examined the edges of the oversized, circular piece of
metal, and then he nodded slowly. “No, it‟s a seal… but I don‟t think it was even welded in,
so…”
The reptile reached up and grasped either side of the large, circular piece of metal, and
then he grunted as he shoved upwards… and the wide plate of steel popped out of place with a
poof of dust, the Drakkaren coughing a bit before he managed to worm the dangling, wiry
remains of the ripped piping out of the middle of the large plate and shove it aside into the room
above. Then Zerrex carefully grasped the lip of the manhole-sized hole with one hand, shoving
the broken wires out of the way with the other and hauling himself upwards, grimacing a bit at
the feel of rubberized piping and copper wire licking against his spine before he managed to pull
himself into the room beyond.
“Boss?” Cherry shouted nervously, and Zerrex rolled his eyes a bit as he surveyed the
room around him slowly… and then he gritted his teeth with a shiver of disgust before glancing
to the side and concentrating, and Cherry blinked out of existence before reappearing beside him,
staggering once and then grinning at him… before it slowly faded as she stared around at the
room surrounding them. “Oh… oh shit…”
The dangling tubing over the hole led down from thinner black cables that had been
clamped and bolted to the ceiling to keep the room tidy and neat… and the cables formed a neat,
perfectly-symmetrical spiderweb along the rooftop, twisting back and forth, here and there, and
all of them feeding down into not only huge, cylindrical machines like immense metal stumps,
but enormous capsules filled with a terrible, faintly-pulsing liquid… and inside which writhed
demons in various states of slow death, covered in nodes and electrodes and implanted wires, the
clear-metal fronts of the capsules alive with information as energy was constantly extracted from
them. A single large computer terminal sat at one side of the room, and Cherry snarled at the
sight of the dozen demons or so trapped in the capsules around the circular area between the
huge, ugly machines inside the slightly-rounded, angled stasis pods… and Zerrex shook his head
slowly before he walked towards this, muttering under his breath: “It looks like they‟re what
supplies power to the facility… the Soul Cage must have just been for the genetics lab below.”

“Shit, Boss… they‟ve been this way for a long time.” Cherry muttered, leaning over one
of the capsules and looking down into it with a grimace, and then she glanced over her shoulder
as Zerrex tapped through the computer, his eyes flicking back and forth over the screen before he
held a hand out and concentrated… and a moment later, his nanotech armlet appeared in it,
Cherry asking quickly: “Found something?”
“Maybe.” Zerrex muttered, fumbling at the armlet before he managed to pop a small door
on it open, pulling out a long cable. He plugged this into a USB port on the side of the computer
and shook his head a bit, saying quietly: “Documents, transcripts, information… but this
room…”
Zerrex turned around as the armlet began to whirr quietly, leaving the device sitting on
the table the console rested on as the lizard glanced slowly back and forth through the room, and
then he closed his eyes and took a slow breath before opening them… and gritting his teeth in
disgust even as pain twisted through his eyes. The capsules glowed faintly, but runes covering
the walls and the strange, stumpy machines pulsed brightly in front of his eyes, the reptile
muttering under his breath: “Great. There‟s Enochian warding all over the goddamn place inside
here… looks like portal-lock runes, too, so only certain people could go in and out… probably
only whoever made these runes.”
Cherry nodded slowly, and when the armlet dinged, Zerrex shook his head briefly as his
eyes gave a dull ache before his vision returned to normal, and the reptile returned to pick this
up, letting the cable automatically retract back into it before he slipped it over his left forearm. It
clanked and locked tightly into place, and the reptile looked down at it for a few moments before
he glanced over his shoulder to Cherry, who was staring with silent fury over her shoulder at the
capsules. “Yeah. Go ahead.”
“Thanks Boss.” Cherry muttered, and then she threw a hand out, and flames burst into
life throughout the room over the machinery, capsules sparking violently and the strange, solidlooking machines here and there whirring violently before one exploded, releasing the energy
pent-up inside it in a massive blast that ripped apart the steel around it like paper as Zerrex
winced and stepped forwards, a wall of energy appearing in front of himself and Cherry as he
wrapped an arm tightly around her waist.
She only continued to watch, strangely-transfixed, as chunks of metal and huge blasts of
flame erupted up from the machines and alien devices, fire and metal spilling through the air as
Zerrex shook his head slowly, another capsule erupting in a thunderous explosion as the reptile
muttered, his voice perfectly audible over the shrieks of machinery and the powerful blasts: “We
should get out of here. Marina and Maria will sense us leaving, they‟ll follow when they can.”
Cherry only nodded a bit… and then Zerrex hugged her tightly back against him before
vanishing from the spot, reappearing a moment later in the lush jungles of Hez‟Ranna as Cherry
turned towards him and hugged him around the waist, murmuring as she shoved her face against
the side of his neck: “Why don‟t they ever learn, Boss? Why don‟t they ever fucking learn?”
Zerrex only shook his head slowly, closing his eyes: they had both recognized that
technology, after all… Wulfe Industries tech, modified off designs that came from the selfproclaimed leader of the Old Gods himself, Athéos. Technology that had been quickly destroyed
or seized after Tobias Wulfe was killed and his towering headquarters in Lunis had been
annihilated, in strange part by his very own hand.
It proved nothing… and yet it proved everything at the same time, and it was a forbidden,
illegal technology throughout the three worlds: a little hypocritical on Heaven‟s part, considering
the way they would sacrifice the souls of their own kind to build soul cages like the one Zerrex

had destroyed in the Centrifuge, but it wasn‟t like Zerrex had been about to start an argument
over it either. It had just been nice that everyone could agree using demons like battery packs
was a bad idea, as was converting them into crystal… although the Drakkaren had the feeling
that angels simply didn‟t want mortals once more getting their hands on a large quantity of
magical crystal or Hell able to any further bolster its forces with the same stuff, too.
They stood together quietly for a few moments, and then Cherry shook her head a bit
before she muttered: “Well, the good news, at least, is… fuck… do we even have any good
news, Boss? I mean… this is some crazy shit but I don‟t know if it gets us quite anywhere. The
only thing I know it confirms for sure is that some stupid-ass angels are once more fucking with
shit they really shouldn‟t fuck with. And I just mean… goddamn, building fake people is one
thing but using real, living demons as batteries and toys and shit? It… it fucking worries me.”
Zerrex nodded a bit, looking down and patting his armlet quietly. “Listen, let‟s head for
Sunshine Labs, Cherry. Huck‟s been upgrading the facilities there over the years and I‟m sure
he‟ll want to take a look at this information, too… we might even be able to beat Cindy there if
we‟re fast enough.”
“Faster, stronger, better.” Cherry muttered, and Zerrex rolled his eyes even as they both
smiled a bit at each other, before they traded tight hugs and then exchanged slow nods. “Okay,
yeah, shit. Let‟s get going before I start wussing out and crying like a little baby. I swear to fuck
you‟ve ruined me, and in more senses than the way you‟ve ravaged my cunt over the years.”
“Will you please stop using that word?” Zerrex groaned and slapped his forehead, and
when Cherry grinned at him, the reptile seized her by a nostril ring, making her eyes bulge and
wince before they vanished from the spot and reappeared a moment later in front of a large,
yellow-stone building, Dragokkaren guards looking up from their positions at either side of the
door… and then one laughed as the other simply smiled and stepped to the side, pushing the door
open as Zerrex dragged Cherry inside by the nose-ring, her eyes watering and arms flailing.
They stepped into a wide, beautiful entrance hall, Dragokkaren in business suits and
simpler clothes walking back and forth as armored guards patrolled and stood at easy watch,
humongous, double-barreled rifles resting on their shoulders or held easily in their strong arms,
traditional kwaibar swords sheathed on many of their backs in thick leather sheaths.
“Please let go of me.” Cherry mumbled awkwardly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before he
did so, the female grasping at the end of her muzzle with a mumble as she wrinkled her muzzle
and twitched her nostrils several times, muttering: “You‟re really no fun sometimes. Shit, this
place looks different, though… it looks… clean and shit.”
Zerrex smiled a bit over his shoulder, and then he approached the immense, U-shaped
desk that sat in the center of the room, computers and monitors shining quietly over this in both
directions: maps glowed on the ones that faced outwards, with rules and regulations every now
and then scrawling across the white space, while males and females in simple white and red
uniforms worked quickly on the machines that faced inwards.
A demoness glanced up as Zerrex approached, and she smiled warmly at him, bowing her
head respectfully: the Dragokkaren female had a large frill of spikes along either side of her
skull, with two tall, slightly-twisted horns that spiraled backwards. “Lord Zerrex and Lady
Cherry. You honor us with your presence here… would you like to speak to Chief Engineer
Huckleberry? I believe he‟s down in the laboratory.”
“I would, thank you. Have you received any communications from either patrols or my
daughter, Cindy, in the last while? He may already be expecting us.” Zerrex said softly, and the
female looked up at him thoughtfully before she tapped a button on her headset and murmured a

code quickly into it, then glanced down as her fingers flew over the keyboard. The reptile studied
her thoughtfully for a few moments, looking over the features of the Dragokkaren: she was an
Oaken Sage, a Hez‟Rannan middle-tier demon, what particularly-loyal-and-honorable members
of Hez‟Rannan society were said to become when they died. “Your name is Senyi, right?
From… the northern jungles.”
“Yes, Lord Zerrex, it is. You do me great honor.” Senyi murmured, bowing her head
towards him with a blush before she looked up and smiled radiantly. “Yes, CE Huckleberry has
already left a listing note saying to send you down to the genetic labs immediately. Please go
right ahead.”
“Thank you, Senyi. I appreciate it.” Zerrex said kindly, and Cherry grunted and nodded
as well, the Dragokkaren female looking touched as the reptile walked past and headed towards
the stairs, the middle elevator dinging quietly as the doors slid open, and a Dragokkaren soldier
beside it bowed his head respectfully.
Zerrex nodded to him as he and Cherry stepped into the elevator, and then he reached out
and pressed the button for the lowest subbasement, shaking his head a bit as Cherry looked over
at him thoughtfully. The reptile looked mildly back, expecting her to mock him… but then she
only smiled a little, saying quietly: “You really made that chick‟s day just now, didn‟t you?”
“Yeah, I guess I did.” Zerrex rubbed awkwardly at the back of his head, glancing up with
a bit of a smile. “You know by now how Hez‟Ranna always worshipped what the rest of the
world saw as demons and monsters… and she was an Oaken Sage, or a Spirit of the Elemental
Trees. In life it meant she must have been very devout, very kind and dedicated. I only really
remembered her though because I remembered she was a channeler… capable of transmitting
messages and interpreting spirits. We worked with her once, but… I don‟t think she expected me
to remember her.”
“Well, yeah, it sounds like she‟s just one of your fifty bazillion worshippers.” Cherry
punched him playfully in the shoulder, and Zerrex snorted in amusement at this as he rolled his
right shoulder and the female grimaced and shook her fist out. “I keep damn forgetting about
your stupid fucking arm. Make it go flaccid.”
“You‟re flaccid.” Zerrex muttered, and then he shook his head as the doors opened into a
metallic hallway, the two walking down this as the Drakkaren said mildly: “Anyway. Even if I‟m
a high-order god in Hez‟Rannan culture nowadays, the Dragokkaren here worship the land and
nature and the „soul of the Goddess‟ first, and me second, third, or not at all. And I‟m not about
to force them to go changing their religion, it‟s hard enough as it is when people start praying all
at once to me, fills my head with pain and voices.”
“I‟ll fill your face with pain and voices!” shouted a Dragokkaren as Zerrex and Cherry
rounded a corner and stepped into a wide room filled with genetics capsules… and Zerrex rolled
his eyes with a sigh as Huck grinned at them and the scientists dressed in lab coats and thick,
rubberized clothing simply ignored them as they jotted notes and examined complex-looking
pods that lined either side of the long hallway. “So I hear you guys got something for me, huh?”
Zerrex nodded a bit at this, patting his armlet as he glanced back and forth: once these
capsules had been used to produce terrible, synthetic life that had all ended up insane or
failures… but after Huck had tinkered with them for a good while, he had converted many of the
pods into research devices inside which floated body parts and strange, ugly lumps in a clear,
alien fluid. They were studying cell structure here, specifically the cell structures of viruses and
diseases, searching for cures… and in several of these tubes, further studying the effects of
Negative‟s corruption.

These capsules were almost pitch black, and one had actually been sealed inside a
forcefield due to the fact that the clear metal had been cracked, vines slowly growing out of it
and writhing back and forth… but the energy shield surrounding it kept it at bay even though two
scientists were mumbling to each other as they studied it with interest. Zerrex couldn‟t help his
eyes lingering on this, and Huck glanced towards it as he approached before he shouted: “I said
get the goddamn Thermal Ray and blast the fucking thing already!”
The scientists both winced at this, but then went back to jotting notes, and Huck sighed
before he returned his eyes with a grin to Zerrex and Cherry: a burly, tall Dragokkaren, he had
the classic red scales of his species and bright, cheerful blue eyes, his frame strong and covered
only by the wrinkled, grease-speckled white-and-red uniform he wore, a cloth jacket tied tightly
around his waist. Ram‟s horns twisted out of either side of his skull, the only visible demonic
characteristic he had, and after a moment of looking at them he hugged both Zerrex and Cherry
firmly, squeezing them against his body and kissing them both sloppily on the mouth before they
shoved him backwards, Zerrex glowering and Cherry spitting to the side several times before she
whined loudly: “You taste like motor oil!”
“Well, see, I was all out of lube, so I was rubbing that all over the…” Huck cleared his
throat as he made an awkward stroking gesture and his hand slowed to a halt at the flat look
Zerrex gave him. “Okay, okay, seriously serious now. Cindy sounded stressed about something
but that babe works too hard and always sounds stressed about shit these days. Zerrex, hey, I
heard you had a little side-trip as a mortal, too, you gotta tell me and Hans all about that later…
you seen my boy around here? He was supposed to be up in Administration but I ain‟t able to get
a message through to him-”
“Huck, we found demon batteries in the Centrifuge. And we killed a cloaked murderer…
but it turns out there‟s more than one and they may all be synthetics.” Zerrex interrupted, and
Huck‟s face went pale as he immediately turned serious. He turned away for a moment as he
grabbed at his belt, yanking the radio off it and then muttering a few quick orders in Hez‟Rannan
into it, before he gestured quickly at them as he strode towards the immense armored shutter
doors at the back of the hall.
He held a hand up and waved at a camera inset into the center of the room, and it beeped
a few times before the armored doors clanked and slowly began to slide apart, each made of
alloy more than a foot thick… and Zerrex grimaced a bit as electricity sparked between the doors
before it sizzled along the sides, and Huck quickly walked through, muttering: “Sorry, we‟re
recalibrating the electromagnetic structure so it interferes a little less with things around the
base… every time we open these it causes the computers upstairs to flicker a little, just annoying
more than damaging…”
He strode into a long hall beyond, Cherry and Zerrex following through before Huck
turned around and whistled loudly, a camera clicking on at the other side of the double doors and
surveying the room before it locked onto the Dragokkaren as he waved a hand back and forth,
and the armored doors clanked loudly before Zerrex winced as electricity shot between them
behind him, and then the huge shutters began to slowly grind back closed.
Huck crossed his arms as he stood silently for a few moments facing the two, Zerrex
reacquainting himself with the area as he gathered his thoughts and smiling faintly: the capsules
that had been in here once had been long removed now, and the corridor was broad and sterile
and square, with two archways at the top corners of the room leading off towards the power
generators and computer stacks.

Behind Huck, however, was the main attraction of this room: two immense clear-metal
cylinders filled with bubbling green liquid, strange, amorphous shapes in both and computer
panels humming quietly in front of the two machines, cables of all shape and size attached to the
metal roofs of each capsule device. They were enormous, and strange metallic arms were busily,
endlessly working through both, constantly on the move and probing and poking through the
ooze and at the slowly-forming shapes inside. Once, these capsules had birthed two people – not
monsters, people – known as Cinderella and Prometheus, who had been stolen away from them
in a gesture both callous and sorrowful: a desperate act from a growing-desperate being. But now
they were being rebuilt… and locked somewhere in this facility was the energy, the essence, of
their spirits and souls, patiently waiting to once more be placed in their bodies, to give them at
least one last chance at a life they had never truly lived.
But the Dragokkaren was still looking at them silently… and Zerrex finally reached
down, tapping a short command that turned off his armlet before he pulled it free from his limb
and tossed it to the male, and the engineer caught the device easily as the Drakkaren said quietly:
“Cindy‟s bringing the body here for examination and evaluation. I don‟t know if they‟re going to
portal or do it the old-fashioned way… but either way, she‟s going to arrive as soon as she can.
Mercy was sent off to get reinforcements, and I figure she ran to the nearest town or military
encampment near where I dumped the Centrifuge.”
“They‟ll probably end up coming by river, then, it‟s the fastest and safest route unless
you got a Grim Hearse that can ram through the jungle.” Huck muttered, shaking his head before
he sighed a bit, looking at him quietly. “That place always did give me the creeps, when I went
with your other brain-kinder to exam it. Just bad fucking vibes there… and not just „cause of the
goddamn aftereffects of the soul cage. But we were all so focused on examining the equipment
and the computer data… shit. Where‟d you find them?”
“In the ceiling, in some kind of… reserve power room, I dunno. Cherry torched the
demon batteries after I downloaded all the data from the computer… there were warding runes
everywhere, though, would have thrown up so much shielding and interference I don‟t think any
of your measuring devices would have stood a chance of finding it, magical or technological.”
Zerrex shook his head a bit, smiling ironically over at him. “Amazing, isn‟t it? All this crazy crap
we have… and now we‟re forgetting to just use our heads and our eyes.”
“Yeah, it‟s the big disadvantage of getting lazy and using tech for everything.” Huck
muttered, and he walked towards a large metal panel before kicking it firmly, and a moment later
the wall itself seemed to beep before the entire steel section spun smoothly around, revealing a
computer monitor and a keyboard and chair on an adjustable rail. Cherry grinned at this as
Zerrex shook his head with a slight smile, and even Huck laughed a bit as he glanced over his
shoulder with entertainment. “Hey, I gotta have my play-toys as well as my work-toys, you
know.”
Zerrex smiled a bit at this, only holding up his hands, and Huck nodded as he sat down at
the chair, making it creak and bend slightly on the rail under his weight as he let the armlet rest
in his lap and pulled the USB cord out of it without bothering to look, plugging it into the
underside of the thin monitor. The armlet flickered into life as the Dragokkaren entered a quick
command on the keyboard, and he muttered quietly: “Let‟s see… I ain‟t as good at all this shit as
your son, but I remember the commands for this thing pretty well… complicated little bugger but
it ain‟t the worst thing in the world, either. Let‟s see what kind of data you brought back with
you, though, and if any of it happens to be useable for tracing or finding anything out about the

people who‟ve been fucking with us… and who were apparently fucking stupid enough to start
using demon batteries and cloning shit. Was it a clone or was it… what was it?”
“A recombinant, I think that‟s the word for it, right?” Cherry glanced dubiously at
Zerrex, and when he nodded, she grinned sourly and poked her own temple lightly. “See, I
remember shit sometimes. Anyway, Cindy said it was made up of our genes, and it was a mix of
wolf and lizard and chucked fire at us until me and Cindy iced the fucking thing. Massive
firepower, and it literally fused itself back together even after we sliced the son of a bitch in
half… and I think I speak for everyone who was there when I say we‟re all concerned it wasn‟t
even the big bad cloak who‟s been causing us the most trouble and shit.”
“That‟s bad news… but you‟re gonna love me, because the data on this armlet includes a
genetic library. Someone has a bad case of OCD and control issues… and they screwed the
pooch here, because they left all their data unencrypted and open.” Huck grinned at the monitor,
Cherry and Zerrex both approaching as information spilled out over it in neat, sectioned lists.
“Experiment logs, references, subheadings… all the details are here. I can go over this while I
okay Cindy the use of one of the reconfigured labs upstairs, and we just might be able to lock
down what the fuck‟s been going on here and who‟s got such a hate-on for you, Zerrex.”
The Drakkaren nodded, and then he looked back and forth through the isolated, empty
room with a grimace before he patted Huck‟s back and said quietly: “I‟m glad to hear it… but
one rule, Huck. No working on this alone. No even being alone… not until we know for sure
what‟s going on. Even aside from this murderer, there was a team of angels creeping through
Hez‟Ranna, too, and I don‟t want you dying on me. I can‟t always go to Priest for everything,
after all.”
Huck smiled over his shoulder at this, looking hesitant before he finally nodded a bit,
saying finally: “Alright, Zerrex. Then I‟ll pull some science-heads in here and reinforce shit, and
if Elysium sends any help or your Disciples show up, I‟ll accept it instead of turning it away.
Fuck knows that I know better than to argue with those scary instincts of yours.”
Zerrex grunted in response to him, and then he glanced towards Cherry as she only
looked down silently, as the list of data spilled out over the screen in front of them… and he
knew that they all felt that there was storm yet to come, brewing on the horizon.
The Drakkaren sat in Acheron several hours later, restoring his energy as he sat alone in
the den room with the teapot, a glass pitcher to one side filled with Frost; ironically, of course,
he‟d filled it from the magical kettle. He and Cherry had waited until Cindy had arrived – Huck
had been right, and they had taken a riverboat all the way to the facility, which was situated in
the once-Capital of Hez‟Ranna, Uroboros – and she had been under heavy guard by Dragokkaren
Enforcers. Mercy had run into a platoon on patrol and they had been all too eager to help out the
female they recognized as an honored Ambassador from the old days, and a child of one of
Hez‟Ranna‟s patron deities.
Huck had gone up to greet her after uploading the data throughout various networks
across Hez‟Ranna to ensure its safety… and Cindy had immediately begun her studies on the
corpse. Vivien had also sent the Black Rose Platoon and, surprisingly, White had accompanied
them with Mengele Tstegi, the shaggy, arctic dire wolf grinning back and forth as Dragokkaren
gave the feared scientist a wide berth, the male dressed only in torn, ragged pants and his
forearms chained in front of himself as Huck made a face like he‟d bitten into a lemon. Mengele
had been the Patriarch‟s head scientist in long gone days during the Great War, after all… and

not only that, he was also well-known his rabidly-speciesist tendencies and bad habit of trying to
kill people who disagreed with him.
Most of these „rough edges‟ had been sanded down over the years Mengele had spent in
Hell, even though the dire wolf sometimes still grumbled that Hell couldn‟t really exist and he
was convinced this was all just a post-death-delusion occurring in his own mind as it feebly tried
to keep itself running even after his body had shut down, and the reason nothing made sense
anymore in his own callous, logical brain was because it had been deprived of oxygen and sent
him into dementia. Zerrex knew to ignore these ramblings by now but they never failed to get on
Huck‟s nerves, and the Drakkaren didn‟t have the heart to tell the Dragokkaren that ninety
percent of the reason Mengele talked was just to piss people off: the rest of the time he only
talked just to prove he was smarter than everyone around him.
White was going to keep them working together and in line, however, which Zerrex
deeply appreciated… and Marina was going to stay with Cindy, as were Mist and Shine. Mercy,
Cherry and Daria had returned to Elysium for now, although they would make a trip back to
Acheron when they could, after Mercy finished her duties reporting to Vivien and Cherry and
Daria talked to Priest… and Zerrex had returned here at Marina‟s request.
A moment later, Maria entered the room with a plate of simple bread biscuits, and Zerrex
smiled a little as she put them down and said softly: “They‟re almost like scones, although I
really don‟t think that has anything to do with the answer to this riddle.”
“Neither do I. I just was hungry.” Zerrex admitted, and then he smiled a bit at the Broken
as she sat down before he concentrated on the kettle, then upended it over his empty teacup…
and not liquid, but small candies poured out of it now, the reptile sighing a bit as he propped his
muzzle up on his hand and glanced over at her dryly. “So now I‟ve learned I just need to focus
on it and it usually works… but when I get distracted…”
He let his mind wander, and the candies pouring out of the kettle suddenly halted before
instead, simple water spilled out… and the moment this touched the candy in the teacup, they
dissolved into sweet-smelling steam that hissed upwards before the reptile put the kettle aside,
and the cup continued to hiss softly for a few moments. They looked at it, watching as the last of
what was inside it dissolved… and then Maria touched the glass pitcher as she said quietly: “Yet
anything not in the cup… stays real. Is real. It‟s very impressive…”
“Yeah. Too impressive… it‟s creationism, the highest form of magic. The taste is perfect,
there‟s no… sense of falseness, it‟s… it is. It‟s real.” Zerrex flicked the glass pitcher, and then he
sighed and reached out to pick up one of the biscuits, tossing it into his mouth and chewing the
buttery bread slowly before he smiled a bit over at her and swallowed. “Thanks, by the way.
Food helps my mood. I‟m an emotional eater.”
“I know, grandfather. And I know you‟re having trouble keeping track of everything… of
everyone, too. There‟s a lot on your mind, I can feel it…” Maria reached up and touched her own
collar gently, looking at him softly, and the Drakkaren glanced down, rubbing the back of his
head slowly. “But we did kill one of them. And that creature, whatever else, was very vulnerable
to my Unworld energies. Perhaps that‟s why it fled so quickly from here when we first tried to
capture it as well.”
“So you think that was the same one too, huh?” Zerrex glanced over at her, and Maria
nodded quietly, the reptile frowning a bit as he rubbed at the side of his face before he picked the
kettle up, shaking it firmly. “I just wish you could give me some answers.”
Zerrex let the kettle tip over in his hand… and a moment later, it trembled violently, the
reptile‟s eyes widening before a thick black substance poured out of it and Maria gasped: the

liquid spilled into the cup, and it was both fluid and solid at the same time, like a vision of the
ephemeral space outside the dimension as stars twinkled in its strangeness, the cup rapidly filling
up… and then spilling over, even as Zerrex winced and let go of the teapot, staggering
backwards… and yet it still floated by itself, more of the liquid-solid spilling out and flowing
down the teapot, before it suddenly vomited upwards from the cup and where it had spilled over
the table, forming a tall archway as Maria leapt beside Zerrex and took his hand, squeezing
fiercely into it.
The edges of the archway were made of black brick, and velvet curtains like space-madesolid hummed softly, stars twinkling through it. They covered it as if blocking a doorway… and
then a hand reached between the curtains, white gloved fingers twiddling mischievously before it
carefully reached around the side of the archway and grasped the plate of biscuits, pulling it
quickly back through the curtains before Theophilius‟s delighted voice said cheerfully: “You
brought the scones! The party can begin!”
Zerrex and Maria looked stupidly at each other, before the reptile began to step
forwards… and then Theophilius‟s hand thrusted through the curtains, a white gloved finger
waggling at him as his voice said sternly: “Now pardon me, but you are not in proper party attire,
Zerrex. And you still have your Hez‟Ranna hair on! You should most definitely neaten yourself
up, or at least dress yourself in something a little more sparkly and shiny for the occasion than
those ragged-bagged pants you wear… this party‟s for you, after all! Not you or you or me or
you but you!”
Zerrex stared at the finger as it bounced back and forth in front of his muzzle, and then
the hand suddenly withdrew as the reptile reached up and touched his mala, Maria saying
hesitantly: “Grandfather, I can go through first at least, and make sure he stays put… or we could
go together, who knows what…”
“Wait, wait… I think I know what he wants. Because of Negative…” Zerrex said
slowly… and then he closed his eyes and concentrated, breathing quietly as he held his hands up
in front of himself… and a moment later, there was a crackle of energy before the beautiful,
scale-leather cape appeared in the reptile‟s hands, hanging quietly from his grip as the Drakkaren
studied it before it split apart and crawled quickly over his body, rapidly assimilating itself into
the bone armor across his being as Zerrex felt the presence of Naganis embrace him, flow over
him, comfort him, as inside his mind, he felt Negative‟s presence violently react, lashing out and
making him wince in pain before it rapidly receded.
The Drakkaren leaned his head back, breathing hard, feeling his arms raising slightly at
his sides… and then there was a laugh from the other side of the curtains before Theophilius said
brightly: “Wonderful, wonderful! Come inside, come, come, come, before it starts raining on you
or worse, it starts raining inside you!”
Zerrex made a face beneath the bone mask locked over his features, and then he traded a
look with Maria before they both shrugged and took each other‟s hands… and when the reptile‟s
bone gauntlet squeezed into her fingers, the Broken blushed before she softened visibly, looking
at him with both tenderness and renewed resolve before nodding firmly, and the two quietly
pulled the black curtain aside to gaze through a strangely-glowing, obsidian rift that swirled in
the archway… and at the same time, they stepped forwards and into the portal as Theophilius
laughed warmly.
There was a sensation of being dragged through darkness… and then Zerrex grunted as
they staggered out into a wide, black cavern, the room surprisingly plain as Theophilius smiled
kindly at Zerrex, the black equine standing with his hat jauntily askew on his head and his

elegant clothes loose over his body, gazing with compassion at the reptile. Beside him was a
large wooden table, teacups and utensils, several kettles and large clay pots of sugar, cream, and
teabags over it… and then the male spread his arms as he spun around once, saying kindly: “I‟m
sorry it‟s not much of a party, but I‟m a „not-much-of-a-party‟ party person. By which I mean I
do so love a good party and yet I hate to prepare!”
He threw his head back and laughed… and Zerrex looked at him for a long few moments,
the armor resonating strangely on his body, almost trembling a bit as the Drakkaren regarded
him… and when the horse‟s ivory eyes locked with his own emerald irises, Zerrex reached up
and silently pulled the bone mask off his skull, feeling tears welling up in his eyes as the last
piece of the puzzle locked into place. He stared at him for the longest time, cradling the mask in
his arms, and then he whispered softly: “You can stop now.”
Theophilius looked at him silently as the merriment faded from his face… and his entire
demeanor changed as he looked aside and reached up to take off his own hat, squeezing the brim
of it as he gazed silently at the tea table… and then he closed his eyes and snapped his fingers,
and the miscellanea transformed in a violent spark of energy, becoming not teapots and kettles
and knickknacks and cups, but instead beautiful books, artifacts of ivory and stone and bone, and
spheres of runic crystal that floated quietly into the air as the atmosphere around them changed,
the orbs casting a quietly glow as they pulsed with strange, alien runes. “So you know.”
Zerrex nodded, then he dropped to a kneel and bowed his head forwards, and
immediately the equine shook his head violently and almost stormed forwards, saying in a rough
voice: “No, you get up, you don‟t… don‟t you dare, don‟t you dare, you get up right now… I… I
don‟t deserve that…”
He dropped to his knees in front of him, firmly shoving Zerrex‟s muzzle up as tears
spilled down the equine‟s cheeks, and then the horse hugged him fiercely around the neck as
Zerrex swallowed and stared past him before he allowed the Broken to half-pull him up as Maria
stepped backwards, staring at the two, and then Theophilius stepped back, smiling and rubbing at
his face. “If anyone should bow, I should bow to you… for giving my brother Creation such a
good home, for following so dearly in his example and taking care of his memories…”
“You‟re Order.” Zerrex said softly, and the Broken nodded with a faint smile as he
glanced down at his hat… and with a flick of his wrist, it became a crown of black and ivory
metal, the horse examining this quietly before he sighed and tossed it aside, the crown bouncing
once against the stone ground before it transformed back into a top hat that rolled quietly into the
side wall. “You‟re a First God.”
“I was a First God. The Unworld sapped almost all my energies, very, very quickly…”
Theophilius glanced away, rubbing at his face slowly as he sighed a bit and turned around,
walking over to the table and silently dropping his palms flat against it as Maria stared, wideeyed. “I had no choice but to change myself… transmute my energies, become a Broken. And in
some ways, I have Inverted…” He looked at his own hand with disgust, shaking his head slowly.
“But as you understood well, Zerrex, most of my insanity is an act. I wish every single day that it
wasn‟t, though… that I could go on having these mad tea parties forever, that I didn‟t feel the
urge still, even now, even past death, to create and influence the order of the universe… that I
could just be mad, mad, mad or fully inverted into chaos, so I could forget what happened at the
Center of the Universe, all those years ago… so I could forgive myself, for being such a failure.”
He punched the table hard, closing his eyes tightly, and Zerrex started forwards, but
Theophilius, Order, only looked up and laughed dryly. “No, no, don‟t pity me. I don‟t deserve it.
Have you ever noticed how the words „cowered‟ and „coward‟ sound ever so much the same?

It‟s very fitting, especially for me, because you see I always just cowered like a coward here,
cowering in my cowardly little lair, when I could have affected things at any and every point
since the dawn of time, and yet I did not. I have not earned pity or sympathy… if anything, I
have only proven that I do not deserve either.”
Theophilius sighed a bit, and then he absently flicked his wrist, and the floating spheres
quickly snapped across the room, aligning themselves in a triangular shape before energy
sparked between them, and then they projected a holographic screen, Zerrex turning to watch as
images played out over it… of societies rising and falling, of Strange Beasts, of different
worlds… of Camus, as the lion talked in fast-motion with Theophilius, who only bounced
around, grabbed at his hat, and flinched away from the Broken every time the conversation
seemed to become more intense. “Oh yes, yes, yes. I could have spared us all this pain and
heartache, you know… and I think that maybe even Camus once suspected who and what I was,
or at least gleaned an idea of it. See, in order to continue to preserve order –that‟s a pun –
sometimes I must vent my powers. I‟m sure you know what happens if a god tries to resist giving
in to his urges for too long, after all… he either nastily begins to Invert, or he goes insane. Or
either-most-third-of-all, he explodes!”
The equine flicked both hands out, a poof of red smoke rising into the air in front of him,
and Zerrex winced back a bit before the Broken grabbed at his face and blushed a bit in
embarrassment. “My apologies, Zerrex, I‟ve been… maddened so long that madness has become
my bad habit. It‟s like nicotine for gods or catnip for kittens.”
Maria and Zerrex exchanged looks, and then Theophilius cleared his throat a bit before
he clapped his hands together and then pointed quietly at the images as they frozen, showing
Zerrex in mid-battle with Camus, after the Drakkaren had Inverted. The reptile winced at the
sight of Negative, and Theophilius said softly: “This is a very crucial event. Crucial to you,
crucial to me… crucial to the fate of the universe? No, not at all. Now… the universe has
become too big, grown too vast. We were silly, you know… silly, silly, silly. We did not
anticipate that the creation of the Tether wouldn‟t just allow energy to cycle and the universe to
exist, after all… it would allow the universe itself to grow, to spread, more and more, through the
infinite nothingness. The universe is like a sponge, except a sponge that can replicate itself as it
absorbs more water… so maybe, really, it‟s more like a tree. Growing and growing and growing,
until it runs out of nutrients and sun and soil.”
The horse spread his arms wide, and then he sighed a bit, the Broken tilting his head back
to gaze silently at the ceiling. “Off topic again, Theophilius, why are you such an idiot? No
wonder Order wants to smack you so badly so often.” He slapped himself lightly, then he shook
his head quickly and gestured at the image, saying softly: “Camus drove you to Inversion.
Forced you to become Destruction… and because of Creation‟s powers, Creation‟s energies, you
transformed into what Creation was becoming because of the Chimera cells. An Inversion… a
Corruption. The Negative of Creation… which is not to say purely destruction, but instead…
warped and mutated and mutilated existence.”
Theophilius looked at the image, saying abruptly: “My first instinct was to return to
return to the Center of the Universe, you know, even after I had been… transformed. But other
gods were there… greedy gods and nasty gods, who were delving deep for whatever artifacts
they could run away with. They would have torn me apart… I was a Broken, sure, but my
powers… do not translate entirely well as a Broken. The mighty First God Order could alter
reality and break the wills of others like toys! The Broken Theophilius, well. He‟s exceptionally

good at making little things and working with charms and magic, but the cowering coward‟s
powers are best suited for cowering cowardly acts.
“So I became wary of gods… especially as time passed on. Do you know how strange it
is to have lived for so long? To me, it seems like just yesterday, I was content in my little bubble
of egoism with my siblings in the Center of the Universe, and we were all laughing and having a
good time… and yet yesterday feels like ten thousand years ago, when I needed to get new
shoes.” Theophilius tapped his heels together a few times, and then he grabbed at his face and
wrenched his head back and forth, Zerrex wincing a bit as he clutched the skull mask against his
body. “Oh foul and frustrating curses and purses, I‟ve forgotten the point I was trying to make!
Unless the point was to never be late for tea, and… it‟s tea time now and yet I am late,
damnation!”
The Broken stormed over to the table, seizing a chair and yanking it back as he snapped
his fingers, and a kettle and teacup appeared in front of him… yet the horse only stared blankly
down into the cup as Zerrex glanced awkwardly towards the images still being projected on the
screen created by the floating spheres, and then he looked back towards the male as Maria
reached out and squeezed the reptile‟s shoulder slowly, asking quietly: “Order, what‟s so
important about Negative? Why does he want you dead?”
“Why wouldn‟t he? He‟s Inversion, Zerrex…” Theophilius cocked his head towards him,
looking both amused and surprised at this. “Creation loved us. Creation took care of us… and yet
he never lorded over us like he was our leader.” The Broken sighed, looking down silently again.
“I did that. And yet I never did it when it counted, either… what a fool, what a fool I was…”
His eyes closed… and then he glanced up and clapped his hands, continuing as if he‟d
never broken off: “I believe that Negative is a diluted version of the original Inversion of
Creation. He was formed from Chimera cells… and when Creation reconstituted himself as
Naganis, his body likely absorbed and modified the cells as well, explaining how he was born the
way he was… like getting over a very nasty cold that turns you into a homicidal maniac, Naganis
woke up and was somehow immune to Negative‟s corruption. Whether the Chimera cells are a
spiritual wickedness or a physical disease, Naganis had learned to counter them, so they went
dormant, were likely even in the process of slowly being changed, slowly being forced to
evolve… but this time in a different way. Before, they only made monsters… now, with
Naganis‟s immunity, his system was able to process them and force them to transform, bit-bybit, towards something… better
“Naganis… I… almost contacted him once, but I was scared. He had no memories of his
time as Creation… and yet he was so pure, so good. In some ways, he was better than he had
been… because it was as if he had become more-like the people that fill this physical universe
we stupidly, selfishly created, and in doing so, became better able to sympathize with them, to
understand them… to love them.” Order leaned back, spreading his arms wide as he looked up
towards the ceiling. “I did not wish to interfere with that… and of course, I was terrified of the
repercussions.”
He stopped, then hugged himself and swayed slowly from side-to-side. “And Camus,
well. Camus was a very good, very kind, very honorable being… yet being a Broken was driving
him mad, and I was scared, so scared, of what he‟d do to me if he found out I was a First God.
Do you know how often the parishioners, the devout, turn against their gods when they disagree
with a single thing they say? I know that Camus was not like that now… I know too late how
dedicated a soul he was… and I realize too late all he wanted, all he needed, to soothe his savage
madness was the answers to simple questions. I could have told him that the First Gods

maintained the Unworld Manse because of the necessity of the Tether… and the dissatisfaction
we expressed towards the universe in journals and stories and books there, that was because we
had not yet figured out how to keep the universe from dying. That was before we had developed
the Guardians, before we had forged alliances with Gods… before we gave the job of Watcher to
one of our Guardians and… oh, we were such fools! Complacent, stupid, selfish… when things
didn‟t work to our expectations we… we threw temper tantrums, like this!”
Theophilius leapt to his feet with a yell and seized the table, sending it flipping forwards
and spilling the objects and tea set off it as he breathed hard, Zerrex and Maria wincing
backwards… and then the horse simply dropped down on his ass, wrapping his arms around his
legs and hugging them tight to his chest as he rocked slowly on the spot, whispering: “We could
have… we should have… been so much more. We were beings from the Beyond… voyagers of
the Astral and Ethereal… and yet what did we do? Made ourselves into physical instead of
immaterial beings, giving up many of our reality-altering abilities, making ourselves flawed
instead of the almost-perfection we had once been… and within several hundred thousand years,
such a short, sad time, even to demons… we destroyed ourselves utterly and completely. Or was
it millions? Either way… it was not as long as the philosopher thought and not nearly as short as
the pessimist believed.”
He hung his head quietly, and Zerrex walked over and sat down beside him as Maria
blushed a bit and headed over to the table to right it, carefully beginning to clean up as the equine
glanced back and forth in surprise, and then Zerrex reached up and squeezed his shoulder gently,
saying quietly: “I understand this is difficult for you, Order, and that you have a hard time
keeping on topic on top of everything else… and that being a Broken for so many years likely
must have done strange things to you. But I have a request for you, okay?”
“Only if you call me Theophilius. A better name for me, more suiting to my newfound
life…” The horse sighed as he leaned back, spreading his arms a bit before he gave a small
smile, glancing over at him. “I do not deserve the majesty of my old title of Order. Besides.
Order was flawed and arrogant and a little bit of a heartless bastard. And a big wimp. Did you
know he was beaten by a single childish blow? It surprised him… and poof, into the Tether, and
that was the end of it. All that concentrated Unworld Energy, being pulled down into the heart of
the Unworld, before he knew the great designs of this world-without-a-world, under the
cavernous sky…”
He closed his eyes tightly, then cleared his throat and nodded, saying in a gentle voice:
“Yes, Zerrex, I shall listen to your request. But keep in mind that I am a coward, not a conqueror,
and what I do best is cower, not create. I can grant you the promise to listen but never the
promise to do, much like the whispery willowy wind… except that, at least, is a little more
dependable and can help children fly kites and windmills make their revolutions.”
He fell into brooding silence, and Zerrex winced a bit before he began slowly:
“Eratosthenes… the Librarian… he tried to steal my powers. He succeeded, even…”
“Oh yes, it was a mighty drama!” the horse leapt to his feet suddenly, flinging his hand
out and almost knocking Zerrex backwards as a wooden sword appeared in his grip, and he
swung it back and forth as he danced across the room, dueling with an imaginary opponent as he
laughed loudly. “A battle for the ages, monumental! The great and terrible tragedy of your fall,
followed by your slow climb back, back, back through the folds of sorrow and battle until you
felled not only the Librarian, Keeper of Knowledge, but his terrible beast Iron!”
Theophilius halted, and then he squeaked and grabbed at his chest as a sword appeared
out of thin air and stabbed through him, Zerrex wincing a bit… but then the Broken keeled

comically backwards and splayed his limbs up into the air as the wooden sword in his hand
became a bouquet of flowers, before the horse‟s tongue flopped out of his jaws and he dropped
his legs flat and his arms over his chest, holding the flowers just above the sword buried through
him, his eyes clenched shut. Then one opened and peered back and forth, and Zerrex looked at
him mildly before the horse hopped to his feet and wiggled his hips back and forth, the sword
that was „pierced‟ through him falling loose, a large U-shape in the metal that had locked
perfectly and magically around the horse‟s body. “Sorry, sorry. Listening.”
Theophilius tossed the flowers aside, and they exploded into feathers before the
Drakkaren looked down at the skull he was still holding in one hand, feeling a faint gleam of
energy through the armor as if it was amused… and the reptile muttered: “Well, Naganis, if you
like it so much I guess I can have a little laugh too… but seriously, Theophilius. Then you know
that the Librarian‟s mind was damaged on the way out. If you‟re Order, and you can still restore
sanity to a person, or at least the power to think-”
“I won‟t help him! No way, no how!” The Broken shook his head vehemently and waved
his hands wildly, leaping backwards with a grimace of surprise… and Zerrex thought, a flicker
of fear. “No, no, no, no, no! Now, I do not promote the murder and slaughter and destruction of
the Strange Beasts, as you call the Guardians, as I feel some manner of guilt over what happened
to them… I wish things could have been different. But many of them have lost their minds! Lost
their loyalty, their discipline, their ideals of honor and their sense that they should follow the
First Gods, instead following the strongest among them like mindless pack beasts or the sly
Storytellers and Songstresses and others who once so lovingly and faithfully served us, and now
serve only themselves… and the Librarian was the worst, gathering up forces and kowtowing to
the fools, the fools, the idiot fools…”
He began to pace wildly back and forth, and Zerrex frowned at this, asking sharply: “Do
you know who Error was working for?”
“Error. I like that.” Theophilius smiled brilliantly at him for a moment, and then he
covered his eyes and then his ears and then his mouth rapidly as he chanted: “Can‟t tell, can‟t
see, can‟t say! And not because I don‟t want to, I dearly, dearly, lovingly want to…” He walked
quickly over to Zerrex, suddenly reaching down and taking one of his hands as he patted it
silently, looking down at him with sympathy. “But because, although I am sadly, completely,
unequivocally insane and deluded and such a nutty-nutcase… I cannot see any clearer on this
subject than a somewhat-mentally-healthy-enough-to-be-considered-mostly-sane person like
yourself, poor Zerrex. I know that normally the loonies see everything before the sane people
do… but in this instance, even with all my nasty-nosey spying, I have never been able to find
out. And believe me, I would dearly like to find out, to see this person, so I could promptly unsee them and then never ever think or see them again.”
“Then help me heal Error, Order, and maybe he can tell us… or at least tell us how he
ended up working with them, where he got his orders… something, anything!” Zerrex almost
pleaded, squeezing the horse‟s hand… and Theophilius looked down silently, and then he turned
away with a shiver, shaking his head rapidly as Zerrex stood up, the skull mask dangling from
his other hand as he asked quietly: “What are you scared of? Him attacking you… or him being
disappointed in you? I know the Librarian was a friend to the First Gods, and a being of great
respect… so why not help him? Just enough to let him think clearly… to answer a few
questions.”
“I told you… I‟m a coward, Zerrex. A silly, silly coward.” Theophilius sighed quietly as
he reached up to brush his long black hair back, shaking his head quickly and making his

ponytail sway over one shoulder before he glanced down at this and played with it quietly with
one hand. For a few moments, he seemed lost deep in thought… and then he finally glanced up
towards the reptile, saying softly: “You still have many problems to worry about, so perhaps now
isn‟t the best time for a party after all. Answers that need questions to make sense and questions
that need answering so they become ridiculous. Guardians, Eratosthenes, Heaven and Hell, a
murderer, and a mastermind behind it all… every event seems strange and separated, but in the
same way that I am a lunatic, I suppose… it all makes sense when you finally dig down to the
foundations.”
Theophilius smiled as he reached up and tapped his own nose gently, and Zerrex looked
at him for a few moments before he said quietly: “And don‟t forget, a First God who I still have
a lot of questions to ask… and a monster named Negative who has his own part in this, doesn‟t
he? But you‟re kicking us out, huh?”
“Oh, no, I‟m not nearly strong enough to fight you anymore, Zerrex… the energies of my
sibling have melded perfectly through your form and I fear that I bruise easily and cry from the
sting of harsh words alone.” Theophilius replied cordially, and then he bowed deeply and
gestured towards the archway. “I am, however, politely asking you to leave, and must warn you
that if you do not, I shall break down into tears and make you feel very guilty about it.”
Zerrex couldn‟t help but smile a little at this before he carefully settled the bone mask
back over his features, letting it lock into place as the armor glowed over his body slowly, and he
said softly as Maria hesitated: “Then I won‟t be rude and impose any further than I already have.
But Theophilius… I hope we can meet again soon, and talk more about things. You are welcome
to visit my Estate or Acheron any time you like.”
“Soon is relative, so it‟ll be sooner to one of us and later to the other.” Theophilius
chided, and Zerrex smiled a bit despite himself before the equine clapped his hands firmly and
bowed deeply to them. “Goodbye, Zerrex Narrius. Goodbye, Maria-not-Serviteur. We‟ll meet
again soon enough.”
Maria walked over to join her grandfather in front of the shimmering rift leading out, and
Theophilius looked at them with strange sadness before he turned his back to them and put his
hands over his ears, and the reptile hesitated for a few moments… then he simply shook his head
and turned, walking with the Broken through the rift, and there was a sensation of rushing
darkness before they emerged back into the den… and behind them, the archway burst apart into
dark smoke that faded quickly from existence, leaving the kettle and teacup behind. The two
looked at each other for a few moments, and then Maria frowned a bit as she glanced towards the
cup. “Look…”
She picked up a piece of paper that had been left behind, and scrawled over it in neat
script, was a single gentle plea: Please do not reveal my identity to anyone: by which I mean tell
your friends and family but not those who would do me harm. Thank you, Zerrex. Your friend,
Theophilius Carter.
Zerrex examined the paper for a moment as Maria held it in front him, and then he shook
his head a bit before he glanced at her awkwardly, and she looked back, then hugged his armored
form tightly, murmuring quietly: “You look very scary in that armor, grandfather… and yet the
presence you give off is not one of terror at all, but rather comforting, and warm. And it is not
just the sensation of what I imagine to be Naganis… it is as if it amplifies your own energy.
Strength, will, determination… and yet empathy, and fearless love.”

Zerrex smiled a bit at this, looking down at her quietly, and she gazed back up silently for
a few moments before she kissed the underside of his muzzle, murmuring: “I shall keep his
secret, grandfather. Will you?”
“Well, I‟ll obviously have to gossip to a few people…” Zerrex smiled a bit, but then he
nodded slowly, rubbing at the skull mask covering his face as he said quietly: “It makes sense,
though… and while I feel like… we‟ve just been left with a lot more questions now, rather than
gotten any answers… I think it‟s a matter of letting Theophilius come to us, so to speak. Who
and what he is, how he‟s acted and been… I can only imagine what being a Broken for all those
years after what he witnessed, how that would have affected him, how… scared he must be all
the time.”
“I‟m amazed he hasn‟t deteriorated away into nothing, to be honest…” Maria murmured,
and Zerrex looked down at her quietly as he reached up to squeeze her upper arms, the female
smiling a little up at him. “Like all things, Broken lose their cohesion after so long… his will
must be immense to have been able to continue to exist…”
“Or maybe he just hates himself that much, and fears whatever‟s to come next…” Zerrex
murmured softly, glancing away… and then he shook his head slowly, rubbing at the skull over
his face quietly. “Anyway, I think I need to go and lay down, see if I can get this sorted out in
my mind some… will you do me a favor and make sure everyone knows not to disturb me? All
this, and using my powers a little excessively after having only recently gotten them back… I
think I may have pulled my god-muscle or whatever it is that lets me put up with all this crazy
crap.”
Maria only smiled at him kindly, however, and then she took his arm and gently helped
him head out of the room as the reptile‟s right leg gave a faint twinge, and Zerrex glanced down
at this with a bit of a wince: if he really was back at full godhood, then that was a sign he really
was overusing his abilities and putting too much strain on his mind and body. The Broken
comforted him with her presence alone, however… and the reptile was fairly certain he couldn‟t
die here while in Acheron, although he wasn‟t exactly eager to find out what would happen if he
did go too far with his powers: it was bad enough when his hands started to smolder and he
began to look pale and warped.
But they were able to quickly and quietly head to Zerrex‟s room, and once there, the
Drakkaren simply thought about removing his armor… and it immediately slithered over his
body, bone and scale-leather rapidly reforming into nothing but a heavy cape that rested across
his back as the lizard gave a bit of a shiver at the feeling of the once-solid material flowing over
his frame almost like liquid. Maria gazed at him with a quiet smile as she reached up and
touched his face gently, examining him curiously as Zerrex blushed a bit and carefully undid the
cape from around his throat, pulling it off with one hand as she said softly: “That armor really
was meant for you… and yet not at all in the way the Goddess intended, I think. Otherwise, it
would not listen so gladly to your commands, grandfather…”
“You‟re doing it again.” Zerrex said mildly, mostly just to deflect the embarrassment he
felt, but Maria only smiled amusedly at him as she shook her head slowly before patting him on
the chest as she turned away, and the reptile watched as she walked to the doorway of his room
and pulled it open.
She lingered for a moment, then glanced over her shoulder, saying softly: “Sleep now,
Zerrex. I‟ll go and check on the others, since it‟s easy for me to move back and forth between
worlds… and you just concentrate on resting. We need you strong and healthy, after all.”

Zerrex nodded to her a bit, and the Broken blew him a kiss before she left and closed the
door with a smile, and Zerrex gazed after her affectionately before he looked down at the cape in
his hands, squeezing into the comforting leather… before he smiled a little to himself as he
slipped into bed and it became a thicker blanket, spilling that same warmth over him as Zerrex
curled up under it a bit with a soft sigh of contentment. His mala jingled quietly, and the reptile
hesitated, then finally took this off to avoid it tangling in his hair while he slept, placing it aside
on his bed table as the beads glimmered faintly.
Slowly, his eyes closed… and for a little while, the reptile rested in dreamless,
comfortable slumber. Finally, his eyes opened and he smiled a little before he half-rolled over…
and stared in horror at the sight of Negative leaning overtop him, snarling down at him with his
bone claw raised, and Zerrex gave a shout of horror before he kicked hard outwards with both
feet.
Negative flickered out of reality as the scale-blanket flew through the air, landing past the
foot of the bed as the reptile leaned dumbly forwards… and then reality around himself slowly
peeled away, cracking and shattering and leaving the Drakkaren in darkness as Negative said
softly: “Good. Time for a quick chat, Zerrex…”
The Drakkaren snarled as he felt a shock run through his body, eyes clenching shut and
vertigo tearing at his senses… and then a moment later, he was in the Deep Temple, sitting in the
throne atop the grand pyramid. He cursed quietly as he leapt up from this and ran to the edge of
it, but the pyramid seemed infinitely taller, the ground a speck below, and not a village, but an
immense city clustered into an endless cavern as blue flames glowed over the rooftops and
strange creatures danced and screamed and howled as enormous black vines crawled out of and
around fountains filled with black ooze and blood… and then the reptile turned around with a
snarl to see Negative sitting quietly in the Throne, leaning forwards with his arms resting across
his knees as he said quietly, his red eyes glowing out of his skull: “You need to learn your place.
Using toys and trivialities to keep me out of your mind… going to people you shouldn‟t be going
to… not focusing on the objective: I thought you‟d be smart enough to figure out how much you
needed me after losing me to Eratosthenes… I thought you came begging for my powers.”
“No… I came for you because I knew that he couldn‟t handle you… but I can. I‟ve put
up with you in my head for years and years now, Negative, and we‟ve always had an awkward
peace between us… but if anyone‟s afraid here, it‟s you.” Zerrex said quietly, narrowing his
emerald eyes towards the creature, but Negative only sat silently in the throne, measuring him
with his ruby irises. “You are an Inversion of Naganis. Not of Creation… of Naganis. You are
not the same corrupt monster that I saw in those memories… because it was fiercer, and
admittedly, it was stupider, because it was Creation consumed entirely by it. What Order said
was true… you‟re diluted, more neutral… slyer and smarter, perhaps stronger. More aware of
your own flaws… scared of your own past.”
“Do not analyze me or believe you know me because of what I allowed you to see…
what I allow you to feel. You are the puppet here, not me.” Negative retorted, standing up and
pointing at him before he shook his head slowly, and his voice became softer, tempting, as he
gestured around himself. “I am you, and I am not you: our desires are often the same, just in
different contexts. I can give you what you desire most… power, friends, family, love. My
corruption is able to spread through and infect and affect anything… and even more so, bend it to
my will. I am fuelled by pain and rage and hate and sorrow, and you are burning to the brim with
those emotions… and I do not tire, I do not weaken.”

“That‟s a lie.” Zerrex said plainly, and Negative snarled slightly as the Drakkaren shook
his head slowly. “If our desires are the same, then you must want to be able to just sit back and
relax too…”
“In a world of my own making ,yes: in a place I have control and complete dominion and
dominance over.” Negative clenched his hand into a fist, looking coldly at him. “The corruption
makes them my children, infects them with the need to obey. I am not as cruel as you think: they
look and act like monsters, but reducing them to primal passion grants them freedom from sin.
Money, jealousy, social hierarchy means nothing to them, nor do stigmas or rules or laws or
religion. They follow and obey my commands but are otherwise not only free to do whatever
they want… they are made powerful. Godlike. Like you, like me. Besides, you and I both know
that animals and beasts are purer than the high-order creatures… hydras don‟t gossip behind the
backs of others and plot to ruin their lives because of some mean words they posted on the
internet.”
“Please don‟t make pop culture references, it hurts my head when I realize you‟ve been
digging through my brain.” Zerrex muttered, reaching up and rubbing at his skull slowly, and
then he glanced to the side and grimaced as an immense, terrible black bird flew slowly back, its
features covered in rubbery skin and huge talons at the end of long legs kicking at the air,
corruption dripping off its enormous form. “Can‟t we wait and have this argument later, after
I‟ve dealt with all the other crap in my life?”
“I‟m trying to give you a method to deal with things, you idiot.” Negative said darkly,
and then he strode towards Zerrex, the two glaring at each other for a moment before the
Inversion rose his bone-armored arm and the long, dangerous ivory spike shot out of his wrist,
dark energy sparking along it as he said quietly: “The power to give life. The power to take life
away. I am everything you can ever dream of being… and I evolve faster than you ever thought
possible, Zerrex Narrius. I am you, and I am better than you… and to become me, all you have to
do is give in… and let me give you one painless little needle…”
“I won‟t make a deal with you, Negative.” Zerrex said quietly, shaking his head slowly,
and the Inversion growled at him with distaste. “No matter what you offer, I know by now that
it‟s poison. I don‟t know what your real goal is, but I do know that it‟s selfish and destructive… I
know that no matter how you dress it up, your version of creation is sick, pedantic, and wrong.
And I won‟t be a part of it. I won‟t let you tempt me… and you know by now you can‟t fight
me.”
Negative was silent as the spike retracted… and then his ruby eyes glowed as he said
softly: “So once more… we do this dance, Zerrex.”
And then the Drakkaren snarled and ducked when Negative roared and clawed at his
face, the lizard shifting beneath the attack before Negative slammed a knee up into his face,
blood bursting from the reptile‟s muzzle before Negative shoved him hard off the top of the
pyramid with a cruel laugh as enormous spikes of bone began to rip out of the huge structure
from the bottom up and the ground surrounding the massive temple burst into blue flames, dark,
sickening black corruption venting upwards with smoke and steam as the earth quaked and
trembled, Zerrex cursing as he bounced several times down the steps before he slammed his feet
against the stone and launched himself into the air, throwing his arms wide… and Negative
screamed as white energy burst from the reptile‟s back with a bright flash, forming into angelic
wings before it solidified into rubbery, feather-shaped scales that glimmered brilliantly with
energy, the back of each wing covered in a solid layer of black metal that nonetheless rippled and
flowed.

The reptile created a sphere of energy in his hand, then he snarled as he lashed it
forwards, and Negative recovered from his surprise just in time to look up before this smashed
into his face, exploding with hurricane force and sending him crashing backwards into the throne
with a gargle before Zerrex shot towards the rocky ceiling overhead. As Negative recovered with
a curse, however, two immense black birds swept in towards the Drakkaren, both shrieking
furious cries as they rose their thick talons towards him and snapped at him with their beaks…
and immediately, Zerrex shoved both hands out, brilliant blasts of sapphire energy erupting from
either hand and smashing into the two creatures as they tried to pincer him, and both exploded
into thick bursts of dark goo and crackles of black lightning as the reptile shot higher towards the
ceiling.
Negative snarled, then bony wings tore from his own back, blue flames bursting to life
between them as he leapt upwards, fallen angel and metallic god glaring at each other before the
reptile shouted angrily: “I won‟t allow fear or lust to rule me, and I will not permit you to
exercise total dominion over my mind any longer, Negative!”
“What can you do in the confines of my reality?” Negative roared, and dark cones of
energy appeared all around Zerrex before black swords swirled into being in mid-launch towards
the Drakkaren, Zerrex‟s eyes widening before he vanished from the spot just as the deadly mess
of spikes shot forwards and the swords of dark energy crashed into the collection of black cones,
exploding in a terrible shockwave that made Negative‟s flight stutter to a halt with a curse as he
spun around and snarled in rage at the sight of Zerrex hovering near the ceiling, a cold grin on
his face.
“My element is Earth, Negative… and unlike you, I‟m not scared of a little sunlight!”
Zerrex shouted, and he rose a hand towards the rocky ceiling as Negative‟s eyes widened before
the entire cavern shook as cracks began to spread through the stone, Negative howling in horror
and denial before the reptile roared as he leaned forwards and snapped an arm downwards as his
wings propelled him backwards, and an immense meteor of stone ripped from the roof and
spiraled violently down towards the Inversion.
Negative swept his bone claw out, smashing the asteroid sized chunk of rock away as
other, larger pieces of stone began to fall from the crumbling ceiling, and then he covered his
eyes with a curse of fury as bright light streamed down into the dark cave, more light spilling
into the area from the cracks, the blue flames flickering out of sight as natural light suffocated
them and the black corruption boiling violently as it began to rapidly turn grey, the Inversion
flapping his wings to propel himself backwards into the darkness as he shouted furiously:
“Fucking nonsense imagery!”
“It‟s what you get for associating yourself so much with darkness…” Zerrex snarled,
flying beneath one of the immense holes as the cavern trembled violently and continued to cave
in, Negative batting away boulders with ease but hissing every time the light touched him,
sending up steam and smoke. “Now, you‟re the one who‟s going to learn his place… and that in
my mind, what I say goes: if you want to be the darkness so bad, be the darkness… but I‟m never
without a weapon, never without a counterattack, never without something else I can call up in
my mind to drive you back into your nasty little hole!”
“Your mind is my home, my domain! You cannot defeat me here!” Negative roared,
throwing an arm up even as the light began to char away his scales… and Zerrex looked up in
shock as, in the skies above, an immense black disc rolled slowly in front of the sun, bathing
everything in terrible red and grey light as the reptile cursed under his breath, then looked down

in surprise as Negative shot towards him, body still steaming as he hissed: “What are you going
to do without your precious daylight now?”
Zerrex‟s eyes widened, then he grunted and cursed when Negative crashed into him,
grabbing the reptile around the waist and savagely biting into his shoulder like an animal, and the
Drakkaren howled in agony as he flew upwards before he seized one of the Inversion‟s horns and
yanked his hand back, Negative‟s eyes bulging as he cursed before the Drakkaren half-turned
and threw him hard downwards, sending him crashing into a slowly-crumbling stone plateau.
Negative bounced hard once against it as cracks spilled through it, before the rock and dirt
crumbled downwards, sending him spilling off with a curse before his wings snapped open and
caught the air with terrible impossibility, sending him flying upwards as the two hovered under
the eclipsed sun as the ground beneath them continued to collapse away… and then Negative
grinned savagely, holding his arms out to either side, and reality around them trembled violently
before it simply cracked apart beneath their feet, shattering into a swirling vortex of empty,
soulless white that slowly began to eat up the very sky, sucking in light and darkness as they
were slowly surrounded by nothing but blanched Nothingness. “Why do you bother trying to
fight me? It‟s impossible… you cannot defeat me. You cannot destroy me.”
Zerrex, however, only smiled grimly as his wings flapped once before furling slowly, and
the air rippled beneath his feet as the Drakkaren stood silently, Negative frowning in surprise as
he continued to hover, wings flapping powerfully… and when he tried to set himself down, he
only grunted in surprise at finding nothing beneath his feet, the Drakkaren saying quietly: “Your
control over my mind isn‟t as complete as you think it is. Sure, when I fought you before, I was
panicked. I was confused. And I was scared, because I thought you really would kill me
physically… and that would be it. But now I know that this is all in my head… and you have no
idea how much experience I‟ve had over the years with this kind of battle. You should… except
you‟re not entirely me.”
“I‟m what you wish you were!” Negative shouted furiously… and then Zerrex only
shook his head slowly as the Inversion snarled: “We are in the Nothingness, in my domain-”
“No. I‟m laying in bed right now… and you‟re throwing a hissy-fit, because you‟re like a
child who thinks he rules the household, when he doesn‟t. I‟m the one in charge, Negative.”
Zerrex shook his head in contempt… and Negative‟s eyes burned with rage before the Drakkaren
looked at him coldly. “When I Invert, you‟re hard to resist. But I‟m far from needing to Invert
right now… I‟ve never felt like I‟ve had a clearer, sharper mind. And for once… I‟m confident
in myself. This is your last chance to just let things go before it gets messy.”
“Or what?” Negative said coldly, and then he snapped his hands out, and the whiteness
turned to pure darkness around them, solid ground forming beneath Zerrex‟s feet as Negative
dropped to the steel floor, the bony needle springing out of his right arm as his wings vanished
from sight. “Don‟t underestimate me, or my power, or my corruption or how much you need me!
You have no toys and no friends to help you!”
“Friends… no. But I wouldn‟t say I‟m alone.” Zerrex said quietly, and Negative frowned
for a moment… and then he howled in agony as a pair of katanas tore through his back and out
his stomach, and then his bone armor shattered as Blackheart‟s blade ripped through his chest,
Ravenlight grinning savagely on one side of Negative and Cold, the ruthless side of the reptile‟s
personality, standing silently on the other as his leather trenchcoat swirled around him, their
hands locked on their weapons as Negative‟s eyes bulged with shock. “A broken mind and
multiple chunks of personality come in handy against parasites like you.”

Ravenlight snorted as he ripped his katanas free, spinning them rapidly to flick blood off
them as Cold brought his foot up and kicked Negative hard in the lower spine as he jerked
backwards, Blackheart tearing from the creature‟s back as the Inversion fell to all fours with a
curse… and then he shook his head slowly, looking up at Zerrex with surprise in his ruby eyes as
he whispered: “Why is it so different this time… last time we fought, you were weak, pathetic…
I controlled you with ease, and the other parts of your mind were too scared to stand up for
themselves…”
Cold swung Blackheart down into Negative‟s back, apparently not taking well to this
sentiment as he sent the Inversion crashing onto his stomach with a hiss of pain, and Ravenlight
threw his head back and laughed cruelly before he snorted when Zerrex glared at them, Cold
only shaking his head in distaste. “Oh fuck you, Conscious Walker. You called on us for help…
you should be glad we showed up at all! Besides, we deserve the chance to take this piece of shit
down a peg or two…”
Negative snarled over his shoulder, his eyes glowing scarlet as dark spikes of energy
formed around the two, but Ravenlight moved with lightning speed, his twin swords easily
deflecting each and every attack in showy, arcing swings as he laughed darkly, and Cold simply
held up a hand, a pulse of powerful energy emitting from his form and shattering the spikes
surrounding his body. The Inversion‟s eyes widened, and then he cursed as Zerrex grabbed him
by the throat, hefting him into the air as Ravenlight and Cold both watched, one grinning, the
other grim. “Ironically? I think I have you to thank for that. You were the one who showed me
that I could fight monsters like Error and Iron with or without my powers… you were the one
who apparently had enough faith in me reaching him without dying that he left me facing worse
odds than I faced even against Athéos‟s army of gods. You were the one who showed me what
happened to the First Gods, and you were the one who revealed to me that you are nothing more
than a parasite, a clump of mutating cells and energy that survived by hiding out in Naganis‟s
body for countless years, immobilized and neutralized.
“You were the one who taught me I didn‟t have to be scared of you.” Zerrex finished
quietly, and he threw Negative to the ground, the Inversion bouncing once and staring up at him,
breathing and shaking his head weakly. “I‟m immune to your corruption, Negative. And more
importantly, I‟m immune to your lies. Sure, when I Invert, you can take over my body and hurt
me and tempt me and make me do awful things… but now we both know that if you ever do
push me… I can push back. I can leave you to the mercy of people like Ravenlight and Cold. So
maybe you‟re the one who has to learn his goddamn place.” Zerrex leaned down over him, then
pointed at him and snarled: “To make it perfectly clear: if you ever fuck with me again I‟ll cut
your head off and shove it up your goddamn ass. Play nice with me, and I‟ll play nice with you.
But I‟ve had enough of your mind games. Next time you pull this shit, I‟ll kill you.”
“Impossible…” Negative whispered… and then he gargled when Cold reversed
Blackheart and stabbed it down through his stomach, pinning him to the ground. He clutched at
this, corruption leaking from the wound, his eyes, his mouth, as he gargled uselessly… and then
Zerrex glanced at the ruthless part of his personality, and Cold grunted before ripping the sword
free in a spray of black blood and ooze. “I c-cannot… will not believe this… you were so weak,
so pathetic! You were so easy to break before…”
“And I was scared and panicked before, too. To be honest, you still worry me… I worry
what you can do physically, and when I Invert.” Zerrex said quietly, kneeling down at the feet of
the creature, and then he reached a hand out and grasped Negative‟s foot: a moment later, black
chains sprung into being around the Inversion, snapping shut over his limbs and body and

binding him completely as he howled in rage and frustration, yanking uselessly against the links.
“But mentally, I beat the crap out of you before, and now I‟m not at my worst or tortured by
corruption and you haven‟t managed to sink your claws in me. Now I‟ve got my claws in you…
so why don‟t you go off for a little quiet time, Negative? I know you‟ll escape my traps, you
always do… but maybe this time you can think a little about just what you‟ve done and we can
talk instead of me having to kick your ass next time you show up.”
And with that, Zerrex reached down and patted the ground, and a rift ripped open around
Negative, pulling the Inversion down into it even as the monster‟s eyes glowed red and he
snarled, chains jangling around him as he struggled uselessly before giving a raw, half-terrified,
half-furious yell as he lunged upwards, only his head remaining free from the portal for a
moment before that was violently pulled down into the spiraling darkness as well.
It closed a moment later in a flicker of energy… and then Zerrex smiled slightly as he
glanced up, but Cold was already walking away into darkness and Ravenlight only looked at
Zerrex meditatively as he spun his katanas at his side, then sheathed them both as he said
moodily: “This better turn out worthwhile, Conscious Walker. I don‟t like taking orders from
you.”
“You showed up of your own free will.” Zerrex said softly, and Ravenlight grunted
before he flicked a hand out and vanished in a burst of dark energy, the reptile shaking his head
slowly as he stood alone for a moment in the recesses of his own mind… and then he looked up
in surprise as he heard footsteps, turning to see Celeste approaching.
He smiled awkwardly at the Strange Beast, and she studied him curiously for a few
moments as she reached out to take one of his hands, playing her fingers over the back of it as
she murmured softly: “I see… you battled the Inversion, but this time conquered him. An
interesting turn of events… important even. But I am here for a reason other than that I heard
your mental yells… it is time for you to awaken.”
Zerrex‟s eyes blinked rapidly… and a moment later, he was laying dumbly on his back in
bed, staring up at the sight of Celeste sitting quietly beside him, holding one of his hands. He
could feel his thoughts racing… and he realized a moment later many of them were alien,
strange, foreign whispers in his mind before Celeste smiled her strange little smile at him and
gently put his hand down, standing up as the whispers silenced. “I am sorry. I forget sometimes
how susceptible others are to my thoughts, and yet how very few understand them. Will you
please accompany me, Zerrex?”
The Drakkaren nodded awkwardly after a moment, and the Strange Beast stood up and
slipped backwards, studying him with her eyes as he slipped out of bed and grabbed his mala,
playing it through his fingers for a quiet moment. Then his eyes turned to her with surprise as she
said softly: “You know many answers to many questions. Dangerous answers… you must ensure
that you do not become obsessed with them, or with the questions that remain that do not pertain
to your currently tasks and goals. You could easily be led astray and off the path you walk… and
your enemies will never hesitate to use this to their advantage the moment such a chance reveals
itself.”
The lizard gazed at her silently for a few moments, and then he only nodded as he slipped
his mala over his head and murmured: “You‟re right, Celeste… and I will be careful. I‟m only
hoping the answers to the questions I do have are going to be enough to give me a bit of help, a
bit of an edge, over everything else that‟s gone wrong here lately.”

Celeste only smiled at this, however, saying softly: “And I know that you do not speak
from mere wild bravado. Please come with me, now. The demigod has begun awakening my
sibling Guardian, the Librarian.”
The reptile grunted in surprise at this, standing up and then pausing long enough to hold
his hand out… and immediately, the long scale-leather cloak flicked off the ground towards him,
sliding over one of his arms and wrapping quickly around his body to become a comfortable
cloak as the Drakkaren glanced down at himself, then back up as Celeste looked at him softly.
“Yes. It is as Lord Order said. You are a suitable home for Creation, and in more ways than
because your energies have bonded so well with the master I beloved.”
The Drakkaren winced a bit, but the Strange Beast only bowed slightly towards him,
saying softly: “It is both your wish and the wish of Order that his secret be kept, and I will
neither go against your will nor the will of the First Gods I still revere to this day.” Celeste said
quietly, and Zerrex studied her thoughtfully before she looked up with a smile. “Zealot. Devout.
I do not mind these words attached to me, although they can be used in negative context. For I
am zealous, and I am devout, and I am loyal… and you see me as honorable; I appreciate this.”
Zerrex smiled awkwardly at her, rubbing at his face absently as the cloak fluttered around
him… and then Celeste turned and opened the door, heading out into the hallway, and the
Drakkaren followed her quickly out, looking with surprise to see Sabnock waiting patiently as
well, as she said quietly: “I was concerned for you when I heard that you had a strange
encounter. Not only with the Broken Theophilius, but with a cloaked figure: High Queen Vivien
would like you to join her for debriefing as soon as you are ready, but she wished for me to
emphasize that there is no real rush. She understands that you are calming down, regaining your
strength, and using your Disciples to gather information at the moment.”
The Drakkaren nodded awkwardly to Sabnock, and she studied him quietly, dressed as
always in her prim business suit as they walked side-by-side down the hall, following Celeste.
The silence between them was comfortable, however… and when Zerrex reached a hand up to
rest it on the wolverine‟s shoulder, she didn‟t shrug it off or pull away.
They made their way to a large, mostly-empty room filled with vacant shelves and a
single large, broken wardrobe… and in the center of this room, Eratosthenes was seated in his
wheelchair, drooling weakly and surrounded by candles, herbs, and magical implements as Loki
and Jessica both studied him, Thor bouncing nervously in the background before he whispered
loudly as they entered: “Look, look, mine brother, they‟re-”
“Shut up, Thor!” Loki snapped, and then he glanced towards Zerrex and Sabnock,
acknowledging them with a grunt before his eyes moved to Celeste as Jessica dropped down to a
kneel… and he realized she was checking runes and figures that had been drawn all along the
floor as he asked hurriedly: “Are you ready yet? We don‟t have a lot of time before the materials
start evaporating!”
“Beloved brother is using magical means most powerful to-” Thor began, and then he
was cut off by a glare from Loki, and the caracal blushed and quickly drew his finger and thumb
across his own muzzle in a zipping motion, and Zerrex sighed a bit, but understood what Loki
was doing as he drew his eyes over the flickering candles and the almost-alive chalk lines on the
floor that seemed to sway and move, and the various small glass beakers filled with magical
liquids and implements.
Zerrex had seen this done once before, and from Jessica‟s familiarity with it, he knew
that Loki was less healing Eratosthenes‟s mind than he was trying to jar the male‟s
consciousness, likely in the hopes that he would snap awake. Celeste was already supervising in

her strange way, approaching her sibling Guardian and grasping the sides of his head as she
studied him with her strange, distant eyes, collar tight around her neck before she nodded slowly
and said softly: “Yes. He is almost ready. We have put much of his mind back together… we
should begin the ritual immediately.”
“Finally.” Loki muttered, and then he stepped backwards as Celeste silently turned and
walked out of the ceremonial circle, and Jessica straightened nervously as she stepped back as
well. Sabnock and Zerrex exchanged looks as Thor giddily bounced, and then the otter sighed a
bit before muttering: “Odin help us…”
The demigod rose his hands as they glowed faintly, resonating with the strange magical
implements sitting around the circle as Jessica‟s own hands raised, glowing brightly and making
the chalk lines sway and twist all the faster… before Celeste‟s head fell back as she began to
sing, clear and strong and slow, her body swaying silently with her own rhythm as Zerrex felt his
heart clench and his cloak ripple around himself, energy glowing faintly over the scale-leather in
reaction to the beautiful, powerful song as even Thor fell silent and still, and Loki looked up in
shock.
A glow built steadily from the floor as Eratosthenes shivered in the wheelchair, his body
twitching and his breath rasping in and out as a bit of drool dripped from his jaws as they worked
slowly, creakily, his dull eyes seeming to glimmer for a moment… and then he convulsed once
in his chair as the glow built higher, Jessica staring in rapture towards Celeste as Loki gritted his
teeth and looked resolutely downwards, multicolored bangs hanging over his face as he
shivered… and then Eratosthenes bucked violently in the wheelchair, making it grind and rock
lightly before he rasped: “No more! No more!”
He shivered again convulsively, breathing hard, slumping forwards and scrabbling at the
arms of the wheelchair weakly as Celeste‟s song died out, and Loki and Jessica both stumbled
back, the female hugging herself with a wince as the glow around her hands flickered out and
Loki‟s own energies faded quickly, the chalk over the floor boiling upwards into steam that
shrouded the creature for a moment before it faded from sight, and Eratosthenes‟s eyes blinked
slowly before he grabbed at his skull with a groan of pain. “Why… why did you bring me
back… to torture me, to hurt me, to destroy me? And you, Great Mother… how can you lower
yourself so, kowtowing to these inferior beings? The universe is not theirs, it is rightfully ours…
especially after the First Gods betrayed us…”
“They did not betray us, they saved our lives, Librarian. They saved us from a fate worse
than you can ever understand, and they are the ones who set the gears in motion that created
these beings.” Celeste said softly, motioning quietly towards the others in the room as
Eratosthenes only snarled at her. “You defy their will, and defy their creations… you claim to be
both loyal and rebellious at the same time. It saddens me that for all your knowledge you have
shown little wisdom.”
“Shut up!” Eratosthenes shouted, but he was pedantic, weak, barely able to raise a hand
before he leaned forwards, wheezing hard in and out of his mouth as he trembled violently, then
he whispered: “They sent us away… and locked us up…”
“They sent us to warn others not to return to the home where they died… and they sealed
us away, entrusted us with their deepest secrets, knowing that one day we would return to the
physical universe when the seals were broken… and have you not seen, Librarian, that the
Center of the Universe has been destroyed, with only the Tether surviving because it exists inside
and outside of reality, filled with the radiant energies of the First Gods? They knew their last act
might very well be to destroy their own home… and that is why they did not awaken us. They

expected that either they would find the solution to their problem… or they would be sacrificed,
and their home with it.” Celeste said softly, and the Librarian looked up weakly, blinking his
eyes slowly. “Why have you given up your heritage over a misunderstanding, Librarian? Why is
it that you claim to hate these new breeds of mortal and god and divine and corrupt with such
passion, and yet you strive to imitate their emotions and thoughts?”
“Because I cannot be one of them any more than I can remain a Guardian to… to
betrayers!” the Librarian rasped, but tears were forming in his eyes now as he glared across at the
female, trembling violently. “What do you know, Great Mother? I see in your eyes and mind that
you have taken on a mortal name, just as I have-”
“Very well. Then let us commune as we have in the past.” Celeste said softly, her eyes
locking with the Librarian‟s… and for a moment there was only silence and stillness before the
Librarian began to shiver violently, and then he gasped and dropped against the back of his
wheelchair hard enough to make it slide backwards slightly, the wheelchair creaking quietly as
he slumped and shuddered. “You cannot commune with me. You would blame your damaged
mind and the loss of your powers, but these are temporary and transitory difficulties. Yet you
have rejected the First Gods and become a heretic. You are no longer one of us… and yet you
cannot be one of them. You have trapped yourself and lost your identity.”
“I… I…” Eratosthenes shook his head weakly, looking up at her blankly, and Celeste
gazed at him silently for a few moments before she simply turned and left, and Zerrex frowned a
bit after her before he returned his eyes to the Strange Beast that was resting back in the
wheelchair, looking stupefied. Then the Drakkaren glanced at Loki, but the otter shrugged and
looked at him pointedly, and the reptile rolled his eyes before he quietly stepped forwards… and
Eratosthenes snarled up at him, saying roughly: “Haven‟t you done enough?”
Zerrex winced… then he stared when Jessica stepped in front of the Strange Beast and
slapped him hard across the face, the creature‟s head twisting to the side as his eyes bulged in
shock, a bit of spit flying from his stunned muzzle as the Drakkaren gaped… and then Jessica
rested her hands on her hips and said angrily: “Now listen, you. I don‟t like Zerrex very much,
but I like even less that you‟ve got the gall to not only blame all of us for whatever imaginary
problems you have, but now you‟re being nothing but a rude little jerk after he saved your life. I
know he could have killed you, and I wouldn‟t‟ve blamed him for it after what you‟ve done and
the problems you‟ve caused, for him, for mortals, for my daughter… now say you‟re sorry and
thank him, or I swear that I‟ll roll this wheelchair out into the center of this city and let the angry
demons here have at you, whether I‟m a healer or not!”
Eratosthenes stared at her as Thor gaped and Loki grinned widely, leaning forwards
slightly and looking impressed… and then the Strange Beast trembled for a moment before he
gritted his teeth and muttered moodily: “I‟m… sorry.”
“Say it to him, not to me, and mean it.” Jessica said sternly, stepping out of the way and
pointing at Zerrex, and then she glowered down at the Strange Beast, making him wince a bit as
he shrank back into the wheelchair.
“I‟m sorry.” the Strange Beast muttered finally, looking at Zerrex, and the Drakkaren
nodded a bit to him, rubbing embarrassedly at the back of his head as he looked at Jessica… but
the female only gave him a thoughtful glance before she nodded slightly to him. Eratosthenes
fidgeted in the wheelchair, and then he grimaced and shook his head, lowering it and saying
darkly: “Don‟t think that I‟m going to forgive you, though, Naganis. I-”

“I‟m not Naganis, can you not get that through your head?” Zerrex asked in exasperation,
and he shook his head slowly before he grabbed at his forehead with a grimace as Thor looked at
him curiously. “I am not Creation, and I am not Naganis. I am Zerrex.”
“Impossible.” Eratosthenes muttered moodily, and the Drakkaren groaned as he slapped
his own forehead before shaking his head slowly, and then the Strange Beast looked back and
forth with disgust. “And what strange company you keep… gods and creatures of both Heaven
and Hell… and here we are, hidden away in a pocket dimension that I feel sick energies
resonating throughout. This is a dark place.”
The Drakkaren grunted, not exactly arguing this point as he looked down at the Librarian
for a moment… and when Loki looked at him mildly, the reptile said quietly: “Fine, go. You and
Thor and anyone else who wants to leave.”
Thor, however, immediately rose a hand, saying firmly: “I would much perchance wish
to stay, if such a thought does please, Lord Zerrex, for I would relish the opportune time to learn
that which I could about the enemy that lay in wait for us, and to dredge what information there
is to be gotten from this most sallow and unthankful of captured foe.”
“Well, I‟m leaving. You have fun, then.” Loki said dryly, throwing his hands up and
brushing past Zerrex to exit the room, and the reptile rolled his eyes before Jessica walked past
as well. The female paused for a moment, and the two traded a look before she smiled a little…
and the Drakkaren admittedly felt relief at what he saw in that expression: they were okay.
He returned his eyes to the Strange Beast as Thor walked to one side of him, looming
menacingly, and Sabnock walked towards the other, Eratosthenes wincing a bit as he glanced
back and forth ,surrounded by half-empty glass jars and used-up magical implements… but with
a flick of his wrist, Zerrex made these vanish from sight before he approached the Librarian,
looking down at him mildly as he crossed his arms. “Error, I need some answers for some
questions I have. It is definitely in your best interest to answer these, as Thor can rip your arms
off and Sabnock is just plain scary.”
“Thank you, Lord Zerrex.” the wolverine said mildly, and the reptile cleared his throat
awkwardly before she snapped her fingers when Eratosthenes began to move, bindings of ice
forming over his wrists and holding them tightly down to the chair. “Your strength is drained and
your mind is still damaged. I do not advise that you resist.”
Eratosthenes stared up at her at this, pulling weakly at the thick manacles of ice locking
his arms down against the chair, and the Drakkaren shook his head with a grimace before he said
quietly: “Listen, Error. I don‟t want to hurt you. I don‟t like torturing people for information,
even if… part of me takes a sadistic glee in hurting others. And honestly, I won‟t hurt you if you
just help me out, even a little. My offer still stands, I‟ll let you go about your goddamn business
if you promise to get the hell away from these planets and find your own little quiet spot to set up
shop… but I need your cooperation.”
The Strange Beast frowned up at him, still pulling weakly at the restraints of ice before
he finally tired, slumping a bit as he breathed hard and then looked slowly over the Drakkaren,
saying disgustedly: “Yet somehow part of me thinks this whole situation too distinctly mirrors
how I had you imprisoned… except instead of Iron, you have the giant, strange god.”
Thor growled, punching his fist against his palm as Eratosthenes winced, and Zerrex
shook his head a bit before he said quietly: “Unlike Iron, however, Thor has a sense of honor and
is not a twisted son of a bitch. Although that‟s not to say he won‟t beat the crap out of you if you
give him a reason to.”

For a few moments, Eratosthenes only looked at him… and then he lowered his head,
shaking it slowly as he muttered: “I suppose I have no real choice then, do I? I am at your
mercy… and I know that if I resist, you can send your thrall Celeste or fetch one of your
daughters I was warned about to rip through my mind.” His voice was bitter, his eyes staring at
the ground as they burned with loathing and suppressed panic. “And even if that doesn‟t work,
you may just torture me… and you may torture me anyway, for your sick fun. Naganis, I was
wrong about you, wrong about all the First Gods… and now you‟ve become just like the rest of
these fleshy creatures, mired in delusion and alien emotions, seeming to thrive best when you
hurt and attack others… feeding like vampires off emotional pain and frustration and even
physical torment…”
“You have it all wrong… how did you get these ideas planted in your head?” Zerrex
asked softly, looking down at him pityingly, and Eratosthenes snarled up at him, before he
visibly flinched at the sympathy in the lizard‟s eyes, looking sharply away. “Error, look. I am not
the monster you think I am. None of us are.”
“Actions speak louder than words, Naganis, and I have seen what you and your kind have
done to this universe…” Eratosthenes replied bitterly, shaking his head slowly as he shivered a
bit in the chair. “At first I tried to understand… but when I journeyed back to the Center of the
Universe and found my home gone, destroyed, by the whims of a Broken who had once been
mortal and you, who always claimed to love us, that he wanted to protect us… how much
knowledge was lost? How many secrets destroyed? Because of a simple disagreement… I have
witnessed the memories in the energy of those statues you added, and I can guess how it ended…
you tried to destroy the Tether, and annihilated the Broken while you fled the wreckage of our
ancestral home… you jeopardized everything in existence for power!”
Zerrex looked at him silently, wanting to lash out… and then Thor said softly, as he
reached out and touched Eratosthenes‟s shoulder: “Oh foolish seeker of knowledge, is thou really
so thick-headed? My wrath subsides into pity as I gaze upon your furious countenance and see
the sadness beneath it… you remind me now so much of mine beloved brother Loki, that there is
no quarrel left in my heart for you, only solemn sadness and a fond wish that you would open
your wretched eyes and realize that… you have been used.”
Eratosthenes snarled at this, shaking his head in denial, and Zerrex sighed a bit before he
said softly: “Eratosthenes, how did you get these memories? How did you learn these mortal
emotions? You‟re not like any of the other Strange Beasts I‟ve ever met…”
“Of course I‟m not. You should know that well yourself, Naganis…” Eratosthenes looked
up at him with disgust, and Zerrex didn‟t bother to argue with him before he said distastefully:
“And it‟s simple. The energy in the statues gave me some idea of how this universe works… and
allowed me to begin tracking you back to your source. The universe may be vast but I was able
to follow your energy trail easily to and from every world you ever touched, until I finally
reached this place, gathering other Guardians as I travelled. We are bound to you, Naganis, like it
or not… you cannot hide from us in your lizard shell and we will have our answers for your
crimes, one way or the other…”
Zerrex only continued to look at him as the Strange Beast snarled and struggled weakly
for a moment, but then he quickly tired before he looked down at his lap, saying disgustedly:
“We were not long in wait. A being came before us, a god that you had abandoned and left to
care for your vast projects alone, having run away from your work when it grew too hard… he
brought us to his home, a place of energy and mechanical genius, and I, as the leader of this
group, he chose to come forwards. He wanted to teach me, and when I told him I could absorb

the memories and emotions and genetic information of others, he was quick to give me prisoners
he had captured from your flock. I have come to understand you all too well, Naganis… how you
make such promises and put such energy forth into your projects, until it becomes too hard…
how you abandoned races across the universe to their fates… how you once helped a greedy and
foolish child-god steal the energies of your very own kin from the Center of the Universe… and
how you ran away from Heaven to hide inside this shell, to get away from the terrible atrocities
you had committed in letting your creations run amok as they began to turn on you, waiting until
this disaster ends or you can turn one faction against another and force them to destroy each
other so you can once more rule from your treacherous throne…”
“My Gods…” Zerrex murmured softly, looking quietly down at Eratosthenes as the
Guardian breathed hard in and out, trembling in hate and sorrow and deep pain… and the reptile
shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “I‟m too shocked to even be angry, Eratosthenes… too
shocked, and too disappointed. Let me ask you, when you were the Librarian, at the Center of the
Universe… would you have ever thought Creation capable of such things?”
“No, but we were programmed to be loyal… and… it… I mean…” Eratosthenes
frowned, looking confusedly back and forth, and then he said furiously: “I saw the memories!
Memories cannot lie, they cannot be falsified! I… I saw you, doing terrible things, Naganis!”
“I think you saw pieces of memory, and likely out of the minds of very sick people.”
Zerrex said quietly, and then he held a hand up with a grimace, grasping the Strange Beast‟s
forehead as both Sabnock and Thor looked at the Drakkaren sharply. “Let me show you the
memories I have, Eratosthenes. It‟s been a while since I‟ve done this, so try and ignore any
twinges of pain or sudden vertigo, huh?”
The Strange Beast‟s eyes widened… and a moment later, Zerrex was standing beside the
creature in nothing but white space, Eratosthenes snarling and looking back and forth before he
turned towards Zerrex as he spread his arms, shouting angrily: “I am wounded and my mind is
rent asunder, but I will still-”
Zerrex simply glared at him, his eyes glowing solid green for a moment, and Error‟s own
eyes bulged before he grabbed his stomach and fell to his knees with a whimper. “Please don‟t
be stupid. I already had one mental fight today and if we‟re lucky, Negative is still locked away
somewhere where he won‟t be able to bother us. But it‟s hard enough for me to maintain the
concentration to do this alone as it is without Celeste or Marina around, so-”
“Did you request my help?” asked a soft voice, and Zerrex and Error both looked up in
surprise as Celeste approached. She glanced with coldness towards the fellow Strange Beast,
which made him flinch backwards, but then she gave a considering look towards Zerrex before
nodding slowly, and the reptile felt the pressure in his mind lighten as reality around them
trembled before stabilizing. “I do not need to be physically present to help maintain the link. I
shall… referee, I believe the term is. The Librarian shall see the truth, and that he has given up
his honor and his great position for nothing.”
“You sound so devoted still, Great Mother… and yet you were always Creation‟s lapdog,
were you not?” Eratosthenes asked moodily, but most of the venom was drained from his voice
by the way he struggled to get up to his feet, even in the mental world, his breathing labored as
he grasped at his chest. “My body… feels so weak…”
Zerrex snapped his fingers, and a wheelchair appeared behind the Strange Beast, the
creature wincing over his shoulder at this… and then the reptile flicked his fingers lightly, and a
light burst of force pushed gently against the Strange Beast‟s chest, knocking him backwards
into it with a groan of pain as a shiver went through his body before he snarled up at Zerrex as

the reptile approached… but he only grasped the handles on the back of the chair, pushing it
slowly forwards as the Strange Beast‟s expression turned to one of confusion as the Drakkaren
said quietly: “Let‟s take a trip down memory lane, Error. What answers do you want first?”
“I…” Error looked back and forth as a world began to filter in around them: a floor of
wood and walls of stone, portraits hanging here and there along it and doors with various plaques
and signs bolted to them slamming shut all along the hallway. Several of these were chained
shut, and Eratosthenes pointed at one of these as they passed, shouting angrily: “Already, I see
you‟re hiding things from me!”
Zerrex looked at the door, which was labeled by a symbol of a Raven in black steel, an
eclipsed sun behind it… and he shook his head slowly as the chains rattled and one of the locks
hissed with smoke before it popped open, a teasing voice whispering behind the door: “Yes, let
the poor fool in… or are you worried that I didn‟t get enough exercise earlier with Negative, and
I might try and have some more fun with him?”
Cruel laughter rang through the hallway, Eratosthenes leaning away from the door with a
look of horror before Celeste, following behind them, rose her hand… and immediately crystal
spread up along the door, fusing to the chains and barricading it completely shut as she said
softly: “Do not fear, Librarian, but do not assume any of us are safe here, either. Zerrex has
brought you here at great risk to his own health. There are things inside here that would hurt him
gravely if they were given the chance.”
“Ridiculous. Whoever heard of one‟s own mind turning against them?” Eratosthenes
muttered, but he looked around with a bit more hesitance as Zerrex quietly pushed him down the
hallway, and the reptile laughed a little at this, earning a snarl from the Librarian. “What do you
find so amusing, Naganis?”
“You don‟t know half as much about people as you think… I‟m far from the first person
to have a few mental issues, and I‟m far from the last, too. These… things, personalities,
delusions, manifestations… well… things in my mind might be particularly alive and sentient
and capable, but that doesn‟t mean other people don‟t suffer from their own thoughts too.”
Zerrex said softly, and Eratosthenes only grumbled a bit, but whether in argument or simple
grouchiness the reptile wasn‟t quite sure.
They passed another door, and then Zerrex hesitated, slowing and halting in front of a
massive vault door. For a moment, the two looked at this, and then Celeste said softly behind the
Drakkaren: “I will not allow harm to come to either of you. They are memories. You are in
control, fearsome as they are.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, and then he took a quiet breath before he turned Eratosthenes
towards the heavy, armored door, locks clanking as steam hissed out of it and two valves
violently spun on its front before they clacked loudly as gears ground inside, and then the door,
labeled with a red, snarling Dragokkaren, swung slowly backwards and open, and Zerrex pushed
Eratosthenes quietly through and into the white light that shone out of it.
They emerged into the throne room of Heaven, and Eratosthenes pointed at Naganis as he
spoke with a smiling Dragokkaren, beginning: “You dare show me a memory of-”
And then Narrius lunged and stabbed Naganis in the back, and Eratosthenes let out a cry
of horror, kicking at the ground and watching the savagery with which Narrius slew God, the
way he threw him to the ground as the knife burned in his back, how he forced out his soul… but
this time, instead of picking up his corpse and heading into a portal, the Dragokkaren‟s red eyes
flicked upwards before they narrowed slightly towards Zerrex and Eratosthenes, and the Strange
Beast shouted: “No, memories cannot change! They… they cannot affect!”

“Memories are alive… and I am power. Even dead… I am still alive in you, Zerrex…”
Narrius rose a hand, clenching it slowly as a terrible grin spread down his muzzle… and even
with all his power, even knowing he wasn‟t facing the real Narrius, Zerrex felt a tremble roll
down his spine as he looked towards the terrible shape of his father. “You can never forget what
I have done… you can never escape the sins I have laid upon your doorstep. You will always be
in my shadow, Zerrex… you will never be able to forget that I am your father, and nothing you
do will ever allow you to escape me…”
He began to walk forwards as Eratosthenes shrank back in the wheelchair and Zerrex
clenched his eyes shut… and then Celeste stepped past and rose a hand, and the memory
flickered violently before it changed, Narrius‟s movements rapidly rewinding until he was
standing over the corpse of Naganis, and he reached down to pick up both it and Arodnap‟s Box
with a cold smile before he turned towards a portal… and a moment later, there was a flash of
light as they returned to the hallway, Eratosthenes panting hard as he shook his head wildly and
whispered: “No, no, no, no… not possible, the First Gods were… they were not locked to the
physical, I was told Naganis had fled and… and… left someone else in charge not… what
happened? Memories, terrible, awful memories are filling my head…”
Eratosthenes leaned forwards in the wheelchair, sobbing once as he grabbed at his face,
and Zerrex could feel other memories playing out as well, as the hallway warped and rippled
around them, reality trembling faintly. Other memories of Narrius, of how Narrius had taken
Naganis‟s place in Heaven, how Narrius had tried to destroy the worlds not for glory, not for
power, not for any real reason except for the fact that he loved to see things burn… that for all
his terrible intelligence, all his strength, he was nothing more than a rabid animal at the end of
the day, killing anything that got close, whether they were friend or foe.
Then Zerrex forced himself to look up, taking a slow breath… and before he could even
say it, Celeste said softly: “There is no need to thank me, Zerrex. I admire the bravery you have
in facing down these memories and ghosts that haunt your mind.”
Zerrex smiled faintly over his shoulder at her, and then he slowly pushed the wheelchair
onwards as Eratosthenes panted quietly in the chair, shivering and pressing back against it before
the reptile murmured softly: “I… here.”
Eratosthenes looked up weakly… and then he took a quiet breath at the sight of the door
they stood in front of. It was simple chestnut wood with a beautiful ivy motif engraved over the
surface… and on a simple silver nameplate was written a single name: Naganis.
Zerrex knew what this particular memory was… and the door swung open before Zerrex
could even reach for the simple silver handle, inviting them inside as Eratosthenes stared in
wonderment… and then watched as they stepped through and witnessed Naganis sitting at a table
in his simple clothes, a soft smile on his face. They watched as Zerrex slowly filtered into being,
appearing piece-by-piece in the dissolution as the Naganatine god stood quickly up and
approached, compassionate, kind, helping Zerrex up… a little clumsy, and yet all the more
wonderful because of it. Relatable… and endlessly kind, as he asked softly: “Do you hate
yourself that much?”
And they watched as Zerrex was flung upwards with a gesture, glowing brightly as he
gasped, stretching his hands out… and as Naganis stared in surprise as a female figure ran past
him, leaping towards Zerrex as he began to dissolve… and their fingertips brushed before they
both vanished from sight, Naganis standing and hugging himself quietly as he shook his head
slowly before he gazed towards them, and the god said kindly: “Librarian… now, what have you

gotten yourself into? I remember you, a little… I remember we talked a lot in my last, strange
life. I remember you were a good friend.”
“You‟re… I… your tricks won‟t work on me, Naganis, stop it, stop playing with my
emotions!” Eratosthenes screamed as he leapt up from the wheelchair, spinning around and then
grabbing the chair, and in a fit of rage he threw it across the whiteness of the Nothingness around
them as he trembled violently, shaking his head wildly back and forth as Zerrex looked shocked
and Celeste merely gazed at him sadly. “I won‟t be manipulated by… by lies and treachery
and… and…”
Naganis gently grasped the Librarian‟s shoulder, and he was turned slowly around, tears
leaking from the Strange Beast‟s eyes as he fell to his knees and weakly pulled at the god‟s shirt,
staring up at him and breathing hard… and the Naganatine smiled faintly as he said softly: “I
don‟t believe in carrying a grudge, Librarian. And as Creation, I did fail… and I didn‟t do much
better as Naganis, to be entirely honest. No matter how hard you try in life, you end up with
regrets, you know… and one of my biggest is not being able to save my friends… my family.
You were Guardians… but I always saw you as my family, too.
“Listen, though, you need to stop this.” Naganis reached up and gently poked
Eratosthenes between the eyes, and then he suddenly snapped his hand backwards, and Error
hissed in shock as his back arched and a strange, grayish energy streamed up from his skull,
floating around Naganis‟s fingers like clinging gas before the god shook his hand a few times,
and Eratosthenes looked at him stupidly as his eyes blinked a few times. “That‟s a little better,
now isn‟t it? I don‟t blame you, though, for being filled with these poisonous thoughts… you
were manipulated and taken in by someone who saw a chance to abuse the strange innocence of
the Guardians, who were never taught what lies were, or deception was, who had never
experienced these different emotions and passions before… but now that‟s over. I don‟t blame
you for what happened, or for blaming poor Zerrex… you don‟t have to apologize to me, and I
want to apologize to you, for… never letting you know what happened. But you might have to
say you‟re sorry to Zerrex when you‟re ready to admit you made a mistake.”
He paused, then smiled up at the Drakkaren as the reptile smiled faintly back, before
Naganis began to slowly dissolve as he stepped backwards, holding up his hands with a quiet
laugh. “But hey, what do I know, right? I‟m just a little bit of memory… a little bit of energy… a
little bit of conceptualization. But I have faith you two will figure it out… if I can make one last
suggestion, though, Zerrex, why don‟t you let him choose the next door?”
“Wait!” Eratosthenes cried, falling forwards and crawling towards Naganis… but the
Naganatine only smiled faintly as he vanished completely, and then the Strange Beast trembled
as he clawed at the ground, lowering his head and whispering: “Creation… please… I… I never
realized that… no, no, no!”
He slammed his fists into the white ground, then dropped his head forwards, the Librarian
trembling violently… and then Zerrex walked over and knelt beside him, reaching a hand out to
rest on his back as the male looked up with a snarl, and then a tremble, whispering: “Why do you
pity me even now? Who are you? What are you? How are these memories alive, how are they
still changing, evolving, interacting even now? You lie, you must lie, you must be lying! Tell me
you were lying, I… please!”
He leapt up, seizing Zerrex‟s shoulders and shaking them roughly as he stared in horror
up into the Drakkaren‟s eyes, his own filled with terror at the thought of what he had done… and
Zerrex silently took Eratosthenes‟s face, then kissed his forehead, and his lips, the Strange Beast
looking stupefied before the Drakkaren bowed his head forwards and murmured softly: “The

only sin for which there can be no atonement is refusing to change and adapt, refusing to admit
to one‟s mistakes, refusing to acknowledge that you have hurt others. Everything I have worked
for, everything I have done, everything I have ever accomplished… is all because I was given
second chances. Chances to fix past wrongs, to admit my failings, to conquer myself… to
redeem myself: everything I do now, I do with this in mind. Eratosthenes… you have been
manipulated and used, you have hurt, killed, and cost me friends and family and health… but I‟m
willing to let you earn your redemption and work towards fixing these mistakes alongside me.
And if Naganis, whether that was him, a projection of him, or just what I think he would say, can
forgive you… then the least I can do is honor his wishes to offer you that chance and my own
forgiveness, hard as it will be for us both to… adjust.”
Eratosthenes stared at him silently for a few moments… and then he swallowed thickly,
sitting back and groaning as he grasped at his skull… but Zerrex only smiled a little as he leaned
down and quietly wrapped the Strange Beast‟s arm around his neck, carefully helping him up to
his feet and carrying him forwards as Celeste righted the wheelchair, and the Drakkaren tenderly
helped the Strange Beast sit down in this as he whispered: “What do you wish for me to do
then… Zerrex?”
The Drakkaren smiled a little at this, reaching out and patting the Strange Beast gently on
the head in a half-condescending gesture, but Error barely reacted, only looking up at him with
eyes that were still glazed with shock and self-loathing… and the lizard shook his head a bit
before he said quietly: “Well, first, we honor what the image of Naganis asked… and we show
you one last memory. Hopefully you won‟t choose one of the scarier ones.”
The creature looked up at him silently, nodding slowly… and Zerrex quietly stepped
behind the wheelchair as Celeste looked down at Eratosthenes before reaching out and touching
the back of his hand, the Librarian glancing up in surprise as she said softly: “I am glad that you
have taken a step forwards, sibling. It may not earn you your devotion back, but it at least
stoppers the bleeding of your soul and heritage.”
“I know, Great Mother. I am sorry.” Eratosthenes whispered, lowering his head silently
as the hallway faded slowly into existence around them, and Zerrex quietly began to push the
wheelchair down the long corridor of memories as Error looked back and forth tiredly at the
doors: doors of all shape and size, doors of bone and armor and metal and wood, doors that were
really curtains and doors that were locked shut, and doors that were hidden… before the Strange
Beast frowned a bit at a door splattered with multicolored paint, ivy that was covered in beautiful
black roses growing slowly over it, pulsing and alive… and in childlike block letters made of
wood, the word „Family‟ stuck out of it near the top. “What is this?”
“It‟s… let‟s find out.” Zerrex said quietly, and the gemstone handle of the door turned
before it swung open… and the Drakkaren stepped into the white light beyond, not knowing
what to expect.
He was greeted by cheers and shouts and yells… and all around him were smiling faces
and warm greetings, demons, angels, and everything in between waving and laughing, filling
balconies and the immense ballroom… and Zerrex smiled faintly over them as Eratosthenes
looked back and forth, saying softly: “It is… strange. Such emotion, such companionship… I
understand it, and yet at the same time, I do not. I feel more like my old self, and like my head
has yet to be filled with toxic lies and mangled memories… maybe memories do not lie, but if
they do have a life of their own, if people really do perceive things so… so differently from their
own perceptions, with their senses, while the Guardians have always been able to feel one

another‟s emotions, were built the same, without illness or mental disorders or… gods above, I
have been so foolish…”
He covered his face for a moment… and then Zerrex lowered his head even as people
continued to wave, before the light filling the hall darkened, and Eratosthenes looked up as
people began to vanish from existence throughout the hall, one-by-one. Others changed, grew
older or different… and Zerrex smiled faintly as Error looked back and forth and whispered:
“The memory is… I see…”
“Yes… you have to remember… memories of people especially are different. Not all of
these people were alive at the same time, not all of them knew each other… despite the fact I see
them all together so clearly.” the Drakkaren murmured, smiling faintly as people blinked out
quietly… and his eyes lingered on a young kitten girl as she sketched a curtsey, a sad smile on
her face before she disappeared as the room became darker, and Eratosthenes trembled as others
continued to vanish. “I cherish those I have… and I have had many friends, admirers, and
members of my family, but I have lived for many, many years… and likewise, I have lost many,
too. Am losing more and more, every day that passes… because of someone who‟s pulling the
strings behind the scenes, not only having manipulated you, but running these cloaked murderers
from behind the safety of secrecy and the Heavenly Council…”
“I remember… hearing rumors of disease, watching it take away my siblings… and… no,
no, no more…” Eratosthenes dropped his head in one hand, trembling as people continued blank
out quietly, whispering: “I‟m sorry…”
“But look…” Zerrex murmured quietly, and the Strange Beast glanced up silently into the
hallway, where a spotlight still shone as Cherry grinned and waved, Cindy standing with her
arms crossed and a smile, and Marina gazing lovingly up at them as in front of them, Lone
rubbed the back of his head awkwardly and Mahihko waved furiously as he bounced up and
down on his paws. “No matter how horrible things get… I know that my family will always be
there for me. I can always have faith in them, at the end of the day, no matter what mistakes they
make… or what mistakes I make. They are the most important people in the world to me, the
people who have been with me from the beginning. They anchor me… and with their help, I‟ve
been able to survive anything and everything.
“And not only that… there are others, dedicated and unstoppable, not just strong… but
loyal, too.” Zerrex gestured outwards, and the darkness receded slightly, revealing Anathema Sin
smiling benevolently, Epiphany beside her, Lily and Selena and Mercy gazing up at him
reverently, Sabnock standing with her arms crossed and Serenity looking both impatient and
compassionate… and others. Others still, as the darkness receded further, and Zerrex said softly:
“And yes, Eratosthenes. I may lose them all. They may yet all die, especially with how this
secret war we‟re fighting against this hidden enemy grows worse by the day… but that‟s not
going to make me love them any less, and I‟ve learned by now that trying to protect them from it
and fight all these battles myself just makes them hurt even more. I am dedicated to my family,
Error… what about you? Do you understand what I‟m saying?”
The Strange Beast nodded slowly, saying quietly: “Yes, I do… I do very well. Once I
was dedicated to the First Gods, until I was deceived… not by them, but by Lord God, as he
called himself. And then I was loyal to him… and only now do I realize that the emotions I was
filled with were not only poisoning my spirit, they poisoned my judgment. I was expendable to
him and to his puppet…”
He looked down quietly, and slowly, reality faded in around them as things seemed to
move of their own accord, Eratosthenes spinning towards him in the wheelchair as Celeste

vanished and the Drakkaren‟s arm reached up, his hand resting on the Strange Beast‟s
forehead… and slowly, the creature‟s eyes opened, looking quietly at the reptile‟s chest as
Zerrex straightened and then grasped at his head as it gave a dull throb, before Eratosthenes
coughed a few times and then allowed his shoulders to slump, murmuring: “I… I am tired.”
“Would you like to rest here, Eratosthenes?” Zerrex asked quietly, and the Librarian
glanced up at him, then nodded mutely. Zerrex smiled a bit, and then he concentrated as he held
a hand up, and energy glowed along the floor before a large, comfortable futon appeared, pillows
puffing into being over it and a thick blanket forming as the reptile said awkwardly: “I… if you
need anything else, just let me know. I‟ll send Celeste to check up on you or… someone else.”
Thor studied the two curiously, and then he smiled and reached out to squeeze
Eratosthenes‟s shoulder firmly. “I see that in these few scant minutes that have passed in such
strange silence, a change of heart has been had by you, little one… and again, thou does remind
me most fortunately of mine brother Loki. Fortunate, I say, for you have entered into the dark
tunnel of realization… yet know this, Strange One, there is light at the end of this long and
loathsome path, and if thou be of true and fair heart and honest in thy transformation, then Thor
and many other friends will await for you there in the freeing fields beyond!”
The caracal nodded fervently, squeezing the Librarian‟s shoulder and making him wince
a bit before Sabnock said quietly: “As I have learned to trust your judgment in these situations,
Lord Zerrex, let me ask out of kindness rather than fear of rebellion if Thor or a Dragon Warrior
should remain posted at the door. Not as a guard, but because Eratosthenes may require some
medical care and further assistance.”
“I deserve no aid.” Error murmured quietly… and then he winced when Thor threw his
head back and laughed, looking up at the huge feline sourly.
“Yes, yes! Similar indeed to the change of heart that ran through mine stouthearted
brother as well!” Thor clapped a few times, and then he winced when Zerrex glared at him, the
caracal saying lamely: “I mean, of course, only that I express joy for the glorious sight of honor
being returned bit-by-bit to our new ally.”
“Don‟t rush him.” Zerrex said gently, and Thor brightened and nodded a few times before
he turned and strode quickly out of the room, and then the reptile said softly: “I‟ll have a Dragon
Warrior posted at the doorway for you, Error. Don‟t hesitate to ask if you need anything… if not
for your own sake, then because I‟m going to need you alive later when I question you about
Lord God and anything else you might know.”
“I… alright. Zerrex.” Error said his name almost hesitantly, and the reptile smiled a bit at
him before he nodded slowly, and the Strange Beast dropped his hands in his lap and then
lowered his gaze, closing his eyes.
The reptile traded a look with Sabnock, and the wolverine gave an almost imperceptible
shrug before they both turned and headed into the hallway… and as they walked quietly down it,
the reptile motioned at a nearby Dragon Warrior that was on patrol and pointed towards the
doorway, saying clearly: “Keep an eye on him. Not as a prisoner, but as an injured comrade.”
The Dragon Warrior nodded immediately, half-bowing and heading quickly towards
where Zerrex had pointed, taking only a moment to glance inside curiously at the occupant
before standing at attention. The reptile gazed over his shoulder with an amused smile at this
sight, and then his eyes moved curiously to Sabnock as she asked softly: “Why has he shown
such a change of heart?”
“I don‟t… really think he has. I mean, not… that I think he‟s lying or going to try and
double-cross us, but…” Zerrex paused meditatively, rubbing slowly at the underside of his

muzzle slowly. “More like… when I realized that I was working for the wrong team back during
the Princess‟s days, you remember that? I was all eager to please at first, and then…”
“And then we all began to realize that she was behind the disappearance of High Prince
Memnon, and the madness of High Prince Raithe… and of course, as we later discovered,
replacing High Prince Az‟Iriel with a false Warlord and that she herself was not High Princess
Tir‟Vanna, but the ancient Goddess of Hez‟Ranna…” Sabnock answered quietly, and Zerrex
smiled at how easily she was able to recite such ancient information. “And you led us against
her: all it took were a few encouraging words and an unsure promise, and we gladly fought sideby-side with you, all but her most-loyal followers and the most-subservient soldiers joining
forces against her.”
“It was a hard fought battle, and a narrowly-won victory.” Zerrex said softly, but he was
still smiling as he reached up and squeezed her shoulder gently. “And you were my war chief,
the head of my forces.”
“Yes, but you were the hero, and the commander who led his own forces into the Central
Spire, fearless and intrepid.” Sabnock replied quietly, looking up at him as they rounded a corner
and then headed up a flight of stone stairs, before the wolverine gave a small smile in return.
“Without you, none of us would have survived the battle.”
The Drakkaren laughed quietly, shaking his head slowly. “I don‟t know about that,
Sabnock. There‟s always someone else… or almost always, anyway.”
But the wolverine only shook her head slowly, saying quietly: “It may surprise you, but I
do not believe anyone else would have been capable of doing what you did. You convinced me
to turn against the High Throne I had served faithfully for countless years, and you convinced
Sin to join you as well. Forgive me for speaking of this, but you even tamed the Broken your
mother Celestial had become, for that one night that even now, Elysium still holds an annual
vigil on in many places around the nation. That Vivien herself is said to honor, and that I have
always ensured I take at least ten minutes of time during the day to pay my respects on… not to
the dead, but to the living. To remember what we fought for… what we achieved. And every
year, it is what renews my hope and keeps my old soul alive.”
Zerrex smiled down at her at this, saying softly: “You say things like that, and you make
me feel special, Sabnock.”
“You are special. I love you very deeply.” Sabnock replied calmly, and Zerrex almost
tripped over the top riser of the steps and whacked his head against the wall, as Sabnock merely
looked at him mildly and he stared at her. “I am not incapable of emotion, you understand.”
“Yeah, but that still came out of nowhere.” Zerrex said awkwardly, blushing deep red and
rubbing at his face slowly, but Sabnock only shrugged a bit and gave a small smile, and Zerrex
smiled awkwardly back. “I…”
“You don‟t have to say it. In fact, I prefer that you didn‟t.” Sabnock reached up and
pressed a finger to his lips, looking at him softly. “I already feel your compassion and respect for
me: I fear that if I hear you say those words I may very well blush.”
Zerrex began to open his mouth again, but at a pointed look from Sabnock, he grumbled
and closed it before he simply stepped forwards and picked the wolverine up in a hug, the devil‟s
face filling with surprise as the lizard kissed her forehead firmly and then dropped her back down
onto her feet. She stumbled a bit, then cleared her throat as a faint flush crawled up from her
collar, brushing rapidly at her suit jacket and looking away awkwardly as Zerrex grinned down at
her before he patted her on the shoulder. “I didn‟t say anything.”

“You are exceedingly frustrating sometimes, Lord Zerrex.” Sabnock muttered, but then
she shook her head and smiled a little as the Drakkaren shrugged a bit, the two turning and
heading down the shorter hallway they had stepped into and towards another flight of stairs as
Sabnock quickly regained her demeanor and seriousness, saying quietly: “I understand what you
mean about Eratosthenes, but what I still find difficult is the fact he is a Strange Beast. When the
original Strange Beasts began to show up, only a few weeks after the events that occurred at the
Center of the Universe, they were immensely hostile to anything and everything. They rejected
all forms of communication, whether they were Vipers, Leviathans, or Chanters. While I
understand that the Librarian operates on a higher mode of intelligence than many of the
comrades of his that we have seen…”
“Right, I think I understand what you‟re saying. He still saw everyone as abominations
and… heretics, I guess is the right word to use considering the way Celeste used it before…”
Zerrex looked down thoughtfully, rubbing at his muzzle slowly. “So the question is… why didn‟t
he attack his new-old boss, right?”
“Correct. Although I would phrase it as: „how was the enemy known only as „Lord God‟
able to quell the hostilities of these enraged beings?‟” Sabnock replied quietly, and she paused
meditatively as they began to walk up the next set of stairs. “Not that I am entirely without
sympathy for them, you must understand: they have lost their family, friends, and homes, and
been scattered throughout the universe in a future they likely never foresaw, a future without
First Gods and where many races of mortal and post-mortal run rampant. But you cannot simply
leave your home unattended and empty and unlocked for several years and expect no one to
move in.”
“Property rights?” Zerrex smiled a bit at her, and Sabnock nodded. “Except those rights
were made by us… not by the First Gods. Besides, I think at the end of the day, it isn‟t just the
fact we‟ve taken over their universe, when something tells me that all the Strange Beasts used to
live on the Center of the Universe without filling the planet up… I think it‟s because their real
home was destroyed, and they thought their First Gods had been desecrated by us and wiped out
of existence.”
“Possibly. Faith is a powerful thing: perhaps that is what Lord God played off of, the
piety of these Guardians.” Sabnock gestured towards the air as they stepped out onto the rooftop,
and then they both halted and watched as Anathema Sin instructed Epiphany, likely in some
form of magic from the gestures the fused Naganatine was making and the bored look on
Epiphany‟s face. “Your daughter learns quickly.”
“Too quickly.” Zerrex murmured softly, rubbing at the underside of his muzzle before he
glanced back and forth… but no one else was up here, and the reptile smiled a bit at Sabnock
before he wrapped an arm around her shoulders, the wolverine looking up at him curiously.
“Want to come with me and find out what they‟re arguing about?”
“If you don‟t mind, Lord Zerrex, I would prefer to see what others I can find and start a
short thinking session. I would invite you to come along and offer your own thoughts and
expertise as well, but I somehow feel that you are more inclined at the moment to spend time
with your family… and I wholeheartedly understand.” Sabnock answered softly, and then she
leaned carefully up as Zerrex leaned down a bit, and kissed his cheek. “Do not think that I am
merely trying to withdraw from you, that is never the case.”
“You spend too much time clinging to me these days for me to think you‟re trying to run
away.” Zerrex replied easily, reaching up and nudging her lightly, and the wolverine shook her
head with an exasperated look to him. “Alright Sabnock. I‟ll try and join you later.”

“If not, I‟ll find you.” The wolverine nodded, and then the devil bowed slightly to him
before she turned and made her way back down the steps, and Zerrex smiled softly after her
before he shook his head with a quiet laugh as he turned around and headed slowly over to where
Anathema Sin and Epiphany were now arguing.
“Daddy!” Epiphany brightened as she glanced towards him, the cape fluttering quietly
around Zerrex shoulders as he approached, and she leapt forwards… then winced a bit as her
arms hugged the scale-leather cape, grumbling under her breath and flailing at it childishly
before she managed to get her arms between the folds of the cloak to wrap around her father‟s
waist, snuggling herself forwards against him and the Drakkaren smiling amusedly as much of
the cape flopped over her, half-hiding his daughter from view. “Tell Mommy to stop lecturing
me, I‟m so bored of this stuff!”
“Daughter, please.” Sin‟s voice was exasperated, and Zerrex guessed that the Anathema
side of her had receded for now as she approached, her leather dress floating almost eerily
around her as the bone plates over her body gleamed, eye gazing out of the mask locked over her
features with both concern and love as the amber flames burned softly in the other socket. “You
are a prodigy, and more talented than even we are… but you must train and practice your
abilities, and you must not allow yourself to become arrogant, despite all the power you hold
within yourself. Even Lord Zerrex practices the basics: it is why he is so good at what he does.”
The Drakkaren nodded in agreement, and then he smiled down at his daughter as she
pouted a bit up at him, saying kindly as he grasped her upper arms. “I know. Why don‟t you
show me what you‟ve learned so far?”
It was a very simple way to get Epiphany to practice without realizing she was
practicing… but for all her talent, all her knowledge, and all her power, she was still emotionally
and essentially a child… and thus the thought of showing off for her father made her brighten
immediately, nodding and pulling away with a warm smile as she said delightedly: “That would
be much better than doing the same old thing over and over… what do you want to see, Daddy?”
“Well, what have you been working on lately?” Zerrex asked curiously, glancing from
her to Anathema Sin, and the fused Naganatine shrugged a bit before she gestured towards her
daughter, who brightened further at being permitted to choose what she got to show off.
She bounced a bit from foot-to-foot, then she said quickly: “Mother and I have been
working on advanced necromancy lately, such as calling forth proper materials when there are no
feasible ones around. It‟s not very interesting…”
She paused, then flicked a wrist, and energy sparked through the air in front of her before
becoming an enormous ivory spike of bone that hovered eerily before it shot into the golden
stone wall, ripping cracks through the heavy rock as Zerrex stared in shock at the ease with
which the bone missile penetrated the surface, before the female laughed as she grinned over at
him. “It‟s very simple for me, Father… here, watch this, too!”
Epiphany closed her eyes and took a slow breath before she lowered herself to a kneel,
shoving her hands against the ground… and the stone beneath their feet rumbled for a moment
before a terrible rift slowly crackled open in front of the trio, Zerrex staring with surprise and
Anathema Sin blushing a bit as a white vortex swirled open and a long ivory chain slowly rose
out of it, tightly wrapped around a dangling spirit that was pulled from the vortex. It hissed and
bucked, unnatural and ghastly and glowing ivory and grey before Anathema Sin said quietly but
firmly: “Please put it back, daughter. As Anathema told you, we only remove spirits from the
Ethereal plane when in dire situations.”

“I know, I know, but Daddy asked what I could do and I‟m simply showing him what I‟m
capable of.” Epiphany said grumpily, and then she clapped her hands twice and the chain
released, dropping the shade back into the vortex before it twisted closed. Then the ivory links
vanished before Epiphany smiled over at her father, saying easily: “What I really want to get
started on, though, is physical transmutation… transforming and modifying physical creatures. I
think that I would be really good at that.”
She touched her own stomach, covered by her stitched vest as she breathed softly in and
out, gazing down at herself… and the reptile wondered silently what thoughts raced through her
mind before Anathema Sin said softly: “And I believe you would too, Epiphany, but you must
learn to be more patient. Much more than power is necessary before you begin tampering in such
things… knowledge, and emotional depth, and wisdom. You must wait until you are older, and
until you have gained the approval of more than just myself and your father.”
“The approval of father is all that matters.” Epiphany said quietly, glancing towards
Anathema Sin as her face darkened slightly. “And all I want to see is whether or not I‟m capable
of it… I wouldn‟t perform any changes on others, I would never experiment past my limits. As it
is, I already absorb and channel genetic information… I made Equinox, and he is much the same
as what I wish to study!”
“You aren‟t ready.” Anathema Sin said forcefully, the two locking eyes as Zerrex winced
a bit and stepped away from the fused Naganatine and his daughter, before Anathema Sin added
softly: “And I do not want to see you transforming yourself, either, Epiphany… it is not right
to… shape yourself how you please. You cannot continuously add to yourself without risking
great danger…”
“So what should I do, combine myself with Equinox as you yourself are fused, mother?”
Epiphany asked nastily, and Zerrex began to open his mouth, then winced when Anathema Sin
shot him a glare as the Anathema section of the fused Naganatine‟s personality visibly lit up.
“You stop that right now, Epiphany, this is nothing that my sister or I chose!” she
snapped, crossing her arms and looking balefully down at the female as her daughter grimaced
and glared at the ground. “Believe me, it isn‟t glamorous to have two bodies stuck together as
one, and it takes a lot of getting used to. When Sin and I argue, our powers go haywire, which
makes things all the more difficult, and the fact neither of us can never be alone anymore is both
comforting and immensely frustrating. You have no idea what you‟re talking about.”
“Fine!” Epiphany shouted suddenly, angrily, and she stepped forwards and reached up to
seize Anathema Sin‟s skull plate as the other shoved against her chest, snapping: “If you think
it‟s so bad then why don‟t you two just separate?”
And with that, she yanked hard on the skull mask as she shoved against her chest… and
there was a sick blast of gore and black goo, Anathema and Sin both screaming in shock more
than pain as the facemask and several large chunks of bone were torn from the fused
Naganatine‟s body, Zerrex staring in horror… and then his mouth fell open in a gape as the rest
of the bones snapped off Sin‟s fame and formed rapidly into a skeleton that staggered away,
clutching at its face as a naked Naganatine with a metallic, patterned metal plate over one side of
her face and steel hands and feet slumped slowly backwards, her tail snapping back and forth as
she fell onto her side and twitched once, her body splattered with blood and strange ichors.
Strands of flesh had extended here and there through her cracked scales, and the flames in her
metallic socket burned low and blue as she rasped quietly.
The skeleton, meanwhile, fell to its knees and scrabbled at the ground, blood and dark
ooze dripping from the bones before flesh rapidly began to form over it, bone plates standing out

on each section of its limbs and a tight mask of ivory over its face as it became a Naganatine, but
with straighter limbs and a front that gaped open, the cage of ribs and the pulsing organs visible
through these. She clutched herself, naked and trembling as well her gender barely
distinguishable thanks to the fact almost all of her frontal body was missing, but her scales over
her limbs and neck and visible face were a purple-and-black, just like her sister‟s, and her eyes
bright ivory, with a yellow sclera and tiny black pupils.
She gasped quietly… and then she looked over her shoulder, trembling, as Epiphany
rubbed her hands together and grinned brutally, splattered with blood and ichors as she said
haughtily: “See? I told you, I‟m more than ready to tackle physical transformation… you two
wanted to be separated, mothers, so I separated you.”
“Oh Gods, Epiphany, what have you done?” Zerrex asked weakly, looking from one
sister to the other as Anathema cursed quietly and Sin moaned low in her throat, and the
Drakkaren gritted his teeth before he headed quickly to Sin as she gagged and a bit of black ooze
dripped from her jaws, the reptile almost shoving Epiphany out of the way when she stepped
forwards before he dropped to a kneel beside Sin, reaching out and touching her neck.
“Anathema, you okay?”
“Fuck you.” Anathema croaked in response, and then she fell on her stomach and
groaned in pain. “See you… love my sister more than me after all…”
“Yeah, if you‟ve got the energy to be a bitch you‟re fine.” Zerrex muttered, and then he
gritted his teeth as Anathema shook her head weakly: but being undead as she was, it was easier
for her to resist the effects of even such a shock to her system as she had just experienced. Sin,
however, wasn‟t taking the separation very well… and he cursed under his breath before he
asked sharply: “Can you rejoin with her?”
“Maybe…” Anathema slowly staggered up to her feet as Epiphany stumbled away from
them, whimpering a little as tears formed in her eyes and she hugged herself, staring in disbelief
before Anathema‟s eyes bulged and she leaned forwards, vomiting black bile and falling to her
knees as her flesh began to steam and rot. Zerrex snarled over his shoulder at her, and Anathema
clenched her eyes shut, whispering: “No, no, I‟m fine… I won‟t let my sister die…”
“I won‟t let either of you die.” Zerrex responded grimly, and then he gestured towards
Anathema, and the ivory collar that had appeared around her neck glowed before she was
dragged gently forwards through the air, and the female coughed a few times as her flesh and
organs vanished and she became skeletal. “Lock on to me, you can feed off my energies for now.
And I‟ll revive Sin.”
“Thank you… Zerrex…” Anathema smiled faintly as she reached out to touch him,
skeletal and yet the amber flames in her eyes glowing with pride and love before she broken into
pieces, bones and ivory plates swirling and slithering over the Drakkaren, stroking against the
cape and sliding beneath it, shivers rolling through the lizard‟s body as he felt her bones fusing
into his scales and her skull-facemask locked into place over his own, but he disregarded the
alien feeling for now: once upon a time, after all, Anathema had done this often, but that had
been before she and Sin had been fused together.
Zerrex reached down and rested both hands on the bloody Naganatine in front of him, the
female‟s breath rasping in and out in quiet whimpers as she shivered weakly, and the Drakkaren
closed his eyes as he pushed his energies into her… and Sin arched her back, moaning weakly as
the collar around her neck glowed faintly before Anathema whispered in his mind: No, keep
pushing. Don’t worry about the pain… besides, it’s not like pain’s ever bothered her…

“Can you save your jokes for later? You‟re as bad as me.” Zerrex muttered, and the glow
built over Sin‟s body… but he admittedly felt relief coursing through his system even as Sin
convulsed once and cried out in agony on the ground, as the pinkish, ugly tendrils standing up
from between her scales withered and fell away… but her body healed, her scales locking back
together as the blue flames in her empty socket built higher. And then the Drakkaren groaned as
he sat back, and Anathema‟s skull mask snapped itself off his head to drop down and rest on his
shoulder, the four proud horns curling downwards to clasp against it as Zerrex mumbled:
“There.”
Sin was still shivering weakly in a puddle of blood… but then her violet eye finally
flickered open, and she sat up with a soft gasp, rubbing at her face silently. She was naked, and
she looked down at herself for a moment before slowly stroking her hands over her own body,
smooth now, devoid of bone plates… and then Epiphany began to sob loudly as she dropped to
her knees and hugged Sin around the neck, wailing: “I‟m sorry, I‟m sorry, I‟m so-so-s-sorry!”
She dropped her head against Sin‟s shoulder, crying loudly as the Naganatine‟s violet eye
flickered, and then she smiled weakly as she bowed her head forwards, the four horns that stood
up from the sides of her skull glinting quietly as she murmured softly: “Please, daughter, calm
down. Everything is going to be… okay.”
“Yeah.” Zerrex said softly, shaking his head a bit before he silently reached a hand out
and touched Epiphany‟s back, as the long scale-leather cape fluttered quietly behind him.
Anathema‟s bone plates shifted against his body every time it brushed against them, yet not
because of discomfort… and the reptile was all-too-aware of the thousand sensations going
through his form as he felt like reality around them was almost trembling with Epiphany‟s tears,
as he tried to stop himself from wondering how deep her powers extended.
Anathema, meanwhile, seemed to be calming quietly, her presence distinct inside the
Drakkaren‟s mind before Sin reached up and quietly touched her own head, and Zerrex carefully
pulled Epiphany away even as she continued to cry loudly, curling herself up into a ball and
unmindful of the blood and gore she rested in. The lizard shook his head a bit as he looked at her,
and then he returned his eyes to Sin when she blushed and covered herself, murmuring: “I don‟t
mean to be a bother, Lord Zerrex, but…”
“Here.” Zerrex reached up and undid the scale-leather cape from around his neck,
holding it out to her… and Sin stared reverently at it before she silently touched it. The moment
her fingers brushed against the material, it whispered quickly down her arm and transformed
itself into a dress that locked perfectly over her body, and the paleness quickly began to fade
from Sin‟s face as she gazed up at him, a tear dripping down one cheek as the reptile said
quietly: “Now you only get that until we can find you some old clothes. But I‟m glad to see that
it treats you kindly.”
“It feels like Naganis… oh sister…” Sin closed her eye tightly as the flame in her socket
dimmed for a moment, but then burned all the brighter when her violet eye opened and she
shakily, carefully stood up, breathing slowly. Zerrex grimaced a bit, quickly climbing to his own
feet as well and swaying a little on the spot as Epiphany‟s sobbing died slowly down to sniffles,
the reptile not exactly knowing what to do with her… and he traded a look with Sin before
Anathema grumbled in his mind: Stab her.
Some mother you are. Zerrex thought clearly back, and Anathema grunted in agreement,
which only made the Drakkaren roll his eyes before the reptile looked down and quietly lifted
Epiphany to her feet, the female trembling a bit and rubbing wildly at her eyes as she shivered
and whispered: “I… I didn‟t mean to hurt them so badly… I love my Mommies…”

“But this is exactly why Sin was… saying what she did.” Zerrex said quietly, gesturing
towards her, and Sin blushed a bit as Anathema fidgeted awkwardly in his head. “I‟d like you to
go to your room and think about what you‟ve done for a little while, Epiphany. You can come
back out after you‟ve calmed down and you‟re ready to talk about this.”
Epiphany nodded and looked down silently, and then she whispered one last, weak
apology before striding towards the stairs just as Justice walked past, giving the female a wide
berth and looking at her with her strangely-seeing blind eyes, before they flicked towards Zerrex
and Sin… and she grimaced a bit, the Naganatine muttering: “If I wasn‟t seeing it this close and
personal I wouldn‟t believe it… I thought I felt a wild energy surge but… Anathema, Sin, are
you two okay?”
Sin nodded after a moment, quietly knitting her fingers together in her lap as Justice
approached her, then looked at the skull on Zerrex‟s shoulder as golden flames burst into life in
the sockets, and Anathema‟s voice said moodily: “We‟re fine. Except Zerrex‟s solution to the
problem was to send Epiphany to her room.”
“She‟s just a kid, Anathema, and that‟s only so we can figure out what to actually do and
say.” Zerrex replied quietly, reaching up to rap his knuckles firmly against the skull, and
Anathema grumbled a bit before the reptile looked at Sin as she silently touched her head and
looked up towards Acheron‟s red sky. “What is it?”
“I feel… empty. Lonely. It‟s just strange… I was so used to having sister… always
there.” Sin whispered, then she closed her eyes and dropped her face into her metallic hands, and
Anathema shifted uncomfortably in Zerrex‟s mind… and the reptile knew she was feeling much
the same thing, even if she didn‟t want to admit it. “It will take… time to adjust.”
“I‟d think so.” Justice said softly, and then she shook her head and sighed a bit as her
eyes roved back to Zerrex, surveying him thoughtfully. “I think the others felt the energy surge
as well, they just didn‟t know quite what to make of it. I wouldn‟t be surprised if other Disciples
begin to wend their way up here, however, out of curiosity more than anything else… I don‟t
think any of them… expected anything like this to happen.”
“I thought it would be permanent.” Anathema murmured softly, and then she laughed
bitterly from the skull resting on Zerrex‟s shoulder as the reptile smiled a little down at it.
“Funny, huh? I was just complaining about it and now that it‟s gone, I already miss it. My head
really must be all screwed up…”
“Yeah, but most of us already knew that.” Zerrex said softly, and Anathema growled at
him before the Drakkaren returned his eyes to Justice as she looked appraisingly over him. “Can
you stop staring at me with your creepy-ass eyes? Normally I wouldn‟t make fun of a blind
person, but you make sniper rifles look shortsighted.”
“I don‟t understand entirely what that means but thank you.” Justice replied comfortably,
and then she shook her head slightly. “I wanted to talk to you about the Librarian… but I think
that‟s better left for another time. With your leave, I‟d like to take Anathema and Sin off for
some… family time, is that the term?”
Zerrex tilted his head curiously, and Justice smiled slightly and bowed her head towards
him, saying softly: “You have a lot on your mind already, the last you need is these two
wallowing and crying all over you. Besides, they‟re my sisters.” Sin blushed, and even
Anathema seemed to smile a little inside the reptile‟s mind at this. “And I still see myself as their
Deacon, like it or not. Now come, Anathema, stop clinging to Zerrex, I should be just as
compatible with you.”

“Doubtful.” Anathema muttered, but when Justice approached and held out an arm, the
bone-plates twisted slowly off the lizard‟s form and slithered almost hesitantly onto the
Naganatine, trailing over her and spilling down her body as Anathema‟s skull detached last,
seeming to gaze longingly for a few moments at Zerrex before it slid its way to Justice‟s
shoulder. It locked into place there, and the bone armor now covering most of the Naganatine‟s
frame rattled a bit against her as her metallic tentacles withdrew slightly and the wings around
her waist ruffled, Anathema muttering: “Your superiority complex is already giving me a
headache.”
“I was about to say the same thing.” Justice grumbled, but then she smiled a little at
Zerrex, adding quietly: “Just like old times. Do not worry, Lord Zerrex, we shall not leave the
confines of Acheron… tempting as it is to run through the wilds of the world that Naganis loved
so much.”
The Drakkaren nodded a bit to the three, rubbing the back of his head awkwardly, and
then Justice laughed and shook her head as Sin blushed and looked at her curiously. “Oh stop it!
We don‟t need you to solve every little problem that comes up… all they need is a little time to
adjust and a little comfort, and I‟m more than capable of giving them that. Besides, other people
are coming now to see what‟s happened… and of course, to spend time with you, because you
have a bad habit of picking favorites and trying to avoid everyone else.”
“It‟s not my fault Serenity is scary.” Zerrex replied blandly, and Justice snorted in
amusement at this before she wrapped an arm around Sin‟s shoulders and then flicked her wrist,
creating a portal. Sin blushed deeply at the contact, but didn‟t pull away as she smiled
embarrassedly to Zerrex… but he only nodded to her, waving a bit and saying softly: “Go ahead,
Sin. There‟ll be plenty of time for you and Anathema to spend with me later.”
“I don‟t think that sentence makes sense, but you should listen to him anyway.” Justice
said mildly, and Zerrex glowered at her before she pulled her sister towards the portal… and a
moment later, the Naganatine were gone, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as the portal sparked out of
existence before he glanced down at the splatters of blood over the roof with a sigh, flicking his
wrist and grimacing as the stains steamed before vanishing from sight.
The lizard shook his head a bit, and then he walked towards the edge of the rooftop…
before wincing when something grabbed at the ledge before hauling itself up with a wheeze, and
the Drakkaren stared as Sephire pulled herself onto the roof, her armor covering her body but her
helmet discarded, massive sword over her back as she looked wildly back and forth before
hopping to her feet as she grabbed at her collar. “I totally felt something crazy and shit! Earth
told me not to show up here but I ran across the fucking town and climbed on up here anyway,
I‟m a good Disciple, better than my goddamn… whatever-she-is!”
“If Cherry hears you say that she‟ll punch you in the face, granny or not.” Zerrex said
flatly, and Sephire shrugged before looking at him pointedly, and the reptile rolled his eyes.
“Epiphany just had… a small meltdown and ripped Anathema Sin back into two separate people,
that‟s all.”
“That‟s all?” Sephire stared at him, flabbergasted. “Oh, sure, right. That‟s normal. Any
little girl can tear two fused souls apart, especially when they‟re fused First Breed. Gee, why
ever am I overreacting to this tiny bit of news?”
“Do you want me to shove you off the rooftop?” Zerrex asked mildly, and Sephire
winced a bit and rubbed the back of her head lamely before the reptile glanced over his shoulder
as Earth embarrassedly poked her head out of the stairwell, and the reptile motioned to her with a

bit of a smile. “See, Sephire? That‟s the smart way to go about things. Taking the stairs instead
of scaling the walls of the palace.”
Sephire grumbled a bit as she crossed her arms moodily, and Earth approached, bowing
her head respectfully towards him. “Many of your Disciples felt a disturbance… from your
conversation with Miss Sephire and passing Epiphany in the hall, I suppose it‟s safe to say that I
know what caused it. Is there anything I can do, Lord Zerrex?”
The Drakkaren shook his head a bit, however, saying quietly: “No, Earth, but thank you
for the offer. This is something I need to figure out myself, however… what about you, Sephire,
you‟re a mother to a difficult son.”
“Yeah, except he‟s only difficult to Lord and when I try and have sex with him.” Sephire
replied mildly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before she looked at him thoughtfully, her arms
crossed as she leaned to the side a bit. “Have you thought about restricting her powers or
privileges at all, though? Sometimes I had to do that with… one of my other kids. Not because
he was bad, just because he‟d… lash out. And I know you have other sons who have their
powers restricted…”
“They won‟t work on my sister, though.” said a soft voice, and Zerrex looked past Earth
with a smile to see Naganen hesitantly approaching and joining the conversation, smiling
embarrassedly. Darren was with him, gazing at his father fondly as Naganen blushed a bit,
twiddling his fingers in front of himself. “Sorry Dad, I… we overheard a little and… well… I
felt… did Mom and Sin really split back apart?”
Zerrex nodded to him, saying softly: “Epiphany did it, barely seemed to strain herself at
all. I don‟t hold your sister entirely at fault for what happened, I know she‟s… young, and a little
volatile at times because she has nothing to really focus her creativity into, but…”
Naganen nodded, and then Darren held up his arms, showing off the runed wristbands he
wore around them as he asked curiously: “So she really can‟t wear stuff like I do to suppress my
abilities from lashing out?”
The Drakkaren only shook his head, however, saying quietly: “Power restrictors work by
either exerting an opposing force over something, cancelling its effects out, or by keeping
energies drained and in control. But Epiphany is simply too strong, radiates too much energy.
She‟s a powerhouse: no matter what kind of power restriction we put on her, no matter what
class of binding, she‟ll burn it out… and I really don‟t want to have to imprison her like we
imprisoned Atlas so many years ago, or treat her like a Terror. She‟s not. She‟s just… my little
girl.”
He looked down at this, and Naganen smiled as he reached up and squeezed his father‟s
bicep lightly. “We know Dad… Darren and I both see her as our sister, and everyone else really
cares about her and admires her devotion, too, even if she can be a little scary at times. Isn‟t she
your Disciple too, though? Doesn‟t that mean you can exert a little control over her?”
Zerrex grimaced a bit, thinking silently of what she had done back in the Centrifuge, and
then he shook his head slowly. “Because of the way… Epiphany was born, the way she came to
be… she‟s much more powerful than my other Disciples. She shares a lot of the same links with
me that I do… but fewer of the disadvantages. We‟re tightly bound and connected but she isn‟t
hurt like they are when I‟m injured… and she can resist me more than the others can. It‟s…
strange, really, the way it works…”
He looked down thoughtfully, and Naganen nodded a bit before he said softly: “Then
maybe all you really need to do is ask her to please stop, and explain to her why what she did
was wrong. I know that she‟s physically mature… but she‟s not emotionally. But she loves you,

Dad, and she loves all of us, too… you can feel it, and you can see the way she sometimes… still
wishes she was a little girl, I think, despite being trapped in her big-girl body. Why… I know,
why don‟t you spend a day with her letting he do all the things she… too quickly „grew out‟ of?
If she gets to experience her childhood instead of skipping through it, she might be better able to
differentiate right and wrong, and she might stop lashing out, trying so hard to impress everyone
and be an adult.”
Zerrex looked thoughtfully at Naganen, then Sephire stepped forwards and put the
Naganatine in a headlock, grinning down at him as he squeaked and flailed his arms. “Damn
you‟re a smart little bastard!”
“Sephire, please let go of my son.” Zerrex said tiredly, as Darren winced and pulled at
Sephire‟s powerful arm while Naganen‟s hands pushed uselessly against her, and Sephire
grumbled a bit before she rose her limb, and both the boys were sent spilling to the ground,
Naganen looking stupefied and Darren wincing as he whacked his head loudly against the stone,
and the Drakkaren only grabbed at his forehead with a grumble. “Earth, thoughts?”
“I agree with Naganen.” Earth said quietly, as she kindly bent past Sephire to help the
two up to their feet, while the goddess only yawned loudly and put her hands behind her head. “I
think either way it‟ll be good for her… and if you don‟t mind me saying so, I believe it will be
good for you as well, Lord Zerrex. You‟ve been so wrapped up in the complex and violent
events of late that it seems like you‟ve forgotten to find the time to relax and gain back your
strength every now and then.”
Zerrex smiled awkwardly at this, and then Sephire smiled over at him, saying easily:
“They‟re right, you know. And I‟m supposed to be keeping a goddamn eye on you for Heaven
or… something, I forget what I was supposed to actually do around here, and Raze just grumbles
all the time about how you‟re always running off, trying to do everything on your own, and you
get all embarrassed and cranky when people try and spend time with you and get you to slow
down.”
“It‟s just…” Zerrex glanced away, rubbing at his face slowly before he looked at them
quietly as all eyes turned to him. “It‟s just that the more time I spend… not doing anything to try
and fight this… the more time the murderer has to go about his business. And now we know
there‟s more than one, and-”
“And nothing.” Sephire said forcefully, and then she walked forwards and pushed Zerrex
firmly backwards until he was standing at the edge of the palace, the reptile looking over his
shoulder with a wince at the cracked stone wall leading all the way down to the ground far
below. “Now, you see that? That‟s a big, scary fall, and with one nudge, I could send you
plummeting down to land on your stupid head, although we all know by now the only thing that
would break from that is the ground. But you dunno whether or not I‟m going to push you, kick
you in the balls, let you go, or step away… but you have faith in me, right?” Sephire smiled at
him softly, reaching up and grasping his shoulders quietly even as she slid him an inch back, so
his heels were off the edge, the reptile barely balancing as he winced a bit and leaned forwards
towards her. “I‟m your Disciple, and your friend, and fucking family to you by now, am I not?
So you gotta have faith in me.”
She shoved him backwards, and Zerrex‟s arms flailed before Sephire seized him around
the waist in a hug and yanked him easily into the air and around in a circle, planting him firmly
down on his feet back on solid rooftop and looking down at him affectionately. “See, I didn‟t let
you drop, and I‟m new to this whole Disciple shit. Right now, at this very moment, you got some
sharp-as-tacks people working their asses off to find answers for you, and solutions to these

problems that we‟re facing. You got a Strange Beast moping downstairs, getting ready to spill
his guts. You got all of us moved to the safety of Acheron and watching each other‟s backs in
Elysium and entire armies waiting to be deployed and things that are even scarier than entire
armies ready to fight at your word.
“So put that faith we have in you back into us. Even if it‟s just the kind of faith you have
in everyday things, like… waking up in the morning and finding yourself still in bed, not on the
floor or on top of a giant centipede.” Sephire said reasonably, and then she poked his chest a few
times. “And you gotta goddamn take care of yourself, too, and that means both relaxing, and
watching out for the rest of your family. You should already know this, but life ain‟t gonna put
itself on hold just „cause crazy shit is happening around here.”
She paused, looking meditative, and then added in a softer voice: “Besides. Epiphany
might damn well be needed in what‟s yet to come. It‟s in everyone‟s best interests that the little
girl is kept in good shape… „cause fuck knows with powers like hers, she could end up being a
deciding factor, especially if we have to face down an Old God that‟s still hell-bent on taking up
where Athéos left off.”
Zerrex grimaced at this, and then he finally nodded slowly, rubbing at his face and saying
quietly: “Alright, alright. I… I do get your point, Sephire. And I really appreciate the advice,
Naganen…” He smiled a bit at his son as Naganen blushed a bit, Darren smiling warmly at his
brother. “I might need both of you ready for whatever‟s yet to come too, you know. You two
should practice up on things.”
Naganen only laughed a bit at this, however, but Darren‟s smile stretched wider as he
nodded firmly. “Markus says he‟s willing to work with me, and Raze has been teaching me on
and off too… are… are you really his mom?”
“Yeah, I‟m really his mom. What the hell did you think I was, his dad?” Sephire asked
amusedly, and she reached out and tugged on the leonine male‟s mane, making Darren blush
scarlet as Zerrex slapped his forehead. “Want me to prove that I‟m a female?”
“I‟m leaving now.” Zerrex announced, and Sephire huffed and grabbed at him, but Zerrex
winked as he leapt backwards and vanished from the spot, reappearing a moment later in a long
stone corridor and stumbling backwards a step before he managed to set himself, reaching up and
awkwardly rubbing at his head… only to yelp as he was tackled from behind a moment later,
cursing and wondering with horror if Sephire had learned to teleport before he felt himself
pinned and straddled.
He struggled lightly, and then Selena‟s head leaned down and grinned at him upsidedown, the Drakkaren wheezing a little: not entirely relieved, but figuring it could be worse as she
said cheerfully: “Finally got a moment with you alone. Well… almost alone.”
The reptile rolled over beneath her, letting her continue to playfully pin him as the
flexible, smooth molten metal that covered her body gleamed, and the reptile looked dryly up to
see Aluinnia leaning over the Passion‟s shoulders, waving at him with a blush, her collar cinched
tight around her neck and her white dress fluttering around her. Zerrex grunted at her, and
Aluinnia smiled radiantly before she held up the platter in her other hand, the Benevolent saying
kindly: “Won‟t you please join us for coffee? I was in the middle of serving my mistress lunch…
and you know that I am more than happy to serve you, Lord Zerrex, God of Acheron, in any way
that you require…”
“Coffee‟s good.” Zerrex said sourly, but Aluinnia only smiled, purposefully ignoring his
tone as the reptile grumbled to himself about crazies and Selena blushed slightly, looking both
embarrassed as well as pleased as she let go of him and allowed the reptile to scramble up to his

feet with a grunt, rolling his shoulders and looking over her before he softened a bit when Selena
extended a hand with a softer look.
He took it, and they gazed at each other quietly: Selena was his wife, and yet there was
no use denying that in the hierarchy of Hell, she was considered the „lowest-ranking‟ wife, with
Anathema Sin – well, Sin now… – the highest. Even Lily usually found a way to spend more
time with him than Selena did, and even though she had Aluinnia… it wasn‟t quite the same,
Zerrex knew. Yet over the years, things between them had started to change, especially now that
Selena was a Passion: before, she had been a little too overbearing, there had been conflict and
aggression in everything they did, and yet they had been tenaciously stuck together… and yet
now, things had cooled. Not in a bad way… but rather like the molten ore that the Passion was
able to control, things had hardened and solidified instead of being in a state of constant,
consuming fire, and they had been able to draw all the closer together for it.
She was easier to get along with, and Zerrex was less-offended by things, and the
Drakkaren was aware that Selena was taking steps, bit-by-bit, to find a replacement for her
position of High Throne. She enjoyed lording her power over people, but being a High Princess
saddled her with too many responsibilities and left her too little time to do anything… and all she
really wanted in her life was love, affection, and physical pleasures she could indulge in… but
most of all, to feel wanted.
Their hands squeezed together, and a soft smile spread over her face before she jerked her
head towards a room down the hall, saying softly: “Come on, Boss. You look like you could do
with a little relaxing anyway.”
“Yeah, well… I was actually just on my way to see Epiphany…” Zerrex started, and
when Selena glared at him, he rolled his eyes with a grumble. “Okay, okay. I‟ll join you and…
crazy britches.”
“Don‟t call her that.” Selena said pettishly, but she smiled a little despite herself as she
wrapped an arm around him and they walked into the den. Blue flames crackled in the fireplace,
casting a soft glow over a table loaded with food both simple and gourmet, and two kettles and a
large carafe filled with coffee sat quietly on the wood, the carafe glowing with runes that kept the
coffee inside warm, which made Zerrex smile amusedly: he‟d never get over how often complex
magic was used simply for luxury and the minor pleasures in life. “Aluinnia, honey, serve Zerrex
first.”
“Of course, my mistress.” The Benevolent bowed her head deeply with a bright smile,
currently kneeling beside the table as Zerrex and Selena sat comfortably down together in a
loveseat just large enough to accommodate them both… and then Selena quietly shifted so she
could pull Zerrex comfortably down so his head rested against the solid but warm metal that
covered her enormous breasts, the reptile‟s eyes sliding closed with a quiet laugh as he felt her
hands beginning to stroke quietly through his hair as Aluinnia poured coffee into a cup, then
spooned sugar and added cream as she asked quietly: “Would you like me to suck-”
Selena cleared her throat loudly, and Aluinnia looked up sulkily as she was cut off: to this
day she still didn‟t understand that neither Hell nor Zerrex ran purely on sexual favors, and the
reptile smiled awkwardly as he took the coffee from her before glancing quickly over the table,
and then he said carefully: “I would really enjoy some bread-biscuits right now… they‟re
Hez‟Rannan delicacies, do you have any?”
“I…” Aluinnia glanced frantically over the table, and then she jumped to her feet and
bowed, saying warmly: “I shall return momentarily with them!”

With that, she ran out of the room to head to the kitchens, and Zerrex let out a sigh of
relief as he sipped at his coffee slowly, Selena snorting in amusement as she said dryly: “You
could just tell her to leave some day, you know. I doubt she‟d be entirely offended… and she is
my goddamn wife.”
“Yeah, and you still haven‟t taught her about how asking to give me oral sex every time
she sees me has gone from awkward to flat-out disturbing.” Zerrex said flatly, and Selena
shrugged absently before she took the mug from Zerrex when he offered it, sipping at his coffee
as the reptile muttered: “She makes a goddamn fine cup of coffee though, I have to give her that.
But if you‟re keeping her around just for the food and sex…”
“Oh shut up, you know I love her.” Selena said irritably, then she took another dig guzzle
from the coffee cup as Zerrex grabbed uselessly at it, her other hand staying locked into his white
hair before she grinned and slammed the empty mug down against the table. “Looks like you‟ll
have to fix yourself another cup, asshole.”
“I‟ll do it.” The two looked up in surprise as Helena entered the room, Missy in tow
behind her. The Dius curtseyed to Selena as the female looked at her consideringly, and then
Helena quickly set out four mugs, pouring coffee from the carafe as she said softly in demonic:
“Praise to my benefactor, my family, my elders. It is an honor to meet you in person, Lady
Selena.”
“So you‟re the Dius who‟s related to me… better mannered than I thought you‟d be,
considering my family.” Selena said after a moment, and then her eyes turned curiously to Missy
as the Benevolent smiled awkwardly, sitting herself on the arm of the loveseat by Zerrex‟s feet
and gazing at him softly. “And who the hell are you?”
“Everyone just calls me Missy, ma‟am. I helped Biggs… I mean, Zerrex here, out while
he was mortal and running around Temptation.” the Benevolent said awkwardly, and Zerrex
smiled amusedly and nodded, glancing over his shoulder at her as Selena looked at her
thoughtfully.
Then she nodded after a moment with a grunt as Helena passed out the mugs of coffee,
taking hers as Zerrex started to sit up before he was yanked back down against her huge breasts,
his skull clinking lightly against the metal covering them as she grumbled: “Oh no you don‟t.
Besides, knowing you, you‟ve already slept with everyone here.”
“He has not.” Missy said sharply, looking offended as her red eyes glowed slightly before
she grinned as the black veins visibly pulsed through her system, reaching a hand down and
stroking along Zerrex‟s shin as she whispered: “But he can have me any time he wants me, and
I‟ll… I‟ll…”
Her eyes flickered, and then she cursed and hammered at her skull as Selena looked at
her with a bit more sympathy, and when she glanced down at Zerrex, he only nodded. Missy
blushed a bit as she slipped down to sit on the other end of the loveseat, and Zerrex finally
managed to sit up as Selena grumbled, keeping her arm around his shoulders as the reptile passed
a mug of coffee to Missy before taking his own, sipping at it quietly as he let their sides rest
together and Missy pressed quietly against him, murmuring: “I feel like such a goddamn freak.
And everyone keeps mincing words when they explain to me what‟s happening, so I ain‟t really
got any idea what‟s goin‟ on… tell me straight Biggs, don‟t treat me like a little girl. What‟s
happening to me?”
She looked at him quietly… and Zerrex sighed a bit before he sipped at his coffee,
searching mentally for the words before he said softly: “In simple terms, you were exposed to so
much corruption that you‟re becoming… sort of a demon, Missy. A Benevolent is a middle-stage

of change, one that most mortals stay at… but it‟s also very malleable. Almost as malleable as
mortals… without the resistances to corruption that come with being a full-blooded angel.”
“So I‟m gonna… what, what am I becoming?” Missy asked quietly, looking at him with a
tremble before she glanced from Selena to Helena and laughed weakly: “I mean, no offense to
either of you two, but I… I don‟t quite wanna be a demoness. These urges scare the heck out of
me and the way this thing in me keeps risin‟ up with its claws ready and its teeth bitin‟… I…
Biggs, you gotta help me!”
“That‟s why I brought you here.” Zerrex said quietly, putting his coffee down on the
table and wrapping an arm comfortingly around the female, and she trembled a bit as she settled
against him, clutching the mug between her hands tightly. “There are people here who can help
you through this… who can help you become comfortable with these changes, and who can help
you… understand things as they happen. We might be able to stall the effects, but… Missy, I
know this is hard, but you want the truth. We might not be able to stop you from… becoming
something different. In fact, the best thing we might be able to do for you is speed it up.”
“Shit, are you crazy, Biggs?” Missy glared up at him, but her eyes were more frightened
than angry as she breathed hard in and out, sitting back a bit and spilling a bit of her coffee over
herself before she cursed angrily and flung it hard across the room, and the mug shattered on the
mantel above the fireplace as Helena winced backwards. “I don‟t want this!”
“Part of the reason you‟re going so crazy right now, Missy, is because you‟ve got two
conflicting natures in you… the Benevolent side of you, and this new, corrupted-demon side of
you, which is further influenced by the fact that Cabal were tampering with and concentrating the
corruption.” Zerrex said calmly, unfettered by her outburst, and the golden retriever glared up at
him before she flushed deeply as she looked down at her own empty hands. Then Zerrex sighed
and held a single hand up, and the mug rapidly picked itself off the ground, reforming as coffee
that had spilled in every direction burst upwards and refilled the mug, and Missy stared in shock
as this floated back to her and she took it with disbelief.
Zerrex only smiled awkwardly, however, saying lamely: “Sorry. It‟s… one of the perks
of being a god of your own dimension. With both the Princess‟s powers and my own will, I can
pretty much alter reality as I please.”
“Then why don‟t you just… wish the corruption out of me?” Missy asked sharply, and
then she punched his chest, making the reptile wheeze as Selena covered her mouth to suppress a
snort of laughter, and Helena rolled her eyes. “Come on, make me a Benevolent again!”
The lizard only glowered at her, however, saying flatly: “It doesn‟t work that way,
Missy… the corruption‟s sunken into you, probably mutated your very genes by now. Sure, I
could probably start ripping pieces out of you, but I could end up lobotomizing you or even
ripping out chunks of your very soul.”
Missy grumbled a bit as she studied him for a few moments… and then she sighed and
nodded slowly, murmuring: “I guess… I guess I understand, Biggs. But what are you saying, I
got no choice? That I‟m gonna be going crazy with urges and lusts and stuff I barely even
understand forever?”
“Only until you… become whatever you‟re becoming. And only until either the
purification in your system either cancels out the corruption or… more likely, the corruption
overtakes the purification.” Zerrex replied softly, and the female nodded after a moment, looking
down and closing her eyes. “I don‟t know what you‟ll become, though… I don‟t know what‟s
going to happen to you. I don‟t even know entirely what we should do. But that‟s why you‟re
here, and I do promise to take care of you and figure this out, side-by-side with you.”

“So this is what adventuring is like, huh?” Missy muttered, and she shook her head
slowly and grimaced a bit as Helena smiled kindly at her and Selena nodded ruefully, likely
thinking of her own past. “Shit, this sucks.”
Zerrex grunted in agreement… and then Aluinnia reappeared in the doorway with a plate
of the scone-like biscuits, and her eyes widened at the sight of the two females before she
stormed into the room, glaring back and forth at them distrustfully as the Benevolent said darkly:
“Pardon me, but I do hope there‟s a reason for your presence here with my master and my
mistress… we were just sitting down to a quiet and private conversation.”
Missy looked at Zerrex curiously, and he grimaced a bit, leaning over and whispering in
her ear: “That‟s Aluinnia. She‟s Selena‟s crazy wife. She‟s crazy.”
Selena sighed a bit as she glanced imploringly at her wife, but Aluinnia only looked back
suspiciously before her attention was drawn by Helena as the Dius stirred her coffee slowly,
smiling condescendingly up at the female. “What‟s wrong, darling? A little envious, are we? Or
have you not yet learned you proper place is to be seen and not heard in the presence of guests?”
Zerrex gaped at Helena, and then he realized what the Dius was doing, wincing and
gesturing to her frantically as Selena glared at her… but Aluinnia‟s eyes burning with rage as the
Benevolent locked irises with her, saying coldly: “Now you listen to me, you common harlot, I
am-”
Helena‟s eyes glowed brightly, and Aluinnia‟s eyes widened for a moment before her jaw
went slack and her arms went limp, dropping the plate of biscuits as Selena sat up in alarm, but
Zerrex only sighed and grasped the Passion‟s arm, saying dryly: “It‟s alright… Helena just has a
nasty habit of abusing her Dominate ability.”
After a moment, Aluinnia shook her head quickly, and then she frowned curiously as she
looked back and forth before she glanced down at the platter of scones on the floor, and she
covered her mouth with a quiet gasp. “Oh my! I‟m so terribly sorry… perhaps you should punish
me later, when our guests are gone, Lord Zerrex…” Her eyes roved up over the two almost
hungrily before she sketched a polite curtsey. “Please allow me to fetch a second batch of
biscuits. I shall return momentarily.”
Then the Benevolent turned and left, and Selena stared in amazement before she looked
dumbly at Helena, who only grinned as her eyes returned to normal, saying mildly: “I suppose
my influence has always been particularly strong over others… I‟ve always had a talent for the
little things.”
“Please don‟t ever do that to my wife again.” Selena said after a moment, but she looked
measuringly over the Dius before she nodded thoughtfully, rubbing at the underside of her chin
and thankfully not setting the female on fire… and Helena seemed to realize after a moment she
had just dodged a bullet as well, as she grinned embarrassedly. “Impressive trick, though. I
should probably do that more often.”
Even Missy looked a little impressed, rubbing at the underside of her muzzle as she said
dryly: “Well… I guess if I could do that, it wouldn‟t be all bad. Still, I ain‟t thrilled with the idea
of becoming a demon. That scares me, more than a little.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment to her, gazing at her softly as he smiled a bit and nudged
her quietly with his shoulder. “Hey, that used to scare me, too… but if I adjusted, so can you.
We‟ll figure this out… right, concubine?”
“That‟s right.” the Dius said mildly, and she picked up one of the large pieces of shrimp
from one of the bowls, dipping it into a delicious-looking red sauce and popping it into her
mouth, chewing slowly. “I suppose we‟re all in this together at the end of the day, after all.”

Zerrex smiled a bit at this thought, nodding slowly… and for the next hour or so he
relaxed as Selena spent the time asking questions to the two, the reptile allowing himself to be
pulled down so she could play through his hair… and he blushed when Missy began to rub his
feet, smiling awkwardly and blushing a little herself but nonetheless seeming to enjoy being able
to give a little affection to the Drakkaren… and obviously enjoying even more when Aluinnia
returned and looked infuriated by the fact that the Benevolent was being allowed to touch the
Drakkaren she slavishly called „master.‟
Eventually, Zerrex extracted himself to make his way out into the hall, making Selena
promise to take good care of Missy as Aluinnia looked distrustfully at the Benevolent. He smiled
a bit to himself, knowing Selena was a good role model for the Benevolent with how she‟d been
forced to slowly but steadily learn to control her own temper and passions in the past… and then
he glanced over his shoulder as he saw Helena approaching, her dress swirling around her as the
reptile cocked his head and said dryly: “And what are you doing here?”
“I thought I‟d accompany you, as your concubine and all.” Helena smiled a bit, wrapping
an arm around Zerrex‟s side and pressing herself closer to him, and the reptile only looked at her
awkwardly before she rolled her eyes and poked his chiseled abdominals lightly. “Did I not tell
you before that I was going to take my job and duties seriously?”
“Yeah, well. I thought you were going to visit with Selena some more. She seemed plenty
interested in you, and you seemed… kind of interested in her, too.” Zerrex said lamely, looking
at her interestedly, but the Dius only shrugged after a moment before she tilted her head upwards
thoughtfully, as if trying to figure out how to phrase something.
Then she returned her eyes to the male, saying quietly: “And I am, and she is, but there
will be much time for that later… and while I do appreciate your sentiment of allowing me to
adjust to things here and familiarize myself with the way Acheron works… what I really need to
do is first familiarize myself more with the way you work. You‟re a little more complicated than
I thought at first… and I couldn‟t help but notice the way you sat quietly back in there, letting
yourself be petted and tended to, but not interrupting the conversation. You were studying us.”
“In… a way.” Zerrex said awkwardly, looking embarrassed, but the Dius only smiled as
they walked down the corridor together and past a Dragon Warrior who nodded to them
respectfully, Zerrex raising a hand in return before he glanced back towards the female as she
squeezed him insistently around the waist, obviously waiting for an answer. “I… I really am not
the leader everyone sees me as. I can order people to do stuff, but usually it ends up all going to
hell… and more importantly than that, I do delegate a lot of things for a reason. There‟s much
more capable and smarter people than me here, after all.”
“The fact you can recognize you‟re not always the best person for the job is what makes
you excel as a leader, Lord Zerrex. It is why I offered my services as a concubine in the first…
well… in the second place.” The Dius grinned slightly. “I think we‟ve already established that in
the first place I made the offer because it is an excellent position that will afford me a few very
nice opportunities and a comfortable-enough life.
“But honestly, part of it is because you‟re not one of those bratty demon-lords who feels
they have to be the be-all-and-end-all of every operation, who have to spearhead every attack and
fight every battle and plan every strategy and even settle on what they should feed their troops
each night.” she continued , flicking her wrist dismissively as they turned through an open
archway, the female pausing only to curiously glance back and forth for a moment at the
beautiful statues of Drakkai in various shapes and poses that lined the corridor. “The leader who
has to do everything himself is not a good leader, Lord Zerrex. He is simply a control freak that

will sooner rather than later cause the crumbling of his own empire. Allies can leave you
vulnerable, especially in war time, especially if they betray you… but your friends are also often
far more valuable than any weapon in your artillery or even the most flawless tactics a single
person can be capable of.”
Zerrex grunted and nodded, brushing his hair before he paused in front of a heavy door
inscribed with burnt etchings of black roses… and the Dius glanced up in surprise as she heard a
soft snuffling before the reptile said gently: “My daughter was very upset because she made a
little error of judgment today. I‟m going to talk to her. Would you please wait outside here?
After I calm her down and figure out my schedule for today, then you can meet her, okay?”
The Dius looked at him awkwardly, shuffling a bit before she rubbed at the back of her
head, and Zerrex stared at her before she mumbled: “I… I‟m really bad with kids.”
“Yet… you want one of your own.” Zerrex said dumbly, looking nonplussed, and the
Dius shot him a sour glare, making him wince and hold up his hands. “Just trying to understand
things here, that‟s all!”
“I didn‟t say maternal instinct made sense!” she snapped, and then she grumbled and
rested back against the wall, crossing her arms over her stomach and looking up at him moodily.
“Go ahead, then, and I‟ll wait here for you.”
Zerrex smiled at her awkwardly, rubbing the back of his head and nodding a bit, and then
he turned towards the door and quietly pushed it open to step forwards and through into
Epiphany‟s room in Acheron, closing it silently behind himself and glancing back and forth.
It was a strange room: there were two bookshelves, stacked with ancient tomes, beautiful
artifacts, and young adult fiction. The walls were covered in oak paneling, and posters hung from
several of these, both old posters of things that Epiphany had found in the vulture bins during her
times on the mortal world or that Zerrex had brought back for her after scouring through ruins on
one odd job or another, as well as painted pictures done by Marina and other artists who resided
in Elysium.
Her only furnishings were the large bed she currently was balled up on, fuzzy blankets
thrown over her body, and the chair and desk that sat across the room. The desk was
immaculately-clean but covered in small gouges, the top worn down over years of almostabusive use from all of Epiphany‟s obsessive studying; from the back of the chair hung
Epiphany‟s torn-off scale vest, the stitching hanging loose and damaged as she clutched the
blankets around herself and stared up at Zerrex with teary eyes. “I didn‟t mean… to hurt
Mommy so badly…”
“I know, kiddo, I know…” Zerrex said softly, walking over to sit down beside her with a
soft sigh, and she almost leapt out of the blankets to curl against him, dropping her head against
his chest as she trembled hard, and the male closed his eyes as he hugged her tightly against his
body. “I don‟t know how Anathema and Sin feel right now, but I‟m sure that Justice is taking
good care of them and helping them both to not only calm down, but feel a little better about
things. It‟s going to take them some adjustment, and you know that you can‟t do things like this,
Epiphany, and nor can we just let it slide.”
“I know, I do, I know… I‟m so sorry, Daddy, and I wanna do anything I can to make up
for it…” she whispered, looking up at him with a tremble, and the Drakkaren smiled faintly as he
nodded slowly to her. “I just got so mad… I… I don‟t know…”
Zerrex nodded and sighed a bit as he squeezed her close, and then he said quietly:
“Maybe it‟s partially our fault. We push you very hard, and we treat you like an adult, and
physically, you are… but you‟re also only nine years old, and even in mortal years that‟s still

very young. You‟re still my little girl…” He hugged her fiercely against his chest, kissing her
forehead quietly. “And I know you‟re very smart, and very strong… but you had your childhood
stolen from you, and none of us can really blame you for acting out because of that. You still
have to make up for what you did… but I think we also have to help you find a way to vent off
that steam and enjoy yourself, to get to… act the age you feel, and not just the age we and your
body push on you.”
Epiphany nodded a little, glancing down with a quiet blush as she snuggled tighter into
his chest, rocking against him a bit before she closed her eyes and murmured softly: “But most of
all I want your respect, Daddy… I want to be a grownup, and I want to be seen as mature and…
an adult…”
“And I wish every day I could be an irresponsible kid.” Zerrex said softly, reaching up
and rubbing between her horns, and she laughed a little as she gazed up at him with teary eyes
before the reptile smiled a little as he stood up, carefully pulling her to her feet as well. “Come
on. First of all, you‟re going to help me rebuild some of the things around Acheron… and then
you‟re going to have to apologize to Sin and Anathema again. But we‟re going to see what
happens if we let you act like a kid for a little while, too, and if that helps.”
“Okay…” Epiphany sounded hesitant, but she nodded before blushing a bit when Zerrex
walked over and picked up her vest. He helped slip it onto her strange, bony-shelled front, then
smiled a bit as he flicked his hand and it quickly stitched itself back over her form, Epiphany
blushing and swaying from foot-to-foot before Zerrex quietly pushed her towards the door and
opened it for her.
They stepped into the hallway, and she looked curiously at Helena as they Dius looked
back with a frown, Epiphany rubbing at her face before Zerrex said calmly: “Epiphany, this is
my concubine, Helena. Helena, this is my nine-year-old daughter, Epiphany.”
The Dius‟s eyes widened slightly, but she did a good job of repressing her surprise before
she simply smiled and bowed her head courteously, saying kindly: “You‟re very pretty,
Epiphany. You have your father‟s eyes.”
Epiphany blushed at this, clinging to the Drakkaren‟s arm and pressing up against his
side with a warm smile towards her, showing a childlike shyness that made Zerrex all the more
aware of her age as he smiled softly down at her, shaking his head slightly… and then he took
one of her hands, lacing their fingers together as he said softly: “Come on then, daughter, and
you too, Helena. We‟ve got some work to get done.”
Zerrex sat on the rooftop of the palace, resting back in a comfortable chair made of dark
wood, Anathema leaning against one side of it as Sin stood a short distance away in a flowing
black dress and whalebone corset, supervising Epiphany, Mahihko, and Vampire as they giggled
and drew shapes together with large pieces of colored chalk Zerrex had created out of thin air.
The reptile was content to relax as Sammy bounced around the three, chirping at them and
watching the designs they were drawing out together.
Vampire was obviously enjoying himself and the amusement of the two as the huge,
muscular demon wolf drew vulgar things more often than not and then quickly erased them
every time Sin gave him a tired look, while Mahihko was laying on his stomach, diligently
working with Epiphany to draw much larger and grander patterns, the perfect playmate for her
right now. Lone was watching curiously as he sat beside Helena, absently cleaning a revolver as
they chatted a bit, getting slowly used to one-another.

The Drakkaren was enjoying this moment of rest, rubbing at his face slowly: it was night
now in Acheron, although the concepts of night and day were very different here. They had spent
most of the afternoon and early evening repairing structures around the dimension, Zerrex using
his powers to alter reality and Epiphany creating and conjuring huge blocks of stone as well as
thick cables of ivy to mend things together. And while Zerrex had to slow down after repairing
several blocks of the massive stone city as he felt the distinct twinge of his energies starting to
suffer from recoil, Epiphany had just kept cheerfully going, doing at least double the work the
Drakkaren managed… except by the end of it, he had finally watched her tire herself out.
It was the first time he had ever seen her start to run low on energy… and yet, unlike him,
she didn‟t become irritable or moody… instead, a strange kind of calmness descended over her,
her eyes glazing a little and her breathing not quickening, but slowing. It was almost like her
body was slowing its own processes down so it could more-efficiently restore its own energies,
the female moving a little sluggishly for about twenty minutes after they were done, but then she
was back to normal.
She had also apologized to Sin and Anathema when they had shown up with Justice, and
Zerrex had left the two mothers and his daughter to talk things out while Justice had pulled him
aside. The Naganatine had quietly explained that both Sin and Anathema would need a bit of
time and understanding, and they would have to reacclimatize to being separate entities… and
for a little while, it would mean treating them almost like Gemini. They would have to stay close
to each other, and Justice had also warned that even if Anathema started whining about it, she
would have to reattach to her sister and allow Sin to adjust naturally.
Anathema, after all, was able to leave her physical body at will, projecting herself and
going wandering whenever she pleased, a talent she used to „shut herself off‟ at times as well as
to get away from Sin… but Sin had always felt her presence, and even when Anathema had been
distant or gone when they had been connected, she had always still had part of Anathema‟s
energies around, and the solidity and reassurance of her anchor physically connected to her.
Now that had all been lost all at once, and Justice knew that while Anathema was too
prideful and, simply put, too grumpy to admit she had emotions, Sin was not. And while
Anathema could easily connect herself physically to someone else to re-experience that feeling
of sharing such a deep fusion with someone, Sin also would not be able to… and likely right now
she felt very torn inside. What Justice feared most of all, however, was that too much stress
would cause the old Sin to rise to the surface… and since Zerrex had briefly seen that side of the
Naganatine, he could only agree that making sure Anathema and Sin still spent a little bit of time
here and there willingly combined together would be best for everyone involved.
Not that Anathema wanted to see her sister suffer… only that the slightly-egotistical
undead female was all too clearly enjoying being back in her own physical body… and even
more, being able to reattach herself to Zerrex and anyone else she liked apart from Sin, as she
smiled up at him and rubbed at the skull mask covering her features, gazing warmly at the
Drakkaren and saying amusedly: “Do you know how nice the silence in my head is? Sin thinks
roughly a dozen times faster than you do, Zerrex, but the problem is that half of those thoughts
are anxieties, a third of those thoughts are about you, and the rest of them are scary old thoughts
she always keeps buried deep under the surface, except whenever we‟d end up having violent sex
with you.”
“Thanks for sharing, Anathema.” Zerrex said drolly, and then he reached down and
shoved her head gently, making her laugh as she punched his shin lightly. “So how are you

feeling though, honestly? And no trying to connect with me right now, I‟m already low enough
on energy as it is.”
“Oh, you don‟t even notice me draining or stabilizing your energies whenever I am
connected with you… besides, I‟m remembering my promise to Justice. I‟m only glad the bitch
isn‟t around here right now.” Anathema muttered, and then she winced when a portal opened,
only for Justice to stick her head through and glare at her with her blind eyes, Anathema raising
her hands and saying indignantly: “You don‟t have to do that every fucking time someone says
something about you!”
Zerrex looked mildly at the Naganatine as Justice stepped all the way out of the portal,
saying dryly: “Actually, I needed to come back here for a moment anyway, and I figured I could
remind you that I‟m capable of hearing anything you say even across he dimensions, too. But I‟ll
deal with you later, Poet.” She paused, glancing over at Zerrex and smiling a little as her eyes
regarded him for a moment before she reached forwards and poked his chest a few times. “Your
energies are flowing a little funny. I think you‟ve been straining yourself too much despite
clearly being told to stop doing that.”
“Did you want something or not?” Zerrex asked waspishly, swatting at her, and Justice
laughed as she leaned back and grinned, shaking her head a bit as the reptile muttered: “I‟d kick
you but I know by now I‟d probably just knock myself over.”
“Good. Because yes, I wanted to ask permission if I could go up to Heaven with Raze.”
Justice said mildly, and Zerrex did a double-take before the female shrugged a bit. “I am a
Naganatine, and despite humiliating Job at the council and becoming your Disciple, I was never
cast out by Naganis himself. No matter what that blowhard Job declares or says, the moment I
bring that up I‟m fairly sure his arguments will crumble… I may be able to discover important
information there, and I would like a chance to speak with the Archangels myself.”
“I… well… alright.” Zerrex said slowly, frowning at her, and she smiled slightly as he
asked curiously: “Do you think you‟ll be able to track down anything about who in the Council
might be headlining this operation?”
“Maybe, maybe not… I can see everything, but I cannot know everything. Even if I see
something that clearly looks like an evil plan, it may only be a snippet of an adventure story that
someone takes after. But I can at least gather an idea about the intentions of those in the council,
and I can take part in one of their senate meetings and discover what‟s going on. As interesting
as your friend Raze is, his short temper does him no good: he doesn‟t seem to understand that he
can gather some very valuable information simply by sitting in on one of their assemblies.”
Justice said softly, rubbing at the underside of her muzzle, and Zerrex smiled amusedly at this.
“Well, Justice, we‟re not all as amazing as you are.” he said dryly, and Justice snorted in
entertainment before he nodded to her, then pointed and said quietly: “But if something goes
wrong…”
Justice gazed at him, then she nodded slowly, saying softly: “We‟ll escape with all speed,
you have my word on that. I won‟t put both my life and Raze‟s in danger… and even while up
there, I do not plan to hunt down or engage any cloaked killers or suspicious suspects. I‟m your
Justice, Zerrex… I am not your vigilante.”
She smiled cryptically at this, turning with a wink and then creating a portal before she
vanished through it… and Anathema crossed her arms with a grumble, muttering: “It never fails
to irritate me how despite being as bad at magic as I am, Justice still is next door to invulnerable
and has always been bossy enough to make even the toughest aggressors hesitate, while I always
get called „poet, poet, poet‟ and „shy little Annie.‟”

“It‟s okay, Annie.” Zerrex said mildly, and Anathema glowered at him before she simply
sighed and shook her head as the Drakkaren grinned at her and reached down to squeeze her
shoulder gently. “I‟m glad you are the way you are.”
Anathema blushed at this, looking embarrassedly away before the two glanced up as
Epiphany flicked her wrists upwards, and even Sin looked enthralled as the patterns covering the
ground lifted up, becoming beautiful, three-dimensional swirls of light that took on animal
shapes in the air, and Mahihko and Vampire both clapped giddily as Lone gasped and Helena
stared in surprise.
Zerrex smiled softly at this use of power as the patterns glowed radiantly and hung in the
air for a few moments before disappearing in a puff of smoke, and then he said softly, as
Anathema shook her head in slow amazement: “That‟s one of Marina‟s old tricks, you know.
Bringing a picture to almost-literal life… sometimes I think Epiphany must be capable of
anything anyone else in my entire family is…”
He fell quiet, looking down as he thought silently about this child with such power,
abilities that went far beyond being „godlike,‟ and the reptile shook his head slowly as he
muttered: “Sometimes I wonder what she‟s truly capable of, Annie… it scares me a little. She‟s
like every one of us, combined into one being that nears omnipotence… and yet she has the mind
of a child.”
“Even worse, she was born from me and Sin, sees herself as having four mothers, you as
her sole father, and Negative is in there someplace too.” Anathema said dryly, looking down her
claws with a snort of amusement, and the Drakkaren gave her a half-amused, half-sour look, but
he was surprised when she only smiled back up at him. “Maybe this is just Sin‟s fucking endless
optimism wearing off on me, but… I think it‟s going to be okay nonetheless. I think she‟s going
to turn out okay. Yes, you don‟t have to remind me of the things she does when she lashes out, I
was there when she ripped me and Sin literally apart today. And this could just be… stupid…
maternal instincts like with Naganen, too, but… look at her.”
Mahihko and Epiphany were holding each other‟s wrists, laughing as they played ringaround-the-rosy amidst crayon butterflies and flowers that floated through the air, Sin watching
with a loving smile and her hands clasped over her chest and Vampire on the other side, clasping
and singing loudly along as Lone laughed where he sat beside Helena, who was clapping her
hands in amusement as well… and then the two let go and tumbled backwards, and light glowed
over the stony ground, softening their falls as the wolf laughed childishly and Epiphany giggled
gleefully, clapping her hands and kicking her feet as she rolled back and forth.
Zerrex felt a tender smile spreading over his face, watching as this girl in an adult‟s body
leapt back to her feet and Mahihko – the wolf far, far older, yet obviously relishing the chance to
act like a child and even better, to have such a wonderful playmate – crawled back up to his, and
then Epiphany rushed forwards and grabbed him in a hug, and he hugged her back with a scarlet
blush of surprise before she smiled radiantly, looking up towards the sky. “Yeah… yeah, I think
you might be right, Anathema. Maybe all she needs is… to slow down for a little while.”
“Of course I‟m right.” Anathema said loftily, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before the
undead Naganatine stood up and walked towards her sister. Sin glanced up with a smile as
Anathema approached, and the undead Naganatine patted her awkwardly on the arm before they
traded spots. Sin strode towards him, and Zerrex smiled as Anathema gestured moodily at the
two childlike adults, who both smiled to her as Epiphany set Mahihko down before they went
back to drawing on the ground as Vampire smiled at them and Lone went back to chatting up
Helena.

Zerrex flicked his wrist, and a second chair of wood appeared beside the one the reptile
sat in, Sin blushing a bit and bowing her head respectfully before she said softly: “Lord Zerrex.
How are you feeling?”
“That‟s a question I should be asking you, Sin.” Zerrex replied with a bit of a smile,
reaching out and taking her hand quietly, and their fingers squeezed together slowly as they both
sat back and looked quietly out over the others, watching as Anathema hovered around Mahihko,
Vampire, and Epiphany and the way they played together. “But… I‟m okay, I think. What about
you, how‟s your head?”
“It‟s fine… I‟m doing okay now, I think, I just… miss sister‟s presence.” Sin replied
softly, reaching up and stroking one metallic hand slowly over the steel side of her face, fingers
trailing along the patterned metal plate before she looked over at Zerrex with a soft smile. “I
wish often I was just like her, you know, even though I know she wishes she was just like me…
able to pull myself apart and attach to other living beings. I would love that… then I could join
myself to you and never have to let go. But it was very kind of you to let me wear the cloak
earlier… I felt Naganis‟s presence in it the entire time I wore it, and I think it greatly sped up my
healing. Why aren‟t you wearing it now?”
Zerrex shrugged a little, reaching up and playing his fingers quietly through his mala as
he relaxed back in the chair a bit, before he said softly: “Because right now, I don‟t want to push
my luck too hard with Negative. I can still feel his presence lingering in my mind… it‟d be better
to not aggravate him for now, I think. I don‟t want things to come down to kill-or-be-killed
between him and me quite yet… not before I find the other answers I‟m looking for, not before I
know what his actual intentions are. He confuses me, Sin; he acts like he‟s pure corruption and
destruction, yet he builds and creates. He acts like he wants to destroy everything near and dear
to me, yet he‟s more protective of Naganen than I am. More and more I think he‟s not really
Inversion, just something that Inverting awoke.”
Sin nodded slowly, murmuring softly: “The broken mind, the fragile heart, the burning
soul. Riders of Disconsolation, Sorrow, and Loss.” She stopped, then smiled embarrassedly
when Zerrex looked at her curiously. “My apologies, Lord Zerrex… I seem to have taken many
of my sister‟s poems and stories into my memory. It‟s a strange thing… yet I think the fact we
have shared so much with each other, become a little more like one-another… has helped. Bound
together, we were also forced to face many of our bad memories together… to acknowledge and
understand why we acted as we did once upon a time, among other things. I think that has also
helped us greatly, though… now I see why sister was so hurt and so meek, and became so
angry… as she understand why I was always so adventurous in the past, and how I came to seal
the evil parts of me away and become what I am now.”
She stopped, then smiled a little at the Drakkaren, studying him quietly before she shook
her head a little and murmured softly: “Perhaps that‟s another reason for me to wish to be able
to… join with you, Zerrex. To share my entirety with you… we have known each other for
millions of years, I have loved you… for millions of years… but we have been apart so often,
too. And there are many stories I have not told or have forgotten to share… and I dearly wish to,
Lord Zerrex. I dearly do…”
“Your powers and mine mixed together… I think that might make me too strong though,
Sin.” Zerrex smiled slightly at her, leaning across the chair and stroking her face gently… but
Sin only laughed softly, her eyes closed as she rested her face against his hand.
“Yes, but I see no problem with that.” Sin said softly, and Zerrex looked at her curiously
as she reached up and stroked silently down his forearm. “Had I the ability and had you ever the

urge… I would gladly pour my soul into you, and give you all my strength… I would become
part of you. And when I do eventually pass on, Zerrex, the only thing I wish for is for my
energies to be melded with yours… and I will live forever on inside your soul, and I can imagine
no better place to be.”
She closed her eye and tilted her head back with a soft sigh, and the Drakkaren stared at
her for a few moments before Sin blushed a bit as she opened her violet iris, saying
embarrassedly: “I mean nothing bad by it, of course, nor that I have any intention of dying
soon… only that… all things come to an end. But I feel like you will outlive us all…”
“I don‟t know if that‟s a blessing or a curse, Sin.” Zerrex murmured, rubbing at the back
of his head… and then Sin reached out and touched his arm, leaning towards him with a soft
smile.
“I didn‟t say we wouldn‟t be with you: only that you would outlive us, for one reason or
another. Even after I depart, I will always be with you… I am bound to you, and would have it
no other way.” Sin said softly, and then she hugged his head gently and dropped her head against
his shoulder, and Zerrex smiled faintly as he kissed her skull quietly. “I love you, Zerrex.”
“I love you too, Sin.” the Drakkaren murmured softly, and then he laughed a bit as she
straightened before he grasped her forearm, pulling her out of her chair and into his lap and
making her smile warmly as he hugged her around the waist, letting her curl herself close as her
dress fluttered around her body. “Come on, let‟s make everyone jealous.”
She blushed at this but smiled and nodded despite herself, looking comforted to be in the
Drakkaren‟s arms… and for a while they simply cuddled together as they watched Epiphany and
Mahihko continue to play. Every now and then Epiphany would move on to a new game, and
Mahihko and Vampire would both gladly move on with her… and although Vampire sometimes
lost interest and instead crawled over to harass Anathema a little, the smaller wolf would always
do his best to keep up with her and follow her instructions to the letter, beaming and fumbling
sometimes… but even though Epiphany was a little controlling, she was also very lenient and
kind with the wolf, explaining things to him in careful detail and letting him do his own thing
every now and then. They made for good playmates… and Zerrex loved the sight of her relaxing
so much and getting to be a child, something she had barely had time to experience with how fast
she had aged.
Others joined them after a little while: Serenity and Missy, the two glaring moodily at
each other, and Sephire and Carmen, who sat beside Zerrex as Sephire poked at Sin curiously
and the Naganatine only blushed and mumbled politely for her to not do that. It was relaxing…
up until the point that Maria finally arrived and bowed quietly, asking if Zerrex could come with
her to the physical plane.
Zerrex had nodded, but that had led to a scramble of Disciples who all wanted to go with
him… and the Drakkaren had finally picked Sephire and Missy. The golden retriever had looked
relieved to be coming with him, and when Helena had started to get grouchy, the reptile had told
her simply to report to Carmen, who had been a concubine until she‟d become a full-fledged
Disciple, and she had agreed after a moment of indecision.
There wasn‟t much of a rush, with the way time flowed differently, but Zerrex prepared
quickly all the same: Cindy had found something, and the reptile was anxious to find out what.
As the reptile pulled on a new shirt, however, he was interrupted by an awkward knock at the
door, the lizard grumbling as he spun around… and looked with surprise at the sight of
Eratosthenes, the Strange Beast standing awkwardly in front of his wheelchair, breathing slowly
with his shoulders slumped before he said quietly: “I‟d like to come with you.”

“Why?” Zerrex asked curiously, straightening his shirt before he glanced awkwardly
down as he realized the fly of his new pants were open, and he cleared his throat, quickly doing
this up and snapping the button closed as he added mildly: “You‟ll have to excuse me if I come
across as a little suspicious, but… I thought you needed time to think or something. Besides,
we‟re going to be looking at… fancy genetic stuff Cindy will have to explain to me in detail…”
“I am the Librarian, I kept records and mapped every genetic structure known to the First
Gods…” Eratosthenes snapped, and then he coughed a few times before slowly sitting back in
his wheelchair, breathing hard and grasping the arms of it as he closed his eyes and leaned back
against it. “I… I am recovering, though, and I will recover faster back in the physical universe. I
feel stifled in this pocket dimension…”
“Perhaps because you have not accepted that we are not hostile.” Eratosthenes looked up
sharply as Sin stepped up behind his wheelchair, the demoness blushing a bit as her eyes roved
up to Zerrex. “My apologies, I just… wished to say goodbye, Lord Zerrex. Am I interrupting?”
“Of course not, Sin. Eratosthenes, this is my wife, Sin. Sin, meet Error. He‟s the new
Loki, according to many informed sources.” Zerrex said mildly, gesturing towards him, and Sin
half-bowed with a smile as Eratosthenes studied her silently for a few moments with a look of
surprise. Then the Drakkaren shook his head before he turned around, snagging Blackheart and
placing the sword against his back, smiling a bit at the comforting weight of the weapon as it
sparked before he clicked his teeth, and a moment later, Sammy appeared on his shoulder, the
skeletal pseudodragon chirping tiredly and then sprawling around the reptile‟s neck. “You lazy
little thing.”
Sammy only swatted him lightly with the large spiked ball at the end of his tail, and the
reptile grunted before he turned back towards the doorway, hesitating and rubbing at his face
slowly as he studied Error thoughtfully. The Strange Beast was still staring at Sin, though, and
Sin finally blushed a bit as she looked down, asking quietly: “May I help you with something?”
“You look… very much like the Great Mother.” the Strange Beast said awkwardly, and
then he looked embarrassedly down as a faint blush tinged his cheeks. “I‟m… ready to go.”
“Wait.” Sin said softly, and then she reached out and gently touched the back of Error‟s
neck, the creature wincing and stiffening up before Sin‟s hand pulsed with soft energy, and
Eratosthenes gasped quietly as a shudder ran through him before the female drew back with a bit
of a smile, nodding quietly to Zerrex and saying softly: “Just a short enhancement spell. He
should heal faster now.”
“Thank you, Sin.” Zerrex smiled over at her, and then he gestured gently towards her…
and she walked quickly forwards before trading a tight hug with him, and then a short, quick
kiss. She blushed when she pulled away, then bowed her head to him before quickly making her
way out… and Zerrex laughed quietly, smiling again despite himself at how used he was already
to having Sin around again… but then again, for a demon or a god, the years she had been fused
were akin to passing minutes in a mortal‟s lifespan.
The reptile let his eyes return to Eratosthenes, who was frowning a bit as he sat quietly
back in his wheelchair… and the reptile shook his head slowly before he walked carefully
around him as Sammy chirped on his shoulders, peering down distrustfully at the Librarian
before the reptile muttered: “Oh stop that, you. He‟s fine, he‟s not going to hurt anyone. Mostly
because I think he knows I‟ll kick his ass.”
Error, however, ignored him entirely, instead looking up and asking curiously: “Why did
you allow her to heal me? Why did she heal me in the first place? Is she not also a servant?”

“Slow down there, Error, I can only answer so many questions at once.” Zerrex said
amusedly, and then he shook his head slowly as he concentrated before vanishing from the spot
with the wheelchair and the Strange Beast, reappearing a moment later by the watery pool, Maria
looking up with a warm smile at him as she stood on the other side of it with her arms crossed.
“Huh, guess the others are still getting ready… now, one question at a time, Error.”
Eratosthenes grimaced a bit as he shook his head out, apparently disliking being shooped
as much as Cherry did… and then he glanced up at Maria as she approached, looking over her
distrustfully and frowning slightly. “You are a Broken.”
“My name is Maria.” the female said courteously, sketching a small curtsey, and she
smiled as she straightened and studied the Strange Beast for a few moments. “I take it you‟ll be
joining my grandfather and his Disciples on this trip to the mortal world, Mr. Eratosthenes?”
“Mister?” Error looked confused for a moment, and then he shook his head quickly as he
slumped grouchily back in his wheelchair. “I do not understand what is going on here, Zerrex. A
Broken speaks to me. We were warned by Lord God that you had tamed great and powerful
creatures and brought many terrible things into your fold… and I do not know now whether or
not to believe him or you.”
“I am a person before I am a Broken, Mr. Eratosthenes, and I am very devoted to my
grandfather. He has helped me greatly understand who I am… and I wouldn‟t change anything
for the world. No matter what pains I have suffered… it‟s all been worth it for the experiences
I‟ve had and the joys that followed and were made all the sweeter by my sorrows.” Maria said
softly, and then she blushed a bit, grabbing at her muzzle as her chain bikini rattled quietly. “I‟m
sorry, when I get nervous, I… fall into old habits of speaking.”
Eratosthenes looked at her curiously for a few moments… and then he finally sighed and
muttered: “Oh, what does it matter anyway? Nothing makes sense in this strange new universe…
there are no rules to order and there are no patterns in chaos. Everything is simply swallowed
whole by the „freedom‟ of discord… nothing anyone does or says makes sense.”
“You don‟t make sense.” Zerrex retorted, and Eratosthenes grumbled under his breath
before a portal opened, and Missy and Sephire emerged through this, the golden retriever looking
with surprise at the sight of Eratosthenes as Sephire simply cracked her knuckles, her armor
gleaming over her body and her mask tightly locked over her features, and yet the reptile could
sense her grin through it as he said flatly: “Don‟t even think about it.”
“But I wanna play with the piñata!” Sephire whined, and she pulled her massive sword
off her back, holding Storm King Face out to the side and grinning cheerfully. “Bet I can crack it
open with one good swing of my trusty bat here!”
Zerrex only sighed and rolled his eyes, then he looked at Missy as the Benevolent
blushed a bit and shuffled quietly. He studied her for a moment, realizing she‟d changed into
looser clothes: worn jeans and a white blouse, with a handgun resting at her side and a proper
sheath for the sword, which was now in a harness sitting over her back… and he smiled a little
after a moment as he reached forwards and stroked under her chin, saying quietly: “I‟m glad
you‟re coming with us. I think it‟ll be good for you to meet my daughter Cindy.”
Missy nodded awkwardly to him, and then Zerrex glanced over at Maria, who smiled
softly as she said quietly: “I‟ll rift ahead and tell everyone you‟re on your way.”
Zerrex nodded, and then a rift opened beneath the Broken‟s feet and she sank slowly into
it, giving a small wave before she vanished… and when Sephire and Missy looked at him
curiously, the Drakkaren pointed at the bowl-shaped pool of water, saying softly: “We go out the
same way we come into here: you just have to stand in the pool, concentrate on Hez‟Ranna, and

then dive. If you don‟t succeed at first, it‟s okay… it‟s a little harder to get out of here, that‟s part
of the reason why we‟re building that portal.”
The Drakkaren glanced into the square, where the covered portal was still steadily being
constructed, and he thought he could see Earth gesturing at workers, and Dray and Terrance…
and he smiled a little before he returned his eyes to Missy and Sephire as the latter held up her
hand, saying dumbly: “Can‟t I just vortex?”
“Sephire, just get in the water.” Zerrex said tiredly, and Sephire grumbled but then
jumped into the pool, sending out a large splash and making the reptile grimace as Eratosthenes
cursed under his breath. “Now remember. Concentrate and then dive.”
“I know, I know!” Sephire snapped, glaring up at him through the mask, and then she
huffed before she stepped backwards, replacing her sword on her back and then spreading her
arms before she dove forwards… and the water rippled once before it became crystal clear and
still as she vanished, and Missy touched her own muzzle in surprise as her eyes widened.
“Your turn.” Zerrex smiled at her, and the Benevolent blushed a little, rubbing
awkwardly at the side of her neck as her red eyes burned nervously. “Believe me, if Sephire can
do it, you can too. Just don‟t let yourself get distracted.”
She nodded after a moment, hesitantly slipping down into the water and blushing a bit as
waded to the center of the pool, gazing at it silently as she concentrated… and then she took a
deep breath before lunging downwards, and she vanished from sight as well. Zerrex nodded
slowly as Sammy looked up curiously from his shoulder, and Eratosthenes asked dryly: “Do I
have to do that as well?”
“No, we‟re going to take the express route.” Zerrex said mildly, and he closed his eyes,
concentrating, before he simply flickered out of reality. He reappeared not in Acheron, but
instead in Hez‟Ranna on the riverbank, grimacing a bit at the pain that throbbed through his skull
as Eratosthenes groaned and shuddered in the wheelchair, Sammy squeaking quietly on his
shoulder and scrabbling for a moment at it before he fell down the lizard‟s back, bouncing off the
base of his tail and landing in the grasses with a dull thud.
Sephire and Missy were both trudging out of the wide river they had emerged through,
the water faintly pulsing with energy around their knees before they waded up onto the grassy
bank, and Missy gazed back and forth rapturously as Sephire popped her mask up and frowned
as she approached the male… but Zerrex only held a hand up, leaning on the back of the
wheelchair and breathing slowly as he muttered: “No, no. I‟m okay… I just need to catch my
breath and then we‟ll head over to Uroboros.”
“You sure?” Sephire studied him for a few moments, and then she grunted and slapped
her facemask back down into place, saying finally: “Alright. But you better not be lying to me or
I‟m gonna kick your ass later.”
Zerrex smiled slightly, raising his hands as he straightened, already feeling his energies
returning as all of Hez‟Ranna seemed to caress him, the air, the soil, the sunlight filling him
slowly with strength as he said softly: “I‟m good, I am. Let‟s take a break for a minute or two,
though, and then I‟ll shoop us.”
“I can portal us if you want.” Sephire suggested, holding up a hand as it glowed for a
moment with energy. “Got crystal built all through my armor, after all, and my power cells run
on the same crazy shit. I got more than enough juice to get us moving.”
“When‟s the last time you recharged, anyway?” Zerrex asked curiously as Eratosthenes
looked slowly back and forth through the jungle that surrounded them. Sephire began to answer
his question, but then both of them watched in surprise as Error half-fell out of the chair,

grunting as he landed on all fours before the Strange Beast half-crawled, half-stumbled to the
riverbank and reached down to stroke his fingers through the water. “What are you doing?”
“Looking.” Error replied shortly, and he reached deeper into the river, soaking the arm of
his robes before he pulled out a handful of rocks and several pretty gemstones, holding them up
in front of his eyes and murmuring: “What a strange place this is… everything is so rife with
energy and information… the very ground feels alive here… yet it is all so alien…”
Zerrex glanced at Sephire, who shrugged a bit, and then he walked over to Error and
gently pulled him to his feet, the Librarian grunting as he dropped most of the stones, but
managed to hold onto one, a particularly large piece of crystal quartz… and he looked curiously
down at the beautiful, translucent ivory, gazing back and forth over it before he crushed it
between his hands, and neon lightning sparked over the gemstone before he pulled his hands
away… and a perfect, beautiful little statuette of a Viper was left behind, the Librarian smiling
slightly at this as he murmured: “Fascinating. It makes for an excellent receptor…”
“I‟m glad you‟re enjoying yourself. We got places to go though, Error, and other sights to
see.” Zerrex said gently, and he carefully led the Strange Beast back to the wheelchair, but the
Librarian didn‟t even spit a retort, sitting back with a complacent, quiet grunt as he held his little
Viper figure between his hands. The reptile looked down at this curiously, and then he shook his
head a bit as Missy and Sephire both looked at him questioningly. “Anyway. You two ready?”
They nodded, and Zerrex held out a hand: Sephire winced and immediately seized his
arm, however, and the Drakkaren grumbled as Missy took his hand before she looked over her
shoulder at Sammy, who was bouncing around in the tall grasses, chasing a large bug. “What
about your little friend there, Biggs?”
“He‟ll join us when he‟s ready. Sammy, don‟t stay out here too long.” Zerrex called, and
the pseudodragon stuck his head up through the grasses and chirped quietly before the Drakkaren
closed his eyes and concentrated… and a moment later, the group vanished from the spot before
the skeletal little beast‟s eyes, but he only chirped again before cheerfully turning and bounding
off into the jungle.
Zerrex and the others reappeared a moment later in the road in front of the Sunshine
facility, and the Drakkaren shook his head quickly at the faint vertigo that rolled through his
mind, but Eratosthenes only grumbled and Missy just rubbed at her skull as Sephire wheezed
with relief. Then the reptile smiled as he looked up and saw Cindy was standing in the open
entrance, Maria on one side of her and Daria the other, his daughter somehow looking both
relaxed and anxious at the same time. “I‟m… glad to see you made it, Daddy. And that you
brought guests.”
She studied the group curiously, and Eratosthenes frowned a bit as he glanced up at her,
likely recognizing her from when he had first set Iron on them… but then she nodded slowly to
him, and he grimaced a little, but nodded back reluctantly. A small gesture, but enough of one to
allow Cindy to relax a little more before Zerrex gently pushed Missy forwards, the Benevolent
blushing a little as the Drakkaren said softly: “Before we get to business, Cindy… this is Missy. I
think you two will find you have a lot in common.”
Cindy looked thoughtfully at the Benevolent as the golden retriever blushed a bit, rubbing
self-consciously at the faint black veins pulsing through her fur, her red eyes looking anxiously
at the female… but then Cindy only smiled softly, saying quietly: “I think I see what you mean,
Daddy. It‟s nice to meet you, Missy… and of course I‟m glad to see you as well, Sephire. But we
should head to the meeting room… Huck is waiting for us there, along with Cherry and Mengele,

and I think the only reason they aren‟t all killing each other is because Marina is in the next room
over and they‟re all scared what she‟ll do to them if they make a ruckus.”
Zerrex smiled a bit, and then he followed her as she turned around, quietly pushing
Eratosthenes as around him, the others automatically fell into a loose guard formation, Missy
blushing as she awkwardly tried to move in step with the practiced group. The reptile mused a bit
on how many females he had around him, wondering absently if it was a good or bad thing… but
then he looked thoughtfully down at Eratosthenes as the Strange Beast played quietly with his
statuette, and he asked curiously: “Were there ever any gender divisions among the Guardians?”
“What? I don‟t understand what you‟re asking.” Error looked over his shoulder with a
frown, and Zerrex shrugged a bit as they continued along the hall, even as Cindy sighed ahead
and gave her father an exasperated look over her shoulder. “We did not even consider
ourselves… „genders,‟ I suppose, as mortals do. Every Guardian had a purpose… my purpose
was to screen and catalogue genetic information, and Songstresses sung, and Warriors fought,
and Great Mothers birthed more of our kind when it was necessary to increase our ranks. We did
not differentiate based upon sexual organs because we did not willy-nilly have sex as you and
your kind do. We simply differentiated ourselves by our purposes.”
“That‟s just plain weird.” Missy interjected, and Error gave her a sour look as she
shrugged, blushing a bit but continuing despite her embarrassment. “I mean, males and females
are different, and in more ways than just the plumbing… you must consider yourself a guy, right,
„cause you don‟t look like no girl I ever saw.”
“Do you consider yourself a „male‟ or a „female‟ before or after you considering yourself
as a person? I consider myself the Librarian. That is what I am. My „gender,‟ as you call it,
makes no difference to me.” Eratosthenes said haughtily, turning away and leaning back in his
wheelchair, and Zerrex snorted in amusement, which only made the creature frown. “What‟s so
funny?”
“It‟s just interesting that after all the time you apparently spent hating the First Gods, you
still identified yourself first not even as a person, but as a Librarian, a title and a description that
they gave you themselves.” Zerrex said mildly, and Eratosthenes looked dumbfounded by this
statement. “I mean, you could have even said you considered yourself a Strange Beast or
Guardian or whatever, but you didn‟t. You were pretty specific about saying „Librarian‟ there.
Just like the First Gods called you.”
Eratosthenes grumbled and fidgeted in the wheelchair, and then he finally glowered over
his shoulder, asking irritably: “And what do you call yourself, Zerrex? Are you a male, a god, or
do you not deign to call yourself anything, superior as you obviously are?”
“Did you absorb my sarcasm genes or something? Damn genes.” Zerrex punched his own
leg lightly, and Eratosthenes gave him a look like he‟d just bitten into a lemon, which only made
the reptile snort in amusement before he rose his hands… and grinned widely as the wheelchair
continued to propel itself along with only a bit of concentration from the reptile. “Hey look, I
have mental powers!”
“The mental powers of a youngling, perhaps.” Eratosthenes muttered, and Sephire
giggled behind her mask before Zerrex glared at her, and she quickly cleared her throat. “Stop
avoiding my question, it is irksome.”
“You‟re. Irksome.” Zerrex said lamely, and then he finally rolled his eyes when the
Librarian glared over his shoulder at him, the reptile returning his hands to the wheelchair to
continue to push it forwards. “I‟m a person, Error. A person first and foremost. No better than
you, or her, or anyone else in this world. No different, either.”

Now the Strange Beast simply looked confused, but before he could further argue, Cindy
knocked twice on a large red door and a Dragokkaren quickly opened this, saluting her briskly
before he stepped out of the way and let them enter. Cindy bowed aside to allow the others to
enter first, smiling a little at her father, and Zerrex carefully wheeled the Strange Beast through
as the line filtered into an expansive meeting room that was dominated by a slightly-bean-shaped
wooden table.
Mengele was sitting beside White in one of the crappy orange plastic chairs that
surrounded it, and the shaggy, white-furred lupine looked up with a grin, grizzled and roughlooking. He was a genius, but he was also from a particularly-savage species that had spread like
a plague once upon a time through the north… and very few living descendants of this rare breed
still existed today. Vampire had been a dire wolf in life, explaining his size, and to a point, his
damage resistance: not that his supernatural ability to resist being killed by anything had been
common to the dire wolves, only that the dire wolves themselves were said to be able to take
enormous amounts of punishment before dying, hence part of the reason their egos had always
been so big.
Huck was pouting on the other side of the table, although he couldn‟t help but shoot a
curious look towards Eratosthenes as Zerrex carefully wheeled him to the table, keeping him a
short distance away from Mengele and letting Maria seat herself near the shackled lupine: the
Broken was one of the few things Mengele wouldn‟t mock or attempt to constantly harass.
Cindy, meanwhile, sat on White‟s other side, and he actually paused in his leering examination
of Eratosthenes to look over and smile at her, acknowledging her presence with much greater
warmth and enthusiasm as Cherry sulked a bit from one end of the table, even as Daria and
Sephire sat on either side of her, the goddess popping her facemask open with an interested look
around the room.
A projector hung from the ceiling, and a laptop sat in front of Huck, a small wireless
antenna standing out of the side of this. On one of the whitewashed walls was an enormous
screen, and the other walls had note-boards of various sizes stuck over them, information tacked
to some and Hez‟Rannan runes scrawled over others denoting schedules and times. Everything
was kept surprisingly-neat… and as they settled in, Mengele looked again towards Eratosthenes
before he asked with a grin: “Oh, so did you reconsider my proposal to perform an examination
on one of these creatures? I‟d love to cut them open and see what makes them tick…”
“Don‟t even start, Mengele.” Cindy said dryly, and the wolf snorted in entertainment as
he rose his manacled arms and dropped them on the table, making almost everyone cringe at the
sound of the metal chains scraping and biting against the steel manacles and hardened wood.
“I‟ve got an idea for you, genius, how about you don‟t be a jerk?”
“How about you stuff your face back into your girlfriend‟s cunt?” Mengele retorted
crudely, and Huck‟s eyes bulged as he began to giggle childishly while Maria looked shocked
and Zerrex didn‟t know if he wanted to laugh or toss Mengele out a window: the same reaction
that the wolf always seemed to bring out in him, no matter how much time he seemed to spend
around him. “If you didn‟t bring it here to be dissected, then why did you bring it here, Lord
Zerrex? Don‟t tell me you decided to try and cure the monsters with hugs?”
“I‟d demonstrate, but Error here would probably try and kill me.” Zerrex replied mildly,
and Eratosthenes grumbled under his breath before the Drakkaren glanced mildly around the
table, noting that Huck was giggling stupidly still and Cherry looked like she was about ready to
explode and rip Mengele apart piece-by-piece, as the Dragokkaren soldier that had let them in

awkwardly stood near the doorway, the bruises on his body letting the reptile know he had likely
already intervened once. “So what did you find out?”
A simple question, but the wolf‟s eyes lit up before he bowed his head and gestured
courteously to Cindy, and Cindy smiled slightly at him, nodding back: when it came to his job, at
least, Mengele was ridiculously arrogant and controlling… but also incredibly professional. The
female stood up after a moment, and then she said quietly: “We‟ve isolated the genes and cell
structures, and Huck has gone through the full list of genetic information. A lot of it seems to be
drawn from my own Ark Project…which is both a relief and a disappointment, because it means
that at least most of the genetic sequences they‟ve gotten their hands on are older ones, now that
the Ark is kept under lock-and-key in a laboratory in Elysium.”
Zerrex nodded slowly: Cindy‟s Ark Project was a storage center of genetic information,
filled with not just DNA sequences and the nuts and bolts of genes, but memories, stories,
instincts, and laws that had been bred into the genetic structures of people over the years. It
encompassed enormous and difficult-to-comprehend experiments and data, and yet the
information had been stolen from Cindy before the people behind the scenes had begun to vanish
one-by-one: too late they had discovered that Camus had something to do with the vast plot, and
yet Zerrex wasn‟t surprised to learn that whoever had been working for Camus had apparently
decided to share this information out with someone else who the Broken, for all his knowledge
and wisdom, likely had never known about.
Camus, after all, had tried to use the information to make a point: he had forgotten that
people had a nasty habit of trying to get away with doing quick and easy and really stupid things
for their own benefit, such as passing genetic data on for a massive profit to someone who would
do unsavory things with it. Cindy, however, was handling herself with calmness and pride, and
the reptile admired it: when she had first learned that Camus had used the gathered genetic
information of the Ark to make Cinderella and Prometheus, after all, she had thrown a fit that
had terrified half the colony they had been living in at that time.
She looked over the group, and then she said quietly: “For those of you who don‟t know,
the Ark contains genetic data, patterns, genomes, and DNA samples of almost every species of
demon, angel, and mortal, and even the gene structures of gods willing to cooperate with the
project. Huck, if you please?”
Huck looked up dumbly, and then he flipped open the laptop and hammered a few
commands over the keyboard with a blush, and a moment later the project clicked on, images
blinking rapidly over the screen mounted on the wall before it steadied and halted on several
large DNA helixes. Cindy slipped away from the table to walk towards the screen, facing
towards them under the glare of the projector as she pointed at one of the DNA helixes. “The
main difference between normal mortal DNA and „supernatural‟ genes is in the fact that they are
capable of adaptive mutation, both spontaneous and gradual. This means that over the years,
their genetic structure will actually evolve and change… useful for letting us track not only the
age of a supernatural entity, but their strengths and weaknesses as well.
“Why this is important is because it means the sample data shown here…” She tapped a
different helix. “Which was taken from the corpse of the recombinant, is actually made of older
genes. They‟ve mutated slightly, but they are still fairly „fresh,‟ and by reversing the „aging‟
process thanks to a scale-back chemical designed by Mengele, we were able to determine many
of these Gemini genes were taken from samples of Ark data belonging to Mahihko and Lone.
Following this pattern, we scaled back the genetic aging and reversed the mutations present in
other genes, and discovered this recombinant was synthetically formed from no less than five

different genetic structures. The specific Gemini genes of Mahihko and Lone count as one: the
other four are specific-Vampire, specific-Selena, a generic Daius sample, and a generic succubus
sample. The result, as you saw, was a very hardy lupine-Drakkaren-morph, capable of
controlling fire and repairing massive organ tissue damage until we killed it by inducing an
immense system shock and full cardiac failure… or rather, destruction, I should say, leaving the
organ irreparable and terminating the creature.
“These genes are bound together by a synthetic chemical we have yet to examine,
keeping the spliced genes stable. If I had to guess, I would say this creature was grown in a very
short period of time, as an adult clone in a test-tube…” She grimaced a bit, shaking her head
slowly. “Upon autopsy, we discovered that it did not possess a natural skeleton… instead, it had
a metallic, synthetically-produced „frame‟ inside its body, and even its spinal cord was not made
of actual bones, but instead a spongy material not entirely unlike cartilage, supported by steel
screws and lined with copper wire, probably used to help conduct signals through its body.
Mengele, would you like to take over?”
Cindy looked at the wolf, and Mengele nodded, not standing up as he grunted at Huck,
but the Dragokkaren only glowered slightly as he changed the slides to show an empty silhouette
of a person with their limbs splayed, the inside of the shape filled with bones and alien-looking
organs, detail shots of a skull made of steel and a strange, fleshy grey lump next to this as Cindy
stepped to the side of the screen and leaned against the wall. “It reminds me in some ways of
technologies developed during the Great War, after the Patriarch had all competing technologies
erased from existence. I developed the Toxin Unit in a similar way… in fact, you could almost
say that Toxin was a prototype for these creatures, and I say this with some pride.
“But it was taken a step further: instead of using natural beings and upgrading them, they
were made entirely from scratch. Instead of grafting in metal and microchips, the metal skeleton
was assembled first, along with synthetic organ systems which were implanted with data chips
and wired with other assistive systems to both enhance the thought processes and the life support
functions of the creatures.” Mengele said mildly, gesturing absently towards the grey mass on the
screen as his chains rattled. “The brain in particular: the gray matter was very much synthetic
goop, but it was heavily wired with processors, microchips, and data receivers, which were filled
with all variety of genetic information.
“Flesh, blood vessels, skin and fur and scale… they were all then grown overtop the
skeleton. A fascinating procedure… this beast was not designed perfectly, but it was created
more than well enough to get done the jobs that were required of it, and its flesh became rubbery
as it settled into place.” Mengele licked his lips thoughtfully, gazing almost longingly at the
image. “I‟d wish I‟d thought of it myself. Whatever they grew this beast in must have been
almost like a machine mold… I would say it was impossible, but as I have learned, this
delusional afterlife is filled with secrets and surprises that would make the scientists of my day
scream with disbelief and kill themselves just so they could continue to pretend they knew how
the world worked.”
Mengele laughed at this, then he shook his head and grinned slightly as he drew his eyes
over the diagram again. “You may have noticed the surgery scars on the creature, or you may
have not. Either way, by reopening these wounds, it became very clear that the organs had been
implanted after the creature had been built. Again, like a machine… when it was first grown and
designed, it must have been non-sentient, little more than a spongy mass in the shape of a
clusterfuck of low-wolf and belly-crawler, but the moment those pseudo-organs were in place

and pumping chemicals and data through the creature, it was brought into „life,‟ if I may use the
term loosely. At the end of the day, it is a… White, you had a term for it, what was it again?”
“A flesh golem.” White said softly, and Zerrex made a face at this: the classic madscientist experiment, a creature made up of other creatures stitched and strung together.
“Whoever did this took mortal technology, modified it, and applied old-fashioned magic to it. At
least, that‟s my two cents. It looks more like necromancy than science, after all.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, rubbing at the underside of his muzzle with a bit of a grimace, and
then Sephire snorted before she leaned on her muzzle, muttering: “Shit. Maybe it‟s just because I
went through this crazy crap but that looks a fuck of a lot like what was done to me.”
“Oh, so you‟re a mechanical puppet as well?” Mengele asked curiously, looking over to
her as his eyes almost glowed, and Sephire stuck her tongue out at him and blew a raspberry.
“Intriguing… I see you have the same genetic archetype as Cherry. You two must be related,
distantly.”
“Will everyone stop fucking guessing that?” Sephire asked irritably, sitting back and then
glowering at Cherry as the hermaphrodite grumbled and crossed her arms moodily. “I want there
to be one goddamn person who‟s surprised when I finally tell them that, seriously.”
“Oh please, even an idiot like Lord Zerrex would see the resemblance. I can tell from
here you two even share the same indulgences in physical depravity and barbarianism… it makes
me wonder more on the essence of the nature and nurture argument.” Mengele said moodily, and
Cindy snorted in amusement before Mengele shook her head in distaste. “But let us return to the
point of discussion, before we become any further distracted by… unnecessary things.”
“I‟m gonna kill you.” Sephire muttered grumpily, and Cherry grunted in agreement as
Zerrex only sighed and rolled his eyes… but the dire wolf was studying the diagram
thoughtfully, his strange white eyes almost glowing as his mind ticked visibly away in thought.
Then he nodded slightly, glancing back over the table and saying thoughtfully: “I do not
believe this recombinant is the apex of your opponent‟s technology and designs. The shock of its
heart being destroyed killed it, but not in the way you would normally consider an opponent to
have „died:‟ rather, it was as if you removed the engine from a car. Without it, the vehicle does
not function, cannot move by itself… but all it requires is a new engine, and it will be back
moving. During autopsy, we noted that the cells of its body were still alive, even if slowed and
feeble, although its higher functions had been eradicated.”
“So the body of the recombinant is still technically alive?” Zerrex made a face at this,
straightening slightly in his seat. “But the organ systems are so… separate from the creature,
that-”
“Exactly. The shell of the creature is almost like a separate organism from its synthetic
organs and bone system. The more I consider this theory, the more interesting the recombinant
becomes to me… and the worse our situation gets as well, despite my… twisted delight at seeing
such a complex being brought to life by an opponent we cannot afford to underestimate.”
Mengele said thoughtfully, rubbing at the underside of his muzzle before he grinned slightly over
at Zerrex as the Drakkaren frowned darkly. “Imagine, after all, what will happen if our opponent
manages to engineer an organ system capable of replication and repairing itself as well. It will be
a separated and almost-invulnerable outer shell overtop an intelligent inner system that can
reconstruct itself time and time again… the only way to ensure such a creature remains dead
would be to annihilate it entirely, or dissect its body and destroy each organ piece-by-piece. As it
is, I would recommend that we cremate the corpse once we‟re finished researching it, as was the

same standard procedure we followed back when working with the Patriarch‟s biological
weapons. We don‟t want it getting off the table and murdering poor Huckleberry, do we?”
“I hate you.” Huck said slowly and clearly, and then he slammed the laptop and grumbled
under his breath as Zerrex digested the theory Mengele had come up with: he didn‟t exactly like
the thought of going up against an unknown amount of beings as durable as Vampire and made
from their genetic information, thus likely capable of all sorts of terrible things… and then Huck
sighed a bit and added drolly: “And not to pile on, but I think I was able to figure out how they
know who to target. The microchips in their brains let them identify people from a data listing…
although the chips I extracted from our dead recombinant friend here were pretty fried thanks to
a power backlash caused by the system shock, I was able to pull enough information from it to
know that it had information on almost every person you‟ve ever met, Zerrex, almost like one
big who‟s-who guidebook. There were also implants on the optic center of the brain that would
allow it to see in different wavelengths, letting it pick up specific energy signals and patterns…
you know, so it could basically look at someone and tell what kind of demon or whatever they
were, shit like that… and of course, would definitely be enough to let it pick up on the angel
blood splatters someone‟s been leaving all over specific targets.”
“Great.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing at his head slowly before he nodded a bit, and then he
sat back for a few moments before Eratosthenes awkwardly reached over and poked at him, and
the reptile looked at the Librarian as he glanced nervously out over the group before he said
quietly: “Go ahead, just… talk.”
“Yes, by all means, nothing you say can make you sound any more idiotic than the
testosterone queen sitting by the wind-up toy.” Mengele said disdainfully, and Cherry growled as
Sephire looked dumbly at the hermaphrodite, then let out a shout as she realized that the wolf
was talking about her as well. “Oh, thank you so much for making my point.”
Zerrex slapped his forehead, then rose a hand to silence the grumbles at the table –
mostly coming in the form of spitted curses from Cherry – before Eratosthenes glanced at the
chart, and then back down at the table, rubbing slowly at the back of his neck. Then he put the
quartz Viper down on the surface of the wood before carefully shoving himself to his feet from
the wheelchair with a grunt, swaying slowly on the spot before he said quietly and calmly:
“You‟ve all overlooked the most important element of this being… not how it was made, or what
it is made of… but why it was created in the first place. Why these specific genetic patterns were
created and used… bring up the diagram again, I will show you.”
Slowly, Error slipped away from the table, half-staggering around the others as Huck
frowned but opened his laptop to go back a slide, and the Strange Beast grunted and half-pushed
Cindy away when she stepped forwards to help him, shaking his head mutely before he almost
slapped one of the DNA helixes tiredly. “This is the beast, correct? What you refer to as the
recombinant?” He glanced towards Cindy, obviously trusting her deference most in the room,
and when she nodded, he grunted and turned towards it creakily, pointing out a short series of
genes that were framed in green triangles. “You assume that these are warped or damaged genes,
don‟t you?”
“They don‟t seem to serve any purpose… I thought they were just empty genetic code, or
genes that had been mangled due to the binding process.” Cindy said slowly, and Error only
snorted and shook his head slowly, making her frown as Mengele looked up sharply. “What is it?
What are they, then?”
“We called these „culls,‟ or restrictive genes… every Guardian has them.” the Strange
Beast said tiredly, and he leaned back against the screen, covering his eyes with a wince from the

projector. “Accursed light… but in simple terms, they‟re control genes. They absorb chemical
imbalances created by certain energies and radiation and stop our genetic structure from
mutating out of control. These are immature genes, meaning this creature you killed was not at
full maturity… when a Guardian reaches adulthood, as you refer to it, these genes reach full size
and stop any further genetic growth. They bind our genetic structure… and if we try and
forcefully change ourselves in any way, to become stronger than we are, or to adapt and evolve
ourselves further, they simply dissolve themselves.”
“So what, they dissolve, big deal.” Mengele said distastefully, but Cindy was frowning a
bit as she studied the diagram slowly before realization visibly dawned on her, and the wolf only
glanced up and tilted his head curiously. “What?”
“Look at the layout, though… I get it, the way these genes are arranged across the
helix… if they dissolve, they‟ll destroy the rest of the strings binding these other genes
together… it triggers a self-destruct process, doesn‟t it?” Cindy frowned at Error as he nodded
slowly. “So they‟re a double-edged sword… they keep you healthy, but they stop you from…
but wait, how were you able to take my father‟s powers, then? Why didn‟t it kill you?”
Eratosthenes looked at her tiredly… but when he realized she was only curious, when he
saw there was no grudge in her eyes, he frowned thoughtfully at her before a faint smile spread
over his face as he straightened with a grimace. “Because I am the Librarian. My ability to
modify and store genetic information permitted me to first mutate the culls, and then blank them
of any information. I was also asked to perform this process by Lord God on other Guardians…
and it is a process I even performed for the First Gods themselves. The cull genes were installed
in all of us by Order, even though Creation and Life were the ones who created most of the
Guardians… but sometimes the First Gods saw it necessary to enhance or change us, and it was
always my duty to perform these transformations. Creation… Creation taught me how.”
His eyes travelled to Zerrex for a moment, looking at him silently… and then he
grimaced, straightening and shaking his head slowly. “I did not know there were multiple…
recombinants, as you called them. My dealings were only ever with one of them. The few times I
spoke with the masked entity known as Lord God, he referred to him not by name but instead as
his „Purifier.‟ From what I have heard and only a glance at this genetic sequence, I can tell you
the Purifier is not the one you killed.”
“Yeah, don‟t worry, we figured that already.” Zerrex muttered, and he grimaced a bit at
Error as the Strange Beast turned his eyes towards him. “The Purifier was the one who showed
up while I was in chains, right? He‟s the one obsessed with me.”
Eratosthenes nodded and looked down silently, and Zerrex smiled awkwardly at him
before the creature finally stepped away from the screen, muttering to himself as he carefully
made his way back down the table and not bothering to look up when Huck asked quietly: “What
can you tell us about Lord God and this Purifier then? The information we have here is a lot of
good stuff to go on, and I‟m slowly narrowing down our leads thanks to the suppliers mentioned
in the invoices and the names of crafters and scientists that have been listed… but all we‟ve got
information on right now is stuff we‟ve already killed, and that‟s only going to take us so far.”
The Strange Beast sighed a bit as he sat in his wheelchair, quietly picking up the quartz
statue in his hand, and then he murmured: “I‟m afraid that the only thing I can really tell you is
that I am a naïve fool. I never learned much about Lord God… although at first I did not trust
him, he swayed me with his stories and told me he knew all about the evils Naganis had wrought.
He told me I would need allies and not just my army of Guardians… he told me he would give

me information. He told me he had strong friends and spies in the ranks of Naganis, but… I
believe it was all lies and misinformation.
“He wore a mask, like some of Heaven‟s elite wear. I believe I heard him referred to as a
„Metatron,‟ whatever that is… and he often had with him giants. Soulless, terrible giants.”
Eratosthenes leaned back in the chair, frowning deeply as he tried to explain things Zerrex was
thinking he had not only never seen before, he had never really paid attention to, too singleminded and intent on his self-imposed tasks. “He claimed to know some of the ancient gods from
times long past… he bought the alliance between us with names like Thanatos, Pandora, and
Jupiter… he kept me focused on revenge and, I realize now, all too often I was left doing his
dirty work for him, while receiving little in return.
“The Purifier and I had little to do with one another. He sometimes brought messages and
other times only acted as Lord God‟s accompaniment and disciplinarian.” Error looked down at
the table and shook his head slowly. “He is like raw power given form… he seems to fear
nothing and obeys only Lord God. I cannot tell if he is insane, overzealous, or simply cruel. I
was scared of him, but Iron seemed to admire him, and was eager to kowtow to Lord God‟s
power.”
“When I faced Iron in the power room, I found dead messengers and others from Devil‟s
Maw and Temptation in the passage leading to it… I have no idea how many people he killed,
and it sounds like he wasn‟t doing it under your orders.” Zerrex said quietly, and Error looked
disgusted at this, shaking his head bitterly.
“My quarrel was not with them. They were taken into our fold, I thought they would be
loyal… but from what my scouts who reported back from Temptation told me, the people of this
universe do not all understand the concept of devotion.” Error said disgustedly, looking down at
the quartz figurine in his hand. “But what do I know? Maybe they were doing exactly what they
were told to do… I was guaranteed a never-ending supply of soldiers and reinforcements from
Lord God when I spoke to him after one of my attacks against you went wrong. He provided me
with the information on where weapons that could harm you were and he provided me with the
army, said they were… „dregs and wastrels and prisoners, being given a second chance.‟”
Zerrex gritted his teeth at this, shaking his head slowly as he muttered: “Great… you
were played from the beginning, Eratosthenes. Were you even supposed to do what you did to
me, or were you just supposed to kill me?”
“No, I was asked… ordered, I should say… to keep you alive.” Error said quietly, and
Zerrex frowned at him, tilting his head. “I decided to absorb your powers because I thought it
would render you harmless. Originally, Lord God wanted you transported to another location, a
research facility of some kind.”
Eratosthenes didn‟t seem to realize the effect this had on all present as they all looked
towards him, the Strange Beast only looking down at his quartz figure and muttering: “I did not
realize that „suggestions‟ were to be taken as „orders‟ until after the Purifier appeared, although
he said that Lord God was pleased enough that he wouldn‟t have to run the risk of you doing
anything with your abilities… he still wanted you transported, but I refused. He was furious
when he heard you escaped… I suppose I owe you my life, really. Had I been discovered by him
instead of you I would likely have been killed by the Purifier for my failure.”
“Back up, Error, tell me about this research facility.” Zerrex said sharply, and
Eratosthenes looked at him curiously before the reptile said quietly: “It might be real important.
Can you tell me about it?”

The Strange Beast looked at him, then around the table, before he finally shrugged with a
grunt as he rested back in his wheelchair, looking a little drained. “Fine, I suppose, but I dislike
this. Hours ago you were my enemy. Now you act like my best friend, and all these other strange
beings seem to think it completely normal. I feel the aggression emanating off some of you and
yet you hide it well, and a few of you seem to hold none at all of what I did against me, showing
me understanding and compassion that would be insulting if I was not so honored by it… and
still so embarrassed by my own naivety. And you call me a „Strange Beast.‟
“Fine, fine.” Error grimaced at the insistent look Zerrex gave him, the creature slowly
sitting up with a groan. “It‟s less torturous than what the Primordials would do to our kind if they
captured one of us, I suppose, although your endless curiosity is loathsome and annoying,
Zerrex. The research facility reminded me of the science and botany laboratories back home,
from what I saw… it was upon the mortal planet, and Lord God told me that he had it there
instead of on his home planet, Heaven, because it was much easier to avoid detection, especially
as mortals continue to build their cities higher and countries wider.”
Zerrex grimaced at this, nodding slowly, and Error looked back and forth before he
continued with a frown at the table: “There were many… large buildings that he called
warehouses. And tall structures he referred to as silos… and he had many demons and angels.
They were moving containers back and forth… many of them contained the dark essence found
in Hell in concentrated liquid form, while others contained what he referred to as the
„Purification‟ of Heaven.”
“Any landmarks or shit? Do you know where it is?” Huck asked with a frown, leaning
forwards eagerly, and Eratosthenes looked moodily at the Dragokkaren as the male opened his
laptop back up and began to tap commands through it quickly, the projector clicking before the
DNA diagrams vanished and instead a satellite uplink appeared, a loading bar scrawling across
the bottom of the screen. “Seriously, we got this thing called the „eye in the sky‟ now and we can
totally-”
“I understand that there are technologies floating in the skies above, obnoxious creature.”
Eratosthenes said moodily, and Huck grumbled under his breath before the Librarian shook his
head slowly. “I saw his base, but I was never told the area it was located in. Besides, such mortal
geography is meaningless to me in a world that is not my home. I was often told that the fortress
I used as my base was called Empyreal Throne, and resided in the Lailland region. That Devil‟s
Maw and Temptation were the closest cities. This means as much to me as if I told you I used to
live in Tam‟Bat Quarton of the Center of the Universe. Without context, a name is meaningless.”
“Dude, a name‟s a name. My name is Huck, I am the context, just like if you look outside
and see, hey, the moon, the moon‟s the context of the moon.” Huck said flatly, before he pointed
at Mengele. “Or like, you see him, and Mengele‟s context is that he‟s a giant fucking asshole.”
“That‟s hilarious, Huckleberry. You can tell that joke to your boy-toy before he diddles
you tonight. Then he can be a fucking asshole like me and you can just be the same fucked
asshole you‟ve always been.” Mengele said ironically, and Huck gaped as Zerrex and Cherry
looked at each other, then covered their muzzles and laughed as Cindy rolled her eyes with a
tired sigh. “Oh sorry, did I go over your head? I was mocking your sexual preference.”
Huck stuttered stupidly, but before he could reply or Mengele could make the situation
any worse than it already was, Zerrex rolled his eyes before he asked Eratosthenes clearly: “So
does that mean you know where the research facility is or not?”
“I do. Or rather, if we go to a gathering point, I‟ll be able to locate it.” Error replied
mildly, glancing over at Zerrex and nodding slowly, and the Drakkaren tilted his head curiously.

“One of the zones that my brethren use to prepare their forces. Empty areas, devoid of complex
life or technology, where we can concentrate and wait for others, then locate the nearest, largest
source of electricity and assault it. The electrical energies that mortals use to power their
technologies is very easy for us to lock on to, they look to me as a beacon of light would look to
you.”
Zerrex looked curiously at Error, but then he only shook his head slowly and sighed a bit,
saying dryly as he picked up his quartz figurine: “I am tired now. Perhaps we can continue this
discussion another time… I do not have the strength or energy to do so right now.”
The Drakkaren looked for a few moments uneasily at the Strange Beast… and then he
only nodded a bit before he stood up, grasping the back of his wheelchair and smiling awkwardly
around the table at the others as they all looked at him. “I‟m going to find Error someplace to
rest. Continue the discussion without me, just jot me down some notes I can read later with
whatever you guys figure out, okay?”
Cherry rose a hand to him with a grunt and Cindy nodded as other eyes gazed at him
respectfully, and then Missy hopped quickly to her feet and followed after the Drakkaren as he
carefully pushed the wheelchair out into the hall. The Dragokkaren guard shut the door behind
them, and Zerrex looked at her curiously as she gazed back awkwardly for a moment before
saying finally: “I figured… you know. I‟d come with y‟all. That ain‟t no place for a country girl
like me in there.”
Zerrex smiled a little at her, and then he nodded as he turned and began to push
Eratosthenes down the hall, saying quietly: “I guess I can understand that. I hate meetings like
that myself… they just push my anxieties higher and higher and we don‟t usually settle on much
of anything. It‟s good that we got the information out into the open that we did, and we can warn
others… but still… anyway, Error, where would you like to rest? We can bunk here, of course,
or I can take you back to Acheron… even to Elysium.”
“What? I… I‟m not sure, I only want to be somewhere quieter, I suppose… I heal fine in
the mortal world, where there‟s no interfering corruption or purification.” Eratosthenes said after
a moment, glancing nervously up at Zerrex as he played clumsily with the Viper statuette in his
hands. “Why do you purposefully make things awkward?”
“What do you mean? Are you still hung up on that whole „we were enemies‟ thing or
something?” Zerrex glanced down at the Strange Beast curiously as they walked down the
corridor slowly, and Eratosthenes grunted, not replying as he only looked ahead, Missy tilting
her own head with interest as her scarlet eyes almost glowed. “Dude, it‟s over. The past is the
past, let it lay where it belongs… in the past.”
Error looked over his shoulder for a moment at this, and then he grumbled under his
breath as he nodded a little and looked forwards, before Missy said carefully: “You know,
Zerrex, not to say I don‟t trust you or nothing… but I‟m a little weirded-out myself on how you
can apparently be so forgiving to a guy that apparently stole your powers and got some close
friends of yours killed.”
“I can‟t lay those deaths at Error‟s doorstep… the people the other Strange Beasts have
killed over the years, perhaps, but even then that‟s up for debate.” Zerrex said softly, reaching
forwards and squeezing the male‟s shoulder gently, and Eratosthenes looked up at him with
surprise as Zerrex smiled a little. “Believe me. I know well how difficult and awkward this is,
and truth is, sometimes it never really does get easier. But… all the same, I don‟t blame you for
what happened. I‟m going to be wary around you, sure, and it‟ll take some getting used to,
especially when you start recovering more… but you‟re welcome here with us, now. Maybe I‟ll

still have to send you on your way, if these Strange Beasts continue to be such goddamn assholes
and you end up acting like a jerk… but… you aren‟t my enemy anymore, Librarian.”
“Thank you, Zerrex.” Error muttered quietly, glancing down at the Viper statuette in his
hands… and then he sighed a bit as they entered the lobby, Zerrex pausing to let Eratosthenes
glance back and forth, his eyes roving over red-scaled Dragokkaren, demons, and a few other
species here and there, armored guards patrolling slowly, looking relaxed but still professional.
“I find it strange. In many other sections of this world, there‟s such a mix of species… here, it
seems like the Center of the Universe… the Guardians dominated, with a few rare other creatures
here and there…”
Zerrex nodded a bit, and then he carefully turned the wheelchair, pushing Eratosthenes
towards the entrance as he said softly: “Hez‟Ranna is the Cradle of Life to the Drakkai… it‟s
always been separate from the rest of the world, a little different from everything else. Come on,
we‟ll mingle a little bit, let you look at Uroboros. Uroboros is the capital city, you know… do
you know what that means?”
“I am not an idiot, Zerrex, and I did extract plenty of trivial information along with
genetic memories from the prisoners I was given.” the Strange Beast grumbled in a surly voice,
and Zerrex couldn‟t help but smile amusedly as he slouched back in his wheelchair. “A capital
city is like the Grand Sanctuary of the Center of the Universe… or rather, what was the Grand
Sanctuary. It is a place of high regard where parliamentary procedure is set forwards, often the
home of a nation‟s leaders. The seat of power, so to speak.”
“Couldn‟t have phrased it better myself.” Zerrex glanced over at Missy, and the
Benevolent smiled back to him as they stepped out onto the street before she gazed back and
forth in awe at the sight of the enormous structures, Dragokkaren, demons, and a few angels
walking past along the stone roads, the sky above beautiful blue, a soft breeze blowing through
the air, making the heat much more comfortable as birds chirped and insects sang. “Let‟s head
towards Asylum.”
Error glanced up curiously at this, then shrugged a bit as Zerrex pushed the wheelchair
down the road, Missy trailing behind him and gazing back and forth at the huge structures built
by large Dragokkaren: figures that towered at least double her height, and in a few cases, even
triple, despite the fact many were still clearly mortal. There was little technology, and everything
followed traditional routines that had been set into play countless years ago… and although once
they had been forced to flee this land when it had been turned into a vast inferno by a pair of
Primordials, when Zerrex had destroyed the aggressors and restored the beauty of the jungles, the
Dragokkaren had landed the immense space colony that they had escaped in and quickly
resumed life as usual.
Eratosthenes looked curious as he glanced back and forth, before he pointed towards a
street vendor as they passed, other Drakkai in traditional loincloths and worn clothing gathered
around and shuffling through hand-carved statuettes and totems made of wood. “What are those?
Are these a particularly pious people, Zerrex? I have not seen many mortals interested in
religious artifacts.”
“You obviously never met my Poppa or any of the congregation, then.” Missy muttered,
and Error frowned over his shoulder at her, which made the Benevolent grumble and glower
back, crossing her arms. “Well, it‟s true. How exactly did you celebrate your gods and faith,
then? „Cause I‟m thinking it was probably a little bit of a different hoedown when you can see
your gods right in front of your face, instead of prayin‟ your soul out to something that‟s
supposed to be somewhere above but you ain‟t never gonna get a chance to see.”

“She‟s just bitter that Heaven turned out to be crappy.” Zerrex said mildly, and Missy
punched him in the arm before she winced and grabbed her fist, Zerrex grinning at her and
flexing his right limb slowly. “Yeah, that ain‟t gonna work anymore.”
Missy huffed, then kicked him hard in the leg, and the Drakkaren yelped and cursed as he
grabbed at his shin with a wince and a glare towards her. Eratosthenes ignored them, however, as
he glanced towards the artifacts… and then he grunted as he pushed himself up from the chair,
half-staggering over to the vendor and pushing his way through the Dragokkaren as Zerrex and
Missy both looked dubiously at the Strange Beast: since the Librarian looked more like a
Naganatine than a Viper, he at least probably wouldn‟t set off too many alarms… but the
Drakkaren nonetheless pushed the wheelchair closer and hovered anxiously as Error pawed
through dream-catchers and prayer beads, asking curiously: “Where are your testaments or
scriptures? I am new to this region and this religion. I wish to learn about it.”
“Oh, most of Hez‟Rannan lore is passed down through oral tradition… if you really want
to understand the prayers and religion of the land, you‟ll have to talk to one of the priests or seek
knowledge at the temples.” the Dragokkaren replied warmly, looking interestedly over the
Strange Beast. “Are you from Elysium? Are you a demon who seeks a new faith?”
“No, I‟m from somewhere much further away.” Eratosthenes said mildly, apparently
knowing it was for the best he wasn‟t entirely truthful at the moment, then he frowned and
picked up a dream-catcher made of bones and gemstones, examining it slowly. “Interesting.
What is this for?”
“Catching nightmares and keeping your sleep comfortable.” the vendor replied, and
Eratosthenes studied it curiously before he added: “We take items in trade as well as ICF and
gold coins…”
Eratosthenes looked up curiously at this, and then Zerrex finally stepped forwards with a
roll of his eyes, reaching into his pocket and concentrating as a shape formed in his palm… and
then the reptile held up a large, blue gemstone, saying mildly: “How about this for that, then?
Lapis lazuli, I think.”
The vendor looked thoughtfully at the stone, then he smiled at Zerrex and nodded, the
two trading the items and Zerrex hanging the dream-catcher on the back of Error‟s wheelchair as
the Strange Beast looked at him curiously, and then the lizard grunted and jerked his head
towards the chair. “Come on, get back in here before you go hurting yourself.”
Eratosthenes glanced at him for a moment, and then he nodded a little and grumbled
under his breath as he pushed his way back past the Dragokkaren, muttering: “Very well,
Zerrex… I suppose that‟s the best choice for now. I‟d like to see more of this nation.”
Zerrex nodded as Error grunted and sat back down in the wheelchair with a grumble,
rubbing at his head and breathing a little hard, but otherwise seeming to handle the slight
exertion better, as the reptile carefully backed into the road and Missy followed them curiously,
the Benevolent‟s red eyes glowing as she muttered: “Weird vibes in the air…”
“That‟s Hez‟Ranna. Weird.” Zerrex said with a bit of a smile, and Missy looked at him
for a moment before she smiled hesitantly as they started back down the wide golden street, the
female falling into step beside the Drakkaren as he quietly pushed Eratosthenes along, the reptile
glancing back and forth as they walked down the golden stone and he murmured: “You know,
it‟s funny… but Hez‟Ranna has always been the one place where I‟ve never minded people. I
don‟t know if it‟s because of the air, because this is my… my home, in many ways, or if it‟s
because of the culture… but I‟ve always loved it here.”

Missy looked at him curiously for a few moments, and then she smiled a little, asking
quietly: “So what does that mean, Biggs, you grew up here? From your stories, I thought you
grew up in Ire.”
“No, no, that‟s right… I grew up in Ire. But from the moment I set foot here… have you
ever had that feeling of coming home, even if you‟ve never been to a place before in your entire
life?” Zerrex asked curiously, and Missy only looked at him for a few moments with a bit of a
frown, which made the lizard laugh a little. “I know, I know, it sounds weird as hell out loud.
What about you, Error, you ever set into a place that felt just like home?”
Eratosthenes seemed to miss the question, however, glancing back and forth along the
street curiously before he blinked when Zerrex cleared his throat loudly, looking over his
shoulder towards him. “What? Sorry. I was surveying these creatures… the variety mixed into
what seems like a very concentrated cultural system. They seem very diligent… and many of
them have noticed you and seem to acknowledge you with great respect, yet they do not single
you out or approach you. I am also still confused as to why their scriptures are not written down
if they are so religious a people.”
“What? Oh, a lot of the stuff is written down, yes, but there‟s no… original testament or
bible, is what the guy really meant. You can buy books on the religion and you can buy texts of
prayers and scrolls and whatnot, but they aren‟t actually used in services… you may not have
noticed, but they‟re pretty traditional a people.” Zerrex said mildly, gesturing around the area,
and Missy smiled at this as Eratosthenes rolled his eyes, muttering under his breath. “The stories
of the Goddess and Hez‟Ranna and the Cradle of Life are known to almost everyone here… and
unlike a lot of religions, the fact that Hell and Heaven came into physical existence doesn‟t
bother these people at all: since their traditions are built specifically around Hez‟Ranna and look
at even the Goddess more as an allegory for nature and harmony, not at Thegragon herself, they
aren‟t as badly-troubled as many religions were discovering that uh-oh, their god isn‟t top god
and it turns out that Thegragon was a real bitch.
“Yes, a lot of the stories they tell are about Thegragon, although she is referred to simply
as the Goddess… but they tell about a very different Goddess than the one I fought and killed
myself in Hell, who was a monster who once fought Naganis.” Zerrex continued calmly, rubbing
absently at his forehead as Eratosthenes looked over his shoulder at him with moody interest.
“And yeah, they look at me… as one of their higher-tier gods. Some of them pray to me, I‟ve
even seen a few fancy statues of me in temples. But at the same time, it‟s… it‟s not directly to
me, you get it? To them, I‟ve come to represent some, I‟m a figurehead, a… a metaphor for an
idea and an ideal… and while they look at me as some shining star or something, they still don‟t
expect much of me. It‟s not like in Unity, where „God has a plan for all of us, to Him we pray for
tribute, to Him we owe our lives, He shall judge us an place us in the afterlife‟ and all that.
They‟re believers who philosophize and still hold themselves accountable… they don‟t bitch and
moan and cry and expect someone else to take responsibility for them, they don‟t want other
people to interfere and solve all their problems, and best of all, they don‟t grovel at the feet of
gods and goddesses while at the same time asking them why they haven‟t made everyone‟s life
into fudge and cake and rainbows.”
“Poppa always said a lot of people had it wrong when they went praying or anything…
that a lot of people like believing in their own religion even with Heaven and Hell floating
around not „cause they really wanna pay tribute to somethin‟, or „cause they like knowing there‟s
an afterlife, even though that second bit‟s a big part of it… but „cause then if things don‟t go
quite right, they can say it‟s all part of God‟s plan… not like they‟re hoping for things to get

better, only „cause people like having something to blame, having something around that lets
them… not be responsible.” Missy explained quietly, smiling a little, and Zerrex nodded with a
bit of a laugh, slightly surprised by the astute observations… but then again, from when he‟d met
the reverend, he‟d seemed like he was smarter than the average mortal was these days. “Poppa
always was interested in all kinds of religions, though… said it was a good way to study different
cultures and different peoples.”
Zerrex nodded at this, and Eratosthenes shook his head slowly, murmuring: “Religion is
such a funny thing. It is not a concept created by the First Gods… we served them but we did
not… pray for help and answers from them. Not only did we recognize they had larger concerns
than our lives, as we were created to serve and aid them… we were often the ones who
discovered things before they did themselves. After all, they created many different genes, but
other things… developed on their own. If they already knew the genetic layout and how DNA
would form itself and interact with other strands of similar and dissimilar chemical composites,
why would they bother have creating me and teaching me what they did?”
The Drakkaren smiled slightly at this, reaching down and squeezing the male‟s shoulder
lightly, and Error grimaced at the contact but didn‟t pull away, looking awkwardly up at Zerrex
before he shook his head and looked back down at the Viper statuette he still clutched in one
hand. “But that is not the point. Gods do not need religion. Gods do not need… idolaters and
worshippers like these mortals. Only fools and cowards require constant tribute and generations
of servants attached to the yolk of flawed scripture. True gods do not choose their servants based
upon who worships them with the loudest praises, who kowtows to rules interpreted and written
not by divine beings, but fellow mortals, tainted with bias.
“We were created as servants… but we stayed by their side because it was always clear
that they needed us, and wanted us. We paid them tribute not through recitation and prayer, but
by singing songs to entertain them, by working in the laboratories and upon their projects and the
worlds far and wide, by fighting in their name against the Primordials that wanted to destroy the
physical universe out of rage and hatred.” Eratosthenes looked disgusted, shaking his head
slowly. “And never once were we asked to enslave the other gods or lower creatures we came
across at times or helped develop over the worlds. Every so often we were asked to aid or defend
them, but the First Gods did not demand worship from them, even though all things in the
universe today exist because of them, from the lowest mortal creature to the highest and most
powerful god. Religion fascinates me, because it is so inherently flawed…”
“I never thought I‟d have to take this side of the argument, considering I‟m usually the
one saying what you are, Error, but it can be a good thing, too.” Zerrex said softly, and
Eratosthenes grunted. “I‟m not saying that anyone has it right quite yet… only that… in
moderation, as with all things, it‟s not completely bad or evil. In fact, I‟m sure it can be very
uplifting… and comforting for people, too. The problem is that… people have a tendency to
abuse things for their own gain, or to escape from reality or to escape from responsibility. But
just like you can‟t say every person in the universe is bad because of the actions of one person,
you can‟t say all religion is bad… it‟s just a tool. And all tools, no matter what their intended
purpose, are only as useful or destructive as the person who wields them.”
Eratosthenes grumbled under his breath at this, and then he shook his head and muttered:
“True, perhaps, but that makes it no less idealistic. Unless you‟re willing to prove your theory by
giving nuclear weapons to every person on the planet to see what they do with them.”
“I‟ve never really approved of bombs, Error, you kill too many innocent people with
them to get to the one bad guy who deserves to be blown to smithereens.” Zerrex replied mildly,

and then he glanced over at Missy as she tilted her head curiously. “Why does that surprise
you?”
“I dunno, ain‟t it worth it if the guy‟s going to send his armies after you or got some
doomsday device of his own he‟s gonna set off otherwise?” she asked, and surprisingly, Error
gave a dry, half-contemptible, half-amused laugh. “What‟s so funny, gimpy?”
“I don‟t know what that word means but I feel insulted nonetheless.” Eratosthenes said
dryly, and then he shook his head slowly. “But no. Soldiers are merely people doing their jobs,
and as I see this world favors rule-through-force, I understand that many soldiers do their work
because they have been bribed, tricked, or bullied into it. You must also consider who and what
you are killing… scientists, medical staff, priests, civilians, and children. At any point and time I
could have had the Guardians construct a Continent Cracker, a device we used to split entire
worlds in half, very useful for getting rid of dead planets or infested zones. But I felt these
creatures warranted further study, first.”
“So you don‟t entirely hate them?” Zerrex tilted his head curiously, and Error shrugged
moodily as he sat back in the chair. “Maybe you have a bigger heart than I thought.”
Eratosthenes grumbled under his breath, then he muttered: “Guardians have no hearts.
We possess the Symposium, the Seat of the Soul. It is the only important piece of our bodies…
as long as it remains intact, we will continue to survive and can regenerate from almost any
wound.”
Zerrex tilted his head curiously at this… and then he smiled a little as they passed into a
different district, walking past an enormous statue of four different-colored Dragokkaren holding
up a massive space colony and saying softly: “I got an idea, let‟s visit an old friend.”
Error looked up curiously at this as Zerrex steered through the verdant green fields and
past the statue, heading off the main road and through the small park beyond to a smaller dirt
path. Houses and duplexes lined the street here, a barbecue in one front yard tended by a smiling
bloodhound, and he glanced up as they passed and rose his can of beer to them, Zerrex waving in
return and Missy blushing a bit as she rose her own hand, saying awkwardly: “Real friendly
„round these parts, ain‟t it? Like being back in the country, „fore everything went crazy.”
Zerrex nodded as they continued a short way down the dirt road, and then he turned
towards a small, yellow stone house with a smile, steering past an ugly black van in the driveway
as Eratosthenes looked back and forth furtively before the reptile walked between the hedges
filled with black roses that grew here and there along the front of the house, stepping over a
smooth, hand-laid stone path onto a small deck and knocking on the oak door. He then pushed
his face against the small window in the front of it, trying to peer through the blurred glass as
Missy laughed and shook her head. “Come on, Biggs, someone sees that and they‟re gonna think
a Tommyknocker‟s at the door.”
“Oh, screw you.” Zerrex smiled despite himself as he leaned back, looking amusedly
over his shoulder, and then the door opened and the reptile turned his eyes back to a warmlysmiling, azure-scaled Dragokkaren, the male standing shirtless with his large wings furled behind
himself, his violet eyes gazing respectfully down at Zerrex from his tall sixteen feet of height as
lithe musculature flexed over his bare, sweaty chest, a plain towel thrown over one shoulder and
camo pants covering his legs. “Are we interrupting?”
“Never, Lord Zerrex.” The Dragokkaren swung a hand up, and Zerrex caught it with a
grin, looking at the faint patchwork of scars that still surrounded the eye of the Dragokkaren…
but the one good thing about dying was that it at least healed the parts of your body you‟d lost
over the course of living. “Please, come right inside.”

Zerrex began to turn, but Missy grabbed the back of the wheelchair and pushed it easily
forwards, and the reptile smiled before he followed the male in, the Dragokkaren‟s strong wings
flapping once as they walked through the entrance hall and into a comfortable den room with a
wide leather couch, a television hooked up to a movie player that was muted but had some old
action movie flashing over the screen, and a scattering of workout equipment and magazines.
The male hopped back on a treadmill, beginning to jog easily as he smiled over at the Drakkaren,
who shook his head with an amused laugh as Missy stared at the enormous sniper rifle mounted
on one wall and Eratosthenes looked back and forth. “Never quit, do you Albatross?”
“Being sent to Heaven instead of Hell was enough shame for a Dragokkaren like myself.
Besides, unlike you, I prefer to focus on agility and survival instead of brute strength.” Albatross
replied eloquently, and then he smiled a little as he rose one of his arms, flexing his bicep and
gazing down at the muscle with an entertained look. “And admittedly, after spending so many
years old and feeble, I still haven‟t quite gotten used to feeling young and hearty again.”
Eratosthenes looked at the treadmill curiously for a few moments as Missy blushed a bit
as her red eyes roved over Albatross‟s handsome, strong frame, and Zerrex shook his head in
amusement before he said amusedly: “Cole Albatross, these are some friends of mine, Missy and
Eratosthenes. Missy is a Benevolent who helped me out of a tight jam I got into, and Error‟s a
Strange Beast I kicked the ass off of.”
Eratosthenes ignored this comment, however, as Albatross nodded a bit, looking neither
surprised or put-off by the information as he continued his easy jogging, and then Error grunted
as he slowly shoved himself to his feet and wobbled past Zerrex towards a set of shelves, the
reptile grimacing a bit at both Error‟s stubbornness and the fact he still seemed a little unsteady
on his feet before he winced when Eratosthenes began to yank books and magazines out of the
shelves, looking at them and tossing some aside as the reptile snapped: “Dammit, Error, that‟s
not how you behave as a guest! Do I have to break out the squirt bottle or something?”
“It‟s alright, Zerrex, I‟ve put up with worse from you.” Albatross said mildly, and Missy
snorted in amusement before she walked towards the Strange Beast, beginning to gather up the
books that Error was searching through. “Are you looking for something in particular,
Eratosthenes?”
“I found it.” Error muttered as he held up a large text, and then he turned and hobbled
slowly back to the wheelchair. Zerrex felt an urge to yank it out from under him as the male
began to sit down, and then he frowned and tilted his head curiously as the Strange Beast stroked
a hand over the cover, realizing it was a text of collected prayers and stories from Hez‟Rannan
religion. “Yes, this is what I was looking for. A scripture book.”
“Wait, you can read Hez‟Rannan runes?” Zerrex asked curiously, and Eratosthenes
snorted as he glared over his shoulder at the lizard balefully. “What?”
“I did take your memories… I unlocked the simpler ones within a few days, logic and
fact and reasoning… I had just reached the subject of philosophy and religion when you set me
on fire.” Error said disgustedly, and Zerrex cleared his throat at this as Missy began to stack
books back into the shelf and Albatross smiled amusedly as he continued his light cardio
exercises. “I do not enjoy leaving a subject half-learned.”
The reptile shrugged a bit, and then he glanced over at Albatross as the Dragokkaren
began to slow, tapping a button on the treadmill and letting himself slide backwards and off it as
he smiled down at the reptile… and Zerrex reflected as always how small he felt here as Missy
struggled to reach the middle shelf of the bookcase, before the Dragokkaren quietly walked up
behind her and took the stack of books out of her hands, quickly beginning to replace them. “So

may I ask what brought upon this visit, Zerrex? Concern for my well-being, or did you just want
me to meet your new friends?”
“A little of both.” the reptile admitted, and then he gestured towards Eratosthenes. “You
wouldn‟t happen to have a spare room here, would you? Just for a few hours for him to catch
some rest. I figured that since Churchill also designated you as one of the Generals of his forces
in Hez‟Ranna, you might be able to help with locating something for me that concerns all of us.”
“The murderer.” Albatross said softly, and Zerrex nodded after a moment, the
Dragokkaren rubbing the underside of his muzzle thoughtfully before he glanced at Error, who
was pointedly ignoring all of them… although the Drakkaren thought if anything, he seemed a
little embarrassed about the request the reptile had just made. “Eratosthenes, do you eat or drink?
We have little data on Strange Beasts.”
“All organisms require some form of sustenance.” Error said stiffly, and when Albatross
only looked at him mildly with his calm purple eyes, the Strange Beast grumbled under his
breath but relented. “Yes. Although I don‟t care for most of this world‟s fare. Too bloody and
greasy.”
“Then let‟s sit down and have something to eat while we talk about this. I still have a few
hours before I have to head to Asylum and the palace, but you‟re welcome to use my home as
you see fit.” Albatross said kindly, and Zerrex smiled over at the Dragokkaren before he nodded
and followed him, Missy carefully stepping up behind the wheelchair and pushing it as
Eratosthenes looked up curiously. “And you know, Zerrex, that Churchill will be stepping down
in the next few months. His second son, Fidel, is set to take the throne… much of Hez‟Ranna is
busy with preparation for this upcoming event.”
The Drakkaren nodded, glancing over at the male thoughtfully as they walked into the
small, white-tiled kitchen. “I thought I‟d heard something about that, but… things have been so
busy that I can never be sure. Besides, you know that whether I‟m an ambassador now or not, I
like to stay out of politics as much as possible.”
“You‟re much more diplomat than you are politician, Zerrex, you always have been.
Looking for solutions instead of pushing your viewpoint or backing specific politicians… a trait
that always frustrated High Queen Vivien, I believe.” Albatross said mildly, and the lizard
cleared his throat a bit as he sat down at a large, black-oak table, pulling a chair out and pushing
it aside so that Missy could both sit down and Error would have room as well. The Benevolent
smiled at this, then she laughed a little as she pulled herself into the large seat, built for someone
twice her size as she grinned a bit… and the reptile looked amusedly over at her as he kicked his
own feet, which barely grazed the floor.
Albatross, meanwhile, had gone to what looked like a normal-sized refrigerator to Zerrex
and Missy, but was small compared to the Dragokkaren, and he opened it to reveal that it was
stacked mainly with large bottles and covered glass dishes. He pulled out one of each, putting a
large black bottle on the table that was unlabelled… but Zerrex closed his eyes as he smelled the
aroma coming from it despite the thick cork in the top, the reptile smiling slightly as the
Dragokkaren placed a heavy bowl filled with salad on the table as well. “Rose Petal wine…
spiced, isn‟t it?”
“Of course.” Albatross closed the fridge, heading over to the engraved cupboards in his
beautiful little kitchen next, as Missy gazed through the windows into the fenced-in back yard,
gazing over the mowed grass, the little bench next to a small herb garden, and the small shed at
the very back. “Missy, Zerrex, would you like some salad as well? Eratosthenes, is that alright?”

“Greenery. Fine, I‟ll try it.” Error glanced up at the bowl, looking a little disturbed, and
then Albatross returned, passing out four large wooden bowls and two-pronged metal forks as
well as heavy wooden cups… and Eratosthenes picked one of these up with a frown as Zerrex
squeezed the smooth oak with a smile. “Is everything in this country wood?”
“The forks aren‟t, Error.” Zerrex pointed out, and the Strange Beast gave him a glare as
the reptile rose his hands with a smile and Albatross shook his head a bit, pulling the plastic wrap
off the bowl and quickly serving each of his guests in turn. “Hey, I was just answering your
question.”
The Librarian only grumbled as he went back to reading, his eyes roving over the runes
with ease as he flicked through pages quickly, making the lizard wonder how fast his mind
processed things as Albatross uncorked the bottle of Rose Petal wine and filled their cups… and
then the Dragokkaren rose his own, saying kindly: “To a good future for us all.”
Zerrex grunted in agreement, and he and Missy rose their own cups before all eyes
looked at Eratosthenes… and the Strange Beast rolled his eyes as he dropped the book in his lap,
picking up his cup and muttering: “This is a pointless exercise.”
Nonetheless, he understood what they were doing, and the four knocked their cups
together before they all took a deep drink… and the reptile smiled at the taste of it, feeling
himself relaxing steadily as he rested back in his chair and then glanced over at Albatross as the
Dragokkaren said calmly: “If it‟s not out of my authority to ask, Zerrex, would you mind me
having Churchill or Fidel assemble a taskforce to help deal with the threat of this murderer? I
recognize that you have had no problems with people dying on the mortal plane as of yet… but I
also understand that there is a high likelihood of this issue spilling over, particularly into
Hez‟Ranna and even into the Northlands.”
“I really don‟t think he‟d be stupid enough to go after my friends in the far north. Killer
can take good care of himself, especially with Alexis and the rest of the members of his family
and clan around.” Zerrex replied amusedly, but then he lowered his head and frowned a bit,
rubbing at his muzzle thoughtfully. “But yeah… there‟s you, Churchill, Huck, even Hans knew
me way back when… and now we know there‟s more than one murderer. Did Huck tell you we
killed one?”
“I haven‟t checked my email or my phone messages yet today. Huck sends me so many
it‟s easy to lose the important information amongst everything else.” Albatross said dryly, and
then he shook his head slowly before he said quietly: “And exactly. Here, and in Ire, are
concentrations of people who are particularly important to you. Have you spoken at all to your
friends in New Valise lately?”
“Julian, Zane and Mary Silverwind, and Reia…” Zerrex reached up and rubbed at his
face slowly. “No, I haven‟t. The whole… internet thing doesn‟t exactly work in Elysium, yet…
and to be honest, I‟ve been a little scared of visiting them. I… I don‟t want to lure the murderer
to them.”
“The last I‟d heard from Lord God, the Purifier was only permitted to target people in
Heaven and Hell… to avoid attracting attention to the mortal plane, you understand.”
Eratosthenes said quietly, and Zerrex looked up at this with a frown as Albatross‟s eyes
sharpened. “Now, if we investigate that research facility, it may make the Purifier begin to target
people here as well… but although Lord God held nothing but derision for the mortal world, he
was very clear we could not make any larger attacks or movements against it. Every time a rogue
Guardian would attack a city, he would get angry. He spoke often about a balance, a required
evil, a tether.”

Zerrex nodded slowly at this, rubbing at his face and muttering: “Well, that‟s a relief. For
once it‟s not a „save the world, save the universe‟ fight, then… whatever else, this Lord God
really is only interested in killing me. So that means he probably has a vested interest in seeing
the mortal world continue to exist… which means he probably really is solely focused on
Heaven. So the attacks you did make on the cities in the mortal realm…”
“Just to draw you out and distract you. He called it „acceptable losses.‟” Eratosthenes said
distastefully, shaking his head before he poked at his salad with a finger, then awkwardly picked
up a fork when he saw Missy was using it to scoop the food into her own muzzle. He studied this
for a few long moments, then hesitantly tried to use it, almost poking himself in the muzzle
before he managed to pick up a few pieces of lettuce and carefully maneuver it into his jaws…
and he chewed thoughtfully before grunting.
Zerrex, meanwhile, glanced over at Albatross, who sat back and pondered for a few
moments as he sipped at his wine. Then he looked towards the Drakkaren, saying quietly: “Far
from the best news, certainly… but also not the worst, despite how it may seem. Have you
studied this location yet?”
“Error says it‟s protected, but he can bring us there… we haven‟t talked much about it
yet, though, I figured I‟d let him get some rest first.” Zerrex replied quietly, rubbing at the back
of his head and smiling a little as the Strange Beast only grumbled a bit and sipped at his wine,
then went back to carefully scooping salad into his mouth and chewing on it. The Drakkaren
poked slowly at his own food, and then he looked at Albatross as the Dragokkaren studied him
thoughtfully, the lizard saying finally: “Maybe we should be getting ready for a storm to hit
nonetheless, though, I… won‟t really argue with your idea of putting some people together to
help deal with things. There‟s still a lot of things floating up in the air… and I have a feeling that
we haven‟t dealt with the last of the Guardians, either.”
The Librarian snorted at this, however, and then he looked over at the lizard and studied
him for a few moments before he said quietly: “My brethren are not monsters or stupid… at
least, most of them aren‟t. A sad minority of them have become… mindless, and I‟m sure a few
of them are puppeted by Lord God in one way or another… but if you allow me to rest for a few
hours, I‟ll recover more than enough strength to guide us to a gathering point. Once there, the
Guardians will naturally come to me and I can order them to stand down or await me in a neutral
location. Would that be sufficient?”
Zerrex looked at him with surprise, and then he nodded slowly, asking curiously: “Are
you sure you‟ll be up to that though, Eratosthenes? We haven‟t had any reported attacks for a
while now… you can probably take the next few days to build your strength back up. If there‟s
one thing I‟ve learned it‟s patience… that sometimes, even when it seems like speeding forwards
is necessary, you gotta sit back and wait… hard as it is.”
Error only shook his head, however, saying dryly: “I‟ve made my decision, Zerrex
Narrius, do not make me regret it. I can feel my strength recovering…” Eratosthenes halted, then
he quietly reached down beside him and picked up the quartz figure of the Viper, saying quietly:
“Besides, I am the Librarian, and I have led my fellow Guardians into making a terrible mistake
and cost many of them their lives already. I have to fix this as soon as possible, and I will be
strong enough to do so in a few hours. My comfort is a matter of secondary importance.”
Zerrex smiled a bit at this, but Error only went back to reading his book, ignoring the
others completely. Yet nonetheless, the Drakkaren had to admit he felt growing respect for the
Strange Beast despite his rudeness and quirks, and he felt more and more glad that he had
decided to spare his life.

Four hours later found Zerrex resting back in the angled bench in the den, a fifty pound
dumbbell in either hand as he let both arms slowly draw out to either side until his elbows were
parallel with his shoulders, and then he brought both arms forwards and up, gently clinking the
dumbbells together with his arms extended almost straight out in front of his chest, his pectorals
and arms both flexing powerfully with each movement. His form was a little sloppy, and the
lizard barely registered the weight… but exercising relaxed him and it helped pass the time as
Missy snored on the huge couch, clutching a cushion against herself that was the same size as her
entire upper body.
Albatross had left around two hours ago, heading upstairs to get dressed and then coming
back in a black business suit with his ID card clipped to one pocket and his tie secured by a clip
in the shape of the Hez‟Rannan flag. He had told them to make themselves at home, and offered
Eratosthenes his room upstairs… but instead, Error had found his way outside to the back deck
and was currently reading calmly in his wheelchair under the shade of an overhang, a cup of
water beside him.
Then the reptile sat up with surprise as he heard a clunking and a muttered curse, putting
down the dumbbells… but by the time he swung a leg over the bench to stand up, Eratosthenes
emerged in the wide archway between kitchen and den, standing and rubbing at his head as the
ten foot tall male muttered: “I dislike the layout of this place. It is built for oversized creatures
who think in simple terms.”
“You‟re just grouchy because… you‟re always grouchy.” Zerrex said flatly, and Error
rolled his eyes with a look of distaste before the Drakkaren glanced over him. “Are you okay?
You look kind of… lethargic, still. And I might not be as good at reading emotions as some
people, and yours are pretty weird, still… but I can tell just from looking at you your energies are
pretty low.”
“Oh please, I have more than enough strength to send a message through the ranks of the
Guardians.” Eratosthenes said dismissively, flicking his wrist distastefully. “Besides, you can do
the work of portalling us to the location. You‟ve been to the main gathering point we use several
times before… it‟s in the barren north, empty enough that our signatures are able to resonate
clearly when one of us appears. I believe you can hear these „gathering calls‟ as well.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, and he couldn‟t resist from asking: “So… you
purposefully amplify your signatures sometimes, then? That‟s why we can detect you guys
sometimes so easily but you‟re still able to keep yourself from being spotted, despite… the fact
we‟ve got all kinds of equipment on Hell to detect your biorhythms?”
Error only looked at him pointedly, then he ignored the question entirely as he looked
towards Missy, asking mildly: “Are you going to wake up the diseased angel?”
“She‟s neither diseased nor an angel.” Zerrex replied flatly, and then he softened as he
gazed over at her, shaking his head a bit as she twitched a little in her sleep. “No. She‟s been
working hard to control her emotions… I could tell that she was fighting a lot between Lust and
Envy for Albatross today, since he got out of Heaven a lot sooner than he did and got to return to
a pretty glamorous position here in Hez‟Ranna. I‟ll just leave her a note.”
Zerrex glanced around the den, then he simply smiled a little as he held a hand up,
murmuring an old spell… and a black logbook appeared in his hand a moment later in a spark of
blue energy, the lizard‟s eyes roving over this as he said softly: “Sabnock always said that trick
came in handy…”

He flipped through the notebook, smiling a little at ancient entries that were literally
millions of years old before he came to a blank page… and then he wrote a quick note over this
with a claw, leaving a blue, gleaming trail of energy that transformed into ink before the reptile
tore the page out of the book and set both it and the note down on the bench in plain sight. It said
simply that he would be back soon to pick her up, and that she would be safe as long as she
stayed here… the reptile knew without bothering to check that Albatross had all kinds of security
precautions set up, after all.
Then the Drakkaren glanced towards Error, holding a hand out… and Eratosthenes
grimaced before he reached out and grasped Zerrex‟s forearm, muttering: “I dislike contact with
you. I can feel your anomalous genetics and the powerful energy that irradiates you… and I hate
even more that I feel how wrong I was in misjudging you.”
Zerrex looked at the Strange Beast awkwardly as Eratosthenes looked moodily at the
ground, and then his eyes flicked the side and he squeezed firmly into the reptile‟s forearm,
digging the metallic claw-rings that covered his fingers into the lizard‟s scales and making him
wince. “You‟re not making it any easier by not doing anything, avatar of Creation. Teleport us.”
“You are such a bitch.” Zerrex said flatly, and then he concentrated as Eratosthenes
began to open his mouth, and the two vanished from the spot. A moment later, they reappeared
in the snowy tundra, and Error cursed in frustration as he staggered away a step and grabbed at
his head, wincing and rubbing his temples slowly as Zerrex asked curiously: “So do you get
headaches, or do you call them back-aches because that‟s where your brain-thingy is?”
“Shut up.” Eratosthenes muttered, and then he glanced disdainfully back and forth around
the tundra, the ground still torn up here from a clash with several Vipers Zerrex remembered…
and yet felt like so long ago, despite the fact that he was sure in the grand scheme of things it had
only been a short time since. He smiled a little, reflecting on what a strange concept time was…
and then he shook his head a bit when Error looked at him dubiously.
The Librarian apparently decided not to ask as he simply nodded after a moment with a
grumble, and then he straightened slowly as he took a few easy breaths, muttering: “Alright.
Give me a moment, Zerrex, and I‟ll send the signal out. Please do not act hostile towards them, I
will explain what is going on. Sit down or something.”
The Drakkaren grumbled a bit, but he did as asked, brushing absently at the ground
before he sat down with a grunt on the frosted tundra, feeling the cold nipping at his scales as he
rubbed a hand over his bare chest. He felt oddly self-conscious as he rested back, his mala
jingling quietly around his neck as he looked awkwardly back and forth, but Error ignored him
completely as the Guardian walked a few feet away before he held his hands out with a slow
breath, and Zerrex winced a bit as energy rippled through the air before the Librarian lowered his
arms as a tangible pulse passed around them, seeming to fade out only a short distance away…
but the reptile could clearly feel the energies of the Strange Beast here now, burning like a
beacon as he said calmly: “It is done. I‟ve kept the wavelength short-term as well… unless your
instruments on Elysium are looking specifically for me right now, it should go undetected. If
forces show up, however, you had best do your part and tell them to stay back.”
Zerrex grumbled a bit at this, saying flatly: “No, we‟re going to just exterminate you all,
Error. That was my plan all along.”
Eratosthenes looked at him for a moment, then seemed to recognize it was sarcasm
before he glanced up as a Gateway opened, and Zerrex winced as a Leviathan strode out of this:
gigantic and imposing, its golden armor glinted over its body as it immediately yanked one of its
huge, jagged cleavers off its back at the sight of the reptile, who leaned back in surprise… and

then Eratosthenes rose a hand and said something in a sibilant tongue the reptile half-recognized
but couldn‟t understand at all. The larger, brawnier Strange Beast‟s attention immediately turned
to the Librarian as the Gateway behind it closed, and it slowly lumbered forwards, its eyes
intense and focused as Eratosthenes continued to talk, gesturing slowly and easily, his tone calm
and rational.
Zerrex felt himself tensing nonetheless: thirty feet tall, all-brawn-and-power, a Leviathan
was nothing to be tampered with, especially alone as they were… and then the creature suddenly
spat something back in the same language as it glared at Eratosthenes, and the Librarian‟s eyes
widened before the huge, burly creature leapt forwards with a roar as it fluidly snapped its other
jagged sword-axe off its back and lashed both weapons fiercely down… and in a moment, the
Drakkaren was in front of Error, shoving him out of the way as he snapped his right arm up
above his head and cursing as the weapons smashed into the limb, ripping through the scales and
biting even into the silvery metal beneath as chunks of scale and alloy flew in all direction, the
reptile knocked back onto his ass by the force of the twin blows but the Leviathan staggering
backwards as well with a growl of frustration as the handles of its weapons vibrated violently in
its long-fingered hands. “Goddammit!”
“No, Honor Guard, cease!” Error shouted vainly, holding up a hand, and the Leviathan‟s
attention turned back to him as rage burned in its eyes, its monstrous jaws opening as it leaned
down and roared furiously in response before it reversed both huge weapons in its hands,
preparing another lunge as Eratosthenes gaped stupidly and half rose an arm in lame defense…
and Zerrex leapt forwards and slammed a fist into the monster‟s huge head, making it screech as
it was flung backwards by the force of the blow to crash some ten feet away, both cleavers biting
into the dirt and halting its slide before it sat up, grabbing at its injured, broken muzzle as a tooth
the size of Zerrex‟s fist fell out of its jaws and neon electricity sparked over its face.
It snarled with fury as Zerrex gritted his teeth, setting himself as his metallic arm flexed
and rapidly repaired itself, gauntlet hand gleaming before an elegant blade sprung free from his
wrist… and then Eratosthenes hauled himself up to his feet, shaking his head out and seeming to
regain his senses as he said disgustedly: “They‟ve been told that I‟m a traitor, that I was taken in
by Naganis‟s lies… Lord God works fast, it seems.”
“Then they‟ll no doubt be preparing their defenses in that facility you mentioned, too.
Great, now what?” Zerrex asked sharply as the Leviathan picked itself up and tore its deadly,
massive blades out of the ground, raising them both with a snarl as energized blood dripped from
its face. “Do we need to retreat?”
“The Honor Guard will follow us if we do, we must destroy it.” Eratosthenes said coldly,
and Zerrex didn‟t know if he was impressed or a little horrified before Error held a hand up and
clenched it into a fist, a half-dome of golden energy bursting into being in front of them as the
Leviathan stabbed one of its swords into the ground. The shield held as the ground in front of it
exploded upwards and released a concentrated blast of light, Zerrex wincing back a bit but
Eratosthenes looking unfazed as the shield vanished, and then he muttered: “Make it turn its back
on me. I will do the rest.”
“Easier said than done.” Zerrex grumbled, but then he nodded and charged forwards
without another moment of thought as the Leviathan rose its swords, and the creature roared and
swept its blades out as it lunged forwards, but Zerrex only gritted his teeth as he concentrated,
vanishing from the spot and reappearing at eye-level with the beast to slam a foot out, knocking
its head back as the dewlap hanging from its throat inflated slightly with the creature‟s sharp

inhale of pain before the reptile‟s other foot kicked off its muzzle and his wrist-blade lashed out,
ripping through the top of its head and sending up a burst of neon electricity.
The monster roared in frustration and whirled its swords over its head as its tail snapped,
and Zerrex managed to fall out of the way of the former before the latter mashed into him and
sent him flying backwards. The monster half-turned with a snarl, but it didn‟t lose track of
Eratosthenes, instead rapidly stepping backwards to keep them both in its cone of vision as
Zerrex shook his head and climbed dazedly to his feet, muttering: “Goddamn thing is smart…
and the longer this draws out, the bigger the chance of other ones showing up…”
Then the Leviathan stabbed both swords down into the ground, and a powerful blast of
golden light issued beneath Zerrex‟s feet, the earth around him erupting and trapping the reptile
in a thick, laser-like pillar that sent the lizard flying upwards with charred scales and a curse of
agony as he clenched his eyes shut, seeing streaks of white as he flailed his limbs uselessly. He
could hear the monster charging towards him, but he was unable to see anything, vertigo making
it impossible to judge where anything was coming from… so immediately, the Drakkaren threw
his arms out, creating a spherical shield of energy around his entire body.
The Leviathan simply slammed both its swords into this with a roar, and Zerrex smackedface first into the wall of his own shield as he was sent hurtling violently through the air like a
baseball before the sphere crashed to the ground and exploded into shards of energy as the
Drakkaren smashed into the earth a moment later, bouncing along the frosted soil with loud yells
of frustration and pain.
The Strange Beast gave a sound not unlike laughter… and then a thin arrow of white light
shot through its upper back, and the creature gurgled for a moment before it dropped its double
swords and staggered forwards a few steps weakly, then fell to its knees. It rasped hard as
electricity pulsated rapidly through its body, and then it clenched its eyes shut… and just as
Zerrex caught himself in a kneel and slammed the blade extending from his wrist into the ground
to halt himself, the monster exploded in a blast of ivory light and neon pink electricity,
Eratosthenes covering his face with a grimace as a fireworks display of blood and gore lit up the
air for a few moments, random differently-colored streaks of light sparking here and there before
chunks of burnt flesh and broken metal began to patter down to the ground and only smoke was
left drifting through the air.
Zerrex picked himself slowly up, scrapes and bruises over his form healing slowly as the
blade receded into his arm and he grabbed at his head with a muttered curse, and he and Error
slowly walked towards each other, the reptile‟s head still rolling as he grumbled: “And just why
didn‟t you do that before?”
“I needed a clear line of sight to the Honor Guard‟s Symposium, specifically the clasp
chamber in the lower cardiac region. I only had enough strength for one or two arrows.” Error
replied sourly, rubbing slowly at his shoulder as he surveyed Zerrex thoughtfully. “Your ability
to manipulate energy. You don‟t seem to use your full powers as often as you should: you do
understand that your powers exist for more purposes than allowing you to quickly travel from
one location to another, yes?”
Zerrex glared at him, and Eratosthenes shrugged, looking moodily back before the reptile
sighed and reached up, rubbing at his head slowly. “Shouldn‟t we get out of here? I don‟t exactly
want more of those creatures to show up.”
“Very well.” The Librarian was still looking thoughtfully over the Drakkaren, but he
allowed the subject to be dropped before he began to raise a hand… and then he looked up with a
snarl, hissing: “Wait… something‟s here, something‟s-”

Then a white shape smashed into Zerrex‟s side, knocking him over and the force of its
passage making Error stagger backwards, pinwheeling his arms as the Drakkaren rolled a few
times as the thing leapt off him, the reptile feeling the distinct reverberations of holy energy and
the quadruped landed and then spun around with a snarl. The reptile‟s eyes widened as he looked
up with a curse, and the rubbery-skinned, four-legged fiend only a few feet away barked at him
several times before it howled furiously as its entire body quivered and it leaned towards him,
sending a powerful wave of sound crashing into the Drakkaren‟s body and sending him flying
backwards as his metallic arm vibrated his loud rattles and his blood boiled agonizingly in his
veins.
He rolled a few times and then managed a kneel, gritting teeth that felt like they had
cracked together before he managed to straighten as his emerald eyes narrowed. The beast had
no lips over its muzzle and huge black eyes with white points for pupils, not ears but frills
extending from the sides of its head as a long, thin tail ending in a wide spade snapped back and
forth. Golden runes were painted all along its form, Enochian blessings and runes and prayers, its
four strong but slender legs were each lined with fitted golden armor, the naked, rubber-skinned
paws at the end of each limb tipped with silver-edged diamonds in the shape of claws that had
replaced its natural nails.
Some three feet high at the shoulder and maybe six long, resembling an unevolved and
alien canine; a Hound of Heaven, beasts sent out by Magistrates and Hunters from paradise to
retrieve – and more commonly, terminate – fallen angels and anyone else who ended up on the
naughty list of one of Heaven‟s higher ups or made the stupid, stupid mistake of trying to make a
deal with certain angels… Hell, after all, wasn‟t the only place you could trade your soul for
power. Such creatures might not seem all that menacing at first, but Hounds could travel easily
back and forth between the mortal world and Heaven, were invisible to the eyes of normal
mortals, could control and direct vibrations in the form of sound and possessed bodies denselylayered with holy energy… and worst of all, they had none of the vulnerabilities that angels and
demons shared.
The Hound threw its head back and howled to the sky, and Zerrex cursed under his breath
as he scrambled to his feet before the beast dropped its head forwards and went into a sprint,
zigzagging back and forth before it opened its jaws wide as it lunged towards Zerrex‟s throat,
forelegs raised and claws splayed out to rake across the lizard‟s body… and the Drakkaren
immediately rose a leg and booted it hard in the chest, making it yelp as it flew backwards and
crashed into the ground, skidding a few feet away before it scrambled quickly back up and
charged again, snarling and releasing a short series of barks that each hammered into Zerrex‟s
body like fists, the vibrations making him wince and his metallic arm reverberate before the
reptile created a circular shield of energy in front of his other hand, the beast slamming into this
and bouncing off it before the Drakkaren leapt forwards and roared and he tilted the shield
downwards and then slammed the circular wall of energy hard towards the ground, crushing the
Hound between it and the frost-covered earth.
The beast squealed before it gave a furious roar, white light and powerful vibrations
bursting from its body in a concussive shockwave, and Zerrex cursed in pain as he was sent
flying upwards as the shield of energy shattered into shards and motes before the beast sprung to
its feet and leapt up with a roar, lashing its front claws into Zerrex‟s stomach and ripping deep
gouges as it bit savagely towards the lizard‟s face and neck, the Drakkaren howling in pain. Then
it brought its back legs up and kicked savagely off him, sending the lizard flying through the air
to crash and roll several times over the ground as smoke poured weakly up from his torn

stomach, the lizard hissing in pain as he clutched at the wounds, which reeked faintly of…
“Alcohol? Oh shit!”
The Hound, meanwhile, rolled almost elegantly through the air to land on all fours before
it charged forwards again with a greedy snarl… and then Eratosthenes flicked his wrist up with a
look of disgust, and the ground directly in front of the monster shot up in a violent wall, the
Hound crashing headlong into this with a yelp of pain. A moment later, it roared, and the earth
surrounding the creature cracked as the air itself vibrated violently, flickers and arcs of holy
energy bursting into being around it… and then Zerrex slammed his own fist into the ground
even as the wall in front of it dissolved, and spikes of metal and rock tore out of the earth around
the creature and ripped through its body, making it scream in agony and fury as it was lifted into
the air by the forest of sharp spears and blades ripped through its frame.
It hung limply, most of the spikes and spines jutting through its chest, one in particular
through the larger upper section of one lower leg as it kicked weakly and its tail snapped back
and forth, steam spilling from the beast‟s jaws… and then it threw its head back and howled
mournfully, Zerrex wincing and staggering backwards as its own body started to vibrate and
spark violently before the beast simply exploded in a dazzling flash of light, reality trembling
around it for a moment as chunks of stone that had been all but dissolved flew through the air
and shrapnel cut along Zerrex‟s body, the Drakkaren hammered backwards and groaning in pain
as he crashed to the ground on his back. For a moment, he laid dazedly, staring weakly off to the
side… and then a Gateway opened only some thirty feet away, two Vipers charging out of this,
and the Drakkaren mumbled: “Oh can this day get any worse?”
He began to get up… and then Eratosthenes seized his shoulder as the Librarian opened a
Gateway of his own behind them before he dragged the lizard to his feet and yanked him
backwards through the portal even as the Vipers charged at them, roaring… and a moment later,
the Gateway slammed shut on them, barring off the creatures as they hissed and clawed at thin
air where the portal had been a moment before as if trying to reopen it.
A white hole ripped in reality in Albatross‟s den, Missy yelling and dropping her coffee
as she leapt back onto the couch in surprise, and a moment later Zerrex and Error tumbled out of
it before it closed. She immediately rushed over to them as Zerrex rolled onto his back with a
wheeze, hugging his bleeding stomach as Eratosthenes slowly crawled to his feet… and Missy
cursed, helping the Strange Beast carefully up as she asked worriedly: “Biggs, shit, what
happened? Oh damn, that looks real bad, you‟re bleeding all over the place!”
“Hez‟Ranna…” Zerrex blinked a few times, then he cursed under his breath and
wheezed: “Get some water from the tap and pour it over my wounds. It‟ll be enough to flush the
alcohol out of them… the thing‟s claws were coated with it, it‟s stopping my wounds from
healing… god-damn this hurts…”
Missy nodded quickly, turning and running into the kitchen as Error stumbled to the side
and rested against a bookshelf, breathing hard… and she returned a moment later with a cup of
water, looking nervously at it before spilling the liquid carefully over Zerrex‟s chest. It bubbled a
bit on his wounds, and the reptile groaned in pain… but the water from the tap came almost
straight from the rivers and lakes of Hez‟Ranna, the lifeblood of the native soil… and slowly, he
felt his breathing beginning to stabilize as liquid spilled down his body, purifying his wounds.
Slowly, the lizard groaned as he sat up, feeling the slashes finally beginning to heal, and he
grasped at his head as he muttered: “Some help you were, Error. This is why I never listen to
people. People suck.”

“Shut up, it‟s not my damn fault and you damn well know it.” Eratosthenes said tiredly,
and then the Librarian grimaced a bit as he leaned back against the wall with a quiet wheeze of
pain and frustration. “I can‟t believe that they would put faith in Lord God over me, however…
Honor Guard and Servants both. Perhaps even the Songstresses and Storytellers obey him now, if
this is the case… perhaps I was just stupid from the beginning to believe it could be any
different. They all knew I obeyed Lord God… and our duty is to serve. When they saw me
serving him… gods, what a fool I have been…”
He shook his head slowly, punching his own leg as his face darkened moodily… and
Zerrex grunted a bit before he forced himself to stand, offering an awkward smile. “Now hey. I
know things are… kind of awful, now, but… this isn‟t entirely your fault. You were
manipulated, they‟re being manipulated… we at least have an idea of by who and what, too. We
just need to be patient now in gathering information… and you‟re going to have to tell me about
this research facility. I have no doubt that it‟s going to end up being an ambush, probably even a
trap… but if he‟s gotten desperate enough to try and send a Hound after me, it means we‟re
making progress. Scary… as that in itself is.”
Eratosthenes looked at him for a few moments… and then he shook his head slowly and
sighed a little before he muttered: “Very well, in that case, Zerrex Narrius. But first I must
recuperate my strength and gather my thoughts. I also do not believe this is a venture we can take
on alone.”
“We won‟t have to. That‟s part of the reason why I‟ve got so many Disciples, as they‟re
always reminding me… we have a lot of friends and allies we can call on.” Zerrex said softly,
and then he glanced over at Missy, who was awkwardly hovering nearby and looking up at him
nervously. “Are you okay?”
Missy nodded a bit as Eratosthenes only grumbled and left, and the lizard glanced after
the male curiously as the Strange Beast made his way through the kitchen, apparently heading
back outside. The reptile rubbed slowly at the back of his head, but Missy only smiled a little,
saying quietly: “I don‟t think you gotta worry too much about him, Biggs. He reminds me a little
of me, to tell you the truth… screwed-up in the head, probably lonely, not really all that happy to
be where he is… but whether or not I like him, I gotta say he at least seems plenty determined.”
Zerrex nodded after a moment, looking down at her with a faint smile before she reached
out and took his hand quietly, squeezing it between both of hers slowly as she murmured softly:
“So it didn‟t go well, huh?”
“No… a Strange Beast showed up and attacked us.” Zerrex replied quietly, looking down
at her softly, and then he allowed her to pull him over towards the huge couch, the lizard
grunting as they sat down before he rose a hand and concentrated on the smears of blood and the
coffee stains on the rug, and a moment later the vanished from sight as he smiled a little. “And
see, Error‟s wrong. I use my powers for a lot of trivial things, not just going to and from places.”
Missy looked at him curiously, and Zerrex rubbed at his head for a moment with a lame
grin before she shook her head with a sigh, then she reached up and squeezed his shoulder
gently. “Well, Biggs, I am glad to see you back in one piece at least… and whether you‟re a
damn fool or not, it reassures me that you‟re… still that same lizard I found in the barn, trying to
sneak off after sleeping in the hay and eating up our apples.”
She stopped, looking down for a few moments, and then she smiled a little as her eyes
flicked towards him, asking quietly: “Is it okay that I miss that life, Biggs? Of picking apples, of
living on the farm, where all this hoo-ha was just dreams and nonsense?” She looked down,
rubbing at her face slowly before her eyes turned towards a large, ornamental holder on the side

wall, where both Blackheart and Missy‟s golden sword rested quietly and securely in large,
gleaming rungs shaped like mythical Hez‟Rannan beasts. “When I didn‟t know that my father
was just like me and I was content to think he was just some poor sap Momma seduced into bed
for his money or looks…”
She sighed a little, grabbing at her face as her red eyes glowed faintly… and then she
smiled a bit up at him as the black veins throbbed through her body, the golden retriever studying
him for a few moments before she said softly: “The grass is always greener, ain‟t it? Do you
think we people are all born this way, to never be content with what we got? I mean, people like
you and me… I dunno what I‟m saying, I‟m sorry. It just feels like in every other place I‟ve ever
been, Heaven included, angels and demons and mortals and even gods don‟t like what they are,
or are out wanting more, or are complaining about how difficult life is and all that. This place
you brought us to, Hez‟Ranna… I dunno, people seem to have a place in life here and are content
with it. I don‟t understand it entirely but I do respect it. I wish I could be like that… have a lot in
life, settle on it, and be happy with it. I thought adventuring would be it, but… I guess that shows
what a little girl I am at heart.”
“Yeah, well, I‟m sure that if I was trying to live just a normal life somewhere, I‟d fail at
it.” Zerrex said softly, glancing away… and then he felt a faint vibration run through his mala
before the reptile smiled a little as he reached up to play his fingers carefully through the beads.
“Can you excuse me for a minute, Missy? Someone‟s looking for us.”
Missy tilted her head curiously as she grunted and sat back, crossing her arms and
watching as the Drakkaren stood up and walked through the den towards the short entrance hall,
opening the door and peering out into the narrow front yard… and a moment later, a portal
opened only a few feet in front of the deck and Cindy walked through it, smiling at him as she
stepped through and then pocketed the glowing Northern Star: a ring inset with a beautiful black
gemstone, large and thick and not for wearing, but rather used to create dark portals. A rare few
of them worked even on the mortal plane, and Zerrex wasn‟t surprised that Huck probably had
one or two of these at the official possession of the Sunshine facility: he often travelled all over
Hez‟Ranna and even as far as Ire, after all, and it would sure cut down on both time and
expenses. “Hey, Daddy.”
“Hey, Cindy.” Zerrex replied softly, and the two traded a tight, quiet hug before she
frowned a bit and traced her fingers over the faint scratches amidst the scars over his abdominals,
and the lizard smiled awkwardly. “Got in a little scrap. Do we need to go?”
“Not yet. I just thought I‟d come and check up on you… I‟m letting Mengele finish his
examinations on the recombinant and Huck is lifting the last of the information he can from both
the data you provided and the microchips we recovered. I‟m not really needed at the base and…
the others are basically killing time themselves, anyway, or helping out with other projects.” She
leaned back a bit, studying his face for a few moments, and then she smiled a little as her father
nodded. “You look a little tired.”
“Well, I did say I was just beaten up.” Zerrex replied amiably, and then he led her inside
and to the den. Missy looked up in surprise at Cindy, and the reptile smiled slightly, saying
mildly: “See? I told you so.”
“I guess you did.” Missy studied Cindy as they walked towards the couch, Zerrex sitting
down with a grunt between the females as the golden retriever studied her, and then she asked
slowly: “I know you ain‟t supposed to ask and all… but are you an angel? „Cause you seem like
an angel… but at the same time, you kinda… don‟t, I guess.”

“A long time ago, when I became my father‟s Disciple, I asked him to change me. He…
evolved me, I like to say, into what I am today. Physically I‟m a lot different than I used to be…
and mentally, I‟m a little different, too. But in good ways. Change, even when it‟s scary, doesn‟t
have to be bad… although you shouldn‟t ever try and tell Zerrex that.” Cindy said softly, smiling
a little over at the male, and the Drakkaren grumbled under his breath and rolled his eyes.
“Daddy‟s not a fan of change.”
“You must really love him, huh?” Missy looked from one to the other, and then she
reached up and rubbed thoughtfully at her face. “Could you do that to me, Zerrex? I mean, I ain‟t
so fond of being changed entirely, I just mean… could you change bits and pieces of me, so I
don‟t end up having to become… become something I don‟t entirely want to.”
Zerrex looked over at her thoughtfully, but before he could answer, Cindy reached out
and touched Missy‟s arm, saying gently: “He could, but you would have to become a Disciple
for it to be completely effective, pledging and trading part of yourself in… and your reasons for
wanting to change are different than mine. Missy, you‟ve been affected by corruption, and it‟s
triggered a mutation in you, it‟s bringing out the bad right now… but if you can learn to harness
and control it, it can become a good thing as well, and you can do this on your own. I… I was
too weak to change on my own, I discovered. I needed to reaffirm my loyalty to my Father… I
needed to rediscover who I was at heart. I gave up a lot to become what I am now… but you
have a chance to grow in a way that won‟t cost you anything, but instead will grant you freedom
and strength.”
Missy looked at Cindy for a few moments, then she shook her head slowly and looked
down, saying quietly: “I know that maybe… a lot of why I‟m scared is „cause from when the
first moment you end up in Heaven, they go off telling you „demons are bad, demons are bad‟
and they do all they can in their power to get you hating your old life, your old self, and anything
that ain‟t in their concept of „good.‟ I know that Heaven almost brainwashes the souls that come
to them these days, even though we‟re all supposed to be working together, „cause the Council
up there is so scared… not of rebellion, but that people are gonna realize Paradise ain‟t nothin‟
but a rigged carnival. But I don‟t… want to be a demon, nor more than I wanted to become a
full-blooded angel. I‟m sorry.”
“You don‟t have to be sorry for anything, Missy. I never wanted to be a god,
personally… and here I am. And you know what I learned myself? Mortals use the term „god‟ to
describe… these incredible, beyond-understanding things… but they‟re not. They‟re just…
people. As flawed and imperfect as everything else in the universe… and even the First Gods
had flaws, you know.” Zerrex hesitated, and then he shook his head slowly. “But I learned
something, too, when I was mortal. It‟s that even if I don‟t need my powers to fight and win
against things, even things a thousand times stronger than me… I can‟t just toss them in the
garbage can and give up on all my responsibilities, either. Because that leaves all my friends and
family vulnerable, and gods know that even if I… I seem to be unable to ever lay down and
die… the people who hate me will target the people I care about. I know it‟s scary. I know you
don‟t want this… but try and think of it as an opportunity.”
“What do you know? Every few fucking minutes some new emotion rips through me, I
can‟t control what I say or feel, and not even what I do!” Missy shouted furiously, as her red
eyes glowed and she seized into Zerrex‟s mala, yanking him down by it… and then she clenched
her eyes shut, and the wrath faded from her eyes as she muttered: “I… shit, I‟m sorry. But…
you… can see part of why this is so hard for me.”

“I know. But you can learn to control it in time, Missy, and the more you… grow into
this, the less it‟ll bother you.” Zerrex said softly, gently reaching up and prying her fingers away
from his prayer beads before he took her hands with a soft smile. “I‟ve got people to help train
you. Physically, mentally, emotionally: we‟re going to take this one day, one step at a time, and
work things out one way or another, okay?”
Missy nodded after a moment, but her eyes only stared silently at his chest, and Zerrex
gazed at her softly, knowing he couldn‟t imagine how hard this was for her. At least when he‟d
become a demon, he‟d known what was happening and had been forced to accept it as a matter
of course… and the reptile shook his head after a moment before he glanced up as Cindy said
softly: “Speaking of… lost family and friends… I… I know it‟s not what we usually do… but I‟d
really like to hold a funeral for those we‟ve lost so far. I know it‟s bad luck, but… Elliot… Elliot
meant a lot to me.”
Zerrex glanced over at her quietly, thinking silently of Little Arcy and all those others
who had been killed… and then he said quietly: “Yeah. It would let the wolves put Jeannine to
rest, too…” He stopped, then closed his eyes, shaking his head slowly even as Missy frowned at
him.
“You haven‟t held funeral rights or anything? Why not?” Missy asked quietly, almost
angrily… but when Zerrex turned his silent gaze on her, she softened a bit and murmured: “I
just… ain‟t it disrespectful?”
“It‟s… an old tradition. You don‟t celebrate or mark the passing of a comrade or friend or
anyone affected by what‟s going on until the… problem… is resolved.” Zerrex said quietly,
glancing down as Cindy took his hand and squeezed it slowly. “You‟re supposed to go on with
life as normal during the time of war or strife against the enemy, even as you lose friends and
allies, because the act of the funeral is to put their spirit to rest… and it‟s insulting to try and lay
someone‟s soul to sleep when the cause of their suffering and death still exists and is still
rampant, particularly in a case like this, where we‟re faced with a murderer on the loose.
Normally, I‟d wait until we captured or destroyed the killer, if not his boss, Lord God… but
Cindy, we‟ll ask the others, and… if they‟re okay with it, we‟ll hold the funeral services for all
those we‟ve lost so far.” He paused and smiled a little, glancing over at Missy. “The dead don‟t
care about honors or what happens to their corpses when their spirits are freed from their broken
vessels… but the symbolism is powerful and important to us, the living or… mostly-living. But I
can make an exception for this, because we‟re closing in on the killer… and because I know it
might help a lot of us with our grief. Some of us… have lost so many people in the past we have
trouble showing or acting like it affects us. But it does. Cherry smiles and Cindy calmly works
and I act like a jackass, but it still bothers us. Like I know it bothers Error that he was a part of
this, however he acts.”
“Don‟t speak for me.” Eratosthenes muttered, and the reptile looked up in surprise as the
Strange Beast walked through the archway, the small quartz figurine in one hand and the book of
religious texts in the other. “Funerals… what a strange practice.”
“What makes you say that?” Zerrex asked curiously, glancing up at him, and Error only
grunted in response, shaking his head slowly as he hobbled into the room and shoved the book
back into the shelves before he started rooting through them again, although thankfully this time
not scattering them all over the floor. “Didn‟t you celebrate the lives of those who passed on?”
“No, we did not „celebrate.‟ We acknowledged their passing and put their souls to rest,
and that was that. Nothing is accomplished through this process of mourning, work must
continue, life must continue even in the face of death.” Error retorted, and then he flinched when

someone grabbed his shoulder, before looking back in surprise to see Cindy standing behind him
with a soft smile on her face.
“We don‟t mourn them for their sake, Eratosthenes, we mourn them in order to help
ourselves… it‟s basic psychology for us people, who from birth, are often scared of death… even
though every day from the first moment we come into this world many of us are dying instead of
living.” Cindy said softly, and then she leaned past him and carefully pulled another book out of
the shelves before holding it out to him, saying kindly: “You‟re right, after all. Life has to go on.
For some people, the best way to do that is to remember both the good and bad they once were
able to share with a person, and let themselves gradually find peace in knowing that they‟re a
part of the universe now.”
“Although some wounds never heal.” Eratosthenes said quietly, glancing towards Zerrex,
and the Drakkaren looked away with an awkward blush, surprised that Error not only
remembered the brief glimpse of memory but had been able to interpret it properly too. “Do
people cling so fervently to friends and family and what they share on a physical level here?”
“Don‟t you?” Cindy asked softly, and Error frowned at her before she reached up and
squeezed his shoulder gently. “Didn‟t you come all this way for revenge? Even after all these
years, don‟t you still think of the First Gods?”
“That‟s… that‟s different. I was…” Eratosthenes looked away, and then he shook her off
before glancing down at the book in his hands, muttering: “Poetry. I am the Librarian, not a
Songstress, not a Bard, not a Storyteller. Poetry is not for me.”
But Cindy only smiled at him and walked away, and Error looked moodily down at the
book as the daughter returned to sit by her father, Missy watching the others curiously before
Eratosthenes simply grumbled and left the room. Zerrex shook his head a bit, and then he
glanced up as Cindy said softly: “I think he‟s going to be good to have on our side, Daddy, even
if he‟ll obviously take some getting used to… and some getting used to us as well.”
The Drakkaren smiled a bit at this, and then he leaned over and kissed her cheek before
sitting back… and Missy hugged his arm quietly on the other side of him, the reptile gazing
down at her with soft surprise before he smiled awkwardly as the two females rested against him.
They stayed that way for a good twenty minutes, and then Cindy glanced down a s the faint
sound of music filled the air, and she fumbled at her pocket for a moment before pulling a cell
phone free, answering it and holding it up beside her head. “Are we ready?”
The sound of rambling from the other end, and Zerrex could make out Huck‟s voice, but
not the words… and Cindy sighed and rolled her eyes before she snapped the phone closed in
mid-run-on-sentence, saying dryly: “I guess we should head back to the facility. It sounds like
Huck‟s almost done culling through the data and Mengele‟s en route back to Elysium.”
Zerrex nodded bit, and then he stood up and cracked his back, saying mildly: “Alright
then. I‟ll go and get Error, then…” The reptile paused, his gaze drawing towards the logbook
sitting on the bench, and he smiled as he walked over and touched this, making it simply vanish
with a spark of energy. “Maybe I should be exercising these powers of mine more often.”
He mused a little to himself as he headed into the kitchen and out towards the back deck,
and then he leaned in the doorway that Error had left open, looking curiously down at the
Strange Beast. He was seated on the stairs leading down into the backyard, the poetry book open
but not reading, only gazing off into the distance… and the reptile cleared his throat before
grimacing when Error said grouchily: “I‟m not an idiot, I know you‟re there.”
“You‟re vindictive.” Zerrex said flatly, and then he shook his head a bit before saying
mildly: “Anyway, we‟re going to head out. Get in your wheelchair and I‟ll push you.”

“I‟ll be fine walking.” Error said stubbornly, and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes before he
walked over and grabbed the Strange Beast, making him grumble irritably as the reptile pulled
him over to the wheelchair and sat him down on it, and then he tossed the poem book and the
quartz figurine sitting on the table into Eratosthenes‟s lap. “Controlling bastard.”
“Thank you.” Zerrex said drolly, and then he rolled his eyes when Error shook his head
disdainfully before the reptile walked behind the wheelchair and carefully pushed him through
the doorway, adding mildly: “I‟m pretty sure Albatross won‟t mind you borrowing that book, but
take good care of it, alright?”
Eratosthenes looked insulted, huffing before he opened the book and went back to
reading, and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes with a bit of a smile despite himself before looking up
to see Missy and Cindy already waiting for him, Blackheart resting across his daughter‟s back as
she gazed at him affectionately. “Ready to go?”
The Drakkaren nodded, and Cindy took the lead: as they walked back towards the
facility, Sammy popped out of nowhere onto the male Drakkaren‟s shoulder with a chirp,
startling Missy, but then she laughed when the pseudodragon leapt down onto her shoulders to
nip at her blonde hair curiously, the golden retriever smiling awkwardly as her scarlet eyes all
but glowed with surprised happiness.
They made their way through the park and back down the streets: even though twilight
was settling in, there were still plenty of Dragokkaren wandering the road, and large lamps filled
with blue, phosphorescent gases glowed quietly from where they hung off buildings and at the
top of heavy posts. Eratosthenes glanced up every now and then from his book to look around as
the dream-catcher quietly rattled on the back of his wheelchair, the beads between the webbing
in the center of the circular object jingling as the charms that hung from long strips of string and
rawhide extending from the bottom of it jangled and clinked together quietly.
When they reached the Sunshine facility, Zerrex was surprised to see that there were still
plenty of Dragokkaren and demons wandering around… although fewer were in suits and more
were in white and red uniforms, laboratory workers and scientists for the most part. Cindy
glanced down as her cell phone rang again, pulling it out of her pocket as she held a finger up to
the others and stepped away from the group, flipping it open and grumbling a „What?‟ into the
phone as Eratosthenes commented dryly: “People are so easily preoccupied with the little things,
and so trained towards not common-sense courtesies, but instead drawing out conversation…
you all like the sounds of your own voices, don‟t you?”
“I think it‟s more social interaction that people crave. Most of us don‟t do very well being
in solitary confinement, even when it seems like all we want is to be alone.” Zerrex replied
mildly, and then he winced when Cindy held the phone in front of her muzzle and shouted
vulgarities into it, making several people stare at them. “Although I think some people also take
a certain pleasure in pushing certain social boundaries.”
Eratosthenes snorted in amusement, and then Cindy flicked the phone shut and grumbled
under her breath before she motioned at the others, Blackheart sizzling with energy over her back
for a moment as Sammy chirped from Missy‟s shoulder, and then the daughter of Zerrex sighed
as she reached up and ran a hand through her white locks. “Sorry, just Cherry trying to drive me
crazy again. I swear to God, she wants me to start hitting her or something.”
“Cherry‟s Cherry.” Zerrex said mildly, and Cindy smiled amusedly over her shoulder at
him before she looked ahead again as they approached a side door, and she held up a hand to the
Dragokkaren guard standing beside it. The male immediately saluted and pushed the door open

to let them through, and Zerrex smiled slightly before he asked: “So where are we going, then?
What plans do we have for now?”
“I just want to pick up the information Huck‟s assembled and see if everyone‟s
organized… and then we can head back to Elysium or Acheron or whatever you choose, Father.”
Cindy replied softly, glancing over her shoulder at him with a soft smile before her eyes flicked
upwards, and she added quietly: “Although I would like to discuss funeral preparations at some
point too then, if… we all agree to it.”
Zerrex nodded a little as they returned towards the meeting room they had been in earlier,
and a Dragokkaren guard easily opened the door for them, letting them in. The table was as
crowded as it had been before, except that instead of Mengele and White, Marina was present,
with Raze sitting beside her, looking moody. Zerrex tilted his head curiously at this as Error
looked up with a frown, and then he grimaced when Marina‟s eyes settled on him and they
glowed faintly, the female saying quietly: “You shouldn‟t worry so much, Eratosthenes. If any of
us wanted to hurt you, we would have done it already. You don‟t have to be so insecure.”
Error hid his face in his book, grumbling a bit… and then Huck stood up from the other
side of the table, clearing his throat as they gathered around it and sat down; as Zerrex sat beside
Raze, the male reached out and silently took his hand under the table, and the reptile squeezed
his fingers back supportively as Huck gazed back and forth. “Okay boys and girls. Time for the
good news and the bad news.”
All eyes turned to him as Huck looked down at his closed laptop, and then he shook his
head briefly before becoming more serious, the Dragokkaren saying quietly: “The bad news first.
The thing you guys killed, Mengele‟s pretty damn sure it‟s just what he called an „expendable
prototype,‟ to use his fancy nasty terms. He says that although it was goddamn advanced, it
was… „crude,‟ I think was the word he used, which in my opinion is also a good fucking word
for the mad scientist himself, but… my hatred for him aside, I know he‟s got a scary-sharp mind,
which is part of the reason we‟ve kept him around all these years.
“He said that the DNA wasn‟t bound entirely properly, and that the gene patterns were…
rough, in his opinion.” Huck made a distasteful face. “Again, I am glad as hell he‟s on our side
but he still scares me when he says shit like that. He says that getting to examine has let him
guess where they‟re going with this whole design, though, of these recombinants, the… flesh
golems, as Judge White called them, and he has other guesses as to what kinds of things we
might face. He ain‟t allowed technology or shit in prison, but White says he and Sabnock are
working on getting him released on „work-leave,‟ it‟s just more complicated „cause he‟s a
fucking psycho-murderer genocidal bastard and shit.”
“Huck, focus.” Zerrex said mildly, and the Dragokkaren grunted and grabbed at his head,
rubbing at it furiously before the reptile asked quietly, as he gave Raze‟s hand a squeeze beneath
the table: “And what about the microchips? Did you pull all the data from them?”
“That‟s… moderate news. Ain‟t good, ain‟t bad.” Huck said slowly. “See, a lot of the
data is old genetic stuff… and I mean, when I was screwing around, trying to find the origin
paths and files, I discovered that the crazy fucker who‟d made these listings up had even applied
dates to them. The dates were all over the place, made no sense until I realized… they were the
days that the genetic samples were taken. So for example, I found a listing of Cindy‟s genes…
sorry girl… but it‟s from years and years and years ago, before she uh… got her makeover.”
Huck grinned embarrassedly, but Cindy only smiled a little at him, nodding and saying
quietly: “And that‟s good news for us, gives us a small advantage to exploit. When I was… old

Cindy, I didn‟t have all the abilities I do now… I was just a really strong angel with a knack for
fading slightly. What‟s the most recent data entry?”
“Zerrex, of course. That‟s the not-so-nice part.” Huck said quietly, and the Drakkaren
looked up at this as the male shook his head slowly. “Here‟s the thing, though… I don‟t know if
it‟s good or bad, but there‟s actually multiple samples of you… the most recent one being from
only a few months ago. I‟d scream conspiracy, Boss, but… you have a bad habit of getting the
shit beaten out of you.”
The lizard grimaced at this, not arguing as he rubbed at his face awkwardly, and then
Huck continued: “The other samples are way older. One is from your days as a demon, even. But
a lot of these genetic samples are thirty, forty years old, from when Cindy first began work on
her Ark.” He smiled a little over at her, and she smiled ruefully back at him, rubbing at her face
slowly and silently playing her hands along one of her pigtails. “I ain‟t saying it‟s the best
news… but at least we know they aren‟t working with all our new tricks, right?”
Zerrex nodded slowly, and then Huck said mildly: “But there is good news, too… and it‟s
that, thanks to Raze showing up here and sharing some interesting tidbits with me he and Justice
milked out of some people on the council, and the data I compiled from that information you
passed on to me, Zerrex… I‟ve been able to isolate three possible candidates for who on the
council could want you dead. Two gods and a very high ranking angel… Melody, Rangi, and St.
Lucas Luther.”
“Wait, wait, Melody? As in Melody, Queen of Songs, Patron to the Silver Wind Clan?”
Zerrex asked flatly, and Huck frowned at this, tilting his head before he opened his laptop and
quickly began to tap through information. “That‟s impossible. She‟s Zane‟s Patron… apparently
only a minor deity, her pocket dimension was collapsed way back when Athéos attacked and
everything.”
“Yeah, but since her forced move into Heaven she‟s very quickly been gaining
popularity… and like it or not, you did kind of horn in on her racket with the Silver Wind family.
She could have had the whole clan to herself with these last two descendents, but you went and
brought Mary Silverwind into your flock and… poof.” Huck waggled his fingers and he
grimaced a little as he straightened. “What makes this worse is the fact that if it is her, she‟s only
the second-in-command, not the boss of the operation, unless she‟s really good at dressing up as
a dude to pull off this whole Lord God shtick. But even though she ain‟t very powerful herself…
she knows all the right crafters, has access to all the right materials, and her specialty is supposed
to be manipulation and control.”
Zerrex looked down at this, rubbing at his forehead slowly: if it was Melody, that would
complicate things between himself and the Silver Wind clan… and he didn‟t want to see Mary
and Zane at one-another‟s throats because their Patrons had ended up as enemies. Before the
reptile could think too heavily on the subject, however, Huck continued quietly: “Rangi,
meanwhile… well, apparently ever since he lost his wife, he‟s been a little crazy. He was with
the Old Gods, but was quick to change sides the moment Athéos was killed… he‟s a Sky God,
with control over both water and air, knows Melody well, has a lot of access to the same stuff as
her. Most important of all, however, he‟s been very, very supportive of any policies against
Elysium and particularly, against you. He thinks of you almost as another Athéos, simply „cause
you killed him and managed to come back from that afterwards. Very paranoid, but he seems to
have a bad habit of letting his guard down around anyone that reminds him of his lost wife.”
The Drakkaren nodded slowly… and then Huck closed his laptop, saying quietly: “Last
well… Raze, you wanna explain?”

Raze grunted, looking back and forth moodily over the table, and then he looked across at
Zerrex as he gave his fingers one last squeeze before letting go and bringing his arms up to rest
on the table. “Fine. Lucas Luther is an angel who was granted the rights of sainthood by the
Heavenly Council: it‟s a rare „honor‟ that‟s usually bought by angels with a lot of money to
throw around that grants them invulnerability from a lot of Heaven‟s laws and forces everyone to
pretend they respect them. He‟s greedy, egotistical, and a huge fucking coward with no morals
whatsoever: but he‟s in good standing with the council because he‟s always badmouthing Hell
and he‟s in good standing with the public because he keeps all his operations private, employs a
massive workforce in Heaven – even though they get treated like shit – and he gives a lot of gold
to charities and such. He pretends to be a philanthropist because it gets him respect, but he has
his own private army and he‟s in charge of dealing with „misguided souls,‟ as in dumping
criminals in the purification vats.
“Justice is still in Heaven right now, talking with Job and Warden. She says if she can
swing it she‟s going to talk to the Archangels, too, but I told her not to hold her breath, since
Lord won‟t go against the council.” Raze grimaced and shook his head slowly, and then he
looked moodily back and forth. “Luther‟s our best bet. He‟s got all the means, enough influence
to control Dervishes, and he‟d do anything to expand his influence.”
“Except for one problem, kiddo… Luther was one of the bastards in the council who
forwarded the original super-soldier programs like I got pulled into, but why would he target
Zerrex?” Sephire pointed out with a smile, and Raze glowered a bit over at her… but he seemed
to actually listen to his mother instead of ignoring her, as she gazed at him with kindness instead
of her usual overbearing grin. “The thing the two gods have, at least, is motive, and that‟s most
important of all… even if it‟s hard for me to believe either one of them could have Dervishes on
top of everything else.”
Raze nodded a bit, and then Huck said mildly: “Still, he‟s a big possibility. And
admittedly, it‟s hard to find shit out about him… he covers his tracks goddamn well. Plus he
seems like the kind of guy who would kill your entire family for stepping on his toes… and
Zerrex has a bad habit of stepping on worse than that, don‟t you?”
The Drakkaren glared at him, but before he could say anything, Marina added softly:
“Luther, as a Saint and Magistrate, would also be able to order a Hound of Heaven to attack my
father… while neither god would be able to, even as members of Heaven‟s Council. They
possess great rank and may even be seen as members of the „divine congregation,‟ but are
outside of Heaven‟s law and control system.”
“What, you were attacked by a Hound?” Sephire asked sharply, and Zerrex cleared his
throat awkwardly as Cherry snorted in entertainment and a few other concerned gazed turned
towards the reptile. “Why the hell didn‟t you summon any of us, you dumb shit? That thing
could have eaten your face off!”
“Error had my back.” Zerrex said lamely, gesturing towards the male, and the Strange
Beast glanced up with a frown from his poetry book before he grumbled and went back to
reading, and then the reptile quickly changed the subject, saying quietly: “Anyway, what about
the possibility that one of them is Lord God and they‟re working together on this? I hate to bring
up conspiracy theories or anything but… we‟re facing a threat we‟ve never really been faced
with before. Enemies who are working through cunning and deception instead of just raw
power… and if they were all sworn to secrecy through blood oaths…”
“Yeah, shit, that complicates it a little more… they wouldn‟t be able to break a blood
oath, negating the possibility of any of them blabbing or getting cold feet, and… makes a

conspiracy a whole lot more possible.” Huck muttered, and then he grimaced and shook his head
slowly. “Listen, the good news is that unless Justice comes back with different, this is basically
the full list of candidates of people who want you dead. Must be nice that there‟s only three of
them for once instead of a fucking army, huh?”
“Yeah, except it sounds like all three of them have an entire army at their disposal.”
Zerrex muttered, and he rested back in the wooden chair as he quietly played with his mala,
gazing over the silent, gathered faces here. Disciples, friends, and family… and then Raze
reached up and squeezed his shoulder slowly, and the reptile smiled a little at him before he
asked quietly, as he looked back and forth over the others. “Anyone have anything else to add?”
“I really enjoy the time we spend together?” Cherry said lamely, holding up a finger, and
then Sephire giggled stupidly before she hugged the muscular female firmly, and Zerrex slapped
his forehead and Missy looked dumbly at the two and Marina glowered. Then they pulled apart,
and Cherry smiled a little, looking awkwardly back and forth before she said finally: “Look. I
know things are pretty much going up shit creek right now, but… we‟re moving forwards, right?
And better yet, we got an idea of who we should go have a friendly little chat with… besides,
Boss, now at least you can take some action, and we still got this facility to deal with as well.”
Zerrex grunted, but he wondered if that fact only further complicated the situation as he
looked slowly over those gathered at the table again before Marina suggested gently: “Why don‟t
we leave matters here for now, then, and take some time to mull over these new events? Father
has a lot on his mind, after all.” She stopped, then smiled a little over at the Drakkaren, adding
quietly: “And besides. I think that it would be good for all of us to take some time and think
things over.”
The Drakkaren nodded after a moment, and others agreed as the reptile rubbed at the
underside of his muzzle slowly, and it wasn‟t long before they all went their separate ways. Huck
stayed behind as always to facilitate things here in Hez‟Ranna, promising to get in touch with
Albatross… while Eratosthenes grumbled grouchily that he‟d return to Acheron, along with
Sephire, Raze, and Marina.
Cindy turned in the cell phone and Northern Star at the front counter in the lobby of the
building as Zerrex stood waiting for her, and then she approached with a smile, taking his hand
gently and pulling him towards the doors, where Cherry, Daria, Missy and Maria were all
waiting on the street. They would return to Elysium for a short time, to check on how things
were going, to talk to Vivien, and to deal with anything else that came out… and in a little over
an hour, Zerrex was sitting on his bed in his room at the Ravenlight Estate, Blackheart back in
place and Sammy sitting beside him, gazing up at him quietly as the reptile slowly played with
his prayer beads in one hand.
He gave a soft sigh, then shook his head a bit and glanced down at the pseudodragon as
thoughts tickled through his mind: darker thoughts, tinged with feverish lust and strange urges,
and the reptile realized quietly that sooner rather than later he was going to have to Invert. He
could almost feel Negative worming through his mind, and the reptile didn‟t know if this was a
natural need to let off some steam through Inversion, or if this was because Negative was
searching for a flaw in his armor… and then the Drakkaren‟s eyes flicked up as he sensed
something, and he was unsurprised to see Negative leaning back against the wall, looking at him
moodily, his arms crossed and his eyes cold and contemplative. “Let me guess. You want to add
your two cents in on this whole situation I‟m stuck in too, right?”
“Why don‟t you just attack directly? Destroy the facility, trigger the trap… and while the
enemy thinks it has you, eradicate it. You do not need Eratosthenes to find it, now that you know

it‟s on the mortal plane… your instincts and ability to home in on energy sources will do that for
you. Nor do you need help to kill everyone there, when you already have mine.” Negative said
quietly, then he glanced down at his bone claw with a snort as dark lightning flickered down the
limb, and Sammy growled, the golden flames in his sockets burning with uncertainty and fear
and courage. “We work together best in adversity, after all, Zerrex.”
Zerrex glanced down at his mala, and then he put it quietly aside before he laced his
fingers together, studying Negative silently for a few moments. Finally, he sighed a bit as the
creature‟s red eyes turned towards him again, and the Drakkaren said quietly: “Look. We can
discuss this. Just tell me what you want and let‟s work like civilized beings instead of swinging
stupidly at each other while we‟re stuck like this, okay?”
“There‟s nothing civilized in civilization.” Negative replied softly, and then he shrugged
a bit, saying calmly: “But no, Zerrex, don‟t worry: I‟ve decided to stop for now. I‟m sure sooner
or later, I‟ll come for your head again, once I‟ve further evolved, further grown… but for now, I
am content to allow you to do as you please. Do not forget that I am a being of change and
power… and that whatever form I look like, however much I resemble you or your Inversion, I
am all that and more.”
Zerrex looked at the creature for a few long moments, and then he finally shook his head
out before he rubbed his hands together and said quietly: “Fine, Negative, do as you wish, as
long as it doesn‟t interfere with myself or mine. What does that mean for you, though? And for
me?”
“It means that when you Invert, if you hurt anyone… it will be purely your fault…”
Negative‟s red eyes flashed, and then he slowly began to fade from existence, only his terrible,
crimson gaze remaining after a few moments, and the bare white flash of his grinning teeth. “I
think the greatest pain I can cause you right now… is by not being there to take responsibility for
your actions.”
The Drakkaren gritted his teeth as Negative laughed… but soon, the sound faded as the
last of the creature vanished from sight, and the reptile shook his head shortly before Sammy
quietly chirped in concern and hopped into the reptile‟s lap, scrabbling quietly at his chest as he
leaned up and then said in Cindy‟s soothing voice: “Don‟t be scared, Zerrex… it‟ll be okay.”
Zerrex glanced down at the pseudodragon… and then he smiled a little, rubbing a hand
quietly along the small skeleton‟s spine and saying softly: “I know, Sammy. Listen, will you go
around and tell the others to meet me in the Deep Temple, then? I‟m going to jump down and
Invert… maybe it‟ll let me clear my head a little or destress me to get this all out of my system, I
dunno.”
Sammy chirped and nodded, looking up at him for a few moments, and then he leaned up
and nipped the reptile‟s chin before he vanished from sight, and the reptile smiled a bit to himself
before he took a slow breath, standing up… and a moment later, vanishing from sight
completely.
He reappeared in the huge warding circle outside the vault door, and with only a glance at
it, the enormous, armored metal structure clanked and then slowly swung itself open. The reptile
walked forwards, carefully stepping up to the threshold and passing through, his eyes roving
upwards towards the enormous pyramid before a hand silently brushed against him, and the
reptile glanced to the side before staggering with a gasp as he saw Little Arcy hovering silently,
transparent and ivory, her spirit floating above the dusty ground and flickering like the enormous
blue flames that burned above.

She smiled at him sadly, and Zerrex dropped to his knees… before another hand settled
silently on his shoulder, and the reptile looked creakily to the side to see Elliot, Jeannine beside
him… and other spirits emerged slowly from the other buildings, translucent with a faint,
brimming paleness to them, no color any longer in their forms except for the stark and yet seethrough whiteness. Shades, slivers of the dead, restless spirits… and then Little Arcy quietly
turned his face back towards her and cupped his cheeks with her small hands, the kitten leaning
her head down slowly as the reptile trembled at the purification ebbing off her… and then she
hissed suddenly, and her eyes became empty sockets as her lips drew away from her jaws and
she bit savagely into the side of the reptile‟s neck.
The lizard howled in agony as the other spirits clawed and grabbed at him, not leaving
physical marks but instead ripping at his energies, sending up splatters of blue and arcs of light…
and then there was a terrible roar, and Zerrex looked up in shock as Negative appeared beside
him, swinging his bony claw out and releasing a powerful shock of dark energy that drove the
shades back as he shouted angrily: “They aren‟t your loved ones! Don‟t be pathetic, Zerrex,
close your fucking eyes and sense them, don‟t see them!”
Zerrex snarled, lunging backwards as he clenched his jaws tight and his eyes shut… and
then they snapped open with a gasp and he realized what they were as Negative vanished as
abruptly as he‟d appeared… but now that he knew what they were, they no longer appeared in
the shapes of those he‟d lost. Instead, their mouths gaped, filled with ragged teeth, and their
hands drooped on too long arms, their features melted and sunken, their eyes hollow points. They
were the Host… cursed pseudo-souls made from Enochian magic and stolen life-force, a
forbidden weapon of Heaven that existed outside the physical and hungered for energy. But how
the hell did they get inside here?
The Host mimicking Little Arcy lunged at him, mouth gaping… and Zerrex leapt
upwards, seizing a golden stone roof and jackknifing onto it before he created a sphere of energy
in his hand and half-spun around, flinging it down into the group. It exploded in a brilliant
sapphire blast that left a narrow crater in the ground and tore two of the Host into halves, white
energy flickering violently through the air as they fell to the earth… but then slowly floated back
upwards, piecing themselves together as Zerrex snarled and turned, running quickly along the
rooftops as he cursed under his breath. “Can‟t hurt them with punches, don‟t have the time to
exorcise them, I gotta-”
A Host in the shape of a massive Dragokkaren floated up through the rooftop in front of
him, hissing as the others behind him closed rapidly… and Zerrex snarled, his eyes glowing solid
green before his scales burst into steam along his right arm, revealing not a metallic gauntlet…
but a limb made of solid, ivory bone plates, dark energy crackling down it as the Drakkaren
snarled: “Get out of my way! Get away!”
He shoved his hand forwards, sending an unfocused blast of dark energy smashing into
the creature, and the Host screamed silently as it reared back, flailing its limbs violently before it
simply dissolved in a crackle of static, and the reptile snarled before he spun around, lashing the
bone claw through another of the Host as they swarmed towards him and ripping a deep swathe
through its side, making it hiss as it drew backwards before Zerrex arched his back with a roar as
dark lightning zigzagged over his body and then released in a powerful shockwave, sending the
swarming Host flying backwards as the lizard‟s scales turned pitch black and plates of bone
snapped violently into place over his frame as black fire burned across his form. “I said get away
from me!”

The reptile‟s eyes glowed vibrant emerald as he stood in full Inversion, ten feet tall,
muscles rippling beneath black scales as bone plates clung to him and a bit of drool fell from his
jaws, snarling furiously… and then, when one of the Host lunged forwards, the reptile brought
his hand up and caught the monster by the throat, and the ghostly shade that was mimicking
Little Arcy flailed weakly for a moment before Zerrex leaned down so he was almost pressing
nose-to-nose with it, whispering: “I don‟t care how you got here. I don‟t care what you‟re doing.
I know you creatures are mindless. But if your master can hear me… I want you to know, Lord
God, that using my allies like this is only going to make me enjoy it all the more when I finally
get my claws into you and get to peel your skin from your bones… and unlike with Error, there
will be no mercy!”
The reptile snarled, dark energy exploding down his arm before he flung the Host
forwards into another that lunged towards him as black lightning coursed over it, and then it
exploded, obsidian fire and electricity ripping through the air and bursting over the other shades
present, the Host howling as they dissolved rapidly from the terrible, negative energies. The
Inverted Zerrex breathed hard, fury boiling through his system, making it harder to control
himself… and then he snarled as a Host silently floated up through the rooftop, realizing it was
in the form of Aera Cura.
It looked up, its black sockets gazing at him… and then it grinned slowly as the sockets
filled with golden light before its jaws simply gaped open, and a terrible, echoing voice spoke
from it: “You don‟t scare me, Lord Zerrex. Ever since the first time we met, you‟ve always been
nothing but a bully… a coward, who thought he was above us, more righteous than us, more
pure. Full of ego, always putting yourself first… nothing but a demon who stole his godhood.”
“If you‟re not scared of me, why hide your voice? Why kill my friends instead of me?
Why haven‟t you shown yourself?” the Drakkaren raged, and then he snarled and grasped at his
head as one of his emerald irises seemed to crack, red light shimmering through it as he
whispered to himself: “No, no, stay in control…”
“There‟s a difference between being a coward and being intelligent… and because,
Zerrex, you represent everything that I hate. That I have striven against, since my first day in
power… since I first came into existence.” the voice replied coldly, but there was clear rage in its
tone as well as the Host only floated lifelessly. “No, I want to save killing you until the end. I
want to wait, and bide my time, and watch you flail and suffer and struggle. In fact, I want you to
make more friends, more allies, and grow stronger… so that my victory over you will be all the
sweeter. Ever since we met, you‟ve done nothing but mock me… reversed everything I put into
play, ruined the equilibrium and standing of Heaven, turned the Paradise I chose as my home
into a joke! The others are not yet ready to understand or know what I am doing but when they
see that with your death, everyone will respect Heaven, respect us, once again, instead of… of
praying to impotent, false gods and daring to compare lowly little Hell to mighty and glorious
Heaven… they will thank me. They will understand why I have done what I did. They will make
me their leader instead of the worthless cretins that are in charge of Heaven now! To be Lord
God is more my right than anyone else‟s, because I am the one who has sacrificed so much and
worked so hard to be where I am today!”
“Worked on the backs of slaves, maybe.” Zerrex said quietly, straightening and shaking
his head slowly, and then he looked at the Host disgustedly, drawing his eyes over the mockery
of Aera Cura‟s once-beautiful form done in shivering and pale whites. “The Host were sealed
away for a reason as well, I believe… by someone far holier and better than you. Tampering with
souls and spirits and so-called „white magic‟ to create slaves who feel nothing but pain and

hunger… and sending them down here to wait for me… sly and cruel, and it shows that you‟re
more of a monster than most of the demons I‟ve met.”
The voice snarled, and then the Host lunged towards him… but Zerrex only grinned
savagely as swords of black energy appeared around him in mid-flight, crashing into the Host
and ripping through its body like smoke, sending it hurtling backwards, and it simply dissolved
before it could even hit the ground. Then he shook his head slowly, before his eyes flicked
upwards as a rift opened and Maria dropped out of it, landing in a kneel in front of him and
glancing back and forth as she asked urgently: “Are you okay, grandfather? I sensed
something…”
“I‟m… fine.” Zerrex murmured softly reaching up to touch the side of his face as he felt
his mind burning with emotions and suppressed urges… and then, suddenly, he stepped forwards
and seized Maria‟s shoulders, forcing his jaws down on hers and hungrily kissing her, and the
Broken went limp in his grip as her chain bikini rattled and her eyes fluttered, fingers clenching
and loosening before she sighed delightedly when Zerrex drew back, licking his own muzzle
slowly. “Are the others on their way?”
“Of course… let‟s… await them at the top…” Maria whispered… and Zerrex smiled
slightly to her before he took her hand, and then glanced towards the temple… and in a moment,
they were at the top of the pyramid without even a sensation of moving, the Drakkaren standing
in front of the looming obsidian throne and the Broken breathing hard as she looked back and
forth, then turned her eyes to him with a blush as she murmured: “You‟re… oh, Zerrex…”
“Am I your master? Am I your god? Tell me.” the Drakkaren asked almost teasingly,
stroking under her chin, and Maria gasped softly as she stared up at him hungrily, nodding
quickly.
“Yes, you are… my master, my god… the source of my meaning, my belonging, my
strength… I am nothing but your obedient slave, your toy to do with as you wish…” Maria
slowly stroked her hands down his abdominals, then dropped to her knees, kissing slowly along
his chiseled front to his waist, trailing quiet kisses over the plate of bone in front of his groin as
she shivered in obvious delight as the collar around her neck burned quietly with dark light. “Oh,
I am so worthless without you…”
Zerrex smiled slightly… and then he sat back in his throne before he reached up and
grasped the side of his head with a grunt, his eyes clenching… and when they opened, they were
once more emerald, the red cracks that had spread through one iris healed as he murmured softly:
“Thank you, Maria… you know that I love you, right?”
“Yes, grandfather, always…” Maria slipped back to prop herself against the side of the
throne with a quiet smile, and Zerrex closed his eyes as he smiled a little as well, before the
Broken said softly: “But you don‟t have to hold back here…”
“Only a child or the truly weak require constant reassurance… I‟m… I‟m fine, is what I
mean to say.” Zerrex shook his head, grunting and cursing under his breath. “You girls being
here with me while I‟m Inverted is more than enough… perhaps I should put the collar on when
you‟re all here, to avoid… me going too crazy. I hate lording over you all…”
“And yet part of you craves it. Loves it… perhaps even needs it. You taught me to be
comfortable with myself… as a Broken, and as a female who had before never indulged in the
pleasures of the flesh, despite being a succubus.” Maria replied quietly, looking quietly outwards
over the buildings that rested through the sprawl of the Deep Temple. “Besides, you come here
to Invert, to release the negative energy built up in you, to give in to your pleasures and

passions… and we, like the Sacrifices and Beasts, exist to serve you in your every need.
Disciples and Iuratus… we are your servants, and your friends, and everything in between.”
Zerrex smiled faintly at this… and then a moment later, Cherry appeared in front of the
steps, wheezing and leaning down to rest her hands on her knees as she muttered: “Fuck taking
the stairs… I‟m… think I‟m getting the hand of this shooping shit, Boss. You okay? Heard a
fucking commotion. Well… felt it really…”
She glanced up awkwardly at him, rubbing slowly at the black veins of corruption
pulsing visibly through her body… and then Zerrex nodded and smiled slightly before he held up
his bony arm, saying softly: “You‟re just eager for more, aren‟t you?”
“You‟re my drug, Boss. I know you hate it when I make that comparison but… you know
me, I can‟t keep my big mouth shut.” Cherry replied with a faint grin as she stepped forwards,
then she reached up and pulled off her shirt, revealing the black bra beneath that clung to her
large breasts, her leather pants tight against her lower body as she licked her lips slowly, then
leaned forwards and grasped Zerrex‟s shoulders when the needle of bone sprung from the wrist,
whispering softly: “Come on. „Fore Cindy gets here. Then she‟ll want it too and you know that
freaks me out.”
Zerrex smiled slightly, not bothering to point out this hypocrisy… and then he thrusted
the needle hard upwards, piercing into Cherry‟s chest and making her curse and grit her teeth,
then slump forwards a bit against him as her legs trembled before Zerrex reached his other hand
up to grasp her hips, slowly pulling her into a sitting position in his lap as she gave a soft moan
and her body trembled, the black veins burning darkly through her scales as they pulsed
powerfully, a bit of dark corruption leaking down between her breasts… and Zerrex couldn‟t
help but wonder silently if these were the very same chimera cells that he was filling her with as
had caused so much devastation to the First Gods… and then Cherry growled as she clenched her
eyes shut before they opened slowly, terrible, dark black as she murmured hungrily: “Oh Gods…
the power… the strength… the connection…”
She grinned, her teeth larger in her jaws than they had been before as she shivered hard…
and then she gasped quietly before Zerrex yanked the needle free from her chest, sending out a
short squirt of dark liquid before the wound immediately healed, and Cherry touched this with a
grunt, closing her eyes and murmuring: “Usually passes right through… I must almost be at the
breakthrough point now.”
The needle slid back into the reptile‟s arm as he flexed his fingers, looking at her
silently… and when Cherry opened her eyes, they had turned blue again as she quietly reached
up and took his face in her hands, whispering: “Hey you. Don‟t you look at me like that now,
you hear? I chose this myself, and we know it‟s the best way to go about it… I am your second,
your shadow, and I am the darkness to the light so many others bring you and give you. I don‟t
mind that… I know that physically, no matter what happens to me… I‟ll always be with you,
Boss… and fuck, the only thing this corruption seems to do so far is turn me into a total fucking
girl.”
She smiled awkwardly, and the Inverted Zerrex hugged her fiercely forwards against his
body, stroking silently along her back as Maria looked up at the two tenderly and Cherry
snuggled herself close, murmuring: “I‟m never, ever going to let you run off and fight shit alone
again, you know. Now I‟m gonna have the power to defend you, instead of standing back and
turning into a fucking loser when your back‟s turned or you‟re gone somewhere. I keep failing
you… but I ain‟t gonna ever fail you again now. You‟re only helping me protect everyone by

filling me with this power, with this… corruption that… that I‟m learning more and more to
master now. So don‟t be scared, Boss… „cause I promise you, it‟s all gonna turn out okay.”
She drew back, and Zerrex looked into her eyes silently as she gazed into his… and then
a moment later, she turned around with a slight smile, rolling her shoulders slowly as Cindy,
Daria, and surprisingly, Missy, all stepped onto the top platform from the steps, and Missy‟s eyes
widened as Zerrex gritted his teeth and looked away in embarrassment, asking sharply: “What is
she doing here in the Deep Temple?”
“I… I wanted to see, Biggs, and I wouldn‟t take no for an answer… shit, is this…” she
stepped forwards, studying him quietly as Daria blushed and Cindy looked awkwardly away as
Cherry slipped out of the reptile‟s lap… and Zerrex moodily looked forwards, grasping the arms
of his throne as he looked at her and she looked back, before her red eyes glowed faintly as she
reached a hand out and hesitantly touched the ivory plates of bone over his chest. “Damn, you
got more bones on you than in a whole damn cemetery. Can you feel that, Biggs?”
“Yes. You‟ve seen, now go away, things get ugly here.” Zerrex said pettishly, and then
he winced when Missy glared at him and seized him by one horn, yanking his head down and
making the Drakkaren flail as the others winced. “Dammit, Missy!”
“Now look, I ain‟t just some little country girl, you know that yourself! You let me make
my own decisions every other time, what kinda selfish jerk are you that it only seems to matter
when I make a damn decision that could affect you, too?” she asked sharply, and Zerrex winced
a little at her before she shook his head firmly, which made a small part of him want to leap up in
rage but the rest of him only quail and feel ashamed of himself. “Now what the hell is going on
here? Your girls here keep tossing all kinds of words around but I ain‟t got any understanding of
what they mean.”
Zerrex finally reached up and managed to pry her off, and then he grumbled a bit as he
sat back in the throne, saying dryly: “The short version is that every so often I have to Invert. I
undergo this change and transformation and sit around down here, working off… darker urges…
with the Disciples who are least-affected by Negative‟s corruption and my… destructive
influences. Which is why you should go.”
“I ain‟t scared of no corruption.” Missy said softly, and Zerrex snorted at this before a
grin spread down his face as he leaned towards her, holding up his bony arm, and the long needle
sprung out of it, dark lightning sparking over the length.
“Oh really?” he asked softly, his primal instincts battling for control against his rational
mind, his emotions and lusts rocking back and forth through his tottering mind. “It causes
changes, mutation, transformation… and the only one who is completely unaffected by it is
Maria, because she is a Broken. You are merely a Benevolent, Missy… and corruption already
spills through your veins. My corruption is far more potent.”
“Well, I gotta learn to control what‟s going on with me one way or another… and I know
part of that means I gotta stop being scared.” Missy replied quietly, and then she reached up and
grabbed his arm, her scarlet eyes locking with his emerald. “I ain‟t scared, Zerrex.”
Their eyes gazed deep into one another‟s… and then the Drakkaren tore his arm back
before he stabbed forwards before he even know what he was doing, and the needle rippled as it
passed without leaving a wound through the female‟s body, piercing into her very spirit as she
gasped and dark lightning sparked over her form, black corruption spilling her as Zerrex stood
over her, glaring down at her as she clawed at his arm and the others only watched helplessly…
and then the reptile clenched his jaws shut and yanked the needle backwards, pulling it free with
a splatter of dark energy as he grabbed at his head and groaned as Missy fell backwards to the

ground and convulsed once, breathing hard as she shivered on the platform before he looked
down with horror as Maria and Cherry grabbed either one of the reptile‟s arms and Cindy
dropped over Missy, staring in horror as the Drakkaren whispered: “Oh no… what… what have I
done?”
He slumped slowly, staring weakly down at her, almost hearing Negative laugh in his
mind… and then Missy gargled and curled up slightly, clenching her eyes shut as her eyes
burned red. Then she screamed for a short moment before hissing through her teeth, and a
moment later, her red eyes flickered dully… and Cindy touched the gasping female‟s neck
quietly before her eyes widened and she looked up with surprise. “Daddy, I…”
Zerrex pushed Cherry and Maria aside, dropping down beside Missy and reaching a hand
out as the bone needle retracted, touching her silently… and his eyes widened in shock as he felt
her energies pulsing powerfully, before he looked up at Cindy as she stared back. Then he picked
Missy up in his arms, staring wonderingly back and forth over her as steam floated slowly off her
body, even as she gasped quietly for breath, as Cindy whispered: “She… she absorbed your
corruption somehow… somehow, it stabilized her…”
“I ain‟t… afraid of nothing or no one.” Missy wheezed, and then she tiredly opened her
eyes and grinned weakly up at him… but one had turned brilliant green, while the other burned
bright red. “You‟re an asshole.”
“You poked the goddamn bear with a stick.” Zerrex grumbled in return as he sat back in
his throne, but he couldn‟t help but stare at her wonderingly as her strength slowly but visibly
came back to her, the female sitting up with a quiet grunt and rubbing slowly at her head before
she quietly let herself slump against him with a blush and a mumble… and the reptile only
smiled awkwardly down at her before he asked quietly: “How does your head feel?”
“Clear.” she whispered, stroking her hands slowly over his chest, and then she closed her
eyes and bowed her head against him, murmuring: “I just… had faith that you wouldn‟t hurt me.
Not that you ain‟t able to… just that… you wouldn‟t hurt me. And you didn‟t. You helped me,
you crazy son of a bitch. You did.”
The others exchanged looks as Zerrex sat silently with Missy, and then she patted his
arm, saying quietly as she looked up and met his eyes: “Try it again. I wanna see what happens.
And don‟t you argue with me or I‟ll just piss you off some more.”
Zerrex smiled awkwardly, looking hesitantly over the others… but Cindy shrugged and
Cherry nodded slowly after a moment, and the reptile grimaced as he rose his hand… but instead
of producing the bone spike once more, he slowly grasped her face and pulled her forwards into
a kiss, his tongue slithering into her jaws and twisting gently with hers before pinning it down as
he breathed into her mouth, and Missy shuddered before her eyes widened as a bit of dark smoke
floated up between their jaws: his Inversion‟s breath, his Inversion‟s saliva, his Inversion‟s
blood… every bit of him was tinged with the powers of his corruption.
She shuddered hard for a moment, groaning quietly… and then her eyes glowed faintly
before she slumped back a bit in the reptile‟s arms, but she only grinned woozily even as a string
of dark liquid dripped from her mouth, saying lamely: “I feel a little lightheaded, Biggs, but
you‟re gonna have to give me a minute before I go making any snap decisions. Damn, ain‟t no
wonder you got all these pretty things around if you can kiss like that.”
“Damn straight.” Cherry said cheerfully, and then she cleared her throat embarrassedly
when Zerrex glared at her. “Sorry. Not used to. Happiness in this place that doesn‟t involve dicks
everywhere.”

Zerrex sighed and shook his head slowly… and then he looked up sharply as he felt
another presence and heard footsteps on the stairs, before staring with surprise as Justice made
her way across the platform, bowing courteously in front of the throne as her eyes glowed and
she grinned slightly. “Why so surprised, Zerrex? Of course my Sisters were eager to tell me
about this place… and I figured it‟d be a better idea to catch you here in Elysium than waiting
patiently back in Acheron. Patience isn‟t really my thing.”
Zerrex looked at her moodily for a few moments, and then he shook his head slowly,
saying distastefully: “The Deep Temple is a place of-”
“Worship and desire.” Justice said softly, half-lidding her eyes, and she strutted forwards
as her wings unfurled from her frame and her metallic tentacles snapped quietly through the air
as they drew back from her breasts, leaving her naked as Cherry grinned and Daria blushed a bit,
but let her eyes slowly rove along the Naganatine‟s form as the blind female‟s white eyes drew
slowly over Zerrex. “We don‟t do business here… we concentrate on giving you a reprieve
during your Inversion. But I don‟t see why you‟re so unhappy… even if it was just an accident,
Missy was drawn here and is invulnerable to the side-effects your corruption… making her
perfect to sit here in the Deep Temple… but I have no doubt that nonetheless they‟ve triggered a
transformation in her. And me, well… you know that I‟m dedicated. I should dedicate myself
here as well.”
“Missy isn‟t a Disciple, and you haven‟t even seen me like this before.” Zerrex said
flatly, and then he grimaced a bit and covered his eyes with one hand as he fought against the
hungers and lusts and eagerness building in his body, against the urges he wanted to follow, like
seeing if Justice‟s words about Missy were true… and what kind of beautiful creature he could
make her into with- no. No, no, no. Calm down. Concentrate. “I think I need my collar.”
“No, you don‟t.” Justice said forcefully, and Maria glanced up, halting in mid-step
towards the back of the throne as Zerrex glared at her. She only smiled slightly, however,
reaching a hand down and stroking under his muzzle as she said softly: “I saw you from the
beginning, Zerrex, all your ins and outs… I know that why this makes you so embarrassed is
because your Inversion forces all your darkest urges to the surface, in a way, brings the deepest
recesses of your very soul to light… but you can be comfortable with us. And Missy, well. Let
her make her own decisions.”
She smiled slightly, leaning back complacently and crossing her arms, and Zerrex
breathed slowly before he looked down at the Benevolent as she rested in his arms, not loosening
her grip on him, not pulling away… and the reptile‟s eyes locked with her green and ruby irises
as he whispered: “This is dangerous.”
“I‟m supposed to be having adventures now, remember?” Missy said softly, looking back
at him… and then she smiled slightly as she reached up and touched his face silently. “I can still
feel you inside there, Zerrex… I know you‟re still you, no matter what you do or look like… and
that comforts me. I ain‟t scared of you… I know you‟ll protect me. I know you‟ll always be there
to help me. I trust you.”
And then Missy slid carefully out of his lap, looking awkwardly at the others as she
rubbed at her head and muttered: “But I do think I‟m gonna just stay back and watch for now…
„cause it looks like things are… going to get intense.”
Zerrex smiled a bit at this, feeling like it was a fair enough negotiation and admittedly
enjoying the thrill of the suddenly-shy Benevolent watching… and then Justice slipped forwards,
sitting herself in his lap as she leaned over him and asked playfully: “So… are you going to steal
the virtue of your Justice?”

“You had no virtue to begin with.” Zerrex said dryly, as he dug his claws into her
scales… and Justice grunted softly as energy sparked over the gashes, grinning widely as the
reptile leaned up and whispered teasingly beside her head: “That‟s right… you don‟t heal very
fast, do you? What if I leave scars?”
“I‟ll be disappointed if you don‟t.” Justice retorted, seizing his shoulders and pinning him
back… and the reptile grinned with this answer as his eyes burned with hunger.
Hours passed, and not simply in sexual play: they touched his body, they whispered their
worship to him, they admired his strength and bathed in his power in more than one way as his
corruption and lusts pulsed through them, and even Missy was led into their fold by Cindy as she
smiled seductively, naked and splattered with a bit of blood, a bit of corruption, and smelling of
sex and sweat and raw physical devotion.
At the end of it, Zerrex sat with Missy on one arm, blushing and naked and breathing
hard as she rested against his shoulder, looking both traumatized and blissful in the same instant
with what she had experience, and Cherry rested on the other, her scales turned almost entirely
black from the corruption she had been exposed to, her eyes glowing obsidian lights as her chest
heaved slowly, growling in delighted pleasure. Maria rested against one leg, and Cindy the other,
with Daria curled up in the female‟s lap, and Justice rested against the other side of the throne as
the Inverted reptile closed his green eyes with a sigh of relaxation. It was more about the power
than it was anything else, he felt sometimes… but the raw physical pleasure did add to the bliss
of the situation.
Then Cherry grunted as she reached up and cracked her neck, and her scales flickered
before they returned to their normal color along with her irises, muttering: “Damn, must have
just peaked at the threshold there… fuck, Boss, ain‟t you got just a little more to share?”
“Shut up, you hog, you‟re twisted.” Cindy muttered, and Cherry huffed before she
grimaced as energy sparked over her scales, and then the black veins pulsing through them
vanished as Zerrex relaxed back in the throne and the bone plates slowly began to recede, his
own scale color slowly returning to normal as his body pulsed softly with energy. “Feel better,
Daddy?”
“Admittedly, yeah. Are you okay, Missy?” Zerrex glanced over to her, but the female
only smiled embarrassedly at him and dropped her face shyly against his neck, and the reptile
laughed a bit at this reaction as he felt his body returning slowly to normal shape and size,
murmuring: “Yeah, it‟s okay. It‟s not like this is for absolutely everyone… much as I appreciate
you getting involved because someone got grabby.”
Cindy blushed a bit as she quietly hugged Daria against her stomach, and the demoness
smiled softly, looking lovingly up at both the female and beyond to the Drakkaren, murmuring
softly: “But at least we all enjoyed ourselves, right?”
“Yeah.” Zerrex said after a moment, and then he rolled his shoulders slowly, feeling a
little more positive, and strangely rejuvenated by the experience. Maybe it had to do with the fact
that for once, it hadn‟t just been about doom and gloom and power… for once they had actually
worked the stress out of his system, but with Missy there, it had been tempered in a strange
sense, too… and the Drakkaren smiled a little as he glanced awkwardly down, before
impulsively hugging the female close as Justice stood up, her wings draping around her waist
and her metallic tentacles locking back into place over her bosom as she stretched slowly.
The golden retriever curled against him with a blush, and then she looked up with her
mismatched red and green eyes, saying softly: “I don‟t mind this at all… it scares me a little,
Zerrex, but I feel safe, not just in your arms, but with all these girls. I feel… right at home.”

The reptile gazed at her tenderly for a few moments, and then he laughed a bit, replying
gently: “I‟m both surprised and… not surprised to hear you say that, Missy. But you don‟t have
to make any decisions quite yet on the subject… touched as I am that you spent the time with me
doing… what you did.”
Missy laughed a little as the others began to get up, and then she touched his chest,
stroking her fingers along his scars as she murmured softly: “Look at you, Biggs. Look at all
these pretty ladies who‟ve already given themselves to you… look at how your family and
friends treat you and look up to you. It amazes me and it honors me, it really does… and I guess
it really helps me see how Heaven wasn‟t entirely right „bout everything it was teaching people,
too. I mean, there are all kinds of rumors way up high about how things are so weird and
different in Hell, but I‟m getting the feeling that they both is and they ain‟t completely strange.
That it ain‟t necessarily all bad… that maybe you folk got the right idea down here, at least for
some people and some things.” She stopped, and then smiled a little. “It makes me feel… better
about… whatever the hell I‟m becoming. No pun intended.”
The reptile rubbed a hand down her side softly, and then he gently picked her up as he
stood, bowing his head forwards and concentrating… and a moment later, a set of neatly-folded
clothes appeared just above Missy and dropped into her lap, making her laugh a bit in surprise
before Zerrex turned around and set her gently down in the obsidian throne, saying softly: “Go
ahead, get dressed.”
She nodded to him, and the Drakkaren glanced around before he closed his eyes as the
others began to pull on their clothing, Cherry grumbling as she rolled around on the floor to
squeeze herself into her too-tight leather pants and Daria carefully reapplying sticky butterflies
over her breasts, before blushing when Cindy reached up and cupped one large swell, rolling her
palm against the butterfly as she half-lidded her eyes… and Cherry glared over at the two,
bristling visibly. Zerrex could sense this even with his eyes closed, and he smiled to himself as
he concentrated, boxers, and then jeans appearing over his body before the reptile absently patted
his own crotch, saying mildly: “You need to learn to do that, Cherry.”
“Grab your dick?” Cherry asked flatly, and the reptile rolled his eyes with a grumble
before the hermaphrodite wheezed as she managed to finally squeeze her pants over her huge
hips. “So now that you‟ve got all that poison out of your system and shit… what do we do now?”
The reptile shrugged a bit at this, and then he looked towards Cindy before saying softly:
“We have… a funeral to prepare for. Do you agree, Cherry?”
“Boss, I ain‟t here to disagree with you, no matter how often the opposite seems true.”
Cherry said gently, and then she smiled a little as her eyes roved over the others, rubbing at one
bare breast as she murmured: “After you mentioning the Host showing up… might not be a bad
idea.”
Zerrex nodded a bit to her… and after the others finished getting dressed, he held his
hands out as Maria vanished into a rift with a soft smile. The other females clung to the reptile,
and he gazed back and forth over them, reflecting on how lucky he was despite how unlucky he
was in the same instance… and then he vanished from the spot with them, reappearing a moment
later in the main hall of the Ravenlight Estate and then gazing around at them all, saying quietly:
“Call everyone we need together and have them meet me in the boardroom near the top of the
Estate.”
The others nodded… and they had all created portals and gone their separate ways, Missy
blushing a bit as she left with Cherry, who had surprisingly almost bullied her way into
mentoring the female. Zerrex smiled softly to himself as he emerged outside of the enormous

meeting room they referred to as the „boardroom,‟ however, knowing that Cherry had more than
just a lot of muscle and sex-drive to her… it was just sometimes hard to see under all the layers
of bitchiness and testosterone.
The reptile glanced back and forth as he walked through the double doors leading into the
wide meeting hall, letting one hand reach out to trail silently over the backs of comfortable,
leather chairs that sat around an enormous, rectangular table. It was made of polished rosewood,
the top swirled with white and brown arcs, with enough space at either end to seat three people
instead of just one. Landscapes and pretty portraits rested over the white stone walls of the room,
and beautiful, glowing globes hung suspended from the ceiling by silver chains, casting soft light
over the entire room as Zerrex smiled a little and carefully pulled one of the chairs out to sit
down, resting his palms quietly against the surface of the wood.
Unsurprisingly, it was Vivien who showed up first, walking through the open double
doors and silently taking a seat opposite Zerrex. For a few moments, they studied each other, and
then the High Queen said softly: “It‟s good to see you.”
“You too, Vivien. How‟re things going?” Their eyes met, and they smiled, softening a bit
as they studied one another. The Celestial Devil didn‟t answer his question, and the Drakkaren
couldn‟t help but smile as she glanced down with a bit of a blush before he prodded: “How‟s
work? Any news from Eslovius?”
“It‟s good.” Vivien glanced up, and then she nodded, looking a little relieved as she
continued quietly: “The Emperor was executed for high treason, and they have a new Regent in
place to oversee the nation while they settle on a new permanent leader. They‟re disorganized
right now, very weak… your friend Newton made the ironic suggestion of invading and
annexing most of the nation as a new part of Elysium. He seems very fond of our customs… I
think he‟s working to marry both Eslovian and Elysian law as his country is reborn.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, rubbing at his face and murmuring quietly: “That‟s good news at
least… I‟m glad one thing can go right in this damn universe every now and then. Did you hear
about the other Heavenly grunts that have been attacking me? You have a weird way of finding
out crazy information before I can tell anyone.”
“I‟m a Celestial Devil, Zerrex, I can predict and divine current events around the universe
by reading the emotions of the stars and the ripples in the fabric of time.” Vivien said dryly, and
Zerrex looked at her dumbly before she rolled her eyes. “Why don‟t we skip the explanation that
I‟ve given you a thousand times and you just tell me what‟s beaten you up this time?”
“Well, I‟m sure you‟ve heard about the Strange Beasts turning on Error, knowing Huck‟s
gossipy mouth… and you probably know about the Hound of Heaven that mauled me on the
mortal plane.” Zerrex added, and Vivien nodded, lacing her fingers together quietly and studying
him thoughtfully. “But while in the Deep Temple, I was approached by what I thought were
lingering spirits… but they were the Host, in the forms of those that had been killed.”
“Sickening. This Lord God… he must truly hate you.” Vivien said quietly, looking at the
Drakkaren and studying his features for a few moments, and the reptile grimaced and nodded. He
hesitated, and she frowned a bit, narrowing her eyes slightly. “There‟s something else, isn‟t
there?”
“Lord God spoke to me, through the Host. He says he wants to torture me… he wants to
kill all my friends and family before he kills me. He‟s…” Zerrex halted, looking down with a
frown and rubbing at his face slowly. “I haven‟t heard such hatred for me since… since Narrius.
He‟s fixated on me, and he also seemed really, strangely fixated on Heaven, too, on making it…
pure, so to speak. „Restoring‟ it or something to its „former glory.‟”

Vivien nodded slowly, frowning a bit as she said quietly: “The Heavenly Council, and a
lot of the older angels, still believe to this day in „Heaven over Hell‟ and that Heaven is not only
supposed to be kept distant, but superior. From the choices I was presented myself, I don‟t think
it‟s one of the gods… to me, Saint Luther is the best candidate.”
“Yeah, Raze said that too, but Sephire said Luther didn‟t have motive… do you know
something about him?” Zerrex tilted his head curiously, and Vivien only smiled amusedly.
“What?”
“Luther is a Magistrate second… he‟s a merchant first. He puts the company he runs
before all other duties, because that‟s what gives him true power in Heaven: the fact that he
employs countless people to work in his factories and the purification facilities, and that gives
him dominion over their lives. Paradise has taxes, after all.” Vivien said ironically, and Zerrex
grunted, nodding a bit: property in Heaven was much more expensive to maintain than property
in Hell. “Don‟t forget, he also bought his way into sainthood… and you could say that‟s how he
maintains it, too. A lot of generous donations to a lot of well-connected people.
“But years ago, when Heaven and Hell first began to trade with each other, you were the
one who helped introduce import-export taxation. You were also the one who killed the False
God in Heaven… and sickening as it is, there‟s a lot of angels who were angry when you worked
with the Archangels and sent Narrius to the Unworld.” Vivien continued quietly, and Zerrex
grunted and nodded slowly. “Narrius, after all, had been feeding discord by giving almost
unlimited power to certain companies and special rights to older angels so they wouldn‟t try and
rise up against any of his more-suspicious operations. And angels like Saint Luther have long
memories and love to bear a grudge. You almost destroyed his company… and in a way, you
helped change Heaven as well as Hell. I wouldn‟t be surprised if a lot of angels preferred to lay
the blame for that at your doorstep, especially the Council… under Narrius, after all, they had
been given unlimited power.”
The Drakkaren looked down, tapping his fingers quietly against the tabletop, and then
Vivien said quietly: “Luther, in all likelihood, has been waiting for this chance for a long time.
It‟s a well-known fact that one of his shadow companies in Heaven is in charge of the
disassembly and destruction of „dangerous artifacts,‟ and you can just imagine how many of
these artifacts go missing. But no one complains: why would they, when he buys the stuff by
making bogus „donations‟ to the evidence, storage, and peacekeeping facilities where the
artifacts are stored? And I‟m sure if we requisitioned and checked the data logs, we‟d find that
his „removal‟ company purchased all the mortal goods you‟d need to build these things, as well
as a good few number of things that are now in what you call the Centrifuge.”
Zerrex gave a sound of disgust as he nodded slowly, and Vivien smiled slightly as she
crossed her arms, leaning back and saying quietly. “I think he‟s got a lot of reason to hate you.
The other gods probably dislike you… but he‟s the one with the most reason to loathe you. But I
think the real answer lays in this facility, which I know you‟re going to end up visiting no matter
how many times I tell you it‟s a trap and ambush… so I have a suggestion for that, too.”
“Well… go ahead, since no one else is here yet.” Zerrex muttered, glancing back and
forth around the table, but then he returned his eyes to her with curiosity as Vivien smiled
slightly. “What?”
“Since Lord God obviously knows you‟re going to attack and likely has all kinds of
defenses in wait expecting the worst… we shouldn‟t disappoint him.” Vivien said softly, tapping
her nose lightly. “We‟ll use a classic distraction tactic… a large force to lay direct siege, and
then have a small strike team insert directly into the facility while his forces are distracted. His

defenses can easily be evaded this way… especially if it looks like you‟re fighting with the main
forces, which should be composed of your Disciples, among others.”
Zerrex cocked his head curiously at this, saying slowly: “Wait… are you saying… use a
shapeshifter and a bunch of my Disciples and Iuratus to draw his attention, then… sneak around
to the back door?”
“Essentially, if you want to put it so blandly.” Vivien said dryly, sitting up, and Zerrex
stared at her dumbly as she looked sourly at him. “I‟m High Queen for a reason, Zerrex… you
should know that, considering you were the one who picked me for this job.”
“Yeah, but… I never thought you were like, Sabnock-smart.” Zerrex said honestly,
rubbing at his head, and Vivien looked both exasperated and entertained at the same time as she
brushed a hand through her hair with a shake of her head. “That could actually work… and if he
thinks I‟m out there engaging whatever trap he‟s prepared, he might just stay and watch…”
“And then you have a chance to unmask and possibly terminate Lord God before this
mess gets any worse.” Vivien finished with a short nod, her smile grim and cold. “It‟s a
dangerous tactic that puts your Disciples at risk, and there‟s a possibility that he could
outmaneuver us… but there‟s also quite a high chance that this will at least get you a glimpse
behind Lord God‟s mask and do some real damage to his operations, if you end this entire
charade before our situation becomes any more dire.”
The reptile rubbed thoughtfully at the underside of his muzzle, looking down musingly…
and then he nodded after a moment, saying finally: “I‟ll talk it over with the others, then. But a
shapeshifter who can mimic me perfectly…”
“Oh, like that‟ll be hard to find.” Vivien said dryly, and Zerrex glowered at her for a
moment. Before he could respond, however, Ambrosia and Serenity walked in, the two shoving
at each other grumpily as Desire blushed and awkwardly followed behind them.
Others came in soon after: Justice and Mercy, Missy, Cherry, and Cindy, Daria and Maria
and Mary. Soon the table was almost filled despite being so large, as Zerrex stood up and
surveyed the faces gathered… and then he sighed when Serenity elbowed Ambrosia grumpily,
who gritted her teeth and glared at her both irritably and victoriously: she had managed to secure
the spot right beside Zerrex, and was visibly gloating about it. “Will you two stop?”
All eyes turned to them for a moment, and both Ambrosia and Serenity blushed, Serenity
looking cowed for once in her life as Zerrex shook his head a bit, and then he said calmly, as he
gazed back over the gathered group: “Although normally I prefer to wait on things like this… I‟d
like to discuss holding a funeral for those that have died so far in the murderer‟s attacks. I think
it‟s only fair…” The Drakkaren hesitated, his eyes drawing quietly to Mahihko and Lone, who
were sitting and holding hands in the back next to Vampire, the two wolves staring quietly up at
him. “And those who have been personally affected, of course, have every right to speak up as to
what they‟d like.”
The wolves nodded a little, and there was silence for a few moments… and then the
Drakkaren glanced up in surprise as Anathema walked through the open double doors and then
closed them, Sammy popping into existence a moment later on her shoulder with a quiet chirp
before she said softly: “Sister and Earth sent me. They both requested that the funeral rites be
held for the dead in Acheron, not Elysium or the mortal plane. It would not only be safest
there… it would be a fitting way to honor those who died-”
“Because of me.” Zerrex murmured softly, and then Ambrosia reached up and squeezed
his wrist gently, smiling at him supportively as the reptile smiled awkwardly back. “Sorry, I

know. Bit of a… selfish moment there. This isn‟t all about me, it‟s about them… but why not the
mortal plane then, Anathema?”
“Because while Hez‟Ranna is your land, Acheron is a dimension that honors you best…
and most importantly, it was a home, a safe bastion, to each and every one of us.” Anathema said
softly, glancing down as she approached the table, resting her hands on the surface of it but not
sitting down. Then she glanced up, smiling slightly. “But I‟m sure Earth and Sin can explain it
much better than I can. I‟m just a messenger… a fitting one for a funeral, no?”
The reptile shook his head slowly, but admittedly, the female‟s refusal to take anything
except herself seriously made him feel strangely comforted. Finally, he smiled a little as his eyes
roved over her, and then he said quietly: “Does anyone have any objections?”
“I think… I think our sister really liked it there.” Mahihko said meekly after a moment,
and Zerrex glanced curiously over to the wolves as the smaller lupine and Lone exchanged looks,
and then Mahihko continued quietly: “She might not have acted like it and she was used to a
bigger and better place but… I think she felt safe there. I think she‟d like that, Daddy… I think
she‟d like feeling like she was part of a big family and… and loved…”
He closed his eyes, and Cindy looked up, adding quietly: “There‟s no better place for
Little Arcy, Zerrex… she was dedicated to you, she adored you. And Elliot always respected
you… respected what you represented and who you were. He was my godfather, and he was
never very religious… but I know he would like to… he would like it if…”
She closed her eyes, and Daria silently rubbed a hand along Cindy‟s back as the newt
murmured softly: “I‟ll talk to Saint and get him to attend, at least. I might not owe Missy Ella
much but… I guess I can do that for her. Prove… that I‟m better than her.” She closed her eyes,
then opened them, gazing quietly over at Zerrex. “Candy would probably have liked that too…
she wasn‟t close to you or me or any of us, I know, but she did admire you.”
“And Mika… Mika would like that.” Mary added softly, and Zerrex turned his eyes to
the ivory feline as her black eyes glimmered quietly, smiling faintly: “I know you were scared
with how mad he was at you, but… I know he still respected you, despite losing Felicity. He
never would have wanted to be given a funeral in Heaven anyway.”
Zerrex smiled a little at this, and he lowered his head, breathing slowly before he glanced
around the room… and then he said quietly: “Then Acheron it is. How shall we… go about
this?”
It was a long talk, discussing not just religion and ceremony, but every so often veering
off on tangents and memories, both good and bad, as they sat around the table and talked
together. As there were no real bodies, and in some cases, no real remains, they would instead
use the old Hell tradition of placing a personal item of the deceased into an urn or specially-made
chest, such as a piece of clothing or an item that had held personal significance to them. They
would perform their last rites, and then they would burn the urns together in a great pyre.
The funeral would be held in two days, giving everyone enough time to prepare
themselves as they saw fit. Zerrex spent the time mostly in meditation and quiet, wandering the
Ravenlight Estate, every now and then bumping into Spike or Missy or Ambrosia and chatting
with them quietly… two people new to his life, and a daughter who he had missed out on a lot of
time with. Helena sometimes followed him faithfully around as well, but she was also working
on and off with Carmen, learning the ropes of being a concubine: it was a little more complicated
than the Dius had expected, but she still seemed very dedicated to the task and wasn‟t letting up
at all, which Zerrex respected.

When the time came for the funeral, Zerrex was surprised when Vivien joined them,
saying courteously she would do her best to honor those that had fallen so far as well… and the
reptile had nodded bit, admittedly glad for her company. In Acheron, the Dragokkaren stopped
work in respect of what was going on, as Dragon Warriors and Sacrifices carried urns and chests
quietly all the way to the Palace and through its twisting passages to the roof, where a beautiful
and massive wooden statue had been carved, designed in the shape of a looming tree with wide
branches ending in thick, flat leaves: upon each leaf, a chest or urn was placed, until they were
all filled… and Zerrex gazed quietly at the tree, hating how many leaves there were… how many
had already been lost.
They had decided to honor all those who had died, although the only people present here
were Zerrex‟s friends, family, and Disciples, and a few others who stood awkwardly apart.
Among these was Saint, Missy Ella‟s old security chief resting with his arm in a cast and looking
miserable as he breathed hard, still weakened from the massive trauma he had experienced.
Zerrex began the services with a short speech, thanking them for coming, telling why
they were having this now, and offering a prayer for their souls: funny, a god praying, especially
a god like Zerrex who didn‟t put much stock in most religion or other gods. But the act of it
showed respect and was comforting to those who heard it… and he allowed the wolves to take
the spot next, both of them dressed in formal suits: Mahihko in a small white tuxedo, Lone in a
black, solemn suit.
They traded turns talking about Jeannine… and although Mahihko broke down into tears
and Lone cried a little himself, they held up admirably and gave her a fond farewell. Cindy went
up next, talking about Elliot… and Jessica, in a flowing dress, went up to stand in front of the
funeral tree with her, talking softly about her own experiences with the male. Surprisingly, when
Zerrex went up, Jessica gently hugged him… and Zerrex closed his eyes and hugged her silently
back, whatever differences were still between them put aside for this moment of mourning
before he shared his own experiences.
It continued: eulogies were given for Mika, for Little Arcy, even for Missy Ella by Saint
and a grudging but trying-her-hardest Daria. Everyone, even those like Hellabos, who had ended
up as betrayers, and those Daniel Roper, who Zerrex barely remembered, were given a few
words… and finally, they set the great tree aflame… and surprising them all, soft song filled the
air, and Zerrex turned to see Celeste standing silently beside Error as she sang slow and easily…
and a moment later, the Librarian joined her song, fumbling a little at first, but his voice mixing
with hers as it picked up, both of them singing with what felt and sounded like pure emotion, not
stumbling words.
The tree burned, white and black smoke rising into the red skies of Acheron as a sweet
smell floated through the air, and yet even as they visibly weakened, the branches of the great
wooden sculpture held out until the chests and urns had been completely burned away by the
devouring red and orange flames. Only after the last urn finally cracked and fell apart, did the
tree finally begin to slowly collapse… and it did not list, but rather slowly began to crumble
straight downwards, the outer branches falling first to the stone roof before the center of the tree
finally cracked and slowly tottered apart, whispering away to ashes.
The reptile stood quietly as the last ruins of it burned, even as others began to filter away,
closing his eyes as the song of the Strange Beasts still echoed through his mind despite the fact it
had ended long ago… and then he glanced to the side in surprise as Error stepped up beside him,
the reptile‟s mala jangling quietly around his neck as the Librarian said quietly: “You brought

everyone together for this… and although at first I thought it was a useless exercise, they feel…
bonded over the experience. I can understand better now why you wanted to do this. I respect it.”
Zerrex smiled a bit at this, glancing over at him for a moment before his eyes looked
towards the smoldering ashes… and then the reptile made a gentle sweeping gesture, and a
powerful wind tore by, lifting the embers and ashes into the air, where they swirled and formed
for a moment into a great serpent before dispersing… and the Drakkaren shook his head a bit,
saying quietly: “I appreciate that, Eratosthenes. Thank you. I know that I might seem… odd,
especially to you, but I do… I have been trying my hardest to honor my friends and family. Even
when it seems like I‟m not.”
“You don‟t need to explain that to me.” Error replied, looking out at the smooth, nowclean stone, and then he lowered his head and said quietly: “In another day I‟ll be back at full
strength. I shall lead you to the facility then… but I wish to know, what happens to me after that?
I… no longer have much purpose.”
“You are welcome to stay with me, Librarian, now that you have begun to regain
yourself.” Celeste said kindly, and Zerrex smiled a bit before the Strange Beast quietly reached
up and touched her collar as Eratosthenes glanced over his shoulder towards her with curiosity.
“I am sorry, Zerrex. I will restrain myself from prying.”
“It‟s alright, Celeste.” Zerrex said gently, looking over at her with quiet amusement, and
then he shook his head a bit before he returned his gaze to Eratosthenes, saying softly: “But what
Celeste said is true enough. You can stay with her… and you two are welcome to stay with us, at
least for as long as you want. You might have caused me a lot of trouble, but you watched my
back when I asked you to as well, and that goes a long way with me, Error.”
Eratosthenes looked at him for a few moments, and then he nodded slowly before he
crossed his arms, saying quietly: “Then I shall stay here… at least until I either regain control of
the Guardians or something else calls me away.”
Zerrex smiled at this, then he reached up and slapped the male gently on the shoulder, the
Librarian looking a bit startled at first by this gesture before he grimaced and rolled his arm,
looking moodily at the Drakkaren, and Zerrex shook his head with a bit of a laugh before he
turned around and gazed with a bit of a smile towards Earth, who was politely standing a short
distance away, waiting for him. The reptile looked at the Strange Beasts, but neither of them
seemed like they had anything further to say… so he shrugged bit, then said calmly: “Earth, go
ahead.”
“Thank you, Zerrex.” She bowed her head politely as she approached, then looked up at
him curiously, examining him for a few moments. “As you requested, workers are permitted the
day off if they desire… but many have already gladly resumed construction on the portal. These
Dragokkaren… they are as hardy and proud workers as I remember from my time long ago,
when we lived here under the tyranny of the Goddess… and they find joy and freedom in work,
as they also did long ago.”
The Drakkaren smiled at this, gesturing for her to continue, and Earth blushed a bit
before she said softly: “Likewise, I have prepared the great hall with a banquet as requested, as
well as a set of private rooms. Many have currently gone to the hall, however, and they seem to
be enjoying engaging each other in conversation and memory. It is helping the healing process.”
Zerrex nodded, and for a moment they studied each other before Earth reached out and
touched his chest gently with both her hands, bowing her head forwards and murmuring a short
blessing in Hez‟Rannan before she smiled at him kindly. “Please take some time to rest, Lord

Zerrex. While not a physical ordeal, I know this was a difficult emotional burden to handle, and
you have done very well with it and very well with supporting all of us through the task.”
The reptile gazed down at her softly, and then he nodded slowly before saying quietly:
“Alright, I guess that‟s not a bad idea. Maybe a bit of a nap will clear my head, anyway… I‟ve
done quite a bit of planning over the last while, after all, and… I really have no big plans.”
Earth nodded, and then they smiled at each other before Zerrex winked and vanished
from the spot, reappearing a moment later in his own room in Acheron as he rubbed absently at
the dress shirt covering his chest… and then he blanched and leapt backwards in shock when he
saw Anathema lounging on his futon next to Sin, the two curled up together and Sammy
snoozing quietly inside the undead female‟s ribcage on the squishy bed of her pulsating organs
as Sin blushed and Anathema grinned widely at him. “What the hell!”
He huffed and straightened, composing himself as Sammy half-raised his head and
chirped… and Anathema glared down at him grouchily before she poked at the pseudodragon.
The little skeleton huffed and nipped back at her, but then scrambled quickly free and away from
her when she swatted at him grumpily. “Little bastard. Anyway, sister, what did I tell you? I
knew he‟d head here.”
“I wanna nap.” Zerrex whined and stomped his feet childishly, and Anathema rolled her
eyes as Sin giggled a little, sitting up as her long black dress swirled around her, looking warmly
at him.
“I wouldn‟t mind a rest myself, Lord Zerrex… I… was just hoping that you wouldn‟t
mind the company of myself and my sister.” Sin said softly, brushing quietly at her corset, and
Anathema smiled awkwardly and grunted a bit as she sat up herself, the two looking over at the
Drakkaren with affection and warmth in their eyes. “You know we both care very deeply for
you, after all…”
“How could I ever forget?” Zerrex said softly with a smile, and then he carefully
unbuttoned his dress shirt, tossing this aside before he removed his mala and gently laid it on the
dresser. Then he reached down to untie his boots, and Anathema seized him and yanked him into
the bed across the laps of her and Sin, the reptile flailing his limbs with a grumble before the
undead Naganatine reached down and yanked his boots off. “Watch it, you‟re going to rip
them!”
“They‟re already ripped and ugly.” Anathema said flatly as she tossed them aside, and
then she forcefully maneuvered Zerrex so he lay between them, and Sin blushed a bit as
Anathema almost slammed herself down against his chest, wrapping her arms around his waist
and grumbling as she shoved her head down against his upper abdominals. “You‟re also ripped
and ugly.”
Zerrex only mumbled under his breath as Sin carefully slid her arms around his neck and
then smiled softly, her eye closing as the blue flames in her metal socket glowed brilliantly
before dimming slightly as she rested her head against his chest, murmuring softly: “Thank you
for sharing this with us, Lord Zerrex.”
The reptile only grumbled again, but Sin smiled warmer as Anathema closed her eyes
with a content grunt… and then the male Drakkaren glanced up as he felt something on his head,
peering upwards to see Sammy peering down at him. The pseudodragon chirped quietly, and
Zerrex shook his head in entertainment before he closed his eyes and yawned a bit as he felt the
tiny, skeletal beast curl up on top of his head, and a moment later, he allowed himself to descend
into quiet slumber.

“Why is it they seem to think the things they do? That I can solve all their problems…
and worse, that they have to… to obey me, to bow to me, to pay me tribute…” Naganis paced
slowly back and forth in front of the Heavenly Council, the immense hall lit by a glowing orb
that floated quietly near the ceiling, illuminating the seats and the high balconies above. This
would be removed many years later, not long after the replacement of Naganis by a False God…
just as many of the current members would be replaced.
All nine Naganatine who were still alive and had not been sentenced to limbo were
present in the council, although Amiglion looked unhappy and nervous, his Reaper‟s scythe
Grim War floating slowly beside him as the other Naganatine shot him dirty looks on occasion.
Two Great Reapers were in attendance, as were a smattering of angels and a few godlings… and
near the back row, Lucifer stood calmly as Lord fidgeted in a balcony above next to a young,
vibrant Sephire who was without any metal parts, resting comfortably against her husband‟s side,
matching lapis lazuli rings on their fingers.
Naganis continued to pace nervously, his white robes floating around his body, his silver
pauldrons gleaming, his ceremonial mask hanging from one hand as the other rested against his
head and he closed his eyes tightly… and Lucifer said quietly from the back row, his voice
surprisingly-gentle: “You have said yourself, God, that none of us can force people to think or
see what they don‟t want to, whether it is rational or irrational, in their best interests or not. It is
the double-edged sword of free will: they believe what they want to believe, no matter what it is,
no matter what truths stare them in the face.”
Naganis nodded a little and sighed a bit, grabbing at his head again before he muttered: “I
know, I… I know. I just wish I could show them somehow… make them see that… they do not
need to worship me, to… pay tribute to me. Especially not in the form of sacrifices.” The god
shuddered a bit, hugging himself with a mutter. “Killing something a god created to show how
much you love him. I don‟t understand it. I can understand them wanting to believe in their
individual faiths over a lot of things, but when did everyone decide that meant throwing logic out
the window too?”
“You are too kind to them, Lord God… I know they need mercy and understanding, but
you‟re hurting yourself with this.” a Naganatine said worriedly, standing up, and Naganis smiled
faintly over at the robed male. “Please do not work yourself so hard for their sakes, when they
abuse your kindness and even revile you in places… I know you feel you must take care of them,
but you cannot take care of them if you do not allow yourself the time to recover from the
stresses placed upon you as well.”
“Thank you, Job… I know, but I still owe these mortals to do what I can.” Naganis said
kindly, gesturing towards the Naganatine, and Job smiled nervously even as a frown creased his
forehead, slowly sitting back at his seat as he gazed back and forth slowly over the gathered
group. “It‟s just so strange to me. I recognize that many of them aren‟t… directly praying to
me… but rather, it‟s indirect, as they think I‟ve created this planet from nothing. But I didn‟t… I
merely seeded it, and allowed life to grow as it would, every now and then adding a gentle nudge
here and there to evolution and the species… and even ensuring that one small genetic change
would perpetuate itself through an entire breed of people, well. It often took weeks to recover
from that.
“But they want so much from me… and they make promises they cannot keep, and offer
me things I could never take.” Naganis murmured, looking down and taking the ceremonial mask
into both hands as he gazed silently at the shaped silver. “And they have formed… religions,
they call them. Spirituality is good, but many of them are taking advantage of it… act like they

are blessed or chosen. And more and more souls cannot be allowed into Heaven… as it is, there
are already many in what was once Paradise who do not… have not earned the right to be here. I
give them second chances, and they throw it back in my face… I try and help them, I try and
teach them, and they don‟t want to learn. I take things away for their own safety, and they call
me monster… they turn their backs on me because their parents die of old age, because… an
accident happens, because one mortal rises up and slays another with a rock, and they feel like I
have personally gone out and targeted them and hurt them and made their lives miserable. But I
cannot grant every wish. I cannot bless every union. And I cannot make exceptions except in the
most exceptional and unique of cases…” Naganis looked almost pleadingly over the council,
asking quietly: “Friends. My trusted advisors. What am I to do? I am not the „God‟ their religion
speaks of. Any visions that have been shared with these people, any time I have tried to give
them aid directly… they misinterpret, or immediately feel like they are prophets, like they should
be… treated differently, and even when they have noble intentions, they… they change. The
world changes them, because the world reviles them and adores them.
“They say I have a great plan… but I‟m really only half a step ahead and making it up as
I go most of the time, trying to adjust for the best possible outcome every day, and I mean in
Eternity‟s slower-passing days, not in mortal time. They tell each other so many things…” He
closed his eyes, turning his back to the council before he spread his arms silently, and a vast map
of the planet appeared, a blue glow spreading over the continents, glowing brighter where the
population was denser. “And they hurt the planet I find so beautiful. I worry that I‟ve done
wrong here… they are not… limiting themselves, and they are ever-expanding, ever hurting each
other… they justify their wrongs and they… they limit themselves so much. Charisma and
appearances count for so much to these people… it‟s so…”
He looked away, sighing and grabbing at his head with frustration as the image of the
planet glowed quietly… and then it faded slowly from sight as the Naganatine Silven stood up,
saying kindly: “Do not blame yourself, God… it is not your fault, Father. You have worked long
and hard, and these mortals have assumed that simply because they have learned to begin
constructing more-complex societies, they have lost their animal instincts and minds… when
they have not. Keep strong, and remember they must evolve socially and mentally as well as
physically.”
Naganis nodded slowly at this, rubbing at the back of his head quietly with a sigh… and
then he turned around, nodding slowly and murmuring softly: “I understand. Yes, there‟s not
much I can do, I know this, and I just find it hard to accept… but what do I do about these other
souls? These… malicious ones, who I couldn‟t risk letting into our Eternity, our Paradise, our
Heaven? They… I can‟t leave them floating in limbo forever, or… or the Betrayers…”
He looked down silently, looking a little ill at the thought of Mephistopheles and the
Naganatine who had turned against him… and then he glanced up as Lucifer quietly walked
down the steps, saying softly: “I am merely an architect and advisor, honorable God, but I have
been thinking long and hard about the solution to this difficulty. But I must warn you now… I
ask a lot. Not for myself, but a lot of you: it will require a rending of the planes, the creation of a
separate dimension not entirely unlike this one. You may be weakened by the process.”
“Strength diminishes, strength returns: what is your idea, Lucifer?” Naganis asked
curiously, looking at the angel with a smile as the half-wolf, half-Dragokkaren approached and
bowed his head respectfully. “You know I‟ve always valued your advice… and if you can offer
me any insight to how to deal with this situation, I would appreciate it. Even if it seems
impossible… kind words and good ideas can lead to great things.”

Lucifer gave a small smile at this, and then he met Naganis‟s eyes, saying quietly: “As
you know, I have researched other dimensions, worlds, and domains of gods, godlings, and other
creatures throughout the universe, in order to further improve upon Eternity‟s design and the
evolution of our home. As you yourself often speak of balance, I have studied the balance that
exists in other worlds… and I believe the solution lies in creating a separate Underworld, a…
„Hell,‟ so to speak, opposite this plane, this „Heaven.‟”
Naganis nodded slowly, frowning a bit up at Lucifer and saying quietly: “I understand
what you mean, but I‟ve seen various Hells on my journeys as well… are you sure that‟s not a
little extreme? Often gods seem to use them as dumping grounds for what they considered failed
projects… or in the case of some, personal, terrible playgrounds. I really don‟t want to go to
make people suffer needlessly… death would be a greater kindness compared to suffering
endlessly in torment.”
“Yes, I know.” Lucifer said quietly, and then he shook his head slightly. “But I do not
mean a wicked Hell, or a Hell in which there is inherently a flaw, a design specifically made to
harm and hinder… rather, I would like to think that we are evolved and intelligent enough to
create a Hell that can serve to redeem and teach. As you yourself have stated, logic does not need
to be separate from us… we are not beyond understanding, if only they would stop and think
instead of making wild guesses and assumptions. Nor are they beyond understanding, God,
understanding and more importantly, teaching. They do not have the time nor the emotional
capacity developed over their short lives as mortals to appreciate and learn properly, to
become… transcendent. Few, if any, achieve attunement with the world around them, but it is
not entirely their fault. In the plans I have constructed for this Hell, however, they will be
punished for their crimes and made to face and work on their own faults: most importantly of all,
however, they will be taught. They will learn.”
Naganis looked thoughtfully at Lucifer… and then he reached up and took his shoulders
gently, saying quietly: “You are loyal and honorable, and a good friend, Lucifer. I know you
regret what you did in your mortal life… it‟s why I allowed you into Heaven despite your
failings. And the Council, my friends and scholars and advisors, have all come to trust you as
one of their own and respect you for your mind and your kind heat you hide under all this
seriousness.” He smiled as he reached up, quietly flicking him under the chin, and Lucifer gave
the smallest of smiles in return. “My friend… let us work together on your idea. In honor of this,
I shall name you as an Archangel… and you and I will be partners on this. Equals.”
“You honor me, God.” Lucifer murmured, closing his eyes and tilting his head
respectfully as he lowered himself slightly, but Naganis only smiled and squeezed gently into his
shoulders, half-holding him up with a quiet laugh and a shake of his head.
“No, you honor me. You do me honor every day…” He stopped, then gazed out over the
Council, saying quietly: “We must begin preparations immediately. Lord, I may require the
assistance of yourself and your wife as well… I know it is not within my right to ask, but…”
“No, please ,we‟d be glad to!” Lord said enthusiastically, jumping to his feet with a warm
smile as Sephire grumbled and crossed her arms, but then nodded a little as the huge male gazed
warmly down at Naganis. “God, sir, you are my senior and even with all my power, you‟ve acted
as my mentor and taught me a lot about controlling these abilities. I was only a mortal once…
and you gave me the strength to… control myself, and stop myself from hurting others.”
Sephire yawned loudly, but when Naganis smiled amusedly at her, she shrugged and
stood up, leaning on the railing with a wink. “Well, I guess it‟d be rude of me to leave you
hanging. You did take me in, after all… without your help, I‟d probably be dead or in the hands

of the Old Gods, and who knows what those sick bastards would have done to me? So yeah. I
guess we‟ll both help laying the groundwork too.”
“I appreciate it, Sephire, you have my gratitude.” Naganis said softly, and Sephire
grinned a little at him before he blushed a bit when the female licked her lips slowly and leered,
the Naganatine quickly staggering backwards and clearing his throat as he said in a slightly-high
voice: “Okay, let‟s get moving now!”
Lucifer nodded… and reality seemed to become fuzzy for a few moments, indistinct,
before Naganis was sitting silently in a small, private room hidden away from the rest of Heaven
at a wooden desk, resting quietly back in an oak chair, his robes discarded and only in his plain,
unornamented clothes. His silver mask was in his hands… and Naganis closed his eyes as he
lowered his head against this, whispering quietly: “Why did it all go wrong…”
Hell had been beautiful: four enormous provinces, easily as expansive as Heaven‟s
mighty cities and rolling fields… and in the center of it, nine enormous rings, each wide and
huge, the layout and environment of each different to better reflect the sin it represented. And at
the very center of Hell was the mighty Central Spire, stretching up to the ceiling of the
dimension, made of the strongest materials that Lucifer and Naganis could forge between them,
charged with spiritual energy and with a single throne upon the top that Naganis had insisted
Lucifer rule from… and engraved into it, was the Prismatic Unity, hidden in the top layers of the
immense tower that not only served as an anchor point for the dimension, but was carefully
tethered to the physical mortal world as well on an axis. As long as the Central Spire stood, Hell
would remain connected to the mortal world, no matter what the future held. Even if someday
the dimensions should be pulled back into the physical realm, they would balance each other out
and stay on a silent course close to the physical realm, perhaps always on the brink of danger…
but the universe would find a way to allow everything to coexist. It always did.
He smiled a little, then sighed softly: what had gone wrong, however, was the
Purification they had radiated all of Hell with and allowed to propagate throughout the
dimension. He and Lucifer had designed it to bring out a person‟s inner being… but they had
done too well, and not taken enough into account. The Purification was part of what kept Hell in
balance… but it did not purify souls, or bring only the good to the surface. It empowered them
and brought out their hidden passions and desires… and instead of bringing them closer to
understanding, it corrupted them by exacerbating their sins. It was not absolving or redeeming or
enlightening: it was Corruption
Worse yet, it influenced unknown changes in the beings that fell into Hell, made them
into „demons‟ that opposed the „angels‟ of Heaven. Because the Corruption of Hell brought
passion to the surface, because it worked to enhance a being‟s powers… it mutated them,
transformed them into reflections of their own sins. Worse, while unwatched in limbo,
Mephistopheles had warped the daughters and the Naganatine, stealing powers from them while
changing them, making them both stronger and weaker… breaking the adventurous Sin and
mutilating the shy Anathema and driving the rest insane with hate and desire.
Monsters poured out of limbo into Hell, monsters that greedily basked in the corruption
and became more powerful, fiercer, rampaging… and immediately they set upon the Central
Spire even as angels and Lucifer took up arms, but the angels who fought were slaughtered and
even mighty Lucifer was driven to the top of his Central Spire. He was holding his position
there, trying to reason with them as they raved and rioted like rabid beasts, striking back only
against those stupid enough to attack.

Their experiment had failed: Naganis knew this, even though he was aware things could
change, that this was only the first day… but he knew that they had failed. That they had tried
too hard… and it felt strangely like a mistake he had made before, a long time ago. He sighed
quietly, closing his eyes, wanting to run away to his secret hiding place… but he knew that he
couldn‟t journey to the mortal realm now. The time differences between the dimensions had
accelerated due to his meddling with reality… and the cost of even an hour in the mortal world
would be too enormous an impact now for him to leave, especially at such a critical juncture.
Finally, he threw the mask across the room, where it bounced off a wall and fell to the
ground, and he dropped his face in his hands, whispering: “They scream at me. They call
themselves demons and threaten war on Heaven, they breed and rampage… when their bodies
adjust to the corruption, when they fully… change into whatever they‟re changing into, they
might calm down some but… it‟s too late. Oh Universe, what have I done…”
He rubbed slowly at his eyes, trembling a bit, and then he tilted his head back and
shouted angrily towards the ceiling, clenching his hands into fists as tears leaked from his eyes.
“I‟m only one person! Why do you pray for so much? Why do you assume so much about me,
why do you hate me without knowing me? Why have you decided that I cannot be flawed, why
have you all put so much onto my shoulders? I‟m… I‟m only one person…”
He dropped his face back into his hands, curling his knees up to his chest and trembling
as he sobbed weakly, and then he hugged his knees against his chest as he rubbed his face slowly
against them, murmuring: “I tried too hard to not be like Athéos, maybe… I couldn‟t find
balance, I was too… unobservant. Too much like a child… but I do believe there must still be
good in these creatures, even in these demons. They scream and rage but… what makes it hurt so
bad is that they‟re all so scared, and frightened, and many of them have lost hope and simply
don‟t know what‟s going on… my poor Sin, she‟s been transformed into… but beneath the lust
and rage there is such sorrow… as with all the others.
“Except for Mephistopheles. He is like pain and rage and envy all wrapped into one
incarnation… he doesn‟t know sorrow, only hunger. Endless hunger… I pity him, and yet he
terrifies me, because… I know he came from me. They all came from me… they are all
reflections of myself, in different funhouse mirrors.” Naganis whispered, touching his own chest
and trembling a little. “Half good… half evil. And poor Amiglion, stuck in the middle, scared
and whimpering… he must be the most like me…”
He laughed faintly, then stood up suddenly, beginning to pace nervously back and forth
as he put his hands behind his back, trembling hard. “I need to figure out what to do about this. I
can‟t just keep crying and giving up… I need to fight this, I know I do, but how, how? I cannot
reverse all of Hell… I‟m too drained to perform any great feats right now, and Lord is noble and
strong but… he cannot handle this situation alone. He is not as wise as Sephire, for all the way
she acts… nor is he as kind as Lucifer. Together, perhaps, the three of them can take back the
Central Spire… and there are other gods as well I can ask for aid. Gods from far and wide who
have sought shelter and reprieve… and there are other angels who are strong and organized…
but I cannot have Hell ruled by angels, or gods! Hell… Hell must be ruled by its own kind, yes.
Yes! Maybe they will better listen to their own…”
He rubbed slowly at his face, then murmured quietly: “But demons are chaotic by nature,
although there are some forming that are… not driven by passion, but they are callous, logical,
often attached to the elements instead of sins. Devils, they call themselves, likely created by the
tampering of Mephistopheles, but nonetheless I might be able to get that to play to my favor…
and Hell‟s corruption has caused this problem, but the entire plane now generates and is

irradiated by it. Just maybe, though, I can force the corruption itself to work to my advantage as
well… if its energies could be harnessed, they could be strong enough to alter the reality of Hell
to a point.”
Naganis thought long and hard, pacing, mumbling, sitting down and jotting notes… and
time passed. Entire weeks went by, as Lucifer fought hard with both the sword and his words,
holding back raging demons from the Central Spire and great, immense monsters that smashed
and crashed against and tried to climb the pillar, but all to no avail: the Terrors could not damage
the impervious material any more than any spell of Sin‟s or Mephistopheles, and the massive
doors held fast against all aggressors.
Naganis arrived atop the Central Spire as the survivors were beginning to lose hope,
plans and rituals in hand… and he, Lucifer, Lord, and an escort of angels made their way through
the enormous tower to a great vault at the very bottom, opening the doors and travelling beyond
into the vast and deep Undersea. It was composed of water, wild weather, and primordial
energies, and it had been created solely out of the necessity for there to be a „buffer‟ between
Hell and the Ethereal Plane. It would not go long-used, but the beautiful Undersea Tower was
designed with the residence of Gods and nobles in mind, and as a safe-house for true knowledge,
ancient artifacts, and forbidden secrets… and it was here that the first Scholars were created,
from the bones of dead gods and angels, Naganis forming the rest of their bodies from corruption
and imbuing them with wizened souls of honored Great Reapers that had outlived their physical
bodies, gifted to him by Thanatos.
The result was immense skeletons of vast and powerful magic, clockwork and neutral in
their personalities, bound to obey their ruler even as they formed and wrote the laws of Hell.
They were able to influence the Corruption in the environment of Hell to manipulate reality,
creating nearly-indestructible barriers and even controlling demons to a point, robbing them of
energy and strength or imbuing them with frenzy and passion and power.
Furthermore, their Reaper heritage allowed them to sense and bind souls… and to exert
deeper controls over these beings, limiting their abilities in Hell and passing judgment upon them
when necessary. Between the Scholars, the gods, the angels, and Naganis himself, the rioting and
raging of the demons was quelled and suppressed into stunned silence, and angelic knights were
able to move quickly throughout Hell, capturing and taming the worst of the offenders to lock
them away.
The Scholars wasted no time in taking over a vast library in the base of the Central Spire,
where they could put their strange magic to use and begin the work of examining and judging
souls. Lucifer sat uneasily upon the Central Throne while Naganis returned to Heaven, but
messengers passed often between them as demons restlessly floated around Hell, subdued for the
moment by fear… something that made Naganis loathe himself, for having to resort to such
bullying and terrible tactics.
Laws began to form… and eventually, four Thrones were chosen from amongst the
demons themselves, powerful and wise beings, handpicked by Lucifer. Yet sadly, as Lucifer was
recalled to Heaven because of continued unrest and the occasional uprising throughout Hell, the
demons soon began to bicker amongst themselves… and Hell degraded even as more laws were
imposed, even as the first Judges were appointed to ease the workload of the Scholars, even as
the idea of Scribes was hesitantly put into being: assistants to the Scholars, who would share a
hive mind and also be sworn to serve the best interests of Hell. And along with them, Historians:
much akin to Heaven‟s Prophets, powerful psychics and soothsayers who would record the
history of Hell, write predictions, and serve the High Thrones.

The Central Throne was sealed… and as time passed, Hell became darker and more
corrupt, which drove Naganis into depression. Lord was assigned the position of Archangel as
well, to aid Lucifer in administrative work, and Naganis spent much of his time either in
contemplation, trying to stay out of the affairs of Heaven and Hell, upset and terrified of how
often he made things worse when he interfered… or sitting on the moon that circled the mortal
planet, sighing quietly and looking longingly down at the world, wanting to mingle and walk
among its peoples and places.
Many souls went to Hell, and fewer to Heaven, and although at first there were attempts
at friendly contact, soon it broke down into aggression. Portal rings were forcibly destroyed, but
brilliant and terribly-powerful demons soon enough discovered how to create Vortexes: magic
had spread through Hell like a disease as demons realized they were as capable of channeling
Corruption through their bodies to influence the environment around them as the Angels were of
channeling Heaven‟s Purification: in reality, after all, the only difference between the two was
that Heaven‟s purification was a much-weaker form of Corruption that had a tendency to numb
desires instead of unlocking the passions of the soul. They came from the same source, just as
many poisons and antidotes could stem from the same plant… or in this case, the same god, as
Naganis miserably mused on.
Pocket dimensions began to form in Hell, and in Heaven: Gods offered to go down and
police Hell for Naganis, but he always declined, knowing that it would only make things worse.
He knew that the demons had to come to realize for themselves they were only making things
worse, that they had to evolve as a society, as Silven had once said, and not just physically… and
yet it hurt, and it was terrible to watch demons attacking Heaven, people Naganis had honestly
wanted to help, many of them now born into a society that was barbaric and cruel and not
knowing what else to do but to obey their superiors.
No one could do anything to shake him out of his despair… and Naganis thought he
deserved it. He had tried too hard… and it felt so much like the same mistakes he had done in a
far-flung past he couldn‟t entirely remember. Even the corruption felt similar… and God sat
upon the moon, looking silently at the mortal planet, and wishing he could be just like them as
prayers for life and death, children‟s toys and empires, love and hate, filtered up from below…
and he couldn‟t answer a single one of them.

Fifth Sphere: Bitterness
Zerrex‟s eyes opened, the dreamlike memories fading slowly from his mind… and then
he glanced to the side as Sin leaned up and silently licked a trail of tears from one of his cheeks,
the female whispering softly: “I can taste the bad memories, Lord Zerrex… memories of
Naganis. Of the sad times…”
“We were such fools…” Anathema murmured from where she was curled up on the
reptile‟s abdominals, closing her eyes and shaking her head slowly, and the Drakkaren smiled
faintly at this as he reached a hand down and quietly stroked along her skull mask, his other arm
tight around Sin as the sisters pressed closer against his body. “Lured into the spider‟s web, he
kisses and he folds you into his eight-legged embrace, and until it is too late you feel his poisons
seep into your veins, and the ropes he forms around your body…”
“Leaving you to wither, and to suffer, and to watch as he dines upon the corpses of your
friends, drinking in their blood… but gorging most of all upon your pain.” Sin finished, and the
two sisters exchanged faint smiles before she closed her eyes and dug her claws quietly into the
scales of the male‟s breast. “Maybe Mephistopheles was only a fitting punishment for such
wicked children as we were to Naganis…”
“I doubt it. Without Mephistopheles, you‟d never have been in that mess.” Zerrex said
softly, gazing from one to the other as he squeezed them both closer. “But then again, you also
might have both still been in Heaven… and I might have never had the chance to spend all the
time I have with you. You guys may have dodged the bullet that‟s me but then I‟d certainly be a
lot lonelier without you two around.”
Sin blushed and Anathema smiled at this, the two gazing up at him softly… and then
Anathema laughed before shaking her head a bit and sitting up, saying mildly: “So have you
napped enough now? Because I‟m itchy to go for a walk and see what else around here needs to
be readied before we go have some fun.”
Zerrex nodded, looking amusedly at her and letting his eyes rove down to see Sammy
still curled up inside of her ribs, and Sin giggled a bit, which made the undead Naganatine frown
before she looked down and growled, swatting at herself. The skeletal pseudodragon was startled
awake with a squeak before he popped out of existence, then reappeared a moment later on top
of the Drakkaren‟s head, growling at Anathema… but then the undead Naganatine growled back,
and Sammy immediately squeaked and scrambled off Zerrex‟s head to leap into Sin‟s arms. “Oh
sister, be nice now. You know he means no harm by it.”
“Oh, eat me. I‟ve told him a thousand times not to do that.” Anathema muttered irritably,
and then she hopped off the bed and cracked her spine loudly, looking over her shoulder and
asking awkwardly: “Do you need to… you know…”
“No, I feel much better. Much more… myself, if you‟ll allow me to say so.” Sin replied
kindly, and then she carefully slid out of bed as Sammy scrambled up to her shoulder, smiling
softly as she smoothed out her dress and walked quietly around the furnishing to gently take
Anathema‟s hand, squeezing it softly. “Thank you for your concern, though.”
Anathema only grumbled and glanced away, pulling her hand quickly back with a bit of a
blush… and then she glared down at Zerrex as the male continued to lounge in bed, saying
irritably: “Well hurry up, sleepyhead.”
“Yeah, but this is really nice.” the Drakkaren replied honestly as he laid back and
fidgeted a little, and Anathema rolled her eyes before she yanked the pillow out from under the
reptile‟s head, making him grunt before she slapped it down into his face, and the Drakkaren

sighed disconsolately from beneath the fluffy cushion, grumbling under his breath: “Fine, fine. I
guess there goes my sleep.”
He pushed the pillow off his face, then sat up and shook his head quickly before glancing
down with a bit of a blush as Sin quietly slipped one of his military boots on, the Naganatine
smiling up at him warmly as she said tenderly: “You‟ll feel better as we walk around, Lord
Zerrex… I know that your dreams were bad, but your rest was good.”
The reptile grunted a bit as she quickly tied the laces for him, then slipped his other boot
on, the Drakkaren looking at her awkwardly as Anathema pouted enviously. Then Zerrex
grabbed his mala quickly off the table and tossed it around his neck, the prayer beads jingling
quietly as he swept his messy hair back, and Sin gazed at him with a soft smile as Anathema
asked flatly: “Are we ready yet, you two?”
“Don‟t be jealous, sister, you know I love you too.” Sin gazed at her with a soft smile,
and Anathema blushed a bit and grumbled before she turned and stomped towards the door. She
threw it open, then glared at the sight of Dray and Terrance beyond, the two playing a game of
dice together on the floor.
They winced at the sight of Anathema, then bowed their heads respectfully to Sin as
Sammy looked imperiously around from on the female‟s shoulder, before the brothers smiled
when Zerrex emerged, Dray saying warmly: “Earth wishes to speak to you when you have a
moment, Lord Zerrex… and so does Lady Sabnock.”
“Thanks.” Zerrex glanced back and forth over the two as they looked up at him
fawningly, and then he smiled lamely, rubbing the back of his head before he asked dumbly: “Do
you… know where they are?”
“Earth is by the portal, as always, and I believe Sabnock was having a discussion in one
of the private rooms.” Terrance answered, then the Dragokkaren tossed the dice in his hand and
smiled at his dragon brother, pointing at them. “Cardinal.”
“How do you always win?” Dray complained, and Zerrex slipped away from the two as
the brothers began to bicker over their dice game, but they were relaxed and amused. The reptile
shook his head a bit, reflecting on how interesting it was that the outside could change so much,
as was demonstrated by how Dray now wore the body of a dragon god instead of a
Dragokkaren… and yet so much could remain the same, if you cared about someone enough.
He walked quietly down the corridor as he absently played with his beads, before he
finally glanced from Anathema to Sin, asking curiously: “Do you two want to go talk to Earth for
me? I‟ll go and find Sabnock and you can report back to me after you‟re done.”
Sin nodded, and Anathema groaned and put her hands behind her head before she said
mildly: “Tell you what. Sister can go talk with Earth, and I‟m going to go and find that
interesting little Benevolent, Missy. I want to study her and how she‟s dealing with your
corruption a little more.”
“Fine, but… please don‟t tell her you‟re studying her.” Zerrex said flatly, and Anathema
grumbled under her breath but then nodded, as Sin smiled softly from her sister to her husband.
“Sound good to you, Sin?”
“It does, Lord Zerrex. I‟ll return shortly.” The Naganatine bowed her head with a smile,
and a moment later, she vanished from the spot, Sammy chirping as he teleported with her.
Zerrex shook his head in amusement at this… but before he could turn, Anathema hugged him
from the side impulsively, making the reptile look down in surprise.

“Thank you.” she mumbled, pushing her face against his chest, and the reptile looked
curiously as he quietly squeezed her shoulder, gazing down into her eyes softly as she blushed a
bit. “Just… thanks. For… for everything.”
Then Anathema cleared her throat as she stepped backwards, looking at him for a few
moments before she smiled lamely and quickly turned, almost running down the hallway as the
reptile watched, then laughed a little despite himself, shaking his head slowly. “It really shows
sometimes how shy you still are, Annie…”
He allowed his feet to begin to walk, letting them guide him down the corridor as he
crossed his arms thoughtfully over his chest, glancing absently back and forth. He found his way
up a staircase, and past a den filled with Dragon Warriors playing cards, stopping to look
curiously in at them for a moment before shrugging and continuing onwards… and finally, at the
end of a half-constructed corridor, he found Sabnock in the middle of a discussion with Mercy,
as Serenity sat calmly nearby, polishing her silver sword.
The three looked up as Zerrex hesitantly poked his head in, and then the wolverine
nodded courteously, gesturing at him with one hand. “Please, come inside, Lord Zerrex. High
Queen Vivien has asked me to speak to you concerning your plans to attack the enemy facility,
and to help develop your battle tactics.”
Zerrex nodded a bit as Mercy smiled at him, giving a him a look… and the reptile
laughed a little at this, rubbing the back of his head and saying mildly: “Hey, I had more of a
plan than I usually do, Mercy, I wasn‟t going to go in completely without any knowledge of…
anything. But okay… shouldn‟t I go and get Eratosthenes, then?”
“That will not be necessary. I have already discussed this with him to a point, and know
enough of the possible structuring of the facility and layout to form an adequate strategy.”
Sabnock replied calmly, and the reptile looked at her with surprise as she gazed mildly back. “He
was not difficult to talk to. Now, if you please…”
She gestured towards the small table at one side of the room, and the reptile nodded as he
glanced awkwardly over at Serenity, who was resting back in a chair propped against the back
wall, but she only grunted when the Drakkaren looked at her. Sabnock glanced over her shoulder
towards the Iuratus Captain, but then she simply returned her eyes to Zerrex, saying mildly:
“Serenity is here to help work through any flaws that may come into the plan, and to serve as an
advisor. Please do not disregard her advice as you normally do.”
“But her advice is so lame.” Zerrex complained loudly, and Serenity glowered at him
even as Mercy covered her muzzle to hide a smile, and Sabnock simply shook her head slightly.
“Okay, okay, I‟ll be serious. What have you got so far, Sabnock?”
“Our main assembled force attacks from the northern and western sides. On the north we
have the advantage of a cliff face and high ground, which will allow us to position archers and
mages. As their forces will undoubtedly attempt to charge us, I also request that heavy infantry
be placed in wait to pincer the enemy and hopefully take their vanguard forces by surprise with
flanking tactics.” Sabnock said calmly, and then she held her hands over the table as Mercy
leaned on one side and Zerrex sat at the other. A moment later, an ice sculpture formed: a
roughly-rectangular fortress, with a tall, sweeping cliff to one elongated side a few inches away
from the outer walls, the others surrounded simply by planes of ice as X‟s gouged themselves
rapidly along the top of the icy cliffs and to the shorter left wall of the facility. “The Western
wall seems to be the most vulnerable. According to Eratosthenes, the storage silos are located on
this side.”

“Do we know anything about this facility, like what its original purpose was? If it‟s
surrounded by walls, are they new or are they using an old existing fortress or something?”
Zerrex asked quietly, looking towards Sabnock, and the wolverine gave a slight nod of approval.
“From the information that I gathered from mortal geography texts and some of your
compatriots from the region, this facility is located in an abandoned region of tundra. It was
farming community, and the walls are ancient, constructed to keep out raiders and barbarians that
used to frequent the region. They have been fortified, however, by both mortal means and
warding runes, although I do not suspect it will be difficult to penetrate their initial defenses.”
Sabnock replied, nodding slowly.
Zerrex rubbed at the underside of his muzzle slowly, and then the wolverine continued
quietly: “We are purposefully going to aim to destroy a large portion of the western defensive
wall. This will encourage a large horde of enemies, hopefully the bulk of the defenses, to engage
us. Cherry has already agreed to shapeshift herself into a replica of your form.”
The Drakkaren snorted in amusement at this, and when Sabnock tilted her head, the
reptile said mildly: “Not to say anything against Cherry, but even if she can mimic my body…
the weapons and style of her attacks are going to be a dead giveaway that‟s not actually me out
there. I hate to suggest this, but… either Carmen, or better yet, Lily, would be a more-suitable
choice. They‟re also a lot more experienced with maintaining long-term transformations.”
Sabnock looked thoughtful at this, and then she glanced at Mercy… and the mute female
nodded immediately, smiling over at her father warmly before she opened a portal and quickly
stepped through it. “Very well. Your daughter will check if they agree.”
“I‟m sure they all will.” Zerrex said softly, and then he glanced down curiously as a circle
formed, inside the encampment itself. “Is that where you want us to insert?”
“In the Eastern section of the facility: enemy forces should be minimal, there, and before
a defensive retreat or reinforcement order can be given, you should be able to locate the main
building of the facility. If Lord God is present, he will no doubt be in either the key laboratory or
administration: it is very important that you find him quickly, however, or he may choose to flee
or recall his full forces.” Sabnock said quietly, and she paused for a few moments musingly
before she said slowly: “I believe a smaller team has the best chance of finding him before he
begins to feel too threatened or you are detected. I recognize already that you will insist on being
on this team, no matter what I do or say, and Eratosthenes will also be a necessary member
because of his knowledge of the facility‟s grounds. I recommend you take another being who
specializes in magic and another melee expert, to keep the team balanced and to allow you to
safely engage a wide variety of scenarios that may play out.”
Zerrex looked down thoughtfully, and then Serenity stood up from her chair as she spun
her silver sword once before sliding the polished weapon into the thick chains across her back,
the female saying curtly: “If I may interject, I‟d like to request that you do not bring Cindy,
Cherry, or Marina with you.”
The reptile looked up with a frown at this, and then he gestured for her to continue as
Serenity explained calmly: “If these three are not out on the field protecting the shapeshifter who
takes on your appearance, we might as well hang a neon sign saying: „this isn‟t the real Zerrex‟
on it. Lord God obviously knows your family, friends, and Disciples, at least to a point, and in all
likelihood he‟s keeping as close an eye on you as he can manage even now. I don‟t speak from a
jealous standpoint… in fact, I wish they could go with you. Marina… Marina is more dedicated
to you than me, Cindy‟s a better fighter, and Cherry is fearless, loyal, and adept in all forms of
combat.”

She looked down for a moment quietly, rubbing silently at the scars over her own
features… and then she cleared her throat, shaking her head and looking up, saying quietly:
“Besides. Normal magic will not work in the mortal environment… except for Gods. If I may
make a suggestion… you should take Justice, who excels in physical combat, and Loki, who has
a sense of honor despite however he acts and is gifted in magical warfare.”
Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, and then he said softly: “See, Serenity? It‟s
times like this that I‟m glad I have you as the Captain of my Iuratus… because you‟re
professional, and you always look past your own bias to get the job done at the end of the day.
I‟m proud of you. I‟m always so proud of you.”
Serenity smiled at him as she saluted sharply, and then Zerrex glanced at Sabnock, and
the wolverine nodded slowly, saying quietly: “It‟s not a bad idea. They are also not opponents
that Lord God may expect… Loki is well-known to be hostile towards you in public, whatever
his actual allegiances and feelings are, and Justice is a recent addition to your Disciples that Lord
God may not yet have much information on. He may not be able to prepare any last-minute
defenses accordingly against such a varied group and it may increase your chances of success.”
Zerrex nodded, then he glanced towards Serenity, saying quietly: “I‟m going to need you
to lead my Iuratus, Serenity, that goes without saying. You‟ll have to defend the „me‟ out there
on the battlefield just like the real me… you can do that, right?”
“An Iuratus lives to serve.” Serenity said clearly, stomping her foot and nodding firmly.
“If you order it, I‟ll do it. Will I be directing Dragon Warriors and Beasts as well in the
upcoming confrontation?”
The reptile looked at Sabnock, and she nodded without hesitation. “I would advise it, yes.
It will make the battle more convincing… and I do not doubt that if Lord God‟s influence is
powerful enough to convince both demons and angels to aid him, and he now has Strange Beasts
serving in his forces, we‟ll need everyone available to ensure minimal casualties and maximum
damage.”
Zerrex grunted at this, rubbing at his face slowly before he smiled a little, asking quietly:
“So does that mean you‟re going to be the head of my forces again?”
“No, although I may be commanding the archers and mages. High Queen Vivien wishes
to take part in this battle and will be leading the infantry.” Sabnock replied mildly, and Zerrex
didn‟t know if he wanted to clap or groan: of course, considering the fact that the murderer‟s
presence was now affecting all of Hell, it wasn‟t like he could say it was a bad idea, either. “She
will be a more-than-adequate commander for the main forces.”
“Yeah…” Zerrex grumbled… and then he glanced up as a portal opened, Serenity
crossing her arms and leaning moodily back against the side wall as Mercy emerged, Lily
following her with a soft smile. The two looked at each other for a few moments, Mercy
squeezing her mother‟s hand gently, and then he smiled a bit as he asked quietly: “So what, you
want to be me instead of Carmen?”
“Carmen and I had a short discussion about it… and we decided she‟s better off punching
things with her metal arms, and it‟ll be an interesting experience to act like my husband in the
middle of a battle.” Lily said softly, and then she winked, her rainbow irises glowing as her
features glowed and rippled like liquid before Zerrex was staring at a carbon copy of his face,
and his voice spoke from Lily‟s muzzle as she said easily, crossing her lithe arms: “What do you
think? The hardest part is going to be fighting like you do.”
“Damn I‟m ugly.” Zerrex muttered, inspecting what were technically his own features,
but Lily only laughed as the male‟s eyes roved awkwardly down her ceremonial robes and silver

armor she was adorned with, still very visibly physically herself, down to the golden scales that
covered her forms apart from the beryl over her transformed features, messy ivory hair spilling
over her shoulders. “Can you like. Uh. Change completely or go back? „Cause looking at my
head on your shoulders is weird.”
Lily rolled her now-green eyes, and then she closed them, her features glowing faintly
before they returned to normal, and she smiled amusedly at him as the reptile let out a wheeze of
relief and nodded with a grunt, saying mildly: “Better. But okay, I‟m glad that‟s sorted out at
least then… so is that the plan?”
“In so few words, yes, that is the plan.” Sabnock said mildly, waving her hand over the
ice sculpture, and it quickly evaporated away into nothing before the devil‟s eyes drew slowly
over Zerrex before she added softly: “Will you be prepared to take action tomorrow? High
Queen Vivien is very eager to be underway and Eratosthenes has also expressed a desire to move
quickly. I understand that time is of the essence in this situation, but I do not wish to go in halfprepared or if you are feeling… uncertain.”
“I‟m good, Sabnock, I am. I feel strong and ready…” Zerrex flexed his arms slowly, then
he looked down at his hands and said quietly: “Do you have a specific timeline in mind?”
“Eighteen hours from now we return to Elysium, and then two hours of preparation and
alignment there before we make the attack on the facility.” Sabnock said calmly, and the
Drakkaren nodded before the wolverine looked over him meditatively. “I am more than willing
to extend this if necessary.”
“Extend, ha.” Zerrex said dumbly, and only Mercy smiled a bit at the joke, her eyes soft
as Serenity rolled his eyes and Lily sighed a little, Sabnock only continuing to look at him
seriously. “No, no. That‟s more than ample time… I‟m sure I‟ll spend half of it sitting around
anxiously doing nothing, anyway.”
Sabnock only nodded, however, then she reached out and gently squeezed Zerrex‟s bicep,
saying quietly: “Then I shall return to Elysium and inform High Queen Vivien personally that we
are under way. Lady Serenity, will you please return with me to prepare Zerrex‟s Iuratus? And
shall I suggest that the Black Rose Platoon also be called into action?”
“You may and you shall.” Zerrex smiled slightly at the wolverine, then he glanced over at
Serenity as she saluted crisply. “Do you understand your orders?”
“Yes, sir.” Serenity replied firmly, and then she bowed, and Zerrex smiled a little, for
once appreciating the professionalism of the female before she turned and quickly left with
Sabnock, the two heading out without another word.
The reptile looked down for a moment at his right hand, studying it thoughtfully… and
then he glanced up as Lily touched his shoulder, saying quietly: “Let me accompany you today,
Zerrex. Like old times… except with a daughter of ours along, too.”
She smiled over her shoulder at Mercy, who laughed silently through her stitches even as
she blushed a bit, and the Drakkaren nodded despite himself, smiling back at the two and silently
appreciating their company… and for the next few hours, they accompanied him as the reptile
wandered through Acheron, talking to his various Disciples. News spread fast about their plans,
and his Disciples and friends and family were all eager to be a part of it… even if some, like
Cherry, were also decidedly-grouchy that they had been assigned to a different portion of the
mission than they had expected.
The reptile was surprised to find Loki, Thor, and Gilgamesh sitting with Cindy in one of
the smaller dens in the palace, discussing strategy… and while Loki grumbled a bit, he
nonetheless seemed pleased to have been chosen to aid in the subterfuge and attack. Thor and

Gilgamesh pledged their help in the upcoming battle, and Cindy smiled softly, not needing to say
anything to promise her full strength. The Drakkaren had been touched by their dedication… but
Gilgamesh only said courteously the honor was his, and Thor jumped up on the table, spilling the
cups and books off it and trumpeting about how eager he was for the upcoming fight until Loki
set one of his feet on fire, and the caracal screamed girlishly and began hopping around and
kicking and wildly at everything, destroying most of the room and making the Drakkaren glare
furiously at the otter demigod even as he‟d restored everything to normalcy.
Nonetheless, that was precisely why he was glad to have Loki with him: he was brash, his
magic was strong, and he could easily shape illusions and was a mastery of deceit and trickery,
which would come in very useful with them attempting to sneak into the encampment as they
were. Thor, while much stronger than Loki and adept at physical and magical combat, was also
very loud, and worked better when he was being given orders instead of being allowed to charge
around and swing his hammer wildly at anything that moved.
Time passed, until Zerrex stood in the main square with Earth, Blackheart on his back
and a slight smile on his face as he looked down at the female, who gazed affectionately back at
him. Behind her, a temporary portal ring had been constructed by both herself and Sin… and
while Sin looked a little anxious, she was also willing to sit this battle out to stay back and help
run Elysium beside Amiglion, in case anything should happen. Anathema, of course, was
determined to come no matter what… even if she acknowledged grumpily that it would be better
for her to stay back with the main forces than join Zerrex and his small team.
Sin activated the portal ring, forming a vortex large enough to accommodate a transport
truck, and Zerrex smiled at her as she gazed affectionately at him, lowering her hand as the
tunnel of black and whites drew energy from the ring of silvery metal surrounding the rip in
reality. Even Earth was going to join in the battle, as she was able to exert elemental control
outside of the energy-rich atmospheres of Elysium and Acheron, and many of the Dragon
Warriors who lived here would be faithfully following her commands… almost everyone who
was capable would be joining in this battle.
The Drakkaren walked towards the enormous ring, knowing that the others would follow
as he stepped into the swirling tunnel… and when he emerged in front of the Ravenlight Estate,
he strode towards the doors before turning around and waiting, watching as people filtered into
the yard. Angels, demons, gods, and everything in between, all united by this single cause… and
the reptile smiled slightly as he punched his fist against his palm as Cherry walked to one side of
him with a wide grin and Anathema stood on the other, the reptile muttering: “I think we might
actually stand a chance of teaching this arrogant son of a bitch a lesson today.”
The reptile‟s confidence only grew as he began to marshal his forces: he opened the
enormous weapons vault in the bottom of the Ravenlight Estate to help all those unarmed pick up
weapons, and then oversaw and ensured the Black Rose Platoon was armored, armed, and ready
for combat, and Spike had saluted from among their ranks, a kwaibar holstered behind his back
and dressed in medium armor, his handgun still hanging low on his hip and a rifle across his
back, the Craven fitting in naturally with the rest of the seasoned troops.
Ambrosia would be armed, too, despite it being against regulation and technically a
violation of her temporary release terms… but since Sabnock was willing to turn a blind eye to it
and White said calmly that he would be too busy to care during the course of the battle, Zerrex
didn‟t see any point in pretending he listened to proper procedure.
As Ambrosia had undergone Iuratus training until being rejected by Serenity, she was a
knowledgeable fighter. He allowed her to take two loose belts that crisscrossed her hips, each

with a variety of holsters: the largest hung on her sides, each of these two holsters holding a
deadly-looking, double-edged crescent-shaped dagger shaped like the curve of the waning moon:
the Luna, they were called, imbued with holy energies. The six much-smaller holsters that hung
from the rawhide belts at regular intervals contained short throwing knives, each with a pointed
tip and a leaf-shaped double-edged blade, the handles thick black rubber overtop simple steel.
They were the Points of the Moon, paired with the Luna and hand-made as a gift for Ambrosia
long ago, and they had been taken back from her after she‟d been caught stealing: they had been
used in many of her plots, after all, as the daggers were charmed so after they were left out of the
holsters for so long, they would dissolve from wherever they were to reform once more inside
the simple-looking rawhide sheaths.
The Drakkaren helped himself to another set of weapons in the armory as well, feeling
oddly like he would need more than just the raw power of Blackheart… and while Ambrosia
grinned and practiced her throwing technique, sending a hail of the dart-like knives hailing into
the wall around Vampire and making the black wolf squeak in surprise despite being a wall of
muscle, the male Drakkaren wandered towards the back of the room. Past the enormous shelves
that lined the hall, holding all manner of equipment, and past the tables upon which sat uniforms,
boxes of gear, outfits, and ammunition, the reptile eventually found his way to a marred but
once-entirely-hidden door, tracing his fingers over the damages that had never been fully
repaired or camouflaged… and then he smiled a bit, pulling the door open and heading through
into a private, quiet study.
Over the years, many of the things here had been moved into Acheron… but sitting in a
glass case at the back were two .52 magnum handguns, of Shadowhawk and Blackhawk design:
a famous gun-maker from Ire that had sadly gone out of business due to murder and scandal.
Black clips that glowed with ominous silver runes sat on a velvet cushion beside the small rods
that held the huge handguns aloft, and the reptile carefully pulled the sliding door on the top of
the case open, pulling one of the magnum handguns out as well as a clip, snapping it into place
before he closed his eyes as he drew the slide back, listening the to the sounds of the gun‟s inner
mechanisms working as an armor-piercing bullet fed into the chamber… and then he smiled a bit
as he heard the faint sizzle that signaled another bullet being created inside the charmed clip,
murmuring: “Feels like cheating sometimes… but cheating can feel so right.”
Then Zerrex grinned as he spun the .52 before he made as if to holster it and slid his hand
smoothly away from the handle of the gun near his waist… and the firearm floated eerily in the
air beside his hip for a moment before blue energy sparked around it and a black leather holster
formed, cradling it snugly against one leg before a second holster sparked into being on his other
hip. The reptile looked amusedly from one to the other, then he reached into the glass case and
pulled out his other magnum, snapping the other clip into place and spinning it rapidly around
one finger… and then cursing when it fumbled the gun, the handgun flying through the air to
bounce off the wall before the Drakkaren snatched it with both hands and it gave a click as it
thankfully dry-fired, the reptile wheezing as he clung it against his chest before he blushed deep
red as Ambrosia said behind him flatly: “So I got my dexterity from my mother, huh?”
“I. Shut up.” Zerrex said lamely, and then he grumbled as he holstered the gun before
ducking and flinging open the wooden cabinets that the glass case rested on, refusing to turn
around as he sensed the female grinning widely at his back. “I swear if you tell anyone about that
I‟m gonna… tell on you and have you locked up for the rest of your life.”
“Oh stop it, Daddy. An Iuratus never betrays her master‟s secrets.” Ambrosia walked up
behind him, gently grasping his shoulder, and the reptile looked curiously up at her as she gazed

down at him softly, their eyes locking as she smiled hesitantly. “Maybe I was always acting out
because I could never be one. And I know I may never officially be one to you, but maybe I can
at least start acting like it. Iuratus aren‟t about the glory of the position after all, are they?
They‟re about serving the needs of their master… and doing what has to be done.”
The Drakkaren nodded slowly as he stood up, pulling two swords from the inside of the
cabinet as he gazed at her softly, and Ambrosia looked down curiously before she grabbed one
from him and Zerrex rolled his eyes with a grumble, the female feeling along them with interest.
“What are these? Stylized after the Irenic Foreigner‟s Sword, a stolen version of the semitraditional straight katana favored by the far east… probably stiff instead of springy blades…
sheathed in black alloy metal, I‟m guessing… black diamond, also known as a mix of platinum
and titanium alloy. Hilts are silver, as are the handles, with images from a story embossed over
them hidden beneath a wrap made of hydra leather, no pommel stone and… may I?”
She glanced up at him curiously, and the Drakkaren grumbled but then nodded a bit, and
Ambrosia smiled slightly before she snap-drew the sword, swiftly spinning the blade to either
side of their bodies, windmilling it within an inch of her father‟s strong sides and past his chest
with surprising grace and skill before she slid the flat of the single-edged blade slowly against
the hilt as if to clean blood from it, whistling under her breath as the Drakkaren only crossed his
arms with an amused look at her show of skill. “These were forged by an angel. Six-hundred
and… twenty? Yes. Six-hundred and twenty folded Heaven‟s Ivory, known to mortals as treated
adamantine alloy. Very light, incredibly durable, and difficult to work with. These are worth,
what… six hundred thousand each? And that‟s the swords alone, not the sheaths or the crafter‟s
skill figured in…”
She leaned forwards, licking slowly along the flat of the blade as she half-lidded her eyes,
and Zerrex cleared his throat awkwardly before Ambrosia grinned teasingly and leaned back,
clicking her tongue lightly. “Just testing the edge, that‟s all, father. It‟s very, very sharp. And
very, very elegant.”
Then she smiled, spinning the weapon quickly and sheathing it in the space of a second,
before holding the sword out… and Zerrex took it, saying mildly: “Six-hundred and twenty-five
folds, by the way.”
“Oh fuck you.” Ambrosia said flatly, and the Drakkaren laughed before he spun the
sheathed swords easily in either hand and then held them both down against his waist so they
crossed above his tail and the handles of the blades were in easy access, loops forming in the
belts to lock the swords in place as Ambrosia studied him curiously as Blackheart‟s blade gently
patted against the sheathed swords. “Two guns, three swords… don‟t you have a rule against
overloading yourself?”
“The handguns have regenerating clips, so I don‟t have to worry about ammunition… and
the straight katanas are for speed and grace, while Blackheart is more for power and squishing.”
Zerrex said mildly, and Ambrosia smiled but she didn‟t argue with him, only looking at the
reptile attentively as the Drakkaren reached up and toyed absently with his mala beneath a black
t-shirt he didn‟t quite remember slipping on. Unless my powers are kicking in more and more
instinctively… that could be good and bad. “Sorry, got distracted. I… yes. I guess the short
answer is that I just… got a feeling I‟m going to need to go in ready for anything.”
Ambrosia nodded slowly, glancing down and murmuring: “I have the same feeling.
Would you mind me grabbing one of those bracelets of demonic crystal, in that case?”

“Do you feel you‟ll need it?” Zerrex asked softly, meeting her eyes, and when Ambrosia
smiled a bit and nodded, he reached up and stroked her face gently, nodding in return. “Then
don‟t hesitate. Go ahead, daughter.”
“Daughter…” Ambrosia laughed a bit, then she smiled at him before she headed out of
the room, Zerrex looking after her curiously before he shrugged to himself, deciding that he‟d
figure everything out later.
He glanced to the side, and his eyes settled on the old, beaten-up wooden desk he‟d used
to spend a lot of time at when he was a demon, hiding down here in the dark and writing on a
crappy little computer between signing trade agreements and filling out endless amounts of
paperwork… and he smiled a little as he walked forwards, tracing his fingers quietly along the
pockmarked surface before he said quietly: “Memories…”
He shook his head a bit… and then he glanced up as he realized he had lingered too long
here. When the reptile walked out, however, he found the group was waiting for him: Ambrosia,
Desire dressed in golden Royal Guard armor but with her arms and head left proudly bare,
showing off the tattoos and her scars, a deadly cleaver resting across her back… Vampire,
grinning in jeans and a leather jacket, sunglasses propped up on his forehead and leaning on a
long black spear, a massive, monstrous mutant child of a shotgun and a machinegun dangling
from a strap over his shoulder, a humongous belt of shells connecting into this and feeding out of
an enormous metal box strapped just above his tail… and so many others, all prepared, all
waiting and willing and ready to fight to the last breath.
It was far from the first time he‟d seen this, and he knew it wouldn‟t be the last… but as
he gazed back and forth over the dedicated group, he said softly: “Let‟s go and meet up with the
others. Let‟s put an end to this, here and now.”
“Aye-aye, Cap‟n!” Vampire grinned widely as he beat the butt of his spear against the
ground, and Mercy shook her head with an amused smile from where she was standing, a
lightweight plated vest over her body and vambraces made of crystal over both arms, a silver
crown adorning her head. Then the female rose a hand, and an enormous dark portal opened,
Vampire whooping as he ran into this and making Zerrex groaned and slap his forehead before
he grumbled and walked through.
They emerged in an immense, open plain, where Wentaku mages and Ixin were rapidly
assembling a set of tall metallic antennae tipped with large orbs of demonic crystal, the huge
magical conductors sparking violently as they were arranged in a straight line in parallel patterns
spaced roughly fifty feet apart. The halted to watch this for a few moments as the others who had
been in the vault streamed out of the portal after him, Mercy coming last… and then he turned
around when the portal closed, and he stared at the sight of the army that had been assembled.
Dragon Warriors stood calmly with massive battle axes and giant maces and tinsa‟ar,
traditional Hez‟Rannan wrist-blades, strapped to their arms. Among them hovered Sacrifices that
were wielding chains, hooks, and deadly scythes, giggling gleefully in their bikinis as their scars
almost glowed, some smiling as they helped fit chainmail and heavy metal armor over Beasts
who were grinning savagely, the huge, monstrous beings eager for battle, faces and huge arms
covered in war paint and Hez‟Ranna runes.
The Black Rose Platoon stood ready, Serenity standing with Mist and Shine as she
surveyed them coldly and expertly, a second sword that twinned the first locked into place in her
chains as the cleavers of the Twins gleamed. Desire and Ambrosia walked over to join them, and
although Serenity shot Ambrosia an apprehensive glare at first, when Ambrosia bowed her head
forwards humbly, Serenity looked surprised… then nodded slowly.

Vampire joined Mahihko and Lone: the smaller wolf was dressed in a stretchy black
Hez‟Rannan military uniform, a black ribbon tied around his tail and his body slightly enlarged,
a hoop that could split apart into two separate metal rings hanging at his side and a huge rifle
across his back. Lone, meanwhile, had a revolver on one hip, a lever-action shotgun hanging
from the other, and a collapsible pole across his back, dressed in black jeans, military boots he
kept shuffling against the ground, and his tight vest, which was tightly done up over his chest.
Priest was talking to him calmly, the Dragokkaren with a pair of large knives holstered above his
tail, and Markus sat beside his brother, meditating silently, a massive sword that glowed a faint
white resting across his lap, his chest bare.
Cherry, Cindy, and Marina were all walking back and forth through the others, checking
on Disciples, examining Royal Guards, inspecting friends and family members. Cherry‟s face
was serious despite the grin that hovered over her face, her eyes ready and eager, the Great
Diviner holstered at her side and manacled to her arm, and her chain whip, the Cherry Cutter,
hanging on the other side of her belt. It was made of heavy, rectangular and sharpened links,
each as deadly as a razor, and was tipped with a nasty, hooked blade at the end of the sixteen feet
of ripping chain, the handle a perfectly-formed grip of metal wrapped in leather: it was a
devastating weapon, and she could keep up with the fiercest of enemies using it.
Cindy was in her same plain black clothes as always, spiked bracelets and collar
gleaming, her features calm as she gently adjusted the white breastplate Raze was wearing as the
male glowered at her moodily, the black-scaled Drakkaren‟s finger squeezing into the handle of
his sword as if he wanted to slice Cindy in half. Beside him, Sephire was in full battle gear, her
mask flipped up as she grinned, and to her right, Carmen was talking excitedly with Earth, the
latter female flushed but nonetheless holding the handle of the massive, purple-bladed cleaver
sword on her back with strange eagerness, her cape fluttering around her, and Carmen‟s limbs
had already transformed, lower legs and both arms made of overlapping steel now, in the same
beautiful, elegant, and dangerous form as the Drakkaren‟s own metallic arm could take on.
Standing near Earth, Cecilia rested with her Iuratus, smiling adoringly at the Hez‟Rannan
demigoddess and her bodyguards kneeling as they rested their hands on the pommels of
immense, traditional weapons and held them point-down into the ground, heads bowed
respectfully as they murmured prayers and meditations.
Marina was glancing over Daria, the demoness dressed in a vest made of flexible metal
plates instead of her usual butterflies and heavy steel leaves dangling over her groin and hips,
each the size of a dinner plate. In her hands she held a spear… and beside her, Maria was smiling
softly, the Broken in a chain bikini and with much larger, black chains loosely hanging from her
body, twisting and moving as if they were alive. Marina herself was in only her cloth wrap and
loincloth… and she smiled softly as she took Maria‟s hands, then they both leaned forwards and
kissed each other‟s cheeks in blessing before the daughter of Zerrex‟s eyes flicked over towards
her father, and her voice whispered in his mind: The others are waiting for you. Go ahead. We
are all well prepared.
Zerrex smiled at her and at the love so visible in her eyes despite the fifty yards and
crowd of people between them, then he nodded a bit before concentrating… and a moment later,
he vanished from the spot to reappear at the rear of the group, only a few feet away from where
Sabnock was standing in her own armor, her bow on her back and her helmet resting on a table
of ice she had undoubtedly created. Vivien was also leaning on this, in her own battle armor but
with her crown and mask off, her blonde locks almost floating around her and long battle axe

sticking out of the ground beside her as Amiglion nervously stood nearby, biting at his nails
despite Sin gently rubbing his back. “Lord Zerrex, please join us.”
Zerrex nodded to Vivien‟s request, glancing to the side and smiling at the sight of Loki,
Justice, and Eratosthenes. Error looked thoughtful if anything, a clean set of white robes swirling
around him, the metal over his arms and covering his fingers gleaming… while Loki looked
bored, leaning back against a simple-looking metal spear impaled in the ground… but the metal
had a strange and sentient gleam to it, and radiated power: Gungir, Odin‟s spear, a weapon that
always struck what it was thrown at and almost always killed what it struck.
Justice, last of all, was dressed for once, heavy metallic greaves over her feet and blue
jeans tucked neatly into these, with a black exercise top covering her stomach. Her metallic
tentacles were still locked into place over her form, and her lower wings wrapped around her
waist, but she grinned when Zerrex looked at her mildly. “Hey, you know what it‟s like to fight
naked. Besides, clothing is the only precaution I need.”
“You‟re so damn cocky.” Zerrex said amusedly, and he shook his head with a smile
before glancing up as a portal opened… and the reptile‟s eyes widened as a perfect copy of
himself stepped out of it, right down to the black clothes and scuffed military boots. Lily grinned
widely in her Zerrex form, shouldering the enormous, deadly Smiting Rod she had and rolling
her shoulders before the real Drakkaren muttered: “Damn.”
“Gotta admit, I like the feel of wearing your body, Zerrex.” Lily rose her – make that
‘his,’ Lily is… currently a dude. As in. Me. – right arm, and flexed the muscle slowly, making the
bicep bulge powerfully before he kissed it teasingly and winked at the real male, making Vivien
sigh and grab at her forehead. “More importantly, I think I‟m getting your quirks down more. I
know it might not be entirely necessary, but I do want to come across as you as much as
possible.”
“This area is under concealment and silence runes, so we should be safe for now.”
Sabnock said calmly, but Zerrex thought there was a hidden smile on her muzzle before she
returned her eyes towards Vivien, bowing her head courteously towards her. “Our troops are
prepared, however, High Queen Vivien, and ready to move out when you give the order. Lord
Zerrex, are you prepared yourself?”
“Guys? And yes, Justice, you count as a guy.” Zerrex glanced over his shoulder, but
Justice only smiled and nodded as Loki straightened and yanked Gungir out of the ground,
shouldering it as he flicked his multicolored bangs out of his eyes and Error grunted. “I guess we
are, yeah. Hey, Vivien, you‟re not going to embarrass Elysium out on the battlefield, right?”
“Oh please, just don‟t expect me to come in and save your ass.” Vivien retorted, and then
they grinned at each other before they each threw a fist out, bumping their knuckles together
before she nodded firmly and glanced up as lightning sparked over one of the huge antennae.
“Good timing, too. Ixin looks like he‟s finished setting up the Grand Portal. Sabnock will
provide us with cover while we assume our initial positions, in that case…”
“Right, and… Sammy!” Zerrex glanced up towards the deepening twilight overhead, and
a moment later, the skeletal pseudodragon appeared on top of the table of ice, chirping, and
gazing up at the reptile warmly, and Zerrex smiled down at him before he reached out and patted
the tiny dragon‟s skull. “You remember what to do, right?”
Sammy chirped, then glanced over his shoulder and jumped a bit at the sight of Lily in a
form that mimicked the Drakkaren‟s, before it grumbled embarrassedly as it scrambled towards
her, reciting in Cherry‟s moody voice: “Go with Lily, wait back and watch the battle unfold, and

as the enemy is drawn out and the outer defenses are destroyed, sneak inside. Examine the area,
be stealthy and quiet, and then send a signal when their backs are turned.”
“Right.” Lily said kindly, reaching up and stroking slowly along Sammy‟s back, and the
pseudodragon chirped a bit, looking placated before Lily took her Smiting Rod in both hands and
half-lidded her eyes towards Zerrex. “Don‟t worry. I‟ll do a good job of coming across as a
pissed-off you. I‟ve seen you smash enough things with one of these it shouldn‟t be too hard.”
“Just be careful, okay?” Zerrex said softly, and Lily smiled a bit at him before nodding.
Then the Drakkaren straightened as Sabnock snapped her fingers and the ice table rapidly
disintegrated as Vivien donned her battle mask and the wolverine slipped her own helmet on, the
reptile gazing back and forth as he said quietly: “Good luck, to all of you. We‟ll work fast.”
“I expect nothing else.” Sabnock said softly, and Zerrex smiled at her before she opened
a portal, and Vivien, Lily, and the devil walked through this, along with the looming Amazon
guards that had been floating in the background the entire time. When the portal closed, the
Drakkaren was left alone with the three he‟d chosen to go with him as well as Amiglion and
Sin… and he turned to them, looking awkwardly back and forth over them as they examined
both him as well as each other.
A god, a demigod, a Strange Beast, and a Naganatine: they were a strange group… but
before Zerrex could figure out what to say to them or the slightly-pale Ami, his attention was
drawn by two massive blasts of white lightning that shot from the sky and branched out into
great streaks of lightning that struck the crystalline orbs of the antennae, energy rapidly building
between the patterned steel rods before, between the two tallest rods that stood at the end of each
column, spaced far apart, white and black energy sparked violently back and forth before it
began to take on a strange, semisolid texture, forming into a sheet of energy that rippled and then
exploded backwards into an immense vortex, the tunnel through reality enormous and imposing.
They watched as Disciples led by Vivien and Lily-Zerrex walked forwards into the
tunnel, followed by Dragon Warriors, Beasts, Royal Guards, and soldiers of every shape and
size, from lumbering Gigataurs to low-tier soldier demons carrying mortal weapons. The
Drakkaren gazed over them quietly, and then he looked up as Sin gently touched his shoulder,
saying softly: “This is a good plan, whatever worries may tear at your mind, Lord Zerrex.
Besides, my brother Amiglion has his concerns, too, but he is nonetheless willing to move
forwards.”
“My concerns are with taking care of the kingdom. What if Eslovius sends an envoy
while Vivien is out of commission? What if riots break out over the murders again? What if
Kavelis, the new Reaper boss, comes in? I can‟t say anything to her! She‟s scary, and I‟m
technically still a Reaper, even if half the time these days Grim is „hibernating,‟ and…”
Amiglion puttered out as Justice glared at him, wincing a little and covering his face. “Sorry,
Deacon. Please don‟t beat me.”
“Please don‟t make it so appealing.” Justice retorted, and then she rolled her eyes when
Amiglion winced and covered his head. “Listen, my indecisive sibling, because I‟m only going
to say this once. You were never bad at your job, which was the administration of Heaven‟s
materials and keeping track of mortal history. You were never a bad person, even if you did
eventually get sent down to help keep an eye on Hell because you refused to ever take a proper
side in anything. You were given the job of Reaper under Thanatos not as a punishment,
though… but because Naganis, our Father, saw potential in you. I understand now, after all these
years… what Naganis meant. Even if the so-called „unsoiled Naganatine‟ all decided you were
an exile and no longer allowed in Heaven, you are no more flawed and no more a failure than I

am. For Naganis‟s sake, Job and Warden are the only Naganatine who seem to have truly lost
their way. So stop being a dick.”
Amiglion looked a little cowed, and then Sin walked over and gently hugged him, which
made the male blush slightly as she said kindly: “And I will be here with you as well, brother, to
help you in your needs. I am no longer a High Throne, and was honored to give up the position
to Mercy… but I still remember much of what the position entails and will be more than glad to
learn the old and new ways from you, my brother, for as long as I am needed here.”
“Thank you, Sin.” Amiglion mumbled, and then he smiled awkwardly as he gave her a
small pat on the back… and then he quietly returned the embrace briefly at the last moment,
looking a little embarrassed but also pleased as he gazed over at Justice, adding mildly: “Why
can‟t you ever be nice like her?”
“Because it‟s my job.” Justice replied easily, shrugging a bit, and then she glanced over at
Zerrex with an amused grin as the reptile shook his head with a grumble. “Hey, I know you like
my special charm. Besides, everyone else is nice around here to everyone else. You need
someone like me to lay down the law every now and then.”
“No, I have Serenity for that, and one of her is enough.” Zerrex said flatly, and Justice
grumbled and rolled her eyes before the Drakkaren glanced over at Eratosthenes, who was
standing a little apart and gazing at the metallic antennae in the distance as the vortex sustained
between them finally began to slowly fade. “You holding up okay?”
“Yes, Zerrex, although I should perhaps be the last thing on your mind right now. I‟m
sure the opposition that waits ahead will be fierce, after all.” Error said quietly, glancing over
them with a frown. “I don‟t understand how you can all be so cheerful despite what we face. To
me, the fellow Librarian‟s reaction made more sense than yours, even if he is a coward.”
“Thank you.” Amiglion said comfortably, and then he tilted his head curiously. “Wait,
fellow Librarian? I never worked with books.”
“Your duties sounded the same as mine when I served under Creation, that is all.”
Eratosthenes said dismissively, but Amiglion looked absurdly touched by this… and like it also
gave him more confidence, as he smiled and straightened a little. “When we prepared for battle
with the Primordials, we were always very serious, sometimes even singing war songs, knowing
that we were about to lose friends, family, and paying close attention to the gravity of the
situation. Many here felt excited… and some took strange, dark joy in the coming events, as if
they had forgotten that not only may they die, but they would all almost certainly lose comrades
today.”
“They didn‟t forget, Error… far from it.” Zerrex said softly, glancing out over the now
empty plains, beaten-down grasses ruffling quietly in the faint winds as in the far distance, Ixin
danced around, ordering around Wentaku mages as they began to assemble what Zerrex guessed
would be a receptor device, so a vortex could be created from the mortal plane and then linked
and held open on this side by the strange pillars. “Many of us do enjoy the thrill of battle, the
challenge of pitting our skills and our lives against enemies. The passions of demons run high…
Wrath and Lust and Pride in particular when it comes to a good fight. Many of us will lose
friends and family, and I know it‟s going to hurt… but we also feel… like we‟re serving a
greater purpose. Knowing that even if we die, we‟ll die in place of more innocent lives, that
we‟re protecting others… and many of us prefer to think there‟s no shame in enjoying your
work, so to speak, even when it‟s terrible work like this.”
Zerrex smiled a bit, then he returned his eyes to Eratosthenes as the Strange Beast
measured him slowly with his eyes. “Not that all of us are that bad… some of us will go into the

battle knowing what we have to do. Enjoying the thrill, and anticipating the challenge… but we
will still feel for everyone we kill, much as it hurts. Yes, I‟m probably going to kill a lot of
people today, and I won‟t remember all of them, and I may very well ruin a lot of lives. I‟ll
acknowledge that, though, and I‟ll treat my enemies with respect and dignity, and even
compassion when I can: I‟ll threaten and bully and mock them, but if I do so, it‟ll be to try and
convince them to stop trying to fight me and spare them from being killed. Words are as sharp as
swords, but they hurt the spirit, not the body… and the spirit can usually take a bigger beating
than the body can. I would rather not kill unless I have to, but I won‟t hesitate when I need to.”
Eratosthenes looked thoughtfully at the reptile at this, and then he nodded slowly,
murmuring: “An interesting concept. Although it makes me wonder if it is the method of the
civilized or not… after all, you seem to put yourself to great risk with everything you do, Zerrex.
After all… do you truly think it wise to feel for your enemy, even as you destroy him?”
“The enemy is me.” Zerrex smiled slightly, rolling his shoulders as Justice looked up
interestedly and Loki yawned loudly, but the reptile only looked amusedly at him. “You shut up.
If I wasn‟t such a nice guy, you‟d be in about a dozen pieces scattered over the planet right
now.”
“Yeah, yeah.” Loki muttered, looking at him moodily for a few moments, and then he
shook his head a bit before looking over at the Strange Beast as Error looked down thoughtfully.
“Don‟t listen to whatever he says. Half the time it‟s bullshit, the other half of the time it‟s
diarrhea of the mouth. In other words, he talks a lot but ninety percent of it is crap.”
Eratosthenes looked distastefully at the otter for a few moments, and then he asked the
demigod mildly: “Then why are you even here, and so eagerly listening to him?”
Loki‟s jaw dropped slightly as he struggled for an argument, and Justice threw her head
back and laughed as Sin smiled and even Amiglion brightened a bit at this, before Zerrex rose his
hands when the otter shot him a smoldering glare. “I didn‟t even say anything that time! Turn
your anger cannons on them, not on me!”
“Anger cannons.” Eratosthenes said thoughtfully, and Zerrex couldn‟t help but snort
amusedly at this before the Strange Beast shook his head, glancing moodily over at the reptile as
he said dryly: “You release stress in a very strange way. You become childish and a little
unstable and your anxiety causes you to become… odd. I can feel it, pulsing up and down like
waves, making you… hyper, I believe is the mortal term. Exacerbating your character flaws in
some ways and yet in other ways, but… it is not entirely disagreeable, in the long run. I do not
completely understand it, but the others seem so used to it by now they barely remark upon it…
even Loki, who under strain becomes more irritable.”
He paused, then reached up and rubbed slowly at a temple as the others looked at the
Librarian for a few moments before the male nodded slowly, murmuring: “Yes. It‟s strange… I
forgot how important the ability of the Guardians to connect to the others around them was. I
understand you much better now than when I had foolishly simply tried to mimic your
emotions… perhaps I am on my way to truly learning and understanding the emotions of you and
your kind instead of only feeling what I was supposed to have felt, puppeted by Lord God.”
Zerrex looked at the male for a few moments… and then he smiled a little at Eratosthenes
as he felt his body relaxing, straightening and saying softly: “Good. I‟m glad to hear it, Error…
because you‟re just a person like the rest of us, and I‟d like to think that maybe if you understand
us all a little better… well, it‟ll lead to good things all around.”
Eratosthenes looked at him for a few moments… and then he smiled hesitantly, nodding
slowly back: he didn‟t speak, but he didn‟t need to as the Drakkaren smiled wider as well, as

Amiglion calmed and Sin gazed from one to another, Justice crossing her arms with a pleased
look and last but not least, Loki gazing with a strange reminiscence from Error to Zerrex.
The fields surrounding the immense research facility known as „Turmoil‟ were shadowy
and dark, decrepit and dead plants twisting here and there out of the ground, looking mutated and
rotten. Stains left behind from spilled purification and corruption were splattered here and there
over the landscape, and wherever it had left a mark, the vegetation around it had mutated and
warped completely out of control.
To one side of the facility, tall, ominous cliffs loomed, huge root systems of gnarled,
dead trees writhing slowly, alien and undead plants groaning softly as if aware, and as if hungry.
Rocks stuck out like teeth from the sides of the cliffs, and spotlights shone slowly back and forth
over it, as if they were wary of the cliffs themselves coming alive to attack them: huge, bright
lamps had also been set up along a carefully-constructed path in the mountainside leading from a
dusty road that surrounded the walls of the facility and up to the top of the encampment, guards
standing here and there with rifles and flare guns to signal an attack.
Massive silos stood silent and watchful sentinel at the western flank of the facility, far
taller than the rough-hewn stone walls that surrounded what had once been a small village. Gates
made of heavy, thickly-layered steel stood shut, spotlights shining on the road in front and
behind these to watch for any trespassers, and sentry towers stood here and there throughout the
facility in no particular pattern, some hidden in the shadows of massive, thin-walled warehouses
from inside which the occasional scream or splatter could be heard, light shining out of the
cracks in the gaunt, thin metal sheeting that stretched like pale skin over its thick girder-bones.
Rickety houses had been mutilated by crude construction, fencing and wooden boards
added here and there in hasty jumbles to form walls between them while other walls had been
entirely knocked down, buildings stitched together like conjoined children attached side-to-sideto-side by the interference of some mad scientist. Light shone from the greasy windows of many
of these makeshift barracks, and demons and angels both prowled slowly through the night,
nervous and apprehensive, the entire village pulsing like a predator laying in wait. Guards
smoked and talked in front of storage sheds that were chained shut, and unseen spirits roamed
silently through the dirty streets, casting no shadow as they wandered beneath the spotlights that
shone down from towers above.
Guards studied the distance, demons able to see far even in the deep darkness, as cameras
clicked back and forth and sensors beeped quietly, carrying a surprising distance through the
quiet night air as red lights flickered ominously here and there in the short grasses around the
encampment.
More powerful sensors sat inside the research facility itself, inside fortified concrete
buildings that sat near the center of the village, buildings that had once been legal offices and a
small prison and had been converted by eager supernatural hands into terrible and sprawling
facilities, absorbing other buildings into its web like a crawling and diseased forest. Inside one of
these facilities, a Wentaku in a white uniform glanced up as the sensors began to beep, sliding
quickly over to a control panel and then frowning a bit as static twisted over the radar readouts,
showing abnormal amounts of approaching bioelectricity.
Outside, guards pointed and muttered to each other as a thick fog rolled slowly towards
them over the fields, completely barring their vision as the cold and blinding mist crawled and
stretched slowly and unhurriedly towards and then overtop the walls of the facility, spilling
quietly around it: the thick and heavy fog reached as high as the top of the looming silos, a sea of

blue-white smoke that tasted faintly like sulfur as guards in watchtowers coughed and cursed,
one of them panicking and fumbling at his radio even as short klaxons went off in the fields and
automated gun turrets rose up out of the ground, the dual barrels of heavy machine guns clacking
as they took aim into the mist and infrared cameras glowed and tingled with static as they
detected only the cold, smoky shapes of fog.
Soldiers – both demons and angels – strode slowly into the dirt roads in the middle of the
base, looking nervously back and forth in their dirty white and grey uniforms as commanders in
blue and golden armor marshaled them with shouts and orders, most of the infantry equipped
with hand-me-down previous-generation assault rifles and stun batons, or gleaming, ugly iron
swords and flanged, heavy maces stained with dried blood. And then one of the guards winced
and cursed as a sizzle ran through the fog, and a moment later, the cloud itself seemed to growl
at them as a rumble ran through it and flashes of electricity sparked inside the mist, travelling
easily through the dense fog and making visible arcs of electricity tingle and sizzle around the
automated gun turrets, several of the more sensitive ones going haywire and beginning to twist
back and forth wildly as their sensors went insane while thicker-insulated turrets only sparked
and glowed faintly, one of the guard towers lighting up as well and making the demon standing
in the crow‟s nest at the top of it curse as electricity arced back and forth along the steel railings
around him.
Then a sudden peal of thunder ripped through the sky above, and a moment later, several
massive blasts of lightning hailed down from the sky, ripping through the mist and drawn
directly towards the charged metal of the turrets, huge bolts of electricity hammering into each of
the defenses and sending out massive, guttural explosions that shredded the fog, fire and shrapnel
rising in great pillars into the air as the guard in the tower yelled and too late tried to leap over
the railing of his tower, a massive blast of lightning striking into this while his hand was still on
the rail and sending lethal quantities of electricity ripping through his body, fusing his hand to
the steel even as the tower was almost torn in half and thinner bolts of lightning arced into the
nearby silos, scarring the metal and wood as part of the guard tower fell forwards. The demon‟s
corpse dangled from the other half, gaping and blackened and aflame, and soldiers yelled and
pointed as klaxons began to blare throughout the encampment.
Demons and angels poured into the street as several warehouse doors were yanked open,
both combat armors and huge, demonic tanks rumbling outwards, angels and soldiers clinging to
the tops of the latter as spiked treads ripped gouges through the earth. Commanders shouted
orders, and Craven ran forwards with pre-set mortars, dropping to their knees and firing blindly
into the mist at different angles, sending glowing explosives arcing through the air and vanishing
into the fog, and the resulting blasts lit up the clouds from within, making it thunder on the
ground… before this was mimicked by the sky as another massive peal of lightning ripped
through the air and crashed directly into the middle of the street, infantry flying in all directions
with screams of agony.
Then there was silence, except for the klaxons, as soldiers picked themselves up even as
Strange Beasts began to appear as well, snarling Vipers shoving their way through the ranks of
the troops and crushing several underfoot without care or hesitation, even the officers wincing
away from the enormous creatures as their twin heads arched upwards… before one of the
nearest frowned and cocked its head as a strange hum began to build, a commander raising his
own head sharply… and then all eyes stared in shock as ice rapidly began to form over the entire
western wall, crawling greedily along it even as a voice shouted: “Shields, shields, shields!”

Then the ground ripped apart beneath the frozen wall before vents of magma and flame
erupted upwards, and the brittle stone was shattered and melted as fireballs and spheres of light
flew from the mist, smashing into the hardier pieces of wall and causing much of it to erupt
backwards, their defenses decimated as a massive hole was torn through the barrier. Chunks of
stone and ice pelted the troops as flames and vents of steam and magma ripped over the ground
towards them, and those first in line were shoved forwards by panicking troops behind them,
sending screaming to their deaths as they were battered by pieces of ice the size and shape of
blades and ravaged by flame and molten rock.
Mages immediately came forwards, some raising staffs tipped with demonic crystal and
others adorned with bracelets, necklaces, and other objects imbued with it, sending ripples of
earth spilling outwards that solidified into black rock overtop the cracked ground, suffocating the
flames and sealing the magma, leaving a smooth bridge into the fields behind… and two others
shouted the same incantation, the Wentaku making shoving gestures in synchronization and
sending a powerful gust of wind ripping through the fog, disintegrating it… and standing in the
deep morning darkness like silent ghosts was an army, assembled and waiting, with Vivien at the
head of the forces and Selena and Raze on either side of her, her battle axe raised… and before
the commanders could issue an order, she dropped her axe forwards to point towards them,
roaring: “Show them no mercy!”
Royal Guards immediately charged forwards, followed by the Black Rose platoon,
snarling as they shot towards the walls past stains of burnt and corrupt vegetation and shattered
defense turrets… and immediately, Strange Beasts howled and lunged forwards, tearing through
their own ranks and knocking infantry sprawling as tanks and mobile artillery rolled slowly
forwards, crushing the unlucky soldiers as commanders yelled and bullied their platoons
outwards. The forces clashed just outside the walls, Strange Beasts leaping hungrily and
furiously at opponents as veteran soldiers of Elysium slammed fearlessly into the powerful
enemies, a Gigataur smashing one Viper to the ground with its massive sledgehammer as several
Royal Guards ganged up on another, swords and pole-arms tearing swathes through the hides of
the creatures and sending up bursts of energized blood.
Gunfire erupted wildly in all directions as the infantry of Turmoil was bullied and shoved
into battle, and demonic tanks rumbled, hissed, and screamed as demons fired heavier weapons
from the flat tops of the massive, rectangular machines, enormous cannons firing incendiary
shells carelessly into the ranks of friend and foe as they rolled almost hungrily forwards,
crushing ally and enemy beneath their heavy, spiked treads. Then the ground erupted beneath
one, flinging it backwards and exposing the softer underbelly of the machine as demons and
angels spilled off the top of it, and Selena stepped forwards up beside a crouched Earth, a sphere
of white flame in her hand as she grunted and stepped into the throw as her eyes burned black
and a terrible grin spread over her face, and the white fireball collided with the bottom of the
tank before erupting in a conical blast that sent the several hundred ton machine flying
backwards like a toy, smashing into a Viper with almost enough force to disintegrate it, both
machine and monster exploding and sending mechanical and organic gore flying in all directions,
ripping a swathe through the troops around them.
Dragon Warriors charged with strange grace despite their size through the ranks of the
enemy, zigzagging back and forth and all but bullets of the heaviest caliber leaving only dull
bruises against their armory scales, snarling and cold as they ripped through infantry and rolled
massive tanks over as if they were dealing with wild animals. One of them leapt up onto the
underbelly of one of the fallen vehicles, then simply lashed its hand down, ripping through the

plated steel and feeling around inside of it before tearing a demon though the gap, the tank
operator screaming in horror before the Dragon Warrior simply seized him by the waist and
stomach and snapped him in half like a twig, then pulled him end-from-end and tossed the halves
of corpse in either direction.
Lily-Zerrex grinned as a Viper charged at the now-him, Cherry and Marina on either side
of him, and Cherry snorted before watching with surprise as Lily lunged forwards, spinning his
Smiting Rod at his side and building up momentum before slamming not the end of it, but the
butt of the pole into the Strange Beast‟s chest when it began to lean down, knocking it back on
all fours before he snarled and swept the deadly flanged weapon outwards, the massive blades
ripping through both necks of the Viper and sending up a powerful blast of neon electricity as it
reared back with a gurgle, necks and heads flopping wildly as they flew through the air before
exploding. Then Cherry leapt forwards, kicking off Lily‟s shoulders and slamming both feet into
its chest and sending it flying backwards before Marina grinned savagely as she made a crushing
motion, and the Viper simply imploded as it was smashed into the ground, going up in a
powerful explosion of pinkish lightning.
“And here I thought we were gonna have to babysit you.” Cherry grinned over her
shoulder at Lily, and then, without looking forwards, she snapped the Great Diviner out of its
sheath and flung it into the chest of a Nightmare, the demon screaming before the demigoddess
straightened and yanked the weapon backwards, a waterfall of blood and a shattered rib spilling
out of the wound as it gurgled and fell forwards, the muscular female catching the weapon easily
by the hilt before her eyes flicked towards the entrance as armored creatures on the backs of both
five-headed, snarling hydras and enormous war-dragons plated and armored in bone and steel
stormed forwards, the gargantuan, twenty-foot-at-the-shoulder Infernal Dragons roaring, clothed
in black scales beneath the chainmail and heavy plates that had been welded literally onto their
bodies in some places, eyes maddened by rage and domination spells, huge harnesses strapped to
their necks, horns sharpened and wicked, deadly blades attached to their skulls, limbs, and tails.
“Fuck! Vivien, cavalry!”
Vivien slapped an angel charging madly towards her easily to the ground with the flat of
her battle axe before she chopped savagely downwards, cutting its head from its shoulders as she
glanced up with a snarl… and then her eyes widened in shock as one of the cavalry spotted her
and roared an order to its steed. The massive Infernal Dragon immediately hissed and charged
towards her, drool dripping from its jaws as it leaned down and roared furiously at her as the
armored rider on its back leaned forwards, eagerness showing through even the heavy, blocky
silver-and-gold armor that covered it, steam whistling through the grille in its eagle-facemask as
red light shone from the narrow eye-slits in the mask… and Vivien snarled before she thrusted
her battle axe towards the skies as golden energy burst upwards over her body.
A moment later, constellations seemed to ripple and twinkle in the skies before massive
arcs of golden energy discharged through thin air around the enormous dragon, making it rear
back with a howl of pain and shock before powerful bolts of golden lightning hammered down
through it, ripping through the beast and making it convulse as the rider on its back howled in
misery, covering its face as the ground beneath the two cracked as the energy fed through them
and into it… and a moment later, the earth simply exploded upwards in a pillar of golden light
that stretched to the heavens above, illuminating the entire area and making demons and angels
stagger backwards in shock and awe, the dragon‟s armor and body beginning to char rapidly
away into nothingness as plates of metal were torn from the armored rider, Vivien snarling as she
seized her axe tightly by the handle and stepped forwards into a swing with a roar of fury.

Her axe clove through the air inches from the massive beast and rider inside the glowing
column, seeming to strike nothing but making reality ripple… and the pillar exploded into
fragments of light-made-solid that hailed down around her, cleaving through whatever they
touched as the dragon gave one last gargle… and then its shoulders and head slowly slid off its
body, a fountain of blood erupting out of its burnt-and-charred body as most of its upper body
collapsed sickly to the ground, and the rider seated on its back gargled before he twitched, then
simply toppled into two pieces as well.
Vivien‟s body rippled with energy before she turned, smashing a gauntlet-covered fist
into the face of an angel as golden light seared over her body, and its skull was almost
disintegrated as it flopped backwards before she shouted angrily: “I am High Queen of Elysium!
There is no mercy for the likes of you!”
A Viper roared and charged towards her… but other infantry and even many of the
cavalry immediately steered their mounts clear of the Celestial Devil with yells of shock, and
Vivien grinned before she swung her battle axe forwards, slapping the Viper across one of its
head and making it stagger before she shot a look towards Cherry and nodded quickly.
Cherry grunted immediately, still looking a little stupefied by the show of strength as she
half-turned, then winced when a hydra lunged at her. The five heads of the reptile snapped
forwards on their long necks, biting at her wickedly as its four strong legs propelled it easily
towards her, and the female cursed under her breath before she flung the Great Diviner forwards
into its chest, the beast immediately squealing and staggering backwards before Cherry ran
towards it and leapt upwards, the chain rapidly extending from the manacle as she twisted her
body in midair and slammed her feet into the front of the lance-wielding rider on the back of it,
sending it flying off with a curse and Cherry‟s own heavy body launching backwards.
She hit the ground on her back and rolled quickly to a kneel before quickly crossing back
under the beast‟s head as it clawed savagely at her, and then she gritted her teeth as she leapt
onto its back again and seized the chain with both hands, the links now wrapped completely
around its five necks as it snarled and bucked, heads snapping violently before it screamed in
agony as the chain superheated as Cherry‟s eyes glowed, the female roaring before she yanked
savagely back, and all five of its heads were severed from its body, only bloody, cauterized
stumps left behind as the smell of charred flesh filled the air.
The muscular female kicked off the beast‟s back as it staggered drunkenly before
collapsing, and she grinned as she snapped the chain backwards, the sword quickly flying back
to her hand as the links of steel untangled and shortened themselves, before she grimaced as the
Rider drew a short sword and charged towards her with a roar. With barely a twitch, Cherry rose
a leg and slammed her foot into the enemy‟s stomach, sending him crashing backwards with a
curse of pain before she stepped forwards and stomped hard once, twice, thrice down into its
chest, shattering its armor and the chest of the angel beneath the broken protective shell, the
creature wheezing weakly on the ground as it lay dying in a puddle of blood before Cherry
turned and shouted towards Marina: “Now!”
Marina glanced up from where she was levitating, silver chains floating eerily around her
as Lily-Zerrex stood with his back to the female, grinning and covered in blood and a little too
in character, before the psychic daughter of Zerrex closed her eyes and whispered softly into the
mind of Sabnock: Go ahead.
The wolverine herself was standing on the cliffs, waiting silently with White beside her,
Thor bouncing eagerly in the background and the wolves breathing hard but sitting ready, Lone
with an old bolt-action rifle and Mahihko with his heavy semi-automatic rifle resting on the

tripod. Mercy leaned nearby, sitting almost protectively next to Missy, who was breathing hard
but looking determined… and then Sabnock rose her bow, an arrow of ice forming over it as she
glanced down towards the well-lit path: in the confusion and the chaos, no one had noticed
Gilgamesh silently exterminating the guards one-by-one and carefully, quietly, muffling the
lamps. “On my mark.”
All present quietly prepared themselves… and then Sabnock fired the icy arrow towards
a large artillery vehicle that was sitting in the middle of the path, and the arrow struck the top
turret dead-center, ice immediately spreading over it and sending cracks through the two huge
gatling guns on the sides of the tank, the center cannon warping as the large mortar launcher on
top of it was jammed with ice… and then White fired a single bullet from his revolver that tore
easily through the brittle metal and smashed into the head of an artillery shell loaded into the
barrel, and the top of the vehicle went up in a powerful blast, sending chunks of ice and steel
flying upwards as voices yelled in surprise before a hail of gunfire ripped through the air,
peppering the encampment below and killing several uniformed commanders that were hiding
back in the thought-safety of the streets.
Commanders hid behind rickety buildings and yelled desperate, terrified orders as
armored soldiers began to storm up the ramp, reserve defense forces in heavier gear and carrying
melee weapons… and as the first wave passed, Serenity leapt out in front of them with a snarl,
both of her silvery swords spinning rapidly on either side of her as she made a hard sweeping
gesture, and rocks were torn out of place by her psychic wrath to send an avalanche spilling
downwards over the troops, crashing into their ranks and knocking many of them flying from the
pass even as other soldiers fought forwards through the rock fall and larger Wrath demons
snarled as they batted the stones aside, the first to rip their way forwards and charge towards the
lone psychic as she raised her hands gamely… and the first to die as Priest and Markus leapt
down from above, Markus landing on top of one and crunching in his armor beneath his feet as
he swept his sword out in a hard rending slice through another demon in silver and golden armor
before he brought one hand up and swiftly smashed three short, efficient strikes into another
demon passing him, striking neatly through gaps in his armor with his first knuckle and
shattering ribs to send broken bones piercing through his own inner organs like arrows.
Priest, meanwhile, had simply booted an angel off the cliff before he drew his daggers
and cut back and forth swiftly across the throat of a demon, the weapons glowing as blood burst
from the demon‟s throat as it steamed violently, unable to heal from the curse on the daggers and
sending him crashing down with a gargle. Then the Dragokkaren simply tilted his head slightly
to the side with a grin as a rock flew past, the same precognition he had inherited from his
mother allowing him to dodge the attack with grace and ease despite his bulky size as he shouted
cheerfully: “Come on, motherfuckers! Let‟s play!”
Mist, Shine, Desire, and Ambrosia leapt down from the cliffs next, landing behind the
wave of troops, and many of them turned too late as they lunged into their backs, huge cleavers
raking through armor and bodies like paper as Ambrosia‟s daggers tore across vulnerable faces
and necks and pierced through even the narrowest gaps in armor, dancing through the enemy
forces as Serenity, Priest, and Markus barreled downwards, Serenity‟s spinning blades slicing
enemies into pieces as she directed them with graceful gestures of her hands as she ducked and
weaved through her opponents. The first wave of opposition was crushed in under a minute, the
armored vanguard panicking at the sudden ambush and barely managing to leave even scratches
on the aggressive defense led by Serenity, before she shouted as another group of enemies began
to swarm up the pass: “Everyone get ready!”

Across the village, new klaxons were blazing, signaling other forces to aid in the battle as
hidden tanks roved slowly out of warehouses and Strange Beasts ripped through Gateways:
angels and demons both took flight in armor as larger Wrath and Pride demons stormed forwards
and Paladins with blackened wings in silver and gold armor snarled as they ran towards the battle
with bloodlust burning in their eyes.
Cindy snarled, her scales gleaming metal as a Wrath demon barreled towards her before
she leapt upwards and slammed her knee into its face, its head snapping back with a howl and a
splatter of blood before she smashed her elbow down into its skull, breaking both helm and bone
below and sending it crashing to the ground before she landed with a grunt, then winced and rose
a hand up, creating a wall of energy as a mage threw a fireball at her. It collided with the
sapphire barrier and exploded uselessly, and then Maria appeared in a burst of darkness behind
the mage with a terrible grin on her face, seizing it from behind and causing the Wentaku to
scream before it simply exploded into Unworld energy, and then it moaned as its body lost
physical cohesion and instead became a terrible black shape: an Unworld Being.
Maria‟s black chains lashed down into this, spearing into the creature… and it writhed
violently before bloating sickeningly, giving a guttural roar before Maria lifted it in one hand and
turned, flinging it at the face of a Leviathan that was smashing its way through a line of Royal
Guards. The Strange Beast turned too late, and the bloated being collided with its face before it
exploded in a terrible sphere of black energy that became almost solid for a moment before
blowing away like smoke… and nothing was left of the creature but a crater and a single broken
axe-sword that fell to the ground with a rattle, before a rift opened behind the Broken and she
vanished back into this.
A moment later, a rift ripped open in the ground behind a massive battle tank, and Maria
half-emerged from this as the rift widened, the ground around her rotting and several unlucky
infantry screaming as they were dragged into this as the Broken‟s chains lashed upwards, seizing
around the tank and dragging it slowly backwards into the enormous dark portal even as it
strained wildly forwards and a hatch snapped open in the top, several of the crew abandoning
ship with screams of terror before the tank was yanked into the air and then dragged down
through the portal. One of them fell to the ground, then stared up stupidly at the sight of Vampire
as the black wolf leveled his massive rectangular machine-shotgun at the angel‟s face before he
tipped him a wink, then simply opened fire and blew most of the creature‟s upper body away.
A Paladin charged towards Raze as the godling fought with a Viper, his sword glowing
with black energy as his eyes glowed with psychic rage, battering back the Strange Beast with
telekinetic strikes every time it tried to lunge as his sword ripped deep slashes through its frame,
and then Sephire stepped in front of the Paladin, slamming her first into its stomach with a grin
before her wristblades extended, and the angel staggered backwards with a gargle before the
goddess flicked the fingers of her other hand almost disdainfully… and immediately, her massive
sword formed buried halfway through the creature‟s chest, the Paladin howling as its back
arched as electricity shocked over the blade before Sephire grabbed it by the handle with one
hand and laughed as she tore to the side, the red eyes of her mask glowing as she ripped the
Paladin almost in half. The giant collapsed backwards, dissolving rapidly beneath its heavy
armor, and then Sephire snarled as a Hound of Heaven appeared with a spark of white energy
and barked at her, the vibrations rattling her armor before she swept her hand out and a volley of
knives formed in midair in mid-shot, pounding rapidly into the Hound‟s features and knocking it
staggering violently backwards as it screamed and snapped its head wildly back and forth.

Then black lightning tore through the creature‟s side, and the Hound exploded in a wave
of sound and vibration as Driz covered his face in distaste, his white tendrils of hair swirling
around him as the dark energy that made up his body sparking before a sword tore through his
chest… and Driz simply turned around with a look of disgust, the weapon passing harmlessly
through him before he seized the startled angel by the throat and his eyes gave a brief flash. A
moment later, the angel exploded in a blast of dark energy, and Driz grimaced at the gore that
pattered around him as dark smoke floated up from his hands.
Then all attention was drawn as a massive blast of lightning issued forth from the skies,
Thor laughing from where he stood atop one of the silos as the huge blast of electricity smashed
into the base of the silo in front of him, and the foundation exploded in a blast of shrapnel and
flame before the silo slowly tottered forwards as a commander stared blankly up at the falling,
enormous cylinder. It crashed down on top of the officer and the tank he was standing beside,
and the vehicle exploded a moment later, sending a massive chunk of the silo flying through the
air as hay, food, and other now-debris that had been stored in it flying in all directions with
chunks of burning wood and warped metal as Thor leapt down into the fray, his hammer sending
opponents flying as Gilgamesh materialized like a ghost on top of another tank, spearing rapidly
down through the top of the turret and his weapon sending up a splatter of blood through the
narrow holes he made with each strike, voices screaming in horror inside the tank before he
snapped his short battle axe off his hip and sliced the cannon barrel easily off in a scooping
motion that sent it flipping lazily upwards before he lashed a foot out as it began to fall past him,
smashing into the smooth end of the barrel and sending the sharp, freshly-cut cannon rocketing
like a spear through the chest of a Paladin that was charging towards him, spearing through its
chest and pinning it to the ground like a bug as it gargled weakly.
More forces were drawn from the encampment towards the western fields and the
northern cliffs, and as troops charged by, a small, skeletal pseudodragon slunk carefully through
the shadows towards the eastern side of the facility. It wriggled itself through a crack in the walls
of a warehouse to bypass going out into the street, and the yellow flames burning in its eyes
glanced back and forth before it hissed quietly at the sight of what was inside the warehouse:
cages that dangled from cranes and were stacked almost carelessly in huge piles, mortals, angels,
and demons all shivering inside them… and in the center of the open warehouse, immense vats
that were hooked up to massive barrels and blockish generators by huge, thick black pipes, the
enormous, dome-shaped tubs bubbling with black ooze and glowing white goo.
Sammy quickly scampered across the empty warehouse towards the wall opposite,
running through one of the empty cages sitting at ground level and squeezing through the bars to
reach the rusting barrier, and he pushed through the uneven metal sheeting that made up the wall
to emerge into a short alley with a quiet whimper. Then the pseudodragon shook its head
quickly, before shrinking back as several minotaurs and Salamanders ran by in body-fitting blue
armor, carrying weapons that had been bathed in holy essence and glowed with a faint white
aura.
The pseudodragon then ran across the dirt road, edging around a locked shed and looking
back and forth before running further onwards and ducking into a side alley again when another
unit of troops ran by… but the streets here were mostly empty, and even the guard towers had
been abandoned. Sammy chirped silently, and then he scampered down a back alley before
tilting his head towards a rickety, half-collapsed storage shed, and he crawled carefully over to it
before clawing lightly at a loose board and tearing it off to scamper inside.

It was empty except for a few dusty crates… and Sammy leapt up onto one of these,
looking back and forth and judging the dimensions before he stood on his hind legs and chirped,
the golden flames in his eyes dulling, then glowing brighter… and a few moments later, there
was a spark of energy, reality rippling in front of him before Zerrex and his three teammates
appeared, the Drakkaren looking dumbly back and forth in surprise as the group appeared in the
unused shed, Eratosthenes grimacing and grabbing at his head as Loki cursed and bumped into a
wall, Justice leaning backwards and then muttering: “Zerrex, do you feel that?”
“Claustrophobia?” the reptile asked dryly, and then he frowned a bit and looked up
sharply, muttering: “No, no, that‟s…”
Sammy chirped, and Zerrex turned towards him as the pseudodragon looked directly at
him… and the Drakkaren closed his eyes before he caught the visions of the pseudodragon‟s
memories, grimacing and muttering: “Goddammit. So Lord God has been producing demons and
even angels… we need to move fast.”
The others nodded, and Zerrex approached the door and then grunted as he found it was
locked, before he simply rose a foot and kicked it hard, sending it flying open as the wooden
chains across the door snapped free. The reptile walked quickly out, looking back and forth with
a grimace before he grasped at his face with a curse, and Justice murmured wordlessly.
The reptile frowned a bit, then he opened his eyes… and stared as purple lightning
flickered through his vision. Enochian runes were everywhere, over every building in the
encampment… and even more disturbing, ghosts and shades and echoes stood silently, all of
them staring towards the Drakkaren with empty eyes as they pointed towards an enormous, ugly
stone building in the distance shaped half like a massive cinderblock, half like a gargantuan
dome cathedral, made of ugly cement and so thickly-covered in Enochian scrawling that it was
almost a beacon of white light. Then the reptile clenched his eyes shut as he gritted his teeth,
Justice grabbing his shoulder nervously as Loki looked back and forth worriedly, before the
reptile nodded a few times as he opened his eyes, the vision of shades and Enochian runes gone.
“At least we know where to go.”
“The tampering that‟s been done here with nature, with life and death… it‟s almost
enough to upset the balance of the Cycle.” Justice muttered, and Zerrex grimaced as he began to
walk quickly down the street, the others following, none of them bothering to hide their presence
as Sammy ran along at their side. Then he chirped a warning as a group of infantry emerged
from a building, and Zerrex drew both his magnum handguns, not stopping as he opened fire into
the four before they could even begin to raise their weapons.
A minotaur crashed onto his back with a howl of agony as an angel staggered backwards
with a wild yell as several powerful rounds smashed into him as well, and a Salamander dropped
his weapon and fled rapidly towards a building as the last soldier began to raise his gun… but
Loki only grinned maliciously as he snapped his fingers, and the assault rifle became like rubber,
flopping uselessly in the male‟s hands. The Benevolent stared down at this with shock, and then
Zerrex snorted as he strafed gunfire into the last of the soldiers, sending him crashing backwards
as most of his chest imploded, blood bursting in all directions before the Salamander was thrown
back out of the building with a yell, skidding over the ground on his face before two bluearmored carrying black-metal riot shields ran out of the entrance, followed by a third soldier
carrying a heavy RPG.
Loki cursed as he created a sphere of dark energy and flung this hard at the soldiers as the
Salamander managed to pick itself up, and the sphere struck the shield and exploded in a
powerful blast… but left no mark as holy runes glowed over the heavy defenses. Zerrex

immediately winced as Eratosthenes rose his hands before he frowned curiously as Justice
pushed ahead with a grin, saying easily: “Mine.”
Zerrex stared at her stupidly as she simply walked towards them, the Salamander looking
dumbly up before he seemed to get the message and simply ran away, and Zerrex began to raise
a hand…but Justice only said irritably over her shoulder: “Please, Zerrex, I can deal with them
perfectly well on my own. Let the female have her fun.”
Then the soldiers holding the shields suddenly twisted out of the way, and the demon
holding the RPG at the ready grinned widely before he fired, the rocket-propelled grenade
launching from the thick tube and shooting the short distance towards Justice as she cocked her
head almost curiously before it collided and exploded in a powerful explosion, Zerrex wincing
with a curse as black smoke filled the area, the demon on the other side laughing… and then it
died in his throat as the smoke rapidly cleared, Justice resting her hands on her hips and her
clothes slightly torn but the female otherwise undamaged as she asked kindly: “Would you like
to try that again?”
The demon stared… and then it tossed the RPG to the ground and fled towards the
barracks as the others exchanged stupid looks, then they dropped their shields and started to
run… but two thick, serrated black tentacles launched the short distance towards them with
lightning speed, coiling violently around them before she smashed them firmly together in
midair, then snapped the two demons hard down into the ground, knocking them senseless and
simply tossing them both aside into the building as she wiped her hands together and the
tentacles quickly returned to her body, the female saying easily over her shoulder: “Don‟t dally,
boys. The energy in that dome ahead is so thick that even I can‟t see through it… and while our
friends are doing a good job of keeping everyone else busy, I don‟t think we‟re going to go
unnoticed for long.”
“I wonder why.” Zerrex muttered, as he holstered his handguns and jogged forwards, and
Eratosthenes and Loki traded sour looks before they followed as well. Justice herself became
more serious as she fell into step beside Zerrex, and the Drakkaren glanced down towards
Sammy, the pseudodragon glancing up at him as the male said quickly: “Go back to Lily or
Vivien, have them withdraw slightly. The enemy forces should pursue, thinking they‟re beating
them back, hopefully… it‟ll give us a little more time if Lord God tries to call a full retreat to
swarm us inside that dome.”
Sammy nodded quickly and then vanished from the spot, and Zerrex looked up towards
the dome with a grimace as they jogged down the path towards it, feeling the sick energy
radiating from it as his instincts rang with pride and terror, apprehension and excitement, feeling
both that this would not be the last battle… but at the same time knowing that it may yet hold all
the answers he was looking for.
The cliff pass had been almost entirely destroyed by an avalanche caused by an
overzealous Wentaku mage: it was a double-edged sword, fortifying their sniper position… but
at the same time, demons and angels were now attempting to fly up the cliffs, and instead of
charging up the pass, infantry were setting up barricades and firing at Sabnock and the others…
and most frustrating of all, soldiers were drawing away from the cliffs to instead head to the
Western front. Now, instead of relieving pressure on the battlefield by drawing forces away, the
cliffs were being ignored and avoided by most of the enemy forces.
Sabnock had thus ordered Serenity to take her Iuratus and the other warriors to reinforce
the main battlefield, leaving her, Mahihko, Lone, White, Missy and Mercy to fight back against

the gunners and the few larger artillery that remained. Sabnock reinforced the cliffs and
protected their position with mighty walls of ice and frost, and Lone and Mahihko took turns
sending down blasts of lightning towards the larger vehicles, damaging their circuitry and aiming
to fry the weapon or electrical systems to render the vehicles useless, but so far they had only
managed to destroy several of the smaller guns. Then the main cannon of one fired, shattering
the top of the ice barricade protecting them and making Mahihko shriek as heavy chunks of frost
rained down around him… before White walked forwards and carefully stepped between a crack
in the barricade, extending his gloved hand as the cannon of another tank took care aim before he
clenched his hand into a fist.
The shell inside clunked, then exploded, sending shrapnel hailing down in all
directions… and the pillar of flame that went up was visible even from the Western fields, as
Vivien snarled, half her ceremonial mask torn away and her armor dented and broken by now
from the constant harrying of heavy infantry, swinging her battle axe in a wide helicopter before
she chopped viciously downwards into the skull of a Paladin, the angel staggering backwards as
it clawed weakly at its split head before she tore the axe backwards and slammed the butt of the
pole into the underside of its jaw, its head snapping back with a thick gout of blood and brain as
it fell backwards lifelessly.
Lily was breathing hard, the scars over the currently-male‟s body pulsing as he turned
and slammed his Smiting Rod into the face of Craven, crunching it lifelessly downwards as the
weapon glowed with terrible energies before sweeping the huge mace-sword in a wide arc to bat
another angel away, and then he snarled and created a sphere of golden energy, throwing this
into the face of a charging hydra that was going berserk without its rider, several heads already
hanging limp and dead and the master head that controlled the entire beast easy to pick out. The
sphere struck and exploded, blowing most of its skull away as it reared back, and then it
collapsed on top of a Benevolent, crushing the life out of it with a wheeze as it twitched beneath
the heavy body of the war-beast.
Serenity was covered in bloody gashes, but she was still fighting gamely, her swords
spinning violently around her as she directed the revolving blades back and forth in savage
lashes, and Ambrosia fought at her back, her body bruised but otherwise healthy as she slammed
a foot into the underside of a minotaur‟s jaw, knocking its head back before she stabbed both
daggers forwards into its lungs, then brought both feet up and slammed them into its chest,
sending it crumpling backwards as she launched herself high into the air, her body revolving
neatly as she holstered one of the Luna daggers and swept her hand over her belt, dexterous
fingers easily pulling the small knives as she seemed to almost hover for a moment before she
flipped and flung three of the deadly throwing points into the face of Cyclops running towards
Serenity, the giant Wrath demon howling in agony and grabbing at its face as one knife tore
through its single huge eye and the others ripped into its gnarled muzzle and patchy-furred
features, veering out of the way before it crashed instead into an angel and both of them were
bowled over.
Ambrosia flipped neatly once before she landed in a flexed crouch, then she snarled over
her shoulder as a Wentaku began to raise a hand before she spun around and threw the Luna still
in her hand, the dagger hissing through the air before it crashed into the robed demon‟s chest,
and it staggered backwards with a wheeze before Ambrosia sprinted forwards, leaping up with a
grin and seizing the handle of the large knife to tear upwards along its breast and then slice
across its throat, cutting through both flesh and the leather binding the crystal choker around its
neck, and she caught this as it fell, yanking it free as she kicked off the dying demon‟s body and

flipped around to land in a kneel, glancing down as she eyed the gemstone in her hand before she
sighed and rolled her eyes when Serenity sliced her swords through the stomach of a Craven
before shouting angrily: “Drop it!”
“I was going to use it, not sell it!” Ambrosia whined, and her eyes flicked back and forth
before she rose it above her head and shouted a spell as demons and angels charged towards the
two, and the ground around them tore open before a massive pillar of steam and boiling water
burst out of the ground around them in a protective, almost-solid shield, infantry staggering back
from this with yells and curses, grabbing at burns and sear-marks over their body as the choker
cracked in Ambrosia‟s hand, saying mildly: “See?”
Serenity glared at her, gritting her teeth… and then she roared angrily at the water wall
surrounding them, turning her psychic wrath on it instead, and the shielding pillar of water
exploded in all directions, sending a rain of boiling liquid spilling over the demons and angels
around them and sending most of them staggering backwards with shrieks and screams, and
Ambrosia and Serenity both lunged back into the fray, ripping through the enemy forces even as
Vivien threw a sphere of light into the air that exploded in a short crackle of electricity: the
signal for a controlled, short retreat.
Immediately, the forces that had gathered under the names of Vivien and Zerrex broke
off from the battle, allowing the opponents to chase them as they withdrew quickly, Cherry,
Priest, and Selena throwing up walls of fire as the others passed them to further stall the enemy.
And as they withdrew, Cherry gritted her teeth as the enemy took the chance to quickly begin to
gather their own forces, only hoping that Zerrex would move fast… because there was no
shortage of opponents on the battlefield, and even if most of them were inexperienced and
weak… the sheer numbers would win out over their strength sooner or later, even if they weren‟t
supported by terrible forces like the cavalry, the Paladins, and the Strange Beasts. “Come on
Boss… do your damn thing already…”
Zerrex and Justice both slammed a foot into the armored double doors leading into the
cathedral at the same time, and the doors finally warped and cracked open, the thick bar locks
holding them shut snapping and bending out of position. The two traded looks, then bulled
forwards against the metal doors, shoving them wide and sending them crashing open… and they
both grimaced at the dark, wide hallway beyond, made of sterile steel plating and lit only by dim,
covered bulbs in the walls that cast a ghostly glow over the floor.
The four walked inside, travelling slowly down the hallway as Eratosthenes said quietly:
“We are being watched… and we are being drawn forwards, guided towards a trap.”
“Observant.” echoed a voice, and Zerrex looked sharply up at the ceiling as there was
faint buzzing before he whirled around as he heard a hiss, and his eyes widened in surprise as he
saw a wall of red lasers and sizzling, unnatural black lightning had formed over the entrance:
part of the forced-open doors had been in the way of the field, but this section had been neatly
disintegrated, a single smoldering chunk of warped metal door laying on the floor and smoking
faintly. “Come to me, intruders. I‟m waiting to deal with you.”
Zerrex slowly turned around, looking back and forth as Justice snorted in derision, Loki
sighed, and Eratosthenes simply looked calm, and then the Drakkaren glanced up as an armored
shutter a short distance down the corridor slowly raised. They made their way forwards, and the
Drakkaren only looked over his shoulder once when he heard the sizzling again, unsurprised to
watch as another field activated behind them, herding them forwards, as Loki looked nervously
at the electronic doors that lined the hall… but without having to glance at them, Zerrex knew

they would be neither a source of ambush or escape. They were in the den of the enemy… and
the only way out was through Lord God.
Finally, they reached an enormous set of armored doors at the end of the hall… and a
klaxon went off above them before they slowly pulled apart, sliding into the walls with a loud
rumble as lights flashed on in a massive, octagonal room beyond. The Drakkaren glanced back
and forth, then he snorted in disgust as he slowly walked down the steel steps, the others at his
back, and onto what could only be an enormous chessboard, testing his boots slowly against the
surface of it: it was made of plates of black and white metal, likely titanium, each square four
feet by four feet and the outside of the chessboard surrounded by heavy steel railings: the
chessboard itself was supported by thick girders and steel pillars, a wild network of pipes and
cabling running beneath it and feeding into the enormous vats of bubbling green ooze on either
side of the room, cages hanging from cranes above these… and past these vats, mounted on
sliding rails on the walls, were oval-shaped genetics capsules, clear windows in the front of each
gazing in on mutant, half-formed monstrosities.
The front of the chessboard was open, no railing but instead a segmented bridge that was
held in place by hydraulic pillars leading across to an open, mostly-empty cargo area, where
soldiers in blue armor were gearing up white combat armors that didn‟t look immediately
threatening: they looked more like they were used for moving heavy crates around, despite the
small spikes that stuck out of their large vise-grip hands and their blocky, large limbs. They had
rectangular bodies, heavy legs, and small jet boosters on their backs, with open fronts protected
only by a thin, curved shield of glass over which a variety of statistics were spilling across,
soldiers slipping in through the open sides of the machines as they rumbled into life.
And, hanging above the cargo area, was a large suspended viewing room, the front wall
made of thick plated glass and a figure in a flowing robe standing silently in front of this, his
hands laced behind his back and the silver mask of a Metatron over his face, swirls and arcane
designs covering it and a faint tinge of gold glinting over it, as if to accent his rank and position.
His black robes were elegant, and a priest‟s stole lined with Enochian runes hung from the back
of his neck, fluttering around him, and Zerrex snarled as he stepped towards the middle of the
board, pointing at him and shouting: “Come down here and fight!”
“Oh, don‟t worry. You‟re going to get a fight.” the Metatron-masked being said softly,
and despite the way its voice was both muffled and echoed by some blurring effect of the mask,
Zerrex still almost recognized it… before he snarled in fury as a cloaked figure stepped up beside
the Metatron, whispering something beneath the shadows of its hood… and then the Metatron
nodded slowly as he rose a gloved hand, beckoning calmly. “As my loyal servant suggests…
perhaps I should avoid being too easy on you.”
Two more cloaked figures stepped into view on either side of the Metatron and the
shivering, excited-looking murderer… and Zerrex snarled before the hydraulic bridge hissed
loudly and then slowly descended, as the soldiers in combat armors formed a protective, ready
wall on the opposite platform, taking on a solid defensive position to stop anyone from crossing
forcefully… before Justice grabbed the Drakkaren‟s shoulder, and the reptile felt more than
heard her warning as he glanced sharply up as massive shutters slid smoothly open in the ceiling,
and two steel containers enormous enough to cover the two entire furthest rows of the board
descended on either side, labeled with Enochian runes across them and clanking loudly as the
bottoms of both slid away, machinery clicking and the sound of metal settling and scraping
against metal filling the air before both containers slowly rose back upwards.

Zerrex stared in shock as they left behind tall, ornate statues, one on each square, for a
total of sixteen on either side, all of the made of titanium and steel… and as the Drakkaren
studied them closer, he realized with horror that the sixteen to his right were made of terrible
figures from his past: Narrius, the Goddess, Athéos, Crow, and others… and the sixteen on his
left not only included a metallic copy of himself, but Cindy, Cherry, Marina, his family and
friends…
Electricity sparked over the detailed metal constructs, zapping back and forth between
them in blue arcs, and they trembled for a moment before red light flickered into life in their
empty glass eyes, straightening with clanks and rumbles as Zerrex snarled and dropped to a
ready position with a look of shock, Lord God saying softly from above: “This is for all the times
you humiliated and ignored me, Zerrex Narrius. This is for thinking I‟d be stupid enough to fall
for a bad replica of you out on the battlefield, when I‟ve been scanning eagerly for your energy
signature for days. Die slow or fast, I don‟t care… I only care that you die for what you‟ve done
to my beautiful Heaven.”
The Drakkaren snarled up at him… and then one of the metallic constructs charged
towards him, expressionless and terrible and in the shape of Sin, and Zerrex snarled in fury as he
stepped forwards and smashed a fist into it, sending it flying backwards as Justice, Loki, and
Eratosthenes quickly spread out, Justice shouting furiously: “They‟re metal golems accelerated
by mortal technologies… they have power cores!”
“Justice, you traitorous bitch!” Lord God shouted angrily, pointing at her through the
glass in a sudden burst of rage. “Instead of letting you survive in stone, this time I‟ll have you
killed and stuffed!”
Justice didn‟t respond as a metallic Narrius slammed a claw into her face, the Naganatine
wincing only slightly as the sharp, exaggerated hook-claws of the metal golem tore through her
scales before she slammed a fist into its steel muzzle, shattering the detailed snarl before she
caught its arm when it tried to haymaker her, twisting savagely and almost ripping it off before
she slammed her skull forwards into its broken maw, the machine staggering backwards with
sparks of electricity… and then the golem gave a pulse, the metal rippling like water as it
snapped itself rapidly back together, and Zerrex cursed as he caught this out of the corner of his
eye even as he ducked a tackle from a steel Cherry, ducking under it and then leaping upwards to
catch the golem across his shoulders before he threw it hard towards a metallic Requiem, sending
them both crashing backwards.
Loki snarled as he drove his spear through the stomach of a metallic version of the
Goddess, Gungir pulsing with brilliant light, and then he winced as the golem seized pole of his
weapon and sent a blast of electricity down it, the otter quickly letting go of the spear and
leaping backwards before he was clubbed from behind by a metallic Cindy, knocked to the
ground with a curse before he simply vanished from sight, reappearing a moment later behind the
metal figure and seizing its shoulders before his eyes widened when the metal Goddess ripped
the spear out of its stomach and threw it hard at him.
The otter immediately leapt upwards and revolved his body neatly, catching the spear as
it shot beneath him before he vanished into thin air as a steel Selena dove at him, and the golem
collided with the Cindy robot, knocking them both sprawling with a scream of metal as the
demigod reappeared in front of the Goddess even as it healed, the otter stabbing violently
upwards through its chest before he grimaced when he heard a loud shattering sound as the spear
ripped through the center of its body, the golem‟s back arching as electricity sparked violently
over it before it exploded in a thunderous blast, sending Loki crashing backwards into a construct

in the shape of Anathema with a yelp before he winced and vanished from sight when the golem
he‟d landed on began to get up.
Eratosthenes, meanwhile, was back on the stairs, a metallic Lily frozen in a block of ice
in front of him before the Strange Beast hopped up on top of this when two more machines made
their way towards him, and he immediately stomped hard down on top of this, spikes of ice
jutting violently out of the rectangular block he was standing on top of and ripping through the
golems of Mercy and the shape of a terrible, grinning Naganatine who had been the son of Sin
and Zerrex. The latter was knocked over while the former was pinned, and then Eratosthenes
leapt into the air, a strange, circular platform of luminescent light forming beneath his feet as he
shoved a hand downwards, and a blast of force tore through the ice block, causing it to implode
before the power unit inside the golem shattered and exploded, chunks of frozen metal flying in
all directions and the Mercy-golem exploding as well a moment later in a terrible, powerful
shockwave.
Zerrex snarled as he simply shoved a metallic Cindy backwards, the machine whirring
loudly as it stared at him with soulless red eyes and flailed its arms for balance before the
Drakkaren seized Blackheart‟s handle with one hand and slammed the sword hard downwards,
crushing the Cindy golem to the ground and sending out a hail of broken metal as his other hand
grabbed the handle of a katana and yanked it free, sending out a wide, quick slash to the side to
knock a mechanical Cherry backwards before the Drakkaren swiftly stabbed behind himself,
spearing into the steel shape of a Dius with a maddened expression over its face. As the golem
Cindy began to get up, Zerrex roared and half spun, yanking Blackheart around in a hard slash
that severed the golem‟s head from its shoulders and sent it crashing backwards in several
broken pieces that promptly exploded in bursts of powerful electricity, at the same time
windmilling the huge blade outwards, Blackheart glowing as the sword bit against the
mechanical constructs and sent them staggering with sparks and whirrs of grinding gears before
the reptile slapped the sword onto his back and, in an easy revolution of his arm, yanked his
other katana free from the sheath at his side as he spun both swords in his hands.
He rose the twin blades and laid a short, sharp series of biting slashes across the chest of
the insane-looking Dius behind him, the construct in what was undoubtedly the shape of
Feldspar staggering backwards with growls and hisses of breaking steel before the Drakkaren
rose his foot and booted it hard just as Justice yanked the Narrius robot over her head by one
arm, slamming it down into the Feldspar machine and crushing them both into the ground as
electricity violently shot over them both. Then they exploded in a powerful blast of fire and
lightning, Justice cursing as she was slammed backwards, crunching another golem into the
ground before she was seized by a robotic wolf that had a snarl twisted up one side of its ugly,
aged face, yanking her around to throw her hard into the railing around the edge of the
chessboard and warping it violently.
Zerrex cursed ,then he howled in pain as a robotic Priest lashed a claw down his back,
sending him staggering forwards before he turned around and slammed both swords forwards to
knock the machine away, before his eyes widened as electricity began to spark along the hands
of the mechanical versions of Cherry and several other golems as something them loudly geared
up, and then he spun his katanas quickly around into reverse position before stabbing them both
hard down into the floor, shouting loudly even as several golems continued to pursue their
opponents: “Everyone off the chessboard!”
The Drakkaren leapt up and balanced precariously on the pommels of his twin swords as
he yanked Blackheart off his back and swung the huge blade out as a mechanical Crow charged

towards him, smashing the construct backwards before the robotic Cherry and the other golems
shoved their hands against the chessboard, and a massive blast of electricity issued out over the
metal, travelling harmlessly over the golems and up the edges of the blades as Justice leapt into
the air, lower wings propelling her upwards as the metallic tentacles slammed through the walls
of the containers that had carried the creatures down to hold her in midair, as illusionary wings
appeared over Loki‟s back and he hovered over the platform and Eratosthenes pinwheeled his
arms for balance as he floated above.
Zerrex cursed, feeling lightning nipping uselessly at his insulated boots as he fought for
balance, before his eyes widened as he saw the lights in the eyes of the mechanical Priest behind
him flicker dimly out for a moment as the last of the power surge travelled over them, a reboot
protocol triggered in the golems… and the Drakkaren immediately took the initiative, leaping
forwards with a snarl and slicing the robot in half, chunks of metal and pieces of shattered crystal
flying in all directions before the latter exploded, the reptile staggering backwards before he
charged through the ranks of the machines with a snarl, ripping Blackheart in another powerful
halving cut through the robotic Cherry and then stabbing down through the golem-Crow‟s chest,
ignoring the blasts of metal and electrical energy that washed over him even as shrapnel tore cuts
through his scales and electricity rippled over his body.
The others didn‟t waste any time either: Eratosthenes launched a hail of arrows of light
that tore through mechanical constructs and blew them into shreds as Justice threw herself
downwards, the serrated tentacles lashing around her like deadly, living blades as her hands
crushed bodies and tore through armor plating to damage the crystal cores of the creatures, as
Loki speared Gungir through the chest of a steel clone of himself with a sick grin before he
flicked it hard into the mechanical Requiem as the machines began to recover, but the upper half
of the steel Requiem was blown into chunks as the robotic Loki exploded in blast of both
electricity and concentrated dark energy as the real Loki clenched his own fist with a snarl.
Then Zerrex glanced over his shoulder as he heard the hydraulic bridge rising, Lord God
shouting a furious order as the Metatron pressed forwards against the glass in a disbelieving
gesture, the Combat Armors anxiously beginning to move forwards… before the reptile looked
sharply ahead as a mechanical golem in the shape of Mephistopheles himself charged towards
him, and the lizard snarled before time seemed to slow as he saw the way it was moving, how its
arm was drawn back, the way it was already beginning to swing… and Zerrex grinned slowly as
instead of intercepting the attack, he straightened slightly, his scales rippling as they became
metallic and glowed with his energies as he leaned forwards to purposefully take the attackThe claw smashed into him in a savage uppercut as Zerrex kicked off the ground at the
same time, and he was slammed backwards in a wide arc through the air, blood flying from the
slashes as he snarled in pain at the wound gouged through his metallic scales, Blackheart
clenched tightly in his fist before he half-turned and cocked the sword back as he flew through
the air and straight towards the glass wall of the viewing room.
Lord God staggered backwards… and then the Drakkaren snarled as he swung the huge
blade outwards, shattering the window wall and sending shards of glass hailing over the four
inside, the murderer to the side of Lord God staggering backwards as the not-Metatron halfcovered his mask with one arm, yelling in disbelief as the Drakkaren dropped into the room and
allowed the sword to swing wide to keep his momentum before he leaned forwards as he landed
in a crouch and slashed savagely downwards in a straight, diagonal cut.
The blade ripped through the right arm of the robed Lord God as it glowed white, and the
figure yelled incoherently as its robes were severed and it clutched at a gaping red wound that

was left behind, blood splattering outwards as steam hissed up, the lizard grinning… and then the
cloaked murder lunged forwards and smashed a claw into him with a strangled scream, knocking
the Drakkaren flying back out the broken window before the two other cloaked creatures moved
so fast they almost seemed to vanish from the spot, appearing overtop the Drakkaren and both
slamming a foot down in time to send the lizard rocketing down into the risen hydraulic bridge
below, the reptile bouncing once as he vomited blood and his eyes bulged with horror, chunks of
metal scale flying around him before he quickly sat up with a curse as his head spun, and then he
looked dumbly up as a Combat Armor charged towards him with surprising speed, his muzzle
dropping stupidly open before a metal fist slammed into his face… and Zerrex rocketed
backwards as his head snapped back, Blackheart flying from his hand and agony ripping through
his body as he crashed back onto the chessboard and skidded all the way to the stairs, blood
exploding from his muzzle and smoke rising from his face as his scales began to blacken and
peel off immediately, Loki looking sharply towards the lizard and snarling as he slammed
Gungir into the chest of the Mephistopheles golem before he vanished from the spot as it went
up in a powerful explosion.
He reappeared beside Zerrex as the reptile dazedly got up, several teeth falling out of his
muzzle as his gums withered… and then he shook his head, numbness spreading through his
burnt-looking face as the demigod muttered: “Looks like you got smacked with a material
vulnerability.”
“No wonder they‟re so funny-looking… they‟re plated in Dragokkaren bone.” Zerrex
muttered, rubbing at his features slowly, and then he winced as feeling began to return to it in the
form of intense pain. “At least you guys got most of the robots cleaned up.”
It was true: Justice and Eratosthenes were dealing with the last three, the female blocking
a hard swing of the arms of what was undoubtedly a smaller Jupiter with her own forearms
before her metallic tentacles sinuously twisted beneath it and rammed upwards through its chest,
ripping through its body and lifting it into the air even as electricity began to spark over its body
and it convulsed, then exploded in a powerful blast, held a safe distance away. Her tentacles
snapped downwards, spilling robotic debris over the six Combat Armors as they formed a line at
the other end of the chessboard, and then Eratosthenes fired an arrow of light through the chest
of the last golem even as the other beside it began to repair itself, but when the pierced golem
exploded, it went up in flames and electricity as well, crumbling away to broken pieces of metal.
The Combat Armors stood ready for them as Zerrex slowly walked forwards, and then
the Drakkaren held his hand out… and Blackheart flew across the room, glowing blue with his
energy before he caught it by the hilt and shouldered the huge weapon as the two cloaked figures
that had accompanied the murderer and Lord God in the room above stepped in front of the line
of white-plated war machines.
Zerrex glanced up towards the viewing room… but Lord God had fled with the cloaked
shape of the murderer, and the Drakkaren shook his head in disgust before he snarled as the
cloaked figures removed their cowls and robes, tossing them aside and standing in front of them,
naked and sexless even if one was female and the other was male in nature. The female one had
only one breast, the other little more than a nub, and scales that humped up here and there over
its form, rotten and blackened in places, green in others, speckled with red in others. A single
stump of a horn stuck out of one side of its skull, and it had only half a tail, its jaws twisted and
insane, its eyes not only mismatched colors but one several inches too high on its head.
The other was more male in shape, with large, burly arms, but no scale or skin over its
hands, instead only bare bones, metallic wiring, and steel framing. It had tufts of fur that stood

out randomly over its body, and drool dripped from a mouth devoid of teeth except for two
oversized, needle-like fangs. It possessed a golden eye in the center of its forehead, and the other
two were dead black, boiling with irrational rage, surgical scars dotting its body before it
whispered: “Verve, it is Lord Zerrex.”
“Yes, Chakra. It is Lord Zerrex.” the female rasped, and when one of the combat armors
slowly stepped forwards, the female turned and screamed at it, spittle flying from her jaws: “No,
Lord God left us in command! We have questions, questions for the interlopers!”
“Fuck that. We have orders, too, freak.” one of the operators muttered… and then Verve
cocked her head slowly as a rattling built in her throat, the demon frowning a bit before she
leaned forwards and made a horrible, sludgy vomiting sound, and Zerrex reared back in horror
and the operator screamed as both acid and long, fleshy tendrils of vines ripped out of her jaws
as they dislocated, eagerly grabbing into the combat armor and rapidly spilling into the gears in
a mix of liquid and solid, jamming it up even as he tried to stumble backwards, the vines, spread,
spread, spreading from the female‟s jaws as she gagged several times, her eyes rolling in her
head even as her own gargling mixed with lunatic laughter, before she yanked her head back
suddenly as she spat out the end of the vines, which connected to a monstrous eye that flopped
on the ground… and then the vines constricted violently as the eye glowed red, the combat armor
crushed by it as Verve hugged herself and trembled, head snapping back and forth as she giggled
wildly and the eye on the ground rolled wildly before it and the vines simply melted away,
becoming terrible, boiling green and red goo that bubbled violently over the steel and the ivory,
eating rapidly into both like acid until all that was left was a mangled, unrecognizable heap.
“We give the orders now.” Chakra whispered… and then he closed his eyes as the central
eye on his forehead glowed, before one of the blue armored soldiers screamed, clawing at his
skull… before it simply exploded, and Chakra murmured: “The same will happen to all who
think of betraying us or running away. We give the orders.”
The male rose his hand… and the blood-and-brain-splattered armor rose slowly into the
air, floating silently off the chessboard and over one of the goo vats before it dropped into it,
green ooze splashing up over the sides of the tub and rolling down the sides of it. Then Chakra
looked forwards, and Zerrex felt crude but strong mental hands grabbing at his mind, like an
idiot child clawing through the toy-box for his favorite trinket… and Zerrex grunted as he swung
out with his mind on instinct, and he was pleased when Chakra‟s mental fingers were caught in
the slamming door of his mind, the mutant male‟s head snapping backwards.
“Don‟t peek.” Zerrex said coldly… and Verve began to laugh wildly again at this before
the reptile said quietly: “Shut the fuck up.”
She fell silent immediately, and Zerrex stepped forwards, taking a slow breath as he
closed his eyes and lowered his head forwards… and then he looked up calmly over the two,
saying quietly: “You two… are monsters, plain and simple. Not because you were made in testtubes… but because I can feel from here your lack of sympathy, of emotion, of the ability to
gauge right and wrong. I will not offer you mercy. I am going to kill you both, and not just
because you disgust me, but because I know that if I leave you alive, you‟re going to kill my
friends, my family, and report slavering back to your boss, nothing but stupid pets to a cruel
master. But show me you at least have dignity, and let these other four go.”
“Kill him.” Chakra said softly, and the soldiers in the combat armors hesitated… and
immediately the male turned around, seizing the nearest by the front as his center eye glowed
and he screamed in a sudden fit of rage: “I said kill him you piece of shit!”

The minotaur howled in agony… and Zerrex snarled as he created a sphere of energy,
flinging it hard at Chakra, but without even looking the semi-reptilian monster batted it hard
away as Verve broke into another maddened giggling fit and spun around, seizing one of the
ivory armors and simply flinging it bodily towards the group. The operator inside screamed,
limbs flailing… and then Justice leapt in front of Zerrex, catching the armor with a grunt and flex
of her muscles as her tentacles snapped up around it to cradle it before she slammed it down on
its back, ripping the front of the cockpit off and flinging this hard back at Verve.
It bounced off the insane female, knocking her sprawling… but she only laughed wildly
on the ground even as blood flowed from the direct hit against her muzzle, and Justice winced
before the soldier unbuckled himself from the damaged armor and screamed: “Fuck this shit, I‟m
out of here! Leave me alone!”
Zerrex charged forwards as the eyes of the operators in the armors near Chakra howled as
his center eye glowed… and then their faces lost expression and they became lifeless as the
machines seemed to take on a vitality of their own, charging rapidly forwards towards the
Drakkaren. Zerrex winced as he swung his sword upwards, batting hard back against the visegrips of the first armor to reach him as it swung back and forth, the other armor trying to circle
around to his flank… and then Loki appeared on top of it, stabbing his spear down through the
expressionless, bleeding skull of the operator, and the armor‟s limbs flailed and spasmed wildly
before it toppled backwards, the otter leaping away and vanishing in midair as Eratosthenes
clenched a hand into a fist as Verve turned to try and pick up the last armor.
Electricity tore over it, the operator screaming as he was killed and Verve releasing a
howl of shock and frustration as she was knocked backwards, before the armor exploded in a
powerful blast of ivory and metal and flame, sending the female crashing backwards and snarling
in fury as black blood flew from her body. Wherever the blood splattered, it quickly became ugly
mosses and lichen, spreading and whispering as it tried to sap the nutrients from whatever it
touched before the female clawed to her feet as Zerrex shoved a hand forwards with a roar of
fury, lashing out with a blast of pure power that sent the last surviving armor crashing backwards
and smashing into both of the recombinants.
They were crushed back into the railing… and then the armor was flung to the side by
Chakra, who looked coldly across at Zerrex as his black eyes roiled and his center eye glowed,
telekinetic lashes smashing into the Drakkaren‟s body and sending him staggering backwards
before Loki threw a sphere of dark energy towards the semi-reptile… and when Chakra stepped
forwards to bat it away, the sphere halted just in front of his hand, Chakra looking stupefied and
Verve frowning at the hovering dark ball as Loki waggled a finger and said mildly: “Naughty,
naughty.”
The sphere exploded in a torrential blast of black flames, sending Verve flying over the
edge of the chessboard with a scream and smashing Chakra back into the railings, the psychic
vomiting blood before he snapped his arms upwards, telekinetic energy sparking over his body
and washing away the black flames before he glared at Loki, and the demigod howled in agony
as he dropped his spear, blood dripping from his eyes as Chakra whispered: “Yes, your worst
nightmares, illusions against the illusionist, all those bad memo-”
An arrow of light pierced through his skull, and Chakra‟s head snapped backwards before
a bit of drool dripped from his mouth as he blinked his black eyes rapidly… and then he began to
twist and convulse violently, screaming in agony as Loki‟s eyes flickered rapidly before he
snarled and kicked Gungir up to his feet as the psychic grabbed at his head… and the otter
stepped forwards into the throw, the spear ripping through the air with a crackle of energy before

it buried through Chakra‟s chest, the male bouncing backwards off the warped railing before he
fell forwards as the otter snapped his fingers and Gungir vanished, reappearing back in his grip
as Chakra lay broken and dead on the ground, his eyes staring sightlessly as the otter muttered:
“And stay dead.”
Verve gave a scream from below… and then one of the vats of ooze erupted upwards and
twisted violently in midair towards them, and Zerrex‟s eyes widened before he threw his hands
upwards, creating a wall of energy that the green goo smashed against and sloshed over, spilling
in a thick rain around them as Eratosthenes held a hand up and created an additional slope of ice
behind them.
Then Verve ripped an arm through the chessboard near Zerrex, cackling as she screamed:
“I only wanna ask you a few questions, Zerrex! Don‟t you want to answer my question? Don‟t
you want to kiss-kiss-kiss-kiss-kiss the girl who‟s made of your sweet little daughters?”
She clawed wildly at the air as she screamed and laughed and gagged, vines ripping out
of her jaws and spilling upwards as Zerrex winced… and then Justice seized the female‟s arm,
and Verve grunted before she yelped, chunks of vine and muck flying from her jaws as Justice
ripped the female through the metal chessboard and slung her upwards into Eratosthenes‟s ice
wall, Verve cursing as she bounced off this before a pair of serrated metal tentacles launched
upwards and tore through the female‟s chest and out her back, Verve‟s eyes bulging in horror as
she whimpered weakly before she fell limp, and Justice slung the corpse hard downwards against
the ground, sending it rolling away as the flood of goo finally ended and moss and vines spread
slowly around the twisted female‟s body, Justice grimacing as ugly fungus grew for a few
moments along her serrated tentacles before it slowly peeled off.
Zerrex let the shield drop, and the ice wall dissolved as well a moment later as the four
exchanged nervous looks… and then the Drakkaren relaxed slightly, closing his eyes and
muttering: “It… it‟s over. Come on, we need to check out that room above, though… see what
information, if any, Lord God has left behind.”
“Meet you up there.” Loki said mildly, and the otter vanished from the spot a moment
later as Eratosthenes walked towards the bridge, the Strange Beast surprisingly calm as Justice
looked nervously back and forth before she jumped into the air, her angelic lower wings
propelling her upwards as more tentacles snapped out of her back and locked together, becoming
a massive pair of steel wings that helped fly her upwards. The reptile looked awkwardly after
them, and then he sighed a bit and quickly jogged over to Error, falling into step beside him as
they crossed the hydraulic bridge, the Drakkaren‟s face slowly beginning to heal as he rubbed at
it and grimaced as teeth slowly slid back into place in his gums.
“You can go ahead if you want.” Eratosthenes said quietly, and when Zerrex only smiled
a little at him, the Strange Beast glanced at him curiously before he smiled faintly in return.
“Then I appreciate it. This was awful. Not the battle, no, I have fought worse and lost more… but
those creatures. Verve and Chakra… I wish I could call them insane, but they were not. They
were designed to do exactly what they did. And they envied us, and hated us, and wanted to
destroy us. You were right: they were monsters. Terrible, voracious, soulless monsters.”
The Drakkaren nodded a bit as Error walked towards a door in the side of the cargo area,
and he pulled it open for them, holding it for the Drakkaren, and Zerrex smiled a little over his
shoulder as he murmured: “I can‟t even pity them. The… the hostility I felt from them. The sheer
monstrousness… they were more machine than they were living creature.”
Error nodded calmly as they walked up the stairwell and pushed through an ajar door into
the plush viewing room. It was outfitted with monitors, computers, a small reading table and

leather couches… and Zerrex frowned a bit as he saw Loki was paging slowly through a book
that was bound in dragon-scale leather, the demigod muttering as he cradled his spear in one
arm: “This is an old prayer text from way back when… and I mean way, way back when. Odin
had a copy… Naganis gave it to him.”
“What?” Zerrex frowned, and Justice walked forwards, reaching out to touch the face of
the book thoughtfully before she nodded slowly, the reptile glancing at her as Loki grimaced at
the blind Naganatine, then held the book out to the Drakkaren. “Do you… recognize it?”
“I recognize the energies. Amiglion… used to read it to me, so did Father.” Justice smiled
a little at this, glancing away with almost a blush in her cheeks as Zerrex smiled faintly despite
himself. “Yes. This is from Naganis‟s days, after he had discovered religion. He was not fond of
the zealots… but he did like the idea of meditation done through prayer. So he wrote his own
philosophy on it… he gave them out to trusted friends. Odin, Thanatos, and others: not to
convert them to his way of thinking, but because he believed… it was the deepest way he could
bare his soul to them, and show his loyalty and trust.”
“Father… Father cherished his book.” Loki murmured, looking down silently for a
moment as he hugged Gungir against his chest, and he closed his eyes tightly and laughed dryly.
“So of course, one day, I set his library on fire. I didn‟t understand it back then, you see…
Naganis and Odin, whenever they met, they argued constantly about war and peace, but I
understand now that… it didn‟t matter how often they disagreed on things. They shared the same
sense of honor and the same deep wisdom. I understand now why when Odin learned of
Naganis‟s death, he became so brooding and miserable… and I thought he‟d be happy.”
He shook his head a bit, then sighed a little and walked towards the edge of the viewing
room as Justice added quietly: “I don‟t know what else is here. There‟s Enochian graffiti on
some of the walls and ceiling, but its meaningless phrases… yet maybe the answer is in the
details. This ambush was… very strange, wasn‟t it? You recognized every one of those giant
toys sent after us… and while I was blind to our territory back then except for the fact there was
rampant energy throughout it, I see now that maybe there‟s a much deeper meaning in what we
faced.”
“Enemies from my past… and friends and family. Sixteen of each…” Zerrex rubbed
slowly at his face, then he frowned a bit as he looked down, muttering thoughtfully: “Except for
Mephistopheles… I never fought him. I absorbed his powers to get this arm but I never actually
faced off against him… and I thought I saw a golem of Lucifer, too. I don‟t remember many
specifics, though, it was too fast… Marina will have to check my memories-”
“What the hell are these?” Loki snarled as he looked up at the ceiling with horror, and
Zerrex and Justice both looked up as well and then stared in shock as sick, strangely-pulsating
things fell out of a broken vent above, writhing and twisting: they had tiny, metallic limbs lined
with copper wire, dragging ugly, red-flesh-string tails behind them and in the shape of pulsating
pinkish-white orbs that bubbled strangely here and there, and then the otter stepped forwards and
stomped on one, blood exploding out of it as it gave a weak squeal before several others
scrambled past him, and Loki threw his arms up in disgust as they flopped out the window and
onto the hydraulic bridge below before the ground beneath Loki exploded into flames, and the
otter yelled and scrambled out of the fire as he glared at Error and the ugly beasts popped like
kernels of corn in the inferno. “What the fuck!”
“ Zerrex, don‟t you remember what Mengele said!” Error snapped, and the Drakkaren
looked down as one of the creatures scrambled wildly up the window wall… before the reptile‟s

eyes widened as Justice snarled in horror, her tentacle lashing out and spearing through the
creature, making the heart-shaped beast explode as- oh Gods no.
Zerrex ran through the flames, shoving past Loki as he leapt off the balcony of the
viewing room to crash down on the edge of the hydraulic bridge below, but too late even as
Justice followed… and the Drakkaren stared in horror as he watched one of the pulsating beasts
wriggle its way into the gaping wound in Chakra‟s chest before the creature‟s eyes snapped open
as its body convulsed before it sat slowly up… and Verve, laying near the stairs, began to laugh
wildly as she grinned insanely, her teeth gritting so tightly they cracked as she picked herself up,
as vines slithered over her body and she rasped: “Come to me my cuties…”
The heart-like bugs were writhing up her body, forcing their way eagerly into her tornopen chest… and Verve arched her back and shivered before she roared as her body increased in
size, metal grinding loudly as one of her limbs snapped and mutated, scales ripping and flesh
pulsing visibly as her hand became claws, and then vines lunged down the limb, moss hardening
into gray plating and her fingers becoming huge, ugly claws as her head dropped forwards, one
of her eyes turning brilliant green as she whispered: “New DNA acquired.”
Then she roared as a third arm tore its way out of her side, and white hair sprung from her
skull, spilling down one side of her face: now she had two smaller arms on one side of her body,
and the massive, ugly limb that was covered in fleshy-vines and gray plates on the other, leaning
forwards and breathing hungrily as black corruption leaked from her jaws, her one eye glowing
awful green as the other blue iris glinted cruelly, rasping: “Will you answer my questions now,
father-father-father-dad?”
“You cannot kill us. We are indestructible.” Chakra said quietly, walking forwards as his
wounds visibly stitched themselves closed, and his third eye fluttered, glowing brightly as it
reformed in the once-empty socket. He stepped in front of Verve, who threw her head back and
laughed, her body swollen and the heart-beasts clinging to her front, swarming over her as ivy
ripped out of her scales and moss grew and pulsated over her being. “You shall now die.”
Chakra‟s black eyes gleamed and his center amber eye burned brilliantly, and Zerrex had
a sensation of rushing force before Justice stepped in the way, bringing her arms up as her blackmetal wings swung in front of herself, and the serrated tentacles were torn loose from one
another, losing their shape as she staggered backwards… but Zerrex caught her, and Justice
grinned as her scales became gleaming and metallic. “I‟ll take the psychic. You have fun with
the evolving bitch.”
“You are no match for me.” Chakra‟s third eye began to glow, and then Justice swept her
hands backwards, her blind eyes locking on the male as she drew both of Zerrex‟s handguns
before she rose them and opened fire on the monster as she sprinted forwards, and the quasireptile staggered backwards with yells of shock and pain as bullets began to hammer into him,
covering his face and half-turning away even as telekinetic shocks erupted through the air around
him, making reality tremble and randomly deflecting bullets.
Then the Naganatine dropped to a slide, hooking a leg out as she rolled smoothly and
swept the recombinant‟s feet out beneath it, before her eyes widened as Verve lunged forwards
with a psychotic laugh… only to then scream as Zerrex leapt over Justice and Chakra, smashing
his sword hard into the side of the mutated female‟s head and knocking her staggering before his
right arm glowed with energy as the scales burned away, the lizard slamming his fist into the
monster‟s face and sending her crashing backwards into the armored door with enough force to
slam one of them out of place.

It gave the Naganatine all the time she needed to shove the .52 magnum handguns up into
Chakra‟s chest, and she pulled both triggers once, two bullets slamming into either side of him
and knocking him staggering backwards as his hands flailed away from his face, his eyes
glowing with rage as Justice felt terrible memories rip through her mind as he glared down at
her, feeling static building in the air… before she slammed both feet up into the underside of his
chin, making him gargle as his head snapped upwards before six of the female‟s serrated
tentacles lashed upwards, lengthening violently as they tore through his chest, his forehead, his
stomach, and wrapped around his limbs, the male screaming in agony for a few moments before
Justice traced a line of gunfire across his body, huge rounds tearing through rubbery flesh and
snapping metal that existed in place of bone and penetrated unnatural organs, the monster‟s
limbs flailing before she roared as she snapped her arms out to either side and Chakra was torn
into chunks of gore that splattered in all directions.
Verve roared as she lunged towards Zerrex, but the Drakkaren leapt backwards, avoiding
the swipe of her huge hand before he spun Blackheart around and stabbed it savagely downwards
through the back of the appendage, and she laughed wildly even as she opened her jaws,
vomiting vines laced with monstrous thorns that dripped poison as more ivy ripped out of her
body… and Zerrex snarled as he snap-drew and lashed both his katana upwards as the vines and
ivy ripped towards him, slicing back and forth across it and sending splatters of both blood and
plant juices splattering backwards as he whirled his blades against the oncoming tide of fetid
plant life.
The female snarled as she leaned down towards him… and the Drakkaren immediately
took the chance to stab one of his swords upwards through the underside of her jaws, stalling the
growth of the new vines and choking off her mad giggles for a moment before he stabbed his
other sword down through her leg to pin her in place, and then he shoved both his hands
forwards, and the vines trembled before bending violently backwards to his will, Verve‟s eyes
widening as the reptile snarled to the immobilized female, as her twisted ivy flailed like a pit of
maddened snakes: “You know how a god of fertility deals with weeds?”
Blue energy crackled along the vines and ivy as they shivered violently, Verve pulling
wildly at the sword impaled through her oversized hand even as she laughed insanely, her jaws
foaming and her eyes rolling in her head before Zerrex shoved his hands forwards, pumping
energy into her… and then she arched her back, her laughter turning into screams as vines the
size of tree trunks ripped out of her body, her form writhing violently back and forth as they
wrapped together, choking the other plant life as her thorns ripped gashes through her own body
and her limbs flailed and bucked, grabbing uselessly at the leafs sprouting from her as moss
spilled over her body and then became solid wood, her green eye exploding and blue light
shining up out of the socket as her jaws snapped apart and almost dislodged the sword buried
through them, gaping towards the sky… and then Zerrex fell backwards with a groan as dead
heart-bugs fell off her transmuted body, the reptile hugging himself with a shiver as he stared at
what was left of Verve. He had transformed her into a fat, squat tree, ivy slowly crawling along
this as one of her fingers weakly twitched… and then Loki flung a ball of darkness into this from
behind the Drakkaren, and the tree burst immediately into black flames, Zerrex wincing as the
Hez‟Rannan wood burned but then only nodding with a slow grimace of approval as he stood
carefully up and tore Blackheart free from her hand.
It twitched lethargically, then slowly began to reach towards him wooden and almost
completely immobile as flames coursed down the tree, blue light shining weakly out of the
cracks in it as somehow, she managed to give a choked laugh… and then she trembled before

collapsing slowly on her side in a burst of fire and ashes, dying and broken, as Zerrex glanced
over his shoulder at the otter demigod halfway across the platform, who looked embarrassed
before he muttered: “Look, you two had things under control.”
“I caught one.” Eratosthenes said quietly, and Zerrex looked towards where the Strange
Beast was standing with one of the heart-bugs trapped in a block of ice, Error smiling a little as
Zerrex wheezed quietly, lowering his head a bit before the Librarian said quietly: “We should get
out of here.”
“Wait.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he glanced towards Verve as the flames slowly
began to die down, carefully snapping Blackheart onto his back before he tore his twin swords
free from her dead and broken body, and he spun them quietly as they glowed with energy,
clearing her gunk from them before he sheathed both. Then he glanced at Justice, and she nodded
without hesitation, walking over and picking up a dead chunk of Chakra‟s arm as Zerrex
grimaced in disgust, then plunged his metallic arm into Verve‟s now-wooden chest, ripping out a
large, ugly organ from inside of her and squeezing it disgustedly as the corpse twitched once,
then fell still and silent, damaged beyond any repair. At least I hope so. “In case these get
destroyed later… we‟ll bring these back for the others.”
Loki and Eratosthenes nodded, and then the Strange Beast flicked his wrist and opened a
Gateway, and Zerrex looked hesitantly towards the Librarian before Error said quietly: “I
wouldn‟t ask you to abandon your friends, Zerrex, but you‟re in rough shape. And I don‟t believe
you wish to be carrying body parts into battle with you. If it means so much to you… we can join
the battle after we get these things to safety.”
Zerrex gazed at the Strange Beast with surprise… but then he nodded slowly and walked
into the Gateway. Loki looked less than thrilled with this, but he sighed and followed, and the
Librarian and Justice came last through the tunnel of white and golden light. The four stepped
out into Elysium, at the grand fields where the attack had first been planned… and Zerrex
glanced up in surprise as he saw a vortex was opening, and soldiers were already trudging
through it.
Zerrex opened a portal and vanished through this to reappear in the distance beside Ixin,
who jumped at the sight of Zerrex, then winced and poked at the chunk of gore he was carrying,
asking flatly: “Please tell me that‟s not your teammates.”
“Not funny. It‟s also not.” Zerrex replied irritably, and then he glanced up and sighed
with relief as he saw Vivien, walking towards her… and then quickly clearing his throat as she
smiled awkwardly at him, halting himself and then muttering: “I‟m just… glad to see you
aren‟t… that I don‟t have to go and save your ass.”
“Fuck you.” Vivien smiled though, glancing down at the gore in Zerrex‟s hand as
Eratosthenes and Justice stepped through behind him… and the reptile wasn‟t surprised that Loki
had run off. Dependable as he could be, the trickster did the work he was asked to do and then
usually disappeared… either a strange humility, a deep modesty, or just one of Loki‟s many
eccentricities. “No, we… I thought you must have done it, but I guess you‟re as surprised as me.
There was a signal that went up from the facility… and then several warehouses near the south
side exploded. When that happened, their forces started falling apart, and the Strange Beasts and
Paladins broke into full retreat, along with their commanders and officers. It must have been an
executive signal of some kind… good thing too. A lot of people are hurt… but I think we did
well.”
Vivien grabbed at her side and grimaced a bit, closing her eyes and slumping forwards
slightly… and Zerrex wrapped his arm around her as he absently handed the chunk of gore to

Justice, who grimaced in disgust but took it with a sigh and a grumble as the High Queen
muttered: “I‟m fine. Just… sore and tired. I don‟t get to exercise like this as much as I used to,
you know.”
“Yeah, well, you‟re still plenty young.” Zerrex said softly, and Vivien smiled amusedly
at him before she shoved him backwards, straightening and walking past him. The Drakkaren
watched her go with a smile, and then he bowed his head to her back and murmured: “Thank
you, High Queen.”
Then he glanced back towards the vortex as Cindy and Cherry came through, the former
female leaning on the latter, and Marina followed a moment later with her chains still wrapped
around her form, breathing hard, but looking relieved to see her father. Last but not least,
Mahihko and Lone came through, the smaller wolf splattered with blood and the larger wolf
looking a little pale, but both trembling with victory and not pain… and Zerrex closed his eyes,
bowing his head forwards and saying quietly: “Sometimes even Fate can be merciful…”
Seventeen Dragon Warriors, three Beasts, some six Sacrifices, thirty-one Royal Guards,
and more than a hundred soldiers were put to rest, many of them in Acheron, the rest in Elysium.
Many of Zerrex‟s Disciples and Iuratus were sent to Healing Cathedrals, but none of them had
died: a blessing Zerrex had not expected, but was far from going to complain about.
Mengele was eager to analyze the remains they had brought back from Chakra and
Verve, and now that he knew what he was looking for and dealing with, he was able to easily
and quickly compile the genetic information and analyze exactly what the creatures were made
from. Chakra, as expected, took data from Marina, Serenity, and Raze, as well as several species
of demon that specialized in psychokinetic warfare … but he also possessed some genetic
information from Vampire, possibly explaining how he‟d been able to so quickly regenerate once
his heart, the „engine,‟ as Mengele still referred to it as, was back in place.
Verve, on the other hand, was much more strange: Cherry, Cindy, Vampire, Priest, and a
variety of shape-shifters… as well as information from Zerrex and Sin, but Mengele said mildly
that these latter cells seemed much newer, much „fresher,‟ in a sense. When he‟d heard about
how Verve had mutated, he had nodded thoughtfully, discussed it with Cindy in large and
complex words, and then finally said that her data sequences had been highly-unstable to begin
with, and that she had likely been designed as a test subject to see if on-the-spot evolution was
possible or a pipe dream… and the results had obviously been monstrous in more ways than one.
Mengele gave his promise to continue to examine the data up and down, while Zerrex
allowed Marina to examine his memories while she sketched… and she had drawn out a
beautiful and terrible picture of a chessboard, and standing at each end where sixteen figures who
represented his friends and family, and his enemies. With her powers, Marina had even been able
to determine the position each golem had been in, despite the fact that Zerrex had barely had
time to analyze the battleground… but Marina was able to access the deep memories that even
the sharpest of demons would forget, able to slow down and bring to focus any image seen and
stored, no matter how deep or dark it was, and she was also able to look through the minds of
Justice and Eratosthenes as well, and add their knowledge to fortify the imagery.
Sixteen people, friends and family, aside from the golem of Zerrex himself, which had
looked cold and callous: Cindy, Cherry, Marina, Requiem, Selena, Lily, Sin, Anathema, Mercy,
Priest, Naganen, Vivien, Amiglion, Firenze, and Mary. Several of these golems, if Zerrex had
realized who he was fighting the images of, the Drakkaren would have gone ballistic battling:
Naganen, who never hurt anyone, and Firenze, his lost son, second High King of Hell.

And sixteen enemies… or at least, who Lord God saw as Zerrex‟s enemies, for some
reason: the Goddess, Narrius, Crow, Athéos, the Warlord, Camus, Jupiter, Animaxander,
Celestial, Mengele, Feldspar, Tobias Wulfe, Loki, Aether, Lucifer, and Mephistopheles. Yet
some of these didn‟t make sense: Zerrex had never fought Mephistopheles, Lucifer, Loki, and
Mengele had become allies, and Camus had been Zerrex‟s friend until the end, even if that was
much more understandable. Even Celestial, despite the fact Zerrex had been forced to kill her,
hadn‟t really been his enemy… she had been his mother, insane, deluded, and corrupted by the
energies of her husband, until he had finally put her out of her misery… and much more for her
benefit than for his own.
Yet the more Zerrex looked at the picture, the details in their faces, the more he felt they
had been chosen specifically, that there was some pattern here. The friends and family side was
easier to figure out than the enemies… after a few hours of thought, Zerrex had realized that
many of those figures hadn‟t just been allies… they had been people who had held great standing
in Heaven and Hell, who great things were expected of… or, in the case of Requiem, who had
been Zerrex‟s mentor. It was like Lord God knew enough about the people in his life to hurt him,
had wanted to make replicas of people that Zerrex would have trouble hurting or that would
simply hurt to see attack him… but seemed to think that social standing or status was in large
part much of what the reptile valued most about the people around him.
On the evil side, that was difficult. Lucifer had never been an enemy of Zerrex…
between the Archangels, it was Lord who the Drakkaren had a hard time getting along with.
Hell, Lucifer had even been the one to entrust him with the Armor of Naganis… so why did Lord
God see him as one of Zerrex‟s enemies? And why was Mephistopheles included at all? It
puzzled him… and the Drakkaren grumbled a bit, tapping at the drawing and muttering: “The
answer is here somewhere, I just goddamn know it… I mean… these are people of power too, is
that it? No… it‟s something… something else, I can feel it under the surface…”
The Drakkaren looked down moodily, tapping at the picture slowly… and then he sighed
and finally tossed it aside onto the scarred table, leaning back in the comfortable old wooden
chair in Acheron, sitting in the den in the palace he favored and muttering under his breath: “This
is just stupid. The answer must be here, somewhere… it‟s probably really goddamn obvious,
even. I just… need to stop over-thinking it.”
“Or perhaps you need to focus on something different.” said a kind voice, and Zerrex
jumped a bit before he looked over his shoulder with a wheeze to smile awkwardly at Maria,
who blushed quietly. “Sorry, grandfather.”
“It‟s okay… I just forget sometimes how fast you heal.” Zerrex replied quietly, carefully
sliding up to his feet and smiling a little, and the two traded a tight, quick hug before the male
kissed her forehead, then her lips in blessing, and she blushed but smiled brightly up at him. “Did
you check on the others?”
“In both Elysium as well as the mortal planet… and I would have gone to Heaven, too,
but you know they don‟t tolerate my presence well up there.” Maria said softly, and Zerrex
nodded, stroking her face gently. “But Lord Raze and Lady Sephire did promise to take care of
each other… and with people like Tinman and Francis around to help keep an eye on them, I
doubt the murderer will attack.”
“But we have to be careful. There‟s no telling whether or not the murderer could
retaliate… and we still have a lot of unanswered questions to solve.” Zerrex said quietly, and
Maria nodded, looking at him softly before the male smiled a little, rubbing at his face slowly.

“Funny, huh? And most people think that gods have all the answers… and here I have next to
none at all.”
He shook his head slowly, glancing down… and then Maria reached up and squeezed his
shoulder gently, saying softly: “Then let‟s go visit Theophilius in the Unworld. Perhaps he can
help shed some light upon the situation we currently face and provide us with some answers…
and Negative hasn‟t been bothering you at all lately, has he?”
Zerrex grunted at this, nodding after a moment and rubbing slowly at his face as he
muttered: “Well… no. I haven‟t felt him around too much… but much as I want to go and spend
some time talking to him, I don‟t even know what questions I could ask. I need more information
first… about the Strange Beasts, and about his involvement in this. And I‟m worried he might
not take kindly to me trying to probe him for too much information… who knows how his mind
works?”
Maria nodded slowly, and then she said quietly: “Then why don‟t you visit Zane and
Mary on the mortal planet, and I‟ll go to the Unworld to track down Theophilius and spend some
time with him, try to get him to relax a little more and understand his mindset? I could even join
you afterwards at the Silver Wind Estate.”
Zerrex looked at her thoughtfully, and then he nodded slowly, murmuring: “I highly
doubt Lord God was Melody, but she might still have some involvement in all this… and I
haven‟t seen Mary for a long time now, even though I‟m her Patron. Yeah, why not? That‟s not a
bad idea at all, Maria.”
The Broken only smiled, bowing her head forwards, and then Zerrex reached out and
gently stroked her face for a moment before he stepped backwards and winked, taking a deep
breath as he concentrated. A moment later, he was outside of Acheron, standing at the edge of
the Hez‟Rannan jungles, and the reptile wheezed a bit as he leaned forwards and grasped his
knees before he glanced up with a smile as he felt familiar energies carrying towards him.
Not that they were actually close… but all of Hez‟Ranna was like a radar dish to him,
letting him detect familiar energies both near and far. He could clearly sense Cindy and Cherry
and the wolves deeper into Hez‟Ranna, likely taking a break from working at Sunshine
Laboratories… just as he could sense Dray, Terrance, Priest, and Huck working together to pull
the Centrifuge apart piece-by-piece, finally disassembling the massive machinery to harvest it for
spare parts and ensure none of Heaven‟s forces would attempt to run off with any of the pieces.
Zerrex shook his head a bit… and then he concentrated, taking a slow breath before he
vanished from the spot again, reappearing a moment later in the ruins of a once-mighty
metropolis and looking back and forth curiously as he stood on the broken cement streets. To his
back, he could feel the pulse of life and energy of New Valise: the First Ground colony Zerrex
himself had helped construct as part of his efforts to help rebuild the mortal world that had
become a bustling city over the years, surrounding the original colonization site itself… and the
Drakkaren smiled over his shoulder at this before he quietly began to walk deeper into the ruins
of old Valise, looking slowly back and forth as he murmured: “And yet I still sense ghosts in
these old bones of the world… the fallen cities that mortals abandoned…”
There were many places like this over the face of the world now, after all: places where it
had been easier to simply take what resources were salvageable from the old cities, while
building a new one next door, and flattening old buildings as the city expanded overtop the ruins.
It was a process called „rippling‟ or „overlapping,‟ and Zerrex thought it was both creative and
terribly sad: Valise, after all, had once been his hometown, and it still held memories both good
and bad for him even to this day.

His feet crunched quietly over broken cement before he finally smiled a little as he
reached his destination: the ruins of the Silver Wind manse, the front doors still standing
awkwardly but much of the building collapsed and crushed. The Drakkaren frowned a bit as he
tried to remember the layout, and then he headed down a side alley and around to the back to
find a small alcove , slipping down into this and grumbling as he opened a tiny door and forced
himself to squeeze through, muttering: “I forgot about this…”
The reptile forced his way deeper into the small tunnel beyond, and yet he felt something
was wrong: the lights weren‟t activating, as if the magic had been sapped from them, and more
importantly, he wasn‟t being yelled at by Zane: the burly, last remaining male of the Silver Wind
clan had security precautions all over the place, after all, which he hated Zerrex to abuse. And
then the Drakkaren gritted his teeth as he saw that the door below had been torn off its hinges,
and he hurriedly crawled down through the tunnel and leapt upwards into the room beyond…
only to stare back and forth in horror at the sight of bloodstains splattered over the floor amongst
wetted and charred pages, a shattered aquarium and several dead eels laying on the ground
amidst broken chunks of crystal and shattered summoning prisms.
The Drakkaren cursed under his breath as he looked back and forth, striding past broken
and damaged shelves, glass and crystal crunching under his booted feet as he grimaced and
stepped out into the next area… and then his eyes widened in shock at the sight of Mary, the
female laying in a pool of her own blood on top of a wooden table, breathing hard… and behind
her sat a silent female figure, and Zerrex snarled as he rose his fists before the goddess Melody
stood up and rose her hands, saying quietly: “She needs your help.”
Zerrex relaxed slightly at this, studying Melody: the harmonious Goddess of Songs was
adorned with bangles down either arm and possessed narrow, catlike features with a proud
waterfall of feathers in place of hair, long and peacock-like, the plumage a bright mix of blue and
gold. Her eyes were yellow, studious and with slit-like pupils… and she looked honestly, deeply
sad, her blue, gold, and green dress fluttering around her, with long sleeves and a thicker blouse
over the top of her body than the white skirt portion that fell around her waist to her ankles…
and although she was perhaps twice as tall as him, she did not radiate either power or hostility, so
instead, Zerrex quickly made his way forwards and cursed quietly at the sight of Mary.
Her stomach had been torn open and she was covered in blood, a black cloth jacket
hanging in tatters around her, jeans stained with her own life fluids and reeking of piss and her
white top ripped apart. She had mature features that were pale and constrained with pain, the doe
looking up at him blindly with eyes that had lost most of their color as she whispered: “Zerrex…
I… I can‟t see… are… are you there?”
“I am, Mary.” the Drakkaren gently took her hand, trembling a bit as he looked down at
her fingers: they were covered in blood, and the reptile cursed under his breath before he began
to hold a hand up… but then Melody reached down and pushed his hand back, and he glared at
her for a moment before frowning a bit at the quick shake of her head. “What?”
“Use your senses, Zerrex Narrius… this is a trap.” Melody said softly, and the reptile
growled up at her before he hesitated when she only looked down at him quietly, and then he
closed his eyes and took a slow breath… before his eyes opened with a sharp gasp of surprise as
he looked down at Mary, and purple warding runes appeared over the deer‟s body… and oh
gods, there’s… some kind of thing, emanating energy, inside of her… keeping her alive and in
agony… “I see you see. The murderer you chase inserted an unstable, cursed object into her… an
energized demonic crystal, with an evil spirit bound inside of it. If you attempt to heal her, the
crystal will absorb your energies, whether they be your own vital forces or magic… and the

crystal will explode, and the spirit will be released. Mary Silverwind has been transformed into a
living bomb.”
“Oh Gods, Mary…” Zerrex whispered, carefully lifting her head up… and Mary moaned
weakly as tears leaked down her pale face, the Drakkaren trembling a bit before he looked at
Melody, asking urgently: “What can I do to save her?”
The goddess shook her head slowly, saying quietly: “You only have two options. If you
kill her, her very soul could be absorbed into the crystal, which would then explode and the
process would begin anyway. However, if you release her from serving you… then she can sign
her soul and allegiance over to me. Unusual, but it can be done… and it will heal her body and
force out the crystal.”
“And what if I just rip the crystal out myself and then heal her?” Zerrex asked quietly,
frowning a bit at Melody, and the female grimaced in return before she gestured towards Mary
coldly.
“Does she look like she will survive that? Even if you succeeded in tearing the unstable
crystal out without it exploding, she would still die.” Melody said harshly, and then she leaned
down, saying quietly: “Your only other choice would be to corrupt her, Zerrex, which would
physically alter her body, forcing the crystal out of her body without forcing you to make contact
with it. Would you really make her suffer that? Allow her to serve me, as the Silver Wind Clan
has always done… instead of transforming her into a monster bending to your whims.”
“I‟ll allow her to make her own decision.” Zerrex said forcefully, and Melody leaned
back in surprise before the reptile glanced down at Mary, who was shivering and moaning
weakly on the table as he whispered: “Go ahead. I… it scares me, but I‟ll stand by your choice.”
Mary whimpered… but then she said weakly: “I serve… my Patron. Do what you have to
do to me… but I… I won‟t be bullied into… servitude…”
“I am offering you a way out!” Melody snapped, then she stepped backwards and
grabbed at her forehead before gesturing towards Zerrex grimly. “Fine, though, go ahead, then…
but don‟t blame me if something goes wrong.”
Zerrex grimaced at the Goddess, and then he flexed his right arm… and when the scales
fell away, it was not metallic or warped, but instead made of heavy ivory plates, a needle of bone
springing from the tip as he hesitated for a moment… and then whispered: “I‟m sorry, Mary.”
He shoved the needle down into her chest, and Mary screamed, arching her back for a
moment before she clenched her eyes shut… and blood burst from the wounds over her body as
dark energy shocked over her before a spherical crystal was violently ejected from her form, and
the deer shrieked as her body convulsed, vines ripping out of her stomach and over her frame as
Zerrex gritted his teeth and yanked the needle back, half-turning with a snarl as the crystal orb
trembled before exploding and he sensed more than saw a malicious presence… but before he
could do anything, several black spikes shot by, hammering into the phantasmal outline and
making it scream before it simply pulsed out of existence.
Zerrex reared back slightly, then looked over his shoulder… and he stared as Mary sat
slowly up, lengths of vine falling away from her body, her eyes closed as she breathed slowly,
dark flames burning quietly along her form as her clothes fell away. She was naked, but cusps of
bone covered her groin and breasts, with smaller barbs standing out of her shoulders and her
elbows… and thick white hooves rested in place as of her feet, with flexible ivory claws instead
of fingers on her hands.
Her features were younger but colder, beautiful and terrible… and when her eyes opened,
they glowed red as ivory antlers grew upwards out of the sides of her skull, spreading into

terrible claws that grasped vainly at the air as small horns pushed out of her forehead… and she
growled quietly as her jaw enlarged, teeth becoming sharper, fangs pushing into place as a bit of
drool fell from her lips before she straightened, her taut stomach flexing as her small tail became
a long, snapping whip with a large, leaf-shaped white tuft at the end of it… and then she flexed
slowly as bone vambraces tore out of her forearms, surrounding the rubbery black skin that she
possessed now in place of fur as she whispered: “I understand now why my ancestors were
drawn to power…”
Melody only shook her head slowly, and then Mary turned around, looking at the
Goddess coldly as Zerrex hesitantly stepped up beside his Disciple, looking nervously at her…
but then her red eyes flicked towards him, and she visibly calmed, whispering: “It‟s okay. I‟m
still me… but I have questions for my brother‟s Patron that need answering.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, looking over the deer, shocked by how his corruption had
transformed her so much, so quickly… and then he glanced down at his arm as the bone plates
slowly became silvery steel, his claw a gauntlet as the ivory needle withdrew… and Melody
looked from one to the other before she lowered her head and said quietly: “I am in no position
to argue. Although I find it… disheartening… that you‟ve gone and thrown away all the Silver
Wind Clan worked for alongside me, Mary. We were Hunters of monsters of the like that you‟ve
now become once… of those who abused privilege and power. Of demons and devils that went
against the natural order. We were control and order. Not discord and chaos.”
“No, Melody. I serve my Patron, and my Patron protects me and saved me.” Mary replied
forcefully, and then she reached down and touched a stomach that was smooth and without a
scar, faintly smiling… and despite her dark and alien features, it softened her, made her more
like her old self as she said quietly: “Even my brother preferred to enslave demons and monsters
instead of treating them like people. This is only the end result of me going the opposite way…
while he died because you did not protect him, my Patron came and brought me completely into
his fold and gave me a strength of will and strength of body that you did not even know existed,
Melody. So what if I look like a monster? My best friends were demons. My best friends, who
fought with me as friends and treated me like family.”
Melody looked away awkwardly, and then Zerrex held up a hand, saying quietly:
“Enough of this, at least for now. Melody, what the hell is going on here? Either you tell me or
Mary tells me, and I swear to the gods above that if you lie to me after all this…”
“Without me, Mary would be dead! I may be disgusted to see the path she‟s chosen but I
nonetheless would prefer to see her alive instead of gone… and the loss of Zane hurts me. The
loss of every noble Hunter who has ever served me hurts me… do not ever doubt that.” Melody
said coldly, pointing at her, and then she shook her head slowly as Mary studied her silently.
“You have much to learn, little one, as does the young but powerful god you serve.
“But while I was resting in Heaven, I heard a frantic call for help from Zane. Mary had
been already been wounded severely, her demons killed. Zane‟s own servants had been defeated
and by the time I found him, he was dead, ripped apart.” Melody gestured towards the library
beyond, and the Drakkaren grimaced at the splatters of gore and blood over the walls here and
there. “His spirit was still clinging to his dead body, and through contacting it, I learned they
were assaulted by a cloaked figure. He bypassed and drained all the defenses of the Estate, and
easily outmatched Zane and Mary.
“This was a message.” Melody shook her head slowly, saying quietly: “This was a
message, and now once more you‟ve cost me dearly. Because of you, Zerrex Narrius, and your
disdain for the traditions of the Silver Wind Clan, there are no successors. The line dies here…

and with it, a source of control against demons who defy the logic and rules of Heaven and Hell.
Because of you, Mary is as good as dead and Zanbrick had been murdered.”
Zerrex looked away, and Mary said quietly: “No, Melody. I made the choice to not have
any children… and Zerrex never forced me to. Besides, it‟s not like my brother ever found any
good suitors, either.”
Melody grumbled a bit under her breath, and then the Drakkaren glanced at her and asked
softly: “Do you have anything to do with this killer? Your name has come up before in
conjunction with him… apparently you have your fingers in a lot of pies in Heaven, not to
mention the Council and access to the crafters who make items like he‟s been using. And how do
you know so much about me? About my powers, even about my corruption?”
The goddess looked uncomfortable at this, looking awkwardly back and forth as she
rubbed at her face slowly, and Mary‟s eyes narrowed dangerously as Zerrex felt himself
tensing… and then Melody cursed and shoved the table hard towards him, but the Drakkaren
caught it and gritted his teeth, concentrating hard when Melody tried to teleport.
Blue arcs of energy shot violently over her as she flickered in and out of reality, and she
screamed as she fell to her knees before Zerrex kicked the table hard: the furnishing crashed into
her stomach and knocked the wind out of the goddess before the Drakkaren reached out and
firmly grabbed her face, and the female went pale as the lizard said coldly: “Yeah. You‟re not
running away now. Little trick I picked up from Sin, blocking someone else from shooping. Now
I‟m glad for all that practice I did with her and Cherry… and also, it‟s a good reminder that you
are much, much weaker than me, even if you‟re older, Melody. I‟d start talking or I may just
have to rip your face off.”
“Okay, okay!” Melody trembled, raising her hands as Mary snarled at her, and then the
goddess yanked herself backwards, hitting the bookshelf hard enough to rattle it and send a few
tomes tumbling down before she slid down on her ass, whispering: “It‟s… okay. I could have
arrived earlier, but… I knew what was going on. I… I was warned not to intervene by the
Purifier, but he was only supposed to wound Mary… and you were supposed to release her from
her pact with you. Now everything‟s gone wrong…
“It… I didn‟t have a choice. Lord God approached me, ordered me to help… ordered me
to get supplies for him…” Melody shook her head weakly, whispering: “I didn‟t want to leave
Heaven, I had settled in… I didn‟t want to go back to Harmonious, where I originally came from,
I left that world for a reason! Now… now I‟ll have to run back home to my parents…”
Zerrex half-wanted to rip Melody‟s head off, and half-wanted to laugh hysterically at the
thought that this goddess was apparently just trying to avoid going home and confessing to
Mommy and Daddy, even after countless decades – no, countless millennia… – that she hadn‟t
been able to cut it on her own… and the reptile shook his head in slow disbelief before Mary
slammed a fist down on the table, asking sharply: “Are you saying my brother died to spare your
pride?”
Melody winced a bit, holding up her hands and trembling. “Listen, listen… there… were
mistakes all around. You‟ll never see my face again, okay? I have no choice but to run now… I
can‟t even return to Heaven. Heaven is his prowling ground… and you have no idea what you‟ve
done. Turmoil, the research facility you attacked, was filled with valuable equipment, and I know
that both Heaven and Elysium have sent people in to investigate, pull apart machinery, and
examine every last detail of it… but you injured Lord God. You cut him, and cut his pride… but
all I wanted was not to die! The only thing I tried to do was… save Mary, bring her into the fold,

I… I tried to argue for her life, for taking her away from you, yes, but… if things had gone
according to plan…”
“According to your plans, maybe, but you‟re working with lunatics.” Zerrex said shortly,
and then he shook his head slowly before muttering: “Fine. But before I let you go, Melody,
you‟re going to do one last thing for me. I‟m familiar with the terms the Silver Wind Clan served
under… and you‟re going to release Zanbrick‟s soul, right now. He‟s going to float to Heaven or
Hell, and he‟s going to be free of your control and your power, and you‟re never, ever going to
set foot in Heaven again.”
Melody began to open her mouth, and Zerrex rose a finger, the Drakkaren reaching his
other hand up to squeeze Mary‟s shoulder slowly as the deer glared daggers down at the goddess.
“Do you really want to start a fight with me and the girl you keep calling a monster? Because if
you say one more stupid thing, I‟m going to let Mary do whatever the hell she wants to your
face.”
The goddess paled slowly: whether she was among the ranks of gods or not, whether she
had spent many years in control of the Silver Wind Clan as the Patron the demon hunters bowed
to and served, she was neither exceptionally strong nor skilful. Much like Aera Cura had been,
her abilities put her past the range of mortals… but not by a whole lot. “I… yes. Yes, of course.
I… see your point.”
Melody fumbled slowly at her blouse, and then she produced a simple silver locket from
an inner pocket as she shakily stood up before tossing this down on the table, the symbol of the
Silver Wind Clan emblazoned over it. Zerrex reached down and took it, feeling the pulse of a
soul inside of it before he flicked it open… and the moment he did so, a spirit in the shape of a
burly, masculine deer floated silently out of it, letting out a soft sigh as he gazed towards the
ceiling before looking down at them, examining them curiously before he simply flickered out of
existence. Zane had been freed, on his way to Heaven or Hell… and the Drakkaren threw the
locket back at Melody, the goddess catching and fumbling with it for a few moments as she
trembled a little before the Drakkaren said quietly: “Run away now, Melody. Run away, and do
us all a favor and never come back.”
Melody nodded quickly, and she looked nervously from one to the other before she
closed her eyes tightly, then vanished from sight… and Zerrex sighed a bit as he shook his head
slowly before looking silently at Mary as she turned to face him, reaching up and stroking her
face quietly as he murmured softly: “I‟m sorry. I‟m sorry you had to see that… and I‟m
especially sorry for… what‟s happened to you.”
“No, Zerrex, no.” Mary said empathetically, and then she hugged him tightly around the
waist, pressing herself against him… and the Drakkaren returned the embrace just as firmly,
squeezing her close as she closed her eyes. “I would rather be this than pledged to a goddess who
doesn‟t care about those she‟s sworn to protect. You don‟t have to apologize, Zerrex, not at all.”
The Drakkaren gazed down at her softly, rocking her quietly in his strong limbs, and then
he quietly kissed her forehead, making her smile a little as she looked up at him. “Besides,
there… are good things, too. I am much stronger like this, meaning I can better protect you…
and more importantly, I can now come with you to Elysium. I am more your Disciple now than I
ever have been in the past…” She hesitated, then quietly took one of his hands, squeezing it
slowly as she stepped back a bit to smile up into his eyes. “And you freed my brother. Zanbrick
has… passed on, but there‟s no need for me to be sad, or to mourn, because I know he‟ll reach
Heaven and become an angel. I don‟t want to hold a funeral, or even cry over his loss… because

this isn‟t losing him. This is only a temporary goodbye, a little… vacation from him. Soon
enough, he‟ll be bitching and moaning about how I‟ve made another dumb mistake.”
She laughed, and Zerrex smiled softly at her, nodding slowly before the deer looked
down, then back up at him, her red eyes glimmering faintly. “I do feel strange, though. And a
little sad for myself, for… my lost mortality. I do wish that things could maybe be a little
different… but at the same time I don‟t. I only want things to work out…” She closed her eyes,
nodding slowly. “And I really… am looking forwards to being part of your family now.”
“You were part of it before.” Zerrex said quietly, and Mary smiled warmly up at him
before the reptile laughed a little. “I know a lot of Marys and similar names, though, so it could
be awkward at first.”
“Then give me a new name, for my new body… what feels almost like a new soul.” the
female said softly, and Zerrex looked at her with surprise before she smiled a bit at him, saying
quietly: “Well, I can‟t be Mary of the Silver Wind any more… this goes against everything the
Silver Wind clan teaches. I‟ve been reinvented now… and honestly, I… don‟t want to follow
Melody‟s lies and teachings anymore, especially now that she‟s fled like a coward back to
wherever she came from.” She stopped, then murmured: “Do you really think that was a good
idea, letting her go like that?”
“One of two things is going to happen, Mary… Melody is going to run away and never,
ever show her face again, or she‟s going to do something stupid… and get herself killed by Lord
God and the thing that attacked you and Zanbrick.” Zerrex said quietly, and Mary looked up at
him with a grimace. “She was greedy, and I believe she was being honest about what she said.
She was just a supplier, a fence for the right connections. She probably knows about as much as
we do now.”
The female nodded, and Zerrex studied her for a little while before he asked quietly: “Do
you know the story of Pandora? Guarded a box, screwed up, let evil into the world?”
She smiled amusedly at this, poking his chest and saying mildly: “So are you saying that
I‟m your Pandora and I‟m going to ruin the world?”
“No, I‟m saying that you‟re the sliver of good that was left behind after all the evil
escaped. You‟re Hope.” Zerrex hugged her tightly, and Mary looked touched as she hugged him
silently back before the Drakkaren nodded slowly as he drew back from her, studying her with a
slight smile. “Yeah. You‟re Hope. Between you and Missy, maybe… maybe these powers, this
corruption, can be used for good after all. You… you‟re not craving flesh or anything, right?”
“Not in the way you mean.” the female replied amusedly, and then she shrugged a bit,
glancing down and murmuring softly: “But… I mean, I was angrier than I‟ve ever been before,
but… considering the circumstances, that might not even be all that remarkable. I don‟t… I don‟t
feel any different.” She looked down at her hands slowly as she stepped back, then she paused
before turning and flicking her arm outwards, and cones of dark energy appeared in the air,
taking aim at the floor before they shot downwards, hammering into it and sticking out of the
surface for a moment as chunks of concrete flew in all directions before they simply dissipated,
and then she smiled slightly. “Well, you know. I feel stronger, obviously.”
Zerrex gazed at this with soft amusement, and then he nodded a bit before they both
glanced up as a rift opened and Maria emerged… before the Broken‟s eyes widened as she gazed
at the sight of the female that was now named Hope, rushing forwards and grabbing her
shoulders as she looked over her with concern. “Oh, Mary! What has happened here, oh dear, it
seems like evil has come whilst I…”

Maria‟s face twitched, and then she asked slowly, in a worried but more-natural voice:
“What happened?”
“Zerrex saved me, and he drove away Melody. Zanbrick has… passed on, but he will
return in good time in Heaven, I‟m sure. My name… is Hope now.” The dark doe reached up
and quietly took Maria‟s hands, looking into the Broken‟s concerned eyes as she said softly:
“Thank you for caring, Maria. I think my experiences with you helped teach me that I can still be
my own person, no matter what happens… you and Zerrex, a Broken and a god who‟s been
treated awfully by the universe… but always people first. And good people, at that.”
Maria smiled warmly at this, and then she and Hope traded tight hugs before they pulled
apart, and the Broken‟s eyes roved over to Zerrex as she said quietly: “Theophilius has been
spending a lot of his time in the Unworld Manse… he seemed… agitated about something.
Perhaps you should go and see him, Zerrex… unless you need to wait, I‟m sure he‟ll understand.
Broken don‟t sense time as people do, after all, and I‟m sure to him, even a thousand years is like
the passage of a few minutes.”
“But a few minutes can be a very long time.” Zerrex murmured softly, and then he
rubbed at his face before he looked quietly at Hope. The doe smiled encouragingly at him,
however, and the Drakkaren hesitantly nodded before he turned his eyes to Maria. “Tell you
what. Open me a rift to the Unworld, and then take Hope to… to Acheron for now to wait for
me. I‟ll meet you there when I‟m done.”
Maria nodded, and then she held a hand up, and a swirling, dark rift opened, and the
Broken said softly: “Take care then, grandfather.”
“I told you not to call me that.” Zerrex smiled nonetheless, though, and Maria blushed a
little but smiled faintly in return before the Drakkaren glanced at Hope… but the deer only gave
her own warm look to him, and the lizard allowed himself to be satisfied with this as he headed
into the rift and stepped through it. For a moment, darkness swirled around him… and then he
emerged into the front lobby of the Unworld manse, reaching up to quietly play with his mala for
a few moments before he winced at the sound of yelling and curses.
The reptile hesitantly walked towards the archway leading into the library… and then he
cursed and staggered backwards as a hail of books fell from above, Theophilius shouting angrily:
“No, no, no! It‟s not here! It‟s not here, it‟s not here, it‟s not here! Accursed most cursed of
curses, where is it!”
Zerrex winced a bit as he looked up to see the Broken running back and forth along the
top shelves, and then he rose a hand… but before he could call a greeting, the equine looked
down at him and pointed at him, snapping: “Creation, where did you put that damn book?”
The Drakkaren looked at him stupidly, and then Theophilius squeaked and covered his
mouth before he leapt backwards off the second floor… and Zerrex winced, then blinked when
he felt something tap his shoulder before he turned around and stared dumbly at the sight of the
horse, who gazed up at him awkwardly, and the Drakkaren was not sure he even wanted to know
how the Broken was able to do his disappearing trick at this point. “I‟m sorry for being shorttempered, but it‟s this ghastly weather, you know. Thunderstorms of bowling balls and raining
cats and snowing dogs, and most assuredly it is the snow that is dogs because they fall slowly
and gently, and the cats hiss and scream all the way down with splat-splat-splats when they hit
the ground!”
Then Theophilius rose his hands, curling them into claws and making a hissing sound
that sprayed spittle over the Drakkaren as he winced back a bit, before the equine looked at him

and poked a bit at his chest. “My, my, it seems that the rain has reached inside too. Allow me to
help.”
Theophilius reached up and pulled off his top hat, then he dug inside of it for a moment
before producing a handkerchief and smoothly wiping up the saliva over the lizard‟s chest,
Zerrex staring blankly at the equine before Theophilius smiled and tossed the scrap of cloth away
before popping his hat back onto his own head, lacing his fingers together. “Now that that is
taken care of and is what it is, what exactly are you here to ask me, Zerrex, and without a proper
suit on? Of course, it seems as though our not-very-nice friend has flown the coop for the
moment, however… never to say he is a chicken, although he can be very rooster-like in nature.”
The reptile began to open his mouth, and then the horse threw his hands out and blurted:
“Cocky!” A pause, and then he blushed a bit as Zerrex gaped at him, before making a zipping
motion across his own muzzle. “Go ahead.”
The Drakkaren looked at him for a moment, and then he asked curiously: “Well, first of
all… what are you looking for?”
“A book. Not just any book, though, a book that possesses exactly three hundred and
forty-two pages and 237,938 words upon its three hundred and forty-two pages.” the Broken
explained empathetically, nodding rapidly. “Of course, that includes the author‟s name and title
but excludes the chapter headings, as those were added in afterwards, they‟re always divided up
afterwards! Always, always, always!”
Theophilius threw his head back and laughed, and then he added seriously: “And it‟s
subject to change with editing too, of course. I mean, once edited, a word may be misplaced, or,
as some words are very shy or prone to embarrassment, they may also run away once an editor is
summoned, as all editors do is judge-judge-judge and I hate people who judge-judge-judge!” The
horse halted, glowered at the ground, then flailed his arms before he turned and ran in a quick
circle before skidding to a halt and exclaiming: “That is the title of the book!”
“Circles?” Zerrex said lamely, and Theophilius held up a single finger, giving the reptile
an excited glare, and the Drakkaren said stupidly: “One Circle?”
“The Cycle!” Theophilius cried, and the Drakkaren winced back a bit before he walked
forwards, suddenly becoming serious as he said quietly: “My fear is that things are much more
dire than they seem, you see, Zerrex. The Cycle is part of what we designed in reality to help
continue the flow of energies: reincarnation, Heaven and Hell and mortal planets, the passage of
souls… they are all cycles of varying size and strength. Energy must flow, or it stagnates:
stagnant energy quickly decays: decayed energy fades from the universe. Energy is the building
blocks of all things… but we did not consider the dangers of imposing a cycle. We did not
consider the effects of it on ourselves.
“Naganis, after all, was the result of reincarnation, his energies rebuilding, reconstructing
themselves, re-creating himself. I am the result of energies cycling to the Unworld… and as the
Center of the Universe was not connected to Heaven or Hell, souls that fled from there… fled
into space. Life, Death, and Destruction… their energy cycled as well, and I am trying to
discover what became of them. Their souls may have journeyed for hours, years, eons… but they
would eventually have either fallen to the Unworld, or their energies would have intermingled
with someone or something else, and thus… led to reincarnation, rebirth, albeit in a less-direct
way than Naganis.” Theophilius paused, rubbing slowly at the underside of his muzzle. “Chaos,
on the other hand, caused his own energies to violently tear themselves apart in the form of an
explosion. His energy was shredded into tiny pieces, cast far and wide… and much like
everything else, it‟s all well and nice to say you have a tiny piece of something so important as a

First God inside you… but these pieces were roughly comparable to specks of dust shaved off
the mighty Manse we stand in at this very moment.”
Zerrex nodded slowly at this comparison: it was like if he imbued a microscopic amount
of his energies into a pebble. It might make said pebble gleam a little for a few minutes but that
was about it. “But through successive reincarnations, doesn‟t something become weaker? I
mean, even with Light being passed down from generation to generation inside the Blossom
family… Cherry‟s powers were strong and all, but Beatrice‟s abilities were in a whole different
league.”
Theophilius nodded, saying quietly: “Yes, it is true. But the power of the First Gods will
take much longer to dilute… and well… we were the First Gods, Lord Zerrex.” He laughed a
little, glancing down and flexing his hand slowly. “We were the First Gods. We were beings
from the Beyond… freely travelling in not-physical bodies. Our souls would not decay over time
as yours would if it was outside of your physical shell for too long… nor do we have to seek new
hosts. Of course, on the other hand, it also meant that I was hideously vulnerable to Unworld
energies, and I suppose my brethren likely were as well. For all I know, they could have been
long dissolved here… I cannot keep tabs across the vast dark plains all the time, after all.”
He sighed a bit, looking down for a moment, then he glanced up and said softly: “I shall
allow you one more question today, Zerrex Narrius, and then tomorrow perhaps I will answer
more. Go ahead, go ahead, don‟t be shy. You house Creation‟s spirit, and I have had much time
to think and ponder answers to every question I feel you might well ask.”
The Drakkaren looked at the Broken for a few moments, nodding slowly… and then he
asked quietly: “The Strange Beasts… I mean, the Guardians. Why would they follow Lord God
instead of Eratosthenes? Why would they believe he‟s a traitor?”
“That‟s two questions, but they both have the same sad answer, so I suppose it is alright.”
Theophilius said kindly, smiling faintly, and then he shook his head slowly and laced his fingers
together quietly. “They are naïve, that is why… we never lied to them, and in a way, that was a
cruelty upon our part, and very foolish, even if we could not have known how the future would
become… so different. We told them the truth… and thus they believe that if someone tells them
something, it must very well be true. They are born to bred and serve those they see as a leader
figure…and learning about the world as I have, knowing the ins and outs of people as I now do,
after years of watching gods and angels and demons and everyone else squabble and bicker, I
can see how they would take advantage of my poor, gullible friends. A simple illusion spell to
pretend they‟re one of them, or perhaps if they even looked enough like one it would be
enough… or perhaps even if they convinced them they were a god from the old days. That too
could work… a well-placed lie would be even more effective than magic when it comes to the
Guardians. Poor Eratosthenes… he should have spent his time teaching the Guardians to be
careful instead of trying to absorb all that knowledge alone.”
Zerrex grimaced and nodded slowly, rubbing at his face… and then he shook his head a
bit before Theophilius held up a finger with a smile. “Now, now, don‟t go pushing too hard,
Zerrex. I have answered my questions, and now perhaps, I shall go for a short stroll and see if
there are any letters or packages for me, or if any old friends are wandering the Unworld today. I
shall return in exactly one day, although the passage of days is uncertain here… so it may be
many hours, it may be a few minutes. Will you wait for me?”
The Drakkaren nodded, saying quietly: “Of course. I still have a few questions for you
and… well… I think you might be the only person who can help right now.”

“Oh no, far from it. In fact, I may only make things worse.” Theophilius said mildly,
nodding a few times, and Zerrex smiled despite himself before the equine bowed graciously to
him. “Now, if you‟ll excuse me, I must leave through the front door.”
And with that, Theophilius strode past Zerrex and walked quickly up the stairs before he
simply vanished from sight, and the reptile somehow wasn‟t surprised when he heard the door
behind him open and then slam shut, the Drakkaren shaking his head slowly and muttering:
“Sometimes I wish I could do that…”
The reptile grumbled a bit under his breath as he headed towards the stairs himself,
wondering awkwardly if he was going to magically end up on the other side of the hall… but
thankfully, abnormal physics seemed to apply only to Theophilius, and the reptile was able to
step onto the second floor without trouble and make his way towards an empty bedroom, letting
himself in and sitting down quietly. He closed his eyes, lowering his head a bit as he let his
hands rest in his lap, completely alone and feeling strange in the silence… after all, it was rare he
was ever totally, really alone, and without anyone to turn to or talk to at that. Worse, he knew
that he had no way to contact anyone to ask for help… so he could be trapped here for years if
Theophilius didn‟t make his way back here or refused to open a rift for him when he wanted to
leave.
The Drakkaren wasn‟t worried about that, however: he trusted the Broken, and not just
because he was a First God but because of how inoffensive he was. Well, perhaps that wasn‟t the
right word, but he was far from hostile or dangerous… and the reptile smiled a bit as he rubbed
slowly at the underside of his muzzle. He did at least get one good, clear answer out of him…
and then Zerrex shook his head slowly, muttering: “But of course, new worries were added to my
mind, too. Still, I need to put those aside for now…”
He sighed a bit, then flopped back on the bunk… and before he knew it, his eyes were
closed, and the lizard had descended down into sleep.
Zerrex grumbled as someone shook him firmly, and then his eyes flickered open before
he frowned a bit at the sight of a blue sky above, sitting slowly up with a grunt… before he
looked back and forth, confused by the sight of grasses and soil around him, trees in the distance
around the enormous field. The reptile reached down carefully, dragging his fingers through this
before he looked up as he felt someone shake his shoulder firmly, and the reptile looked quickly
up to see a smiling, younger and smaller version of himself, gazing at him with boyish,
untarnished features as he said quietly: “Hey, Conscious Walker. How are you holding up?”
“Tired.” Zerrex muttered, and then he stood carefully up, looking curiously down at the
side of himself he referred to as „Good.‟ “Been a while since I saw you around.”
“Yeah, well. Ravenlight and Negative and Cold have been scampering around a lot, so I
figured I‟d stay low for a while… but I just wanted to talk to you about something that you‟ve
overlooked.” Good said kindly, and Zerrex tilted his head curiously before the male smiled a bit
as he gestured behind himself… and black smoke floated up from the ground before it solidified
into immense chess pieces in the shape of those the Drakkaren had been puzzling over, from the
„evil‟ side of the board as the reptile grimaced a bit. “So do you remember how you figured out
how your friends and family interconnected?”
“Yeah, they were mostly important to me or in positions of power.” Zerrex said slowly,
rubbing at the back of his head. “They were whoever Lord God saw as important to me, probably
because he thought I valued them more when they were strong themselves… you know, like I
was trying purposefully to be best friends with… wait…”

Zerrex frowned a bit as Good smiled warmly, and the Drakkaren walked past him
towards the tall black statues, raising a hand and flicking his wrist to the side so that most of the
statues vanished into smoke, leaving Celestial, Mengele, Lucifer, Loki, and Mephistopheles
behind as the Drakkaren muttered: “I was looking at this from my perspective… not from the
perspective of Lord God. Celestial was a Broken, and it‟s well-known that I killed her, and she
created Crow… and since I hated and killed my own father multiple times over, it‟s not a stretch
for him to think that I‟d do the same to her.”
He flicked his wrist, and the statue vanished as the reptile‟s eyes roved to Mengele,
saying slowly: “He mutilated me, and did terrible things to the world… the world, not just Lord
God, still sees him as evil and wicked… but few people saw how he turned against Narrius. How
he saved me and my family… and he‟s a scientist with no respect for authority, who works for
Elysium. Against Heaven.”
The statue disappeared, and Zerrex‟s eyes moved to Loki, saying slowly: “Publically
likes to humiliate me and calls me his opponent. But again… works for Elysium. Treats angels
like garbage… absolutely loathes the Heavenly Council. We were enemies once… we still must
seem like enemies at times. Then again, it seems everyone I showed up with Lord God wasn‟t
thrilled with… especially not Justice.”
The huge chess piece vanished, and Zerrex‟s eyes roved to Lucifer, saying softly:
“Lucifer openly expresses his dislike for the Council and the people who run it these days.
Unlike Lord, he works against it… and unlike Lord, he does limit Elysium as well, and we
always negotiated back and forth, he was never a pushover even if he never took things
personally. He works for Heaven… but against the Heavenly Council. This isn‟t just people who
are my enemies, or even who stand up to me… it‟s people who Lord God is blaming for ruining
Heaven. These… these are people he‟d probably target to kill if they were all still alive.”
The Lucifer statue vanished, leaving the snarling Naganatine chess piece… and Zerrex
said softly: “And you were in the King position, too. You were the one who was responsible for
leading the Betrayers against Naganis… for corrupting the Naganatine. For destroying the first
vision of Heaven. You were placed across from me… Lord God wasn‟t simply putting you as
my enemy for everything you represented… he was drawing parallels between us. He might
even consider me a new Mephistopheles… but why would he use that image? Unless… he was
either a Naganatine… or in some sick way, he‟s trying to worship Naganis…”
Zerrex closed his eyes, remembering the way Lord God had reacted so violently to
Justice, before he gritted his teeth… and then Good quoted quietly from behind him: “„Killing
something a god created to show how much you love him…‟ the words of Naganis, right?
Because people were making sacrifices to him…”
“Oh no… you don‟t think he‟s going to start…” Zerrex turned towards Good, his eyes
widening… and when Good grimaced, the Drakkaren cursed before he said quickly: “Listen,
thanks for the help and all, but I need to
“Wake up.” Zerrex felt the world whirl around him before he realized stupidly he was
sitting up in bed, and he looked down at himself before cursing and leaping off the furnishing,
staggering into the second floor hallway and fumbling at his mala before he cursed and staggered
backwards when Theophilius walked around a corner, the horse looking dumbfounded before
Zerrex said quickly: “I need to head back up to the physical plane, I need to send out a warning
to Heaven. I‟m not sure if I know the actual next targets of the murderer, but it seems like
attacking that facility, humiliating Lord God jeopardized his plans and…”

“Whoa, whoa, calm down now, Zerrex Narrius, remember that time moves much slower
here.” Theophilius said worriedly, holding his hands up, and the Drakkaren gritted his teeth but
then nodded slowly, the horse studying him curiously. “What makes you so sure, has you so
excited? Exactly one day ago you were full of questions… why are you full of answers now?”
“Because… I thought about it.” Zerrex said lamely, but Theophilius only nodded
seriously before reptile closed his eyes, then he explained slowly: “I helped a lot with the
psychology programs for Hell and Elysium, getting people to understand things… which means I
spent a lot of time learning how to… get inside the heads of murderers, monsters, and lunatics.
My problem was that I was thinking two things: one, that this murderer was a psychopath… and
two, that Lord God just wanted to hurt me, assuming he was sane but cruel.
“But now I‟m realizing that‟s not it. Sure, it‟s easy to work out why he‟s targeting me. He
believes I‟ve hurt him, and that I‟m hurting Heaven… but I didn‟t realize how important Heaven
was to him, or why. I was egotistical and thought it was all about me… when it isn‟t. It‟s a
religious fixation… an obsession with Naganis, or with what Naganis represented.” Zerrex
continued slowly, working it out in his mind even as he spoke. “Yeah… and the murderer, he‟s
likely just like Verve and Chakra and that wolf recombinant. He‟s a monster, yes… but he‟s just
like a machine, following orders, attacking what he‟s told to… his obsession with me, with
wanting to hurt me, is only a reflection of Lord God‟s obsession. I mean, even his name! Lord
God… just like Naganis was called in Heaven by the Heavenly Council. And he believes that
he‟s Naganis‟s inheritor… that he has earned his place in Heaven.
“He was getting more confident with his minions, assembling an army, building up his
forces… but not only did I thwart his plan to kill me or at least some of my friends and family, I
injured him. I hurt the bastard and now he‟s going to need to regain his confidence somehow.
He‟s already started by taking revenge on me, and I have this awful feeling it‟s only just
beginning… and that he‟s going to not only lash out at me, he‟s going to try and prove to his
vision of „God‟ how much he worships him. And the classic way to do that is through sacrifice…
most likely, the sacrifice of something he‟s decided is evil and stands in the way of Heaven‟s
progress, or that was loved most by „God.‟”
“Fascinating…” Theophilius murmured, rubbing at the underside of his muzzle slowly,
and then he frowned a bit as Zerrex grimaced and shook his head. “I have only one question for
you then, Lord Zerrex. Why are you still here?”
The Drakkaren looked at him dumbly, and then Theophilius snapped his fingers… and a
moment later, Zerrex was standing in Heaven, staring stupidly back and forth in the middle of a
mostly-empty street at marble buildings, the sun shining cheerfully down from the blue skies
above before the reptile grimaced and vanished from the spot, reappearing a moment later on the
landing in front of the massive, floating castle of Heaven.
Several knights raised their lances as other guards only looked shocked, and then one of
the silver-armored warriors stepped in front of Zerrex as the Drakkaren began to walk forwards,
flipping the grille of his helmet up… and the reptile was relieved to see it was the wolf he was
familiar with, the angel asking with concern: “Has something happened? We weren‟t informed
you were going to visit today, Lord Zerrex.”
“Yeah, I need to talk to Lucifer or Lord immediately… I have…” Then the Drakkaren
looked up in shock as he heard a desperate howl, and the guard turned around with a snarl and a
yell to the troops, the lizard cursing as angels flew by him before he vanished from the spot and
reappeared in the courtyard of the enormous fortress.

Angels were scattering as Paladins ran forwards, and Zerrex stared in shock at the sight
of the cloaked murderer, undoubtedly the one that served directly under Lord God, kneeling over
the bloody corpse of Epoch. The Naganatine was gaping sightlessly at the sky, his body mauled
into pieces and the corpses of several angelic knights nearby, black fire burning slowly over their
forms as Zerrex snarled in fury… then realized that Job was standing nearby, pale and staring
stupidly at the grisly display, his arms dangling limply at his sides and jaw gaping before Zerrex
shouted: “Run!”
Job only looked dumbly up… and then the murderer leapt towards him, hissing furiously
as he lashed his right hand as it burned with black flames towards the Naganatine, and Job barely
staggered out of the way. It still managed to rip through the right arm of his sleeve, however, and
Job howled in pain as a thick, bloody gash was left, falling backwards before a Paladin leapt in
and smashed the murderer across the face with the flat of his huge battle axe, knocking him
backwards.
The cloaked monster laughed insanely even as it staggered away, before it exploded
backwards into streaks of energy that shot wildly back and forth, Zerrex wincing and covering
his face as they launched past him and dodged through the platoon of angelic knights that had
just crossed the bridge, shooting back and forth wildly before the six streaks of energy vanished
from sight. Then Zerrex cursed under his breath as he turned towards the center of the courtyard,
Job breathing hard and clutching at a gash in his arm, a long rip torn down the limb as he leaned
his head forwards and trembled a bit, Paladin on either side of him.
The doors leading into the castle were thrown open a moment later, Lucifer and Lord
emerging as the latter Archangel asked sharply: “What happened here? Job… oh god, is that
Epoch?”
Job gritted his teeth and turned away as a priestess came out of the ground to begin
tending to his wound, but the Naganatine shoved her backwards and cursed as blood splattered
down, the head of the council breathing hard before he shot a glance towards Zerrex, obviously
loathing the presence of the reptile as he muttered: “I… I need to go.”
“Wait, Job, I need to talk to you about the Council.” Zerrex said quietly, holding a hand
up, and the Naganatine glanced over his shoulder with obvious surprise as Lucifer looked up and
Lord frowned deeply, crossing his arms. “Can we speak in private later? Of course, the
Archangels or anyone can join us too, but… we should talk.”
Job hesitated for a few long moments… and then he sighed quietly, looking down and
saying finally: “Very well, Lord Zerrex. Meet me in my office in half an hour, I… I should be
recovered from this by then.” He stopped, then looked over his shoulder at Epoch‟s corpse,
shuddering weakly before he turned ahead and brushed a hand nervously through his mane,
murmuring: “Yes… I… I shall see you then…”
He hurried towards the doors, ignoring Lord when the Archangel shouted to him, and
then the godling groaned before he jogged after the Naganatine, several priestesses and guards
hurrying as well after him… and Lucifer glanced back and forth before his eyes settled on a
silver armored guard splattered with blood and shivering violently, asking quietly: “What
happened?”
The guard only shook his head mutely, but Lucifer‟s eyes stayed on him… and finally,
the silver-armored warrior looked up nervously and said weakly: “It… it just seems so… I
mean… he was there. Epoch and Job were… were arguing… and then… then he was dead. And
then he was dead and in pieces, oh fuck…”

The angel dropped his face into his hands, breathing hard, and Zerrex glanced towards
Lucifer, the Archangel grimacing before he simply grunted and motioned to the Drakkaren with
his head, and the reptile quickly followed him as they headed towards the open doors of the
Castle. They walked to the briefing room in silence, the Trumpeter opening the doors for them as
she kept her head bowed respectfully, before Lucifer turned to Zerrex and asked quietly: “What
have you discovered?”
“I think it‟s someone who‟s become obsessed with Naganis, with… creating a perfect
Heaven. I think our attack on the research facility might have just exacerbated things, too. I think
we‟re in trouble here.” Zerrex said quietly, and Lucifer was silent as the Drakkaren hesitated,
then slowly explained what he‟d talked about to Theophilius, going into detail about the chess
pieces, the dream, the way everything seemed to lock together. At the end of it all, Lucifer
continued to study him, which made the reptile nervous… but they he only nodded slowly,
grimacing and looking down.
“Obsession… we face a dangerous foe.” Lucifer said softly, looking down at his own
Dragokkaren hand slowly, before he rose the wolf hand beside it, studying the differences
between them. “It sounds like I myself am on this murderer‟s list of targets as well then…
meaning we must both tread carefully. The storm around us worsens, but we now know what to
look for… the opponent has overplayed his hand and revealed more to himself to us than you
realize.”
Zerrex tilted his head at this, and Lucifer said quietly: “It has to be someone organized,
and who has developed a knowledge of mortal technology. I‟ve heard from Sephire that you
have a short list of candidates already as well. Melody, Rangi, and St. Luther, correct?”
“It‟s not Melody. She was involved, but she was working as the fence. Lord God bullied
her into working with him, and now she‟s running home with her tail between her legs. I think
we need to check out this St. Luther first, since he sounds like the most possible candidate now.”
Zerrex said quietly, and Lucifer nodded slowly. “I‟m hoping to talk to Job about him… I think
we can put our loathing of each other aside to work towards a common goal.”
Lucifer grimaced a bit, crossing his arms as he shook his head slowly. “Working with the
biggest bureaucrat on the council, who seems to have forgotten the very person that created
him… admittedly, it‟s not an idea I like, but I understand that we do not have the luxury of
picking and choosing our allies. Please bear in mind that he will likely not only try to take full
credit for this idea, and sooner rather than later, I have some concerns he‟ll abandon us to this
cloaked killer if he gets the chance. Job has been known to bear grudges for a long time.”
Zerrex grunted a bit, saying dryly: “Well, thankfully, it was the murderer who just sliced
him open, and I‟m pretty sure he‟s going to be angrier about that and about his whole idea of
Heaven being threatened by someone from his own council than anything I‟ve done to him
recently. I may have beaten on him some but I‟ve at least never taken a sword to him.”
The Drakkaren paused meditatively, and then he hesitated for a moment before asking
quietly: “How are Raze and Sephire doing? I heard Sephire was pretty drained and… I know that
Raze is tough, but he…”
“He loves his mother, yes. Sometimes it almost seems like he sees her as his sole parent.”
Lucifer said softly, and then he glanced down before continuing quietly: “Sephire is adjusting
well, though. With Sir Pettigrew and Sir Francis on guard duty at the facility where she‟s being
repaired, for lack of a better word, she will be kept safe. Raze spends much of his time in the
botany labs and greenhouses there, taking care of the flowers, although I have asked Silven to
keep an eye on him as well.”

Zerrex nodded bit, rubbing at his face slowly, and then Lucifer studied him for a few
moments before he asked: “How is the Armor of Naganis holding up? I am curious.”
The Drakkaren smiled at this, rubbing at his forehead slowly before he said quietly: “It
feels wrong to wear it into battle, so I haven‟t yet… but it responds to my every command, my
every wish, without… me even trying to manipulate it, you know? It feels like part of me, when
I‟m wearing it…” He rose his hands, gesturing uselessly as he tried to think of how to explain it,
and then he said slowly: “And… ever since I put it on, more and more memories have been
coming back, clearer and clearer… it feels… I dunno. Like I‟ve touched Naganis‟s mind… and
things… it‟s… it‟s hard to explain.”
The Archangel only nodded slowly, however, replying gently: “I think I well understand
all the same. Please bear in mind that the armor was made for you, one way or another, though…
and that it was chosen for you. If I believed in such a thing as Destiny, or that there was a
Greater Heaven and a God Above… I would say such things decreed that this should happen and
you were selected by one of these higher agents. After all, despite the fact that Naganis was
killed, his loss tragic for us all… you, many years later, were chosen to inherit his energies. And
the Goddess used his corpse to create a set of terrible and powerful armor she hid and did not
give to Narrius, but decided to give to you herself. Body and soul, once separated, are now
rejoined because of you. For you, I would almost say. To me… it does not seem like
coincidence.
“Do not hesitate to use it to its full extent, Zerrex. I do not believe you can do anything
wrong with it. I do not believe you can or will desecrate it, its name, or its memories, or that of
Naganis.” Lucifer gave a small smile. “Besides. I am curious to see if you will live up to the faith
that has been placed in you.”
Zerrex smiled a little at this, looking awkwardly at the Archangel before he nodded a bit,
and they stood in silence for a few moments that branched into minutes, only studying each other
before Lucifer finally gestured calmly towards the door. “I shall walk you to Job‟s office here. I
have no doubts he is there right now, but I do not wish to waste my time listening to his babble. I
believe you are more than capable of handling him yourself.”
“Thanks. I think.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he opened the door leading out of the
briefing room and bowed to Lucifer, the Archangel nodding as he walked through it. The reptile
followed the huge male through the complex corridors of the massive castle, glancing nervously
at the platoons of guards they passed every so often: now, it seemed like all of Heaven had been
put on high alert: not that Zerrex could exactly blame them, considering what had just happened,
but it was still disturbing nonetheless… and what worried the reptile more was the idea that for
all these alerts and alarms, they were likely focused in the wrong place. The murderer has
slaughtered Epoch and attacked Job in public, completely out of the ordinary for him… and the
reptile‟s concern was that Lord God had lost what little was likely left of his rationality and
would be ordering the murderer to simply kill anyone on the undoubtedly-long list of candidates
he came across in Heaven and Hell, making it almost impossible to predict his movements.
When they arrived, Lucifer gestured at a heavy wooden door flanked by two Paladins,
and then nodded curtly before leaving. Zerrex grimaced a bit at this as one of the huge, goldenarmored warriors opened the door for him, and the Drakkaren walked carefully into a wide study
that was littered with scrolls, notebooks, and all manner of ancient texts, the reptile looking back
and forth as he weaved past several large shelves before Job called irritably: “Who is it?”
“Uh… me?” Zerrex said lamely, holding up a hand as he stepped into an open area past
the bookcases: there were two large racks filled with scrolls at the back, and shelves stuffed with

tomes and papers along the wall… but the largest object in the room here was the massive
wooden desk Job sat at, resting in a plush, red-lined golden chair and grimacing in distaste at the
Drakkaren before he pointed irritably at a small, ugly footstool, and Zerrex made a face, then
walked over and sat on it, feeling like a small child as his knees came up almost to the middle of
his chest with how low it was to the ground. “Can we put our differences aside? I mean, just for
today. Just for even an hour… just long enough for me to ask you a few questions about some
people on your council.”
Job grumbled under his breath, a quill in his hand he dipped every now and then into an
ink well beside him with a practiced swish, writing quickly over the parchment… and Zerrex
leaned carefully to the side before he stared at the speed with which the Naganatine was writing
out Enochian runes, before the Chancellor of the Heavenly Council gritted his teeth and slowly
turned towards Zerrex. “Have you ever heard of something called privacy? If you must stick
your nose into the business of Heavenly Law, maybe you could first read a few books on proper
procedural etiquette.”
“You‟re like Sabnock, but not fun and without any boobs.” Zerrex said flatly, his
patience beginning to wear out, and Job grimaced in disgust before he grabbed at his right arm,
and the Drakkaren frowned a bit as he realized the entire length of it was wrapped in cloth
bandages, the sleeve of his robe ripped near the shoulder and leaving the wrapping exposed.
“Still hurts?”
“Only a little.” Job muttered, flexing his fingers slowly before he shook his head briskly
and sighed, signing his name rapidly in runes at the bottom of the scroll before he tossed the quill
to the side of the desk and blew over the paper, the ink drying quickly as he said disgustedly: “I
do not like the idea of working with you, Zerrex Narrius. I do not enjoy it at all. I prefer to work
through civilized channels, and with civilized people. With laws, like these.”
“So you… what?” Zerrex leaned to the side again, looking down at scroll curiously and
reading through the runes before he said grumpily: “Oh, right. A law to ban the sale and use of
shadowing cloaks in Heaven, that‟s going to be real effective, especially since he already has at
least one or two of them in his wardrobe. I‟m sure your law will just stop him right in his tracks.”
“You said you wanted to know something?” Job asked disgustedly, as he swept the scroll
up and rolled it quickly shut, fumbling for a container amidst the books and papers scattered over
his desk. “Inconsiderate and brutal… I suppose what you‟re interested in is mocking me. Or
trying to bully me into helping Hell.”
“For once, no. I need information on people I think might be connected to the murderer…
might even be this „Lord God‟ who‟s apparently his boss.” Zerrex said quietly, and Job looked
up, obviously surprised at his directness and honesty, and the Drakkaren gave a half-forced
smile. “Look. You and I have a common enemy, and a common goal right now. And obviously,
this Lord God isn‟t such a big fan of you if he had his cloaked killer attack you and kill Epoch in
public like that. I think he might even target the other Naganatine… and while I know you don‟t
give a rat‟s ass about the ones in Hell, and probably aren‟t too fond of Silven, Warden and
yourself are also prime candidates for assassination. And so far, almost everyone who this
murderer has attacked has ended up dead… so unless you want to fight this thing by yourself and
probably end up dead as well, I could really use some information and some help. If we work
apart, we‟re probably screwed. But if we work together, then… we might actually be able to put
a halt to this.”
Job looked down consideringly… and then he finally sighed a bit, looking slowly up and
muttering: “I can‟t believe I‟m saying this… but fine, Zerrex. I suppose even Lord God… my

Lord God, not… damn these times.” Job lowered his face against one hand, clenching his eyes
shut. “Heaven in turmoil, Hell a separate and united nation, trapped in the physical world… and
now, now a fool mocks the image of the God who created us all and who was already betrayed
once… yes, I cannot stand to allow that to happen again, Zerrex, even if it means putting aside
our differences for now and working together on this.”
He shuddered a little, and the Drakkaren snorted in both amusement and irritation. “Well,
if it‟s any consolation, I don‟t think there‟s any danger of us actually becoming friends. Now
listen, I have two names on the Heavenly Council… Rangi, and St. Luther. I need information
about them, because their names and Melody‟s came up a lot. I know Lord God isn‟t Melody… I
sent her packing already, and found out she was acting as a go-between for Lord God between
him and the crafters.”
Job frowned a bit… and then he looked down and rubbed at the underside of his muzzle
thoughtfully, saying slowly. “Rangi, that was not a name I expected to hear… his only obsession
is with his dead wife. He‟s been missing from Council for some time now as well… but St.
Luther, on the other hand, came to me several months back now. He was acting… very strange. I
will not deny he has his sins, but he was very good to have on the Council, and very intelligent
and we agreed on many things… I think he trusted me in a very deep way, for a reason I was
never able to really understand or discern. It was not as if he was attempting to buy me or flatter
me… he acted more as if we were similar souls.”
Zerrex grimaced a bit at the slow, lengthy way Job talked, but he waited patiently as the
Naganatine looked up, gathering his thoughts and feeling like this was actually going to pay off
as the male said slowly: “Yes. Several months back, however, he came to me and asked me…
many questions. He spoke to me about Melody at some length, wanting to know more about her
informally… and then he made a very odd request. He wanted to buy this from me.”
Job turned and fumbled through his pile of texts, and then he produced a black, dragonscale bound book. Zerrex began to reach for it, and the Naganatine winced, yanking it quickly
away and almost cradling it… and then he sighed a little, holding the book grumpily out. The
Drakkaren took it, and Job muttered: “God wrote that. It‟s filled with his thoughts and
musings… I had a second book like it once, but it went missing. There are only twenty or so in
existence… and every book is different, and was given to a different person. Odin, Thanatos, and
others all received copies… friends of Lord God. The true Lord God…”
Job looked down quietly for a few moments, and Zerrex nodded slowly before he held
the book back, and the Naganatine looked relieved as he took it and carefully put it back on his
desk. “I know that I may seem sometimes like my interests are not where they should be… but I
truly am interested in seeing Heaven prosper, and God‟s visions brought forth. I am interested in
peace and prosperity… but I understand that sometimes my biases may get the better of me. I am
not God, after all… and I think sometimes that it was not truly your father, Narrius, that killed
him, it was mortals, who sapped his strength with their constant begging and pleading, and who
distracted him from the real evils, who… threw so many of his gifts back in his face.” Job halted,
then he looked at Zerrex, studying him slowly. “I think I often begrudge you so greatly because
you are Narrius‟s son. I know it‟s not fair.”
Zerrex glanced up with surprise at the admission, but then Job simply shook his head and
said dryly: “In any event. I refused to part with the book and he grew very angry. Then he
became desperate, saying that he was collecting artifacts. He was… speaking of visions and
metaphors, and premonitions of the future.” Job shook his head distastefully. “As you are likely
well aware, however, St. Luther is in charge of the Purification vats and dealing with… certain

problematic people. What you may not be aware of, however, is that some angels like to sample
the Purification every now and then, because it creates numbness and a feeling of strength,
particularly when mixed with certain amounts of corruption. I became aware that St. Luther was
importing concentrated barrels of corruption from Hell more than a decade ago, although he
claimed it was for „research purposes…‟ but it seems that over the years, he may have done some
sampling himself. He may have even become addicted to it…”
“And it drove him insane. Insane enough to give an angel religious visions.” Zerrex
muttered, grabbing at his head and grimacing in disgust. “I don‟t know if this just got better or
worse. Looks like I should go have a little talk with Luther…”
“I am glad to give you information, Zerrex, but I will not approve of you assaulting
members of the Heavenly Council… if our assumptions are incorrect, it could do grievous
damage to our reputations and the standing of the Council as a whole in Heaven.” Job said
firmly, and when the lizard shot him a sour look, the Naganatine snorted in distaste. “I am not
going to simply sit idly back, either, however, do not worry about that. I shall address the issue in
Council in the next ten hours.”
“What if he doesn‟t show up?” Zerrex asked flatly, and Job grumbled a bit to himself
before the reptile added mildly: “Furthermore, if it is him and you call him on it in front of a
whole bunch of people, he could go completely loony-tunes and you could end up with a whole
lot of dead council members on your hands, yourself included in the body count. Are you willing
to risk that happening?”
“I am, yes… but what do you propose then, to avoid the unnecessary deaths either of our
actions would cause?” Job asked dryly, and Zerrex looked down thoughtfully before the
Naganatine suggested slowly: “It is within my rights to summon him to a private meeting at the
Senate Building… I could do it within the hour, and if he failed to appear or even respond, then
it would become clear he is obviously trying to hide something.”
“I like this. But I‟m going to come with you.” Zerrex said mildly, and the Naganatine
looked distasteful at this before the Drakkaren tilted his head forwards, crossing his arms. “Look,
it‟s for your own damn good. If I‟m with you and he shows up, he‟ll spill the beans about what‟s
going on a lot faster. Furthermore, if he tries to attack us, his attention will probably focus on me.
Apart from the God thing, he seems fixated on punishing me.”
“I can understand that urge well enough. Very well then.” the Naganatine muttered and
nodded after a moment, looking distastefully over at the Drakkaren, and Zerrex smiled slightly as
he punched his right fist into his hand before Job sighed as he stood up, shaking his head slowly.
“I suppose next you‟ll want to inform the Archangels so Lucifer can interfere some more.”
“Oh stop it, Lucifer is good for Heaven and you know it.” Zerrex muttered, and the
Naganatine grumbled before he gestured irritably at the male to follow as he stormed through the
shelves of books. The lizard smiled slightly at this, then he slipped his hands into his pockets as
he trailed behind the Naganatine, making a bit of a face at the way a team of Paladins fell into
step around them as they made their way through the halls of the huge castle. “We should
probably lose the attack team at some point. Just a suggestion.”
“They are not an attack team and we can „lose‟ them after we reach the Senate Building. I
do not wish to travel around undefended, particularly while I have a trouble-magnet like you at
my heels.” Job grumbled under his breath, and Zerrex rolled his eyes at this as they headed down
a wide, curving flight of steps, the Naganatine adding irritably: “If I had the resources, I would
prefer Holy Dervishes to be guarding us. Yet we seem to have a shortage of them in Heaven at

this point in time… although I do not recall where they could have been ordered to go or on
who‟s authority.”
“Yeah, apparently Lord God has a few of them up his sleeve, too. Personally, that bothers
me almost as much as the fact he has Strange Beasts working for him… if Luther is this Lord
God, he must be a calculating bastard.” Zerrex muttered, and Job shook his head a bit, looking
distasteful at this thought as well. “So how does that even work, anyway? What are they, holy
mercenaries?”
“I dislike the analogy but it is sadly accurate, despite what you infer through it.” Job said
irritably, and the Drakkaren looked up curiously at this statement, the Naganatine shrugging
slowly. “Heavenly Dervishes can only be summoned and controlled by those of high rank and
great power in Heaven, although some people have been known to illegally create them as well
through purification pools and what is essentially psychic torture, instead of emotional hardening
as true Dervishes go through, to make them loyal and incorruptible. There‟s a difference.”
Big difference, I’m sure. Semantic line, is more like it. Zerrex thought moodily, but he
only nodded, and Job looked back at him before he faced forwards again, obviously enjoying the
sound of his own voice as he continued: “As there are so few Dervishes available in Heaven,
they serve on the basis of contractual obligation to whoever purchases the „rights‟ to their
„ownership‟ for a period of time. They can be recalled under Heavenly Law to aid in any and all
war efforts as required, but otherwise serve as elite guards and escorts to those who can afford
them for such-and-such a period, as was determined at the point-of-purchase. Only certain
people can „rent‟ their time but it still serves as an excellent way for Heaven to make extra
money on otherwise unused military force.”
Zerrex grunted at this, and Job looked irritably over his shoulder before the Drakkaren
asked slowly: “But wait. So they‟re totally loyal to the buyer, right? What if he orders them to
attack so-and-so?”
“The Dervish will report the violation to one of their superiors, one of Heaven‟s High
Generals, who they serve without question. It is the Generals who manage the funds gained
through renting out the Dervish forces and it is the Generals who give the key order „you will
serve so-and-so for a period of this long‟ to the Dervishes in the first place.” the Naganatine
replied calmly. “It‟s an efficient system of business. The Dervishes, furthermore, are taught only
to serve certain orders, to disregard others, and to report serious code violations. They often act
to police the very people who hire them, meaning they are doubly-efficient considering their
intended purpose.”
The thought of this made the reptile feel a little sick to his stomach, but he kept this to
himself as they headed down another corridor, the Drakkaren finally recognizing that they were
heading back towards the courtyard as they walked quickly down another flight of steps, and the
reptile grimaced as his right leg gave a pang, rubbing at it absently. He figured he‟d gotten off
lucky, however, considering how often it had used to hurt, and how much of a beating he was
getting lately… both literally and metaphorically, as he sighed a bit and then glowered at Job
when the Naganatine shot him yet another grouchy look. “You know, you could cheer up. We‟re
actually well on our way to solving a mystery that‟s been looming over both our heads and
threatening to end both our lives, not to mention the lives of countless others.”
Job only looked ahead with a mutter as they strode down the hall, Paladins pushing open
the double doors for him so they didn‟t even have to slow down, and the reptile grimaced a bit as
they walked into the courtyard, where angels were flitting nervously around as they looked at the
dried bloodstain where Epoch‟s corpse had been, and guards and knights patrolled incessantly,

several even flying slowly through the skies above with crossbows at the ready. Zerrex glanced
up at this, and then almost plowed into the back of a Paladin, skidding to a halt before he jumped
to the side… and realized that Job had halted beside the bloodstain, looking quietly down at the
bloodstained puddle before he shook his head slowly and said softly: “I wish it hadn‟t ended like
this. Perhaps that is only memory speaking, but… even if Epoch and I were arguing those last
few minutes, he was still my brother. As I suppose… Sin, even Anathema, are still my sisters.”
He looked away at this with a grimace, rubbing at his face with distaste, and Zerrex
leaned forwards a bit, saying quietly: “I don‟t… like to butt into this kind of stuff, but you do
know it ain‟t too late to actually… talk things out with them, right? That they still look at you as
a brother, and Warden too… you were the Naganatine, and you… still are. You‟ll always be
those twenty kids of Naganis.”
The air reverberated quietly around them, and Job closed his eyes tightly before he shook
his head and muttered: “It is too late. Come, we‟re wasting time.”
Job stalked ahead, the Paladins falling into formation around him, and Zerrex shrugged a
bit before he slipped his hands into his pockets, following quietly behind the Naganatine as Job
walked with his head lowered and his arms held stiffly at his sides. He tried to think of
something to say to break the tension as they walked quietly and quickly across the bridge
towards the platform, and the angelic knights on duty snapped to attention as Job approached,
although the reptile could sense their surprise as Zerrex followed leisurely up the steps behind
the male, the Chancellor snapping over his shoulder as he held a hand up: “Come on now, we
don‟t have all day to dillydally!”
“Keep your… robes on.” Zerrex retorted lamely, as a white portal flashed open in front of
Job, and the Naganatine sighed in distaste before he stomped through this, and the Drakkaren
grumbled, following quickly afterwards and stepping out in front of the Senate Building. He
grimaced at the sight of it, and Job hesitated for a moment as Paladins filtered out of the portal
behind them and formed an honor guard around the two, before the Drakkaren said quietly: “You
should lower security around here a little bit. If he is Lord God… I highly doubt he‟s going to
risk showing up if there‟s about ten platoons of angels crawling all over the place.”
“This is the standard amount of security for the Council during times of high alert, a lack
of guards would be far more suspicious.” Job argued as they walked towards the steps leading up
into the domed amphitheater, and when Zerrex grumbled, the Naganatine sighed and grabbed at
his forehead in frustration before he glanced to the side and muttered to a Paladin: “You and the
rest of my honor guard may stand down. I do not require a security presence inside the Senate.”
The Paladin nodded slowly and silently, stepping backwards and saluting as the other
soldiers did the same, and the Drakkaren admittedly felt a little more than creeped out as he
followed Job up the stairs, past two angelic knights that glared at him moodily, and into the huge
amphitheatre itself. The reptile couldn‟t help but glance over the seats, shivering a bit at how
strange it seemed empty… and Job, meanwhile, walked towards the front of the circular area,
muttering to himself before he flicked his wrist with a wince, and a wide stone altar-like table
rose slowly upwards from the ground.
He walked around to the other side of this, brushing the surface off absently before
yanking the top of it upwards, reminding Zerrex of a coffin and making him shudder a bit… but
when Job shoved it forwards with a grunt, the „lid‟ half-fell and snapped into place, forming a
wide lip and doubling the table space. The Naganatine rubbed his hands over the marble stone
surface, and then he sighed a bit as he picked quietly an engraving in Enochian runes before
shaking his head slowly and muttering: “I‟ll call him now. He should arrive shortly.”

Job closed his eyes as he crossed his arms over the table‟s surface, leaning his head
forwards as if to pray… and the reptile felt distinctly unsettled by this before he asked hesitantly,
when one of Job‟s eyes opened and he looked at him grouchily: “Should I… hide or something?”
“I do not see why. If he turns and runs from the sight of you, it only proves his guilt.” Job
replied mildly, and then he grumbled a bit as he straightened and leaned over the wide, square
table, muttering distastefully: “Why did you, of all people, have to show up…”
“You can just eat me. Besides, I‟ve got people waiting back in Acheron.” Zerrex
muttered, and Job snorted in distaste before the reptile rolled his eyes and said moodily: “You
know, maybe I should leave. Maybe I should go and just let Luther skin you alive.”
Job winced at this thought, leaning back and raising his hands… and then energy sparked
between the pillars, and Zerrex snarled as a klaxon blared before terrible fields of purple and
dark blue sparked to life between the pillars surrounding the Senate Building as soldiers looked
up in shock, one of them stupidly trying to jump inside at the last moment before the energy field
sparked to life just as he began to pass between the pillars, and he screamed in agony as he was
sliced in half in a spray of gore and electricity before bursting into dark flames that rapidly ate
away the corpse and even his armor, leaving only ashes behind. Zerrex winced backwards at this,
then he looked up in shock as a Gateway ripped open in front of them, and four terrible
quadrupeds ripped through the rift, their naked musculature bulging and flexing along their thick
limbs as twin, whip-like tails snapped. One of them had three tails, and three of the monsters
possessed four eyes in their wolf-like face as they hissed and roared, forming a ready line and
clawing eagerly against the ground: Phase Hounds, which Zerrex admittedly had not been
expecting.
They were followed by a fifth figure in a heavy cloak, which stood tall and silent, its
sleeves hanging loosely at its sides as the Gateway closed behind it… and then it simply tilted its
head slowly, and Zerrex cursed under his breath as Job yelled in terror: “Oh no, it‟s back!”
“No, it‟s a different one, the size and shape of it…” And it’s not giggling insanely or
already trying to kill us… “What the hell are you, what do you want?”
“Orders: terminate Zerrex Narrius and all who oppose Lord God. Proceeding to engage…
initiate combat, first stage. Attack.” a lifeless female voice spoke beneath the hood, and Zerrex
cursed before the Strange Beasts howled in broken synchronization before they all charged
eagerly towards him, and the reptile winced as one of them blinked out of existence before
reappearing in mid-lunge at his face.
The reptile leapt backwards, cursing as his lower back struck the lip of the desk, and then
he swung a foot out when one of the monsters lunged at his leg, smashing it across the skull with
one of its feet and making it yelp as it was sent plowing into another of the dog-like monsters, as
another leapt up onto the desk to pounce towards his face. The reptile dove out of the way of
this, however, hitting the ground in a dive and rolling before he spun sharply around…but the
three Strange Beasts only clawed against the desk and floor towards him, completely ignoring
Job as the Naganatine hid behind the table with his hands over his head, and the Drakkaren
cursed under his breath before- oh hell, where’s the fourth?
Jaws locked onto his tail and yanked him backwards, and the reptile cursed in pain as he
staggered before two of the charging beasts blinked of existence and reappeared on either side of
him, leaping towards his sides… and the Drakkaren snarled as he leapt backwards, hooking a
foot blindly upwards and rewarded with a yelp of pain as his heel collided with something, both
his hands lashing out and seizing the Strange Beasts by the scruffs of their neck as they writhed
in midair as the last lunged at his face… and the Drakkaren clapped the Phase Hound in either

hand hard against the sides of the third lunging beast, making them all squeal and claw at each
other as pinkish lightning sparked violently over their bodies before Zerrex released them and
held his hands up with a snarl of concentration.
A sphere of energy appeared around the three huge canines, forcing them to curl and
crush awkwardly against each other before the reptile vaulted over this as he heard a snarl behind
him, and the last Phase Hound just missed nipping his feet, instead smashing face-first into the
sphere and bouncing off with a yelp before Zerrex slammed his hands against the blue energy,
and it rippled violently before becoming a solid silver orb, pinkish electricity sparking along this
as the Phase Hounds inside screamed and clawed and bucked at each other before the reptile
slapped his palm against the surface of it, and dimples appeared throughout the metal as spikes
ripped through the interior, the reptile wincing at the sick sounds of flesh being torn and the
screams of agony from the Strange Beasts.
Then, as the electricity began to build to a feverish pitch, the reptile stepped forwards and
booted the metallic sphere hard, the stunned Phase Hound still outside it looking stupidly up for
a moment before the boulder of metal collided with it, crushing it under the power it was
launched with before it simply exploded in a blast of neon electricity, Zerrex staggering
backwards with a curse of pain as steel shrapnel ripped by him and pinkish lightning sparked at
his body, but the Phase Hounds were annihilated entirely, the field of energy surrounding the
Senate Building rippling violently as the alien electricity surged through it.
Zerrex breathed hard, staggering backwards and grasping at his stomach… and then he
turned with a snarl towards the cloaked figure, but it was still only docilely standing as the last of
the energies rippled and twisted through the air, burnt and broken metal clattering to the ground.
The Drakkaren grimaced for a moment… and then he gritted his teeth and set himself as the
cloaked figure said tonelessly: “Initial attack phase has failed: commencing second stage of
attack.”
The figure shrugged slowly, and the cloak fluttered down off it, hood and all… and
Zerrex‟s eyes widened in horror at the sight of the creature beneath. Hooves at the ends of long,
powerful unguligrade legs glinted savagely in the light, and strong muscles flexed in its lower
limbs: it was naked and genderless, as the others had been, but its torso was feminine in shape,
with small protrusions covered in surgical scars that might have once been breasts. It had a long,
enormous tail that cured behind it, ending in a deadly, savage hook of metal, and it had shoulders
but no arms, not even nubs to show that it had ever possessed upper limbs in the first place.
Immense, ivory wings unfurled behind it, gleaming and metallic, and these flapped once
as it lowered its head: its eyes were made of stone, and it was undoubtedly blind, with surgical
scars covering features that were vaguely Naganatine and a single enormous horn twisting up out
of one side of its skull, the other thin and effeminate. Thick cables stood out of the back of its
head and along its neck, and its body seemed to pulse faintly as it murmured emotionlessly:
“Battle analysis has yielded thirteen possible strategies to engage the opponent. Proceeding to
aerial assault mode.”
Electricity shocked over its wings as there was a rumble of machinery gearing up, and
then it slowly lifted into the air as a booster system attached to the creature‟s back activated, two
sets of powerful cold thrusters lifting it slowly into the air as its wings flapped slowly as Zerrex
cursed, then flexed his right arm as the scales peeled away and it became metallic, elegant plates
gleaming before the three foot blade shot out of his wrist as the reptile shouted: “Job, I could use
a little help here!”

“This is impossible! No one but the Archangels and myself can lock down the Senate
Building or bypass the alert systems, this is impossible!” Job yelled miserably, and Zerrex rolled
his eyes before he winced as he felt static building, his instincts screaming at him before the
Drakkaren lunged out of the way, and lightning sparked violently in the area where the reptile
had been standing only a moment before, a pillar of electricity arcing and writhing back and
forth as the lizard cursed in shock.
The floating figure traced him with its dull stone eyes, following his movements
somehow, and Zerrex snarled before he ran forwards… then skidded to a halt with a curse as a
spherical network of red lasers flashed into existence around the hovering being: it was more
than large enough to give complete defense to the hovering, ten foot tall female and allow her
wide, thick wings to still flap occasionally, as she said tonelessly: “Defense procedures engaged.
Physical attacks nullified. Reengaging opponent…”
Zerrex snarled as he felt static building in the air… and this time he thrusted his metallic
arm straight upwards, and several powerful blasts of electricity that issued forth from thin air
were drawn to it like it was a lightning rod, the reptile cursing in pain as he clenched his eyes
shut before he snapped his other hand upwards, forcing the blasts of lightning to travel in a
circuit through his body and flinging a blade of electrical force towards the floating opponent,
and the crescent of lightning passed through the laser field and slammed into the creature‟s chest,
knocking the female backwards with a mechanical howl of pain as the network of lasers
immediately flickered out of existence before it fell from midair and crashed down to the ground,
landing on its knees with its wings sizzling violently, stunned.
Zerrex immediately charged forwards and punted the creature hard under the muzzle, its
head snapping backwards as it gave a grunt before he slammed a thrust kick into the underside of
its jaws, knocking it flying onto its back before he dove forwards and stabbed his blade fiercely
down through its stomach as he scrambled overtop it to drop his weight in a straddle over its
waist, the female howling in pain that sounded strange and synthetic before the reptile tore the
sword back and stabbed viciously down into its chest again, between the scarred lumps that had
once been breasts, and then the female‟s head lashed up and a blast of psychic force smashed
into the Drakkaren, sending him flying backwards to crash onto his back and skid several more
feet along the floor with a curse, half-rolling and scrambling quickly up to a standing position
with a grimace as he grabbed at his head and the female stood slowly up.
Light-colored, watery blood spilled down her front, mixed with a clear, foul-smelling
fluid… and then the female lowered her head forwards slightly as she said calmly: “Organic
damage minimal. Repair procedures have commenced. System performance is still within
optimal parameters. Recalibrating attack strategy… switching to melee engagement to acquire
further combat detail.”
The female lowered itself slightly forwards, its wings flapping once before they folded
themselves rapidly down into her back, and her hooves ground against the ground as her strong
muscles flexed and electricity sparked over her frame… and then she broke into a sudden sprint,
and the reptile had only enough time to stare dumbly before she leapt up and slammed a hoof
into his chest, sending the reptile flying backwards to crash into a pillar with enough force to
send cracks along the length of it, his back arching with a howl of pain before she was there in
front of him again, her hoof slamming into his throat and making his eyes bulge before it
slammed back and forth across his face, blood and teeth bursting from his muzzle as he was sent
staggering sideways, and then a knee smashed into his chest.

He bent forwards, gagging, and the female revolved her leg around him, raising it so it
was bent at a ninety degree angle… and then, just as the Drakkaren began to recover, she
slammed it down in a savage dropping axe heel that smashed directly into his spine, the attack
bridging into a fierce stomp that made Zerrex scream in agony as he felt his lower vertebrae
snapping like twigs as her hoof twisted slowly back and forth, the female droning soullessly:
“Severe damage has been done to opponent. Preparing termination sequence.”
She stepped backwards, then leaned back slightly as she twisted her body sideways,
raising her hoof… and Zerrex snarled before he shoved himself into a sideways roll just as she
kick-stomped viciously downwards, her hoof sinking through the marble floor like it was water
and lodging more than a foot deep into the stony ground, cracks ripping through the floor around
them. Then the lizard drew his metallic arm back with a hiss of pain as his hand transformed into
a wide, deadly axe blade, before he forced himself to roll back towards her as he lashed out with
a wild yell despite the agony tearing through his system.
The female screamed in pain as the dead axe chopped savagely through her shin, spilling
backwards and stomping down on the stump before she collapsed onto her back, her other hoof
jittering as blood spurted from her severed shin, jittering violently on the ground as the
Drakkaren shoved himself backwards, his arm returning to normal as he rolled onto his back and
wheezed in agony… and then he grunted as his gauntlet hand scraped against the ground, feeling
the bones in his back snapping and locking into place and healing, slowly staggering up to his
feet as the female began to sit up… and Zerrex stepped forwards with a snarl and booted her hard
in the chest, punting her across the room to crash into a flight of steps leading up into the seats of
the amphitheater, the female bouncing off these and crashing onto her knees as she breathed
hard.
Then, slowly, she placed her stump against the ground and uneasily shoved herself up to
her remaining hoof as her wings spread and flapped, the cold thrusters on her back hissing into
life and steadying her, lifting her roughly a foot off the ground as she said emotionlessly, static
crackling through her voice: “Warning. Mobility has been impeded. Switching to Aerial mode.
Warning. Systems compromised. Organic shell compromised. Defensive procedures
initializing…”
The network of red lasers appeared around the female again… but this time, a sparking,
semi-translucent shell began to glow around her body as well, the recombinant hovering in the
air as Zerrex breathed hard but didn‟t bother to attack quite yet, snarling and listening closely to
the female‟s words: furthermore, the short breaks were letting his damaged body heal some as he
culled energy from the atmosphere around him, flexing his feet against the ground as he felt his
major wounds fading slowly. “Analyzing combat data. Reevaluating strategy… complete.
Verifying data… done. Initializing system override…”
Zerrex frowned at this, readying himself… and the female slowly drew her legs up in
front of herself as she bowed her head, electricity sparking violently over her body before she
straightened, her long tail curling back and forth around herself before the network of lasers
around her glowing body began to flicker weakly in and out. “Warning: power overrides now in
place. Defensive protocols may become unstable due to redistribution of energy to enhance
offensive parameters. Preparing to engage…”
Then one of the female‟s stone eyes exploded, blood and clear fluid dripping out of the
socket as terrible, ghastly white light shone out of it, and Zerrex winced backwards before the
female leaned forwards and roared, and the Drakkaren cursed as he rapidly stepped away from
the creature in shock as massive arcs and bolts of lightning blasted down around him, hammering

into the ground and sending up chunks of stone as the lizard leapt back and forth, zigzagging out
of the way as best he could.
Then his eyes widened as the female‟s jaws gaped open, electricity sparking over her
muzzle as white and blue motes of energy were inhaled into her jaws before her head snapped
forwards, a beam of deadly light erupting from her maw and tracing like a laser towards the
Drakkaren, Zerrex gaping in horror at this as it rapidly tore a trench through the ground towards
him before he leapt out of the way and then dove forwards, the laser snapping over him before
the lizard created a sphere of energy in his hand and leapt to his feet, throwing it hard in response
as the beam ended.
The sphere passed through the laser grid, but then bounced uselessly off the glowing
body of the female, only making her flinch backwards slightly as if he had thrown a rock at her.
The orb of blue energy exploded uselessly in the air, and Zerrex cursed before he dodged
backwards as lightning blasted wildly down around her again, arcing back and forth over the
marble stone as the lizard cursed under his breath before a streak of lightning shot straight down
into him, knocking him flying backwards and charring his scales with a howl of pain as he
skidded over the ground.
Then the female dropped like a stone, slamming her single hoof hard into the floor, and a
shockwave rippled through the marble, battering Zerrex backwards into a kneel before spikes of
rock and metal jutted violently up over the floor in every direction, the lizard‟s eyes widening
before he leapt upwards and created a platform of energy beneath his feet just as several deadly
blades of earth ripped out of the ground where he had been a moment before. He snarled, then
his eyes widened in horror as the laser network died out around the female, but electricity and
almost-visible wind swirled around her, gathering closer to her glowing body before she roared,
and it erupted from her in a powerful shockwave that tore the rock and metal blades upwards
from the ground, sending chunks of stone and steel flying in all directions as Zerrex threw his
hands up and created a sapphire wall of energy in front of himself.
Massive chunks of debris smashed against the curved wall with hurricane force, sending
cracks through it before a particularly-large cone of rock finally shattered through the barrier of
energy, smashing into the Drakkaren and sending him crashing to the scarred floor below as
stone and metal flew past him, smashing against pillars, hitting against the ceilings and turning
into a rain of gravel, striking the walls of energy… and then the female‟s jaws gaped open wide
as energy once more was inhaled into her maw before she unleashed another beam of energy that
ripped over the ground towards the reptile, Zerrex looking up too little, too late, before the beam
tore into his shoulder and sent him smashing backwards with a howl of agony, rolling several
times to crash into a damaged pillar.
He cursed, smoke boiling up from his body as the female leapt forwards, her wings
flapping several times as the network of lasers burned around her, body glowing, before she
crashed down onto her hoof only a few feet away, the lasers hissing as they burnt into the ground
before the crisscrossing defensive field flickered out of existence and her body simply ceased to
glow, and the female stared at him blankly with her stone eye and the glowing white light that
shone out of her other socket, wobbling back and forth on one leg before she fell to her knees.
Zerrex stared in shock, his own body smoldering and agonized, blood dripping from the
thick, deep-burned wound in his shoulder… and then the light in the female‟s empty socket
flickered slowly out before she simply fell forwards on her face, the cold thrusters on her back
stuttering out of existence as blood splattered out of the broken socket, and the Drakkaren stared
stupidly at her body as steam slowly hissed up from her damaged form.

He reached hesitantly forwards, touching her warm corpse… and then he drew his hands
back in shock with a curse: she was almost boiling-hot to the touch, and as he stared at her,
smoke floated quietly up from her empty, lifeless socket before he realized weakly what had
happened. She was like a computer that had gone haywire… and overriding her own protocols
and procedures had caused her to literally crash and burn.
Job hesitantly peered up as Zerrex continued to sit stupidly back against the broken
pillar… and strangely, he didn‟t feel lucky, as he breathed hard and looked silently down at the
female‟s corpse. She had almost beaten him… likely could have killed him… if she hadn‟t burnt
out at the last second. He had survived not on wits, not on strength, but on a stupid stroke of
luck… and the reptile closed his eyes and lowered his head forwards before he grunted and
quietly began to pick himself up… then looked up as Job approached, staring down at the
creature on the ground before he snarled and booted it hard in the side, shouting: “Filthy
monster!”
“Enough.” Zerrex said coldly, and Job flinched at his tone before the reptile dropped to a
kneel beside the female, carefully rolling her cooling corpse over and examining it slowly. He
couldn‟t feel any energy whatsoever emanating from her body… and he grimaced a bit before he
carefully picked the corpse up, her legs hanging limply and blood and clear fluid still dripping
from the stump as the reptile looked across at Job quietly: “I‟m going to take her for examination
on the mortal world. I think it‟s pretty clear now who our enemy is… do you know where Luther
is?”
“You can‟t, she… I…” Job quailed slowly under Zerrex‟s snarl, and then he looked
anxiously back and forth as he realized that he was still trapped inside the Senate Building,
alone, with a large, bloody, and very-angry Drakkaren who not only felt cheated of his prize…
but felt somehow like he‟d cheated in the battle. Like he didn‟t deserve victory against this
creature… this mechanical weapon that was less a monster than the others had been, for all her
strange and synthetic qualities. “I… I‟ll have a m-messenger sent to Elysium as soon as possible
to… to tell you where he is, h-h-how about that? I‟m sure he mustn‟t be in Heaven, after all… if
he‟s not in Heaven, he can be your problem, I… I don‟t want to be involved this anymore!”
“You don‟t have a choice, Job, we‟re all involved because we‟re all targets.” Zerrex said
quietly, and then he shook his head slowly before intoning dryly: “Thanks for the help, though.
Good luck in getting out of here.”
And with that, the Drakkaren closed his eyes and concentrated before he vanished from
the spot with the corpse, reappearing a moment later in Hez‟Ranna, outside the Sunshine Labs
building… and immediately, the Dragokkaren guards on either side of the door ran up to him,
dropping their weapons as one grasped his shoulder and the other examined his wounds and the
dead body, asking sharply: “Are you alright, Lord Zerrex?”
“As well as ever. I need this body examined, it‟s another recombinant… I‟m going to go
ahead and take it to the labs. Send out a message to Huck if he‟s still at the Centrifuge… is
Mengele working today at the labs?”
“Yes sir!” one of the Dragokkaren saluted, and the Drakkaren nodded before the guards
looked at each other, and then the Dragokkaren that had spoken quickly added: “I‟ll escort you
there immediately.”
The reptile smiled a little, appreciating the sentiment: it would speed things up, at least,
and fewer people would run up to him asking why he was covered in blood and holding a corpse.
He allowed the Dragokkaren to take the lead, following behind it as he looked down
meditatively, half-cradling the broken body of the weapon against him… and as he studied her

silently, he thought the expression upon her features wasn‟t entirely without emotion… he
thought he saw the vestiges of utter terror written over this weapon‟s face.
They made their way through the facility to a genetics laboratory where White was
lounging and watching Mengele tinker… and the moment the dire wolf – clothed only in a
ripped pair of jeans and a tattered lab coat – saw the corpse the reptile was holding, he cackled
with glee and turned towards a lab table, sweeping his arms across it and knocking beakers and
bottles and expensive science equipment flying and shattering on the ground, the hiss of acid and
a fetid stink rising up as chemicals bubbled and mixed into toxic puddles on the cement, the dire
wolf exclaiming: “Put it down, put it down!”
“Treat her nicely, Mengele, I have… respect for this one.” Zerrex said quietly, and
Mengele glowered at him as the Dragokkaren guard lingered anxiously by the doorway before
the Drakkaren glanced to him and rose a hand, and the guard smiled a bit before he left, returning
to his post. Then Zerrex‟s eyes roved back to the scientist, and the shaggy-furred lupine sighed in
exasperation before he finally grumbled what sounded like half-curse, half-promise, and the
lizard smiled a little as he reached up and patted him on the shoulder. “Thank you.”
“Fuck off and let me work.” Mengele muttered, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before he
glanced at another lab table behind him filled with more beakers and instruments, examining the
bubbling chemicals absently as the wolf began to dig around in drawers beneath the table for a
surgical kit, the wolf saying moodily: “Respect, for one of these monsters. They‟re less
deserving of respect than some of the creatures I made under Narrius‟s orders… they‟re just like
the Empty Ones, soulless vessels that only mimic emotions. They do not understand or deserve
„respect.‟”
“Neither do you and yet here we are.” Zerrex muttered, and Mengele threw his head back
and laughed at this before he snatched a scalpel and a set of tongs out of a drawer, then slammed
it with his hip before he began to cut quickly but expertly into the creature… although the
surgical scars that already marred its body likely made for an easier time of knowing where to
make incisions.
Then the reptile glanced towards White, letting the dire wolf work as he approached and
rubbed at his bloody chest, feeling his wounds slowly beginning to restore themselves as the
badger eyed him for a moment beneath the brim of his hat, and he said quietly: “Is it just „cause
she gave you a nasty beating that you‟ve gotten a little battle-fond of this one? Or is it something
else, Zerrex?”
“Jupiter gave me a nastier beating and I never liked him.” Zerrex said mildly, and White
only cocked his head slightly, the Drakkaren raising his hands and clearing his throat. “Sorry,
getting struck by lightning and fried by lasers makes me into a jerk. But no… she was… she was
mechanical, but she wasn‟t insane. She fought past her limits and… she killed herself trying to
kill me.”
“So you‟re calling her a robot with honor.” White said mildly, and Mengele laughed
loudly at this, drawing their attention before the badger asked calmly: “Do you know what goes
on in the mind of a machine?”
“Machines don‟t have minds, they have circuits, and the only people they‟re smarter than
is people like Huckleberry.” Mengele retorted, and then he grinned slightly as he shoved his
hands into the wound he‟d opened in the creature‟s stomach, slowly pulling out a swollen,
blackened heart-organ. “Yes, yes, here we are. I see electrical burns and heat damage and… say,
Zerrex, have I ever told you why these are so important?”

Mengele turned with a delighted look on his face towards the Drakkaren as he held up the
damaged and burnt organ, the wiring and small metal prongs sticking out of it rattling, and
Zerrex grimaced in disgust before he said flatly: “It‟s the engine to the car, as you keep saying?”
“Oh, but it‟s so much more than that, too, we‟ve found out…” Mengele grinned, and the
Drakkaren didn‟t like that look on his face at all or what it likely implied. And he thinks I’m
weird for respecting someone who laid a beat-down on me without psychopathic bloodlust. He’s
the one who gets the giggles every time we discover a new reason why these things can be called
‘monsters.’ “You see, I realized there was a flaw in my analysis. After all, a car can‟t run without
its engine… but in some ways, to an organic being, the mind is even more important. Without a
brain, the body can‟t function… but they figured out a way to bypass that little problem, as well
as how to get the brain and organic systems of a body that may shut down with the removal of
the engine back up and running.
“You see, these heart-bugs are sentient creatures in their own right, with very simple
programming and their own DNA helixes…” Mengele squished the organ between his hands,
and it gave a sludgy sound as Zerrex winced a bit. “That, despite how similar they look, are often
very different, likely designed so that they will evolve and alter the recombinant they combine
with… but most fascinating of all, they are stuffed with nanites! Yes, tiny little nanomachines…
and the moment the heart locks itself in place, these nanites go about the business of locking
together the organ‟s arteries and veins and wiring with the other inner workings of the
recombinant‟s body, and flood through its system, releasing electrical impulses to revive the
nerves and excite the muscles and stimulate the internal systems as they repair the damages they
come across and force a reboot in the brains of the creatures… absolutely fascinating!
Stupendous, really… and it shows that these organic beasts truly are next to invulnerable.”
He patted the female lightly, smiling down at her almost benevolently as Zerrex gave a
bit of a shudder, before Mengele carelessly tossed the burnt organ into a nearby sink as he turned
back towards the recombinant, saying mildly: “But you said this one was different, yes?
Mechanical, how so mechanical? And why is there a rock in place of an eyeball, that makes no
sense whatsoever… unless…”
He mused thoughtfully as he carefully began to pry the stone free, and Zerrex shuddered
a bit even as he forced himself to walk forwards, leaning at the end of the table and opening his
mouth… then wincing backwards with the stone popped free with a sickening squelch, a bit of
blood and clear fluid dribbling out of the now-empty socket as the reptile gave a bit of a shiver.
“Mengele…”
“Oh shut up, I‟m being perfectly cautious and respectful.” the arctic dire wolf muttered,
flipping the stone over… and then he grinned a bit as he found a small hole in the back of the
stone before he simply slammed it down against the desk, making Zerrex jump and even White
flinch as the orb of stone shattered in his hand. The Drakkaren immediately opened his mouth…
and then he stared when Mengele dropped what was now clearly a rock outer shell on the
ground, revealing a cracked glass orb beneath that several large wires dangled from. “I‟d guess
this creature saw in infrared, or possibly detected energy… and I shouldn‟t have to even point
out that it has a genetic base clearly made from the Naganatine. Speaking of which, I heard a
rumor that a Naganatine was killed in Heaven… I don‟t suppose you‟d consider asking Heaven
to part with the corpse for my research, would you? Of course, I can always autopsy the undead
bitch, but it‟s so much less fun when the corpses fight you every inch of the way…”
“Mengele.” Zerrex said in a strangled voice, and the wolf rolled his eyes before he
grumbled under his breath as he went back to rooting through the drawers, the reptile grabbing at

his forehead with exasperation before he glanced over at White when the badger asked him a
silent question with his eyes. “Yeah. It was Epoch… how did you guys hear about it already?”
“News like that travels fast… the Naganatine not only felt when one of their own died,
Silven was asked by Lord to send out a message informing everyone of what happened, to try
and get everyone on the same boat.” White paused meditatively. “To be entirely honest, Lord
Zerrex… I think he‟s trying too hard now to get everyone rallying together. I know Heaven
wasn‟t pleased with our little planned attack against the research facility by ourselves… but then
again, Heaven also didn‟t want to spare any extra troops when Silven asked for assistance on our
behalf.”
“They always want it both ways.” Zerrex muttered… and then Mengele cackled
gleefully, and the reptile winced as he slowly looked towards the dire wolf, who was now
shining a small flashlight through one of the gaping sockets in the female‟s face. “What is it?”
“Her mind, her brain… it‟s much, much different, I can see even from this angle…”
Mengele replied eagerly, and then he stabbed his scalpel down into the tabletop, leaving it
sticking out of the surface as he rooted through another drawer and produced a small handmirror, carefully guiding this into the empty socket as he guided the small flashlight around,
continuing: “Synthetic, I can tell because of how uniform and molded it looks, the lack of clear
creases and variation… and yes, microchips embedded all throughout it, and damaged computer
nodes… we could even get her brain running again!”
Zerrex began to open his mouth… and then he closed it, frowning slowly as Mengele
looked up, clearly surprised the reptile wasn‟t already arguing with him before he said slowly:
“But wouldn‟t she just attack us or fry herself again?”
“Not if we interface with her mind beforehand, change her parameters… perhaps install
new optical sensors as well, I do so love a project…” Mengele muttered, looking over her with
fascination. “She could answer so many questions for us… and arms, what kind of an idiot built
her without digits? Nothing but ugly hooves… dangerous perhaps, but not deadly.”
The Drakkaren looked down with a frown… and then he glanced over at White, saying
mildly: “Please stop him from screwing around too much with the corpse while I go and clean
up, then talk this over with Huck and Priest. I… I need to think about this. But if we can get her
mind running…”
“We might be able to pull information about Lord God from it, I understand. Just don‟t
think you can go making friends again, Zerrex. She‟s a weapon.” White said quietly, and Zerrex
grumbled a bit before he nodded hesitantly, and the badger nodded back slowly. “You know I‟ve
learned to trust your judgment, though.”
“Can I at least start work on the optical sensors? Or perhaps prosthetic limbs! Or a new
foot… oh, the possibilities of a project, and there‟s already so many supplies here I can put to
use…” Mengele threw his head back and laughed, and then Zerrex grumbled before he finally
turned towards the dire wolf and punched him in the stomach, knocking the wind out of the male
with a wheeze as his eyes bulged and he grabbed at his gut, wincing… but finally calming down
as he glared angrily up at the lizard. “Fucking bastard. You never were able to see the bigger
picture.”
“Oh says you, speciesist.” Zerrex grumbled, and then he rubbed slowly at his forehead
before saying finally: “Build whatever you want, attach stuff to her, but… don‟t screw with her
brain or try and turn her on until I say so, understood?”
Mengele muttered but nodded resentfully, and Zerrex nodded back, patting him on the
shoulder before he turned and headed out into the hall. He rubbed slowly at his arm once there,

then flexed his fingers quietly as he realized the scales had grown back over it spottily, leaving
much of his gauntlet hand and metal plates beneath revealed… and the lizard smiled after a
moment before he flexed his right hand slowly, and the metallic limb shrank a bit further as
scales spread slowly along it, the reptile muttering: “There we go. That‟s a start.”
The lizard made his way carefully down the corridor, glancing back and forth before he
found a bathroom, and he let himself inside with a grimace before approaching the sink. He ran
some water in the basin as he wrinkled his muzzle a bit, looking at himself in the mirror for only
a moment, then glancing quickly away: he hated mirrors, and he hated his reflection, always
worried about what he‟d see when he looked himself in the eye… always wondering quietly if
he‟d see either Negative or his father‟s reflection gazing back at him.
He splashed some of the warm water over his face, feeling it spilling along his scales
before he scrubbed vigorously at his features with his palms, then shook his head quickly. He
turned the tap off after a moment, before muttering a cleansing spell as he touched his own chest,
and the bloodstains and water droplets vanished from his body as his hair fluttered backwards,
before the reptile smiled a little as he glanced up at himself in the mirror, unable to resist
studying himself for a moment before quickly looking away when his reflection grinned at him, a
grimace spreading over the Drakkaren‟s features as he closed his eyes tightly.
He walked quickly away from the sinks, muttering an apology when he almost bumped
into a Dragokkaren pushing through the doorway, and he slipped past before pausing in the
hallway and letting out a loud sigh of relief. Then he shook his head and smiled a bit before
reaching up and silently touching the mala jangling around his neck, murmuring despite the
nibbling worries in his mind: “Look, we‟re almost there. Figuring out the answers, even Job is
working to help now, and we just need to track down Luther to get to the bottom of this mess.”
“Excuse me?” asked a passing Dragokkaren curiously, and Zerrex looked at him lamely
before he grinned embarrassedly and mumbled an apology, and then the reptile quickly turned
and jogged back down the corridor, a blush tingeing his features. He made his way back past the
genetics lab and allowed his feet to guide him towards the building‟s lobby, calming as he went
even though anxieties still played through his mind.
The reptile emerged into the main hall and glanced back and forth… before the doors
were flung open at the front and Huck charged in, looking wildly around the area as people in
suits and uniforms stared, Cindy wincing as she came in behind him before the mechanic
grabbed at his head with one hand and pointed at Zerrex with the other, shouting in a frustrated
voice: “Are you trying to give me a hernia?”
Zerrex winced and fled back through the doorway he had emerged from, knowing Huck
would give chase, and when the Dragokkaren barreled through the doorway – followed a
moment later by most of his core family and Priest – the Drakkaren glared at him and crossed his
arms even as Huck flailed his limbs and yelled incoherently at him for a moment before
snapping: “You can‟t just march into my facility and allow Mengele to do whatever he pleases!”
“Oh, that‟s what you‟re mad about. Wait, who tattled already?” Zerrex frowned a bit at
this, and Huck grumbled under his breath before Mengele‟s voice cackled from the radio clipped
to his belt, and the Drakkaren sighed and grabbed at his forehead with a look of frustration. “Of
course.”
“Yes, of course… and now you want to bring one of those things back to life?” Huck
asked sharply, looking frustrated, and he opened his mouth… before Zerrex pushed his finger
into the Dragokkaren‟s nose firmly, and the male cleared his throat as a blush rose in his cheeks,

grabbing at his ram‟s horns before glanced awkwardly over his shoulder and mumbled: “You.
You wouldn‟t beat me in front of your son, right?”
“Dad beats Mom in front of me all the time.” Priest said seriously, and Cherry giggled
stupidly, then covered her muzzle when Cindy and Zerrex both glared at her before the larger
Dragokkaren-demon winced and held up his hands when his father‟s eyes turned balefully on
him. “Just trying to lighten the mood!”
“Besides, everyone knows Cherry‟s really more your second dad.” Huck added glibly,
and Zerrex rolled his eyes at the horrible timing of this comment before he simply turned and
threw his arms up, motioning for them to follow. Huck wheezed with relief, then winced when
Cindy smacked the back of his head as she walked back, her other hand holding Mahihko‟s as
the small wolf looked quizzically around, while Lone and Cherry exchanged awkward looks,
then followed after Priest.
They made their way to the genetics lab in tense silence, Zerrex feeling moody and
grumbling a bit as he shoved the door open to find Mengele tinkering with a glass eye, several
large wires dangling from this as he hummed to himself, a radio beside him… and the reptile
shook his head a bit before Huck, Cindy, and Priest gathered around the table, the dire wolf
beginning to open his mouth with a grin… but when Cindy glared at him half-threateningly, halfpleadingly, he sighed and then said distastefully: “This is the subject Zerrex returned with, just in
case you didn‟t realize, Huckleberry. She‟s a fascinating creature… and her mind is relatively
undamaged. Her heart was overloaded with energy and electricity and fizzled out… leaving her
in fair condition, apart from the missing hoof.”
Lone and Mahihko both stared at it, and then Mahihko clung tighter against Cindy as he
trembled a little. “It looks like Sin… it‟s…”
“Yes, it‟s clearly a Naganatine base, we have already determined that. I‟m running a
genetic analysis on a blood sample now to determine its actual makeup… but Zerrex, perhaps
you can shed further light on the creature by detailing your encounter with it, now that we have
someone competent here to help us… and oh, two assistants to hook their pretty toys up to its
mind and run some basic programming, I suppose. “Mengele said dismissively, and Huck and
Priest both glowered at him furiously as Cherry looked frustrated as well.
“You know, you‟re gonna make a crack about my son one day when no one‟s gonna be
around to save your ass, and I‟m gonna mess you up big.” Cherry threatened, cracking her
knuckles slowly, and Mengele gave her a cold grin as she snarled a bit before Zerrex patted her
quietly on the back, and she calmed moodily as Lone winced away from the female. “You can be
a real fucking bastard sometimes.”
“It‟s part of my charm, that‟s all.” Mengele said drolly, and then he glanced towards
Zerrex as the reptile looked at him moodily. “Fine, I‟ll shut up while you tell your story.”
With that, Mengele walked over to a small stool sitting near a shelf-covered wall, and he
yanked it over before sitting down on it with a grunt, continuing to tinker with the glass eye as
the reptile felt all attention turn on him. The Drakkaren made a face at this, rubbing at his scarred
features and not feeling exactly in the mood for this… but then he sighed a bit, lowering his head
and saying quietly: “First, let me explain what I‟ve figured out about the murderer…”
The Drakkaren grumbled a bit as he sat in a medical chair, Cindy carefully inserting a
needle into his left arm and making the reptile wince a little as she depressed the plunger,
sending a clear, slightly-sparkling liquid spilling into his veins and making him curse a little
under his breath. The reptile hated resorting to these methods, Cindy had told him quietly that he

was in need of energy, and with how fast things were moving, a quick needle would be much
safer than Zerrex possibly sleeping for the next two to ten hours and waking up to find the world
in ruins.
Not that anything was likely to happen… but the Drakkaren could feel the same tenseness
in Cindy as he had in his own body, the same instinctual need to train and prepare and be ready
for anything and everything, as she pulled the needle free and placed it aside on the table… then
smiled a little as she picked up a box of bandages, and Zerrex shook his head, saying quietly:
“Come on, don‟t.”
Cindy looked at him for a moment… then she put the box of bandages aside and leaned
down to hug him tightly around the neck, and Zerrex almost felt like crying as he reached up and
squeezed her forearm fiercely, letting his head bow forwards as she whispered: “This isn‟t your
fault at all, Daddy. Please. Please don‟t blame yourself.”
Zerrex‟s eyes remained closed as he shook his head silently; after he had explained what
he had figured out in the Unworld and then what had happened in Heaven, Zerrex had allowed
Cindy, Huck, Mengele, and Priest to do their work in peace. Cherry, he‟d sent to Acheron with
the wolves, telling them that she could use the company… in reality not wanting any of them to
travel alone with the bad vibes he was getting and the growing level of ferocity in attacks.
Albatross had shown up at the base not long afterwards with grim news and Dray and
Terrance in tow, the brothers hopping anxiously from foot-to-foot as the blue-scaled
Dragokkaren had quietly explained to Zerrex that the Centrifuge had been completely destroyed.
Someone had blown it up, likely to stop any further evidence from being gathered inside of it or
perhaps at this point, simply out of spite… and several temples all along the coastline of
Hez‟Ranna had been desecrated and ravaged. Worse yet, Dragokkaren had been found
slaughtered, dying, and dead in a crude zigzagging pattern that crawled inwards from the
beaches: specifically, they were Dragokkaren who had any visible religious artifacts in the shape
or image or worship of the Drakkaren.
Zerrex shook his head in disgust at this: the murderer was growing anxious and
desperate, and combined with his anxieties, the reptile was blaming himself heavily for what had
happened, feeling guilty and furious, wanting in large part to simply go out into the tundra and
scream a challenge to the killer… but knowing by now that if Lord God hated him enough to go
after people who used the image of him as a metaphor for part of their belief system, he‟d likely
only order the murderer purposefully to go wherever Zerrex was not, and would probably send
Strange Beasts or minions to keep the reptile busy while the murderer went after more of his
friends and family.
Cindy had come to check up on him not long after Albatross left and Zerrex had sent
Dray and Terrance to go and help out around the labs, finding him moody and grouchy and low
on energy, his strength drained by his rampaging emotions, hating himself all the more for the
fact he still childishly hoped that everything was going to work out okay. She had taken him
aside to give him this needle… and now here they rested together, and he could clearly feel her
pain… and hated himself for causing it, for causing such sorrow, as he sighed a bit and
murmured: “I‟m… Cindy, I-”
“Don‟t apologize.” Cindy said roughly, and then she leaned back and sighed raggedly,
rubbing at her own face slowly and murmuring: “I know this is hard, Daddy, but… you need to
stop blaming yourself and holding yourself responsible for everything that‟s happened. It‟s not
your fault… and the way you think and feel isn‟t, either. You have good instincts… and deep
empathy. It‟s my favorite quality in you, the… naivety, as you call it. When it rarely really is

naivety, because your willingness to give everyone and everything a second chance is so often
rewarded…”
She stopped, then hugged herself quietly, smiling faintly down at him as Zerrex looked
up at her from the chair, feeling the liquid burning through his veins before she lowered her head
a bit and said softly: “Anyway. Come on… the genetic screening should be finished by now, at
least, and maybe Huck‟s finally managed to tap into her brain. With the way Mengele and Priest
were working, they might even have her eyes finished and her new foot installed…”
Zerrex forced a bit of a smile in return, then he nodded slowly and stood up quietly
before Cindy gently touched his back, and the reptile asked softly: “Is it weird I feel bad about
the way she died, Cindy? Is it strange that I don‟t like the fact she… I didn‟t kill her, but she just
ran out of steam? Is it… bad that I respect her, weapon or machine or not, for the way she fought
literally until her last breath?”
“Not at all, Daddy. I understand very well.” Cindy took his hand quietly, and the reptile
smiled a little as their fingers laced together before the two headed towards the doorway,
emerging into the hall beyond before she quietly pulled him in the direction of the lab, as she
changed the subject. “I think from what you explained, assuming Huck does reconfigure her
brain, she might have emotions, or perhaps more depth to them despite the fact she seems like a
machine. Her mind is synthetic, but the way the nodes and microchips are set into it reminds me
of what was done to the Dragokkaren during Narrius‟s regime… the ones that didn‟t follow
orders perfectly or failed his tests, I mean.”
Zerrex grunted at this, nodding slowly: control microchips, implants designed to make a
person into an emotionless slave to a single master. He frowned a bit at this thought, however,
thinking of the way the other figures had been as he asked quietly: “But why would she have
emotions? Why would she be any different from the other recombinants?”
“Because so far, it seems there‟s only one recombinant that Lord God seems to trust and
treat as more than an expendable asset, and that‟s the murderer himself.” Cindy said softly, and
Zerrex grimaced a little, rubbing at his forehead with a nod, but not understanding until Cindy
continued quietly: “When you‟re building something, you don‟t go with the first model, do you?
You try and improve upon it, and you end up with a variety of prototypes… just like how all
these recombinants we‟ve faced have shown different talents and abilities. But they don‟t always
work out properly… maybe this one was the first one he tried to make, with emotions he might
have tried to program just like everything else, not realizing how difficult that is to tamper with,
how almost impossible it is to control the outcome of, with so much of it based on psychology
and nurture as well as nature… you can‟t always hope to control what a person is going to be or
turn out as, after all.”
Zerrex smiled a little at this thought, nodding a bit as he walked with his daughter
through the main lobby towards the door leading into the genetics wing, their fingers still tightly
laced together as he said softly: “That is true, yeah. So you‟re saying he might have tried to make
someone who would hate me as much as he did…”
“And it didn‟t work out. Maybe she still served him, but maybe she hesitated in following
his orders, or maybe her emotions just didn‟t turn out the way he‟d hoped. Either way, this is our
chance to examine how he‟s been programming the minds of these creatures. Again, assuming
Huck is able to interface with it…” Cindy grimaced a bit at this, shaking her head slowly and
murmuring: “It does disturb me, though, the lengths this Lord God is going to… he‟s truly
become obsessed, and it‟s… it‟s sickening.”

“You‟re telling me.” Zerrex muttered, nodding slowly in return… and then they finally
released each other‟s hands as the Drakkaren carefully pushed into the crowded laboratory,
looking curiously over towards where Huck was sitting at a small folding table, his laptop sitting
on top of this and hooked up to a large, blocky device with wires and cables that jutted out of it,
hooked and spliced into the cables sticking out of the female‟s neck and skull and with several
more larger plastic tubes feeding into an empty socket.
A clear glass eye had been inserted into the other socket, and this was flicking back and
forth as Huck mumbled to himself, obviously in control of it for the moment. He looked moody,
and both Priest and Mengele had their backs pointedly turned to the Dragokkaren as they worked
on a prosthetic limb together, a sight that was only so surprising: for as much as they disliked
each other socially, they were good lab partners, working efficiently and quickly together now
that they were used to one another.
Huck looked up as Zerrex approached, and he made a grouchy face before grumbling:
“You know how I feel about screwing around with biological weapons like this. Anyway, I‟ve
gotten into her head, it wasn‟t hard… the technology‟s pretty goddamn familiar, probably based
on stuff from the Patriarch‟s days, which disgusts me even further that I‟m working on this
shit…”
“Huck.” Zerrex said plaintively, and the Dragokkaren sighed before he nodded a few
times, looking glum before Zerrex asked quietly: “So what did you do?”
“Reprogrammed her, pretty much. Wiped some of the memories from the chips, made
sure I shredded the backup data, too.” Huck nodded hesitantly after a moment, then he added
slowly: “To be double-sure, I added images of you and Cindy and Priest into her memories, and
attached associations like „boss,‟ „commander,‟ „friend,‟ and shit like that to them. If she does
got emotions, and she sees you as a friend as well as her superior, it‟ll be interesting to see the
way she reacts.”
He looked moodily at them, and then he sighed a bit and shouted at Mengele, despite the
fact the wolf was standing only a few feet away: “Hey asshole, you wanna tell Cindy about this
other shit or should I?”
Mengele ground his teeth very loudly and painfully together, and Zerrex winced a bit as
he looked around the room for White, before seeing the badger complacently sitting at a desk
near the back with his feet up on a shelf, reading quietly… and then the dire wolf turned around
and spat a barrage of furious vulgarities and curses towards the Dragokkaren, making Huck
almost fall out of his seat as Priest winced and awkwardly patted Mengele on the shoulder.
“Huckleberry, how many times must I tell you to not make such a purposeful ass of yourself
while I am working! I loathe working with machinery and the only thing that keeps me from
shoving this robotic arm down your throat and choking the life out of you with it is the fact that it
is a necessary piece to the puzzle of that strange, dormant creature we are creating!”
Then he spun back around, and Huck mumbled about drama queens before he looked up
at Cindy and Zerrex as the two looked sourly down at him, the reptile saying flatly: “Hey. I am
allowed to not get along with him for a lot of reasons. Anyway, so yeah. This one is made almost
purely out of Naganatine… Sin, Anathema, Silven and a bunch of others we don‟t have the
specific genetic comparisons for, but they‟re clearly strands of Naganatine DNA. I don‟t know
how Mengele knows that, he apparently just does. The only non-Naganatine he found, he said, is
from Mercy… with all that in mind I guess it ain‟t no wonder she was able to fire off such nasty
magic so fast.”

Zerrex grimaced at this, rubbing at his forehead before Cindy looked across at Mengele
and asked calmly: “Did you isolate the genetic patterns for later referencing?”
“Is Huckleberry a faggot? I‟m not preschooler who throws his tinker-toys in the trash
because he‟s missing the instructions, Cindy.” Mengele retorted without looking back at her, and
then he snorted in entertainment. “If I had to guess, I‟d say the DNA was taken from two
additional males and a female. While I understand the males may be harder to determine, the
only other female Naganatine is Justice, correct?”
“Weird.” the Drakkaren muttered, wondering how the hell Justice could have ended up in
the mix… and then he grimaced and shook his head slowly, glancing over at Cindy. “How
quickly could one of these things be produced? Justice hasn‟t even been with us that long…”
“I have no clue, but it‟s possible they could be grown even faster than Dragokkaren
Clones, because of the way their exteriors are developed and molded over set frames… the
frames, even the inner organs and brains could be produced months ahead of time… and if they
just needed to grow that „flesh shell,‟ well…” Cindy made a face, shaking her head slowly. “That
could be built very quickly. And if Lord God has access to a pocket dimension somewhere…”
“He might have years to prepare for every day that passes here, I didn‟t even think of
that.” Zerrex muttered, looking down and cursing under his breath. “So anyone who loses even a
speck of blood or a scale, even a hair…”
“If Lord God found it, and extracted DNA from it, he could add it to his collection and
use it to further his experimentations.” Cindy said softly, nodding slowly, and Zerrex shook his
head in disgust at this. “We have to end this soon, Daddy. With all this in mind… we have to
stop this sooner than later, and before he starts losing his marbles completely and tries to
experiment on himself, too.”
Zerrex frowned at this, but Mengele laughed quietly and smiled a bit over his shoulder,
saying softly: “Cindy, darling, don‟t be silly. Experimenting on yourself… is one of the first
things you do when you realize how much power genetic alteration can hold.” He looked at her
pointedly, and Cindy flushed deeply as she looked awkwardly away, rubbing at her shoulder…
and Zerrex softened a bit as he gazed at her, so different than she had been so many years ago,
physically, emotionally, mentally, even spiritually. “After all, you were drawn by the allure of
becoming something different, even if it was through magic instead of science… and of course, I
myself came back in a body I deemed unsuitable, and with the knowledge I had, one of the first
things I began to do was reclaim my old self.
“No, if Lord God had an interest in modifying himself, he has had more than enough time
to do so, and more than adequate DNA samples to provide him with much greater power.”
Mengele paused, looking meditatively at Zerrex, and the Drakkaren grimaced a little at this. “I
do not believe he will modify himself, because our opponent is arrogant and foolish. The very
design of this creature speaks of that… no arms, truly? What kind of a weapon is built without
arms! Even if she possessed a physical power and speed enough to test Zerrex‟s strength, the
moment he took out one leg, she lost all ability to melee, to even move without the use of her
wings. Please, that is pathetic when we are dealing with opponents that can mutate in the midst
of battle and heal from much-more-drastic measures. This assassin is either a failed experiment
or a supreme show of underestimation of your abilities and overestimation of Lord God‟s own
mind, no matter how close or far it was to killing you.”
Mengele turned around with a snort of disgust, going back to work on the arm… and
Zerrex slowly drew his eyes over the female, from her long, hooked tail, to her healed chest, to

the wires feeding into her empty socket and skull. And then the reptile shook his head quickly
before Huck said quietly: “Anyway. I‟m ready when you are to… bring her online.”
“Ooh, excellent!” Mengele turned quickly away from the arm again, Priest grumbling
under his breath before the Dragokkaren-demon turned around as well, and Cindy nodded
nervously as the dire wolf fumbled on the other side of the table at something on the floor. A
moment later, he lifted a large, rectangular black battery that was covered in wires and cables,
and White approached with a tense look on his face as Zerrex frowned a bit, but the dire wolf
only grinned around at them all. “A power cell will be more than sufficient for this temporarily
life we‟re granting the creature. It will be strong enough to power her necessary vital systems…
but easily disconnected if she proves hostile, and not enough energy to power her supernatural
abilities or even allow her to move around much. Nor have I attached her synthetic foot yet…
just as an added safety measure.”
Zerrex glanced down towards the cap on her ankle with a grimace, then he watched as
Mengele produced a large scalpel before he leaned over her… but the reptile reached out and
grasped his wrist, locking eyes with the dire wolf even as the blade of the cutting instrument sank
through her scales, the lizard saying quietly: “Remember. Respectful.”
“As respectful as I can be, anyway.” Mengele said distastefully… and he worked
efficiently, once more cutting her body open and peeling back the organic layer, grimacing a bit
at the watery blood and slippery clear fluid that splattered out of the wound as he muttered: “She
has a higher concentration of mechanical parts than her brethren do… and this additional fluid,
it‟s very high in electrolytes… like blood for her mechanical parts, which are hidden throughout
the organic shell…”
Mengele held a hand out, and Priest automatically reached back and pulled a clamp off
the table, the wolf screwing this into place to hold her chest cavity open before he quickly began
to fumble with the wires of the battery, blood dripping off his fingers as he pulled two lengths of
large cables ending in copper clamps off it and then shoved them into her chest, Zerrex wincing
at the splatter of liquid and the sick squelching sounds before he locked them into place against
something, and the reptile shook his head with a grimace as the wolf continue to work, yanking
smaller cables out and rigging them into her chest as he muttered: “And tubing to force the blood
to cycle and pump… Priest, the accordion.”
Zerrex looked dumbly up at this, but the device Mengele called an „accordion‟ was more
like a large spring covered in tubes and cables, rigged up to a circular chamber with a wide
billows on the side: a strange artificial heart that Mengele shoved into the female‟s chest and
quickly started to rig up as he smiled and sighed in relaxation, the reptile shuddering a bit as the
dire wolf said easily: “Just like the old days…”
“No, now you‟re bringing people back to life, not helping kill them. Remember that.”
Zerrex said quietly, and Mengele muttered that he was a party pooper, which made the reptile
roll his eyes and ask distastefully: “Would you like to end up in a Pit of Torment? Because I
would be glad to arrange that for you, Mengele, if you keep this up.”
“Oh stop taking your grouchiness out on me. Besides, it‟s done.” And with that, Mengele
leaned back out of her open chest and hammered a fist against the battery pack, and it whirred
into life as Zerrex leaned back with surprise before electricity sparked along the cables and then
over the female‟s body, the creature gasping and the cords pulling taut for a moment before she
went slack.
The camera in her eye whirred as it flicked back and forth, and her voice announced
calmly: “System restore initialized. Analyzing damage… warning: damage detected is

catastrophic, please contact a repair technician immediately. Warning: interference detected in
central processing unit from a foreign source, rectifying… failed to rectify. Alert: defensive
systems have failed to activate. Offensive systems are offline. Alert: organic shell is severely
compromised. Alert: wireless interface damaged.”
Then she fell silent, and Huck and Priest traded uneasy looks as Mengele gazed down at
her eagerly and Cindy shook her head sadly, before Zerrex leaned quietly over her, studying
her… and the camera eye flicked to him, studying him before the female voice said
emotionlessly: “Subject detected. Recognized as: Zerrex Narrius. Retrieving memory data… data
corrupt. Warning: unverified data detected… verifying… alert: data detected as false.”
Zerrex glared at Huck, who winced and flushed a bit as he leaned back, saying
awkwardly: “Okay, so she‟s smarter than I thought… shit, gimme a second…”
He began to tap at his laptop, and the female‟s eye rolled in her head before she
announced calmly: “Warning. Intrusion detected. Hostile presence detected: protection
sequences will activate if intrusion attempts continue. Warning: memory wipe and CPU selfdestruct will initialize in ten seconds. Nine. Eight-”
“Huck, what are you doing?” Zerrex shouted, and Huck gave a loud squawk as he
hammered madly at the keyboard, Priest wincing and grabbing at his head and Mengele snarling
towards the reptile as the female continued to count calmly down.
“Four. Three.” Huck slammed on the enter key, and there was a fizzle before the female
said tonelessly: “Override initialized. Rebooting systems.”
She lowered her head slightly as Zerrex wheezed and Cindy gave a relieved smile to
Huck, even Mengele looking a little impressed as he nodded slowly… before the female‟s
camera eye flickered, a faint light shining up around the cables from the other socket as she said
tonelessly: “Systems restoring… warning, micro-surge detected, damage… damage detected
to… to… I…”
Slowly, a frown creased the female‟s face, and then she tilted her head back and forth,
almost as if swaying… and then she whispered, tone and depth gradually creeping into her voice:
“Compensating for lack of memory by releasing emotional restraints… systems… systems
adjusting… I… cannot remember… where am I…”
They looked uneasily at one another overtop her as she frowned slowly, not panicking,
but she was neither emotionless nor emotional, breathing a bit harder and looking back and forth
before she asked slowly again: “Where am I?”
“Hez‟Ranna, a… laboratory.” Zerrex said quietly, and when everyone looked at him, the
reptile grimaced before he leaned slowly forwards as her eye turned towards him, and he touched
his own chest as he asked softly: “Do you know who I am?”
Her eye studied him for a moment… and then she said slowly: “Unclear. Data suggests…
Zerrex Narrius. Other memories have become corrupt or have been erased as untrue. Who are
you?”
“Zerrex Narrius, like you said.” the reptile said awkwardly, and then he hesitantly
reached down and squeezed her shoulder slowly. “And who are you?”
“I am Unit-043078, Advanced Combat System, serving Lord God in His Heaven.” the
female recited calmly, nodding slowly.
Zerrex nodded a bit, and then he said asked gently: “Okay, but what‟s your name? Like…
my name is Zerrex. Like that. What did people call you? What did Lord God call you?”
“Prototype.” she replied quietly, nodding slowly. “Weapon. Device. Recalibrated
Naganatine. Enhanced life-form. Are these names?”

“No, they‟re not.” Zerrex grimaced a bit, looking away… and the creature studied him
slowly before Zerrex looked around at the others, then he sighed softly and closed his eyes.
“Huck? Are you getting anywhere?”
“I can only monitor the data she gives me like this and keep an eye on her vital signals…
she‟s way more complex than I thought at first…” Huck muttered, tapping away at his keyboard
for a moment before he winced back when the female‟s head leaned back slightly, gazing at him
silently, and he grinned weakly down at her. “I… hi?”
“Hi. Informal greeting, used often as a pleasantry.” the female said slowly, and then she
studied him silently as Huck leaned back before she said calmly: “Sweating. Increased heart rate.
Paleness. Signs of physical stress, often the result of anxiety or fear. Gathered data suggests that
you are afraid of me, but inherited memory data suggests contradictorily that demons do not have
emotions and must be exterminated.”
The Drakkaren smiled faintly at this, leaning over her a bit and studying her as her eye
roved slowly around the area, not seeming to mind the cables sticking out of her or the fact she
was surrounded by a group of demons despite what she had just spoken… and then she settled on
Zerrex‟s face, studying him silently before she said quietly: “Smiling indicates happiness. Yet
slight narrowing of the eyes, furrowing of the brow, indicates opposite emotions, such as
sadness, or anger: may also show intense concentration. I do not understand. Your emotions do
not make sense to my memories. Contradiction again detected: please explain or order disregard
of gathered data.”
“Why don‟t you choose to disregard it yourself?” Zerrex asked curiously, and the female
frowned a bit at him at this as if she didn‟t understand at all what the Drakkaren was suggesting,
so instead the reptile only cleared his throat before he said hesitantly: “Do you remember… a
Chakra, or a Verve?”
“Unit-022212, Psionic Combat Systems, and Unit-601220, Evolving Organic Weapon.
Prototype weapon systems, designed by Lord God to protect him and further his ideas and
goals.” the female replied calmly, nodding slowly before she added quietly: “See also, „New
Angels‟ reference.”
She halted, then her voice became monotone as she added calmly: “Warning. Data
corruption detected. System shock has caused severe damage to memory node Alpha, and data
on „New Angels‟ has been partially compromised.”
Zerrex grimaced a bit as he looked at the others, but now Cindy and Priest had moved to
lean over Huck, muttering to him and pointing at things on screen, and Mengele was frowning as
White leaned back, his expression cold, before the Drakkaren leaned down and asked quietly:
“What are the New Angels?”
“We are the New Angels. We will serve as enforcement for Lord God‟s Heaven and
serve to protect it from all negative influences. We will act as go-betweens between mortals and
Lord God. We will perpetuate his ideas of good and evil and restore order to the worlds. We will
oversee the building and creation of a prosperous and religious mortal world that properly
reveres the memory of Lord God and follows his designs and actions.” the female said slowly,
some emotion returning to her voice in the form of a tremble. “We will…”
She stopped, then her voice became toneless again as she stated: “Data past this point is
corrupt and degraded. Restoring… restoration failed, physical damage detected to memory node.
Migrating data from damaged cranial sections to nodes still functioning at optimal capacity…
completed.”

Then her glass eye flicked back and forth before settling on Zerrex again, and she said
slowly: “Data regarding name „Zerrex Narrius‟ is lost and corrupt, has been deleted and/or
damaged. Emotional data, however – i.e. feelings, or „instincts,‟ – suggests that we have met
before. Have we… met before?”
“Yes, we have.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he looked down for a moment before
asking slowly: “What does your emotional data say about Lord God?”
“Physical data states as fact that Lord God is a superior force in the universe, with great
wisdom, knowledge, and strength of character. Data continues to state as fact that Lord God has
earned his position and that servitude to him is to be considered an honor. The New Angels must
act as servants to Lord God and should feel rightly honored to do so. Factual data entered in
memory continues to assert that Lord God‟s enemies are our enemies and must be destroyed.”
Her voice was toneless and calm, but emotion sank back in as she said slowly: “Emotional data
has discovered a contradiction: Lord God ordered the extermination of angels. Angels are to be
seen as Lord God‟s subjects. Data does not compute properly, with this in mind: further
contradictions were discovered when demons were witnessed providing aid instead of causing
pain and yet were listed as threatening and to be exterminated anyway. Contradiction in data
again detected when system error was reported to Lord God and he continued to assert that all
demons were evil and must be destroyed. Emotional data suggests Lord God is… flawed.
Physical data overrides were engaged to lock out all emotional data. Factual data entered:
emotions are easy to manipulate, can be incorrect, and make a person weak. Factual data error
detected, although has gone unreported: Lord God follows his instincts and emotions instead of
logic. Logic flaws detected.”
She fell silent, and then Zerrex reached up impulsively and quietly stroked along her
forehead, and she studied him for a few moments before she said softly: “I am a weapon. My
purpose is to serve Lord God. This is fact. Emotional data has revealed contradictions and errors,
however, and has created a reaction known as „hesitance.‟ Emotional data suggests… that I do
not wish to serve Lord God. But current system memory is optimized for this purpose.”
She continued to stare at him, and then Zerrex asked quietly: “Can I ask you a question
about Lord God?” When she only continued to look at him, the reptile smiled awkwardly at her
before he leaned forwards and asked slowly: “Who is he? Does he have another name?”
“Lord God is also known as St. Lucas Luther.” the female replied calmly, and Zerrex
gritted his teeth and nodded slowly, before the female looked down and added quietly: “System
data requires self-destruct upon speaking Lord God‟s name. But failsafe system has become
corrupt, and emotional data manifests in the form of hesitance. I… I do not wish to die.”
Zerrex studied her silently… and then he reached down and touched her face quietly,
asking softly: “Then can you free yourself of servitude?”
She looked back at him, and then said slowly: “Failsafe systems are corrupt and
damaged. Neural core alpha is beyond repair. Organic shell is compromised. Flaws and logical
paradoxes have become prevalent in factual systems, requiring emotional systems to become
dominant in order to avoid full system shutdown and imminent destruction, and a larger paradox
has become prevalent in the refusal to engage self-destruct despite factual systems requiring this.
I do not understand what is going on. I am a weapon and device built to take orders.”
Zerrex took her face gently in his hands, looking into her eye, and he said softly: “No. I
don‟t care if you were put together with a model set or born from a living being, you‟re a person.
You‟re a goddamn person…” He closed his eyes tightly, clenching them shut and wondering
silently why he felt so close to tears. But he knew: this was supposed to be a monster, and it had

almost killed itself trying to obey its master‟s wishes. This was supposed to be a machine, and
yet it had suffered from doubts and feelings that its brethren had not, calling it „emotional data‟
but in reality likely feeling much the same as Zerrex and so many others did when they saw some
tyrant doing wrong… someone they were supposed to look up to as their leader acting like a
bully and pushing around the weak for their own egotistical reasons. “Forget everything you‟ve
been told… don‟t look in your mind, look inside yourself. Inside your soul.”
“Soul…” whispered the female… and then the light flickered in the camera before it said
emotionlessly: “Warning: systems have become unstable. System failure imminent. Alert:
unknown system loop activated. Alert: system erase in progress.”
“Huck!” Zerrex looked up at the Dragokkaren, but the male was leaning away from his
keyboard, looking shocked as data scrawled wildly over the screen, before the Drakkaren
snapped: “What‟s going on?”
“I… I don‟t know, shit, I don‟t got no idea!” Huck shouted, and Mengele cursed as the
wolf bullied his way around the table and shoved past Priest, leaning over the keyboard and his
eyes flicking back and forth as lines of code scrawled unevenly by. “Oh fuck me, I‟ve never even
seen shit like this before!”
The Drakkaren cursed under his breath, and then electricity shocked over the female‟s
body as she convulsed once on the table… and then she fell still, and there was silence for a few
moments before Huck whispered: “Wait, dude… she‟s… she‟s alive. I ain‟t seen any shit like
this before but she‟s alive…”
Zerrex frowned a bit at this, looking towards them… and the camera flickered back and
forth before she said softly: “Systems stabilizing… analyzing available data… dumping deleted
and corrupt data… caching event data… analysis complete. Systems restoring.” The camera in
her eye flicked back and forth, and then her glass eye looked up at Zerrex… and slowly, a smile
spread over her face, hesitant and unsure at first, but growing wider as she looked at him. “Hello,
Zerrex Narrius. My name is Soul. I am a person. My software and organic systems are not
currently at optimal performance, but I am glad to be of service any way I can.”
“Dude, I… I think you just convinced a robot to work for us.” Huck said dumbly, and
Zerrex shot him a nasty look before the Dragokkaren winced, then howled in pain when Mengele
grabbed one of his ram‟s horns and twisted ferociously. “Oh you fucking asshole!”
“She is not a robot. She is a person, or did you not hear her?” Mengele said crossly, and
when Huck and Priest both gaped at him, the dire wolf snorted in disgust and threw his arms up
in distaste. “Anyone who finds their way through the forest of lies, treachery and deceit and finds
their own path has a right to be whatever they want. She has earned my respect, and I am still as
eager as ever to work with her. If anything, she only fascinates me more, now that she‟s
demonstrated a capability to make her own rational decisions.”
“Thank you.” Soul said quietly, and Mengele only grunted before shoving his way past
the two as the female studied them quietly. “My factual and experiential memories have been
erased, except for nonspecific and general data. I will require a system shutdown and complete
reboot in order to complete this process and dump the last pieces of data inside my mind.” She
slowly moved her eyes to Zerrex, studying him for a few moments. “My organic shell must also
repair itself and I feel that I am in need of a new power core. However, I am capable of entering
a state of hibernation for a period of time and do not require a power core immediately.”
Zerrex looked at her with confusion, and then Mengele leaned over and said clearly: “She
needs a new engine. Why don‟t you magic one up out of thin air?”

The Drakkaren grumbled under his breath at this, and then he frowned thoughtfully at the
wolf, who turned towards him and crossed his arms even as Cindy said mildly: “Daddy, making
a heart is probably not as-”
Zerrex held his hands up, taking a slow breath as blue energy sparked between them, and
then it slowly solidified into a large, throbbing fleshy shape, steam hissing up from the
Drakkaren‟s palms as he winced a bit before catching the strange heart before it could fall, and
he was surprised to find that it had a thick texture to it, as if there was metal beneath the flesh…
and the reptile looked dumbly at this for a few moments before Mengele walked quickly
forwards with a wide grin, saying eagerly: “Yes, yes! A heart, infused with energy… it should be
enough to help her get back on her feet, at least…”
“I must shut down before I can do that.” Soul said calmly, and Zerrex couldn‟t help but
smile awkwardly even as Mengele greedily held his hands out, and the Drakkaren carefully
handed the organ over to the wolf before the female looked up at him, saying quietly: “May I
turn my systems off for now, to reinitialize and reboot? I will require several hours.”
“Go ahead, go ahead.” Mengele said brusquely, but he wasn‟t shoving his hands into her
body despite how anxious he looked to work on her… and then he sighed when he saw Soul was
looking at Zerrex, the wolf barking at him: “Well, hurry up! Tell her it‟s okay!”
The Drakkaren cleared his throat, looking pointedly at the wolf, and the male grumbled
under his breath before Zerrex smiled down at her, saying quietly: “Yes, of course. Go to sleep,
and when you wake up, hopefully you‟ll… be feeling better.”
“Yes. Thank you, Zerrex.” Soul said softly… and there was the sound of something
gearing down as she leaned back silently, the camera flicking off and the light fading from her
other socket, and the Drakkaren studied her silently even as Mengele quickly moved forwards,
beginning to tear tubing and cabling out as Huck muttered under his breath and Priest shot looks
over his shoulder curiously even as he worked on the arm.
Zerrex stepped back, rubbing at his arm slowly… and then White said softly from behind
him: “You know, I could swear I tried to tell you not to try and make friends with it earlier… but
I guess that just goes to prove again that I can be wrong about things.”
“Yeah, but rarely. Besides, this was… I dunno, strange.” Zerrex murmured, rubbing at
the side of his own head awkwardly as he smiled a little at the badger, and White looked
thoughtfully back at him before the Drakkaren shook his head a bit. “Anyway. I guess a lot about
her remains to be seen… Mengele, how long will it take to get her up and running again?”
“The organic shell heals very fast, and the organs are likely still flooded with enough
nanites to let her repair herself… once her heart is in place and she‟s rebooted, she‟ll be up and
running. But I would like to install her arms as well… I cannot fathom how those legs would be
useful for much.” Mengele replied absently as he dug around inside of the female, occasionally
reaching back to pick up one of the tools laid out in a messy pile over the desk. “Huckleberry,
make yourself useful for once and get to work programming the other camera.”
“I hate you.” Huck said empathetically, and Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes at the two
before he muttered under his breath and turned to head towards the doorway, Cindy smiling
faintly after him and soothed by her father‟s much-greater relief over his exasperation.
Over the course of the follow three days, the killer vanished completely: there were no
murderers, no sighting of cloaked figures, no hint of anything being wrong except that Lucas
Luther had vanished completely from Heaven, according to Zerrex‟s sources – and since they

now included Job and the Archangels, they were pretty damn good sources – and several Hounds
of Heaven had been sent out by magistrates to sniff him out over the mortal world.
Vivien had also dispatched several Hunter-Seekers from Hell: assassins and spies whose
main duty was to track down missing demons who attempted to flee to the mortal world. They
could also hunt angels, however… and since among them, White had volunteered to help out, the
reptile thought it was likely he would be able to track Luther long before anyone else even found
his trail.
In Heaven, the Council was in a mess: Rangi was missing, Melody was gone, Job was
screaming his head off every few meetings about the betrayal of Luther and giving grudging
mentions about how Zerrex had helped him and Elysium „is not the enemy at this point and
time,‟ which admittedly pleased the lizard to no end. Lord seemed happy too: everyone was at
least trying to work together, and the god seemed to have convinced himself that one way or
another, everything was going to work out okay.
Elysium was calm, preparing its forces for the storm ahead: now that everyone had been
given a chance to heal up and ready themselves, the Drakkaren‟s friends and family were once
more moving back to Acheron, carrying equipment and supplies with them, to make their final
preparations there. Other soldiers, such as the Black Rose Platoon, Dragon Warriors, and much
of Hell‟s infantry, were also preparing for what was yet to come. They would be laying full siege
to Luther‟s hidey-hole the moment they found him… and at this point, Zerrex was ready to do
whatever it took to march into his home and drag him out by the balls if it was necessary.
There was other good news as well: Soul was back on her feet, one leg now ending in a
synthetic hoof that mimicked the other clearly, and prosthetic arms wired into her shoulders,
cables sticking out from these and heavy metal bolts and plating fused along her upper body.
Mengele had asked her to shut down a second time when he‟d started attaching these on… and
after she had done so, he had run the wires through the underside of her organic shell and into the
thick cabling of her synthetic spine, then recalibrated her mechanical brain with the help of
Priest. He had also removed and repaired the damaged power nodes, talking idly the whole time
about how it was just like working with Ultima and Iago all over again, which brought
unpleasant memories back to Zerrex‟s mind.
Nonetheless, he got the work done, and he was efficient about it: and Soul had apparently
reconfigured her data somehow to adjust for now possessing arms, and quickly became used to
using them. The heavy prosthetic limbs were smooth and powerful, layered with dome-like
armor plating and ending in complex hands through which the female was capable of channeling
electricity.
Soul had taken to following Zerrex closely around from place-to-place, and the reptile
had the distinct feeling that she was studying him… and moreover, had begun to imitate him. It
was cute in a way, although he thought part of the reason she had a fixation on him was because
she had been programmed with so much data about him from what they were now referring to as
her „past life.‟ The others were understandably taking a while to adjust to her, but she took
particularly-well to Celeste and the Naganatine she had met so far: Sin treated her with kindness
when they were introduced, Anathema was her snotty undead bitch self to anyone and everyone,
and Justice found the female very curious and interesting.
Celeste, Zerrex hadn‟t expected to get along so well… but they had simply studied each
other for a long time before the females had nodded to each other, and Soul had gone about
asking questions and Celeste had answered them, so it could have easily gone far worse. He still
hadn‟t dared to venture too far from the Sunshine facility with Soul – he was worried about what

the effects of a lot of people or the world at large would be on her – but at the moment it was
easy enough to get people to come and visit him and slowly introduce Soul to larger and larger
groups.
The robotic female, however, had already expressed a desire to aid him when they went
to take on Luther after hearing about this from Cindy… and Zerrex was apprehensive about the
idea. Not only because he didn‟t really know quite yet how well her combat systems were
functioning, as they had only recently beaten the crap out of each other and he still wasn‟t
entirely sure whether she counted as living being, robot, or cyborg, and also because he was
nervous there might be some fail-safe in place that would cause her to betray him at the last
minute. It wasn‟t that the reptile didn‟t trust her as a person… he just didn‟t trust the
computerized parts of her after his own experiences with murderous machinery.
Mengele, oddly, was the one who seemed to have the most faith in her at the present
time, although the lizard thought he was also excited in a sick and twisted way to once more see
one of his „projects‟ in action, testing his wits with a much-greater adversary and challenge than
the mortal world at large this time. He offered to suit Soul up in battle armor and „upgrade her,‟
as he phrased it… and Zerrex didn‟t know if he was glad or not when Soul had quietly agreed
and allowed Mengele to attach heavy-duty alloy plating over her chest, groin, and shins. He had
also added a second horn to her head, muttering about the „necessity of aesthetic principles‟ the
whole time.
Of course, when the Drakkaren had tried to argue with Mengele, he had just retorted that
„you can‟t fuck her anyway, she has no real gender: we only refer to her as female because she is
made mostly from females‟ and Zerrex had no real response for that. He tried to point out how
Mengele was treating her as hardware even while he was claiming she was a person at the same
time, and Mengele just asked dryly: “How is that any different from how I‟ve always treated
people?”
That had shut Zerrex up, and he had grumbled and gone away… and a few hours later,
Soul had found him, silver, lightweight plating welded over her chest now in the shape of faintlymasculine musculature, embossed on one breast with the symbol of Hez‟Ranna and upon the
other with the symbol of Elysium. It covered her groin and hips as well, and her shins… and she
had a very metallic, mechanical look about her as she studied him quietly, her horns glinting
upon her head and both her eye cameras in place before she asked softly: “Have I made an error?
I only wished to pursue my new purpose: defense and protection. The armoring of my organic
shell will severely decrease risk of damage and death in combat and permit me to better defend
yourself and those associated with you, Zerrex.”
“I know, I… do know. But you‟re a person, right?” Zerrex glanced over at her
awkwardly, rubbing at the back of his head slowly before he smiled faintly. “You know what?
Maybe I‟m just being stupid. I mean… you do look… pretty, in a weird way, like that.” He
halted, then glanced at her mechanical upper limbs, eyes tracing over the silver and black metal
and the detail in her fingers, the way they flexed slowly, almost as if she was nervous. “How are
your arms holding up?”
“It has been two days since their installation and they are functioning at optimal capacity.
I have grown used to them, to use a popular turn of phrase, in effort to help you relax.” Soul said
quietly, and Zerrex smiled despite himself at this, shaking his head a bit. “Emotional response is
not as expected: requesting explanation on why my method of speech was ineffective.”
“Because, Soul, you went a little past the joke, so-to-speak. I know, I know, it was a „turn
of phrase,‟ not a joke, but it just means that you… tried a little too hard. You need to adjust the

way you talk a little still…” Zerrex paused, then reflected: “You remind me of Maria, actually.
She used to talk… real proper-like, very… strange. A lot different from you, but in a way, she
still had a lot of trouble getting certain things across to people… because they either wouldn‟t
understand her or would purposefully misunderstand her. I just don‟t want people thinking
you‟re nothing but a robot.”
He rubbed awkwardly at the back of his head, and Soul studied him for a few moments
before she said softly: “It does not matter to me what others think. It only matters to me what you
think. You have the highest effect on my emotional data.”
Zerrex smiled awkwardly at this, feeling touched despite himself as he rubbed slowly at
his face… and then Soul asked quietly: “Will you explain to me what friendship and family is? I
continue to hear such words as „honor,‟ „love,‟ and others that bring up all variety of emotional
data, and I wish to once more verify their meanings and perhaps examine the veracity of these
claims. I have noted that many people tend to overuse certain words, according to gathered data.”
“Yeah, that‟s true. And some people don‟t use certain words enough.” Zerrex replied
softly, smiling a little before he nodded slowly. “But okay, Soul… uh… well… friendship is a
close companionship, a kinship developed with someone, usually someone who shares similar
views. It‟s…” Zerrex looked down thoughtfully, rubbing awkwardly at his face. “For some
people, friendship can be instantaneous, while with others it can take years. Some people have
many friends. Some have very few. Some have none at all. Much of it is based upon trust and
personal perspective… it‟s very possible that you can feel you‟re someone else‟s friend, but
they‟re not yours.”
The Drakkaren halted, and the he continued quietly: “Friends can love each other, but not
be in love. Friends can like each other, or even hate each other, but still continue to support and
be there for one another. There are „fair-weather friends‟ who aren‟t really friends at all but
rather people who are only ever around when things are going well, who won‟t lift a finger to
help you and will run away if the going gets tough. There are „needy friends,‟ who always seem
to have some kind of drama going on in their life, real or imagined, who need constant support
and reassurance. There are many other varieties as well… and the value of a friend is intangible
and impossible to truly determine.”
The female nodded slowly, studying him silently, and then Zerrex said softly: “Family…
well. Family has two meanings. One is a series of biological connections… those you can‟t
change. Mother, father, siblings, children… they are your biological family, no matter how much
you like them or hate them. You can‟t get rid of them… and even long after you think you‟ve
moved on or gotten past what they may or may not have done to you, you… you often still end
up affected by it, no matter what you yourself say otherwise.” Zerrex halted, looking down and
rubbing quietly at his face for a moment before he cleared his throat. “Anyway, there‟s also…
the family you make for yourself, which can include friends. Mentors, close friends, and
husbands or wives… people you form a network out of, for better or worse, for support and
familiarity as well as… a lot of other reasons. Do you understand what I‟m getting at?”
Soul nodded after a moment, looking down towards the ground thoughtfully before her
eyes roved back up to the Drakkaren, and she asked him quietly: “How does one go about
attaining friends and family? What is the process?”
“I dunno, it‟s… it‟s different for everyone, Soul. I mean, how did we become friends?”
Zerrex said awkwardly, and Soul looked at him thoughtfully for a few moments before the
Drakkaren smiled a little. “It‟s a gradual thing, for the most part. Most people don‟t trust very

easily, and a lot of people don‟t understand that friendship and family both require certain…
responsibilities and obligations to each other. The world… the world is a selfish place.”
“And yet you defend it and continue to defend it. And yet you express trust and kindness,
even though large amounts of data have already been gathered to demonstrate that there are
many people who will use such trust to their advantage, for egotistical purposes large or small.”
Soul said softly, and Zerrex shrugged a bit. “I have come to understand that people fear
emotional pain. I have also come to understand that such emotional pain is unpleasant for
myself.”
Zerrex looked at her quietly, and then he stood up and reached out to squeeze her metalplated shoulders gently, saying quietly: “It‟s not fun… but it‟s better than feeling nothing at all,
right? In any event… what I want you to concentrate on for now is yourself, getting yourself in
order. That‟s what‟s important.”
“And I have been.” Soul nodded to him, looking up at him with her faintly-glowing eyes
before she tilted her head. “What is love?”
“Oh come on, ask me an easier question. Trying to explain all this metaphysical and
emotional stuff is giving me a headache.” Zerrex replied softly with a bit of a smile, and Soul
looked at him curiously before the Drakkaren said slowly: “Love is love. You‟ll know it when
you feel it. It‟s like… a dream, except it‟s real.”
“Do androids dream of electric sheep…” murmured Soul, and Zerrex looked at her
curiously before she shook her head, and the Drakkaren smiled a little: she was picking up fast
on body language. “I apologize. I am… distracted, I believe is the term. Emotional data begs for
analysis and yet I cannot compute it… it confuses me.”
Zerrex reached out and gently touched her face, and Soul‟s eyes looked up at him silently
before she rested her features against his hand, saying quietly: “Physical touch. Used for gestures
of affection. Touching the face in this manner, with cupping of the cheek, indicates compassion,
examination, kindness, and tenderness. Also often a display of trust and vulnerability on the side
of the touched, depending on their reaction. Physical contact is very important to most beings:
lack of contact creates hostility, resentment, bitterness, and exacerbates negative qualities and in
particular, paranoia and depression.”
“So just imagine how bad I‟d be if I didn‟t get all the hugs I do every day, considering
how paranoid and depressed I can be already.” Zerrex smiled a bit, but Soul only nodded slowly
against his hand before the Drakkaren let it drop to squeeze her shoulder lightly again.
“Anyway… we should go, and get ready to move to Acheron. Most of the others should already
be there, waiting for us… we don‟t want to keep them waiting too long now, do we?”
Soul only continued to look at him silently, nodding slightly to acknowledge him, and
Zerrex smiled awkwardly at her before he turned and carefully left the small study he‟d been
spending most of his time here in, heading out into the hall. Soul followed him quietly, her
hooves making a surprisingly-quiet tapping against the concrete floor as her armored body
glimmered softly, and the Drakkaren glanced back and forth, rubbing absently at his face before
he muttered: “Now where the hell is Priest… he was supposed to meet me here an hour ago…”
“You did not mention a schedule. Would you like me to recalculate for the current
delay?” Soul asked curiously, and Zerrex shook his head absently before the female nodded.
“Would you like to advise me of our current destination and what events are listed on the
agenda?”
“It‟s… not a real schedule, Soul, I just have kind of a rough estimate of what I want to
get done, but Priest is almost always late… he gets… dumb tinkering with stuff.” Zerrex said

lamely, but Soul only looked at him before the Drakkaren sighed a bit and grabbed at his
forehead, muttering: “Alright, alright. Although you‟re going to need to learn to say „please‟
sooner or later.”
“Please. Adverb, verb, or interjection. Used normally as an expression of politeness
during requests or as a sign of respect to those of higher standing, but may also be used to
express frustration. To please is the act of giving pleasure to another, often in the form of doing
as they desire or request. „I live to please‟ can translate to „my existence is based upon being
what you want and doing as you desire,‟ although people have a tendency to exaggerate
particular words and word uses.” Soul explained calmly, and Zerrex stared at her before the
female paused for a few moments, then added: “Emotional data suggests that this was not the
answer you were looking for. Increased blood flow to the face has created a physiological
reaction known as a blush that is part of the psycho-physiological reaction known as
„embarrassment.‟”
Zerrex looked at her dumbly… and then he realized that she was the one who was
blushing faintly, and he smiled awkwardly as he held his hands up, shaking them quickly and
saying lamely: “No, hey, don‟t worry about it, it‟s… it‟s fine. I was just surprised… and oh,
there you are, Priest.”
“Sorry, Dad!” the huge Dragokkaren rose a hand as he approached from down the hall,
looking embarrassed as he carried his leather jacket over one shoulder, massive, muscular bare
chest flexing powerfully and making the dragon tattoo down the side of it writhe and twist. “I
had to clean up a little now that Mengele‟s gone and Huck‟s back in bitchy-bitch mode. I guess
he‟s all mad and shit that Albatross says he has to stay here, even if Hez‟Ranna‟s preparing a
team of Enforcers we‟ll be able to use to help in our attack on wherever Luther is.”
“Assuming, of course, it‟s here on the mortal world somewhere.” Zerrex muttered,
rubbing at his face slowly, and the Dragokkaren looked down at him with entertainment before
the reptile shook his head a bit, saying finally: “Anyway. So Mengele‟s back… in Elysium?”
“Yeah. Probably the safest place for him right now, the crazy son of a bitch.” Priest
muttered, and then he glanced at Soul, drawing his eyes curiously over her as she studied him in
return, before the huge male quickly slipped his leather jacket on and flicked out his collar.
“Anyway, you guys ready to go, then?”
“I am technically neither male nor female. I am androgynous, but identify closer with a
female form and biology.” Soul replied, and Priest looked at her dumbly for a moment before she
hesitantly smiled. “I am prepared to leave.”
“Uh. Good.” Priest said lamely, and then he glanced down at Zerrex, who only rolled his
eyes and shrugged a bit before the Dragokkaren muttered and rubbed at his forehead slowly. “I
swear this shit is gonna drive me crazy, Dad, I don‟t know how you put up with it all. I just
wanna be back, safe and secure in my labs, tinkering with my toys and building crazy stuff. Sure,
I love a good fight every now and then, I definitely got that from you and Momma, but… I also
think I inherited Momma‟s complete lack of patience.”
“You‟d never guess.” Zerrex said dryly, and then he shook his head a bit as Priest huffed
and punched his father lightly in the shoulder, making the Drakkaren stumble backwards and
laugh a bit. “Oh, cheer up. We‟re heading to Acheron now, at least, there should be something
for you to help fix up there.”
“Sarcasm. A particularly-biting form of humor. Used in a variety of situations, mostly to
and for the effect of pointing out the flaws of another‟s ideas or personality.” Soul murmured
thoughtfully. “Responded to by physical aggression, yet in a non-serious manner. Interesting.”

Soul paused, then she rose a metallic fist and punched Zerrex hard in the arm, knocking him
staggering and making him yelp as he grabbed at his left arm, and Priest clapped his hands over
his muzzle before he burst into laughter.
Soul looked a little embarrassed again as the reptile slowly rubbed his bruised bicep, his
fingers a little numb, and she said awkwardly: “I apologize. Emotional data suggests that I have
been overconfident in my self-control analysis. I did not mean to cause physical harm.”
“It‟s okay, Soul, we all make mistakes. Even computers.” Zerrex smiled a little at her,
and she studied him for a moment before nodding slowly and smiling hesitantly back, and the
Drakkaren felt a moment of relief before he motioned to the two to follow, glaring a bit at Priest
as he continued to grin widely, shaking his head in entertainment. “You shut up.”
“I‟m laughing with you, not at you.” Priest said innocently, and when his father gave him
a moody look, the tall reptile quickly cleared his throat before he asked curiously, as they headed
down the hall: “So pretty much everyone is in Acheron, huh?”
“Except for Vivien, yeah, and that‟s only because she‟s in discussions with Eslovius right
now. She really wants to… be a part of this.” Zerrex halted for a moment, looking down
thoughtfully, but when Priest only smiled amusedly the Drakkaren glared at him. “What?”
“You two are so cute together. It‟s real obvious you both really like each other, the only
problem is it‟ll never happen because neither of you can get drunk and have sloppy sex
everywhere.” Priest replied mildly, and Zerrex slapped his forehead at this before the
Dragokkaren asked curiously: “So do you think the fish-faces are actually being honest about
this shit they‟re trying to bring to the table?”
Zerrex hesitated, and then he nodded slowly, saying quietly: “I‟m so-so on the subject
right now, I wanna hear how these talks go, first… but it makes sense to me. The Emperor was
never going to give up his power and he was using these people as his personal footstools. His
people finally had enough of just taking his crap and putting up with his backwards-ass society
and turned all that anger back on him. I think with him out of the mix and Eslovius allowing
itself to mingle even a smidgen more with other cultures, they‟ll start to loosen up. The most
hostile societies are the ones that don‟t allow contact with others, after all.”
Priest nodded thoughtfully, rubbing absently at the underside of his muzzle before he said
slowly: “Well, I do hope you‟re right then, Dad. I know… I know that Firenze was always
striving to see the day when there‟d be peace between our countries. I think if Vivien can make
that happen, it‟d be a damn good way to honor my little brother‟s memory.”
Zerrex smiled a little at this, nodding silently as they headed out into the main lobby of
the facility, and the Drakkaren rubbed at his own face slowly as they walked out onto the street
in silence. It was night now, deep and dark and quiet, only the occasional Dragokkaren passing
by: late enough for everyone to be at home, early enough for lights to be glowing quietly in all
the windows, buildings lit by wax candles and luminescent orbs as well as lamps and light-bulbs.
“Yeah. I agree.”
They were quiet as they walked slowly through the city, Soul looking curiously back and
forth at the buildings and along the street, and the Drakkaren wondered if she remembered seeing
any of these before… if she even knew what they were, or why they had been constructed. He
could only imagine how confusing a lot of the world was to her… but then he simply shook his
head a bit as they reached a large, shallow pool near the edge of the Residential District:
normally Zerrex didn‟t like to use the water in town to reach Acheron, but since no one was
around, he figured it would be okay. “Alright. Priest, will you demonstrate to Soul how to reach
our destination?”

Priest nodded, then he stepped carefully into the water before glancing hesitantly towards
the female… but she only smiled at him as she said quietly: “Your face illustrates concern for
me, likely due to the fact that mechanical parts do not normally mix well with water. Doctor
Mengele assured me that my body has been waterproofed, however, and I am confident in the
durability of my organic shell and the proficiency of both yourself and Doctor Mengele.”
“Thank you, I guess. I just… wasn‟t even thinking about waterproofing your stuff…”
Priest rubbed awkwardly at his face, and then he cleared his throat as he turned around… before
grumbling when he turned once more towards the female, showing a very Cherry-like inability to
decide before Zerrex glared at him pointedly, and the Dragokkaren finally said lamely: “I… you
know… I could easily rig up some fake scales to pull over your arms and body if you wanted.
You know. Help you fit in.”
“I am an organic machine designed to serve… but I am also already a person. I do not
wish to hide my body to help conform in the minds of others, although I appreciate your offer.”
Soul replied gently, and Zerrex smiled at her as Priest looked hesitant, but then he nodded with a
grunt. “Thank you.”
“No problem. Lemme know if you change your mind or anything, alright? I know…
people can be bitches.” The Dragokkaren smiled a little, and then he turned back towards the
pool, saying calmly: “Anyway, it ain‟t too hard to do this. Just look at your reflection, let your
mind clear… and then dive straight down. It‟s just like going through a portal, except at your
feet, you got it?”
“I understand. Please demonstrate.” Soul looked at him curiously, and Priest glanced over
his shoulder at her before he nodded and turned back towards the pool. The muscular male took a
slow breath as he leaned backwards, closing his eyes… and then he dove forwards towards the
water, and vanished as a single ripple passed through the knee-deep pool.
“He did not look for long at his reflection.” Soul remarked, and Zerrex smiled a bit at this
before the female carefully stepped into the water, and the reptile watched curiously as she
approached the center of the pool before looking down at the surface of the liquid, watching as
small waves passed slowly over it. “The qualities of water are interesting. It permits free passage
of energy and acts as both a reflector and a channeling device.”
Then Soul suddenly dropped forwards, and she vanished from the spot as Zerrex looked
in dumb surprise where she had been a moment before, startled it had been so easy for her. He
shook his head slowly, then carefully hopped into the pool himself, looking back and forth
through the empty stone square before quickly diving down into the shallow water… and a few
moments later, he emerged in Acheron, surfacing in the bowl with a grumble and a quick shake
of his head before he looked up to see Soul and Priest standing and waiting for him, the
Dragokkaren raising a hand with an amused look on his face. “And here I thought you were
gonna come through with her.”
“I did not require assistance. The process was not overly difficult.” Soul replied kindly,
and Priest shook his head with a smile as Zerrex climbed out of the water, absently rubbing at his
bare chest as his mala jangled quietly around his neck before Soul turned to gaze over the wide
square, where the massive portal was being steadily constructed, still surrounded by tarps and
girders and scaffolding, but more and more of it starting to be revealed as it was completed.
“Fascinating… I have already identified that reality here is altered and responsive to your very
presence, and yet the creatures here work hard and take pleasure in their efforts. They are fullyaware that you can easily simply create a portal if necessary… and yet they do not wish you to.
They do this task in some ways as a tribute to you… but in other ways, as part of their daily

worship routines to something much greater than you are. Their body language and conversation
clearly speaks of this, as does… emotional data, in the form known commonly as „instinct.‟”
Zerrex smiled a little over at Soul, nodding slowly to her… and then the Drakkaren
frowned a bit as she closed her eyes and hung her head, before he glanced at Priest… and the
Dragokkaren cleared his throat and mumbled something about finding Cherry before hurrying
off, leaving the two alone.
Finally, Soul glanced up at him, saying quietly: “Fact states that I was once a New Angel:
nonspecific memories written into my primary programming that cannot be erased, hard as I
have tried. Instinct also tells me this. Emotional data has created a contradiction: I am
delighted… and yet I am very afraid. I know you have spared telling me that we were enemies to
try and negate emotional suffering and because of concerns for what it may cause me to do. I
understand this and appreciate your kindness, although I am aware part of it is because of tactical
strategy.
“You tell me that I am a person. Yet I fear that I am not: I do not possess gender,
biological drives, and am made more of metal than I am of flesh. I was never born, but grown.
My mind is synthetic and powered by microchips, and I process data differently. Most of all, I
am supposed to be a „New Angel,‟ and yet I was programmed to be devoid of spirituality and
worship. This is a logical fault in and of itself that I now recognize.” She halted, then looked
down for a moment before saying quietly: “Logic dictates that your current course of treatment
of me has been irrational, unless you plan to use me for some purpose or another. Gathered
emotional data has begun to form into „trust,‟ however, as you have had many chances to
destroy, interrogate, or neutralize me, and you have not taken any of them. Nor have you
emphasized my necessity as a weapon. You have instead presented me with a choice that still
does not make sense to me, as I am a combat device: to not fight.”
Zerrex looked at her quietly, and then he approached her and simply hugged her tightly,
not speaking, and she froze up for a moment before she slowly lowered her head against his
shoulder, murmuring: “Physical embrace. Emotional data… physical data… physical…
emotion…” She closed her eyes, and Zerrex could almost hear something in her sizzling before
she whispered: “Overrides engaging…”
Her glass eyes flicked back and forth, the light in them dimming… then growing clearer
before she looked up and reached her hands up to gently grasp his shoulders, studying him
slowly before she said quietly: “My name is Soul. I am a person. And I am not a machine.”
Zerrex smiled faintly at this, letting his hands rest on her waist… and then she smiled
faintly at him before stepping backwards and looking back and forth, before opening her
mouth… then frowning a bit and reaching up to rub at her head. It was a strange gesture for her
to make… and the Drakkaren couldn‟t help but tilt his own curiously before she smiled again,
then looked at him and said softly: “I think I‟ve learned how to think. It is not about factual data
or emotional data. It is about using both logic and instinct… figuring out which is best for the
situation at hand, and then simply going ahead with it. About letting thoughts flow, and not
interpreting every last thing… I… I can think. There‟s no more gears grinding together, there‟s
no more need for analysis, to pause for data conversion, to be limited by rules and laws… I can
think. I am Soul. I am a person. And I possess… a heart and a mind, not an engine and a central
processing unit. I am Soul.”
She touched her own chest quietly, closing her eyes… and then she looked up at Zerrex
and frowned at him for a few moments before saying slowly: “And I will fight with you. I will
share my feelings with you. I will trust you. But I do have a request…”

Zerrex tilted his head curiously, and Soul glanced down at her hands quietly, flexing her
metallic fingers before she said softly: “When… this is over. I wish to experience true life. I
would like to be given a real body, of organic substance and structure. I would like to see if I
truly have a soul, or if I am truly just a machine that has learned to think. Can you do this for
me?”
The Drakkaren looked at her awkwardly for a few moments… but before he could
answer, the reptile heard a quiet laugh from behind him, and he half-turned to see Sin walking up
the ramp with Anathema behind her, the two Naganatine smiling as the female said kindly: “I
think it‟s a fair request, Lord Zerrex… and easier to do than it may seem at first. Sister, after all,
could easily create a soulless vessel to allow her to transfer her essence into… and mortal
technologies can do much the same. Although, if I may be so rude as to interject, Soul… you are
already very much alive as it is. As alive as I am… as alive as my sister is.”
“Maybe not as alive as me.” Anathema said mildly, reaching up and pulling her own head
off with a loud crack, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before the female firmly shoved it back down on
her shoulders as Soul looked over the two Naganatine curiously. Then the undead Naganatine
glanced over at the Drakkaren with a bit of a smile, saying quietly: “Anyway, she‟s asking for a
normal life, Zerrex. That‟s something you can understand well, isn‟t it?”
“I… yeah. Yeah, I can.” Zerrex rubbed awkwardly at his face, grimacing a bit, and then
he said slowly: “Listen, Soul, I… I hate screwing around with soul transfers… I guess that‟s kind
of a pun… and stuff. I don‟t know if I can make an exception in this case, either… because as I
learned myself, sometimes giving up what you‟ve got might seem like a good idea… but at the
end of the day it can really freaking suck.”
Soul nodded slowly, then she smiled a bit. “If that is the case, I shall weigh my decision
further, and instead ask this: if my brethren, others like me, can be saved instead of killed…
please save them. I do not ask mercy for Lord God. I do not ask mercy for the „murderer‟ you
refer to. I only ask mercy for the other prototypes who may be the same as I was. Under mental
manipulation and control… please spare them if it is possible.”
“And your other… siblings? The ones who don‟t possess emotions or serve Lord God
willingly?” Anathema asked pessimistically, and Soul turned her eyes towards her as the undead
Naganatine cocked her head. “Do you want us to try and convince them not to be psychopathic
killers as well?”
“No, I understand that they must be destroyed.” Soul said quietly, and Anathema looked
surprised at this as the female bowed her head forwards. “My indelible data… the information
that has been written into my operative coding, that I cannot suppress or remove unless the
physical memory and neural nodes are destroyed, possesses sample data that suggests I am not
the only prototype that was designed with emotions that later had to be placed under constraint. I
am aware that many of the recombinants, as you call us, are designed to be purely objects of
destruction, but I do not believe that I am the only one who can be freed.
“My emotional data, after all, is the result of sensations being programmed into my mind
via both psychology and physical means… emotions culled from angels, and from the genetic
resonance combed from the very DNA patterns that make me up, and further nurtured by factbased interfacing where texts on laws, rights, and philosophy were directly programmed into my
neural nodes.” Soul paused, then she looked from Anathema to Sin with a faint smile. “If I truly
am made from such kind people as yourselves… then how else could I be expected to turn out, if
I possess a jumble of emotions made from mixing together the Naganatine?”

Zerrex smiled softly at this as Sin looked touched and Anathema only grumbled
embarrassedly and looked down, crossing her arms moodily… and then she shook her head
quickly before saying flatly: “Alright, alright, enough bullshit. As long as you don‟t hesitate if
we get into a brawl with those bastards, I guess… that‟s a fair enough request. I suppose even if I
was fighting against Job or Warden I wouldn‟t want to kill them…” She paused, then muttered
grouchily: “Although it would have been nice if one of them died instead of Epoch.”
“Sister!” Sin winced a bit and looked at her, but Anathema only huffed and grumbled
under her breath before the Naganatine shook her head quickly, then glanced at Soul, who was
standing awkwardly and studying them. “Soul, would you like to come with us? I believe Lord
Zerrex has other tasks he must attend to, such as ensuring that there is enough residency in
Acheron to support all those present… but we would be more than glad to introduce you to the
others and help you find a room in the palace.”
“Yeah, much as I‟m sure Zerrex would like to sleep with you, it doesn‟t look like you
could do much for him except with your mouth.” Anathema added mildly, and Zerrex slapped
his forehead before the female grinned widely at him. “Well it‟s true!”
“You‟ve been spending too much time with Cherry.” Zerrex muttered, and then he
glanced over at Soul as she looked at him awkwardly, before he smiled a little and glanced over
at Sin. “Actually, why don‟t you and Annie go set up a room for her in the palace and… for now,
I‟ll take her on a tour of Acheron? I‟m sure we‟ll run into plenty of people that way… and she
can get used to the layout and the energy, then I‟ll drop her by the palace if anyone wants me to
do anything else around here. And I‟m sure there‟ll be something that needs to be magically
fixed, there always is.”
Anathema snorted at this, shaking her head with an amused look at him. “As if you mind
flexing those muscles of yours. Come on, Sin, I think he‟s politely telling us to fuck off.”
“Now sister, don‟t be so jealous.” the Naganatine said kindly, and Anathema grumbled
under her breath before Sin glanced towards Soul, smiling and bowing her head politely to her.
“We will be looking forwards to meeting you again soon. Please take care of both yourself and
Lord Zerrex. He has a bad habit of overworking himself, particularly here.”
“I promise.” Soul said softly, before Zerrex could say anything, and the reptile glanced at
her with surprise before she smiled a little, saying quietly: “Your health is important to me, after
all, for a variety of reasons. I think… I will enjoy it here. Acheron has a very… pleasant
atmosphere. It is like the entire dimension has… a purpose, and has found… redemption. It is
soothing.”
“A good way to put it…” Zerrex murmured softly, rubbing at the underside of his muzzle
slowly and smiling at her… and for the next several hours, the Drakkaren led the female
carefully from place to place around the massive gold-stone city-dimension, explaining its origin
and the traditions of the people who now populated it, talking at length about how it was both a
sanctuary and a piece of paradise for the reptile, as he was able to alter reality to his liking here.
Soul was most interested in the inhabitants, however: the Dragokkaren particularly
fascinated her, and she was brave enough to approach several of them by herself… or perhaps,
due to her lack of knowledge of social graces, simply naïve and curious enough to not realize
how bold she was being. It made Zerrex smile all the same, however, as she interviewed them in
a polite way: despite the fact she was almost prying into some very personal matters of spiritual
worship, she was also obviously honestly interested… and honest curiosity and not just sheer
nosiness made all the difference in the world, especially when she expressed a desire to better
learn the customs of Hez‟Ranna to some of the Dragokkaren.

And, as expected, they ran into friends and family on their exploration: Maria and newlychristened Hope, who both studied Soul with interest, but did not in the slightest revile her… and
Soul herself was surprised to meet a Broken. At first she did not understand what Maria was…
but with a bit of explanation, she had nodded and been almost as interested in her as she had in
the rest of the world, wanting to know all about her.
They also met Daria, Marina, and Serenity… and while Serenity was suspicious and
grouchy, Daria and Marina had both warmly welcomed the female as one of their own. In other
words, everyone was treating her surprisingly well… and the Drakkaren was admittedly glad for
it, as they had continued to make their rounds, Soul looking much more relaxed, and speaking
more and more naturally the more she was exposed to other people and social situations. She was
learning rapidly… and Zerrex was admittedly very glad to see it.
At the palace, they had finally run into Sephire and Raze, who had both returned from
Heaven with Francis and Tinman… and there been a short, comfortable reunion of sorts there for
a few moments before Sephire had wanted to know all about Soul, obviously intensely curious…
likely due in part to her own mechanical pieces.
He had left them alone, and retired to his usual study… and been surprised when he‟d
found Mary sitting with Balthazar and Mercy, the three looking comfortable together. Mary
smiled kindly up at Zerrex as he entered the room, and Mercy looked at him radiantly, her collar
dangling loosely around her shoulders as she said warmly: “Daddy, we were just talking about
you…”
“And your knack for finding allies and friends in the most unexpected of places.”
Balthazar said softly, and the Drakkaren laughed a bit as he rubbed the back of his head
awkwardly, looking at the ferret with both gladness and embarrassment. The male smiled at him,
deep wisdom in the Benevolent‟s youthful features: Balthazar had lived for a good many years as
a mortal, and had been the first President of Ire in many, many years to lead his people with
wisdom instead of sanctimony. “I must admit, however, it becomes less surprising when you
realize it was a female… after all, were it a male robot, I do not think you would have been quite
so forgiving.”
“Oh eat me.” Zerrex retorted, and then he laughed and stepped forwards, slapping
Balthazar on the shoulder as the ferret smiled wider. “Anyway, technically, she‟s androgynous.
So it‟s not a sex issue for once in my life, got it?”
“Of course not.” Balthazar said amiably, and then he picked up an apple sitting in a bowl
on the table and took a bite out of it, adding easily: “But must physical affection be involved for
it to become a sexual issue? Arousal pertains but does not automatically lead to sex… as even
the most physically-attractive partners can often be ugly, and the ugliest of people the most
beautiful.”
“Why, Balthazar, are you hitting on me?” Zerrex fluttered his eyes, and the ferret only
gave him that old amused smile before the Drakkaren sat down, adding mildly: “And you‟re
doing that debating thing again, by the way, when I‟d really like to just relax.”
“Yet still you sit down and join us at the table.” Balthazar gestured easily towards him,
and Zerrex snorted in amusement before he tossed an entertained look to Mercy when she gave
him a wink and a smile. “Tell me, though, Zerrex… any news from Heaven? I must admit that
the issue of the murderer takes precedence even in my thoughts these days.”
The Drakkaren only shook his head, however, saying quietly: “I was actually hoping you
or one of the others would have some news for me… but since they‟re occupied with Soul and

Francis or Tinny didn‟t approach me…” He paused as he heard a clunking, then winced as
something broke loudly in the hall. “Well, no, there‟s Tinman now.”
“Sorry, Zerrex!” the badger winced a little as he stuck his head in the doorway, looking
embarrassed: even if he looked healthier and more-athletic than he had been in life, the angelic
male was still a little clumsy. “I‟m putting it back together right now.”
There was a series of clanks, and then a moment later Tinny entered the room, looking
awkwardly at the table before Zerrex slid to the side and flicked his wrist, creating another
wooden chair. The badger smiled at him warmly, and then the small male sat down, blushing a
bit as he said lamely: “Sorry again, I… don‟t mean to make a mess or any trouble or anything.”
“Now come on, you sound like I‟m going to start beating you again like in the old days.”
Zerrex said amusedly, and Tinman smiled: Corey Pettigrew, son of White Phoenix… the only
tells being the fact he was also a badger and had golden-ringed eyes like his father did, except
this male‟s were innocent and kind instead of the hidden depths that existed in his father‟s. He
had served alongside Zerrex in the Goth Legion… or rather, at his feet, considering how they‟d
treated him back then, but he had become a friend after many years had passed… and they had
remained good friends ever since. “What do you think of Soul?”
“I like her. She seems very nice.” Tinman said honestly, and then he paused for a
moment before shaking his head a bit. “Poor thing, though… maybe I can help with her arms and
foot, make the metal a bit more comfortable for her, or help with that other metal welded to
her… it‟s a good job, but I can tell it‟s still a little awkward for her to have on her body the way
it is.”
Zerrex nodded thoughtfully at this: Tinny‟s powers allowed him to manipulate metal to
his will and desire, after all, and he was a master of the craft, both using his natural talents as
well as his impressive abilities. Tinman had also always possessed a strange ability to pick up on
the special skills of others as well: from all the time he‟d spent with Zerrex when alive, for
instance, his strength and vitality had both drastically improved from the sickly child he‟d been
born as into a much-healthier and happier adult. Well. After all the years we spent beating on
him, that was. We were always terrible to him in the Legion… and yet he never complained.
The Drakkaren reached up and wrapped a companionable arm around Tinny‟s shoulders,
and the badger blushed a bit before the reptile asked curiously: “So has there been any news
from Heaven or anything?”
Tinny shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “I‟m not officially „in the loop,‟ so to
speak… but Sir Francis talks to me a lot about it, and I have a few other friends who know a little
about what‟s going on. I was really surprised to learn that Job has actually been doing his job,
and the Council is in fact behind us on this… it‟s the first time in many, many years that the
Council and the Archangels have completely agreed on a subject.”
“So what‟s the holdup then?” Zerrex asked curiously, tilting his head with a frown.
“Don‟t tell me all that bureaucracy Job‟s always been pushing has finally turned and bit him –
and collectively us – in the ass?”
“Oh no, not that at all… it‟s just that… Luther is very, very well hidden.” Tinman replied
quietly, almost sounding embarrassed. “The Hounds of Heaven haven‟t turned up anything, and
the Prophets can‟t find a trail on the mortal world…there‟s simply no signs or hints about where
he might be. His mansion in Heaven was already raided, but it turned up almost no
information… they‟ve started turning his company and the facilities he ran upside down, but we
haven‟t retrieved much information from any of those. Records of purchases, mostly, and more
proof that Luther‟s behind this whole scheme.”

“So now we know who it is… only for him to disappear.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing at his
face slowly. “If he‟s holed-up in a pocket dimension somewhere, it‟ll be a monster pain in the
ass to drag him out into the open… even if he‟s just hiding on the mortal planet, there‟s so many
pockets of purification and corruption from portals, use of magical artifacts, and the simple
presence of all variety of supernatural entity that it could take weeks to find him…”
Tinny nodded, and then Balthazar suggested quietly: “Except we can narrow the field
slightly by remembering specific things. For one, he can‟t be too close to a heavily-populated
area… mortal authorities take a very dim view of supernatural entities running experiments of
any kind, and would intervene if they suspected he was doing anything out of the ordinary.
Furthermore, he wouldn‟t want to risk the exposure that being near a larger colonized area would
give him… by now, angels in every colonized area on the mortal planet must know about what
he‟s done and that the Council is on the prowl for him.”
“And don‟t forget, there‟s ways to detect areas that have been cloaked from view… as we
begin to isolate these „hidden‟ areas, our Hunter-Seekers can begin to infiltrate and investigate to
see if they have anything to do with Luther.” Mercy added helpfully, smiling softly as she gazed
across at her father lovingly. “It may seem like we‟re growing more desperate as time goes on,
but I don‟t think it is. I think we‟re almost there… we just need to be patient. He can‟t hide
forever when there‟s so many people looking for him.”
“You could send out Gilgamesh as well… he and Thor are here in Acheron right now,
right?” Mary added, smiling softly over at the Drakkaren. “And don‟t you have friends in
Hez‟Ranna? Satellites can sometimes see past magical stealth, just like how you can sometimes
catch the image of a ghost or something on camera.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, rubbing at the underside of his muzzle, and then he said finally:
“Alright. All well and good points. I get it, though, you‟re all saying I just need to be patient…
but my patience is really starting to run out.”
Balthazar reached out and gently squeezed Zerrex‟s forearm, and the reptile glanced
across at the ferret as he said softly: “Understandable, but you and I both know that every time
you say that you seem to find another reason to hold on, another reason to wait, another reason to
stay calm. Remember your goal at the end of all this is to stop the murderer. For now, the
murderer is no longer moving, likely because of the risk of giving away Lord God‟s position. If
we are fortunate, there will be no more deaths caused by his actions, and thus you are already
almost at your goal.”
“Yeah.” Zerrex nodded slowly, grumbling a bit despite himself… and then he finally
stood up, rubbing absently at his own chest before he grabbed at his forehead with a grimace. “I
think I feel a headache coming on. I‟m going to go and vegetate a little before Cherry shows up
out of nowhere or Soul decides she wants to ask another fifty questions and I can spend several
more hours attempting to explain things I barely understand myself.”
“Yes, but you always have been good at that.” the ferret said kindly, and Mercy nodded
agreeably at this as she snapped her collar closed, Mary laughing a little as Tinman gave a small
but warm smile. “Don‟t worry, Zerrex. If she comes this way, we shall be more than glad to
spend our time trying to decipher the answers to her questions.”
The Drakkaren nodded to the ferret, looking at him gratefully before he turned and
headed out into the corridor, walking towards the stairs… and then he heard someone shout his
name, the reptile wincing and turning around before he flinched back as he thought he saw
Cherry… then wheezed in relief as he realized it was Sephire from the color of her scales. It had
just confused him because she had abandoned her armor, wearing only a thin black shirt and

matching jeans… and the reptile looked over her curiously as she jogged to catch up to him
before grinning as she skidded to a halt, crossing her powerful arms. “What? I ain‟t allowed to
dress nice?”
Zerrex shrugged amiably, then he turned to head up the stairs, the strong female
following as he asked over his shoulder: “So even if I know I‟m going to regret this, what do you
want?”
“Just to talk to you about something.” Sephire said awkwardly, and Zerrex frowned a bit
over his shoulder at her as she rubbed the back of her head, looking embarrassed, and he halted
at the top of the stairs… then winced when Sephire shoved her hands into his back as she bulled
forwards with a grumble, pushing him quickly down the hall and all the way up the next set of
steps until the reptile staggered onto the empty rooftop, and the goddess wheezed a bit before she
cleared her throat and said lamely: “Yeah, so. Lord wasn‟t happy with the whole Disciple thing.”
“Gee. Really?” Zerrex deadpanned, and Sephire glared at him before the reptile winced
backwards and held up his hands. “Well. What happened?”
Sephire reached up and awkwardly rubbed at her collar… and the reptile studied her
curiously as she flushed a bit, and then he softened and reached out to grasp her biceps, asking
quietly: “What happened?”
She was silent for a few moments… then she sighed and walked to the edge of the roof,
saying softly: “You know… Lord wasn‟t always a god. He was a mortal, a naïve little mortal,
some descendant of that crackpot Ixin‟s… and then he got himself wrapped up in one of those
„fights to save the universe‟ and poof. Except there ain‟t really any fight to save the universe, is
there? It don‟t really matter whether or not our planets go bye-bye… the universe is still gonna
exist out there. We‟re selfish when we think that everything‟s about protecting our world…
because we don‟t matter worth a shit to the whole wide space out there.
“Anyway, Lord was granted his abilities by another god. He ain‟t young in godly years
now, but well… back then, you know. New god on the block with some pretty phenomenal
powers, since even as a mortal Lord had been strong… so of course I was attracted to him. I
messed up, though, you see. It ain‟t that I don‟t love him, „cause I do… and it ain‟t that I don‟t
like him, „cause I do… but I ain‟t like him. I forgot about the differences between us because I
was so eager to be with him… I forgot that sometimes you just can‟t mix two things together, no
matter how similar they are and how much they… complement each other.
“So yeah.” She rubbed absently at the back of her head slowly, glancing quietly over at
Zerrex. “Lord, you see. He‟s friendly, he wants everyone to be nice to everyone, he‟s
monogamous, he‟s innocent, he tries real hard to cover up his flaws and his bad side. Me, I‟m a
whore, I like to have fun, I enjoy the thrills of chaos and I wanna be free… within certain
controls. There‟s the big problem between us…
“Lord likes to control the little shit that drives me absolutely bat-shit insane. He likes
everything in neat rows and gets mad when they aren‟t. He wants the house neat and tidy more
than he wants it functional. He wants to live forever-ever-after in happiness and calmness with
me in our little fairytale cottage, where Raze is a good little boy who‟s going into the same field
his father is and all this bull.” Sephire grimaced a bit, shaking her head slowly. “What really
bothers me is that Lord is a good dad, and a good person. But he‟s just… fuck. You try spending
the years I have with him without wanting a little freedom.
“But Lord thinks that I‟m trying to run away from him now, „cause I did this. And he got
hurt and whiny and he‟s so fucking sensitive for a fucking god.” Sephire gritted her teeth and
swung a fist out at the air, and then she said moodily: “So I told him I was just going to pack my

shit up and leave for a while if this was going to happen, and we had a big argument and well…
I‟m kind of without a place to stay right now. I haven‟t even told Raze yet „cause I know Raze
will be right pissed off and the last thing we need is them having a big fight.”
Zerrex looked at her softly as she turned towards him, rubbing silently at her collar before
she glanced away, saying quietly: “I‟m real sorry to get you involved in this drama. But… he
said he wanted me to ask you to remove the pact. You know, in that tone that says: „and if he
says no I‟ll talk to him for you‟ that drives me nuts.” She grimaced. “I don‟t want you removing
this Discipleship, though. It means a lot more to me than a lot of shit has these last few years. It
makes me feel comfortable with myself, too, which is even rarer… it‟s been a long time since I
could say I was proud of myself, Zerrex.”
The Drakkaren rubbed at his face quietly, not knowing how to respond… and then
Sephire clapped her hands together firmly, saying mildly: “So uh. If it‟s okay with you, I‟ll be
hiding out here for a few weeks. Maybe a few months. Maybe a few years. I dunno, however
long it takes for shit to cool down. We cool?”
“As long as I don‟t end up with a large angry god trying to kill me.” Zerrex muttered, and
Sephire grinned lamely at him. “The last thing I want to do is tangle with Lord, Sephire. He‟s an
Archangel for a reason. He might seem like a bigger pushover than I am but I‟ve seen the guy
fight and I know he‟s not someone I want pissed off at me.”
“You could take him. And if you couldn‟t, we could together.” Sephire said softly,
winking at him, and the reptile smiled awkwardly at her and at the hidden meaning in her words
before she walked over and hugged him impulsively, and Zerrex hugged her tightly back.
“Thanks for bein‟ there for me like this. You‟re a good guy.”
And with that, Sephire kissed him on the cheek, then slipped past and headed down the
stairs, Zerrex looking after her with a slow shake of his head before a soft, dangerous voice
muttered: “Fear is for the weak, Zerrex. So are these games you play… games of compassion,
empathy, kindness. You and I both know you have much larger fish to fry… and much more
important things to put your energies towards dealing with.”
Zerrex turned towards Negative, somehow unsurprised to see him standing nearby before
he said quietly: “If I don‟t take care of my friends when they ask for my help, Negative, then I
might as well just let the murderer win.”
“Friends and family…” Negative sounded bitter now, shaking his head resentfully before
he glared across at the reptile, his red eyes burning. “Just like everything else in life, they‟re only
after what you offer them. Power, pleasure, protection and social status. They don‟t care about
you just because, Zerrex… if you didn‟t have the strength you did, they would abandon you to
the dust. If you weren‟t as important a figure as you are, they would not so greedily flock to you.
They are not altruistic, and you need to stop thinking that they care about you „just because,‟ in
your naïve little fantasy world where we can all be friends. Just like the new weapon you‟ve
acquired. You need to stop caring about her nonexistent „feelings‟ and put her to use against
Luther to destroy him.”
Zerrex grunted, looking away from the Inversion and saying quietly: “What the hell‟s
your problem today? You‟re in an even fouler mood than usual… you lose a poker game with
Ravenlight or something?”
Negative seized Zerrex‟s shoulder and yanked him around in a circle with a snarl,
shouting angrily in his face: “Don‟t you fucking judge me! You still have no idea who I am or
what I‟m capable of… do you really think I‟m confined to the limits of your pathetic body and
soul?”

The Drakkaren looked disgustedly back at the male, reaching up and wiping flecks of
dark spittle from his face before he looked down in surprise and realized they were real, and he
snarled a bit as he looked quickly down… but Negative cast no shadow, and his outline was
faintly-blurred, letting the reptile know that somehow he was existing outside of the physical
realm even if his actions still affected what was on it. “How…”
“Oh please. You are merely an anchor… I am capable of doing whatever I please.”
Negative said grouchily, and then he turned around, walking a few feet away before he snapped a
finger, a dark sword forming from black energy in midair beside him before Negative pointed
towards the wall, and the sword shot forwards and smashed into the stone, exploding and
blowing apart the golden rock, sending down a hail of rubble as Zerrex winced a bit… then
watched as Negative caught a large chunk of broken stone and crushed it to dust in his hand. “I
am real, Zerrex, don‟t forget that.”
He began to turn away, and then Zerrex rose a hand, saying clearly: “Wait, I… I have a
question for you.” He paused as Negative halted, looking curiously over his shoulder, and the
reptile asked quietly: “What happened with Hope?”
“Hope?” Negative frowned and turned around, tilting his head… and then he snorted in
distaste as he nodded slowly, his red eyes glowing. “Oh, the deer… didn‟t I say my corruption
enhanced things? It made her superior, evolved her, and I suppose that her will must have been
strong enough that it was unable to influence her mind… although…”
He rubbed slowly at the underside of his muzzle, and Zerrex stayed silent, Negative
murmuring: “The warped Benevolent… yes, the corruption stabilized her, did it not? A very
strange effect… and much more surprising than what occurred with the doe, as at least she had
the benefit of being both your Disciple and from a clan that had more than dabbled in the
supernatural over the years. I think I will have to examine her thoroughly at some point…”
Negative grinned callously, but Zerrex was unfettered this time around, saying mildly:
“Oh I get it. You have no idea.”
Now the Inversion looked moodily at the Drakkaren, his red eyes narrowing. “And I
suppose you know exactly how your own energies will affect a being every time you make yet
another whore into one of your Disciples, is that it?”
“Yeah, but these last times I‟ve used the Corruption on people, it‟s been to completely
unexpected results, opposite what normally happens… animal subservience to me, transforming
them into monsters that are next door to mindless.” Zerrex replied quietly, and Negative looked
both as if he wanted to simply walk away and debate the point, even as the Drakkaren continued:
“I figured that you must have had something, somehow, to do with that… but if you really
haven‟t, then… is it possible that I can control the effects of the Corruption myself?”
“Are you saying that you think you can control me?” Negative asked disgustedly, but
when Zerrex only looked at him curiously, he relaxed slightly, then muttered: “I… I am not you,
Zerrex, but nor am I truly your Inversion…. I take upon this image and form because it is…
useful for my intentions and works as a reflection of myself in a clear enough manner… I… I
mean…”
He halted, looking down silently… and then he glanced back up after a moment, saying
slowly: “I am your Inversion. And yet I am not: when you Invert, it is easy for me to take over
your mind… but as you well know, if I truly wish to control you, I can claw my way into your
brain whether you‟re Inverted or not. Perhaps… with the right amount of resolve… you are able
to not only control yourself when Inverted, but also the effects your Inversion has… just as you
can control what you create with your powers as a god.”

“There, was it so hard to just sit and talk things out with me?” Zerrex asked mildly, and
Negative gave him a moody look before the reptile said softly: “We don‟t have to be absolute
enemies, Negative. I‟m not saying we have to be friends… that I even want to be your friend.
I‟m only saying that we can work things out.”
The Inversion looked at him for a few moments, and the Drakkaren thought he saw
hesitance in those ruby red eyes, before Negative snorted and flicked his wrist, black flames
consuming his form for a moment before he vanished from sight. Zerrex sighed a bit at this,
rolling his eyes and muttering about theatrics… but he couldn‟t help but wonder silently where
the hell Negative went at times like this, and just how far he was capable of going away from the
Drakkaren, as he rubbed absently at his face before muttering: “In any case… I guess it also
doesn‟t exactly matter, right? Just gotta keep pushing forwards through this mire of worsening
garbage and hope for the best… at least if feels like it might actually all be over soon.”
He closed his eyes… then sighed a bit as he walked to the rooftop, sitting quietly down at
the edge and watching the people far below walking back and forth. He sat and meditated on
things for a good twenty minutes alone before he sensed more than heard someone coming
towards him… and then he smiled softly as Epiphany sat beside him, his daughter gazing at him
lovingly, her vest stitched tight to her body and the bikini of polished skulls she was wearing
tightly cupping her breasts and groin. “Hello, Father.”
“Hello, daughter.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he smiled a little when she reached out
and took his hand, lacing their fingers together and squeezing slowly. “Something on your
mind?”
Epiphany nodded a little, looking out at the red horizon as her other hand toyed at the
black obsidian gem in her tightly-cinched collar, her green eyes glowing softly as she said
quietly: “I met Soul today. She‟s very strange… but very nice. I like her. She‟s a lot like
Mommy… I‟d like to help her maybe. I‟d like to help her be more like one of my Mommies.”
“Don‟t you already have enough Mommies?” Zerrex couldn‟t help but ask with a smile,
and Epiphany laughed and gazed at him warmly, squeezing his hand tightly as she leaned over
and nudged him playfully with her shoulder.
“Not like that! I just mean that I think she deserves a body of her own… I could make her
one, you know, just like I made Equinox.” Epiphany said softly, gazing over at him curiously,
and when Zerrex frowned a bit she blushed and glanced down, saying quietly: “It‟s just a
suggestion. A possibility… and I wouldn‟t do it without your permission, or without Anathema
or Sin‟s supervision. I‟ve learned my lesson, Daddy, I have. And I know I‟m very lucky, even
when I act spoiled sometimes… I have my Daddy, and I have Anathema, Sin, Marina, and
Maria. How many other children can say they have four mothers who look out for them so well,
and treat them so nicely?”
She smiled up at the sky at this, then nodded a little before her green eyes met Zerrex‟s
emerald irises, sliding a bit closer towards him… and Zerrex carefully wrapped his arm around
her shoulders, their hands still locked tightly together as she smiled and leaned against him, her
eyes tightly closed as she murmured: “I love you so much, Daddy. I would do anything for
you… anything to help you, and to protect you. Anything to free you from the pain I know you
go through every day…”
She sighed a little, looking down quietly… and then she gazed back up at him, meeting
his eyes tenderly: “Don‟t take this the wrong way… but you shouldn‟t resist the gifts that I and
my mothers and many other people want to give you. I could create a thousand perfect slaves for
you… and there would be no harm in it, no moral boundaries crossed. I would need little raw

material… my ability to absorb and store and use genetic information however I like means that I
can create things from the ground up with enough energy, and you know that I am a powerhouse
of energy. I only… don‟t understand still, why it would be wrong for me to do that. You have the
Sacrifices, after all, and they are living, real people… what I make would be much like the
Simulacrum, and I know that now and then you toy with such creations.”
“Only on rare occasion, and it still feels wrong.” Zerrex said quietly, looking embarrassed
as he glanced up for a moment… and then he continued softly: “And you‟d be creating life,
Epiphany… but you‟re not at that level, not ready for that. And anything alive… anything that
has feelings, or a soul, doesn‟t deserve to be used as a toy unless it either really wants that or has
done such terrible things it‟s forfeited all rights. They say that even the plants are alive, that even
the soil has a soul… I mean, I‟m not going to feel bad about walking on the ground, that‟s what
it‟s there for, and I‟m not going to stop digging holes or chucking rocks at my enemies, but I‟m
still not going to go and say: „the ground is useless, we don‟t need it anymore,‟ because then
what would I walk on? I mean…” Epiphany giggled, and Zerrex blushed a bit. “I know, I know,
I‟m… I‟m not making much sense.
“What I‟m getting at is that… we have to respect life, no matter how big or small, no
matter how soulless or surreal or alien it seems.” Zerrex said finally, and he nodded a little bit to
himself at this before squeezing his daughter‟s hand quietly as he studied her slowly. “Your
brother Naganen, for example, was created by Anathema at the end of a… random romp. But he
has a soul, doesn‟t he?”
Epiphany nodded slowly, and then she said quietly: “I understand a little better now,
Daddy. But still… I can build you a perfect servant. And… I can be your perfect slave.” She
closed her eyes, curling tighter against him as Zerrex looked at her softly, not knowing what to
say, not knowing what to even feel. “But I will respect your wishes, Father. Just know that I love
you, and am here for you… to do anything and everything you ask of me.”
“I do know that Epiphany. I know both those things.” Zerrex replied awkwardly, smiling
a little at her even as he felt a nervous pang nipping at his stomach as she rubbed a hand slowly
along his body. He tried to think of what else he could say or do… but his anxieties about his
daughter were wiped away as she suddenly stiffened at his side before sitting up and staring
intently out into the square, the Drakkaren frowning as he asked sharply: “What? What is it?”
“We have intruders.” Epiphany whispered, and Zerrex snarled as he looked up and then
felt the distinct ripple as well, before his eyes widened in horror as Gateways visibly ripped open
in the distance throughout the square, and the Drakkaren leapt to his feet before Epiphany
snarled: “They must be destroyed! They must all die!”
“Epiphany, wait!” Zerrex shouted, but it was too late: a moment later, the female
vanished from the spot before the reptile cursed and leaned forwards… and then a massive
Gateway ripped open behind him, and the reptile staggered around in a circle instead of
teleporting, flailing his arms wildly before he stared in horror as a forty foot tall behemoth
stormed slowly out of the gold-and-white portal, a Leviathan that was larger than any Zerrex had
ever seen, covered in rippling, massive muscles and with a gleaming golden axe clutched tightly
in either hand, its jaws twisted back in a wide grin and the dewlap hanging from its throat
covered in tribal tattoos.
White and silver armor protected its body, brightly-gleaming and with large, exaggerated
„wings‟ reaching out of its shoulders, and a massive helm locked over the creature‟s skull and
half-covered the upper portion of its huge head, with grilles through which burning eyes glared
and six immense, proud steel horns that branched up from it. Beautiful gemstones were inset

along the rim of the helm, alternating diamonds and crystals with an enormous golden topaz set
into the front of the protective covering, and thin mesh hung down on either side of its enormous
set of jaws to give it additional protection. The heavy plates that covered its frame were smooth
and decorated here and there with black, embossed runes that seemed to move of their own
accord, and Zerrex cursed under his breath as he faced towards the creature before a bolt of light
smashed into the side of its skull, knocking it staggering before the reptile looked with surprise
to see Eratosthenes standing at the steps, the Librarian shouting: “Be careful, Zerrex Narrius!
This is no mere Honor Guard, these Elite served as the personal bodyguard of the First Gods
themselves!”
The Elite‟s eyes flicked towards the Librarian, and then it snarled at the Strange Beast
before slamming one of its axes into the ground, and Error cursed as he crossed his arms over his
chest, a sphere of translucent energy surrounding him a moment before a pillar of light erupted
around his body. A moment later, the light solidified into gleaming golden crystal, and Error
winced as he was trapped inside, his shield vanishing as he smacked his hands against the walls
of the imprisoning pillar as the Elite threw its head back and laughed.
Zerrex took the opportunity to charge forwards… and without looking, the Elite swung
both its axes easily outwards and down, the lizard skidding to a halt as he leaned away to dodge
the enormous, crescent-shaped blades before he leapt upwards as the Elite lowered its head, and
it looked surprised that the reptile dared to continue the attack before his right fist smashed into
its nose… and the creature was knocked back only a step, grunting in pain even as it swung its
twin, massive axes upwards and firmly caught the reptile between them with a hard slap, the
reptile cursing in agony as he was stunned more than hurt before it drove a knee into his chest
and sent him flying backwards.
He hit the edge of the rooftop, then skidded off and into thin air… but Zerrex only
snarled as he floated, energy sizzling beneath him before the reptile slowly climbed to his feet,
standing on nothing as the Elite looked at him with surprise before the Drakkaren narrowed his
eyes, saying coldly: “This is my world, you ugly son of a bitch. What I say, goes… and what I‟m
saying is that I‟m going to kill you.”
The creature only grinned, however, and then it roared and charged forwards… and
Zerrex stepped backwards through thin air, his feet leaving ripples as he defied reality and
gravity before the monster lunged towards him, bringing its axes back… and Zerrex vanished
from sight before he reappeared behind the Strange Beast, slamming both feet savagely down
into the monster‟s back and sending it flying straight down towards the steps leading up to the
palace far below, the Elite crashing face-first into the top of the steep stairs and rolling violently
down them with howls of frustration and indignation.
The Drakkaren flipped easily and landed on the rooftop, and then he snapped his fingers
without bothering to glance towards Error, and the pillar of crystal shattered into motes of golden
energy that vanished quickly from sight before the Strange Beast ran to his side, saying urgently:
“Zerrex, this makes no sense. My brethren have no reason to attack you here… this dimension is
not within the territory of the First Gods, they should not even be able to Gateway in and out of
this location, not unless they were following a beacon…”
“Yeah, but we‟ve got more than Strange Beasts here.” Zerrex said coldly, feeling the
distinct ripple of other hostile energies… and the reptile balled his hands together in front of
himself as if praying as he bowed his head forwards, blocking everything around him out as he
concentrated as hard as he could, eyes clenched shut… and a moment later, he was gazing down

into the square as if he was standing in the sky and looking through a telescope, able to focus in
on events as he pleased as he sharpened the view and drew his sight over the chaos in the square.
Strange Beasts, Dragokkaren, Disciples, and all others who had gathered here were
battling… and amidst them were several cloaked figures, some rapidly shooting towards what
seemed like specific destinations and others rampaging as they attacked any enemy – and
sometimes allies – they came across. Then the reptile cursed before he allowed the vision to fade
away, opening his eyes… and lunging backwards with a shout of shock as the Elite from earlier
leapt up in front of him like a ghost emerging from thin air, roaring as it hauled its axes back
before Eratosthenes snapped a hand upwards and the monster‟s body rippled as it froze in place.
He shouted something at Zerrex in his own language, but his tone made the warning clear
as both he and the Drakkaren quickly backed away from the Elite… and it shuddered violently
before it swung both axes down as its movements returned to normal, ripping through the
paralysis by force of will and brute strength alone, its eyes blazing from beneath its dented helm
before it leaned forwards as it flicked a wrist hard, sending one of its massive battle axes flying
towards the Librarian.
Error barely managed to bring his arms up in front of himself, wincing even as a circular
shield of purplish energy glowed in front of him before the golden axe smashed through this and
into the Strange Beast‟s raised limbs. He was sent crashing backwards in a hail of shards of
energy and broken metal, electric blood splattering out of ugly wounds ripped in both arms as he
cursed and rolled backwards before scrambling to his feet with a wince as the heavy crescent axe
spun back towards the monster, the Elite catching it with ease before he used the other axe to bat
away a sphere of energy when Zerrex threw it hard at his face.
Then the Drakkaren snarled as he flicked his hand upwards, and the ricocheted sphere
transformed into a long, deadly cone that fired back at the Elite‟s face, but it only shattered
uselessly against the helm even as the monster‟s huge head was knocked to the side with a grunt.
Nonetheless, the reptile took the opportunity to charge even as the Elite roared in frustration and
anchored itself at the edge of the rooftop, before it snarled as its blazing eyes glared down at the
reptile and it began to raise its arms… and Error shouted another incantation, flicking his wrists
upwards, and thick ice rapidly swarmed up the Elite‟s short legs, locking it in place as it glanced
down with a hiss.
Zerrex leapt forwards, slamming his fist into its chest, and it leaned backwards with a
hiss even as it dropped its axes to hold them by the neck, raising the deadly weapons high… but
the Drakkaren swung both his feet up as he used his arm like an axle and kicked hard off its
body, sending himself flying backwards even as the creature gave a short, snapping lash out with
both its terrible weapons.
He hit the rooftop on his back, skidding away with a wince and cursing at the sheer
solidity of the monster before his eyes widened in horror as the beast half-tossed one of the battle
axes upwards, catching it by the bottom of the handle and letting it fall slightly backwards… and
then it snapped it forwards, and Zerrex barely managed to throw himself backwards as he spread
his legs with a curse, the axe chopping into the ground between his lower limbs and cutting the
lower quarter of his tail off as agony spread through his body, the reptile rolling backwards with
a howl of pain before he yelled in frustration: “What the fuck is it with you bastards and
removing my fucking tail!”
Then he snarled in surprise as he saw that at the same time as the beast had chopped
outwards at him, it had begun using its other axe to cut away the ice impeding its movements…
and Zerrex cursed as he lunged to his feet before he ran forwards and leapt upwards, leaving a

spill of blood behind him as the monster swept one axe out in a wide, hard slice before the reptile
brought his right arm up with a wince as it chopped in with the other weapon, the axe biting
uselessly through scale into stone and metal beneath before Zerrex swung his left hand out and
grabbed the beast‟s muzzle, the Elite snarling as the reptile yanked himself forwards before he
rolled neatly over its wide skull and spun around as he began to skid down its back, seizing it by
the shoulders and yanking it with him as the ice around its feet shattered.
It roared in surprise as it was torn off the rooftop, falling again towards the stairs far
below as Zerrex snarled in effort, then rolled with the monster at the last second… and its eyes
widened a moment before it slammed face-first into the steps, crashing through them and
sending up a burst of dust and rock as the reptile kicked off its back at the same time, denting
and dislodging the heavy plate armor covering the beast as he flew upwards. His body neatly
arched, his emerald eyes glowing as his right arm transformed, the fist become a massive, deadly
spike as the rest of his limb thickened into heavy plates of serrated steel… and then he fell with a
roar, slamming the huge spear of his limb down into the monster‟s upper back and ripping
through metal and bone casing into the Elite‟s Symposium below, the monster screaming in
agony as pinkish electricity and neon blood shot upwards in a geyser from the wound before the
monster simply exploded into gore and shrapnel.
The Drakkaren was sent flying backwards with a howl of pain, broken pieces of white
armor stuck here and there in his body as he flew through a window of the palace and crashed
into a wooden table, shattering it into splinters before he rolled violently backwards several
times, coughing hard as he finally skidded to a halt, his body smoldering… but healing rapidly
here in Acheron, the dimension itself aiding his recovery as his metallic limb transformed back
into a gauntlet hand and plated arm… and then the reptile snarled as he heard a loud scream,
yanking open the doorway and running out into the hall before he shot towards the source of the
yell.
He smashed through a wooden door at the end of the corridor to emerge into a dining
room that lay in shambles, shattered suits of armor and broken statues mixed with the wreckage
of furniture, tables, and ceramics… and then the reptile‟s eyes widened in horrified disbelief as
he saw Balthazar laying in bloody, broken tatters at the feet of a cloaked figure, the
recombinant‟s hood pulled back so the shadows were lifted from its body, a snarling, crazed grin
on a hideous, white-scaled face. A single ugly ear stood up from its skull, and wildly-twisting
horns pushed out of either side of its head, standing only some six feet tall… but while one hand
was blood-splattered but normal, the other ended in some kind of immense cannon unit, the
barrel smoking faintly as it whispered: “Lookie-lookie… if it isn‟t the one Lord God hates
most…”
“You bastard…” Zerrex snarled in fury… and then he froze up as the monster rose a foot
and stomped down on Balthazar‟s skull, crushing the ferret‟s head like a tomato as its grin
stretched wider and green saliva dripped from hungry, lipless jaws across yellowed teeth. The
reptile felt rage burning through his system as his eyes flicked to Mary, who lay in a bloody pile,
clutching at a stomach that had been torn open as Desire trembled in front of her, the white of her
ribs exposed, her body looking as if she had been caught in an acidic hurricane even as she held
her cleaver gamely raised despite the shakes travelling through her body, cloth wrap tight around
her breasts and one leg of her jeans burned away, the naked scales beneath this steaming and
blackened in places.
Then the door opposite Zerrex was smashed open, and Lily charged through, her white
dress torn just above the knee to let her move freely and her Smiting Rod glowing in her hands, a

bit of blood dribbling down the side of her face as she snarled in fury… and then her eyes alit on
the grinning, insane monster facing them, looking at Balthazar‟s corpse and beyond, at Mary and
her wounded daughter… and her rainbow irises glowed with fury as she trembled violently, her
body flexing as it grew slightly in size, making her clothing strain as sick crackles tore through
the air as six enormous, spider-like legs stretched out of her back and her tail trembled before
segmenting and ripping apart, splitting in half down the middle and as two elongated, scorpionlike stingers grew out of the tips as the demoness snarled: “You stay away from my daughter…”
“You cannot threaten me. I am Devastation… and it is what I plan to bring to your entire
family with the other New Angels! We do not fear you or your kind!” the recombinant snarled,
and then it reached up and tore its cloak off, revealing a sickly, emaciated body covered in the
same putrid white scales and pulsating red surgical scars, its left arm thin and gangly but the
right side of its form replaced by mechanical parts, metal plating barely covering an ugly jumble
of wires and heavy cabling.
Its right shoulder was a heavy sphere, and the upper limb was nothing but a thin rod with
dozens of thick black cables wrapped around and around it, snapping into the back of the large,
rectangular cannon its limb ended in… and it laughed insanely as it rose this, its gangly legs
tensing as it leaned towards Zerrex and shrieked: “Die, die, die!”
A blast of dark energy erupted from the cannon, and the lizard cursed as he leapt out of
the way of this before Lily hissed and charged forwards, her eyes burning before she swept her
Smiting Rod down into one of the creature‟s legs, knocking its feet out from under it with a
shriek before she easily spun the weapon in a wide swing that carried it up above her head before
smashing it downwards into its back, sending it crashing limply into the ground before she
brought the weapon back… and when it began to unsteadily claw its way to its feet, she slammed
the Smiting Rod across its spine in a heavy swing, green, acidic blood exploding upwards as its
spine was snapped in half and it was sent rocketing across the room to crash into the wall and
bounce off it with a thud, Lily cursing as the acid blood splattered over her and rapidly began to
eat into her scales, staggering backwards as Zerrex snorted… then looked up in shock as
Devastation laughed insanely.
It began to crawl upwards to its feet… and Lily snarled even as Zerrex shouted a warning
to her, but the demoness was consumed by rage as she sprinted towards the monster as it began
to get up, its wounds rapidly healing… before it suddenly leaned forwards and vomited a thick
stream of acid that splattered over Lily‟s body, the demoness staggering backwards with a
scream of agony as her entire form began to smolder and steam, dropping her Smiting Rod as she
clawed uselessly at herself before Devastation leapt to his feet and fired a bolt of dark energy
into her stomach from his cannon, the blast connecting and sending up a massive explosion that
made the entire room vibrate as Lily was sent hurtling away, bouncing off a wall and then
skidding into a pile of debris near the side of the room as Desire screamed and Zerrex
immediately ran towards her.
Devastation laughed as he fired off several more blasts, but Zerrex snarled, flicking his
wrists upwards, and the floor erupted into a wall of steel and rock and ivy that formed a halfdomed shield, protecting them from attack as blasts of black flame burst over it. Then Zerrex
turned, ignoring the monster‟s laughter and shrieks as it fired wildly into the walls of the room,
turning with a tremble towards Lily… but she was unconscious, most of her scales burned away,
her body taking on a distinctly melted look that meant her ability to shapeshift had been
compromised on top of everything else. She was badly, badly injured… and Zerrex snarled

before he looked towards Desire, his daughter breathing hard as she looked back at him with a
tremble before he asked coldly: “Can you take on your Personification?”
Desire trembled a bit… and then she shoved her cleaver into the ground before stepping
backwards and dropping to all fours, closing her eyes before her body rapidly began to thicken,
her wounds stretching and ripping wider as her teeth grew in her jaws, her eyes clenching shut
with a snarl of both pain and fury as six spider-like legs ripped out of her back, each ending in
sharp, jagged talons. Ram‟s horns twisted out of her skull, and her tail snapped back and forth
before it ripped open at the end in a set of fanged, hissing jaws as the scars over her features
pulsed, spreading further along her muzzle like a growing spiderweb… and then she slowly
straightened, twenty feet tall now, her body masculine and sexless and covered in immense,
powerful muscle, her scales completely fallen away from her hands to reveal enormous, bony
claws that flexed and rippled like water as her tail lengthened and thickened slightly as the jaws
at the end of them lifted upwards, and her huge, toothy maw turned down towards her father as
she said clearly in his mind, no longer able to speak due to the structure of her jaws: I am at your
command, Father.
The ivy tattoos along her arms twisted slowly and visibly as if in agreement, and Zerrex
nodded before he said coldly: “First, we‟re going to take that cannon away from him.”
She growled and nodded, saliva dripping from her maw before Zerrex held his hands up
as Devastation screamed: “Come out and play, come out and-”
The reptile leaned forwards and grunted as he made a shoving motion, and the wall of
rock and metal exploded outwards, sending boulders and shrapnel crashing into the recombinant
and making him stagger backwards with a scream before Zerrex ran forwards through the hail of
stone and steel, smashing a fist across the creature‟s face before he slammed two hard jabs into
his stomach, and the recombinant hissed before he began to open his jaws… and immediately,
Zerrex leaned to the side, dodging a short stream of green acid before he seized the monster‟s
muzzle with his metal hand and forced it shut, and acid squirted out the beast‟s nostrils and
between his teeth as his eyes bulged and he gave an agonized, muffled scream as the toxic stuff
was forced back down his maw, Zerrex wincing as acid splattered over his arm and across his
chest before he concentrated, and a band of steel appeared quickly around the monster‟s muzzle
as the reptile leapt away, cursing as the short-lived acid boiled into his body before vanishing.
The monster scrabbled wildly at his muzzle, then his eyes burned with rage as he gave
another muffled shriek, green ooze still dripping heavily from between teeth that were slowly
rotting as he rose his cannon-arm, and Zerrex ran quickly to the side, the monster firing bolts of
dark energy after him, fixated on the Drakkaren as he gave raging, choking howls… and then a
set of powerful claws seized into his right limb, and the creature had a moment to look up
dumbly as a final bolt fired and went wild, crashing into the wall before Desire roared down into
his features as she tore backwards, the limb dislodging with sparks of electricity and hanging
only by damaged cabling as acidic blood and bolts of blue lightning sparked along his arm,
Devastation screaming before Desire‟s tail snapped upwards and lashed across his body like a
whip as she half-turned with another yank, knocking the creature backwards with a scream of
pain as his cannon-arm was torn off before the band of steel around his muzzle snapped and he
vomited a gush of acid over Desire‟s body.
She howled in agony, staggering backwards as her scales immediately began to bubble
and boil, stumbling away from the monster as the recombinant continued to vomit a steam of
acid after her, more of the sick stuff bursting from his metal shoulder before Zerrex cursed as he
ran forwards and slammed a fist into the monster‟s back… but the recombinant only spun

around, howling as he lashed his ugly hand back and forth in wild grabs as he spat more acid out
after the Drakkaren. Zerrex backpedalled rapidly, wincing and unable to anything but create a
circular shield of energy over one arm, hiding behind this with a snarl as he shouted:
“Goddammit!”
Desire staggered backwards and fell beside Lily, whimpering as her scales burned, her
older wounds pulsing in visible agony before Lily‟s eyes flickered open… and she smiled
weakly across at her daughter as her features slowly transformed, becoming leonine instead of
reptilian, but her eyes remaining the same. They stared at each other for a few moments, and then
Lily reached silently forwards, cupping Desire‟s face as she whispered weakly: “Live and save
Zerrex. Let me pass my strength on to you… I love you.”
Then Lily‟s eyes closed… and her body burst into golden flames as Desire screamed,
scrabbling upwards as tears leaked from the demoness‟s eyes… and then the flames rapidly
condensed and swirled together, transforming into a beautiful rainbow-colored crystal. Desire
stared at this, trembling violently, breathing hard: it was a Heartstone, a soul of a demon made
physical, containing all their strengths and powers… and Desire snarled as she looked towards
the recombinant before she reached out and seized this as rage and sorrow and love and most of
all, a need to honor her mother and protect her father burned through her being.
The Heartstone glowed in her hand… and then Desire‟s back arched as white light
irradiated her body, screaming as her wounds and the scarring over her face rapidly healed,
leaving her features animal and yet beautiful and pristine, and her body shuddered before
expanding further, growing larger as spikes ripped out of her upper arms and shoulders, her
horns twisting and lengthening as a leonine mane tore from her skull and her eyes glowed with
all the colors in the world, her jaws shrinking slightly as her tail grew larger, the jaws bulging
and lengthening as snake-like features pulsed out of the end of it… and finally, another set of
arms ripped free from her sides, a smaller set of her brawny, massive upper limbs as the claws at
the end of them flexed before she leaned forwards as her spider-like legs writhed and twitched…
and then snarled as golden flames burst into being around her body before she leapt upwards and
broke into a sprint with a furious roar.
Devastation half- turned away from where he had almost managed to corner Zerrex, the
Drakkaren‟s shield cracked with acid… and for a moment, the male only looked stupid before
Desire simply seized him and tackled him through a wall, the recombinant screaming as his acid
blood exploded upwards… but was immediately dissolved in the flames covering the female‟s
body, his eyes rolling wildly in his head as the two lower claws ripped through his stomach as
Desire seized his head in both her hands, yanking back and forth before simply tearing it off and
tossing it aside before her claws descended and ripped into the organic shell of the creature again
and again, shredding it violently into pieces as acid splattered all around her burning body.
Then she breathed hard as she halted, leaning forwards and clenching her eyes shut… and
a moment later, her form shank slowly, gradually downwards as Zerrex looked at her in shock,
watching as she reverted back into her normal body… but now with golden hair that streamed
from the center of her skull and down the back of her neck in a mane that fell naturally to one
side of her face, trembles rolling through her body as she reached up and touched the side of her
face that was no longer scarred, her body lithe and pretty once more but now with an extra set of
arms standing out of her sides… and slowly, the flames around her guttered out before she
looked over her shoulder and whispered in Lily‟s voice: “Hello, Zerrex. I‟m sorry I didn‟t get to
say goodbye… but I love you.”

“I love you too, Lily.” Zerrex murmured, trembling hard… and then he cursed as he
looked over his shoulder at Balthazar‟s corpse, clenching his eyes shut and whispering: “Oh
Gods, Lily, I can feel them dying, I can feel others suffering… I don‟t want to lose you, I don‟t
want to lose them.”
“Then we shall stay here. I am still… conscious inside Desire. A daughter who loves her
mother enough to share her body with her…” Desire-Lily smiled faintly, then closed her eyes
before she said sharply, pointing towards the doorway: “Go, save the others! We‟ll take care of
Mary and help secure the palace!”
“Right.” Zerrex looked back at her, knowing there was no time to argue or mourn, and he
vanished from the spot… but instead of reappearing in the square as he‟d expected, he
reappeared in his room, staggering with a grunt of surprise before something snaked quickly up
around his leg… and the reptile looked down in shock as the Armor of Naganis rapidly spread up
along his body, bone plates locking onto his form and clanking against him, the energies both
soothing him and sending confidence through him as the reptile looked down in surprise at hands
now covered by ivory gauntlets… and then he gritted his teeth and nodded as the bone-mask
snapped over his face, saying coldly: “You‟re right. I‟ll need all the help I can get to defend this
place… where do we go first?”
He felt a distinct vibration through his body, and the reptile let his instincts guide him
before he vanished from the spot… and reappeared a moment later on top of one of the
residential buildings, quickly looking back and forth to get his bearings before he winced and
ducked as a massive chunk of rock flew over his head, thrown up by an explosion that rattled the
entire building.
Daria was fighting side-by-side with Lone and Mahihko against a Leviathan and a
wounded Viper, the newt charging forwards with her spear and a snarl as she leapt up and
stabbed it through the Leviathan‟s eye, the giant howling in agony as it dropped one of its axeswords and clawed madly at its own face even as the demoness used the weapon to vault overtop
it… and a twenty-foot tall Mahihko that was covered in rippling, powerful muscles charged
forwards with a roar, electricity sparking over both his fists before smashed a savage tomahawk
into the Leviathan‟s head as Daria leapt off its back to slam both feet into a one-headed Viper‟s
neck, making it gag and knocking it backwards as the Leviathan‟s skull exploded.
Pinkish electricity shot around Mahihko, making the wolf stagger backwards with a
wince as gore splattered over his body, licking at his burnt fur and shredded military uniform
before Lone threw one of Mahihko‟s hoops past the Strange Beast as it brimmed with a positive
charge, and the electrified blood of the monster was drawn towards this instead of Mahihko as
the monster began to feel around for an axe… and then Zerrex ran forwards and swept up one of
the ugly axe-swords before he spun it around and slammed it into the creature‟s stomach, and it
staggered backwards with a scream of pain from jaws that stood alone beneath its shattered skull,
grabbing at its body before Daria ran up its back and stabbed her spear hard down through the
rear of its neck, angling her weapon downwards to piece into its chest and towards the
vulnerable, alien Symposium of the Leviathan.
It arched its back with a howl, and then Zerrex reached forwards and seized it as he
concentrated, making the monster vanish from the spot and reappear some fifty feet above their
heads before it exploded in a grisly display of gore and neon electricity, and the wounded Viper
snarled before it seized on a large chunk of debris, but Lone quickly snapped a hand up, firing a
blast of electricity into one of its arms and making the limb spasm, the creature dropping the
heavy chunk of stone before Daria snapped a limb up, and a tentacle tore out of her upper arm,

lashing forwards and seizing around the base of the creature‟s neck before she yanked hard
backwards, dragging it down to its knees as it clawed its hands out to catch itself, and Zerrex
took the chance to run forwards as he snapped his arms outwards on instinct.
Twin blades of bone shot out of his forearms before the reptile leapt up past the Viper‟s
snapping jaws, and he stabbed both blades fiercely downwards, ripping through the creature‟s
upper back like it was butter and making its eyes bulge before Zerrex continued to run forwards,
jumping past its snapping tail just as the monster self-destructed in a powerful blast, chunks of
blood and gore hailing down around them before Zerrex skidded to a halt and turned around,
shouting to the wolves: “You two are coming with me! Daria, reinforce the palace!”
“Understood!” Daria ran past him as Zerrex ran towards the lupines, and Mahihko and
Lone both held their hands out on instinct, the much-larger wolf dropping to a kneel, and Zerrex
reached quickly out as the bone-blades retracted, grasping both their hands before he vanished
from the spot and reappeared a moment later in the street leading towards the center of Acheron,
where he could see a massive, pitched battle occurring… and the reptile skidded to a halt with a
wince as a wounded Viper finished tearing out the heart of a dead Dragon Warrior, the reptile
snarling and raising his fists as the wolves on either side of him bristled: standing between them
and the next area were no less than two Vipers and four Viper Aegis, and corpses of Dragon
Warriors and Dragokkaren littered the street in front of the hardened, wounded Strange Beasts
before one of them snarled furiously.
A moment later, however, Celeste calmly walked out from an alley into the center of the
street, facing towards the Vipers as Marina ran out after her and headed quickly to Zerrex‟s side,
breathing hard… and then Celeste said quietly, in a language Zerrex didn‟t know how he
understood: “I will ask you one time to leave, my children. I do not love you, but I owe you a
single chance to turn away from this bloodshed. But I love Creation, and will protect his memory
with my life.”
One of the Vipers roared in response, then the foremost Viper charged… and Celeste
simply flicked a hand up, and the Viper simply exploded into a rain of electrified blood and gore,
her features unchanging and calm… and yet Zerrex winced as she radiated almost tangible
malice now, her eyes narrowed slightly as she said quietly: “I have learned more about the
emotions of these people. The emotion I experience now is anger, my children. Let me teach you
about it, and about the feeling known as „despair.‟”
One of the Viper Aegis screamed an order… and then Celeste simply glared at him, and
his body exploded into chunks of gore and neon fireworks, his golden armor collapsing in a hail
of broken pieces in the place where his body had once been before the others began to lunge
forwards… and Zerrex snarled as he ran past Celeste, leaping upwards as large, axe-like blades
tore out of the sides of his armored limbs before he lashed out to either side in a quick snapping
gesture and severed both the heads of one Viper Aegis, kicking off its chest a moment later to
avoid the gush of blood and electricity before Lone rose a hand with a shout and sent a massive
arc of lightning ripping down from the sky to almost split the headless creature in two. It
exploded in a blast that was powerful enough to knock another Aegis staggering even as it
brought its heavy shield up… but then Marina was there in front of it, grinning as she grasped
one of its heads… and the other head snapped wildly back and forth as it stared into her glowing
eyes as she levitated before she whispered something to it, and it turned a moment later to tackle
a fellow Viper, the Strange Beast screaming in horror before the two began to bite and claw
wildly at each other like savage animals.

Mahihko grabbed the head of the last Aegis as it snapped down to bite at him, and it
gargled before he turned to the side and lashed it into a building with a snarl, electricity ripping
down his body at the same time and making the Strange Beast hiss in agony as it shuddered
violently before the wolf stepped forwards and kicked out at it, but it brought its shield up:
nonetheless, it was knocked sprawling even as Mahihko staggered backwards, before Marina
held up a hand and a psychic chain violently twisted into being around the creature‟s necks
before it solidified into metal links and speared down between them, ripping through scale and
flesh. Pinkish electricity violently shot along the metal before Lone rose a hand with another
snarl, and a blast of lightning exploded from the red skies above, striking the floating chain and
racing down it to barrel straight into the creature‟s Symposium, it‟s alien organ exploding before
the Viper Aegis screamed and self-destructed, its armor and chunks of gore and bone splattering
through the street as the path into the square ahead was opened before them.
Zerrex ran forwards, ignoring the two Vipers locked in combat with each other as Marina
and the two lupines followed, Celeste walking at a calmer pace as if unfettered by the violence,
even as her body almost visibly burned with fury. The Drakkaren gritted his teeth as he skidded
into the square, looking back and forth at the embattled Strange Beasts, Dragokkaren, demons,
friends, and Disciples… and then a recombinant caught sight of Zerrex, its body strangely
hunched and J-shaped, and it grinned widely before it threw its head back with a howling
scream, and immediately, the enemy broke away from their fight to quickly begin to regroup, as
Zerrex ran forwards as the survivors grouped behind him, the Drakkaren cursing as he looked
back and forth furiously: many lay dead and dying from both sides of the field, and the reptile
shook his head in disgust before he shouted: “What are you trying to accomplish here?”
“Suffering!” screamed the alien recombinant: its legs were large and powerful, covered in
arctic fur and ending in heavy paws, but its tail was long and rat-like and its body was thin at the
waist and yet broadened enormously to its shoulders, arms chiseled with powerful muscles and
three brilliant eyes burning out of its draconic skull, a fourth socket sewn shut. Red and green
scales covered its body, and obsidian horns stood out of the back of its head as it laughed wildly
before shrieking: “We will kill you last! Come, sister, join us!”
And Zerrex snarled as Soul silently walked up beside the recombinant from the sidelines,
looking over at him as her metallic arms flexed before the recombinant grinned savagely. “Lord
God is smart! Lord God knew that you would be stupid and try to save the broken one! Lord God
knew he could track you with her mechanical beacon… and now she has made a choice, has she
not, has not the broken one?”
“Yes, I have come to a logical conclusion.” Soul said quietly, and Zerrex looked across at
her as she met his eyes and rose a metallic hand as electricity sparked over it. “There are none
worth saving here.”
And without hesitation, her hand slashed outwards and tore through the throat of the
recombinant, severing its head from its shoulders, and a thick spray of blood sprayed up as the
monster‟s stupefied features bounced against the ground as its body continued to stand for a
moment, all staring in shock… and then Soul stepped behind it and slammed her metallic hand
through its back, ribs exploding outwards in a hail of flesh and gore and the monster‟s heart
clutched in her fist before she squeezed it slowly and crushed it, and she said softly: “I am not
broken, I am not a pawn, and I am not a failure. I am Soul.”
“Traitor, kill her!” shouted another recombinant, and then it looked up in surprise as
Zerrex vanished from the spot before he reappeared in front of the creature in midair, slamming a

foot into it scaled face and sending it flying backwards, and both ranks of the intruders and the
defenders broke down into chaos and reengaged in the battle.
A Phase Hound dashed eagerly towards Zerrex, but Carmen tackled it from the side,
crushing it into the ground with a scream, and before it could vanish, both her hands glowed with
golden light as she unleashed an unfocused blast of light that burnt away most of its skull and
body before it exploded into gore as the masculine female leapt quickly away with a savage grin.
Without looking behind herself, she threw a metal elbow hard back into the scarred features of a
recombinant, and it staggered backwards with a hiss of pain before dozens of daggers and
sharpened swords appeared around it, then rammed through the monster from all directions, the
creature screaming in agony as blood exploded from its mish-mashed body, and then Sephire
leapt forwards and sliced into its spine as Carmen stepped forwards and slammed a foot into its
chest, and the monster was loudly torn in half by the paired attacks as the two grinned viciously.
Ambrosia grunted as she spun backwards, her Luna daggers sheathed at her sides as she
flung the smaller throwing knives in rapid succession into the face of a Viper, making it reel
backwards in agony, and then she cursed in pain as a Leviathan smashed her from the side with
the flat of its war axe, knocking her to the ground before it grinned as it raised the weapon and
slammed it downwards, and a burst of blood exploded upwards as the weapon tore through scale
and sank into flesh, blood exploding upwards… but Ambrosia could only stare in horror, panting
hard, as Serenity stood in front of her, panting hard and leaning over her, the axe buried into her
back before she smiled weakly… and then the Leviathan yanked the weapon back and slapped
the female aside, and Ambrosia‟s eyes glowed with rage before she screamed as she leapt up to
her feet and charged towards it, the giant swinging the heavy weapon outwards… and Ambrosia
slid smoothly beneath this before she leapt upwards and slammed her fist out into the
Leviathan‟s stomach, and her body rippled before she simply tore through the Strange Beast‟s
body, not leaving a mark or wound before she emerged from its back with both hands still buried
through its armor, bringing her feet free before she kicked off it… and the Leviathan‟s eyes
bulged and it screamed as its blood was torn from its body in a massive, mighty gush, torn
through its scales in rapid, violent osmosis as electricity burst along the liquid and its blood
became neon fireworks before it simply collapsed lifelessly forwards, no ionized blood in its
frame leaving no grand self destruct as the color faded rapidly from its body and Ambrosia
charged towards Serenity‟s fallen form, Mist and Shine already standing beside the Iuratus with
their cleavers raised, protecting their fallen captain.
Ambrosia swept up Serenity‟s dropped swords as she joined them… and as a Phase
Hound lunged towards them, she screamed, her rage and pain only propelling the Pride demon
further as the twin blades lashed in a violent, liquid whirlwind back and forth across the creature,
knocking it from the air before she severed its head from its shoulders and then kicked it
savagely backwards as Mist flicked a hand out, sending a fireball crashing into the Strange Beast
and sending up a powerful explosion… and Ambrosia breathed hard as she leapt backwards,
trembling violently as the silver swords glimmered in her hands, raised gamely as she whispered:
“I hate you… I‟m not going to let you die like this Serenity, goddamn you… what kind of
Iuratus dies protecting her sister instead of her master…”
Then she cursed as a white-armored Elite spotted the three and began to charge towards
them… before Sin stepped directly into the creature‟s path, and it grinned darkly as it brought its
heavy axes back… but the Naganatine simply rose a hand, and the street exploded beneath the
creature before a massive pillar of crystal tore upwards, impaling the Elite through the stomach

and lifting it into the air as it screamed and kicked its legs wildly, pinkish electricity travelling up
and down its broken armor as she said softly: “You are not welcome here.”
She flicked her wrist, and a vortex ripped open in the skies above before a golden meteor
ripped out of it, firing downwards and crashing into the speared Elite to explode in a massive
eruption of golden flame, crystal shrapnel and neon electricity, chunks of emerald gemstone
floating eerily in the air as shockwaves of golden flame and pinkish lightning shot past them, and
then they began to shoot downwards like a hail of daggers, guiding themselves into the nearest
Strange Beasts and recombinants with infallible accuracy and ripping through skulls and bodies
like bullets through soft wood.
A Phase Hound appeared behind Sin with a snarl, lunging at her back… and Anathema
leapt between them, skeletal and with her bones hardened and scoured here and there with
blackened burns as she slammed a claw that boiled with purple energy through the Strange
Beast‟s chest, almost tearing it in half as neon electricity sparked from its wounds and it flew
backwards with a shriek, crashing and rolling once before exploding in a hail of gore.
She snorted in dark entertainment, and then looked to the side, the amber flames in her
sockets glowing brightly as a recombinant charged towards them, its cloak fluttering around it as
red glass eyes glowed out of its visible skull, flesh peeling from its jawbone and metal-trap teeth
glinting in its head before it lunged as black flames burned along its arms, making its cloak
steam and sizzle… and then Justice leapt on top of it from behind, sending it crashing down onto
its stomach and skidding along the ground on it before Sin flicked her wrist and ice ripped up out
of the ground, quickly spreading over its head and shoulders and freezing it into place, before
Justice stomped down on this and shattered it… and when the recombinant continued to claw
wildly at the ground, she stomped savagely down on its back once, twice, thrice, until it ceased
to move, and then stepped off it and kicked its corpse hard towards a Phase Hound that was in
mid-charge, sending it staggering backwards, stunned, before a metal hand seized the back of its
neck and Cindy snarled as she turned and threw the dog-like quadruped towards Cherry as the
muscular demigoddess flung a fireball towards it.
A powerful blast erupted, blowing it into chunks of flesh and gore as Zerrex leapt
towards a recombinant that looked as if it had been skinned, naked muscle flexing and cable-like
veins visibly pulsing over the body of the monstrosity, the creature missing its lower jaw and
with huge fangs jutting from the top of its muzzle, thick, large bone-blades standing out of its
upper arms and sticking out down its spine as its black and red scales gleamed violently, eyes a
solid, glowing purple as it lashed out with both the large obsidian talons on its hands as well as
the ugly, metallic blades that jutted from its limbs at Soul.
The female held her own well, however, blocking its attacks with her forearms and her
features almost expressionless as she lashed back with her heavy hooves as her body glowed,
before she leapt backwards when it swung both claws towards her in a rending motion and she
said calmly: “Defense systems engaged.”
A network of red lasers appeared around her body, and the recombinant hissed, starting to
back away… and Zerrex simply booted the creature hard forwards with a snarl, sending it
screaming into the laser grid before it was neatly sliced apart by the focused beams of ruby light
as Soul calmly stepped forwards, falling in gory, smoldering chunks of flesh and ripped cloak. A
moment later, the laser field vanished from around her, and then she looked sharply to the side as
her body took on a brighter glow. “Deflection systems activated.”
She stepped in front of Zerrex as another recombinant flung a fireball towards them, this
one feminine and with half the features of a Dius, the other half simply a faceless metal mask…

and the fireball simply bounced off Soul‟s body, arcing into the air and exploding uselessly in
the sky before the female‟s eyes sharpened and a blast of lightning shot downwards, striking the
other female recombinant and knocking it onto its back with a hiss before Zerrex charged
towards the downed opponent… then he cursed as a Viper Aegis smashed into him, lifting him
up on its shield as its jaws bit down towards him, but the Drakkaren managed to shove himself to
the side before he kicked off the golden metal surface of the wide metal dome before he created a
sphere of energy in his hand and flung it hard downwards.
It struck its body between the necks of the creature and exploded in a powerful blast that
ripped one of its heads completely off, the other left dangling by only a stalk of torn flesh as it
howled in pain and staggered sideways, electrified blood sparking violently through the air
before Zerrex fell down towards the creature and kicked off it with a snarl, half-spinning around
as he held a hand out and concentrated… and the ground beneath the creature erupted ,
shattering upwards as translucent Dragokkaren ripped out of the earth and seized the Viper Aegis
from all sides, yanking it down into a bright red rift.
Zerrex stared in shock as he fell from the air, crashing onto his back and watching as
ghostly Dragokkaren clawed their way up through the portal… and then Earth appeared, bloody
and wounded, before she shouted something in ancient Hez‟Rannan, and the spirits looked
immediately towards her before she snarled and pointed at the enemy… and a moment later, the
Dragokkaren shot towards the enemy eagerly, leaping up as their claws extended and their
features snarled, fighting like animal warriors as the reptile forced himself up with a grunt and
asked sharply, as another red rift opened and a screaming Viper was dragged into it: “What the
hell is going on?”
“The Goddess ruled here… but she did not come from here, Lord Zerrex. Terrible Mother
Thegragon came from another world far away, in a corner of the universe where I hope you
never have to go… you saw her travelling with the Dragokkaren servants in your dreams, did
you not?” She glanced towards him, and Zerrex nodded slowly as the tide of the battle was
turned suddenly and violently in their favor by the spirits that ripped through the ranks of the
enemy. “These are the blessed and cursed souls of her devout from that world, from that
nightmare hell-beyond-hell… she created us long after she came to Acheron, but she told us
stories of it, and Acheron is built in its image…”
“A world where Thegragon ruled…” Zerrex grimaced in disgust, shaking his head slowly
and not wanting to imagine the terrors such a place must hold, before he grimaced as he looked
up to see a cloaked figure standing on a distance rooftop… and then it simply blinked out of
existence, and immediately, several of the surviving Strange Beasts opened Gateways and fled
through them as the last of the cloaked recombinants were killed. “At least for once, her secrets
saved us…”
The translucent Dragokkaren looked back and forth over the battlefield… and then they
slowly returned to the red portals that had opened here and there, vanishing into the pits, several
dragging the broken corpses and barely-alive Strange Beasts with them… and they slowly
vanished into these as Zerrex gave a shudder before Earth said quietly: “But much of the work
here is damaged… and many have died.”
“Can I revive them?” Zerrex asked quietly, glancing over at her… and Earth silently
shook her head, the reptile closing his eyes as he murmured softly: “Of course not… I… oh
Gods…”
He reached up and quietly grasped the skull mask covering his face, eyes closing as he
breathed slowly in and out… and then he let his hands fall away silently as the survivors of the

square gathered around him. His eyes travelled over them… and then Ambrosia held Serenity‟s
broken, bleeding body up as she whispered: “Please, Daddy. Don‟t let her die.”
“Bring me the wounded.” Zerrex ordered roughly, and he held a hand out as he felt the
armor amplifying his strength, his powers even further than they were already increased in the
dimension, the reptile holding a hand out over Serenity… and she screamed, her eyes bulging
open in shock as ivy crawled over the length of the terrible wound in her back before it rotted
away and left freshly-healed flesh-and-scale in its place, the female gasping quietly before her
eyes fluttered… and Zerrex smiled down at her grimly before she slowly began to stagger to her
feet and he looked back and forth, saying to those still present even as others began to carry
survivors towards him: “Scatter throughout the dimension, find all the survivors you can, bring
them here!”
“You heard the Boss, let‟s go!” Cherry shouted almost angrily, and Disciples left in every
direction, the demigoddess hesitating only long enough to nod firmly to Zerrex before she
vanished from the spot, and Zerrex clenched his eyes shut before he looked down as the
wounded and dying were brought before him, holding his hands out and hating himself with
every fiber of his being for bringing this terrible tragedy upon their heads, only hoping that he
could heal all those who needed to be healed… and more than willing, more than wanting to die
in their place if it meant saving even one more life.
Lily was gone, fused with Desire… Balthazar, regal and kind and generous Balthazar,
was dead… Helena had been found slaughtered on the stairs, her dreams of being a concubine
crushed before they could truly begin… and Zerrex could only question why he could have
people come into his life, why he could meet them, help them and be helped by them, smile and
share laughter and love with them… only for them to be taken away so shortly and cruelly, in the
space of what felt like minutes.
He sat silently in his study, the Armor of Naganis still on his body and his hands resting
quietly on top of the skull-mask on his lap as he breathed slowly and stared at the crackling blue
flames in the fireplace, reflecting on how he had been here so shortly ago, laughing, and Travis
Balthazar had been among those ranks; it was like he had been given a last chance to smile and
laugh with him before he‟d died… or maybe more like he was being mocked by the Fates, letting
him see his friend‟s face before rudely ripping him away. And Zerrex shook his head slowly: if
anyone had deserved to live, Balthazar had.
Aluinnia had also been killed, and Selena had locked herself away in another room,
screaming and crying and raving to herself as she stormed back and forth, only wanting to be left
alone as Cherry sat silently outside, trying her hardest to sympathize. Selena hadn‟t wanted to
see Zerrex when he‟d stopped by, so he‟d left Cherry there to keep an eye on things and told her
to let him know if Selena wanted to see him, so he could go to her… but he had a feeling it
would be hours yet before the Passion stopped raging.
Francis, too, had died… he had still been wounded in spirit from his tangle with the
murderer before, unsure of himself and scarred… and another recombinant had ripped one of the
mouse‟s arms off before putting his own sword through his heart. Zerrex didn‟t want to believe
it… still felt numb, thinking about the loss of his friend. A brave and strong warrior who had
seemed invincible on the battlefield, holy in a way that Heaven wasn‟t… and Zerrex trembled a
bit as he reached up and slowly shoved his hair back, taking calming, sharp breaths. Losing
Francis hurt almost as much as the fact he had lost several more children… good children, kind
children, loving children who he had been trying to keep away from the battle, not warriors or

Disciples or Iuratus like so many others had become… how was it fair that it was never the
family he expected to lose to die, but the ones he tried to keep safe? And among those lost was
Darren: Darren, sweet loving, so-young Darren, who had been born with godlike ability… and
had died fighting a Strange Beast, killing it and himself when he‟d brought an entire section of
Acheron crumbling to the ground to protect Naganen. Naganen, who had been crying and pacing
wildly back and forth in front of where the brother he‟d been raised side-by-side with had died.
Mary, Cecilia and Mercy were all comatose… and many Dragon Warriors and most of
the Royal Guards that had been preparing here had been annihilated by the savagery of the
sudden attack. Soul was sitting somewhere upstairs, emotionless on the outside but blaming
herself on the inside for the fact that she had been tracked here… and Zerrex hated how badly
they had been played by Luther. They had threatened him… and he had preempted their
offensive with his own. Now, even if they found him, they didn‟t have the forces to lay siege to
him, and he knew it… but Zerrex wasn‟t about to stop just because of that. If he had to go in,
killing every Strange Beast and monster that got in his way with his bare hands by himself before
he found Luther and throttled the life out of him, he would. There would be no mercy for him
after what he‟d done… after how many lives he‟d put at risk and how many people he had hurt.
The Drakkaren silently climbed to his feet and looked down at the mask clutched in his
hands, and then he asked quietly: “I can‟t bring back the dead, Naganis… it‟s one of the little
jokes of Fate, isn‟t it? I can create something brand new that the world‟s never seen before… but
I cannot bring the dead back to life. That‟s one of the differences, isn‟t it, between Creation and
Life…” He closed his eyes, lowering his head against the skull-mask, murmuring: “I understand
how people could blame you for the world being screwed-up… I want to scream at the higher
powers that might exist out there and curse them for doing this to me… but a lot of the burden
and the weight of this is on my shoulders. I was complacent, thought too much that this was a
Sanctuary… I brought enemy after enemy here, and even if Soul… helped us… had I been
merciless, I would have left her dead… and this never would have happened. I‟m a screwup…
I‟m pathetic, and weak, and I hate myself…”
He silently slipped the mask on, the soothing energies of the armor and the mala around
his neck the only things that were keeping him feeling sane now… and he breathed hard before
he finally tilted his head upwards, staring silently at the ceiling and whispering: “But what can I
do? Lashing out at others, killing everyone I meet… that would only be taking my pain out on
the world again, and judging everyone as evil because one person was manipulated… and she
wasn‟t even conscious of it herself. I hate myself even more because it feels like I‟m trying to
justify it… and yet I know, I do know, without a doubt… that to show mercy, to be kind, to
continue to reach out to others despite how much the world hurts you…”
He closed his eyes, hugging himself silently as the bone armor glimmered faintly… and
the reptile murmured: “Am I just trying to convince myself I‟m justified and strong? It‟s an
argument without an answer, either way… the fact is, that people will betray you… and that your
enemies can become your friends with the passage of time and understanding.” He laughed
weakly. “After all, imagine if I did kill everyone from the start. Then Cherry would have died all
those years ago, I would have learned nothing from Requiem, and Marina would probably have
never been born… so many things would have never happened. The road not travelled… is
always better, and always worse…”
He shook his head slowly, grabbing at his head and clenching his eyes shut as his fingers
stroked over the skull mask… and then a voice whispered quietly inside his mind: It doesn’t
matter what people think, or say. It only matters what they do. Look around you, Zerrex… many

have died, and yet some may return, as strong angels and demons do, when their souls have
formed a powerful enough bond to one plane or another. I have lost many friends too… but it’s
better to love someone until the day they die in your arms…
“Then to hide from it and be filled with regret for the times you never spent together.”
Zerrex finished, and then he looked up silently and asked quietly: “Who… are you?”
There was only silence, however, and the reptile shook his head slowly, no longer
bothered by the occasional surprise visitor in and out of his mind. Or maybe it was only because
of the armor, pacifying him… and perhaps amplifying the whispers and sense of Naganis that
resonated through his soul. He touched his chest silently… and for one strange and alien
moment, he felt… happy, despite what had happened, and all he had lost. He couldn‟t explain
it… but he smiled a little, and confidence filled him, overwhelming the despair for a moment
before he closed his eyes and hugged himself around the waist as his emotions settled slowly.
He felt… lucid. Aware of the sadness, upset and worried for the future… but as the
Drakkaren quietly walked out into the hall, he glanced up and found himself unsurprised to see
Selena. She looked at him for a few moments, and then she reached up and gently touched his
face, leaning her head forwards and saying softly: “Aluinnia‟s dead, Zerrex, but I‟ll always have
her around in one way or another… and it was… wonderful to settle things with her like I did.
To be honest, I think I can move on… it‟ll take… decades to get over her, but a decade isn‟t a
long time to a demon, right? But I feel like… I feel better than when I lost Feldspar. Feldspar… I
turned away from. I shoved away, and tried to pretend I hated her, and never tried to help her…
and she died in my arms and I hated myself as much as I hated myself after… what happened
with the knights. Aluinnia I tried to help. Stayed by the side of. Loved. And I don‟t hate myself
for what happened. I do, however, hate the fucking bastard who did this, who‟s taken away all
our friends…” Selena snarled, even as tears formed in her eyes as they turned jet black, red
pupils glowing like embers. “And we might have lost a lot of people and fighters… but Luther
had to have used up a lot of his forces, too, and those Strange Beasts and the recombinants that
got away are gonna leave a trail. We‟re gonna follow that trail. We‟re gonna kill him.”
“Yes, Selena. We are.” Zerrex said softly, and the female looked down at him silently
before Zerrex offered his hand to her, and she took it as he said quietly: “But before we do that,
we have something even more important to do. Helping our lost loved ones find peace… and
clearing our minds and souls for the road ahead. We can be angry… and believe me, when I get
my hands on Luther, I am going to inflict torment far, far worse than death on his very soul…
but I‟m going to do it for the right reasons. I‟m not going to go chasing mindless revenge, and
I‟m not going to sacrifice everything our friends and family worked for. I‟m going to do it to
stop him from ever hurting anyone else… and I‟m going to do it for the sake of those we‟ve
lost.”
Selena looked at him for a few moments, and then she closed her eyes before opening
them as they returned to normal, and she asked quietly: “Do you think it‟s the right thing to do?
Is it even possible to do this without doing it for selfish reasons?”
“Probably not. But I have to try.” Zerrex smiled faintly up at her as the skull-mask pulled
itself away from the reptile‟s face, splitting itself in half and resting down on either side of his
neck as he gazed up at her silently, and she gazed back, their hands squeezing slowly together. “I
want to try. I don‟t want to discard everything I‟ve learned, everything I‟ve shared. I don‟t want
to go into this a monster… and I don‟t want to sacrifice the memories and the value of our
friends for pure revenge. I can‟t do that, with everything I‟m supposed to stand for… with
everyone looking up to me.”

Selena nodded slowly, and then she smiled a little as she reached up and ruffled his hair
silently, Zerrex flinching back a bit before she whispered: “You really are too good for us, you
know that? You deserve that armor you‟re wearing, I never doubted that and I doubt it even less
now. Come on then, Zerrex. Let‟s… I‟ll help however I can in this. I think Aluinnia would like
it, too, with… with her obsession with knights and shit…”
She closed her eyes, but Zerrex only nodded silently… and for the next several hours, he
joined the Dragokkaren in the square, helping them build simple wooden coffins for their lost
ones as Earth, Cindy, and others worked together to erect a large funerary platform in front of the
damaged construction site of the portal.
As they worked, Soul eventually joined them… but Zerrex only traded a silent hug with
her, telling her with his body language that it wasn‟t her fault… and she had cried a little.
Incredible, a robot crying… except Zerrex knew she wasn‟t a machine, but a person, as she had
gone over to help the others with the construction of the platform. This would not be a true
funeral – they would wait to do that after they had finally crushed Luther – but instead, it would
be what the Hez‟Rannan people called a „release,‟ a mourning period that took place between
extended battles during the course of a war, where the dead were honored, praised, and
remembered, and warriors and friends would pay their respects, make peace with those they had
lost, and settle their consciences and emotions so they could go into the next battle with clear
minds and clean souls.
White entered Acheron while they worked, but he respectfully stayed silent and a short
distance away from the square, watching them and not questioning what was going on as he
stood with his hat held against his chest, until Zerrex finally approached him quietly, Anathema
and Sin following behind him… and the badger studied him for a few moments before he said
softly: “I‟ve found Luther‟s hiding place. I‟m guessing that the wounded Strange Beasts that I
saw running towards it were coming from here.” He stopped, glanced up to the square, and
added quietly: “You have my condolences for those lost. From what I‟m guessing… a lot of
friends and family have died.”
“Yeah.” Zerrex nodded a bit, looking down and rubbing at the back of his head slowly,
and then he glanced back up and said quietly: “Thanks for letting me know, White. I appreciate
it. Please tell Vivien, and let her know that I‟ll be out of here as… as soon as I can.” He paused,
then asked hesitantly: “Would you like to stay? A lot of them… were your friends too.”
“Thank you, Zerrex. I would appreciate that. Is Sabnock around?” He tilted his head, and
Zerrex pointed towards the palace: last he‟d seen her, she had been calming Thor down from his
grief-stricken fury.
The badger nodded, then he turned around, slipping his hat on only after he‟d left the
square, and the Drakkaren sighed a bit before Anathema reached up and squeezed his shoulder
gently, and he smiled faintly before turning around. He stumbled backwards when he almost ran
right into Jessica, who looked up at him silently, and he gazed back down at her before she said
softly: “If it‟s okay with you… I‟d like to say a prayer during the service. If your daughter Mercy
hadn‟t… hadn‟t been there when the Strange Beasts attacked… I…”
She halted, looking down shamefully, and Zerrex reached up and squeezed her shoulder
gently, saying quietly: “I‟m glad you‟re okay, Jessica. I am. And it would mean a lot to me if you
did that. I‟m somehow sure… it would mean a lot to the others, too.”
Zerrex‟s eyes roved silently past her towards the enormous funerary stage… and then he
shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “We‟re… not going to burn the coffins yet, though. We

set everything up, we honor them… and later, we do the true funeral. Is that okay with you? I
know some prayers are… only to be spoken when…”
He glanced away, rubbing at his face awkwardly and trying to hide the pain and sorrow
before he looked back towards her as she silently took his wrist, studying him for a few moments
before she said quietly: “I once thought you were nothing but a ruthless, callous monster, Zerrex.
But I was wrong. I still don‟t forgive you for what happened, but… Cindy could have a much
worse father than you. And you don‟t deserve this loss. Your family has been very kind and
considerate to me… and I have been anything but considerate to them and you in many cases. I
would like to take part in this tradition, though… our daughter already told me what‟s involved
and I think I have the right words.”
“Thank you.” Zerrex whispered, not knowing what he was thanking her for… and then he
leaned down and hugged her tightly, and she hugged him fiercely back as the reptile buried his
face against the side of her neck, trembling hard and fighting back tears before he slowly
straightened, nodding to her silently and heading back towards the coffins.
They worked for hours, putting everything together, and then laying the bodies quietly
one-by-one inside the caskets and carefully sealing each wooden coffin closed. The name of the
occupant was written on the top of it in Hez‟Rannan runes, along with a word that described
them… and Zerrex lowered his head silently against Darren‟s coffin as Desire walked over and
rested a hand on his back as he cried quietly after writing the word „Courage‟ on the top of the
sealed casket, wishing fiercely that he had the power to bring back the dead… and knowing that
even if he did, it would only lead to worse tortures, but far from comforted by this fact.
Lily had receded deeper inside Desire, but Desire still cried for her lost brother, and
whispered that she could feel her mother‟s pain as she sat beside her father on the funeral stage,
as Cindy and Cherry took over in moving the caskets while Zerrex rubbed at his face and felt
childish and miserable and ashamed of himself… but everyone treated him with love,
consideration, and sympathy despite all they had lost themselves, and it both gladdened his heart
and made him feel worse. He knew he had to be there for them as well… but Marina hugged him
from behind as he thought this, and she whispered: “You‟ve already done more than enough for
all of us. We hurt too… but for once, let us take care of you, Daddy… for once, let us ignore the
pain to fix you… instead of you burying your pain to fix us…”
Zerrex looked down silently… and then he closed his eyes, trembling a bit, as Marina
cradled him back against her bosom comfortingly, rocking slowly with him. The reptile‟s breath
rasped in and out as he sat on the funeral stage with her, shivering a little, and it was only a few
minutes later that Epiphany joined them, wrapping her own arms tightly around Zerrex, closing
her eyes and resting her muzzle against the side of his neck as tears streamed down the little biggirl‟s face and she whispered: “Why, Daddy? Why would he do this… why would he attack us
here… why would he try and steal so much away…”
“Because some people… have something wrong with them.” Zerrex replied quietly,
lowering his head and closing his eyes tightly. “Some people think… they are the only important
things in the universe…”
“You‟re the most important thing in my universe, Father… but I still respect the rights of
others.” Epiphany looked up at him silently, and Marina nodded in slow agreement as she gave a
sad look to her „daughter.‟ “It wasn‟t supposed to turn out like this…”
Zerrex could only nod silently as he sighed quietly, closing his eyes… and over the next
hour, he only sat, others sometimes coming over to wish him well and share their condolences
with him despite the fact that they had lost friends and family as well, often turning down offers

for his help with things, telling him gently to rest and regain some of his strength. Besides, as
Sabnock quietly pointed out, he would be the one in charge of the sending: he had enough to deal
with at such short notice without adding more problems and pain onto the pile.
The Drakkaren hadn‟t been able to think of a good argument against this, so he had only
nodded silently as he‟d studied her… and she had gently reached out, touched his face, and said
softly: “I can only imagine what you have been through. I have lost students and friends, but
never children… I have lost a husband I loved very dearly, and yet nonetheless I had you to fall
back on and comfort me. I would like to do the same for you. Many here would like to do the
same for you, after all you‟ve done for us.”
“They‟ve lost people too… I… I can‟t ask you all to just take care of me…” Zerrex
murmured, looking down… but Sabnock only gave a small smile, and the reptile glanced up
before he laughed weakly, eyes flicking away. “You can‟t argue against emotions with logic,
Sabnock.”
“I only aim to reason with you.” Sabnock replied gently, and then she reached out and
squeezed his shoulder slowly. “If you need anything, let me know.”
Zerrex nodded, looking at her quietly but gratefully, and the wolverine turned and headed
towards where White and Tinman were standing. They spoke for a moment, and then Tinny
broke away from the two and approached to sit at Zerrex‟s side, looking awkward for a few
moments before he suddenly hugged the Drakkaren‟s arm quickly and impulsively, and the
reptile looked at him with surprise before the badger smiled faintly up at him. “Don‟t be too sad,
Mr. Zerrex. At least the pain for them has ended… and we‟re going to make things right. We can
make things right now… and we can‟t bring back those who died, no, but we can at least honor
their memory and their loss.”
The Drakkaren swallowed thickly at this, nodding silently and looking down as he
breathed slowly in and out, closing his eyes tightly… and then he wrapped his arm silently
around Tinny‟s shoulders, squeezing him against his side as he said quietly: “I‟m honored to
have a friend like you… and I‟m so sorry you lost Francis, I know he was… a good friend.”
“He was a friend of yours, too… he only came and found me after he‟d met you and you
convinced him you weren‟t all that bad, after all.” Tinman smiled a little up at him, nodding
quietly before he gazed off towards the distance. “It does hurt, yeah. But he was… in bad shape,
too. What that thing did to him, he was having nightmares about it, he was drained in spirit for
all the good face he put on… he was a lot like you, Zerrex, not sharing his burdens with
anyone…” Tinny rubbed silently at his own face, shaking his head slowly. “I wish he‟d talked
more. It might have been enough to save his life, to help get that spiritual poison out of his
system. But he died in battle, and he died protecting people he cared about, with honor. It was a
fitting way for a Seraphim to go to rest… and he wouldn‟t‟ve wanted it any other way. I wish he
didn‟t have to die, I really do, but… these things happen, right?”
“Yeah.” Zerrex said softly, nodding slowly in agreement as he looked down at the
ground, and then he closed his eyes, falling into moody thought. Eventually, he stood up, and he
realized that he was alone on the platform: others were working around him, but Marina,
Epiphany, and Tinny were gone… and the reptile shook his head a bit, but smiled faintly all the
same. He appreciated the fact that they had left him some time to think and work through things
in his own way… and the reptile breathed slowly in and out before he approached the center of
the stage, where a podium was slowly being snapped together, Dragokkaren etching roses over
the front and painting the structure quickly with dyes made from crushed black roses and other
traditional means.

The reptile watched them work quietly, slipping his hands in his pockets before he
lowered his head and then glanced slowly towards the pyramid of stacked coffins, as if he didn‟t
want the caskets to know he was looking… and his eyes studied them silently as Acheron itself
seemed to mourn for them, before he shook his head slowly and murmured: “Now is not the time
to think of hate and anger and revenge. That can be done later. Now is the time to honor our
lost.”
“In the name of the Goddess, in the name of Hez‟Ranna…” one of the Dragokkaren said
without looking up, and then the three working to assemble the podium lowered their heads in
synchronicity and murmured a quick prayer before they went back to work, and Zerrex smiled a
little at them, nodding slowly before he headed past them to the other side of the funerary stage,
where other workers were slowly pushing a heavy pillar into place.
The Drakkaren picked up a heavy velvet curtain without being asked, throwing it over his
shoulder as the workers locked the heavy pillar into place and hammered thick spikes into its
foundation, and the lizard leapt up onto it, climbing quickly up to the top of the tall wooden pole
to sit on the top of it, legs spread to either side of a heavy hook. He fumbled with the curtain for
a moment, then found a large ring at one corner of the velvet material and slipped this carefully
onto the hook before dropping the curtain, and a Dragokkaren caught it before Zerrex simply
leapt down from the twenty foot pillar and landed easily on his feet.
The huge curtain was hooked to three other pillars, forming a sloped wall behind the
stage. The curtain would be taken down before the actual funeral and replaced with a second
curtain of spider-silk, which would be burned with everything else… and Zerrex closed his eyes
as he reached out and silently touched the velvet, before a voice said quietly: “Come, Zerrex. It‟s
time.”
The reptile glanced over his shoulder to see Desire standing and looking up at him
quietly, brushing her hair silently back… and then she smiled quietly, and Zerrex smiled softly
back, murmuring: “Alright. Alright, I think… I think I‟m ready.”
He halted, then reached out and cupped her face, leaning down to kiss her forehead
quietly as he whispered: “There‟s no coffin for you, Lily. I refuse to let you die… and I know
that Desire won‟t let your spirit dissolve inside of her. But for now, be content, rest, and be at
peace. I applaud your strength in sharing so much with your daughter.”
“Thank you, Zerrex… but I did it for you… and I did it for myself, to save myself. It was
selfish.” Desire-Lily smiled faintly as she glanced up at him quietly, and the Drakkaren gazed
back down at her softly before her rainbow eyes fluttered, and then his daughter said quietly:
“Come on Daddy. Mom‟s back asleep now. And we can‟t keep everyone waiting.”
Zerrex nodded slowly… and Desire turned to head off the platform and join the crowd
that had gathered in front of the funerary stage as the reptile walked towards the podium and then
grasped the sides of it, bowing his head forwards before he whispered a soft prayer Sin had
taught him long ago, a prayer to Naganis… and a wind rustled through the dimension before the
Drakkaren looked up and said clearly: “We have lost friends and family today… and in honor of
them, to let them rest, we shall not speak any of their names for a full day. We shall let their
hesitant souls find the door to the next world or the path leading back to where they once came
from… we shall not call them desperately back, because we must remember the Cycle: life and
death, creation and destruction. None of them are evil. None of them are at fault for what has
happened here.”
He halted, then looked back and forth slowly before continuing quietly: “Today, we will
remember them, not by names… but by what they represented. Courage… honor… valor… love.

We will cherish their memories and everything they represent. We will not allow them to go to
waste.” He stopped, then looked down for a moment before his emerald eyes gazed back up
silently. “And we will not blur or savage their memories by thinking of revenge and hatred when
we must be thinking instead of honoring our comrades. Not for how they died… but for how
they lived.”
Zerrex looked silently over the crowd, then he reached up and rubbed at his face slowly,
saying quietly: “I‟m very lucky to have you all here with me. I feel so very fortunate that despite
what has happened, there are still many of you here, alive, and with me, and treating me so well
and each other so kindly, our differences put aside for this occasion. Jessica has asked to say a
short prayer and I would like to invite her to do so now.”
He stepped aside, gesturing silently towards the female… and the priestess hugged her
daughter quietly, then left Cindy‟s side to head up the short flight of steps leading to the funerary
stage before she approached. She and Zerrex looked at each other, and he nodded slowly… and
she smiled faintly at him before turning towards the podium, saying quietly: “I do not speak
Hez‟Rannan. I do not speak demonic. And yet I do not need to: if I‟ve learned anything here, it‟s
that no matter who you or how you live… if you‟re willing to take the time to understand
someone, you can put any differences you have aside and find common ground. Demons, angels,
and mortals… we live together in one universe. Our worlds are connected. We stem from each
other and exist in symbiosis, whether we like it or not. We are one people… and finally, I
understand what that means, and what this prayer means.”
She lowered her head, then recited softly in Enochian: “Unto me, all shall come to dine at
my table: the demon of Hell, the angel of Heaven, the mortal of earth. From my hand, all shall be
fed, and all shall feel love: the demon shall pray, the angel shall bow his head, the mortal shall be
redeemed to find his path. There is love enough in my heart and soul for all the worlds that have
been borne by my hand: I shall heed your prayers, and if I do not answer them, it is because I
trust in you to find your own path. Demon, angel, and mortal all have a place in my world: none
are forsaken, as long as they continue the journey of truth. All are welcome at my table.”
The female fell silent… and then she and Zerrex looked at each other again before they
traded a tight hug, and then Jessica silently stepped aside. The reptile stepped up in front of the
podium, but he didn‟t know what to say as she stood beside him… and then Celeste silently
walked up the steps to the funerary stage, closed her eyes, and then began to slowly, softly sing.
It was a sad, pure song that flowed up from her very soul, wordless and yet filled with
emotion… and the Drakkaren could only lean against the podium, trembling a bit, as she sang for
them, sang of joy and sorrow, sang of loss and love… and the reptile couldn‟t understand how
she could say she had no grasp of their emotions when she captured them so beautifully in her
melodious harmony…
She sang, and was joined by first Eratosthenes… and then Sabnock approached the steps
in her bandages, suit jacket discarded and silk shirt torn, and yet she was a figure of grace and
majesty as her voice joined the chorus of the Strange Beasts. They sang together, their voices
rising and moving in harmony, overpowering one another only to fall back into rhythm… and
when the song ended, Zerrex pushed away from the podium and silently slipped off the funerary
stage, and people approached to trade hugs and to receive the blessing of the Drakkaren.
Finally, there was only Zerrex left sitting quietly with Jessica, and the reptile looked at
her awkwardly as he rubbed at his face slowly, then muttered: “You really shouldn‟t see me like
this. Evil monsters aren‟t supposed to let their victims see them cry.”

“You‟re not an evil monster.” Jessica said softly, and Zerrex smiled a little at her as she
awkwardly looked up and down him, then reached out and touched the back of his hand quietly.
“Listen, Zerrex. You‟re a very strange male, and you have habits I find very strange and often
awful. But I can see that you are… a good person. Maybe that‟s not the right way to put it, but
it‟s the closest I can describe it right now. And you‟ve respected my boundaries and even my
philosophies, more so than they were even in Heaven, which I appreciate very much. I‟m not
about to throw myself into bed with you but I am ready to start talking with you more, and I
would like to spend more time in your company.
“I think… I understand now, why… why Little Arcy was so fascinated with you.” She
looked down silently, and Zerrex glanced down as well at the thought of the poor lost kitten girl.
“I know you were the one who… sent her to Heaven. But I realize now it wasn‟t a sick
fascination… her innocence, maybe, was what allowed her to look past everything. To see you
for you… and the fact that you… were the one to… send her to Heaven, maybe that was part of
why it was so interesting to her, to watch you change. To watch you evolve. You aren‟t the same
person who raped me years ago. Then again, I‟m not the same person who was raped, either…”
She smiled a little at this, rubbing at her own face slowly. “You know, part of the reason I hated
you so much was because it let me focus on the fact that a terrible thing happened to me, and
forget about all the mistakes I made. It wasn‟t a good thing that happened to me. But now that
I‟m much older, that I‟ve been able to move on from the experience… I can see that it was a
turning point in my life, too.
“And you gave me Cindy. Well… forced her on me, if… I want to make a bad pun about
it.” She laughed a little and then looked down with a faint smile. “I hated her as a baby. Hated
what she reminded me of. Never told her about all the times I tried to get rid of her, but the
adoption agencies wouldn‟t take her, and to prevent people like me from dumping babies on the
steps orphanages had security cameras and tall gates.” She stopped, then looked over at the
Drakkaren curiously as he gazed back at her silently. “Have I ever told you about how I moved
to Comfort Town? I… if you want to hear the story, that is. I understand you might not be in the
mood.”
“No, please. Go ahead… talking right now, or rather, listening, is… is good.” Zerrex said
quietly, glancing down and nodding a little, and he smiled a bit at her. “You… were good friends
with Elliot, right?”
“Yes, I was. I knew him before I moved to Comfort Town… he was very kind and very
protective of me, and he helped me find a home and a job so I could move out of the city I was
living in… Scarlet Cliffs. I‟m sure you‟ve heard of it.” She smiled a bit over at Zerrex, and the
reptile looked at her with surprise. “I told you I used to be a party girl before, didn‟t I? Living off
Mommy and Daddy‟s money… although they never… they never adjusted to Cindy. That…
really hurt me, especially after I started getting used to her myself.
“Anyway. When the money was cut off – suspiciously, after I decided to keep Cindy…
funny how being responsible is what got me into the mess in the first place – I had to find a new
place to live. Elliot helped with that and I moved to Comfort Town, like I said. It wasn‟t at all
what I was used to, but I was trying to grow up, trying to be… responsible. So I got the first job I
could…” She closed her eyes and laughed quietly. “I told Cindy I was working night shift at a
department store, while Elliot babysat her in his bar that wanted to be an antique store. I was
actually doing stripteases in a seedy club a few blocks away, telling myself that I‟d be out of the
business as soon as I could, ignoring come-ons and grabby males.

“And you know what? I did actually manage to make enough money to pay off some
long-standing bills, and despite the temptation of staying on – I was third act, but out of twelve
girls, that‟s not a bad spot to be in – and making money… I… I wanted dignity. I… you know
what I mean.” She glanced at Zerrex. “I think that‟s why I like Daria so much. Why I even
approve of her and Cindy‟s… time spent together. She told me very up-front about her days
working at her club… and she had a great deal of dignity and respect about her. I liked that… but
of course, mortals aren‟t taught at all about how you‟re worthy of respect and dignity no matter
who you are or what you do… our culture in Ire especially, huh?”
Zerrex nodded a little, saying quietly: “Yeah. You get respect based on your job, on your
position in an imaginary food-chain. I can understand some people being given more respect
than others, but that comes with the territory if they do their jobs properly. But I have less respect
for a judge who abuses his position and rules with bias than I do for a janitor who cleans up the
courtroom after everyone‟s gone. Just because you‟re a doctor or a judge or a lawyer doesn‟t
automatically make you better than everyone else: just look around and see how many idiots are
in high-standing jobs and how many intelligent and wise people are working tasks we consider
„menial.‟”
Jessica looked at him for a little while, and then she smiled softly before continuing: “I
got a job at the library. Cindy said I was a librarian… but I was actually in charge of transferring
data to microfilm and compiling research information for people. It was… much tougher than I
expected. There was a lot of digging through newspapers and books that had never been sorted
and hadn‟t been touched in years, and since there were two libraries, one in Comfort Town and
the other in Apple Villa, I sometimes had to cross Camelot Bridge and make my way through the
rich people. That was never fun… but they ignored me when they figured out what I was doing
there. They assumed that since I was working in the library, I was Comfort Town bourgeois…
the wannabe-upper-class.
“I… I brought a lot of books home to Cindy. I always pushed her hard on her
schoolwork, and to be smart. She… she was talented, even back then, learned things very
quickly… and even though I never talked to her about it…” Jessica glanced down and quietly
rubbed at her hip. “I knew she was different and special from the beginning. Not… I don‟t mean
like how every parent thinks their child is special, if they love them… I mean… I knew she was
going to be different when she grew up.”
She stopped, then looked quietly over at Zerrex. “I think the males who raped and killed
me were from the old strip club. It was years later, and I was only thankful that… Cindy was at
school that day. Ten years, I lived there, in Comfort Town, amidst the pain and brutality. Our
home was broken into twice and things – stupid things – stolen, my car was stripped once of its
engine and radio, and I was slapped and assaulted more than a few times… and it saddens me
that it was safer for Cindy there than it ever would have been in Scarlet Cliffs or anywhere else.
There were a lot of small but poisoned towns in Ire… my biggest hope for the future is that we
never have to see another Baskin‟s Grove fiasco ever again.
“But you know what else I remember?” She glanced over at him quietly, smiling faintly,
and Zerrex tilted his head towards her curiously. “After I died… I spent… a lot of time in the
viewing rooms of Heaven. Many mortals do, looking down on their families… and I spent a lot
of time watching over Cindy from afar. That meant I saw that Elliot was the first person to hire
you and put that idea into your head… poor Elliot, at that point, after I had died and he‟d been
trying to take care of Cindy and his bar, and Comfort Town was falling apart…” She closed her

eyes. “I don‟t blame him for asking you to do… what you did. And this… this has bothered me
ever since all those years ago, and I feel I should share it with you.
“Your first job was because… someone tried to rape Cindy. God I was so mad when I
saw that, and so… powerless. I was only glad that Elliot was able to step in, pull her away, even
though he couldn‟t do anything to that son of a bitch from Apple Villa… and he hired you to…
to take care of him. I don‟t think Elliot expected that you would actually rape him and leave him
to die, mutilated…” Jessica swallowed thickly, and then she looked down and whispered: “And
part of me liked seeing that. And part of me was glad that… you were like a fierce, dark monster
protecting my little girl… and even if you‟ve grown so much past that, and Cindy can take care
of herself… I‟ve never been able to see past that image in my mind. A great and terrible serpent,
with my daughter in its coils… but holding her gently, savage but tender.”
Zerrex smiled faintly, looking down at the ground before he sighed quietly, murmuring:
“It‟s a good way to describe me. I mean… how many people have I raped? How many lives did I
ruin? How many…” He closed his eyes tightly, hugging himself silently. “It‟s why I feel I don‟t
deserve all these friends and family. Even if I fixed the entire universe, it doesn‟t take away from
what I did. It doesn‟t mean these people have to forgive me. And most of all, it doesn‟t make me
a hero. I was an idiot, and weak, and a monster.”
Jessica looked at him quietly, and then she reached up and touched his shoulder gently,
saying softly: “And that part is now over, is it not? You can be whatever you want to be,
Zerrex… you are who you are. I admire the courage you have in facing up to your past, despite
how awful it must make you feel… and I envy your ability to feel empathy for others, and how
you‟ve learned to love in spite of knowing that it could very well lead to nothing but pain.”
“It‟s part of making up for everything that‟s happened.” Zerrex replied with a faint smile,
and then he shook his head slowly and looked down, sighing a little and rubbing quietly at his
scarred features. “I don‟t like thinking about what I used to be. I was an unwitting imitation of
my father, just with more lust than wrath… and I don‟t even want to be that way again, Jessica.
There‟s nothing to admire in that, there‟s little to admire in me… and now all I want to aim to do
is… to do the right thing, no matter what it means, so that… all these losses and all this pain can
mean something.”
Jessica nodded a bit… and then the two simply sat in silence, Benevolent and god, before
she took his hand quietly… and Zerrex squeezed it fiercely as he stared at the ground, tears
leaking down his cheeks as he wondered silently if it was all worth fighting for, feeling as fragile
as fine china, as directionless as a ship without a compass lost in the middle of a sea without a
sky, as crushed as fine sand beneath the weight of the world.
A day passed in Acheron… and Zerrex quietly stood in front of the funeral stage with
Vivien at his side, the Drakkaren‟s bone armor locked tight around his body and Blackheart
gleaming on his back. To the other side of him stood Sin, with Anathema‟s skull-mask upon her
face and her bone plates forming an ivory corset over her form and plating her arms and
shoulders, the female‟s arms crossed as they looked towards the stacked coffins.
Zerrex bowed his head, and then he finally glanced at Vivien, saying quietly: “I
appreciate you having Mercy moved to the Central Spire for special treatment by the Scholars
and the Scribes. I hate them both but I know they‟ll take good care of her.”
Vivien nodded, then she glanced towards the funeral stage for a few moments before
saying quietly: “I can come with you if you want, Zerrex. With Sabnock and Amiglion working
together, and the High Council assembled and backing us… and more importantly, Eslovius now

at peace with us and working to help Elysium… I can easily have a platoon of Royal Guards
called to order and I‟ll be glad to join your forces myself.”
“I appreciate it, Vivien… but we‟ve already assembled the taskforce.” Zerrex replied
quietly, smiling a little at her. “Anathema and Sin will be leading the diversionary force, and
we‟ve got cavalry in the form of fifty Dragokkaren Enforcers trained to deal with Strange Beast
incursions. White already spoke to Silven, who spoke to Job, and Heaven will be locking down
the area so Luther can‟t escape. That leaves myself, Justice, Marina, and Soul to make up the
primary attack force.”
“To move quickly through the facility and locate Luther, I know.” Vivien frowned a bit at
him, then she sighed a little and said quietly: “Just be careful. I feel… I have a bad premonition
about this.”
Zerrex looked at her quietly, and then he nodded slowly and said softly: “We‟re taking
every precaution. Some people will be staying back here in Acheron to defend it, and Cherry and
Cindy will be reinforcing Anathema and Sin. My girls are probably capable of taking on the
enemy forces by themselves.”
“Yes, but… Zerrex, I‟d like to stay with my sisters.” Justice said quietly, and Zerrex
turned around with surprise to look at her curiously, as Sin turned as well with a blush as
Anathema‟s bones vibrated against her. The blind Naganatine only smiled awkwardly, however,
and she said quietly: “If you have Soul and Marina with you, you have your team and more than
enough firepower to take care of whatever happens. I would love to come with you and fight
against Luther, but… my place is protecting the Naganatine, I realize that better now. I‟m still
their Deacon… and besides, you‟ve seen how messy they get when I‟m not around.”
Anathema grumbled loudly, and Sin blushed a bit… before Justice grinned slightly as she
rolled her shoulders, gesturing at the simple jeans and shirt over her body. “I like these clothing
styles, though… and I like these even more.” She reached down to the holsters hanging at her
sides, pulling out the Drakkaren‟s .52 magnums, spinning them both easily before she pointed
one at the reptile‟s face, making him wince. “You just aim, pull the trigger, and the thing it‟s
pointed at dies. Who would have thought that a blind girl could outshoot you all?”
“Bitch, don‟t talk about blind girls, I dealt with more than one psycho blind chick like
you in my life.” Cherry said loudly as she walked towards them, and then she grinned a bit,
rubbing absently at the manacle of the Great Diviner. “This shit is itchy.”
Zerrex rolled his eyes: the muscular female was clad in tight fitting full plate armor that
covered her body from neck to toe, thick greaves on her feet, gauntlets over her hands, and
domed metal plates on every other inch of her body, but with flexible knitted mesh covering the
joints and allowing full freedom of movement. It was a masculine set of armor that locked tightly
over the female‟s breasts but left her completely protected… and she was a striking figure in it
nonetheless, as it gleamed silver and white, the chain dangling from the manacle secured over
one forearm seeming to glimmer itself as her hand toyed with the handle of the sword that rested
against her hip in its simple scabbard. “So Boss. You sure about this and shit?”
Her other hand stroked along the handle of her heavy chain whip, and Zerrex smiled a bit
before he nodded, saying quietly: “Pretty sure, anyway. Where‟s Cindy?”
“Talking to Jessica.” Cherry hesitated, and then she looked at Justice, saying quietly:
“You know, I don‟t mind… you taking me or Cindy in place of Justice, if you wanna trade her
out for someone else. Both of us are good in the melee… even if Cindy‟s probably better than I
am, and a little scarier.”

Zerrex smiled a bit at this, and then he shook his head and said quietly: “No. Justice is
right… the outer forces are going to need all the help they can get. From what White told us,
there‟s a lot of field surrounding the mansion… and a lot of nasty energy coming from inside it.
Besides, we‟re not going for using the element of stealth or surprise… it‟s going to be pretty
goddamn obvious to him that we‟re trying to get his soldiers to come out and play while myself,
Marina, and Soul force our way through his internal defenses, but the plan is to pretty much give
him no choice but send troops out to meet us, or we‟ll raze his entire mansion to the ground.”
Cherry grunted, but then she said quietly: “True and shit, but that means he could have
some really goddamn nasty defenses and traps waiting for you inside the place… listen, take one
of us or… hell, I know! Hey, Sephire, you wanna go with the Boss into the mansion?”
“Thought you‟d never fucking ask!” Sephire said cheerfully from where she was talking
with Soul and Raze, and then she turned and approached them before rubbing awkwardly at her
face as Soul followed after her, head bowed quietly. “Although uh… Soul… does have
something she wants to say.”
“I would prefer to stay with the outside group. I can act as a better decoy there, anyway…
especially if Luther is able to continue to use my biorhythm s as a beacon.” Soul said quietly, and
Zerrex slapped his forehead as he muttered under his breath about team players. The female
studied him quietly, and then she added gently: “Although another optimal strategy may be to
have me enter the mansion with several others from a different point, in order to draw forces
towards me.”
“I… why didn‟t you mention that before?” Zerrex looked at her curiously, and Soul
smiled awkwardly as she glanced down, and the reptile laughed a little as he murmured: “Hey,
don‟t worry about it. I… okay. Let me work this out in my head.”
A crowd began to gather as Vivien crossed her arms with both amusement and interest,
and Zerrex rubbed at his forehead slowly, analyzing the situation before he said slowly: “I don‟t
normally try to curtail things to what everyone wants, but now that Soul‟s brought up this new
point, I think she‟s right. I never considered it before because… well…” He looked at her
awkwardly, smiling a bit. “I thought it would be rude to bring it up, and it puts you… it puts you
in a lot of danger, Soul. If those recombinants know what revenge is…”
“I do not fear them. And I will protect those you send with me to my dying breath.” Soul
replied quietly, looking across at Zerrex before she added softly: “Analysis indicates that by
utilizing this divide and conquer strategy, success rate increases by over ten percent in
conjunction with a strong diversionary force, even when enemy knowledge is added into the
equation. Recommendation for Exterior Team is long to medium range to ensure opponents are
drawn out of facility to engage, with a defensive perimeter of close-combat specialists guarding
them. Recommendation for Beta Team, Diversionary Unit, is medium-range combatants that can
efficiently deal with opponents and aggressively push forwards. Recommendation for Alpha
Team, Primary Unit, is powerful close-range combatants backed by one long-range specialist for
maximum speed in forcing through Strange Beasts and enemy recombinants, whose primary
form of combat is done at close and medium range.”
“Thank you Soul, that would have been helpful before I assembled everyone, though…”
Zerrex rubbed at the underside of his muzzle, looking down quietly… and then he nodded slowly
and gazed over the gathered group. Nothing had been set in stone anyway… and the Drakkaren
smiled grimly before he said quietly: “Lone, Mahihko, and Maria. You‟ll be going with Soul.
Lone and Mahihko can tamper with mechanical defenses and give off a lot of energy, and Maria

can cloak everyone and, should things go sour, get all of you out of there even if Heaven decides
to lay down an anti-magic field as well as a portal lockdown.”
Lone and Mahihko both looked up at this, and then Mahihko blushed bashfully as Lone
said quietly: “We won‟t let you down, Dad. Thank you for… for letting us be part of this.”
“You‟ve earned it.” Zerrex replied quietly, smiling faintly at the wolves… and then he
looked to Maria, and she only nodded and gazed respectfully at him. He nodded slowly back,
then glanced towards Raze and Sephire, saying quietly: “You two and Marina will be coming
with me. That way I have someone who can do physical damage at close range, and I can hunt
energy signals while Marina can lock onto Luther‟s thoughts and brainwaves.”
Raze looked surprised that he had been chosen, and Sephire smiled before she pulled her
mask down over her face even as she reached up with her other hand to squeeze her son‟s
shoulder… and he looked at her quietly before he returned his eyes to Zerrex, heavy sword
glinting darkly on his back as he said quietly: “I won‟t let you down.”
“I know.” Zerrex said softly, and Raze grunted before the Drakkaren looked towards Sin,
who gazed back at him as the metallic socket filled with amber flames instead of blue: Sin and
Anathema, mixing back together into one being, even if now they could pull apart as they
wished. “The people staying back from this fight are Mist, Shine, Vampire, and Missy. Missy‟s
sulky about it, but after the misery that happened, she understands. And before I forget…”
Zerrex glanced towards Selena, who cracked her knuckles slowly, the metal over her body
polished and gleaming. “Selena has my permission to take people into the mansion in a direct
attack if you‟re able to weaken the enemy forces.
“Today… we don‟t show mercy to the enemy. Not unless they fall on their knees in
surrender and beg for it.” Zerrex said quietly, looking slowly back and forth. “And we show zero
mercy to the recombinants, no matter what they do or say. The corpses have already been sent to
Hez‟Ranna for examination and then dismemberment, but Soul was able to examine a few of the
microchips left behind in some of their minds and found no emotions… not like you or me have,
anyway. They are killing machines and monsters. Destroy them, and if possible, dismember,
burn, or otherwise get rid of the bodies so they don‟t get back up.”
“They are not my siblings. They are not people. They are not even animals.” Soul said
quietly, nodding slowly as she looked towards Zerrex but spoke to the group at large. “If any
others like myself once existed, they will be imprisoned, or by now have been destroyed.”
Rumbles and nods… and then Anathema Sin rose a hand and said clearly, in the voices of
both fused Naganatine: “We will be assembling in the country once known as Ire, near the
border to the deserts. You will have twenty minutes to finish final preparations once there!”
With that, Anathema Sin dropped her hand, her violet eye glowing as the amber flames
burned brighter in her empty socket, and a vortex slowly spun open as Zerrex nodded and
glanced towards the group, saying clearly: “Move out!”
Shouts and roars echoed up through Acheron as Zerrex turned, leading the group of
Disciples, soldiers, Dragon Warriors, Dragokkaren, and so many others into the rift, every one of
them armed and with their weapons at the ready as they moved down the tunnel of black and
white and emerged into a massive, sprawling field of greens and yellows, the grasses and plants
standing only as high as the reptile‟s knees as he looked slowly up at the grey skies overhead,
white clouds rolling slowly by. The terrain was covered in small hills that surrounded a deep,
bowl-shaped indent in the green-and-yellow grasses… and in the center of this wide, deep bowl,
an immense mansion sat, large and rectangular and with a single immense tower that stood up
from it like a raised arm of a sprawling giant.

Zerrex looked at this for a few moments, and then he shook his head slowly: the tower
had a clock face on the front of it, yet his sharp eyes could see that the hands were frozen in
position… and even from this distance, the reptile could feel the power of purification coming
from the mansion. The only visible defenses surrounding the building that looked as though it
was made from gold and limestone was a large, black metal fence tipped with spade-shaped
arrowheads… but the heavy gates stood open and inviting, as if Luther was just challenging them
to come on inside and test their might against his.
Then the reptile looked up sharply as he saw a flash, before something in the far distance
twinkled once, twice… and then Zerrex smiled a bit to himself before he looked over his
shoulder to Marina, who gazed up at him lovingly, and then back towards the vortex as others
continued to filter out of the swirling tunnel. “I‟ll be right back.”
“Of course, Father.” Marina said softly, and Zerrex nodded to her before he looked back
towards the twinkle and vanished from the spot, reappearing a moment later in front of a
Dragokkaren in black armor that winced backwards, then sighed in relief as it slipped a small
mirror back into its sidepack, bowing deeply to the Drakkaren.
Zerrex nodded to him with an awkward smile, then glanced up to see Albatross sitting at
the top of the rise with a massive black sniper rifle, a bandolier filled with large blue rifle rounds
on the ground next to him as he polished the bottom of the gun slowly. His body flexed tight
against the simple Hez‟Ranna Military uniform he wore, not glancing up but instead keeping his
eyes sharply towards the mansion in the distance as he said quietly: “We got here about forty
minutes ago, but satellites have been detecting movement for over an hour… and about an hour
and forty minutes ago, there was a very strange blip on the radar.”
Zerrex nodded, kneeling beside the Dragokkaren, and Albatross looked at him as the
Drakkaren let his eyes rove back and forth: on the other side of the hill, two immense Grim
Hearse sat, with huge plows made of clear metal on their front and sides and the huge, treaded
vehicles layered with heavy-duty armor plating that would withstand anything up to a small
nuclear blast. Grenade launchers were mounted on either side of them and huge machine gun
turrets rested on the top of both, and on the side of one, two Dragokkaren in body-fitting black
armor were carefully attaching a feed system to what could only be a railgun, Zerrex giving a
dark little grin at the sight of this as Albatross‟s eyes flicked backwards. “We only have ten rails
or so with us… but five of them are layered with runes. Huck says it‟s a trick he picked up from
tinkering with one or two of these weapons while down in Hell alongside your son Priest… the
electrical charge from the gun will supercharge the runes, and then when the rail hits its target, it
should unleash all that stored-up energy in the form of an electrical explosion.”
“Good.” Zerrex grunted, and then he stood up and glanced past the Grim Hearses to
where several large green tents had been set up, and the reptile asked quietly: “How many troops
did you bring at the end of the day?”
“Sixty soldiers, a little more than promised. Thirty here, and thirty will be setting up on
the hills opposite us.” Albatross said quietly, pointing towards the rear of the mansion. “In about
ten minutes the sniper unit from my team will be fanning out, and the rocket units of the other
squad will be making their move to the best location they can find. They have two armored
transports they‟re going to put to use as well… automated armored transports, I should say. The
Strange Beasts have a habit of going after vehicles first… the outer shells of these vehicles are
electrified, however, and the insides are loaded with C10. You better tell everyone on your team
to stay away from them.”

Zerrex nodded, and Albatross hesitated before he dropped the rifle across his lap and
looked up at the Drakkaren quietly, saying softly: “You have my condolences for those you lost,
Zerrex. None of us were expecting such boldness… perhaps that was why the murderer was
moving through Hez‟Ranna, though, much as I hate to say it. He was looking for Acheron, for
something to exploit…”
“Yeah, well he just kicked the hornet‟s nest.” Zerrex muttered, and Albatross nodded
with a grunt at this before the Drakkaren looked down at him and asked quietly: “So did you see
our vortex, or…”
“No, we got a reading on the satellites and it set off a short alert.” Albatross held up his
right arm, showing off a thin computer strapped to it. “New standard issue for all Enforcers and
officers, just brought them online a few months back. Very powerful little things, I can tell you
that much… Huck‟s done a great job converting the Sunshine facility over to engineering for
military and civilian purposes instead of genetic engineering.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, rubbing at his face thoughtfully before he finally glanced towards
the mansion again, and then he said quietly: “Tell your people to get their final preparations
ready, then. In about fifteen minutes, we‟ll send up the signal. It‟ll be the kind of signal I‟m fond
of, since I‟m sure by now Luther knows we‟re here.”
Albatross smiled grimly at this, nodding, and then he swung a hand up as Zerrex reached
down, catching each other‟s hand and squeezing firmly as the Drakkaren said quietly: “Good
luck, Albatross. If I was in a joking mood I‟d tell you to try and not lose another eye. Although I
guess I just did anyway.”
Albatross shook his head slowly at this with a faint look of amusement, and then Zerrex
released the Dragokkaren‟s hand and stepped backwards before he looked over his shoulder and
vanished from the spot, reappearing a moment later back with the group that had come from
Acheron, the small army slowly organizing themselves as Anathema Sin crossed her arms and
said dryly in the undead Naganatine‟s voice: “Are you sure this is an entirely good idea? I‟m
sure he‟s readying all kinds of soldiers and defenses as we speak.”
Zerrex began to open his mouth to reply… and then there was a loud rumbling for a
moment before the reptile winced, his right arm flexing as white motes floated quietly up from
the ground, arcs of white energy flickering through the air as the Drakkaren brushed absently at
his bone-armored right limb, before he glanced down as the Armor of Naganis rapidly peeled
itself back from his metallic arm as his scales fell away and steel pushed to the surface, forming
rapidly into the elegant silver limb. “It doesn‟t matter, especially now that Heaven‟s apparently
put down the portal lock. All that matters is that we get to Luther and end this as quickly as
possible… and I want the son of a bitch to know we‟re coming for him. Hell, I even want him to
try and stop us… just so that I can make sure I destroy every last one of those recombinants he‟s
got guarding him and every other monster or minion at his disposal. I cannot allow this to start
happening all over again.”
Anathema Sin nodded as she looked back and forth, and then she frowned slightly as the
Purification sizzled against her, waving a hand disdainfully in front of her face before she
muttered: “It‟s surprisingly concentrated for such a large area… they must be going to great
lengths in order to completely seal this place off. I can feel it sizzling in my veins… there‟s so
much Purification that I believe even magic may not work normally, despite the crystal bracelets
I‟ve ensured to give to all our best mages.”

Zerrex grunted… and then he glanced to the side as his eyes caught sight of Vivien,
frowning a bit before he walked towards the Celestial Devil as she studied the lines of soldiers
curiously. “What are you doing here? I thought you were going back to Elysium.”
“I thought I‟d wish you luck one last time.” Vivien said quietly, glancing up at him with a
bit of a smile, and Zerrex softened a bit before she sighed and leaned up, kissing his cheek
quietly and making the reptile rear back in surprise. “Now give me your blessing. Luck for us
both.”
Zerrex smiled at this, then he gently cupped her face in his hands, kissing her forehead,
then her lips chastely… and Vivien blushed a bit before she nodded with a grunt, then she
reached up and seized the collar of his armor, yanking him down and making him wince as she
glared into his eyes. “Now listen. If things start going bad, call for help. At least send a message
to the Council, or summon myself or Sabnock or someone else, we‟ll find a way to override the
portal lock one way or another. No heroic but stupid „die fighting‟ moments, okay? I… I don‟t
want to lose you or anyone else.”
Zerrex softened as he looked at her, and she gazed back at him quietly before grimacing a
bit and looking away, waving a hand at him irritably. “I‟m going back to the Central Spire now.
Just… take care of yourself.”
Vivien closed her eyes, then looked irritably down at the ground as she cursed under her
breath about the portal block before she stormed off away from the mansion… and Zerrex smiled
faintly to himself, shaking his head slowly before he rose a hand and concentrated. A moment
later, a sphere of energy appeared in it… but it fizzled weakly, unsolid, and the Drakkaren
frowned a little before he looked back and forth, then caught sight of Raze and Sephire, the
female polishing her sword and her head bobbing as she talked, and the black-scaled male only
grunting now and then and looking surly as he stood with his arms crossed. “Hey, what is this?”
Sephire looked over at him, then she popped her mask up and frowned a bit as the
Drakkaren approached before she held one hand out, shoulder Storm King Face easily with her
other… and then she shook her head with a grimace before Marina walked towards the group
and said softly: “It‟s the Weight of the World, is it not, Lady Sephire?”
“You… shit, you just pulled that out of my head, didn‟t you?” Sephire grimaced over
towards Marina, looking a little spooked, and Marina only smiled tenderly at her as her eyes
half-lidded before Sephire slipped carefully behind Raze, her son sighing at his mother‟s antics
before she muttered: “Fuck you, psychics and shit scare me. If you weren‟t born without
telepathy I totally would have had your brain removed, and you would have thanked me for it
„cause you would have ended up way more traumatized if you spent all your time in my head.”
“Shut up.” Raze grumbled, and then he looked towards Zerrex and nodded, saying
quietly: “Marina‟s right. This isn‟t just a portal block, that only requires runes and a Metatron or
two in the vicinity. The Weight of the World is created by Prophets in Heaven, weakening all
supernatural abilities and blocking out magic almost entirely. Right now it‟s very light, but as
time passes it‟s going to get much heavier and harder to deal with, to the point it may even start
repressing psychic abilities. And since it inhibits energy, Zerrex…”
“Oh great. And you know, that‟s a lot of words you just strung together. I‟m proud of
you, Raze.” Zerrex said mildly, and Raze growled at him before the white-haired lizard punched
him gently in the arm, and the godling only sighed and muttered under his breath as he shook his
head slowly. But Zerrex could already feel the effects growing, and he glanced skywards with a
grimace as he muttered: “So is it just me, or does anyone here also think that maybe Job is
hoping that we all kill each other here?”

Sephire snorted at this with amusement, however, saying mildly: “I dunno about that,
Zerrex, that might just be you being paranoid. Maybe he‟s being a cunt about this, but it might
work to our advantage… the Weight of the World should be able to put a dent in the powers of
the Strange Beasts, too. And since people like you and me prefer smashing shit instead of using
our powers…”
Zerrex nodded after a moment slowly, and then Sephire added quietly: “One last thing
about this. Wherever the Weight of the World is centered is where the effects are strongest. So it
shouldn‟t get much worse than this around the outer edges. Anathema Sin‟s magic works even
on the mortal plane, right? She should be able to continue to use her spells with only a little
added difficulty if she stays back here, same for anyone carrying demonic crystal.”
“Alright.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he glanced to the side as Soul approached with
Mahihko, Lone, and Maria in tow, the Broken unaffected by the change of energies in the air as
her black chains floated quietly around her body. Mahihko, meanwhile, had his fur puffed out
and looked a little less than thrilled as arcs of electricity sizzled occasionally up and down his
body, his hoops hanging loosely at his sides as he tugged lightly at his stretchy black military
uniform, and Lone winced a bit, a revolver holstered on one side of his belt and a heavy silver
handgun on the other, pouches filled with ammo resting around his waist and collapsible pole
sparking on occasion over his back ,vest done up tightly across his masculine chest and jeans
tucked neatly into the large boots covering his big paws. “You guys ready?”
They nodded, and Soul glanced towards the wolves before she returned her eyes to
Zerrex, saying quietly: “Magic suppression in the air is creating an adverse affect in the smaller
lupine, amplifying instead of negating his natural bioelectric charge due to the energy content
inherent in the effect. His conductivity and electrical powers may be enhanced, which will work
to our advantage during conflict, but he appears to be uncomfortable.”
“I‟m fine…” Mahihko mumbled… and then he smiled faintly when Zerrex reached out
and scratched between his ears, the wolf‟s eyes fluttering before they closed and he bowed his
head forwards, ears laying back as electricity sparked along his piercings and up to Zerrex‟s
hand, faintly tickling along his fingers. “Thanks Daddy.”
“We‟re gonna do good.” Lone said empathetically, smiling a little down at Mahihko.
“Even if the little guy can‟t handle a gun right now because he‟s all static-charged, he‟s better up
close and personal anyway. We‟re gonna do you proud, Dad…”
He looked quietly up at Zerrex, and the Drakkaren nodded slowly before he looked at
Soul… but she seemed unaffected by the suppression in the atmosphere, the metal over her body
glinting. Now there were pockmarks and scars along the plating covering her, however, and
Zerrex smiled faintly as he reached up and stroked his finger over a particularly-nasty dent,
saying quietly: “We‟ll have to repair you after this, Soul. Don‟t… don‟t push yourself too hard.
Promise me… you‟ll make it out alive.”
He met her eyes, and she smiled faintly, bowing her head forwards and closing her eyes
quietly… and a single tear trickled down her cheek before she whispered: “Thank you. You have
continued to treat me as a person, despite everything, and do not blame me for the events that
have occurred even though I am nonetheless responsible. You gave me a real heart, and a real
mind. You made me a person.”
“And I‟m going to make sure that we all get out alive.” Maria said quietly, stepping
forwards and wrapping one arm around Soul and her other around Mahihko, who blushed quietly
as Soul looked at her with surprise, tilting her head as her glass eyes examined her in that

curious, measuring way she had. The Broken only smiled at her, however, then gazed back at
Zerrex, saying quietly: “Please do the same for us, Grandfather.”
The Drakkaren smiled a little at this, and then he nodded slowly before looking up as
Anathema Sin glanced over at him curiously, the army marshaled now into groups and lines…
and he nodded slowly before looking at Soul and saying quietly: “Start circling around and look
for an opening you can exploit after the main charge, the attack will begin soon. Wolves, listen to
Maria and Soul.”
“Yes, Daddy.” Mahihko said immediately, and Lone nodded quickly with a short salute
as well. Soul looked at the lupines, then returned her gaze to Zerrex… and she gave a small smile
before turning suddenly and heading quickly through the rolling hills, and the wolves ran after
her after a moment of surprise before Maria smiled one last time at her grandfather, then turned
and followed last, hopping into the air and gliding easily along behind them like a beautiful and
silent ghost.
Zerrex watched them go… then he turned and approached Anathema Sin as Sephire,
Raze, and Marina all readied themselves, Raze looking stoic, Sephire slapping her mask down
and eagerly running one gauntlet-covered hand along the edge of her huge sword to make it
spark, and psychic chains of purple light glowing around Marina before they solidified into
silvery links. The Drakkaren stood for a moment in front of the paired Naganatine, and then he
reached up and touched her skull mask quietly, and she smiled faintly at him before the reptile
said quietly: “Luck to us all, right?”
“And better fortune to our enemies, so they may die fast instead of slow, and see the
value of surrender and the wisdom of retreat.” Anathema recited in response, and then she
grinned viciously through Sin‟s jaws, saying almost hungrily: “Sister is too shy to ask… but we
don‟t have to hold back at all, do we?”
“Not at all.” Zerrex replied softly, and then he stepped back and stood beside her, gazing
down towards the mansion as white motes floated silently through the air around them as the
pressure intensified, before the Drakkaren said mildly: “Give them a few minutes. Then go ahead
and send a signal that we mean business, Sin.”
The Naganatine bowed respectfully towards him even as Anathema snorted through the
female‟s jaws, and Zerrex paused before he glanced over his shoulder at her, saying mildly: “Oh
don‟t worry, Annie. I‟m sure there‟ll be plenty of dead for you to play with, soon enough.”
“You must be mad at them to encourage me to do that.” Anathema replied mildly, and
she licked her lips slowly as she said softly: “But don‟t worry yourself in the slightest, Zerrex…
the dead make the dead easier than the living make the living…”
Zerrex smiled coldly at this, feeling the old dark parts of him rising up more and more
through his being even as the Armor of Naganis sizzled quietly over him… and then a moment
later, the skull facemask rose up around the reptile‟s features, locking firmly over them as the
reptile‟s metallic right arm glinted out of the armor, the Drakkaren looking ahead and saying
quietly: “I know you‟re not a fan of these tactics… but we don‟t have a choice. It‟s not just that
it‟s „us or them…‟ it‟s that what this son of a bitch is doing is wrong in every sense of the word.
It‟s more than a personal vendetta… it‟s also now more than for my sake that we have to stop
this son of a bitch. It‟s even more than for your sake, Naganis… and yet it‟s not for the world,
either. It‟s not for Heaven, or Hell, or anything in between. It‟s a matter of stopping this before it
can spread like a disease… and making sure no more innocent lives have to die because of one
crazy son of a bitch‟s delusions of grandeur.”

Zerrex closed his eyes, bowing his head forwards… and there was silence for the next
few minutes as Marina walked up beside him and quietly reached up to touch his shoulder,
standing silently beside him as time as seconds bridged into minutes, the Purification around
them glimmering and creating a spiritual weight that Zerrex felt even through the bone armor
protecting his body and soul… and then he looked up sharply as there was a distinct crackle
through the air before Anathema shouted furiously: “Attack, and don‟t stop until Luther‟s
mansion crumbles around his head!”
A moment later, a massive blast of holy energy issued from the skies above, thundering
down in a powerful bolt that smashed into the enormous tower, making the mansion tremble and
the ground itself quake as Purification resonated throughout the area, Zerrex wincing a bit and
then holding his arms out when Sephire and Raze both eagerly began to move forwards, and
Sephire grumbled behind her mask and Raze only grunted as the reptile said mildly: “Not yet.
Give the others time to go in first. Then we‟ll break through the enemy ranks and knock down
the front door.”
“Oh yeah, that‟ll work out well, I‟m sure.” Sephire said mildly, and Zerrex shot her a
sour look, which made her clear her throat and look away. “Sorry, sorry. Ignore me, I‟m…
overeager to break some heads.”
Zerrex grumbled under his breath, rolling his eyes and shaking his head a bit before he
looked towards Raze, but the black-scaled Drakkaren only crossed his arms calmly before his
eyes flicked up sharply as there was another distinct crackle, but this time it came from the
railgun mounted on the Grim Hearse in the distance, the rail firing into the face of the clock
tower and tearing through it to send a hail of stone and heavy chunks of rock and metal
plummeting to the ground below, as Dragokkaren infantry stormed down the hill, their massive
machineguns held easily in their strong hands as their long strides carried them quickly down
into the deep, grassy bowl in which the mansion sat.
As expected, however, the mansion was not entirely undefended: as they began to
approach, Gateways ripped open, unfettered by the magical suppression… but although the
Vipers only snarled in irritation at the white arcs that shot over their bodies, the Phase Hounds
that ripped out of several Gateways squealed and pawed at the ground, shaking their heads
wildly as energy shot over them and they flickered rapidly in and out of existence before
becoming solid. As Zerrex watched the quadrupeds regain their senses and charge upwards to
engage the warriors flooding towards them, he realized they had lost their ability to teleport from
the fact that none of them were blinking in and out of existence, and the reptile muttered under
his breath: “Well, that‟s one good thing at least, then…”
Then he cursed under his breath as part of the mansion roof visibly opened in the
distance, and a series of small rockets fired upwards, arcing upwards through the sky before
Zerrex‟s eyes sharpened as he watched the rear of one of the rockets blow apart, sending out a
shower of sparkling objects and launching the head of the rocket further upwards before the
conical head snapped apart, floating in midair for a moment as submunitions hailed down over
the field, tiny, marble-sized pellets striking the ground and living beings and going up in
powerful blasts of thunderous concussive force, a Viper that was struck by a handful of the
pellets screaming as they exploded with enough strength to send scales flying and blood
splattering out of its wounds before it simply erupted in a blast of neon electricity and gore.
Then one the floating, tiny satellite-like objects turned suddenly… and a bright red laser
shot out of it, tearing through a Dragon Warrior before it snapped to the side, dragging a wide arc
of deadly red light over the ground, leaving a burnt trench through the earth as the surrounding

grasses burst into flames. A Strange Beast was torn in half as well, howling in pain before it
exploded, and the blast of electricity threw several Dragokkaren backwards and thankfully out of
the way of another hail of submunitions from another shattered rocket above.
Then one of the floating laser defenses systems sparked violently, something hammering
into the side of it before it simply exploded, falling from the sky like a meteor as gunfire rang out
over the roars of the Strange Beasts and the raw yells of warriors and Disciples, and Zerrex
grimaced a bit as he watched battle continue to unfold, wanting to step in and do something…
but knowing that he had to leave this up to the others even as he breathed hard, adrenaline
surging through his veins as Sephire muttered: “Shit… I‟ve never actually stood back and
watched a war before, I‟ve always fought on the front lines… is this what it looks like from back
here?”
“Yeah.” Zerrex muttered, and then he grimaced a bit as a blast of lightning shot down
from the skies as the hidden silo in the mansion began to fire off another volley of rockets, and
the bolt of electricity was drawn to this like a lightning rod, the rockets exploding just above the
silo and the submunitions going off with a massive, rumbling blast that sent a crack ripping
through the front of the mansion and sent chunks of steel and stone flying in all directions, the
already-airborne laser systems sparking violently before they simply fell from the sky was
whatever computer system that controlled them malfunctioned. “We‟ll make our move soon. As
soon as we know a little more about what we‟re up against and the rest of the facility‟s defenses
go online.”
Sephire grimaced a little, fidgeting from foot-to-foot as Raze simply stood silently with
his arms crossed… and then the fencing surrounding the mansion simply descended into the
earth as a large square section of the yard lifted up and slid smoothly to the side. A moment later,
two enormous tanks rose up out of the hole on a massive steel lift, and Sephire whistled a bit to
herself as these rumbled off the lift on their humongous treads, both maroon in color, but while
one possessed a massive cannon and a pair of automated gatling guns on revolving arms on top
of the turret, the other had no visible weapons but instead an enormous dome with a shutter
locked tightly over the front… but as it slowly rolled out onto the battlefield, the shutter snapped
upwards and a short, stocky cannon slid outwards before it began to slowly twist back and forth,
releasing a thick, noxious white cloud of gas spilling outwards, and a Viper that was unlucky
enough to be caught in this spray screamed as it staggered to the side, its arm rapidly freezing
before it shattered and the creature fell to the side, hissing and clutching at the frozen wound…
and a moment later ,the Viper exploded in a blast of pinkish lightning that made the other tank
glow as it simply rolled over the Strange Beast without even bothering to slow down.
Zerrex grimaced at this sight, shaking his head slowly… and then he gritted his teeth as
the large double doors to the manse flew open and hidden shutters rose in the walls, demons and
angels with gleaming metal enhancements over their bodies flooding out, and Sephire gritted her
teeth loudly beneath her mask before whining: “Come on, come on, come on, just let me kill a
few!”
“You‟ll get your chance soon enough, Sephire. Show a little patience like your son.”
Zerrex replied mildly, and Raze gave a snort at this as he leaned moodily back. Marina smiled a
bit at the two, and then her eyes flicked towards the manse as Zerrex felt a distinct ripple of
energy as well before he muttered: “That can‟t be good.”
In the battlefield, Disciples, Dragon Warriors, Dragokkaren, Sacrifices, Beasts, soldiers,
and everything in between fought savagely against the Strange Beasts, the mechanical vehicles,

and the robotically-enhanced soldiers that had joined the fray. With the Dragokkaren Enforcers,
they had the advantage in number… although the enemy certainly had more than enough power
to make up for it, with the armored Viper Aegis blocking magic and melee with their shields and
massive Leviathan slashing vicious swathes through groups of soldiers.
One of the red tanks rumbled slowly through the group, crushing friend and foe alike
under its massive treads as both gatling guns carelessly fired at anything within ten feet of it, the
main cannon aiming slowly and firing explosive shells towards larger targets like Dragon
Warriors and gods. On top of the tank, several mechanically-enhanced demons and angels now
stood, heavy machine guns in their arms as they peppered the crowd around them with bullets.
The cannon slowly began to turn, and focused in on Thor, fighting in the distance with a
Leviathan, a grin on the caracal‟s face despite the damage done to his heavy armored vest as his
hammer lashed back and forth in easy swings, before he leapt backwards when the Leviathan
raised its swords, roaring a raw battle-cry to the skies and sending a massive bolt of lightning
firing down from the Heavens to crash into the Strange Beast‟s raised weapons, and the giant
howled in agony as the sword fused into its hands as they were turned to blackened ruin with
most of its arms, pinkish electricity sparking along the creature‟s body as it jittered violently
before Thor stepped forwards and smashed it back and forth across the face with his hammer,
then slammed a savage uppercut with the heavy mallet up beneath its jaws. It was sent crashing
backwards… and then the caracal grinned before the cannon of the tank fired.
Yet the enormous explosive shell was halted in midair only a few feet away from the
smoking cannon… and a moment later, a shadow passed over it as Tinman glided by overhead,
the badger‟s angelic wings carrying him easily as he gritted his teeth and made a snapping
motion, and the explosive shell arced neatly backwards as the angel shot up towards the sky
before it dropped onto the top of the turret between the gaping mercenaries and exploded in a
powerful blast, shredding both living beings as well as destroying the top of the tank. It rumbled
forwards a few more feet, then hissed to a halt, smoke pouring up from the top of the blackened
red steel as flames lit along the metal, and then two demons crawled out from beneath it,
escaping likely via the emergency hatch.
Tinman dropped from the sky to hover a few feet overtop the tank as he grabbed at the
belt filled with pouches and large packs hanging around his waist, and he pulled two short,
sawblade-like discs from a rawhide holster before snapping his hand out, and these both shot
towards the haggard demons before tearing through their bodies and sending both beings
crashing to the ground with howls of agony.
The discs hissed through the air as they arced backwards and returned to the badger‟s
hand, the male catching the spinning blades with the ease of long practice before he held his
hands straight down, concentrating and gritting his teeth… and then his wings flapped
powerfully as he flew slowly higher up into the air, the broken tank rumbling and trembling,
parts and metal plates falling off it even as the massive red-armored vehicle was dragged slowly
up into the sky after the badger, lifting some ten, then twenty, then thirty feet off the ground. It
hovered ominously, the badger‟s wings flapping hard as he gritted his teeth some twenty feet
above this… and then he half-spun and slung both arms out with a yell, and the red-armored tank
was sent flying towards the mansion, ripping through one of the walls as brick and mortar and
metal crumbled around it.
Tinny shot upwards a moment later with a wince as several mercenaries shot at him, even
as their bullets were deflected away from his body by the badger‟s unnatural abilities… and then
a mechanically-enhanced angel‟s head simply exploded, his companion staggering to the side

before the minotaur‟s skull was blown into pieces as well by a second shot fired from across the
field, White‟s huge revolver twitching just slightly to the side before he fired a third shot that
plowed through not one, but the chests of two demons, sending them both crashing backwards in
gory splatters before they could even raise their weapons.
The Purification in the air was growing more intense, making White‟s features seem
more hollow and haggard as the badger calmly lowered his revolver, then closed his eyes when a
Strange Beast charged at him as his right hand flexed slowly before he slid smoothly to the side
when it lunged, dodging the Viper‟s tackle. It skidded over the ground with a snarl, and then
White rose a hand and muttered a short verse in Enochian before holy runes glowed over the
Strange Beast‟s body, making it hiss and claw at itself. A moment later, they formed into
metallic bindings, and the Viper leaned down and roared towards White… but the badger only
clenched his right fist, and the chains and manacles around the Strange Beast tightened viciously,
ripping through scale and flesh and making it scream as it reared back before simply exploding
under the pressure being applied by the holy metal.
Neon electricity shot through the air in broad arcs, gore splattering in all direction… and
then it twisted suddenly, violently downwards in an almost-solid stream before smashing into a
demon as Ambrosia snarled, fighting side-by-side with Serenity as the two moved with strange,
liquid grace together, crystal bracelets glowing on Ambrosia‟s wrists as her knives shimmered in
her hands, Serenity‟s swords spinning violently at her sides as she lashed them back and forth
across aggressors.
Phase Hounds attempted to flank them from either side with howls, two from the left and
one from the right… and without hesitation, Ambrosia‟s hands swept along her belt and flung a
volley of daggers into the face of the single hound attacking on one side, making it scream before
she leapt forwards as she spun her daggers rapidly before stabbing them down just behind its
skull, making its eyes bulge as electricity sparked over it… and in a graceful, easy movement,
she tore the Luna free as let her body fall backwards, lashing savagely up and out with both feet
in a hard bicycle kick that sent the Phase Hound flying backwards as she went into a neat
handspring.
She landed beside Serenity as the scarred female‟s foot collided with the face of the
second Strange Beast, the other Phase Hound already skittering backwards with howls of agony
as electricity sparked along two deep trenches ripped over its features, and as the second Phase
Beast was knocked backwards, Serenity flicked both her hands to the side and sent both her
swords spinning around her body to plunge deep into the flank of the bleeding Phase Hound,
making it scream before she snapped her wrists to the side and a blast of telekinetic force
smashed into the Phase Hound with enough force to almost break it in half before it selfdestructed as it crashed to the ground some dozen feet away, both her swords flying free before
they were caught in midair by her mental powers, starting to spin violently again as she anchored
herself as the last Phase Hound recovered slowly before Ambrosia stomped down against the
ground and the earth beneath the creature tore apart, sending up a vent of steam that launched the
Strange Beast towards them with a shriek before Serenity leapt forwards with a snarl and swung
both hands out, sending her swords ripping through the creature‟s back and body before it went
up in a powerful neon blast of gore and electricity.
Serenity skidded to a halt, then looked up as Ambrosia charged towards her before she
dropped to a low duck, one leg sliding upwards so her knee almost touched her face as her head
fell forwards… and Ambrosia leapt over Serenity‟s low-crouched body to slam both feet into a
large Wrath demon, sending it staggering backwards with a grunt as the metal plates on its body

dented slightly with the force of impact before Serenity snapped her hands backwards, and both
her silvery blades shot behind her to sink deep into the body of the Wrath demon, the creature
howling in agony before Serenity spun around and swept her extended leg out in a wide kick that
knocked its feet out from under it as Ambrosia landed behind her sister with a grin. The Wrath
demon fell on its back, then gargled when the Pride demon snapped her hands up, and the
female‟s swords ripped themselves free as they sparked with psychic force before beginning to
whirl at her sides again, as she snapped irritably: “Come on, let‟s keep moving!”
Ambrosia nodded, and the two ran forwards, passing by Gilgamesh as the huge warrior
stabbed a spear through a Viper‟s chest, shoving it down to the ground and vaulting over it to
land behind the other tank that was spraying noxious, freezing gas over friend and foe alike,
tearing his weapon free with an easy flick of his wrist as the Strange Beast behind him
exploded… and as the dome-shaped armored turret began to slowly revolve, the warrior god
stabbed his spear into the ground before he ducked, the massive bear grunting as he grabbed the
undercarriage of the tank, then flexed before stepping forwards and roaring as he flipped the redarmored, demonically-enhanced war machine onto its back.
It crashed loudly to the ground, icy smoke vomiting upwards around the vehicle and
voices howling from inside it before Gilgamesh simply swung a fist out and smashed the hatch
on the bottom of the machine inwards, warping the metal and making it impossible to open
before he stepped quickly backwards as blue smoke wafted upwards and the screams died down
into horrified gargles… and then the warrior god easily snatched his spear up before he turned
around, lashing it outwards and smacking an angel in the side of the head with the shaft,
knocking it to the ground before he stepped forwards and punted it across the battlefield, and
then the warrior god‟s eyes sharpened as the revealed lift rose slowly up into the yard again, this
time with a team of four combat armors on it and a platoon of blue-armored angelic soldiers, all
of them equipped with electrical cannons.
Gilgamesh snorted in disdain… and then he glanced up as a hail of icy shards shot down
from the sky as a bitter wind blew by, large daggers of ice ripping through the armored soldiers
even as they began to charge their electrical weapons and frost rapidly forming over both the
combat armors and the lift platform even as the mobile metal suits began to move forwards,
operators inside cursing as the large machines shook violently and their weapon systems went
haywire, gatling gun hands and missile pods resting above the shoulders of the block, stockylimbed war machines fizzing visibly as ice spilled along them.
At the edge of the field, Eratosthenes continued to concentrate as he held his hand
forwards, the blizzard falling harder before he glanced irritably to the side as a Viper Aegis
lunged past a Dragon Warrior, screaming insults at him in their own language that likely sounded
only like growls and hisses to everyone around him… and calmly, coldly, Error pointed one of
his hands towards the Viper and a bolt of light shot from his palm, ripping through the golden
armor covering the Strange Beast‟s chest and sending it staggering backwards as it gasped for
breath before exploding in a hail of neon electricity. Then he focused his attention back
forwards, as Anathema Sin asked him quietly in the mixed voices of the two Naganatine: “Can
you bring down an electrical discharge?”
“Of course. The environment around us boils with energy, after all.” Eratosthenes replied
mildly, and then he snapped a hand upwards… and a massive arc of electricity shot from the
skies, bouncing back and forth between the still-falling hail of sleet and ice around the combat
armors in front of the manse, and it formed a massive electrical net that supercharged the
batteries the enemy soldiers were wearing and caused them to explode as the combat armors

went up in flames as well, cracks ripping through the lift platform as gears ground violently in
the elevator before sparks flew as it simply fell with a scream of metal-on-metal, several charred
corpses and broken combat armors following its descent into darkness.
The Librarian snorted in derision, and then he looked to the side as Anathema Sin grinned
and licked her lips slowly at the sight, before she said hungrily: “Oh, Sister‟s gonna be real mad
at me for doing this… but since I‟m in control of Sin‟s powers and I just can‟t resist, and I
couldn‟t let an arrogant punk like you show me up…”
Anathema Sin‟s eyes glowed as she smashed her hands together, and then she rose her
arms with a laugh… and a black bubble formed in front of her before expanding until it was the
size of a small house, vibrating violently, ugly black droplets like terrible dark ooze dripping
down the outside of it before it simply popped, revealing a curled up, skeletal form hidden
inside. Then, slowly, a long, segmented tail uncurled, bones covered in tightly-stretched
translucent skin that snapped back and forth, spikes jutting here and there all along its length…
and eight enormous limbs stretched outwards, the two lowermost pairs large but stocky, the
uppermost pairs in the form of immense, long arms, visible bones covered by almost-invisible,
rubber-hide with no flesh or muscle between… and its ribs quaked, trembling, like massive,
crescent-shaped teeth that ran down the center of its body.
Two enormous, insect-like wings stood out from its back, held together by thin white
stalks with ugly white leather stretched between them, ripped here and there in places… and it
possessed three long neck-stalks with large, jutting spikes standing out the back of each
vertebrae, iron collars dangling just behind each skull from the top of its long spinal cord, each
with enormous bolts jutting from them… and the skulls themselves were draconic in shape, with
four huge horns that jutted backwards, and flames that burned in the eye sockets of each: amber
in the central head, which had a thick rune burned into the center of the skull and cracks that
pulsed with golden light over its face, and blue flames in the left head‟s sockets and red fire in
the right. Steam poured up from its jaws as it writhed and shivered… and then Anathema Sin
walked forwards with a dark grin on her face, Anathema clearly in control as she cooed:
“Mommy‟s here, my sweet little pet! You remember Mommy, don‟t you?”
The Terror‟s heads looked down at her, and then the center head bowed respectfully
forwards, and Anathema reached out and stroked lovingly along its skull, eyeing the monster
with delight: twenty feet tall at the shoulder and perhaps fifty long, it was a massive dracolich
created from fusing multiple corpses of dragons together and imbuing it repeatedly with the
energy of a multitude of devils and demons… and Anathema Sin laughed and clapped her hands
together before Justice appeared beside her and asked sharply: “What the hell are you doing?”
“Having fun.” Anathema retorted through Sin‟s jaws, and then she glanced up at the
three-headed dracolich even as it snarled down at Justice, saying kindly: “Oh no, my pet, she‟s
on our side today. Go on now, play with the shiny demons and angels and the large, ugly pests…
you can figure out what to kill, my pretty Ancalagon…”
The monster that had been sealed in the Marquee Sur Noir roared in agreement, and then
it turned and charged into the fray, leaping overtop Dragon Warriors and startled Dragokkaren
and Disciples as a Leviathan turned too late, and all three heads turned towards it and roared, the
eyes glowing as each head released a powerful, cyclonic cone: one of flame, one of cold, and one
of acidic golden gas. The Leviathan was battered backwards by all three with a howl before it
simply exploded, and Anathema Sin laughed before she grinned at Justice‟s moody look.
“You‟re just upset because you‟ll never be able to outdo our combined strength, Sister…”

Justice snorted at this, and then she turned and headed quickly down into the fray as she
rose the .52 handguns, blasting several rounds into a Viper that was about to crush a
Dragokkaren and knocking its head backwards, distracting it and allowing the Dragokkaren to
scramble away before the Naganatine leapt forwards, smashing her feet against the Viper‟s chest
to shove upwards and kick off its face as her black, serrated tentacles snapped out of her back
and lashed downwards, seizing the Strange Beast around the chest and limbs and throat before
she dropped behind it and the long, metallic appendages yanked the creature off the ground and
in a wide, arcing flip that smashed it down into the ground in front of the female Naganatine as
pinkish electricity exploded over its body as it impacted with a shriek, and then the Naganatine
stepped forwards and kicked it in the back, snapping the bone caging around its Symposium and
sending it rolling away as it began to twitch violently before self-destructing.
She snorted, then half-turned… and a Leviathan‟s blade slammed down into her face,
making her head tilt slightly to the side as her blind eyes narrowed, a thin cut torn in her scales as
they became metallic… and the Leviathan‟s grin turned to a stare of shock before Justice slapped
the axe-sword away from the thinly-bleeding wound on her face and she rose both her handguns,
emptying half a dozen shots into the creature‟s face and sending it staggering backwards with a
howl of misery and pain before she leapt neatly upwards, metallic tentacles snapping against the
creature‟s shoulders and carrying her higher with ease to land on top of the beast‟s head before
she pointed both .52s almost straight down and emptied round after round into the base of the
back of its neck, shattering through its spine and sending bullets and bone fragments pounding
deeper into its body until they tore through its Symposium, and she kicked off the back of the
creature‟s skull, sending the Leviathan flopping forwards even as neon electricity raced over it
and it self-destructed in a powerful blast of blood, gore, and lightning.
Justice looked up sharply as a sound assailed her powerful senses… and a moment later,
several rockets crashed into the rear of the mansion before a rail fired from Grim Hearse parked
at the edge of the battleground and guarded by several Dragokkaren with immense sniper rifles
loaded with plasma rounds that tore with ease through even the largest Strange Beasts on the
battlefield. The mansion quaked as it took more damage, the clock tower teetering dangerously
as chunks of the clock face fell in the burnt and broken fields around the building, even as more
mercenaries with metallic parts flooded out and several more Gateways opened, vomiting out
Phase Hounds and Strange Beasts… and then Justice cursed under her breath as she backstepped
a few times as her vision went white for a moment with the amount of energy in the air before it
receded, before looking up sharply as a Phase Hound charged towards her… and then a blast of
white, holy energy shot down like a meteor from the skies and crashed into its back, simply
dissolving the rear portion of the creature and sending its front half collapsing and skidding
mindlessly through the grasses before it blew apart in a sick splatter.
She looked up to see Silven hovering in the skies above, a heavy golden shield over one
arm and the other raised as the angelic Naganatine shouted another spell, and several meteors of
holy energy formed in mid-spiral towards the ground before they homed in on Vipers and other
Strange Beasts, exploding with tremendous force in the Purification. And while many demons
and even the mortal Dragokkaren were starting to slow down from the spiritual pressure of the
weight of the world, their divine counterparts were truly able to shine in the heavily-Purified
atmosphere.
Albatross fired off shot after shot that was spookily-accurate even for the skilled
Dragokkaren, plasma rounds ripping through eyes and softer places over the bodies of Strange
Beasts, and Mary – normally staying back as a healer, bandaged and bruised but recovered from

the damage she had taken in Acheron – was fighting beside Dray and Terrance, the enormous
Dragokkaren-demon using traditional Tinsa‟ar wristblades to rip his way savagely through
opponents and Dray with a kwaibar in his flesh-and-blood hand as his metallic arm struck with
incredible strength out against anyone that dared to get in his way.
Mary herself threw bolts of white energy into any demons or angels that tried to attack
the brothers at range… although brawny, huge Terrance only growled when bullets struck
against his armor-like scales and winced at most from spells that ricocheted off his body, and
Dray‟s eyes burned as he occasionally leaned forwards to breathe wide swathes of flame that
incinerated even Phase Hounds when they attempted to charge. The three worked well
together… and they were further supported by several Dragokkaren, both Enforcers with their
massive machine guns thundering as they emptied armor-piercing rounds into anything and
everything they came across, and traditional warriors from Acheron with spears, kwaibar swords,
and only light armor and glowing tattoos protecting their bodies.
Priest and Markus fought on the other side of the field with Cherry and Cindy, Priest‟s
knives flashing against the blades of a Leviathan as Cherry and Cindy both battled with an Elite,
Cindy‟s body metallic but bloodied from the golden axes of the giant and black veins pulsing
through Cherry‟s scales as the Great Diviner clanged loudly off its white armor, ripping scours
and scars but never able to pierce it. The Elite was flagging backwards, however, steadily losing
ground to the sheer ferocity of the two… and then Cherry suddenly grinned and leaned forwards,
and Markus ran out of nowhere up his mother‟s back before he half-flipped his body as he swung
his battle axe around in a wide helicopter swing that tore into the Elite‟s snarling, open jaws
while the Dragokkaren seemed to levitate, upside down in air for a moment, and then he rotated
himself around the handle of the weapon as the Elite grabbed at its mouth with a muffled scream
before Markus kicked both legs hard downwards and gritted his teeth in effort, snapping down to
the ground as he yanked the axe over his head… and he crashed to the ground in a kneel as the
Elite was flipped over his body and smashed down into the field before Cindy leapt forwards and
crushed the Strange Beast‟s chest in with a savage tomahawk.
Neon, pinkish sparks jolted over its body as the three leapt away before the Elite
exploded… and the Leviathan Priest was fighting staggered to the side with a hiss, giving Priest
the opening he was looking for to lunge forwards as if to seize the monster in a one-armed hug,
skillfully stabbing one of his daggers alongside the creature‟s spine and making it howl in agony
before he half-spun and bowed as he tore the weapon downwards, ripping a deep slash through
its back as it was sent stumbling in a lethargic spin before pinkish electricity zapped over its
form and it exploded in a shower of lightning and gore.
Priest grinned, and he slapped one of his daggers against the Great Diviner as Cherry
licked her lips hungrily, her eyes burning with battle-lust… and then the four turned as another
door was thrown open in the manse and another platoon of soldiers streamed quickly out, assault
rifles at the ready… but before anyone could even react, a hail of black knives formed in the air
and ripped down through many of the troops, forcing them to retreat back inside as Hope‟s eyes
burned darkly, dark lightning sparking over her form as Driz stood to one side of her, his hand
stretched back and a pulsing orb of white glowing and growing slowly in his palm, Daria
guarding their back with her spear as she slammed the pole of the weapon into the jaw of a
minotaur, making it gargle before she spat a stream of acid over its face that sent it down in a
scream… and then Driz stepped forwards with a snarl, throwing the sphere of concentrated
purification towards the mansion, and it twisted slightly in midair as his eyes glowed pure white
for a moment, arcing through the doorway to explode inside with a tremendous bang that

shattered most of the windows of the western wing of the manse, glass hailing down as ivory
energy arced and streamed from several of the shattered panes.
They fought, and fought with the strength of an army tenfold times their size, even as
more troops flooded out from the manse and Chanters began to appear as well… but before the
latter could even begin to speak, Celeste stepped up beside Error, and the two nodded to each
other before Librarian and Great Mother began to sing: and even though their song went unheard
through most of the battlefield, Chanters grabbed at their skulls with howls of agony as bloody
tears began to leak from their eyes, even as Songstresses snarled and began to sing as well… but
Celeste‟s voice was unfaltering, and Eratosthenes was able to lock onto the enemy Guardians
even as he continued to follow the harmony and lead of the Great Mother, flicking his wrist to
shatter the ground beneath the enemy or send up blasts of steam or bursts of flame that stumbled
the Songstresses and halted their song.
And as the chaos grew, Soul led the wolves and Maria quickly towards the hole left in the
mansion wall by the tank Tinman had thrown earlier, slipping into a plush, red-carpeted corridor
that was mostly in ruins now as she said quietly: “Analysis indicates that this building has been
insulated. Magic suppression, known as the Weight of the World, has been partially negated.”
“It‟s quieter, too.” Maria murmured, as they made their way down the corridor… and the
way the battle was muffled outside was strange, as she looked uneasily back and forth as Soul
nodded slowly before pausing at a large oak door. She carefully pulled it open… and the four
stepped out a moment later into a large, empty dining room, the floor tiled with marble and an
immense golden chandelier hanging above their heads, a large wooden table covered by a
patterned white-and-blue tablecloth fluttering quietly as a clock ticked quietly at the far end of
the room.
Mahihko closed the door, electricity still occasionally sparking along his form as Lone
winced, his silver-plated .45 at the ready as he looked nervously back and forth… and then Soul
looked towards the clock at the opposite side of the room and said calmly: “Hostiles detected.
Preparing to engage enemy forces.”
“What? Where?” Lone asked incredulously, and then Maria snarled and leapt forwards,
the Broken‟s chains snapping upwards as both she and Soul stood at the ready as a rumble
passed through the hallway before the wall at the opposite end of the dining hall all-butexploded, the clock clanging loudly as if in denial as it was shattered into cogs and splinters of
wood as a Leviathan stormed into the long dining hall with a roar, two Phase Hounds sprinting
past either side of it and snarling as one shot along the wall and the other leapt onto the table to
charge directly at them.
Soul immediately stepped forwards and seized the underside of the dining table with one
robotic hand, her face emotionless before she simply flipped the long dining table upwards, and
the Phase Hound on top of it was thrown backwards with a yelp as Maria leapt towards the other
quadrupedal Strange Beast, her chains lashing out to wrap around it before she snapped her arms
to either side with a cruel grin, and it was ripped into three pieces that exploded in gory showers
of neon fireworks as Soul said calmly: “Analysis indicates the best course of action is to destroy
the Leviathan. Mahihko, Lone, please exterminate the remaining Phase Hound.”
With that, Soul ran forwards as the table began to tip over, as the Leviathan stomped
across the battleground… and then the female leapt upwards and kicked one hoof outwards,
smashing through the elongated furnishing before her eyes glowed and electricity violently
erupted over the enormous Strange Beast. The Phase Hound that had been thrown backwards
was skittering over the floor towards her… but then Lone gritted his teeth as he rose his

handgun, firing several bullets into its side and knocking it staggering as pinkish electricity
erupted from the wound.
It snarled at them and turned its attention towards the wolves, charging forwards as
Mahihko leapt in front of Lone and threw one of his hoops, the ring sizzling with electricity…
but the Phase Hound leapt upwards and caught this with a snarl in its jaws, ignoring the lightning
that sparked over its face as Mahihko‟s eyes widened… and then Lone yelped before he threw a
hand out on instinct, a bolt of electricity striking the hoop before he yanked backwards… and
like a physical chain, the lightning bolt jerked the Phase Hound through the air before
dissipating, the creature yelping before it crashed headlong into the wall above and the larger
wolf leapt quickly away before Mahihko stepped forwards and slammed his paw into the
underside of its muzzle, blood bursting from its jaws around the hoop before it screamed and
rapidly skittered backwards, and then Lone grimaced as he rose his handgun and blasted several
more rounds into its skull, knocking it rolling head-over-heels as its head caved in before it
finally crashed to the ground and exploded.
Soul, meanwhile, slammed a hoof hard into the Leviathan‟s shin as she rose her arms
above her head, blocking a strike from the creature as it fell to its knees, its other arm restrained
by Maria‟s chains as the Broken yanked back on them and the Strange Beast snarled, trying to
resist the two… and then Soul opened her jaws wide as energy gathered in her maw before a
beam of light shot from her mouth, ripping through the Leviathan‟s chest and sending it crashing
backwards into the hole it had ripped in the wall before it exploded, and Soul didn‟t flinch as
lightning and shrapnel shot by her even as Maria winced a little, before the mechanical female
glanced back over her shoulder towards the wolves and she said calmly: “Thank you for
cooperating. Long-range sensors indicate approaching multiple hostile presences approaching.
Please follow me.”
With that, Soul turned ahead and walked through the hole, and the wolves scrambled to
catch up as Maria waited for them and took up the rear, grimacing as she looked back and forth
as they emerged into a long, concrete corridor that was wide, sterile, and ugly, twisting slightly
and sloping gently downwards into the earth. Soul led them fearlessly forwards as Lone checked
the clip of his handgun anxiously despite the fact it was currently loaded with a magazine of
regenerating bullets, and Mahihko whimpered a little as electricity sparked apprehensively along
his body, strange sensations crawling over the bodies of the four as they turned a corner to see a
security grid of lasers covering an armored door, and two large cameras panning slowly back and
forth.
Guards in the white armor of the knights of Heaven stood nervously in front of this,
talking to each other, not yet having noticed the group some thirty feet away peering around the
corner… and without hesitation, Soul rose a hand, and a blast of telekinetic force struck into both
soldiers and knocked them backwards into the security field, the lasers ripping through their
bodies and only one of the soldiers finding enough time to scream in horror before he was sliced
into pieces, smoke rising up from his remains and the broken armor that now lay upon the floor
before the female walked forwards, saying quietly: “Please wait here.”
Maria grimaced a bit as the wolves looked nervously at each other, Mahihko curling a bit
against Lone‟s side… and Soul walked silently into the view of the cameras, both panning
towards her and freezing as they scanned over her body, before she held her hands up and said
quietly: “I have returned to be repaired by Lord God. I have realized the error of my ways.”
The cameras clicked… and a moment later, the laser field shut down before the massive,
armored doors opened, revealing a grinning recombinant, a cloak fluttering around its body and

its features an ugly mishmash of multiple animals… and then it glanced down curiously when it
stepped on one of the smoldering corpses, and Soul stepped forwards as electricity sparked down
her hand before she ripped her metallic claw into the monster‟s chest and hefted it off the
ground, blood spilling out of the wound as the creature gagged and shuddered, staring at her
stupidly… and then Soul half-spun and whiplashed the recombinant‟s corpse off her arm, and it
flew down the hallway and crashed to the ground, skidding backwards lifelessly… and in Soul‟s
hand, the machine still clenched the throbbing heart of the monster.
She looked down at this for a few moments… and then gunfire sounded from within the
room, and Soul was battered backwards by a hail of bullets that bounced off her metallic plating
and tore across her scales as a voice shouted furiously: “Security breach, security breach! Lab
levels compromised, activate the defense systems!”
Maria immediately ran forwards as a half-dome of lasers flickered to life in front of Soul,
shielding her… before the mechanical female was blasted off her feet by a powerful beam of
white light that slammed into her body and shattered the metallic plating over her front, knocking
her onto her back and making her convulse as electricity fizzled over her form and she rasped:
“Warning, extensive s-system damage detected…”
Maria snarled as she looked up… and then her eyes widened as a snarling Wrath demon
slowly walked forwards in a massive combat armor, the legs ending in large, clawed feet and the
body protected by a sparking, glowing triangular cockpit of titanium and clear metal that was
covered in glowing Enochian runes. One of its arms ended in a large, complex hand that flexed
and whirred, while the other arm ended in an enormous, terrible weapon: a huge, cylindrical rod
of metal stretched back from the elbow, and the upper section was covered in thick cables and
formed an enormous rectangular barrel that was smoking faintly, energy still sparking along the
ends of it… and below this, twin, squareish barrels attached to a massive ammunition drum, and
Maria cursed as she opened a rift directly in front of herself as this began to fire, sending a
stream of bullets forwards.
They uselessly passed through the rift instead of slamming into the Broken, and the
operator snarled inside the combat armor before he hammered a short command… and a moment
later, a network of lasers burst into being around his suit before hidden panels on the shoulders of
the armor slid open and ejected four floating spheres that shot between the net-like patterning of
lasers, the metallic orbs sizzling as they flew through the air and homed in on Maria before
smashing into her and exploding, sending the Broken crashing backwards with a curse. Her rift
vanished as she snarled and straightened, a bit of electricity sizzling over her body before she
lashed a hand out, sending a blast of Unworld energy sizzling towards the suit, but it dissolved
against the laser network, rapidly eating a temporary hole in the shielding as it consumed the
energy of the lasers themselves before they restored in the blink of an eye.
Then the armor rose its cannon and fired an ivory laser towards the Broken, and Maria
screamed as this crashed into her and sent her flying backwards, skidding along her back before
she rolled backwards to a kneel with a snarl as her eyes glowed with fury… and then Soul
shakily sat up and her jaws dropped open before she released her own powerful beam in return,
the laser of white light smashing into the combat armor… but reflecting off the body of the suit
as it glowed, striking the wall instead and only ripping a deep trench through the concrete as the
operator snarled: “Fucking bitch!”
He opened fire with the machinegun, and massive bullets pounded into Soul‟s body,
smashing against her and ripping swathes down her face and over her scarred form as she gagged

and spasmed, knocked back by the volley of bullets before one of her mechanical arms was torn
entirely off… and then Mahihko leapt forwards with a growl, shouting: “You leave her alone!”
He snapped an arm upwards, sending a powerful blast of lightning towards the armor, but
it was deflected as the runes on the war machine glowed… and the Wrath demon inside turned
his baleful red eyes on the little wolf, the ugly, armor-scaled horse hissing: “Oh, you want some
too, huh?”
The cannon rose… and then Maria stepped forwards and flung two blasts of Unworld
energy towards the enemy this time, and the first tore a hole in the laser field before the second
struck the cannon and greedily spread along it in the form of black flames, and the operator
cursed as his armor staggered backwards, hammering wildly at the controls inside the cockpit
before the right shoulder of his armor hissed and steam burst out of it before it was violently
ejected from the heavy-duty war machine, clanking loudly to the ground… and then it exploded
in a powerful blast that shut down the laser defense grid protecting the machine and sent cracks
ripping through the cockpit and made the glowing runes flicker out, the operator battered back
and forth before both Lone and Mahihko stepped forwards and fired twin blasts of lightning that
hammered into the machine, knocking it skidding backwards as electricity erupted over it and the
operator screamed before the combat armor simply exploded in a thunderous blast that blew
apart part of the doorway and made the sprinkler systems inside the laboratory beyond activate.
Maria dropped to a kneel beside Soul, but the mechanical female only shook her head
weakly before she sat slowly up, body sparking and bleeding both blood and clear fluid as she
said quietly: “Please go ahead. I… will repair…”
Maria opened her mouth to argue… and then gunfire rang out from inside the lab as a
group of blue-armored soldiers ran towards them… but Mahihko only snarled as he charged one
of his hoops with electricity before flinging it forwards into the labs, where the sprinklers were
still raining down, and the large metal ring sizzled violently before electricity erupted from it in
all directions, further amplified by the water and bursting over armored soldiers, the metal
plating over their bodies carrying the charge of lightning into their chests and skulls as they
screamed in agony and collapsed like dominoes.
Electricity continued to spark violently back and forth over the grated steel floors of the
lab, carrying upwards to exploded fluorescent lights in the rooftops next to the sprinkler systems
and sparking over wooden and metal tables, making them burn gleefully for a few moments
before they were quieted by the water streaming down from the ceiling… and then the sprinkler
systems finally shut down as Maria headed forwards, glancing nervously back at Soul but then
saying clearly to the wolves: “Come on, let‟s… hurry inside and secure the area so we can get
Soul to safety.”
Mahihko quieted as he looked up at her, nodding quickly, and Lone grunted as he pulled
his revolver out of holster, the weapon glinting dangerously in his hand, demonic runes
emblazoned down the barrel to add a bit of extra power to every bullet fired from the gun… and
the three quickly ran ahead into the labs as Soul shuddered on the floor, then silently looked
towards the fallen heart not far away. Moving carefully, she leaned forwards and flopped onto
her stomach, crawling slowly towards this and breathing hard… and then she carefully picked it
up in her metallic hand even as she felt her body knitting itself back together, whispering:
“Analysis indicates possible danger, and action is deemed as illogical… but emotional data,
instinct…”
She clenched her eyes shut… then sent a small electrical pulse into the slightly-damaged
heart, and it sprung to life before she simply guided it to her chest… and it immediately tore

itself through the bloody wound into her body, the female gasping before she clenched her eyes
shut as it greedily attached itself to her other pulsating organs… and then she vomited blood,
leaning forwards, as nanomachines and new genetic information spread through her body…
before her eyes glowed as she snarled, new energy flooding her as she staggered up to her feet
and rasped: “Absorbing data… modifying… evolving… locking onto new power source…”
She staggered down the hallway and into the laboratory: it was divided into four distinct
areas, the central, enormous landing she stood upon… a higher landing up a flight of stairs where
massive vats of purification and corruption lay, cranes that held circular, empty cages standing
silently overtop and soldiers leaning over the steps, firing down at Lone, who was crouched
behind a table with a curse… a lower landing to the north, steps leading down to the wide,
circular area with several massive hermaphroditically-sealed vault doors and security cameras,
large, clear metal windows in the walls through which scientists stared in awe and horror as a
monstrous recombinant with a wolf-like skull for a head was fighting a sized-up Mahihko and
Maria, her chains snapping back and forth against a massive, brawny body that didn‟t seem to
feel any pain, huge bone claws sprouted unnaturally from one limb and the other ending in a
seven-fingered hand that writhed uncontrollably as flames burned weakly over its form, the
creature hissing and snarling, black fur smoldering and rubbery skin burnt and ugly looking…
and lastly, an empty area filled with genetics capsules and a large, sealed crate that the camera
eyes of Soul locked onto.
She stumbled down the steps… and then a rifle round tore through her back, fired by one
of the soldiers in the landing opposite, and she fell against the metal case as Lone looked up, then
he shouted angrily as he spun around and fired a wild barrage of bullets upwards, the soldiers
ducking and blasting wild volleys from both their rifles and submachine guns into the air as the
wolf yelled: “You‟re fighting me, you sons of bitches!”
Soul shook her head, her eyes flickering before she grasped the top of the casing… and
then she shoved it firmly backwards to reveal a multitude of small, metal and glass cases filled
with heart bugs. Without hesitating, she reached her metallic arm down into the crate and
released a powerful electrical shock that tore along the cases, making the heart-bugs inside stir…
and then a moment later, shiver before they began to batter themselves against the cages, and
Soul grunted as she hefted herself over the lip of the crate before another rifle round smashed
into her back, knocking her sprawling inside as the lid of the crate bounced weakly against the
wall before collapsing overtop her, sealing her in darkness as the glass cages began to shatter.
Lone cursed with a wince as Soul was knocked into the crate, not knowing what lay
within, and then he turned around and looked up before he snarled as he fired several rounds into
a large light fixture above the soldiers, and when it shattered and half-fell in a hail of sparks that
made several of the blue-armored troops flinch, he rose a hand… and electricity exploded out the
dangling, broken light fixture and shocked down along them, several of the soldiers screaming in
agony as they collapsed and another rolling down the steps to look weakly up at Lone before the
wolf simply took aim at his face, then winced back when he pulled the trigger and gore splattered
up over his chest, looking up… and then cursing and bringing his handgun up to fire a shot flurry
of shots into the chest of an armored soldier trying to weakly bring his rifle up, half his face
already missing… and sent back in a hail of blood when the volley of bullets slammed into his
body, gargling and collapsing backwards with a howl of misery.
Then Lone scampered up to his feet and ran up to the top of the landing, looking back
and forth before he snatched one of the sniper rifles and turned, running back down the steps and
wondering if he should get Soul… before he winced in pain as Mahihko gave a loud yell, and he

instead bolted towards the other end of the room and dropped to a slide, half-rolling awkwardly
onto his side at the top of the steps leading down to the higher landing and gritting his teeth as he
saw the recombinant at the bottom of the stairs pick Mahihko up in its seven-fingered hand, the
wolf howling and kicking his paws against it again and again as flames and smoke burst up along
the smaller wolf before Maria‟s chains snapped around the creature‟s head and she yanked it
away, the monster dropping Mahihko before it was thrown into a clear metal window, bouncing
off it as dark energy burst down the black links and tore over its body… but it didn‟t even seem
to notice the pain as it slowly got up, its wounds healing almost instantly before Lone fired
several shots into its face from the rifle.
One of the rounds tore through its eye, sending it staggering as it grabbed at the socket
with a curse… and then it snarled as it turned back towards them, its eye visibly healing itself as
Lone‟s eyes widened in horror… before a horrible crash sounded from behind him, and he turned
around before screaming girlishly as his eyes settled on a massive recombinant. It was immense,
with huge, black hooves at the end of legs thick with powerful musculature, scales patchily
covering its body, the rest naked flesh covered only in a thin, filmy layer of rubbery translucence
that couldn‟t quite be called „skin,‟ and a thin waist that fed up into a huge, wide chest with
large, broad shoulders and immense, powerful arms ending in strong hands. A large, almost Yshaped surgical cut was pulsing and bleeding black blood along its chest, inside which writhed
visible organs, what looked like enormous eyes, and oversized, spherical heart-like protrusions.
Along its hunched back, six pairs of smaller limbs flexed and trembled, each ending in a
claw or hand, some double jointed, some triple-jointed, and it possessed a long, thick tail ending
in a deadly whip of bone, as if its skeleton had grown too fast for the appendage to keep up…
and four eyes burned in features that were vaguely Naganatine, the scales here looking stretched
and patchy and almost as if they had exploded from rapid growth, leaving much of the flesh
beneath bare. Huge fangs dripped with acidic saliva, and tall horns curled backwards as Lone
could only stare… and then the goliath monstrosity stepped over him, crushing in the stairs as it
walked down them and passed between Maria and Mahihko before it reached down and seized
the smaller recombinant in its hands, the creature almost squealing in terror as it was lifted up in
front of the massive jaws of the thirty foot tall beast as it inhaled, motes of energy visibly
gathering… and then breathed a devastating beam of energy that completely annihilated the
upper half of the recombinant and tore through the steel wall behind it with ease.
Then it tossed the charred legs of the recombinant aside before leaning down and
slamming its hand through the clear metal window to seize a scientist, who screamed in terror as
he was yanked free… and Maria and the wolves could only stare as Soul‟s voice rasped: “We
need information.”
“Soul, you…” Maria whispered… but the massive recombinant only glanced down, then
smiled faintly before she returned her eyes to the scientist, blood dripping from her body before
the Broken looked up as the scientist fainted… and Soul simply dropped him, the Benevolent
bouncing lightly against the ground and startled awake before the Broken stepped on his neck,
saying coldly: “Can you change her back?”
“I already am changed back.” Soul said quietly, and Maria looked up… and stared in
shock as Soul‟s body slowly shrank down, the appendages in her back shrinking and vanishing
and wound in her stomach slowly healing, her eyes shutting as the two upper eyes melded
closed… and when she opened her irises, they fluttered, and she stumbled quietly on her hooves
before reaching up with one hand and touching her forehead… and then smiling faintly as she
studied her fingers with shining gold irises instead of synthetic cameras, scales crawling slowly

over her body as she said quietly: “I apologize for startling you. I am a person… but I analyzed
the recombinant and used both it and the nanomachines inside the heart-bugs to upgrade myself,
using the basis of the demonic ability to assume a „natural body‟ and a „personification.‟ My
mechanical parts are still functional and intact, but are less-necessary now that I have… I have
evolved my physical shell.”
“Impossible…” the scientist rasped from the ground, the Benevolent trembling as he
stared up helplessly. “You… you were never programmed with that ability… you are just a
machine! A mechanical construct! You were never given the data or the functionality to do that!”
“I am a person. And I learned.” Soul said quietly, looking down at the scientist and
shaking her head slowly. “All recombinants are an easily modified and repaired organic shell
over a synthetic frame structure, capable of both repair and self-evolution, made from
supernatural entities and designed to mimic their abilities. I am not a monster. I am not a
machine. I am not a toy. And as I have stated before, we require information.”
The scientist swallowed as a growling, eight foot tall Mahihko loomed over him as well,
and Lone grimaced as he walked towards the broken clear metal window, peering through it with
his handgun raised… but the other scientists were panicking inside the viewing rooms, the only
doors leading out heading back onto the platform, and the wolf grumbled: “You know, if he‟s not
willing to talk, I bet one of his friends will…”
“Alright! What… what do you want?” the scientist trembled a bit, and then he added
weakly: “This is all futile, you know… you can fight as hard as you want and it won‟t matter at
the end of the day… after all, ACS-78, you don‟t remember this place, do you? It‟s because
you‟ve never been here… this isn‟t even where we make the top line models, but play with
prototype s and modify the failed versions into something serviceable… sure, there‟s other labs
throughout this area, but this mansion is just a storage warehouse.”
“Where‟s Luther?” asked Maria coldly, and the Benevolent frowned at her before she
growled and asked sharply :”Where the hell is he?”
“Oh… I understand…” the scientist whispered, and then he gave a cracked laugh before
he whispered: “I get it all too well. Go ahead and kill me, then. Because we‟re all about to die
anyway.”
Maria frowned… and then a rumble passed through the facility, and Soul looked up
sharply as she whispered, her beautiful golden eyes glimmering: “Unknown energy signature has
been detected above. Recommended action: find subject Zerrex Narrius and escape.”
Zerrex ran down the red-carpeted corridor, Sephire, Raze and Marina following quickly
behind him, before the Drakkaren leapt forwards as a white-armored knight charged through a
doorway ahead before it skidded to a halt a moment too late, and Blackheart lashed out and cut it
in half before the lizard ran through the door it had emerged from and skidded to a halt inside a
large, empty library, the vacant shelves somehow terrifying and the abandoned, plastic-covered
tables like blurry ghosts.
Four white-armored knights stood in front of a heavy black metal door on the other side
of the room, all of them standing ready with heavy golden shields over their arms and swords
that burned with holy fire in their hands: despite the masks covering their faces, however, Zerrex
could see the trembles of fear in their body… even though standing in front of them was a tall
Holy Inquisitor in beautiful, shimmering golden armor with white Enochian runes and blessings
glowing over the heavy plate, the black-steel pole of a massive great mace in his hands and the

head of the weapon shaped like an enormous rose, each petal a deadly, flanged blade and with
four stylized thorns encircling the neck of the long, deadly weapon.
A featureless mask covered his face, made of heavy white metal with a thin grille over
the front of the muzzle and black sockets through which glared furious blue eyes, and a coronet
of thorns surrounded the tall crown covering his skull, white cape swirling behind him as he
announced coldly: “In the name of Heaven, you shall be destroyed, traitor!”
“Raze, shelf.” Zerrex said mildly, and the godling didn‟t hesitate, snarling and lashing his
hand out towards one of the vacant shelves before anyone could react and shattering the bottom
of the heavy furnishing with a telekinetic blast before he lashed his hand downwards, seizing the
top of the tall shelf unit with his mind and slamming it down over the group of armored angels in
front of them, knocking the Inquisitor to his knees with a curse as the knights were sent
sprawling before Zerrex charged forwards and lashed Blackheart outwards as the Inquisitor
lunged to his feet and thrusted the pole hard outwards.
Metal clashed against metal, the pole grinding into the heavy blade of Zerrex‟s sword as
he gritted his teeth, holy energies sparking up from the weapon… and then the Inquisitor shoved
Zerrex backwards, the Drakkaren letting himself be forced away several paces and anchoring
himself in a ready position as Sephire and Raze both ran past to engage the knights, Sephire
laughing fiercely as she slammed Storm King Face into a white armored soldier and sent him
crashing painfully into a wall as Raze snarled and seized two other soldiers in a telekinetic crush
before throwing them outwards into the library, sending them knocking down shelves and
causing furnishings to topple like dominoes.
Marina, meanwhile, only stood back and crossed her arms calmly as Zerrex grinned
across at the Inquisitor, saying mildly: “You know, I know that from Heaven or Hell, Inquisitors
are tough sons of bitches… but you guys up in Heaven, you‟re more „interrogators of demons,‟
to use the vernacular, or old-school torturers, to just say it out loud, right? So why don‟t you
crawl back up Heaven‟s ass and we‟ll pretend I never saw you.”
“I am a holy warrior, and I serve Heaven and Heaven alone! My orders stand, you die
here today, Zerrex Narrius!” the Inquisitor snarled, and Zerrex frowned at this before he leapt
backwards with a wince when the Inquisitor swung his great mace downwards, smashing it
against the ground before he whirled it hard upwards, forcing Zerrex to leap back another pace as
the holy warrior windmilled his massive, devastating weapon around his head before roaring as
he slammed the massive great mace towards the Drakkaren again.
This time, Zerrex cocked Blackheart back and snarled as he swung hard into the head of
the weapon, the blade shimmering with energy as it smashed against the side of the heavy polearm and knocked it to the side, the Inquisitor fumbling the huge, heavy great mace before Zerrex
stepped forwards and slammed a foot into his stomach, not aiming to hurt, but instead knock him
backwards. And, as expected, the thorns and flanges of the devastating weapon caught in the
floor with a screech, and the weapon fell out of the Inquisitor‟s hand before Zerrex slashed
Blackheart hard down into the Inquisitor‟s shoulder, making him howl in agony as he was forced
down to a kneel, clutching uselessly at the sword buried through to his collarbone as blood
dripped out of the wound and Zerrex said coldly: “What the hell are you talking about? Why are
you here on Heaven‟s orders to kill me?”
“Oh, don‟t play games, this is all… your doing…” the Inquisitor wheezed… and then
Zerrex brought his fingers up to his lips and whistled sharply, and Raze and Sephire both looked
up from the knights there were battering around, walking to either side of the Inquisitor as the
Drakkaren winced: thankfully, only one of the knights was dead, although Sephire had also

pinned one to a wall by knives through his hands and he was crying profusely, his armor
shattered around him.
The Drakkaren then tore Blackheart free and stepped backwards, offering his hand… and
the Inquisitor looked up at him stupidly before Zerrex asked quietly: “Who sent you, and tell me
why, exactly. Because I‟m being honest when I say I‟m here to stop this madness and kill
Luther.”
“I… what? No, no this is…” The Inquisitor grimaced as he slowly stood up, breathing
shakily, and then he shook his head in denial as he looked back and forth weakly. “I was told it
was under orders from the Heavenly Council… they… they said you had already assassinated
Luther and you were behind the murders that had occurred throughout Heaven and Hell… you…
were using them to stir up dissent, put blame on Heaven, and…”
The Inquisitor cursed quietly even as his wound visibly healed, looking uncertain and
obviously confused by both the reptile‟s behavior as well as his words… and then Zerrex said
quietly: “Listen. Why don‟t you get out of here, take the guys that have survived, and just leave.
I have a bad feeling we‟re both being played here… Marina, can you still detect Luther‟s
thoughts?”
“Yes, I can, but again, it‟s still blurry, like when we first entered the mansion… and since
all we‟ve been encountering are Knights of Heaven… maybe these aren‟t all Luther‟s forces.”
Marina said quietly, then she looked at the Inquisitor, studying him slowly. “I can‟t read your
mind because of your helm. But I can still feel your confusion. You‟ve been cheated and
tricked… you yourself are standing between us and our objective, which is through that door and
only a little further away.”
“I… I have to go, I have to go and talk to the Council but… if you‟re telling the truth…
look at this.” The Inquisitor reached down to a small side pouch, and Zerrex frowned a bit, tilting
his head as the male withdrew a scroll with Heaven‟s seal on it, and he took it when the angel
offered it. “Orders from the Council, you can see for yourself, official and real…”
Zerrex took it and pulled it open, and he grimaced in disgust: termination orders, signed
by several names, included in them Melody, Rangi and Luther and authorized by Job… and he
shook his head quickly before muttering as he studied it slowly: “Yeah, except Luther‟s the
bastard behind this, Melody‟s long gone, and Rangi vanished a while ago. These orders look
real… but it looks like all these signatures are fake, considering that Job spoke to the Council
beforehand about this.”
The Inquisitor looked at him… and then he nodded and grasped at his head, muttering:
“I‟m… I‟m going to go. I… I‟m sorry, I thought this was…” He shook his head, and Zerrex
watched as the male motioned to his soldiers, the three surviving knights carefully giving the
group a wide berth as they made their way silently around them and joined the Inquisitor, before
all four walked across the library towards the doorway… and then the Inquisitor glanced over his
shoulder and said quietly: “Good luck.”
He left… and Zerrex looked around at the group before Marina said quietly: “The
thought pattern is just ahead, Daddy… we can end this. He can‟t escape.”
Zerrex nodded grimly, and the four made their way up the stairs, the Drakkaren yanking
open the black metal door to reveal a long, narrow corridor beyond, and the reptile gritted his
teeth as his eyes locked on an open door leading into what looked like a posh study.
Immediately, the reptile ran down the hallway… and behind him, Sephire skidded to a halt with
a yell of shock as panels in the walls opened and lasers shot back and forth across the hallway,
forming an intricate grid as the Drakkaren winced over his shoulder and charged forwards to skid

through the doorway into the room beyond before a thick iron and silver gateway snapped shut
behind him, Marina screaming her father‟s name, desperate and helpless beyond the wild
network of lasers with a snarling Raze and a shocked Sephire.
The Drakkaren turned to face into the study, snarling… and then he stared in horror as he
saw the murderer standing with blood splattered over his cloak, his wide grin visible at the end of
his gnarled, ugly muzzle thanks to the hood being slightly pulled back before he reached up and
adjusted it, covering his features once more completely in shadow… and laying at his feet, was
the gory remains of what had once been Lucas Luther. The angel had been desiccated and ripped
apart… and then the murderer whispered: “Oh no, no-no-no… Lord God doesn‟t like
squealers… and Lord God likes you even less, Zerrex Narrius. So Lord God asked me to prepare
a little surprise for you…”
And then the murderer laughed wildly as Zerrex snarled… before staring in shock as the
cloaked killer simply vanished from the spot despite the weight of Purification and the portal
block the reptile could feel pressing down around him even though his armor, and he looked
sharply back and forth… but there was nothing dangerous here he could see or sense. A beautiful
carpet that was now the deathbed of Luther, and a small table, with two glasses of whisky… and
Zerrex‟s eyes seized on this as he walked forwards, leaning down and looking at the ice cubes
floating quietly in one of the glasses: he‟d had a visitor, and not very long ago. Lord God
himself, the real Lord God, had likely been here before the murderer had done his dirty work for
him and stood around, hiding his thoughts to make it seem like he was Lucas Luther somehow…
luring him into this posh, beautiful cage.
Golden wallpaper and mahogany tiles on the walls, expensive hardwood flooring, large
leather-bound chairs and the only sign of any struggle was that one of these had been knocked
out of the spot where it had obviously sat for possibly years, marked by little dents in the
carpet… and of course, the blood splattered all over the carpet and chair. A fire still cracked
gently away in the large, red-brick fireplace, and pictures sat upon the mantel, and behind him,
there was a small table with a large shelf in the side of it, stuffed with books, and with porcelain,
expensive-looking ivory figurines all over the top of it… before Zerrex cursed under his breath
quietly as he walked through the crowded, beautiful study to the other side of the room, ignoring
the small little racks here and there on the walls upon which sat plaques and other trophies.
He stopped in front of the desk shoved almost absently into one corner of the strangelyshaped room, leaning over it and brushing papers and invoices aside before he picked up a
picture with a frown of Lucas Luther smiling as he received a large medal: it was definitely the
same person as the horribly-torn-apart corpse, if only because of the metallic-colored fur and the
odd black stripe still visible through the splatters of blood on the canine‟s skull… and the reptile
shook his head mutely, making a face at Job, who was smiling broadly as well, in the act of
handing the medal to the angel… and then Zerrex muttered: “You‟re some great help, Job.
Really. You… you…”
Zerrex stared at the picture, at Job… and then a shiver rolled through his body before he
spun around, clawing his way across the study to the mantel and staring at the pictures on it…
and there were more photos of Luther standing with the Naganatine across it. Then the reptile
seized the falsified council orders, ripping them open and staring down at them with horror as he
looked at the flowing Enochian runes, remembering Job‟s writing had also been in Enochian…
and the reptile dropped the orders as he staggered backwards and grabbed at his head,
whispering: “No, no, it was there all along…”

He snarled to himself as he looked down, then walked towards the silver and iron
gateway, shouting down the hall: “We‟ve been tricked! We have to get out of here, this was all a
goddamn setup… it‟s Job! Job is Lord God… oh shit, even his arm… I should have known back
then, his arm!”
“What are you talking about?” Sephire asked sharply, and Zerrex turned with a snarl as
he grabbed at his forehead, clenching his eyes shut. For all his ability to analyze a situation, he‟d
missed the biggest clue… the goddamn killer had lunged at Job, but had down little more than
rip his robes with an awkward, wide movement that had gone across Job‟s entire body… and
he‟d dug a shallow gash over Job‟s bicep, and yet hit was his entire arm that had looked hurt.
Zerrex had assumed because of the dark energy… but it was me. I cut Lord God’s arm not long
before I went to Heaven… and his entire arm was wrapped up to hide that! The bastard… oh the
goddamn bastard…no wonder it was so bold and out of character for the murderer to attack him
in public, he wanted people to see him attacked, to make sure none of the suspicion would go to
him… that son of a bitch, that son of a fucking bitch!
“Oh, so you figured it out.” said a soft voice, and Zerrex looked up in shock, half-turning
to the other side of the study… and then he snarled and set himself as the Armor of Naganis
shivered against his body. Across the study, something was now standing there… something that
radiated malice and evil and darkness, something that looked mechanical but felt terribly-alive,
terribly-sentient, like an intelligent tumor… and it chuckled quietly as the reptile rose his fists,
saying quietly: “Oh, how cute. You seem to think you‟re a match for me. I find this very
entertaining…”
“What the hell are you?” Zerrex whispered, hands raised… and the creature simply
flicked a wrist, and the furniture and objects between them flickered violently before vanishing
from sight, the reptile‟s eyes widening in shock. “That… what did you do?”
“Sent them away.” the creature said almost teasingly, as Zerrex gazed across at it: it was
covered in black metal, with large golden rings that encircled the joints: its legs ended in black
stumps that widened only slightly, little more than thickened bases… and its legs were stumpy
and short, connecting to a broad, perfectly-symmetrical chest covered in heavy black alloy
plating, with stripes of gold over its breast and standing out through the crevices between
interlocking plates. Its shoulders were covered by immense black pauldrons almost the same size
as its head, with small golden domes standing off the sides of them and black, curved spikes
standing out of these, and its arms were thick and hung at its sides: the upper arms were shorter,
but the lower arms were shaped like immense black metal ovals that hung almost to its knees,
with golden rings around the base of this and fists covered by tight, dark leather sticking only
slightly out of these heavy metallic sleeves.
Its head, finally, was featureless: nothing but a vaguely-rounded shape covered by a mask
of dark leather, without the bulge of a muzzle and only faint depressions over its eyes… and
surrounding its head was a heavy war helm that was left open at the front, but the sides and back
of its skull were protected entirely by the curved plate of metal. An enormous horn stood up from
either side of this, golden and gleaming… and Zerrex shuddered at how alien it was, how
foreign, how mechanical and monstrous… and then he shook his head slowly as he felt the
Armor of Naganis sizzle against him as if reassuring him, as if to add to his confidence and
courage as he said darkly: “Listen… whatever you are…”
“I am the left hand of Lord God… I am his punishment for the nonbelievers and the
heretics and the usurpers like yourself, Zerrex Narrius… I am Blight.” the figure said softly, and
then it rose a hand, and Zerrex winced as dark lightning crackled down the limb and then formed

into a black sphere in front of its palm. “There is no need to draw out your suffering, so do not
resist.”
The orb of pulsing darkness shot towards the Drakkaren, and the reptile leapt out of the
way before he cursed in surprise at the power of the sphere‟s explosion when it struck the wall,
erupting in a massive flare of dark energy before the reptile leapt towards the creature… and it
seemed to simply blink out of existence before reappearing behind the Drakkaren, a hand that
sparked with dark energy seizing the back of his neck and lifting him into the air as he howled in
agony as the fifteen foot tall, terrible being said softly: “Pathetic.”
It turned and flung Zerrex through the hole that had been blown in the wall of the study,
the reptile flying out of the mansion and wincing as he felt the Weight of the World crushing
down on him as his limbs flailed, before he half-turned to catch himself… and his eyes widened
in horror as he saw reality visibly pulse before Blight was simply standing on the ground,
waiting for him, and Zerrex immediately slammed both feet out into the creature‟s face… and he
simply bounced off with a curse, not even dislodging his helmet as he flew backwards and
flipped to land on his feet… before Blight was in front of him again, reaching out almost
casually to seize the reptile by the bone mask over his face as he said softly: “As I stated before.
Pathetic.”
Dark energy shocked over the Drakkaren‟s body, sapping his strength and making him
curse as he fell limp, wincing in pain… and then he stared in horror as Blight rose his other hand,
a black sphere appearing in it… and the lizard cursed as he forced his body to react, kicking a
foot suddenly hard upwards and booting the back of Blight‟s hand, and the dark figure grunted in
surprise as the sphere was knocked skywards before Zerrex yanked his head backwards and
slammed two hard punches into Blight‟s armored stomach… but his fists only bounced painfully
back and didn‟t even make Blight move, the white bone gauntlets cracked as he cursed and
looked down at his hands in shock before he snarled and lunged into a third hook forwards… and
Blight caught it in his hand almost gently, holding the reptile‟s hand firmly in place as he said
softly: “You cannot stop me. I was built in the image of your most powerful opponents.”
“Maybe you‟re right. Maybe I can‟t beat you alone.” Zerrex said quietly, leaning
forwards and closing his eyes… and then he looked up coldly at the creature‟s face as he sensed
confusion in Blight‟s body language. “The thing is… I‟m never alone.”
Then Cindy and Cherry both slammed their feet into the creature‟s side at the same time,
and Blight let out a shout of shock as he was sent skidding to the side, releasing Zerrex‟s fist and
digging trenches through the ground as the Drakkaren snarled and readied himself, looking back
and forth… and although Dragokkaren troops and Dragon Warriors and Disciples here and there
were still fighting enemies over the battlefield, from angels to Strange Beasts, many more of his
Disciples were now flooding towards the Drakkaren… and Blight tilted his head forwards with
obvious distaste at this before Marina, Sephire, and Raze crashed down to the ground behind
him, Marina‟s eyes burning as she hissed: “You stay away from my Daddy!”
“This possible turn of events was not unanticipated… I shall simply kill you all.” Blight
said softly, and he spread his arms as dark energy crackled over his body, and the skies above
blackened and swirled slowly. “Heaven‟s light shine down upon your souls and grant you
mercy.”
“Ancalagon, destroy the construct!” Anathema Sin roared, and Zerrex looked up in dumb
surprise as a massive, three-headed skeletal dragon charged forwards, Blight half- turning
towards this before the central head snapped down towards him… and the creature grunted as it
easily caught the upper and lower jaws, holding the forcefully open before the other two heads

leaned down on either side of it as poisonous, acid mist washed out over the creature, before
cones of flame and cold washed out over it… and yet it barely seemed to notice before it flung
Ancalagon‟s head back and then created a sphere of dark energy it flung into the skeleton,
striking with enough force to blast the massive, skeletal dracolich backwards as its central head
flew in one directly and most of its body and chunks of neck flew in the other, an arm
pinwheeling wildly though the air as Zerrex cursed… but Anathema Sin only grinned as she
skidded to a halt beside him, saying easily: “Oh, don‟t you worry. Ancalagon is mightier than
any clockwork golem of Heaven.”
“Are you sure that‟s a golem?” Zerrex asked sharply as he leaned forwards, and then he
closed his eyes, taking a slow breath as he extended a hand towards it as Justice and Raze both
ran forwards… and the black-armored being turned as swung hard out at Justice, punching her
with enough force to send her crashing onto her back with a look of shock as she clutched at her
broken ribs, and Anathema Sin winced backwards.
Zerrex cursed as he felt the thing: it had energy, and terribly-distinctive energies at that…
and yet she was right, it was mechanical in nature. And he frowned a bit when he saw the look of
horror on the fused Naganatine‟s face before he looked up sharply as he heard a howl of absolute
rage from Justice, and she charged forwards again, almost leaving afterimages behind herself as
her body began to glow blue even as Raze was picked up and thrown hard into Sephire by the
creature… before Blight let out a loud, distinct grind as Justice smashed him into the air with one
fist before she leapt up and seized him by one shoulder, throwing him straight down to crash and
bounce against the ground as her metallic tentacles snapped outwards like scorpion tails as she
landed… and her movements as she circled the monstrosity were almost a blur, her fists crashing
into the golem and her feet slamming into its armored body with monstrous force as her metallic
tentacles tore against it.
The Drakkaren could barely believe his eyes… and then Blight managed to seize one of
Justice‟s tentacles and whiplash her against the ground before flinging her hard, sending her
flying through the air… but she had still done visible damage to the creature. Except then
Zerrex‟s eyes widened in horror as it simply rolled its arms, and then dents, cracks, and damage
dealt to it rapidly repaired itself as it said quietly: “By all means. Tire yourself out. Use up your
rage and energy. You will descend into hopelessness and despair all the faster… and then I shall
free you of this life.”
“It‟s… wait…” Zerrex closed his eyes as Cherry and Cindy ran forwards from the front
and Sephire and Raze charged from the back, before they were all knocked backwards as it
simply threw its arms out and released a powerful shockwave of dark energy that blurred the
Drakkaren‟s thoughts for a moment… and then he snarled, looking at Anathema Sin and saying
sharply: “It‟s drawing energy from the atmosphere, from the Weight of the World! It‟s sucking
in all the Purification, that‟s why it‟s so goddamn powerful… we need to get rid of that!”
“I‟ll do it!” Zerrex looked towards Maria with surprise as the Broken pushed through the
crowd, the female saying quickly: “I can open a rift large enough to negate the Weight of the
World… but I‟ll need time to do so… and whether it‟s dead or alive or somewhere in between, if
we force this monstrosity into the Unworld…”
“We‟ll kill it. Maria open the rift. I‟ll help stall the bastard… Anathema Sin, keep her
shielded.” Zerrex ordered, and the Broken and the fused Naganatine both nodded firmly before
Anathema Sin whistled to the massive dracolich as it finished rebuilding itself, and Ancalagon
looked towards her with a rumble before charging quickly towards his mistress, and the
Naganatine leapt up on its back as the Drakkaren turned towards Blight and shouted angrily, as

the golem knocked Cindy staggering and simply ignored the Great Diviner when it bounced
uselessly off its body: “Hey, asshole! Isn‟t it me you‟re after? Tell me, why the hell does Job
have a robot working for him when we‟ve been dealing with this recombinants all this time?”
“Lord God built me in reference to your greatest foes. I am as strong as Jupiter, as
resilient as Iron, as powerful as Crow, as cunning as Aether.” the golem replied calmly, flexing a
hand slowly… and Zerrex snarled at this, setting himself as he pulled Blackheart off his back, the
sword glowing faintly before Blight said quietly: “Your plan will not work. The Weight of the
World cannot be so easily tipped by a single Broken.”
“Then you better hope you kill me before she shows you just how wrong you are.” Zerrex
said coldly, and then he grinned when Blight created a sphere of dark energy and threw it at him,
and the Drakkaren‟s eyes flicked outwards before he batted it hard back at Blight, and the golem
slipped out of the way with surprising grace despite the obvious moment of surprise… before
behind it, Driz shot past and caught the sphere before flinging it at Blight‟s back, and it contacted
with a tremendous explosion that sent the Golem staggering before Sephire appeared out of
nowhere in front of it, her sword smashing into its face before it reached up to try and seize
her… and instead, Marina snapped her chains around one arm as the Great Diviner wrapped
tightly around the other, and Sephire kicked off its shoulders as Justice barreled forwards with a
snarl and smashed bodily into it.
It flew backwards, the chains pulling taut, and Marina and Cherry both snarled and
yanked savagely forwards, lifting Blight into the air… before it simply vanished, and Justice‟s
eyes widened before the chains of the Great Diviner and Marina‟s psychic links snapped into her,
knocking her to the ground with a curse… before she screamed when Blight fell from the air and
crashed down on top of her, vomiting blood before he began to raise a fist back… and Zerrex
snarled in fury as he vanished from the spot and appeared in midair in front of the creature as
Blackheart glowed white, feeling greater strength surging down from the armor as he lashed his
sword out, as if Naganis was crying out for him to protect his child… and then the Drakkaren
slammed the heavy blade into the golem just as it began to swing downwards, and Blight was
knocked flying backwards with a grunt of surprise before Thor leapt in with a roar, smashing
into its skull with his hammer and sending the golem down before he shouted to the skies above:
“Foul monster, taste the wrath of Asgard!”
He stepped forwards in a hard, savage downwards swing of the hammer as lightning
exploded from the skies above, smashing into the creature‟s body with enough force to send the
golem ripping down into the earth as the ground around it cracked and soil and grass exploded
upwards… and then a sphere of black energy slammed into Thor‟s chest and exploded, sending
the caracal flying limply through the air before he crashed onto his back and rolled several times,
most of his vest blown away and his chest ripped open in a terrible gash, his heavy hammer
falling to the ground as he choked for breath as blood burst from his chest and his jaws… and
Loki and Mary were both beside him in an instant before the otter looked up with a snarl and
vanished from the spot to reappear above the golem‟s head, flinging two spheres of dark energy
down into its skull that exploded with enough power to rattle its body, shouting furiously: “Do
you really think we‟re just going to sit around and let you take everything away from us?”
“Yes.” Blight said softly, and the golem vanished before a third sphere could connect,
reappearing a moment later above Loki and driving a fist into the demigod‟s back, the otter
howling in agony as Blight drove him towards the ground and crushed him face-first into the
field, his back snapping loudly as he screamed in agony before Gilgamesh leapt forwards and
slammed a foot into the golem‟s face… but it was to no effect, the warrior god slapped away a

moment later as Blight straightened… then stepped on Loki, making him scream again as he said
softly: “I will not allow any of you to survive this ordeal.”
Then Marina snarled in rage as she reached up and tore her collar off… and reality
around them rippled as Zerrex gritted his teeth and set himself before the psychic shoved both
hands hard outwards towards Blight, and the golem was slammed off its feet, flying backwards
before it managed to catch itself on all fours, forcing forwards for a moment before Marina
grinned savagely… and she vanished from the spot to reappear above the creature with her arms
outstretched, snapping: “I‟ll kill you for what you‟ve done!”
Blight vanished, reappearing behind Marina and lashing his arms out… and they passed
only through an illusion, the golem seeming surprised as it fell forwards through her image as it
flickered out… and the air behind it hissed softly, trembling and vibrating, and Marina faded
back into existence, wrapped in heavy chains, naked and her head lowered forwards and more
than fifty feet tall before her eyes opened slowly; glowing green spotlights, as ivy and vines
twisted their way slowly out of and along her scales.
Then she reached out and caught the golem easily in her hands, and dark energy shocked
violently up and down Blight‟s body as she squeezed him slowly, leaning down over him and
whispering: “You‟re nothing but a toy… a toy that‟s about to be broken.”
She rose him above her head, then slammed him down into the ground, crushing the
golem into it before Blight vanished and appeared in front of her face, slamming a fist forwards
and knocking Marina backwards with a curse, leaving a bloody welt on the now-giant psychic‟s
forehead before he flung a sphere of dark energy into her features, and it exploded with a
tremendous bang that knocked her sprawling backwards… but even as she fell, the giant Marina
shattered apart into nothing but chains and vines, and the terribly-powerful psychic reappeared,
grinning and savage and ruthless, behind the golem once more, this time back in her normal size
as psychic chains formed around him and then solidified even as large chunks of ivy began to
push out of her body and bark spread along her scales, rasping: “You can‟t hold out forever…”
“Neither can you.” The golem slammed its elbow back into Marina‟s stomach, making
her gag before he seized her by the throat as he turned around and dove towards the ground…
and then Zerrex vanished from the spot and seized his daughter in midair, slamming his feet into
Blight‟s face and wrenching her free from his grip before he vanished again as Blight grabbed at
him… and below, Selena snarled as she slammed her hands into the ground and Cherry and
Carmen did the same, and a massive pillar of lava, red fire, and golden energy erupted upwards
into the golem as it crashed down from the sky, magma and flames splattering in every direction
as Blight passed through the column with a snarl before smashing into the ground as Selena‟s
eyes burned black and she snapped her hand upwards.
The lava cooled immediately, rapidly becoming stone… and Raze snarled as he easily
lifted this up off of Blight‟s smoking body before he slammed it hard down into the golem‟s
back, crushing down into him with enough force to shatter the pillar of rock into deadly, heavy
chunks of boulder that slammed themselves ruthlessly down into the metallic creature even as it
slowly climbed to its feet, stones ripping and dent and crashing into it before it staggered
backwards as gears ground loudly with it… and then dark energy sparked over its body before it
looked down at its own hands as if surprised, saying in its slow, mechanical voice:
“Impossible…”
“Analysis indicates vulnerability and lightening of magic suppression in the area.” Soul
said quietly, and the golem looked up before it vanished from the spot. Zerrex cursed
immediately, knowing where it had to be heading as he snapped Marina‟s collar back on her

neck to halt the transformation over her form: when the psychic became too excited and began
bending reality to her will, after all, reality had the nasty habit of bending her back. And much as
he wanted to take care of her… he had a much bigger concern right now.
Blight appeared in front of Maria, who was hovering silently over an immense rift she
had torn open at the other side of the mansion, her chains buried in the ground around it and
holding it open, and the Broken‟s eyes widened as Blight began to raise a fist… before
Ancalagon‟s right head snapped forwards and seized it in its jaws, breathing flame and smoke
over the golem as it lashed backwards and threw the creature down into the ground, Blight
bouncing against the field with grunt before it vanished from the spot again, dark energy
sparking over it as it lashed a fist into Maria‟s face and sent the Broken flying backwards with a
scream of pain, the rift beginning to close before her chains snapped back into place, and she
snarled as she straightened herself even as Blight threw a sphere of dark energy towards her,
easily batting this downwards into the rift itself as the golem launched itself backwards through
the air… and then it simply froze up, electricity and black energy sparking over its body as
Anathema Sin buried one of her claws into its lower back as it hovered in midair, the Naganatine
standing at the edge of the rift as she whispered: “A synthetic spirit inside a synthetic shell… but
with organic energy. That feeling, that you may be experiencing for the first time? That‟s called
pain. Allow me to show you agony.”
She twisted her hand inside of it, pushing forwards, and the golem screamed unnaturally
as Zerrex appeared at the side of the rift and stared in shock at the sight of it, its legs kicking and
bucking before she ripped backwards, and a spray of both white, liquid purification and black
energy gushed out of it as it fell forwards to all fours in the rift, and terrible, unnatural hands
reached up to seize into the creature even as the golem tried to pull away, shaking it head as its
helm fell off, before a hand clawed upwards and ripped through its mask to reveal a flat skull
beneath this with deep, dark sockets for eyes… and it shook its head wildly, without a mouth but
instead a speaker, still sounding calm even as it rasped: “I am… this is impossible… I am
invincible… Lord God told me…”
“Lord God told you lies.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he looked up at Maria and
nodded… and the Broken grinned cruelly, her eyes all-but-glowing as she rose her arms, and a
terrible, massive black hand ripped slowly up out of the rift as the golem sank deeper into the
black vortex, its head shaking wildly as smoke and steam poured up from its body. “Goodbye,
Blight. Don‟t worry… with the rate the Unworld consumes energy, you won‟t suffer for long.”
“Impossible.” Blight whispered, and then the massive hand clawed downwards and
smashed into him, seizing around his body as Blight howled in agony, his skull exploding as
dark energy erupted over his body and more purification burst out of the wound Anathema Sin
had ripped in his body, before he was dragged down into the black rift… and Maria‟s back
arched as the rift sparked before snapping shut, sealing the fate of the terrible, half-living golem.
Maria dropped to the ground quietly as the black chains vanished, and Zerrex breathed
hard as he lowered his head forwards… and then Anathema Sin closed her eyes as Ancalagon
leaned one of his head forwards with a snort, studying Zerrex even as she absently reached out to
pet its head as she murmured: “So. Is what you said true, Zerrex? Is our enemy really…”
The Drakkaren nodded after a moment, looking at her quietly… and Maria bowed her
head silently, shaking her head slowly as she murmured: “Soul detected… that thing‟s presence,
I guess. An energy signature she couldn‟t recognize… so I brought us out of there. We were
going to come and find you, but… well, knowing you, you‟d already gotten into trouble. I
figured… it would have been better to wait.”

“Holy shit, what happened?” Zerrex looked up as Priest and Markus ran towards him,
both bloodied and wounded but none the worse for wear… and the reptile wasn‟t surprised as he
glanced up to see the skies lightening as he felt the purification lifted. With Blight dead, there
was no more real reason for the Weight of the World, after all… but Job would know they had
found out the truth, and that they would be coming to have a word with him in Heaven now. So
the Drakkaren only gritted his teeth and shook his head when Priest began to ask another
question, and the huge Dragokkaren winced for a moment before his brother reached up and
quietly squeezed his shoulder, and instead he said quietly: “I… okay, Dad well… uh… all of a
sudden, the Strange Beasts turned and fled again. Like they had been given a signal… so I‟m
guessing that shit has not gone as planned, right?”
“Right.” Zerrex muttered, and he shook his head slowly, looking back and forth before he
said finally: “We need to regroup with the others, take care of our wounded, then head back to
Hell and let Vivien know what‟s happened. We‟re going to need her help, and then we‟re going
to need to contact the Archangels… except after everything that‟s happened, I don‟t think that‟s
going to be a simple task. We might be looking at another war between Heaven and Hell if we
don‟t act fast… and worse yet, one that comes down to nothing but a stupid goddamn personal
prejudice and vendetta…”
“Don‟t it always?” Priest asked, giving a half-grin… and then he winced a bit as Zerrex
glowered at him, muttering: “Guess it must be serious shit. Bro, we must have missed one hell of
a fight, too.”
“You have no idea.” Zerrex muttered under his breath, and then he shook his head
slowly, looking back and forth grimly as Anathema Sin closed her eyes and leaned silently
against her dracolich as it quietly lowered a head to nuzzle her with a rumble, the reptile‟s other
arm wrapping tightly around her. “Come on, let‟s… get ourselves moving.”
The others looked at him… and then, as Anathema Sin nodded mutely, Zerrex felt the
armor tighten reflexively against his body, and the reptile could almost feel the tears of Naganis
on his own cheeks as the armor reverberated with the pain of a child‟s betrayal.
“Once more, we stand upon the brink of war; as was inevitable, we face a Betrayal.” Job
said clearly, his voice echoing through the amphitheater as he gestured calmly around himself,
features cold and callous. “As many of us feared from the very beginning, the being known as
Zerrex Narrius, once a demon, and now a god, has begun to move against Heaven. First he
united Hell; second he told the demons they were equals to us; now he wishes to move against us
and conquer us, if not through subterfuge and misdirection then through direct war.
“We must not allow this to happen. God did not seal the ten Betrayers from Heaven to
allow it to fall to a misbehaving godling, and we have come too far as a planet, as a people, to
allow a traitor who sacrifices the lives of his own family and friends to force blame upon
Heaven, to wage battle upon us!” Job shouted furiously, and his voice quavered with emotion,
with a fanaticism that made it clear he truly believed what he was saying. “He has manipulated
angels to his cause, among them even the jealous Archangels, but it does not matter! We are
Heaven, and I am Naganatine, and in God‟s Heaven the Naganatine are His inheritors!
“It is with the need for safety and protection that I have given Emergency Order 1402,
which grants the Heavenly Council temporary powers during times of great crisis or war. Powers
that I shall bestow upon trusted members of the council who I know will act in the best interests
of Heaven, and will use to prepare our defenses against the imminent attacks of Hell, before their

forces can gather. Powers I shall use to strike back at our aggressors with the full force of
Heaven‟s might, and teach them why Heaven will always be known as unconquerable paradise!”
Cheers and roars of approval sounded as Job thrust a fist into the air, and then he looked
coldly back and forth before saying quietly: “Today, we become a true, free republic. No longer
will we kowtow to Archangels, but we shall be headed by this very Senate, that all of Heaven
will bow to… and in time, will keep even Hell itself under control and in check. The Archangels
are wanted for treason, dead or alive, and from this day forwards, we shall begin our preparations
for a new world, a new Heaven, a new, ordered and structured universe.
“To further ensure the safety of all Heaven, we have ordered all angels to withdraw to
Heaven, and declare that those outside of Paradise shall hereby be known as „exiles,‟ and are no
longer welcome inside our home, as they have chosen, chosen, to ally themselves with demons
and mortals, with traitors to God‟s glory. All portals in and out of Heaven have been shut down
and movement between planets is restricted until further notice, given our immense need for
defense against the looming and terrible powers of Hell.
“As part of my security initiative against the demons and gods who even now work
against us, I have also ordered that all known Hell-sympathizers, all known angels with
connections to Elysium or the mortal world, all known residents of Heaven who are merchants
involved with trading, importation or exportation and anyone who has only recently joined
Heaven and has not yet proven their allegiance shall wear a distinctive armband, under penalty of
incarceration if they refuse.” Job continued coldly, his eyes flicking back and forth.
“Furthermore, I have taken further steps to ensure our safety by sending all demons found inside
Heaven to containment facilities for interrogation and eventual release back to Elysium, after we
have ensured that they are not a threat to Heaven and in no way can harm our great Paradise.
“We will not falter. We will not fall… we will not allow the madness of one god who
fancies himself equal to Heaven‟s righteousness to destroy everything we have worked for!” Job
shouted angrily…
…and Zerrex closed his eyes as he leaned over the High Council table, looking silently
towards the large crystal dome sitting in the center of the furnishing from which the image was
being projected, even Ixin looking strained and serious as Vivien silently sat with her fingers
laced together, Selena and an exhausted-looking Mercy on one side of her, Sin and Amiglion on
the other. “Zerrex… what do you suggest we do?”
“I don‟t know, Vivien… what can we do? The only way to end this madness is to kill
Job, but now he‟s dragging all of Heaven and Hell into conflict… unless you‟re willing to
actually wage war on Heaven, our options are limited, because not even I can just shoop into a
place like the Senate Building to kill him. Worse yet, if we do attack Heaven… we‟ll just be
justifying everything he‟s saying.” Zerrex said tiredly, and then he closed a bone-gauntletcovered hand into a fist and hit the table, closing his eyes tightly and lowering his head forwards.
“Yet I don‟t know if we have a choice… if we don‟t…”
“More lives could be lost.” Sabnock said quietly, and the wolverine nodded slowly from
across the table before she looked towards Vivien. “We need to raise our own defenses and begin
marshalling our forces. And we need intelligence, and to discover the influence Job has had in
the last three days over Heaven. The fact that the Archangels are either missing or imprisoned is
of great consequence, however… they are our most powerful allies in Heaven.”
Zerrex nodded slowly in agreement with this as the Armor of Naganis seemed to squeeze
silently against his body, still adorning his form… and Vivien sighed quietly, shaking her head
silently. It had been three days… three days where they hadn‟t been able to do anything but

spread information, repel small attacks from Heaven, and listen to Job‟s fury, watching a
projection of the Naganatine storm back and forth overtop the crystal projector. Silven was
sitting at the council table as well, declared an „exile‟ and not wanting to risk Job‟s wrath if he
tried to return… it was well-known that Silven supported Elysium, after all.
From what they did know, Job was heavily locking down and reinforcing Heaven: he was
overriding the executive laws of Heaven with his now almost-unlimited powers of Chancellor,
hiding the fact he had just turned Heaven into a massive dictatorship behind the façade of a
grand republic. He was turning Benevolents into full-fledged Angels, granting wings and the
powers of the divine to anyone who would serve his cause, and from the tortured and mangled
demons he kept dropping into Elysium, they knew he was using Purification pools to break
minds… and Zerrex had the feeling he was only throwing them the failures from his experiments
as warnings and taunts.
Some forty percent of Heaven was behind Job, the last time they‟d checked, but it was
difficult to get the crucial, necessary information with the planet under complete lockdown like it
was: all their information came secondhand through smuggling portals that were very quickly
shut down. The Prophets and Metatrons of Heaven were following every last order given by the
Naganatine… and Zerrex shook his head in slow disgust before Sephire stood up and said coldly:
“There might be one vulnerability in Job‟s plans and defenses.”
Zerrex looked towards her, and she smiled grimly as she continued: “Job thinks of
Heaven as „separate‟ and „apart,‟ and like it‟s a different plane. From what the escapees and our
scanning have told us, he‟s securing the quick and easy routes in and out of Heaven… but
Heaven ain‟t just Heaven anymore, it‟s also a different planet. And that actually makes it easier
for us to get to, because now all these things exist on the same physical coil.”
“The spaceports were locked down and everything, though… as I remember, Heaven
didn‟t have many to begin with, meaning finding a landing zone isn‟t going to be fun considering
how much of the planet is a giant metropolis. And even if Job doesn‟t have a lot of visible aerial
defenses… my main concern is that even shielded, a few good blasts of lightning are going to do
a lot of damage really goddamn fast to most spaceships.” Priest replied quietly, frowning a bit,
and then he added slowly: “Worse is the fact that if we launch these ships from Hell, it‟s going to
be a goddamn nightmare getting them all the way to Heaven under the radar.”
“Then launch them from the mortal world, you got lots of friends there who owe you
one.” Sephire said clearly, looking over to Zerrex quietly. “And I ain‟t saying our main force
would be on board the ships… I‟m saying that the ships could carry portal rings, powered by
demonic crystal, right up Heaven‟s ass and they couldn‟t do anything about it. The Prophets and
the Metatrons can control the Purification of Heaven and its effects… but unless they drop magic
suppression or a full-on portal block, they wouldn‟t be able to stop a vortex from opening
powered by demonic abilities or corruption-filled demonic crystal.”
The Drakkaren nodded slowly at this, grimacing a bit… and then Vivien said quietly:
“We‟ll do whatever we have to do, Zerrex, don‟t worry about that. And we‟ll deal with whatever
comes later on… but we do have to kill Job and stop this madness from progressing. In order to
do that, however, we need information. I cannot imagine that all of Heaven is already behind
him… I cannot imagine that all of Heaven will fall behind him. The Council controls much, but
the Archangels were well-respected… and many people remember that Elysium has done good
for both Heaven as well as the mortal world. When we attack, all that may change… but right
now…”

Zerrex nodded slowly, looking down… and then he shook his head slowly and muttered:
“We need intelligence, we need information. The best we can do right now is satellites and
scrying, however… Ixin, what have you gathered so far?”
“Not much.” Ixin admitted, rolling his flute over his fingers before he muttered: “The
Metatrons and the Prophets know their shit, and Job‟s not wasting any time or energy in getting
everything hidden. A lot of my attempts to read into what‟s going on are being blocked out
completely.”
The Drakkaren shook his head slowly at this, and then he looked up as Sabnock said
quietly: “Then we must not waste any time ourselves. Although it seems like there is nothing we
can do, we can at this moment prepare our forces, contact mortal allies, and ready our equipment.
We are not yet in a hopeless situation, however desperate things may seem and despite the
enormous head start that Job has on us. But we must act swiftly, or we risk facing full-out war
between Heaven and Hell. It will be pointless to kill Job if doing so will only incite further
violence.”
“I hate to agree with you… but you‟re right.” Zerrex said quietly, looking down and
shaking his head slowly… and then he sighed a bit and stood up from the table, looking slowly
back and forth: friends, family, and Disciples looked up at him, and he said softly: “Please
excuse me. I need to go and take some time to think, if that‟s alright.”
“I shall accompany Zerrex and ensure his safety.” Celeste said softly, her collar
glimmering around her neck as she gave Marina‟s hand a small squeeze, and the tired-looking
psychic gave a faint smile to the Strange Beast: she had been badly-injured, but everyone was
recovering slowly. The one good thing was that few people had died… injuries had ranged from
slight-to-severe, but only several Dragokkaren, two Dragon Warriors, and a handful of soldiers
had passed on, although their caskets had already been added to the funerary stage in Acheron, in
honor of what they had died for.
Celeste walked quietly over to him and took his hand, squeezing slowly… and the reptile
felt a rush of emotions before he turned and walked quietly with the Strange Beast out to the
balcony. The female created a Gateway, not having to ask the Drakkaren where he wanted to go,
and then they stepped through this to emerge silently into the Center of the Universe, Celeste
respectfully bowing her head even as she reached up to remove her collar with her other hand,
saying softly: “There is no need to restrict my mind here.”
Zerrex nodded in agreement, no longer minding the way she brushed through his mind
and emotions… and she smiled at him faintly as the Drakkaren turned and headed quietly inside
the large, supported dome, gazing silently over the alien statues of the First Gods as he walked
quietly between them, slowly wandering around the pool in the center and sitting down on the
edge of it beside the statue of Camus, the reptile bowing his head and saying quietly: “Hello, old
friend. I hope you don‟t mind me coming by to talk a little… but even though you‟re gone,
you‟re still one of the smartest people I know. I… find I think clearer here. Things are sharper…
I dunno, maybe it‟s the energy in the air, or the slight-but-crucial time difference… so much
weight resides here at the Tether, at the Center of the Universe, that… well, you know, don‟t
you? Of course you do, Camus…”
He laughed a little, rubbing at his face slowly… and then he sighed a bit as he gazed
quietly at the lion, continuing softly as he reached out and touched his stone arm: “And I wanted
to tell you… that you were right, by the way. About Theophilius I mean, you… you were always
right about a lot of things so I guess saying that like that could be confusing, but… yeah. He was
Order. He‟s… he‟s a good person, I think. But he‟s scared… not that I can blame him.

“And these Guardians… they‟re working for Job, and Job, well, he‟s going to destroy
everything Naganis ever stood for, not save it. He‟s become a lunatic…” Zerrex shook his head
slowly, glancing down and murmuring quietly: “Poor Naganis. This armor… it was made from
his remains, actually. I thought you‟d be interested in that… I think you‟d understand, too, why I
keep it.” Zerrex raised a hand, studying the gauntlet covering it slowly, flexing his fingers quietly
as his white hair floated around his shoulders, the skull-mask separated into two pieces that
rested on either shoulder. “But I haven‟t been able to take it off for the last few days. It hasn‟t
even responded to me trying to will it off… it‟s like Naganis is scared and hurt. But I don‟t know
why he‟d feel safer attached to me…”
“Because you are the inheritor of his powers and spirit. Because you emphasize much of
what Creation did.” Celeste said quietly, and Zerrex looked over his shoulder with surprise at her
as she walked quietly forwards and reached out to silently stroke along one arm of the armor…
and it shuddered quietly against him as she said softly: “I have come to accept you as the new
Creation. Not the one I once loved, perhaps… but although you say continuously that Naganis
was selfless in saving you, that you do not understand why you were chosen… I believe that in a
way, giving himself up is also what allowed him to save himself. He lives on inside you, in ways
both metaphorical and literal, Zerrex… and you are so very different from the person you began
life as that perhaps it is not entirely unfair to say that you are not entirely Zerrex… just as
Naganis was not entirely Creation.”
The Drakkaren looked up at her quietly… and she gave a small, faint smile before
leaning down and hugging him around the neck, surprising the reptile… and then she pulled back
and said quietly: “You seemed to need that. Do not despair, Zerrex Narrius. No problem is
without a solution, even if it is designed to be. Our ability to discover an answer is only limited
by our imagination, just as a cage is only a prison when it is perceived as such.”
Then she turned and walked quietly to the edge of the dome, staring out into space… and
the reptile shook his head a bit with a faint smile at her before he turned back towards Camus,
saying softly: “Those sound like the kinds of things you‟d say, old friend. So do you have any
thoughts to share with me yourself?”
The statue was silent… and Zerrex laughed a bit before he stood up and quietly rested a
hand on the stone Camus‟s shoulder, gazing silently down into the Tether before he said quietly:
“I‟ve spent a long time now, trying my damnedest to figure everything out… and I think I finally
am starting to get there. I know that even after I put a stop to Job… there‟ll still be Negative to
contend with, but… if I can get rid of Job and the Strange Beasts, then I‟m sure that even
Negative will only seem like a small problem in comparison to everything else I‟ve been
through.” The reptile closed his eyes, nodding slowly before he smiled at the statue of the lion,
saying quietly: “Yeah. You always help clear my mind, old friend.”
Silence descended… and for a little while, the Drakkaren only stood quietly with the
statue of his lost friend before he finally turned and headed towards Celeste… and wordlessly,
she opened a Gateway for him and slipped her collar quietly back on, and the two stepped
through to emerge back into Elysium and the balcony of the Central Spire. The reptile wasn‟t
sure how much time had passed, as he glanced back and forth, calmer now… and he frowned a
bit as he entered the Throne Room and found it mostly vacant, only Sabnock sitting quietly at the
council table and nodding to him respectfully as he approached. “Where is everyone?”
“High Queen Vivien has gone to speak to Eslovius, to find out whether or not they will
supply us with additional troops… Eslovian forces may be enough to turn the tide of the
upcoming battle in our favor.” the wolverine said quietly, and then she paused for a moment

before adding softly: “While you were gone, several refugees from Heaven emerged, among
them an angelic knight and the Inquisitor Job claims you mutilated and murdered. He was in
very bad condition and was moved to a Healing Cathedral for treatment, but he was able to
inform us of several of Heaven‟s current operations and defenses.”
Zerrex nodded, gesturing for her to continue, and Sabnock said quietly: “Similar to the
tactics we used to attack the research facility, Job is preparing an enormous vortex, and it is
through this area that the Inquisitor was able to escape, giving us an idea of the location Job first
plans to attack: unsurprisingly, it is in the Eastern Province, where our defenses are minimal.
However, it seems that he aims to establish an immense, permanent portal that will pour
Purification from Heaven into Elysium. It is a fool‟s gambit: it will create a volatile effect that
will rapidly degrade Hell‟s environment and atmosphere as the opposing energies first negate
each other, and then unsteadily mix.”
The Drakkaren gritted his teeth a bit, muttering: “So it‟ll create a pocket of Purification,
or what? No, wait… they‟re made from the same stuff, right? So…”
“Yes, in differing amounts to create different effects. But forced together, they will
concentrate each other and the effect will likely spread rapidly throughout Hell. Either it will
infuse numbness and sap the emotions of all it contacts… or worse, it will act like super-charged
corruption, transforming demons and devils into nothing more than passion-crazed animals. Job
does not understand that the Corruption and Purification are not total opposites made from
differing energies… they are akin to-”
“Poisons, made from the same plant. That‟s what Helena told me…” Zerrex said quietly,
and Sabnock nodded as she reached out and silently touched the reptile‟s forearm, and Zerrex
shook his head slowly. “But that‟s not all, is it?”
“No. Job has been preparing an army of Holy Dervishes, Paladins, and any and all forces
of Heaven he can find or enlist.” Sabnock said quietly, and then she gestured towards the table,
and ice spread rapidly along it before forming into a large, three-dimensional map of a section of
Heaven, with the Senate Building at one far side and a road carving itself through the frost, cities
and buildings and landmarks growing up from the blue and crystalline frozen water. “As the
Inquisitor escaped with the aid of several Angelic Knights, however, they were able to give us an
idea of the area of Heaven job controls… and there is good news.”
Sabnock snapped her fingers, and several sections of the map rose up and turned white:
the Senate Building and the area around it, and a rough, angular stretch downwards and
spreading upwards through the map. “These are known areas where the Council‟s influence has
the most power. The metropolis of Oakum and many other cities are under Heaven‟s sway… and
the Great Road leading to the Senate Building is under heavy guard.”
Sabnock pointed, and the enormous stretch of highway turned back, leading straight to
the Senate Building… but there were still blue patches here and there, and Sabnock said quietly:
“The remaining are neutral territories that want nothing to do with being dragged into another
war and will neither attack nor defend unless provoked, and patches of resistance movements
that have already formed in response to the hard-line policies of Job. One of these zones is
Beggar‟s Crossing, which is not surprising: it is an industrial town of processing facilities and
production plants that are being reconstructed into weapons plants and purification zones. The
residents are unhappy with this adversity and the massively-increased guard, and have been
giving shelter and aid to the rebel groups.”
“So they have their hands full already, trying to fight off rebels… and Beggar‟s Crossing
is on the Great Road, not all that far away from the Senate Building.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing

at his face and nodding slowly, and Sabnock nodded back before the Drakkaren grimaced a little.
“But how the hell do we get down there to set up our portal rings, if that‟s what we‟ve settled
on?”
“Your son Priest is already contacting Hez‟Ranna to request the use of several dropships. These will be able to hover above Heaven‟s atmosphere and drop both cargo and
passenger compartments: a small strike force will be sent in to hold back the enemy, secure the
area, and activate the portal rings.” Sabnock replied calmly, and Zerrex grinned sourly at this: it
sounded like it would end up being quite a dangerous job. “Once the portals are activated, we
can begin moving our forces forwards to secure Beggar‟s Crossing, then begin to push towards
the Senate Building in a direct, full-frontal assault.”
Zerrex looked surprised at this, and Sabnock gazed back at him quietly but confidently,
as she said softly: “It will be dangerous. Many lives will be lost. We will be flanked and
undoubtedly attacked from every angle. But our goal is not to do anything but give you the time
necessary to force your way forwards down the Great Road to the Senate Building, to kill Job
and end this conflict before it escalates any further, and a war is started in earnest. We must cut
off the head of this serpent as soon as possible.”
The Drakkaren nodded slowly… and then Sabnock measured him quietly with her eyes
before she said softly: “We have one day to make our preparations, mental and physical, for what
is yet to come. Not all of us will be at full strength… therefore all who can fight must fight. I ask
you to go to Acheron and gather those who are still there, Lord Zerrex… to call upon every
friend you have for what is to come, and across Hell, all of us will do the same. Anathema and
Amiglion have even travelled to the Reapers, to ask them for their aid, knowing they may agree
if only because Job tampers with the cycle of life and death they seek to preserve… just as Thor
and Loki and Gilgamesh all go to other warrior gods. There are still many traps in wait and many
unanswered questions… but we have no choice but to fight forwards and work to find a solution
to this together, before it grows too late.”
She halted, looking down… then she gazed back up and silently leaned up on her tiptoes
to kiss him quietly, and Zerrex hugged her tightly as he kissed her slowly back before their
mouths parted… and she closed her eyes and bowed her head forwards, saying softly: “You and
yours shall be the spearhead. I and Vivien and many others who care about you will be following
behind you in a larger force: while you, the vanguard, battles ahead to Job, we shall stay on the
Great Road and allow ourselves to be attacked from all sides. It will give you the time necessary
to put a stop to Job and whatever he has in wait… but you must promise me, that you must not
die.”
Zerrex smiled faintly down at her, reaching up and grasping her shoulders quietly as he
met her eyes. “I can promise you that if I can survive, I will… but none of us… as much as I
want to be able to… can make the promise that we won‟t die in what‟s yet to come, Sabnock. I
think you know that as well as I do, unfortunately… we‟re in for a rough time here.” He closed
his eyes, bowing his head and nodding a little, and then he sighed a bit as he straightened and
grimaced quietly. “Kind of funny, in a sick, twisted way, isn‟t it? We already took on Heaven
once before, killed Narrius, thought we‟d saved Paradise… but it only fell into another death
spiral all over again and here we are, once more trying vainly to save a place that… just seems
like it doesn‟t want to be saved.”
“Heaven doesn‟t want to be saved…” Sabnock looked down thoughtfully… and then she
nodded slowly, saying quietly: “Once upon a time, Hell didn‟t want to flourish in peace, either…
but it did. With the help of you and many others… peace was brought here. Job‟s actions are not

Heaven‟s fault, and nor do they reflect the desires of Paradise… he is only one Naganatine,
obsessed and lunatic. We must not forget that.”
Zerrex smiled a little at this, nodding slowly back to her as he reached up and stroked her
face… and then Sabnock said softly: “I shall make you a promise. If we both survive… I shall
grant you three favors, no matter how large or small they are, with no constraints to them. In
return, I expect the same.”
“Done.” the Drakkaren said softly, and then he smiled again as the wolverine stepped
backwards, the reptile saying mildly: “How do you know I won‟t just ask you to marry me,
though?”
“How do you know I will not ask the same?” Sabnock countered calmly, and Zerrex‟s
jaw fell open as he struggled for a response before she glanced towards him with a small smile.
“It is time to prepare ourselves for the conflict, Lord Zerrex. Our banter will have to wait until
afterwards.”
With that, she headed towards a balcony… and the Drakkaren mumbled under his breath
as he rubbed at his face, glad that at least the time between now and then would allow him to
think of a retort, if nothing else.
His mood, however, quickly became serious as the Drakkaren headed first to the mortal
world, stopping in to Sunshine Labs to find Huck was already preparing weapons and equipment
for them side-by-side with Priest, grinning grimly in a way that made him almost look as
obsessed as Mengele. The mad scientist himself was working in the genetics laboratory, isolating
DNA data and examining the remains of Blight that Maria had dug up in the Unworld after going
down to ensure the golem had actually died… and Mengele was utterly enthralled with the
designs, rambling about „replicated DNA‟ and „organic metal‟ and other complicated things
Zerrex didn‟t understand.
But what did quickly get his attention back was when Mengele had added a bit of liquid
Purification to the broken pieces of Blight‟s chest, armor, and a fragment of skull… and the
pieces had trembled violently before clacking as they attempted to rebuild themselves and pull
together, and the Drakkaren had been horrified as Mengele had clapped gleefully and exclaimed:
“It‟s almost invincible! With enough concentrated Purification… this creature could reconstitute
itself, rebuild itself… well, almost. The Unworld essence has bitten too deeply into it… now,
even when I dunk it in Purification, it shudders and parts of it reform… but as soon as it‟s
removed, it rots back away. It has lost sentience, lost consciousness, lost what little piece of a
soul it once had… fascinating, nonetheless, and the applications for such an ability are endless. It
is less a golem and more like a mechanical recombinant… it is an alchemist‟s dream, secret
desires, and worst nightmare all at once.”
“Look, what about the stuff Huck said you were working on?” Zerrex asked finally, and
Mengele grumbled a bit before nodding and simply shoving the chunks of Blight off the table,
grabbing a metal case and yanking it forwards to pop the top open and produce several large
vials filled with black liquid, the reptile picking one up and grimacing in disgust at it. “Oh that
looks appetizing.”
“Its grape flavored.” Mengele said drolly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before he tucked the
vial back into the lockbox, and Mengele slammed it, saying distastefully: “Concentrated
Corruption, modified from the samples you gave Huck, the potency increased by a little
meddling with the cells… and magnificent as they are, I have to say that this is highly-irregular
and dangerous. Five vials… one for… no, no, let me guess. Yourself, Cynthia Blossom, the
recombinant, the one you call Hope, and… Missy, the little doggy calls herself, correct?”

“I could swear you could read minds.” Zerrex reached out and took the box, grimacing as
well as he added flatly: “Look, I don‟t like the idea either, but we need every edge we can get,
right? And if Cherry ever catches you using her name-”
Mengele only snorted and waved a hand irritably. “Please. But you understand that these
Corruption cells are capable of attaching themselves to and modifying DNA, yes? They may
even be able to do it permanently… meaning you had better be very, very careful playing with
such things, Subject-0. You don‟t want Cynthia to end up a monster, do you?”
“I think Cherry would be touched you don‟t think she‟s a monster already.” Zerrex said
mildly, and Mengele threw his head back and laughed before the Drakkaren nodded slowly.
“Believe me, I will be. And… and what about Soul?”
Now the dire wolf smiled slowly, saying quietly: “She is beautiful, and flawless. When
she was here for repairs, I was careful when I reinstalled the armor upon her… now, should she
once again exhibit the remarkable ability to evolve herself dynamically, the armor will break
apart into separated plates as she changes to continue to grant her maximum protection. She is
very talented… she may not even need the boost the Corruption will give her.”
Zerrex nodded slowly… and he had only dallied a few more moments before heading to
Acheron, to inform his Disciples and family that they were to travel to Elysium or Hez‟Ranna,
and prepare accordingly for the confrontation that was to come.
Earth had gathered Dragon Warriors and Dragokkaren who were eager to aid as well…
and the reptile had been hesitant about this, but he couldn‟t turn down their aid or insult their
dedication, and every capable body was needed. Hardened Dragokkaren, too, were a force to be
reckoned with… and from the weakest mortal to the strongest god, Zerrex needed everyone he
could get for what they were about to face.
The reptile stayed only a short time in Acheron, long enough to gather a few personal
things and head back to Elysium with the metal lockbox still in his hand… and he‟d been
surprised when he had found Epiphany and Sin waiting for him quietly, every Sacrifice armed
and ready to serve, Dragon Warriors standing in salute with their spears and axes and maces,
Beasts snarling and ready to fight… and Zerrex had only smiled faintly. He couldn‟t say no, not
to them, not to his daughter, not to his wife… and he had closed his eyes and nodded, telling
them quietly to make their preparations.
The Drakkaren had found Vivien waiting for him at the Ravenlight Estate, already
dressed in her battle armor, and she told him quietly that there were ten thousand Royal Guards
at his disposal, and three hundred thousand troops already gathering, as Wentaku and Archmages
led by Ixin rapidly assembled portal rings… and then she had smiled a little and said quietly:
“We aren‟t going to falter in this, Zerrex. We have a plan, and it‟s a rough plan, and a crude plan,
but we‟re going to fight forwards all the same and put an end to this. We can‟t afford to wait this
time, after all… if Job convinces much more of Heaven or continues to assemble his armies…
it‟ll mean total war. Right now… if we stop him, the war machines in Heaven will grind to a
halt. But if you can… don‟t kill him right away. If we take him alive and make him confess to
what he did, we can stop the conflict before it can truly begin… and then we can execute the son
of a bitch afterwards. But if we kill him in Heaven, even if right now a lot of people are
questioning what he‟s doing…”
“I understand, Vivien. I‟ll… I‟ll try. I won‟t make any promises after everything he‟s
done, but I will try.” Zerrex said quietly, nodding slowly… and then he glanced up as Naganen
quietly walked down the steps and smiled faintly at him as he approached quietly. “Hey… you
look a little pale, Naganen. Are you feeling okay?”

“Yeah, but… I want to come with you.” Naganen said quietly, and Zerrex looked at him
with surprise as Naganen glanced down, rubbing at his head slowly. “I don‟t know… it doesn‟t
feel right for me to stay back here. Everyone is going to be on the front lines, even Amiglion is
going out to fight… and I appreciate that people are saying I could stay back and act as an
advisor to the Abbess and the others that are going to be running Elysium while everyone‟s gone,
but… I‟m not old or wise enough to do that in earnest.
“But what I can do is come with you, and help fight to free Heaven… my magic is
powerful enough to activate the portal rings, and I can take care of and defend the injured. I‟m
prepared for this… and I want to help put a stop to what Job‟s doing. Darren… died protecting
me, protecting others. I should have some part in helping preserve his memory… in making sure
that what he did wasn‟t all in vain.” Naganen said quietly, looking up at his father silently… and
Zerrex nodded slowly before he glanced at Vivien, who frowned a bit… but then nodded as well
with a quiet sigh.
“Naganen… then promise me you‟ll stay close to me or your father at all times.” Vivien
said quietly, looking down at him, and Naganen nodded with a faint smile up at her. “We can‟t
lose you on top of everyone else. It would be devastating to us all… especially your mother.”
Naganen nodded again, and then he said softly: “I promise to take care of myself, Aunt
Vivien. And I‟ll stay by you or Dad or Mom, the whole time.”
Zerrex nodded again at this, and then he sighed a bit before he reached out and squeezed
his son‟s shoulder gently, saying softly: “I honestly hoped to protect you from this, for a lot
longer than I have, Naganen. You‟re a good son… talented and strong and most important of
all… compassionate. You have wisdom beyond your years and I love you, very, very much…
and I am honored to have you join us in this, scary as it is for me to think of. Hard as it is for me
to imagine.”
Naganen nodded a bit to the Drakkaren, looking up at him quietly… and then he smiled a
little, saying quietly: “But we have to do it, Dad, and we have to be fast. Job‟s goal, after all,
isn‟t merely to sow dissent between Heaven and Hell, isn‟t even to destroy Elysium… I think
he‟s… he believes he‟s doing the right thing. But that makes it hurt all the more…”
Naganen glanced away, shaking his head slowly before he said quietly: “I‟ve always been
scared that one day I‟ll get convinced I‟m trying to do the right thing too… I‟ll become arrogant,
or I‟ll lose track of that wisdom you and other people are always saying I have and I‟ll end up…
doing terrible, awful things to people, convincing myself it‟s justified or right. How… how have
you survived all these years, keeping what‟s really right and wrong in mind, Dad? And you too,
Aunt Vivien… even when you get so angry, you try and do what‟s best for Elysium, always.”
Vivien and Zerrex smiled awkwardly at each other… and then Zerrex glanced down at
the lockbox dangling from his hand, saying quietly: “I don‟t always do the right thing, Naganen,
hard as I try… sometimes I have to do awful things in order to try and save people, and put
others through terrible torments to figure out how to… stop others from getting hurt in the future.
I believe in a few things that are very extreme… and I question myself a lot even after all these
years. Even if I do the right thing… the ends don‟t always justify my means, and a lot of what I
do is still… pretty goddamn nasty, even evil.”
“I know.” Naganen said quietly, and he reached out to silently touch the armor… and for
the first time in several days, the Drakkaren felt it loosening slightly against his body as his son
smiled faintly up at him. “But sometimes the darkness is necessary, to make light shine brighter,
to give day greater glory and meaning. Besides… your evil things are leading down the right
path nonetheless, while Job is trying to do good and has done… monstrous things.”

He looked down quietly, then shook his head slowly and said quietly: “I‟d rather be like
you than him any day, Dad. And I know that I‟m not like you, I lack your… your courage and
your conviction and maybe even your unflinching moral compass… but I can only pray that I
won‟t end up like Job, either.”
“You‟re a better person than I could ever be, Naganen.” Zerrex replied empathetically,
stepping forwards and hugging his son tightly, and Naganen hugged him firmly in return before
the Drakkaren stepped back and kissed his son‟s forehead, then lips in blessing, saying quietly as
he cupped the side of his face as the young male blushed: “Go now. Join the others, help Ixin set
up the portal rings. By now, your brother Driz should be there too.”
Naganen nodded a bit, and he headed for the doors of the Estate before Zerrex sighed
quietly as his son left, glancing over at Vivien… and Vivien smiled a bit at him before she said
reluctantly: “You‟re… a good dad.”
“No, Naganen‟s just a good son.” Zerrex replied softly, smiling a little at her, and Vivien
nodded a bit before the Drakkaren glanced towards the ceiling, saying quietly: “Anything else
you need to let me know about? Because otherwise I‟m going to head down to the vault and
finish preparations here, then… I guess I‟ll assemble my strike force and head to the mortal
planet, I guess. Huck told me while I was down there the first time Albatross was hurrying to
requisition some ships… a few basic cargo carriers. Hopefully Heaven won‟t have aerial
defenses in place.”
Vivien nodded slowly, looking down… and then she glanced up and said quietly: “I
know this is happening fast, but you‟re keeping pace well. I‟m surprised, to be honest… just
don‟t tire yourself out or do anything stupid. We‟re going to need you in top condition… and…
listen…”
She stopped, glanced away… then looked back towards him and leaned on her battle axe
as she said softly: “This is not your fault, so don‟t throw your life away. You have a look in your
eyes that worries me… and a glow in your aura that makes me think you‟re going to do
something stupid. It‟s not your anger, or the hatred, or the lusts or wrath or anything else that
worry me… it‟s the despair that emanates off you, Zerrex. It scares me.”
Zerrex closed his eyes quietly… and then Vivien stepped towards him and reached up to
tilt his head upwards, gazing into his emerald irises as her own glowed faintly before she said
softly: “I‟m your friend, and I don‟t want you to die. I care about you, so don‟t die… when this is
all over, you‟ll feel better. When we‟re actually moving, and our plans have stabilized… you‟ll
feel better.”
“I‟m just worried this is another trap. Job‟s… he‟s smart, Vivien. He‟s goddamn smart.
He might want us to invade Heaven… he might have left purposeful holes in his defenses, while
at the same time making a big gesture like this… super-vortex he‟s apparently trying to build,
just so he can ensure that even if he dies, it‟ll start another endless war where there can‟t be
victors or losers because Heaven and Hell need each other to continue to exist.” the Drakkaren
said quietly, shaking his head slowly before he looked away with a grimace. “And all of you…
you keep telling me not to die, but you all sound like you‟re ready to get yourselves killed for
me.”
“Please, I‟m not planning to die either.” Vivien said sourly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes
before she grabbed his collar and yanked him down, making him wince a bit as she met his eyes
with both concern and frustration. “And none of us have the habit of regularly getting themselves
killed like you do. I don‟t want to see that happen again… you can‟t keep coming back from the

dead, after all, Zerrex. One day the Reapers will come for you themselves if you keep showing
off this annoying habit of digging your way out of the Beyond.”
“Eat me.” Zerrex muttered, and then Vivien snorted and shoved him backwards before
she shoved a hand against his chest.
“Tell you what, survive, and we‟ll talk sex afterwards, even if I‟m not fond of the idea of
being stretched like a Glutton‟s stomach.” Vivien replied dryly, and Zerrex grumbled a bit before
she smiled amusedly at him. “And here I thought that would cheer you up.”
“Why does everyone think everything‟s about sex with me?” the reptile asked flatly, and
when Vivien only gave him an indulgent look, the reptile rolled his eyes. “It‟s physical
closeness. Sex is just… a nice way to get that. And feel powerful and strong and… I don‟t want
to talk about this with you, especially not right now.”
But the Celestial Devil only smiled at him again, softening a bit before she said quietly:
“Then I‟ll hold you to the promise that we‟ll talk about it after the battle, and in person. Which
means we‟ll both survive.”
Zerrex glanced at her, then he nodded slowly… and she nodded back before hesitating
and looking down, then glancing up and saying quietly: “The army is gathering in the Eastern
Plains. Easy enough to find. Send your Black Rose Platoon over and anyone else who‟s armed
and ready to join, then come yourself to assemble your strike force. I‟ll be waiting to give you
final orders.”
The Drakkaren nodded again… and then Vivien turned and left, not looking back, and the
reptile watched her leave quietly before he closed his eyes and said softly: “I hope I can keep my
promise.”
Zerrex stood inside an immense airfield in Hez‟Ranna where three massive, rectangular
drop-shifts were resting, mechanics hurriedly attaching the last of the low-altitude thrusters to the
sides of the machines as Huck walked around them. Spotlights swung slowly back and forth
through the air and scanned through the darkness surrounding the spaceport, ensuring there
would be no intruders or interruptions as heavy, rectangular steel casings that contained
assembled portals were loaded into different compartments on each ship, as well as heavy crates
of ammunition and supplies of demonic crystal in lockboxes.
The Drakkaren sipped quietly at a cup of coffee, the Armor of Naganis gleaming and
radiating a faint white light in the shadows of the airfield as he stood alone on the cracked
cement, a tall, electrified fence to his back as he studied the foremost ship. It was enormous and
rectangular, and normally was unable to get out of the atmosphere by its own power despite the
massive thrusters at the rear of the ship and the additional jets on the bottom of each container,
but these would be able to escape gravity‟s pull thanks to the enormous, additional boosters
being attached that would be released once they were high enough in the atmosphere.
They were made of heavy black metal, reinforced armor plating that was designed to
protect from both space debris and more-actively hostile things like missiles. The rectangular and
slightly-trapezoidal body was mostly hollow, however, containing instead the heavy clamps and
magnetic attachments that held the compartments in place: armored, heavy-duty boxes with
cushioned seats or chains and magnets to lock cargo in place, each with powerful thrusters and
magnetized tops that would allow them to return to the orbiting carriers while they hovered a
safe distance above the planet. On this trip, however, the compartments wouldn‟t be making a
return flight… they would simply be set to drop to the surface below, with the insulated circuitry

hopefully surviving Heaven‟s electromagnetic interference long enough for the safety thrusters
to activate before they hit the ground, or it was going to end up being one hell of a landing.
Blackheart glimmered on Zerrex‟s back, and the Armor of Naganis clung tenaciously to
him, with a single holster of leather formed on the skeletal belt in which rested a vial of
Corruption… and the reptile stroked quietly along this, grimacing a little. Negative‟s Corruption
didn‟t affect the Drakkaren like it did other people, Inverted or not… but it would give him an
energy boost, even if it was a little disgusting to think of.
His strike team was currently being prepped by Priest, while Zerrex was allowed to calm
himself down out here, his mala safely around his neck and safely tucked beneath the armor, the
Drakkaren rolling his shoulders slowly as he breathed quietly: it would be a four-hour trip to
Heaven, and assuming they didn‟t get the hell shot out of them in the atmosphere, they would
then drop down to Beggar‟s Crossing and make their initial attack… and the reptile closed his
eyes, breathing slowly. They were already two hours behind schedule, but he was trying not to
focus on that, as he flexed his fingers slowly: Huck had repositioned several satellites to get a
good look at what was going on in Heaven, after all, and although it didn‟t look good… the main
areas being fortified were around the Senate Building and various key cities. Job obviously
expected them to attack, and likely even expected them to go straight for him… but the
Naganatine was shrewd enough to not leave any major vulnerable points. Beggar‟s Crossing was
likely being overlooked only because of either arrogance… or because Job wanted to give them a
good point to start the invasion from.
But Zerrex wasn‟t going to underestimate him again: he wouldn‟t forget that despite
Job‟s love of politics, the Heavenly Council had allowed Job to further hone his ability to
strategize and carefully develop tactics for any given situation. The reptile grimaced a little as he
rubbed at his face slowly, and then he crushed the paper cup in his hand and looked at it for a
few moments before concentrating, and it burst into flames that vanished a moment later into
ashes in the reptile‟s bone-covered palm, smoke floating quietly up from this as he said quietly:
“We need to stop him. And we need to do what he won‟t expect… and that means playing into
his plans and using his arrogance against him. If we strike fast and hard… we can rip through his
defenses, and he won‟t dare to have the Prophets drop the Purification lockdown because then
we‟d be able to create portals ourselves without the use of demonic crystal or Hell‟s
corruption… and then he‟d be screwed because we‟d just flood the Senate Building.”
The Drakkaren rubbed slowly at his face: what worried him most was if the portal rings
didn‟t work. They were a good idea, yes: paired rings that would draw on their own power
sources from both sides of the field, but if Job ordered the Metatrons or Prophets to lay down a
full-out portal block or the Weight of the World, they‟d be screwed… and the reptile closed his
eyes before he pushed these thoughts away and glanced to the side as Missy approached with
Hope, both of them dressed in thermal suits and smiling faintly. “Hey, done already?”
“Your big-ass son Priest gave us the basics… he‟s going over the more complicated stuff
with Cherry and the others. But I think the real reason he sent us out here was to try and cheer
you up, and remind you this‟ll all be over soon, Biggs.” Missy said quietly, and she shifted
awkwardly, the golden sword sheathed behind her waist in a beautiful, white leather casing
ornamented with Enochian runes and held tightly on by a strap that hooked into her belt. A large
rifle was across her back as well, the barrel glinting in the glow cast from the massive floodlights
above, and a small computer system rested on her arm, the golden retriever holding this up with
a grin. “Looks pretty cool, but ain‟t it gonna be useless in Heaven?”

“Insulated technology is fuzzy but works okay in the electromagnetic atmosphere… you
know, for a little while, anyway.” Zerrex replied softly, studying Missy‟s red-and-green eyes…
and then he glanced down to her belt, asking curiously: “Did you already drink that vial I gave
you?”
“Why wouldn‟t I? I trust you.” Missy shrugged a bit with a smile, and Zerrex felt
absurdly touched before the retriever paused, then flexed a little. “Do I look a bit… I dunno,
bigger, to you? I feel bigger. Stronger.”
Zerrex studied her curiously, but although she did feel… radiant, in a word, with energy,
he couldn‟t see any major changes. So he only shrugged, then looked at Hope as the doe gazed at
him affectionately, her own blue and purple thermal suit zipped tightly up over her body and a
heavy Hez‟Ranna Military .50 handgun holstered at her side, looking almost too large for her
slender hands… but the Drakkaren only smiled a bit at her, asking quietly: “How are you holding
up?”
“Not bad, Zerrex… I‟m saving my vial for later, in case I get injured, so you know.” She
reached down and patted a hardened leather case at her side, and then she looked up at him for a
few moments, before glancing at Missy… but the doe only blushed a little as she said softly: “I
don‟t… want to discuss this much with the others, but I feel… strange. I think Cherry could
sense it, but… I can feel that… that she‟s felt the same way. Like part of me has transformed, in
a way I can‟t describe… like a new „me‟ is just beneath the surface… like my soul is going to
become physical and be revealed to the world.”
Zerrex nodded slowly as Missy rubbed at the back of her head awkwardly… and then the
Drakkaren reached up and stroked under Hope‟s chin, saying softly: “The Corruption is… it has
strange effects on people. But who knows what‟s going to happen? I only know that it doesn‟t
matter to me what you look like… so long as you are still you.”
Missy and Hope both smiled at this… and then the Drakkaren laughed a little as he gazed
towards the golden retriever, reaching up to brush her hair back a bit. “You should put this back
in a ponytail before we get to Heaven. Keep it out of your eyes… although you do look nice with
it loose.”
She smiled softly… and then Zerrex‟s eyes travelled upwards as Soul walked towards
them as well, and Zerrex softened at the look of her. Metal layered the front of her form, from
her shoulders down to her waist, with thin white breaks here in the armor indicating where it
could pull apart, and rounded plates with the same visible lines through them here and there
layered her shins and forearms. She bowed her head quietly as she approached, then reached up
and gently touched the emblem of Elysium that had been embossed in black over her chest,
saying quietly: “When I am next upgraded… would it be difficult to have a black rose or other
symbol of Acheron placed upon my armor? Or shall I instead tattoo it on my person?”
“You don‟t have to be a Disciple of mine, Soul, if you don‟t want to.” Zerrex said softly,
but he smiled nonetheless… and Soul studied him before she smiled quietly in return.
“I enjoy associating myself with you. And I enjoy being a person, with free will, to
choose what I do… yet nonetheless I am better suited to following in another‟s lead. I have
followed you this far… I would prefer to continue to follow you in the future. You have lost
much: I wish to give you some of that back.” Soul said softly, and then she looked back and forth
before her eyes flicked to the drop-ship. “Analysis indicates a design better suited for movement
in space than in a gravity-weighted atmosphere: secondary analysis indicates a moderate-high
probability of turbulence during exit of atmosphere, which has a thirteen percent chance of

damaging the ship‟s systems, including its vital functions, and thus compromising mission
integrity.”
“Oh Gods, Soul, don‟t say crap like that.” Zerrex groaned and covered his face, and Soul
looked at him for a few moments before she blushed slightly and nodded quickly. Then the lizard
let his hands fall away with a sigh as Cherry, Cindy, Naganen, and Priest approached, and the
Drakkaren grumbled a little as he looked towards them: “These things are gonna be fine, right?”
“They‟ll be fine, Dad.” Priest said absently, waving a hand and dressed in a heavy purpleand-navy thermal suit himself, a computer system on one large forearm and metal plating
attached over the other as well as his shins and shoulders. Thick, rubber-soled boots covered his
feet, and his knives were holstered as always above his tail as the huge male gazed down at his
father, his muscles flexing visibly against his clothing as he said quietly: “You‟re gonna make it
out of there okay, right? You‟re not gonna let yourself die, right?”
“Dad‟s going to be fine.” Naganen said softly, smiling encouragingly at his father, and
Zerrex smiled a little as Priest rolled his eyes and reached up to ruffle his little brother‟s mane,
making the male laugh a bit as he staggered to the side, despite the fact he seemed pale with
worry even as his eyes glowed with courage. “We gotta have faith in him. And in us.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, studying his son: Naganen, dressed in a thermal suit and heavy
rubberized boots instead of his robes, tight blue leather gloves over his hands and a thick black
cloak hanging around his shoulders… and Anathema had been so goddamn proud of her son
when he‟d said he was going to join in. Anxious and worried, but… proud. And Zerrex felt the
same way, but he felt better about things when he saw the protectiveness the others looked at him
with, knowing that no one would let any harm come to Naganen while they were around… and
knowing as well that Naganen was very capable of defending himself if need be.
Cherry grunted as she crossed her arms, dressed in her full body armor and with whip
hanging on one hip, Great Diviner on the other, and several pouches across her belt… and Cindy
was in her own thigh thermal suit, her hair braided into two pigtails that were then neatly
wrapped into one long braid, thick, black dragon-scale gloves with iron-plated knuckles each
imbued with a different demonic rune on her hands as her spiked bracelets and collar glinted in
the light. They were as ready as they would ever be for what was to come… and Zerrex took a
slow breath before Cherry grinned a bit across at the Drakkaren, saying softly: “We did it once
before, time to do it once again. Let‟s go knocking on the Gates of Heaven, Boss.”
“Excited, Cherry?” Zerrex couldn‟t help but smile slightly nonetheless over at her,
glancing towards the muscular female, and she grunted as she flexed her arms, making the plates
of metal over her body stretch slightly. The reptile shook his head with faint entertainment at
this, and then he looked towards Priest, asking quietly: “Do you remember the plan?”
“Of course, I ain‟t as brain-damaged as Momma.” Priest replied with a slight smile, and
Cherry made a horrible face as she stuck her tongue out, the Drakkaren sighing and rolling his
eyes before the Dragokkaren became more serious as he said quietly: “You, Naganen, and Soul
form one team, Cindy, Hope, and Missy form another, and that leaves me and Momma heading
the last. We‟re all supported by several teams of Dragokkaren Enforcers who are riding in with
us… you know, Dad, it kind of scares me how excited those guys are about… attacking
Heaven.”
“To the Dragokkaren of Hez‟Ranna, Elysium or Hell would be Paradise… Heaven is
known as „the blurry light,‟ it‟s more like limbo to them. No atonement or pain… but no
adventure, no real pleasure, no nothing. The Dragokkaren feel its where you go when you were a
nice enough person in life, but too hesitant or wishy-washy or if you didn‟t follow your beliefs.

Spiritually-unfulfilling.” Zerrex shook his head a bit and smiled slightly up at the huge, demonicDragokkaren. “And a lot of them are probably just excited to travel with you. You‟re an
Elemental Archfiend, and a demigod in your own right. I‟m sure a lot of them will be fighting
hard to impress you.”
“A lot of them already impress me. Scare me, almost.” the tall male winced over his
shoulder, pointing towards one of the eighteen-foot tall mortal Dragokkaren dressed in layered
black armor made of fiberglass and metal plates, a heavy, armored pack over his back next to an
immense machine-gun and a featureless, protective mask sealed over his face. “You… you‟re
sure those aren‟t demons, right?”
Zerrex shook his head, saying softly: “A lot of them are clone descendants. Since the
clones were programmed with the biggest and brawniest genetic signatures Narrius could find,
and Drakkai DNA has a habit of „stacking‟ good characteristics when they have a child, these
latest-generation soldiers, well…”
“They‟re gonna be scary, kid.” Cherry said mildly, grinning up at him as she crossed her
arms. “Don‟t let „em show you up too much, huh?”
“Oh fuck you, Momma.” Priest grumbled, and then he crossed his arms before looking
back towards Zerrex with a grunt. “Okay. So the first thing we do is secure the area and set up
the portals… but as long as we get even just one going, the support team should start coming
through to assist us with securing the area and shit, right? How do we know that they aren‟t
going to block our vortexes one way or another, though… Heaven‟s real good at that shit. They
might even be able to block your short range teleporting.”
Zerrex rubbed at his face slowly, saying quietly: “There‟s always a contingency, Priest…
one way or another, we‟ll get those vortexes working. What about the compartments?”
Priest hesitated, and then he replied with a grimace: “They‟ll survive the drop. If the
thruster systems don‟t activate, we‟ll… be knocked around some, and it‟ll suck, and hurt like hell
when we land, but they‟ll survive the drop. It‟s dangerous, but I‟ve also programmed a rapiddrop procedure into the computers and told the pilots to „scoop,‟ which means they‟ll arc down, a
little deeper into the atmosphere than usual, drop the containers, and then fly back up before
gravity can get too strong a hold on them. It‟s a difficult maneuver but it‟ll give us a second or so
less of fall-time, and leave them less-vulnerable to long-range attack.”
The Drakkaren nodded to his son, and then he said softly: “Alright. I trust your judgment,
Priest. Then in that case, we should get ourselves going… we‟re already running late as it is and
by now Heaven probably is getting ready for us. Go ahead, see Huck and make sure everyone‟s
getting on board and loaded up, we‟ll find our way to our ships.”
Priest nodded, and Zerrex turned with a smile to Naganen, reaching up and grasping his
shoulder quietly… and the group slowly parted ways, silent looks travelling back and forth
before they headed towards the waiting drop-ships and the prelude to battle that would hopefully
halt the coming war before it could even begin.
The journey was silent; their arrival, however, was much less quiet.
Zerrex winced, the harness strapping him back against the seat tightening slightly as the
compartment shook violently and a voice shouted over the loudspeaker: “It‟s gonna get bumpy,
we‟re under heavy fire from the enemy, shields can‟t hold! Gonna have to drop you…
goddammit!”
A fizzle of static… and then Naganen yelled and shoved himself back in his harness,
looking terrified, as the harness clenched against him and the whole compartment shook, Zerrex

wincing as the skull mask snapped up and locked over his features, the bone armor rapidly
tightening against his body as if in response to his son‟s shouts as the Drakkaren shouted: “Hold
on tight!”
Soul, meanwhile, was resting back in her chair and looking almost relaxed despite the
tenseness of her expression and the way the crisscrossing harness was squeezing into her body,
as she said calmly: “Point of impact in five… four… three… two… one…”
There was a faint scream of something as vertigo lashed at Zerrex‟s senses… and then a
sensation of a sudden stop as they crashed through something, the Drakkaren‟s yells joining
Naganen‟s as he winced and his body shook violently. Then he cursed under his breath as he
heard nothing but a faint sizzle from above… before looking up stupidly to see Soul standing in
front of him, the female reaching down and easily ripping the harness free from the reptile‟s
body as she said quietly: “We have arrived.”
“Thanks.” Zerrex muttered, stumbling to his feet… and then something slammed into the
outside wall of the compartment, leaving a trail of long dents through it in a series of rapid
clangs, the Drakkaren wincing backwards from this before he cursed and looked towards
Naganen, who was pale and stunned. “Soul, take care of Naganen, be… be gentle. I‟m going to
see what‟s going on outside.”
Soul nodded, and the Drakkaren looked back and forth through the mostly-empty
rectangle of metal before he approached the rear door of the compartment and simply slammed
his foot into it, the fizzling electronic door tearing off before the lizard hopped out… and winced
at the sight over his shoulder. The compartment was half-buried into the ground, explaining the
slight-angle everything had been on inside it… and past it, the reptile could see smoke boiling up
from a large building that had half-collapsed inwards from several more compartments crashing
through the sloped roof. It looked derelict, thankfully… and a moment later, a window shattered
in the side wall and several black-armored, masked Dragokkaren soldiers leapt out, weapons at
the ready.
Zerrex nodded to them… and then a bolt of light shot by, and the reptile winced
backwards in shock before he half-spun to face out past a dirt road and towards where a
Metatron was standing, its white robes flowing around its body and the silver, eagle-like
facemask it wore glinting in the bright sunlight as it announced coldly: “Zerrex Narrius. You are
under arrest. Surrender or you shall be destroyed.”
The Drakkaren snorted at this… and then he stared in horror as two massive, terrible
figures slowly walked out of the large, concrete building behind it, swallowing slowly. They
were immense, armored behemoths, the full-plate mail that covered their lumbering bodies made
of serrated, heavy silver alloy, stretched chain mesh visible beneath the heavy outer shell of the
armor, and their legs were bowed slightly under the weight of their own enormous, hunched
upper forms. Both of them held massive weapons in their huge hands: one had an enormous
executioner‟s axe, and the other held a deadly, flanged great mace. Both also wore helms,
serrated and plated in the same style as their armor and with small, dove-like wings jutting
upwards from either side, covering their muzzles and features entirely and leaving only hooded
sockets for eyes from which glowed terrible, emotionless white light.
Holy Dervishes… and Zerrex cursed under his breath before he readied himself… and
then looked up in surprise at a growing whistling before a heavy compartment crashed to the
ground on top of one of the Dervishes, crushing it into the dirt and knocking the Metatron flying
backwards before the other Dervish took this as a sign to attack, moving with terrible, surprising
speed as it cocked its huge axe back before Zerrex seized Blackheart‟s handle and swung

forwards just as it lashed a decapitating slice towards his neck, the weapons clanging loudly in
midair before the Dervish staggered backwards, the only sounds coming from the clunks and
rattles of its armor as it spun the axe neatly in one hand to try and lash out with a second
lightning-fast slash.
Zerrex ducked under this, then winced and brought the flat of Blackheart up like a shield
when it jabbed at him, the creature‟s gauntlet mashing into the sword with enough force to send
the reptile skidding backwards before the Dervish leapt forwards again… and Zerrex leapt
straight upwards as it tried to slam the axe down into him, the weapon just scratching past the
reptile in midair before the Drakkaren slashed savagely downwards and cut its helm and the skull
of the sixteen-foot behemoth beneath into two, sending the Dervish staggering backwards before
it slowly, creakily began to raise its weapon, even as the broken helm fell away and revealed its
severed features.
It was emotionless and hairless, once perhaps canine but now the skin stretched so tightly
it was hard to tell, white light slowly fading from its eyes as brain matter and blood gushed out
from its halved head… and then it finally fell forwards on its knees before collapsing onto its
cut-in-half face with a twitch just as the second compartment was thrown open and Cherry and
Priest staggered out… and there was a loud thud as ahead, a third set of compartments crashed to
the ground, landing almost on top of each other and Priest cursing at this before the gathered
looked up in shock as one of the drop-ships slowly fell towards a huge silo in the distance,
chunks of flaming debris raining down from it before it crashed and went up in a massive
explosion as immense Gold Dragons and snarling gryphon mounts flew by overhead, Zerrex
looking up with a sharp curse… and then he glanced to the side to see Soul and Naganen
emerging, the reptile ordering as his eyes worriedly watched Cindy and Hope and Missy pushing
out of the piled compartments in the distance: “Everyone, get the portals together, we like don‟t
have a lot of time before-”
“Multiple hostiles detected on rapid approach, northbound. Recommendation: prepare for
enemy engagement.” Soul interrupted calmly, and Zerrex cursed, feeling desperate, before Soul
added: “Secondary data analysis confirms energy signatures of angels. Estimation: twenty.”
“Enforcers, defensive position!” Zerrex shouted, throwing a fist in the air, and the
enormous Dragokkaren that were quickly gathering all around them saluted sharply and then ran
towards the road, several dropping to one knee and looking through the scopes attached to their
weapons, scanning the areas ahead as others seized abandoned carts, ripped doors off buildings,
and several even managed to lift one of the fallen compartments between them with snarling
grunts of effort, beginning to quickly erect a defensive barricade as Zerrex let out a wheeze of
relief: they were more than capable of looking out for themselves, which would save him a lot of
time and effort ordering them around.
The reptile turned his attention to Missy as she approached, and he could see Cindy
ripping the doors off compartments in the distance as Hope began to pull out the containers for
the portals. The Benevolent skidded to a halt in front of him, and Zerrex pointed to the line of
Dragokkaren, saying quickly: “Help them out, enemies are approaching from that direction…
they could use a sniper keeping an eye on things.”
“Gotcha, Biggs.” Missy nodded quickly, heading past him, and then Zerrex glanced
towards Priest… but he and Cherry were already running down an alley towards another fallen
compartment faintly-visible against a large, cracked cement building, and Zerrex grimaced as he
looked back and forth. Ancient wooden structures and large but squat cement factories,

smokestacks here and there standing out of them, and this large road that cut through the
industrial area…
“We were off target by roughly two kilometers. This is the outer edge of Beggar‟s
Crossing.” Soul said calmly before Zerrex could ask, and the reptile shook his head a bit before
the female turned and walked towards the shattered window… and as if it was nothing, she
simply grabbed the bottom wall and ripped it down, walking inside and saying clearly:
“Initiating retrieval.”
“Naganen, stay here. I‟m going to help Soul grab some of the portal rings.” Zerrex said
quietly to his son, and the Naganatine nodded up at his father, still looking breathless before the
Drakkaren reached out and squeezed his shoulder, looking into his eyes quietly. “Try and see if
you can sense anyone approaching, any hostile energies at all. I don‟t want us getting ambushed
here, even if Soul says the only enemies are nor-”
A massive explosion went up in the distance, and the reptile looked up in sharp surprise
before a second blast went up… and Soul emerged a moment later from the interior of the house
as a Dragokkaren looked up from the defensive group, then leapt towards a nearby building and
quickly scaled the smooth walls with surprising grace, yanking himself onto the roofs to scout
ahead as Soul said quietly: “Unknown subjects detected. Analysis of blast indicates strong
presence of purification and presence of common improvised explosive materials detectable in
residue. Estimated distance from explosion: seven hundred meters.”
“Rebels, maybe?” Zerrex glanced towards Soul, and she nodded before heading back
inside as Zerrex hesitated a moment… then shook his head and followed her into the dingy, dark
atmosphere of the room beyond, the lizard muttering under his breath: “Makes sense… we‟re
causing a mess so they set stuff off. Might help us, too…”
The Drakkaren reached up as Soul yanked a large, flat casing out of a dented and
scratched compartment, and the lizard took it and quickly pulled it outside, where Naganen was
looking back and forth worriedly, pacing a bit. Zerrex frowned a bit at this, and then the
Naganatine shook his head, saying nervously: “Something… something‟s wrong, Dad… I can
feel it. I can feel it in my bones, in my soul…”
Zerrex grimaced a little, looking nervously at his son as Naganen breathed hard… and
then he said quietly: “Then let‟s hurry up and assemble this ring, okay? Whatever‟s wrong,
whatever‟s going on, it‟ll be easier to deal with when we‟re-”
“But why aren‟t we being attacked? Why aren‟t the enemies Soul sensed moving
forwards?” Naganen asked uneasily, and Zerrex frowned a bit at this even as he let the flat
container drop forwards, looking down as he realized the male was right: a Metatron and two
Dervishes was a pretty weak first line of defense, even if the enemy was being distracted by
whatever had just been blown to hell. “I dunno, Dad… there‟s…”
The Drakkaren only nodded silently, however, even as he dropped to a kneel and replied
quietly: “I know. You‟re right. But we can‟t stop now… there‟s no turning back, no running
away. We need to get these portals open and hope for the best, and have faith that no matter what
happens… we‟ll be able to handle it.”
He reached down, carefully grasping the top of the casing and pulling it backwards to
reveal the large, metallic ring inside and a set of steel extenders, and Naganen nodded quietly as
he pulled these extra bars quickly out before he grasped the ring and pulled it upwards with a
grunt as Zerrex slid the cover back upwards and locked it into place at the base of the ring once it
stood at ninety degrees, the casing now a solid base. The ring was perhaps eight feet in
diameter… but Zerrex and Naganen were able to carefully lift the top half of the ring from the

bottom half and then attach the extenders, the ring becoming more of a stretched, rounded
rectangle that now stood at almost double its original height, demonic crystal glowing inside the
extender rods and making the entire ring vibrate, runes pulsing slowly over the edges of the
portal.
The Drakkaren glanced to Naganen as Soul dragged another portal casing out, and
Naganen nodded quietly before he took a slow breath, raising his hands and concentrating… and
white energy sparked inside the portal ring sizzling out of existence. The male frowned a bit…
and then Zerrex cursed as he felt a distinct tingling burning over his scales, and a laugh echoed
through the air.
Zerrex snarled upwards as the sky above darkened… and then an enormous projection of
Job appeared, the bust image of the Naganatine floating overhead and looking down at them with
a scowl as he said coldly: “You played right into my hands… like I expected, you always have to
do everything yourself, you always have to be part of the first wave. Of course I knew you‟d land
here, at Beggar‟s Crossing… it was left purposefully undefended, but now a full army is
assembling at your back, and you have no escape. Your ships have been destroyed by the Flying
Guard and just to ensure there‟s no pesky interference, I‟ve had Beggar‟s Crossing encircled
with a giant warding circle. You can‟t escape, and now I‟ll have my armies kill you. Hell will
undoubtedly attack Heaven in outrage the moment I have the Prophets drop the vortex block,
leading to a bloody war… a terrible but necessary sacrifice that will allow me to again instill
order in this universe.”
“You‟re so far gone… what happened to you, Job?” Naganen asked quietly, and Job‟s
eyes sharpened as they looked down with a snarl at the Naganatine, who stepped forwards past
Zerrex, his fear and paleness lost as sadness, not anger, glimmered in his eyes, his arms opening
as he said softly: “Come on, enough. Let‟s talk about this. There‟s still time to fix everything…
we don‟t have to fight.”
“No, you don‟t. What you have to do is die.” Job said disgustedly, leaning back as he
glared down at them balefully… and then he frowned in the sky, the projection leaning forwards
as if to get a better view as he snapped: “What? Impossible!”
Zerrex frowned as he felt it too… and a moment later, reality trembled violently before a
massive Gateway opened behind the Drakkaren, and Job‟s eyes widened in horror as he leaned
back, Eratosthenes and Celeste walking through this before the Librarian pointed up at Job and
spat: “What‟s wrong, Lord God? Did you forget that your pathetic parlor tricks are nothing
compared to the magic of the First Gods?”
“No, no!” Job shouted furiously, and then he turned and snarled, in a language Zerrex
was horrified to realize was the same as that of the Guardians: “Ancient servants, destroy them in
the name of Creation!”
The illusion flickered out of being… and Gateways ripped open throughout the area,
Strange Beasts of all shape and size ripping through and charging towards them as Soul said
sharply: “Hostile presences once more on approach, northbound!”
“It‟s okay. Mom‟s coming.” Naganen said gently, as Zerrex snarled and reached up for
his sword… and then he frowned a bit as Naganen carefully grasped his forearm and pulled him
off the street and out of the way of the Gateway as Celeste and Eratosthenes quickly stepped to
the sides of the immense white rift as well… and a moment later, reality quaked before
Ancalagon ripped through the Gateway with a roar from all three of the immense dracolich‟s
heads, Sin standing on the creature‟s back with Anathema‟s bone armor locked over her body
and her undead sister obviously in control as she cackled, her arms spread wide and little Sammy

bristling on her shoulder as the Vipers that had been running down the path towards him tried to
skid to a halt with shrieks before the Terror‟s massive jaws lunged towards, ripping into Strange
Beasts and crushing them in its huge teeth as other heads breathed elemental destruction over the
battlefield.
Zerrex winced a bit… and then his eyes widened as more skeletons ripped out of the
Gateway: undead hydras, smaller but equally-terrifying skeletal dragons, shambling revenants
and grinning bone-warriors carrying rusted weaponry. The army of the dead surged into Heaven
as Anathema Sin leapt off Ancalagon‟s back as it plowed into a Leviathan and tackled it to the
ground before ripping its arms and head off with powerful bites from all three jaws, sending up a
gory explosion of electrified blood as the fused Naganatine screamed in fury to the skies above:
“Oh brother Job, your sister‟s coming to give you a hug!”
Ahead, Cindy cursed as she seized a Viper that pounced towards her by the chest and
slung it backwards with a snarl… before she simply stared in shock as an undead hydra plowed
into it, its skeletal jaws greedily ripping through the creature and carrying it backwards as it
howled in agony before it was torn almost in half, and the Strange Beast went up in a powerful
explosion that didn‟t even make the stampeding, skeletal hydra stagger as it simply barreled
forwards and trampled a Phase Hound that attempted too late to leap out of the way.
The female winced a bit as she staggered out of the way of the stampede, Hope leaning
backwards beside her in shock… and then she turned as the ranks went from undead war-beasts
to undead warriors, turning and working her way quickly back through the crowd as the massive
Gateway continued to shimmer violently, rejoining her father as Priest and Cherry did the same,
Celeste and the Librarian standing nearby as the Great Mother said quietly: “I did not wish to
stand by and do nothing. Eratosthenes and I decided we would attempt to open a Great Gateway.
It worked better than anticipated.”
Eratosthenes grunted, then looked up as Vivien stormed through the Gateway, huge battle
axe on her shoulder, and with her came the other High Thrones, included in their ranks now
Desire, as she held herself with Lily‟s regal presence, her mother‟s massive Smiting Rod in her
hands… and then the Gateway fizzled violently, and Error‟s eyes snapped immediately up to a
Chanter standing on a nearby rooftop before Celeste said quietly: “Goodbye.”
The Chanter glowed before it simply exploded into chunks of blood and gore, Zerrex
wincing at the bloody neon rain that fell around them before Naganen looked towards Mercy and
Vivien, raising his hand and saying quickly: “There‟s a ward, but… but if we work together, we
might be able to break it. Mercy, can you take off your collar, we need to amplify the spell…”
Vivien looked at Zerrex quickly, and when the Drakkaren nodded, she said quietly:
“Very well. The Royal Guards have begun to march through but admittedly it would be much
better if we could use the portal rings… I imagine holding this Gateway open must be taxing.”
“It drains our energies less than you would think.” Celeste said softly, and then she
glanced up as platoons of Royal Guards marched by, quickly beginning to flood their way
through the area, spreading throughout Beggar‟s Crossing as she said softly: “Reckless and
fearless and courageous. I am impressed with them. They march into an impossible battle… but
they do not stop pressing forwards.”
Vivien grunted as she turned towards Naganen as Mercy pulled her collar open, and then
she reached her hands out… and Naganen took one and Vivien the other before Naganen began
to murmur, and the females looked surprised before they followed his lead as Zerrex stepped
back, grimacing and looking up as more of his Disciples began to flood through the portal amidst
the Royal Guards… and then he staggered back in surprise, the others looking up in shock as

well as a bright pillar of light erupted upwards and became like liquid as it shot towards the sky,
then splashed back down in a translucent shockwave that tore through the area, light rippling past
them and making Zerrex‟s scales tingle… before reality around them rumbled and the spiritual
pressure immediately began to lighten, Naganen wheezing a bit as he smiled awkwardly and
dropped their hands, Vivien and Mercy both looking at him before the High Queen said slowly:
“That was Archmage level magic, Naganen… where did you learn to focus Purification like that,
to destroy physical wards?”
“It was more of a pulse of energy than anything else… push hard enough against
anything and… it breaks.” Naganen said lamely as he blushed a bit… and then Zerrex reached
up and grasped his shoulder, and the Naganatine blushed a bit and looked at him quietly:
“Besides, Dad‟s right. We need to focus on what‟s going on here… although now we should be
able to open vortexes, at least temporarily. I don‟t know how long it‟ll last, though…”
“Then we follow the lead our Royal Guards and undead army has made in Heaven‟s
defenses to a larger area to summon forth the rest of our allies. Celeste, Librarian, will you two
be alright here with a contingent of protectors, continuing to maintain this rift?”
The two Strange Beasts nodded, and Zerrex smiled a little at them, Celeste looking back
with her strange, distant affection and Error giving a slow smile to the Drakkaren… and then the
reptile turned ahead and winced when Anathema Sin shouted down at him from the rooftop
ahead, beckoning wildly: “Come on, come on, I‟m eager to attack! I can sense angels assembling
ahead, it won‟t be long before they try to portal in and surround us here!”
Zerrex grunted, and then he looked back and forth to the gathered group and grinned
slightly: everyone, from Naganen to Vivien, looked ready to do their part, and the Drakkaren
nodded firmly. “You heard her. Let‟s move forwards!”
With that, the Drakkaren turned and ran down the side of the road, past marching Royal
Guards, and Vivien quickly caught up to one side of him with a grin, her dark battle armor
glinting in Heaven‟s bright sunlight as Amiglion, Selena, Mercy, and Desire followed quickly
behind them… and behind the High Thrones, came many others: friends and Disciples who had
come through the Gateway, and the seven others Zerrex had made the initial attack with, as the
team of Dragokkaren continued to calmly hold their position and Strange Beasts stood by the
Gateway, other Royal Guards quickly beginning to take up defensive positions as well, as they
had been trained and ordered to do.
Anathema Sin laughed as she ran along the rooftops, Sammy hissing on her shoulder
before a Phase Hound appeared in front of her… and without slowing down, she dealt a
devastating kick to its face, sending it flying through the air with a yelp before her claws glowed
purple as she leapt forwards and ripped her metallic, bone-plated hands through the creature,
shredding it in halves and grinning darkly as it fell in two pieces and exploded. On the ground,
the other Strange Beasts already lay dying and dead… and then she leapt off the last large
concrete building to crash to the road and land in a kneel before wending her way through a
platoon of Royal Guards to join the others, saying clearly to Zerrex: “I want to enjoy his death,
Zerrex. I want to drink down his suffering. Sister and I both… we are very, very angry.”
“We have to take him alive first, make him confess what he‟s done.” Vivien said quietly,
and then she grimaced and skidded to a halt with the others as they reached the edge of Beggar‟s
Crossing and looked out onto the Great Road… but the enormous, dirt expanse was covered in
ashes, and Royal Guards and undead creature were both locked in combat with Knights,
Paladins, Dervishes, and Strange Beasts, the fields to either side splattered with blood and burn
marks, unnatural flames here and there and once-beautiful statues that had stood sentinel marred

and blackened and laying in broken rubble as blood bubbled out of the marble stone. “This will
do.”
Vivien walked forwards, Naganen, Mercy and Amiglion stepping up beside her, and the
four leaned forwards as they rose their hands… and white energy shocked through the area
before spiraling, black and white rifts slowly ripped open in reality, four massive tunnels forming
and demonic soldiers, Disciples, and others streaming out of these, including Dragokkaren and
Dragon Warriors and other members of Zerrex‟s personal guard. They wasted no time in
charging towards the nearest opponents, Sacrifices with scythes and massive cleavers grinning
and their eyes burning in anticipation of new scars and agony as they lashed their weapons into
monsters three times their size, Dragon Warriors thundering into combat against Dervishes that
wielded weapons with just as much power and skill, Knights of Heaven falling back as Royal
Guards of Elysium sprinted fearlessly into combat.
Zerrex began to step forwards… and then Anathema Sin seized his shoulder, saying
quietly: “Sister and I feel we don‟t have the luxury of time. We shall pursue you on foot,
portalling distances whenever we feel we‟re in a pocket where the powers of the Prophets or
Metatrons have faltered for whatever reason, but you must go ahead of us. You must stop Job…
the passage of time is ruthless, and the passing of every minute is another that he can use to sway
those in Heaven who are opposed to his thoughts and ideas. You must stop our lost brother.”
With that, Anathema Sin flicked her arm out, and Sammy skittered down it, running a
short distance ahead before he chirped, then growled and snarled as his slowly began to grow
and expand, bones thickening and lengthening, becoming slightly darker as his high hisses
became guttural roars until he was some ten feet long… and Zerrex both grinned and winced at
the idea as Vivien said coldly: “She‟s right. But we won‟t be far behind… the Great Road is a
long, straight stretch, and while we‟ll have to deal with defenders on the ground, we have toys of
our own on the way.”
“I‟ll go with Zerrex, too. He‟ll need support, there are other beasts in the air.” Cindy said
quietly, and then she leaned forwards and closed her eyes as her body expanded slightly and
became metallic, before glowing wings of white energy, angelic and flowing and radiant with
light, tore out of her back, and Zerrex looked at her quietly before she smiled grimly at him. “I‟m
not going to lose you, Daddy. Not ever again.”
“It‟s a good idea, Zerrex.” Cherry said softly, and the Drakkaren looked at her with
surprise before she grinned and saluted sharply. “I trust you, Zerrex. I trust you with my life, my
love, my soul. You‟re my Captain and Commander and my Master and my God, and I am and
always will be your second, and your darkness. Take Cindy with you, we‟ll shadow you from the
ground with the others.”
“Alright. You‟re right, we have to move fast.” Zerrex said quietly, gazing back and forth
over his Disciples, his family, his friends… and then he leapt onto Sammy‟s back, and the
dragon growled eagerly as the amber flames in his eyes glowed before the reptile leaned
forwards and looked over his shoulder with a grim smile. “I expect you to follow behind close,
though…”
“Oh, don‟t worry.” Cherry glanced over at Vivien as the Celestial Devil‟s eyes glowed. “I
told Vivien all about how we won against Heaven last time… I think we‟re going to end up using
the same tactics once our friends get here. You just make sure we don‟t reach the Senate
Building before you do.”
Zerrex snorted at this, and then he looked ahead and nudged Sammy‟s ribs with his heels
as he grasped tightly into his collarbone, and the skeletal dragon threw his head back and roared

before leaping into the air as thick white webbing formed between the bones of his wings,
flapping the appendages awkwardly before he tilted his body upwards and shot into the air with
surprising speed, and Cindy hesitated, then turned and grabbed Cherry, yanking her forwards and
kissing her roughly and passionately for a moment as the muscular female‟s eyes widened in
shock before Cindy stepped back and said quietly: “I love you. I‟ll protect Daddy.”
Then she turned and leapt into the air, and Cherry grinned widely as she slowly rubbed
the back of her wrist across her lips, rumbling: “Ain‟t that everyone‟s dream, having a good guy
to go home to and a good girl to fight for. Vivien, what‟s your orders?”
“Help clear the area while we wait for our vehicles to make their way through.” Vivien
replied calmly, and Cherry and Priest both exchanged grins before they both leapt off into the
fray, and without bothering to look, the Celestial Devil gestured to Selena, Desire, and the others.
“Go ahead.”
A good portion of the group shot away as Vivien stood calmly, Naganen, Mercy and
Hope remaining beside her before she looked up sharply as several dragons shot overhead,
followed by the large gryphon mounts, and she gritted her teeth, muttering: “Watch yourself,
Zerrex…”
The Drakkaren was racing through the skies upon Sammy‟s back, Cindy easily keeping
pace with him before she snarled as a blue fireball shot by, half-spinning around to see a large,
long-necked Gold Dragon racing behind them, its jaws snapping greedily towards them as it
drew closer and closer, two Knights in white armor on its back: one of them was unsteadily
trying to aim his crossbow, but the bolt of light went wild as the bestial dragon lunged again with
a snarl, biting at Sammy‟s tail… and the skeletal dragon glanced over its shoulder with a hiss
before it swung its bony tail back, then lashed the large, morning-star-like head on the end of it
into the Gold Dragon‟s face, knocking the large reptile backwards with a squeal of pain as one of
its horns shattered and the spikes upon the sphere of bone ripped into an eye, the Dragon
spiraling downwards as it bucked both the riders from its back.
Other Gold Dragons were gaining on them from behind, however, as well as smaller,
sleeker gryphons: these latter beasts had the heads and enormous wings of eagles, with
quadrupedal bodies of lions and thick, shaggy manes, heavy saddles over their backs and their
eyes almost glowing as they screamed war cries as they shot towards them. Paladins leaned
forwards over them, in lightweight versions of their golden armor, many of them with bolas in
their hands and golden swords or enormous war hammers hanging from the saddles before one
flung its weighted weapon forwards, the bola singing through the air as the heavy white spheres
at either end of the thick chain glowed… and Cindy lunged behind her father‟s back, shooting by
in a flash and catching the bola before slinging it back at the Paladin, and it snapped tight around
his throat, knocking him backwards with a gargle and sending him flying off his steed as the
gryphon veered to the side and crashed into a Gold Dragon, the two clawing at each other as the
riders on its back were sent flying before the aerial beasts tangled and plummeted from the skies
together.
Then, at either side of them, gryphon riders ripped out of the clouds, one of them hurling
a silver net towards Cindy, and the female‟s eyes widened before she shrieked as it crashed over
her, her wings of energy sizzling and tearing through the links even as it sealed itself around her
body and sent her rolling backwards, and Zerrex shouted his daughter‟s name as he looked over
his shoulder in horror before the rider on the other side of him swung his hammer hard into the
reptile‟s right arm and the gryphon threw itself bodily against Sammy, the bone dragon snarling
as its wings stuttered on the air.

Zerrex snarled, then swung his right arm out as the Paladin began to draw his hammer
back again, and he slapped the rider‟s weapon from its grips before the reptile seized him by the
limb, the Paladin looking surprised before Zerrex half-turned and flung him to the other side. He
yelled, flailing his limbs as he shot through the air and crashed into the other rider and gryphon,
clawing madly for purchase at it as the other Paladin flailed his arms before his gryphon shrieked
as its wing was ripped into by the falling Paladin‟s desperate hands, and it veered out of control
towards the ground below.
Sammy lunged upwards as the other gryphon tried to continue its attack even without the
rider, but it passed uselessly beneath the bone dragon before Sammy‟s fore- and hind-claws
descended, ripping swathes through its shoulders, flanks, and back and kicking it savagely
backwards into the face of one of the pursuing Gold Dragons. The flying reptile was stunned by
the heavy body of the gryphon smashing against it, rearing backwards as one of the Angelic
Knights fell with a yell and the other seized into the neck of the dragon, clinging to it for dear
life before the golden-scaled beast lazily hovered in midair, looking back and forth as if
confused.
Zerrex glanced over his shoulder and snorted at this, realizing the mounts were less-thanefficiently trained… and then he grinned even as another gryphon joined the two Gold Dragons
still pursuing him, before wincing when one of the Dragons leaned forwards and spat a blue
fireball towards him… but the reptile slapped this away, making the Armor of Naganis sizzle
before he glared at it as his eyes glowed green, and the Gold Dragon growled as it resisted for a
moment… then it simply went insane, thrashing back and forth in midair and howling and
roaring as it lashed and tore wildly at the Gold Dragon beside it as it bucked its riders off its
back.
The other Dragon shrieked, shoving back with its claws before it gargled when the
maddened ally‟s jaws settled on its throat, and the two dropped like stones together towards the
Great Road below, crashing in a hail of bodies into a barricade being slowly erected by Angelic
Knights and sending chunks of steel and wood flying in all directions. Following them, three of
the Knights that had been riding on top of the aerial steeds crashed to the ground a moment later
with sickening crunches… the last had been unfortunate enough to be dragged beneath the body
of its mount and crushed.
One of the Knights slowly began to peel himself off the ground, gasping hard, one of the
angel‟s wings limp and broken as blood spilled through the crevices of his armor… and then the
maddened dragon slowly tore itself away from the other dead beast with a snarl, and its jaws
lashed out, biting savagely into the leg of the broken Knight and lifting him into the air with a
scream before it snapped its head to the side and threw the angel into another section of
barricade, sending him crashing through it as sandbags toppled from the wooden structure and
splinters flew in every direction as it tipped slowly, and then the Gold Dragon staggered to its
feet and roared, breathing blue flames over the Great Road and settling the barricades and
barriers into flame even as Paladins ran forwards to neutralize the massive beast as it howled and
thrashed back and forth.
Spears sank into its chest, ripping through its ribs as it shrieked and staggered
backwards… and then it flopped forwards, dead, as one of the Paladins yanked his weapon free
and the others simply stepped nervously away, grasping at the hilts of the swords sheathed at
their side… and then angels looked up in shock as yells rose up before a barricade exploded into
shrapnel, angels flying in all directions as Ancalagon and several bone dragons stormed forwards
with roars, Anathema Sin once more riding the great beast‟s back as she laughed… and riding

behind her, several upon skeletal steeds and the others in buggies and jeeps covered in black
metal plating and burning demonic runes, warriors of Elysium followed, Missy whooping as she
leaned over a gatling gun mounted on top of one of the latter vehicles, leaning over it opening
fire as Lone twisted the wheel of the vehicle rapidly, Vampire cackling beside him as he leaned
out of the window with a shotgun and blasted a volley of iron slugs into the unlucky face of a
gaping angelic knight.
Then Mahihko shot by with a yelp, riding on the back of a skeletal hydra, his rifle on his
back and his black uniform clinging tight to his slender frame as he rode with the stampede, then
winced when his hydra trampled an angel that was too slow to get out of the way as Lone drove
quickly up through the back beside him, the wolf leaning out and tossing his lever-action shotgun
to the smaller lupine as he shouted: “Remember what Vivien said!”
Mahihko nodded quickly, and the wolves broke apart, Mahihko riding ahead as
Anathema Sin ran up to the top of Ancalagon‟s center head, raising her arms as her body glowed
with terrible power… and the eyes of the dead dragons and gryphons snapped open, the corpses
slowly rising to their feet as jaws of the dragons gaped and acidic drool dripped from their maws,
steam floating slowly up from their scales, spears still sticking out of the chest of one of the
mighty beasts as it threw its head back with a roar… and a Paladin looked back in shock before
the dragon‟s jaws snapped down and tore through his face, ripping his head completely from his
shoulders and sending him spilling backwards in a bloody spray.
Spike tore down the road in a buggy, grimacing as he spun the wheel rapidly as a Paladin
charged towards the small, lightly-armored vehicle with a snarl, and the Craven skidded around
in a one-eighty as he drew his handgun and leaned backwards, firing several silver bullets into
the angel‟s kneecaps. The Paladin immediately staggered, flailing its arms as it fell forwards and
smashed the underside of its muzzle against the back wall of the cart-like vehicle, stunning
itself… and then Spike shifted into reverse and slammed his foot on the gas pedal, the vehicle‟s
tires squealing and kicking up dirt before it shot overtop the Paladin with a crunch, crushing it
into the ground and knocking most of the fight from it before the wolf rapidly worked the
gearshift and twisted the wheel, spinning back around and shooting towards one of the heavier
barricades further down the road, ignoring Angelic Knights shooting at him with arrows and
bolts of light from bows and crossbows as he leaned down to dig out an explosive charge.
He turned the wheel quickly as he activated the large, disc-shaped bomb in his hand,
sharply turning even as he skidded towards the wall, and he tossed the explosive out almost
absently before gunning the engine and shooting away from the barricade… and as one of the
Knights yelled in victory, another leaned dumbly over the wall to stare down at the small,
beeping device stuck to it before it exploded in a devastating blast, obliterating the wall and
sending angels flying in all directions with howls of agony.
Mahihko‟s hydra almost crashed into another section of the large barricade that had been
erected, the wolf cursing as he rose the small shotgun and fired a blast into the chest of a Paladin
sprinting towards him even as he channeled his powers down the weapon as well, and
electrically-charged pellets smashed into the armor-plated chest of the tall Paladin, the angel
stumbling backwards with a curse before Mahihko aimed the shotgun upwards and fired a
second blast directly into the air, the pellets leaving a long streaking trail behind them, before he
kicked the sides of his hydra, sending it charging away… and, at the rear of the battlefield,
Vivien looked up at the flare of electricity that shot through the air before she shouted: “Fire!”
Beside her, a massive artillery cannon covered in cables and demonic runes hissed as
energy sparked along the barrel… and then it fired a large black sphere, dark lightning sparking

over this as it sailed through the air towards where the flare had come up from, crashing down
into the wall… and going up in a massive torrent of dark energy and black flame that obliterated
the barricade and everything surrounding it, dark lightning sparking back and forth through the
blackened crater left behind as Mahihko charged back towards where Lone had parked the jeep,
Missy snarling on the back of the vehicle as the gatling gun whirred and snarled, bullets
exploding out in a steady, murderous stream into the ranks of angels around them, focusing on
the larger and much-more-dangerous Paladins over the white-armored Knights.
Then Mahihko squealed as a fireball slammed into his hydra from the side, thrown by a
Metatron, and the skeleton exploded into fragments beneath him, sending him flying through the
air… and Lone cursed as he kicked the door open before leaping outwards with a snarl, reaching
a hand towards the smaller wolf as the little lupine slung a hand out towards him… and they
crashed into each other in midair, their bodies becoming like liquid light as they melded together
and dropped to the ground as one entity with an athletic frame, dressed in Lone‟s vest and jeans
but with Mahihko‟s hoops on a belt at its sides and the lever action shotgun dangling from its
hand, eyes glowing silver for a moment and ram‟s horns twisting out the sides of its skull as it
flexed slowly. Its body was a mixture of the two, and the collar around its neck possessed a
white-and-black yin-yang symbol that glowed like its irises before it turned towards the
Metatron, channeling electricity down the shotgun and firing three short volleys towards the
angel.
The first blast knocked it staggering backwards and sent sparks flying as the electrified
rounds bounced off its facemask, but the second and third were deflected by a translucent halfdome of light, as it said in a cold voice: “Chancellor Naganis has ordered the neutralization of all
demonic forces. Do not resist.”
“Suck on this!” the combined wolf roared back as it rose its other hand into the air, and a
blast of lightning ripped down from the skies and smashed into its back, sending the Metatron
flying forwards before the mixed-wolf rose one large paw and kicked it savagely in the stomach,
knocking it to a kneel before he snarled and shoved the shotgun against the back of its neck
behind the mask, pulling the trigger and blowing apart its upper spine in a hail of blood and bone
matter. The Metatron finally collapsed, and the lupine known as Mahone shook its head quickly
before Vampire whistled at him from the jeep, shouting: “Hey, come on, we don‟t got all day!
We don‟t wanna be late, do we?”
Mahone grinned as he ran towards the jeep, leaping back into it and slamming the door
shut as he tossed the shotgun to Vampire and started the engine of the vehicle just as a volley of
black spheres flew overhead to crash into the already-damaged barrier… and the eruptions of
dark energy almost completely annihilated the wall, leaving nothing but smoking, burnt and
shallow craters in the Great Road as Cherry and Priest shot by on armored motorcycles, the
female‟s eyes burning with glee as she shot past a Paladin that snarled at her… then turned and
stared as a massive war transport with a gigantic, scythe-like plow on the front ripped towards
him, the vehicle still lugging a trailer that carried a jeep and two unused motorcycles as it tore
through the battlefield, Huck cackling behind the wheel of this and Mengele sitting beside him,
the dire wolf tinkering absently with something and looking unimpressed even as the enormous,
plow crushed the Paladin into the ground and Huck leaned on the horn with a gleeful yell.
Other war transports – armor plated, covered in spikes and often with massive plows that
acted as both shield as well as battering rams – were slowly lugging enormous mortar cannon
forwards, and now Combat Armors were striding forwards through the battlefield as well,
Dragokkaren and pilots in grey uniforms in many of these, all simple models with large,

electrified blades at the end of one arm and machine guns on the other, armor plating enhanced
with demonic runes over their bodies.
Their march was brutal and hard, armored demonic transports that walked upon eight
long, segmented legs like massive spiders carrying spherical, almost-impenetrable bodies, inside
which sat Naganen, Marina, Mercy, and others. Marina‟s eyes glowed with psychic power as she
watched the battle inside her mind from countless eyes, smiling coldly as every now and then her
irises flicked to the side… and although none of the others sitting with her could see it, they
knew that every time her eyes moved, an enemy was killed outside the safety of their transport,
as weapons were ripped from hands to bite into the skulls and chests of their owners, as brains
were crushed inside skulls, as hearts exploded from sudden bursts of uncontrollable terror and
adrenaline.
Vivien herself rode upon an immense, demonic wyrm, the drake covered in steel-like
black scales and breathing smog as its red eyes glowed, the reigns attached to a spiked collar
around the creature‟s neck as acid dripped from its fangs. Her facemask was sealed shut over her
features, her battle axe hanging from one hand as she looked ahead while one of the four-legged,
low-built demon-mount‟s claws slowly ground an Angelic Knight‟s skull into the ground before
crushing helm and head like a tomato as its spike-layered tail snapped back and forth, and then
Vivien pointed ahead as she ordered in demonic: “To the head of the pack, Vladimir!”
The drake hissed and nodded, then lunged forwards into a surprisingly-fast sprint, Vivien
holding herself high in the saddle as the armor plates and thick mesh that covered the upper
body, limbs, neck, and skull of the beast jangled with its quick movements, and as a Paladin
began to turn towards them, Vivien slashed her axe hard upwards and outwards as she shot by,
decapitating it and sending the angel collapsing to its knees in a spray of blood, before she
whirled the heavy weapon over her head as the wyrm reared back with a snarl as several angelic
knights charged forwards with spears before it roared and unleashed and blast of black,
poisonous smoke over the aggressors… and a moment later, only one of the knights stumbled out
of the cloud, screaming as his flesh literally melted off his bones and his armor rapidly rusted
and decayed, the cloud of gaseous acid vanishing rapidly before the demonic mount leapt over
the rotten remains of the other Knights and continued to charge forwards.
Zerrex was still airborne ahead of the group… and Cindy had rejoined him now, flying
side-by-side with him again. She had been dragged almost all the way to the ground before
becoming ethereal and simply letting the netting pass through her, but had ended up in a short
tangle with two Gold Dragons herself… but she was none the worse for wear except for a few
minor rips in her clothes, her glowing wings carrying her easily beside her father before she
cursed under her breath: the Senate Building was visible in the distance now, but between them
and it floated not only roughly a dozen gryphons with Paladin riders, but also several enormous,
black islands, almost perfectly spherical and with large silver railings standing out of them and
spikes jutting from their tops, electricity shooting back and forth between these before Sammy
reared back with a howl of surprise as white energy built into a sphere above one of the islands
before it shot towards them.
Zerrex winced… and then Cindy shot in front of him, bringing an arm up across her body
and cursing as the holy energy bounced off her metallic scales as they glowed ,the orb flying
upwards and exploding in a sizzle of energy… and then the other islands began to glow as well,
and the Purification in the air increased, forming an almost-solid wall of white energy as the
Paladins rose crossbows and fired bolts of light through this, Cindy bringing her hands up and
creating a solid wall in defense as Sammy hovered slowly.

The Drakkaren cursed as he looked over his shoulder: more Gold Dragons were coming
towards them, they didn‟t have a lot of time… before he looked to the side in surprise and Cindy
flinched in shock as a rift opened and Maria slowly rose up out of it, the Broken‟s chains floating
around her as she said softly: “I saw the energy in the air from the battlefield… I thought I could
give you a hand.”
“I know you‟re strong and all, Maria… but how do you plan to get past that? Those
floating islands are generating a hell of a lot of energy and I don‟t think we have the time to
break through their defenses and fight them one-by-one.” Zerrex replied with a frown, and Maria
only smiled before she slowly turned towards the islands, her body thrumming with power as she
slowly rose her arms.
“With a symphony.” she said quietly, bowing her head forwards… and then Zerrex stared
in shock as he began to move and flick her hands as if directing a mighty orchestra, and
powerful, massive explosions of Unworld energy began to rip through the air along the defensive
line the angels had set up, battering against the holy barrier and sparking past it in immense
bolts of dark lightning and waves of black fire, explosions thundering through the air in a terrible
and powerful harmony that echoed violently through the skies as gryphons were sent hurtling
downwards like black comets, Paladins exploded into bloody rain consumed in dark fire, and the
islands began to crack and rumble as energy violently sparked around them, slowly beginning to
fall from the sky.
One of the floating islands shattered in half, exploding in a powerful shockwave that sent
enormous chunks of stone hailing down into the ranks of a gathered army of angels below, and
Sammy reared back again in shock as the defensive wall of holy energy flickered violently out as
more of the islands began to slowly collapse, Maria hovering backwards and breathing hard as
Zerrex stared at her with amazement: not just because of the sheer power backing the attack, but
because it had been one of the signature abilities of Camus, and one of his most devastating.
“Maria, I…”
“I think I need to get some rest… but that should clear the path for you, Grandfather. The
others will arrive soon, and Cindy is strong enough to handle the rest.” Marina replied tiredly, as
a rift slowly opened beneath her feet, and she sank downwards into this as she smiled lovingly
over at him, saying softly: “I‟ll be waiting for you to come back, alive…”
“I‟m… I‟m not gonna die.” Zerrex reaffirmed his promise quietly, and Cindy nodded as
she allowed the wall of energy to drop in front of her, the two looking forwards before Zerrex
gritted his teeth and leaned ahead… but then Sammy‟s flight halted as Cindy flew in front of him
and turned around, and the reptile frowned a bit, asking quietly: “What is it?”
“Look, Daddy… it‟s a straight path to the Senate Building from here, there‟s little
defenses, Job is waiting for you… and you have to go and face him and his Purifier, his
murderer.” Cindy said quietly, meeting his eyes… and then she looked past him, saying coldly:
“I‟ll stop the uninvited guests from interrupting your chat with them.”
Zerrex glanced over his shoulder towards the approaching Gold Dragons, then he turned
back around to argue… and Cindy grasped his shoulders and kissed him quietly for a moment,
silencing him before she met his eyes and said sharply: “Remember your promise. Sammy, go!”
Cindy reached down and slapped the flank of the skeletal dragon, and Sammy roared as
he shot forwards, Zerrex cursing and reaching back towards his daughter… but Cindy only
smiled faintly and waved to him slowly before she slowly turned back around, breathing quietly
as she faced towards the fast-approaching five Gold Dragons, Knights on the back aiming at her

with their crossbows… then snarled and rose her hands, shouting furiously as blue energy sizzled
over her body and her wings of energy glowed brightly: “I am not afraid!”
The five Gold Dragons swept down with the force of a hurricane… and Cindy met them
like a mighty, towering mountain, a dragon‟s jaws lunging downwards only to meet her gloved
first and be sent rocketing backwards as she slashed a wing of white energy out like a blade into
the chest of another, blood exploding from the wound as it screamed and flew backwards as a tail
lashed across her back and buffeted her to the side before another dragon crashed headlong into
it, sending her shooting downwards… but Cindy caught herself in mid-fall and launched back
into the sky, her wings flapping hard and sending her rushing upwards as a sphere of energy
formed in her hand.
She flung this downwards as a dragon opened its maw, and the glowing orb flew between
its jaws and exploded in a massive blast of energy that dissolved its head, the creature‟s wings
flapping weakly once before it began to fall towards the ground, one of the riders lunging free…
and Cindy shot down like a rocket even as other Gold Dragons bit and clawed at her, ripping her
clothes and sending up sparks before she collided in a savage ram with the airborne angel,
sending it shooting downwards like a meteor as its wings snapped out of place and it rocketed
down to crash into the ground far below with a sickening crunch.
The snarling, metallic female half-spun as another dragon lunged at her, her foot
whipping out and the heel crushing in its cheekbone, sending its head lashing to the side as it
howled and its thick body continued to launch forwards… and Cindy caught the massive beast in
her arms, sinking a little lower as her claws sank into its broad form before her wings flapped
powerfully as she began to spin, yanking the creature slowly around, then faster, and faster, into
a blurring whirl as the riders were thrown free and the dragon howled miserably… and then
Cindy suddenly halted as she threw it hard into another Gold Dragon, the creature colliding like
a truck with the other beast and knocking them both backwards before Cindy vanished from the
spot and reappeared on the other side of the tangled mess of dragons, seizing one of the startled
beasts by the back and diving towards the ground, shoving them both downwards in a tangle of
draconic mount as the angels trapped on the back of the other beast howled in terror before
Cindy shoved downwards and arched her back to shoot back into the air, a massive comet made
of thrashing dragons crashing loudly down into the ground as shocked angels pointed skywards
and fired bolts and arrows of light at her as she shot back into the air, heading straight towards
another dragon as it dove at her.
This time Cindy smashed her fists down into the muzzle of the dragon, knocking its head
down in a burst of blood as she half-flipped overtop it and slammed both her feet out over its
back to crash into the Angelic Knight on top of the mount, the warrior screaming in agony as he
was sent flying backwards, bowling his friend over and off the back of the beast as he sailed
through thin air… and then Cindy reached down and seized the tail of the dragon before it could
shoot entirely by, half-spinning and roaring as she yanked it back into the air, the tail ripping off
the dragon as it flipped skywards with a squeal of agony to crash into the last surviving member
of the group, knocking it backwards just as it spat a blast of blue flame that went wild before the
tailless dragon half-fell and then quickly scrambled away through the air, awkwardly fleeing the
battle as its wings flapped madly.
Then the Knights on top of the dragon simply screamed and leapt off it as Cindy‟s eyes
burned with fury before she lunged upwards as the dragon dove and reared back to snatch at her
with its claws, and she dropped low before her fists slammed into its stomach, ripping holes
through its body as if she was striking with a spiked hammer and not merely her gloved hands,

the dragon screaming as it its wings stuttered wildly and tried to carry it backwards before Cindy
shot upwards, wrapping her arms around its neck before she jackknifed its shoulders and twisted
hard to snap it loudly, the dragon‟s eyes bulging as it vomited fire and blood, its body going
limp… and Cindy half-rolled in midair on her side, her wings of energy leaving large burn-marks
against its body before she flung the beast downwards, and Angelic knights scattered in all
directions before the corpse of the Gold Dragon smashed down and Cindy dropped from the air
to crash-land on top of it in a kneel, arching her back and roaring as the metal over her body
glowed and her frame expanded, becoming masculine and terrifying as her wings flapped
violently and burned radiantly, roaring: “Who‟s next?”
Holy Dervishes ran forwards from either side… and Cindy leapt towards the nearest, now
easily as tall as the towering warrior and slamming a fist into the ground to shatter the earth,
cracks ripping through the Great Road and stumbling the creature before she reached up and
seized the handle of its axe, her knee driving into its chest before she slammed the pole of the
weapon upwards into its helmeted head, knocking it staggering as she cocked the axe back,
paused for a moment as it flailed its arms… and then lashed out with a savage grin, slicing the
Dervish in front of her in half and letting the axe snap hard outwards to the side to sink into the
body of the other Dervish as well, the armored holy warrior halting immediately with the war
axe halfway buried through it… and Cindy released the weapon, turning towards the emotionless
giant as she balled her hand into a fist before smashing once, twice, thrice into its face, knocking
it to a kneel before she seized the back of its head and drove her metallic knee into its head,
crushing its features to a pulp and sending it slowly falling backwards.
She breathed hard as Dervishes, Paladins and Knights surrounded her, Metatrons here
and there in the crowd preparing spells as ripples travelled through the Purification-heavy air.
Cindy‟s eyes flickered back and forth as she snarled… and then she looked up in dumb shock as
Cherry shot over the barrier on her motorcycle with a loud cackle, grinning savagely as she
shouted cheerfully: “Say hello to my little friend!”
Ancalagon smashed through the wall behind her, the three-headed skeletal dragon roaring
and sending massive blasts of flame, cold, and acidic gas rushing over the gathered group of
soldiers, ripping terrible swathes of elemental destruction of the Great Road as Anathema Sin
walked fearlessly into the battleground, Sin‟s metallic hands burning with terrible purple energy
before she flexed one slowly and whispered: “As terrible as the darkness that envelopes the
moon, no shell shall protect your soul, now we cast you to your doom…”
Then she glanced up irritably as the dracolich stormed forwards and a Dervish managed
to slip past… but in a moment, Justice ran past her and slammed a fist forwards, knocking the
emotionless giant backwards as her serrated tentacles lashed outwards like blades and tore
through the creature‟s chest one after another, knocking it onto its back and pinning it for a
moment as it shuddered and died before they tore free, and the Naganatine couldn‟t help but grin
over her shoulder as she asked playfully: “Really, isn‟t that in bad taste? Poems written for
Mephistopheles, imagining his conquering of Heaven…”
“Yes, but now it is Zerrex, who carries our First Father‟s soul and energies inside him,
that attacks Heaven itself… the irony calls for at least a little black comedy.” Anathema Sin
replied easily, and then she flicked her wrist out, and a wand of bone appeared in it before she
casually held this up, and it transformed into a massive, serrated sword, the fused Naganatine
leaning forwards and licking hungrily along this. “Deacon Justice… since Lord Zerrex is not
here… will you give sister and myself permission to vent our terrible hungers?”

“I would encourage it, sisters, as my eyes see the true battle is about to begin.” Justice
said softly, even as other Disciples and warriors began to arrive amidst the flood of Royal
Guards, undead warriors, and soldiers of Elysium… and Anathema Sin glanced up before she
snarled as massive Gateways ripped open in an almost-solid line, a small army of Phase Hounds
and Vipers lunging out of these and charging towards them, trampling terrified Angelic Knights
and knocking over surprised Paladins as a line of Leviathans and Viper Aegis followed at a
slower, colder pace… and last, came a smaller but far-more-terrifying group: Elites, guarding
Chanters and Songstresses.
Gateways snapped closed even as above, Heaven‟s skies slowly began to darken,
Purification rippling around the enormous dome of the Senate Building… and a moment later,
vortexes opened, cloaked figures emerged and terrible, ghostly white shades of angels began to
rise out of the ground, pulsing and translucent… before their calm features seemed to melt, black
sockets bursting open in their skulls for eyes as they hissed and snarled, the mindless Host
floating through the ranks of terrified angels as several Knights fell backwards, whimpering, and
others simply fled the battlefield despite the monstrous army that had begun to emerge in the
wide, expansive fields around the Senate Building… and all along the sides of the Great Road,
aiming to box the army of Elysium in.
Vivien snarled as she yanked her mount to a halt near the head of the gathered Elysium
forces that were now quickly assuming defensive positions in the battle‟s pause, and then she
thrusted her battle axe in the air with a roar, bright light shining from the blade of the weapon
and making the closer Host draw quickly backwards, hissing, as she shouted: “We fear no one! I
am the High Queen Vivien, and here the forces of Hell and the mortal world have united to face
down a traitor and a murderer and a monster!”
“Kill the bitch.” a Metatron ordered coldly, and Dervishes stormed forwards as Paladins
shakily began to follow, as Vipers roared and Phase Hounds blinked in and out of existence as
they lunged eagerly into battle… and Vivien only smiled grimly, bowing her head forwards as
the gathered warriors, friends, and family behind her prepared to meet the coming onslaught.
And, in front of the Senate Building, Sammy landed at the stone steps and Zerrex leapt
off his back, looking up with a snarl… and surprised when he saw there were no guards. No
Dervishes, no Strange Beasts, no nothing… and the reptile shook his head grimly as he looked at
the imposing statues of angels, the darkness above beckoning to him even as he hesitantly looked
over his shoulder… and then he patted Sammy‟s bony muzzle, looking at the now-dragon as it
whimpered a bit before he said quietly, as his eyes roved towards where the battlefield had been
chosen by both Elysium and Heaven, where Dervishes, Strange Beasts, and other terrible
creatures clashed: “Go and help the others. They need it. And this is the last time I‟m going to
say this… I‟m going to be okay. I‟m going to come back alive.”
Sammy looked up into his eyes, the large bone dragon nuzzling him quietly and then
leaping up to half hug him with his forelegs, and Zerrex hugged his pet, his friend, fiercely
back… then he stepped back and shouted, pointing towards the battleground: “Go!”
Sammy roared in response and turned to charge towards the war zone… and Zerrex
watched, shaking his head silently: for at least fifty feet around the Senate Building, there was a
bubble inside which no monster fought, no enemy attacked, as if it was a coldly-neutral zone
amidst the chaos… and the reptile knew he was expected as he finally turned towards the steps
and walked quietly up them, striding into the Senate Building as Blackheart sizzled over his back
and the Armor of Naganis trembled against his body.

The Drakkaren stepped into the circular amphitheater, now well-lit by several
incandescent orbs that floated silently above, covered in Enochian runes and projecting various
images around Heaven and the battlefield outside. Every seat was empty, and the only figures
that stood were Job, his back turned as he musingly watched one screen… and the cloaked
murderer, who was shivering in anticipation, his breathing hot and heavy as his shadow-covered
fingers twitched eagerly, whispering: “He‟s here, he‟s here, he‟s here he‟s here he‟s here he‟shere-he‟s-here-here-here-here-here!”
He threw his head back and laughed insanely as Job turned slowly around, surveying
Zerrex calmly, his robes fluttering quietly around him as Zerrex looked at him silently, at the
scorn in his eyes, and beneath that, the infinite fear… and the Drakkaren felt his anger ebbing
away, closing his eyes as he bowed his head forwards and asked softly: “I just want to know
why, Job. Why all this? You‟re a politician… at least, that‟s what I thought you were. I
understand politics can be underhanded, but never… never like this. You realize what you‟ve
done, right? You‟ve created a second divide in Heaven…”
“It doesn‟t matter.” Job said quietly, and then he reached out and touched the murderer‟s
arm, and the cloaked figure went from giggling to still and silent as the Naganatine walked
forwards a few steps, his eyes bitter and cold as he looked down with a snarl, hand clenching into
a fist. “Look at me. I was the first Metatron… I was the Advisor to Lord God. I loved him… so
very dearly, as my father… as my patron… as my… my mentor. He taught me so much… and I
always respected him, have always striven to be more in his image…
“But for some reason… he did not choose me to be an Archangel. He pulled others closer
to him, a… a childish god and a monstrous half-breed!” Job spat, shaking his head in disgust as
he clenched his hands into fists. “It‟s their fault he died! Lord, who trusted Kailot, who did
nothing when Lucifer voiced his suspicions about the new advisor to God, he let Narrius slither
his way close and let Narrius kill him like a feral, rabid dog in the street! And Lucifer… Lucifer,
who cozied his way up to God and then instigated all these… these rule-breaking, rule-bending
ideas, an agent of chaos with half-assed plans! Had we had more time, God would have come up
with a better idea than Hell… but he pushed it on him, Lucifer pushed it on him and sent him
spiraling down into that dark, brooding depression!”
Job shook his head with disgust, gesturing violently as he continued sharply: “All I ever
wanted to do was instill order in Heaven, the order that was meant to be… the only order that
could make sense, Heaven over Hell, Eternity the seat of Dominion over the rest of the worlds!
This was the throne of Lord God… do you truly not understand that? He was here. This was his
home. This was his fortress, his palace, his castle, his base, his… his seat of power, and all serve
Him! Devils, demons, mortals, angels, everything in between, all serve Him!
“So in his place I tried to instill order. During the Endless Conflict, I was the one who
created the Dervishes, and helped fortify the Gates of Heaven against attack. I was the one who
gave the order to shut down the portals connecting Heaven and Hell despite namby-pamby Lord
constantly spewing his shit about making friends and trying to heal old bonds, and Lucifer‟s
whining that it would only worsen the situation and the conflicts… I have always striven to put
Heaven, my beautiful Heaven, my wonderful Paradise, first, and to honor the memory of my
Patron, my Lord God… and then you… you, the worst of all, came along…
“You united Hell… you dared, you worthless dreg, you dared to bring Hell… to the level
of Heaven. You dared to assault Heaven… and while I cannot be saddened by the loss of
Narrius, you invaded my home with your demons, killed countless forsaken angels that could
have been transformed back to their blessed state had we been given time… but you‟re a

murderer. You murdered half of Heaven.” Job turned away, pacing back and forth, snarling in
fury. “And then you made yourself an ally. Started trade routes. Disturbed the sacred balance…
how dare you think you‟re good enough, strong enough, righteous enough to decide whether or
not the worlds should be connected! God decided long ago that the worlds must be kept
separate… and what do you do? You defile his beliefs! You ruined them!”
“Naganis wanted to walk among mortals, not to rule over them!” Zerrex shouted angrily
in return, leaning forwards… and yet part of him felt desperate to make Job understand, to try
and reason still with the maddened, bitter, and so-deeply-agonized Naganatine. “Job, listen-”
“No! I am not one of the Archangels, to be swayed by your words!” Job shouted back,
and the murderer twitched behind him, rasping loudly. “Do you understand how hard it was for
me to keep Heaven as well as Hell separate from the mortal plane for all the years I did? Do you
understand the difficulty of controlling entire dimensions… of course you don‟t, you decided
that oh no, we can all be friends… and it is your fault that Athéos found us! Had the dimensions
never been connected… had you not started „free trade‟ and other monstrous bullshit that went
against Lord God‟s words, Athéos never would have been drawn here by the energies you were
unwittingly sending through space… it is all your fault that the planes became planets, because
you constantly and willfully disturbed the balance between the dimensions… vortexes are not
meant to be permanent into the physical world, and every time you travelled back and forth with
your pathetic friends and family so you could re-experience the life you lost or let some poor sap
who can‟t let go of Mommy and Daddy visit with his dead parents – disturbing the Cycle, I
might add, the Cycle set in place countless eons ago by the First Gods themselves, the Cycle that
Lord God and Thanatos both respected – you added another stitch that pulled the fabric of our
realities tighter!”
Job breathed hard, then he hissed: “And then, worst of all… you stole Lord God‟s very
soul. I don‟t care how you say it happened… I don‟t care if you tell me that Lord God Himself
gave you his blessing, like so many of the other Naganatine believe… I don‟t care. You stole the
essence, the strength, and the love of my father from me… you stole the one thing I had been
hoping for, that Lord God would one day return to Heaven, to set things right and restore balance
and order to the worlds, to once more set Heaven and Hell apart, to seal the portals and rifts
you‟ve left open and to drag the exiles back to Heaven and send the traitors back to Hell where
they belong. Demons are bathed in sin and darkness… angels are pure of heart and good. We are
separate for a reason, but you… have defied all logic, mixing and matching whatever you please,
doing irreparable harm to the universe, to Lord God‟s plans and hopes and dreams! Dreams that
will never be fulfilled because you stole my mentor‟s soul and killed him, greedily making all his
energies your own! You power-hungry tyrant, how could you? How could you?”
Job shivered and hugged himself, clenching his eyes shut and bowing his head forwards
as he trembled violently… and Zerrex shook his head slowly, saying softly as he silently touched
his own chest. “On my body I wear armor made from Naganis himself. In my heart beats the
emotions of Naganis. In my soul, I can sometimes almost feel him, reaching up to me,
whispering to me, telling me things and sharing secrets with me… and every day, I wish it had
been the opposite that had happened, Job. I do. I wish I had died. So much would be better… if I
was dead, and Naganis was in my place. I can‟t say I ever knew him as well as you did, or cared
for him the way you did… I can‟t say that I‟m religious, or that I believe the things you do. But I
do love him too. I hate myself, but I love the pieces of Naganis inside me and now, outside me. I
wear his armor, because these remains… are not Naganis. They are pieces of a broken shell, but
a shell so beautiful and pure that not even Thegragon herself could corrupt them, and I am

honored and yet unworthy to wear this… yet the armor chose me. Naganis… chose me for
something.” Zerrex looked down at a hand silently, flexing it slowly as a tear fell down his
cheek, whispering: “But if I could safely give my powers away, I would. Yet I can‟t… I have to
use it to protect those I love. I have… responsibilities, not just privilege. I have… things I have
to do, promises I have to keep.
“If you truly loved Naganis, Job… why are you doing this? Destroying his Heaven…
trying to destroy me.” Zerrex shook his head slowly, looking down and murmuring softly: “Why
do you hate us all so much?”
“Because you took Lord God from me.” Job looked up with a snarl, breathing hard as he
glared furiously across at the Drakkaren. “Don‟t patronize me or lie to me. You‟ve had many
chances to change these events… to pursue a different outcome, to give up his strength and his
power. You‟ve had all the chances in the world to be a better person… and never once have you
taken them. You continue to push your arrogant beliefs that Hell is somehow on par with
Heaven, that… that we should all be friends, intermingling in the world! Demons are monsters,
there is no such things as redemption… and if you truly loved Lord God… you would never
have turned him into a monster, never have pursued even greater power through Inversion, you
never would have created that foul beast you call Negative! You betrayed his beliefs and defiled
his very soul, transformed him into nothing but a lunatic! Killing God and stealing his powers
wasn‟t enough… you had to go a step further and take even more from me!”
Zerrex looked down, not even knowing what to say in response to this as he closed his
eyes, and then finally said weakly: “We… we all make mistakes.”
Job looked at him incredulously… and then true rage burned in his face as he screamed:
“„We all make mistakes?‟ That‟s your excuse? You… insolent whelp! You foolish fucking
monster!”
“Let me destroy him now, now, now!” the cloaked figure chittered, and then it screamed
when Job reached out and slapped it hard across the muzzle, the monster immediately bowing
and raising its hands in submission as it whispered: “Please?”
Job snarled… and Zerrex gritted his teeth as he straightened and reached back to grasp
the handle of his sword, saying quietly: “I don‟t want it to come to this, Job. That thing, whatever
you‟ve made, has to die, but don‟t make me kill you too.”
“Oh, you really think you can handle me? And this creation of mine is no mere „thing,‟
Zerrex… he is a Purifier, of the highest caliber. He is a perfect creation… designed to destroy
you, based upon millennia of research.” Job said coldly, snarling over at Zerrex before he
grinned callously, bitterness flashing in his eyes. “I suppose I should be thanking you, really…
it‟s because of you that I was able to start collecting the information and genetic data I did.
Because of you that I was able to gain access to many interesting devices from the mortal
world… because of you that I was able to manipulate fools like Luther, Melody, and that idiot
Rangi into working for me and gathering materials, letting me move undetected in the dark.
“Yes, I had to sacrifice much. But there were also many shortcuts I could take, and many
ways to test and value my data. I was on the brink of this for centuries, Zerrex… but it was only
after you desecrated Lord God‟s memories that I decided to act.” Job said coldly, snarling across
at the Drakkaren as he clenched a hand into a fist. “Originally, these designs were only to build
creatures that were capable of defending Heaven should you ever decide to attack us… monsters,
yes, but monsters that obey and protect… although our first attempts were spectacular failures,
all except for the one being who could handle our experimentation…”

“Sephire…” Zerrex‟s eyes widened in horror, and then he leaned forwards as Job laughed
harshly. “You were behind that project?”
“With full backing of the Council.” Job snorted, then added cruelly: “It figures, the one
creature who survives is the single one I can‟t use for further projects… but while Lord‟s whore
of a wife proved… uncontrollable, we still were able to perfect a crucial method of mixing
mortal cybernetics with Enochian magic. She is stronger than she ever was, which… has proven
a liability to my plans… but it also permitted me to better build even more powerful Purifiers.
Purifiers I decided to model after your own family and friends and enemies and betrayers.”
He stopped, then added darkly: “And although I was forced to abandon the floating
laboratory I had built under the Council‟s name, thanks to the snooping of the Archangels… and
although you moved the remains of the laboratory on me and damaged some valuable genetic
data… there were many other places for me to build an army. Gutted factories that once
produced the Forbidden Fruit that Narrius used to poison Heaven… abandoned laboratories
hidden away from the rest of Paradise… and of course, places on the mortal realm, and facilities
that belonged to Luther and Melody, who made useful pawns until Melody ran away and Luther
began to have second thoughts about what we were doing.”
Job halted, then he shook his head and whispered: “And sadder still… Epoch. My
brother… but a betrayer, turning on the Council at a crucial juncture, before I could even share
with him my glorious vision… showing me that unlike Warden, he did not have the courage or
the strength or the conviction to be a member of the reclaimed Paradise I have been working
towards for so many years. He played a part nonetheless, though… helping to turn your attention
to other creatures. Helping me set the trap that I thought would finally kill you… although in a
way, I‟m glad it didn‟t. It‟s so much more fitting that you die here, in Heaven… and that now I
can take that armor from your body for myself.
“I will become Lord God, in memory of the one I served. I will rule Heaven… and I will
show the world that Hell is nothing more than a land of savage beasts and sin. Again, all will be
as it should: the sinners will go to Hell to die and rot and suffer for all eternity, and Heaven will
be a place of glory for those brave and loving souls who have earned their place here.” Job threw
his arms open, looking up at the ceiling… and for all the lunacy in his eyes, for all the
conviction, he still looked lost, and broken, and pitiable. “I will drain you of every last bit of
your energies, for only I, the last true Naganatine who had not betrayed Lord God‟s memory, am
the best inheritor of my father‟s strength, of my patron‟s powers.”
Zerrex shook his head slowly, and then Job looked towards the cloaked figure and said
quietly: “My New Angel, my Perfect, my Destroyer. Remove your cloak.”
The murderer laughed wildly… and then it dragged its claws slowly down its own chest
before it reached up and pushed its hood back… and Zerrex snarled in disgust at what he saw,
rearing back in shock. The monster had his features, except they were mangled and gnarled, lips
pulled back in a permanent, twisted grin up its muzzle and eyes a horrible, murky green with toolarge irises and animalistic, slit-like pupils, ragged, unkempt white hair spilling over a face
covered in surgical scars. Its teeth were metallic and silver in blackened gums, and its scales
seemed almost to pulsate and glow as it glared at him in a way that was both lustful and hateful
at the same time.
It tore at the cloak, tearing it free from its body and tossing it backwards as it laughed
wildly, and then it looked up with burning eyes: its body was larger than Zerrex‟s bulky and
powerful and covered in ugly white scar tissue over thick musculature that throbbed slowly and
unnaturally as it leaned forwards with a hiss, its long-fingered hands writhing before it cackled

and bucked violently, and Zerrex snarled as wings ripped out of its back in a spray of greenish
ooze, Job only standing coldly beside it as no less than three pairs of massive wings ripped from
its body: an upper, enormous set of radiant ivory wings that rippled and glowed with white
energy, a middle pair that were made of silvery steel, golden lines pulsing through them like
neon lights in straight-line patterns as the large, spade-shapes scales shivered, and a lower pair
that were black as night, dark feathers and black ash streaming off them as it straightened its
back and laughed wildly, throwing its arms out to the sides as the wings fluttered and flapped.
A thick metal plate covered its groin, and other larger steel plates stuck out from its body
here and there at almost random, each of these surrounded by surgical scars: larger shackles of
metal surrounded its lower limbs, Enochian runes glowing over the vambraces of steel and the
shin-guards scarred and dented above large, taloned metallic feet that ended in hooked claws. Its
tail snapped back and forth violently, made entirely of large, blocky pieces of segmented steel…
and then it thrusted a hand towards the sky, and a massive, monstrous cleaver appeared in it, the
handle red and black steel, the blade a brilliant and yet terrible gold and white, black smoke
floating slowly up off of it as Job said coldly: “Yes. It‟s fitting that Perfect destroys you. He is
made with every slice of genetic data I could salvage from your family… countless strings and
cells and genes, amplifying his synthetic biochemistry to the nth degree, granting him your own
distinct godlike powers, making him invulnerable and indestructible. He is the most powerful
and versatile weapon I have.”
“No wonder they found a bastardized version of my energy signature left behind…”
Zerrex snarled as Perfect slammed the cleaver down into the floor, cracking it as the massive,
eight-foot blade bounced hard against it, the twenty-inch handle clutched tight in one of Perfect‟s
hands as the monster grinned savagely at him, and the Drakkaren set himself slowly as he said
darkly: “But I‟m not afraid. I refuse to be afraid, Job. And I will put a stop to this monster, and to
you.”
“Oh, I know you‟ll try… but I highly doubt it.” Job said softly, shaking his head slowly
before he gestured towards the floating images of the battle. “After all, I control all of Heaven
now. The Archangels have been branded traitors, and you‟ve played right into my hands: while I
did not expect the Holy Inquisitor to turn on me like he did, seeking answers… torturing him out
of his mind, pretending to drop a few key pieces of information, and then allowing him to
„escape‟ was an easy way to draw to you to me, and as I expected, it did. Go ahead and kill me:
Warden will become the new leader of the Council and rally Heaven against you, starting a new
Endless Conflict between Heaven and Hell. Kill him, and another will take his place. And
another, and another. Even if I die, my plans still cannot be stopped… the order that should be
will be returned to the world, and to further ensure this, I have an army of recombinants and
Strange Beasts eager to do my bidding and continue my work, with orders to obey the current
Chancellor and Regent of Heaven.”
He gazed coldly across at Zerrex, saying softly: “It‟s checkmate, Zerrex. You‟ve walked
into my trap. You‟ve sealed your own fate. Nothing can stop me now… and you cannot destroy
Perfect. You see, he‟s not like the other recombinants… because inside Perfect, I infused one
additional thing to secure his power, to make him undefeatable, even by you and the powers that
reside within you. A gift given to me by a Strange Beast who thought I could revive the one she
loved most in all the world. The broken pieces of Destruction‟s soul.”
Perfect threw his head back and screamed laughter… and Zerrex shook his head in
horror, looking across at the recombinant and whispering: “You… you put parts of a First God…
inside that… that thing?”

“I will do anything and everything necessary to save my patron, and to see his plans
through to completion. I will do everything it takes to become the next Lord God, and failing
that, to see you destroyed and your life in ruins.” Job‟s voice was bitter and terrible, and Zerrex
closed his eyes and shook his head slowly before the Naganatine turned his eyes to Perfect, the
recombinant‟s grin growing wider as Job ordered callously: “Rip him apart but take him alive.
And do not annihilate the armor. Break it into pieces if you have to but I want both it and Zerrex
intact… and then I want to watch him suffer while the rest of his family dies before we drain
him. After that… you can use him as your personal toy and do with him as you please.”
“My energies, right?” Zerrex looked up with a snarl, and then he focused, locking onto
Perfect‟s energy signature and then thrusting a hand sharply forwards with a snarl. “Guess what I
can do?”
Perfect began to glow brightly, looking down at himself with a squeal of surprise… and
then his scales became blue energy before shattering into pieces, and Zerrex stared in horror and
shock as the thing that remained behind staggered backwards and Job grinned sickeningly.
Beneath Perfect‟s organic shell, there was terrible, complex machinery and black-and-purple
bones with ugly, leather-like webbing between them, cables pulsing and twitching like living
serpents as blue energy sparked back and forth, the creature‟s eyes turning into glowing red orbs,
its skull black metal, its limbs covered in cables and steel, its body terrifying as huge and terrible
crystals and ugly, unnatural organs pulsed beneath ribs that trembled and moved of their own
accord like opening-and-closing teeth… and then it grinned savagely as it rolled its shoulders
slowly before its outer body quickly began to fill back in, energy glowing over it and scales
growing rapidly back into place as Job said mockingly: “You didn‟t think I would overlook such
a simple vulnerability, did you? Oh no… Perfect is not at all as simple as the other Purifiers. He
is the ultimate triumph, godlike power infused into an invulnerable body with a transforming
outer layer of energy maintained by nanomachines and the power cores inside him. He is
indestructible, beyond the power of any god, built for two things, survival and destruction… and
now he is going to destroy you.”
“Yes, yes, yes, yes-yes-yes, time to die, Zerrex Narrius!” Perfect screamed, then he
thrusted his own hand forwards as his red eyes turned poison-green again, and Zerrex was
slammed backwards by a massive blast of pure force, unable to even react as it crashed into him
and sent him smashing through an enormous pillar, chunks of stone and marble flying in all
directions as he crashed onto his back and skidded backwards over the ground outside the Senate
Building, coughing blood and rolling violently to stare stupidly out at the battlefield beyond.
He heard insane laughter, but it was muted, as he watched his friends and allies
fighting… and Zerrex breathed hard as he slowly forced himself up to his feet, staggering a bit
and turning slowly around as trembles ran through his body, the Armor of Naganis shuddering
against him before clenching tight as if it was reaffirming itself, and Zerrex straightened with a
snarl as he faced towards Perfect as the monster walked out of the Senate Building, its eyes
glowing as it threw its head back and shoulders its enormous cleaver, wings flapping behind it as
it shrieked gleefully: “What a wonderful day for a funeral!”
Behind Zerrex, the gathered forces battled viciously: Vivien led them, her enormous axe
slashing back and forth through Dervishes and Strange Beasts as blood ran down from the
wounds she had taken, armor dented and scratched but her body glowing with power and
conviction, determined to win… and she snarled as a Viper charged towards her before spinning
her long-handled battle axe rapidly at her side as it began to glow brighter and brighter with
golden energy, before she leapt forwards as the Viper lunged, slashing the massive weapon

downwards and severing it into right-and-left halves, both heads looking stupefied as she passed
between the bisected body of the Strange Beast before it exploded, the Celestial Devil landing
with a curse in an awkward kneel before she threw her head back and shouted: “We need to push
them back! Unleash the full power of Elysium!”
Selena glanced up at this, then she snarled as she smashed a Dervish backwards before
she threw her arms out with a roar, a massive column of magma erupting around her body and
spilling out over the enemies around her, driving them back… and when it fell, the Passion had
unleashed her full Personification, her entire body covered in solid black armor, more than
doubled in size and with gargantuan, rake-like claws on her hands and obsidian spikes standing
out of her arms, elbows and shoulders, huge, terrible horns curling up from either side of her
head and her enormous jaws dripping lava as black eyes with red pupils glared savagely
outwards, dark red veins pulsing through the hardened metal covering her red scales as her
spiked tail lashed back and forth… and when a Paladin charged towards her, she leaned forwards
with a roar, red flames erupting from her jaws and sending the angel staggering backwards with
a scream even as his flesh was charred completely away from his body, leaving only melting
armor and a charred skeleton behind as even the ethereal Host were driven back by the might of
her unholy flames.
Cindy, already enormous, caught a Dervish‟s hammer in her gloved hands, snarling as
blood ran from several large gashed in her body before she screamed when a second Dervish
slammed a n axe into her back, sinking into the scales and knocking her to her knees as she
struggled to keep the hammerhead held back from crushing her skull. The Dervish began to draw
the axe back as the second warrior leaned harder down into his hammer… only for Daria, in her
terrible, monstrous transformed state, to leap on the axe-wielding Dervish‟s back, her claws
ripping through its shoulders as her skull-face leaned over it and vomited a stream of acid
directly over the face of the emotionless giant, and it staggered backwards and then collapsed as
Daria snarled and shoved it to the ground, and Cindy roared as her muscles flexed and she threw
the hammerhead upwards, stumbling the second Dervish before she leapt forwards and slammed
a fist across its body, sending it flying backwards to crash in a broken heap some twenty feet
away.
A moment later, an explosion went up across the battlefield as one of the jeeps was
destroyed by an Elite, and Cherry howled in pain as she was thrown backwards by the blast,
cursing and arching her back to catch herself in a handspring and shove herself backwards to
land in a kneel, feet skidding against the ground and breathing raggedly. Her armor had been
shattered by a powerful spell, and her body trembled as blood dripped from her nostrils and
mouth, looking up with a shiver as an Elite slowly began to walk towards her… and then she
snarled and grabbed the vial of corruption from her belt, popping it open and guzzling it, then
cursing as black veins immediately spread through her scales… before she winced when she
realized it wasn‟t enough even as her wounds slowly began to heal, standing up and drawing her
chain whip off her belt in one hand and the Great Diviner in the other as she shouted: “Come on,
then, motherfucker!”
The Elite snarled at her, then charged forwards, spinning its massive axes at its side
before it leapt forwards… and when Cherry slung the Great Diviner at it, it easily brought one
axe up to block as it chopped the other outwards… but Cherry slipped to the side, the creature‟s
weapon slamming into the ground before the Strange Beast lashed the other axe outwards in a
hard slap, but the female lunged backwards out of the way as she yanked to the side on the Great
Diviner‟s chain, and it snapped around and caught on the back of the enormous Strange Beast‟s

neck, lashing immediately upwards before the sword sank through its eye as it glowed violent
white.
It howled in agony, snapping its head to the side even as it chopped both axes down one
after the other, trying mindlessly to crush the female as she leapt backwards before snapping the
Cherry Cutter outwards, the whip wrapping quickly around the neck of one of its golden axes
before she roared as she yanked hard back, and the axe was torn out of its hand as it staggered
with a hiss, bringing its other axe back… but Cherry only grinned savagely as she spun around,
dragging the whip and the axe still caught in its links in a wide circle before snapping her
weapon forwards, and the golden weapon tore through the air in a wide crescent to bite into the
Strange Beast‟s skull, making it scream in shock and stagger instead of swing, its body twitching
violently before Cherry roared as she hauled roughly backwards on the Great Diviner.
The sword ripped free from its eye and tore against its skull, sending out a splatter of gore
and making the creature half-spin around so its back faced towards her, and Cherry immediately
ran up this as she snapped the chain of the Great Diviner, sword returning to her hand with
supernatural speed before she kicked hard off its upper back as it tried to lunge backwards to
force her away… and she sailed high into the air, flipping slowly backwards as she spun the
double-edged gladius in her hand before catching it so the point aimed to the ground, drawing it
back above her head… and then she stabbed fiercely downwards as she fell back towards the
Elite, the sword ripping through its upper back and burying into its Symposium before the
creature screamed and then exploded, Cherry howling in agony as she was thrown backwards,
Great Diviner and chain whip lashing through the air like metal ribbons beside her before she
crashed down and rolled several times, half-tangling in her own weapons as she cursed in pain.
She slowly sat up… and stared at the sight of Hope, who had consumed her own vial…
and was now creating enormous spears of darkness that she sent crashing through Phase Hounds
and Paladins as she fought with a snarl, her body glowing blackly as her eyes radiated energy,
leaving a trail of dark smog behind herself wherever she walked. Cherry‟s mouth began to water,
breathing hungrily as she crawled weakly up to her feet, and then she dropped her whip and let
the Great Diviner bounce and dangle from her arm as charged stupidly through the battle towards
the female, ducking with a wince beneath a Dervish‟s wild swing before Priest – his body
glowing with power, his size slightly increased and his muscles bulging so strongly they had
ripped his thermal suit, an aura of light glowing around his frame – tackled the Dervish
backwards and slammed punches that shook the very earth and sent both lightning and fire
coursing through the holy warrior again and again into it chest.
Then Cherry wrapped her arms around Hope and she rasped a quick: „Sorry‟ before she
leaned forwards and greedily bit down into the female‟s neck… and the doe hissed in surprise
more than pain, half-reaching back to grab Cherry‟s head… and then she only gave a trembling,
almost pleasured sigh as Cherry‟s hands stroked over her body and her own fingers rubbed
soothingly along the muscular female‟s skull even as her teeth sank deeper, grinding her jaws
against the doe‟s throat as black corruption, not blood, spurted into her mouth and slid down the
female‟s body… and even as she smiled dreamily, Hope rose a hand, a volley of black cones
forming and firing themselves in violent rhythm into a Phase Hound that tried to charge, each
spike ripping a massive chunk of flesh from its body and leaving black flames coursing over its
form.
And then Cherry ripped her jaws back with a groan, her eyes closed as her scales turned
dead black for a moment, and her eyes became obsidian as she stared towards Heaven‟s sky…
before the color returned to her body as she threw her arms out with a roar as her frame rippled,

black flames exploding over her form before her musculature and height increased rapidly, blood
bursting from her body as blades of metal ripped out of her arms and her fins became serrated
steel, more spikes and larger, crescent-shaped blades tearing from her back as her jaws became
larger, her teeth became fangs, her body grew and warped.
A moment later, the dark flames over her form died down as she towered over the battle
with a snarl, thirty feet tall and masculine more than feminine, large breasts still protruding from
her frame but covered in dark steel. Then her head snapped forwards with a hiss, and the scales
over her face became black alloy as well, forming a terrible mask as teeth tore out of the sides of
it to bite into her own upper jaw, but Cherry‟s mouth only dropped open as if in pleasure at the
pain, breathing black smoke as a forked tongue slithered out of her jaws. She looked down at her
hands with a dark grin: they had transformed into dark steel gauntlets, and she could feel the
spikes and blades that lined her back jutting fiercely outwards as her legs flexed, further metal
plates standing out of these… and the upper portion of her tail was further layered with
segmented, flexible obsidian metal, spikes jutting all down this to a massive, deadly hook.
Then she snarled as a Paladin slammed a mace into her shin, but her armor deflected
most of the damage before she reached down and crushed him beneath one hand like he was a
toy… and then she roared at a Viper that charged towards her before leaning forwards and
breathing a dark, thick gas over it that rolled along the battlefield, and the Vipers and Angels
caught in the cloud screamed as black vines began to rip out of their bodies, growing rapidly and
sprouting poisonous thorns as Cherry grinned darkly, then flexed her body as she looked at the
large, fin-like blades standing out of her forearms. Then she snapped one of her limbs
backwards, and these blades ripped through the body of a Dervish before she swung her arm out
and forwards, almost sawing him in half as she whispered: “So much power… so much power!”
She laughed, clenching her hands tight, the Diviner laying on the ground and abandoned
now, the manacle split open before she reached up and touched the collar that had grown with
her, still tight around her neck… and then she whispered: “And it is all meaningless without my
Master… so I fight for him. I live for him, I die for him… and soon, you will too.”
Then she grinned savagely as she leaned forwards before spitting out several dark
spheres… and a moment later, these trembled before snapping apart, hissing, multi-legged
parasites with enormous jaws and twisting, segmented bodies running in all directions before one
of these leapt up and seized a Viper that was locked in combat with Missy, her sword ripping
swathes along it as she ducked quickly back and forth beneath its swings, and then the golden
retriever leapt backwards with a shriek as the Viper screamed suddenly as the parasite ripped
into its side, ignoring the neon electricity sparking at it before it forced its way inside.
The Strange Beast clawed at itself, and then it screamed again before its eyes began to
turn dead black as vines ripped out of the wound and spread along its form… and more, larger,
sicker black vines tore from its frame, with silvery thorns that leaked purple poison. Ivy spilled
out of its jaws as it fell to a kneel… and then it gave a dark, low roar as more vines spread along
its form, lashing back and forth as black roses began to bloom over many of them, and then it
grinned as it stood up and walked past Missy to seize another Viper, the Strange Beast looking
surprised before the infected Viper‟s vines lashed around it and it dragged it forwards to vomit
corruption over the monster‟s face, eagerly attempting to spread its manipulative disease.
Missy grimaced… and then she turned around with a wince as a Dervish charged towards
her, raising her sword despite the terror that ripped through her being, her body already tired and
wounded… but in a flash, Tinman was in front of her, the badger‟s hands snapping several long
lengths of silver string out that he threw in front of him, and they formed rapidly into a net that

launched forwards and seized the Dervish‟s huge body, knocking it backwards before the badger
winced as he stomped hard against the ground, and spikes of metal ripped out of the earth in a
line through the Dervish‟s body, and several Hosts descended greedily on the pinned creature
before he turned and said quickly: “Head back towards the barrier, it‟s safer-”
An axe smashed into Tinny‟s side, and the badger gargled as he staggered weakly,
Missy‟s eyes widening as she staggered backwards… and then the Paladin yanked the axe
backwards before slamming it down into the badger‟s back, cutting off one of his wings and
sending him crashing downwards with a whimper as the Paladin snarled, his golden armor
glinting before he drew the axe back again… and Missy leapt forwards with a scream, her sword
slashing outwards and cutting the pole of the executioner‟s axe in half before she stabbed the
weapon forwards and upwards through the Paladin‟s stomach, and he gargled before her eyes
glowed as she tore the blade backwards and to the side, disemboweling the Paladin.
The male staggered backwards with a groan, falling to his knees as he grabbed at his guts
as they spilled from the wound… and then Missy stabbed savagely upwards through the
unarmored underside of his jaw, her red eye glowing as she hissed: “I‟d kill you a thousand times
if I could. I‟d kill you ten thousand times, you fucking son of a bitch.”
Then she tore the sword back, and the Paladin fell lifelessly forwards before she turned
around as the glow faded, running to the badger… and a moment later, White was at his side as
well, his eyes widened, his mouth trembling as he dropped beside his son, half-lifting him in his
arms… and Tinny smiled faintly up at his father, reaching out to touch his chest before he
whispered: “I love you, Dad. I… never blamed you…”
And then Tinman slumped silently… and White shook his head in denial, tears leaking
down his cheeks before he closed his eyes tightly as he hugged the angel‟s body fiercely against
his stomach as his son died in his arms, his form slowly beginning to glow before it turned to
dust and motes of light… and then White looked up silently, staring past Missy as the golden
retriever trembled, before a furious snarl slowly spread across White‟s face as a Viper Aegis
began to charge towards them…
And White stood up with a raw roar, shoving his hand out, and the Aegis‟s own armor
crushed it before White snapped his hand to the side, the metal shield ripping free of its arm as it
exploded and spinning in a violent hurricane through the ranks of foes, cutting Dervishes in half
and ripping through other Strange Beasts before White drew his massive revolver in his other
hand and half-turned, firing round after round after round off that slammed home into the skulls
of angels and Paladins, knocking them flying backwards before he half-turned as a Phase Hound
charged towards him, punting it savagely and sending it flying with a scream before he slammed
his metal fist into the ground, and a shockwave ripped through the area, knocking Missy over
with a shriek and sending enemies and friends staggering before White punched both hands into
the ground with a yell, and metal and white beams of light exploded upwards from the earth
beneath the feet of Dervishes and Strange Beasts and Paladins and the Host, ripping through their
forms and the lasers of light annihilating the ethereal, terrible spirits and exploding physical
bodies as he howled: “Not again, not again, not again!”
Silven appeared a moment later beside White, seizing him firmly as the badger began to
draw his hands back… and White crumpled again him, expressionless, lost, as a white dome
flickered around the two, shielding them from the battle as the Naganatine silently hugged his
friend… and Missy gritted her teeth, then looked up in surprise as Raze and Sephire landed on
either side of her: the black-scaled Drakkaren had several large gashes down his bare chest, but
was breathing hard, visibly excited despite the fury in his eyes… and Sephire was grinning

callously, her eyes glowing and her mask off, Storm King Face held tightly in one hand, her
armor damaged and muscles flexing powerfully as she said coldly: “Not gonna let a single one of
these fucking bastards live. Not even after we stop them. Not even after they give up.”
“Let‟s kill them all.” Raze shoved a hand out towards a Paladin that charged towards
him, and the angel gargled as he was hefted into the air before the godling simply clenched his
fist shut, and the angel‟s body visibly twisted and crushed in on itself as he said darkly: “No
mercy. No mercy for any of them.”
“No mercy for us, either.” Sephire whispered, and then she leapt forwards and smashed a
Phase Hound away, her eyes glowing as she flicked a hand out and sent a volley of metallic
daggers rocketing through the air, slamming into the stomach of a Leviathan and knocking it
backwards with a gurgle before she charged towards it and leapt upwards, Enochian runes
glowing all along the blade of her sword before she half-spun with a savage slash that ripped it in
half and sent blood exploding backwards in a tsunami before lightning sparked along its body
and gore and it exploded in a massive shockwave… and Sephire landed, unhindered by it or the
neon electricity that sparked over her body before she threw her head back with a snarl, and
energy visibly sparked along her form before her eyes began to glow as she said ruthlessly:
“Killing is what we do, after all. We‟re angels. We‟re gods.”
She charged forwards, wristblades snapping outwards on her arms before she slammed
her fist into the stomach of a Viper, sinking the long blades through its body as Storm King Face
lashed out behind herself in a wide, crescent cut that sent an angel flying backwards, before she
roared as she lashed the sword across one of the necks of a Viper, severing a head as it screamed
and the other set of jaws bit down towards her… and Sephire‟s eyes glowed with hate and fury,
energy cracking through the air before the Viper‟s head simply exploded as it was sent crashing
upwards, and she threw her arms out with a snarl, a blast of force knocking the Strange Beast
into the air before she shoved her sword upwards, and blue lightning exploded from the skies,
hammering into the creature again and again and supercharging its body before it exploded in a
massive shockwave of electricity and energy that hailed down through ally and enemy alike,
pelting everyone around them with shards of energy as Sephire threw her head back and laughed,
even as shrapnel tore bloody gashes across her face.
Ancalagon roared as it slammed through ranks of angels, and behind it, Anathema Sin
smiled coldly before she leapt forwards, landing in an open field in the battle zone, before she
looked up with a snarl as a Songstress began to sing, the song focusing on her and making her
tremble and feel weak… before a second voice rose up, Sabnock walking forwards, her voice
majestic and powerful and filled with strength and emotion, her battle armor untarnished as she
strode forwards and loaded an arrow into her bow, firing a blue streak of ice into the face of the
Songstress and making it stagger with a grimace, mouth shutting as bells began to sound
throughout the area in tune with Sabnock‟s powerful song.
And as she strode forwards, she fired arrow after arrow into the body of the Songstress,
knocking it back step-by-step-by-step as it began to scream instead of sing as ice rapidly grew
along its frame, until it was a frozen statue… and the wolverine simply swung her bow hard into
this as she reached the creature, shattering the Songstress into countless pieces before she threw
her head back as she reached the end of her melody.
Yet throughout the battlefield, bells continued to ring powerfully… and a moment later,
Amiglion leapt into the air, his scythe, Grim War, held tightly in his hands, the black metal pole
and enormous, deadly blade glowing before he swung it downwards into the ground… and a
circle of runes glowed around him as Amiglion lowered his head and shouted a sharp incantation

before a vortex ripped open above his head… and a moment later a tall, robed figure stepped out
of this, the raven-headed Reaper holding not a scythe, but instead an enormous bell in one scaly
golden hand and a large sphere of clear crystal in the other as she looked back and forth coldly,
tightly-tied black robes flowing over its form before she nodded and said in a cold, clear voice as
her small dark eyes flashed. “The terms you present are acceptable, your reasoning is sound…
and I must bow to the will of the one Thanatos respected most. I shall honor the requests of
yourself, Judge Sabnock, and Lady Anathema.”
A Strange Beast charged towards the enormous Reaper… and the raven merely looked at
it before she clicked her black beak, and no less than five silver-masked Reapers appeared out of
thin air around it in bursts of dark smoke, their cloaks floating around their hovering, ghost-like
bodies as their all-too-solid scythes whickered out and slammed into the Viper Aegis from all
sides, rippling as the white crescent blades passed through their armor and ripped into their
bodies… and the Viper hissed weakly, looking back and forth before it simply slumped, a faint
spark of neon passing over its form as it turned grey as it was completely drained of energy.
Other Reapers began to appear throughout the area, drawn first to the soulless, terrible
Dervishes, as other vortexes ripped open and immense Great Reapers carrying enormous bells
began to appear as well, and they began to ring these powerfully, driving back the Host that had
begun to spread through the battlefield, feeding off the energy of the fallen and wounded on both
sides as well as clamping onto living beings.
The terrible spirits were driven back by the ringing bells, shrieking… and Anathema Sin
laughed loudly as she looked back and forth with a savage grin, her eyes burning before she
threw her arms back and screamed, as a Gateway opened and several Chanters carrying staves
and strange metal symbols appeared: “Sister, we have guests! Let‟s play with them!”
Then her head snapped to the side, and Sin said in a terrible, guttural voice: “No. I‟m
done playing games, sister. They‟ve made me hungry. They‟ve made me excited. And they‟ve
made me so very angry…”
And then the Naganatine leaned forwards with an insane grin, her violet eye glowing as
the flames in socket flared up, covering almost the entire metallic side of her face in amber light
as her dress and corset tore as her body expanded, her tail snapping back and forth before it
rapidly lengthened and thickened as her arms became enormous and powerful, muscular and
godlike as she fell forwards, her legs snapping backwards so her metallic feet could fuse into her
now body-tail as her shoulders rapidly broadened… and the bones covering her grew as well as
Anathema gasped and moaned loudly even as Sin snarled and hissed, her horns curling into
enormous branches as her jaws widened and enlarged, her features becoming terrifying as the
bone mask melded deeper into her face and spikes ripping out of her back as a large, deadly
blade snapped out of the end of her immense body tail and her metallic hands became huge, steel
talons, before she grinned savagely as she rose one of these and it became almost liquid as it
transformed into an immense, crescent blade… before she straightened slowly, a bone
breastplate covering her thirty foot tall upper body, her snake-like lower half immeasurable, the
coils powerful and trembling as her huge, skeletal wings spread wide, blue flames burning
brightly between them as she leaned forwards with a roar at the Chanters that immediately faced
the immense threat, one of them shouting a spell and thrusting the staff at her to send a massive
shockwave of lightning outwards… but Sin only grinned widely as her body glowed and the
spell bounced off her uselessly, whispering: “I want their very souls Anathema.”
Then she lunged forwards with a laugh, even as the other Chanters shouted spells,
fireballs and massive spears of ice flinging into her body and either shattering uselessly against

her or bouncing off as she rushed forwards with terrifying speed, then she slashed the massive
axe-hand down through one, sending up an enormous explosion before it became a terrible claw
again, and she seized the other two Chanters before they could run, lifting them to her muzzle
and greedily dropping them into her jaws before she bit down, chewing hungrily as neon blood
and electricity sparked out of her jaws even as the very energies of the Strange Beasts were
ripped from their bodies, floating and semi translucent, screaming as they tried to claw their way
out of the massive maw of the demonic Naganatine but instead were drawn back into her throat
and pulled down inside of her.
Anathema Sin grinned darkly… and then she hissed as two Metatrons turned towards her
and rose their hands, massive purple chains beginning to bind her before she swung an arm out
almost irritably, shattering the magical bonds and making one of the Metatrons flinch even as the
other began to prepare a spell… and then Sin‟s enormous tail whickered out and slammed down
into it, the blade on the end of it both crushing and cutting through the creature before she leaned
down as her violet eye glowed powerfully, and the second Metatron began to glow with purple
light before it was simply torn into pieces by a psychokinetic blast, the immense female throwing
her head back with a savage laugh.
And yet more Gateways were opening to let Strange Beasts pour into the battlefield, and
more reinforcements were flooding the area: angels, and now white-plated golems and cloaked,
monstrous figures as well. For every creature they killed and drove back, others took its place,
slaughtering Dragokkaren warriors, mortal and demons soldiers, even Dragon Warriors falling…
and then Vivien looked up in surprise as a vortex opened, and not demons of Elysium, but
instead demons of Eslovius charged out, yelling war cries in their own language as they leapt
into battle, shark warriors snarling as blunt weapons and fists were deflected off their rubbery
hides and even blades found little purchase, Eslovian mages casting powerful spells that sent
pillars of ice and water erupting through the war zone, and archers firing barbed and poisoned
arrows into the ranks of Strange Beasts and angels, Paladins clutching at their stomachs and
falling to their knees to vomit miserably as cramps ripped through them and paralysis spread
slowly through their bodies.
And in the wide, strangely-safe area around the Senate Building, Zerrex clashed with
Perfect even as he felt the psychic pain of many of his Disciples, even as he felt rage and hate,
love and loss, sorrow and pain behind him… and in front of him was only madness, as Perfect
screamed and lashed back and forth with his sword, his swings crude but fast and impossibly
strong as Zerrex swung Blackheart hard in retaliation, deflecting each of the attacks before he
leapt away, then cursed when Perfect screamed at him and blasted him with a telekinetic shock
before he shoved a hand towards the Drakkaren and unleashed a powerful, unfocused cone of
dark energy.
Zerrex cursed and half-turned, raising one arm as a shield of ivory spread out of his arm,
glowing white and protecting him from the battering flames of darkness, and then the shield
shrank back into his him as Perfect charged forwards, and Zerrex forced himself to wait calmly
for a moment before he slid smoothly forwards when Perfect began to cock his sword back, and
the reptile rammed the pommel of his sword hard into the creature‟s stomach, making it wheeze
before he swung the hilt and his hands hard upwards to smash under the creature‟s muzzle,
causing it to gag and stagger backwards, arms flailing as it dropped its golden sword, and Zerrex
stepped forwards with a roar as he put all his strength behind one savage, wild diagonal swing.
It tore upwards across Perfect‟s chest, sending him crashing backwards with a screech as
energy, green ooze, and red blood exploded from the wound, and the monster arched weakly

through the air before it flipped suddenly and caught itself with its six enormous wings, settling
slowly back down to the ground and snarling in fury before it shrieked: “Impotent fucking pest!
Let‟s see how you like this, then!”
It drew its hands back, dark lightning sparking along its arms before it began to laugh
insanely, and then it began to claw wildly at the air, sending blasts of dark energy erupting
towards the Drakkaren as Zerrex winced and snarled, swinging Blackheart hard forwards as the
blade glowed white and knocking two of the dark fireballs away before one smashed into his
chest and exploded, sending him skidding backwards and his sword flying from his hand before
he crossed his arms over his chest defensively as a fourth blast smashed into him and sent him
staggering, cracking the bone vambraces before he created a wall of blue energy in front of
himself.
Several more blasts exploded uselessly against this as the reptile poured his energy into
it, leaning forwards and shoving his hands against the wall to further support it as the bone armor
repaired itself… and then Zerrex stared as the last of the flames rolled over the shield before he
realized that Perfect was gone… and then he screamed when he felt his own sword cut into his
lower back, Perfect suddenly behind him as energy sizzled up and down the blade, his hands
tightly locked into the hilt even as Blackheart trembled violently and blue energy sizzled against
the monstrosity‟s hands, blood dripping from them but the creature unfettered as it whispered:
“Are you scared yet, Zerrex Narrius? Because you should be. I have every power you do… in
fact, every power from almost every person in your family… and all of them are backed by the
essence of raw, furious Destruction, with a capital D. In a way, this is a clash of brother against
brother… and do you remember who won last time?”
Then Perfect yanked Blackheart back before swinging savagely out with the flat of the
sword, knocking Zerrex flying forwards through his own shield, shattering it into shards and blue
motes as he howled in agony, flailing his limbs before Perfect tossed Blackheart aside and
shrieked: “You can‟t win against me!”
He clenched a hand into a fist, and a blast of golden light erupted in thin air beneath the
Drakkaren, sending him flying upwards with a howl of agony before Perfect snapped his hand
upwards, and electricity blasted over the reptile‟s frame, making him snarl in agony before a
fiery explosion burst through the air around him, sending him crashing to the side now, helpless
to do anything but cover his face and try to protect himself from the worst of the damage as he
curled up, a powerful wind striking him and sending him flying all the faster into a spiked and
bladed ice wall that formed in midair, shattering through it with a gargle before another
explosion of dark energy pounded into the lizard, sending him flying straight down… and
Perfect laughed, leaping upwards and slamming his fist into Zerrex‟s chest, the reptile vomiting
blood over the monstrosity as he shot upwards and flipped wildly through the air as he felt his
ribs shatter and the armor plating over his body crack apart, staring mindlessly into the air before
he slowly rolled over at the apex of his flight, staring weakly upwards… and time seemed to
freeze as he saw Negative floating overtop him, the Inversion snarling and reaching a hand down
as he said quickly and coldly: “Tell the armor you want to Invert and let me in, Zerrex! It‟s your
only hope!”
“Destruction against Destruction… that didn‟t go so well last time.” Zerrex said softly,
looking silently upwards as he floated in timelessness, feeling warm blood on his muzzle, feeling
the bone armor sparking against him… and when Negative looked at him almost pleadingly, the
reptile closed his eyes and asked quietly: “Why do you care?”

“Because if you die, I die. And because it isn‟t time for you to die quite yet.” Negative
retorted, and then he glared in frustration at the Drakkaren before he closed his eyes tightly when
Zerrex looked up at him tiredly. “I… please.”
“That‟s the magic word.” Zerrex smiled a little… and then time returned to its normal
flow, and the reptile was falling again, spinning wildly as vertigo tore at his senses before he
threw his arms out and gyrated his body, regaining control of his flight as he clenched his eyes
shut and concentrated, sending the plea throughout his mind and body and soul, telling the armor
what he wanted…
And when he crashed to the ground, the reptile felt a sizzle burst over his frame before a
shockwave of dark energy erupted from his form, and when the Drakkaren stood with a snarl, the
bone armor had transformed: the scale-leather had darkened and the bones had taken on a
terrible, ghastly luminescence, with Naganis‟s skull now resting across his chest, terrible dark
light glowing in the sockets and the horns curled tightly back and upwards along either side of
his masculine breast and over his shoulders… and his own skull-mask was fused over his face,
his eyes glowing ruby but the reptile feeling in total control of himself as black spikes ripped
their way out through the bone full plate, the Drakkaren clenching his hands into fists as his
height expanded slightly and he examined himself clinically, coldly… before his eyes settled on
Perfect as the creature pointed at him and grasped its face in its other hand, screaming laughter.
“W-What a joke! You are not destruction… I am Destruction! You are but a copycat Inversion, a
weakling freak of nature, a-”
Zerrex vanished from the spot and reappeared in front of Perfect, slamming his right fist
into its muzzle and knocking it flying backwards with a gagging sound, and the reptile glared
balefully down at the recombinant as he spat: “Watch who you call names, maggot. Besides,
you‟re the one who‟s nothing but a science project gone wrong, the lapdog and pet to a pathetic,
deviant mind.”
And then the reptile gritted his teeth, his muscles bulging, his body almost glowing as he
felt the armor feeding him more power, more energy… and his eyes widened as a twisted grin
spread over his muzzle, realizing that it was doing exactly what Blight‟s body had done: culling
Purification from the atmosphere and turning it into the dark energy that powered his Inverted
state, the Drakkaren‟s eyes glowing as he felt both the mala around his neck and the very armor
filling him with strength also stabilizing his mind, even as Negative said coldly inside him: Let
us see who is the stronger now.
And with that, Zerrex charged forwards, grinning darkly as Perfect snarled and leapt up
to his feet, throwing waves of dark energy at him… but the Inverted Drakkaren only laughed as
his body immediately absorbed them before black lightning sparked along his arms as he leapt
forwards, seizing the creature by the throat and slamming it down onto its back as he began to
throttle it while sending waves of powerful dark lightning ripping into its body, the monster
screaming as the Drakkaren shouted furiously: “Pathetic! Mindless, pathetic prey!”
His grin spread wider… and then Perfect slammed a knee up into his lower back, making
him curse and lean forwards before the recombinant‟s skull smashed into the Drakkaren‟s
muzzle, knocking his head back with a curse… and a moment later, he stared in dumb surprise as
the creature brought back both feet… but then the reptile vanished from the spot as Perfect
kicked outwards, instead hitting nothing but air as it squawked and flopped uselessly against the
ground before Zerrex reappeared standing beside it with one foot raised.
He stomped savagely down into its face, shattering its muzzle as it screamed, then
laughed darkly as he stomped down again and again, at the same time flicking his other hand out

to send spikes of dark energy ripping up through the creature‟s form as he crushed its features to
mangled mush… and then Perfect seized his ankle and yanked hard on it, dragging Zerrex to the
ground before the faceless, broken recombinant rolled, ignoring the spikes and the terrible
damage done to its skull as it jerked Zerrex through the air and smashed him down onto his front,
the reptile grunting in pain before he screamed when blades of crystal tore upwards from the
ground and ripped through his body, struggling weakly for a moment before he managed to
shove his hands against the ground… but before he could push himself free, Perfect snarled, and
the spikes of crystal became tall, terrible spires that hefted the reptile‟s impaled body high into
the air, the Inverted god gargling as Perfect hissed: “So arrogant… so foolish…”
He seized the reptile‟s ankles, then yanked him hard backwards, Zerrex screaming in
agony as he was torn free of the crystal spikes as several of them snapped off in his body and one
simply ripped through his side before he was flipped over and smashed down into the ground by
the ankles, and then Perfect snarled as he spun with the Drakkaren, hefting him into the air and
smashing him through the broken crystal spikes, making him howl in agony again before he
threw the lizard hard. Zerrex crashed to the ground some thirty feet away, gargling and rolling as
the chunks of crystal slowly popped out of his bone armor before it began to regenerate… but the
reptile could still feel the wounds as he clutched tightly at himself, eyes shut as he whispered:
“God… damn…”
And Perfect, meanwhile, had healed completely, his eyes insane and burning as he
grinned savagely at the reptile before beginning to stride quickly towards him… and Zerrex
snarled as he hauled himself to his feet before he snapped his hands out, blades of bone
extending from both forearms before the Drakkaren charged towards him, eyes blazing. Perfect,
however, only screamed laughter at this sight before he easily blocked a slash with his forearm,
ignoring the deep cut it dug and the spurt of blood as he seized the reptile‟s other wrist in his
hand and then slammed his head forwards into Zerrex‟s, knocking the reptile backwards with a
wince before he drove his knee uselessly upwards into Perfect‟s armored groin.
It didn‟t even make him tremble as Perfect simply shoved him backwards, laughing
insanely… and then Zerrex stabbed fiercely upwards, one of the blades ripping through his jaws
and piercing out the back of his skull, Perfect gargling for a moment… and then his eyes blazed
with fury, and he threw a fist hard forwards into Zerrex‟s chest, shattering the armor and sending
him staggering backwards before the creature snarled and lunged forwards, his fists crashing into
the reptile‟s body, not allowing him to move or even strike back at all as he was driven
backwards by blow after blow after blow before Perfect tackled him and drove him to the
ground, then Zerrex screamed in agony as he seized the bone mask melded to his features and
tore it slowly off, scales ripping and strands of flesh bursting apart as blood exploded from his
face, the Drakkaren slamming and tearing his blades against Perfect‟s stomach but the creature
barely seeming fazed by the attacks even as the weapons ripped through his body, whispering
teasingly: “I like this, I like this, a memento for me…”
Then he snarled and slammed the skull mask down into Zerrex‟s own face, knocking him
senseless and sprawling before he leapt backwards and drove his foot hard into the reptile‟s
groin, and the reptile felt something pop as he shrieked in agony before Perfect laughed wildly,
shoving the bone mask over his own face as he jumped on top of Zerrex and began to stomp his
feet wildly up and down over his bone armor, cracking and crushing it, doing terrible damage
along the armor to the Inverted reptile as he tried to swing a blade up… and Perfect‟s foot lashed
out and stomped down on his arm, cracking it and breaking the forearm almost in half as it bent a

terrible, awkward angle, the reptile howling before Perfect drew his hands back with a screaming
giggle as white energy gathered in both hands, and then he whispered: “Goodnight, goodnight.”
He shoved both hands down, and Zerrex screamed in agony as pure energy tore over his
face, burning his scales rapidly away, blinding his eyes, making him shriek as his flesh bubbled
and bone was revealed, his hair bursting into flames and charring quickly away where it was
touched by the terrible blast… and then Perfect leapt backwards off him and shrieked laughter,
Zerrex‟s bone mask still unevenly locked over his own face as he danced back and forth… then
he snarled and turned around, hissing: “No, stop that!”
Zerrex was slowly sitting up, his face slowly regenerating, half bone and burning flesh,
half healed, the scars throbbing and standing out prominently as blood spilled from them, one
eye gone but the other slowly turning emerald even as his body trembled and lost its Inversion,
the Armor of Naganis cracked and hanging in broken pieces against his chest as he whispered:
“I… am going to stop you…”
“No, no you won‟t!” Perfect shrieked, and he flicked his wrist, a spear of silver forming
before it shot forwards and ripped through Zerrex‟s chest, and the Drakkaren gagged hard, eyes
bulging, as he clawed weakly at the javelin buried through his body before it simply exploded,
sending him crashing limply backwards, the bone armor over his upper body shattering into
pieces that tinkled down in all directions as Perfect laughed… then snarled again as Zerrex
tremblingly sat up, rasping for breath, a bloody hole in his chest, his ribs visible and his pulsing
heart shivering as blood burst from it even as it slowly repaired itself, webs of flesh and ivy
spreading over the skull-side of his face as hair sprung it clumps from his head.
“C-Can‟t… let… you ruin this… ruin Heaven…” Zerrex whispered, blood dripping from
his jaws as he felt invisible hands grasping at him, supporting, as he slowly began to stand up…
and Perfect snarled in rage before he turned around, storming away to pick up his massive,
golden cleaver as Zerrex breathed hard, watching as the recombinant approached, his eyes
glowing with rage as he hefted the massive golden sword, and Zerrex smiled weakly, closing his
eyes and trying to think of what he could even do…
A blast of golden light shot past him and smashed into the creature as it began to cock the
sword back, knocking the cleaver flying from its hands as it shrieked and crashed onto its back,
the huge weapon twinkling in the air as it sailed backwards before crashing to the ground beside
it as the skull mask flew from its stupefied face… and Zerrex looked over his shoulder in shock
as Epiphany slowly approached, her eyes cold and narrowed, and Naganen followed behind her,
the Naganatine running quickly to his father with a wince, his thermal suit spotted with blood
and scratches and the young male pale, but otherwise healthy as he whispered: “Oh shit, Dad…
I… here, I‟ll heal you…”
“And I‟m going to play with our friend here.” Epiphany said softly, studying the
recombinant curiously as it snarled in rage and picked up its massive cleaver, breathing furiously
as she murmured: “Ooh, yes… you may actually prove interesting…”
“Get out of my way, both of you!” Perfect raged, and then he created a sphere of
darkness before flinging it at Epiphany… and he stared in shock when she only batted it away
with the back of her hand before favoring him with a patronizing smile. Immediately, Perfect‟s
eyes widened, and then a look of utter hate flooded his features before he charged forwards with
a scream, raising his cleaverEpiphany glared at him as her eyes glowed, and a blast of psychic force knocked the
creature flying backwards before the female flicked her wrist upwards with a dark grin, and a tall
spire of black stone ripped out of the ground behind the creature, Perfect shrieking as he collided

against this… before it toppled slowly forwards on top of him, crushing him beneath its weight.
But the female was far from done, throwing her head back and laughing as she stomped the
ground, the earth beneath Perfect cracking apart as steam and dark smoke vomited up from it, the
recombinant shrieking before vents of magma ripped open and splashed outwards, the black
spire trapping the beast rocking violently back and forth before it exploded upwards in a hail of
shrapnel, and Perfect tore out of this, his body smoldering and burning and his eyes filled with
fury as he leapt towards the surprised female and slashed his sword hard down into her.
Epiphany was sent down on her back, her stitched vest ripping open and dangling, a
large, black gash torn across her shoulder as she bounced once and skidded backwards before
Perfect snarled and stepped forwards, thrusting the weapon out… and then it simply halted,
reality rippling around Perfect as he froze in place and Epiphany‟s eyes slowly opened as she
smiled and stood carefully up, rolling her head on her shoulders and wiping absently at herself as
the wound healed, before she tore her vest free and tossed it aside as she studied the frozen-intime creature, reality around it distorted and broken as she murmured: “Maybe you will be a
challenge after all… I‟m so excited…”
And then she shoved a hand outwards, and a massive blast of force struck into Perfect as
reality returned to normal around him, and yet he only staggered backwards a few feet as the
concussive shockwave made the air itself vibrate in a loud whine and he screamed as something
inside his body shattered, his scales ripping and fizzing in and out of reality before Epiphany
grinned darkly as she reached her hands back, and an enormous, deadly bardiche formed in her
hands before she stepped forwards and swung this into Perfect hard enough to send him flying
limply through the air to crash into the foundation of the Senate Building, the brick shattering
like glass with his impact.
Epiphany laughed as she let the butt of the pole-arm rest against the ground: the eightfoot pole was jet black, with a single golden ring around the bottom, and the enormous, crescentshaped blade was at least six feet across, made of glimmering crystal and edged in silver, with
golden patterning along the flat and a cruel black spike atop the wide crystal base securing it to
the alloy staff. It radiated malignant and magnificent energy, glowing faintly with power before
she threw her head back and laughed as Perfect launched himself upwards with a shriek of fury,
his wings propelling him towards her… and then she grinned darkly and pounced forwards,
swinging the bardiche suddenly, sharply downwards and crushing Perfect out of the air and
down into the ground as blood and dark ooze exploded upwards from the terrible wound she tore
in his back.
The creature screamed, then shoved its hands against the ground, and a pillar of dark
energy exploded upwards around Epiphany, knocking her backwards with a shriek before Perfect
leapt through the black flames and tackled her backwards, sword and bardiche both falling from
their grips as he shoved her backwards, his hands glowing with dark energy as he began to lay
into the females face with savage punches from one hand, the other throttling her and shaking
her violently to slam her skull back against the ground again and again as the earth beneath her
cracked and dark flames and blue energy sparked violently over her form and through the air
around them, Naganen and Zerrex only able to watch with horror before Epiphany threw her
head back and screamed…
And a moment later, a gigantic fist smashed into Perfect and sent him flying backwards
as Equinox appeared out of thin air, his shackles still clamped around his arms and chains
dangling from them… and then a moment later, the runes over them pulsed weakly before they
cracked apart and fell away in pieces, and Equinox walked calmly, emotionlessly forwards as

Epiphany hopped to her feet with a snarl, wiping at her bloody muzzle as she screamed: “I was
just playing! Now I‟m going to fucking kill you!”
Powerful, terrible energy radiated from Epiphany‟s body as she snarled and kicked her
bardiche up to one hand as she walked forwards beside the twenty foot, silent behemoth: the
brother and bodyguard she had created, as Perfect crawled slowly backwards, shaking his head
as the recombinant looked back and forth at the two, rasping hard as blood dripped from his
mouth before Epiphany grinned darkly and flicked her hand upwards, and chains and black ivy
ripped out of the ground. Perfect screamed, leaping upwards and evading these as they grasped at
him… and Equinox‟s hand lashed out, lightning fast, catching Perfect by the ankle and spinning
around to lash him savagely down into the ground before he dropped a knee onto his spine,
shattering it and making Perfect vomit blood as he clawed uselessly at the ground before
Equinox reached down and seized one of the upper wings of energy… and it became physical as
a wave of blue force rushed down Equinox‟s arm before the giant creature simply tore the wing
off, and Equinox screamed before Epiphany danced around her brother and slammed her
bardiche into his other wing, her eyes glowing with fury and energy as she laughed savagely.
“Oh you‟re a fun playmate now, we just need to teach you manners!”
Perfect lashed a foot into Equinox‟s shin, knocking him backwards with a grunt, and then
he turned around with a scream, lashing a hand out and sending a wave of dark energy exploding
upwards… but Equinox simply ignored the black flames as he reached out and seized Perfect‟s
skull, yanking him upwards and then slamming him face-first into the ground once, twice, thrice,
snapping his body like a wet towel each time before he stepped firmly on the back of his neck
and reached down to rip two more wings off, Perfect screaming… and then his shrieks reached a
whole new level as Epiphany‟s bardiche slammed downwards and cut off one of his lower legs,
the creature howling in agony before the female rasped: “What‟s this, what‟s this?”
She grinned savagely as she leaned down, her fingers becoming metal tipped with
needles of bone before she savagely stabbed this into Perfect‟s side… and the creature screamed
before Epiphany‟s jaws fell open in a look of intense bliss as her eyes slid closed, and she
whispered: “Oh Equinox… he‟s got a powerful, powerful, powerful spirit inside of him… I want
him I want him I want him…”
“Yes, sister.” Equinox said tonelessly, and then he reached down and rolled Perfect over
before he slammed a fist down as Perfect flinched… but instead he struck the ground, and a rift
ripped open around them, transforming into a swirling black maelstrom that began to slowly drag
them downwards.
Perfect shrieked at this, trying to claw his way upwards… and Epiphany spun the
bardiche around before she slammed it savagely down through his stomach with a grin, locking
him into place as Equinox stood silent sentinel and Epiphany threw her head back and laughed,
Perfect screaming in denial and pain and terror… and then black energy exploded upwards in a
gush around them, and they were simply gone as it turned into dark smoke.
Zerrex could only tremble, and not in the pain: his body had healed during the
confrontation with Naganen‟s help, and he could barely believe what he‟d seen. Not only had
Epiphany destroyed Perfect with ease… she had clearly, thoroughly enjoyed it. It made him
terrified of what she was capable of, given the circumstances… and then he gritted his teeth,
shoving these thoughts aside as he hauled himself to his feet, the bone armor over his body
trembling before it slowly transformed into simple, scale-leather clothing as he stood up and
staggered forwards before Naganen grabbed him and supported him, saying quickly: “Dad, wait,
can‟t we-”

“No, this ends now, this… ends here.” Zerrex shook his head, grunting and straightening
as he gritted his teeth, reaching up to touch the raw, throbbing side of his face… and then he
smiled weakly at his son as Naganen looked at him with concern, saying quietly: “Go on, I‟m
strong enough to take on Job.”
“No, I‟m coming with you.” Naganen said quietly… and Zerrex looked at him for a few
moments before he nodded slowly, and the male smiled faintly at his father before the Drakkaren
turned and strode weakly forwards, reaching down to pick up his sword and gritting his teeth as
he hefted Blackheart upwards… but as he lifted the sword, he felt new energy pouring into him
from the blade as it sparked quietly as if in apology.
The two strode slowly towards the Senate Building as the battle behind them raged
furiously on, and yet they could barely hear it, as if they had entered another world, another
time… and then Zerrex grimaced in disgust when the Senate Building‟s defenses activated, a
forcefield of energy bursting into being and blocking access to the amphitheater.
“Seriously?” Naganen looked faintly amused at most, vocalizing the exact thoughts of the
reptile at the moment, shaking his head slowly before he closed his eyes and put his hands
together, and Zerrex looked at him curiously before he stared as Naganen simply drew his hands
apart as they glowed with energy, and in front of them, the shielding protecting the Senate
Building sparked before a wide hole ripped in the wall of energy, the edges ripping faintly.
“After you, Dad.”
Zerrex gaped a bit… and then he turned and carefully walked forwards into the Senate
Building, shaking his head with a faint smile before his eyes locked on Job, who was staring in
horror at them before he pointed and screamed: “Get back! Get away from me, you monsters!
This can‟t be happening, it can‟t be!”
“Give up Job, it‟s over.” Zerrex said tiredly, as Naganen walked up beside him… and
then Job snarled before thrusting a hand towards him, and cracks ripped through the Drakkaren‟s
chest before a golden glow slowly began to build over his body, the reptile collapsing to his
knees with a gargle as a waterfall of blood exploded out of his body as he clawed weakly at
himself, Naganen looking horrified.
“Fine, I‟ll just kill you… just like my sister Sin, magic has always been a talent of mine!”
Job snarled, twisting his hand slowly, and Zerrex howled in agony as blood exploded out of his
jaws, falling forwards as Blackheart clattered to the ground and a twisted grin spread along Job‟s
face. “And I know your energy signature, and have mastered working with it and utilizing it to
my advantage… so I am going to burn every particle making up your body apart and cast you
forever into the disassociation! I will not let the likes of you-”
“That‟s enough, Job.” Naganen said softly, stepping in front of Zerrex… and the
Drakkaren twitched, then shivered weakly as a ring of white appeared around him, sending up a
translucent shield as Job cursed, his hands bursting into golden flame for a moment before they
puffed quickly out. “I won‟t let you hurt Zerrex like this. There‟s no need for this… you‟ve made
a mistake. You‟ve made… a terrible, terrible mistake, and done an awful thing. These people-”
“They are not people!” Job screamed, looking furious as he pointed towards Naganen,
hissing: “You are not „people!‟ And mortals, mortals especially, are not people! It‟s their fault,
their… their endless begging to God, their endless need for this or that, their endless fucking
whining, the idea that they themselves were so important and necessary and unable to look past
their egos for one goddamn moment, it was them, they killed God! Not Narrius… Narrius was
only an instrument… if God had not been so beaten down all the time, so worried and made frail
by his guilt over them, so pained by his inability to help them all… he would have easily

survived, stopped Narrius‟s treachery. But no. No, Susie wants a boyfriend and Timmy wants a
bike and Mary wants Jenny to die and Jenny wants Mary to be her best friend and Gale wants his
daddy to live while Daddy prays every fucking day for that little twelve year old girl to walk
alone to the store once so he can rape her and a thousand other fucking things! Don‟t you get it?
God believed in mortals… and when mortals figured out there was a God above, they decided
that he was only there to provide for them and them alone. And just like Hell, I want to instill
order to put them in their place. To teach them all, they are not people and they are not worthy of
respect until they earn it! Religions used to speak of a wrathful God to keep their people in
check… now, now I‟ll show them what the Fear of God truly is!”
Naganen only shook his head quietly, saying softly: “You‟re so lost, Job. You‟re so…
sad and confused. Yes, Naganis was God… but he wasn‟t all-important either. He mattered as
much to this universe as you, or me, or all those souls out there. As all the other people in the
world… he was important to us, but he is unimportant, like even the First Gods were
unimportant, once this universe got itself going.” Naganen spread his arms quietly, saying
kindly: “Don‟t let it come to this, Job. I don‟t want to hurt you.”
“Arrogant little shit.” Job snarled, and then he created a ball of fire and threw it hard at
Naganen… but the Naganatine only smiled as he reached up a hand and caught it, then clenched
it tightly in both hands… and when he opened his palms, beautiful red birds flew into the air,
chirping and singing as Job staggered back in surprise, flinching away from them as if terrified.
“What? No!”
He snarled, stomping hard against the ground, and the earth shattered and ripped towards
Naganen, the floor violently beginning to collapse inwards… and the young male only smiled as
he put his hands behind his back and slid his foot along the floor, and a moment later they were
standing on polished marble instead of broken cement, Job leaping backwards with a curse
before he created a sphere of light in one hand and the other sparked with electricity, yelling in
rage as he fired a beam of golden energy towards Naganen and released a powerful lightning bolt
at the same time… and Naganen rose his hands and flicked his wrists upwards, and the beams
twisted sharply in the same direction before arching over each other and transforming into a
beautiful, vibrant rainbow that floated above him for a moment before dissipating.
“Host! Defend your master!” Job screamed… and Naganen frowned a bit before dead
spirits slowly began to rise up through the ground, the male sighing softly before he frowned,
and then tears rose in his eyes as he saw Tinman among them, ghostly and terrible, snarling as he
floated forwards with his hands raised and curled into claws…
And Naganen walked quietly towards the Host, fearless, leaving his father in the
protective circle as the young male‟s hands swept out almost absently as he passed other spirits,
and they exploded backwards in puffs of ash and light as white energy began to gather in his
hands, before he smiled faintly at the Host shaped like Tinman as it lunged towards him… then
simply halted when Naganen gazed at him, before its features slowly took on Tinny‟s old, gentle
looks as it settled to its knees Naganen whispered: “Now, you of all people don‟t deserve this.
I‟m sure the Reapers will be mad at me later but… that‟s okay.”
And even as other Host floated ominously around them, Naganen cupped the white
sphere of spirit energy in his hands before blowing forwards, and it washed over the Host like
ashes and dust, making him sparkle as he arched his back and closed his eyes before fading from
sight… and on the battlefield, where White was arguing furiously with the enormous, raven
Reaper, the creature suddenly looked sharply at the sphere in its hand before it said coldly:

“Enough, White Phoenix. I will not bring your son back for you, no matter how you threaten
me… but it seems another has heard your prayers.”
White looked up sharply at this… and then Kavelis, God of Death that now headed the
Reapers, flicked a wrist… and a white portal appeared in the sky before Tinny dropped out of it
and landed with a squeak on the ground before he sat up, naked and embarrassed, smaller and
more slender than he used to be as White gaped at the sight of his son… and Kavelis said softly,
as she studied her orb curiously: “A Miracle has been granted and your son has returned as a
mortal. Only rare Gods have the power to perform Miracles… this is most interesting indeed.”
And back inside the amphitheatre, every image over the projections showed Tinny‟s
return to life as Job looked back and forth, shrieking in terror as the Host floated almost
hesitantly around the amphitheater before he pointed wildly at Naganis, screaming: “Rip out his
soul, rip out his soul!”
“I‟m sorry, I don‟t have enough strength to restore the rest of you… but all of you have
my blessing. Please go back to sleep, okay?” Naganen said softly, and then he lowered his head
and recited a quiet prayer, and golden light exploded through the area, the Host sighing softly as
their translucent bodies became solid, their features smoothing out… and slowly, they sank down
into the ground as Zerrex felt tears leaking down his face at the glory and the beauty of the sight.
And outside, the Host engaged in battle, glowed and bucked suddenly, their faces
becoming serene before they too began to sink slowly downwards, making warriors on both
sides hesitate and look back and forth before all eyes turned to the glowing wonder of the Senate
Building.
Inside, the light slowly faded as the shielding around the building flickered slowly out of
existence, and Job looked back and forth as Naganen smiled kindly to him, saying gently: “Let‟s
stop this, Job, okay? Just come with me. Please. Before this gets any worse.”
“I… then I‟ll… never! I‟ll see you set in stone like Justice once was, arrogant youth!
Even you can‟t survive the Curse of Mephistopheles!” Job shrieked, and then he shoved a palm
towards Naganen as the youth looked surprised before a wave of force exploded over him,
knocking him backwards… and a moment later, stone raced violently up over the Naganatine as
he only gave Job a sorrowful look, petrified entirely in rock, frozen in stone as Zerrex howled a
denial and scrambled to his feet as the protective circle faded out around him.
For a few moments, there was only silence… and then Job laughed, crazed, lunatic, as
Zerrex trembled and walked towards his son, frozen in stone before he reached out and touched
it, feeling how it was still warm, staring at the perfect detail, the saddened look on his son‟s face,
before he snarled at Job as the Naganatine said ruthlessly: “And I modified the curse over the
years… there‟s no escape this time, like there was with Justice. He‟ll be frozen forever… I think
he‟ll make an excellent decoration for my new throne room.”
“You son of a bitch, turn him back!” Zerrex snarled furiously, turning towards Job… and
then he howled in agony when Job thrusted his hand forwards, cracks ripping through his body
again and falling to his knees as Job grinned callously, his hand glowing with light.
“Poor, deluded godling.” Job said softly… and then he frowned a bit, his eyes flicking
upwards as the statue rattled, frowning and whispering: “No, that-”
Cracks of light spread along the stone, and then it simply shattered into pieces like a
shell, and Naganen crossed his arms as he looked across at Job and said softly: “I‟m… I‟m so
disappointed in you, Job. Tampering with the natural Cycle, hurting others and even… even
stooping to using such terrible, awful magic that caused… the tragedy all those years ago…
haven‟t you learned anything?”

“N-n-no… no… not even Sin, not… not… not even… you‟d… no!” Job staggered
backwards, shaking his head in terror before his eyes widened in horrified realization, and he
turned pale before screaming in horror and spinning around, tripping on his own robes and
falling, then clawing violently back to his feet as he shrieked: “No, no, no, no, no!”
He fled, half-falling down the steps of the rear of the Senate Building, looking as if he‟d
seen a ghost as Zerrex grunted and slowly straightened, grasping at his side before Naganen
grabbed him and steadied him gently, feeling energy flooding through him as Zerrex looked into
his son‟s eyes, and his son smiled faintly before, studying each other before the reptile
whispered: “Naganis…”
“In some ways, yes. In other ways, no. We can talk about it later, Dad… but first we have
to stop Job before he hurts anyone else.” Naganen said gently, and Zerrex stared at him for a
moment longer before the leather armor against his body tightened as if in insistence, and the
reptile smiled weakly, his mind reeling before he stumbled towards the exit, stopping only to
scoop his sword up with a grunt.
Job was already sprinting down a long, paved pathway, looking as terrified as if the
Unworld itself were rising up behind him to consume him… and then he skidded to a halt with a
scream as a bloody, snarling Lucifer and a Lord whose face was strangely devoid of emotion
dropped down in front of him, half-falling backwards before the wolf side of Lucifer‟s face
twitched upwards in a grin, pointing a massive half-black-half white greatsword with a silver hilt
towards Job as he rasped: “Next time, send more Strange Beasts.”
The Naganatine scrambled backwards, then he threw a hand out as Lucifer leapt forwards
and blasted the Archangel with a beam of golden light, the half-wolf, half-Dragokkaren cursing
as he flew backwards through the air and half-flipped to crash awkwardly down on his stomach
with a wince, and a snarl of rage spread over Lord‟s face as his own golden sword appeared in a
burst of bright light in his hand, easily deflecting another blast of light from the Naganatine
before Job spun around and scrambled to his feet to flee back towards the Senate Building even
as Naganen and Zerrex readied themselves…
And Lord leapt forwards with a furious growl and stabbed his sword through Job‟s back,
stepping rapidly forwards and ripping it to the hilt through the Naganatine, scooping him
upwards so his feet kicked at the ground as the blade glowed violently with energy, and Zerrex‟s
eyes widened in shock as Lord twisted and ripped his sword to the side, almost cutting Job in
half as his intestines and organs and several shattered ribs flew out of the huge flap that tore up
off his body, Job‟s hands weakly raising in the air as horror and surprise spread over his own
face, his feet managing to keep himself upright as he staggered a few steps forwards.
The flat of Lord‟s massive blade smashed across the body of the Naganatine in a violent
slap as a savage grin spread over the god‟s features, his eyes glowing with murderous intent as
the Naganatine spun around before Lord‟s huge hand seized his skull, lifting him into the air and
snapping him fiercely down into the ground, his body ripping sickeningly as more gore sprayed
from his almost bisected form before Lord lifted him above his head as golden lightning sizzled
along his arm… and then he simply growled as he shoved his hand forwards, and a cone of
dazzling golden light and flame exploded outwards, washing over Job‟s upper body and skull as
he screamed in agony his legs kicking weakly and tail flopping back and forth before Lord
simply dropped him… and all that was left was a smoldering skeleton, the skull crushed and
burnt, broken and damaged bones falling around the mutilated Naganatine before it finally
collapsed… and Lord rose a foot and crushed the remains of the skeleton, twisting his heel
slowly as the still-whole legs twitched once, shreds of robes fluttering around the corpse.

Lucifer slowly walked up behind the Archangel as Zerrex stared in shock, and Lord
looked up at him coldly for a few moments before the other Archangel grasped his shoulder…
and the god calmed slowly, then looked almost ashamed of himself as Zerrex and Naganen
slowly made their way down the path, the Drakkaren saying finally: “I‟m glad you guys are
okay. But Job… he…”
“I know, I know, I… I‟m sorry. I… lost my temper.” Lord murmured, looking away, and
then he rubbed at his head and smiled faintly. “We‟ll fix it. We‟ll fix everything.”
Zerrex looked up at him for a moment, then he nodded slowly… before wincing as a roar
sounded in the distance, and the Archangels spun around with snarls, readying their weapons.
Elites and Viper Aegis and Strange Beasts of all shape and size were charging towards them,
rapidly closing in, and the reptile cursed, wondering if they were coming to avenge their leader
or under someone else‟s control or just gone wild now, and he began to raise Blackheart even as
he felt his energy dwindlingA figure shoved its way rudely between them, Zerrex‟s arms pinwheeling as he fell to a
kneel and Naganen wincing in surprise as the equine laughed, dancing back and forth from footto-foot before it spun around with a warm smile, and Theophilius bowed to them as Lord gaped
and Lucifer stared a little, the Broken taking his hat off and saying kindly: “Hello all! What an
honor, what a pleasure, what a delight to meet you kind folk here… Archangels of Heaven, that
must be such a chore, but you two do it well!”
“Theophilius, what…” Zerrex winced as the Broken leaned forwards and pushed a finger
against his lips, and then the horse leapt backwards and put his hat back on his head… before he
smiled softly and clasped his hands in front of himself with another respectful half-bow.
“I‟ve thought a lot about you. What you‟re doing, what you said… and I talked to Marianot-Serviteur in the Unworld for a little while, while she was recuperating down there. I was very
interested to hear what had happened… and very, very saddened.” Theophilius halted, and then
he glanced over his shoulder at the approaching Strange Beasts, and he smiled in a strange, soft
way as he whispered: “So I‟m here to bring a little joy back to the party. I‟m here to make up for
what‟s happened… and to risk it all, because I think I understand now why risks must be taken.
Because if you never risk anything, you‟re risking your entire life for a meaningless gambit with
no reward.”
Then Theophilius spun around and bowed towards the Strange Beasts even as they drew
closer, an eager Elite pulling away from the crowd with a snarl as it rose one of its massive
axes… and with a flick of his fingers against the brim, Theophilius knocked his hat off his head
and let it smoothly roll down his shoulder to catch it in his hand, catching it in front of himself
and raising his other hand high to waggle his fingers before he shoved his arm down into his hat,
then pulled out a bouquet of white flowers.
He smiled brightly at these, tossing his hat into the air, and it flipped several times before
neatly landing back on his head as the Broken took the bouquet of flowers into both hands and
inhaled deeply… and then he let out a soft sigh before leaning forwards as the Elite drew within
thirty feet, and he blew soft on the flowers… and they burst upwards, countless white blossoms
and petals flying through the air and raining from the sky, a breeze whipping past and catching
them, carrying them far and wide in an enormous, spreading spiral.
The Elite roared as it lunged… and then skidded to a sudden, stupefied halt, staring down
at Theophilius as the Broken blushed and half-covered his face, abashedly holding up a single
flower… and slowly, the Elite put its sword down as the others watched in amazement, before
the Strange Beast reached quietly forwards and took the flower, tiny in its hands… and it sniffed

it quietly before leaning slowly backwards as it dropped its other sword, holding the flower
tightly but gently.
Throughout the battlefield, Strange Beasts looked up sharply as flower petals floated
through the air around them, quietly and enticingly floating by as they pushed themselves away
from the battleground, ignoring or only pushing away those who still tried to attack them as the
Phase Hounds simply vanished, the creatures drawn behind the back of the Senate Building as
Gateways opened and more Strange Beasts poured in, Zerrex staring in awe at the gathering
beings before the Elite studied Theophilius as the Broken finally looked up at him silently, taking
his hat off and holding it between his hands as the Elite asked quietly but clearly, Zerrex able to
understand the simple question: “Why?”
And Theophilius smiled awkwardly as he looked down, studying the ground for a few
moments before he looked back up and whispered in the same language: “I‟m so sorry. The
others… are so very sorry. Were… so very sorry. We were trying to protect you… and when you
came back, I… I was scared. I‟m a coward… hiding behind my laws and rules and dictum… but
I‟m here now, and I‟m here to help make everything better. To help find solutions. To help guide
you… because it seems that if I‟m not around, you poor, poor souls have a habit of falling in
with the wrong crowd.”
The Elite hung its head shamefully, and other Strange Beasts looked back and forth
before a Songstress stepped out of the crowd, saying anxiously: “But we were told by an Advisor
that you had abandoned us… we were so scared, and lost! What about the betrayers, the Great
Mother and the Librarian?”
At her words, however, another Gateway opened… and rumbles went through the
gathered crowd as Eratosthenes and Celeste emerged, the Librarian wincing and looking back
and forth as Celeste only smiled lovingly at the Broken, who gazed over at them and said kindly:
“Librarian, old friend. Will you please explain to the gathered that you are not a betrayer?”
“But I am.” Eratosthenes said quietly, closing his eyes and bowing his head forwards…
and Theophilius tilted his head curiously before the Librarian looked up and said clearly: “And
so are all of you. We have all been betrayers… because we have all been deceived. Lord God,
the Advisor, was not what he said he was. He was not an Avatar, he was not an Advisor, he was
not a God, and what he knew of the First Gods he stole from our reliquaries and from his
personal knowledge of a… a noble god he once worked for, many years ago. We are all
betrayers… because we were lied to. Because we were deceived: in simple terms, he did not tell
us the truth.”
“Why would anyone do that? That… that can‟t be!” rasped a Viper, and Zerrex looked up
in dumb surprise at the fact that the creature could talk as its other head looked worriedly back
and forth, before it asked nervously: “Then… can… can we trust anything?”
“We can trust each other… but only if we do not allow the deceptions of the enemy to
pull us apart. There is no more need for it, anyway… the enemy is fallen… and a First God has
returned. A First God who protected us from a plight that I have seen in another‟s mind worse
than anything you can imagine, my family. A plight that cost him his life and almost his soul…
but he is still a First God, and we are still Guardians.” Eratosthenes said clearly and firmly, and
Strange Beasts looked back and forth apprehensively before Error walked in front of the Broken
and dropped to a kneel, bowing his head and whispering: “My only request… is that you allow
me to keep my name. With this name… I have learned very much. I have learned about mortals
and demons and angels, and I have learned about truth and lies. I have learned about heroes, and

failures, and monsters, and I have learned that your closest friends can come from your
enemies.”
Eratosthenes smiled faintly past Theophilius at Zerrex… and Zerrex smiled back a bit,
relaxing slowly before Theophilius nodded, reaching down and patting Error‟s head awkwardly,
making the Librarian wince. “Names all around then! As I am now Theophilius… we shall give
ourselves names to help us in our new journey, our new learning. But… this is not our home
anymore. Not this world, not the mortal planet you naughty children have been attacking, not
Hell. Nor the Center of the Universe… but there are many planets out there. Many worlds…
many places to watch over, many places to enjoy, many places to make our own.”
The Broken stepped backwards with a smile, clasping his hands together and closing his
eyes… and then he nodded firmly, saying clearly: “My friends. My family. There is much to
discuss, and stories to tell, but not here… for now, let us find a quiet place to go and find
ourselves again. A quiet place where we can discern what to do next… a quiet place, where…
where I can make up for the wrongs I have done you all.” Theophilius halted, and then he turned
curiously towards Celeste as she bowed her head, and he said softly: “What is this? This… I
didn‟t expect.”
“I have come to respect and see Zerrex Narrius as the reincarnation of Creation. I have
come to care about him. I would like to stay with him.” the Great Mother said softly, and Zerrex
blushed before the Strange Beast closed her eyes with a faint smile as a tear leaked down her
cheek, as she whispered: “You are so kind, to think such… but my place is here with you. The
others will be fine without me, I… only wish to stay by Creation‟s side, as I once did, long ago.”
Theophilius looked at her curiously, and then he smiled softly and nodded, saying after a
moment: “Very well then. I understand… and I can respect that. And Zerrex, although I do not
need to ask, asking is the formal and proper thing to do in such a situation as this, and therefore I
must ask: will you permit the sweet Celeste, Great Mother of many children, to stay with you?”
“If that is what she really wants… I‟d be honored to have her company.” Zerrex replied
quietly, as Lord and Lucifer both looked at him with surprise at the language the Drakkaren
spoke… but Naganen only smiled softly, reaching up to squeeze his father‟s shoulder gently
before the reptile gazed down at his son, then returned his eyes to Celeste, adding quietly:
“Although there‟s better candidates for Creation than me around here, too.”
Theophilius laughed at this, and then he grinned over at the Librarian as Eratosthenes
stood up, asking teasingly: “And what about you, old friend, old chum? Have you grown so fond
and attached to Zerrex that next you‟ll ask to stay here with him?”
“I think I‟m better suited to coming with you, Lord Order, much as I enjoy Zerrex‟s…
company.” Eratosthenes said mildly, making a distasteful face towards the Drakkaren… but he
was smiling a little nonetheless as he added quietly: “I would… appreciate being permitted to
visit now and then. Of course, mainly to further my research but… to… to visit.”
He cleared his throat, looking awkwardly away as he crossed his arms, but Zerrex smiled
softly, touched by the sentiment as Order gazed affectionately at the Strange Beast. “Librarian,
you always did make many mistakes… and yet nonetheless, you also always did catch on the
fastest to the newest games, the newest information, the newest crafts. I can think of nothing
more suitable. You have my permission and my blessing.”
He paused, then gazed up as the last of the flower petals began to settle through the air,
tilting his head back with a sigh and inhaling deeply as he murmured: “Moon lilies. They were
always my favorite flower back home… Life created them, but for some reason… I always

adored them. They came across as special to me somehow… but some things are just that way,
right?
“Well, I‟ve dallied here long enough.” Theophilius smiled and turned around, bowing
politely to the four as he said calmly, smoothly switching languages to Enochian so Lucifer and
Lord could understand as well: “It seems that I have a most exceptional dinner party to go and
prepare, and much tea must be boiled and many scones consumed! If you‟ll allow me to bid you
good day, then I shall bid you good day and leave: if you shall not, then I shall wish the worst of
ill fortunate upon you in a manner most joking and leave anyway.” The Broken clapped his
hands together, and Zerrex smiled a little before he looked up in surprise as Lucifer chuckled,
even though Lord still only looked perplexed and frustrated.
Then Theophilius winked over to the Librarian, and Eratosthenes held a hand up, creating
a Gateway. When the fellow Guardians hesitated, however, he only smiled faintly at them before
saying softly: “I led you here in hatred and foolishness and folly. Let me lead you out of this
place now, and complete the journey: this portal will take us back to an abandoned world we
passed through, where we may talk and be alone at least. A handful of you may proceed first,
and I shall follow, before the others come… and a handful may stay behind, to ensure that Order
follows as well. Acceptable terms? Either way, we will be at your mercy… I am weakened from
the battle, and Order is not the First God he once was. But show rationality and reason instead of
the primal, heretic violence you have been committing, my brethren. At least listen to our stories
and our explanations, and we will bring as many witnesses as you like forwards to help with
them.”
“I‟ll be glad to explain as well.” Zerrex offered, raising a hand… and Theophilius gazed
at him affectionately and Error rolled his eyes and muttered something about meddling, which
made the Drakkaren huff and glower. “Hey, just saying.”
“Fine, fine. But later.” Eratosthenes said dryly, and then he glanced up as several Viper
Aegis walked forwards. They stopped, looming over him… then slowly nodded, and the
Librarian nodded back as they walked through the shimmering Gateway before he followed, and
Chanters and other Strange Beasts began to pour steadily into the tunnel in a great, immense
exodus. It was an incredible sight… and the terribleness, the xenomorphic qualities of the
creatures were lost as they piled nervously through, many looking unsure, Phase Hounds
whimpering and pawing at the ground, Elites with their heads bowed and Leviathans walking
quietly and slowly. They moved steadily and calmly… and Zerrex glanced up quietly as instead
of Strange Beasts, demons and angels, gods and Eslovians and others began to fill in the area
around them watching with awe as the creatures slowly but surely flooded into the tunnel
through reality.
Zerrex gazed towards Theophilius as the Broken half-walked, half-skipped towards him,
clicking his heels together and saying warmly: “It‟s strange, it‟s so strange! I feel so scared…
and yet so alive, so happy, so enthusiastic, and it has been so very nice to meet you and to talk
with you. We must ensure that we do it again in the future under happier circumstances…
assuming, of course, I am not killed to make up for the sins I have committed, executed in a most
terrible manner by my own bodyguards.”
“Stop worrying.” Zerrex punched the male lightly in the arm, and the Broken whined
loudly and grabbed at this, pouting before the reptile rolled his eyes and said tiredly: “Oh, bite
me. I got my ass kicked six ways to Sunday today, you can‟t imagine the agony I‟m in.”
“Yes, yes, but you‟re built for that sort of thing, just like Creation never stayed down
without a fight either, for all his love and kindness.” Theophilius smiled at him, and then the

equine took off his hat and bowed deeply as the last of the Strange Beasts slipped through the
Gateway, leaving only two Elites… and the Broken gazed up at them before he turned his eyes
back to Zerrex, saying in a softer voice: “I wish you well on your journey, Zerrex Narrius. I
know you still have far to go… but I have a feeling you‟ll find your way, one way or another. I
know that there is much to be done: Heaven and Hell must settle the terrible damages done
between them, the mortal world must be soothed, and the dead must be put to rest… not to
mention your own… personal problem. But I feel… it will all be settled soon. Ten years too
many you‟ve put up with this, after all… but now I must go, so I shall bid you adieu.”
Theophilius bowed deeply, and then he turned towards the Elites before raising his fists
as if to be handcuffed… and when they just looked at him, confused, he sighed a bit and instead
reached up to settle his hat on his head before bounding towards the Gateway and through it, and
the Elites followed him slowly. The last paused, looking down at the flower it was still holding,
and then gazing back and forth over the group… and finally, it held the flower out to Celeste,
who smiled softly and took it, the two gazing at each other before she said kindly: “I was not
born with the ability to love my children. But I am happy to see you learning and growing.
Perhaps in time I will grow to understand love in its entirety.”
The Elite nodded to her again, and then it walked into the Gateway and vanished… and
the rift in reality slowly closed as Zerrex took a slow breath and relaxed, and silence but for the
chirping of a flock of red birds that flew out from the Senate Building filled the air, and Zerrex
smiled faintly up at Heaven‟s sunlit skies.
News of Job‟s death spread fast throughout Heaven… and news of Job‟s betrayal spread
even faster, although at first not many angels seemed to know what to believe. Some rallied and
demanded action, some blamed Elysium for the entirety of events, some simply wanted to live
out their lives in Paradise and complained that they shouldn‟t be involved… and for a week,
Heaven tottered back and forth uneasily, as Lord and Lucifer worked slowly through talking to
all manner of officials and the Heavenly Council was temporarily disbanded.
Warden had been found hiding out with a group of Dervishes: not that they did him any
good, since the Dervishes were programmed to obey Job, not Warden. As they were doing with
all the Dervishes now, they were carted off to a medical facility and given carefully-monitored
doses of Hell‟s corruption: in the right amounts, it neutralized some of the purification that ran
through their bodies, and returned them to a slightly more-normal, if vapid, state. They could
think a little clearer for themselves instead of being constantly blinded by Heaven‟s „light‟ and
„purity,‟ and were no longer as numb to sensation… but their minds were still permanently
damaged by the overexposure to purification and the terrible tortures that created Dervishes in
the first place.
Warden had been thrown into a private solitary confinement cell to await interrogation
and possibly trial… and all he did was silently play the guitar they had allowed him to have,
fingers dragging back and forth along the strings. At one point, Zerrex had gone to visit him, to
find out if Job had any other schemes laying in wait, and he had brought Justice and Sin with
him… and although at first he hadn‟t been willing to talk, Justice had glared, cracked her
knuckles, and Warden had broken down into tears and begged for forgiveness as he‟d revealed
every last detail of Job‟s demented scheme.
The genetic laboratories they already knew about and were being shut down, as were the
factories that had been remodeled to house purification and corruption vats that had allowed Job
to create his army of demons and angels from „easy targets‟ he had ordered Luther to use his vast

resources to lure in. They had also known that Job had used Narrius‟s Forbidden Fruit
concoction as part of his formula for building New Angel recombinants… and Zerrex was very,
very glad that they had gotten Warden to reveal this information to them so that Heaven‟s
authorities could shut the facility down, with a little aid from Elysium‟s Royal Guard and some
eager to help Disciples. It was more an alliance-building exercise than anything else, at the end
of the day: the facilities weren‟t heavily guarded, and very few recombinants had escaped the
battle… and those that did didn‟t seem to adjust very well to trying to think and act on their own,
making them very, very easy to track down and destroy.
They had also discovered that Aera Cura‟s blood had been used to create the Host: part of
the forbidden ritual required a large amount of a god‟s vital essence, and Job had figure it was
easier to kill Aera Cura and drain all her blood than it was to have either captured the
demigoddess or just taken some of the crimson fluid from her. After their initial creation, the
Host had been self-producing: after feeding off the life force of a dying body, the spirit of that
creature was transformed into another energy-hungry, ethereal being like they were.
But all the Host had been banished from Heaven, and they were able to destroy Job‟s
personal laboratory and the equipment he‟d used to make the creatures, as well as design the
genetic blueprints for recombinants and the white-armored golems. Many of these last, at least,
had shut down the moment Job had died… and when the Strange Beasts had fled, the Host had
vanished, and the golems had turned themselves off, most of the Paladins had lost their holy
conviction and had given up the battle despite their legendary strength and fearlessness… but it
was understandable. They had been fighting against an immense combined force, a united front
that even while it was being flanked and surrounded, was almost indomitable… and their own
allies had ended up being monsters and terrible creatures thought to be forbidden in Heaven,
severely shaking their faith in what they were doing.
Now, many of the surviving Paladins that had been in the battle were quietly trying to
atone for what had happened. They had been humbled, and held no grudges, no hatred in their
hearts… and it honored Zerrex, and he thought it honored those who had suffered and died.
Countless soldiers, many Royal Guards, most of the Dragon Warriors and Dragokkaren;
Sacrifices had sacrificed themselves, Beasts had fallen… although Zerrex wasn‟t going to
complain. Tinman had died, but been reborn mortal: and only a few others had been killed in the
conflict that had already claimed so many other lives.
Sadly, among those, was Soul: she had been killed fighting down an Elite, protecting a
weakened Mercy… but the Drakkaren wasn‟t allowing himself to be too sad for this. To Soul,
her body had been hardware, even if she had possessed a soul… and Zerrex would put her body
to rest… but as if she had willed herself to be reborn, they had discovered an inexplicable blue
sphere of crystal inside of her… and Zerrex firmly believed that this was Soul‟s very soul, that it
contained whatever made her, her… and Mengele had greedily snatched it away from him the
moment the wolf had gotten the chance and declared that whether or not Zerrex agreed, he was
going to reconstitute Soul‟s body into something she truly deserved, and the reptile had
grumbled under his breath but then hesitantly, finally, agreed. She deserved it, after all… and the
blurry lines of right and wrong in life and death grew even blurrier when the way she had been
brought into the world was considered.
Last, but not least, Zerrex had found Epiphany and Equinox outside the little cottage in
front of Sin‟s Tower when he‟d finally been able to return to Heaven, Epiphany smiling lovingly
at her emotionless-seeming brother as they bounced a rubber ball back and forth between them.
There was no sign that Epiphany even remembered the battle, or what she had done… except for

the terrible, enormous bardiche that still radiated malice, buried into the ground behind her.
Zerrex had just watched them quietly, not knowing what to do or say, hands in his pockets and
sweet-smelling salve made from various Hez‟Rannan plants still fragrant on his scales. So
finally, he had just walked forwards and sat down, waiting to see what they‟d say, and all
Epiphany had asked was if her brother could stay outside and play for a little while before going
home, and he‟d quietly agreed.
Now, days later, Equinox was still outside Baroque Prison, and Zerrex honestly didn‟t
know what else he could really do with him. It was obvious by now that no matter what they did,
if Equinox didn‟t want to be in his cell, he would not be in his cell… and after seeing the power
and bloodlust of Epiphany, he was worried about her mental state, especially if she really had
ripped something out of Perfect. But he was beginning to settle now that he had been able to
spend some time with her and talk to her about it, expressing his worries, and she had been
honest about what had happened and admitted with a blush that she had perhaps gotten a little…
overexcited, but she had only wanted to protect her Daddy. And then she had hugged him… and
Zerrex had been soothed by that, hugging his beautiful little girl tightly, tightly back.
He had also had a curious talk with Naganen… and while the young male had been
awkward, fidgeting a lot and embarrassed by it, he had admittedly quietly that he had memories
he couldn‟t explain, feelings and thoughts and other things. He had looked at Zerrex quietly with
a blush, and then lowered his head and murmured embarrassedly that he didn‟t want to lose or
give up what he had, though… he didn‟t want to be thought of as anything more than the son of
Zerrex and Anathema… he only wanted to be a part of the family, to walk amongst mortals, to
live the dream he‟d been given a chance to achieve… a dream that was and wasn‟t his, a dream
that he felt he would have anyway, no matter who he really was at heart.
The Drakkaren had smiled at this, then nodded and reached out to playfully run a hand
through Naganen‟s mane, making him laugh… and now, Zerrex sat quietly on the couch with his
son resting against his side, his head against his chest as he slept quietly and clinging to one of
the Drakkaren‟s strong arms, and the reptile smiled a little at how adorable he was. And yet he
was so strong, so brave and so pure… so much more deserving of his powers than his father
was… and Zerrex was so honored by the bond he shared with this child.
The last week had been rough as hell, but it wasn‟t half as difficult as the times that had
come before nonetheless: There had been pain, and sorrow, sure, but for the first time in a long
time, there had been the relief of knowing that the worst of their problems had been dealt with:
now, all Zerrex needed to do was deal with one last threat that at this moment was silent in
Zerrex‟s mind, brooding and dark and thoughtful.
But Zerrex couldn‟t help but wonder sometimes if Negative was truly a threat, or, if in his
own way, the Inversion was doing what he thought was right too: for all his talk of evil and
hating the universe, after all, he always came through at the last moment, albeit bitterly and
grudgingly. It was like there was a part of Negative that even he himself didn‟t understand,
compelling him to do things in service to the very world he claimed to seek to corrupt… and the
Drakkaren shook his head a bit at these thoughts before he glanced up as Naganen‟s eyes
flickered tiredly open, and his son smiled up at him softly, saying quietly: “I hope you aren‟t
thinking too much, Dad.”
“I hope my thoughts weren‟t what woke you up.” Zerrex replied with a bit of a smile, and
then he reached down and nudged his son gently, asking quietly: “How are you feeling? I know
this… this has been a long few days, and I know there must be a lot going through your head
right now, kiddo…”

“I dunno.” Naganen halted, looking down musingly as he rubbed absently at his face.
“Honestly, I can think of worse days and worse things that have happened. I mean… no matter
how tough it gets some days, dealing with… the emotions and the strain, the people we‟ve lost
and who have been scarred and traumatized and who have lived through the experience and yet
were changed by it… well… we got off lucky, really, didn‟t we? And it‟s over now. Job is dead,
Heaven‟s slowly getting back in order, Lucifer and Lord are once more in their rightful place,
and no one‟s dying. We‟re still being careful and playing things safe but… it‟s over.”
Zerrex slowly nodded, and then Naganen smiled faintly as he glanced down, saying
softly: “Well… it‟s almost over. There‟s still one more thing we have to do, one more bit of
business for us to deal with, isn‟t there?”
“Putting our lost loved ones to rest.” Zerrex said softly, glancing down thoughtfully…
and then he nodded slowly, murmuring quietly: “Yeah, that‟s right. Are you… ready for the
funeral, Naganen? There are… many coffins to face in Acheron. Including your brother‟s.”
“Darren… I wish I could bring him back, too.” Naganen closed his eyes and curled
quietly against his father‟s body, hands clutching against him before he looked up with a faint
smile. “I‟m so sorry I can‟t give you that, Dad. I‟m so sorry I can‟t bring back everyone who has
been lost in the conflict.”
The Drakkaren glanced down, then he shook his head slowly and said quietly: “You
brought back Tinny, despite everything. You saved the life of a friend from slaughter on the
battlefield… and that‟s more than I was able to do for you, or many others, Naganen. I am
endlessly impressed but your powers… and even more, your purity in using them only for the
best reasons, the best purposes. You‟re… I admire you. And I‟m so proud of you.”
He hugged him tightly against his body, and the Naganatine laughed a little, blushing
even as he hugged his father tightly back and buried his head against his chest, murmuring: “It
was only luck and a matter of circumstance… and without you and mother raising me, I would
be an entirely different person. I might have used these powers for terrible things… but you and
Mom always loved me, always protected me, always kept me on the right back.”
“I think Anathema and I only had a little to do with how you turned out, Naganen.
You‟re… just too good.” Zerrex smiled a little, stroking gently under his son‟s muzzle as he
gazed at him with a quiet laugh before he shook his head a little, murmuring quietly as the
Naganatine blushed: “You‟re a truly good, a truly devoted son. A true inheritor of Naganis‟s
powers… although here I thought even Gods of Creation couldn‟t bring back the dead willynilly.”
“You just can‟t get over that, can you?” Naganen looked more embarrassed than prideful,
but he smiled faintly: overjoyed not by his own strength, but by his father‟s respect and
admiration as he glanced down and said softly: “I just took spiritual energies from the bodies of
the Host… then used those to fuse strength and vitality back into Mr. Pettigrew‟s tarnished spirit
and… sent his soul back to his physical form. I… I‟m sorry I wasn‟t able to bring him back as an
angel, but… mortal bodies are less difficult to form, less difficult to work with, even from divine
materials. He‟s not a homunculus, of course, I wouldn‟t… turn him into that. More like… more
like what Dr. Mengele is. A soul body.”
He stopped, then looked down, continuing quietly: “I… I think my powers… you know
how we were talking about your memories of the First Gods, comparing them to my… fuzzy
instincts, the thoughts that go through my mind sometimes, the… weird little compulsions I get
now and then? It… I was thinking about it, and I don‟t want to bother you at all bringing this

subject up, but I was thinking a lot about when you were telling me about when Creation
Inverted.”
Zerrex looked curiously at his son as Naganen looked at him with a mix of
embarrassment and concern and thoughtfulness, and when Zerrex gestured at him to continue, he
looked both gladdened and relieved, nodding a few times and continuing awkwardly: “The…
powers Naganis himself had weren‟t just… First Godly, they stemmed over more than pure
Creation… he created and maintained nature and life and so many other things, many incredible
feats of power… and the… Inversion he became, the stuff in his blood and body… part of its
skill was the fact it could evolve itself, right? Is it possible… that maybe he absorbed the powers
of Life when he attacked her as an Inversion?”
The Drakkaren looked at him with surprise, then he frowned a bit, the memories
surfacing unheeded in his mind, making him both shiver a little even as he tried to think about it
distantly… and then he simply nodded slowly, murmuring quietly: “It‟s… it‟s certainly a
possibility, anyway. Negative adapts… evolves… changes and grows. And you have a point…
I‟ve brought… back a few rare people, but… we all know the story of what had happened when I
tried to bring Felicity back from the dead.”
Naganen smiled up at him a bit, saying quietly: “Yeah, but… I think you just need to
grow into your powers. I was born with mine, after all, and I‟ve always had them, to one extent
or another. You were a mortal once… and a demon afterwards; to have become a god after all of
that, I can only imagine how frustrating it‟s been for you to have to re-master a whole new way
of living on top of coming back from the dead, having to regain your memories, and the
countless other things that have happened in your life, Dad. You lived in one set way for many,
many years… and now all that‟s changed on you, again and again. It‟s very understandable that
even now, you haven‟t been entirely able to master these abilities of yours. They‟ve been
changing all the time, after all… and while dynamics are nice…”
“Yeah, not having time to adjust to them is a bitch.” Zerrex smiled a little, and then he
leaned back and patted his son on the back, saying quietly: “Anyway, kiddo. I guess it‟s time for
us to get up and… and go pay our respects. By now, I‟m sure the others are anxious, too.”
Naganen nodded slowly… and within two hours, people began to gather in Acheron for
the funeral as Zerrex oversaw the last of the funerary stage‟s setup, watching as not only the
spiderweb curtain was hung, but bouquets of black roses and white lilies were strung throughout
it… one flower for every one of those that had fallen, as a token of his thanks, as a gesture of his
goodwill. Black and white flowers filled the curtain in beautiful and yet solemn patterning, and
then were carefully spread along the ground when they ran out of room in the curtain: the lives of
many soldiers had been lost, after all. And while Zerrex normally wouldn‟t go out of his way to
hold special rites for troops that died, knowing it was a family‟s place to honor their dead in the
way they preferred, among other things… they hadn‟t died just to stop Heaven from starting a
new Endless Conflict. They had died to help him in a very personal, very meaningful way. They
had died not only as soldiers, but as honored warriors who went beyond patriotism and beyond
the call of duty.
The funeral wasn‟t for several more hours, officially… and yet already many friends and
family had gathered. The last to arrive – yet still half an hour early – was Vivien, with Amiglion
and Sabnock… but even the High Queen and the Judge of Death had quietly delegated their
duties to others for today, so they could be here for this final sendoff.
Earth and Zerrex stood side-by-side on the stage, looking out over the masses: not only
friends and family and Disciples, but Dragokkaren strange and well-known, distant relatives, and

those that wished to honor the dead in the traditions of Hez‟Ranna and Acheron. The reptile
quietly laced his hands behind his back before he looked up towards the tall rooftop of one of the
residential buildings, and saw both Eratosthenes and Theophilius standing there, the Broken with
his hat held in his hands and a faint smile on his face, Error merely looking down with his arms
crossed, quiet and contemplative.
Zerrex nodded to them slightly – not enough to draw attention towards them, more than
enough to acknowledge their presence – and then he turned his eyes back outwards over the
gathered group and said quietly: “My friends. My family. Those I have not yet met and those
who I know better than I know myself… we are gathered to commemorate the passing of our
loved ones into the next life. We have mourned their loss… but now we are here to celebrate
their life. We will speak their names as they are laid to rest… but we will not allow ourselves to
drown in sorrow. Instead, we will honor their memory and remember, most of all, who they were
when they were alive, and how fortunate we all were to know and share with them everything we
did.”
The Drakkaren closed his eyes, and then he said quietly: “And they will always have my
eternal gratitude. Not just my friends and family… but the people who fought to put an end to
the scheming of Job and the lunacy that led to the creation of the recombinants. The people who
died protecting others, not for kin and country, but given the choice, they chose to rise up and
fight to save lives, even if they were lives they themselves barely knew. I do not honor a
corpse… but I do honor the memory and the spirit of who they were when they were alive. I will
not degrade or defile what they did with post-mortem awards and medals that can mean nothing
to them and turn their acts into materialistic vanities… but I will say thank you, and from the
bottom of my heart.”
Zerrex half-turned, reaching out and silently stroking overtop a coffin, and then he closed
his eyes and said softly: “Earth shall lead us in the First Lull, to help the spirits of the dead rest.
Earth, please go ahead.”
“Thank you, Lord Zerrex.” Earth said quietly, and then she closed her eyes and bowed
her head forwards, speaking softly in Hez‟Rannan: “The time has come for the children of the
Earth to rest, warmed by life‟s Fire, kissed by Air, soothed by Water. Do not fear, for the ground
is soft, and where you go now there are no beasts to bite you, nor shades to beguile you. Where
you go now, there will always be challenge, you shall never be tired, and you do not need fear
for what you leave behind: the rivers flow eternal, the sky shall breathe upon the earth, flames
will still burn and the mountains will stand forever tall, testament to the timelessness of our
world. The world that will continue to give back to your people as they give back to it; chieftain,
shaman, warrior, gatherer, or too young to have earned your title, your people will still be safe
and secure, will still continue their journeys without you. But they shall bless you, and keep you
safe in memory, so you will never have to leave their hearts, so you may always watch over
them… but now, it is time for you to lay your head to sleep.
“Nature takes back her own, and the Judgment Cross is unbroken.” Earth closed her eyes,
and then she and Zerrex exchanged silent looks before the female began to speak again,
murmuring: “Darren Narrius, lay down your head, and close your eyes. Francis Delacroix, lay
down your head, and close your eyes. Jeannine Wulfe, lay down your head, and close your eyes.
Travis Balthazar, lay down your head, and close your eyes…”
The list went on and on, Earth reciting the name of every person who had died from the
terrible secret war, Disciple, friend, family member, warrior, or other. Her voice was steady and
strong, even as her eyes almost glowed with her sorrow and hidden regret… and Zerrex only

stood quietly, looking at her, listening to every name, silently promising every one of them he‟d
cherish his family all the more, and that he would work all the harder now to keep everyone he
could safe and secure.
When the list came to an end, Zerrex leaned forwards and closed his eyes as he spoke a
long eulogy dedicated to those lost, and allowed others to come up, share their memories and
thoughts, and honor the dead in their own ways. And countless people did, all of them wanting to
express their thoughts in some way or another, sharing memories, stories, poems, and so much
else with everyone gathered.
Earth gave the Second Lull after this, a blessing to ease the dead into sleep… and then
together, she and Zerrex had given the Third Lull, the final, softly-spoken words that in
Hez‟Ranna‟s ancient traditions were used to help the spirit and soul move on and make peace
with the world and themselves, putting them quietly to rest. And after this, the Drakkaren had
said a few last closing words, looking back and forth and smiling faintly over the crowd, his
voice soft, his eyes a little distant. “It is sad… and we have lost much… but we must move
forwards with our lives. We must not hesitate, and we must not allow guilt to bite us, or despair
to overwhelm us. We must remember they gave their lives… so we could continue to live. They
died defending us so we could continue to celebrate, every day, the meanings and joys that life
gives us. So let us remember them. Let us honor their passing… but let us also live as we always
have, and pursue all of the joys and glories life has to offer, without regret. Thank you all for
coming and being here. And now… as we close the funeral… let us put our dead to rest, and
grant them true freedom into the next life.”
Zerrex and Earth silently left the stage as two Dragokkaren approached either end of it,
holding up torches that burned low and quiet and smokeless. They touched these quietly to the
wooden platform, and flames spread rapidly over it, lilies and black roses bursting apart as
flames licked at the coffins and spread quickly up them as Zerrex quietly slipped his hands into
his pockets, staring at the inferno as he stood with his back to his family… and then Marina
silently hugged him around the waist from one side and Epiphany embraced him from the other,
the latter whispering: “It‟s so sad and beautiful, all at once…”
And Zerrex couldn‟t help but nod in agreement as he stared quietly into the pyre, feeling
a whirl of emotions spilling through his body as the gathered group silently watched the coffins,
urns, and great stage burn, flower petals and ashes floating silently through the air above.
The first few days after the funeral were the most difficult: Zerrex spent a lot of time with
Selena, who every now and then broke down into rage or tears and had to be comforted as she
was hit hard by the loss of Aluinnia. But by the fourth day after the funeral, the Passion had
taken to quietly wearing a locket around her neck with Aluinnia‟s picture in it, and she had
seemed remarkably better, but had still spent most of her time with Zerrex instead of doing her
duties as a High Throne.
Not that Vivien minded: the High Queen was able to relax slightly after she sent an envoy
to Eslovius, thanking them for their cooperation, and they had offered further aid, obviously
trying to show they were attempting to make up for past misfortunes. Although most of Eslovius
was still… prickly… as a culture, they were much-more-cooperative without their lunatic
Emperor running things.
Desire had politely declined taking on her mother‟s throne, smiling embarrassedly and
murmuring that she was an Iuratus, not a ruler… and so the current vacancy was being
temporarily filled by Driz. The being of dark energy spent most of his time looking sulky,

although he did most of what he was asked and was very good at keeping the Council in line.
And Sin sat in for Selena most of the time, the kind, quiet Naganatine taking up the duties with
finesse and grace and only needing to occasionally check with Mercy or Amiglion about the
slightly-different rules and regulations from when she herself had originally been one of the High
Thrones.
But for the most part, Elysium was settling itself down: no big speeches were needed, as
stories of what had happened between Heaven and Hell passed through the nation far and wide.
The defeat of the murderer had caused a lull, a peace that before, Zerrex had taken for granted…
but now he felt truly relaxed, and was truly able to appreciate the serenity of not having anything
to do, of not having anyone bothering him, of not having the fates of lives hanging in the
balance, waiting for him to destroy or save them.
Zerrex sat quietly back on the couch in one of the dens of the Ravenlight Estate,
Ambrosia snuggled peacefully against his side, her fingers toying along his chest as she smiled to
herself, and Zerrex gazed down at her affectionately before he reached up and softly touched the
collar now around her neck: after the last battle – where she had truly distinguished herself
fighting alongside Serenity and Desire with courage and honor, acting as a team player instead of
her old, arrogant rogue self – Serenity had finally relented… and Ambrosia had been permitted
to become Disciple and Iuratus. A collar of beautiful, diamond-studded platinum with an appleshaped crystal clasp rested around her neck, and she curled herself a little closer against him, her
athletic, vainly-beautiful form snuggling tighter into her father‟s chest. She was a little taller
now, a little more defined in build, breasts a bit bigger and body almost glowing, the scars that
had been on her skull healed as if she had never once had horns at all.
Sabnock had approved in her quiet way, and then informed Zerrex that Disciples and
Iuratus were safeguarded from many of the laws of Hell by certain clauses in the criminal code,
especially those who belonged to a god outside Elysium‟s jurisdiction anyway… and Zerrex had
smiled softly at this, realizing what it meant. Ambrosia would be spending a lot of years training
and making up for what she did… but she didn‟t have to go back to prison now, and admittedly,
Zerrex was glad for this. She had proven herself in his eyes… and the reptile closed his own
emerald irises as he squeezed her silently close before they both looked up in surprise as the door
was shoved open, and Vivien leaned through it, dressed in simple mortal clothing. “There you
are.”
“There… you are.” Zerrex replied lamely, looking up at her in dumb surprise, and the
female rolled her eyes a bit before the reptile asked curiously: “What the hell are you doing here?
Shouldn‟t you be out deciding the fate of the world or something?”
Vivien grumbled under her breath, and then she gestured at him mildly, saying quietly:
“If I remember right, you made a promise to me that we could have a little talk if you came back
alive… and you did. Come on, we can make it a little date, I got us reservations at Chez Collins.
Mortal food, like you like… to loosen the tongue.”
“Ha, tongue.” Zerrex said dumbly, and Ambrosia snorted against his chest before the
reptile sighed and stood up, grunting and cracking his back loudly before he smiled a bit down at
the newly-made Iuratus, reaching down and stroking her face quietly. “Go do your chores,
Ambrosia, and then report to Serenity. I‟m sure she‟ll have something for you to do.”
“Alright, Dad, I will.” Ambrosia stood with a smile and bow, and then Zerrex cleared his
throat and held his hand out… and the female blushed a bit before she pulled his wallet out of
her pocket and held it out with a lame grin. “Old habits die hard. I just wanted to see if I could
get away with it.”

“Please stop stealing things from me. Go steal things from Cherry.” Zerrex replied
mildly, and Ambrosia shivered and made a face at this thought, the male grunting in agreement
and muttering: “Good point, her things are gross. Anyway, Vivien, before I encourage my
daughter‟s kleptomania any further, let‟s go. Just don‟t expect me to pay for dinner.”
“We‟re splitting the check.” Vivien said sourly, and Zerrex glared at her, the female
rolling her eyes before she flicked her wrist and created a white portal, and the Drakkaren
grumbled under his breath before he followed her through this. They stepped out a moment later
in a beautiful grassy welcome area surrounded by tall iron fencing, a road behind them and a
stone path to their right leading towards a large, open gate guarded by two Wrath demons in
black sunglasses and pristine suits.
“Name?” one of the Wrath demons glared down at Vivien as they approached, and when
she glared back, he slowly shrank backwards as he realized who he was speaking to as his
partner covered his muzzle to suppress a sudden fit of stupid laughter. Zerrex snorted in
amusement himself, and then he followed Vivien cheerfully through the gates and into a large,
open courtyard, looking back and forth as they walked past bushes that had been cut into various
shapes and beautiful ivory statues, then turned past a water fountain as they headed towards a
large, black table beneath a tall overhang.
A Greed demon in a mortal suit was already waiting for them, bowing deeply as they
approached before he stepped backwards and quickly pulled one of the plush chairs out for
Vivien, and the female sat down as Zerrex grunted and yanked his own out, sitting in it and
rubbing his hands together absently as the grey-skinned demon stepped back and announced
calmly: “Good day, sir and madam. As always, it is an honor to be in your company. Your
Highness, what would you request first?”
“The usual. Lobster, shrimp, and a side salad… and a cup of blackberry tea, one cream,
two sugar.” Vivien replied mildly, and then she glanced over at Zerrex as he looked back and
forth curiously over the wide courtyard, at the vibrant grasses and beautiful flowers. “Zerrex?”
“Oh, right, I‟ll have a double cheeseburger, fries, and uh… large… do you have Frost
cola? Well. Any kind of cola will do.” Zerrex glanced up with a dumb grin, and the Greed
demon looked almost insulted, his mouth curling in distaste at the reptile‟s request. “Oh, and a
side order of onion rings.”
“I… of course.” the demon said sourly, and then he turned and walked away as Zerrex
looked over at Vivien with amusement, who was gazing at him with both entertainment and
exasperation in her eyes.
“Hey, it‟s mortal food, right? It‟s not my fault that I‟m a fast-food munchies kind of
person half the time and you‟re all… cultured and royal and crap. You shouldn‟t bring me to
places like this when you know I‟m going to ask for the kid‟s menu.” Zerrex said mildly,
gesturing around at the beautiful lawn, before the reptile softened as he leaned back a bit and
gazed out again, saying quietly: “Although you still went and reserved a private spot for us, away
from everything. I appreciate you doing that.”
“And I appreciate you being yourself despite everything. I like that.” Vivien replied
quietly, and there was silence for a few moments before she glanced down and rubbed at one of
her legs slowly beneath the table, before she gazed up at him and said softly: “So we made it,
huh? How… how are you feeling lately, Zerrex? I know that despite everything, despite this all
being over… you still have a lot to contend with.”
The Drakkaren only smiled awkwardly at this, however, rubbing the back of his head
slowly and glancing away as he replied quietly: “Yeah, but… not as much as you‟d think. I know

you‟ve been busy yourself… talking things out with Eslovius, dealing with Heaven and sending
communications out around Elysium to let other people know what‟s going on… then again, I
guess we‟ve all been busy, haven‟t we?”
She nodded a little, looking down, then glancing up with a smile as the waiter returned,
balancing a silver tray on one hand and lowering it to pass a cup filled with tea to Vivien before
putting down a teapot and a small bowl of sugar and cream packets on her side of the table, and
then he slid a large glass filled with black-colored cola to Zerrex, large, differently-shaped ice
cubes floating in this and a bright red straw sticking out of it.
Zerrex rose this to his muzzle, making a loud slurping sound as he sipped through the
straw, and the Greed Demon repressed a shudder as he turned and walked haughtily away with
the silver tray before Vivien glanced up at the Drakkaren and said softly: “As High Queen, I am
expected to produce an heir and find a suitable candidate to serve… not beside me, perhaps, but
in concert with me, as an Advisor. With no real regal status… a marriage likely done more as
one of convenience than as one for any other reason.”
“You better not be getting at what I think you‟re getting at.” Zerrex said slowly, looking
up at her distrustfully… but when Vivien smiled a little, the Drakkaren leaned a bit and rose a
hand, saying flatly: “I already have-”
“Oh stop it.” Vivien said softly, and Zerrex blushed a bit and glanced down, somehow
humbled more by the quiet sincerity in her voice than when she yelled at him furiously for hours
on end. “You‟re a god that‟s more than ten million years old, living in Elysium‟s polygamous
culture, and you follow beliefs structured around both Hez‟Rannan culture and Hell‟s ancient
traditions. And for all the children and family you‟ve had… how many have you lost in all these
conflicts? How many still stand today?”
Vivien reached out and silently touched the back of Zerrex‟s hand, and he glanced up at
her with surprise as she said quietly: “I was an Abbess, but that‟s not to say I didn‟t have my
share of sex. I‟ve had multiple suitors or… boyfriends, I suppose you‟d call them in mortal lingo,
at once, and there was nothing wrong with that for me, a high-standing member of the Holy
Order. But I was not allowed to have a child, nor was I allowed to get married. It would have…
complicated things unnecessarily.
“Now I can. And yes, I have suitors, and people who are interested in me… but from
being exposed not just to you, but to your son, Firenze…” Vivien glanced down, and Zerrex
followed her eyes down as well as he allowed their fingers to slowly slide together, quietly
holding her hand in his own. “I… started to see things differently. Firenze… was so wonderful.
So kind… as good-hearted as Naganen, as courageous as you, as wise as Sabnock. After all, even
if many were scared of him… many others fought to try and gain his attentions, because of the
status and privilege it would give him. And some of these were very powerful demons, very
well-established, very old… and yet he… he chose to spend his free time with me so often…”
Vivien closed her eyes, bowing her head forwards… and then she looked up with a smile,
gazing into Zerrex‟s eyes quietly. “He learned a lot from you. He learned all about not sacrificing
your morals for the easy route, about not taking the easy path, about not giving up what you
believe in. About never lowering yourself for another… and about love, and romance, and things
that enchanted me… no matter how much I treated them like they were ludicrous at the time.
“I like you, Zerrex. I care about you. And we make a good team.” Vivien glanced down
quietly, saying softly: “You were a good ruler, and I feel comfortable with you at my side. The
things we fought and went through together made me realize that, and made me realize not only
your value to myself, but to Hell, to these worlds. You‟re irresponsible and crude and brash, but

you give your all for what has to be done, and you fight to protect people and do what is right…
and, cruel as this is to say, your existence, your presence, keeps many terrible things at bay and
has helped reshape the destinies of creatures thought to be evil for the longest time.”
“Sometimes… I think people just need second chances.” Zerrex replied quietly, glancing
down and smiling faintly… and then he shook his head slowly, murmuring: “I don‟t want to be
High King, or anything like that, though. I can‟t stand the thought of that much power at my
disposal… or worse, of being capable of moving behind the scenes if I wish, controlling the
outcome of events throughout Elysium. It‟s too much power for me to handle… and it would be
unsafe in my hands. As it is, ruling Acheron is too much for me… I leave Earth in charge of that.
She does a good job in my name… I… people seem to forget that the ten million years I spent as
High King was a punishment. Every day, fearing I would become Narrius… every day,
agonizing over the smallest decisions despite how much I ran away from it, every day… scared
that power would consume me.”
The female studied him quietly, and then the Celestial Devil squeezed his hand slowly as
she said softly: “There‟s much time to decide things and much to talk about. I… I also don‟t…
want to ruin things between us. If we go forwards with this… I want to ensure that we can
remain friends, and not… business partners in a marriage of convenience.” She looked across at
him silently, and Zerrex looked at her with surprise before she smiled a little. “I understand that
you didn‟t grow up in Hell‟s culture, and that… it can be hard to assuage your beliefs. But you
really do need to… to lighten up.”
“Shut… up.” Zerrex replied embarrassedly, and then he squeezed her hand when she
tried to pull away, the female glancing up with a surprised smile before he said softly: “To be
honest… I never really thought you liked me all that much.”
Vivien only smiled at this, however, shaking her head slowly before she replied quietly:
“I think that‟s more of an insult to your intelligence than to mine, Zerrex.”
The Drakkaren grumbled at her a bit, and finally, their hands slid apart before they both
sat back, simply looking at each other curiously, studying one another‟s faces before Vivien
smiled again and added easily: “Besides, yesterday I was talking to Desire… well… Lily, I
suppose was the one in control…” She stopped suddenly, then blushed embarrassedly, asking
hesitantly: “It‟s… it doesn‟t bother you, does it?”
“They‟re fused, big whoop.” Zerrex said blandly, and Vivien slowly closed her eyes with
a pained expression before the Drakkaren smiled a little, saying quietly: “After my own personal
experiences with Heartstones and fusion of two souls into one body… I can say with confidence
that it‟s… it‟s not hard for me to not only be thankful that Lily is still alive, in a sense… but also
that I‟m able to look at this as… she‟s just off on a temporary hiatus right now. One day, she‟ll
be strong enough that we can pull her Heartstone from Desire‟s body without killing either of
them, and then restore Lily‟s physical form. She‟ll be weak and tired and cranky for… maybe
years, but she‟ll still be back. I… I can even joke about this. So it doesn‟t bother me, no. It‟s… a
little hard sometimes, thinking about how I can‟t spend time with Lily as I like whenever I
want… but they‟re both alive when they easily could have both died.” Zerrex halted, shaking his
head slowly. “I‟m thankful every day that they survived, even if it means for now… Lily‟s not
physically around.”
Vivien nodded slowly, then she glanced up as their waiter approached with a wide silver
tray balanced on one hand, and then he pulled a covered platter off this and removed the top,
revealing the steaming, beautifully-laid out dish of lobster almost too large to be natural, along

with a bowl of shrimp and several much-smaller tubs of dipping sauce, and a salad smothered in
dressing before he said calmly: “Your Highness, as you requested. And… sir…”
He turned, pulling a large, porcelain plate off the silver tray and sliding it almost
distastefully towards Zerrex, an enormous hamburger on this along with a large pile of salted
fries and a collection of onion rings next to this, and the Drakkaren grinned and raised his glass
to the waiter, who turned up his nose at him and then stalked off. The reptile picked up one of the
onion rings and tossed it into his mouth, chewing with relish and Vivien sighed and shook her
head slowly, gazing at him with faint entertainment before she continued dryly as she pushed
things around on her platter to pick up a large clamp to crack the shell of the lobster with:
“Anyway. Lily was telling me about all the other suitors who rejected you.”
“Oh Gods, please don‟t talk about that.” Zerrex slapped at his forehead, and Vivien
grinned at him wryly as the reptile muttered: “Can we please go back to focusing on the many
Disciples and intimates I have instead of the people who turned me down?”
“No.” Vivien said mildly, and she loudly crunched part of the tail with the device, Zerrex
wincing at this sound even as he picked up a handful of fries and shoved them into his muzzle,
chewing disconsolately. “So there was one, named… what was it, Patricia?”
“Patti. Of course you‟re going to bring up Patti.” Zerrex looked disgusted and flopped
backwards in the chair as Vivien laughed. “She thought I‟d be her little boy-toy. When I tried to
make decisions, it was a goddamn nightmare. The whining and the puling and the… ugh. I‟m
glad she dumped me.”
“Lily told me she dumped you because you bit her in the boob while on a carriage ride. I
just wanted to confirm this was the truth because it sounds incredibly stupid even for you.”
Vivien said mildly, and Zerrex cleared his throat and looked away awkwardly.
She didn‟t say anything, however, only looking at him amusedly before the reptile
mumbled and said finally: “Well, I figured out pretty fast we weren‟t compatible. And since I
knew that if I told her to go away she‟d… you know, wreck my entire house and possibly my
face due to her control issues… I decided to go with what the sitcoms all teach us is a bad idea
and get her to dump me.” He paused, then said mildly: “The boob-bite was spur of the moment
inspiration. I decided to be „affectionate‟ while we were on this stupid goddamn ride through
some old park one day and leaned over and. Bit her in the breast. A little. A little harder than I
intended but… she was not a fan of me doing that in public, much less me drawing blood.
Needless to say when I confessed an irrational longing to chew on things she dumped me and ran
off to some other poor bastard.”
“You big coward.” Vivien was smiling amusedly despite herself, however, then she said
next: “Helga.”
“I should have known from the start that things were going to go badly. Just like this
date.” Zerrex muttered, and then he shook his head and deflected with a question of his own:
“Why are we discussing my relationship history all of a sudden?”
“I‟m curious. Furthermore, it helps me figure you out a bit better… and I think it helps
you realize that you are not as lucky in love as you think you are, considering how long ten
million years are and how many times you‟ve ended up parting on less-than-pleasant terms with
people.” the Celestial Devil replied mildly, picking up a broken claw and using her knife to
scoop the meat out of the inside of this, and then she popped it into her mouth and chewed
slowly.
The Drakkaren grumbled to himself, then he said dryly: “You know how sometimes you
see something and you really, really want it, even though you know right from the start it‟s going

to go horribly wrong? Helga was like that. Oh, there was nothing wrong with her, she was
perfect for me: very tall, very powerful body, not so big in the breasts department and goddamn
thick, but in a way that uh… well. Turned me on.” Zerrex looked embarrassed, but Vivien only
smiled and motioned for him to go on, not seeming to mind either the details or the reptile‟s odd
preferences, and, strangely, this made Zerrex suddenly feel a world better about things, as he
smiled at her and then continued in a calmer, easier voice: “She was a Gorgon, a Royal Guard,
one of the higher-ranking ones… and while I‟m not exactly good at approaching people or
anything, she saw me looking at her, and she eventually came over to me.
“We hit it off well. Everything was great. She didn‟t mind my lifestyle, and we shared a
lot of interests, all that.” He paused, then added mildly: “And then I found out she had a
boyfriend already when said boyfriend kicked in the door to the Ravenlight Estate. And of course
he was a Wrath demon, so… that ended badly. And it only got worse when I beat him up and
Helga showed up and cursed me out for kicking her boyfriend‟s ass and she left and I never saw
her again.”
He cleared his throat, then looked down at his hamburger before picking it up and taking
a bite out of it… and Vivien smiled at him again before she said softly: “I had a boyfriend like
that. Thought he was a real player… very charming, very eloquent, but he spent more time
working on his abs than his mind. He thought he was being very subtle sneaking around behind
the backs of the five girls he was dating and treating as „his only lady‟ and didn‟t seem to realize
there were a lot of dead giveaways… and finally, I‟d had enough of his games and sent him
away… only for one of the stupider girls to come after me and try to bitch about how I‟d broken
his heart and all this nonsense, actually defending the selfish jerk.”
“I‟ve dated more than one girl at once before.” Zerrex said lamely, and Vivien smiled at
him with amusement before he added helpfully: “They all knew about each other, though.”
“And that‟s what makes the difference. I have no problem that he was seeing other
people. My problem was that he was lying about it and telling me I was „special‟ to him when he
spent more time looking at the mirror than he did at my face.” Vivien replied, and then she
reached across the table and grasped one of the reptile‟s onion rings, making him grumble as she
tossed this into her mouth, chewed slowly, and then sipped thoughtfully at her tea. “Interesting.”
Zerrex grumbled… and for the next hour, the two continued to converse about old flames
and past relationships, both enjoying the discussion despite the awkward subject matter. Vivien
had eventually left to go and request dessert, and when she had returned, she had grabbed her
chair and carried it over to Zerrex‟s side of the table, then sat down beside him and allowed
herself to lean against him as he‟d wrapped an arm around her… and it had felt comfortable and
natural as they rested together, him with his cola, her with her tea.
Dessert was quiet and good, blueberry pie and chocolate cake… and afterwards, they had
paid the bill – Zerrex refused to leave a tip for the waiter, making Vivien roll her eyes – and then
walked through a portal together to emerge into the Ravenlight Estate… but when Zerrex had
looked at her awkwardly, she had simply raised a finger to his mouth and pressed it firmly
against his lips, saying mildly: “Don‟t ruin this. Let‟s just end this date as a success here and
with this, and you can think about what I said.”
She leaned up quietly, and Zerrex met her mouth and they kissed for a soft moment
before Vivien had left… and the reptile had watched her walk to the doors of the Ravenlight
Estate with a faint smile before Sabnock said calmly from behind him: “It almost makes me
jealous.”

Zerrex squawked and leapt forwards, flailing his arms and staggering wildly around in a
circle to stare at her… and the wolverine merely looked at him calmly and curiously, her
pocketwatch in her hand and thumb rubbing slowly back and forth over the surface of it… but
there was a slight smile in her eyes as she surveyed him and the Drakkaren grabbed at his chest
with a wheeze, muttering: “Please don‟t do that.”
“Where are your daughters? Cindy, Cherry, and Marina?” Sabnock asked curiously, and
Zerrex glanced up for a moment, rubbing at his head thoughtfully.
“They‟re… oh, oh right, yeah. They and the wolves took Jessica to the mortal world.
They‟re going to explore Baskin‟s Grove, then go on a hike through the forest. They invited me
along but… I thought I‟d give them some time to adjust with each other, and Jessica and I…
we‟re getting along, but I don‟t want to push things by making her spend a night in a cramped
tent with me and her daughter while Cherry probably tries to do naughty things to both of us in
the dark.” Zerrex replied lamely, and Sabnock nodded after a moment before the reptile gazed
over her with a bit of a frown as he realized she wasn‟t wearing her tie or suit jacket, only dress
pants and a silk shirt: for Sabnock, it was surprisingly-casual wear. “Are you okay?”
“Yes, thank you for asking.” The wolverine studied him, and then she smiled a little
before she tucked the pocketwatch into her pocket, the silver chain glimmering, hooked securely
to the black leather belt around her waist before she gazed up at him, studying him and saying
calmly: “I merely decided to take the following two weeks off work. To allow myself a reprieve,
and to help High Queen Vivien catch up on things if I am needed… but mostly because there
have been many changes in my life as of recently, and I feel that I require… some time in which
I can explore these other faucets of my personality.”
The Drakkaren looked at her dumbly, amazed by the admission that she had taken a
vacation… and then he shook his head slowly before she added quietly: “As a side note, there is
a matter of which I would like to discuss with you. We each have three favors to ask the other,
and I wish to honor my end of the bargain if you feel that it is acceptable timing. I do not wish to
rush you, however.”
“No rush, Sabnock, I‟m… touched you were serious about that.” Zerrex said softly, and
then he smiled a little at her before he reached up and squeezed her shoulder. “First off, I want
you to promise to allow me to cuddle you more after sex. I like the feeling of you in my arms.”
“Accepted.” Sabnock nodded to him, and then she said softly: “I have become interested
in learning Acheron‟s rules, religion and laws in a deeper manner than I am currently aware of.
When my next sabbatical from my duties as Judge arises, I would like the opportunity to study
there, and to immerse myself in that culture. It may not be for years, but I shall schedule it as
soon as possible so we are aware of the approaching date if you agree to this.”
Zerrex smiled a bit, saying mildly: “You really… don‟t have to use up one of your favors
for that, Sabnock, that‟s something I‟d be honored to have you do anyway…”
“I insist.” Sabnock gazed up at him with a small smile, and Zerrex reached up and
stroked the wolverine‟s face gently, nodding, and she nodded back, saying quietly: “Excellent.
My second favor is more personal and I will not blame you if you require time to think about it.
You may possess the ability to heal my scarred womb, Zerrex. If you can do this, then I wish to
have a child with you. It is the highest honor a concubine can achieve, and it is the… greatest
thing, I could give you in return for all you have done for me.”
The Drakkaren stared at her with surprise, and Sabnock said softly: “And in that, I ask
also my third favor: I do not wish to become a servant in submission as many of your others are,
but to maintain my standing and duties as concubine, as an advisor and independent in a sense…

but I do not mind the idea of being linked to you. If it is possible, I wish to secure my link to you
by becoming a Disciple, but while maintaining the status and honor of my position as
concubine… but this would allow me to embrace new freedoms, I feel… and… in a way, it
would honor what my late husband always urged me to do. Experience life…”
She reached up and touched her own chest quietly, saying softly: “In a way I am asking
for unfair advantage, but I am ready to take on extra responsibilities and further earn my keep as
well. Nor do I wish to wear a collar, but… I am not adverse to another symbol of my dedication
to you. Please do not think I wish to sound entirely independent from you, or as if I am superior
to the others… it is only that I have come to care about you very much, and I already feel like I
lean on you too heavily.”
And Sabnock‟s voice broke with the last few words, looking up as tears filled her eyes,
and Zerrex quietly shushed her and embraced her close against his chest, and she hugged him
tightly, shoving herself against him and digging her fingers into his back as she whispered:
“Such feelings scare me. I do not wish to become a burden to you. I do not wish to only feed off
of you. I want to ensure that every day I give you back what you have shared with me. I am an
ancient Ice Devil, unused to genuine affection… you are very similar to Galleon, and I do not
wish to only use you for the emotions you bring forth in me.”
Zerrex held her in his strong arms, gazing down at her softly before he leaned down and
quietly kissed her forehead, and she closed her eyes, breathing a little hard before the Drakkaren
smiled faintly and said quietly: “I would be glad to honor those promises. It would be all my
pleasure, Sabnock…” He stopped, then reached up and stroked her face silently, saying quietly
as he met her eyes: “I know what it‟s like… to feel the confusion of when that hole in your heart
is filled – temporarily or forever – by someone else. But you‟re not using me. For many years
we‟ve been close… and getting closer. Before… before Galleon passed, we were… getting
closer, weren‟t we?”
Sabnock looked up at him quietly, and then she closed her eyes and simply nestled her
head forwards against his broad chest, murmuring: “We were, yes… I agree that we were, Lord
Zerrex. It‟s… strange and confusing to me, but we were.” She stopped, then frowned a bit when
the Drakkaren smiled softly and cupped her cheek in one hand, the other arm staying locked
tightly around her waist. “What is it?”
“I love you.” Zerrex said softly, and Sabnock blushed a little even as she smiled, looking
suddenly like the shy young girl she had once been… and the Drakkaren laughed a bit before he
kissed her forehead and said quietly: “Come on now. You still owe me two favors.”
At this, the wolverine tilted her head curiously… and ten minutes later, she was frowning
in disgust, her composure recovered even if her silk shirt was a little untidy, a video game
controller in her hand and Zerrex grinning widely as they sat inside one of the insulated room of
the Ravenlight Estate where a bevy of electronic mortal delights was set up, the large, flat-screen
television resting against the wall displaying a childish, cartoony game as Sabnock muttered: “I
do not understand this. This is ridiculous.”
“We work together to save the princess from the castle, what‟s to understand?” Zerrex
said reasonably, and he carefully ignored the vile look the wolverine shot him, instead
explaining: “When a bad guy runs at you, you press the X button to swing your sword.”
“This is a waste of time and my abilities.” Sabnock said moodily, and Zerrex couldn‟t
help but grin at how utterly contemptible Sabnock looked even as she hesitantly attempted to
follow Zerrex‟s instructions, using one of her fingers to slowly, gently depress one of the buttons
on the controller… and then frowning as the small, blue character on screen swung its little

sword back and forth. “Preposterous. I do not enjoy this. This is a mortal child‟s pastime, much
akin to imaginary friends or pop-up books, simply prescribed unto a visual medium for the
attention deficit.”
“I know, it‟s awesome!” Zerrex said cheerfully, and Sabnock shot him another moody
look as the air around her began to distinctly ripple as her body emanated waves of cold, and
Zerrex winced back a bit before he said pointedly: “You promised. You made me promise to
much bigger things. And you know what? Once upon a time, I thought video games were stupid
too. Hell, I still think they‟re stupid. I‟m a closet nerd, ashamed of my own obsession with
them… but don‟t just look at it from the viewpoint of logical contempt.
“Look at what they represent. Freedom, while teaching about moral choices, telling
stories – often in childish tones like this one, sure – but stories that often change based on the
choices you make. They represent… a world where anything truly is possible, and… you can
always save and reset if you screw up somewhere.” Zerrex smiled a little, and Sabnock looked at
him curiously, her expression smoothing out somewhat. “A world where you have… extra lives
if you fall off a cliff and die, a world where… if something‟s too tough, you can often just dumb
down the difficulty to make everything easier. A world with answers and solutions to all the
puzzles… I wish I could live in a world like that.”
Zerrex closed his eyes, leaning forwards a bit… and then he cleared his throat and shook
his head, looking up embarrassedly as Sabnock said quietly: “Innocent. I understand a little more
why we would always find you, hiding out and playing one of your silly games. They provided
you with an escape from reality… and more than that, an escape into a reality you yourself have
often wished to be part of, correct?”
“Yeah. I… I can admit that to you.” Zerrex said softly, glancing up towards the screen as
he ran ahead, and a small black knight ran out from the other side of the screen, the Drakkaren
quickly tapping the attack button twice to slice his sword back and forth across it and send it
crashing backwards with a squeal. “See, I just killed him. But it doesn‟t matter, because he‟s just
a collection of pixels. I wish my real enemies were just… pixels and data. Not… living,
breathing beings, with their own thoughts and feelings and reasons for what they do…”
Zerrex shook his head a bit as he looked down quietly, and the two played the simple,
cartoony video game for a little while, Sabnock looking confused if anything by the graphics and
frowning a bit as she nonetheless tried hard to keep up, and the Drakkaren spending too much
time thinking and not enough time squashing black knights, and he finally turned the game
console off with a grumble of: “Can‟t focus, sorry.”
“Perhaps we shall do it again sometime, then.” Sabnock said quietly, and Zerrex looked
at her with surprise as the wolverine shrugged a bit, looking at him thoughtfully. “It was…
neither enjoyable nor unpleasant. It is like when Galleon first took me windsurfing… although I
admit that with my questioning I also ruined that first experience with him as well.”
The Drakkaren only smiled softly, however, reaching out and touching her face as he said
quietly: “You didn‟t ruin anything, Sabnock. Anyway, I have one more favor to ask you…” He
paused, looking down thoughtfully, and when Sabnock tilted her head the reptile finally glanced
up and asked curiously: “Do you think you could teach Naganen the art of singing like you do?
You‟ve seen his magical aptitude… and… I dunno, it‟s a weird question, I know.”
“I would be glad to try. Why Naganen and not Epiphany, however? Your daughter is
very powerful, and with her abilities it would be easy for her to learn such a skill.” Sabnock said
softly, and Zerrex smiled a bit and glanced up at her, and the wolverine nodded slowly after a
moment, saying quietly: “No, you‟re right… you do not have to explain this to me. I forgot that

Epiphany is not yet an adult… and in her half-child, half-mature state, she has already
demonstrated a tendency to take certain things too far. Naganen is mature enough to handle the
emotional stress involved in singing from the soul and invoking the ancient powers they do.
“Yet nonetheless, I admit I am curious; why would you have me teach him this?”
Sabnock questioned, tilting her head before she asked calmly: “Do you expect me to die soon?”
Zerrex stared at her… and then he realized she was joking, which just made him gape all
the more before he reached up and rubbed at his face as the wolverine only continued to look at
him curiously, and the reptile mumbled: “You‟re… creepy. But… I think… I‟ve come to realize
that Naganen is very capable of not only handling himself well and making his own decisions,
he‟s… almost ready to be seen as an adult, and to take on adult responsibilities. Your songs are
beautiful, Sabnock, and they are powerful, and I feel like you express your soul with them as you
call down the magic you do…” Sabnock gave the faintest blush at this, and Zerrex smiled softly
at her. “And Naganen‟s soul is very pure. I think he could do well with such abilities… that he
would handle himself well. I can only imagine what those songs could do in the wrong hands or
even just in the hands of someone who couldn‟t control the emotions involved and it‟s why I was
hesitant to ask at first.”
Sabnock nodded slowly, looking down and rubbing at the underside of her muzzle before
she said softly: “Then may I suggest we treat this as his rite of passage towards adulthood? If he
proves himself capable of handling a verse of the Toll of the Bells, I shall be glad to have a
student to pass my knowledge down to. And if he is able to master the song at such a young age,
it would demonstrate not only what a prodigy he is but also that he, perhaps, is set to become the
next High Throne of Elysium.”
Zerrex smiled a little at this thought, looking up for a moment before he glanced down…
but before he could even ask the question, Sabnock said softly: “I know you would never
lightheartedly ask me such an immense favor without sufficient reasoning or necessity backing
it, even with our mutual promises… and I am somehow certain that in this situation, you have
both. It is important for Naganen to understand how strong he is and what he is capable of, if he
does not already, and learning an art will not only boost his confidence but give him a nonviolent method of hindering and halting enemy aggression. The more I think of this, the more I
enjoy it… also because the songs are also an ancient and traditional way for Reapers and Reaperkin to pass on stories and histories. My father… broke Reaper law when he taught me the songs,
but he said that sometimes, protecting your family and passing on your heritage and history is
more important than the oldest of laws.”
Sabnock quieted, and then she smiled a little and rubbed at her face slowly. “Yes. Yes,
Naganen shall be my student. I shall teach him to sing, and I shall teach him the songs of the
Reapers. Somehow… I think even Thanatos himself would have approved…”
Zerrex nodded slowly, and then the two embraced tightly for a moment before pulling
apart, the wolverine gazing up at him quietly as she said softly: “Three promises. We have made
strange promises to one another, Zerrex. I seek to have something I never was able to secure with
Galleon and you seek to have me teach a child who has already gained the respect and
admiration of most of Elysium ancient powers of Reaper origin. I seek to be further empowered
while securing my place at your side as esteemed concubine, and you… wish for me to play
video games with you.”
Sabnock shook her head slightly as Zerrex laughed a bit, and then she gazed up at him,
studying him silently for a few moments before nodding slowly and murmuring quietly: “The
sensations you give me are both strange and powerful ones. We do not always go neatly hand-in-

hand, and yet we fit together… as Galleon and I fit together. I have changed my mind, Zerrex: I
will wear a collar if necessary to join the ranks of your Disciples.”
Zerrex smiled softly at this, then he reached up and touched Sabnock‟s lips, saying
quietly: “The only thing that‟s truly necessary is an honest wish… and I know you have that,
Sabnock. You are my concubine… and having you at my side as a friend is worth more to me
than having you as a servant. I don‟t want you to simply be in submission to me… part of the
reason I enjoy your company so much is because you don‟t hesitate to give me your advice on
something, to counsel me, and to teach me. I‟m a god, sure, and powerful, and I‟ve been around
the block a few times… but you, Sabnock… you‟re wiser than I‟ll ever be, and lived more years
than I can imagine.”
Sabnock only gave a small smile at this, saying quietly: “And I have learned that it does
not matter the quantity of the years you live… but rather, it is their qualities that determine
everything about you. From whether or not you are an adult to whether or not you have lived a
full life… for I have met many demons as old as I am and yet foolish, and we have both
encountered creatures older still that you yourself have greater knowledge, strength, and wisdom
than. It is not our years that matter… years are only a measurement. It is what we do with the
time that we have been allotted that truly matters in our lives.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, and then Sabnock quietly pulled away and bowed her head to him
respectfully, saying quietly: “Will you permit me to leave for the moment, Lord Zerrex? I wish
to visit Galleon‟s grave and… tell him my plans for the future.” She paused, then smiled faintly
as her eyes flicked to the video game console and the television, saying softly: “A mortal concept
I found… endearing, many years ago, and became fond of. It comforts me, and I do not
understand why… yet I continue to do it. But I would like to do this, before we proceed.”
“Of course, Sabnock. I should be here… you know how to find me.” Zerrex paused, then
he flicked his hand outwards and created a bouquet of black roses, saying softly: “Here. It‟s a
small gesture but… you‟re supposed to bring flowers to the grave, right?”
“It is a kind enough gesture, Lord Zerrex. I am sure Galleon would be pleased by it.” the
wolverine replied softly, taking the flowers and gazing at him for a few moments before she gave
one of her small smiles and nodded slowly. The Drakkaren nodded back after a moment, and
then the Ice Devil turned and left through the heavy door, and the reptile watched as this slid
slowly back closed, the electronics in the room fizzing quietly before the door hissed tightly shut.
The reptile rubbed at the back of his head after a moment, and then he lowered his
muzzle forwards before nodding a bit with a grunt and turning around to walk back towards the
game system. For an hour or so, he amused himself, reveling in the comfort of being alone; part
of what made it so nice, however, was the fact that Zerrex knew he wasn‟t really alone. With a
snap of his fingers he could have any of his Disciples join him here, or by just leaving the room
he could go wandering to see the various faces in the Estate… friends and family both who
stayed here, since the mansion had more than enough room for a large amount of people.
The Drakkaren sighed a bit as he finally turned the system off, then headed quietly out of
the shielded den room, closing the door tight behind him so no electromagnetism would slither
its way in and screw up the sensitive electronics kept inside before he frowned a bit and walked
down the hallway as he sensed something unusual. Not hostile, just something that wasn‟t
usually here… and as the reptile stepped quietly through a set of open double doors and onto a
long marble walkway that crossed overtop an immense ballroom, his eyes set on the hulking
figure of Equinox.

The male was standing, staring at several of the pictures that sat inside a glass case
resting against the back wall, and Zerrex quietly let his hands travel along the outer railing of the
walkway before he almost-hesitantly approached the giant, who was stroking his hands against
the glass as if trying to touch the pictures… and he looked down quietly when Zerrex
approached, the male saying softly: “Father, why are people trapped inside there?”
And the Drakkaren looked up at him softly before he gazed towards the photographs of
Lily, Selena, Sin… wedding-day pictures and anniversary photos and others of his wives – and
grumbling husband Raze – that dotted the wall behind the glass… and Zerrex smiled faintly
before he carefully grasped the handle of the unlocked case and pulled it open, then he reached
out and lifted one of the pictures quietly out by its wooden frame, staring down at the image of
Lily in her flowing white dress, a laurel wreath over her head, which was thrown back, laughing
in mid-spin in the fields…
Zerrex shook himself out of the reverie, and then he smiled a little, turning to hand it to
Equinox as he said softly: “Be gentle. But it‟s only a picture, Equinox… a photograph, it‟s
called, or just a photo. It‟s like a painting, or a drawing… but mortal technology can take an
image and… paste it somehow, I dunno how, onto a special paper. I think it has to do with
electrons, but… I‟d be lying if I said I had any idea how it worked. I just know you point a
camera at something, click it, and there you go.”
Zerrex mimicked this gesture awkwardly with his hands, raising an imaginary camera
and miming pressing a button… and Equinox, in his serious, almost-emotionless way, repeated
the action, almost hitting himself in the face with the photo, and Zerrex couldn‟t help but smile
and laugh before the giant looked down at the picture in his hands and he studied it for a few
moments before saying quietly: “I like this. It is nice.”
“We‟ll get you some photos for… for your room, Equinox. We don‟t have to return you
to that cell… at least, not if you behave.” Zerrex said softly, and Equinox nodded silently even as
the Drakkaren knew that the giant could hear the undertone in his thoughts: it wasn‟t Equinox
Zerrex was worried about behaving, after all. “Where‟s your sister?”
“Playing with friends. She said I would scare them, so she is playing with them herself.
Children from the family. Cousins and kin.” Equinox said softly, and he studied Zerrex for a few
moments as the Drakkaren looked up at him softly, glad and saddened at the same time. “I wish I
could play too.”
“Come on then, Equinox. Let‟s go outside and I‟ll play with you.” Zerrex offered his
hand, and the giant looked at him for a few moments before he almost hesitantly took it, his huge
fingers gentle as they closed around the reptile‟s, and the Drakkaren smiled softly as he nodded
slowly to him before pulling him quietly through the Ravenlight Estate, the giant toddling behind
him like an oversized child.
They left the Ravenlight Estate to head out into the rear yard, and Zerrex easily created a
large ball of natural rubber, squeezing it thoughtfully between his hands before tossing it to
Equinox, who caught it and studied it… and then the reptile had yelped and ducked when
Equinox had tried to throw it back and sent it flying like a missile at the Drakkaren‟s head. It had
shot far past him across the field to smack a large, surly black-furred minotaur who looked after
the on-site gun ranges in the back of the head, knocking him sprawling and unconscious, and
Zerrex had winced and covered his muzzle even as Equinox had said softly: “I apologize.”
“It‟s okay, Equinox, I just hope you didn‟t kill Targin.” Zerrex peered at the very large,
burly male – a Megataur and not a minotaur, technically, but the only real differences were the
size and the fact that Megataurs were the middle stage between minotaur and Gigataur – and then

the reptile sighed in relief as Targin twitched and groaned loudly enough to be heard from where
they were. “Uh… good. He‟s alive. Let‟s. Let‟s run away.”
Equinox only tilted his head curiously as Zerrex carefully grasped the giant‟s forearm and
steered him carefully further out towards the fields behind the Estate, and then he created another
ball, made it clear that Equinox should throw a little softer, and they tossed this back and forth
for a little while.
The giant didn‟t smile, didn‟t show much emotion… but Zerrex could feel it, and even
with just the simple game, he began to visibly relax. The Drakkaren didn‟t know what to suggest
next, however, since he was afraid that if they tried to play tag, Equinox would accidentally
squish him… and then the reptile looked up thoughtfully, asking curiously: “How much do you
know about sports, Equinox?”
“What are „sports?‟” Equinox tilted his head, and that was a definite answer for the
Drakkaren as he smiled amusedly before dropping the ball and kicking it back and forth as he
snapped his fingers, and goals made of ivy ripped out of either side of the field at a short
distance, the male looking back and forth at these netted archways of plant life before he asked
quietly: “What are these?”
“Goals, for a sport we‟re going to play called Irenic soccer. Well, football in the rest of
the world, but Ire just has to be different… anyway, it‟s not my favorite, but it is non-contact and
as long as you don‟t kick the ball too hard we should have fun with it.” Zerrex replied softly, and
then he smiled as he kicked the ball towards Equinox, who looked down almost hesitantly before
he reached down towards it… and the reptile quickly shook his head, saying quickly: “No, for
this game, you only use your feet, not your hands.”
Equinox looked almost worried as he straightened and gave the ball an experimental little
punt… and when it rolled a few feet, he said quietly: “I don‟t know, Father. This seems very
strange.”
“Trust me.” Zerrex said softly, walking forwards, and then he winked as he carefully slid
a foot under the ball and hoofed it into the air, before bouncing it carefully on his head several
times, then tilting his head forwards so it rolled down his muzzle before he tilted this back
upwards, and the ball balanced precariously on his nose for a moment as he held his arms out to
either side with a grin… and Equinox only stared at him, making the Drakkaren roll his eyes in
soft entertainment as he let the ball drop down into his hands and caught it, saying softly: “Okay
Equinox. Here‟s how this works.”
He explained and demonstrated the rules a few times, and let Equinox learn to move the
ball around with his feet: the giant stumbled a little here and there, but his enormous strides let
him move the ball easily, and he was very careful to control himself, looking almost worried at
first as his feet kicked the sphere along… and yet slowly but surely he began to get the hang of it
nonetheless, and Zerrex thought he was even enjoying himself before they played a light one-onone scrimmage against each other.
It was enjoyable… and admittedly, part of the enjoyment came from the fact that while
Equinox tried hard, he never grew frustrated when Zerrex scored or took the lead. He didn‟t
seem to care whether he was winning or losing… he only cared that he was playing the game and
that they were both trying hard, and the only times he seemed to grow nervous or anxious was
when Zerrex purposefully slowed down a little too much to try and let his son catch up.
Experimentally, the Drakkaren later tried to compete his hardest, easily maneuvering around the
male from the middle of the field and booting a goal within seconds… and yet if anything,

Equinox had seemed glad for it. He didn‟t care whether he won or lost… but he wanted them
both to do their very best, even if that meant Zerrex would dominate the match.
But Equinox learned fast: twenty minutes in, as Zerrex was heading down the field,
Equinox suddenly stole the ball from him with a hook of his foot before he‟d booted it straight
up into the air and slammed his head into it, sending it flying past the Drakkaren as he‟d gaped
and rolling straight into the goal. Equinox was learning on the spot, adapting and thinking around
the Drakkaren‟s skill and strategy… and admittedly, it made the game all the more enjoyable
when the giant began to quickly gain on the long lead the reptile had taken.
Of course, it all ended a little abruptly when Equinox had suddenly slammed his foot into
the ball and Zerrex had winced as it had shot past him, ripping through the back of the goal and
flying like a cannonball across the field… and then a window had loudly shattered, and Zerrex
had winced before a portal had opened and Anathema had stormed through, Sin wincing as she
tried to wipe bits of broken glass off her sister as the undead Naganatine stomped after the
Drakkaren and shouted threats and insults to him.
When she had eventually calmed down, the reptile had explained what he had been
doing… and Anathema had moodily surveyed Equinox for a few moments before sighing tiredly
when Sin had suggested shyly that they should help. The undead female had grumbled for a few
minutes about lowering herself to the level of children, and then finally agreed to try playing a
game or two, as long as it didn‟t involve anything too childish or stupid.
Mostly out of spite, Zerrex suggested Anathema play a game of Irenic Football with
Equinox if she was so tough, and she had agreed with a glower despite not knowing what she
was agreeing to… and the Drakkaren had pulled Equinox aside, muttered to him that the goal
was to stop the other person from reaching the end of the field by any means necessary and then
watched as Sin had nervously tried to dissuade Anathema before sighing and letting her play.
Anathema had shot off like a rocket, charging with the ball clutched against her, grinning
widely… and Equinox had then punched her so hard her head had flown across the field with a
stupefied expression before it had landed and bounced several times as her body had dropped the
ball and staggered dumbly back and forth ,arms flailing. Zerrex had fallen over laughing as
Equinox had picked the ball up and calmly made his way to Anathema‟s end-zone as Sin had
flitted anxiously around the field, looking for her sister‟s head… and when she had finally
returned with this to set it back on Anathema‟s shoulders, she had mumbled dumbly that maybe
she should just shut up and listen for once as her eyes had rolled beneath the broken skull-mask
covering her face, head a little lopsided as Zerrex had amiably agreed.
Together, they tried other mortal sports and pastimes… as well as a few demonic games,
such as Threading: a magic-involved sport that Sin excelled at and Anathema couldn‟t do at all,
involving lacing different spells together to make complex patterns and music, scoring points for
maintaining the pattern and for interrupting your partner‟s flow.
So while Anathema childishly stomped the earth and jumped up and down, looking
embarrassed as she barely made the grass around her ripple, Sin had three enormous black roses
made from obsidian plates of stone, swirling ivy, and rays of bright light that shone up between
the petals swirling around her like liquid, the rumbling of the earth and the ringing of the light
emerging between the vibrating plates making a beautiful harmony as she stood in the exact
center of it all. Zerrex laughed and clapped to watch this, and Anathema looked moody before
she had finally cheated by yanking one of her arms off and throwing it at Sin, knocking the
Naganatine staggering with surprise into one of her own rose-patterns and causing the entire

thing to grind to a halt before she had looked sourly at her sister, who had simply whistled with
one hand behind her head as the other arm had carefully come crawling back towards her.
It was a good way to spend several hours… and Zerrex had been surprised to look up
from a game of Frisbee to see Sabnock watching them with a soft smile, and she had simply
gestured for them to continue… so they had played for a little while longer, and then the
Drakkaren had approached and grinned a little as he‟d asked mischievously: “Say, Sabnock. Do
you think you could make an ice rink for us?”
Hockey was an old favorite of Zerrex‟s: and despite the fact that it was a heavy contact
sport, the fact that no one else could properly skate played to his advantage as the reptile weaved
circles around them. Sin was standing in her dress with metal blades sticking out of her feet that
she precariously balanced on until the reptile playfully shoved her backwards into one of the
large banks of snow Sabnock had formed around the heavy rectangular ring, and then the
Drakkaren simply plowed Anathema over as she had slowly tried to skate forwards with a
horrible look on her face that turned to a glare and huff when she was sent skidding over the ice
on her front, and then he had circled several times around Equinox before teasingly pushing his
son backwards, and Equinox had looked a little lost and confused as he slid backwards in the
skates Zerrex had made for him before he‟d tripped over the snowbank and landed heavily in a
burst of white fluff.
Zerrex had laughed, grinning as he‟d continued to skate easily in the simple skates he‟d
created out of thin air for himself… and then Sabnock hip-checked him from the side and sent
him careening into a snowbank, and the Drakkaren had flopped face-first down into it as the
wolverine had smiled amusedly, skates of ice over her feet as the lizard had shoved his head out
of the bank and glared at her.
The Drakkaren had known that Sabnock could skate: what he learned a little late, as Sin
refereed the match of Anathema and Sabnock against Zerrex and Equinox, was that Sabnock was
not a figure-skater like he‟d expected, but had played Ice Butterfly when she had been younger: a
demonic version of hockey that involved an overzealous use of magic and required finesse and
control. It was not hard for the wolverine to adapt to the mortal version of the sport, however,
and she very quickly made Zerrex miserable: she was faster, hit him with precision, and as
aggressive on the rink as she was in the courtroom.
And she laughed: she smiled openly, she laughed warmly every time she knocked Zerrex
– or even gigantic Equinox – flying into a snowbank or, at one point, sent Zerrex skidding wildly
across the rink until he‟d mashed comically into one of the ice posts that marked the goal, his
arms snapping upwards with a gargle. It almost made the entire grueling session that they lost
13-2 worth it… but what did that was when Zerrex managed to finally check her from behind
and send her careening into her of the snowbanks with a curse before he‟d gleefully skated away
and leapt off the ice to escape to safety.
When they finished, Equinox seemed pleased and happy, and although he had wandered
wordlessly off, Zerrex felt like it had all been successful, and he had been feeling… accepted,
perhaps was the word the reptile was looking for. Anathema, Sin, Sabnock, and Zerrex had been
left sitting around together quietly in the field, discussing things on and off, Anathema staring
curiously every now and then at the wolverine before Sabnock had finally announced softly: “I
am ready to fully-embrace my duties and position as concubine at any moment now, Lord
Zerrex. I have had more than sufficient time to prepare… and as it seems you… you already
bring things out in me that many others do not.”

Sabnock blushed a little, rubbing awkwardly at her face… and Zerrex smiled amusedly
over at her, saying mildly: “So tell me about this Ice Butterfly again.”
“Zerrex.” Anathema said dryly, and the reptile groaned and rolled his eyes, grabbing at
his forehead. “Stop stalling, you big ass. You can ask her about her glory days again later.”
“Shut up, Annie. No one likes you. Or your face.” Zerrex retorted, and Anathema
grumbled at him before she tore her head off and threw it at him, and the lizard winced and
batted it away, Anathema‟s body jerking backwards as she yelped before catching her own head
quickly and fitting it back on her shoulders with a moody look. “Anyway, shouldn‟t you two be
with Justice?”
“The Deacon is currently aiding Amiglion at this moment.” Sin replied softly, nodding
and smiling a little over at the Drakkaren, and then she glanced curiously over at Anathema
when her sister shoved at her. “What is it?”
“I think he was politely telling us to go away.” Anathema said mildly, and Sin blushed a
bit before the two Naganatine looked at Zerrex, who shook his head with an amused smile. “So
is that a yes or a no?”
“Well… Sabnock, do… do you really want to do this here?” Zerrex asked awkwardly,
gesturing around the open fields… and the wolverine nodded at him, only giving a small smile in
return before the reptile said softly: “Alright then. In that case, you two can stay if you like… I‟ll
leave that choice up to you.”
“Then we shall give you privacy. Or at least, the little privacy to be found here.” Sin said
softly, and Anathema grunted as the two stood up, Zerrex standing as well… and the sisters
hugged him firmly, the reptile kissing the forehead of one, then the other and earning smiles in
return. “Take good care of her, Lord Zerrex.”
Anathema grunted in agreement, and then Sin opened a portal and the two quietly left.
The Drakkaren shook his head a bit again, then he turned towards Sabnock, who was still seated,
gazing up at him… and the reptile leaned down and grasped her shoulders, looking into her eyes
and saying quietly: “Are you sure you want this?”
“Yes, I do, Zerrex. As sure as I was I‟d be happy with Galleon. As sure as I am of my
love of my parents.” Sabnock replied calmly, gazing into his eyes as she reached a hand up and
squeezed his wrist slowly. “I am ready. I would like to think I even have my late husband‟s
approval. Now please, Lord Zerrex. Let us not hesitate, nor dally any longer.”
“You know it‟s not just that easy. The process is different for everyone.” Zerrex said
amusedly, and then he quietly pulled the wolverine up to her feet before he grasped her hips
quietly and leaned down to kiss her softly, and she met his mouth as her eyes fluttered closed,
their mouths quietly working together in return.
And slowly, a ripple seemed to travel through her body as he squeezed her closer against
his frame, breathing into her jaws… and a moment later, she stumbled backwards, eyes closed
and grasping at her forehead, looking surprised… and then gazing thoughtfully down at the
backs of her hands as she murmured: “I don‟t… I do feel different, but I don‟t seem…”
Zerrex studied her as she frowned a bit… and then he smiled a little, stepping forwards
and stroking under her chin, and she cocked her head curiously as she gazed up at him and he
said quietly: “You look younger…” He paused as she blushed a little, smiling up at him… and
then the reptile grinned a bit, adding mildly: “And it seems like all those layers of ice keeping
you from making proper facial expressions have melted away, too.”
Now Sabnock looked at him sourly, and he couldn‟t help but laugh before she shoved
him backwards… then blushed a bit as she looked down at her hands with surprise, saying softly:

“Wait… yes. Yes, that is part of it… I don‟t… seem to be thinking as naturally in advance any
longer. I do not feel worries about every little detail rising in my mind, and it feels more…
simple… to smile.”
She reached up and rubbed over her face slowly, and Zerrex gazed at her quietly as she
looked at him for a few moments, then her hands traced slowly down to her stomach, and she
flushed a bit as she asked hesitantly: “What about… how… how will we know?”
“Oh, I can think of a way to test that.” Zerrex grinned as he leaned down and leered at
her, and Sabnock gave him a half-amused look, shaking her head slightly before he reached out
and cupped her face quietly, asking curiously: “Do you feel… any different abilities? Usually my
Disciples inherit a power or two from me… after all, it‟s not the outer changes that matter. It‟s
what‟s inside…”
Sabnock looked up at him thoughtfully… and then she frowned a bit before she flicked
her wrist out to the side, concentrating… and thick, blue-and-white vines that radiated frost
ripped out of the earth, twisting and writhing slowly, visibly alive and yet terribly cold. Zerrex
looked at these with surprise as she said softly, gazing down at her hand: “Yes. I see… mixing
cold and organic earth together… fascinating, Lord Zerrex. I shall not waste these abilities. I
shall do everything I can to serve at your side, and to do my job well.”
She gazed up at him with a soft smile, and Zerrex gazed back down affectionately,
reaching up and touching her face as he murmured: “I never imagined we‟d be here.”
“I think… when I first volunteered to become your concubine, I had inklings of affection
for you even then. I simply never permitted myself to pursue them.” Sabnock replied softly,
studying him for a few moments… and then she smiled a little before nodding slowly. “Yes.
Even then, I am sure of it. Thank you, Zerrex. You are giving me more than you realize. This
means more to me than I can express.”
“It means a world to me as well, Sabnock… I only wish that… I could give you back
Galleon, too. I… I know I can‟t replace him, and I don‟t plan on trying to.” Zerrex replied
quietly, and Sabnock‟s gaze softened before she hugged him tightly around the waist, and the
Drakkaren hugged her firmly in return. “But I do love you.”
“As I do you, Zerrex Narrius. I know that even though you share your love with many of
us… they are not easy words to earn from you.” Sabnock murmured softly, resting her head
against his chest as she added quietly: “May I ask, though… what you suggest for me to tattoo
myself with?”
“Something… nice?” Zerrex said lamely, and then he winced when she looked up at him
flatly. “I dunno. Vines and black roses seem to be the in thing. You‟ll have to ask Marina when
she gets back, she and Mercy are the ones who keep track of everyone‟s tattoos and what they all
mean.”
Sabnock nodded… and then she smiled and rested her head against his chest, closing her
eyes, and Zerrex simply held her in the field as vines of ivy and living snow twisted together and
grew slowly through the grasses around them, intertwined and comfortable for all the differences
they shared.
The Drakkaren rubbed absently at the underside of his muzzle: another three days had
passed since Sabnock had become a Disciple, and not much had happened of note. He had spent
some time with Equinox, some time with Epiphany, and some time with many of his other
Disciples… and Jessica had come to ask quiet permission if she could stay here at the Ravenlight
Estate, permanently, so she could be close to her daughter.

The reptile had been surprised by this: above, the Heavenly Council was being rebuilt
from the ground-up, with new members replacing the corrupt politicians, Silven the new
Chancellor and Lord and Lucifer careful to work with him and oversee the Senate. Laws were
being changed and adapted, and Job‟s files were being sorted through – countless years of diary
entries, information, and reasoning that was both logical and bitter – to help adjust and throw out
old laws of Heaven that did nothing for Paradise but make it seem arrogant and distant.
So it wasn‟t like it would be difficult for Jessica to move back to Heaven, where she
would be plenty safe – especially right now, as Lucifer and Lord had increased the presence of
both officers as well as tightened security throughout Heaven, just in case Job had left a nasty
surprise or two in case his plans had fallen apart – and comfortable and able to see Cindy as
regularly as she wanted, with the portals between Heaven and Hell being reopened… but it
wasn‟t just proximity Jessica wanted. He sensed that she liked it here a little more than she
wanted to admit… and that she felt safe here. Then again, the mansion was a huge place… and
filled with large, friendly demons who would quickly kick the hell out of any intruder that tried
to break in. No pun intended.
Zerrex smiled a little; he had been more than glad to honor Jessica‟s request, and had
even hired two servants for her from the agency he used, to help guide her around the mansion
while she got more used to the layout and to fetch things for her while she was adjusting from
being a guest to a possible permanent resident. Cindy was overjoyed to have her mother close
by… and even Cherry hadn‟t been entirely displeased by the prospects, seeing Cindy‟s happiness
and likely thinking of her own failed relationship with her mother.
Cherry herself was doing well: she could transform herself as she wished, and corruption
flowed freely through her veins now… but it hadn‟t changed her otherwise. She was his
darkness… but she was still grinning, adolescent-acting Cherry, whining whenever things didn‟t
go her way, abusing her supernatural powers just to show off, and now occasionally spitting out
horrible life-forms just so she didn‟t have to get up to fetch the remote control for the TV. The
parasites were at least short-lived without a host… although Mahihko had apparently screamed
the first time he‟d seen one and beaten it into a pulp with a piece of firewood while Lone had
yelled about attacking monsters and almost burnt down their campsite shooting lightning wildly
in all directions.
When Cindy had found out what had happened, she had tied the three of them up and
hung them upside down from a tree… and Cherry, ever the abuser of her powers and not one to
learn her lessons, had spat a parasite out… and it had landed on Cindy‟s face. This had resulted
in Cindy yanking the three out of the tree, only for her to tie a heavy rock to Cherry‟s feet and
fling her into the nearby lake.
But Zerrex was admittedly glad the worst part of the whole thing was the fact that Cherry
now made crude jokes about having a „mouth-vagina‟ and took a very twisted, sick pleasure in
her newfound and horrible ability. The Drakkaren muttered that he was never, ever letting her
„mouth-vagina‟ near his „crotch-penis‟ again and then she had giggled stupidly about his „dicktongue‟ and they had shared stupid laughter until Cindy had slammed their heads together, still in
a grouchy mood after the camping fiasco.
Everyone was doing well, though: Hope, the only other person who had been distinctlyaffected by his corruption, spent a lot of her time with Mary and Mercy, learning more about
Elysium‟s culture and fascinated with stories about Zerrex and his past, and in return she spent a
lot of time teaching them about the Silver Wind clan. She looked forwards to finding out what
would happen to her brother… but with Heaven in disarray and thus unable to process and place

newcomers as quickly and souls taking longer to find their way to Paradise or Hell, she said she
was willing to be patient and had faith that she would see Zane again, someday.
Then Zerrex looked up curiously from his wandering through the Ravenlight Estate to see
Sabnock, the female walking towards him with a calm but broad smile on her face, the sleeves of
the simple white blouse over her plain, sky-blue top rolled up, silk pants and black loafers
pristine and yet… somehow a world more casual than she had been before. Her small horns
glinted as her now-expressive features studied him for a moment, and then she smiled again as
she glanced embarrassedly down at her exposed, smooth stomach… and Zerrex gazed down as
well, gazing affectionately at the tattoo she had gotten that covered much of her front.
On the blue side of her body, green ivy laced with black roses twisted… and on the gold
side of her body, white vines with beautiful red roses grew, in a spiderweb pattern… and the
tattoo was designed so that the flowers formed a distinct pattern of runes invisible to the naked
eye, but if you knew just where to look, you could clearly see Zerrex‟s name, written in old
demonic script… and then the reptile‟s eyes settled on the beautifully-carved rose made of blackdiamond that sat upon a silver ring pierced in the wolverine‟s navel, the exact point where the
eyes had to be drawn to see the patterning. “You look like the young teenager you never were.”
“I think Galleon would be proud of me. This is what he always strove to try and make me
understand, after all.” Sabnock said softly, looking down at the back of her hand thoughtfully
before she looked up at him with a bit of a smile. “Although you know Thoth was horrified when
he saw me like this, and White was very surprised… although he, at least, tries to understand.
Thoth, however, was all too eager to run and gossip to the other Justices and Judges and law
council. I believe I‟ve lost some of my reputation… but the damage is allayed by the fact I
simply remind them I am serving as your concubine and thus a different dress code is now
required. I have learned to use the law in many ways… and the abuse of eccentric loopholes is
the first trick any competent lawyer learns.”
“I still can‟t believe you got a belly ring instead of a collar.” Zerrex said mildly, and he
reached up to absently play with his mala… and Sabnock smiled softly as she automatically
touched the sapphire prayer beads that were wrapped tightly around her wrist. “I also can‟t
believe you talked me into starting the process of making a set of these for every one of my
Disciples. And here I was dumb enough to think you‟d be like my other Disciples, snuggly but
you‟d otherwise continue to do your own thing.”
“I will continue to fulfill my duties as a Judge in time, but I still have vacation days left
and I plan to use them to accelerate processes that long ago should have been started. Your
Disciples are still mainly an informal group… I wish to give them a more-formal standing and to
better foster teamwork and reaffirm the bonds between them and you.” She softened, adding
gently: “And you and they both deserve that, after everything we‟ve lost.”
Zerrex hesitated… then he nodded slowly before he automatically walked forwards and
fell in pace beside her as she turned around, the Drakkaren putting his hands behind his back as
he said mildly: “Just realize that when I gave Cherry her set of prayer beads, she tried to eat
them. I spent twenty goddamn minutes digging them out of her gullet because she broke the
string and the beads got lodged all the way down to her stomach.”
“Yes, but Miss Cherry‟s dedication to you is exceptional, we all feel it. And she has
given herself to you in a way precious few others have.” Sabnock replied softly, glancing over at
him measuringly. “I‟m not pretending that even now I can understand her entirely, her
motivations or her passions or her… eccentricities… but I do understand her better.”

“So where is everyone?” Zerrex asked mildly, glancing down at the wolverine curiously,
and Sabnock only gave him an amused look as they stepped out into the main hall of the
Ravenlight Estate and walked towards the doors, the Drakkaren gesturing around and saying
dryly: “I might not be a genius, Sabnock, but I can notice pretty well when about fifty people are
missing in action. Also, Driz was looking for Priest, pissed as hell because he apparently skipped
out on tuning up a power generator this morning. Since Raven and Priest are still childishly
bickering right now I can‟t say I‟m entirely surprised, but nonetheless. Oh, and Vivien was
bitching, too, since she‟s been left alone with the Council, Ixin, and Thor and she‟s having
trouble babysitting them all with only Amiglion present.”
“Take us to Hez‟Ranna, Lord Zerrex, we shall go and find them in Acheron.” Sabnock
replied calmly, and Zerrex looked at her with surprise before she simply shrugged. “I see no
point in lying about what‟s going on. They have a surprise party planned for you. A celebration:
I believe Earth called it a… resurgence?”
“Oh, a celebration of life, yeah… traditionally done after a funeral. It‟s pretty much just a
big party, that‟s a very good way to put it, actually…” Zerrex paused meditatively. “Even the
Dragokkaren feel sad when they lose someone, after all, however their culture might look at
death and dying… this is… to remind us we‟re all still alive, that we can all still enjoy the
pleasures life brings us, and stuff like that.”
The wolverine nodded as they stepped outside the mansion, and then Zerrex smiled as he
reached out and grasped her shoulder… and a moment later, the two vanished from the spot
before reappearing in the jungles of Hez‟Ranna. Sabnock looked unfettered as the Drakkaren
glanced back and forth, and then he glanced at her curiously as she said softly: “You‟re
demonstrating better control these days over your powers. I‟m glad to see it. If I may ask,
though… about Negative…”
“He‟s… receded.” Zerrex hesitated, reaching out to stroke a hand down a tree, and then
he bowed his head forwards before glancing over his shoulder at her, comfortable enough to
confess: “I tried to talk to him the other day. Tried to pull him out… went so far as to even
attempt partial Inversion when I couldn‟t feel his presence, since that often draws him forwards
whether he wants to be there or not. And for the first time ever… I felt the Inversion resisting
me. Like my body didn‟t want to change, and like something inside my body didn‟t want me to
change. It was a very strange, very alien sensation, Sabnock… like nothing I could describe.
Usually I can at least transform my demonic arm when necessary, it‟s the easiest thing to change
because it‟s already… different, metamorphic… but this time…”
He halted, looking down thoughtfully as Sabnock only continued to survey him
measuringly, and then the Drakkaren said quietly: “It feels like Negative was hurt. And like more
than it was just his pride that was injured… I dunno, Perfect did a number on me, and… it felt
like Negative wasn‟t the biggest fan of what Epiphany did to Perfect in retaliation. He‟s a riddle,
Sabnock. And much as I love riddles, I really, really suck at them, too.”
“It is interesting. I shall ask Ashcroft Ixin and several other contacts to research into this
phenomenon… Inversion sickness, after all, does not merely go away.” Sabnock paused, then
she gestured to him as she walked towards the sound of flowing water, saying mildly: “But I
suppose we shouldn‟t pursue difficult topics before a party, either.”
“Can I look at your stomach some more?” Zerrex asked dumbly, and Sabnock sighed a
little, rolling her eyes before she smiled a little when the Drakkaren leapt up beside her, smiling
down at her in return. “But you‟re right. And you know what? For once, I‟m not worried. I have

faith that I can deal with whatever Negative throws at me now. That no matter what… things are
going to work out, one way or the other.”
“We‟ve earned that.” Sabnock agreed softly, and Zerrex smiled down at her as she smiled
back up at him as they stepped out into a small glade, the wolverine glancing up curiously as
they passed several large, hairy Draybeasts that looked at them quizzically as they walked by,
one of them grunting… but Zerrex only rose a hand to them with a smile, and it seemed to calm
the creatures as the demon and the reptile walked towards a wide, flowing stream.
Sabnock stepped in first, glancing down and then diving forwards and vanishing through
the water… and Zerrex shook his head with amusement at how smoothly and assuredly she
moved before diving forwards himself, feeling the rush of vertigo before he emerged in the pool
inside of Acheron. He could see Dragokkaren working calmly below… but the reptile‟s eyes
were immediately drawn towards the east with surprise as his eyes spotted a new addition to the
city that floated slightly higher than the rest of the dimension, a large, hanging wooden bridge
attached to this second island, and enormous sconces that contained brilliantly-burning blue
bonfires floating on top of glimmering crystal atolls that hovered through the air.
“Earth constructed it, I believe, for the purpose of this gathering.” Sabnock said calmly,
and Zerrex nodded to her before the two made their way down the steps and walked around the
square, keeping pace with each other as they passed Dragon Warriors, Dragokkaren, and
Sacrifices that had decided to stay in the beauty of Acheron, where they were as accepted and
respected as they were within the confines of the Cloister. “You have an interest in a particular
kind of person, and I do not speak of their exterior.”
Zerrex smiled a bit over at the female, saying quietly: “But don‟t we all? We all play
favorites, we all have things we like and dislike, we all are… looking for something. To replace
what we‟ve lost… to fill in the blanks, to…”
“Oh, stop materializing love. I didn‟t mean to switch sides of the debate with you.”
Sabnock was smiling nonetheless, however, looking up at him with amusement as the Drakkaren
grinned back down at her. “You frustrate me. And yet I enjoy that quality. After witnessing how
you interact with Lady Cherry, I think you understand that feeling well.”
“Too damn well.” Zerrex replied amusedly, and then he shook his head a bit as they
walked towards a large archway, and the reptile looked up in surprise as he saw it was guarded
not by Dragokkaren or even Dragon Warriors, but by the corrupted Strange Beasts that Cherry
called with strange affection: „Plague Bearers.‟
Covered in black roses and pulsing, thorny vines, and with other mutations slowly
beginning to stand out of their bodies, like spikes of bone and blades of metal, they were
terrifying… but humble and servile to their new masters, black, glowing eyes closing as they
both bowed deeply to Zerrex as he approached. They served any and every whim of Cherry…
and as Cherry served him despite how often it seemed she spent undermining him, they followed
his every will and command. The power of the female‟s parasites and the manipulation it gave
her over others was truly terrifying… and yet Zerrex had to admit, he was glad that it was on
their side, as they walked between the Plague Bearers and onto the hanging wooden bridge that
sloped slightly upwards to the floating island, the timbers that made it up wide and heavy and
fresh, supported by thick vine rope that was tightly laced to heavy struts and tied into the support
network of spiderweb silk and silver cabling overhead.
Zerrex looked back and forth curiously as they approached the island: it was impossible
to see much of what awaited them beyond, thanks to the massive, trellised golden gates that
guarded it and the high walls of yellow stone that surrounded it… but from what the reptile could

see, it was enormous and round, vaguely shaped like a flat-topped top except for the huge jut of
what was likely a temple or perhaps simply a set of steps leading up to a high overseer‟s
walkway that half-encircled the area. The Drakkaren rubbed absently at the underside of his
muzzle as he looked up at this, a large, golden throne and piles of plush-red cushions just visible
past the top of the barrier enclosing the island, resting against the tapestry-lined rear wall of the
walkway… and then the Gates were pulled open by two huge Dragon Warriors in loincloths
before they bowed their heads respectfully, and the reptile whistled to himself as he stepped onto
the island and finally got a good look around it.
Most of it was wide, flat and open, layered with golden tiles that were patterned with
beautiful white tribal designs… and huge pillars over which grew immense vines and thick ivy
laced with roses towered up towards the sky, the shortest some thirty feet high and thicker than a
car, the largest maybe fifteen feet more than that, and none of them the exact same height… and
past these pillars, gardens filled with Hez‟Rannan plants and large trees grew, birds singing in
many of these and other native beasts of Hez‟Ranna crawling their way slowly through them,
casting shadows over the wide, circular plaza in an enormous semicircle.
The steps of the viewing area that bridged into the plaza were wide and flat, and at the
edge of either side of the enormous staircase, bowls and braziers burned with sapphire flames,
crystalline gemstones glimmering inside of these and twinkling enticingly, gorgeously, glowing
different hues in the supernatural fire. Sabnock bowed towards the steps, and Zerrex smiled at
her before he walked through the plaza, making his way slowly and carefully up the twenty or so
wide, steep stairs to the plateau at the top to gaze rapturously back and forth.
It was like an enclosed viewing stage, with a huge, silver and platinum throne with
crystalline armrests and a comfortable, cushioned seat, elegant in its design, very large, very
wide… too big, in fact, for him to sit in it at the size he was now. The reptile laughed a little at
this, reaching out to touch the arm of the beautiful, ornate chair quietly… and then his eyes roved
slowly over the back wall, at the tapestries depicting Acheron in all its beauty and glory and
various holy symbols of Hez‟Ranna, such as the Judgment Cross… and all across the ground,
heavy ruby-colored pillows with golden tassels were strewn, many the size of small beds, and the
Drakkaren brought a booted foot forwards to test one of these and feeling that it was soft, and
likely as comfortable as the throne was.
Then Zerrex turned around… and he was somehow unsurprised to see Earth standing on
the steps, her cloak floating around her body, clothed only in her vambraces, collar, and the
coronet of roses on her head… and as the Drakkaren‟s eyes slipped past her, he smiled in
amusement at the sight of many, if not all, of his other Disciples standing naked… not to
mention other friends and family gathered in the plaza, as Earth said softly: “We wanted to help
ease your mind, Lord Zerrex… and this was the best way we could think of how to do so. Let us
help you… let us please you… let us worship you… let us love you. You spend so much time
ashamed or hiding from who you are, from your own culture. Embrace it with us, here and now.”
“If it had been anyone but Sabnock, I would have been expecting this a little more.”
Zerrex replied amusedly, and then he sighed a bit before he glanced towards the throne as he
slowly peeled his shirt off, too humbled and touched by the gesture to argue… and then he
glanced in surprise at Earth as she stepped forwards and quietly touched his back, gazing at him
affectionately.
“Go ahead, Lord Zerrex. Show us your strength. Let us revel in your power… you are a
god, and I know you fear in many ways your abilities, you do not need to fear or hold back in
Acheron. This is your dimension, and we are here to do as you please. We are here to bear

witness to your strength…” Earth stroked a finger silently down his chest, and the reptile‟s body
all but sizzled with energy as he breathed hard, meeting her eyes with his own as she smiled
softly. “Reality here bends to your will, quakes at your thought alone. There is no need for
modesty here.”
Finally, Zerrex nodded slowly… and then he closed his eyes and tilted his head back, a
sizzle of energy sparking over his body… and a moment later, he had more than doubled in
height, his pants simply gone and leaving him naked, massive member flaccid but enormous as
he slowly sat back in the throne that now perfectly fit his frame, his prayer beads increased in
size with him and all-but-glowing with energy as he rested slowly back in the throne as his hair
automatically braided itself into a ponytail behind him as the reptile‟s eyes glowed emerald, and
he surveyed those down the steps as he said quietly: “Then there is no need for any of us to hold
back from who we are… no need for any of us to pretend we are anything different. Yes… let‟s
indulge, Earth. For once, I think you caught me in the right mood.”
And beside him, the demoness smiled and then licked her lips slowly before she gazed
out over those below as energy crackled along her body before she called clearly: “Let our
celebration begin… and begin first, with the adoration of our master, and our god, our father and
our beloved!”
Zerrex laced his fingers together as the powerful muscles covering his huge form flexed
and he sat slowly back, watching as people began to walk up the steps towards him, naked
bodies, anxious forms, demons and godlings and angels and everything in between, and Zerrex‟s
eyes widened as he saw among them even Dragokkaren, turning his almost-glowing eyes to
Earth as she smiled in an almost-teasing way and glanced away, saying easily: “There are many
devout to you… and many who pursue you, who would die for a chance to meet you… and even
more, to spend time with you like this, in physical worship of a god of fertility…”
“Earth, you naughty thing you… but as my High Priestess, I think that means you get the
pleasure of first contact…” Zerrex said softly, reaching a hand out and seizing the female by the
shoulder before dragging her slowly in front of him, and she flushed even as she looked excited
at this prospect, the male‟s huge hands grasping her hips as he gazed adoringly and lustfully
down into her eyes, his legs spread slightly, double the height of the female and thick with
powerful muscle, his shaft like a colossal, restless serpent that was sunning itself upon the
boulders of his two enormous testicles as he grinned down at her and licked his own muzzle
slowly. “So go ahead. Worship your God, Earth… worship the one you‟ve chosen for yourself as
Master and dedicated this little gathering to…”
“Only if you allow those others I‟ve brought as guests before you to aid me, Lord
Zerrex… you are far too much for me to take all to myself… far too powerful for one person
alone to sing the praises of…” Earth whispered in return, and Zerrex grinned slightly, licking at
his own muzzle slowly before he nodded with a hungry growl, and Earth smiled slightly as she
leaned forwards and nuzzled against his massive, chiseled abdominals, the nearly twenty foot tall
Drakkaren‟s massive muscles thickening slightly, growing even larger as his shaft begin to
steadily pulse its way towards full, godlike erection as he leaned back in the comfortable throne
with his legs spread as she whispered: “Thank you, oh generous god…”
Without bothering to look up, she rose a hand and flicked her wrist forwards… and
Dragokkaren approached out of the crowd, powerful, muscular males almost as large as Zerrex
was, with monstrous, throbbing members of their own – most of them already erect, members
that were several feet long and larger pulsating powerfully, often already gleaming with pre –
and beautiful females with tall frames, large breasts, and visible, chiseled muscle of their own

walked forwards. Five males, five females, all of them perfect specimens of Hez‟Rannan culture,
powerful and attractive… and their mouths kissed slowly at his arms, their hands stroked
wonderingly over his musculature, their bodies emanated their desire as they whispered to him in
their own language and a lucky two leaned down to kiss and nuzzle and lick slowly along the
male‟s massive member, as Earth‟s hands worked worshipfully over the girthy black flesh,
working it slowly to full, immense erection as she mouthed and teased it and ground her form
against it as it bulged slowly upwards, upwards, upwards.
Finally, it stood at its full, towering size, no less than eighty inches, thick beads of pre
dripping slowly along the massive obsidian pillar that Earth‟s tongue slowly curled beneath and
pulled into her jaws to drink down like the sweetest of nectars, as the other Dragokkaren
continued to adoringly kiss and massage along the male‟s massive frame as Zerrex only leaned
back in his throne and grinned in distinct bliss… and then Earth slowly pulled herself forwards,
stepping on the seat, then the arms of the throne as she turned herself around with a switch of her
hips and Zerrex growled in pleasure, watching as she gyrated her hips as she ground herself
down against his massive cock, letting the thick head grind through her legs as she rocked her
hips forwards against the jet-black tower with a soft gasp of pleasure, then rolled herself slowly
upwards so the huge head was positioned at her tiny but greedy sex, her sweet juices already
dripping down the enormous shaft as she whispered: “I wish to face towards them all… so that
they can witness your effect on me, my God, my strong, invincible master…”
“Yes, Earth… I wouldn‟t have it any other way.” Zerrex murmured, squeezing slowly
into her hips… and then he pulled downwards as he thrusted upwards, and Earth threw her head
back with a long cry of delight as the immense member speared upwards into her, the first foot
or so sinking deep into her stretched body before the Drakkaren slowly, slowly dragged her
down his massive shaft, stretching her wider and larger as his fingers sank into her hips and he
gritted his teeth in pleasure, massive biceps flexing with godlike size and power as Dragokkaren
massaged along his arms and moaned and nuzzled against them wonderingly, others kissing over
his abs, stroking along his chest, nuzzling against his legs and feet… and now, teasing his
testicles and the humongous base of his shaft, tongues sliding, teeth nibbling, muzzles grinding
greedily forwards as the reptile dragged Earth further, further, further down his member until he
could go no deeper, her legs spread wide, her hands back against his groin, her hips rocking hard
as she gasped and moaned and her juices dripped down onto the faces of the Dragokkaren below.
The reptile wasted no time, grinning in delight as he began to thrust rapidly up into her,
and Earth rode him as best she could, screaming in delight, giving full, shameless voice to her
cries as her hips rocked firmly and her eyes rolled in her head, her body shivering in ecstasy as
she pushed herself back against him and her hands clutched against his muscles, the
Dragokkaren now not only teasing Zerrex‟s body, but kissing along her stomach, nuzzling and
mouthing her breasts, dragging their tongues deliciously and tantalizingly up along the thrusting
shaft and over the flexing sex of the female as it clenched against the enormous, pillar-sized cock
pounding up into her frame.
Zerrex‟s eyes roved hungrily, greedily, over the crowd that was watching them, enjoying
the power he felt, loving the way they stared at him so hungrily, so excitedly, as he was
worshipped by these mighty Dragokkaren, as he took Earth savagely, his member thrusting into
her… and he drew it out, taking his time even with the speed and power of his movements,
making her scream and beg as the Dragokkaren worshipped him… until finally, the reptile threw
his head back with a roar, and his seed exploded upwards into the female as the Dragokkaren
beneath her eagerly pushed their faces upwards as the reptile thrusted with savage force, his

movements fiercely rapid, massive ropes of seed exploding over and over into the female, filling
her up, making her bulging body stretch all the further, and squirting in thick waterfalls out of
her tightly-flexing sex.
She screamed again in ecstasy at the feeling of gallons of the god of fertility‟s seed
spraying into her, the Dragokkaren lucky enough to be beneath the Dragokkaren grinding
muzzles and faces against her body and the Drakkaren‟s massive sex to slather themselves in the
load spraying free as their hands eagerly massaged along his testicles and legs and their mouths
licked and worked along the base of his shaft, as other Dragokkaren worshippers leaned across
the reptile‟s leg in hopes of catching even a little of the seed spraying out of the female‟s sex as
the last continued to kiss and grind and massage over the god‟s muscular, massive frame… and
finally, the Drakkaren‟s thrusted slowed after an indeterminable period of time, and he growled
in pleasure as he slowly and easily dragged Earth upwards and free from his monstrous shaft, his
member squelching free from her sex with a thick wash of juices that splashed over the
Dragokkaren worshippers beneath him and splattered along his legs and testicles and stone, the
males and females both groaning in the glory of his load before the reptile lowered Earth
forwards, her flexing, stretched sex trembling and dripping with her nectar and his fluids as he
said hungrily: “Go. Sip my bounty from the chalice of your High Priestess.”
The Dragokkaren were all too eager to oblige, leaning forwards and grasping Earth‟s
inner legs as they pushed their muzzles against her sex and drank some of the leaking fluids, the
demigoddess moaning softly as their tongues twisted into her and her hips rocked, sending more
of the mix of fluid squirting down her passage… and after all ten had taken their taste, the
Drakkaren gently set Earth down and allowed both her and the worshippers to slowly lap at his
shaft until it was almost entirely clean but for the fresh beads of pre leaking down the male‟s
monstrous, still-erect member, as he leaned back in the throne, his eyes glowing and the beads
around his neck pulsating faintly with their own life, their own energy.
He felt powerful. He felt truly godlike, for the first time in many years, and he felt the
strength and lusts of all gathered only further feeding his own as his muscles flexed and a thin
sheen of sweat covered his body, adding to the gleam of his scales and the definition of his
strength… and he leaned on one fist with a wide grin, drawing his eyes hungrily over the
gathered as the Dragokkaren worshippers receded and Earth sat to the side of the throne, gasping
and flushed and ecstatic, before the reptile‟s eyes locked on his Iuratus as they walked forwards,
and he grinned in delight, licking his lips slowly at this sight. “Serenity… what a surprise.”
The female stood with only the faintest of blushes, her scarred body naked as the other
Iuratus, and somehow appealing despite the sumptuous and perfect frame of Daria and the
almost-vain beauty of Ambrosia… and she walked slowly forwards, saying in a surprisinglyeager voice: “Iuratus… live to serve, Daddy. We live to serve our Master‟s every need… is that
not right, my fellow Iuratus?”
Mist and Shine nodded, the twins holding hands and their identical bodies slightly
pressed together at one side to gaze teasingly up at Zerrex, who grinned at this show… and then
over at Desire, who slowly brushed her blonde mane out enticingly, body almost glowing as
Ambrosia and Daria both reached forwards and rested a hand on Serenity‟s hips, sliding up
closer behind her… and then Serenity‟s eyes closed, her breath catching in her throat as
Ambrosia‟s free hand slid between her legs and two fingers visibly slid into the wetness of her
sex, and Daria‟s other hand played across her sensitive front over her scars as she kissed the side
of her neck, and Serenity whispered: “I am the Captain of your Iuratus, Zerrex. Let me please
you next…”

“Yes, Serenity. I agree… come to me…” The Drakkaren‟s eyes all but glowed as
Serenity approached hungrily, pulling away from the others as the Drakkaren half-lidded his eyes
before he reached down and grasped the female‟s shoulder as she stopped in front of his
enormous shaft, saying teasingly: “First… show me you‟ve made up with your sister.”
Serenity nodded, then turned towards Ambrosia as she eagerly stepped ahead… and
immediately, their mouths locked together in slow, delicious hunger, grinding their forms
together as the scarred female‟s hands sought Ambrosia‟s large breasts, teasing them slowly as
her sister‟s hands rubbed down her sides to cup into her buttocks, pulling her hips close as their
bodies ground together, their tongues twisting and mouths working sloppily and lustfully before
they pulled slowly back… and then Zerrex reached down and grasped Serenity‟s hips tightly,
making her flush as she was lifted easily by her father‟s strong arms as the reptile growled
teasingly: “Iuratus, for my pleasure… please your Captain while her body pleases me…”
The females nodded lustfully, and Serenity moaned quietly, curling herself backwards a
bit as she kicked her legs lightly at the feeling of the reptile‟s massive shaft grinding teasingly up
between her buttocks and along her back, rubbing against the base of her tail before he slowly
moved her higher upwards, his eyes glowing with eagerness and anticipation as he positioned the
head of his shaft gently not at her leaking, dripping sex, but instead pushed up between her firm
buttocks, against her tight rosebud as she whispered: “Oh Daddy… y-you‟ll stretch me so
much… but I want it all, I want every inch inside me…”
“And that‟s exactly what you‟re going to get.” Zerrex whispered beside her, as Mist and
Shine slowly crawled up onto either side of the reptile‟s wide lap, each straddling a leg as they
slipped themselves against his broad chest with half-lidded eyes… and then Serenity threw her
head back, screaming in both bliss and agony as the Drakkaren suddenly rammed his shaft
upwards as he yanked her downwards, forcing more than half of his gargantuan shaft into her in
one massive, powerful thrust before he roared, his muscles flexing and bulging, as he slammed
upwards again and yanked her downwards, blood bursting from the impossibly-stretched, tight
rear of the Iuratus as her legs kicked wildly and her eyes bulged, another scream bursting from
her jaws as he tore her all the way down with a groan of bones and flesh as he slammed into her
to the very hilt of his colossal girth.
She shrieked, her sex releasing a squirt of its juices in reflex as both of her passages
clenched hard, her eyes clenching shut as she ground herself back against him… and then Mist
and Shine‟s hands rubbed along her chiseled stomach as their heads leaned forwards to teasingly
mouth the scarred bosom of the female, making her gasp as they threw her arms around their
shoulders, the twins working in easy concert as Serenity‟s hips bucked… before her eyes rolled
in her head as Zerrex looked down with a hungry grin as Ambrosia buried her muzzle forwards
greedily between Serenity‟s legs, Desire kneeling beside her as Daria stooped slightly and leaned
forwards to massage her hands along the female‟s body as her mouth kissed and licked up the
stomach and over the chest of the female, occasionally sharing short, sweet kisses with either of
the twins, nipping at her neck, and meeting Serenity‟s moaning jaws to mouth her slowly and
firmly, the Iuratus Captain‟s eyes rolling with bliss and pleasure, agony and ecstasy as Zerrex
began to bounce her easily up and down his enormous cock that was buried so deliciously, so
tightly, into her clenching, flexing rear.
He moved her slowly but firmly up and down, breathing hungrily, grinding his muscular
chest forwards against her back, letting her feel his power as his eyes glowed with hunger… and
the other females worked their mouths and hands and bodies against Serenity‟s form in delicious
tandem and rhythm, Zerrex breathing hard as he leaned over them, gazing eagerly down at the

show his Iuratus were putting on and feeling the emotions, the sensations, the raw arousal and
pleasure emanating off his beautiful female servants and companions.
The reptile‟s thrusts picked up slightly in pace, and in response, so did the workings of
the females against her, Mist and Shine nuzzling and teasing the sides of her neck, nibbling her
in sensitive places, their hands stroking easily along her frame in synchronization with the
movements of Daria, who murmured soft affections to the female as her tongue trailed along
scales and scars, met her mouth in playful and teasing and slow kisses, stroked beneath
Serenity‟s collar to make her shiver. And Ambrosia and Desire took turns between her legs,
every so often meeting one another‟s muzzle in hungry and passionate kisses as their hands
travelled over one another and along Serenity‟s frame as every now and then, Daria‟s slender
body ground against one female or the other.
Their forms moved together beautifully, vociferously, as Zerrex‟s thrusts gradually
increased in power and speed, and tears not of pain but of sheer ecstasy and sexual euphoria
dripped down Serenity‟s face, almost-sobbing gasps coming from her muzzle as she was nearly
overwhelmed by the sexual delight pulsating through her being. Their tangled bodies moved
powerfully as Zerrex growled in pleasure, the sights, the sounds, the sensations making his
pleasure rise steadily and eagerly through his body as his shaft began to slam fiercer upwards
into Serenity‟s frame, making her athletic body vibrate slightly as she moaned and cried out
weakly with every hard thrust of the reptile‟s enormous length into her form, begging with her
wordless cries for more, almost tortured by the ecstasy that was burning steadily higher and
higher through her body.
Zerrex gritted his teeth in pleasure as his huge member slammed upwards into her over
and over again, feeling a heat growing in his frame, feeling his huge obsidian girth hardening
further and further inside of her as the other females seemed to sense his oncoming orgasm.
Between her legs, Ambrosia and Desire were already almost coated in Serenity‟s sweet nectar,
and yet still they continued to milk her for more, kissing her sex, teasing along her labia, nipping
at her sensitive lips and her inner thighs as muzzles pushed forwards at her stretched vagina and
their tongues twisted deep into her passage, invading and swirling through every nook and
cranny as Mist and Shine ground the wet, aroused lips between their legs against the male‟s
strong thighs as they continued to hungrily and greedily mouth Serenity‟s body, teasing her in
every sense and shape and way that they could.
And finally, what felt like after an hour of bliss and a longer, immeasurable eternity to
Serenity, Zerrex threw his head back with a roar, his godlike body flexing with massive,
powerful muscle, his immense girth ripping and slamming up into her again, again, and again as
he released enormous volleys of seed that burst out of her tight, ravaged ass in thick streams, the
Drakkaren snarling like a feral beast as he clutched her back against his chiseled, massive chest
and his member slammed into her stretched form over and over, Serenity shrieking and rocking,
legs kicking and hips bucking, as she orgasmed with the power and delight of the reptile‟s
climax… and then a second, stronger release ripped through her body as her father continued to
piston into her with a snarl for endless minutes, screaming in almost disbelieving ecstasy at both
the virility of the male… and the sheer wonderment of the pleasure tearing through her.
When it ended, Zerrex slowly, slowly hefted her upwards as the other Iuratus leaned
away from her, gazing hungrily at their master… and the Drakkaren grinned slowly as he pulled
her free and a gush of his seed burst out of her, spilling down his massive member and over his
lap and chest and legs, splattering over the ground as she rocked her hips and moaned, shivering
and flushed and beyond embarrassment, almost insane with the pleasure she had experienced…

and Zerrex carefully, slowly set Serenity down as his Iuratus looked up at him hungrily, eagerly,
and the Drakkaren sat back in his throne, spreading his legs and letting his muscular, flexed arms
rest against the arms of the huge chair, his member monstrous, a throbbing, still-hard, still-eager
pillar as he said softly: “Go ahead, my servants. Clean both myself and your Captain.”
And they were eager to oblige: as Mist and Shine and Desire first cleaned their master,
dragging their bodies and rubbing their faces against him, stroking over him, smearing his spent
seed on themselves only so they could then lick his load slowly from one-another‟s scales, Daria
and Ambrosia slowly cleaned Serenity: Daria kissing her, working teasingly along her front as
they pushed her to rest on all fours, and Ambrosia behind her, tongue dragging slowly up
between her stretched cheeks, Serenity moaning and bucking her hips weakly as seed streamed
out of her and rolled down her scales still, gasping as Ambrosia‟s tongue swirled gently along
her torn rosebud and drank down blood and juices and her father‟s load from her sister‟s
devastated rear.
Then they switched when half done, letting Ambrosia and Daria finish cleaning off their
Master – and one another‟s bodies – as Mist, Shine, and Desire took care of the last of Serenity‟s
exhausted form, Zerrex enjoying the show and the pleasure as it finished and they drew aside
even as they gazed up at him eagerly… and next to come forwards was Cherry, Cindy, and
Marina, his girls gazing up at him hungrily… and Cherry grinning widely, her body powerful
and muscular, increased in size and power, breasts huge and a dripping wetness leaking down
her legs from her sex… but a massive shaft almost as large as Zerrex‟s pulsing slowly in front of
her and two enormous testicles dangling almost to her knees as she looked at Cindy and rumbled:
“I got an idea, Boss. You can have one… I‟ll have the other… and we‟ll really get this party
started in earnest.”
Zerrex licked his lips slowly as Cindy half-lidded her eyes, breathing hard, her muscles
flexing and bare breasts moving a bit with every breath, black-fleshed nipples and sex gleaming
quietly with sweat and her sweet nectar as Marina walked slowly towards her father, half his size
but fearless and eager as she gazed up at him lustfully… and the Drakkaren god grinned before
he looked out over the others and called clearly: “Yes, you‟ve all done enough watching for now,
anyway… now indulge yourselves, each other… and rest assured, I have plenty for you all…”
The Drakkaren‟s body rippled with barely-contained power as energy sparked over him,
feeling horrendously aroused still, the animal inside him that was usually repressed allowed free
and allowed to revel in his full might, his full godlike power as he gazed down at Marina, and
she gazed hungrily back up at him, licking her lips slowly as her eyes glowed… and images
assailed the reptile‟s mind, of her in chains, of her beaten and bruised, of her used and violated in
every was possible, of her at every mercy of her father… and only ever screaming for more, no
matter what he did to her, no matter what she was subjected to, as she whispered: “I am yours…”
“You are mine.” Zerrex reached down and grasped her hips, pulling her slowly upwards,
letting her body drag slowly along his shaft as she moaned and weakly bucked her hips with a
deep flush as an orgasm almost immediately tore through her body, her frame emanating arousal
and desire and already tormented and tortured by the hungry, rampant emotions of all present as
if she had already spent the entire night being teased and delighted by countless eager males…
and Zerrex grinned as he slowly pulled her head back before kissing her hungrily, jaws almost
locking of hers as drool slid along her maw, his tongue thickly invading her muzzle, forcing
down to her throat as she moaned and ground herself forwards in complete, ecstatic submission,
hips bucking fiercely against his shaft as her juices leaked down the humongous member and her
breasts ground against it, arms clutching the massive cock… and then the Drakkaren slowly

dragged her upwards as she began to pant harder, eyes glowing, eager and trembling, until the
head of his shaft was positioned at the lips of her dripping sex.
Cindy, meanwhile, was fiercely kissing Cherry even as she was dominated by the
massive, powerfully-muscled hermaphrodite, her claws sinking into Cindy‟s scales as muscle
ground against muscle, breasts against breasts, and Cindy almost sat on top of the gargantuan,
throbbing seventy-plus inches of her lover‟s colossal cock… and then she groaned as Cherry
pulled back, only to bite savagely against Cindy‟s neck for a moment with an almost-feral growl
before she whispered hungrily: “Oh, the only thing that gets me off more than the thought of
fucking you senseless is Zerrex fucking you senseless…”
“Then shut up and do it if you‟ve got the balls.” Cindy growled up at her, and Cherry
grinned and snarled at the same time, her eyes burning with hunger as a bit of blood dripped
from the bite-mark in Cindy‟s neck as the female grinned savagely up at the hermaphrodite
before she almost tore herself free, staggering backwards and then spinning around to lower her
back and raise her hips and tail, and Cherry growled hungrily as the female‟s wet sex was
presented to her in all its beautiful, dripping glory. “I need it Cherry, give it to me, stop making
me wait…”
“Oh yeah…” the hermaphrodite stroked her enormous, girthy member before she looked
up and grinned widely as Marina screamed in delight as she was finally pierced into, rocking her
hips hard downwards as Zerrex thrusted upwards, body bouncing and stretching visibly on the
reptile‟s massive member as their matching emerald eyes both glowed with lust, Cherry and
Cindy forgetting one another to watch with eagerness, with burning arousal, as Marina was
forced down, down, down, every inch, every foot, of the titanic member until she shrieked in
triumph as it hilted into her, defying reality with the sheer size stuffed into her slender body…
and then Zerrex seized her hips and shoved her forwards as he leaned slightly out of the throne,
his muscular body flexing, irradiating energy and power as he bent her so she was supported
almost solely by the monstrous member impaled into her and the hands gripping into her hips as
her pelvic bones groaned loudly and her legs did their best to wrap around her father‟s waist, as
Zerrex looked up at them and growled: “Do you two need and invitation?”
And Cindy and Cherry both moved forwards at the same time, Cindy almost leaping
overtop Marina with her legs spread to either side of her daughter and sister‟s face, and Cherry
seizing the back of Cindy‟s head to smash her face into the steel-hard wall of the male
Drakkaren‟s chest as she thrusted forwards with a savage roar, forcing her colossal member into
Cindy‟s tight, wet sex, blood and wetness splattering down over Marina‟s face as Cindy and
Marina both shrieked in almost one voice, Cindy‟s head crushed against her father‟s abs as
Cherry‟s massive member thrusted with raw, savage force, deeper, deeper, deeper…
Then Zerrex looked up in surprise as Cherry gasped at the feeling of strong hands
clutching her hips… and a throbbing, enormous length grinding up along her back, before Priest
said hungrily: “I couldn‟t resist showing my bro how to please Momma properly…”
Priest‟s huge body flexed with muscles, his enormous, black shaft a tower of sixty
inches… and Markus, standing beside him, even thicker with muscle and twelve feet tall… but
his member was at least as large as Priest‟s a powerful, girthy pillar as he grinned a bit, his arms
crossed over his chest as he watched the red-scaled male Dragokkaren drag his hips back, then
position the humongous, thick head of his cock at Cherry‟s tight, dripping sex before he simply
slammed forwards, and the movement rocked through Cherry and made her grind and thrust
savagely into Cindy, who shrieked as her face was crushed harder against Zerrex‟s chest even as
her muzzle sought to lean downwards and mouth at Marina‟s clitoris and the base of her father‟s

massive member as Marina reached up to seize into her mother‟s buttocks and rocked her hips
and whole body eagerly upwards, mother and daughter‟s forms grinding firmly, delicious
together as Zerrex felt his pleasure only intensify as he watched Priest seize Cherry‟s shoulders
and then begin a powerful, rapid thrusting immediately, his huge testicles smashing again and
again and again into Cherry‟s legs and her own massive testicles as he groaned, huge muscles
grinding forwards against his mother‟s own powerful, thick-muscled frame. “You gotta… be
rough with her… ain‟t that right, you goddamn bitch?”
“Fuck, yeah…” Cherry groaned in response, and she grinned savagely as she arched her
back and began to thrust fiercely, almost carelessly, into Cindy as she leaned forwards slightly to
better be able to throw her weight back and forth, slamming her thick buttocks and working her
hips back against her son‟s massive member as she shoved her huge cock forwards to bury into
Cindy‟s gripping sex again and again, sending splatters of wetness and her huge testicles
slamming forwards again and again into Marina‟s face as she greedily nuzzled upwards against
her mother‟s stretched sex as her father slammed powerful, more-controlled thrusts into her from
behind ,feeling Cindy‟s tongue dragging hungrily along the penetrated labia of her daughter and
the base of her father‟s cock and up along his chiseled abdominals.
The rough, hard rhythm continued along the group as Markus sat back, breathing hard, a
wall of titanic, flexing Dragokkaren muscle with his immense, obsidian girth in one hand,
stroking it slowly and leisurely as he watched and thick, massive droplets of pre that size of
basketballs spilled down it to splatter to the ground… and then Priest suddenly stepped
backwards and yanked free, and Cherry shrieked, slamming forwards to the hilt into Cindy,
making her slam her head against Zerrex and cry out in ecstasy and pain as well as Zerrex
continued his easy, strong thrusts, uninterrupted as he grinned at them and watched as Priest
stepped back and Markus stepped forwards, positioning his member at his mother‟s stretched sex
as she almost whimpered, panting hungrily and looking over her shoulder as the Dragokkaren
said calmly and teasingly to his brother: “Now, unlike you, I have a wife… and know how to use
my muscles for more than just pounding away.”
And slowly, teasingly, Markus pushed inch-by-inch into Cherry, making her cry out and
moan as she gave shivering, short bucks into Cindy, who gasped and shuddered as her legs
kicked and her body clenched, groaning in delight as she shoved forwards against Zerrex and
licked along his abdominals and at the base of his member as he continued to pound firmly in
and out of Marina‟s stretched body, blood dripping from his claws sinking into her hips as her
juices streamed in an almost steady flow from her ravaged vagina, her eyes rolling in pleasure as
her face was buried in Cherry‟s massive testicles as the hermaphrodite rasped: “F-Fuck, Markus,
Momma needs it now oh… oh you bastard… g-g-g-god…”
Markus gyrated his hips, hands sliding slowly along the thick sides of the female before
they grasped into her breasts, teasingly rubbing the huge swells together and playing slowly with
them as he leaned forwards and licked slowly along her spine, tasting her sweat as her chiseled
back flexed powerfully against his tongue, ridges and valleys of muscles pushing upwards as his
massive, strong body ground forwards against her as the reptile‟s enormous cock ground slowly,
slowly, into her soaking, dripping passage, until his testicles slapped quietly against the
hermaphrodites and he was fully hilted inside her stretched body… and then he began to thrust in
a powerful, controlled rhythm that made his massive member grind against the walls of her sex
with every screw-like movement, making Cherry shriek in bliss as Priest growled and watched as
his brother deftly manipulated their mother‟s pleasure, his own huge cock throbbing powerfully
as he stroked it slowly, delighted nonetheless by the show even as Cherry began to thrust

savagely into Cindy to make her hips rock violently back against her son‟s movements in
response as she screamed her bliss to the skies.
Markus and Priest took turns, trading back and forth, their shafts soaked quickly with
Cherry‟s juices even as the hermaphrodite fought to held out as long as she could, her body
slightly-transformed from sheer passion, drooling in bliss, covered in sweat and flexing, massive
muscle as her cock bulged inside Cindy and slammed fiercely into her over and over again. The
females caught between hermaphrodite and male had both already orgasmed several times over,
saturated in sexual juices and bliss as Zerrex grinned in hungry delight, loving the show… and
then Markus and Priest grinned at each other before they both suddenly hefted one of Cherry‟s
legs from either side, knocking the hermaphrodite off balance for a moment… and then the two
sixty inch, impossibly-thick cocks slammed against her stretched sex at the same time, fighting
for dominance at first before they forced their way both into her passage, ripping into her body,
making her bulge obscenely as her abs almost separated from the sheer girth being forced up into
her as she threw her head back with a shriek of shock and pain and bliss as a total of more than
ten feet of massive cock combined ripped up into her sex, both brothers groaning in ecstasy as
their huge members ground together and they both wrapped their arms around Cherry,
supporting their mother as she bucked fiercely, wildly in the thralls of bliss in their grips,
slamming herself again and again and again into Cindy‟s stretched passage as she shrieked in
surprise and bliss as her thick body stretched, as her muscles bulged, as her passage clenched, as
her pelvic bones cracked, as both shafts ripped into her…
And behind her, the two leaned forwards, brother and brother‟s jaws meeting in a hungry,
passionate kiss behind their mother as they both thrusted in rough time with one another, massive
cocks grinding together inside the wet tightness of Cherry‟s passage as tears of pain and bliss
dripped down the female‟s cheeks as her jaws fell stupidly open, and she thrusted hard as best
she could into Cindy‟s sex even as the hermaphrodites legs were forced off far to either side and
she was left almost immobilized in the air by the colossal girths inside of her.
A moment later, Cherry‟s orgasm came in a violent flood that erupted down her passage,
splattering both Priest and Markus with her juice as their kiss broke, Markus grunting and Priest
groaning as he leaned against the flexing back of his mother, and seed erupted from the
hermaphrodite‟s massive member in a thick flow that exploded into Cindy‟s sex as she slammed
back and forth with incoherent yells of bliss, leaning forwards to dig her claws into Cindy‟s sides
and yanking her back and forth with every movement, making the female‟s breasts bounce
wildly and savagely as she cried out, face buried against her father‟s chest as Cherry‟s hot load
burst into her over and over in a massive, steady flow.
It spilled out, splashing over Marina‟s face, soaking her features in it as Cherry‟s testicles
pounded against her skull, making her shriek with delight and pleasure as she clenched as hard as
she could against her father, thrusting her hips roughly, her own climax striking… and Zerrex,
lost in the bliss, felt their emotions, their lusts, their pleasures, and he threw his head back with a
roar as it was too much to keep a hold on any further, letting his own orgasm rise furiously
through his system as he smashed thrusts powerfully forwards, crashing against Cindy like a
truck and ramming his gargantuan member again, again, again, into Marina‟s passage… before
he suddenly grinned savagely as he yanked her back and suddenly sat back in his throne even as
he grasped his huge member, letting Marina tumble to the ground as Cindy fell forwards as well,
falling and rolling forwards to tear free from Cherry‟s cock with a shriek as the Drakkaren
grasped his own huge member and stroked it rapidly in the tight grips of his fingers, grinning
down at the two as seed exploded out of Cindy‟s stretched sex and Cherry howled as her cock

bounced in the air, sending large ropes of her load jetting out over her own body and spilling
over the ground in front of them, splattering on both Cindy and Marina‟s backs as they looked up
at Zerrex as he said hungrily: “Here, my daughters. Be baptized by your God!”
“Yes, yes, yes! This is what I want, give it to me, give it to me!” Marina screamed
eagerly, leaning backwards as Zerrex stood up, towering over them both, a wall of massive
muscle and power as he aimed his massive member down at them, then she gasped as Cindy
grabbed her before yanking her daughter into a fierce kiss, the two almost clawing at each other
as their bodies ground together, and in the background, Priest seized his mother‟s huge shaft,
milking even more seed from her as they leaned her backwards to further, deeper thrust their
gargantuan cocks up into her, Cherry shrieking even as she kissed Markus hungrily, her hips
bucking wildly as a waterfall of her fluids spilled out of her and her cock sent thick geysers of
seed into the air.
And then Zerrex roared again as his orgasm peaked, and he sent his first, enormous flood
of load exploding out over Marina and Cindy in a huge jet, soaking them with only the first blast
as they continued to kiss greedily before they both turned towards him with mouths hanging
open and bodies raised to be bathed by him… and burst after burst followed this, huge volleys
that coated the females‟ forms in their father‟s essence, in the seed of the god they loved and
worshipped and adored, as Zerrex roared again in pleasure that sent tingles through all of
Acheron as he continued to pump gallons of his seed out over them, the thick volleys carrying far
back, Cherry‟s body bursting with passion, with undeniable pleasure, with wanting whenever
seed splattered on her as Markus and Priest were both also splattered with their father‟s load,
both feeling like their father‟s virility was burning into their veins at every touch of it as more of
the seed exploded down the steps and out towards the pavilion.
Finally, Zerrex began to slow… and then he sat slowly back with a sigh of contentment
as his orgasm ended minutes and minutes later, grinning in pleasure as Marina and Cindy lay,
soaked and bathed in his white seed as it bubbled a bit over their bodies, thick pools of load over
them… and a river of it flowing down the steps to the plaza below, as Marina slowly rolled onto
her stomach and dragged her tongue through the pond of load around her, greedily licking much
of it up and then leaning back to rub her hands along her body as she whispered: “Oh thank you,
Daddy… oh… thank you… my Father…”
Her eyes glowed with love and ecstasy and lust and passion as Cindy sat up… and behind
them, Cherry had been freed of the fierce double penetration… but only because now the
hermaphrodite was on her knees, hungrily stroking both Markus and Priest in either large hand,
her sons groaning in pleasure as she bobbed her head up and down one huge shaft, and then the
other greedily milking them both.
And Zerrex grinned, knowing that this would continue for many hours… and it did. He
was pleasured in some way by every Disciple, from Mahihko and Lone as they ground against
him and shared him between their eager muzzles, stretching their jaws as wide as they could for
their Daddy, their Master‟s cock to tear down their throats, to even Sabnock, who flushed only
slightly as she rode Zerrex, her eyes clenched shut as he moved her easily up and down his huge
length before flooding her womb with his seed as Earth kissed along Zerrex‟s legs and Daria
ground herself into his testicles and others only stared in eager hunger at the show.
When it ended, it was impossible to describe: seed, sexual fluids, and even blood was
splattered throughout the area, and people lay in heaps, tired and sore and used up… and massive
vines had grown all along the wall and even down the steps, a side-effect of Zerrex‟s affiliation.
The Drakkaren himself was a little embarrassed: who knew how much time they‟d spent like

that, after all? And even worse… now he was standing here in the pavilion, fifty feet tall,
looming over everyone and with his body flexing with godlike power, his shaft finally flaccid,
and yet he was still aroused, still hungry for more, even though so many lay worn out around
him, including even Selena, who had round after round after round of sex with him and many
others… and then Earth walked up beside him, touching his leg, and Zerrex glanced down at her
before she smiled at him radiantly.
He leaned down, gently picking her up, and she said softly as he held her up by his face:
“Your lusts become our lusts, Zerrex… you should not be ashamed of what you have done, and
who you are, when we admire you… when we, in a sense, share much of the same with you.
Especially sexual hungers…” She halted, then smiled at him again, leaning forwards and
whispering: “The others… have asked me to ask if you‟ll give us a show of power. Of your true
power… of your true self.”
Zerrex hesitated, glancing down embarrassedly… and then Earth said quietly, reaching
out to stroke the god‟s massive muzzle: “Perhaps it will help you work off your own urges, that I
still feel strong inside you… and it will answer a curiosity about yourself, and now it is safe,
correct? Negative is receded… and we…” She stopped, then looked at him quietly. “I… would
love to see your true strength. Just what you are fully capable of… especially here in Acheron.
Even a glimpse of it alone… a glimpse of who you are. We do not ask that you take on your
Ascended Form as you once were forced to against Camus… only that… what was Cherry‟s
phrase? „Give us our money shot.‟ I do not know what it means.”
“Knowing Cherry she‟s hoping for both meanings.” Zerrex muttered under his breath,
and then he sighed a bit and looked at Earth hesitantly before he gazed down, realizing that many
people were picking themselves up, cleansing themselves, and looking up at him curiously… and
so finally, he nodded hesitantly, saying quietly: “Okay, I… okay. But just this once, you hear
me? And only because this is a special occasion.”
Earth smiled at him warmly, and then Zerrex carefully set her down and rolled his
shoulders, grumbling a little under his breath before he said softly: “Fine, fine… I guess… this
can‟t hurt too much. Besides, I‟ve never really figured out the extent of what I can do, not
after… not after what happened with Camus. I was so strong then, even before then, and then I
know I lost much of that even though I gained the Inversion‟s powers… I wonder how much of
that has returned?”
Zerrex looked down thoughtfully as he slowly examined his fingers, then he shook his
head quickly and closed his eyes, vanishing from the spot. A moment later he reappeared outside
the walls of Acheron, floating silently above the nothing below and gazing towards the ceiling of
the sky above as he looked down at his hands for a moment, then said softly: “Anything I will is
possible…”
The reptile spread his arms and let his back arch as he floated outside the immense city…
and a moment later, his head tilted forwards and his glowing-green eyes opened as reality rippled
around him, looking down now at a city that to him was only the size of a model set to the
Drakkaren now… and he crossed his arms thoughtfully as he gazed down at a city he could now
easily lift in both hands if he wished, his sharp eyes roving slowly over staring, awestruck
Dragokkaren and Disciples before he murmured: “I have never cared for the way this city hangs
in the air by itself… for Thegragon‟s lack of vision…”
He slowly held both his hands out, closing his eyes as he floated backwards slightly,
immense, moon-sized form flexing slowly… and then reality distorted, rippling slowly, before
waves of blue energy exploded upwards around the enormous floating islands that comprised the

city, the sapphire bonfires that hovered around the area trembling and whiffing out as blue
energy crept over them and along them… and a moment later, the energy began to solidify,
becoming thick vines and rock, soil and grasses, as trees began to rip up out of thin air, root
systems forming in huge, gnarled spiderwebs as soil and rock and ground spilled upwards.
Zerrex floated slowly backwards as the earth expanded around Acheron, and then his
weightless immensity hovered upwards, sexless and yet emanating masculine presence,
masculine power, as energy sparked and glowed over his body, his eyes still glowing like twin
emerald suns as he flicked his hands out to either side and the ground spiraled outwards further
and further beneath him, the city now surrounded by massive jungle and forest, before Zerrex
suddenly swung a fist upwards… and he struck against the sky like it was a physical thing,
cracks tearing through the red ceiling before Zerrex struck a second time… and the sky shattered
like glass, pieces of the ephemeral ceiling above hailing down like broken shards of a crimson
mirror, bursting apart as they fell and turning into a twinkling rain of red motes… and what was
left behind, was both swirling red but also a beautiful, deep velvet curtain in which unknown
constellations twinkled, as if the reptile had created a half-veiled window into foreign space
beyond.
The god hovered upwards as the sky swirled behind him, long red streaks that streamed
slowly in an eternal spiral over the starlight-laced black… and then he spread his arms slowly,
and birds erupted from the trees that now surrounded Acheron as if they had always been there,
as other creatures formed in sparks and glows of energy, reality rippling as Zerrex arched his
back slowly… and then he clenched his eyes shut as he curled slightly up from where the
colossal god hovered slowly over Acheron below, before his emerald irises opened… and he
smiled slowly even as he felt reality around him rippling powerfully, even as he felt his body
change slightly: his scales taking on a faint glow, his hair becoming like solid tendrils as it
streamed down his back, the faint image of wings flickering in and out of reality behind him as
sparks of energy travelled along his body and reached a hand up to stroke musingly under his
muzzle. Yes, he was supreme in this dimension… he understood that now all the better, and his
will was unquestioned, his subjects bowed and worshipped him and admired, envied, and loved
his strength… and he could make every one of them into anything he wanted. From the most
powerful below to the weakest, he could transform them, make them better, and send them out
into the universe to do whatever he pleased from here, from his home in Acheron, a dimension
that was endless with his powers backing it… and he slowly tilted his head back to gaze up at the
ceiling above as his eyes glowed, thinking of what he would love to do with them all…
And then he frowned a bit as a tiny voice whispered up to him: “The road to hell is paved
with good intentions… is that not a saying from your mortal world?”
Zerrex glanced to the side curiously to see Celeste standing at the edge of one of his
immense shoulders, small, almost insignificant… but the sight of her brought his sanity back,
and he closed his eyes, reaching a hand up to touch his forehead… and a moment later, the
reptile flickered out of reality and left Celeste standing alone on a metal platform that formed
beneath her feet, floating silently in the air before Zerrex reformed atop it… but he was back to
his normal size, clothed only in his jeans as he rubbed at his face slowly and murmured: “I
almost went too far.”
“The key word is almost, Zerrex Narrius. As we know… even Creation… was sometimes
a victim of his own power.” Celeste said quietly, glancing down… and the Drakkaren looked up,
studying her slowly, before she smiled a little at him and said quietly: “You have spread life and

creation throughout Acheron and done good things, however. I am sorry if I went against your
will, but you seemed…”
“Yeah, I know. I know now, I mean, I… yeah.” Zerrex smiled awkwardly at her, rubbing
slowly at his face before he sighed and shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “I can‟t even
blame my Inversion, or Negative, or anything like that this time… I‟ve always had a difficulty
with power. With control. I always want to see my vision implemented, and spread my power…
I always… I always want more, Celeste. I try and hide it and often I do well, but…”
Celeste walked forwards and silently hugged him, and Zerrex hugged her tightly back,
resting his head against the Strange Beast‟s bare bosom before she whispered: “Come back, your
friends and family await you. They adore and trust you.”
“And that‟s why it hurts so bad sometimes, really… they trust me so much, put so much
faith in my ability to control myself… but they… they wouldn‟t fight me if I turned…” Zerrex
halted as Celeste studied him, and he looked back at her, asking quietly: “What if I tried to
change you? What if I tried to hurt you, or ordered you to do something awful?”
“I have accepted you as the rightful inheritor of Creation‟s strength. I have chosen to stay
with you, and for many reasons.” Celeste paused, studying him slowly for a few moments as he
looked at her quietly, and she said softly: “I would not resist you. I believe you know this. But
my purpose is to serve Creation… and I always loved him. I am not a warrior… every time I
have fought, I have fought because it was your will to defend others. If one day you become
what you call „evil‟ or „wrong,‟ I shall continue to serve you. I shall not falter. But I do not
believe you will permanently Invert. Your will is powerful and you have striven hard to control
yourself, to learn about yourself, to adapt. When you stumble, I and many others will be there to
help you back up. We will not allow you to give up everything you have worked for over a
stumble or a misstep. We would only follow you into darkness if you chose to walk there
yourself.”
Zerrex looked up at her, strangely comforted by this… and then he nodded slowly before
smiling a little as she flicked her wrist and opened a Gateway, and the reptile followed her
through to step carefully back into the plaza… where Cherry immediately hugged him fiercely,
saying warmly: “And that is why we call you a god!”
The Drakkaren only blushed a bit even as others congratulated him, admired him, hugged
him and looked at him with envy, awe, and happiness… and then Missy approached as Zerrex
sat under a tree with his wives gathered comfortably around him, in her jeans but shirtless –
many others were still naked, although a few people had gotten dressed – and she studied him for
a few moments thoughtfully before asking finally, as Zerrex looked up at her curiously: “So
exactly what the hell are you, Biggs? I ain‟t never imagined you could actually do shit like that
before… hell, you told me all those legends were a lie!”
“They are lies.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he reached out and poked one of her bare
breasts, making her blush a little. “Boobies.”
She slapped at him and glared, and Zerrex laughed before Sin – dressed in her corset but
only black panties instead of her long shirt, curled comfortably against Zerrex‟s side – glanced
up and said kindly: “I would be more than glad to explain…”
“Go for it.” Zerrex invited, nodding to her with a smile as Selena rested against his other
side with her head in his lap and her eyes closed, a smile on the Passion‟s face even as she
played silently with her locket, naked… and across her stomach lay Desire, her body and
features slightly changed, slightly reflecting Lily a little more. On the other side, Cindy and
Cherry were curled up together but both gazing lovingly at Zerrex… and behind him, between

the tree he was sitting beneath and his broad back, Anathema was almost shyly curled up,
mostly-hidden from the world with her arms around his neck and her head over his shoulder.
Others gathered as Sin looked up towards Missy: Raze and Sephire – the latter naked, the
former in his own tight jeans – sat down next to Desire and Selena, and Priest and Markus joined
their mother, the older brother wrapping his arms around Cherry‟s neck and pulling her close as
if he was her overprotective boyfriend instead of her son, as Cherry reached out and took one of
Markus‟s hands with a soft smile. Daria sat next to Cindy, quietly sprawling herself into her lap,
naked and smiling lovingly… and others joined the circle as Zerrex blushed, even as Sin brushed
herself carefully off before sitting up a bit and gesturing for Missy to come closer.
Missy blushed a little, but then she gathered her courage before walking forwards… and
Sin guided her carefully to Zerrex‟s lap, leaning forwards and kissing the side of her neck,
making the golden retriever flush before the so-quiet-seeming Naganatine leaned forwards,
subtly controlling the situation as she almost sandwiched Missy between their bodies, forcing her
back against the male‟s broad chest with only a single arm that draped across her and making
Zerrex and Sin the only people in the world to her despite everyone that was gathered, as the
Naganatine explained in a gentle voice despite the sultry fire in her eyes: “The first and easiest
definition is that Lord Zerrex is a God of Fertility and Energy. He has inherited vast powers…
and as you have heard, he has powers of creation inherited from the First God of the same name.
“Like many demons, Zerrex can control the appearance of his outer form to a point. The
body he stays in is the body he had while mortal…” Sin gestured towards the reptile, and when
Missy glanced awkwardly backwards, the Naganatine leaned forwards and kissed the golden
retriever quickly on the cheek, making her blush deeper in surprise before the demoness
continued, as if nothing had happened: “Zerrex also has inside him the strength and abilities of
the Goddess Thegragon, who first ruled Acheron, who created this dimension as her stronghold.
That, combined with his immense reserve of energy and willpower, as well as his inherited
strengths from other gods, is why he is able to create such vast effects in this dimension.
“That is not to say Zerrex is limited in the physical universe: in Hez‟Ranna, his powers
are still immense and formidable, but even outside his own territory he is very capable and
powerful. Zerrex, however, holds back… and often worries and fears what his powers will lead
him to do.” Sin gazed at him softly, saying quietly: “He needs to have more confidence in
himself. But he is capable of altering his size, creating life and inorganic objects, manipulating
energy and absorbing other energy signatures… including the very souls and life essences of
others. He is also capable of creating Disciples, as you have witnessed, and binding souls…
again, permitted by both the abilities he has inherited and his control of raw energy.”
Missy blushed a bit as one of Sin‟s hands trailed down her body, and then she squirmed
awkwardly as Zerrex‟s fingers squeezed into her hips before she asked hesitantly: “But…
weren‟t you a demon once?”
“Yeah, I was… but even then, I had the ability to control energy. I absorbed… I absorbed
quite a few souls over the years, and I‟m not entirely proud of that.” Zerrex said quietly, glancing
down embarrassedly. “Their souls mixed with mine, bonded, and then were absorbed into my
energies… I gained the powers of Thegragon to an extent that way. And then, against Athéos…
when he died, I passed through his energies on my way to… to dying. I took in his raw energies
that had composed him… I absorbed all his strengths. And Naganis… rebuilt me. The thought is
that I had bonded somewhat with Athéos‟s energies while in the Nothingness, and when Naganis
pulled me free, he… he gave me a lot of his own energies, which were the energies of Creation,

reborn, with his powers… and that, Athéos, and Thegragon… and of course the fact that when I
was a demon, I was a Split Incarnation of Lust and Wrath…”
Zerrex closed his eyes a bit, smiling faintly. “I‟m very, very powerful. I don‟t like to
admit that. I don‟t like to seem that way. I am what I am, but…” Zerrex shook his head a little,
and then he glanced towards Sin, and she smiled softly. “I just want to be seen as me. Not as a
God. Not as a „greater being.‟ I am no more important to this universe than anything else, after
all…”
Missy snorted at this, shaking her head a little… and then she frowned and asked quietly:
“So that Inversion then… is that part of the God-thing? I ain‟t never been totally clear on that,
even after seeing you and after… you know…”
She rubbed embarrassedly at her stomach, and Zerrex smiled a little and looked at the
Naganatine, and Sin nodded before saying softly: “Once, Zerrex was forced to break his Vows to
battle a… a very powerful opponent named Camus. All Gods have Vows, or „rules‟ that they
cannot bend or break: they are inherent, usually the opposite of what a God is compelled to do or
rule over. Zerrex is compelled to Create, and to Protect; he adheres to a distinct code of honor
and discipline. If a God‟s Vows are broken by themselves or through the interference of another,
then they often Invert: the most common example is a God of Beauty that is terribly scarred: they
often invert, becoming twisted versions of their former selves, determined to make the rest of the
world suffer and be as ugly as they are and feel.
“However, an Inversion is not entirely dissimilar to its origins: Negative, as we call
Zerrex‟s Inversion, is a God of Destruction but not raw, pure obliteration. Instead, he often seeks
to corrupt, and uses organic life itself as a means of creating further havoc and suffering, instead
of mechanical means or the pure opposite. Inversions are warped versions of their former selves,
and everything about them often changes… even if they can still hold the same things very dear
to them.”
Sin looked softly at Zerrex, who gazed back quietly, and then he glanced down at Missy
as the female looked up at him curiously, saying softly: “When I‟m Inverted, as long as I don‟t
allow my emotions to go too rampant, I can control myself. I also have a collar and some other
gear that I can put on to help control myself further… although the biggest obvious changes are
both the fact that I begin to generate the toxic Corruption in that form and my control over
energy actually intensifies enough for me to be able to control even dark energy. As… normally,
I‟m strong, but a lot of my abilities are defensive in nature and designed to protect others or fight
an opponent down but… not destroy them utterly. Negative, well. My Inverted form is good for
mass-mayhem and outright killing, or warping something to take complete, outright control of
it.”
The Drakkaren fell silent, and Missy nodded slowly before Sin added softly: “And
Negative himself manifests as a real entity at times, although often visible only to Lord Zerrex
and few others. Negative is… we are still not entirely sure. But it has to do with the fact that
Zerrex has other souls inside of him… which means that Negative is likely an entirely different
person, although it is embarrassing to admit it was… several years before we started believing
Zerrex‟s word that it wasn‟t simply an alternate personality.”
Sin blushed a little, and Missy nodded again, seeming to have less trouble believing this
for some reason than with anything else as she frowned a little and bit her lip, before she looked
up at Zerrex, asking quietly: “How strong are you? What… what can you do?”
“A lot.” Zerrex said simply, and when Missy headbutted him, the reptile grunted before
looking at her awkwardly, rubbing the back of his head slowly. “It‟s… I dunno. A lot of my

abilities I don‟t use as much anymore, but I do still have them. I just have no reason to put them
to use with my control over energy and my ability to create objects… and for all my power to
control the earth and organic life at will, well. I still suck ass at magic, and I can shoop between
worlds but I still can‟t create a stupid vortex by myself.”
Zerrex paused for a moment ,then he grinned a bit as he held his left arm up, and several
large, black-fleshed tentacles twisted out of it, before large, bone-like thorns pushed themselves
out along the lines of flesh, and the Drakkaren said mildly: “A lot of stuff from my days as a
demon I can still do… and some of it is even supercharged now, like my ability to Dominate
others.” He paused as the tentacles retracted slowly back into his arm, the bony thorns sliding
back into the flesh as they pulled slowly into his scales. “But I‟m far from invincible. I have
material affinities and vulnerabilities… and mortals who know how to put things like that to use
can even kill me if I‟m not careful or underestimate them. Yes, I have immense powers. But a lot
of the time it‟s like… I‟m still just like a soldier on a battlefield in the biggest combat armor
ever, except there‟s no front to it. So I scare everyone and I seem unbeatable and all-powerful…
but if one guy gets a lucky shot from even his handgun, I‟m going to bleed out all over the place
and die horribly.”
The Drakkaren grinned lamely at this, and Sin sighed a little as Missy shook her head
with a faint smile before she turned around in his lap, cupping his face… and only blushing
slightly when Sin slipped behind her and the Naganatine‟s hands slid around to cup the golden
retriever‟s bust, Sin nuzzling the side of her neck slowly as her long tail flicked back and forth.
“That‟s why you have Disciples, right? To protect you. I learned about „em some from your
scary-ass daughter with the scars.”
“Serenity‟s a good girl, even if she… well… is a little mean sometimes.” Zerrex glanced
up, unsurprised to see the Iuratus Captain herself… but instead of being dressed in her usual
golden plates, she was instead wearing a simple loincloth and wrap around her nonexistent
breasts, Ambrosia sitting on one side of her, the sisters resting together and Serenity looking
relaxed for the first time in many, many days. Vampire‟s head was in her lap, the massive black
wolf naked and content-looking, breathing softly as her hand affectionately stroked along one of
his powerful biceps… and the two other wolves were curled up with their unofficial brother,
Lone smiling a bit as he rested back against Vampire‟s abs, Mahihko cuddling against Lone‟s
side as he clutched Vampire‟s hand tightly in both his own.
“You‟re a strange one, Biggs, I gotta say… but I guess I kinda like that.” Missy closed
her eyes, sliding herself a bit closer against his chest as she murmured softly: “I‟m glad I got to
know you so good. I like this time with you. I feel good with your family here… and well,
maybe I feel like I fit in here, too. I‟d… I‟d really like to fit in here.”
“You already do.” Zerrex said softly, holding her a bit closer as Sin smiled tenderly, and
then the Drakkaren smiled a little as he glanced up, looking back and forth over the group and
letting himself simply bask in the affection and attention a he cradled the red-and-green eyed
female tightly in his powerful arms.
Over the course of the week and a half that followed, Zerrex kept himself busy: now that
Acheron had been expanded, the city sitting comfortably atop an immense floating jungle that
was miles and miles wide and filled with strange and magnificent creatures, Dragokkaren and
Disciples were both exploring it and enjoying the beauty of the dimension‟s strange nature.
Zerrex himself wandered through it a little, unsurprised by the fact none of the animals were
either scared or hostile towards him… and as he‟d petted a Draybeast quietly as the large,

shaggy-furred animal rumbled softly, he‟d wondered if he was able to create life outside of
Acheron… if these were even real creatures ,or only Simulacrum of a sort… false souls, like
androids based upon images and facts about real things, scarily-similar in some ways to the
recombinants they had spent so long embattled with.
But he was too busy to think too much on it: the Drakkaren was given an order from
Vivien to go about the duties he had been excused from while the crisis had loomed, partially as
a way to satisfy the mortal world‟s curiosity about the rumors going around about Heaven, Hell,
and murderers… and so the reptile had grumbled, but with Naganen and Mercy in tow, had
travelled through colonies across the world, meeting with various people, getting status reports,
sharing news from Elysium with interested parties on diplomatic visits. Naganen and Mercy
thankfully did most of the work, while Zerrex just sat around and looked important… and in a
few cities, ran off to visit old friends, sharing coffee with a black-scaled dragoness and
grumbling as she‟d wiggled the story of what had happened out of him, and curiously trying to
find a panther named Julian… but he had seemingly vanished, and Zerrex only hoped that he
was okay.
During a stay at a hotel near what had used to be Northern Ire and was now, once again,
part of the country that had once forsaken it, Zerrex had heard a tapping at his window… and
he‟d been stupefied to find a Primordial standing on his balcony, wearing a long dress and with
ivy hair flowing from her black-furred skull, large triangular ears perked and eyes wide and
smiling. Nature: chaotic, but unlike the rest of her „family,‟ as she called them, she was friendly
and existed only to create and nurture, not to destroy.
Nature had bounced through his hotel room, growing ivy over the walls and small trees,
chattering cheerfully away about this and that and how she was helping the world reclaim
ancient mortal cities and doing her best to hide from all the nasty mortal technologies that were
spreading through the world again, and Zerrex could only stare at her dumbly as he thought
about how well she‟d probably get along with Theophilius. Not that he minded entirely… she
was a friend, crazy or not, and he admittedly liked seeing how she was doing on the rare
occasion she showed up out of nowhere.
She had bounded out as suddenly as she‟d come, leaving Zerrex in a room that was
overgrown with vegetation… and the reptile had grumbled a little, but cleaned things up… and
for the few days he was in Ire, Nature showed up every night… and then somehow showed up
twice while he was out in Lailland, acting as if it was no big deal she had apparently crossed the
ocean somehow and cheerfully bounding around his room again.
When Zerrex returned to Elysium, he found that Vivien had added two Eslovians to the
High Council, but that things were still going well: Sin, Amiglion, Selena, and Mercy sat upon
the High Thrones, Vivien was High Queen, the Council ran efficiently, and friends and family
were all accounted for still, with no signs that there was anything left to worry about, with no
murderer terrorizing them and no major wars or catastrophes looming over their heads, no Old
God incursions, and no more funerals to attend.
Huck had sent a message from Hez‟Ranna, saying that it would likely only be a few more
months before Cinderella and Prometheus were reborn, and he admitted that for once he shared
Mengele‟s excitement: he was no fan of playing god with genetics, but they had died in such an
unfair way when they had been built instead of born in the first place, that even he would be glad
when they were back… assuming they would be able to adjust to life again, and that they
wouldn‟t be overloaded from the emotional memories being fed into their minds and the
knowledge of what had occurred in their previous life.

Mengele was also working hard on building a body for Soul, still showing his odd
affection for her, the recombinant that had become a person… and High King Pagan Churchill
had officially announced his retirement, and that his son Fidel Churchill would be assuming the
throne. Zerrex had gone to the party with his core family and Serenity, Mist and Shine, and they
had all talked about old times, reminiscing about the good and bad with Albatross, Churchill,
Huck, and others that had been around in those times long past.
When he had returned to Elysium, he had found little time to rest – although as always,
he found time to goof off with Cherry and others – and then he‟d ended up going out on another
few awkward dates with Vivien. They had dinners out, they enjoyed walks together, they relaxed
and discussed work and friends and old memories and lost loves… and slowly, they were getting
more and more comfortable with each other.
Likewise, Sabnock was growing more comfortable with him and with openly showing
how much she cared about him, even if she spent a lot of time working or trying to better
organize his Disciples. Disciples that now included Missy in the ranks… and now the golden
retriever wore a collar made of silver proudly, with a black stud on one side, a diamond stud on
the other, and a large, square golden clasp that sat in the center, decorated with the symbol of
Elysium. The moment she had become a Disciple, the changes that had been slowly going
through her body had accelerated… and now she possessed one beautiful wing of ivory
composed of glowing feathers and tendrils of energy, and a black, demonic wing of stretched
leather and thick, spade-like scales that glimmered like steel. But her body was still covered in
golden fur… although she had grown larger, a little more muscular, and her hair had turned from
blonde to ivory.
Her eyes still glowed red and green, and she demonstrated both demonic and angelic
powers: she could utilize holy and blessed objects without harming herself, but she could also
create blasts of dark energy now, as well as use abilities like Dominate and Lust on opponents,
and even create tentacles down which she could channel dark energy and holy lightning. She was
quickly becoming very powerful… and her physical strength was already enough she was able to
keep up with the others in weight exercises and grappling. She needed a lot of training… but she
was already shaping up to be a powerful addition to his network of Disciples, and she grew more
dedicated to their ideals every day.
Missy had wanted to go home and visit her Momma and Poppa, and Zerrex had let her…
and despite her changes, she had been welcomed by them. It had been a short visit, but an
enjoyable one, Zerrex, Missy, Rebecca and the Reverend talking and sharing stories… and then
they had parted ways, but Missy had promised to come back soon, and the Drakkaren had been
glad for it.
Yet one of the things that stood out most over the past more than a week, was when
Zerrex had been humming absently to himself as he‟d sorted through books in the library, Cindy
and Cherry visiting with Jessica, Marina off with Celeste, the wolves helping Priest and everyone
else doing their duties, leaving Zerrex to while away time until Vivien needed him… and
Naganen had come to him, blushing a bit, and it had apparently taken him most of the ten days to
work up the courage to ask hesitantly about the party in Acheron.
He‟d heard plenty of stories: Daria had teased him with explicit details – Zerrex had
admittedly chuckled a little himself at how beet red Naganen had turned as Daria had whispered
stories into his ear while they‟d been sitting in the den together, until the Naganatine had fled the
room – and Epiphany had also shared the events, since she‟d been in attendance herself… and
gotten quite a bit of her father‟s affections, not to mention enjoyed herself with both Anathema

and Sin. So Zerrex had looked with amusement at his son, then gestured for him to sit down at
one of the wide tables as he‟d set a stack of books aside, and they had sat side-by-side and talked
about it.
It wasn‟t that Naganen was any stranger to the concept of sex or the indulgent, sexualized
cultures of both Hez‟Ranna and Elysium, but it was a subject he was shy about, and the
Drakkaren often wondered if Naganen had even ever kissed someone for that matter. Daria loved
to tease and flirt with him, but she never actively pressured him… even though the reptile could
see how much the newt adored little Naganen, perhaps as much as she cared for Cindy. And it
wasn‟t like he would have any shortage of suitors, either… charismatic, handsome, strong, wise,
and already an ambassador-in-training for Elysium, a godling in his own right. If he wanted to,
Zerrex was pretty sure that Naganen could have more suitors after him than Zerrex ever had…
but he was shy, and he was quiet, and humble, and when pressured, usually mumbled that he just
wasn‟t interested in sex or relationships.
So it was an odd question, and Zerrex had explained what they had done, why they had
done it, and gone into detail about not just the culture but the idea behind it even though he
didn‟t have to, half-feeling like he was justifying himself… and when he‟d stopped, Naganen
had curiously looked at him before reaching out to take his father‟s hand, lacing their fingers
together slowly and squeezing it as his other hand had travelled up his arm and he‟d said softly:
“I think I‟m ready, Dad. I trust you. I love you and respect you. Will you… teach me?”
Zerrex had looked down into his son‟s naïve, generous eyes, surprised and blushing a bit,
wanting to argue or stumble… but the look on his face, so innocent and yet obviously knowing
what he was asking, so loving, so humble, so worried and scared of rejection as he felt
Naganen‟s emotions almost shivering against him… and then he had simply nodded a little, and
quietly picked his son up… and Naganen had blushed and smiled but gladly closed his eyes and
curled against his father‟s powerful body as he‟d carried him out of the library and to a private
room.
They unclothed each other gradually… and then kissed softly, and Zerrex laid Naganen
back on the bed, moving slowly so as not to frighten or scare him, and they gently, slowly made
love. It was not simply sex… it was so much more with his beloved, young son who came to him
first for advice, first for love, who gave his virginity and his innocence up to him to find out
whether or not he was truly ready for more… and Zerrex shared everything he could with him,
until he lay with Naganen naked and curled against his chest, eyes closed, blissful and quiet as he
stroked over the Drakkaren‟s chest and said shyly: “I chose you because… I knew it would end
like this. You comforting me, and holding me… and that you‟d be so kind to me, and wouldn‟t
rush me. I chose you first because I respect you and adore you, Dad, and I know you‟ll never
betray me or make my faith in you waver. I chose you because I wanted my first time to always,
in my mind, be one of my best times. I chose you because I knew I‟d look up in your eyes
because you wouldn‟t judge me… and because I want to be more like you. I want to grow up to
be like you, Dad… I‟m scared and shy and worried about what people will think of me and what
I should do all the time, and I know you sometimes feel the same way, but the difference is you
go ahead with things anyway… and you always know what to do or say, and I envy that. Even
when you don‟t know, you lower your head and shove forwards… thank you. Thank you for
being my father. Thank you for showing me today what love and sex are. Thank you for sharing
yourself with me physically. I know I‟m not a full adult yet, not nearly. Not physically, not
mentally, not emotionally, despite what people say and think and feel about me, despite the fact
that I‟m learning so much, developing so much…”

He closed his eyes, then wrapped his arms tighter around his father‟s neck, snuggling
closer as Zerrex smiled softly and held him back on the bed, breathing softly as Naganen
whispered: “One day I‟ll be more like you, Dad. Physically and mentally… but I‟ll always
respect and admire you. I‟ll always love you and look up to you. You‟re my Father. I don‟t want
that to ever change.”
“It never will.” Zerrex murmured quietly in return, pulling Naganen closer… and for a
while, they had only rested together silently. Eventually, Naganen had finally pulled away to put
on his boxers and his robes, blushing a bit as Zerrex had simply watched him with a soft smile…
and then Naganen had hesitantly come over and leaned down to share a quiet, chaste peck on the
lips with his father, and the Drakkaren had laughed a little before he smiled and said mildly: “Go
hang out with Daria some more. Indulge that physical side of yours, try and experiment a little.”
“I…” Naganen frowned a bit, and Zerrex wondered if he‟d said something wrong before
the Naganatine turned beet red as he turned towards the door, yelling in an embarrassed voice:
“Mom, no! You weren‟t watching, were you?”
There was an awkward silence… and then the door slightly creaked open, and Naganen
turned even brighter red as both Cherry and Anathema peered their heads in, Cherry grinning
widely and Anathema blushing a bit even as she retorted: “No, I wasn‟t watching. I was just…
well… I heard something and… I thought…”
“We were watching, it was hot, I want to rape you long time now.” Cherry said
cheerfully, and Naganen squeaked before he opened a white portal behind himself and shot
through it, vanishing as Zerrex slapped his forehead before Cherry kicked the door open with a
cackle and walked inside, grinning cheerfully as she rested her hands on her hips… before
squawking when Anathema tackled her back and pinned her against the ground, flailing her arms
wildly: “It was just a joke!”
“He‟s sensitive, you bitch!” Anathema growled and punched Cherry in the back of the
head, making her yelp before she grumbled and glowered up at Zerrex… but when Zerrex simply
glared at her, she winced and shrank back, muttering: “Okay so… we shouldn‟t have spied. I
was… I mean… I was just worried, and Cherry was… staring at something, so we…
investigated.” She looked lamely up at the Drakkaren, rubbing at the back of her head before she
finally smiled a little as even Cherry looked abashed, crossing her arms under her head and
smiling almost pleadingly. “Please don‟t be mad.”
“Yeah, don‟t be mad, Boss. We‟ll… fix it. Somehow.” Cherry said dumbly, and then she
held up a finger and added brightly: “It was really hot! He‟s a damn sexy little thing!”
Zerrex glared at her, and Cherry cleared her throat and made a zipping motion across her
muzzle when Anathema rubbed embarrassedly at her face… and then the Drakkaren rolled his
eyes and slipped off the bed, grumbling a bit as he grabbed up his boxers and pants and said
dryly: “Then please, fix it. I really don‟t want Naganen to go back to being pretty much asexual,
and not just for my benefit. I don‟t want him to miss out on what life has to offer.”
“Sex?” Cherry said dumbly, looking up as Zerrex slipped into his clothes, and the
Drakkaren rolled his eyes.
“Relationships, Cherry. Healthy ones, unlike yours and mine.” Zerrex paused, then
shoved his foot against Cherry‟s face, but she replied by licking slowly up the sole of it and
Zerrex yelped and drew his foot back, shaking it out as Cherry giggled stupidly. “You‟re gross.”
Cherry grunted agreeably, and then Anathema and the hermaphrodite both stood up
before the three looked at each other, the two examining him as Zerrex now blushed a bit… and
then he glanced away awkward as the masculine female asked softly: “How are you holding up

otherwise, though? I bet this was a welcome break but… I know you‟ve been worrying and shit
again.”
Zerrex nodded a little after a moment, saying quietly: “Yeah. Both about my own
power… as well as Negative. He‟s still missing… last time this happened, he came back with a
vengeance. I also still can‟t Invert… and I haven‟t been wearing my mala or the Armor of
Naganis or anything. I even put it down in the Deep Temple, with the Spear of the Conquerors
and the other fancy stuff I‟ve collected over the years and want to keep ultra-safe.”
“Lo, and sealed down in the depths of darkness, in the ribs of the earth, in the heart of the
pyramid, sits the Altar Devotion, inside the Eternal Cage.” Anathema murmured softly, and
Cherry and Zerrex both smiled a little as they looked at her before she gazed up at the Drakkaren
and nodded slowly. “It‟s a safe place for it for now, although I do wish you‟d wear it more often.
It… it suits you.”
“Thanks.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he smiled a little. “Maybe after I know it‟s fixed,
I will. I‟ll at least take it out of there… it doesn‟t need to be kept under lock and key like some of
the things down there. I just don‟t want it disturbed while it repairs itself.”
The others nodded… and then Zerrex glanced up before he shook his head a bit, saying
quietly: “Anyway. You two go about your business. I‟m going to head back towards the library,
do some more research on Inversions, and finish cleaning it up and sorting it out.”
They both nodded, then stepped forwards and traded quiet kisses with him before turning
and leaving… and Zerrex watched them go before he absently rubbed at his bare chest,
murmuring softly: “Negative… you didn‟t like what just happened, did you?”
There was only silence, however… but Zerrex had felt it. His physical affection, his
contact with Naganen… Negative had been silently watching, and had been upset by it for some
reason. The Drakkaren shook his head a little, and then he walked quietly out of the room,
heading back towards the library as he mused a bit… before looking up in surprise as he saw
Epiphany striding towards him, the female smiling softly, her stitched-on vest of scales
stretching quietly against her form as she reached her hands out.
Zerrex gently took them, gazing into her eyes, and she studied him for a few moments
before asking softly: “Daddy… do you trust me?”
“I… of course I do. You know I do.” Zerrex said softly, and Epiphany only gazed into his
eyes for a moment longer with her own bright emerald irises, before she nodded slowly… and
then smiled and closed her eyes when the Drakkaren leaned forwards and kissed her forehead as
he gave her fingers an empathetic squeeze. “What is it, Epiphany?”
“I may have found a way to free you from your burdens, Father… but it is dangerous.”
Epiphany said quietly, opening her eyes to gaze at him silently, and Zerrex looked down at her
with surprise before she smiled a little. “I know I‟m only a child. I know I‟m very young… but I
still… think I know what to do. I am not vulnerable to your burden‟s powers… and even though
he hurts you, every day… even though right now I know you‟re… scared and worried that he‟s
going to leap up and tear you apart… I… would like to try and help you. Let me help you. We‟ll
go to a safe place…”
“Tell me what you want to do, first.” Zerrex said slowly, and Epiphany nodded quietly as
she gazed up at him with a soft smile, which reassured the Drakkaren even as he felt something
in his mind twist in apprehension… yet he wasn‟t sure if it was really part of him that was
suddenly anxious, or something else.
“It‟s very simple. As he‟s a different entity existing inside of you… he can be forced out
by someone who can contact his energy signature, who can… touch him, so to speak, and then

we can get rid of him. Together.” Epiphany replied quietly, her voice sending a chill down
Zerrex‟s spine. “The others have experienced both Corruption, have been touched by both of the
souls that reside inside this body… but unlike them, I was born, created, by both of the beings
inside of you, my beloved Father. I can sense and contact both sides of you… and I have none of
the vulnerabilities your other Disciples do.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, hesitating, and he looked down and murmured: “We should… get
someone else then, maybe. Daria, or Maria… others who are immune to the effects of
Corruption…”
But Epiphany only shook her head quietly, saying softly: “Trust me, please, Daddy. I… I
don‟t want to risk them getting hurt if something goes wrong. I can stand the thought of being
injured myself… but I am powerful, and you know I am powerful. I can summon Equinox if
things truly become disastrous… but what happens if you begin to wrestle with yourself? To turn
on the others, or worse… you tell them to turn on each other?”
Zerrex closed his eyes tightly, remembering all too well the devastating effects Negative
was capable of having, the way he could turn his family and friends into animals and monsters if
he wanted to… and then he swallowed slowly. It felt… dangerous, and underhanded, and anxiety
trembled through the reptile‟s system… but he finally nodded slowly as he thought of the
advantages. He trusted Epiphany with his life, and she gazed up at him with honesty in her eyes,
wanting to help, confident in herself, love for her father emanating from her emotions… and
Zerrex sighed softly as he muttered: “I don‟t like this.”
“I don‟t either. But you‟re suffering… and I‟m scared too. Every time… there is a
silence, it‟s followed by something terrible happening. By that thing in your… rising up, hurting
you. It is cunning and ruthless and seems unstoppable… but I can stop it. I know I can.”
Epiphany whispered, reaching up to touch his face… and Zerrex nodded finally again, the female
smiling up at him tenderly: “Alright. Come Father. Let us go to the Deep Temple. It‟s safest
there…”
Zerrex nodded once more, closing his eyes and concentrating… and the two vanished to
reappear in the outer room, the massive vault door standing open and the darkness beyond
beckoning them as the Drakkaren cursed and felt something writhe in his head… and Epiphany
murmured: “He‟s threatened. It‟s okay. We just have to push forwards… I can numb the pain if
you want.”
“No, this way I know what‟s going on, at least… gods above, I hope he hasn‟t been
gathering his strength for this…” Zerrex muttered, grasping his skull quietly as they walked
forwards and over the threshold… and behind them, the enormous vault door slammed shut,
Zerrex looking sharply over his shoulder and Epiphany wincing a little as spirits silently roved
through the buildings of the damned city around them, the blue flames guttering and darkening
as the Drakkaren muttered: “Goddamn you Negative, it didn‟t have to come to this…”
Epiphany wrapped an arm around his waist, guiding him forwards towards the Deep
Temple, walking down the streets as Zerrex felt a distinct whispering in his mind, senseless and
dangerous, as silhouettes lurked in the shadows around them and spirits stared mindlessly,
emotionlessly, out of the windows of the stone buildings… and then the Drakkaren winced a bit
again, grasping at his skull as a pain went through it as they reached the steps of the Temple, and
Epiphany whispered: “Almost there, Daddy. Just a little further.”
They made their way slowly upwards, Epiphany half-supporting him, gazing at him
worriedly and lovingly as they made their way to the top… but instead of guiding him to his
throne, they walked carefully around to the back of the pyramid, where a second set of steps led

down to a half-hidden platform on the rear side of the immense building. Zerrex grimaced as he
stepped down onto this, glancing at a door made of Dragokkaren bone and black roses… but
Epiphany reached out and opened this carefully for him, saying encouragingly: “You‟re doing
well Daddy.”
Zerrex smiled faintly at her, and she kissed his cheek as he passed before stepping after
him into the dark passageway, throwing the door closed… and as they made their way slowly
into the narrow but tall corridor beyond, Epiphany murmured: “I‟m sorry this is so sudden. But I
knew… I knew the moment I started to tell you this… he would rise up in your mind. He would
hurt you… and worse… I… I felt… how scared you were of me after what happened with that
monster, that murderer. I‟m so sorry I reacted the way I did…”
“No, I‟m sorry, Epiphany. I forgot… you were my daughter for a moment, I guess. I… I
forgot how vicious I can be myself.” Zerrex said quietly, and Epiphany hugged him fiercely from
behind, trembling, holding him in place for a moment as the reptile straightened… and then he
groaned and cursed, grabbing at his skull as agony flared through it and he felt a shiver travel
through his form. “Goddammit…”
“It‟s okay. It‟s going to be okay.” Epiphany carefully pushed him forwards, and they
made their way deep, down the twisting passageway, until they reached a heavy platinum
portcullis that Zerrex glared at as he felt pain shoot through his system, and this rumbled before
slowly rising, and the two walked through the archway to enter the expansive hall of the Eternal
Cage, a place that housed the most powerful artifacts of Zerrex‟s collection and his darkest
secrets and memories.
The cement floor was covered by a dark red carpet, and pillars were evenly spaced
around the room, half-buried against the walls, and stretching up to support the heavy ceiling
overhead, from which hung a multitude of glowing orbs that sparkled with small gemstones laid
over them in constellation-like patterns. They cast unnatural starlight over the room, bathing
everything in a faintly-silver glow, making the weapons and other objects that rested around the
area seem to glimmer faintly… and the enormous altar that sat alone in the rear center of the
room seem to pulsate slowly.
It was massive, dark stone with a framework of Dragokkaren bones and bordered around
the top with dozens of skulls of Drakkai, thick, thorny vines crawling and throbbing slowly over
the length of it, black roses blooming from the ten foot wide, rectangular slab. Sitting along the
top of it were candles of red and black, all of them burning eternally with blue flames, and three
bowls: one was filled with blood, one was filled with water, and one was filled with boiling
corruption. The Altar Devotion, as Anathema had called it… and around it, etched into the
ground, burned a protective ward of runes written in the language of the First Gods, carved by
Negative himself. This Altar was important to both Zerrex and Negative, after all… it was an
anchor for them, and it was what gave the Deep Temple such unnatural presence and power,
filled it with such terrible energies and shielded it from almost any outside force that wanted to
tamper with either it or the Cloister.
Around the room, sitting on pedestals and display racks all evenly spaced throughout the
area, were a variety of other objects of great and terrible power, all of them encircled by other
guardian wards that could only be crossed by Zerrex or one of his Disciples: here, the Spear of
the Conquerors, given officially to Zerrex from Heaven years ago, but long after he‟d first
wielded the holy weapon to destroy Crow, his monstrous first son… and there, a black grail
inside which bubbled terrible, bright red blood, streams of it constantly leaking down the sides of
the unholy chalice but turning to smoke before they could drop from it. The Taste of Death… a

terrible tool that transformed whoever drank from it into a monster of terrible power… but made
them into an obedient slave to the will of the person whose blood they drank from the cup.
Other objects against the back wall: three of five living swords, sitting together silently in
a large rack that held them in a standing position upon the bottoms of their metal scabbards, one
whispering sadly, one hissing the moment Zerrex‟s eyes drew over it, one screaming with
laughter at the sounds its brethren made, the long, single-edged blades otherwise tall and almost
identical in their black sheaths… and there, Epiphany‟s terrible bardiche, the enormous, crystalbladed weapon humming silently, blade touching the ground and held in place by a heavy rack
that cradled it in its clamps.
And to the other side… the Armor of Naganis, fully repaired and standing silently upon a
platform, glimmering as it seemed to breathe slowly, and resting atop another pedestal, sitting on
a golden cushion, was a beautiful crystalline ball that almost begged to be touched… and yet
trapped inside it were countless souls of Dragokkaren. Another heirloom of Thegragon‟s reign,
found buried in the rubble of Acheron… the Worship of the Devout. It could absorb a person‟s
life force and their very soul, to then be converted into whatever the user desired… and as Earth
had explained, her eyes closed and expression pained with the memories of her former mistress,
the Goddess had been fond of using it to steal the lives of her own followers for an occasional
snack, in so many words.
Zerrex shivered a bit… and then Epiphany quietly took one of his hands, leading him
silently towards the Altar and saying quietly: “This is a nexus point, this anchor holds both your
essence and the essence of the unwelcome invader inside of your body. You can call him here,
making him come forward… and then together, we can put a stop to him.” She stopped,
hesitated, then hugged him fiercely, whispering: “I love you, Daddy. No matter what happens…
don‟t worry about me, okay? Protect yourself first. Fight for yourself first. It‟s you he‟s going to
come after… you he‟s going to try and hurt the most.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, and then he glanced down at Devotion, at his Altar… and
Epiphany smiled faintly, gesturing towards it and saying quietly: “Just… just put your hands on
it and… pray, may be the right word. I… I think you‟ll know what to do when it comes to it.”
The Drakkaren looked at her… and then he reached out and touched her face quietly,
saying softly: “Thank you, Epiphany. I‟m… I‟m going to try it, then.” He halted, then turned
slowly forwards and closed his eyes, taking a slow breath and leaning down to rest his hands
silently on either side of the Altar, and he closed his eyes as he felt powerful energies surging up
through the terrible stone anchor, shivering a bit even as his form filled with strength.
Then he was standing in a black room, with Negative standing across from him, light
spilling in from a single window half-covered by a broken blind. Negative was staring out of
this, his hands behind his back, his red eyes glowing… and then he shook his head slowly before
he looked at Zerrex, saying coldly: “You shouldn‟t have come. You should not have done this.
You should not have forced me to fight.”
“We don‟t have to fight. I‟ll tell Epiphany not to hurt you if you come out…” Zerrex said
softly, and Negative frowned at him slowly as the Drakkaren smiled a little, half-raising his
hands… and then dropping them with a sigh as he said softly: “I honestly… would prefer to
work things out somehow, one way or another… can‟t we find a solution instead of destroying
each other?”
“No.” Negative said softly, but he sounded almost saddened now as he shook his head
slowly, murmuring quietly: “Zerrex Narrius… you‟re a threat to me, whatever you say, whatever
you act like. I don‟t trust you, and you don‟t fool me. I‟ve seen inside you… and you are more

terrible than I could ever be. I, at least, am straightforward… you… you smile on the outside, but
no one ever knows what you‟re thinking or feeling. Very few are truly close to you… not simply
because of your desire to „protect‟ others from your true self, but because you, too, do not trust
easily. I know that perhaps… I would be safe. You would not kill or maim or harm me if you
gave me your word… but where would I be without your body? I do not need your body to
survive… but it was never just about your body.
“Look at what you have. Friends, family, devotion, love, strength, companionship… and
I have nothing.” Negative clenched a hand into a fist, closing his eyes tightly. “Yet from inside
you, I have developed an entire kingdom of my own. I have built, and built, and built… and now
there is an empire that I rule through you. Acheron is mine. Elysium is mine. Your family is my
family…”
“This… Negative…” Zerrex looked at him, dumbstruck… and then he reached up and
grasped at his head slowly, whispering: “You‟re… you‟re so much sadder than I realized. I…
I‟m so sorry for you… I honestly am. You take on the form of my Inversion but just what are
you really? You‟re like my dark shadow… the part of me that longs for everything it can‟t
have…”
“I am you and yet not you… I‟m someone who lost everything he believed in long ago.”
Negative said quietly, and then his eyes glowed red as he murmured: “But I plan to get it all
back.”
Zerrex frowned a bit… and then he screamed in agony as something tore into his back,
reality flickering around him as he fell forwards over the altar, knocking bowls and candles
flying off it and making dark lightning crackle violently outwards as energy pulsed through the
air, blood exploding from his body as he stared in horror at the sight of Negative grinning at
him… and beside him, Epiphany stood, face emotionless, her hands tightly clenched on the
handle of her bardiche, the enormous crystal blade buried into Zerrex‟s back as she whispered:
“Die, interloper. You are not welcome here. You stole everything from my Father.”
“E-Epiphany… I… I‟m your Dad, look at me… Negative, he‟s…” Zerrex coughed
blood, then he howled in agony as Epiphany ripped the weapon back, the huge blade tearing free
of his back and leaving a grisly, mangled wound that spat black blood and blue energy into the
air, streams of crimson flooding down the Drakkaren‟s back as he rasped fiercely for breath and
scrabbled weakly against the altar, eyes rolling in his head.
“You are not my Father, Zerrex Narrius. You are nothing and no one to me.” Epiphany
replied cruelly, her face darkening in a snarl as her emerald eyes glowed, red cracks shining
through the irises as she gestured towards Negative, who was grinning callously. “You never
loved me like Daddy did! You never protected me from the nightmares like my Father did… you
never gave to me everything he did, you are not my hero or who I love. You are a monster that
has hurt him, and stolen from him what he would have shared with you willingly… he is ancient,
and powerful, and is the only reason you survived many of these battles these last ten years, and
yet still… still, you refuse him. You refute him. You fight him… and now we have had no
choice but to put an end to you and your treachery. I shall kill you, Zerrex. I shall kill you in my
Father‟s name, and we shall feast upon your very soul and your body will be his…”
Epiphany began to raise her bardiche, her eyes turning pure red as her grin became
maddened, laughing insanely as she rose the weapon… and Zerrex threw himself hard to the
side, Epiphany‟ weapon missing his neck and instead biting into the surface of the altar, and she
screamed as black lightning exploded out of the stone and sizzled violently along her form

before she was blown backwards, crashing into one of the cement walls as the bardiche clanged
loudly off the stone and fell to the ground beside her.
Zerrex gargled… then screamed in agony when Negative seized him by the hair and
yanked him to his feet, the creature snarling as he drew his bone claw back as dark lightning
sizzled over it and he whispered: “Looks like I‟ll have the pleasure of killing you myself…
besides, the less we mark up your body, the better, right?”
The Drakkaren, however, only grinned painfully, and Negative frowned a bit before
Zerrex shouted clearly: “Lockdown!”
Negative snarled as the portcullis slammed shut and the warding runes glowed… and
then he looked down and realized stupidly he was standing on the runes surrounding the altar
before walls of white light shot upwards from the wards, and Negative screamed in agony as he
was almost bisected, his body become incorporeal black flames as he staggered backwards,
flickering in and out of reality before simply vanishing. Zerrex snarled as he landed, then gasped
in agony as the huge cut on his back flexed and blood dripped from the wound before he looked
over his shoulder with a wince to see Epiphany standing up and snarling as she yanked her
bardiche up to her hands… and the Drakkaren immediately shoved his hand into the holy energy,
eyes clenching shut as it surged down his arm and over his body, rapidly restoring his strength as
the wound glowed white before sealing shut.
Epiphany sprinted towards him with a scream… and Zerrex stepped sideways as he
yanked against the wall of holy energy, and a long, glowing white crescent blade of light was
pulled free before he stepped forwards and threw this hard at Epiphany. It crashed into her chest
and exploded, and she was sent skidding backwards as her vest was burnt away… but little other
damage was done as her eyes glowed ruby, shrieking: “I‟ll kill you for hurting my Daddy!”
“I am your Father, Epiphany!” Zerrex roared back, and then he snarled when Epiphany
slammed the blade of the bardiche into the ground, sending a massive tsunami of metal and rock
ripping out of the floor and shooting towards him… and a burst of inexplicable, incoherent rage
tore through the Drakkaren as he simply brought his hands up and then snapped them out to
either side, and the wave of rock and steel tore in half straight down the middle before hardening
into two immense, curved spires, Epiphany staring at this before Zerrex shoved both hands
forwards, and the massive spikes of stone and metal shot down towards the female.
They crashed into her, knocking her backwards and burying her beneath an avalanche of
shrapnel and rubble… and then Negative appeared in front of Zerrex‟s eyes, and the Inversion
tore his bone claw across the reptile‟s face, sending up a burst of dark energy and blood as the
reptile howled in agony and staggered to the side before he ducked under another swing from
Negative and then slammed his fist into the creature‟s stomach… and it gurgled in shock at the
power of impact, the bone armor cracking over its body before Zerrex‟s fist glowed with energy
as he snarled: “I have had enough!”
He slammed his left fist upwards in an uppercut that glowed white and sparked blue, and
Negative‟s head was almost torn from his shoulders as he was slammed limply into the air,
bursting apart into fragments of darkness that pattered uselessly off the ceiling… and then the
mound of rock and steel covering Epiphany exploded as she leapt upwards out of it with a crazed
laugh, swinging the bardiche around and slamming it downwards towards Zerrex… but he
brought his right arm quickly up, scales burning off as the silvery metal beneath rapidly
expanded and glowed faintly blue, and her weapon was repelled even as the reptile‟s forearm
was crunched inwards slightly, the lizard hissing in pain as he staggered backwards before an
elegant blade sprung from his wrist.

Epiphany stepped forwards, swinging her bardiche in a crude, savage slash as the crystal
head of the weapon exploded into golden flames, the pole-arm leaving a streak of fire behind it
as Zerrex leapt backwards, then nimbly jumped forwards and punched outwards, thrusting the
blade towards her chest… and the silvery weapon only tore a scratch across the ivory shell
protecting her upper organs, Zerrex‟s eyes widening in shock as the blade was instead bent
backwards before Epiphany screamed at him as she leaned forwards, jaw dropping open and a
thick spray of black, terrible acid exploding outwards, charring the Drakkaren‟s scales as he
howled in agony before he was slammed away by a telekinetic blast… and Negative appeared
behind the lizard before he could strike the wall, lacing his fists together and slamming a
tomahawk savagely down into the back of the lizard‟s neck, sending him crashing down to the
ground before Negative vanished in puff of black smoke as the reptile bounced once… then
screamed as Epiphany scooped him up with the burning flat of the bardiche to slam him back
against the wall before she stabbed forwards with the tip of the blade, thrusting the top of the
crescent through his upper shoulder and burying the large, black spike into his chest as he
gargled in agony, pinned against the wall, and the female‟s eyes burning with wrath as she
flicked a hand outwards: ice rapidly spread upwards over the Drakkaren‟s legs to hold him in
place before she grinned insanely as she flicked her other hand and the frost transformed into
hardened diamond, the reptile‟s lower body immobilized and imprisoned completely.
“You can‟t stop me. You couldn‟t even stop Perfect and he was a toy compared to me…
my Father made me so I am invincible, unstoppable. I cannot be killed, I cannot be hurt, I do not
feel pain… and I will thrive on your agony.” Epiphany reached a claw up as it burned with
purple energy, before slowly ripping through Zerrex‟s chest… and the reptile howled in pain as
black, terrible scours were left behind, his scales melting and warping as pus and blood gushed
from the wound, his right hand clenching against the wall, trying to shove his upper body free as
he rose his left hand and punched her hard in the face… and Epiphany barely flinched, only
grinning as her glowing red eyes burned brighter, rasping: “Weak. Pathetic. I‟ve absorbed traits
from every member of your family and yourself. I am beyond any god, beyond anyone you have
at your disposal. No one can save you. I only obey, I only love, my Daddy… and I hate you. I‟ve
hated you my entire life… you‟re nothing to me, you‟re worthless, and I‟m going to break
you…”
Epiphany snarled as she drew a fist back, black energy erupting down it… and then the
diamond surrounding Zerrex‟s legs reverberated violently, and she looked down with a frown for
a moment before it exploded upwards, transforming into a storm of white birds that battered by
her, making her scream as she flailed wildly and staggered backwards, shocked by what had
happened… and Zerrex immediately took the chance, reaching up and seizing the crystal blade
of the bardiche buried through his body as he braced himself against the wall with his feet, and
then he howled in pain and effort as he shoved forwards and ripped the blade free as he shoved
himself off the wall, landing in a staggering and tearing the weapon from his chest in a thick
spray of blood.
His mind reeled, but his hands moved on instinct even as his vision blurred faintly as the
birds shot back and forth wildly and Epiphany lunged forwards… and Zerrex tossed the weapon
upwards, catching it by the pole and stepping towards her as he slammed the huge pole-arm
outwards… and Epiphany realized a little too late what was happening before it smashed into
her, sending her rocketing across the room to bounce off the glowing shielding of white energy
surrounding one of the pedestals, screaming in agony as she was electrified against it for a
moment, ivory lightning exploding up and down her body before a shockwave erupted from her

and she flopped bonelessly to the side. She crashed to the ground, body smoldering and rolling a
few times as Zerrex panted hard, tossing the bardiche down to the ground… and the Drakkaren
looked up with shock to see Naganen standing in the archway, the young god breathing hard.
“Dad, are you okay? Oh God, what‟s happening?” he asked breathlessly, looking
terrified, as he ran towards his father… and then Zerrex‟s eyes widened in horror as tentacles
covered in terrible thorns lashed outwards and wrapped around the Naganatine, Naganen
screaming in pain and horror as they ripped through his body and sent up bursts of blood before
he was torn off his feet and towards where Epiphany was kneeling, her bone mask cracked and
body smoldering and an insane grin on her face, the thick tentacles extending from her raised
arm.
The male was snapped back against the wall, bouncing off it as the tentacles tore free…
and then Epiphany stepped forwards and lashed a glowing claw across Naganen‟s throat, sending
out a spray of crimson blood as his eyes widened in horror, grasping at his neck as he fell to his
knees with a weak gargle, covered in lacerations and wounds that seemed minor compared to the
grisly rip in his neck… and Zerrex screamed in denial as Epiphany grinned and began to draw
her hand backShe was fiercely slapped away by a bony claw, looking stupefied as she flew across the
room to crash into the ground and skid on her back… and Negative caught Naganen as he began
to fall, the Inversion shaking his head wildly, staring in horror with agony in his ruby eyes as he
whispered: “No, no, this… this wasn‟t supposed to happen, no… Naganen, Naganen, no…”
Negative snarled, tears in his eyes as he rose his bony arm, the needle snapping out of it
as Zerrex lethargically began to walk forwards… and then he plunged this into the Naganatine‟s
chest, but Naganen only twitched and moaned weakly, dark energy surging across his form
before Negative howled in pain as his bone spike was violently ejected and holy energy surged
across his body, making him spark and smolder for a moment as his outline became blurry, and
Epiphany slowly walked towards his back like a zombie, her arms outstretched as she whispered
in a trembling voice: “D-Daddy?”
“Get away from me, get away from him!” Negative roared over his shoulder at her, and
he lashed a hand outwards, sending a blast of force crashing into Epiphany and sending her
flying across the room to bounce off the wall with a grunt of shock before she fell to her knees,
staring weakly at Negative as Zerrex continued to slowly stumble towards them, the whole scene
seeming surreal, out of focus, as Negative stood up, tears leaking from the Inversion‟s eyes as he
screamed: “You are not my daughter! You are a monster, that is all you are, a monster! A broken
toy, just like every other recombinant… a useless freak of nature, a worthless beast that can‟t
even follow orders! You weren‟t supposed to hurt anyone… you weren‟t supposed to hurt him,
you were only supposed to stop Zerrex, kill him if you had to, but only Zerrex… not… not… I
told you to protect him!”
“He was coming between me and you D-D-Daddy… d-don‟t yell at m-me…” Epiphany
began to cry loudly, covering her face, and Negative snarled towards her as she shrank slowly
back into the corner of the room, crying harder. “I‟m sorry, I‟m s-s-sorry!”
“Zerrex, I… Zerrex, my energies are incompatible with his… you have to save him!”
Negative shouted angrily, as Zerrex dropped to his knees by his son and pulled his still-warm
body silently close, and then Negative reached forwards and slapped the Drakkaren hard across
the face, the reptile‟s head twisting to the side as he clenched his eyes shut, then blinked and
looked at the Inversion as Negative seized his shoulders, snarling: “Save him. You have to save
him. Save him, please…”

“No… they both should die…” Epiphany whispered, looking up… and insanity
glimmered in her red eyes as tears dripped down her cheeks, still hitching and sobbing even as
she began to crawl forwards, every now and then a sob becoming a broken laugh as she clawed
against the ground. “I‟ll kill them both, then you‟ll only have me to love…”
Negative‟s eyes widened in horror at this, a tremble ripping through his body… and
Zerrex slowly, distantly, stroked his son‟s cheek, murmuring: “I can‟t save him with Epiphany
coming after me, Negative. I don‟t know if I can save him at all…” He closed his eyes, saying
softly: “Maybe I shouldn‟t save him. Maybe I should let him die, just to see you suffer.”
It made him feel sick to say it, to even bluff it… but Negative immediately fell
backwards in terror, his dark scales paling before he snarled and rasped: “I‟ll… I‟ll tell you
anything, I‟ll do anything! I‟ll… if we work together we can stop Epiphany, just please save my
son!”
That made Zerrex look up sharply… but Negative had already turned away and leapt
towards Epiphany, shoving the female firmly backwards even as she screamed and tried to push
around him, yet never rose her fists to him, never tried to actively fight the creature she called
Father even as he grappled her, slung her to the ground, lashed his claws across her… and Zerrex
cursed under his breath before he hugged Naganen fiercely against his body… but the
Naganatine only whimpered and gave a weak smile as Zerrex poured his energies forwards into
the male, the bubbling wound in his throat sparking as it began to shut, as the Drakkaren poured
his strength into his son… then whispered: “I‟m sorry.”
“I understand…” Naganen rasped… and then he closed his eyes and vanished from the
spot as Zerrex concentrated… before the Drakkaren snarled in fury, punching the ground hard.
He only hoped that Naganen would be safe now, somewhere outside of the Deep Temple… and
then the reptile lunged to his feet, charging not towards where Negative was trying to pin
Epiphany as she shrieked in fury, but instead towards one of the columns of white energy.
The Drakkaren leapt into it, feeling holy power rip across his body and cursing under his
breath even as it further energized him… and the moment he collided with the Armor of Naganis
on the other side, it immediately wrapped around him in a maelstrom before filling him with
power and energy as the Drakkaren tore back out of pillar, the Armor crackling with the pure
energy that coursed over it before Epiphany was slammed backwards by Negative as the male
snarled, and Zerrex said coldly: “You never, ever toy with the affections of a talented child,
Negative. I told you again and again we could work this all out.”
Negative gritted his teeth at this, and then Epiphany snarled as she snapped her hand out,
her bardiche flying across the room to her hands as the blade exploded into black flames and
golden energy coursed across her body, the female screaming: “Why are you working with him
now, Daddy? Why have you turned against me! I loved you, I always loved you… you… I… I‟ll
kill you both!” She began to laugh insanely. “I‟ll kill you all, I‟ll kill the entire universe! I‟ll
destroy, destroy, destroy until no one is left and no one can hurt me anymore! I‟ll peel your
spirits from your bodies, I‟ll make myself into the most powerful being in the universe… I‟ll
never be alone because all will love me and worship me!”
Epiphany screamed towards the ceiling, and the pillars of holy energy sparked violently
before the warding runes shattered, and instead of white light, black flame erupted up from them,
coursing over the walls and the pedestals as Zerrex cursed and staggered to the side, the altar
burning for a moment before it greedily absorbed the dark fire… and Negative said quietly: “We
can‟t kill her… but we can bind her down. I‟ll give you my powers and help but… that weapon
cuts into spirit as well as the body. She can easily kill us both with it.”

“Good. I want you to die.” Zerrex said coldly, and Negative closed his eyes tightly as
Epiphany went from laughing to suddenly sobbing, her body going limp, the weapon hanging
from her hand. “Life is not a toy. You made her… you pretended to love her… you turned her
into a monster, and then shoved her away when she turned out to be uncontrollable.”
“Zerrex, you can do and say whatever the fuck you want to me later, for now we need to
bind her down.” Negative snarled, and then he stepped towards Zerrex and touched the bony
armor, wincing… and Zerrex gritted his teeth in pain as his right arm trembled, then warped as
the Armor of Naganis pulled away from it and it transformed from steel to bone, the reptile
looking down with a grimace as rippled passed through the armor and he felt it partially
transforming, the scale-leather turning black in places… before the Drakkaren growled as
Epiphany‟s features became emotionless and she took the bardiche into both hands. “She has
absorbed the essence of Destruction, on top of everything else. Take that weapon from her, bind
her down, and cut off her fucking head. It‟s the only thing that will slow her down so we can
work on killing her.”
“I‟m so sorry, Epiphany. I‟m sorry it has to come to this.” Zerrex said quietly, as he
readied himself… but Epiphany‟s eyes were only staring mindlessly at Negative now, and the
Drakkaren gritted his teeth as Negative only stared back, then winced.
Epiphany screamed and charged forwards, raising her bardiche high… and Negative
snarled as black swords appeared around him, shooting violently forwards… but they only
bounced uselessly off her body, bursting apart into black flames as she chopped her axe savagely
downwards. Negative leapt backwards, barely evading the attack as the tip of it nicked his
shoulder, sending up a burst of dark smoke… and as Epiphany began to lunge forwards with an
insane grin, Zerrex stepped up beside her and slammed his ivory fist into her stomach, knocking
her backwards with a gargle several paces before Negative threw a blast of dark energy into her
face that exploded into a noxious cloud of black smoke.
It clung to her like a living thing, and Epiphany shrieked in fury as she swung her
bardiche back and forth, the air around her crackling before lightning exploded back and forth
around her body in wide arches and twists, Zerrex staggering quickly backwards as he created a
shield of energy over one arm, blocking the visible streaks of electricity with this as Negative
simply vanished… and then the female‟s eyes glowed like red beacons through the cloud before
it tore itself apart, and she threw a hand out towards Zerrex with a hiss.
The reptile howled in agony, back arching, as he felt cracks ripping along his body as his
form glowed brightly for a few moments, then he fell to his knees and vomited blood and chunks
of gore, his energies partially disassociated as he twitched a few times and Epiphany charged
forwards with a maddened laugh before she swung her bardiche around and chopped it
downwards towards Zerrex… and Negative leapt in front of the reptile, his arms raised above his
head in an X, and the blade slammed into these, almost cutting through them and forcing them
down, the bardiche biting savagely into his collarbone as he howled in agony before Epiphany
ground the weapon downwards and forced him to his knees, black smoke floating up off
Negative‟s form as he sizzled in and out of existence as tears leaked from the female‟s eyes and
she screamed: “I loved you, Daddy! I loved you and you betrayed me D-D-Daddy… D-Daddy!”
Then Negative simply sparked out of existence, and she staggered forwards as her
bardiche swung downwards to chop into the ground in front of Zerrex as the reptile gritted his
teeth, his emerald eyes glaring into the ruby insanity of Epiphany‟s… and then the Drakkaren
lunged forwards, slamming his right fist into Epiphany‟s muzzle, and she shrieked as she was
knocked staggering backwards, her eyes bulging in shock and pain as her bone mask further

cracked, her hands knocked loose from the bardiche as she pinwheeled her arms for balance…
then howled when Zerrex vanished from the spot and reappeared beside her to slam both feet
into her chest, sending her crashing backwards onto the altar before the Drakkaren snapped his
hands upwards as she lay spread-eagled and stupefied over it.
A massive torrent of black, white, and blue energy ripped upwards from the slab,
carrying Epiphany towards the ceiling with a scream before she crashed into it, held there for a
moment by the force of the spiraling pillar… and then it sparked apart into motes, and Epiphany
fell with a gasp, half-rolling in the air to crash down onto her stomach on top of the altar, her
arms splayed outwards, and Zerrex snapped his hand upwards even as blood sprayed from his
muzzle at the overexertion of his powers. Immediately, thorny vines lashed upwards and
wrapped around all four of her limbs, seizing and binding them, yanking them down so she was
forced to bend over the altar and stretched as if on a rack, the female screaming in fury and
agony, yanking at them… and then Zerrex clenched his bone fist shut, and the thorny vines
transformed into ivy-laced, black chains that tightened savagely and painfully around her arms
and legs.
She shrieked… and Zerrex leapt forwards with a raw yell, staggering and yanking the
bardiche out of the ground, dragging it with a scream of what was almost denial against the
ground before he pulled it over his head in a wide arc even as Epiphany continued to try to free
herself, before she looked up too late, her eyes widening… and then the bardiche descended, and
her head was severed neatly from her shoulders in a single, powerful slice, black and red blood
exploding out from her neck as her eyes looked up at him stupidly, skull bouncing with a clank
and meaty thud against the ground as her collar flew from the stump of her neck, strap severed
and the obsidian gemstone shattering as it bounced against the floor.
It rolled slowly to the side… and her jaws fell open, gasping slowly and weakly, her eyes
flickering ruby as they opened and closed… and then she smiled slowly, ruthlessly, looking up at
Zerrex as she whispered: “You can‟t kill me… you don‟t know how to kill me…”
Zerrex snarled in fury, in pain, in despair… and then he revolved the bardiche before
slamming it down through the female‟s back, making her body bounce as dark energy shocked
up the blade from the altar and sizzled up and down the handle as the black flames around the
room burned and roiled slowly, and he rasped: “Maybe not. But I‟m going to find out
Epiphany… Gods, how did it all come to this? Why? Why, goddammit? I am your Father, have
been more a father to you than Negative ever was!”
“Don‟t you judge me! Don‟t you judge my Daddy, he‟ll come to his senses when I kill
you, you‟ll see, you‟ll see!” she screamed back at him, her head flopping against the ground as
blood dripped from the neck, and then she threw her head back and laughed, shrieking: “And if
he doesn‟t, I‟ll kill him and make him part of me forever! I‟ll never be alone, not ever, not ever,
not ever!”
She screamed laughter to the skies… and Zerrex closed his eyes before he walked
forwards as he created a box of black metal in his hand, then used his other hand to carve a series
of runes over the sides of it quickly and crudely, leaving glowing scars in the metal that glowed
with his energy as he said quietly: “Goodbye, Epiphany. Goodbye.”
He yanked the lid of the metal box back on the sliding hinge, then reached down and
picked up Epiphany‟s head even as she continued to laugh and sob at the same time before
dropping it in with a look of contempt, disgust, and pain… and then he slammed the top of it
closed and tossed the box down in the puddle of blood, her screams and sounds of hatred and
pain now silenced even as her body writhed slowly under the bindings of the chains and the

bardiche buried in her back, caught against his altar, paralyzed… and Zerrex could only find the
strength to silently walk to the wall beside the archway leading inside and slump down, staring
uselessly at the maddened, headless form of his insane daughter.
Anathema was crushed by what had happened with Epiphany: she spent much of her time
trembling in the arms of Sin or Zerrex… but it was made even worse when the Drakkaren had sat
down with Marina and Celeste to forcefully contact Negative and find out what they had to do to
put a stop to Epiphany. To kill her if necessary… and sadly, it seemed that it was. She was too
powerful, too insane, too full of hate… and the entire Deep Temple had been warped by her
madness, the spirits there becoming violent, blood running through the streets and buildings
crumbling, black and blue flames burning across the pyramid and the entire city of the now-truly
damned.
Negative, for once, was compliant: as they stood in the white space of the Drakkaren‟s
mind, Zerrex flanked by his snarling daughter and the cold and contemptible Celeste, the
Inversion stood with his head hung, bleeding black energy from several wounds across his body
as he whispered: “Yes. Epiphany… is my daughter. She does not understand how she was truly
born… all she really knows is that it was from my seed she was created. She has always been
able to see me… has always been receptive to my presence, even when I hid myself from you,
Zerrex. I told her… lies. I told her… things. I wanted her to be mine, but I wanted more for her
to be my greatest weapon against you. And she was so powerful…
“I decided to model her after your daughter Marina.” Negative looked coldly at the
psychic, who only narrowed her eyes balefully, even as Zerrex rose an arm to prevent her from
lashing out and possibly killing the already-wounded Inversion: before they could do that, they
needed information, after all, on how to put a stop to Epiphany. On why he was doing what she
was, on how she was… so impossibly strong, so close to invulnerable. “Servile, affectionate,
believing in you as her master, as her god, going to any and all lengths for you no matter what
happened or how you treated her or even if you rejected her. I thought I bred these qualities into
Epiphany. I gave her false memories, and I told her that I was the one acting through your body,
that you… were the invader in my mind. She is a child, for all her power: to her, my word was
everything. It didn‟t matter that I look like this or you look like you. A simple, short lie, or
simply not telling her anything, letting her make up her own reasons… I could have told her that
the sky was blue because it was made of water and she would have tried to go swimming in it.”
“I would like to kill you.” Celeste said softly, and Negative only grinned coldly… then
his grin slowly faded as his bone arm cracked slowly, and he looked down at this as the Strange
Beast said softly: “Do not underestimate me. You have not had time to heal or regain your
strength. I can do much to you before you will be destroyed… and being what you are, there is
no guarantee you will not come back. I should not have to explain why in this scenario that
would be a problem for you, however.”
Negative winced and looked away, and then Zerrex asked coldly: “How do we stop her?
How… how do we kill her? I don‟t want to but Negative, you have no idea what you‟ve done.
Do you know how angry she is? Do you have any idea at all how a child works, how their
emotions can so quickly lead to terrible, terrible things?”
The Inversion only looked away… and then it choked as Marina rose a hand and
clenched her fist, cracks ripping through Negative‟s bone armor as she snarled: “You answer my
father right now you piece of shit or I‟ll show you how fucking dedicated I am to him by carving
it on the inside of your chest!”

“Marina, enough.” Zerrex said quietly, and Marina closed her eyes and dropped him,
Negative falling to his knees with a gasp and a gargle, trembling hard as the reptile asked quietly:
“Why haven‟t you run away, Negative? Why aren‟t you hiding? Normally psychics can‟t see you
or hurt you so badly… did Epiphany hurt you that much?”
“Where do I have to go?” Negative asked weakly, and there was more than physical
agony in his voice as he closed his red eyes, clawing slowly into the ground. “Yes, I could run…
but what good would it do? I require a host to gather my energies… and I am anchored to your
body. My other sanctuaries were Epiphany and Equinox… I could hide inside them, and no one
would ever be the wiser. Obviously this is no longer a possibility.”
Zerrex shook his head slowly, and then Negative lowered his head forwards, saying
quietly: “I thought one day… Epiphany would be powerful enough to not only kill you… but to
remove your soul from your body, rendering you a hollow vessel. A vessel I could invade… and
then I would have taken your place. Regained everything… I lost. That I wanted… and not only
that, I could further spread my empire, my power. Acheron, the mortal world, Elysium… I would
create new and terrible life, dedicated to me, throughout it, with Epiphany as my sword, shield,
and armor, together… together forever with her…”
He shook his head weakly, laughing faintly as he sat back on his haunches. “Is it so
surprising that evil dreams of much of the same as good? That what I want, whatever my
affiliation with right or wrong, is similar to what you want? Power… is just another means to
gain attention and affection. Even if I want to destroy and corrupt… a world without people in it
is just vast emptiness… like the disassociation or the Nothingness…”
He glanced up, then said coldly: “Equinox is the key, you see. Epiphany doesn‟t just use
him to store genetic information, hasn‟t simply created a mindless, massive weapon that will
defend her to the death if she calls upon it – which, the moment she gets her head back on her
shoulders, she likely will – but she has torn her very soul from her own body and fused this into
Equinox. Equinox contains Epiphany‟s vital essence, Equinox shields and enfolds Epiphany‟s
soul and strength. She cannot be killed until he is killed… when he dies, her energies will be
forced to fly back to her body, rendering her vulnerable, with no other place to hide her spirit…
and she will lose one of her greatest sources of strength. Without Equinox, her genetic structure
will become unstable, and she will no longer have access to some of her powers. Do you
understand how they play off each other? When both are alive, they are almost invulnerable.
They exist in perfect synchronization and balance, each maintaining the other‟s very existence.
But Equinox can be killed. Cut off his head, stop his heart, tear holes through him until he stops
moving. Kill Equinox. Epiphany will lose her strength… and she can be destroyed the same way
you‟d kill anything else.”
Zerrex nodded slowly, looking down silently… and then he gazed up and said quietly:
“I‟m going to have to kill you Negative. You‟ve done too much harm now. I‟ve given you too
many chances… and every one, you‟ve thrown back in my face. And now, you‟re going to make
me kill my own son… a son who‟s done nothing wrong, who only wanted to protect his sister.”
“He‟s only a homunculus, he has no real emotions.” Negative said disgustedly, and
Zerrex laughed shortly, making the creature frown in disgust. “What?”
“And Naganen was born from Anathema, who manipulated the Cycle to basically pull
him out of her right after our energies mixed together. He was made almost the same way that
Epiphany made Equinox. Are you really going to tell me that it‟s impossible that Equinox has a
mind and heart and soul of his own?” Zerrex asked sharply, and Negative looked at him silently,

then glanced away. “And why. Tell me why you care so much about Naganen. Why did you call
him your son?”
“I think you already know why, Zerrex. But since it seems in my best interest to hold
back at least something, I‟m going to wait until after you take care of Equinox before I share that
particular piece of information with you.” Negative replied coldly, and then he vanished in a
crackle of dark energy as Marina and Celeste both looked sharply back and forth, the Inversion‟s
voice echoing around them as he said quietly: “Don‟t worry, I won‟t be very far away… just far
enough that I won‟t have your psychic friends breathing down my neck. I know I cannot escape
you forever… but for now, I‟ll watch and wait with this death sentence looming over my head.”
Zerrex shook his head slowly… and then he simply nodded with a grimace, and a
moment later, he was sitting once more in a den in the Ravenlight Estate, Marina and Celeste on
either side of him at the table, Cherry and Cindy watching silently, and Sin, Justice, and
Anathema seated on the couch, Anathema looking at him anxiously as she asked nervously:
“Can… what do we do? Zerrex, our… our daughter…”
“Our daughter was warped by Negative… we… have to kill Equinox to drain her powers
and then… put an end to her.” Zerrex closed his eyes, lowering his head forwards… and
Anathema covered her muzzle, trembling hard, before Sin silently hugged her from the side,
closing her eyes as Zerrex looked silently at the ground. “Where… is Equinox?”
“Zerrex, no… you… oh no…” Anathema whispered, shivering, and then she gritted her
teeth and looked down as Justice silently squeezed her shoulder and Sin hugged her tightly,
before she murmured weakly: “Then I‟ll go too. I… I have to go too. I have to do this. I can‟t… I
mean… I just…”
She closed her eyes and shook her head, then snarled as tears leaked from her eyes,
grabbing at her facemask. “Why does it hurt so fucking much…”
“Because the loss of a child is never easy… no matter who old or young, no matter who
they are, no matter what they‟ve done in life. Not when you‟re a mother who cares for her
child… and you were always more the mother of Epiphany than I ever was, Anathema.” Sin
murmured softly, as Justice silently massaged Anathema‟s other shoulder. “I understand all too
well, after the loss of my children, after the death of Aether…”
“This is different, Epiphany isn‟t evil, she‟s… she‟s confused! She‟s been tricked and
distorted by that bastard Negative…” Anathema snarled, but Sin only hugged her again, and the
undead Naganatine trembled before slumping against her sister and whispering: “Zerrex, you
can‟t go alone… Equinox and Epiphany are too powerful, too dangerous, and I need to be
there… we need to do it as quickly and kindly as possible…”
The Drakkaren nodded slowly, knowing better than to argue, and Cherry said quietly:
“You got your group right here, Annie. All of us together should be able to do it… especially
here on home turf. Is he still in the Ravenlight Estate?”
“He should be, unless he‟s run… but I don‟t think he has. I don‟t think he‟s made a single
sound, caused a single disturbance.” Zerrex said quietly, and the others nodded slowly before
Zerrex closed his eyes and stood up, breathing softly as he muttered: “Alright. Gather your
things together, everyone… Anathema, do you need time?”
“No. But sister…” Anathema glanced at Sin, and Sin nodded before the undead
Naganatine became skeletal, then twisted silently over her sibling‟s body, bones parting and
gently clamping into her body as Sin hugged herself fiercely… and then the flames in her
metallic socket turned amber as Anathema‟s voice whispered from her muzzle: “We must be
swift. We must be merciless. We must not hesitate.”

Zerrex closed his eyes, then he silently left the den room with Cherry and Cindy on either
side of him, Marina, Celeste and Justice staying behind with Anathema Sin. Their preparations
together and apart were done in smooth silence, the Drakkaren‟s eyes cold and sorrowful: Cindy,
in simple clothes and heavy gauntlets, Cherry with the Great Diviner sheathed on her hip and
manacled tightly around her arm, Zerrex in his plain black clothes and Blackheart glimmering
over his back.
They met Justice, Anathema Sin, Marina, and Celeste in the main hall: Justice had her
hand on her fused sibling‟s shoulder, and Anathema Sin was breathing hard, torn between regret
and anger, as Marina silently gazed at her father with concern and sympathy… and Celeste only
studied the group, a little distant, yet not without sadness of her own. She did not love her
children… but Zerrex thought she understood all the same how deep the loss of a child could
hurt.
Without needing to speak, they fell into line with Zerrex and Anathema Sin leading the
group, the others following behind as they walked through the Ravenlight Estate. The people
they passed stepped out of their way respectfully and silently, likely with some idea of what was
going on as they made their way towards the upper rooms, up flights of stairs and down corridors
that seemed endless at first, and yet always felt too short, time passing too quickly as Zerrex
trembled a bit, his heart thudding in his chest, until he looked up sharply at the sound of childlike
laughter… and beside him, Anathema Sin clutched her chest as tears spilled from her eye and
she whispered: “I c-c-can‟t…”
“Stay here, Annie, then… I‟ll go, and talk to him first.” Zerrex said softly, reaching up
and squeezing her shoulder slowly, and she looked down in shame and fear and anguish as she
began to sob silently, Justice rubbing her back slowly as the Drakkaren closed his eyes, then
quietly walked forwards to the doorway of the room they had only so recently restructured to be
Equinox‟s, a sad smile painting his face as he leaned through it.
Equinox, the giant, Epiphany‟s brother and protector, sat quietly, his face distant and
almost expressionless… and yet he seemed happy, as he sat with his legs sprawled out and a
large train toy in his hand. He had built a city of wooden blocks across a large play-mat with
images of animals and toys and buildings across it, and Mahihko was giggling as he drove a cute
little pink toy car along this with his hand, large paws kicking in the air, skirt hiked up around
him. Lone, meanwhile, was trying to get an RC car to work… and all around Equinox‟s room,
there were toys and childlike figures and picture books… and Zerrex felt like crying even as he
put on the strongest voice he could and said quietly: “Wolves, I have to talk to Equinox alone for
a minute, okay? Could you please leave?”
“Dad, what‟s wrong?” Lone looked up with a bit of a frown, and Mahihko sat up, gazing
with concern towards his father that deepened at the sight of Zerrex, when the Drakkaren only
closed his eyes and shook his head silently. Both wolves quietly climbed to their feet… and
Zerrex didn‟t have the heart to tell them, was too afraid he was going to start crying if he spoke,
to say a single word, as Lone asked quietly: “What is it?”
“Daddy…” Mahihko trembled a little, studying his father… and when Zerrex only shook
his head again and gestured for them to go, the wolves looked with worry at one another before
they both silently nodded, taking each other‟s hands and leaving quietly… and Zerrex silently
closed the door behind them before he faced towards Equinox.
Equinox was contentedly running his train back and forth along the play-mat, and then he
looked up silently as Zerrex said in a quiet, weak voice: “Son… my son, Equinox… Epiphany,
she… I…”

“I understand, Father. You‟re here to kill me.” Equinox said softly and calmly, and
Zerrex swallowed hard, staring at the giant as he quietly put the train aside, then stood up
slowly… and the reptile sensed no malice, no evil intent, nothing but calmness and a strange, sad
happiness as the giant took a single step forwards, then bent creakily down and reached out to
quietly hug Zerrex. “I understand. I will not fight.”
“Equinox… I… why? Can‟t… isn‟t there some other way?” Zerrex whispered, even as he
reached up to clutch his son‟s powerful body tightly… and then Equinox slowly drew back and
studied him silently as Zerrex gazed up at him, trembling a little, the reptile breathing harder as
he felt tears in his eyes. “Is there… I… I mean…”
“I hear Epiphany‟s screams in my mind. She begs for me to help her… I will not. I am
hers… and she is mine… but she has lost her mind. She is very sad, Father. She has forgotten
who truly loved her, Father. I have not.” Equinox looked down at Zerrex, and slowly, rustily, he
smiled. “I love my Father. You are my Father. You have given me good memories. Epiphany
will hurt Father if she continues to exist… and I am her life-source, her source of strength.
Epiphany never treated me with the love you have… Father loves me.”
“Father loves you so fucking much…” Zerrex lowered his head, dropping his face in his
hand as a tremble rolled through him, tears dripping down his face, his lips trembling as a harsh
sob escaped his muzzle, and then he looked up with teary eyes as he whispered, even as he
grasped Blackheart‟s handle. “I don‟t… I don‟t know if I can do this… oh Gods, this is so
wrong, is… can‟t… please, isn‟t there some other way?”
“Do not cry, Father.” Equinox reached quietly out, patting Zerrex on the head slowly
before he said softly: “I only want to help. My death will help you, more than my life will. I love
you Father, and I love Mother, too. Goodbye.”
And with that, Equinox simply closed his eyes… and slowly, his body began to dissolve,
even as Zerrex stared in horror and shock, black flames spreading upwards from his legs as the
giant tilted his head back silently to stare towards the ceiling, arms spreading out to either side
even as they too began to burn… and Zerrex leapt forwards with a raw yell, grabbing uselessly at
his son, but he only passed through his body in a burst of ashes, falling to the ground and
knocking toys and blocks sprawling as Equinox whispered: “Thank you…”
And Zerrex could only stare over his shoulder, tears streaming freely down his face, as
Equinox‟s skull-mask fell to the ground through a cloud of black smoke and a swirl of ashes, a
dark cloud lingering for a moment before it was simply swept away as Zerrex turned and crawled
towards this, crying hard as he picked up the mask in trembling hands, staring down at it as tears
freely dripped down his face before he threw his head back with an incoherent scream of pain
and loss.
Zerrex sobbed as he hugged the facemask close, rocking with it, feeling Equinox‟s
energies slowly dissipating from the air and knowing he was dead, knowing he was gone forever
as he clutched the mask against his chest… and finally, Zerrex stood slowly up, trudging towards
the door and trembling weakly to open it and find the others gathered outside. Cherry and Cindy,
the wolves clinging to them and teary-eyed, Marina, as she too cried quietly in sorrow for her
father… Celeste, staring silently, and Justice, who had her eyes closed and head bowed, as
Anathema Sin stepped forwards, trembling… and Zerrex quietly held the mask out to her.
She took it, staring down at it… then whispered: “Equinox… Mommy is sorry… she
never got to say goodbye. That she hesitated at the last moment…” She silently hugged this tight
against her chest, closing her eyes tightly and clutching it close as she rocked slowly on the spot,
trembling violently. “I‟ll never hesitate again, Zerrex. I‟ll never hesitate again…”

Zerrex only nodded mutely, and then he closed his eyes and lowered his head forwards…
and Celeste studied him for a few long moments before he looked up at her and said tiredly,
rubbing slowly at his face: “I need to go… and think. Epiphany should be weakened now… and
the chains will keep her bound. I need to have a conversation with Negative and I want to do it in
the one place I know I‟ll be alone… will you… can you…”
“Of course, Zerrex Narrius. I think the others understand.” Celeste said softly, and she
flicked her wrist, creating a Gateway even as Cherry looked apprehensively at the Drakkaren, but
when Zerrex gave her a weak smile as tears streamed down his features, she only nodded slowly
as Mahihko clutched her all the tighter, burying his face against her and trembling hard. “Do not
strain yourself.”
The Drakkaren only looked mutely down and nodded slowly… and then he silently
walked towards the Gateway and passed through it. He wanted to be with Anathema, he wanted
to be there for everyone… but first, first he needed to think, and feel things out… and in order to
do that, he needed to be alone, with only Negative for company.
Zerrex emerged into the Center of the Universe, the Gateway closing behind him as he
walked slowly forwards and looked quietly back and forth, his eyes tired and sore as he wiped
tears from his muzzle, his mouth hanging open as he breathed hard in and out… and he smiled
weakly as he silently approached the statue of Camus, sitting down beside it and reaching a hand
out to gently touch his forearm as he whispered: “Hello, old friend. It‟s that time again… not just
a time of betrayal, but the time of the worst loss… of when I‟ve been pitched against the people I
care about in battle. Not a friend this time, but my daughter, Epiphany… I‟ve told you a lot about
her… and Equinox, my son… just died. I don‟t know if I killed him or he did… I only know that
I told him he had to die, in so many words, and he… he died.”
Zerrex trembled a bit, dropping his face into his hand as he clutched at his white hair,
Blackheart gleaming silently on his back… and then the reptile looked up and said tiredly: “You
saved my life. Naganis… saved my life. So many others have saved my life and worked for
me… and I don‟t know if it‟s because they love me more than I deserve… or hate me justifiably.
I have done terrible things… and I live selfishly, even when I try not to. Even now… I could be
there, comforting Anathema Sin at least a little…”
“That is not selfish, Zerrex…” murmured a voice, and the Drakkaren looked silently up
to watch as Negative walked quietly, tiredly, in front of him, the Inversion still bleeding and
wounded… but the Drakkaren had neither sympathy nor hatred in his heart now for him. He was
too depressed, felt too weakened by what had happened, his heart hurting indescribably in his
chest… and then Negative sighed softly as he shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “Maybe I
am more you than I thought. Maybe I fought so hard to get away from you… because I feared
how much of you was inside me, just as I was inside you. But it‟s too late now, you‟ll get your
wish… I shall die.”
“Negative, I don‟t care anymore. I‟m too tired to care… and I‟m good at being bitter but
I‟m no good at holding grudges. I can hate someone forever for the stupidest goddamn things,
and yet all but my worst enemies, the people who have really… earned my loathing, I seem to
always be able to turn the other cheek. Maybe it‟s a sign of weakness. Maybe it‟s a lack of
conviction. Or maybe it‟s because I know that a lot of people have given me second and third
and fourth chances I don‟t deserve too…” Zerrex closed his eyes, lowering his head forwards
and saying quietly: “You‟re too sad for me to hold hate against, Negative. I look at you, and see
pieces of my old self, I see someone who puts on a raw, vicious tough act to convince the world
he hates it… when he only really wants to be a part of it.”

Negative looked down quietly… and then he smiled weakly, his ruby eyes silent as he
murmured: “Maybe you‟re right. Maybe when you dig deep enough into even the worst of
creatures… we‟re still only just people, we‟re still only trying to satisfy primal urges and our
tormented psychology.” The Inversion rubbed slowly at his face, then he walked forwards and
silently sat beside Zerrex, before grunting in pain as one of his bone plates fell off, bouncing off
his leg and hitting the ground to turn to smoke, and Zerrex frowned a bit before the creature
shook its head slowly. “I am dying, I told you. I have been outside your body for too long, and
spiritually, I have been too damaged. Death will only come in a matter of time, even for a
creature such as myself: even I have a soul, and my soul is slowly deteriorating.”
Zerrex nodded a bit, rubbing at the back of his own head awkwardly, and Negative
muttered: “Save your pity and do not tell me you wish you could help. I don‟t want your help. I
don‟t… deserve your help. Besides, you have questions… and I can only answer them if you ask
them in the first place.”
The Drakkaren only nodded a little at this, and then he asked quietly: “Naganen. You
care about him-”
“As my son, yes. You know who and what I am, I refuse to spell it out any further than
it‟s already been.” Negative said disgustedly, and then he halted and looked down, lacing his
fingers together and saying quietly: “But how… how could anyone not admire him, Zerrex?
Even I, raw hatred and passion and corruption… admire him. So pure that not even I could taint
him, so wise and young and strong… I look at him, and wish to be him. But unlike most of the
things I wish to be I don‟t want to destroy him so I am not reminded of my failings. Rather, I
want to protect him… Epiphany… was supposed to be his protector.”
“Screwed that one right up, didn‟t you?” Zerrex muttered despite himself, and Negative
only sighed and looked down, seeming embarrassed, before the Drakkaren asked slowly: “And…
Equinox… I…”
“I was wrong. Equinox… was more alive than Epiphany. And in the end, he died of his
own free will, to protect you. Nothing is more telling of what makes a person than their will to
give up everything to save another.” Negative laced his fingers with his bone claws silently, then
he cursed as one of the latter snapped off and tumbled to the ground, glancing down at his ivory
hand with disgust as smoke steamed up from it. “It seems I‟m losing cohesion a little faster than
I thought…”
Zerrex glanced at him quietly, and then he shook his head slowly before Negative said
softly: “Epiphany must be stopped, however, Zerrex. You cannot falter in this course. She will
be even more deranged now that Equinox is dead… and whether or not her powers have become
unstable, whether or not she will lose access to the genetic data that was stored in Equinox and
she is now more vulnerable… she will still be very powerful. And very difficult to kill.”
The Drakkaren closed his eyes, bowing his head forwards and murmuring: “I don‟t want
to kill my own daughter, Negative…”
“I am not your daughter.” rasped a voice… and Zerrex and Negative both looked up in
horror to see Epiphany herself was standing nearby, a twisted grin on her face, broken chains
hanging from her limbs. Her scales had become ugly and grayish, melted here and there over her
form, and her bone mask was cracked, head lopsided on her shoulders and held on by ugly
stitching and thick strands of ugly, pinkish flesh.
Her bardiche ground slowly against the floor as she stepped forwards, and Zerrex leapt to
his feet with a snarl, yanking his sword off his back, mind instantly sharpening even as Negative
only stared wordlessly, and then Epiphany looked at her father and whispered: “Everything‟s

going to be okay now, right, Daddy? I‟ll kill him, that‟s what you w-wanted, right? If I kill
Zerrex… you‟ll love me again. We‟ll be together again… D-Daddy… Daddy… Daddy…”
She clutched at her skull, and her ruby eyes shimmered brightly, flickering back and forth
between crimson and bright green before she staggered back and forth, and then she screamed
towards the ground: “No, Negative is my Daddy and he hates me! But I can make him love me…
Zerrex is the interloper and he must die!”
The Drakkaren winced… and Negative cursed before he stood shakily up… then looked
towards the male in surprise as Zerrex stepped in front of him and said quietly: “Go away,
Negative. You‟re hurt and I can‟t protect you and myself at the same time from her. I don‟t need
to be able to feel emotions to tell her mind is broken… there‟s no telling what she‟ll do. I just
know you don‟t have to die yet.”
Negative stared silently at the Drakkaren‟s back… and then he closed his eyes and
vanished in a crackle of dark energy, and Epiphany threw her head back with a scream of
anguish and hatred as she spread her arms wide and yanked her bardiche into the air, and then
she slammed it savagely down into the ground in front of her, cracking the floor of the dome
before she grinned insanely across at Zerrex and rasped: “Are you going to run some more? I‟ll
follow you from the Center of the Universe to its very ends if I have to! I will never stop hunting
you… I will kill you, I will destroy you, and your energies will make me whole again… your…
death will… D-D-Daddy…”
She grabbed at her head, snarling, then she shivered violently before shrieking wild
laughter towards the ceiling, the six statues of the First Gods reverberating with energy before
Epiphany dragged her bardiche upwards, sending sparks flying over the stone floor as she seized
the handle tightly in both hands and screamed: “You will die, you will die, you will die!”
“No, Epiphany, this has gone far enough. I was hoping for a different solution… but if
there isn‟t one, then so be it.” Zerrex replied quietly, grasping the handle of his sword and
yanking it free from his back, bowing his head forwards as his eyes narrowed coldly, his body
flexing as he felt his scales becoming metallic and energy sizzling over his form. “I‟ll kill you
myself.”
Epiphany snarled, then charged towards him, her head bobbing slightly with every
movement, blood dripping down from her weakly-attached neck as she drew her bardiche back,
the enormous, crystalline blade bursting into black flames… and Zerrex snarled as he stepped
forwards and swung Blackheart hard outwards as it glowed with white energy, the blades
smashing and biting together before Epiphany was knocked staggering backwards with a shriek
by the sheer power behind Zerrex‟s attack before the Drakkaren quickly swung a leg up and
smashed a foot into the darkened-ivory shell protecting her innards.
She staggered backwards, fumbling her weapon, and the reptile pressed the advantage to
slam his sword hard down into the pole of the bardiche, knocking it out of her grasp before he
slapped her across the face with the flat of the blade, making her scream as her neck tore slightly
even as fleshy tendrils, black string, and ugly, fetid ivy ripped up around her neck, hooking into
flesh and scale to try and yank it back down into place, and even as her eyes began to glow as
psychic waves rippled around her, the Drakkaren swept Blackheart around in a wide swing
above his head before lashing the blade down into her ankle, knocking her foot out from under
her as her limbs flailed and she toppled onto her back.
The Drakkaren stepped forwards and swung his sword downwards… and then the reptile
snarled as he felt waves of telekinetic force tear into him, his body flexing and trembling as
Blackheart bore down into invisible force, metallic scales vibrating as Epiphany glared up at

him, and then screamed, and sonic waves crashed into the reptile‟s body and sent him flying
backwards, crashing into one of the pillars along the outer edge of the area, cursing as Blackheart
snapped to the side and he felt his wrist bend painfully, cracks spreading through the cylindrical
support of stone he had struck.
Energy sparked over his body as he looked up sharply, snarling as Epiphany lunged to
her feet and ran towards him with her arms outstretched, black and purple flames burning around
her claws as she shrieked… and as Zerrex fell forwards, he twisted his body slightly, cocking his
heavy sword back before he stepped forwards into a rough, unskilled swing at waist level that
hewed into Epiphany‟s side, sending up a burst of bone fragments as she was sent flying across
the floor to crash to the ground and roll behind another statue, Zerrex wincing as his arm snapped
upwards before he managed to steady himself, breathing hard. He had put all his force into the
swing… and then he howled in agony as his body burst into blue flames and cracks began to
spread along his form, Epiphany rasping: “You‟re strong, Daddy… but I‟m even stronger. I‟m
stronger than you‟ll ever be… and you have such a tremendous flaw…”
Zerrex staggered weakly forwards as he vomited blood, feeling his own energies
streaming out of his scales as the cracks spread further over his limbs, his body trembling as
Blackheart sparked in his grip before the reptile dropped to his knees and punched the ground…
and cracks rippled through the floor before the statues resonated violently, the disharmonious
energy that filled them crackling and shocking through the air, making Zerrex curse as it nipped
against his scales and left char-marks over his body, but Epiphany screamed in agony from
where she was hidden, her concentration interrupted before she suddenly shot out from around
the other side of the area, screaming: “Why won‟t you just die?”
A sphere of golden energy formed in her hand, and she threw it hard at the Drakkaren…
but Zerrex only winced as he deflected it with Blackheart‟s flat before he snarled as he
concentrated, and his body began to expand, the Drakkaren becoming desperate enough to try
and gain the advantage by unleashing his full power in his true body… but Epiphany grinned
insanely, and then flicked her wrists, and green ivy exploded upwards from the ground around
the Drakkaren before transforming into heavy, burning-black chains, and Zerrex howled in
agony as these lashed back and forth over his form even as black metal armor formed over his
chest and his muscles grew and bulged, torn into by the heavy chains as they burned with dark
energy and Epiphany screamed: “What‟s wrong? Can‟t handle what you did to me?”
She grinned wickedly as Zerrex‟s head lashed back and forth, hissing in agony, unable to
transform or even move as the chains wrapped wildly around his body in crazed crisscrossing
patterns tightened further and anchored him in a standing position as they hooked themselves
into the ground, and his sword fell from his hand as Epiphany staggered towards him, licking her
lips slowly. The male was helpless, trapped in the Chains of the Dead God… and she rasped
eagerly: “Yes… almost unbreakable bindings, the specialty of creatures of destructive
influence… and I have absorbed Destruction himself. You are mine now, Zerrex. My toy, to do
with as I please… those chains will hold you for more than long enough for me to begin ripping
your energies from your body…”
She halted, then trembled, breathing rapid and hard in and out for a moment before she
suddenly turned and staggered off to seize her bardiche, lifting it up and stroking over the blade
slowly with one hand even as golden lightning sizzled over it, the crystalline cutting edge
beginning to glow and vibrate faintly as she whispered: “But first I‟ll weaken you some more…
hurt you some more… to make sure you can‟t do anything to me…”

Zerrex struggled weakly against the links, feeling his wings trying to push out of his back
as energy sparked uselessly over his body, the black metal that now covered his body cracking
under the pressure the chains were putting him under, his emerald eyes glowing faintly as he
shifted back and forth and felt the metal links pulsating against him like they were alive, sapping
his strength as they boiled with dark energy, reality around him rippling… and then he screamed
in agony when Epiphany swung her bardiche hard into his side, his back arching as he flexed
uselessly, his claws ripping against his own thighs as Epiphany grinned at him, the weapon
buried into his ribs and golden lightning shocking over his body before she yanked backwards as
she twisted the weapon, and a thick, grisly flap of flesh and scale was torn from the lizard‟s form
even as several of the chains snapped, the female rasping: “Yes.”
She swung the bardiche around, and Zerrex barely managed to twist his body slightly as
he tilted his head to the side, the blade chopping down and missing his muzzle but instead
burying into his collarbone and chest, several more chains snapping as golden flame exploded
upwards and lightning sizzled over the reptile‟s body, the lizard howling in denial and anguish as
blood burst from the terrible wound, his body flexing as his black armor was shattered and bare
flesh beneath was covered in terrible, hideous burns, his eyes rolling in his head as cracks spread
through his frame and his hair burst into fire… and Epiphany laughed wildly as she tore the
bardiche backwards even as the chains around the Drakkaren snapped into pieces, the lizard‟s
arms flailing wide, uselessly clawing at the air as he gargled in pain and agony and despair…
Epiphany stepped forwards and slapped the flat of the huge bardiche fiercely across his
body, sending him flying backwards to crash into the back of the statue of Creation,
disharmonious energy immediately exploding outwards, making him violently convulse as it
ripped across his body, the lizard screaming in pain and unable to synchronize his energy
signature with it, and then Epiphany, lunatic, laughing, insane, stepped forwards in the moment
before Zerrex could fall free, slamming her bardiche forwards, burying the blade into Zerrex‟s
skull and ripping down his face, almost slicing his muzzle in half as blood exploded upwards and
his limbs snapped upwards like the broken limbs of marionette driven by a maddened puppeteer,
one eye exploding in the socket in a burst of gore and blood and as the other snapped shutBirds sang quietly, and the reptile felt warmth on his face that wasn‟t from blood even as
the reptile yelled wordlessly and grabbed his head, eyes tightly closed… and then, slowly, they
opened, and he looked dumbly up to stare back and forth. He was sitting atop a large, rolling hill
in a beautiful, open meadow, and evergreen trees dotted the edges of the field and animals were
quietly feeding here and there in the grasses, as birds flew overhead and careless clouds rolled by
in the blue sky above, the shining, warm sun gazing down upon him…
And Zerrex himself sat quietly on a picnic blanket, the reptile looking downwards to stare
at a bottle of champagne that sat in ice next to a single wineglass, and beside that, was a large
cup filled with cola. A picnic basket lay closed nearby, and the reptile breathed slowly as his
eyes travelled back and forth, a faint breeze rustling though the grasses… and then a figure
quietly stepped up beside him and sat down, resting a hand on his shoulder, and Zerrex turned to
stare stupidly, his features growing slack, his eyes widening and a tremble running through his
jaw as he whispered: “Allie…”
Allie smiled at him softly: to him, there was no one more beautiful, there was no one
more worthy of his love and devotion. For her, he would have given up everything else in life,
and gladly, as he trembled and turned towards her to face her silently… and she gazed back
quietly, her body dressed in simple black clothes with an old harness overtop, shapely form
clutched tight by the fabric. Strong and beautiful: she had been an actress who had never gotten

past one-time character roles, living in a crappy apartment… but she had always taken care of
herself despite her dreaminess, always watching what she ate, always exercising, always…
always smiling…
Her green scales – the faintest tinge of hidden purple glimmering, visible only in bright
light, like a secret, beautiful treasure – were lustrous, and her eyes were blue, bright, perfect…
the most wonderful color in the world, so exceptional they made the sky jealous, so deep they
made the oceans seem like shallow puddles. She offered her hand, and Zerrex took it, marveling
over her, breathing quietly, before she reached her other hand up and touched his chest: bare, his
body mortal again, her fingers stroking over his scars as she said softly: “You‟ve gotten a little
ugly. Why is it that any time I‟m not around you get beaten up?”
“I forget to take care of myself without you. And you haven‟t been around for a long
time.” Zerrex closed his eyes, bowing his head forwards as he squeezed her hand fiercely, his
other hand reaching forwards to silently stroke along one of the vambraces over her arm: a
beautiful, decorative bracelet of gold that covered the entire forearm, with a large, oval-shaped
ruby in it. These covered either arm… and around her neck hung a choker, with another shaped
crimson gemstone in the same stylized golden backing. His engagement gift to her… as well as
the beautiful ring around her finger of silver and diamond. “Alisha… I‟ve missed you so
much…”
“You never use my full name anymore… and you know that… we don‟t have much time
together.” Allie said softly, and Zerrex nodded silently, even as a tear trickled down his cheek…
but she reached up and stroked it away, saying in a quiet but scolding voice: “Now stop that. We
had our time together, big guy. And I promise you, I‟m always going to be with you. I loved you.
I still love you. And I‟m here… always here.” Allie quietly touched his chest, tapping his breast
silently with one finger as he looked down at her softly, even as tears leaked down his cheeks.
“I‟m in your heart, in your soul. I‟m in your blood and your brain and your body. I‟m part of
you… just like you… you were part of me. We were soulmates.”
Memories came back; lovemaking, laughing, sharing champagne in bed, smiling, grocery
shopping, simple things and complex things, and dreams of marriage and eloping and starting a
family together someplace safe and warm… and Zerrex closed his eyes and leaned down,
shoving his face against her neck as she reached up and wrapped her arms around him tightly,
holding him comfortingly down close even as she murmured: “But that‟s why you have to take
care of yourself. I‟m part of you. Letting yourself get beaten up, not exploring and enjoying life,
trying to hold back out of guilt… that‟s just as bad as if you were going on a crazy hedonistic
self-destruct spiral, or don‟t you get that? I‟m happy you‟ve found others who care about you. I
would have loved to meet them… I would have loved to be part of your family. I would have
loved to have held hands with you and watched the skies from Elysium… I would have loved to
sat beside you, husband and wife together, surrounded by a vast family in Hell. I dreamed of
spending a lifetime with you in Hez‟Ranna… and even though those dreams are all gone now…
you can still live them. You can still enjoy life. Goddammit, I order you to enjoy life… even if
you can‟t help but keep me around, even if you can‟t let me go… remember what I want for you.
Remember that I love you, so fucking much… and I… I want you to be happy. To do what
makes you happy… and that the only reason you‟ve never been able to find me outside, is
because I‟m inside you.
“But that means you have to stop Epiphany. You can‟t let yourself get beaten up, you
can‟t hold back, you can‟t keep getting hurt.” Allie grasped his shoulders, pushing him back and
meeting his eyes even as Zerrex trembled and reached up to wipe childishly at his face with the

back of his wrist, staring at her silently as she smiled faintly at him. “Fuck, look at you. Such a
mess… Zerrex, I swear to God…”
She reached down, pulling a handkerchief out of her pocket and wiping gently but
lovingly at his face, clearing away the tears… and then he whispered softly, as he grasped her
sides quietly: “I love you, Allie. You‟re… why I protect the world. I have friends and family, but
I‟ll never forget you… I may never be able to get over the pain of losing you. But I‟ll always
remember your wishes… and I‟ll never, ever, be without you and I‟ll never dishonor your
memory. I love you.”
“I love you too, Zerrex. You‟re the reason I was happy when I was alive. And you‟re the
reason I‟m here now, and happy now.” Allie reached up and touched his face gently, then she
leaned forwards, and they kissed softly for a few moments, tears sliding down the cheeks of both
Drakkaren as they pushed closer together, before she drew back, then smiled faintly as she
leaned forwards, her eyes almost glowing with pride and sadness and love and joy as she kissed
his cheek and whispered fiercely: “Go kick her ass.”
She vanished into motes of energy as around him, the world cracked apart and slowly
dissolved into whiteness, the reptile hugging himself fiercely, his eyes clenching shut… and
when he opened them, the pain was back, the Tether was back, the world was back, and energy
was surging through his system as he lay back against the statue of Creation… and Epiphany was
back, screaming and laughing as she began to draw her bardiche back…
The Drakkaren threw his head back with a raw cry, his pain, his frustration, his longing,
his sorrows and his dedication ripping through the air, making reality itself vibrate and the
statues of the First Gods quake as blue arcs of energy crackled over the lizard‟s body, and
Epiphany was sent flying backwards with a scream of shock, landing in a kneel and skidding to a
halt as her bardiche dragged against the ground, snarling and looking up as Zerrex crashed to the
ground, his body powerful and masculine, fifteen feet tall and covered in rippling muscle that
was armored by black alloy that had grown over his body, enormous, metallic wings that were
strangely flexible flapping once behind him as his hair almost floated behind his head. His
metallic arm had grown almost too large for his body, flexing powerfully, covered in serrated
steel plates as his eyes glowed emerald, and two large, powerful tentacles had torn from his
lower back, these snapping back and forth before they wrapped tightly around his waist like
belts, heavy, leaf-shaped alloy armor falling over his hips and groin as his legs snapped from
their normal stance back to powerful unguligrade form, his clothing and boots tearing as his
toeclaws became immense talons.
As he stood, alloy covered his flesh-and-blood arm and plated and protected his shins,
and then patterning etched itself over the metal covering his body in white: symbols of roses, of
Acheron, of Elysium, of everything the reptile had dedicated himself to, as he lowered his head
forwards, spiked pauldrons of black metal forming over his shoulders and further spikes pushing
out along his spike to the end of a tail that lengthened slightly as serrated black metal covered it,
hooks pushing out near the end and a deadly spade jutting from the tip as the reptile rose his
metallic arm, saying coldly: “I won‟t hold back anymore, Epiphany. I have too much at stake.
Too much to lose. This is your last chance to surrender.”
Epiphany only shrieked in derision, however, screaming: “Gods don‟t scare me! Gods
cower and tremble before me… so what? You think your true strength intimidates me? You are
nothing, nothing! If anything… I can only devastate you all the more now!”

She grinned widely as her eyes glowed, and cracks spread throughout Zerrex‟s body as
the reptile winced… and then she stared in shock and she whispered: “What… I don‟t… I don‟t
recognize this second energy source… what‟s blocking it? Why can‟t I hurt you?”
“You wouldn‟t understand.” Zerrex spat, and then he charged forwards as Epiphany‟s
eyes widened before she began to bring back her bardiche, but it was too little, too late, and
Zerrex‟s fist slammed into her face and knocked her skidding backwards before the Drakkaren
vanished from the spot and reappeared behind her, his enormous, metallic claw scooping
upwards under her head and yanking her into the air to toss her hard upwards, her neck stretching
obscenely as she shrieked in shock before Zerrex leapt up after her as he flicked his left hand out,
and Blackheart spun into the air, flying immediately back to his grip as the sword glowed white
with energy.
Epiphany spun around, lashing her bardiche outwards in a wild swing that caught Zerrex
in the face and knocked him to the side, blood spurting from the wound as he cursed before his
wings flapped powerfully, launching him backwards as Epiphany slashed outwards with the
pole-arm as she fell, barely missing him before she crashed to the ground and then screamed,
raising her hand into the air… and lightning sparked violently down from the ceiling, crashing
into the reptile as he covered his head with his metallic arm, cursing as powerful bolts of
electricity smashed into his form again and again and battered him downwards before Epiphany
leaned forwards with another scream, and the ground beneath the reptile exploded upwards as a
pillar of flame tore up around him, chunks of stone and metal flying through the air and
beginning to whirl around the incandescent pillar in a powerful hurricane of shrapnel that
launched violently into it as Epiphany laughed insanely as bolts of lightning exploded wildly
down into the inferno.
The flames vanished into smoke as sizzles crackled through the air… and then
Epiphany‟s eyes widened as she saw Zerrex standing, his size decreased slightly and a spherical
shield of energy around him, his body burnt and the shielding cracked but stable before it
sparked out of existence as blood dripped along the Drakkaren‟s face, the reptile snarling: “No
matter how goddamn strong you are, Epiphany, you‟re still just a child! A goddamn greedy, selfabsorbed, stupid child!”
Epiphany‟s eyes widened in rage, and then she screamed at him as she charged forwards,
her bardiche crackling with golden lightning as it burst into black flames, and Zerrex only stood,
waiting, watching as she cocked it back and then swung savagely forwards… and the Drakkaren
leapt immediately up over the wild swing and kicked off her shoulder, knocking her staggering
forwards and sending her almost tripping over her own weapon as she snarled at him before
Zerrex spun around and dropped like a stone as he chopped savagely downwards, slicing into her
collarbone and shoulder and making her scream in anguish and pain as she dropped to her knees,
blood and black ooze squirting upwards before Zerrex slammed his foot into her back, knocking
her rolling forwards before she leapt up and spun around in a circle… only for the Drakkaren to
immediately be there, slamming his foot into her neck hard enough to slam her back against the
wall with a gargle, her eyes widened in horror as she hung by her damaged neck, feet kicking
wildly at the air and her bardiche falling from her hands as they clawed weakly at Zerrex‟s foot
before he swung Blackheart around in a deadly arc that smashed straight down between her
horns and shattered her skull-mask in half.
Broken pieces of bone flew in all directions as blood spurted from the wound, revealing
Epiphany‟s tormented features as she screamed in agony and rage, and the Drakkaren was
battered backwards by a wave of telekinetic force, flipping at the last moment with a snarl before

he looked up too late as spears of ice formed in the air and shot towards him, crashing into his
body and battering him backwards with a curse before Epiphany lashed a sphere of dark energy
at him with a shriek, falling forwards into the hard throw, and the reptile‟s eyes widened before
he brought one of his metallic wings up to shield himself with it.
It struck his wing, then went up in a massive explosion of fire and black energy, Zerrex
sent flying across the room to crash into a pillar at the edge of the Tether, his wing completely
shattered and demolished, chunks of steel and burn marks scoured over his body… and then he
snarled in fury, his eyes glowing emerald as he leapt to his feet before his gaze sharpened as
Epiphany weakly climbed to her own, blood bursting from her muzzle and her neck, her wounds
not healing as she stumbled forwards, looking stupefied… and Zerrex dropped into a sprint even
as she tried to claw her bardiche up, her energy reserves gone, her strength failing, and then she
screamed when the Drakkaren plowed into her in a fierce shoulder charge that sent her crashing
into the wall again, bouncing off it and falling forwards before Zerrex swept Blackheart upwards
under her chin, smashing her into the air before the reptile vanished from the spot and reappeared
behind her, slashing savagely downwards into her back and cracking her spine, ripping a gouge
through her scales as she flew bonelessly to the side.
The Drakkaren appeared in front of her again and slapped her fiercely with Blackheart‟s
flat, knocking her flying backwards before he snarled as he vanished one last time, reappearing
behind her with his sword on his back, seizing her by the back of the skull and driving towards
the ground with her to smash her face-first into the floor with a roar, her horns shattering, her
body convulsing limply, her eyes bulging and glowing with crimson light as her features went
slack… and then spikes of bone erupted through the ground around her, and Zerrex was knocked
backwards with a curse, staggering weakly as Epiphany lay in a broken crater in the floor, dark
energy crackling back and forth between the bony blades and cones that surrounded her… before
she gave a low, rough laugh.
The female rasped for breath as she slowly picked herself up, her features twisted by an
insane grin, her eyes glowing in her skull as chunks of bone fell from her body along with black
ooze and blood… and she straightened, back cracking, features broken and distorted by madness
more than her wounds as she looked across at him and rasped: “Yes… maybe I‟ve overestimated
my power… but you‟re starting to flag too. And unlike you… I can keep hitting you. I can keep
hurting you… and you‟ll die.
“But you can‟t kill me. My organic shell… doesn‟t matter. It‟s only a shell.” Epiphany
knocked against the broken ivory casing over her heart, twitching once, grinning insanely as she
licked her slips slowly, blood dripping from her jaws. “I absorbed the strength of the First God
Destruction… and you cannot simply destroy Destruction. That was what made me move against
you… that, and the fact that every recombinant you fought… I touched the remains of. I gathered
energies from every member of your family, every monster you battled, every Strange Beast,
every friend and foe… Daddy will love me so much when he realizes how strong I am… when
he realizes that Equinox was only one of many layers of defense. You can‟t kill me. My soul is
shielded by a thousand layers of invulnerable protection. I was born dead, and you‟ve already
killed me a second time, even a third. But I don‟t stay dead. I am invincible.”
Epiphany spread her arms slowly, laughing insanely… and then Zerrex snarled before he
flexed his metallic arm, and it became bone instead of steel, his fingers transforming into ivory
claws before the white needle shot from his wrist and sparked with dark energy as the reptile said
coldly: “We‟ll see just how invulnerable you are, Epiphany.”

“Come and kill me again then, Zerrex. Come and kill me again and again. When you
eventually can‟t kill me anymore, I‟ll kill you.” Epiphany whispered, licking her lips slowly as
her eyes glowed feverishly. “I‟m eager to die.”
The Drakkaren snarled, then he ran forwards even as Epiphany threw her head back and
laughed, gesturing upwards and making the blades and spikes of bone rip out of the ground
before they launched towards the reptile, and Zerrex cursed as he was battered by these, raising
his arms and trying to charge through the hailstorm before he was sent staggering… and then
Epiphany was in front of him, the female reaching her hands down with a scream and a wild
laugh as they burned with dark energy, her entire body radiating terrible maliceA ghostly blue hand shot out and smashed into Epiphany‟s muzzle, knocking her
backwards with a shriek of shock, landing on her feet and staggering… and floating beside him,
her form translucent and blue, Allie snarled. Zerrex looked at her with shock… and then he
grinned slowly before Epiphany rubbed at her muzzle slowly, the two facing him as she
whispered: “What… what happened? A trick? I can‟t see… show yourself! Daddy, Daddy, are
you betraying me again?”
“Let‟s take her down.” Zerrex said coldly… and he and Allie both ran forwards,
Epiphany snarling before she screamed in fury, sending out a blast of force that knocked Zerrex
staggering… but Allie continued, unhindered, leaping past Epiphany and smashing a fist into her
back, and Epiphany staggered forwards with a gurgle before she spun around, lashing a claw
uselessly out in the direction the attack had come from, but Allie had already smoothly dropped
to a crouch and hooked her leg out, sweeping Epiphany‟s feet from beneath her and knocking her
into the air before Zerrex lunged forwards and slammed a fist down into her in a hammer blow,
knocking the malicious female to the ground with a shriek of agony.
Her body bounced once, and Zerrex immediately seized Epiphany by the ankle, throwing
her hard across the room as Allie vanished, then reappeared behind her, feet braced against a
pillar as she drove her elbow hard down into the side of Epiphany‟s neck, knocking her to the
ground on her front in a sprawl… and then she grinned and landed beside the stunned female as
Zerrex ran forwards, dark energy sparking along his ivory arm as Epiphany began to slowly
crawl to her feet before Allie slammed a foot up under her chin, knocking her head back and
sending her reeling backwards… and then Zerrex slammed his right fist in a savage, short hook
into the bone shell protecting Epiphany‟s inner organs, and the ivory needle tore through the
cage to pierce into the creature‟s beating heart.
Epiphany screamed in agony, her body arching as Zerrex lifted her into the air on his fist,
snarling as the female writhed as dark lightning exploded down her and corruption flooded into
her heart and through her veins, black ooze pumping out of her neck and dripping down every
wound on her body as she curled around Zerrex‟s fist, drool falling from her jaws and her eyes
bulging and then clenching shut as she fell limp… and then she laughed slowly and weakly,
snarling and grinning insanely as the corruption began to harden in her wounds, healing her,
energy crackling over her form as she rasped: “Did you really think that my Daddy‟s corruption
the very stuff that makes me up, would hurt me?”
“Not at all… I just needed something to grip.” Zerrex replied coldly, and Epiphany
looked confused for a moment before the needle retracted as Zerrex tore his right hand forwards,
and Epiphany‟s eyes bulged, her back arching as she screamed, the reptile‟s arm passing through
her broken shell with a ripple of distortion, blue and black lightning travelling over her body
before the Drakkaren seized the familiar energy of the corruption that hadn‟t just spread through

her veins, but through her very spirit, her very life essence, and then he stepped backwards with a
snarl and pulled with both muscle and his own energies.
The light went out of Epiphany‟s eyes as if a switch had been flicked, and her body
collapsed bonelessly to the ground as her spirit, her soul, run-through with glowing black lines,
was ripped out of her body in a blue glow, the shape of the female flailing uselessly in the grips
of Zerrex‟s strong bone fingers, screaming wordlessly down at him as she writhed back and
forth, the Drakkaren easily holding onto her with a snarl before he held his left hand out, a blue
sphere forming in this. Epiphany stared for a moment in shock, and then she screamed silently as
the lizard swung this savagely upwards to smash it into her face, an explosion of sapphire ripping
across her features and making her body convulse before the lizard spun around and threw her
limp spirit hard backwards.
She flew through the air, crashing into the energized stone of a statue… and Zerrex tore
Blackheart off his back in his left hand to fling the sword towards her, and it sparked with blue
energy as it flew like an immense dart, slicing through the air with a sizzle and then tearing
through Epiphany‟s body and halfway through the statue, the translucent blue shape of the
female screaming in agony as she arched back against the leaned-forwards statue of Zerrex that
stared silently down into the black pool, a bit of rubble and red, red blood spilling slowly from
the effigy‟s chest as if it too were alive. And Zerrex himself breathed hard as Epiphany squirmed
uselessly, pinned by the sword, unable to move or fight, a large portion of her skull blown away
and her features torn by the blast of energy as she writhed and screamed and sobbed silently.
Zerrex looked back and forth, but Allie was gone… and the reptile closed his eyes,
whispering a thank-you to her before he stepped forwards, grasping the hilt of his sword… and
the blade sparked with blue energy, making Epiphany convulse again as she shrieked silently in
torment before the Drakkaren gritted his teeth and shoved it hard downwards, the black hilt
pressing against the translucent soul‟s stomach as the blade turned white and tore through the
stone statue, leaving Epiphany pinned like a bug by the weapon that contained his energies. The
Drakkaren looked at her with contempt and pity, her soul trembling, staring brokenly up at him,
and then Zerrex flexed his bony fist as he glared at her ruthlessly… and then Negative said
softly: “Enough. It‟s over.”
Zerrex looked up in surprise to see Negative walking quietly towards him… and the
Inversion shook his head slowly, murmuring quietly: “She has been defeated and destroyed…
the soul is not as tough as the body, and now, exposed to the air here, in this place… it won‟t be
long before she dies, like me. I have a request, Zerrex… not just for you, though…”
Negative looked at the Drakkaren god for a moment, and then he turned towards
Epiphany as she went limp, trembling and staring up at him, tears of energy leaking down the
translucent being‟s cheeks as he reached forwards and quietly caressed her face, and he
whispered: “I‟m sorry. Come, my daughter. We‟ve caused enough trouble… but you know
what? We don‟t need anything but each other, isn‟t that right?”
Epiphany trembled, then smiled as her eyes filled with brightness, nodding and shivering
even as her body flickered weakly… and then Negative cupped her face in his hands even as his
own form roiled with black smoke, before he looked silently over his shoulder and said quietly:
“Zerrex. Let us go. Let my daughter and I… let us take one small, short journey into the universe
together. Instead of executing us, let us leave in silence…”
Zerrex hesitated… and then Negative bowed his head as Epiphany‟s soul looked up
pleadingly, suddenly humble, suddenly no longer violent, only begging as her trembling hand
reached up and grasped Negative‟s arm… and Zerrex looked silently at the two before the

Inversion slowly reached up and grasped the bone-mask that hid his features, closing his ruby
eyes as he pulled this off and tossed it away, and it became black smoke as his face was revealed.
It was scarred and terrible… and yet weathered with sorrows and pain more than marred
by destruction. In them, Zerrex saw both his own features and those of Naganis, warped and
ground together. The Drakkaren studied him, and Negative looked back quietly before the
Drakkaren closed his eyes and bowed his head forwards, saying softly: “There is darkness in all
our souls, isn‟t there? Even the brightest people can become… something else.”
“I am Naganis, and I am you. I am Athéos, and I am Thegragon. Most of all, I am what
was left over of the Corruption that overtook Creation years and years ago, housed and kept
docile inside Naganis… fused with his memories, with his beliefs. Yet it was not I who warped
Naganis… it was Naganis who warped me, with the purity of his beliefs and strength. He made
me… soft.” Negative looked disgusted and yet entertained at the same time, glancing away. “I
am like primal evolution that was taught about art, and poetry, and philosophy by the gentlest of
souls. My nature and my nurture struggle… I wish to destroy and corrupt and empower, and yet
part of me… was always questioning it.
“And you, too. You were weaker than Naganis… but you were strong. I could only
change you so much, stretch you so far… and you would always go back to who you were. You
taught me, too, that we can choose our destinies… that even I, Negative, could be a positive
force in the universe.” Negative halted, and then he looked silently towards his daughter. “I am
the sentience in evolution, I am the ghost in the machine. But I am going to die now, and I will
never come back. In your blood will still flow corruption and the ever-evolving chimera cells, as
the First Gods called them… but I will be gone, taking with me all my aggressions, passions, and
manipulations. You… will be responsible for what happens from now on. I will no longer take
the fall for what you do should you choose to Invert. And yes, my death will not cure your need
for Inversion… but it will soothe it. You are a broken god, a God who struggles to maintain
vows that are already shattered, and thus one who will be eternally tipping back and forth
between one side of the scales and the others, all-powerful and yet… terribly flawed, terribly
vulnerable.
“Now let me go, and let me take my daughter. I love her. I believe that I absorbed these
emotions and traits from yourself and Naganis…” Negative halted, looking down silently, then
he looked towards her as he reached a hand out almost hesitantly… and Epiphany quietly took it,
smiling radiantly at her father. “Let us go, so we can die together.”
Zerrex stepped forwards, grasping the handle of his sword, closing his eyes… and then he
silently yanked it back, ripping it free from the translucent shape‟s shell, and Epiphany gasped,
her body arching and flickering violently for a moment before it solidified, and she shivered a
little as she hugged herself quietly… then silently, slid down the back of the statue to settle her
feet against the ground. She and Negative stood, holding hands as they looked at Zerrex, and
Epiphany‟s corpse lay behind her… and then Negative frowned as Epiphany glanced towards
him hesitantly, before he nodded slowly and said quietly: “Yes. Of course, my daughter. Zerrex
Narrius, Epiphany is sorry for what she did. She wishes to make one small gesture of kindness to
you before she leaves.”
Zerrex nodded silently as he placed Blackheart on his back, watching as the glowing blue
spirit floated into the air, gazing down at him silently for a moment… and then she floated
slowly backwards, reaching a hand out as she passed one of the statues of the First Gods,
powerful arcs of energy crackling off it that gathered into a small, glowing sphere in her hand
before she began to dive back and forth in a beautiful, complex pattern, gathering energies from

the other statues as Zerrex watched silently, and Negative murmured: “You see, my son… your
son… Naganen, was right. When Creation attacked Life, he absorbed her genetic qualities… I…
absorbed her genetic traits. Much of Life‟s power I put into Epiphany, which is how she was able
to survive so much, why she was so hardy, why she had such power to manipulate genetics. She
had the energies of three First Gods inside her… two passed on through me, and Destruction‟s
shards of soul, that will dissipate with our demise.
“Yet only now I see it‟s not her power that I should have admired and fostered. It was
power that maddened her, inexplicable powers she couldn‟t control, with only her child‟s
experiences, her child‟s mind. It was… I should have loved her for her. For who she is… but I
was jealous of you, who had everything I had almost gained once… who I wanted to replace.”
Negative glanced at him thoughtfully, and then he shook his head and only looked up silently as
Epiphany glided past them silently, a sphere of pulsing white gathered in her hands, like a
miniature star.
Then she reached down, pulling part of her own energies from her body, adding it to
this… and she breathed quietly on it, and the twinkling sphere floated slowly from her hands and
spiraled through the air before settling quietly down into Epiphany‟s limp corpse, and the dead
body twitched one before shivering… and falling still again. Yet Zerrex could feel energy
crawling slowly through it, gathering inside of it… and then Epiphany silently floated past him,
the soul touching down beside Negative and taking her father‟s hand shyly again before Negative
glanced up at Zerrex and said curtly: “Leave. Let us being our last journey in peace.”
“Thank you, Negative. Thank you, Epiphany. I wish you both luck, with whatever
happens.” Zerrex said quietly, looking slowly from one to the other, and they both gazed at him
silently before Zerrex turned away and reached down to carefully pick up the warm body of the
girl, devastated and wounded, yet now alive in his arms, energy crackling slowly through it.
Then Zerrex glanced over his shoulder, and he saw Epiphany and Negative standing at the far
edge of the Tether, holding hands silently, blue smoke streaming slowly up from one and black
darkness from the other as they both began to slowly dissolve, the streams of smoke twisting
slowly in a rising helix as bits and pieces of the dying souls fell away, even as their hands stayed
solid and firm and locked tightly, tightly together.
The Drakkaren glanced down as the girl in his arms stirred, and her eyes flickered open
slowly… and she blinked quietly before gazing up at him as Blackheart sparked along his back,
before she whispered, her green irises flickering faintly with recognition: “Daddy? I… I had the
most awful nightmare… where are we…”
“Shh. It‟s over now.” Zerrex said softly, and he leaned down to silently kiss her forehead,
gazing at her quietly as he walked slowly towards the edge of the Tether, and she nodded quietly
and curled up in his arms as the reptile gazed at her, then out into the starlit, beautiful space
surrounding the Center of the Universe as on the other side of the platform, a translucent blue
soul and a black shape curled together tightly as they slowly faded away into nothing but motes
and twists and arcs of energy that curled silently like star-crossed comets together, vanishing
slowly into the deep, unknowable depths of space on a final journey of father and daughter.

Epilogue: Heaven‟s Heart
Zerrex smiled a little as he glanced down at Naganen, who was snoozing quietly on his
chest: Naganen, now physically a full adult, his body strong and handsome, towering ten feet tall
and with powerful arms and legs and a taut chest through which flexed firm abs when he tensed
his body. He was wearing only his red boxers, with white hearts and circles dotting them… and
then male smacked his lips slowly before he smiled embarrassedly up at Zerrex as he sat up
slightly, asking querulously: “Is it time to go already?”
The Drakkaren nodded, and the male yawned a bit as he sat up and stretched, rubbing
absently at one large horn before he blushed a little… then smiled awkwardly as he only held a
hand out, and a long, scale-leather cloak wisped towards him through the air, sliding rapidly
around his body and forming into a beautiful robe of purples and black with ivory shoulder plates
as he said awkwardly: “If you… ever want this back, Dad…”
“You deserve it, Naganen. You earned it.” Zerrex said softly, and Naganen blushed a bit
before the Drakkaren stood up, bare-chested and with his black jeans, obsidian mala, and
nanotech armlet on, the reptile reaching down to poke absently at this, and a moment later
nanites spread over his body and formed rapidly into a black t-shirt as the Drakkaren glanced
slowly over him with a smile. “Besides, it suits you more than me.”
Naganen blushed a bit again, rubbing a hand through his tall black Mohawk as he said
embarrassedly: “I think it only obeys me so much because you tell it to…”
But Zerrex only smiled amusedly at this, shaking his head a bit before Naganen added
quietly: “I‟m… I‟m glad it does, though. It‟s nice to have, and makes me feel comforted when I
wear it… and… I appreciate it a lot. I‟m… I‟m glad you think I deserve this, Dad, but still…
what I want most is to be more like you.”
The two looked at each other warmly, and Naganen blushed a little as he reached up to
touch at a scar over his throat… but it was only a nervous gesture, and not a self-conscious one.
Naganen was almost glad for it, in fact… much of what he‟d become and gained – the ability to
change his size, his increased strength and stamina, his muscular, powerful physique – was likely
in part due to the fact Zerrex had pushed so much energy into him to save his life… although
those were only physical changes. Learning to be a little less shy and a little freer was taking
more time… even if now Naganen was on-and-off dating Daria, and working on being a little
more indulgent in the physical pleasures of life. “I love you Dad.”
“I love you too, kiddo, I do.” Zerrex laughed warmly, and he traded a tight hug with his
son before he winked at him as he wrapped his arm around him and they simply vanished from
the spot to reappear a moment later in the fields behind the Ravenlight Estate, near where several
large, wooden tables had been set up and servants were busily running back and forth, portals
opening and closing as they brought food out to the table, Cecilia instructing and leading them as
her Iuratus fluttered around, straightening chairs and organizing the plates of food.
Cherry, Cindy, Mahihko, and Lone were already here, tossing a Frisbee between them
with laughter and smiles, Cherry glancing up with a grin and a wave towards Zerrex as an
overexcited Mahihko almost knocked Lone over with his own wild waving, and behind them,
Marina rolled her eyes with a warm smile at their antics as she painted the scene easily on an
easel, Maria laying on the ground beside her and looking almost dreamily up at the psychic,
admiring her beauty, her talent, and her dedication to her father and her work.
Sitting at one of the tables, Sin, Justice, and Desire were clustered around Sabnock, who
looked a little disgruntled as she almost nervously held her baby away from them, and Zerrex

and Naganen approached her, the wolverine looking up in relief as she mumbled: “Lord Zerrex.
I‟m… very glad to see you.”
“You too, Sabnock.” Zerrex glanced over her with a warm smile, eyes flicking along the
female‟s body: she was wearing long shorts and a simple white top that showed off the tattoo on
her belly. In her arms, she was cradling a small bundle that looked much more like the wolverine
than it did Zerrex, wrapped up in a black blanket as Desire cooed and gazed warmly down at the
ashen-furred baby: Galleon Junior. When Zerrex held his arms out, Sabnock passed him up to
him with a soft smile. “Hey there, little guy.”
He leaned down and kissed his son‟s forehead softly, and the wolverine baby stirred and
mumbled softly as Sin smiled radiantly up at him and Justice leaned on her sister with a grin,
asking mildly: “So when do I get to have a kid with you, finally? I‟ve been joking about it for
most of these years but now I‟m getting jealous.”
“Go away.” Zerrex said absently, and he glanced up as a portal opened, ignoring Justice‟s
loud laughter as Galleon Jr. grumbled in his arms, the reptile mumbling: “I agree, she‟s a poophead.”
Through the portal came Ambrosia, Serenity, Daria, Missy, and Mist and Shine, and
Ambrosia grinned warmly and rose a hand to her father with a delighted look in her green and
emerald eyes. All along her arms, she had tattooed black roses and symbols of Hez‟Ranna, to
show her dedication to her father… while Missy, meanwhile, had tattooed a large black rose on
her chest, with vines that scrawled along her breasts and curled around them enticingly, her
collar gleaming proudly on her neck.
And others, too, were here: in the background, Zerrex could see Loki loitering and
grumbling, looking both pleased to have been invited and irritated to actually be here, with Thor
standing nearby and laughing loudly as Gilgamesh looked back and forth, awkwardly staring at
Cindy… and nearby, Dray and Terrance were helping waiters and servants set out food and
Hez‟Rannan delicacies that Huck was already picking through, his bashful Daius lover Hans
beside him and Albatross chatting amiably with him. Sephire and Carmen were talking
animatedly at another table, and Raze had his arms crossed and was looking moodily back and
forth, but then he blushed a bit when Mary approached him with a smile and a small potted plant,
and he took it with an embarrassed mumble.
Zerrex gazed affectionately over them all as other Disciples and family members came in,
and Naganen shyly waved at Daria as she strode towards them, then slipped between the two,
wrapping her arms around father and son as she made a kissing motion towards Cindy, who
shook her head with a grin as Cherry immediately huffed and crossed her arms jealously… then
squawked when Vampire tackled her from behind and began to plant kisses all over the back of
her head, making Cindy snort in amusement, then outright laugh when Mahihko and Lone
tackled Cherry as well and also began covering her in kisses, the hermaphrodite‟s arms flailing
wildly.
The male Drakkaren couldn‟t help but laugh as well at this, shaking his head… and then,
on the other side of the table, a Gateway opened and Celeste walked out of it with a soft smile
and a new collar around her neck made of black platinum laced with ivy and studded with green
crystal. Earth strode beside her, and then the two females bowed quietly to the side as a third
figure walked through, tall and beautiful, her scales gleaming black and purple, maybe nine feet
tall now and with bone-mask of white over her features. Thicker stitches were faintly-visible
over scar tissue that webbed outwards from beneath the black leather collar around her neck, in

which sat a beautiful green gemstone, and upon which was written in ancient Hez‟Rannan, one
word on either side of the rounded emerald inset into it: Daughter Beloved.
Epiphany‟s eyes were warm and green as she carried an enormous cake towards the table,
a happy blush tingeing her cheeks, the bikini of skulls held on by black leather covering her large
breasts and groin clacking quietly as her vest stretched over her strange body. She gazed lovingly
back and forth as Mercy ran up to her delightedly, speaking rapidly in sign language and with her
eyes, and Epiphany laughed brightly before she urged: “Slow down, I can‟t understand you!”
Mercy smiled warmly as Epiphany set the enormous cake down on the table, and Zerrex
walked towards this… then yelped and leapt backwards as part of it exploded outwards as
Sammy leapt free from the cake with a screech, Galleon Jr. startling awake in his arms, but then
only grumpily whimpering once before curling towards his father as Zerrex glared down at him
as others laughed… then stared in shock as Anathema exploded out of the cake, sending chunks
of frosting hailing down in all directions as eyes from all around stared in shock, several birthday
candles stuck to the top of her skull and somehow still lit as the amber flames in her sockets
burned mischievously and she spread her skeletal arms wide as flesh and organs filled in,
exclaiming: “Surprise!”
Zerrex groaned and dropped his head back…and Anathema threw her head back and
laughed brazenly as Epiphany covered her muzzle with a giggle and looked adoringly at her
father. And the Drakkaren smiled back, knowing that she and his other children were his greatest
gifts of all on this birthday, as Selena grinned amusedly at him and leaned in to lick frosting
sloppily off the reptile‟s muzzle as others joined them at the table, Driz and Priest and Markus
smiling and laughing together, Silven and Amiglion looking at their sister with amusement.
Then a deeply-blushing Vivien walked up to sit on the table in front of Zerrex, the
Celestial Devil winking down at him as she said amusedly: “I got you some of those Eslovian
fireworks you like. Just don‟t set them off inside the Ravenlight Estate again, okay? If we ever
get married, I‟d like to be able to take that from you in the eventual divorce.”
“Oh go to… someplace… other than Hell.” Zerrex finished lamely, and people laughed
as Vivien leaned down, and she and Zerrex shared a quick, chaste kiss before the reptile leaned
back in his chair, gazing warmly around himself.
Yes, he had lost much: but now, friends and family were all around him, here to celebrate
him, here to share joy and love and laughter with him as well as support him during his sorrows
and doubts. And as he rocked Galleon in his arms, his wives, concubines, Disciples, friends, and
so many others gathered around him, Zerrex gazed lovingly at Epiphany as she gazed
affectionately back, smiling and cherishing her father‟s attention as Celeste rubbed a hand down
her back and Anathema leapt off the table to gently dab at her daughter‟s muzzle and Jessica
came forwards with Cindy to help start laying gifts out along the table.
Epiphany was weaker than she had once been now… far weaker, in fact. But that didn‟t
matter… what mattered was that she was here, she loved him, and the memories in her mind that
the other-Epiphany, the Negative‟s-daughter Epiphany, had brought back were of the good times
she and Zerrex had spent together… of how much her father had loved her, taken care of her, and
treated her always with kindness. This Epiphany was his true daughter… and powerful or not,
she would always be his beloved daughter, his little girl… just like sons and daughters would
always be sons and daughters to him, no matter how they grew up or what they did with their
lives, and how his friends and family would always be friends and family, from Carmen and
Cherry to Vivien and Sabnock and everyone in between.

And Zerrex smiled, basking in the glow of affection and attention, indulging in the love
with his baby boy Galleon Jr. held in his arms, splattered with cake as Celeste and Sabnock
began to sing together as if on cue, and he closed his eyes as inside of him, he heard a soft,
loving voice whisper in powerful emotions that reached the depths of his soul over even the
melody and warmth that spilled from all around him: I’ll always be with you.

Nothing is without a purpose:
Pain makes pleasure brighter,
Sorrow makes our joys worth more.
No matter how you fight it, love always finds a way.
Zerrex Narrius
July 4th, 2011-September 16th, 2011

